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rfEiTING SCRAP LEAD from discarded telephone cable. It is smelted and refined at a Western Electric plant. The lead ingots will return to service as new cable sheathing.
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J.he salvaging of worn-out equipment has always

been important in the telephone business. It's more

important than ever right now.

For it isn't just so many pounds or tons of lead and

copper and zinc and steel that come out of it. It's

telephone service.

Every bit of recovered material helps to relieve

shortages and enables us to build more of the

telephone equipment that is so urgently needed.

That means better, quicker service for everyone. It

also brings telephone service nearer to those who
may have been waiting for a long time.

So salvaging is more than salvaging these days.

It's the voice of a friend. A hurry-call to the doctor.

A visit with someone in a distant city. Somebody's

link with everything and everybody, everywhere.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



OF THE MONTH

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayet Presents

"FIESTA"
IN TECHNICOLOR

ESTHER WILLIAMS
AKIM TAMIROFF • CYD CHARISSE
JOHN CARROLL • MARY ASTOR

FORTUNIO BONANOVA
and introducing

RICARDO MONTALBAN
Original screenplay by

GEORGE BRUCE and LESTER COLE

Directed by RICHARD THORPE
Produced by JACK CUMMINGS

We've always admired Esther Williams —
and we'll bet a jingling handful of bright

silver pesos that you've always shared our
sentiment. She's so lovely to look at even
standing still. And when that lissome, ath-

letic body begins to move — well, that's

poetry in motion. And when she dances a

gay Latin flamenco — that's breath-taking.

And when she goes through the brilliant and
tense drama of bull-fighting, swirling the

matador's cape, dodging the massive and
murderous plunges of an angry bull, that's

—"Fiesta", M-G-M's south-of-the-Rio-rain-

bow of Technicolor romance!

To heighten the excitement of this color-

splashed musical romance M-G-M intro-

duces a talented and versatile new star:

suave, handsome Ricardo Montalban, be-

loved idol of many of Mexico's greatest films.

Ricardo epitomizes the word "smooth".

Whether he's dancing with lovely Cyd
Charisse, or serenading to the sultry twang
of a guitar or startling the arena with his

powerful grace as a bull-fighter, Ricardo
maintains the same confident, likable ease.

We predict America will hail him as the

very best of Good Neighbors and a brilliant

new star in the Hollywood firmament.

"Fiesta" is in every sense a glorious,

unforgettable adventure. There's all the

glamour of Mexico itself, photographed in

fabulous Technicolor. There's sparkling

music, magnificent dancing and a romantic

story that sweeps to new heights of dra-

matic excitement. M-G-M has given "Fiesta"

a supporting cast of the first magnitude:
Akim Tamiroff, dashing John Carroll, Cyd
Charisse, Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova.

"Fiesta" is a triumph of spectacular en-

tertainment. Therefore, this column shouts

"Viva!" for Director Richard Thorpe and
Producer Jack Cummings and for that

gifted writing twosome, George Bruce and

Lester Cole, who did the original screenplay.

We recommend "Fiesta". "Fiesta" is the

most-a of the best-a. And so is Esth-a!
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Dlar Editor: The story. Hearno, Spcakno,
Seeno (Mar. 29th), came when I was in the

midst of spring cleaning. The paper hang-

ers had just gone and left the usual mess
behind them, which I alone had to clean up.

I had lumbago besides and a headache and
my feet hurt but I was hurrying to get done
before my in-laws came. I took time out

for a cup of tea and picked up a Collier's

magazine and before I knew it I was shak-

ing with glee.

I felt better both in mind and body. I

think the whole world needs stories like

that. Dorothy Hatfield. Everett, Wash.

VERSE AND VERSE

Dear Editor: The succinct quatrain by
Dorothy Farrell, of Honolulu, T. H. (The
Week's Mail, May 24th), evoked a dis-

cussion:

If Dorothy's diet

Had had less religion

She would be, I am sure,

Much less callipygian.

If Dorothy's diet

Had been more religious

She would be. I am sure,

Less steatopygous.

Niles S. Colman, San Francisco, CaL

DOCTOR! DOCTOR!

Dear Sir: So you can't get a doctor!

(May 17th). Hey? Why don't more doc-

tors settle in the small communities'.'

I might tell Albert Maisel that I trav-

eled out to South Dakota last fall, a mat-

ter of some 1.500 miles to see a location

for an M.D. It was a nice town and they

did want a doctor. But they did not have

a house in town to live in, they offered no
stipend to help one to move there. I could

have practiced there, but was warned that

the winters were cold and I knew that

bringing up five children in a tent in a

South Dakota winter was somewhat harsh.

I wrote to several other places—Ohio,

North Dakota and other states mentioned
in the article. Most of the towns wanted
me to come out and look them over. No
mention of traveling expense, no housing
mentioned and no subsidy mentioned in

case the doctor could not make a living.

P. J. Lawrence, M.D., Brandon, Vt.

. . . Here's how we got one of the best

doctors in the country for our little island

—an hour and a half from the mainland
by boat—with about 400 people.

We subscribed money by door-to-door

canvass, had a big celebration, auction,

suppers, etc.—got a subsidy from town

—

had paint days, clearance days, etc., and
now we have a fine doctor's home and

(Continued on page 68)
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FOR YOUR TOUR THROUGH HISTORY . .
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Three of the greatest docu-

ment* in the World's march

from bondage were signed in

Independence Hall, Philadel-

phia . . . the Declaration of

Independence, the Articles of

Federation and the Constitu-

tion. In the central rotunda

stands the Liberty Bell, famed

symbol of Freedom.
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Tune in

"Lawyer Tucker" starring Parker

Fennelly, Thursdays 9:00 P.M.

E.T. on CBS

i

• Travel is a freedom, too . . . born when
America removed barriers between
states . . . come of age with the auto-

mobile and modern highways. Enjoy

re-discovering America this summer
in a car with a smooth running engine.

For real driving pleasure replace your

faulty plugs with a new set of Auto-Lite
Spark Plugs . . . ignition engineered
by the same engineers who design
complete electrical systems for many
of America's finest cars, trucks and
tractors. See your Auto-Lite Spark
Plug Dealer and "Switch to Auto-Lite."

Toronto, Ontario THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY Toledo 1, Ohio

.
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It's Almost

Inevitable • •

...when you smile your sweetest, and

/<^ee/> /\£tsMO/L
His heart sings the ageless serenade, "You're so beautiful ..."

You query, "Could any girl be this girl? Could I?" Rather, ask yourself,

"Does my smile compel compliments? Is my mouth sweet, fresh, inviting?"

Answer a confident "yes", if you've beauty-bathed your teeth and mouth

with the neii> Listerine Tooth Paste. One triarl will show you why.

So refreshing ... so stimulating ... . this delightful new dentifrice leaves your

teeth sparkling in all their natural brilliance,

your mouth enticingly sweet. You're extra nice

. . . you're kissable!

Lambert Pharmacal Company, "St. Louis, 2io.

'THE £&om£/ !£a/4 FOR TEETH!

GtORGE DC ZAY

KEEP DP WITH THE WORLD
BY FUELING FOSTER

A new fad in California is to

own a "personalized" automobile

—

one which has been so changed in ap-
pearance that it resembles no other

car. To disguise an automobile thus
may cost as much as $1,000. Special-

ists usually lower the body several

inches, remove chrome strips, reshape
fenders, install new bumpers and a

special radiator grill and repaint the

car in a peculiar color.

A mysterious fact came to light

some years ago in a study of the effect

of electricity on different species of
fish as the current flowed through an
oblong aquarium. Each fish would
place itself parallel with the flow of

direct current, but would take a posi-

tion at a right angle to the flow of al-

ternating current.

On April I, 1947, near Fairbanks,

Alaska, the life of a U.S. Army para-
trooper was saved after his chute col-

lapsed in mid-air. The instant it

folded, a brother paratrooper who
was descending a little below and to

one side was swept, by a sudden gust

of wind, so close to the disabled chute
that he was able to grab its shroud
lines, which he held while his own
chute carried him and his friend

safely to the ground.

The source of light in a new unit,

to illuminate airport approaches in

fogs and storms, is a four-inch tube

filled with krypton gas. The unit's

special optical equipment, however,
increases its intensity to 3.300,000,000

candle power, which is 600 times as

bright as the most powerful light-

house beam in the United States.

Nobel prizes have been awarded to

nine women in five countries, one in

Austria, one in Chile, two in Sweden,
two in France and three in the United
States—Jane Addams, Pearl S. Buck
and Emily Greene Balch.

During the 1920s Pierre Lutece,

French vaudeville star whose act coi

sisted of answering any question c

any subject, was thought to have
phenomenal brain, the study of whic

would be of scientific value. When 1

died twelve years ago, it was four

that he had made secret contracts ft

the exclusive possession of his bra

after death with fifty-three differe

institutions from which he had swi

died S50.000.

Among the Eskimos of northei

Canada, a man going on a long jou

ney usually arranges to exchan.
wives temporarily with a friend whi
his own wife is encumbered with ch
dren and cannot accompany him.

Since 1930. crematories in Gre
Britain have increased from 21 to 5

and some 200 others are under co
sideration. Of the present number,
are owned and operated by munii
palities, one of which, in Hull, mak
no charge for its service.

In a recent survey, Chicago's on
commercial television station, WBK
found that two thirds of the peop:

who constitute its audience watch t

shows on receivers in barrooms whi-]

now own 1,025 of the 3,100 sets

that area.

At an auction of antiques in Lc
don in 1932, a certain armchair put
aroused much speculation as to >

purpose. While it was ornately carv3

and made apparently, around 15<

for use in the home, it contained i

seat-operated mechanism that cau? i

two curved iron bars, concealed
the arms, to come down, lock o1

:

the thighs and thus trap a pers i

within a second after he had sat dov

Ten dollars will be paid for each fact

cepted for this column. Contributions it

be accompanied by their source of infor

tion. Address Keep Up With the Wo
Collier's. 250 Park Ave, New York (I

N. Y. This column is copyrighted and
items may be reproduced without permiss I

Collier's for July 5'"
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SURE, your car starts easily in hot weather. But that doesn't mean
you can forget about your battery. In fact, it's more harmful

to neglect a battery during the summer months than at any other

time of year!

What service is needed? Most important, keep your battery prop-

erly filled with approved water. Once a week isn't too often to

have it checked, because water evaporates a lot faster under
excessive external heat and motor heat. Another good idea is to

make sure the generator and voltage regulator are functioning

properly: a battery that's being overcharged continually is "not

long for this world." Also, battery terminals should be kept clean,

and frayed cables replaced.

There's no better place to have your battery checked ... no better

place for automotive service of all kinds . . . than your nearby
United Motors Service station. Look for the United Motors sign

in your neighborhood and wherever you drive.

\fSlTEi>

LOOK FOR
THIS SIGN

SERVICE
AfQTOttft

IT'S RIGHT
NEAR B r

Selected independent automotive service stations are authorized by

UNITED MOTORS SERVICE
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
to display the sign above and to sell and service these products:

DEICO Batteries

AC Fuel Pumps, Gauges s

and Speedometers I 5.

INUTE Brake LinKf - %
SAGINAW Jacks

DELCO RadiaArts
HYATT Rollerlivings

v*. «K*.."' Us

DELCO Auto Radios

DUREX Gasoline Filters

HARRISON Heaters

DELCO Home Radios

NEW DEPARTURE
Bali Bearings

HARRISON Thermostats

DELCO Shock Absorbers

GUIDE Lamps
DELCO-REMY Starting,

Lighting and Ignition

KLAXON Horns

HARRISON Radiators

DELCO Hydraulic Brakes

THE

WEEK'S

WORK

WHILE it is more natural to

go into a trance after buy-
ing Collier's, hypnotist

Howard Klein first put Miss Mildred
Greenstein in a trance, then sent her
out on the rainy streets of Philadel-

phia to hawk America's biggest dime's
worth. Mr. Klein was proving a point

in posthypnotic suggestion. For this

and further Kleinian tomfoolery see

the entrancing article Do As You're
Told on p. 24.

Actually Miss Greenstein, as illus-

trated, is not in a state of complete
hypnosis. She has awakened. But
while "asleep," Mr. Klein made the

suggestion that it was vital she dash
out and sell our fine magazine. Eerily,

the first thing Miss Greenstein did

during her posthypnotic state was to

obey Mr. Klein. "All hypnotized sub-

jects who have received a posthyp-
notic suggestion will never admit they

are hypnotized," Mr. Klein informed
us. "They attempt to think up reasons

for their conduct." Miss Greenstein
insists she did not have to think up
any reasons for selling Collier's.

IN DECEMBER, 1944, Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Burnet daringly sold

their charming home in Coldwater
Canyon, Beverly Hills, to Miss Ella

Raines, the charming movie actress.

"For a year and a half thereafter, we
lived in a miniscule house in the San
Fernando Valley," says Mr. Burnet,

"which, regardless of the song, I never
intend to make my home. The valley

is cold in winter and hot in summer,
and the sound of motor crashes on
Ventura Boulevard is not conducive
to the contemplative life."

Deciding in the fall of '46 to move
back East, preferably near salt water,

the Burnets searched the Atlantic

Coast from Maine to Florida fruit-

lessly, subleasing an apartment in

Bronxville, New York, for a spell,

finally winding up in a stanch home of

their own at Stonington, Connecticut.

Ordinarily such experiences would
not have inspired Mr. Burnet to such

a serious effort as The Grand March
of the United States of America, p. 18.

But Mr. Burnet sees home-hunting to-

day as a longing, shared by millions,

for mental and spiritual security.

Mr. Burnet hopes his search for the

answer to the question where man
can find something solid on which to

base his life may be found in The
Grand March of the United States of

America.
"I happen to believe that the only

security which modern man can hope
to achieve lies in faith," he confesses.

"I chose a Negro for the protagonist

of this faith because it seemed to me
stronger and more poignant to project

it from the mind and spirit of one

whose people are still denied the

fillment of the vision of freedoi

the founders of our republic'

Mr. Burnet, who is from Cincin
and has been reporter, editor,

and stage playwright, and poet,

born on July 3, 1888. His grandf;

Jacob Burnet rode horseback
Newark. New Jersey, to settle a

the Ohio in 1795—at a spot whic
now Cincinnati.

NINA WILCOX PUTNAM
down Miami way doing an

cle on the Payground as a Sum an
Resort, when she naturally wonde d:

"What do the mosquitoes do duti|-

the off season? Do they live off lit

languishing resort keepers?"
Mme. Putnam looked up Mr. lea

Stutz, director of the Dade & Brovrd
Antimosquito Districts of Floila

Next thing she knew, she had foiot

ten the summer-resort story, and *ai

off chasing mosquitoes. Unmasnj
the Mosquito, p. 38, is the result.,

Mrs. Putnam went calling on lid

ing mosquito families, poked in m|b
bors' garbage cans, met the danri!

balls she describes in her article, EU

a lot of Mr. Stutz's pamphlets, ti«

watched the spotters at work far iilii

well-oiled Everglades, ruining a an

of $18 white shoes doing so.

Thus came the facts of Mme. pi

nam's excellent article. "Isuppos<tii

facts of today are the errors olio

morrow," she adds with true sciei ifi<

humility. "But that's the way Itotw

them. Anyway I feel I know i jc< ^

about mosquitoes. I've even seeniru |

lay an egg—but then I've laid qu
few myself."

SPORTS writers notoriously t

spavined, bald, and muscle-bo id

we proudly point to the fact that

Davidson, who wrote Olympic F>

p. 20, was an athlete once hinjl

Back in the '30s he hurdled for

York University, bowling over <|al*

meet opposition and winning sera
titles. A streamlined 160 pound hi

was then known as Galloping ili

the Violent Violet.

Today Davidson weighs in at

When he dropped in at his old

mater (a little fatter herself) to se|ii

old coach on the story, Emil von
ing turned to his assistants and
"Well, well—another shot-putter <

ing out for the team!"

ru

This week's cover: Indepencid
Day Parade. Painted by Ronald 1c

Leod, who has contributed to Colfer

for 19 years, the cover coincide

propriately with Dana Burnet's

nificent story. The Grand Marc
the United States of America. . .

Ted ShaI

ColUer's for July 5, '4<
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the club, the local playhouse or even in town.

The body is made of beautifully grained hard

woods fashioned with the finest of craftsman-

ship— built to last!

ne day in the life of your Mercury Station

agon shows you why it's just about the

lost useful car you ever owned!

tj'ou pick up week-end guests at the station.

There's a whole lot more luggage than you

More fashionable— wherever you go

nixpected, but it all fits easily

—

and your

Upends do, too! Eight people ride comfort-

diably— with plenty of leg room and elbow

room for everyone. And the clear, full vision

in all directions is a treat for the passengers

as well as the driver.

More room— whenever you need rf

You take your guests to the beach— and its

room again comes in mighty handy. Nice part

of it is— your Mercury Station Wagon is the

smartest car wherever you go— at the beach,

More practical— for every purpose

What's more, this handsome spacious station

wagon has all the famous pickup and liveli-

ness that makes Mercury more fun to drive

—plus gas and oil economy unusual in such

a big, powerful car.

For more ofeverythingyou want— get to know

the Mercury Station Wagon.

MERCURY— DIVISION OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY



The bad news that didn't spoil a vacation

1 he letter was from a lawyer.

I snapped the camp mailbox shut as I read the

last sentence.

"My client holds you personally responsible

for the loss of her ability to carry on her usual

occupation, resulting from the accident which
occurred on your premises."

I remembered the accident all right. My wife

had just told the woman selling children's books
that we didn't want any. The woman had turned

to make a last-minute sales argument as she was
going down the steps. She stepped on one of the

children's toys and took a spill.

That was just as we were leaving on vacation.

But I did snatch a minute to give my Travelers

man the bare details of the mishap over the

telephone.

Now, this letter from her lawyer, claiming a
bad back injury, was the first I'd learned how
serious her accident apparently was.

I'm pretty much of a worrier. After reading

that letter, I was sure of one thing. I would have
sweated out the rest of my vacation instead of

enjoying it if last winter I hadn't done something

that my Travelers man had been suggesting for a

long time. I had taken out Comprehensive Per-

sonal Liability Insurance.

So I walked over to the village store and put
in a call for my Travelers man. I had him on the

line in five minutes. He said for me not to worry

a bit about it. He told me he'd been following up
the tip-off I'd given him before I left and that he

had everything under control.

So instead of worrying about a lawsuit hanging

overmy head, I pushed off in a canoe for Diamond
Island ledge. I was only ten minutes late for a

date I had with a big bass. •

I really got a bargain when I took out Compre-
hensive Personal Liability Insurance. It gave me
a lot of protection for so little money.

I know, for instance, I won't have to dig deep
into the bank account to pay for damage our dog

might do to someone's Sunday clothes or to so:

one's only right hand. If a friend or a delive

boy should happen to be hurt on our place, \

know medical expenses will be paid.

And having this kind of insurance, I know th

I'm safe from a lawsuit that might put a perm
nent crimp in my lifetime savings, and probah

leave a debt I'd be years in paying.

Don't you agree that I get a lot for the 3 f

cents a day I invest in Comprehensive Persor

Liability Insurance?

MORALS INSURE IN

The Travelers
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE AND SURETY RON I

The Travelers Insurance Company, The Travel {

Indemnity Company, The Travelers Fire Insurai|e

Company, The Charter Oak Fire Insurance Compai
Hartford, Connecticut.
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MERCH I

BY CLARENCE lit 1>I\C.TON Kill AM)

As I held the httle man at arm's length I felt small fists beat upon my back. "Let him down, thou great ox," a voice said

Through the pageantry and in-

trigue of historic Italy move two

great heroes, fighting shoulder to

shoulder. Here begins a thrilling

novel of love and high adventure

WHEN I, Peter Carew, was a young man,
bursting with great knowledge that had
been flogged into my head at the high

school in Exeter and at Oxford University. 1 be-

lieved the business of our King to be the making of

war on other kings, hunting the stag in the forests,

and begetting heirs to the throne; but not to meddle
in the affairs of common people, of which, quite

naturally, he would have no understanding. Now
that I have come to great age and less wisdom I am

not sure but what my youthful judgment of the mat-
ter did not pick the kernel out of the nut.

It did not mislike me that the King required that

every man between the ages of fifteen years and
sixty should be required to keep war harness in his

house according to his worldly goods—every man
at least a yew bow and arrows. This was sensible

because the Scots on the northern border were al-

ways vexatious and needed to be kept in order.

And, across the Channel, King Francis and Em-
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peror Charles were always scratching

their heads to find what harm they

could do us.

Now I have a great dislike for sheep
as very stupid and ill-smelling crea-

tures, which is a 4hing to wonder at

because it is their fleeces which, for

some generations, have brought to

our family a very satisfying prosper-

ity. My father was no inconsiderable

member of the Mercers' Company in

London town, carrying on a profita-

ble trade with the Low Countries and
with Florence, in Italy, though not so

much in the latter city as before Lo-
renzo de' Medici quit tending to his

business as a banker and merchant
and was bitten by the maggot of poli-

tics. But we Carews stuck to our
muttons, or at least to their wool,

meddling neither with war nor politics

until it came to myself who was thrust

into both, but much against my will.

We have a farm which came to us

through my mother, and twice each
year it becomes my duty to repair

thither to examine into the accounts,

and count the sheep, and examine into

the management of Wat Tayloe, who
has a good knowledge of farming and
the raising of sheep and is trustworthy.

There was a walk for two hundred
sheep, and we tilled enough land to

employ a dozen laborers at the ex-

cellent wage of fourpence a day.

It was Fair Day on the morrow
after I came to the farm, and as I ever

enjoy these merrymakings and take

great pleasure especially in the archery

at which our King hath enjoined us to

practice without ceasing, as well as the

dancing and the wonders to be seen in

the booths scattered about the green,

I was nothing loath to trudge with

Wat to the village, he carrying upon
his back his heavy bow and the four

arrows he was obliged by law to own.
It was a clear morning. Wat

stretched his short, sturdy legs to keep
pace with my longer stride—for at that

time I had accomplished my growth
and filled my weight. There were few
men in the shire who could balance
the beam against me.

Wat, a silent man, spoke up after a

time. "It is said the King hunts in the

Duke's forest," he said.

"It would pleasure me to see His
Majesty. It is said he is of a figure to

rejoice the eye."

WE TRUDGED on, and as we
neared the village, and the

sound of music came sprightly

through the trees, and the cries of

those who would woo farthings from
the pockets of the people for useless

trifles rose above the voices of the

countryside on pleasure bent, my
mood passed and I was ready to take

my part as befitted an Englishman,
sound in limb, to whose youth misfor-

tune was only an evil that happened
to other people.

I was then but only out of my boy-

hood, for I was in my twenty-filth

year, and gullible as all boys properly

should be, and happy to be cheated

by any chapman or cheap-John,
knowing well I was being diddled but

taking pleasure in it. Yet half believ-

ing in the power of a charm to make
your love love you, or to remove warts

from the fingers, or to hold you safe

from wounds in battle. So I went my
way merrily, seeing all that was to be

seen. And so I came to a small pa-

vilion before which strutted a man in

the attire of a Turk, but whose tongue
was the tongue of London. He waved
his arms mightily and shouted in a

voice that was a marvel for stridency

that within, one might have disclosed

to him the secrets of the future, to-

gether with sage advice as to what
pains a man should take to avoid the

pitfalls of life. This mountebank fixed

his glittering, humorous eyes upon me,
and he motioned to me confidentially,

and his face assumed an expression of

secret gravity.

"You are awaited, young Hercules,"

he said. "The stars have foretold your
coming. Your presence has been seen

in the crystal ball. The Wise One
waits to give you her message. From
the East she comes, from the land of

Mahound and Ashtoreth and Beelze-

bub, from the land of spirits the size

of pine trees. She sits within awaiting

your coming, young man-mountain,
for she has secret and weighty things

for your ears. Come in. Tarry not.

Only a penny to learn the message of

the Ancient Ones. Haste ye in."

Now I am no uneducated and su-

perstition-ridden villein to put faith in

such prophets as sell their wares for a

penny, but on the other hand who
knows but what they may hit upon
some word of truth, or, indeed, be pos-

sessed of a gift of vision contrary to

the laws of nature? So 1 thrust a penny
into his hand, stooped my head and
entered the opening.

There upon a low dais sat a woman
with veiled face, and on her head was
a silver serpent with hood spread;

over the top of her veil were two eyes

that were wells of mystery. And her

outspread hands,' whose fingers were

slender and tapering, hovered over a

globe which was shining and clear anc

undefiled. and she peered at me in i

manner to make my bones turn to wa
ter. If she were young or an ancien

crone I could not say, for her hair wa:

covered and nothing was visible o

her but her hands, which seemec

young, but may have remained so b;

some magic, and her eyes, into whicl

it was uncomfortable to look.

"Sit you upon the stool quietly

she said, "and hold forth the ham
nearest your heart."

Her voice, also, was not aged, bi

most musical and liquid and disturb

ing because it was low in her throa
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The carnival to honor the ambassadors of the French king was a wondrous sight

to behold. Troops of imps and demons and grotesques jostled through the crowd
making merry with pranks, and none offered to halt them from their mischief

with a curious timbre to it that made
the goose flesh to arise. With slender
finger she touched my hand light as

thistledown, and moved the finger

along the lines of my palm: she ut-

tered a little cry as if something had
both surprised and frightened her.

When she spoke, it was with a tongue
not born to our English language, but
which was pleasing to the ear.

"You go on the long journey," she
said, "from which you come not back
so soon as you theenk. You go on the
vessel from thees town w'ere many
horses wait for fish." Now that was a
saying, indeed. For whoever heard
of a horse waiting for a fish? "And
you sail far in safety to thees land

w'ere everyw'ere is war. And there

await you dangers of the mos' fear-

some, yet they shall not hurt you if

you are wise. As I shall teach you to

be wise. Men of the mos' evil shall

follow you, but you shall come to a

man, and that man you will love mos'
greatly. You shall know heem be-

cause his name in thees language is

John, and upon his breast and his

arms and his legs there will be armor
black as night."

All this was moonshine but the

woman spoke so gravely that I could

not laugh at it nor quite disbelieve it.

Her eyes held mine. "You have
doubt," she said. Her shoulders moved
as if in a shrug. "Before thees sun

shall rise again a message comes to

you to prepare for the journey."
1 arose to go but her hand restrained

me. "First," she said, "you gaze into

the crystal. Then shall be no more
that you laugh at me or doubt. Bend
you the head. Stare into thees ball."

And so she commenced to whisper
softly so that her voice was but a rustle

as of the wind in the leaves, and I

obeyed her and peered with all my
strength into the clear crystal ball.

And then it seemed as if a cloud passed
over it and it became murky and over-
cast. But then it cleared again except
in its heart, and the darkness there

spread throughout and diffused and
became a picture, but not a picture

that was without movement, for it

was a scene of men fighting, and part
of the warriors wore black armor and
waved black pennons. And then from
the flank came other men on foot
most unexpectedly. And they threw
themselves upon the enemies of the
black warriors who threw down their

arms and fled or stayed to perish. Then
the leader of the black army threw up
the visor of his helmet and I saw his

face clearly. And he called out until

through the smoke there strode to him
a man of great stature. The general
bent from his horse and kissed the

cheek of this man, this giant, who
lifted up his face to the light, and 1 saw
that it was myself.

1 was breathless and my bones were
water, for here was a miraculous thing
past all human understanding. I sat

spellbound considering what I had
seen in the ball, and as I thought of the

scene I had witnessed and of the black
armor and the black banners I won-
dered if what I guessed were veritably

the truth.

"Was that general," I asked, "Gio-
vanni delle Bande Nere?"

"John of the Black Bands," she said

in English. "Giovanni de' Medici.
The greatest soldier of the age."

"His fame," said I, "hath reached
our England." For some reason I said

this in the Italian language.

"You speak the tongue of Italy?"

she asked.

"It has been the custom of my fam-
ily to master it," said I, "we being mer-
chants with important dealings with
the Calimala—the wool guild."

"It is well," she said. "And now I

give you the charm of mighty magic
weethout which all comes to ruin. So
awful ees the power of thees charm
that, if you open the box that contains

it, the eyes of you weel be blasted

weeth blindness. Thees you mus' pro-
tect weeth your life, for if you lose it

you are lost and destroyed. You shall

bear it in your breast until a day shall

come when one shall come close to

you and say these words in the Italian

language, sarebbe gran cosa a un
redme. Then shall you deliver it to

him, and the charm shall have done
its task and the power and danger shall

depart from it."

"A magnificent income for a king-

dom." I translated.

"Do not forget the words. Likewise,

if you weesh to keep the sight of your
eyes, let no man see this charm nor
know that you possess it."

I smiled at her and humored her,

and wondered what she would look
like were all her covering peeled off.

"You give me much for a penny," I

said.

"Go with God," she answered. . . .

I searched about in the throng for

Wat, but my attention being distracted

by tumblers and clowns and a troop
of men who were marvelously dexter-

ous at tossing divers objects into the

air and catching them again before
they fell to the ground, it was mid-
morning before I found him lounging
with his gossips in the vicinity of the

archery butts. His Majesty frowned
upon other games which withdrew the

attention of men from the sport of

archery, so that shooting at the butts

had become the national pastime.

NOW, I, in my age, have seen a de-

cline in this art. In my youth
no mature man might shoot with the

light bow over a course shorter than
two hundred and twenty yards; and
the bows were three fingers thick and
seven feet in length—which required

a man of parts to manage. But to our
shame be it said that in these latter

days French soldiers, standing at that

distance, turn their backs and pat their

buttocks derisively toward our arch-

ers. "In my day they would have had
their britches nailed to their backsides.

Now I, being no yeoman but a city

man engaged in trade, was not entered
in the contests, but Wat was to shoot,
and a right good archer he was.

Then there came a great shouting
and tumult and running of people bel-

lowing, "The King! The King!" and
I looked where all pointed to a com-
pany that rode out upon the green. At
the head came riding a young man
upon a splendid horse. He was broad
of shoulder with a good leg to him,
and a broad, friendly face whose eye-

brows pointed upward at the outer

corners. I liked the look of him as

much as I disliked the weasel face of
His Eminence, Cardinal Wolsey, who
rode beside him, his red hat tipped a

little over one eye.

The goodfolk cheered most noisily,

more because of the spectacle than for

love of their King, which is the way of
all goodfolk, and His Majesty lifted

his little hat high most friendly and
bellowed joyously as any free peasant
upon a holiday, "Bend me a bow, lads.

For the honor of the shire, bend me a

bow and loose me an arrow. There
be Frenchmen here to see." He
clapped a tall, gorgeous man who rode
next him upon the back so that he all

but fell from the saddle. "Here rides

the ambassador of my beloved
brother, Francis. Show him a sight,

my lads. Tell him a tale with bow and
arrow that he may repeat across yon
channel which will speak with louder
voice than the cackling of all the min-
isters in my council."

At this boisterous and undiplomatic
saying I saw the shoulders of His
Eminence twitch and his lips com-
press. Nonetheless he contrived to

smile at the King and the French am-
bassador most sleekly, and to say
some word in a low voice which
caused them all to laugh.

"Fall to," the King bellowed again.

"A handful of silver pennies to him
who doth outshoot his fellows."

The contestants, somewhat over-

awed by the presence of their King,
clustered about the line, and one after

the other they gauged the wind and
fitted their arrows to the string and
loosed at the white prick on the butt,

(Continued on page 45)
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B Placed under police surveillance, Mitty escapes into dre;l

character of Walter O'Mitty, constable-defying Irish reb»|
a

sings "Molly Malone," one of Kaye's non-git-gat-gittle sorI
u

B'

THE PUBLIC LIFE

WALTER
MITTY

BY TED SHANE

Mitty as Wing Commander Mitty, frightfully British

downs Nazis, pooh-poohs broken arm, says, "Just a sera

—set it myself!" and meets Virginia Mayo, dancing

^
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U ride this twister out and be in Bombay for breakfast!" shouts Captain Mitty, comforting his dream girl Vir-

Mayo, during Hollywood's most violent studio storm in years. Danny Kaye also daydreams he is Dr. Mitty,

d surgeon, who performs emergency operation with scalpel, sock stretcher, sprinkling can, cheese grater

f
THE announcement that Samuel Goldwyn

was starring Danny Kaye in a movie hash-

up of James Thurber's delicate tale about a

little man with big dreams, The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty, generated quite a storm in Thurberdom.
Mr. Thurber himself, when he heard the movies

coveted his fragile, 2,200-word vignette of a hen-
pecked, daydreaming escapist, said, "I will pay any
producer $10,000 not to touch it—but not a cent

more!"
The Thurber idolaters, when advised that the

lavish Mr. Goldwyn intended to bedeck the mousy
Walter Mitty in Technicolor, throw in a melodrama
and the Goldwyn Girls, and add three new dreams
to Mr. Thurber's ostensibly sufficient four—all to

cost some $4,000,000—howled. Humorist Frank
Sullivan cried, "Watch your step, Goldwyn, old

boy, you're playing with dynamite!"
Mr. Goldwyn went ahead anyway with the script

and threatened to change the title to I Wake Up

Dreaming. Whereupon some South Pacific Navy
pilots, charter members of the Walter Mitty Associ-

ation, radioed: "Touch one hair of Mitty's head

—

and we'll bomb the studio."

Mr. Goldwyn, the coward, restored the original

title, and issued a communique assuring Thurber
fans that Mitty would emerge in the new film as

wistful, frustrated and Milquetoasty as ever. With
his courage in one hand, and the other poised over
the cash register, Mr. Goldwyn proceeded to make
the picture.

The humdrum Walter Mitty, as portrayed by the

chameleon-faced Danny Kaye, comes out a some-
what more dazzling character than Thurber in-

tended. Unlike the overmarried, overharried Mr.
Mitty, Kaye, playing the part of a proofreader in a

pulp magazine house, becomes the hero of a

standard Hollywood plot in which he foils villains,

saves a patrimony in old Dutch masters (paintings,

that is!) and gets the girl— in this case, Virginia Mayo.

Mitty is transformed into Couturier Anatole Mitty
of Rue du Blanc Mange, Paree, and gives Goldwyn
Girls chance to show off finery and screwy hats

The resemblance to the original Mitty lies in the

dream sequences, Jo which have been added three

new ones enabling Kaye to display the full scope of
his talents.

All of which has moved Mr. Thurber to say, "I

think the picture which I tampered with will be an
interesting one." . . .

"The daily life of Walter Mitty is, or should be,"

Mr. Thurber summed up in what surely must be a

new high in resignation, "humdrum. However, it

would be as difficult to present a humdrum Mitty in

Technicolor as it would be to do the witch scene
from Macbeth on the center court at Wimbledon on
a summer's day at high noon."

Thurberkes will not be too seriously displeased

at what has happened to Mitty in Hollywood, al-

though we seriously question whether Mr. Sullivan

and the drastic Mittymen will be placated. Kaye
fans, who number in the hundred millions, will be
made very happy.

l!

|y slips from dull family bridge game and compensates as Gaylord Mitty, swashbuckling river-boat gambler,

"twins money, plantations and the honor of recurrent Virginia Mayo from Cunnel Tubby Wadsworth. Cunnel
» iby pulls aces out of his sleeve and in nondream sequences plays the unheroic Mitty's bullying archrival

'Thar's a bounty fer ldllin' rattlesnakes!" drawls

Slim Mitty, the Perth Amboy (N. J.) Kid to "Toledo
Tubby." Despite Thurber, movie has happy ending
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Memo from the President to Jim Farley. Congressman Darden was re-elected,
later became governor of Virginia, is now president of University of Virginia

BY JAMES A. FARLEY

From 1938 to 1940, third-term speculation grew. John Garner
puffed his long cigar and said: "Jim, the two of us can pull to-

gether to stop Roosevelt." In his third article, the party national
chairman tells of a confidential statement from F.D.R. himself

INTERNATIONAL

The friendship between Roosevelt and Cardinal Mundelein led to a curious con-
versation between the Cardinal and Mr. Farley on religion and the third term
16

When Roosevelt entertained King George and Queen Elizabeth at Hyde Park in

I HAVE only one regret about
my public service and that is

that I was not permitted to

participate in the war effort. At the

outbreak of the war I offered to forgo
politics and devote myself to organiz-

ing the nation's productive capacity. I

was confident I could do a good job,

but my offer was ignored. Again, after

Pearl Harbor, I volunteered to serve

in any capacity where I might be of
value. The President, however, turned
thumbs down on me. This evidently

was because 1 had opposed the third

term and it is the story of that opposi-
tion that I want to tell in this article.

The third-term issue began simmer-
ing almost before the second was
assured in the 1936 landslide election.

A Presidential denial of third-term

ambitions did little to discourage the

political hot-stove league which runs

the year round. In July, 1938, the

question was dramatically thrust be-

fore the nation at a White House press

conference when Fred W. Perkins of
the Pittsburgh Press asked: "Mr. Presi-

dent, would you care to comment on
Governor Earle's suggestion that you
run for a third term?"
"The weather is very hot," the Presi-

dent said laughingly.

"Mr. President, will you tell us now
if you would accept a third term?"
spoke up the late Robert Post of the

New York Times.
"Bob Post should put on a dunce's

cap and stand in the corner," was the

Presidential answer, which was to be-

come celebrated in stories and car-

toons.

"Mr. President, did your statement
last winter fully cover the third-term

situation?" came from the undaunted
Perkins.

"Fred Perkins should don a dunce's
cap likewise," the President retorted.

This incident provoked more third-

term speculation than it quieted.

Roosevelt had been concerned with
his succession ever since the election

of 1936. After the Democratic
reverses in 1938, he became increas

ingly interested in the 1940 Demo-
cratic National Convention and the

Presidential campaign to follow. He
saw his successor in everv man to

achieve stature in the country and
found each one wanting in White
House qualifications. He became
more critical as the campaign ap-
proached until, at length, he let him-
self be persuaded there was only one
man possessing both the qualifications

and the experience necessary to ad
minister the nation.

Men are not. as a rule, nominated
for the Presidency because they are the

outstanding men in the party from the

standpoint of ability and experience

Many fine men, who would have made
great Presidents, could never be nomi
nated. National conventions of both

parties usually pick a man who is con-

sidered the most available from a vote-

getting point of view, with a secondarj

ere
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nliwere not invited. The President's mother is seated between the King and Queen

emphasis upon his competency as

President if elected.

At the end of 1938, the three names
most discussed in the newspapers
were Garner, Hull and Farley. Of the

three, I had reason to believe that

Roosevelt would have preferred to see

me nominated. This does not mean I

was his choice, except among those
three. I don't think he would have
taken Garner under any circum-
stances. He objected to Garner's con-
servatism. I think he would have
preferred Hull to Garner, although he
felt that Hull would have made a poor
Chief Executive because he ponaered
long and moved slowly. As for my-
self, I am sure he felt my religion and
my background would be a handicap
if I were the nominee.

I can perhaps best give the picture
of that period as it looked to me, by
quoting from a memorandum 1 dic-

tated at the beginning of 1939:
"I am satisfied in my own mind that

the President will not be a voluntary
candidate for re-election, but might
be willing to listen to argument. I

don't know if he has anyone in mind,
definitely, to succeed him. If he had to
make a selection at the moment, I be-
lieve he would select Harry Hopkins,
Robert Jackson or Frank Murphy, in

the order named.
"But a situation can develop in 1940

whereby the nominee will be either
Garner, Hull or Farley, in the order
named. There isn't any doubt in my

mind that if I assist in bringing about
Garner's or Hull's nomination, I can
have second place with either man, if I

want it. I think the President, if he
doesn't take the nomination and run
himself, is going to be placed in the

position of choosing among those

named. But Roosevelt is a very strong

character, and he might insist on nam-
ing his successor."

I did not see the President alone

after the 1938 elections until Novem-
ber 15th. At the White House 1 found
him preoccupied and somewhat dis-

tant. I waited for his mood to pass,

but when it did not, I carried the con-
versational ball.

"Boss, if you wouldn't mind, I'd

like to offer a little aovice," I began.

"Shoot, Jim," he invited curtly.

"Well, I think the thing for you
to do when you come back from
Warm Springs is to get together with

members of Congress. I'm speaking

particularly of the senators and con-

gressmen who were opposed to you
on the Supreme Court, wages and
hours, reorganization and the like

—

"

"I'd like to see them all
—

" he broke
in.

"Now, just a minute; let me finish,"

I continued. "I think the thing to do
is to sit down and talk things over with

them. After all, you have to live with

them and a lot of them are back for six

years."

He was silent.

"I have one thing more on my mind

in connection with Congress and that

is the Vice-President," I said. "I think

Jack Garner would be most helpful

to you. He's looked up to by everyone
in Congress and he could do you a lot

of good. I'd see him as soon as he gets

back and have a long talk, if 1 were
you."

"Yes," he said vaguely. I knew
from his tone that he did not have too
much confidence in Jack and that he
felt that Garner was opposed to his

legislation. While he did not say so, I

was fully aware that he still blamed
Garner for the final defeat of the

Court bill, when the facts were that

there was nothing Garner could do
but throw in the Presidential towel.

As War Clouds Gathered

I did not see the President again for

more than a month, except at Cabinet
meetings. During this period the situ-

ation was growing more critical in

Europe. Renewed persecution of Jews
in Germany by Adolf Hitler brought
Ambassador Hugh Wilson home for a

consultation which proved to be a re-

call. William Phillips was summoned
home at the same time from Rome.
Cabinet meetings were solemn consid-
erations of the Rome-Berlin Axis,
larded with gloomy predictions of
what the Tokyo partner might do. I

did not keep notes of these fateful

meetings, feeling that what was said

concerned the country so deeply that

it should not be carried from the
room.
On December 19th, Frank C.

Walker, who succeeded me as Post-

master General, came to see me in

New York City. His visit was
prompted by a conversation with the

President. "Jim, I hope that you won't
let anything happen to cause a break
in your friendship with the Boss," he
said.

"I appreciate your attitude, Frank,"
I said. "I can say that if there is any
ground for your fears, it is not because
1 have given it. In so far as 1 am con-
cerned, there is nothing wrong. The
President knows and you know 1 have
been dissatisfied with some of the

things that are going on and the way
things have been handled. But I have
no intention of drifting away."
"You should see him more often,"

he suggested.

"I can't see him any more often than
he wants to see me," 1 said. "I ask to

see him as often as I think I should.

But 1 must be frank and say that I feel

I am being pushed out of the picture."

Two days later I found the Presi-

dent extremely cordial and pleasant in

a luncheon conference at his desk.

Evidently Walker had reported his

conversation with me, because the

President went out of his way to ask

my advice on several matters.

"I saw Jack Garner as you sug-

gested, Jim," he began, "but I'm afraid

we didn't get anywhere. Jack is very

much opposed to the spending pro-

gram; he's against the tax program,
and he's against the relief program.
He seems to be pretty much against

everything, and he hasn't got a single

concrete idea to offer on any of these

programs. It's one thing to criticize

but something else again to offer solu-

tions."

We discussed a number of appoint-

ments. When I brought up the name
of Franklin B. Lane, son of the Secre-

tary of the Interior in Wilson's Cabi-
net, he waved his hand in dismissal

ana said, "Nothing doing." He gave
no explanation, but I assumed it dated

back to some real or fancied slight he
had received at the father's hands dur-
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ing the Wilson Administration. The
President was a nurser of grudges.

Those about him felt that his coolness
toward Bernard Baiuch was due to
the fact that Baruch, as head of the
powerful War Industries Board in the

first World War, had been rather cas-

ual with Assistant Secretary of the

Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt.

I brought up the name of a prom-
inent lawyer for the Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia. To my
surprise the President waved dismissal.

"I cannot appoint a Jew in the Dis-

trict Court of Appeals," he said.

"There is a strong feeling against the

Jews throughout the country."

A week later I went to the White
House for dinner. After discussing the

results of the election, we switched to

a consideration of appointments. I

had a long list of judges, marshals,
collectors of internal revenue, collec-

tors of customs and other posts.

"I want to take up each case indi-

vidually as it comes up," he said.

"Now about the collector of customs
in Savannah, who worked for Senator
George: I don't want him reap-

pointed."

"I think that's just foolish," I said.

"That's all water over the dam."
"I won't appoint him again," he

said firmly.

"What about the judgeship in Vir-

ginia?" I asked. "Glass won't con-
firm just anyone you might appoint."
"Then I'll appoint my selection's

law partner, and if he is not con-
firmed, I'll appoint the cousin of the

man originally selected or the cousin
of the second choice and so on," he
declared. "I am not going to let Glass
or Byrd make any appointments in

Virginia. And that goes for a lot of
other senators."

1 saw his chin was all the way out,

so I decided not to pursue the subject.

I shifted the conversation by asking,

"What about the Supreme Court?"
"I'm having a difficult time there,"

he said. "Felix Frankfurter wants to

get on in the worst way. Some months
ago I had to tell him that I just

couldn't appoint him, for many rea-

sons. In the first place, the appoint-
ment has to go West. In the second
place, I told Felix thatT could not ap-

point him in view of the anti-Semitic

feeling. I couldn't appoint another
Jew, but if Branaeis should resign or

die, I told Frankfurter I would ap-

point bim that same day without hesi-

tation."

"You could give some considera-

tion to Joe O'Mahoney of Wyoming,"
I suggested.

"Black has dissented many times

since I put him on the bench, but his

dissents would be a drop
1

in the bucket

to what O'Mahoney would do if he
were on the Court." He smiled.

Between the opening of Congress
and the Jackson Day dinner, January

7, 1939, the Presiaent named Felix

Frankfurter to the high court. At the

Jackson Day dinner, seated between
the President and Garner, I ques-

tioned the Boss about his selection,

asking if it was made because the fel-

lows out West did not measure up to

his qualifications. He said that was so,-

but did not elaborate and I did not

want to press him because I thought

he might not want to speak freely

in front of the Vice-President. There
was a lot of good-natured kidding

during the dinner. In the course of

this, Garner, at one point, shook his

finger at the President.

"If it were not for your damned
Dutch stubbornness," he laughed, "we
could all do more with Congress. We

(Continued on page 35,)
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THE BRAND I OF THE UNITE

Of this story Victor P. Hass, Literary
Editor of the Omaha World-Herald,
writes:

"Dana Burnet has said more about the
meaning of America in a single story
than thousands of others have said in

volumes. I wish I could hand it to the
racemongers of America and make
them not merely read it, but read it un-
til they understand it. As sheer story it

is first-rate. As a lesson for our times it

is superb."

For other critical comments
on this storv see page 71

HE HAD come at evening because it seemed
the best time to find them at home, but
the blackness of the stairs was a physical

.
shock. It was as if he had been plunged back once
more into the gloom of Europe's rubble heaps.
There was no light above the entrance hall, and as

he groped his way upward, Captain Hammond
had an uncomfortable feeling that he was lost.

He reached out and grasped the stair rail. It was
loose and shaky under his hand, but at least it served

to remind him that he was mounting the steps of a

tenement on 113th Street near Lenox Avenue in

Harlem, in the City of New York, in the United
States of America.
David Hammond knew that he had come on a

doubtful pilgrimage. But long months ago he had
promised himself to make this call, and while that

promise had grown vague with the passage of time,

it had reasserted itself sharply since his return to the

States. He'd been home a week, and this was the

first chance he'd had to carry out his self-imposec

mission.

He climbed steadily to the fourth floor. /

scrawled card on the mailbox in the entry had in

formed him that the Taylor family lived in Apart
ment 4-A. He took out his cigarette lighter and b
its meager light found the right door. Behind it h
heard radio music. He snapped shut the lighter, an>

instantly, as its small flame died, the darkness over
whelmed him like a wave.
He stood helpless, incapable of movement, afrai

not of this actual dark but of its likeness flooding hi

own mind. Captain Hammond wore on his lei

breast, among other decorations, the ribbon of th

Silver Star for gallantry in action; and yet he wa
afraid, and knew it—and knew that his fear was c

the shadow he had seen in men's eyes, on their face

wherever his duty on the Continent had taken hin

It was the shadow of an all-pervading doubt, a

uncertainty that clouded everything, from th

Collier's for July 5, 194 K
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'There must have been hundreds of us kids marching. I don't know why we were there, except it was election year and some big man was going to make a speech"

1TATES OF AMERICA BY DANA BURNET

sit
course of his own life to the future of that postwar
world which he had observed, for almost a year

Ajand a half, at its clinical worst,

jj
He had seen too much uncertainty. Too many

,rt-
people who weren't sure of their next meal, or their

6)
next breath. Too many faces lifted to the sky, not

hiin hope but in grim wonder whether the sun would
jjK

rise tomorrow.

g Thinking of tomorrow reminded him of the or-
deal he would have to face in the morning. It was

^nothing more than a routine physical examination,

[j
but Captain Hammond dreaded it. The medical

l([
men would find him organically sound ... but those

ihjdamned psychiatrists! They'd prod and pry into
the state of his mind, the state of his spirit, till they
found that doubt which had partially paralyzed

cei
his will.

For some time past, it had cost him an effort to
jijmake even the least decision, or issue the slightest
order. If the psycho boys (Continued on page 69J

<H
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OLYMPIC FEVER
BY BILL DAVIDSON

The free-for-all battle of Olympic candidates is on in all its

fury as the nation's fleetest athletes assemble for the National

A.A.U. track meet. Here's a preview of our 1948 chances as

seen by the veteran track-and-field coach, Emil von Elling

The disputed stick pass in the mile relay at the Penn Relays, showing (left

to right) Pearman and Mo Callender of NYU and McKenley and Rehberg of
Illinois, all Olympic prospects. This photo indicates no foul such as Illinois

claimed. Below, Columbia's Olympic hope in the high jump, Bill Vessie

20

EVERY four years (barring

wars and other distractions)

the world of track and field

athletics joins the world of politics in

going stark, raving mad. Athletes

and coaches who have been the mild-

est of competitors develop permanent
James Mason snarls, and mayhem
runs riot in such centers of culture as

the Los Angeles Coliseum and Har-
vard Stadium.

Hurdlers slug their best friends as

they run down a flight of barriers;

sprinters attempt to disable competi-
tors by planting a footful of spikes in

exposed thighs; flying discuses and
javelins develop an affinity for the

noggins of rival discus and javelin

throwers; and a quarter-mile race be-

comes a free-for-all in which the herd
gleefully runs over, instead of around,
any competitor unfortunate enough
to get knocked down. Also, track
coaches forget their usual role of Ex-
ample of Sportsmanship for the

Youth of America, and when they
lose a race they scream imprecations
at other coaches, as Leo Johnson of
the University of Illinois did at the

last Penn Relays.

All this is attributable, of course,

to an occupational disease known as

Olympic Fever.

In each of these fourth years, two
high-ranking American officials are

selected—the President of the United
States, and the coach of the Olympic
track and field team. Generally, the
political campaign that precedes the

election of the President is sissy stuff

compared with what goes on in choos-
ing the Olympic coach. The choice is

made by an Olympic Track and Field

Committee consisting of 13 college

and Amateur Athletic Union officials

representing all sections of the coun-
try. These 13 gentlemen are currently

being bombarded by letters and per-

sonal visits from prominent alumni
of every college whose coach is in the

running for the Big Job.

Since the 1948 Olympic year began
with the start of the current 1 947 out-

door track season, the list of candi-

dates already has been well pared
down. The top possibilities today are

Emil von Elling, the perennially suc-

cessful coach at New York Univer-
sity; Dean Cromwell, the famous
veteran of the University of Southern
California; Leo Johnson, coach of the

spectacular University of Illinois

team; and Clyde Littlefield, one of
the rapidly ascending Texas coaches.

Of these, Cromwell and Johnson
seem to be the smartest politicians,

and they might spring an upset; but
according to the topmost stratum of
the nation's track authorities, Von
Elling has the inside track. "It may
even be," remarked one of these offi-

cials wistfully, "that this time the best

coach will really win."
The 64-year-old Von Elling has

been called the outstanding college

track coach in America by sources

ranging from Glenn Cunningham to

the track expert of the New York
Herald Tribune and the promoter of

the Millrose Games. Sports writers

fondly refer to him as "The Gray
Fox," and in 1943, they bestowed on
him a Merit Award for "outstanding
service to track and field over a period
of years." He is loved by the top offi-

cials of the A.A.U. and he gets the

grudging admiration of his Ivy
League colleagues in the IC4A. No
coach, aside from his immediate ri-

vals for the Olympic job, has ever
gone on record as saying a cross word
against him.

His teams have won a record total

of nine Intercollegiate championships,

and in 1943 and 1947 he became the

only college coach ever to cop a Na-
tional A.A.U. championship. In 1932,

no less than five of his men made the

Olympic team. This year, his athletes

swept the indoor IC4A champion-
ships, the indoor National A.A.U.
championships and practically every
other loose title in sight.

In the Penn Relays, he uncovered
one of the sensations of the year in

Freshman Reginald Pearman, whose
1:51.5 was the fastest American half

mile since before the war and surpris

ingly close to the world's record. H«
has at least four sure-fire Olympic
prospects himself in Pearman, Irving

Mondschein, the national decathlor
champion, and shot-putters Bernic

Mayer and Irv Kintisch, both nationa
and intercollegiate champions.

Last year, Von Elling was the onlj

American coach chosen by the A.A.U
to escort U.S. teams competinf
abroad. As such, he has seen some ol

the world's greatest track and fielc

men in action, and he already ha;

gone into huddles with Dan Ferris, th<

omniscient secretary of the A.A.U
over such phenomena as the Russiar
Zambrimborts in the hop, step anc
jump, the Finnish Hyytainen in thi

javelin throw and Sweden's Lennar
Strand in the 1,500-meter run.

According to Von Elling (with sta

tistical backing from Dan Ferris), th<

United States again will have toe

much strength in too many events tc

be upset by any other nation in nex
year's Olympic track and field compe
tition at London. With the British

French and Italian teams badly crip

pled by the war, and with Russia stil

a doubtful Olympic participant, ou
principal competition will come fron
the Swedes—who should place secon<

behind us—and from the Finns—wh<
would have been a formidable threa

if they had not left so many of thei

prize athletes on the battlefields.

Sweden's Face-Saving Move
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The rise of Sweden in the Olympi
picture is an interesting one. In 1911

when the Olympics were held i:

Stockholm, the Swedish governmer
imported an American coach, Erni
Hjertberg, to help prevent the Swed
ish team from making too miserable
showing. Today, the runners wh
were coached by Hjertberg have be

come the outstanding coaches c
Sweden and they still teach accordin
to Hjertberg's methods. Hjertber
always has been a fine coach of long

distance runners. As a result, Swe
den's distance runners are expected t

dominate most of the events from th

half mile up—with an assist fror

other European countries.

In Lennart Strand, according t

Von Elling, the Swedes have the fine:

miler in the world, with a 3:48 for th

1,500 meters, and several miles in 4:C

and under. Within two seconds
these spectacular times are six (com
them) other Swedish milers—Erik
son, Gustafsson, Ringvall, Ahlde,
Persson and Albertsson.

On comparative times, the on
American capable of nosing into th

company is Gilbert Dodds, and ev«

then he would have further compel
tion from a Netherlander nam*
Slijkhuis, who has run the 1,500 m
ters in 3:50.4 and Marcel Hanseni
of France, who has done even bett

outdoors with a 3:48.5. The on
American to run into this Europe;
juggernaut in recent years was Ji

Rafferty, a good distance man, wl

found himself in Czechoslovakia \i

summer. Rafferty got slaughter
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practically every time he ran against
any of the above-mentioned Euro-
peans, and discovered, just for good
measure, that the Czechs, too, have a
terrific distance runner in a veteran
of the resistance named Zatopek.
Von Elling's figures indicate that in

the 800-meter run, the Americans also

will run into trouble. The United
States has two half-milers—Johnny
Fulton of the San Francisco Olympic
Club, and Reginald Pearman of NYU
—who can get down around 1:51 or a
little less in the 800 meters.

Bad News for Our Half-Milers

In last year's European champion-
ships, however, no less than five men
ran a blanket finish at 1 :50 to 1 :50.3 in

the same race. These galloping gen-

tlemen were Gustafsson of Sweden,
Ljunggren of Sweden, Holst-Soren-
sen of Denmark, Hansenne of France
and Storskrubb of Finland. Not only
that, but Johnny Fulton was badly
beaten, in a 1:49.5 half mile by a
New Zealander named Harris last

summer, and a Jamaican named A. S.

Wint, who runs for the British Em-
pire, recently knocked off 1:50.6

against the above tough Swedes, while

he was stationed with the British army
in Europe.
The Von Elling-Ferris forecast con-

tinues on the gloomy side all the way
up through the marathon. In the

5,000-meter picture, there are three

Swedes plus Sidney Wooderson of
England, the great Viljo Heino of Fin-

land, Slijkhuis of the Netherlands and
Zatopek of Czechoslovakia, with nary
an American poking his nose into the

best ten performances.
The same holds true in the 10,000-

meter run, which is dominated by the

world-record-holding Heino of Fin-

land and five of the omnipresent
Swedes. In the marathon, the Ameri-
cans appear to have no chance against

another fistful of Swedes, plus

Hietanen of Finland, whose 2:24.55 is

five minutes better than the Olympic
record, and Yun Bok Suh of Korea,
who gave the United States a foretaste

of things to come by running away
with the recent Boston Marathon in a

record 2:25.39.

It is only when you get to the sprints

and the skill events that American su-

periority begins to show. Von Elling

flatly predicts (with a concurrence by
Ferris) that the United States will

have a near sweep in the 100-meter
dash, the 200-meter dash, the high
hurdles, the high jump, the shot-put,

the pole vault and the broad jump. He
expects that the points amassed in

these events alone will be more than
enough to bring the championship
trophy back from London to its

perennial American resting place.

In the sprints, Von Elling says, we
have five or six human comets who are

consistently better than the rest of the
world. The fastest of these so far is

Mel Patton of the University of
Southern California, who gets down
to a world-record 9.4 seconds for the

100-yard dash, and a near world
record 20.4 for the 220.

For a while it looked as if Herbert
McKenley, a University of Illinois

runner, who competes as a Jamaican
for the British Empire, was the top
man at 220 yards, but he was resound-
ingly defeated by Patton in 20.4 at the

recent University of Southern Cali-

fornia-University of Illinois dual meet
in the Los Angeles Coliseum. Lewis
and Bailey of Trinidad might conceiv-
ably break into the scoring, but any
one of several former American
comets, including Hal Davis, the 1942

California comet, might come out of
retirement, and that would more than
offset any foreign threat.

The same holds true for the high
hurdles, where Harrison Dillard of
Baldwin-Wallace College, and Bill

Cummins and August Erfurth of Rice
Institute more or less have the field to
themselves with performances at or
about 14 seconds flat. The closest

foreigner so far is Lidman of Sweden
with 14.5 and he saw enough of
Dillard's back in last winter's meets in

Madison Square Garden to discour-
age him.
The pole vault looks like an Ameri-

can show to Von Elling, with Dick
(Boo) Morcom of the University of
New Hampshire and Guinn Smith"
and Irving Moore of the San Fran-
cisco Olympic Club all clearing 14
feet 6 inches or thereabouts—nearly a

foot higher than the 13 feet 9i inches
of Kaas of Norway. The high jump
looks just as easy. If Les Steers of
California comes out of retirement, he
is capable of clearing 6 feet 1 1 inches.

Otherwise, we have Irving Mond-
schein of NYU with 6 feet 7| inches
and Wiesner of Marquette, Vessie of
Columbia, Eddleman of Illinois, Vis-

locky of the New York A.C., Sheffield

of Utah and Scofield of Kansas, all

hitting around the same height or
slightly better.

The only foreigners with any
chance of cracking into this Yankee
monopoly are Lindecrantz of Sweden
with 6 feet 1\ inches and Paterson of
Great Britain, at a half inch lower.

We also have the world's best broad
jumpers in Billy Steele of San Diego
State College, Tex Robertson of the

University of Texas and Al Lawrence
of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia, all of whom are capable of 25
feet or better. Laessker of Sweden
and Kusnetsov of Russia might break
in for a few points here—if they can
develop wings or otherwise add about
six inches to their best distances.

Except for an extremely oversized

and formidable personage from
Russia named Lipp, Von Elling thinks

we should have a romp in the shot-

put. His own Bernie Mayer of NYU
is capable of approaching 55 feet with

the 16-pound ball, and so are Billy

Bangert of Purdue, Moose Thompson
of the Los Angeles A.C., Charlie
Fonviile of Michigan and Milton
Wasser and Irving Kintisch, another
pair of ex-NYU hardware tossers.

Where Russia Has an Edge

The shoe is on the other foot, how-
ever, in the archaic hop, step and
jump event, where Zambrimborts of
Russia has done 50 feet 2 inches, and
a bevy of Swedes and Finns are all

more than a foot better than the near-

est American.
Moreover, Von Elling has yet to see

an American capable of taking

Herbert McKenley in the 400-meter
dash (the Jamaican holds the un-

official world's record for the quarter

mile at 46.2 seconds), or Storskrubb

of Finland and Sweden's Larsson
brothers in the 400-meter hurdles

—

although some of our better quarter

milers might convert successfully to

this event before the Olympics.
We are hopelessly outclassed so far

in the decathlon, where Irving Mond-
schein's 1946 total of 6,466 points is

far below the level of European com-
petition; and we don't even show in

the javelin, where Hyytainen's heave
of 244 feet 7 15/16 inches for Finland
heads nine other Swedes, Finns and
Russians, all of whom are at least

(Continued on page 37)

The pole vault looks like an American show in the 1948 Olympics, with Boo
Morcom of New Hampshire soaring above other nations' pole vaulters. Be-

low, Emil von Elling, veteran hack coach of NYU. Von Elling, the "Rockne
of Track," is an outstanding contender for the post of U.S. Olympic coach
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"Are you sick?" Lissie asked. Mike felt a sudden fierce ir-

ritation at her concern. "No, I'm not sick," he mimicked

LITTLE HICKORY NUT
BY VIRGINIA HANSON

ILLUSTRATED BT EARL BLOSSOM

The way Mike saw it, this girl was bad medicine. Never-

theless, she was just what any doctor would have ordered
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MIKE was still sleeping better

outdoors. Nights in his

aunt's pretty guest room
were one nightmare after another; but

daytimes, in a deck chair under the

old elm he had climbed every summer
as a boy, he could sleep. The mild

September sun creeping around
through the branches touched him
once in a while, and he slept—when he
was left alone.

But just down the slope, at the

coral-shuttered cottage, lived sundry
cackling chickens; three fool turkeys

whose gonking and gobbling gave
warning of every passing shadow and
sound: and Lissie Blake, the girl in the

scarlet shirt—that hard-shelled little

hickory nut that was always dropping
out of a clear sky onto Mike's unpro-
tected head.

The screen door slammed all day
after Lissie; and when she wasn't gal-

loping madly behind a small power
mower that sounded worse than en-

emy bombardment, she was running
around the yard beating on a tin pan
to scare away hawks. And always be-

hind her the turkeys lumbered, gonk-
ing and gobbling. It got so Mike had
to hang onto his deck chair to keep
from diving under it.

The day she came charging up the

slope clutching Mike's spaniel like a

black muff against her red shirt and
reported belligerently that Frisky had
been chasing her turkeys, a technique
which had served Mike well with an
older sister came automatically to

mind.
"What do you mean?" he asked

with a show of indignation. "I saw
the whole thing

—

they were chasing

him."
It had been a scene out of a Walt

Disney film: around and around the

big tree that dwarfed the cottage,

Frisky leaped and flew on short, fleet

legs, his feathery ears streaming back-
ward like smoke, while behind him
and in front of him the three young
turkeys lumbered and thundered and
floundered, their powerful wings
stroking, their red necks stretched.

The girl stared. "Are you kidding?

I've raised those turkeys by hand

—

they're as gentle as doves!"
"The breed that carried peace to

Tokyo?"
"And very delicate. They get sick if

you just look at them."
"Who wants to look?" Mike asked

coldly. "You might put my dog down.
He's delicate, too."
"How do I know he won't go back

and chase my turkeys?"
"After they've scared him half to

death? Here, Frisky, poor old fellow."
Frisky took a flying leap onto

Mike's lap, settled down with a wrig-
gle and eyed the girl in smug defiance.

It was the first time Mike had seen her
close. A small, brown, freckle-spat-

tered face, dominated by eyes of in-

tense blue and intense feeling—the
feeling of the moment, indignation.
Looking at her caused no pain, but
Mike liked his women soft

—

had
liked, he amended grimly. That was
all finished now, along with his ambi-
tion to be an All-America back

—

and the incidental college education
that went with it. When a man was
washed up, all he asked was to be let

alone.

She stood her ground, looking frus-

trated and confused. "Arc you sick?"

she asked more gently, and Mike felt

a sudden fierce irritation at her con-
cern.

"No, I'm not sick," he mimicked
peevishly. "I'm resting in the quiet

countryside."

The irony was lost on her. She said,

"I suppose you know that dog's feet

are getting your nice uniform all

dirty?"

For no reason, Mike blew his top.

"What of it?" he demanded hotly.

"I've got a nice new tweed suit com-
ing, all tailored to fit my nice new
leg!"

No use wishing it unsaid. Suddenly
he would rather have died out there

on Okinawa than have to endure
her pity. He closed his eyes and
clenched his jaw; but what she said,

after a breath of silence, sprung all

three open again.

"Oh, have you got a wooden leg?"

As Lissie whirled around she scattered whitewash from her brush onto
Mike's new suit. "A damp cloth will take it off," she said belligerently

Mike's shoulder thudded into the flabby body. Everything under con-

trol, he exulted. He'd teach this guy to steal from helpless women . . .
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she asked with polite interest. "My
grandfather had a peg leg he said was
handier than his own. Once a mule
kicked him and he kicked back. The
mule had nine stitches, but all Grand-
father needed was a new peg. I sup-

pose you haven't learned to use it

yet?"

"No, but remind me to look for a

mule."
The heck of it was, he didn't think

she was trying to be funny. Her freck-

les looked like coarse-ground pepper
and her eyes were the color of the

ocean in a storm. Her chin was up as

if she had just taken something on the

point of it.

"Is that all that's the matter with

you? I mean: You can whistle, can't

you?"
"And keep my courage up?" Mike

asked sardonically.

"No, and call your dog. Next time

you're resting and I can't make him
go home."

IT WAS only because there was so

little to look at in the country that

he watched her day after day. She
was forever going about the place

at a dead run, grass spray or garden
soil churned up in the wake of her

flying heels. Mike would lie there

sleepless listening to little sounds
about the suburban farm—jingle of

harness, thudding hoofs as his uncle

plowed a field for winter cover—and
remembering other summers when he

had toiled cheerfully in the fields,

toughening his muscles for the foot-

ball season. When his thoughts took

a turn like this he would open his eyes

and there would be Lissie.

Mike sometimes admitted to him-

self that he had been pretty rough
with her, but he didn't want to know
her any better, so why give it a

thought? That was why he wasn't go-

ing to take back her rubbers tnat

Frisky had carried off.

His aunt was certain they were Lis-

sie's. "They're boys' rubbers, but

that's the best kind for gardening.

And they're small."

"Then let her come after them.

How would we know?"
"She's a busy girl, Mike, running

that place practically singlehanded.

Her mother has been sick, losing her

husband like that."

"Like what?" Mike asked bluntly.

"He was an officer on a submarine
that was lost late in the war." . . .

An unreasonable feeling of guilt

dogged him as he watched Lissie dig-

ging behind the chicken house, jab-

bing inexpertly at the packed, muddy
earth. By midafternoon she had
achieved a shallow hole about a yard
square; now she was lugging some
cement blocks and trying to set them
level. Mike couldn't figure what she

was about; he squirmed and uttered

exasperated sighs.

Toward evening a truck backed up
to the excavation and two men un-

loaded a narrow building, of strictly

functional design, with only a taste-

ful crescent cut into its door for orna-
mentation. Mike sat up and stared,

while Frisky called rude attention to

the truck and its contents. What did

she want with that thing?

A man couldn't rest with curiosity

biting him like fleas. He shut Frisky

in the tool shed and limped painfully

down the slope. So he walked like a

crab—so what? It was a neighbor-

hood of freaks.

He found her with a bucket in one
hand and a large brush in the other,

covering herself, the immediate land-

scape and the outside of the narrow
building with runnels of whitewash
mixed too thin. The turkeys an-

nounced him with a frenzied, gargling

fanfare, and Lissie whirled, scattering

drops from her loaded brush onto
Mike's new suit.

"A damp cloth will take it off," she

said with a certain belligerence.

She accepted the rubbers and
Mike's apologies and went back to

work. She seemed neither friendly

nor unfriendly, just busy. Mike
combed his brains for something to

say. What's that for—as if I didn't

know? Better not. She might get mad
again. And then she called attention

to it herself.

Feathering a dainty swipe at the

crescent, she stepped back to admire

her work. "How do you like my new
turkey house?" she asked with a fond

glance at the whited sepulcher.

(Continued on page 40>
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DO AS YOU'RE TOLD
BY DANIEL P. MAMIX

Under hypnosis you can hear a pin drop at 100 feet or stop your own blood from

flowing. In a new team-up with science, hypnotism is performing medical wonders

IN THE spring of 1943, the U.S.

Navy suddenly needed a hypno-
tist. A destroyer had sunk a

German submarine near the coast of

Delaware and, by a miracle, managed
to get the captain off alive. High Navy
brass vitally needed information that

only a German submarine com-
mander could give. The question was,

how to make him give it. There was a

slim chance that the man might talk

under hypnosis.

The hypnotist chosen for this deli-

cate job was Howard Klein. Before

joining up with the Army Medical

Corps, Klein had been one of the most
successful professional hypnotists in

America. For years he had worked in

theaters and clubs, averaging less than

three minutes to hypnotize the major-

ity of his subjects. In the CBS Studios

in New York City, he caused a near

panic when he hypnotized a studio

audience over the radio. He had col-

laborated with dentists, oculists and
obstetricians. Psychologists had used

him to help them treat nervous afflic-

tions. But none of this background
kept him from being scared stiff when
two plain-clothes men tapped him on
the shoulder in Camp Butner, North
Carolina, and ordered him aboard a

special plane.

At Norfolk, Virginia, the plain-

clothes men conducted Klein to a se-

cluded room in the naval base.

High-ranking naval officers were
awaiting him, openly skeptical that the

German captain could be hypnotized
against his will. They took Klein into

a room where the German officer was
slowly recovering from drugs which
had been given him. Klein sat down
beside the semiconscious man and be-

gan to talk quietly.

"I didn't want the man to realize I

was hypnotizing him," Klein ex-

plained. "He would have tried to fight

me mentally. I never mentioned
'trance' or 'hypnotize.' I simply said,

'You must be very tired. Try to sleep.

Breathe deeply and you'll begin to

doze off.'

"

In less than three minutes, the Ger-
man was deep in hypnosis. Then the

questioning began. German agents,

hidden along the coast, were signaling

our ship movements to waiting sub-

marines. The naval officers wanted to

know where these sending stations

were located. When the German be-

gan to talk, Klein was rushed out of

the room. Then the Nazi started to

come out of the trance. Klein had to

be hurried back again. After the ses-

sion, one officer remarked grimly,

"With this new type of hypnosis, there

are no more secrets."

Klein never did find out how much
the brass hats learned. But shortly aft-

erward, the rate of submarine sinkings

took a sharp decline.

There has been a great revival of

interest in hypnotism. Medical use of

hypnosis is generally unknown and
unrecognized by most of the judicious

men of the profession at present. But
in coming'years your dentist may sug-

gest it so that you won't feel pain
while he is working on a cavity. If you

In an unposed sequence, May Merritt of Philadelphia, has just been hypnotized

by Mr. Klein, and Dr. M. Murray LeVine is extracting her tooth. The hypnosis

took fifteen seconds, and no other anesthetic was used to alleviate the pain

want to give up smoking or drinking,

a posthypnotic suggestion may do it

without inconveniencing you. If your
wife wants to reduce, a hypnotist may
take away her desire for starchy foods.

Children suffering from such diver-

sified ailments as cross-eyes and stam-
mering have been' cured quickly by
hypnosis. In some cases, hypnotism
has cut down the time needed for psy-

choanalysis from years to weeks.
Many obstetricians think it is one so-

lution to painless childbirth. Insomnia
sufferers have been helped by it when
drugs failed.

But every psychiatrist I questioned
about it began by saying, "Don't de-

scribe hypnotism as a cure-all. It is

seldom or never used by itself in psy-
chiatric treatment. Occasionally it is

extremely successful. Often, it is not."

Not a Consistent Remedy

Take the case of the cross-eyed boy
who was tremendously helped by hyp-
nosis. Klein, working under the

oculist, hypnotized fourteen other
children. Two were greatly benefited.

The others were not helped in the

slightest. We still know very little

about hypnotism and how to use it.

In a few years it may be a standard
part of medical practice. Today, it is

just emerging from its thousand-year
curse.

This curse is largely the reason why
more doctors aren't using it. No other

science has been so kicked around.
Hypnotism is very ancient and always

it has been regarded as a mystical, ter-

rible force. Witch doctors have used it

to kill their victims. Pagan priests

have used it to perform miraculous
cures. Stage hypnotists in county fairs

have forced hypnotized subjects to

make fools of themselves. Naturally
enough, the public is suspicious of it.

But men like Howard Klein represent
a new type of professional hypnotist.

Klein has studied his subject as a sci-

ence and has worked side by side with
doctors on it. He sincerely believes

that when psychologists learn how to

handle hypnotism, they will have a

powerful new tool to aid them.
Already Klein has given a startling

example of this force. On October 4,

1941, Klein caused an international

sensation by demonstrating that lis-

teners can be hypnotized by radio.

Klein had always contended that our
present commercials are sissy stuff. A
good hypnotist could send the listeners

running down the street, yelling fran-

tically for soap chips. He asked Dave
Elman, of the famous Hobby Lobby
Show, to let him demonstrate his the-

ory. The sponsors were afraid to

turn Klein loose over a nation-wide
hookup. But they allowed him to test

his method on a group of subjects

chosen at random from the studio au-
dience. The subjects were put in a

glass booth and Klein broadcasted to

them from another room. Dave El-

man stood outside the booth and de-

scribed the subjects' reaction over the

network.
"Seeing those men and women go

When she comes out of her trance Miss Merritt can't believe the tooth has been
drawn and gasps with astonishment when the dentist shows it to her. Under
hypnosis she was told the empty socket wouldn't hurt her, which proved correct
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By radio from another room Mr. Klein tells his hypnotized subjects the rope has risen to the ceding and a boy is climbing it. Obviously the audience believes him

The 98-pound girl has been ordered to make herself rigid. Placed like

a board across two chairs her body easUy supports the hypnotist who
weighs 168 pounds. This is a favorite trick with the stage hypnotists

The hypnotist announces that a mouse (nonexistent) is running toward these three

girls. The girl at left, who kept white mice as pets when a child, reaches down to

pat it. The girl at right registers horror, while the other girl seems shy but amused



Above, told that the room has become very cold these subjects' teeth start

chattering and "goose-pimples" actually appear on their bodies. One girl

developed a cough and sore throat. Below, the hypnotist made this girl drink

a glass of water and told her it was whisky. The result was a laughing jag

into a trance from the sound of Klein's

voice was one of the most startling

experiences I've ever had," said Elman
afterward. "He could make them
laugh, cry, or see visions. They be-

lieved implicitly everything he told

them. If we had ever allowed How-
ard to go over the air waves, there's

no doubt that he could have put a
large part of the nation to sleep. Since
then, an English hypnotist has been
presented over the B.B.C. television

network. The results were so startling

that the British passed a law forbid-

ding any hypnotist to broadcast
again."

Klein believes there are two forms
of hypnosis: "informal" and "for-
mal." Informal hypnosis is. tried on
us every day of our lives. The radio
commercial that monotonously re-

peats the same idea, the mother who
croons the same lullaby over and over
until her baby falls asleep, the dictator

who constantly screams the same lie,

the officer who drills troops until they
obey his commands instinctively . . .

all are using informal hypnosis. It is

simply the power of suggestion. It

may be used for good purposes or for

bad.

The hysteria of a lynching mob is

due to informal hypnosis. But so is

the courage of "green" troops bravely
attacking an objective.

The difference between "informal"
and "formal" hypnosis is the differ-

ence between a gentle push and a
knockout blow. Formal hypnosis de-
pends for its power on the trance state.

No one has ever been able to explain
what happens to the mind during the
"hypnotic sleep." This sleep is in-

duced by a combination of eyestrain

and suggestion from the hypnotist.

The old-time hypnotists used to in-

duce eyestrain in the subject by telling

him to stare into their eyes. Actually,

the eyes themselves have no hypnotic
power. Modern hypnotists usually

have their subjects stare at a bright

coin or at a spot in the ceiling. To
facilitate relaxation, the subject is told

to breathe deeply and at a definite

rhythm. This is why "breathing ex-

ercises" are such an important part of
yogism, which is based on self-induced

hypnosis. These physical conditions,

coupled with suggestion, cause the

"hypnotic sleep." Why, no one knows.

A Theory of the Subconscious

The deeply hypnotized subject can
open his eyes, talk, laugh and even
walk about while still fast asleep. He
will obey almost any command the
hypnotist gives him and usually be-

lieves anything he is told. Psycholo-
gists do not fully understand why this

is. Some doctors think that hypnosis
dulls our ordinary conscious mind.
Then our subconscious mind takes

over. This mind is so used to taking or-

ders from our conscious mind that it

automatically obeys any command it

hears. This seems to be as good an ex-

planation as any.

The hypnotist not only controls the

subject's thoughts. Through the sub-

ject's brain he controls the entire nerv-

ous system, especially the five senses.

If a subject is told he cannot feel pain,

he will allow a major surgical opera-
tion to be performed on him. He will

even help the surgeon by controlling

certain involuntary muscles he would
not be able to control ordinarily. If

the hypnotist tells him a glass of wa-
ter is ammonia, the subject begins to

gasp, water at the eyes, and will even
become sick unless the hypnotist re-

moves the suggestion. On the other

hand, the subject will smell a glass of

powerful laboratory ammonia ar

show no effects at all.

At the hypnotist's command, he w^
cheerfully eat a lemon. But when tr

suggestion is removed, his moud
puckers up and he may become nuusj
ated. His hearing can be made
acute that he can hear a pin drc

a hundred feet away.
"To show how the sense of sme

can be increased, I sometimes blind

fold a subject and collect some hand,

kerchiefs from the audience," Kiel
explains. "Then I remove the blin<f

fold and tell the subject to return tl

handkerchiefs by sense of smell,

will walk down the aisle of the theate

sniffing at the handkerchiefs, until

locates their owners."

Human Body's Latent Powers

No one knows how much our min
can influence our bodies. But there

no doubt we all have many powe
that we do not use. Hypnotism e

ables us to use these powers. A hypn
tized subject may be able to contra
his veins and arteries so as to st

blood flowing from a wound. Kle
occasionally gives exhibitions of th

curious power. He makes two sm
incisions in a subject's hand. Whi
they are bleeding, he instructs the sul

ject to stop one of the cuts. The bloc]

instantly ceases. He then tells t

subject to allow that cut to bleed a

stop the other one. The flow of bio
is promptly reversed.

Doctors are beginning to use hy
nosis to help patients control th

involuntary muscular systems,

prominent Philadelphia oculist, w
has requested that his name be n
used because of the popular prejudi
against hypnosis, has used Klein 1|

help him treat children.

"Recently, we were able to help
17-year-old boy by a curious system
said the doctor. "The boy had sue

a bad squint that he was able to rea

only the big, four-inch letter on ti

reading chart. Klein hypnotized hir

Apparently it did no good. ThdL
Klein told him that the chart was con
ing nearer. As the chart supposed
approached him, the boy was able 1

read one line after another until I

had gone down five lines. Even moi
t

(v

surprising, he retained this power aft

coming out of the trance."

The doctor thinks that the hypnos
helped the boy by relaxing his e]

muscles.

The boy was able to retain the ben
fits of the hypnosis because of s

amazing phenomenon called "pos
hypnotic suggestion." A trained hyj

notist can do a great deal of good wil

it. But because the hypnotist is playir

around with deep, basic forces in tl

human mind, he can also use th

power unwisely.

Klein frequently uses a harmle
form of posthypnotic suggestion in h
act. He tells a hypnotized subjec

"When you awake, you will have a

uncontrollable desire to sell new
papers. You will grab up a bundle <

papers and try to make everyone ;

the audience buy one. This desij

will pass when I shout 'Zero!'

"

When the subject awakes, he has r

memory of this suggestion. But afti

a few minutes he becomes restles

Finally, he says anxiously to hi

friends, "There is some big news in tl)

papers. Everyone should know abo
it." Then he snatches up a bundle <

papers Klein has left on the stage ar

runs through the audience shoutin

"Extra!" At Klein's order, he stop

looks sheepish, and sits down.
(Continued on page 30)
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ou dorit stay first

unless you're best
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ou sat on the floor in the rear of your car, oof! There wouldn't

hiijiny seat cushions to soften the bumps. If your tires didn't give you

^iooth, comfortable ride, you'd know it fasti

dtisn't necessary for anyone to put this strain on his anatomy in the
:

!irest of science.

™';>r Goodyear has developed a test that makes certain that Goodyear

\
give you the smoothest, most comfortable ride of any tire made.

E

*bre's how it's done .
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B
nil

nil

Till

s First- every year for 32 years

;ood/year

The Ride Meter, shown here, is a sensitive instrument—developed

by Goodyear to measure the smoothness of a tire's ride. Attached to the

body of a car, it registers the many jolts a car gets on the road.

The Ride Meter shows, scientifically and accurately, exactly how
smooth a ride Goodyear tires give you.

The results prove that Goodyears are as far out in front in riding

comfort as they are in mileage and dependability. Still another of the

many reasons why Goodyear has been America's first-choice tire for

32 consecutive years.

MORE MILEAGE FOR YOUR MONEY
New tires deserve new tubes. Get
both from your Goodyear dealer

—

your Tire Service Headquarters.

op

tAtore people ride on Goodyear tires than on any other kind



"Be sure to keep the burglar lock on all the time," the voice said brightly

I DON'T know how she does it,"

Mrs. Vedder said, turning from
the telephone after a long, ec-

static conversation. "If only it could
happen to us!" she sighed, looking
over at the fake fireplace with its

electrically lighted logs.

"Who does what? If what could
happen to us?" Mr. Vedder said ab-
sently, from behind his newspaper.
"Why, George," Mrs. Vedder said,

"didn't you hear me talking to her?"

Mr. Vedder remarked that he cer-

tainly had. "Sounded as though some-
body had been given a house," he
said. "But, of course, that's impossi-
ble, so I just stopped listening."

"But Claire Merill has been given a
house," said Mrs. Vedder. "Not just

one, but two. And absolutely for free.

The first one for two months here in

New York—

"

"Yeah," said Mr. Vedder. "Go
on—"

"The other house is in Boston. For
six months. Until the fall, when she
always goes to the White Mountains
to paint, anyway." She sighed again,

glancing at the yellow screen that hid

her electric grill and pots and pans.

"If only we could get a break like

that!"

Mr. Vedder put down his paper and
began to tap out his pipe.

"George!" Mrs. Vedder said. "How
can you be so impervious to news like

this in a year like this? It scares me;
it's as if you were resigned to being
cooped up yourself, forever!"

"Claire hasn't accepted the houses
yet, has she?" Mr. Vedder said.

"Of course she has," Mrs. Vedder
said. "She's moving into the New
York one tomorrow."

"Isn't that rather hasty of her?"
Mr. Vedder said mildly.

Mrs. Vedder strode, in an icy rage,

toward the bookcase, from which a

few books, an ivy pot and two Dres-
den figures had to be removed each
night when the bookcase was brought
down out of the wall to become a bed.

"I suppose you would rather stay in

a ridiculous place like this," she said

bitterly. "Even if a house were of-

fered you, you wouldn't want it."

"Not until I found out what the

joker was," Mr. Vedder said.

"Joker," said Mrs. Vedder, clutch-

ing one of the Dresden figures and
controlling a wild desire to throw it.

"There's no joker in this. Horatia
James is going to the West Indies.

And since she's one of Claire's best

friends
—

"

"Yeah?" Mr. Vedder remarked
again.

"I think," Mrs. Vedder said, "that

you are out of your mind." She went
to the foyer that also did duty as a

dining room and took her coat from
the closet. "I'm going down to

Claire's," she said. "She may need
help."

"Already?" said Mr. Vedder.
"With her packing," said Mrs. Ved-

der icily. "And you needn't wait up."
She closed the door, without slam-
ming it, and started down the street.

SHE looked up at the remodeled
brownstones that she passed on the

way, behind whose lamplighted win-
dows people were attempting a

wretched compromise at living, like

herself and George. Yet he does seem
so resigned to it, she thought. If just

for eight months, we had a little space
to move around in

—

"Jeannette!" It was Claire Merill,

coming out of the door of the hotel.

"Darling, how lucky! If you could, if

you would, do me a favor?"
Mrs. Vedder said that was what she

was there for. It occurred to her that

her friend looked a little distrait, her

blond hair, usually so tidy, hanging in

wisps around her face.

"You see," Claire said, "Horatia's

secretary is going to call me tonight

at the house about last-minute in-

structions. So if you'd be a lamb and
go up and take the call for me, I can
finish my packing here."

Mrs. Vedder was somewhat taken

aback but she decided it would be fun

to see the house—a Victorian jewel,

Claire said, pressing the key into Mrs.
Vedder's hand. It was on East Sev-

enty-second Street, one of many small

houses but, inside, when Mrs. Vedder
had found the light switch and pressed

it, she stood enchanted.
"Oh!" she said breathlessly. "It's

the kind of house you read about in

—

in Balzac!"
The living-room walls were done in

a pale violet silk, ornamented with

tiny yellow flowers. The Aubussoi
carpet repeated the same delicate col
ors. Reverently, Mrs. Vedder tiptoec

around the room, touching the chair
whose frail gold woodwork wa
carved with cupids and roses, the yel

low and violet brocade upholstery.

She was thinking: If I could livt

here, even for a week—when fron
behind her somewhere a bell rang in

sistently. She started violently, the

she found the telephone in the littl

hall.

"Mrs. Merill?" a crisp voice said

She started to say, "This isn't Mrs)
Merill," but thinking of lengthy ex
planations she merely said, "Yes."

"There are just a few things I wa
to tell you," the voice said. "Abou
the dogs' food. It's on the third shel

in the pantry."

"The dog?"
"Two," said the voice. "They're a

the vet's tonight but they'll be back i

the morning. I'm sure you'll have nc|

trouble with them, if you just tak
them out separately."

"Oh," Mrs. Vedder said. "I see."

"They are called Izzod and Issop,'

the voice went on. "And sometime^
they quarrel violently, but that is be
cause the—ah— person with thei

does not display tact. Never feed on
when the other is near by. Izzod is th

more jealous of the two. Keep you
eye on him. He is also the one," th
voice added, "that likes white of eg
on everything. Beaten stiff."

"Was there anything else?" Mrs
Vedder said, faintly.

"Oh, yes," the voice said brightly)

"This is even more important. Bfl

sure to keep the burglar lock on all th
time. The minute you get to the door
rush in and slam it. Especially if <

man follows you up the steps."

"A man?" Mrs. Vedder quavered
"Yes, a mysterious man has beer

hanging around for a month. Mrs
James has had some threatening let

ters. Of course, the police know]
about it; then, too, the fiercest of th«

dogs could presumably drive anjl
prowler away."

"Izzod?" suggested Mrs. Vedder.
"Issop," said the voice. "Well

goodby. I'm sure you'll get along al

right."

"Goodby," Mrs. Vedder said. Sh<|

replaced the receiver on the hook
turned, then gave a little scream. Thsj

front door was opening. . .

.

"Darling, did I scare you?" Clain]

came in, with two suitcases. "I fin

ished my packing sooner than 1

thought, so I came on up. Have twc
sets of keys, you know. Isn't it

dream house?"
"Yes," Mrs. Vedder said hesitantly

"Only—"
"Only what?"
Mrs. Vedder handed her the lis

she had jotted down. Front door, closi

quickly, safety lock, Izzod, Issop
watch for fights, beat white of egg
prowlers.

Claire glanced through it. "Is tha
all?" she said. "Look what come;
with my Boston house." She handec
Mrs. Vedder a letter. "Go on, read it,'

she said, grimly.

WELL," yawned Mr. Vedder
an hour later, from the depth:

of the in-a-door bed when his wif<

came in, "what's the joker?"

"Suppose, next year, we had elec

trie coals in the fiieplace instead o
logs?" his wife replied. "It might be—
cozier."

To Mr. Vedder, this reply was no
ambiguous. "Swell," he said, with i

contented sigh, turning over and go
ing back to sleep. \

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE



Now for a Milky Way to make the fun complete! The moment

you take your first bite, you will enjoy that thick milk chocolate coating . . .

the golden layer of smooth, creamy caramel . . . and the soft,

late nougat center, richly flavored with real malted milk.

All together, a thrilling treat—right down to the

last delightful flavor that lingers in your mouth.

.JVhen you crave good candy, eat a ^_ ^
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PROVED!
Smoother,

More Comfortable Shaves for

3 Men out of Eveiy 4
No matter how tough your beard,

how tender your skin

—

no matter how you shave— here's

actual proof of better shaves the

new, different Palmolive

Brushless Shave Cream Way!

BRUSHlW
0UECBE0
OffersYou This

Proof!

Yes, it's a proved fact! 1297 men
tried the new, different Palmolive

Brushless Shave Cream Way to

shave—and reported amazing re-

sults! Actually, 3 men out of every

4 tested reported smoother, more
comfortable shaves!

HERE'S ALL YOU DO: Wash your face

with soap and water! Rinse! Soap face

again. Do not rinse! Apply Palmolive

Brushless Shave Cream immediately,

smoothing it upward into your beard.

In this way, you will get the full benefit

of Palmolive Brushless Shave Cream's

beard-conditioning effect! Then, shave

—and discover real shaving comfort!

Get
$moo<then

VtzZ* the,

She'*^

Get a giant tube ^"S
or big 9-oz. jar today!

DO AS YOU'RE TOLD
Continued from page 26

A posthypnotic suggestion can extend
over a long period of time. A hypnotist
can tell a subject: "One year from today,

you must return to this room and make
a pencil mark on the stage." The subject

will live the entire year without remem-
bering the suggestion. But even though
he may have moved to another city, on
the prescribed day he will feel nervous.
Finally he will have an uncontrollable
urge to travel back to the room and make
the mark. Curiously, the subject will

always invent some logical reason for his

decision. He may tell his family, "This
mark is to guide engineers in setting up
a new building." Once having invented
this idea, he will believe it devoutly. Ap-
parently no one likes to believe he is

being influenced. against his will.

Posthypnotic suggestions are often

used to cure patients of nervous habits,

such as nail biting. They can also be
used to cure some character, defects. A
juvenile delinquent can be given a sug-

gestion that he no longer wants to hang
out with his gang. The boy will obey.

But the sudden, unnatural break with his

old life may do him more harm than
good. Psychologists who used post-

hypnotic suggestion try to cure the pa-
tient by other means. Then they use the

suggestion to give the subject confidence
in his own powers of self-control.

Because hypnosis depends on the per-

sonalities of the hypnotist and the sub-
ject, no two cases are ever exactly alike.

But here are the general rules:

Variations in Susceptibility

Everyone has a susceptibility to hyp-
nosis. But some people unconsciously
refuse to "let themselves go." Often a

patient who cannot be influenced by one
hypnotist can be instantly hypnotized by
another. Some patients have gone to

eight hypnotists before finding one who
can hypnotize them. You also vary from
hour to hour in your susceptibility.

Worried people are very susceptible to

hypnosis. This is why "spellbinding"

demagogues are likely to appear during
times of national anxiety. Men and
women are equally susceptible, but chil-

dren are more so than adults. It is almost
impossible to hypnotize feeble-minded
people, because their minds are too dull

to respond. Klein can usually hynotize
about 70 per cent of his subjects.

Generally speaking, you cannot be
hypnotized against your will. There are

exceptions. John Calvert, a well-known
stage hypnotist, once hypnotized a man
who was walking up the aisle by shouting,

r
-•

-

/

"Stop! You can't move!" The man >

frightened, and so was very suscepti

to suggestion. He stood literally roo
to the spot, begging Calvert to rele

him. A New York psychologist hyp
tized a defiant patient who told him,

"

bet a hundred dollars you can't hyp
tize me!" The doctor told him. "H
Just keep on fighting me!" After a 1

minutes the man was so worn out m
tally that the doctor was able to hypnot
him easily. But these are unusual cai

A hypnotized subject will not do
erything he is told. The subject's subo
scious mind is always functioning and
will do nothing against his moral co
Neither will he do anything that wo
endanger himself. A girl cannot
seduced under hypnosis. A man can
be made to jump out of a window. I h:

seen this demonstrated. A girl told

commit an immodest act instantly ca
out of the trance with a vague feelin

anger. A businessman told to sign a bl

check fought the suggestion as long
he could and finally scribbled an
intelligible scrawl. In some strange
the subject always knows what is g
on, even though he is apparently
pletely controlled by the hypnotist.

Subjects react differently to s

gestions, depending on their ethi

codes. While giving a demonstration i

prison, Klein told a group of hypnoti.

convicts that a crate of potatoes
gold nuggets. The next second, the cr

was smashed. The convicts fought <

another for the potatoes. Klein stopj

one burly con whose coat was bulg
with potatoes.

"Seen any gold, bud?" asked Klein.

"None around here, mister," said

convict, innocently ducking away.
If you are hynotized once, you can

necessarily be hypnotized again un
you want to. But the hypnotist can g
you a posthypnotic suggestion that

J

will always go to sleep when he order*

This is often done if the subject is to

hypnotized a second time. A cert

stage hypnotist hypnotizes his subjt

beforehand and gives them this s

gestion. Then when they come up on
stage they pass out instantly when
speaks to them. But if the subjects )

that they should not be hypnotized ag
they can throw off the posthypnotic s

gestion just as they can any hypnotic s

gestion they feel is wrong.
It is not true that sometimes a hyp

tist can't bring his subjects out of

trance. Even if the hypnotist drop;

dead, the subjects would wake up aftt

short nap.
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"Hello. I live next door and I'm available as a baby sitter

DICK ERICSON

cat

Sometimes you can be hypnotized

]hout knowing it. A doctor told me he

ce found it necessary to hypnotize a

man patient who refused to co-

:rate. The doctor asked her to watch
'

"lile he hypnotized another woman. The
:ient became so interested that uncon-

.
ously she was hypnotized at the same

Ae. While Klein was in the Army, he

Is giving a USO show with two MPs on
* stage to keep order. While he was
notizing the volunteer subjects, he

ird the audience howling with delight.

e two MPs had accidently become
notized while watching. Klein

pmptly woke them up. "You sure

bed the chance of a lifetime," all the

s sadly assured him.

;ere probably is such a thing as mass
notism. Crowds usually are con-

lied only by informal hypnosis. But
1-ing Klein's shows people in the audi-

e frequently go into a trance while he

lypnotizing the subjects on the stage.

firing one of his Army shows, Klein

d any members of the audience who
: that they had been hypnotized to

Lnd up. Three hundred and fifty men
1

e. Klein had to make them march past

n in single file in order to wake them
•N r:_j;..;,i..„iN, "-ru„^^ ^.=„ ,,„•.-« t, raA
en

individually. "These men were tired

'|lm a long day's drill," explained Klein.

hey were highly susceptible. That was
I closest I ever came to hypnotizing a

^ole audience."

frying to find a doctor or psychiatrist

Jo will endorse hypnosis is, to say the

1
1st. difficult. Although Klein is work-

i,

"

with five doctors, only one of them
uld allow his name to be used in this

jicle. Dr. M. M. LeVine, dentist, of

iladelphia, Pennsylvania, uses Klein to

—onotize patients who dislike taking gas

i have a dread of injections. "Also,

lie people cannot form a normal blood
t after an injection," Dr. LeVine ex-

ins. "As a result, healing is very slow.

-jja subject is susceptible to hypnosis, it

Jj-he perfect anesthetic."

A^Jot many medical men are as frank as

ds, LeVine. Recently Klein, working
__der the direction of physicians, cured

jatient of stammering in two treat-

nts. This patient had been unsuccess-

ly treated by a specialist in speech
iciencies. The specialist admitted the

•e, but added, "I personally will have
:hing to do with hypnotism." The
ident physician of a well-known
chiatric clinic told me, "We never use

-i Dnotism." Yet I had read statements
"\ that doctor recommending hypnotic
^atments in certain cases.

\t a medical library, the librarian told

that a certain doctor came in daily to

books on hypnosis and discussed the

es with her. When I went to the clinic

ere the doctor was working, I was told,

this is for publication, say that we
'er used hypnosis in any form."

llier's for July 5, 1947

Doctors who use hypnotism like to call

it "psychopeutic therapy" or anything ex-

cept hypnotism. In the last few years, a

new technique of using hypnosis in psy-
choanalysis has been developed. Usually
psychoanalysis takes so long and is so ex-

pensive that few people can afford it. The
process can be greatly shortened by
hypnotizing the patient and suggesting

that he talk or dream of the problems
bothering him. These dreams frequently
reveal the basis of his conflict and point

the way to the cure.

A leading exponent of this "hypno-
analysis" is Dr. Lewis R. Wolberg of
New York City. Dr. Wolberg also uses

hypnosis to help a patient recall forgotten

childhood memories. The subconscious
mind never forgets. Under hypnosis a

subject can vividly recall any incident in

his life. A man told to relive his fourth

birthday will toddle around the floor,

laugh with delight at an imaginary cake
and speak to people long dead.

Haunted by an Egyptian Mummy

In his book, Hypnoanalysis, Dr. Wol-
berg cites the case of a girl who was un-

able to keep food on her stomach. She
had gone to doctors, who could find noth-

ing wrong with her. She seemed happy
and well-adjusted, but under hypnosis,

the girl recalled that as a child her father

had once forced her to touch an Egyptian
mummy he kept as a curio. Ever since,

she had been tortured by nightmares of

the mummy chasing her. The dreams
were so hideous that her waking mind
refused to allow her to remember them
in the mornrng. She was suffering from
nervous indigestion.

A Baltimore psychiatrist told me that

he used hypnosis but refused to advertise

it. "Patients would drop in on me and
say casually, 'I'm having trouble sleeping.

Give me a posthypnotic suggestion to

sleep.' They seemed to think they were
stopping at the corner drugstore for a

couple of aspirins. Of course, I could

give them a suggestion that would make
them sleep. But I wanted to know why
they were having trouble sleeping. Other-

wise, it would be like giving a nian

chloroform for a broken leg."

There is probably only one hypnotist

in the country more successful than

Howard Klein. That's the famous Benny
Finkle, who, for a consideration, will put

the hypnotic eye on any boxer, wrestler,

or race horse you want to have lose.

Benny claims he can't make them win,

but he has a hypnotic-hex that is sure to

knock them out. Klein shakes his head

sadly when he hears that someone has

paid the little hex-maker S500 to make a

horse fall down. "Benny's certainly got

.somebody hypnotized," says Klein re-

gretfully. "But it's not the horses."

The End

Of America's leading cigarettes, PALL MALL— and only PALL MALL

— is "Outstanding"! . . . For PALL MALL's distinguished length is the

outward sign of a basic superiority. "Distance lends enchantment"

— and the greater distance PALL MALL travels the smoke . . .

filters it through PALL MALL's traditionally fine, mellow tobaccos

. . . gives you outstanding smoothness . . . mellowness . . . mildness.

OUTSTANDING
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The girl had taken care to hang a lantern high up in the door of the cabin to guide him back. As he approached she ran out and helped him the last few yan:

THE GOLDEN MESH
BY KENNETH PERKINS

The swamp was a natural mantrap—and so was the girl from New Orleans

WITH the exception of one
Kentuckian they all gave up
the man hunt and started

for New Orleans. The Kentuckian,
Ethan Trigg, was a born tracker and
having fought under Old Hickory in

the Creek campaign, he knew how to

get along in the woods and on water.

But the marsh is a strange mixture of

both; it is neither sea nor land.

There were no hyacinths choking
the bayous in those days, but there

were mangroves and floating turf and
marshfire. And worst of all, if he were
lost there was no one to show the way
out, except an occasional Cajun trap-

per—Frenchmen, who couldn't under-
stand a word of Kentucky English. He
ran into > one who was paddling a

hollowed-out cypress log.

"I've got to have your pirogue,"

Trigg said. "I'm chasing somebody.
Maybe you've seen him—an English-

man in trapper's clothes?"

The answer was a respectful smile.

"Can't you understand? This Eng-
lishman dressed like a trapper—he
killed one of our party with a musket
—bang, bang!" Trigg pointed to his

chest.

The Cajun seemed impressed with

the chest and with Trigg's rifle gun,
powder horn and tomahawk. And he
may have been impressed with the

Kentuckian's rawboned face and
the mane of hair to his shoulders. The
trapper got out of his canoe.

But it did Trigg little good; he could
paddle only a short distance. The
stretch of water he crossed might be
called a prairie—as good a name as

any, considering the upside-down
country. The island where he landed
would be called a bay.

Here he caught a glimpse of the

fugitive fleeing on foot through the

moss-hung oaks. Trigg followed,

wading now in the ooze, floundering

on quaking ground, crossing a mud
shoal. In the swamp grass on the

other side, there was no sign nor track

nor hair nor hide of the fugitive. There
were only the muskrats nesting in the

roots, mallard whistling by like bul-

lets—and then darkness.

The darkness was peculiar, with

more light reflected in the east off

some body of water than in the west

over New Orleans. Trigg was com-
pletely lost; he decided to make Indian

camp. He caught a catfish and a

gaspergou, which astonished him, for

these are fresh-water fish. If he had
caught a goggle-eye or croaker he
might not have been so sure that he
was heading inland instead of to Lake
Borgne and Mississippi Sound. But in

the swamp country when fresh bayous
turn salt it does not always mean the

sea marshes are nearer.

The clouds had come down low;

mists turned every blade of grass and

rotting root and scrub palmetto sogg
Unable to start a fire, he had se

cherries for supper and then the col

got through his wet homespun shi

and pantaloons and into his bone
He felt a good case of chills and fevt

coming on. That was why he kej

walking. He had no direction in min
except for a glimmer of light far awa
through some moss-hung oaks. . . .

It was not the glow of decayin
vegetation, he found out when h

shouldered his way through sea car

and waded across
1

another prairie. Th
light came from the unshuttere

window of a cabin of cypress, mu
and moss. A canoe lay half in th

water, half in the cane like a sleepin

alligator. The man who opened tb

door to his knock was of that incor

gruous breed called a webfoot.
There was no point in just commar

deering the canoe, for it was usele;

(Continued on page 65)
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WHY I BROKE WITH ROOSEVELT
Continued from page 17

35

\

could handle the senators and the con-
gressmen. We could get bills passed. Then
we could all go home and go fishing."

We had to laugh at that.

In February I made several long trips,

during which I sounded out sentiment on
the Administration and on 1940. I can
best sum up my political observations on
these trips by quoting from a memoran-
dum dictated at that time:

"My own opinion is that the leaders

I
of the party, with few exceptions, do not
want Roosevelt to run for a third term.

All these stories which are coming out of

Washington about the group around the

President—Wallace, Corcoran, Hopkins
and the rest—have alarmed party work-
ers. They feel that the real leaders of our
party are not being given proper consid-

eration and credit for their part in the

party's achievements. They feel that

someone else should have an opportunity
at the White House.
"They are all grateful for what Roose-

velt has tried to do for the country and
the things he has accomplished, but they
do not want to go through a bitter cam-
paign trying to defend a third-term can-
didacy. That is the attitude of nearly
every responsible leader I came into con-
tact with, except Governor Olson of Cal-
ifornia and Mayor Kelly of Chicago."
At this time Roosevelt was beset by

foreign and domestic troubles. I did not
see him for a chat alone from January
until March. On March 29th, the Presi-

dent called me over to the White House,
where we talked about stamps and pa-
tronage and finally about 1940 politics.

Dewey Criticized as Arrogant

He asked me about the Legislative Cor-
respondents' dinner at Albany, particu-

! larly after the speeches made by Lehman,
Mayor La Guardia, Al Smith and District

I Attorney Dewey. I told him that Lehman,
jLa Guardia and Smith did all right in

short speeches, but that Dewey talked for
17 minutes and took some pot shots at

< Republican Leader Simpson, which I
' considered unwise from Dewey's point

|

of view. I added that I couldn't be fair

! with Dewey because his arrogant atti-

tude irked me.
"That's exactly how I feel about him,"

the President said. "He's arrogant and
j ambitious. He wants to be President or
thinks he can be. By the way, what do
you think of your friend Paul McNutt's
campaign?"
"McNutt is your friend," I reminded

him. "While I have no feeling against
him, I can't forget that he and McHale
(Frank McHale, National Committee-
man from Indiana) kept over twenty del-

egates from supporting us in 1932."

"Not that I take him seriously," the
President confided, "but I consider it bad
taste on his part to let his name be an-
nounced when he is still a member of my
Administration."

"Boss, I am constantly being inter-

viewed by newspapermen about 1940," I

said, "and I have told them consistently
that anyone who made an announce-
ment until you have spoken ought to
have his head examined."

"That's right, Jim," he observed. "In-
cidentally, what do you think of Garner's
candidacy?"
"To be wholly frank, I don't think Jack

is a serious candidate at this time," I an-
swered. "I talked to him recently and he
brought up, entirely of his own accord,
the Presidency. With tears in his eyes he
told me he hoped that nothing would
happen to you, so that he would not have
to take over the reins of the government.
I know that he was absolutely sincere. He
has a very deep affection for you, Boss."
"I'm glad to hear it," he said. "I'm sure

Garner is speaking from his heart when

Collier's for July 5, 1947

he says he doesn't want to succeed me."
On June 7, 1939, I was called by the

President as I was having dinner in mv
Mayflower Hotel apartment in Washing-
ton. He was in the friendliest of moods.

"Jim," he began, "I'd like to have you
and Bess join me over the week end on
the Potomac for a cruise."

This was the first invitation Mrs. Far-
ley and 1 had received for a cruise aboard
the Presidential yacht, although I had
been in Washington for more than six

years. But I had to refuse.

"I'm sorry, Boss, but I agreed a few
weeks ago to present a watch to Joe Mc-
Carthy, manager of the Yankees, in a
ceremony at the home plate in Yankee
Stadium Sunday. I appreciate the invi-

tation a lot, but I don't feel I can change
my plans at this late date, much as I'd like

to."

"What about the next week end?" he
pressed.

"I have a lot of work cut out for me
that week end," I said. "I'm going to at-

tend a postal convention in Maine a week
from Sunday. Maybe I can pull the state

into the right column in 1940 and leave
Vermont all alone."

much at the gesture or the story as at the
faces of the astounded Britishers. Mrs.
Farley and I were not invited when
Roosevelt entertained the royal couple
00 his family estate.

In July, as I was preparing for a Eu-
ropean tour, I went up to Capitol Hill for
a lunch with the Vice-President. After
dessert, he pulled out one of his long
cigars, lighted it carefully. Through the
swirling smoke and out from unaer his

bushy eyebrows, he studied me and then
plunged into the heart of his subject.

"Jim, I will lay all my cards on the
table," Garner began. "I want to let you
know just where I stand and exactly how
1 feel. I mean on this third-term business.
Jim, I can't support a third term and will

fight any third-term bid for the good of
the party. First off I want you to believe
me when I say I don't want to be Presi-
dent. God knows how true that is."

There were tears in his eyes and his

voice was charged with conviction.
"Jack, if you tell me you don't want to

be President, then I do believe you," I

said. "Your word is good enough for
me."

"Thanks," he said. "But I have been

"I don't feel like shopping this noontime! Let's have lunch instead!"

BEN ROTH

mrvwini
"Always proselyting, Jim," he laughed.

On June 23, 1939, I was called to the

White House for a conference. As usual

we began by discussing stamps. I re-

ported receiving a letter from a Mrs.
Casper Whitney suggesting a Cape Cod
postage stamp.

"Jim, there's no Democratic vote at

Cape Cod," he laughed. "I think the next
stamp we issue should be for Farley and
Roosevelt."

"Just a minute," I cut in with a laugh.

"I'd just as soon that stamp won't be is-

sued for a long, long time. Unless you
could have the law amended to permit
living persons to be portrayed on
stamps."

"Objection sustained," he chuckled.
A few days later, when he was enter-

taining King George and Queen Eliza-

beth, he was cold and distant. Along
with other Cabinet members and their

wives, Mrs. Farley and I went down to

Mt. Vernon aboard the Potomac. The
day was hot, but there was ice in the

President's manner toward me, a haughti-

ness, perhaps, which may have been the

result of his hobnobbing with royalty.

Anyway, I felt a good and faithful serv-

ant should have deserved friendlier treat-

ment.
I enjoyed the visit of the King and

Queen and thought they handled them-
selves extremely well under trying cir-

cumstances. I nearly died laughing at

the famous British Embassy garden party,

when Jack Garner slapped the King on
the back in telling him a story—not so

in politics for forty years and at this stage

of the proceedings I can't let down the
people who have helped me. I particu-

larly can't let them down by silence on
such a vital and far-reaching issue as the
third term. At the moment, I feel I'm
the only one who can head up any oppo-
sition. I owe it to my friends and to the
party."

"That is so," I acknowledged. "How-
ever, I'm not sure when a decision has to

be made. I did think August 1st was the
deadline, but now I feel that we might
wait until January."
"On the strength of that 'we,' I want

to ask you a question," he said. "If it's

out of order, you don't have to answer.
Jim, are you against the third term?"

"Yes," I answered, "but don't tell a
living soul."

"I won't and I appreciate your confi-

dence," he said earnestly. "The two of
us can pull together to stop Roosevelt."

"I'm not sure that we will need to," I

said. "If the President doesn't talk to me
by the early part of January, I'll have to

go to him as chairman of the National
Committee and ask him what his plans

are. I must confess I am a bit piqued
over the kicking around I have been get-

ting."

"Why, Jim, you mean to say you don't

know why you are out in the cold?" he
asked. "The plain and simple truth is

that he's jealous of you, Jim. You have
grown tremendously in office and before

the country and he is just downright jeal-

ous of your popularity."

"I find that hard to believe," I said.

"Well, just think it over," he said.
"He's jealous of Hull for his standing
before the public. And he's jealous of me
for my popularity in Congress. He ought
to be glad to see men in the party coming
along and he fancies that he is, but actu-
ally he doesn't like it."

A few days later I was in Columbus,
Ohio, for a postmasters' convention.
When I put in my daily call to the Post
Office Department, I was told that Cardi-
nal Mundelein of Chicago was having
lunch with the President and had asked to
see me. My call was switched to the
White House, and the Cardinal asked if I

could call on him when he visited New
York. I said I would be glad to do so.

A Visit to the Cardinal

I found the Cardinal reading his bre-
viary in the spacious living room of his
hotel suite.

' He laid it aside, tucking in a
ribbon to mark his place. We were left

alone after I was ushered in.

"I had a most enjoyable visit with the
President," he said. "He is truly a great
man. I think it is most fortunate that he
is where he is and I hope he remains. It is

my belief that he will run for a third
term."

"Did he say so?" I asked eagerly.
"No," he said slowly. "No, but I hope

that you will support him if he does. The
President was extremely generous—I feel

that I can tell you this—in his reference
to you and spoke of you in very flattering

terms."

"I am glad to hear it," I said. "I
wouldn't mind hearing it from him."

"James," he studied me earnestly, "you
have always been most frank and open
with me so that I feel entirely free in
broaching a most confidential matter to
you. It is my sincere feeling that a Roman
Catholic could not be elected President
of the United States at this time or for
many years to come. I hope, therefore,
that you will do nothing to involve the
Catholics of this country in another deba-
cle such as we experienced in 1928."

I made up my mind that I was not go-
ing to be persuaded into taking a course
contrary to my better judgment. I was
aware that the Cardinal had just come
from the White House, where he ac-
knowledged he had fallen under the
charm of the Boss.

"Your Eminence, I have my own
views, definite views, on the third term;
but I do not think this is the proper time
to air them or that you are the proper
person to hear them. I do not feel at lib-

erty to discuss my views until the Presi-

dent has told me what he will do.
"Last winter he indicated he would not

be a candidate again. But he maintained
that if a losing ticket were nominated in

1940, he did not feel obligated to support
it. I find such an attitude difficult to un-
derstand. I cannot imagine him upset-
ting American and party tradition to be
a candidate for a third term."

"I am satisfied he is going to run," he
said.

"I can't believe it and my belief is

based on his own intimations and hints.

It may be that he is willing to let it de-
velop and see if it is possible and then
announce what he will do. Until he
speaks, as I think he will speak and
should speak, I must rely on his intima-

tions.

"Now for myself, I frankly do not care

what happens to me politically. A place

on the national ticket does not concern
me too much. My wife and chilaren

would be far happier and without a doubt
better off, if I forgot all about public life.

I hope you will believe me."
"I do."
'Now I want to be as free as though I
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were in the confessional. It is not a matter

of great concern to me that Roosevelt

does not regard me as qualified for the

office of President. It would be difficult

for him to find anyone qualified but him-
self. 1 do not say that unkindly, because
it has been so with every President. Dem-
ocrat and Republican and Federalist and
Whig. There are many other people of

intelligence, wisdom and ability, whose
judgment is above question, who believe

I am qualified. I do not think the Presi-

dent should take the position that 1 am
not."

"Why don't you tell the President how
you feel?" he suggested.

"I would if he ever raised the ques-

tion."

"James, I do not believe a Catholic

could win," he stated.

Reasons for AI Smith's Defeat

"A great many people, among them the

Vice-President, senators, representatives

and party leaders, feel differently. Men
who know something about politics. Con-
ditions are not the same as they were ten

or twelve years ago. When Al Smith ran,

the Democratic party was not in power;
Smith was leading the fight for repeal of

the prohibition law; the country was
prosperous; Smith's choice of Raskob, a

Republican, for National Chairman was
an affront to the old-time Democrats;
Smith's conduct of the campaign was
anything but skillful and diplomatic. It

was doubtful that any Democrat could
have been elected in that year, and the

religious issue alone could not be blamed
for Smith's defeat.

"On the other side of the picture, there

is no reason to believe that the Demo-
cratic party will not win in 1940; the

party is now in power; there are hundreds
of thousands of Democrats on govern-
ment pay rolls and, whether or not they
like the name Farley, they could not vote

themselves out of office just because the

candidate was a Roman Catholic. There
are thousands and thousands of persons,

with no set political affiliations, who work
for the government and who would vote

for me feeling reasonably certain they

would keep their jobs if the Democratic
party remains in control.

"Regardless of what anyone may
think, 1 am known, respected and trusted,

and I have no hesitancy in saying, with-

out egotism, that no other Democrat has
any better chance than 1 have. Actually
I am not planning to secure the nomina-
tion for myself. Nonetheless I will not let

myself be kicked around by Roosevelt or

anyone else.

"Loyalty is not all on one side," I con-
tinued. "It's time for the President to be
loyal to me. For the last year and a half

he has not consulted me on appoint-
ments. Within six months two appoint-

ments have been made in New York, my
own state, which have been most dis-

pleasing to me. I have been made some
very attractive offers 'if I would forget

Roosevelt,' and a huge fund could be
mine if 1 would get out and fight Roose-
velt, which I do not for a minute propose
to do. I am still being loyal and loyalty

should work two ways."
The Cardinal repeated that I should

talk to the President. He said he hoped
that I would support the third term he
was certain the President would attempt.

"If I talk to the President, Your Em-
inence, should I tell him that you talked

to me?"
"I hope you will not do so," he urged.

I had the feeling that the President had
asked him to speak to me—that he had
flattered this Prince of the Church into

doing his bidding.

"Before I go," I said, looking him full

in the face, "I want to be as free and open
as 1 know how, Your Eminence. Per-

haps you will not like this, but it is in my
mind and you should know it. You are

the first person in the Church who has
ever attempted to influence me on a po-

litical matter, and I have been in politics

for thirty years."

"It is only because I am interested in

you," he said. "I have something which
1 hope you will not object to my men-
tioning. 1 understand there has been
some criticism of Mrs. Farley—some
things she is supposed to have said about

the President."

"That's all right," 1 said, wondering il

lie was carrying this complaint from the

White House itself. "I'm glad you
brought it up. Mrs. Farley is a loyal wife

and feels strongly resentful of what has

been done to me. She has never forgiven

the President for the way he acted when
Huey Long attempted to bring about an
investigation of me. Long was not aim-
ing at me, but was trying to get at the

President. Long was aware he would in-

jure Roosevelt if he could tear me down.
"Mrs. Farley could never condone the

President's silence in the face of Long's
accusations. Even after the Senate vindi-

cated me Roosevelt said nothing in my
defense. She felt that in view of my serv-

ices he should have rallied to my support,

even if he were not moved by loyalty and
friendship. Then Bess feels that we have
been treated like poor relations. We are

never invited to the White House except

for purely official functions; we have
never spent a night in the White House;
we are never invited to birthday parties

fight against O'Connor." He cocked his

head and measured the effect of this shaft

out of the corners of his eyes.

"To be entirely frank. 1 didn't." I ac-

knowledged. "1 explained my position

at the time of the purge and you approved
my determination to keep my hands oil'.

There is no reason why Corcoran should
expect the party chairman, whose firsl

consideration is to maintain party har-

mony, to do his dirty work.
"Between you and me I'm getting a bit

fed up with Corcoran and his crowd. I

know they haven't got the influence with

you which is attributed to them, but I

don't think it healthy that the impression

of their influence prevail. They're merely
peanuts in a sugar barrel."

Roosevelt was slow in getting to the

point which I knew must come—the 1940
campaign. He began by considering the

candidates.

"To begin with, there's Garner,"
Roosevelt said, as though he were count-
ing on his fingers. "He's just impossible."

"Just a minute," "I tut in. "I am sure

that Jack is not interested in being a can-

didate. He is willing to let his name be

used, if necessary, by those opposed to a

third term."
"Maybe so," he acknowledged. "Then

there's Wallace. What do you think of

Henry? I don't think he has IT."
"1 have a personal liking for Henry," I
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and similar social functions. In short, I

am a bottle of tonic to be taken when
needed and then shelved until needed
again. Now I have come to the point

where I don't care to be shaken well be-

fore or after using. The President has

never written me a word of appreciation

or thanks for what I have done since

1930, and I have given freely of my
strength, my time and my ability."

I left, fully convinced that the President

was disturbed as to what my attitude

would be and that he had held a heart-to-

heart talk with the Cardinal, looking for

light, if not actually enlisting the prelate

to work on me.
In the days that followed, the newspa-

pers and magazines were full of stories of

a rift between myself and the President.

As evidence of a rift, my infrequent ap-

pearances at the White House were cited.

When the speculation showed every sign

of increasing rather than abating, the

President summoned me to his home at

Hyde Park. It was the summer of 1939.

After dinner Roosevelt and I headed
for the small study in the north wing. He
hopscotched over the political situation.

He talked about the purge, explaining

that he started it because conservatives
were hamstringing his program and he
felt the Democratic party must be liberal

to be successful. He spoke particularly of
his fight against John O'Connor, the New
York congressman who had opposed his

wage-and-hour legislation. "You know,
Jim," he said, "Tommy Corcoran feels

you did not go along all the way in the

said, "but I frankly don't know where he
stands from day to day. I must confess I

share the feeling around the country that

he's a dreamer."
He then brought up the name of Paul

McNutt and turned down the thumb of

his right hand. He did not mention Hull,

Jesse Jones, Robert Jackson, Frank Mur-
phy, Harry Hopkins or myself as candi-

dates. Finally, we reached the third-term

issue, when he talked of the necessity of

saving democracy.
"We must save democracy," he said in

ringing tones as though he were on the

platform. "It's the only way to save the

country."
"I think the Democratic party has to be

successful in order to save the country,"

I put in. "And I am more concerned
with the country than with the party, be-

cause success will come to the party if the

country is secure and prosperous."
"Jim," he said, dropping his voice and

speaking slowly for emphasis, "you and
I have got to work together in 1940 for

the good of the country and the party,

just as we have in the past."

I said nothing, waiting for what was to

follow. He fixed his eyes on me most in-

tently and set'down his cigarette.

"Jim, I am going to tell you something
I have never told another living soul,"

Roosevelt dropped his voice to an im-
pressive whisper: "Of course 1 will not

run for a third term. Now I don't want
you to pass this on to anyone, because it

would make my role difficult if the deci-

sion were known prematurely."

"Mr. President, you have my word of
honor on that,'' I said as solemnly as 1

could.

"Thanks. Jim. " he acknowledged, "But
you must understand one thing. / do not
want to campaign for a losing ticket."

"Boss, as the party's leader you'll have
to campaign for whatevei ticket is se-

lected." I argued. "We cannot compro-
mise on the platform; i( must be a

wholehearted endorsement of your Ad-
ministration. In turn you will just have to

go along with the party."

He made no answei
1 then asked bluntly what kind of

candidate he wanted. His answer was:
"All I have to say is that I hope they
don't nominate just a 'yes man,' but pick

someone who is sympathetic to my Ad-
ministration and who will continue my
policies."

At this point he switched to a consider-
ation of the picture in the Republican
camp. He named Dewey as the most im-
portant figure. I disagreed, feeling that

the Republicans would choose Senator
Vandenberg.
"Dewey might get second place.'" I

said, "but I can't see him in first place,

because he is such a middle-of-the-roader
—a liberal when among liberals and a

conservative when among conservatives."
"You've got him figured just about

right, but I still think it will be Dewey,
and he will make a formidable oppo-
nent," the President said. "That will make
it all the more necessary for you and me
to work together in 1940."

I made no answer to this. It was my
turn to change the subject.

Mr. Ickes Raises a Laugh

"Boss, before we get off politics, I want
to show you something which may give

you a laugh," I said, reaching into my
brief case for some correspondence I

had had with Oliver Quayle, treasurer of

the Democratic National Committee.
"Here's a letter from Quayle to Ickes

asking for a SI 00 donation to the party

and here's Ickes' answer saying he could
not afford such a large donation and ask-

ing that all further correspondence
should be addressed to him at his office."

"Don't you just love it!" he laughed.
"And isn't that just like Harold? You
know he is serving his purpose as far as

the Administration is concerned because
he makes the kind of speeches no one else

can make, but sometimes I think they

may be more detrimental than helpful

And the same goes for him."
The next morning I joined Mrs. Roose-

velt at the breakfast table.

"I have a very direct question to ask

you and I want a direct answer," she chal

lenged. "Someone has told me that ir

some way or other I snubbed Bess."

"Now, Mrs. Roosevelt, you know yoi

would not do a thing like that to anyone,'

I protested.

"I'm sure I wouldn't do it intentionally

but if I ever have hurt Mrs. Farley ir

any way, I would do anything I possibl;

could to straighten it out," she said ear

nestly.

"Please forget it; the report just isn'

true," I said.

After breakfast I went to say goodb;
to the President and found him about t<

hold a press conference. I remained fo

the show. He was in high spirits. Whei
he was asked if I was going to resign, h

tossed his head back and snapped, "He i

not!" as if the suggestion of any frictioi

between himself and me was the mos
ridiculous idea in the world. I could no
help but consider how the reporter

would love to have sat in on the confer

ence of the night before and how th

country would have relished the storj
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Next week. Mr. Farley takes you hi

hind the scenes at the famous "shoa
down" conference with F.D.R., revea,

the President's stand on the third-ten

issue and declares his own intentions.
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.1 feet better than the nearest Amer-
icai

If Bob Fitch of South Dakota com-
petes in the discus, we should win that

event, since this large surprise-package

calmly broke the world's record twice

last year with tosses of 180 feet 2\ inches

and 179 feet. If Fitch doesn't compete,
we hi • e a good chance of being shut out
of the big points. Consotini of Italy is

-foot platter-beav er. Tosi of Italy is

just a foot or so behind him. and Ljakov
of Russia has a 166 foot S\ inch mark,
which is more than two feet better than
the best heaves of Billy Bangert last

Finally, says Von Elling. we appear to

no chance whatever in the hammer
thro*, unless a boy named Seymour
Cohen of Philadelphia comes along. T*o
years ago, when Cohen was in the Army.

-ridered into the Balkan Games at

Constantinople, and won the hammer
throw with an almost-unbelievable heave

of 185 feet 3 inches. This puts him third

Id performance behind a 187-foot 1 5 16-

ioch toss by Johansson of Sweden, and a

^^Kot 7 3 16-inch mark by Ericsson

of Swecer. No one knows if Cohen can
duplicate bis prodigious throw, and if be
can't there is a solid block of Hungarians,
Swedes. Finns and Russians before you
feet to the next American. Bob Bennett of
Brown.

This completes the picture, except for

mat minor matter of who is going to be
the Olympic coach. The 1^; candi-

or the job is sometimes lefeiied to

~ne Rockne of Track." but the re-

aemblance :c the great Notre Dame foot-

ball coach is not marked. Von Elling is

a short, gray-haired, undramatic man,
--

: .'; . ._- _ :_ :•:.:-
des. heavy flannel shirts and a 30-year-

old gray felt hat.

His First and Only Pep Talk

a Elling never gave a pep talk in tus

ife. except for a mild discourse with his

loo-mile relay team in the last indoor
jjoli 1 1 i lUegiate" championships when ev-

ag sffmrri to be going wrong for

four discouraged youngsters on that

occasion, but the talk lasted only nine
seconds, and the relay team went out to

scce ------ r - - -
; . .

.

. '

7
i .- Nil's

3 Elling continually astounds peo-
ple by this total inability to act like the
lassie coach of Hollywood legate
c; r : ._ : -; - z _ . .

for grown, mature men."
Von Elling himself enjoyed none of

in his dav. He was bom on
irks lower East Side on March 30,
'•"••-;- -- : z- - i- e.e ;- "e
— :

• e _ : : :
- ; .:_-;- — - :

-

:-= H- t- ; ---
:: :: N; ' .

[arlerr. ;:: —

.

:-= r:r_ _e: -..--; '• :-

gs moved farther out into the coun-
to the Bronx, which was the center

bJetic activitv for the whole of !

Cay.
that time—in the 1890s—every

:e ;; — --.-n : :- i
. '.- -.--;.

Ellin; ilreac - - .._-_•- . ;

peat one year'at the CoDege of the

of New York but had to leave

Be to »3 to work. For athletic dS-

aa, be joined the Mohawk AC
- pound Von Effing got buffeted

t on the football field by a six-foot

-ex-'-, giant named Pole Waters

------

:

soach at the University
Legend has it that

. ."_-_-

Robertson dumped Son Elling no less,

than five hundred times during the fifteen
years or so that tbey competed against
each other. The truth of the matter is

that Von Elling neve- good
athlete, but be a! smart enough
to be the quarterback or the coxswam.
Soon he emerged as the coach of the
Mohawks and of several other clubs.

- Elling became =»<"«** rrt track
coach at

x

1915 and head coach
,

and football trainer in 1918 He finally

was able to shake his football duties when
Coach Chick Median arrived i

1926. Three years later. Von EQing's
team of unknowns bad won NVLs first

Intercollegiate championship.
For 32 years now Von Elling has con-

sistenth developed great track stars out
of unknown kids. No less than ten of
Von Eihng's former runners are
York

= --school coaches now, and
tbey operate a sort of farm system for the
old man. Not only did NYU dominate I

the recent Perm Relays, but most of the
important high-school titles, too. were
captured by a pair of NYU "Can
Bon High School and Morris High

.

S: - doL

Putting Men in the Bight Spots

.-;--; -r . t-.: :-:z -.r.e .--;;: t e-:

f his finest stars competed i

something entirely different in

school. In 1930, for instance- . Von
spotted a bov named Jim Maloney
shagging flies in NYUs outfield. He
persuaded him to come out for track.

In 1932. Maloney was one of the main-
stays of I . :iampionship two-mile
relay team.
About the same time. Von Fifing saw a

mediocre high-school swkiauei named
Milton Sandler. Sandler developed into

one of the best middle-distance l uunas
of the 1930s. Joe Healy came to Von
Elling as a quarter muer. Von Elfing

~-_i — --- •-; ---; a --. ;- He.
hated. Healy failed miserably to make
the 1 1 -npic team in the quarter

mile. He made it easily in the hurdles.

Curtis Giddmgs, a fine hall-mikr.came
a Elling as a javean thrower: Mort

Reznick. once the country's bes

pound weight thrower, showed up as a

shot-putter. Von Eihng's greatest mile
--. i ":e^-—;-: :'--'; ::~ : "i: :-—;:--

sisted of Arthur Herrforth. an ex-pok
vaulter : Charley Grobsberger, an ex-

sprinter: Walter'Welch, an ex-swimmer;
and Frank Cotter, wbo never was an
.-- ;; : :- ...-;?=:':-=

T- • -;- ::- : ire re- -'-^' '

of track leads Von Effing to one final

word of caution coniruing his Olympic
--?z .• --— -7i ill :.-;- 1

_
: :

--=-

_ .• :-? 1 ;— r : ::- r-e.::- ; :t ; i;

-

.-; :--;- - :r.e --f - :: -'-: :re; ::

in a single Olympic tryout meet. Tans.
—--.:-- -:-•- :-.; ; -:; :-: ; -- =

-"

but if he hjprp"* to be off the day the

-npic tryoots are held, he

' -

"is that no matter how carefo

work out form charts in advance, some
unknown kid from some not'ipf* tr-d
country always comes along to upset the

dope. No one ever heard of a skinny

Canadian youngster named Percy WD-
Mams before the 1932 Olympics, and pre-

cious few people have heard of ban since.

he smashfd through to win both
Olympec sprints in 1932. against one of
the strongest fields that had ever been
assembled.

-Olympic fever a Effing
- _.— ;?: _- -_: -- ~ -£ :: -r.^ .

:---.: -::-.:: r-i -..-. -:- •.:
— - :

coach.'
The E>a>

... is back :

i\
mtmt I II *-+, Sl-00

::

• I ;5.popula\rJc<key-Mi/irJ7 is back

again— in the fine, unexcelled pre-

war quality that has made Jockey

:':r_: _s the - :rli :-. er ?.e~e-:;r

_.-.--
- . _

with all your favorite Jockey com-

::r: izi :.:::" :'e = r_re.: : -;

;-:::-. :.:•£:-::::.:: rr ::e::. :
-.

ou've had to accept sahwitmes,

you will realize old frifnrls are best

ii: - i.- — 1; -z.::r_e zte :;7_n ;:

MmIvwjs to your friendly dealer's

counter. So call on him today and

ask for Jockey Midvwp.

THERE'S ONLY
ONE JOCKEY
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Here are the lurid details of

the private life of the galli-

nipper. It's up to you to stop

harboring this unprincipled

villain in your own back yard

MOSQUITOES are very
beautiful. This reluctant

admission must be made
after glancing at the scientific draw-
ings which are the only close-ups of
mosquitoes in existence, as no live

mosquito has ever been properly pho-
tographed.

It seems you can't just step up to

a mosquito, say, "Look pleasant,

please!" and get any results. Last year
(1946) $50,000 was spent in vain ef-

forts to get a good close-up of a live

mosquito. This failure is regrettable

because though a dead mosquito does
look good to most people, a live one
is full of delicate grace and subtle

color and wears a large feathery head-
dress strongly reminiscent of those
sported by Ziegfeld Follies girls in

the early glorifying productions.
There are almost as many races of

mosquitoes as there are of humans,
and most of them are no more likely

to be encountered than an Eskimo on
Main Street, even though they may
be living right in your neighborhood.
Among these are, for example, the
playful Mansonia titilians which
tickle but never bite; the fat, clown-
like Cancer, so named because it lives

in the holes dug by land crabs; and
the swishy mosquitoes so dainty that

they breed only in the chalices of wild
orchids.

Let us begin with the most widely
advertised though least harmful of the
condemned species, the Aedes taenior-

hynchus — salt-marsh mosquito to

you.
He is not, as most people suppose,

Public Enemy Number One of the

mosquito world, but merely the most
offensively aggressive: the guy who
takes the joy out of joy rides, makes
fishing, hunting, picnicking, necking
on the beach and other outdoor sports

more scratched than any horse race

entry. Though a crashing bore, his

bite is harmless unless it becomes in-

fected. But the breed so greatly

outnumbers other mosquitoes that

getting rid of it is a chief concern of
most communities. Yet scientists

know comparatively little about
marsh mosquitoes, since they refuse

to breed or survive in cages.

Their love life begins much like that

of the Homo sapiens, with the male
reaching maturity and deciding he
wants to find out about the facts of
life.

In common with some men, he is a

romantic coward and prefers to do his

preliminary dame-hunting in groups.

In short, he hangs around with a gang
and whistles. If a skirt heeds the wolf
call, he becomes detached from his

pals, goes off with her for a while and
then returns to the gang. If no ladies

appear, however, he turns homo-
sexual. Mr. Marsh Mosquito is

definitely not a nice person.

To be slightly more technical, the

marsh males gather together in a

large, compact group about the size

and shape of a medicine ball, to dance
and sing in order to attract the ladies.

If you have ever, at twilight, seen a

"ball" of mosquitoes whirling at

about head height, over some lonely

spot, then you have seen a mating
group of male swamp mosquitoes.

The ladies fly alone. Maybe, being

females, they don't trust one another.
At any rate, a marriageable girl, aged
approximately five whole days, will

zoom into sight, dart into the chorus
of singing boys, grab one in a light-

ing decision and fly off with him.
Although the male is a lusty fellow,

he is strictly a vegetarian. After his

marriage he hies himself to the nearest

bar (sand), finds an aquatic plant,

takes a few straight shots of nectar,

and goes back to rejoin the boys and
whistle at the next flighty dame. He
never bites people or other animals

and never travels more than a few
yards from his equivalent of the drug-

store corner.

Mrs. Salt Marsh, on the other hand,
is faithful to her spouse. So far as we
know she does not marry a second
time mainly because she is full of busi-

ness, including eggs, so she starts on
her honeymoon alone, traveling great

distances and never coming home.
Matrimony gives Ma Mosquito a

taste for blood, a trait which has also

been noted in the human race. Any-
way, she promptly turns carnivorous,

and she will go to any lengths to get

meat. Lady mosquitoes have been
proven to head straight from a deso-

late breeding place to a ship 30 miles

out at sea and there pick up the

sailors.

A blood meal is necessary for the

production of her eggs, and once she

has had a bite of baby or a snack of
sunkissed farmer, she proceeds to her

ultimate destination: a nice dry marsh
which she considers as good a place as

any to lay an egg. In point of fact she

lays 50 to 200 or so, and some really

husky girls lay several such batches,

sometimes singly, sometimes at a
sitting.

The eggs lie on the dry surface and
wait for water. Ma goes away. After
all, she has her own life to live and
there isn't much of it. In five weeks
mosquitoes become senile; in six, die

of old age. But usually a dragonfly
has eaten them long before that.

How Baby Skeeters Are Born

The eggs just lie there safely for

days, weeks, even months. Then it

rains, or there is an extra high tide,

and within a few moments the eggs

hatch. The emerging larvae, or

"wigglers," know what to do. They
take a swim, scurrying about in the

water like frightened babies.

Then right away they start eating a
balanced diet of greens, animals, and
organic matter; all of which Mother
Nature, who apparently does not
know any better than to take care of
infant mosquitoes, has reduced to a
well-prepared baby food which the

young mosquito strains through
own personal strainer, installed in i

individual mouth.
Food strainers are not the only m

chanical devices with which infai

mosquitoes come equipped. They ah
possess a sort of periscope for obtaii

ing air. They are born free-swimme
but like the rest of us must come ij

for air once in a while, and when the!

can't by reason of scum on the wate|

they use this handy gadget. They al;

do their own changing. They outgro
their suits faster than a boy scout ci

wear out shoes, and during their chil<

hood, which lasts four to ten day
they change their outer skin foi

times.

The next, or Bobby-Sox-Hoodlu
stage is the pupa, which period las

about two days. At the end of th

time they emerge from the water
full-fledged drips of mosquitoes, d
their wings, rub down their legs ai

fly away to start the whole darn' bu:

ness over again!

This same routine is followed by ;

familiar types of mosquitoes.

One of the meanest species is t

Aedes aegypti, which hailed origina

from Africa. It is the real gangster

mosquitodom, the killer, the sneak'

upper, a potential poisoner of o

national life and happiness.

Like many another dangerc
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ugee, the Aedes aegypti, or yellow

er mosquito (which is one of the

iliar house mosquitoes), has a
morous appearance. It possesses

bejeweled beauty of an E. Phillips

penheim lady spy. But as with

iny another undercover group, no-

dy pays much attention to them un-

R their filthy work becomes evident

nobody, that is, except those F.B.I.

en of the insect world, the public

alth directors and entomologists

hose business it is to see that the

|
eatures are kept in control.

Fortunately the aegypti are one
reed of mosquitoes at which scien-

sts can get a really good gander, as

iey (mosquitoes, not scientists) can
e mated and raised in cages. For the

ood of all, their private life is now
o secret.

Beware of This Beauty!

To get an idea of how pretty this

Suave-looking insect is, one has only

to glance at its black, satiny skin, the

silver bracelets worn on every joint,

and-the graceful silver lyre embossed
npon its back. To get an idea of how
dangerous it is, one has only to look
at its record.

Yellow fever mosquitoes made the

building of the Panama Canal all but
impossible and the City of Havana
practically uninhabitable, until they
were brought under control. These
facts seem slightly remote to us now.
But the fact that the creature breeds
every day in your own back yard and
that you are probably helping it to do
so is not at all remote.
Not too long ago, the Egyptian

varmint took yellow fever into New
York State, reaching as far up the
river as Albany. Although it breeds
most commonly in the South, the
yellow fever mosquito has a traveling

mind and while its wings can take it

only a short distance from its breeding
place, the aegypti likes to take trains

and planes; it has always taken boats
and has been touring America since at

least 1793 when it killed off 10 per
cent of the people in Philadelphia
with yellow fever—a total of 4,000
persons. Since then epidemics of
yellow fever have occurred in Florida,
Alabama, Georgia, North and South
Carolina, Arkansas, southern Texas,
Louisiana, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Indiana, New York, Massachusetts,
.Vermont, Ohio and Missouri.
The aegypti also carry dengue or

breakbone fever, which is exactly
what its name implies.

The aegypti's partner in crime is the
Anopheles quadrimaculatus, which is

the hard way to say malarial mos-
quito. It is an inhabitant of swamps
and pools formed along highways and
railroad tracks. Malaria is really a
rural disease not acquired in big cities.

A lot of us think of malaria as just

something which gives people a
yellow complexion and an excuse to

drink whisky. But malaria is actually

a very terrible disease.

In India alone, right now, it kills

more than a million people a year.

And prior to the beginning of mos-
quito control in America there were
5,000 to 6,000 deaths from malaria
annually in this country.
The Culex quinquefasciatus, an-

other house mosquito, brings us filari-

asis, a tropical disease which, if

unchecked, develops into human ele-

phantiasis. What else this Culex
spreads, we don't yet quite know.
As recently as May, 1946, San

Antonio, Texas, its population swollen
by military personnel, suffered a
minor epidemic called encephalitis,
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attributed to another species, Culex
tarsalis. At the time of the epidemic,
little was learned about it, for the
victims died so quickly as to make a
study of the symptoms difficult

However, this disease is not charac-
teristically a human disease, as it

occurs mostly in domestic animals
such as horses and chickens. Only
occasionally do people get infected,
and then only if a mosquito has first

bitten an infected animal.
But unless we are to look forward

to a series of epidemic diseases with
which our doctors are not yet pre-
pared to cope, we must take prompt
action against the insects most likely

to spread trouble.

Bomb craters in England and Eu-
rope are still, at this writing, breeding
disease-carrying types of mosquitoes
by the billion.

Literally hundreds of planes from
countries where yellow fever is epi-

demic come into New Orleans and
Miami every week in the year. Mos-
quitoes can and do travel both inside
and on the outside of planes. For once
a mosquito decides to cling to some-
thing, nothing, not even a hurricane,
can blow him off. Thorough spray-
ing of all outgoing planes from
mosquito-infested countries would
definitely discourage this sort of stow-
away.
The control of these pests is our

obligation. Salt-marsh mosquitoes
may properly be left to the public
health department. But when it comes
to battling the deadly germ-carrying
mosquito, we must cease treating it

like a household pet, and take a per-

sonal part in its extermination.
We can make the mosquito as ex-

tinct as the dodo, and with compara-
tively little effort. The first step is to

clean up. House mosquitoes of all

types breed in every tin can we throw
into the vacant lot next door; in each
container on our own rubbish pile;

in anything which will retain a little

water, such as a neglected depression

on the back porch, a sag in an awning,
a garbage can.

Not Choosy Where They Breed

Fantastic objects often prove fertile

breeding places. A pair of old shoes
lying in a back yard was shown to

contain thousands of aegypti wigglers;

an abandoned baby carriage, larvae

sufficient to poison an entire county.

One used-automobile-tire dealer was
found to have a pile of 50,000 old

casings, every one of which was a
breeding place.

Only the private individual, acting

voluntarily, can properly police his

own premises thoroughly. He must
also back his state and county in their

mechanized efforts. This means vot-

ing the financing of adequate forces

of fieldworkers, inspectors and pilots.

These must be backed by modern
machinery, such as dredges, high-

capacity sprayers both for field and
city work, planes, tractors and motor-
cycle oilers.

These armaments are now avail-

able. The necessary public funds are

not. They should be made so im-

mediately as a matter of common
decency to the earnest health officials

who have thanklessly enough paved
the way to this important work, to the

scientists who conceived it, and as a

matter of common sense, for the rest

of us.

If you have no mosquito control

movement in your community, you
can always get one.

Even if you have to—excuse me!—
start from scratch!

Dehind every bottle is the quality-tradition

of Park & Tilford and the knowledge gained in

over a century of experience. That is why it is—

PARK & TILFORD DISTILLERS, INC., NEW YORK. N. Y. • 70% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • 86.8 PROOF
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LITTLE HICKORY NUT
Continued from page 23

-That?" bleated Mik<£ trying to re-

main a gentleman. "Taat
—

"

"It is not! The ma/where I bought it

remodeled it for mar Look!"

She flung the door wide. The remodel-

ing had consisted of nailing a solid board

across the seat and erecting a clothes pole

two feet above it.

"It was my own idea," she said

proudly "There's the perch, with the

dropping board underneath, and room

on the floor fdr their feed and water."

It was the dropping board that fin-

ished Mike. A chuckle creaked in his

throat. He sat right down on the ground,

awkwardly, and bent his head to his knee

as the laughter gained on him. Around
him the turkeys gargled madly; above

him Lissie stood and gestured with the

bucket of whitewash.

"Have you tried buying lumber and

getting things built?" she demanded
loudly. "Have you tried raising turkeys

in orange crates and wire coops a foot

high.' That, if you want to know," she

said, pointing with a measure of pride, "is

a darn' clever idea, and one I'll bet you'd

never have thought of, Mr. Smart!"
"No, I never would," Mike agreed,

weeping and making whimpering sounds.

"I'm s-sorry," he hiccuped, an eye on the

waving whitewash pail. "I haven't

laughed like this for months. Would you
m-mind helping me up?"

HER blue eyes crackled, her cheeks

flamed. "I wouldn't care if you
stayed there all winter and froze!" she

snapped, and strode stiffly back to her

house.

But early next morning she charged up
the slope to report tragically that her tur-

keys were gone. The red shirt was heav-

ing, and her lips were squared like a kid

about to cry. It was no time, Mike felt,

to point out that even a turkey might
leave home rather than live in a

—

"You mean they're not in their new
house?" he inquired with suitable gravity.

The whitewash wasn't dry, so she had
let them roost in the big tree they had
picked for themselves when their coop
grew too small. This morning they were
gone. Stolen, Mike thought, but limped
off to look around the barns.

Frisky had been observing the confer-

ence with suspicion. Now he raced ea-

gerly after Mike, flushing a rabbit to

which he gave futile but noisy chase. In-

dignant gobbling answered him. Frisky

braked, tore back to the garage and
danced in front of it, uttering frenzied

protests at the top of his lungs.

Mike's prewar car, splendid in a new
cream-color paint job, was as far inside

as it would go—its huge chromium
bumper protruded a yard past the open
doors. The turkeys, tails spread, wings
scraping cruelly on the new paint, were
advancing along its shining top, their

necks stretched and fire in their eyes.

The smallest, a hen, launched suddenly
forth in a winging arc that finished on the

spot only just vacated by Frisky. The
spaniel, cut off in mid-bark, cowered for

an instant, then set his short legs pump-
ing. The hen turkey took after him; the

toms followed with the clumsy speed of
ostriches. Frisky disappeared around the

barn, yelping.

Mike tried to run and almost took a

header. "Do something!" he yelled at

Lissie.

They came around the barn with
Frisky still ahead. Mike whistled and
braced himself. Frisky, the whites of his

eyes showing, swerved and leaped, a

small black whirlwind, into his master's

arms. Mike sat heavily upon the ground.
The turkeys thundered past, braked and
stood gobbling like maniacs.

Mike looked balefully around for Lis-

sie. She was leaning against a garage

door, her face averted. "Will you take

your infernal birds home?" he yelled.

The red shirt was shaking with what he
took to be sobs. Scared, he scrambled to

his feet.

"You would let your dog chase my
turkeys," she said. "You would make
fun of my turkey house!"

But Mike's attention was elsewhere.

"Look, will you!" he shouted. "Look
what they've done to my car!"

"I know." She sagged weakly against

the door, her mouth stretched out of
shape and hardly any sound coming out
of it. That was when he realized she
wasn't crying. She was laughing her fool

head off.

"Nothing sacred," Mike muttered. He
shut Frisky in the tool shed, then limped
back to survey the sacrilege. "Nothing
sacred," he repeated with a despairing
glare at his desecrated car.

Lissie sobered briskly. "Okay. Run
it out and I'll wash it for you."
"Maybe you think I won't let you,"

Mike said grimly.

She slapped the wej chamois impa-
tiently against a fender. "Everybody has
combat fatigue," she said scornfully.

"Your uncle and aunt: and your father,

probably. My mother's sick abed of it

it's hard on older people."

"You don't know what you're talking

about."
"Don't I? I've watched them doing

more and more while every day they

were getting older and felt like doing
less and less—waiting for you men to

come home and take over."

Mike looked out toward the fields at

his uncle and aunt among the tomato
rows. Baskets brimming with the late

harvest dotted their path. His face

burned.
"Why don't they quit?" he asked

roughly. "The war's over."

Lissie gave a last wet swipe at the car,

tossed the chamois on the grass and
turned off the hose. "There, it's pure
again. You can wipe it dry. Goodby."
"Hey—you don't expect me to climb

that stepladder?"

"If something isn't done about swim suits, they'll be forced into the water!"

JEFFERSOK MACHAMER

He was too mad to tell her he couldn't

run it out. His father had driven it down
from the city, and Mike hadn't touched
it since. The car was his prized posses-

sion, but of course he would never drive

it again.

He got in now behind the wheel. It

was possible to work the clutch with his

right foot and operate the hand brake at

the same time. The car moved out jerk-

ily. Elated by the small triumph, Mike
reclined on the turf and told her of his

vanished youth when the car was new.
He had been star of the freshman squad
and a cinch to make the team his sopho-
more year. And then—Pearl Harbor.

IN THE ensuing silence Lissie moved
the hose and the stepladder and began

to decontaminate another part of the car.

Her dungarees were rolled well up above
satisfactory knees. "What were you study-

ing?" she asked.

"Chemistry." He told her about his

father's laboratories, where they were
manufacturing sulfa drugs, and the ad-

ministrative job he was preparing for.

"That's important," she said. "When
are you going back?"

"I'm not going back."
"You're nuts," she said dispassion-

ately.

"it's politer to call it combat fatigue."

She shrugged. "When somebody quits,

someone else has to do their job whether
they can or not. Come, turk, turk, turk."

Silenced, he watched her swing off

down the slope, her confounded turkeys
strutting and preening behind her. He
told himself she had a crust. He wished
he had told her.

"You've got a crust," he said experi-

mentally under his breath.

Crust belonged to Lissie like shell to

the hickory nut. Throughout October,
with unshaken nerve, she sat in the front
seat beside Mike while he learned to

drive all over again. She had only a bi-

cycle and it was simply common decency
to take her places. She nagged him into

doing odd jobs, too, around her place

—

sharpening tools and fixing the power
mower. He even put a window in the

turkey house; but the three birds, to

Lissie's vast annoyance and Mike's se-

cret delight, refused to inhabit the place
of their own free will. Evening after eve-
ning he would watch her chasing them in

and out of the shrubbery and around and
around the tree before she could get

them housed for the night.

Then, by some means he could never
explain, he found himself elected to the

task. The thing was, Lissie was taking a

business course and as the days shortened
she could not get home before dark.

"Why don't you let them roost in tr

tree?'' he asked sensibly.

"In November? They'd freeze. Ar
then house is loo small to keep (hem
all daj aiul they can tly over any fence
"You could clip then wings." he su

gested.

"And spoil their beauty? Mike,
wouldn't ask you if there Was anyoi
else. My mother can get around a litt

now. hut she can't chase turkeys
—

"

"How about me?" Mike asked in vi

lent indignation. "How about inc.'"

"All right," she said. "I'll have to si

them."

For a startled moment he thought 1

saw tears in her eyes. "I should thii

you'd want to—the noisy pests."
"They're not! They're as allcctiona

as Frisky. Maggie pulls my hair, ar

the big gobbler likes his neck scratched
he wouldn't give you any trouble, he sc
of squats when I go to catch him. At
Maggie just runs a little to tease."

"But what arc you going to do wi
them?"

Lissie sounded goaded. "I suppo
you never heard of turkey dinner <

Thanksgiving and Christmas?"
Mike admitted that it was a pleasa

custom, and softened. "All right, y<

run along to your school. I'll guarant
to see that they don't freeze."

He experienced a not unpleasa
shock, for Lissie's gamin face turn
beautiful. Suddenly he felt ashamed
certain loopholes in the wording of H
promise.

Well, he would see that they didi:

freeze, if he had to light a smudge p
under their tree every night.

The first evening Mike made a det<
mined effort. Sure enough, the big go
bier spread his tail and wings and we
into a dignified crouch at Mike's a
proach. Breath whooshed out of hi

when Mike lifted him, grunting. Twent
five pounds, at least. And Maggie ga
up after a brief, spirited chase. But t

second torn—the one Lissie had fail

to mention—cast Mike a wild, terrifi

glance and ran.

They went around the tree, with Mi
swearing under his breath. The turk
broke for the back yard and went unc
a bush. Mike poked him out; he rac
for the tree and circled it again. Pa
Walt Disney, Mike thought sourly. 1:

launched a flying tackle, misjudged i;

mark and fell sprawling. The gobbl

,

with a wild, frightened cry, fied and hi;

Mike could not find him.

TOWARD dusk he went down aga
The lone gobbler was aloft in t;

tree. Lissie would be furious. He felt l|

aching frame and thought about a k-
der and twenty-odd pounds of unwilli|
turkey.

"Nuts!" he said, his breath a wht
cloud, and went home.

For almost the first time he slept I

night: a desperate gonking woke him t

dawn. Mike went to the window. T

:

gobbler had left the tree and was on 1

:

roof, calling aloud that he was lost a I

deserted by his kind. Lissie, in a 1

1

bathrobe, ran out into the frost-rirr I

yard, spun around until she located i

:

sound, then beamed a look toward Me
that backed him precipitately away fnn
the window.
The torn took no harm from his nij t

out. as Mike did not fail to bring to I •

sie's attention when they were speak >

again; but to be outwitted by a turl

,

was a matter which touched his pri

He found himself giving the mat r

thought: he learned to combine strati i

with increasing speed, and did not 1

1

content until he could, at will, bear t

frantically struggling, twenty-five-poi I

bird to its hated domicile and unce

Collier's for July 5, 1 ?



moniously dump it in. After that, the

wtiole thing got to be a bore.

Toward Thanksgiving, with the end in

sight, Frisky woke him late one night

with urgent barks. Mike thought of the

unlocked garage and of his uncle laid up

with rheumatism; he tumbled out of bed

and dressed in record time. He was on

his way downstairs, flashlight in hand,

when his aunt looked out of her room.

"Be careful, dear, there's sneak thic\es

around the countryside."

"I'll just see if the car is all right."

But Frisky streaked off toward Lissie's

turkey house. Dimly visible in the star-

light, a figure ducked from cover to

cover, heading for the highway. Mike
felt a helpless fury. They had purposely

mislaid his guns; he had only the flash-

light—even his body no longer re-

sponded to his commands. But he had
to try

—

HE PLUNGED down the slope with

an ease which surprised him until he

remembered his daily contests with the

second gobbler. A drag seemed to lift

from his body and his heart, he felt

power in his smooth strides. Exultance

rose in his throat and he gave a muted
war whoop, forgetting the sneak thief,

forgetting everything but this new glory

of motion.
A sobering bullet sang past his cheek.

Mike dropped behind a bush, then raised

to a crouch and surveyed the situation.

The shadowy figure was poised, hesitat-

ing to pass him, scarcely ten yards away;
a good distance for a spot pass. Mike
lifted the flashlight, clicked it on and
hurled it, with the cool precision of one
of his bullet passes, straight into a

blinded face. Then he dived. His shoul-

der thudded with beautiful impact into a
flabby belly.

Everything under control, he exulted.

He'd teach the slob to steal from helpless

women

—

Something descended on Mike with

shattering force. Lesson over, he thought
dreamily. Teacher passing out. . . .

Lissie was talking near by. "It was
only this light poker," she was saying

defensively. "You can see how soft it

was—see how it bent."

Mike tried to drag his eyes open, but
the light hurt them and, anyhow, the

way he felt, he didn't care to see how it

bent. His lips moved. "Helpless women,"
he muttered under his breath.

She went on talking. "So the state

troopers sent for an ambulance, but I

told them to carry Mike here, because
I'm sure he'll be all right, aren't you?"

"Well-1, he hasn't come to," Mike's
aunt said. Mike thought she was trying

not to sound too anxious. "I think I'll

just telephone our doctor."

She went out of the room and Lissie

sat down and began to cry. The sound
was balm to Mike's confused resentment.
He felt well enough to open his eyes.

"Don't cry," he said in a forgiving
voice.

Frisky landed with a thud on his chest
and scraped his chin with a warm tongue.
Lissie looked satisfactorily woebegone.
"Oh, Mike!" she wailed. "I've nearly

committed murder, but all I got back
was a sack of chickens. They're gone

—

my beautiful turkeys are gone!"
For a minute Mike couldn't believe it.

She wasn't crying about him at all. His
head throbbed painfully, a hundred
grievances simmering there were coming
to a boil. He would teach her a lesson
if it was the last thing he ever did

—

He fixed her with a glazed stare. "What
turkeys?" he asked. "Who are you?"
She stared back. "Mike, don't you

know me?" she quavered. "I'm Lissie."

"Lissie who?"
She got up and ran out into the hall.

Tell them to send an ambulance!" she
aid in a breathless voice. "And oh, tell

them to hurry!". . .

A pink dawn was breaking when Mike
walked down the hospital steps to where
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Lissie was waiting, anxious-eyed, at the
wheel of his car.

"Don't tell me," he said as he got in

beside her. "It's all coming back. You're
Lissie. the girl who cried over some tur-

key but couldn't spare a tear for a one-
legged man when she'd just bent a poker
over his head."

She looked shocked. "Oh no, Mike!
Not over your head. I just hit you a lit-

tle tap by mistake. It didn't really bend
until 1 hit the other man."

"Still, you never have had any sym-
pathy for me—you and your crazy
birds."

He shouldn't have mentioned the tur-

keys; she began to cry again. "Of course
I sympathized with you, you lug! Not
showing it was the hardest thing 1 ever
did!"

Mike didn't get it. "I don't get it," he
said. There was something important he
was trying to remember. He wished she
would stop that crying.

She stopped it. He seemed to have
made her mad. "Do you think I wanted
to spend my life taking care of an inter-

esting invalid? / wanted someone to take
care of me."

Mike looked at her in shocked disbe-

lief; you simply didn't hit a man over the

head with a poker and then practically

propose. Even with a crust like Lissie's.

She could blush, though, he was relieved

to discover.

With utter inconsequence, it came to

him—the thing he was trying to remem-
ber, and with it an irresistible impulse to

tease. He still owed her something both
for last night and for now. He might be
only part of a man, but he was still man
enough to do his own proposing if and
when he felt like it.

"Lissie, I'm in a position to make you
very happy," he said in a tender voice.

He dropped an arm gently across her
shoulders. "Come here, I've got some-
thing to tell you. No, look at me."

She looked at him and for a long min-
ute Mike forgot to continue.

"You've got a crust," he murmured
fondly. "I mean—it's all coming back.

Yesterday I dug stumps in the north field.

I took a nap before dinner and overslept.

If you'll go home and look in that tree
—

"

SHE flushed and pulled away from him.

"Mike, you hound! You left them out

last night!" She reached for the starter

and an expression of glowing happiness

overspread her face. "My beautiful tur-

keys," she crooned, "that I almost lost.

Now I can raise baby turkeys next

year!"

"Thanks to me," Mike said virtuously,

then checked. "You can what?"
"I suppose you wanted to eat one for

Thanksgiving, you brute!"

"Surely they won't need three parents

—what about that second gobbler?"

"That poor scared thing that made a

new man of you? I'd as soon roast

Frisky."

Mike glowered at her. "So help me, I

believe you planned the whole thing."

"I intend to keep him forever," Lissie

stated fervently.

Mike sighed and gave up. She was
taking curves on two wheels just to get

back to those confounded turkeys. And
he hadn't even known she could drive!

"Oh, well," he said. "No doubt, like

the character who carried the calf, I'll

gain strength from day to day. Or I can
go back to college and escape it all." He
gave her a sidelong glance and finished in

an inspired falsetto: "Grandma, tell us

again how you and the turkeys put the

finger on Grandpa!"
Lissie's lips curved, she smiled at the

road ahead. She looked soft, but Mike
knew better. Soft like a hickory nut. He
used to like his women soft, but that was
all over. Hickory nuts were the sweetest,

and worth working to get.

A cork popped in Mike's chest and
seltzer ran tickling through his veins.

The End

Yes • • • he's used io ih« best!
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He pays $100 for his Garrison fly-rod...

...yet only 5C for the best sparkling water!

mmim ^,™
Makes drinks taste better—costs less!

YES.,

YES..

. it's bonded for quality by a famous surety company.

. it gives you a dime-size bottle for a m'ckel!
Produce of Pepsi-CoU Company

lemon and water, when taken first

thing on arising, makes harsh laxatives
entirely unnecessary for most people.

This natural fruit drink -simply the
juice of a lemon in a glass of water-
is all that most people need to insure

prompt, gentle, normal elimination.

And unlike harsh laxatives, which ir-

ritate the system and impair nutrition,

lemon and water is good for you

!

Millions Take Lemons for Health*

Lemons are among the richest sources

of vitamin C, which helps to restore

energy and to resist colds and
infection. They supply valuable
amounts of Bi and P. They alkalinize.

They aid appetite and digestion.

National surveys show 12,000,000

Americans now take lemon and water
as a regulator or health builder.

Not sharp or sour, lemon and water
has only enough tang to be refreshing

:

clears the mouth, wal<es you up. Try it

10 days and see if you don't benefit.

LEMON and WATER
—first thing on arising



Johannes Bernhardt, boss of Spanish economy

WHEN I was in Spain last fall, word was
brought to me by elaborately indirect

means that one of the leaders of the Span-

ish resistance movement had a story which he
wanted Americans to read. I agreed to meet the

man and after taking all sorts of precautions to in-

sure that I was not followed, I met him in the home
of a Madrid businessman. If Franco's secret police-

men discover the identity of the businessman he will

go to jail for thirty years.

The underground leader told me that the resist-

ance had information about a German businessman
in Spain by the name of Johannes Bernhardt. He
showed me some reports which Bernhardt had sent

to Germany during the war and told me a great

deal about Bernhardt's career. During the war, he
said, Bernhardt was the secret power behind Gen-
eral Franco, the virtual economic dictator of Spain
and the man who organized Spain's resources to

support Germany's war machine.
He became one of the richest men in Europe

through the operation of an economic empire which
controlled 75 per cent of Spain's exports—all of

which went to Germany. His operations in Spain
and Portugal amounted to hundreds of millions of

dollars and he employed a private army of spies and
armed guards. No deal was made between Ger-
many and Spain without him. Because of him a
handful of Spaniards, including Franco's daughter
Carmen and his brother Nicolas, became million-

aires. Through him German capital made vast

camouflaged investments in Spanish, Portuguese
and Argentine industry.

Because of him Franco became dictator of Spain.

I took notes on what the resistance leader said,

then set out to check his story through other sources.

I talked with a German who had worked for "So-
findus," the corporation which Bernhardt had set up
to handle his huge operations.

The German was frightened. "If Bernhardt dis-

covers I have talked to you I will be dead. His pri-

vate Gestapo is still working. He wants everyone to

believe he was just a simple businessman. He works
now for only one thing—the rebirth of Nazi Ger-
many."
Next day I was contacted by my Spanish under-

ground friend. "You don't have to go anywhere else

for details," he said and shoved a thick pile of pa-
pers in front of me.

I started to read. The papers were in three lan-

guages, Spanish, English and German, and detailed

almost the complete history of Johannes Bernhardt.
When I had finished with the papers I decided to

see Bernhardt himself.

A few days later I called on Mr. Bernhardt and
he welcomed me into his modestly furnished office.

He has a strong face, a disarming, pleasant manner.
Only his eyes give him away. They are cold and
hard, no matter how soft his voice or how friendly

his attitude. We talked for two hours. He tried to

assure me that he had nothing to hide, that his past

life was an open book and his future life at the dis-

posal of the British and American governments. He
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Using aid to Franco during the Spanish Civil War as an enter-

ing wedge, Johannes Bernhardt organized all Spain to support

the Nazis in World War II. Now he's collaborating with us

was so anxious to prove he is "our" friend he will-

ingly agreed to give me his photograph (which I got

two days later).

By the time the interview was over I had my
story. By telling what he considered innocent facts

he helped me put the pieces together. He did not
deny helping Franco, or seeing Hitler, or organizing
Sofindus. "Everything I did was done from a legiti-

mate business point of view," he repeated again
and again.

Here are the facts about his career:

On February 20, 1936, three days after the elec-

toral victory of the Spanish Popular Front parties,

a group of Spain's top generals met in Madrid with

representatives of the Falange party and the land-

owners. Among those present were Generals Go-
ded, Mola, Saliquet and Franco. At this meeting,

plans were laid tor the revolt of the army against the

republic. It was decided that General Sanjuro, liv-

ing in exile in Lisbon, would fly in to take command.
General Mola was to lead the African army, and
Generals Goded and Franco were to lead the armies
concentrated in Navarre and Castile. The date was
set for sometime in April and later changed to July

18th, 19th or 20th, depending on developments.

Conspiracy to Camouflage German Aid

On March 26, 1936, Johannes Bernhardt met se-

cretly with Adolf Langenheim, SS chief for Spanish
Morocco, in Bernhardt's house in Tetuan. Bern-
hardt reported on the steps he had taken in prepa-
ration for the "coming events." He and General
Franco, he said, had discussed the entire problem of
German aid. Since both men recognized the inter-

national complications inherent in open help from
Germany, a private company was decided upon to

be a clearinghouse for German munitions once the

revolt had begun.
Bernhardt reported that he had already left the

firm of the Wilmer Brothers, munitions agents, to

set up the new company, called "Hisma." On Fran-
co's suggestion he established the company in part-

nership with Franco's close friend and confidant,

Colonel Fernando Carranza. Bernhardt also re-

ported to Langenheim that Franco would need a
plane to bring him to Morocco from the Canary
Islands. Langenheim told Bernhardt he would
cable Berlin to arrange for the plane.

On July 18, 1936, the Spanish army rose in re-

volt and proclaimed itself the government of Spain.

A few days before, a Deutsche-Lufthansa plane had
brought Franco from the Canary Islands to Mo-
rocco. On July 18th, Franco made a broadcast from
Tetuan in which he said, "Spain has saved herself."

Franco and his fellow generals seemed convinced
that all of Spain would be under their control within

thirty days.

But Spain's people had other ideas about being
saved and rose in defense of their republic. Within
two days it was obvious that the revolt was in dan-
ger.

On his way from Lisbon to take over command of

the rebellion, General Sanjuro was killed in a nv
terious plane accident. General Mola was chosi
by the army junta to replace him. A short wh i

later Mola met his death in the same way. Gene:
Franco then became leader of the revolt. (Spani
Resistance Intelligence sources are convinced tr

Nazi agents caused the deaths of Sanjuro and Mo,
but there is no proof of this.)

On July 20, 1936, Bernhardt, the Wilmer Broi-

ers, SS Chief Langenheim, General Franco andL
group of Franco's top officers met in Tetuan. F
ports were coming in from all parts of the mainlall
that the revolt was dying for lack of popular si

port. Drastic action was necessary. Franco h

!

30,000 troops in Morocco which were desperatr
needed on the mainland. But Franco had no shi

;

or transport planes to move them.
It was at this moment that Bernhardt's value i

Franco was proved. He suggested that the Wihrr
Brothers cable their head office in Berlin, the Jur
ers Aircraft Company, to ask for thirty transp«

:

planes immediately. The cable was sent that d;

The following morning a reply stated that the Jur •

ers Company could not send the transport plar

;

"without proper authorization."

The situation was now desperate. On the moi >

ing of July 21st, Bernhardt held another meeti

:

with SS Chief Langenheim. Bernhardt asked Ls-
genheim to cable Nazi Foreign Party Leader Eri

:

Wilhelm Bohle in Berlin to arrange for Bernhan:
to see Goering immediately. Langenheim agree

and at noon Bernhardt left for Berlin in the sail

plane that had brought Franco from the Can?
Islands. The pilot of the plane was a close friend

Franco's, named Captain Arranz.
Bernhardt was met at the Berlin airport by Boh

who took him to Goering. That evening Goeri>
and Bernhardt drove to Berchtesgaden to see Hitl

When Bernhardt left his Fuehrer late that nig

he had accomplished the following: Hitler promise
to send thirty transport planes to Franco within 1

week. He further agreed on a long-term policy

aid to Franco. A private company was to be este

lished in Germany which would parallel BernharO
company in Spain. The German company woi
ostensibly be a private one selling arms and mach
ery on a free market. But Bernhardt's Hisma woi
clear the supplies through to Franco.

Bernhardt had also suggested that a token v*

unteer force be sent to Franco's aid as a "syml
of solidarity." Goering was particularly enthusi;

tic about this proposal, since it could serve as i

training ground for German aviators. The pi

was agreed on and the famous Condor Legion w
born.

Hitler gave Bernhardt carte blanche to organ
the company in Germany which would deal w
his company in Spain. And to show what he r*

sonally felt, Hitler appointed him to the rank
Brigadier-Fuehrer in his Elite Guard, the SS.

Thus from every angle Bernhardt's trip to Berh
was a huge success. He remained in Berlin for i

days, during which time he (Continued on page < )
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MERCHANT OF VALOR
Continued from page 13

ch man resolving to do his best for the

mor of God and his shire. Right well

d they do that day, to the delight of His

ajesty, first at the prick and then at the

ore distant target, the clout; but of all

them Wat Tayloe had the best of it.

le King was upon the very point of

ssing him a purse as his prize when the

yal eyes chanced to light upon my bulk

I stood pridefully rejoicing in the

mor which Wat had brought to our

rmstead.

"Great lout," called His Majesty, "why
st thou loosed no shaft? Thou hast

ews and sinews for it. Why so slug-

rdly this day?"
I doffed my headpiece and louted

umsily. "God save Your Majesty," I

ade bold to say, "I be no yeoman but a

brchant's son from London town."
"Does that excuse thee, thou great

f?" he said fearsomely. "Because thou

>st chaffer for farthings in thy shop
>es that forgive thee from the penalties

our Act of Westminster? I trow not."

"Please, Your Majesty," I answered, "I

p obey the laws of the realm in all

ings, nor do I neglect to exercise with

>w and arrow, or with sword and har-

ss. But I cannot shoot against the men
!
this shire without invitation."

"Then I bid thee, thou stiff-necked ox.

rid if thou dost not uphold the merit of

ir London town against these yokels, I

II have thy bow broken across thy hulk-

g shoulders."

.TOW, though I be somewhat dull of

N brain and more inclined to ignore

jury rather than fight over it, I felt my
ger hot within me at such a bidding,

d my slow tongue spoke with more
Jeed than regard for the safety of my
Jin. "That condition," I said hotly, "be
;ht un-English—that I equal or surpass

e best archers of the shire or have a
iw splintered over my back. Nonethe-
>s I will do my best, and if I win or fail,

eave Your Majesty to ponder upon the

stice of it."

For a moment the royal face blackened

and I thought upon the gibbet or the
dungeon cell, but then he leaned forward
in the saddle and there was a glint in his

small eyes and a twist to his lips that
might have been a smile. "Thy tongue
is not like to gain thee preferment," he
said dryly. "But, by Saint George, thou
lackest not bowels. Shoot, then, shop-
keeper, and we will see what to do about
thine impudence."
"An some man will give me the loan

of bow and arrows," I answered.
Half a dozen weapons were pressed

upon me and I selected from among
them. I was hot and cold, but most de-
termined not to make a botch of it.

"Name the mark, Your Majesty," I

said with dry throat, "and with the help
of God I will have at it."

Thanking the saints for long hours
laboriously spent at the butts, I awaited
his command. But before he spoke again
I glanced into the sky, and there above
my head but within range of a well-sped
arrow soared slowly a great, black bird.

And because my heart was still hot within
me, and because I owned more youth
than common sense I put all to the
hazard and drawing the string to my ear

I let fly. The arrow glinted through the

warming sunlight. A sigh went up from
the throng at my foolhardiness, but
fortune was with me, for my shaft trans-

fixed the great bird and it plummeted
toward the earth. Yet, because of my
resentment, I was not content, and
snatching a second arrow from the spot
where I had stuck its point into the earth,

I let go again, and by the grace of God
transfixed the great bird a second time be-

fore it plumped at the King's feet.

And then, either because of relief, or

because my anger would no longer re-

strain itself, I strode to His Majesty, first

unstringing my yew. And I held it out

to him and said with more boldness than
was sensible, "Here be my bow, Your
Majesty, and here my back. Have your
will with them."
He snatched the bow as if he would be-

labor me, and then, as he stared at me
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I liked his face more than I had ever done.
It was grave and even friendly, and he
touched me lightly upon the shoulder
with the tip of the bow.
"Thou art a too-bold fellow," he said

gravely. "Yet I like me bold, honest
tongues rather than canting and whining
and deceptions. I think I could trust

thee. Wilt enter my service?"

"Nay, Your Majesty," I replied. "I be

a wool merchant and am content."

"Thy name."
"Peter Carew," I answered.
Cardinal Wolsey leaned and whispered

in his ear. "Art kin to Malachi Carew,
the London merchant?"
"He is my father," I said.

"Thy father," said the King, "has an
honest son, but one so thick of head he
will not climb in the world. Thou hast

declined a bidding to service that many a

man would covet. I ask no man twice."

"That," I answered sturdily, "is as God
wills it. May He preserve Your Majesty
and make you to prosper in all en-

deavors."
He frowned down at me and then he

drew a ring from his finger and extended
it toward me. "An thou will not be my
man," he said, "thy pride cannot refuse

this token. If an evil hour comes to thee,

remind me of this day with this ring.

Mayhap thou will find the justice of

Henry of England is other than thou
didst guess it to be this day."
With that he tossed a purse to Wat

Tayloe, put heels to his horse and clat-

tered away at the head of his fine com-
pany. It runs in my mind that there have
been worse kings than the Eighth Henry
of England.
There was a small tumult at the pa-

vilion of the crone who had foretold my
future and I halted to enquire into the

matter. An ill-visaged lout who had upon
him the mark of London bailiff de-

manded of me what concern it was of
mine. I was of a mind to instruct him in

that matter with a right hearty buffet and
he blenched and cringed saying, "Softly,

softly! Lay hand on me, great yokel,

and it be the worse for you. My Lord
Cardinal liketh not to have his eyes and
ears mishandled."

"If," said I, "you are the eye of His
Eminence it is like to be a black one.

What hurly-burly is this?"

"We but want a word with this teller

of fortunes," said the man. "She hath
flitted."

"Does His Eminence, being himself so

close to Heaven, crave to have his future

unfolded before him?"
"Be on your way," answered the tip-

staff, "and meddle not in high matters."

I
TURNED toward home, puzzled as

to why the Cardinal concerned himself
with a fortuneteller, but right pleased

with myself that I had stood cheek by
jowl with a king and not come off the

worse for it; and then, the mind being an
uneasy thing, it veered off to think upon
the hands of the old crone who had fore-

told my future. And it seemed a more
marvelous thing, almost, that she had
such hands, than that she could make me
see pictures in a crystal ball. Because,
now that I thought on it, they were very

dainty hands and white and soft with long
and slender fipgers. Not like the broad
fingers with blunt ends and withered skin

such as you might expect of an old

fortuneteller. There was magic in it and
I liked it not.

So I strode along musing in this scatter-

brained way as a young man will do till

one came riding upon a sorry nag, and
he shouted at me as he passed, wanting to

be told if I had seen a foreign woman
lurking in the forest. To which I an-

swered no.

I may have gone another hundred
paces when a sidewise, careless glance

showed me a face in a bush, and without
meaning to do so I made the sign of the

cross, for it was no human face but some
unnatural creature doubtless smelling of

sulphur from the Pit, though my nose did

not scent the reek of it. There were ears

the size of a man's palm, and a mouth
was slashed across almost from one ear

to the other, and a nose like a great

dumpling, but eyes so tiny that they

seemed but dots.

Eye met eye, and seeing that he was
seen, this gnome or pixie or whatever evil

thing it was turned suddenly and ran into

the forest, and I after it. For it is but

natural than any human creature shall

chase whatever turns from it in fear and
flees. It seemed to me that if this imp or

devil feared me I had no need to fear it,

and besides I was young and bold.

He ran in such a comical, waddling
manner that, in spite of my fear of his

master, I was near to laughter and
thought that the Devil might not be so

bad as old wives' clatter made him. Be-

cause he had a sense of humor that could
create so funny a familiar.

MY LONG legs overtook him and my
hand descended on the collar of his

leather jerkin, by the feel of which I knew
he was no spirit but solid meat and bone.
Which somewhat reassured me. I hoisted

him squirming into the air, at which he
snatched out a great knife and made slash

at me with it; he could not reach, so I

cuffed his ear gladly whilst he made treble

bleatings and squirmed the more might-
ily. No flames or smoke came from his

mouth so I felt better about it and gave
him a hearty shake to teach him manners.
Then little fists beat upon my back be-

tween my shoulder blades and I craned
my neck and saw a serving maid, who
said with right savage voice, "Let him
down, thou great ox. Harm him not or I

will scratch out thine eyes," and she con-
tinued with right good will to pummel the

back of me.
Now she had not so much as a kerchief

about her head, so that her hair tumbled
and it was the color of minted gold and
her eyes which were either green or blue

—I could not determine which—were
making little flames. She was most brave
and determined and I laughed at her

which made her the more angry.

She was neither tiny nor large, but
slender in her kitchen wench's gown, and
it ran in my mind that she was comelier
than was good for a maid of her station

in life, nor did she speak the pleasant,

rude words by which you may know the

people of our shire.

"Put him down, Peter Carew," she said.

I was not, strangely enough, surprised

that she spoke my name. So many
marvels had befallen that day that I was
past astonishment.

"Is he thy homunculus?" I asked.

"Then bid him drop his knife."

She snapped a word at him and the

knife fell into the high grass, so I set him
on his feet and he scowled at me most
grotesquely.

"What make ye in our forest?" I asked.

"Art masterless maid and vagabond?"
"Aye," she said and cast down her

eyes.

"There is hue and cry," I told her.

"Aye," she said for the third time, "but

not for such as I."

"For an ancient hag, a witch, a dabbler

in black magic who maketh pictures to

come in a crystal ball," I said.

Now I am no fool, though often have
I been deemed so because I think before I

speak, and sometimes take overlong
about it, so I wondered if kitchen wenches
in other parts of the kingdom spoke in

this fashion and with so brisk and clear

a voice such as made one tingle at the

sound of it.

"Thy name," I said severely.

"Betty or Molly, or Mary or Maude.
Take thy choice, only go thy way and
leave me to go mine."
"To sleep in the forest?"

"There be worse places than forests

and worse company than the red deer."

She brought her hands from behind her

back and shielded her face with them, and
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It

seemed to me she was weeping quietly,

it then I saw that she was peering at

; between her fingers and I knew not

Tiat to think. So I stared at her fingers

*d waited to see what would happen
\t.
Now it is truth that hands have features

faces have them, and no two hands
e alike as no two faces are the same,
lave noted that you may recognize a

an by his thumb as well as by his nose,

id I found myself staring at her hands
at an old acquaintance and was might-
upset by it. A man likes to know

lere his duty lies, and I was not at all

jar about it.

"Who," I made query, "was the warrior
black armor that you made me to see

the crystal ball?" I spoke Italian.

Her brows drew together and her lips

essed upon one another, but she was
t frightened.

"How did you know?" she asked.
"By your hands," I said, and she
lickly hid them in her skirt.

I made you see nothing in the globe,"
e said. "It was you who made yourself
see. I but made it easier for your sight,

le man was John of the Black Bands."
"But he is in Italy and I am in
land."

'Men have traveled."

*Why," I asked, "does the Cardinal
,ve to hang you?"
'Mayhap," she said, "he hath other
entions. A red hat doth not make a

less a man—or so I have been told."
'What art thou?" I asked shortly.

'A kitchen wench," she answered.
'Witch-hag this morn," I said,

itchen wench before sunset. What
M?"
What will serve my need," she said,

nd thank the Father all eyes are not so
arp as thine!"

"I cannot abandon thee in the forest,"
aid grumpily. "Thou wilt die of a sick-

ss or starve for want of food, or be
ught and hanged by the Cardinal. So,
Uy-nilly, home we go. And kitchen
nd thou shalt be to our Old Nonnie for

y personal safety, and she will cuff
ne ears and care for thee. And thy
niliar here shall shear the sheep. What
his name?"
"Giovanpietro," she answered.
"John-Peter. One apostle is not enough
r him. I know the woodland paths.
Illow me and we shall reach the farm."
b, because there was nothing else for
to do, she followed me, and John-

:er waddled at our heels. And nothing
lested us I took her into the kitchen
Old Nonnie. . . .

e sat at table, the laborers and
nches and John-Peter and the maid
ose name I did not know, but who in-
ucted Nonnie to call her Betsy, when
:re came a pounding upon our door.

I went to see, and it was Hob Davis,
hungry and weary from London town.
Hob sets down rows of figures in my
father's counting room; he brought me a
thick letter from my father and a great
heavy purse.

I read the letter once and then read it

again to make certain I had missed none
of its instructions, and then I stared at the
maid who allowed us to call her Betsy
and who showed dainty manners in eat-
ing her food. Because the letter made
truth of her prophecy that I was to ad-
venture upon a journey.

First, for two long pages, my father
spoke of politics, and how the world was
all upset because three jealous young men
of warring natures quarreled to see who
should be master of it. He discoursed
upon long-nosed Francis of France who
longed to be a hero, and of cold, thin-
lipped Charles of Spain, who was Em-
peror, and of our own King Hal, whom I

had encountered this day. Having so set-

tled the point that all Europe was in tur-

moil and wars were raging and business
unsettled, he came to the point. Which
was that I should forthwith set out for
Italy and especially Florence, there to
collect certain large sums owed to our
house, and to make wholesome arrange-
ments with the Calimala, the wool guild,

about shipments of woolen cloth to be
refined. And to be sure to see to it that
we took no unnecessary risk and got the
money that was due us in spite of kings
and the Pope, who was a Medici, and the
plottings of Naples and Milan and Ven-
ice.

He instructed me forthwith to take
horse to Rye, where a ship of ours was
loading, and to proceed to Livorno, and
thence to Florence.

IN THE morning Old Nonnie and the
house wenches were all in a bustle get-

ting me ready to go; I was pleased with
the prospect of it, and of seeing the world
and the strange places and customs in it.

In the midst of it all I bethought me of
the prophecy made by the old woman in

the pavilion—who had turned out not to

be old at all—that I was going on
a journey. So I took the girl aside into a

corner of the kitchen near the three brass

pots and the five hams hung from a beam,
and demanded of her in a whisper how
she had come to prophesy about my
going to Italy, but she only smiled at me
impertinently and told me that I must not
enquire into matters that were above my
understanding. And I, gullible as any
youth of my age, was content to be
amazed by a mystery, and never to

suspect that I was being made a cat's-paw

in affairs of state by a girl who cared not

a whit what happened to me so long as

she had her way of it.

So I got on my horse with all my gear,
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"Does that sound reasonable enough, dear, or shall I get another estimate?"
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lot until I had told the girl who called

:lf Betsy to demean herself modestly,

to obey Old Nonnie, and to stay

re she was until I came back.

d all of which she replied demurely
obediently, and kept her eyes on the

as a kitchen wench should, until I

not sure she was not making fun of

behind her eyes. For she was a

len wench of a sort we never before

seen in the shire, and her hands were

ty, and her face was above her sta-

at traveled with me, and we arrived

[y in Rye; there I had disclosed to

j
part of the prophecy that had puz-

me, wherein it had been said that I

Id go on a ship in a port where
es waited for fish. And I discovered

.iy further amazement that in Rye
constantly waited three hundred

es for the fishermen to come in with

catch. With which the three hundred
es made off quickly for London town
lat people might be fed on Fridays.

;aid goodby to Wat on the wharf, and
hip being loaded and only awaiting a

tide, I was soon at sea and wishing

tily I was ashore again. For the

ion of the waves so meddled with the

iesses of digestion that it would have
i better had I refrained from eating

1. I lay down among my gear and
d about nothing in life except getting

ire again—not even caring whether

y followed my admonitions about
esty and diligence and staying safe at

farm until I returned to make up my
i what should be done with her.

7"E MADE harbor at Livorno late

f of a hot afternoon, and never was
glad to set foot on firm ground again,

re was much to-do with petty officials

re I could search out an inn, which I

sre I went to the house of my father's

it there, one Jacopo Peruzzi, who re-

:d me with deference,

om the instant we passed the ancient
rs of the fortezza, I, a young man
rant of all lands but my native
and, found myself in a state of ex-

nent and delight, so strange and ex-

g were the sights and sounds. Low
arose behind the city itself, and the

y built Torre del Marzocco lifted it-

above the other visible structures,

ige to an eye accustomed only to our
fish way of building. But it was the
»le jostling in the narrow streets that

me that indeed I wa , in a strange

, .for there were Spaniards, Portu-
:, Greeks, Germans, Hebrews,
s, Armenians. Persians, all in their

'e dress. All these drawn here from
host remote and heathen quarters of
fearth by a common loadstone, which
trade—the desire to buy and to sell,

y father's letter admonished me that
:ourse for a stranger to pursue in a
ige land and in troubled times was to
Vith his eyes and listen with his ears,

to mind his own business most
tly. "These Italians." said my father,
e the custom of quarreling one with
)ther. If you shall see several attack-
one in the darkness, do not as an
ishman would do at home and come
le aid of the weaker party, but go
y away and become not embroiled."
•aw no such sight in Livorno, though
ing back to my inn after walking
ugh the streets in the evening, I did
'W the example of others and walk
nd the body of a lean man in a purple
'<. who lay dead upon the street, his
eing eyes staring upward. Each na-
to its own uses, say I, but this was
that turned my stomach,
sntered the main room of the inn, a
, stone-paved apartment with a fire-

2 in the middle of the room, not
nst a wall as our fireplaces are in
and. I passed through the room and
bed the stairs to my bed. My door
ajar, and I heard a rustling within,
approached softly and thrust the
wide. A candle burned and I saw

ier*s for July 5, 1947

bending over my bundles a brown-robed
figure, busily searching them.

I stood in the door and regarded him
in some confusion, for it was a note-
worthy thing to see a friar thus conduct-
ing himself as a thief.

"Brother," I asked, "is thievery a tenet
of your order?"
He straightened to his full stature and

turned so that the candlelight fell upon
his face which was round and hairless
under his tonsured dome, and he blinked
at me, grinning right merrily.
"Did none halt you at the foot of the

stairs?" he asked.

"None," said I.

"I am most scurvily served," he said.

"It is the times. Men are not what they
were and no reliance can be placed in

them. Or I had been warned of your ap-
proach in time. Well, Ser Englishman,
the church hath been caught with its

hands in the sweetmeats. Martin Luther
could preach a sermon upon it."

He walked across the room and sat

upon my bed and grinned broadly at me,
not in the least embarrassed.

"Well, we finally cured Junior
of sliding down the banister"

COLLIERS SID GORDON

"I will instruct you, Ser Englishman.
I will add to your knowledge, for you
have a simple look. This is not a matter
of thievery but of politics. I am frank
with you. I act upon high precedent.

Aye, English precedent, for did not your
own Cardinal Wolsey send most skilled

thieves to rummage the baggage of the

ambassador of Venice before he took
ship from Dover and steal letters and
documents of high importance?"

"But I have no letters nor documents!"
He beamed upon me jovially. "Look

you," he said, "a Pope must walk warily

among kings. More especially a newly
electea Pope. And a Medici Pope. He
must know in which direction many cats

will jump. He must know if your English

king will send armies to aid Bourbon
against French Francis. He must know
who is secretly with the Emperor Charles

and who against, who bribes whom."
"These matters," said I, "are far above

me. Woolen cloth is my trade."

"A wool merchant or a barber or a

goldsmith may be a secret messenger,"

said the friar. "Therefore, and for some
particular reason. H's Holiness hath an-

itching interest in all who arrive from
England—and in what they carry."

"Wherefore," I said, "you be no thief

but a servant of His Holiness charged

with searching the belongings of English-

men. Well, you have searched mine

—

and found nothing. When next you see

His Holiness, assure him of my venera-

tion and inform him that I am errand boy
for none but my father."

"I have rummaged your property," he

said, "and found nothing of interest to
king, emperor, duke or pope. But a letter

is small. 1 have not searched your per-
son."

Nor are you like so to do," I told him.
"It might be well lor the wholeness of

your skin," he said, "if you implored me
to do that thing. Then I could make sure
report and there would be an end of the
matter."

I
WAS half of a mind to do it and so rid

myself of suspicion, but my gorge rose
against the thought of his fat fingers

touching me and slipping in and out of
my pockets like overfed mice. Besides
which there is some kind of pride in a
man which causes him to resent that sort
of indignity, so I told him straitly that
i! the Medici Pope came in person and
asked to slip his hands into my pockets I

would not permit it.

He sighed merrily, if that be possible,
and said that in his opinion it was more
likely some woman would be entrusted
with the errand than a man, and that his

advice as a member of a celibate order
was that I have no traffic with women,
especially beautiful ones. Then he looked
at me compassionately. "Thou art a
huge simpleton," he said, "that should not
be abroad without his mother. But I do
not mislike thee. Thou wouldst trust the
asp that bit the Queen Cleopatra." He
gave off a great bellow of laughter. "Even
me thou wouldst trust if I chose to talk

thee into it, me but freshly caught rifling

thy baggage."
"I have trusted more evil men than

thou," I said.

He kneaded his paunch and looked at

me thoughtfully. "Mayhap thy simplicity

will serve thee for wisdom," he said. "I

have a great liking for thee, great simple-
ton. Yet, if it served a purpose I would
use thee; I would cheat thee; I would
cozen thee and gull thee artfully. There-
fore trust me not." He shook his head
ruefully. "I might this day be a bishop,

but for a weakness that is in me, and that

weakness is a liking for my fellow man.
Aye, and the pleasure I find in laughing at

them. So, Ser Englishman, my advice to

thee is to clothe thyself in a garment of
suspicion. Put confidence in none. Fol-
low this warning and thou mayst yet re-

turn intact to thy own land."

He spoke as if he believed what he
said, and he was of greater experience
than I—yet I could not agree with him.
It would be an ill world indeed if there

were none in it to whom a man might
give his love and his trust. I told him so.

"Even in this Italy of yours, with its

Medicis and its Sforzas, there must be

good men and true," I said.

"I know them well," he said, "popes
and princes and cardinals and princelings

—and of the lot there is but one. One
only of all the multitude that is without
guile. Only one who is too trustful, refus-

ing to lift himself to power and the rule

of a state."

"Tell me then," said I, "the name of

this one true man who doth shine so

brightly in a murk of knaves."

"It is My Lord Giovanni," he said in a

voice of grave respect. "It is our great

general, our young, great general. My
Lord Giovanni delle Bande Nere."
"John of the Black Bands!" I said. "His

fame has journeyed even to England."
"His name," said the friar, "will travel

higher and farther than your bleak island

if he shall remain alive amidst the pesti-

lence of malice and fear of him, and
jealousy of him that doth surround him
like an evil fog." He paused. "Has the

ill news reached thee, Ser Englishman,
that Bayard is dead?"
"The Chevalier Bayard!" It was griev-

ous news indeed that this perfect knight

was no more.
"Aye," said the friar. "Bayard is dead.

In an obscure skirmish. Now only my
Lord Giovanni remains to uphold the

waning torch of chivalry."

He got up from my pallet and moved
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ard me where I stood against the

r. "Stand aside, Ser Simpleton." he

I opened the door for him and as

jassed through into the murky pas-

:, he turned and said a strange thing.

So man," he said, "is completely lost

yil if he still can perceive and admire
llie in another."

I is sandals flapped along the stone
'

I ;ment of the passageway and down
* stairs and out of my sight. I stood

e staring after him and scratching my
k head in bewilderment. For there

1

; been many decent and respectable

III whom I have liked less than this

^'ted friar, caught red-handed by me
left. Maybe God hath a special pur-

: in bestowing upon certain rascally,

ng men the power to charm their

""|>ws and to cause you to love them
i knowing the evil that is in them. It

matter too deep for me to fathom. A
op or a cardinal might explain it but

ubt if I should understand what they

®fe talking about.

went back into my hot room and
n I had removed my clothing I

won the overshort bed and slept. . . .

tot

(SI

te

LFRED

of the zealot Savanarola had ended in
flames at the stake.

I found the house of Bratti, a small,
dingy structure without, but clean within;
and Bartolomeo was only the moment
returned from the shop of his master. He
was a tall and fleshless man. but with
bright eyes and a friendly way about him.
And glad indeed to have the extra soldi
that I would pay him for lodgment. There
was a goodwife and four children, but
room was made for me and welcome
given for my father's sake, who had
lodged here some five years before.

His goodwife refreshed me with Wine
and food, and the older son, a lad of fif-

teen, led away my horse for stabling. The
talk was of the wool trade with France
and Flanders and of the interruption of
it by wars that moved southward and
might spill themselves over into Italy.

"We have no Magnifico," said Bratti

regretfully, "to tread softly among dan-
gers and to balance our enemies on?
against another, so that Florence may be
kept safe. We have only the Pope, who
hath sent the Cardinal Passerini to be
guardian to young Ippolito and hold the

by FOSTER HUMFREVILLE

^0 -s^i' .i^H

'Yes, Alfred, I'm quite sure it was a genuine
blowout and not just an excuse to park"

[I

m
CL

iee|
n the second day thereafter, having
yided myself with a serviceable horse,

1

Jt out upon the journey to Florence,
eCi

lig across the hot, humid plains of
*bany in company with a train of pack
anwials bearing my father's woolens and
:es wares and merchandise of other mer-

er
(pts. We were a considerable company
glad of it, for the times were vexed,
armies gathered and the roads were
of the safest. Yet after days of jour-
ng we accomplished the sixty miles of

o» roads and saw against the evening
ld ''the walls and towers and domes and
*"ces of the ancient city of Florence.

'Jt entered the city by the Porta alia

Jpe, having fulfilled the requirements
| tie law, and with the descending sun
ur backs, we clumped along, using
dome of the great duomo as our
e. My father's letter had instructed
o find lodgings with one Bartolomeo
ti, a worker in the employ of a mer-
t of the Calimala with whom our
t carried on considerable business.
house was in the Borgo del Greci,
h was behind the Palazzo Vecchio,
h houses the government of Flor-

, and before whose entrance the life
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city for the Medici until the boy comes
to manhood. Thy father is wise, Messer
Pietro, to look to the safety of his mon-
eys."

"If the good God," exclaimed Bratti's

wife, "had but given us, instead of Pas-

serini and the Pope and the boy Ippolito,

the Lord Giovanni, I would sleep sounder
in my bed."
"Mind thy tongue, woman," Bratti

said fearfully. "Wouldst have me
stretched on the rack?"

"For all that," she said boldly, "if we
little people of Florence had our way,
Giovanni de' Medici would be our lord.

It is rumored he is in the city secretly."

"It is no secret," Bratti said. "He is

with his sweet wife in the palace of Ja-

copo Salviati, his father-in-law. His busi-

ness, wife, is not to plot against Ippolito

but only to raise money for the pay of the

Black Bands, a troublesome task, and
one to which he is not suited." So saying,

he rose, and I followed.

I went to my small room under the

tiles and removed my travel-stained

clothing, and, because the evening was*

still young, changed into others of finer

cloth, including a cap with a feather.

I fastened on my belt and dagger, ami as I

gathered up my castoff garments from
the bed 1 felt, in an inside pocket of my
leather jerkin, a small package which had
passed from my mind. It was the charm
given me by Betsy in the fortuneteller's

booth at the fair. Now I be not one to

sneer at proper charms and talismans, be-
cause any man who has read books as I

have knows well that such matters are
best treated with respect. I have read it

in both Latin and Greek. So it may be
that this charm had aided me well to a
thns-far prosperous journey. At least it

had brought me no harm. Therefore I

bestowed it tenderly in a pocket inside my
finery and felt the better for it. I then
went to the kitchen where the goodman
sat whilst his wife and older children
washed the dishes.

"Go you out at this time of night, Ser
Pietro?" asked Bratti.

"To see your city by the light of the
moon," 1 told him. "I have heard the

moon doth enhance its wonders."
"Moon or no moon," said his good-

wife, "our nights be not wholesome. But
youth rides thy shoulders and I waste
no words in telling thee to get to thy bed
and lie in safety."

Bratti shrugged and got up from his

seat. He went to a corner and returned
with a stout cudgel, well-balanced and
heavy where weight should be. "Then
carry this for company," he said. "And
where the shadows fall thick betake thee

to the middle of the street."

So I unbarred the door, which Bratti

barred after me, and made my way along
the narrow street until I found myself in

the great open space of the Piazza della

Signoria, before the black, great frown-
ing mass of the palace. I walked this way
and that, pausing now and then as the

moon touched with silver some sculpture

from the hand of a master or some tower-
ing church or noble palace of huge, hewn
stones more like to citadel than to city

residence. I knew not where I was, nor
cared, because of the glamor of it.

FEW were in the streets as I strode

along, but suddenly there was tur-

moil, and I saw not less than eight men
attacking two who placed their backs
against the wall and defended themselves
right manfully. The attackers wore black

cloaks, and I saw that their faces were
concealed by masks. So I knew they
were in the wrong of it, because honesty
does not mask its face. One of the two
who were attacked already sank to the

pavement, leaving the other to defend
himself alone. About his left arm he had
wrapped his cloak to serve in some meas-
ure as a shield while he held the ruffians

at bay with a dagger. I cried him encour-

agement, for no Englishman can look
upon so unequal a fight and lend no hand
to the weaker party. And forthwith I fell

upon the rear of the ruffians, swinging my
cudgel with the strength which God hath
given me. It was to their surprise and
consternation, and their skulls cracked as

sweetly. Whereupon five of them took to

their heels, but three remained groaning.

The man who had been the victim of

the onslaught bent over his fallen com-
panion and made examination. Then he

straightened and turned his face to me.

It was a young face and noble, with the

eyes of a commander of men, and the

bearing of one who is no common man.
His dress was rich, and a mustache cov-

ered his upper lip.

"He is sped," said this nobleman.
"As thou wert like to be," I answered.

"Who art thou," he asked, "that comes
with so ready a cudgel to the aid of a

stranger?"

"I am a merchant's son, of England."
"Thou hast mistaken thy calling," he

said dryly. "By Saint Francis and Saint

Barnabas and all the rest whose names
escape me, thou art as out of place in a

shop measuring ells of cloth as a lion

would be in a cage of doves. Thy name."
"Peter Carew," I answered, and added
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Niagara attracts more than brides

1 Q C Q Beautiful Niagara has been a magnet to dare-

devils, as well as honeymooners, since Mon-

sieur Blondin skipped across the Falls on a 3-inch

rope. The name Corby's came to Canada a year

before this French expert drew crowds to watch his

chilling antics.

1 QQ Q A little boat, aptly called Fool Killer, success-

I U H a
fuHy shot the Rapids. A few months earlier,

when the name Corby's had 41 years' standing in

Canada, a performer made the same trip in a barrel.

He met death several years later by accidentally

slipping on a banana peel.

1QOQ Over the Falls with no damage other

minor bruises! Hard to believe, but i

done in an 11-foot rubber ball in the 70th ye

Canadian fame for the name Corby's. Others

already dared breath-taking parachute jumps

the suspension bridge.
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jctfully, "My Lord." For it was easy

e that he was far above me in station.

t comes not easily from the tongue,"

lid. "I am in thy debt, Ser Merchant.

ere an ill thing had I come to my
n in an alley at the hands of robbers."

lay, My Lord," I said. "Not robbers.

re was one who stood somewhat aside

golden spurs were on his heels. Rob-
rwear not such gear. It was an assas-

tion."

<Jfcyes that see," he said, "and an arm
strikes—that saves my life. By Hec-
pnd Achilles, thou shalt repent from

a merchant. I will make it my con-

to find better work for thee."

ay," said I, "I am content, and I

not forsake nor neglect the business

which my father sent me."
looked at me with displeasure, but

from around his neck a chain, and
oon glinted upon jewels. "Take

this, then," he said, "as a token of

anks."
3w I looked him in the eye, for it

!e me angry that he should offer me
ird for coming to his aid. It is not a

ice for which one may take payment
"but loss of respect for self.

veidy Lord," said I, "that was not well

en

is eyes were fierce at the rebuke, but
moment he smiled crookedly.

t was not well done," he said. "I

ight I understood men. But all men
liferent and worth studying. A com-

Ider
who doth not know men is not

hold leadership. I would study thee,

use something might be learned,

n England, say you?"
^ye. My Lord."
]ome then, and tell me about the

n of England. Doth thy pride revolt

inking a glass of wine with me whilst

;ossip?"

pointed at the man who lay still at

;et. "Your servant," I said, "is dead."
4o servant of mine," he said, with
:e a glance downward, "but the clerk

Iusurer. The watch will find him."
b I saw a certain hardness in this

tig man that did not please me, for I

lot know the whole truth of the mat-
I shrugged but was not content, for

• all, men are men, and when they die
are not carrion like beasts, but enti-

to burial and the rites of the church.
have given you my name, My Lord.
not our English habit to drink," I

"with men who do not make fair

ange."
ow he smiled, and broadly.
Tie name," he said, "is Giovanni de'
ici. Some prefer to call me Giovanni
Bande Nere."
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"John of the Black Bands!" I said in

English, and I was confused and abashed
that I had spoken with such freedom to so
great a lord and so famous a warrior, but
he slapped me on the shoulder. "Come
along, Ser Merchant, while 1 essay to
make a soldier of you."
As we walked through the night toward

the Salviati Palace, I busied myself with
recalling what I knew of this young no-
bleman who had come to be acclaimed
the first soldier of the age. In his veins
ran the merchant-banker blood of the
Medicis—the younger branch of that
family who had so long ruled Florence
without holding public office. But it was
from his great mother that he derived
those high qualities and warlike skills

which had enabled him to revolutionize
the art of war. His mother, daughter of
the Duke of Milan, was a Sforza, a tragic,

tremendous woman, who had wedded
for her second husband Giovanni de'

Medici, a bright, handsome man so dear
to Florence that he was known as II

Popolano. And now her son, who walked
at my side, had taken to wife Maria Salvi-

ati, granddaughter of Lorenzo the Mag-
nificent. So, in their son Cosimo was
united the strain of the older and the

younger Medici branches. And that, in

the complex politics of Tuscany, was a

dangerous thing.

MY LORD took me to a room richer

than any I ever had seen before, its

walls embellished with marvelous paint-

ings and tapestries, and there he seated

me as if I were his equal, and called for

wine. Though he was brusque in speech,
nevertheless there was a quality in this

young man which gave you ease in his

presence and compelled your liking. It

was this quality, I was to learn, that

caused every soldier in the Black Bands
to hold him as companion rather than as

commander. Yet he could be terrible in

his anger and merciless.

"Tell me of your English soldiery," he
said abruptly. "I have never fought
against them to test their mettle. What
arms do they handle best? Accounts of

your archers have reached my ears."

As best I could I described such mat-
ters, how our archers were required by
law to shoot at the butts from childhood,
and how all men were required to own
arms and gear. He asked sharp, knowing
questions and was impatient if my an-

swers did not go deeply into every matter.

"And you," he asked, "have been so

trained in the use of weapons?"
"As was my duty, My Lord."

"I suppose there must be merchants
and bankers and churchmen," he said,

"Oh, just take it easy, get married, raise some children,

get a different job, move to the country, and travel a bit"

JOHN MILLICAN
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"but they should be chosen from men of

less stature and breadth of shoulder than

you, Messer Englishman. God formed
you for war, not for peace. It is a sorry

waste of muscle."
As he spoke, there came into the room

a woman, scarce more than a girl, with

sweet, sad face and brooding eyes.

"My Lord," she said softly, "thou art

safely returned!"

"Aye," he answered, "thanks to the

cudgel of this young man whose name I

ill pronounce. But for him it had gone
badly for me."
She fixed sad eyes upon me and studied

me as if she would read my inmost
thoughts, and then she smiled and was
beautiful. "I am bound to thee in grati-

tude," she said, "for my husband is most
dear to me." Then as if were necessary

that she understand the ins and the outs

of it, she asked, "What moved thee to

come to the aid of My Lord?"
"He was one, set upon by many."
"A strange reason," she answered mus-

ingly, "and one not easily understood."
She turned away from me to her hus-

band. "It is your nature to trust," she

said gently. "Hast bethought thyself that

this could be an artful manner of opening
thy friendship to an enemy?"
"Thou shouldst have heard the skulls

crack under his cudgel," he said gaily.

"Therefh was no sham. In all other

things I may be simple, my Maria, but
not in the reading of men's eyes."

She came closer to me and looked up
at me as I stood, and she nodded thrice.

"Indeed," she said, "it is a plain, simple

face, without guile. It moves me to put
my trust in him. When didst arrive in

Florence?" she asked.

"This day at sundown," I answered.
"Thou had best leave it before sunup,"

she said gravely, "for thou hast thwarted
some dangerous man and earned his en-

mity. No small man would dare attempt
my husband's life. A rat doth not assail

a lion."

"Among them was one with golden
spurs," I said.

"My sweet Lord," she said to her hus-

band, "thou art safer in the van of bat-

tle than in this evil city. Let us begone
from it. I say to thee again: the Pope
seeks thy death. Thy shadow is across

the path of his ambition. This thing was
done by creatures of the Cardinal."

HE SMILED disdainfully, "Passerini

would not dare," he said. "The Pope
knows I have no desire for the rule of
this city, but only that in return for serv-

ices rendered he shall grant me the lord-

ship of some small state whose revenues
will keep us from poverty." He glanced
at me and smiled. "I have no skill with
money. It doth trickle through my fin-

gers."

"Why, My sweet Lord, doth Clement
employ thee so constantly on perilous

enterprises? For this one reason," she
answered herself, "that he doth hope for

thy death in battle and so save his hands
from the guilt of murder."
"The business of a soldier is fighting,"

he said sententiously. "If I keep not my
bands employed, who shall pay and feed

them?"
"I know. I know. It were waste of

breath to warn thee." The Madonna
Maria passed sadly from the room, and I

could see that she was not happy in her
love for Giovanni, living ever in fear.

"Women! Women!" said My Lord rue-

fully. "But in one matter she has the

right of it. Florence is not safe for thee."

He came to me and clapped me on the

back. "I like thee, Ser Englishman. Come
then and take service with me, and I will

advance thee, for thou hast the look of a
captain in thine eyes."

"Nay, I may not," I answered. "I am
charged with business matters."

"I have a feeling within me," he said,

"that we shall see each other again, and
that there is a bond between us. Shall I

send escort with thee to thy lodgings?"

"There is no need," I responded.
"Good night, My Lord."
He clapped my shoulder again.

"Should the need come for sanctuary," he
said, "thou will find it—and a welcome

—

with the Black Bands. Good night, Pie-

tro."

Thus I parted from him and was shown
to the street, and I passed along the Corso
and toward the quarter of the city where
I lodged. As I made turning after turn-

ing I was aware of a black shadow that

followed at a distance, but it was only
one, so I had no fear of it.

I
AWOKE refreshed but bemused that

I, a stranger and a merchant's son,

could, by merest hap, have played a part
in the things that befell last night; and
that I should have sat in friendly talk

with so high a person as My Lord Gio-
vanni. I dressed and had my morning
meal with the Bratti family and found
the younger members thereof arrayed in

fanciful garments and each with a little

mask.
"The city," said Bratti, "makes carnival

today to honor the orators of the French
king."

By orators I understood him to mean
what we in England call ambassadors,
and wondered what business was forward
between long-nosed Francis and the state

of Tuscany.
" 'Twill be a joyous sight," said Bratti's

wife, "and wondrous. With procession
and booths in the piazza and all in high
humor playing pranks. Find you an early

station, Messer Pietro, that you may miss
none of the spectacle."

"I fear," said I, "that I must give this

day to my father's business."

"Florence will see scant business trans-

acted this day," said Bratti. "The heart

and center of it will be the piazza before

the duonio whither the orators go."

Nevertheless, determined to forward
my father's affairs, I went to the place

where the Calimala carried on its trans-

actions, and there, to my good fortune, I

found certain important members of the

guild and was able to discuss with them
the moneys owed to our house as well as

the shipment of woolen cloths to this city

in the future. It was a beginning, and I

was content. Wherefore it was with clear

confidence that I gave the rest of the day
to enjoyment and the marvels of the

fiesta. The great piazza was a place to

wonder at, for it was covered by a roof of

blue fabric upon which was sewn a multi-

tude of red lilies—the insigne of the city

—and with numerous coats of arms. And
everywhere were flaming banners in

sheaves, and the faces of the buildings

were hidden under draperies of all the

colors of the rainbow. Troops of imps
and demons and grotesques jostled

through the crowd making merry with

rough pranks, and none offered to halt

them from their mischief. Also there

were booths for the sale of trinkets and
others for sweetmeats, and conjurers, and
animals that performed with the intelli-

gence of humans.
As I stood and gawped I saw a comic

figure jostling and bunting and shoulder-

ing its way through the throng, and it was
not easy to make out if it were human or

ape. But for the high turban atop its pate

it would not have reached to my waist,

and its little legs were like two bows and
its ears were so large they seemed to flap.

The face turned toward me and the eyes,

to my thinking, recognized me. Where-
upon the dwarf butted an innocent citi-

zen in the stomach and darted away as if

in sudden alarm. As he fled I followed,

for I be no Christian and Englishman if

it was not the pygmy John-Peter, whom I

had caught in our forest and who should

at this moment be tending sheep on our

farm at home.
At last I caught up with him and

reached down for his collar to grasp it.

Whereupon he turned and made to bite

me on the knee, but I fended him off and
clung to him as he squirmed.
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'How come you in Florence, John-
ter?" I demanded.

e looked up at me insolently and
ust out his great pink tongue at me
squeaked at me, "Unhand me, great

|mal. I know thee not."

ut my fingers held him. "Where is

jtsy, thou imp of Satan?" I demanded.
'1 wot of no Betsy," he squawled. "Let

go or I put a spell upon thee that will

use thy hair to fall and thy flesh to rot,

d donkey's ears to grow from thine

jThis was no pleasant hearing, for he

is unnatural, and who knows what evil

:h as he may possess? But I persisted

vertheless, protecting myself from
\ ick magic with the sign of the cross.

\ > she safe at our farm?" I asked.

But suddenly there was a great surge of

pie, shoving and jostling, and I was
t to it to keep my feet. John-Peter

e a mighty squirm and escaped from

^ fingers, and before I could grasp him
in he dropped to all fours and crawled
ay between the legs of the mob.
ow here, I thought, is a mystery, and
Id put my mind to nothing else in

ite of" the coming of the procession. I

jrce saw the troop of men twenty feet

I who strutted on stilts, or the company
'

p
' red demons with tails. I did take note
the fine riders who followed, and of the

jtors dressed in the French manner
(/id very foppish, and of the boy who
:eide between them upon a white steed

Dpith his arrogant, sulky face and small

id :s, and garments flashing with jewels.

jrj :ould be none other than the lad Ippo-

p i,
3 who the Pope meant should rule

)0!i

arence when he gained sufficient years.

it* gave scarce a glance to the narrow
jjflfish face of the Cardinal Passerini,

It by Pope Clement to govern the city

He the boy studied his books.
did not then guess that this Cardinal
I would have more business with

h other than either would get pleasure
m.
ow here was a puzzle! Not that the

1 Betsy and her manikin had been clear

a forest stream from the beginning,

A)ugh I had been too occupied with
ler matters to think much about it. As
the way of youth. I had snatched her

ITill out of the woods much as I would

Jjye done with a stray kitten in distress.

! am not shrewd nor quick, and am like

A be deceived by smarter folk in the be-
p4 lining. But now I began to think on the

ktter. I saw that it had been a large ex-

iinse to have a pavilion at a fair and that
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no mere teller of fortunes would aban-
don such property out of hand. Also it

became evident that the law would not
trouble itself about a seller of charms
unless there were grave reason for it, and
I felt through my clothing for the charm
which she had given me, and began to
doubt if there were more politics than
magic mixed up with it, and to ask my-
self ruefully if I had not been made a
cat's-paw, and why my baggage had been
searched by the friar, and what trouble I

had let myself be drawn into.

In those days, with wars and scheming
between nations, it was not so easy to
travel from country to country. But here
was the dwarf come from our farm to
Italy almost as quickly as I had done,
which meant he must have had powerful
assistance and money in hand. And I

much doubted if he would come alone.
I bethought me that if John-Peter were
here in this great throng, his mistress
would not be far away. Whereupon I re-

solved to look into every stall, because if

she had pretended to be a teller of for-

tunes once, she might be doing the like

again. Because I wanted to rid me of the
charm she had foisted upon me, deeming
it an unsafe thing to carry, and to speak
my mind to her forthright about taking
advantage of my gullibility.

I
THRUST my nose into every stall and
tent and pavilion, and though there

were many sellers of nuts and sweet-
meats, and of sands from the River Jor-
dan and pebbles from the foot of the

True Cross and knuckle joints of mar-
tyred saints, and all manner of folk, none
of them all resembled Betsy. Nor caught
I another glimpse of her manikin.
The spectacle being over, the citizens

of higher degree betook themselves to

their homes leaving only the mob to make
riotous use of the license common to a
carnival. I stayed my hunger with milk
and sausages and. vexed at my failure to

find the girl, I turned my face toward
Bratti's house sulkily. I walked south-
ward, passing the house where the su-

preme Dante had lived, traversed the

Piazza della Signoria and was halfway
along the towering walls of the palace
when I saw a long-legged apprentice boy
leaning against the stones of the wall.

His hood was over his head, hiding the

most part of his face. As I came abreast

of him he spoke in his soft, Italian voice.

"Englishman!" he said.

I halted and faced him. "What will

you?" I asked.
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"Go nd. nome, Englishman," he said.

"The street about Bratti's house is crawl-

ing with armed men."
"What is that to me?"
"Whether they be sent by the Eight,"

said the boy, "or the Cardinal, I know
not. In the end it would be the same."
He drew his finger across his throat.

"I have no quarrel with either Cardinal
or Eight," I said. "These armed men, if

armed men there be, have no business

with me."
"Art a great fool," said the boy

sharply. "One was found dead and three

with cracked pates last night."

"How know you this?" I asked.

"What matter? It is sufficient pretext."

"Who art thou that warns me?"
"What matter?" he repeated. "So long

as thou art warned. Take to thy heels

and pass the city gate before sundown.
Buy thyself a horse, if thy purse be full

enough, and ride swiftly."

"I have no guilt. And there is impor-
tant business for me in Florence."

"There will be important business for

thee in heaven," he answered. "Thou hast

meddled in things above thine head." He
waved impatiently with his hand in the

direction from which I had come. "Hast
thou moneys?" he asked.

Now a hand, as I have said, bears fea-

tures distinctive as a face if you but take

the trouble to observe them. The hand of

this apprentice lad was not stained with

dyes nor calloused by the use of tools.

It was slender, with fingers that tapered,

and nails the shape of almonds. It was a

hand I had seen and studied and remem-
bered. I reached forth my own hand and
pushed back the hood from his face.

"Well, Betsy," I said triumphantly, "it

appears that I have found thee."

HER hair tumbled and her face

flushed prettily. "A curse on thy
sharp English eyes," she said shortly.

"In what guise wilt thou next appear?"
I asked. And then, "Is it my skin that

troubles thee, or the charm thou didst

cozen me into smuggling out of England
and into Italy?"

"It is safe? Thou hast it upon thee?"
"Aye," I said. I frowned. "What man-

ner of lass art thou, first a witch, then a
serving maid, now a "prentice boy? I

like maids that be simple and honest and
modest."

"I am none of the three," she said.

"Thou art one," I said severely, "that

would let the throat be cut of one who
hath shown thee kindness."

"There be necessities in life," she said,

"and one must use what tools come to

hand. Give me the charm."
"Nay. If you speak truth indeed, and

armed men await me, it may purchase
my life."

"It would bring torture on the rack be-

fore death," she said.

"Let your eye meet mine so I may read
if there be truth in thee," I said, and she
looked with level gaze into my eyes. "Are
there armed men? Is my life in danger?"

"In sharp peril," she answered.
"Which thou hast brought upon me."
"That is as may be," she answered.
"If I flee," I said, "whither shall I go?"
"To Trebbio," she said.

"Wherefore?"
"It is the castle of Giovanni de' Med-

ici," she said. "Methinks thou hast made
friend of him. His Black Bands will give

thee sanctuary, even against King or
Pope."

"Art not thyself in danger?" I asked.
"I am ever in danger," she said impa-

tiently. "Haste thee." Then her eyes wid-
ened. "Quick! Give me the charm. Thou
hast babbled till it is too late."

I was aware of liveried men wearing
swords approaching from both ends of
the street and saw there was nothing to

do about it. Speedily I snatched forth the
charm and put it in her hand.
"What can be done for thee shall be

done," she said, and slipped away, and
because she was but an apprentice boy

and of no moment to anyone, the men
did not stay her as she passed but came
down upon me fiercely.

"Thou art the Englishman Pietro Ca-
rew," said their leader. "I'm bidden to

invite thee," he said, "to dine with His
Eminence, the Cardinal."

It went against me to show appearance
of fear to 'any foreigner, so I smiled and
gave answer, "Thanks to His Eminence
for his hospitality."

Whereupon they placed me in their

midst and led me away.

MY CAPTORS hustled me across the

piazza to the Medici Palace. I was
taken up broad stairs and into a splendid

apartment, rich with tapestries and fres-

coes and the pictures of the great

masters of the age which had been
painted under the patronage of the Mag-
nificent Lorenzo. In a chair before a

wondrous desk inlaid with ivory sat His
Eminence, Cardinal Passerini, and sitting

sulkily, with silken knees crossed, was the

boy Ippolito. I liked not his face, though
it was not unhandsome. Arrogance and
selfishness and self-indulgence were
mirrored upon it, and I was sorry for

father, and to arrange for further ship-

ments of woolen cloths," 1 informed him.
"It does well for a pretext," be said

silkily.

"I be but a London merchant's son and
have no business nor dealings not con-

cerned with cloth."

"You were a convenient messenger,"
he charged.

"1 be no messenger, nor otherwise than

I have told Your Eminence."
He smiled upon me as if he would im-

press me with his kindness—as one who
understands and condones the frailty of

mankind, and especially the rashness of

youth.

"Thou dost stand in great peril of thy

life," he said. "I would see thee come to

no harm. Aye, my child, I would see thee

emerge from this matter with some fair

reward. His Holiness hath a generous
hand toward those who serve him and I

myself am not powerless to grant favors."

"All I ask, Your Eminence, is to be set

free to go about my urgent business."

"For instance," he said sleekly, "if thou
would but tell me who placed in thy

hands some letter or document, and to

whom thou didst deliver it." He bent for-

"Take that, and that, and that, you cad!'

Florence when he should come to rule it.

The Cardinal peered at me through slitted

eyes; it occurred to me that he seemed the

result of the mismating of wolf with

jackal.

Ippolito glanced at me with no great

interest and ate sweetmeats. The Cardinal

beckoned with white, jeweled hand for us

to approach.
"The Englishman," he said in a soft, al-

most feminine voice.

"It is he, Your Eminence," said the

captain of my guard.

He dismissed his ruffians with a gesture

and his thick-lipped mouth twisted into

the shadow of a smile.

"Is it thus you repay our hospitality,

Englishman?" he purred. "By murdering
our citizens within an hour of your
coming?"

"Nay," I answered, not forwardly as

would ill-befit my station, for one should

ever show respect to those set so far

above him. "I did no murder, Your
Eminence. I stopped a murder from
being done."

"It was not so reported to me. Reputa-
ble men inform me that you, being mad-
dened by overindulgence in wine, did set

upon peaceful citizens with murderous
intent."

I remained silent, knowing it to be
futile to deny his lie.

"Why art thou in our city, English-

man?" he asked.

"To collect certain moneys for my

ward and his face was stern and awesome.
"I say to thee, young Englishman, that a

letter of prime importance from, a great

personage in Italy to a great personage in

England hath been filched. It doth con-
tain perilous words. There is in it that

which is powerful to do harm to Church
and State did it fall into certain un-
friendly hands."

It was made clear to me now why the

girl Betsy had been hunted and harried

from her pavilion at our fair, and more.

I remembered how, in foretelling the

future for me, she had prophesied a

journey to a far country. She must have
known of my father's intention to send

me upon this mission and, knowing it,

had come to cozen me into being her un-

witting messenger. Also it had been
Wolsey's men who attempted her capture,

so without doubt the letter had been
stolen from him. My anger flamed
against her for thus treacherously mis-

using me and bringing me to this pass.

Yet, little as I liked her, I could not bring

myself to betray her, for she was young
and fair and very exciting to think upon.

Also I was commencing to hate this man
who toyed with me like a cat with a

mouse, and stubbornly I resolved to

thwart him if thwart I could.

"Thou hast had time to think it over,

balancing the evil consequence of ob-

duracy and the benefits of openness and
honesty," he purred. "Come. 1 would
stand thy friend."

"I repeat, Your Eminence," 1 s;

politely, "that I am but a merchant
woolen cloths and ignorant of matter]
State."

Young Ippolito spoke for the firsl tin

"Thou' It get nought from him w
words," he said sulkily. "A few turns
the wheel will loosen his tongue." }

own pink tongue licked his lips as if

would take pleasure in my stretch]

upon the rack.

The Cardinal disregarded him.
eyes were gl'nting slits, and fury swel
his neck. "Didst deliver that letter

Giovanni de' Medici last night?'' he
manded harshly.

"I delivered nought to him," I s

stoutly.

"You went to him without delay up
your arrival in Florence."

"1 went not to him," I said. "Our me
ing was by chance. Your Eminence,
said, "will have many eyes and ens
this city. They will have reported to y .;:

the manner of my meeting with him."
He drew a great jewel off his wh

finger and held it so the light played up
it to make it sparkle. "This stone,"

said, "would purchase a shipload of y
woolen cloths. It is thine," he s

sleekly, "together with enough of its

lations to make thee rich beyond 1

dreams, for the slender service of spe;

ing the truth—which is the duty of evi

Christian man."
"I have spoken the truth at no expe:

to thee whatsoever," I answered.
"Stubborn courage and loyalty tc<

master," he said, "are qualities of val

They are worth a price. What fee h
thou already received? I will double

"I tire of so much talk," young Ippol
said sulkily.

PASSERINI turned to him indl

gently. "It is the business of one d
tined to rule." he said, "to learn the art

words. They are sharper than arro

stronger than ramparts. It is more pro
able to win a negotiation than a battl

"Here is neither negotiation

battle," said Ippolito, "but a clown v\

has inside him information that we wo
get out. If you want the meat from a

you must crack the shell." He tun
upon me and his insolent, cruel eyes w
hungry. "Didst ever hear screams
agony come from the throat of
stretched upon the rack?"

"Nay, Your Lordship," I said.

"It is a sweet sound," he said, and ag
licked his lips.

"Youth is impatient," Passerini s

casually, "but sometimes, in the end
must have its way. For the last time
asking, wilt enter my service and
richly rewarded, or remain obdurate ;

have thy bones unjointed? Or choos
middle ground and but name the nam*
him in England who gave thee the le

to deliver." Then, speaking more
himself in a musing sort of way tl

either to me or to young Ippolito, he s

"There is one who burrows undergroi

and stirs up the people and thwarts w
made plans. Someone who doth

my

M
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I
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secrets. Aid me to find that one an
will give thee a lordship."

"I know not such a man," I said,

know him not."

"I fear." he said catlike, "that My L
Ippolito must have his will with thee.

"Not rack nor thumbscrew." I

earnestly, "can make me disclose w
I do not know."
He made the gesture of washing

hands of it, and Ippolito grinned lik

young wolf.

"To the Bargello?" he asked.

"Nay, My Lord, we must act within

law. It is for you, as it was for y

ancestors, to observe the forms, and r

not by force but by love. He shall gc

the Eight, lawfully chosen by the pe<

to dispense justice."

"A day will come," said Ippc

sullenly, "when I toss away such shar

Passerini sighed and rang a golden
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What a thrill to win one of

B eleven, big Television-Radio Sets ! Imagine
tyit in your home—big league baseball games,
B fights, drama, movies ! And this spectacu-
tontest, introducing Tek de Luxe—America's

i lys better tooth brush, offers you hundreds of
» T valuable prizes!

<amt an entry blank ' for full information and
Tat your favorite drug counter. Or, cut out the
rick from this ad, and use it as your entry blank.
ou do is till in the last line of the Limerick. Then
it, with the blue and red label from inside a Tek
ixe Tooth Brush container, to Tek Corp., Box 209,
ark 1. N. J. Send as many entries as you please,
ding a Tek de Luxe label with each. Contest

,,,1
3 midnight July 31, 1947.
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™ i the best-looking tooth brush I've seen.

I i its smart travel kit,
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i
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I
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direct-view television pictures 12% in. wide!
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' etond Prlz«»-Each a S795 DuMont Television-
o Set (illustrated, right). Bright, clear televi-
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ourth Priiei- Each a Hughes All-a-round Hair
l, worth S7.50. The famous "deep-action" brush
eautiful hair. Nylon bristles, Lucite handle.
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. Worth SI.95 a pair,
all nylon-top to toe.
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The dependable, automatic Evans has

a specially hardened, cross-cut steel

sparking wheel to strike an instant

light on the spun glass wick that al-

ways lights but doesn't burn down.

It is precision built, with roller-

bearing, cantilever action for smooth,

easy operation. At jewelry, depart-

ment and men's furnishing stores.

Please do not order from the factory.

EVANS CASE COMPANY
JVorth Attlrbvro, MassachuarttM

Makers of fitted handbags, romjHUts, cigarette cases and

automatic lighters.

and the men who had fetched me came
again into the room. He motioned toward
me, "Take him to the Eight," he said.

"I will advise with them how to deal with

him." Then to me, "Thou hast brought
it upon thine own head," he said with

mock sorrow.

I was conducted from the room and
down the stairway and through the court-

yard to the street. The sun was lowering

into the west and I wondered if I were
seeing it for the last time, and was hope-
less and most forlorn, and fear of torture

and of death rode uncomfortably upon
my shoulders. It did not seem that I

could have saved myself even by telling

the Cardinal what little I knew. It was
not a tale that demanded belief: that a

fortunetelling hag, who was none other

than the girl Betsy, had given me a charm
to protect me on my travels, and that it

had been returned to her in the guise of

an apprentice boy.

My thoughts were bitter toward the

girl Betsy, whoever she might be and
whatever devious game she played with

me as a pawn. I thought most despite-

fully of her and her treachery to me that

had brought me to such dire straits. Yet,

despising her and hating her, I could not

stop from thinking about her.

The ruffians, there were six of them,
placed me in their midst and jostled me
along, shouldering their way through the

streets still seething with merrymakers.

AS WE reached the corner the crowd
. pressed in upon us until my captors

bellowed oaths at them and ordered them
to keep their distance. And then there

was a sudden surge as of a great sea wave,
so that we were thrust into a little knot,

unable to move hand or foot, and the

men unable to lift weapon against the

mob. which began to belabor them with

cudgels. I saw one great man with bloody
butcher's apron striking with the flat of

his ax. Then hands grasped me roughly

and dragged me away, so that I was no
longer a prisoner of the guard but en-

gulfed in the mob itself. It was the huge
butcher who pulled me after him; be-

wildered at the suddenness of it, I held

back and resisted him.

"Halt not till we be well away," he said

in his coarse, rough voice. "I take thee

to her. She commanded thy rescue."

"To her!" I exclaimed. "Who is she?"
"How should I know?" he growled.

"Except that she commanded and I

obeyed." He laughed a great bellow.

"Not that I held back. Nay. We of the

little people love a tumult. We Floren-

tines are a most tumultuous people.

What is so joyous as a riot? They think

they rule us, these princes and cardinals

and popes, but it is only so long as it

amuses us. Here we turn to the left.

Lengthen thy pace."

We passed through the Mercato, which
is the great market place of the city and
then, after many turnings, and with eve-

ning descending, we came upon an open
space surrounded by a wall, which was
the Boboli gardens on the Via Romana,
and opposite the gate of the gardens was
some edifice obviously erected for the

purposes of religion and we crossed to its

entrance.

"What place is this?" I asked of my
guide.

"This be the Annalena Convent where
dwell the little Dominican nuns," he

said.

"Friend," said he, digging a huge
thumb into his ribs," these pagan Turks
have customs we who are destined for the

Kingdom of Heaven might most profita-

bly imitate."

With that he drummed impiously upon
the big door, which opened slowly to dis-

close a nun in the habit of her order.

"Fare thee well, prisoner," said my
butcher guide. "My duty is performed."

I would have thanked him for his serv-

ice to me, but he was gone.

The nun made me a sort of curtsy.

"Follow me, sir," she said softly, and I

passed down long corridors flagged with

stone until the nun paused before a

bronze-studded door upon which she
rapped gently; she was bidden to enter.

She opened for me the door and stood
aside while I went in.

It was a vast, square room with tower-
ing fireplace, and upon the floor a deep
Eastern rug; upon the walls hung tapes-

tries and in niches stood statues of holy
saints. There was a long table with tapers

to light the apartment, and chairs of em-
broidered velvet and handsome candle-
sticks of the height of a tall man. But
my eyes passed over these with but a

glance to rest upon the woman who stood
in the center with her slender hand resting

upon the back of a chair. There was a

tight cap of crimson upon her head,
covering her ears, and where each ear

should have been were three large pearls.

The bodice of her dress was low so that

a neck of rare whiteness and slenderness

was exposed above her rounded bosom.
The dress, of rich stuff, was broadly
striped, the stripes traveling from floor to

shoulder. She was lovely and stately,

her oval face with eyes Uptilted at the

corners, and wondrous high cheekbones.
It was not the face of a fortunetelling

hag, nor scullery maid, nor apprentice

boy. It was not an English face, nor did it

seem Italian, but of some strange and
foreign people who dealt in magic and
hidden things, and understood the matter
of love to rob away a man's brains. I

stared at her and she stared back at me
without smiling or welcome.

"Is it indeed Betsy?" I asked.

"That name or another," she said

gravely. "Didst fear I had abandoned
thee, great yokel?"

"I knew not what to think," I said,

"save that I hated thee for what thou hast

done to me."
"When did you ever know what to

think?" she said scornfully. "You were
not born for it. Leave it to thy betters."

"By what means do you command the

mob of Florence?" I asked.

"Because they are simpletons like thy-

self," she said.

"Yet I did stand thy friend in time of
need, and with evil did you requite me."

"Evil or good," she said, "here thou art

without scathe."

"But my father's business!" I ex-

claimed.

"A fig for thy father's business," she

said. "Dost think I saved thee to traffic

in woolens, or because thy skin was
precious to me?"
"Once more," I said straitly, "I do not

know what to think, except that thou art

of a most bewildering wicked beauty."

"Good or evil," she said, "there is no
beauty like to it. Beauty is a most useful

quality. It serves me. I rescued thee

because I have use for thee."

"I will not serve thee more," I said

stubbornly.

SHE took three steps toward me and
lifted up her face to mine, and smiled.

It was magic but I did not bethink me to

make the sign of the cross. My blood
turned to water and my bones were soft

within me. I thought, but to no purpose,

of the witch Circe who lured men to

destruction. She smiled more tenderly

and stretched out her hand toward me.
"Wilt not serve me?" she asked softly.

"Wilt not serve me, indeed?"
From head to heels I was shaking as

though with the Roman fever, and my
mouth was dry and my head was
spinning. I answered, and the answer
was drawn from me by some power I

might not withstand.

"Serve thee?" I said. "I know not what
spell thou hast cast upon me, but it is

stronger than I. Let me but be thy serv-

ant and I care little what comes of it."

"Good may come of it," she said. "Evil

may come of it. But whichever it be.

before thou comest to thine end, thou
shalt have drunk deep of the cup of life."

(To be continued next week)
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THE MAN WHO MADE FRANCO
Continued from page 42

the groundwork for the establish-

of the German corporation known
owak." Its chief in Germans w.in

erick Bethke. Its representative in

and Portugal, the man who was to

directly with Bernhardt, was Anton
le. Both Bethke and Wahle were
in the Nazi party and had known
hardt many years before, in 1924.

all three had been machinery sales-

in Argentina.

wak was to sell Hisma war mate-
Some of the material would be

openly. Some would be sent in

s marked "machinery."
ptain Arranz flew Bernhardt back
etuan on July 27th. Bernhardt had
d the good news to Franco a few
before. When the two friends met
embraced warmly. On July 30th.

Junkers transport planes arrived

lorocco, piloted by crack Nazi avia-

In one week they shuttled Franco's

DO troops to the mainland. The
:h on Madrid began—it turned out

e one of the longest marches in his-

taking over three years!

lie first contingents of the Condor
on arrived in Cadiz in mid-August,
ted by General Hugo Sperrle and
;ral Wolfram von Richthofen.

wn a few months there were over

W fliers and technicians in Spain.

I

Gaining Power and Prestige

m
• of

i.

% the war dragged on and German
itions shipments increased, Bern-
jt's power grew. Franco began rely-

>n him not only for supplies, but for

:e on how to run the economy of his

areas. Slowly and efficiently Bern-
t established a tremendous organiza-
building into it German technicians

businessmen.
established a group of factories

h dealt in raw materials that Ger-
y needed—hides, minerals, wool,
:ury and iron. Germans were placed
e head of some plants, Spaniards of
s. Bernhardt was always careful

to hurt the national feelings of the

lards. Although every factory he
>lished was owned by German capi-

Bernhardt always recognized the
s of nominal Spanish ownership,
vo examples of how he did this will

ufficient. When he established the

Shipping Company he placed Cap-
Arranz, the pilot, at its head. When
hardt set up the Mauretania Com-

pany to exploit the iron ore of Morocco,
he placed Colonel Fernando Carranza al

its head.

By 1939, Rowak had shipped Hisma
over 400,000.000 reichsmarks' worth of
munitions, and Hisma had sent hack to
Germany some 200,000.000 reichsmarks'
worth of Spanish raw materials. Thus
Franco owed Germany 200.000.000
reichsmarks. plus another 100,000,000
reichsmarks for the cost of the Condor
Legion. In addition he owed Italy about
1 50,000,000 pesetas.

Bernhardt and his fellow Nazis wanted
Franco to win, but at no time did they
let their enthusiasm cut into their profits.

When Rowak sent shipments to Hisma,
the German government, which owned
Rowak outright, nevertheless charged it

a fee for export licenses. Bernhardt
didn't forget his own pocket either. He
made a commission on every transaction
handled by Hisma, in addition to his

salary and his share of the profits as the

principal stockholder.

It was not until Franco had won con-
trol of all Spain that Bernhardt was able
to organize the whole of Spain's re-

sources, the most important of which
had been in Republican territory. One
of the first things he did was to dissolve

Hisma. In its stead he organized a new
corporation and named it "Sofindus."

Sofindus and its affiliates controlled
over 75 per cent of Spain's exports. In

1940 and 1941, Bernhardt established

new mining companies, took over a well-

established wine business in Malaga, and
set up a fruit-juice factory in Valencia.

To handle this vast empire, Bernhardt
organized a complete transportation

system. He took over established truck-

ing and rail companies and brought in

more trucks from France, Germany and
Portugal. His fleet of trucks carried cot-

ton, iron, wolfram, mercury, olive oil,

leather, coal—every raw material Spain
had. Sofindus functioned the same way
in Portugal, establishing raw-material
plants and shipping the material via

Bernhardt trucks to Germany.
Bernhardt had the German transporta-

tion system at his beck and call. He or-

dered railroad cars to the Spanish

frontier after France was overrun and
shipped his material to the waiting cars

by truck. His transportation companies
had their own armed guards to fight off

roving bands of Spanish guerrillas whose
activities at the time were concentrated

on blowing up the routes over which

j"Watch this next guy. I saw him yesterday and, boy, can he hit curves!"

DAVE GERARD
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MORAL: Freshen up for
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sweeten and freshen your
breath— after eating, drink-

ing, and smoking. Always
good taste!

The candy with a hole—only 5i

war materials were carried to Germany.
By 1942, Bernhardt had over 10,000

Spaniards on his pay roll, not counting
the workers in the factories he owned.
He opened a series of private bank ac-

counts to pay off these Spaniards who
were situated in various government ad-
ministrative posts, the civil guards, the

secret service and the army.
Thus Bernhardt found himself at the

head of an organization which, in alli-

ance with the Spanish Fascists and other
Nazi organizations, ruled Spain. To ce-

ment this alliance, Bernhardt made sure
that influential Spanish Fascists shared
the wealth with him.
Among them was Dometrio Carceller,

Minister of Industry and Commerce;
Jose" Antonio Giron, Minister of Labor;
Carmen Franco, daughter of the gen-
eralissimo; Nicolas Franco, brother of
the generalissimo; Jose" Luis Arrese, gen-

eral secretary of the Falange party; and
General Saliq.ue,I, member of Franco's
general staff and one of the group of gen-

erals who had first plotted the overthrow
of the republic. This list of names is by
no means complete.

Devious Ways of Making Tycoons

The manner in which Bernhardt
helped make these Spaniards millionaires

was not always direct. His factories, in

one instance, controlled the output of
cement. Jose' Antonio Giron did not be-

come a director of a cement factory; in-

stead he became the owner of a

construction company. This construc-

tion company was able to get a monop-
oly of the raw materials which were
controlled by Bernhardt. Within two
years Giron was a millionaire.

Dometrio Carceller was close to Ser-

rano Suner, then the Minister of Foreign
Affairs. Carceller had begun life as the

son of a porter and had been a school-

teacher in his middle thirties. As Minis-
ter of Industry and Commerce he
worked closely with Bernhardt. His min-
istry controlled the import and export
licenses issued to all Sofindus affiliates.

By 1942, Carceller entered the ranks of

Spain's millionaires. Today he is one of
Spain's richest men, and is a partner with

the Socony-Vacuum Company in the

Spanish oil company, Ciepsa. (Ciepsa,

according to Socony-Vacuum officials, is

a government monopoly in which the

firm has a 50 per cent interest.)

Carmen Franco had her money in-

vested in real estate. Nicolas Franco
became a director in about twelve Span-
ish companies. The Franco family had
been poor, but under Bernhardt's "guid-

ance," Franco's daughter and his brother

made "clever" investments and they too

joined the ranks of Spain's new rich.

General Saliquet took over the fac-

tories which sold shoes to the Spanish
army. Bernhardt's factories supplied

Saliquet's factories with leather at good
prices, and Saliquet became wealthy.

When the tide of battle began turning

against the Nazis in Europe, Bernhardt
prepared himself for the coming Ger-
man defeat. He went to Lisbon where
he changed pesetas into Swiss francs and
hid large sums of money in Portugal,

which the Allied powers know about,

but have never found. He bought three

huge haciendas in Spain under different

names. Most of the factories which were
openly controlled by Sofindus were given

over in trust to Spaniards. He prepared
as efficiently for defeat as he had for vic-

tory. He knew that Germany had made
a comeback once before and he was con-
vinced that she would do it again.

During the second week of April,

1945, while Red Army troops were rac-

ing through the streets of Berlin, a secret

meeting was held in Bernhardt's offices

at No. 1 Castellana, in Madrid. Present
were Bernhardt, the Wilmer Brothers,

Anton Wahle, and other top Nazi figures

in Spain. A high Nazi official had flown
in from Berlin to be present. I do not

fa
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know his name. All I know is what
pired at the meeting. No notes
taken but one of those who attend'

some unscheduled talking.

The decisions arrived at were
The assets which were openly own
either German capital or the Ge
state would obviously be taken ov<

the Allied powers. Bernhardt woul
dertake to work with the Allied o
giving them "full co-operation."
would tell them what was obvious
them operate what remained of Sofi

and await developments. The Nazist $
were convinced that the difference

tween Russia and the Western
would break into the open sooni

later. When that happened Bern
and the other Germans in Spain v

know what to do
There were approximately 50,000

mans then in Spain. Some were bus
men, some scientists and technii

some were Gestapo agents, SS off

members of the German Embassy
Allied powers undoubtedly would
some of these men, and the me
agreed that some would have t

handed over. Some others were I

into hiding and still others would be

tected by Franco. In any event, th

important thing was to hold on to

they had as long as possible—unt
war took place between Russia an .'

Western powers.
About a week after this meeting,

ish and American officials in M

( Si
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contacted Johannes Bernhardt,
many's unconditional surrender wj

pected any day and the Allied P«'

would soon be governing the coi

Bernhardt was asked to turn ove
findus and all its books. He aj

According to these books, Sofindus
trolled only 22 companies. The
officials formally took these over,

the exception of three mining comp
The Spanish government refused to

over the mining companies, cla

they were owned outright by Sp
capital.

After Germany's surrender, E
and American officials moved in on
Farben, A. E.G., and other well-k

German firms in Spain. By placin

or more directors on the boards th

lies established "informal interver

in these companies.

Spain Protected German Asse

In a few cases the Allied govern!

had actual proof that shares of ;

were being held by Spaniards in tru

Germans. With this proof they

able to move in and take over
factories. But where we did not
documentary evidence, the Spanish

eminent refused to give up a

German-owned or German-cont
factory. If we recall the close rel

ship between Spain's leading F;

and German capital we will undei

how difficult it will be to take over

German assets. Allied officials in

are still trying to unravel the vas

work of Bernhardt's secret empire
doubtful that this will be accomp
so long as Spanish Fascists rem;

control of Spain.

About one hundred Spanish fac

which we know to be directly or

rectly controlled by German capit

still the subject of negotiations

Franco. Probably an equal numl
camouflaged companies exist whos*

nections we cannot trace and will i

able to until a democratic goven
replaces Franco's.

At this writing all the German
tists and technicians who work
Bernhardt's factories or in I. G. F

and A.E.G. plants remain in Spai

are continuing their work at their f

salaries. The apparatus which Ben
organized remains working nearly

ficiently as ever.

At present Franco is offering 1
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American businessmen great con-
l>ns in Spanish industry. American

tj
has moved in on the shipbuild-

ircraft and communications indus-

British capital has always had huge
ments in the north of Spain, in

nd copper mines, in hydroelectric

and it is increasing its invest-

js.
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poses a choice for British and
pcan businessmen. Shall they stop

business with Franco"s Spain and
>rofits, or shall they continue to do
ess and make profits, and also, inci-

lly, strengthen Spanish and Ger-
Fascism?
iannes Bernhardt believes that Brit-

ad American businessmen should,

means, continue to do business

Franco. He told me so during our
^iew in Madrid last fall. Bernhardt
winced "it is of the utmost impor-
that Britain and the United States

to an immediate understanding
Spain."

ly is it of such importance? Be-

, answered Bernhardt, of the com-
; [ ar between Russia and the Western

rs. "I am sure there will be a war
, :en Russia and the United States.

,,
picker it comes the better, because
is on the side of Russia and Com-
5m."

;refore an understanding with Fas-
pain is important if we want allies

is war against Russia, Bernhardt
;d out. He organized the economy
ain during the war and placed it at

sposal of the German war machine.

,, n he tacitly assures us, he can do the
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same thing for Britain and the United
States.

Bernhardt gave me a statement for
the United States and Britain. The state-

ment is as follows:

"I was loyal to the German govern-
ment, and now I am loyal to the Allied
Control Council, which is now the legal

government of Germany. I would like

to be considered a friend. There is much
we Germans can do. We arc anti-Com-
munists. We are people of culture. And
we wait for the time we can work to-
gether for the common good. You must
remember that Germany didn't want the
war. All we wanted was to go as far as
the Volga and stop there. We never
wanted to fight England and the United
States. We always wished an accord with
Russia, but not an accord as equal to
equal, but an accord that would recog-
nize German moral and economic su-
periority. The Russians are Asiatics. We
wanted to bring Russia under European
influence. Perhaps it is not too late to do
it."

Readers of this article may ask how
this German, who played such a historic

and decisive role in Spanish and German
affairs, managed to keep his activities

such a secret. One answer is that he
was able to cloak his activities cleverly

and he was always content to remain in

the background.
The other answer must come from the

British and American governments. The
whole story of Johannes Bernhardt is

locked in the files of the British Foreign
Office and the U.S. State Department.

The End

ltmm^jL%^k

FRITZ WILKINSON

SPORTING ODDS

Ken Hicks, just out of the Army, was pitching a close one for Los

Angeles. With a runner on first, he was all set io pitch to the next
batter when the loud-speaker boomed out:

"Attention! The next.
The Army had done a good job on Hicks. Instinctively, he

froze into rigid military posture.

And the umpire had to call it a balk, moving the runner to

second.

The New York Giants were playing Pittsburgh in the early days
of Billy Terry's managership. With two on and Paul Waner, then
hitting a cool .386, coming to bat, Terry and the entire infield hud-
dled around relief pitcher Hy Bell.

"Pitch him outside," said Terry, who didn't want to get drilled

by a line drive down the first-base line.

"No, I think it would be better to pitch him inside," said Johnny
Vergez, who was thinking of what one of Waner's shots down to-

ward third would do to his shins.

There was silence for a few seconds, and then Terry asked,
"What do you want to do, Hy?"

"I think we'd all better scatter," said Bell gravely.

—Fred Russell, Nashville, Tennessee

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum of $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sporting
Odds. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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iERE COME THE BRITISH !

o Tudor is about the size of our DC-6

IV

IN JANUARY, 1943, the war in Europe was
beginning to look a little better for us and
people over here began to dream about post-

war international air-line possibilities, but in bomb-
wrecked London, His Majesty's government decided
it was time to do something then if Britannia eventu-
ally was to rule the world's commercial airways as

it had ruled the waves.
America stood between her and this goal. War-

planning had prevented Britain's aircraft industry
from building transport planes capable of develop-
ment into postwar air liners like our DC-4 and
Constellation, but we had the materials and workers
to produce many such planes in addition to fighters

and bombers.
Further, our growing Army Air Transport Com-

mand and Naval Air Transport Service at that time
were opening up airways over most of the globe,

many of which would have a high commercial value
after peace. Our two- and four-engined landplane
transports were amazing everyone by hopping
oceans as easily as they hopped continents and the

British reasoned that air lines of all nations would
find it economical and advantageous to use this

bountiful supply for a while after the

war. So in January, 1943, was born the

British plan and policy to take from
America its leadership not only of
globe-circling air liners but planes for

shorter hauls on the Continent and in

other parts of the world.

While the British were working on
this, they concluded they'd have to buy
American planes for their North
Atlantic and European services and this

they subsequently did by acquiring Lockheed Con-
stellations for the New York-London route and
war-surplus Douglas DC-3s (renamed Dakotas) for

their European service.

Then they called in their foremost aviation

standard bearer, an estimable gentleman named
Lord Brabazon of Tara, the first Englishman to

acquire a pilot's license, nearly 40 years ago. He
flew with the Royal Flying Corps (predecessor to

the RAF) in the first World War; subsequently
served as Minister of Transport and is now presi-

dent of the Royal Aero Club.
Lord Brabazon was directed to head a committee

to draw up a program of types of civil air liners to

be produced after the war for use by the govern-
ment-controlled British air lines. However, the long,

painful and expensive development work had to

begin at once—provided it did not interfere with

the war effort—and in short order His Lordship re-

ported back a slate that embraced this startling

objective:

One-hundred passenger, New York-London non-
stop air liners, one each of landplane and flying-boat

types, and weighing nearly 300,000 pounds or nearly

three times as large as the Constellation. (Airplane
people use gross weight poundage as the index to

aircraft size.) The committee also determined upon
an assortment of smaller air liners for the British

Empire routes, Continental business and service

within the British Isles.

When details of the Brabazon program filtered

back to America, the initial step—to build the first

planes with piston engines and propellers—was all

but overlooked as excitement centered around a

later and more audacious plan to equip these new air

liners with pure jet-propulsion engines or prop-jets

—jet engines whose hot-air exhaust spins a turbine

attached to a shaft which turns the propeller. (The
advantage of prop-jets over the standard piston

engines is in greater power for less weight; smaller
number of moving parts; compactness for stream-

lining and installation.)

The British are thoroughly qualified to attempt
such a job for they developed and flew the first

Allied jet-propulsion engine in May, 1941. As the
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war ended, they cut themselves another big slice of
international prestige in jet-propulsion progress by
shooting their Gloster Meteor twin-jet fighter to the

world's absolute speed record of 606 miles an hour
which they later raised to 616.

Then, just a year after V-J Day, they revealed the
world's first air liner to fly on pure jet-propulsion
power. It is a converted Lancaster night bomber,
named the Lancastrian. Two of its four Rolls Royce
Merlin piston engines were replaced by two Rolls
Royce Nene (named for a river) jets. For take-off,

all four were used, then the Merlins were shut down-
and the Lancastrian flew on the Nenes with an in-

creased speed of nearly 100 miles an hour. Weighing
only 1 ,630 pounds the Nene develops a thrust horse-
power of 4,000, flying 300 n:ph at 10,000 feet.

Last December, the British prophet engine called

the Theseus, after the Greek mythology hero, passed
its government endurance test with a faultless run of
127 hours and is the first such engine in the world
to achieve this high record of reliability. It holds
Number One certificate of approval from the British

government and already has flown extensively in a
heavy bomber. It is the foundation at the moment

upon which Britain's future air liners

will be built.

Nothing that good has yet been done
over here.

Our prop-jet engine was developed
by General Electric and first flown in an
Army Convair experimental fighter

plane, the XP-81, in January, 1946. One
year later it was flown in an experi-

mental Navy fighter plane, the Ryan
XF2R-1, but the remaining few planes

and engines on order for both types were canceled
because of limited experimental funds.

The Brabazon Committee's program was no
smoke screen. It is an almost terrifying threat to

American aeronautical ingenuity and if we don't
begin to move now, our older and more stable avia-

tion people see a fleet of Queen Elizabeths of the

Air in operation in five to ten years.

America's aircraft industry, however, cannot
privately undertake as ambitious a program as its

British competitor. The millions of dollars involved
in experimental and development work on just one
new type are not in the treasuries of our plane build-

ers. Their only hope is to adapt jet or prop-jet

engines to existing models—no overnight job—and
for engines they may have to turn to the British until

our jet-engine industry catches up the lag, variously

estimated as being from 18 months to five years.

Just as Britain had to pocket her pride and, even
worse, spend scarce American dollars for Constella-

tions, so are we going to build the successful Rolls

Royce Nene straight jet engines over here under
British license. Rolls Royce has selected Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of East Hartford, Connecticut,
and has given it all manufacturing and sales rights

for the Nene in this country.

Neither Pratt & Whitney nor Wright Aeronauti-
cal Corporation, our biggest builders of piston

engines for air liners and combat planes, was per-

mitted by the government to indulge in major re-

search on jet engines while the war was on because
of their heavy production work. This assignment
instead was tossed to General Electric and Westing-
house, famous for their work in turbines, the heart

of the jet engine. The latter will continue with their

program of development while both Pratt & Whit-
ney and Wright Aero move into the jet field with

designs of their own.
The only way our aircraft industry, under present

policy, can build new and radical jet and prop-jet

air liners is through bigger and better Army and
Navy contracts for jet combat aircraft, notably
bombers and military transports. From these they

can "extract" commercial versions for sale to air

lines at reasonable prices, since the government pays

the initial heavy development costs for the mili

model. That's one reason the Boeing Stratocrui
our newest, biggest and fastest air liner, now bi|
made ready for commercial service can be sold

$1,250,000. It was developed from the Army C
troop and cargo carrier which in turn was evol
from the war-proved B-29 Superfortress.
The policy being followed by the British to c

out the Brabazon plan is an open, direct subs
The manner in which American builders are to

competitive planes is also a government subs
but Britain's is productive of quicker results.

British hopes to capture the coveted and pr
able New York-London air trade are geared to,

gigantic and originally designated Bristol M
167 now under construction and which since

been named the Brabazon I in tribute to that

defatigable pioneer airman, Lord Brabazon.
The Brab One, as it is popularly termed, is

pected to fly early next year. The first model
be powered with eight 2,400-horsepower pi:

engines and propellers but the next, the Brab On
is to be equipped with eight prop-jets.

An important trump card up the British sleew
the huge 290,000-pound Saunders Roe Model jl.

m:

'

ualso known as the Saro, a 1 00-passenger flying I

to be sped through the air by 12 prop-jets at

miles an hour. The British have kept the fl

boat in their program, though we appear to r

abandoned it for commercial use.

The Brabazon Committee had its eye cocke
the direction of America when it laid down pi

of lesser size and performance to block out An,
can corr petition not only on the prize N<
Atlantic run but on more leisurely routes.

Built and flying are such types as the Vic
Viking twin-engined 24-passenger, 200-mile^
hour air liners in which the King and Queen
on their South African tour earlier this year. 1
are a worthy competitor in the foreign trade (an
British prices together with British trading meth
of the Martin 2-0-2 and Convair 240 medium V
engined transports now being pointed for air-

service later this summer. Already the Vikings
replacing the Douglas DC-3s used since the wa
British European Airways' continental services

by August this famous American air liner wil

gone. Also in commercial operation is the DeHs
land Dove, a Little twin-engined, short-range
liner carrying 8 passengers in cozy surrounding ..',

200 miles an hour

to

F

t
:::

4

Now under test is the Airspeed Ambassadc

lot

r

h

Ci

perfectly streamlined twin-engined beauty
wing atop the fuselage so its 40 passengers can
the ground from any window as they cruise at

miles an hour. Its route assignment is not as def
as that of the new Handley Page Hermes IV, a
Britain's fastest air liner (cruises at 250), 25 of w
have been ordered for British Overseas Air\ •

Corporation's Empire routes from London
South Africa, India, Australia and China. The
model of this type is to be the Hermes V, with p
jets which, they say, will give it a cruising spee
nearly 100 miles an hour faster and a range of m .

than 3,000 miles with up to 63 passengers at 30 1 .

feet. This is an added menace to the North Atla

business with the distance between Gander, >(
foundland, and Shannon, Eire, only 2,000 miles
The Avro Tudor I and Tudor II, in general at

the size of our DC-6 but 60 miles an hour slo

:

are now flying and undergoing further develops
with piston engines and propellers.

Another attractive model now flying is the sri

four-engined Miles Marathon, with seats tor A
speed of 200 and range of 1,000 miles. It is si I

for prop-jet engines in its next edition.

Half a dozen or more other small to medium
liners are being built, some as combination pasn

ger and cargo, others as freighters. They are?

part of the Brabazon program yet they are c|

petitive to American types and already are gii

us a fight in the world market.
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ut a guide. As for this little man
the earrings and the muskrat face, he

t be French and listen to reason.

Spaniards did not like Americans.
were under the impression that

^siana*, if it were given up, would be

nped to Spain.
i5slgg looked behind the man with the

Jngs. Under the hurricane shade of
(

|tern stood a young girl. She was not

y fhe Creoles with their chalky faces
* coal-black hair, but blue-eyed and
cheeked. And the ringlets were light

n. "Yes? You are looking for

one?" she asked brightly.

ist looking for my way out of this

m?"
"There s no way out at this time of

You better come in. Don't mind
lud on your boots and your clothes,

he more reason for you to come in

let warm."
It took another look at the man with
;arrings. Either dumb, or at least

e to speak English, the webfoot
ed his snuff-clinkered teeth in a grin,

slipped around Trigg and jumped
to the shell beach outside,

hat little fellow," Trigg said as the

^ok his fox-skin hat. "he seems to

g here, but you—I didn't know
were ladies in this swamp."
ame to see one of the family who
he swamp fever."

e of the family would be an English-

not an American, judging by her
~t. "Then there is someone else in

:Hbin besides your—your servant?"
''.''have no servants. I keep a millinery
f" in New Orleans. There is no one

See for yourself." She nodded to

'"fan-to, which was filled with muskrat
B l fishing gear, a trawl hanging over
fallen door. "No one around here
™j*t old Po-po. He is a Cajun and has
TOitics. An American is as welcome
^yone." She went to a window and

I out: "Po-po, come in here and
"to is some coffee!"

)
' e is, not the one who was sick?"

:"he one who was sick is well now and
i jone on his rounds to see other
infers. He is a fur buyer."
Bib Englishman he was pursuing was
*1 Id enough to be her father, Trigg
^•hbered. But he could be her brother.
ID

l*i E Cajun hobbled in and ducked into
tpi e kitchen, where he put on a pot and
p* d a brandy bottle. When he brought
m cups he put the final touch to the
Me coffee by squeezing the juice from
MWkn orange. He might squeeze some-
Nj else into it, Trigg thought, if he
u* what brought me this far down
daqjhe marsh. Aloud he said, "Thank
ildrery much, no coffee. I can't lose
me. Must get to New Orleans."
: night?" the girl laughed. "How

iStoou get anywhere?" Her laugh
pd her teeth and a dimpled chin.

sHyou could just set me right about
trection

—

"

liiMpu wouldn't believe the direction I

pisfou. New Orleans is west, but to get
you must first find the St. Francis

She pointed north toward what
Bayou Bienvenue. "It would take
time jf you started tonight. It

{1 take forever, because you would
get there. You must have supper
s, then Po-po will fix you a bunk."
o was already slicing garlic and
in the kitchen. "That little fellow

aide me," Trigg said. "I'll pay him."
ok some Spanish dollars from his

belt.

called to the kitchen, translating
ggestion into Cajun patois. Po-po
wer twisted the cork out of a bottle
is teeth as if killing a chicken. "He
oney enough, he says."

g caught the spicy smell of jam-
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Continued from page 32

balaya simmering. The salty sea cherries
he had eaten had merely sharpened his
hunger. "You are very hospitable, but I

simply cannot stay for dinner."
"Or for breakfast, 1 suppose you

think?" She was very cool about it, her
smile seeming to say, "You will go when
1 let you go." It started a panic in his
chest—the panic of being trapped. He
took some more dollars from his belt
and stacked them on a table like a gam-
bler sweetening the pot. "I'm taking that
pirogue I saw under your window"

"Then you can have your coffee when
you come back."
He swallowed an oath. There she went

again, taking it for granted he couldn't
get away. She was right, he discovered,
when he went out on the shell beach. The
canoe was not there.

He swore aloud this time, then wiped
the sweat from his forehead. He had felt

hot and loutish when that girl stared at

his tangled hair and hunting shirt and
mud-soaked pantaloons. Now she had
proved him a lout! He circled the cabin
toward the kitchen door, intending to

look fashionable even in a trapper's mud-
and-stick shanty.

Trigg said nothing about the vanished
pirogue. Instead: "Thai member of the
family you mentioned the sick one who
got well with your nursing—he was your
brother, I reckon."
The blood drained from her cheeks,

but her voice was steady, "What made
you think that?"

"If he buys furs from these trappers he
must know his way around at night.

Thought I'd wait for him."

SHE took a moment to answer, getting

a small box from the cupboard. "Then
you may as well make yourself comfort-
able. Try some of this perique tobacco
in your pipe."

Po-po, wearing a flower behind his ear,

brought in the jambalaya. The girl sat

down at the table, motioning Trigg to the
opposite chair. A pretty girl and jam-
balaya! He swallowed hard. But, con-
vinced that he would have to come to

close quarters with Po-po sooner or later,

he refused. It would not be right to ac-

£=^\ T&Pznk «»a® m W

"The passengers are growing ugly. Our club soda is all gone
and there's something wrong with the movie projector"

COLLIERS HANK KETCHAM

throttle that little muskrat; but under the

window he caught the smell of thyme and
bay leaves boiling. At that moment Po-po
was pouring in the shrimp which he had
already shelled and fried. Trigg's mouth
watered as he remembered the jambalaya
he always had when he flatboated down
to New Orleans.

He could tell her the truth. She knows
it all anyway because her brother—he

was sure that's who it was—must have
come here and warned her that he was on
his trail, told her to hold him.

He circled the mud shoals in a vain

search for the canoe. He could come
right out with it and say: "Look here!

We ran into a man dressed as a trapper.

When we called to him he answered in

good English that he had no time to talk

to us. We chased him and he killed one
of our men. We opened fire but he

escaped
—

"

No, there was no use telling her all

that. Even if she already knew it, it

would be a reminder that her brother

would be shot when caught.

"Yes, come in," she said when Trigg

knocked once again at the front door.

"Supper is ready."

She had changed her calico for a sack

chemise. Perhaps, like her countrymen,
she always changed for dinner; at any
rate being a milliner, she knew how to

cept their hospitality and then tomahawk
the cook.

"But you will have some of this

pomal?" she asked, filling two cups with
Burgundy.

"I can't drink on the eve of battle."

She smiled from the side of her mouth.
"I heard your general said he had never
heard of a Kentuckian without a gun and
a pack of cards and a bottle of whisky."

"So you found out I was a Ken-
tuckian?"
Her eyes dropped guiltily. "It's your

long hair and the color of it. I wonder
how you would look with it trimmed. I'm

a milliner, you see, and hair either on a

man or woman is very important."

He stuck to his own subject. "Will you
ask Po-po where he hid that pirogue?"

She turned to the webfoot and talked

in gumbo. Po-po stood biting the stem
of his flower thoughtfully.

"He said you must have seen a cypress
log. There was no pirogue on the beach."

Trigg almost believed this lie. The
canoe had looked like an alligator, he
remembered. But it occurred to him
that she might have interpreted the web-
foot's remarks to suit her own ends.

Trigg circled the dining table and fol-

lowed Po-po into the kitchen. Holding
out a handful of dollars, he said, "Pi-

rogue."

Po-po took one of the coins and bit it;

then, closing one eve. he put a (ingci to
his lips I he linger a mere bone eaten

by shrimp juice pointed to the shell

beach outside the window. It was signal

enough for Trigg to meet him out there.

"Did he accept your bribe?" the girl

asked as Trigg crossed the main room.
"Yes, for a pocketful of dried shrimps."
"You will never taste shrimps again if

Po-po takes you away in his pirogue."
"I'll sit behind him with this."

"You'll need that tomahawk for the
plat-eyes and witches and moccasins."
"Thanks for the warning." He took

another hard look at her. . .

.

When he went out on the beach he
found Po-po dragging the pirogue out of
the cane.

Trigg got in, holding his tomahawk in

readiness as he recalled that a pirogue can
roll over as easily as the log from which it

is hewn. Every stroke of the paddle al-

most capsized them; so did the tangle of
branches and roots that scraped them.
Po-po kept paddling steadily, first

along the winding bayou, then into a

maze of alligator trails in which he
seemed to smell his way, for there was no
other sense which could have guided him.
He worked skillfully and hard, and just

as skillfully he suddenly capsized the
pirogue and shot it through a mass of
rotting roots into clear water.

Trigg was left far behind, waist-deep in

the thick ooze, the mangroves reaching
for him like live things. He wriggled out
of the mire only to flounder through the
murderous swamp grass which sliced his

cheeks and hands and even his homespun.
He longed for something solid to stand
on or cling to but there was not even a

floating log. As for that hollowed-out
cypress log, the pirogue, he never saw it

or the Cajun again.

But he saw the girl. She had taken care
of that, hanging a lantern high up in the

door of the cabin to guide him back. I'll

go back to her or else just lie here and let

the carrion crows pick my bones in the
morning, he thought bitterly. She came
out and helped him the last few yards.

"The jambalaya is hot," the girl said

when he staggered in. Trigg wanted to

accuse her of ordering her man to drown
him, but as he opened his mouth he re-

membered she had given him fair warn-
ing after all. His open mouth must have
made him look like a landed fish, he
thought. The resemblance was probably
heightened by his face, puffing and on hie
from the grass cuts. The poison grass,

the chills brought on by his long trek in

the marsh and finally the ducking in the
swamp ooze made him shiver and burn as

if in a raging fever.

"An accident—pirogue turned over,"

he mumbled as he slumped to a chair.

"I'll fix your face and hands to stop the

poison," she said, turning to the kitchen.

HALF unconscious, his chin on his

chest, he was vaguely aware of her
fingers rubbing his face with lye and
bacon grease. It was her laugh which
brought him out of his stupor. "I wish I

could cut off this hair. Just two snips

would fix it
—

"

"Oh. no you don't!" He struggled up,

but ashamed at his sudden panic, he sank
back again almost in her arms.

"That's it. rest your head back."
"I'm not going to sleep! You won't get

my tomahawk or my hunting knife, if

that's what you're chuckling over!"

"I was only chuckling at your face.

You don't look like a Kentuckian any
more. You look like a webfoot. I'll get

you some dry clothes, then we'll eat."

He shook his head groggily. He was
too sick to eat supper.

"Then take this and you'll feel better.iui.il laftL hud anu yuu u iwi lh-iiw .

She held a cup to his lips and without
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thinking he let the potnal till his mouth.
He swallowed it and the pleasant burn
spread down his chest to his stomach then
up to his head. It was then that he noticed

her eyelids like velvety black moths flut-

tering. When she spread his hair back so

she could rub the ointment on his hue
head, he said, "That's one way to keep
me here, rubbing my forehead. You
should've thought of that the first time."

She pretended not to hear his

mumbling. "You Kentuckians wear your
hair so long—for strength, like Sam-
son?"

"You'll find out about Kentuckians,
you and your little man, if you try to hold
me prisoner." He thought he had shouted
at her. but like voices in a dream, no
sound came out. He knew he was a

prisoner, for there was no hope of escap-
ing the swamp without her help. He felt

he was her prisoner not just until morn-
ing but forever. He was sure of it as he
sat across the table, watching her fill his

plate with jambalaya.

HE SHOVED the plate away, too sick

for food, then reached for the cup
she had just refilled. A good swig of the

Spanish potnal worked on him until he
reached for a shrimp, nibbled it. The
taste of thyme and peppers made his

mouth water. He finished the shrimp,
then another. Hewassuddenlyraging hun-
gry and also dead sleepy both at once.

She could have drugged that Burgundy
—but where would she get the drug?
She's not like those women in New
Orleans who rob a flatboatman for his

money, he thought. She's doing this so

I won't kill her brother.

He lifted his head and tried to focus
his eyes on that dimple in her chin. This
seemed to drive her off, for she got up
and he noticed the tilt of her nose and
the young throat as white as the crepe
myrtle he had seen in New Orleans court-

yards. She got behind him but appeared
again on the other side, circling him for

no purpose he could imagine except to

spin a web.
He stood up and balanced himself.

"You could do it when I'm asleep," he
mumbled half to himself.

"Do what?"
"Cut my hair—and get my knife and

rifle gun in the bargain. Perhaps you've
got my bullets already." In a panic he
fumbled for the bullets in his pantaloon
pockets. "But I'm not going to sleep

—

not here."

He went to the door, jumped aside as

he saw a thin figure stalking in mud.
"Your brother

—
" He ran to the window,

lifting his rifle gun.

The girl burst out without thinking:

"It can't be my brother! He's not coming
back!"
"No, he's buying muskrat furs, you

said, or else taking information to the

invaders."

Trigg should not have taken the time
to jeer at her even though the man out
there had not reached the shell beach.

It was the girl who made the moment
count, for when Trigg snuggled the

cherry stock of his gun against his

shoulder and beaded on the silver sight, a

rope whipped down on his head—not one
rope but many as the girl yanked a trawl

over him from head to knees.

He swung around, flaying his arms

—

which merely entangled him further in

the net. It acted like swamp grass. He
was a fish for sure now, a crappie flopping

on the floor boards of a skiff. Although
he upset benches and tables, the girl stood

by calmly, doing nothing until he tried

to untangle himself with both hands.

Then she slid his rifle gun out from the

web and stepped to the door.

"It's not my brother." she repeated

without a change of voice. "But you
would be lucky if it were. My brother

would give you a chance—but not this

redbone." She turned to Trigg. "You
get into that lean-to." He struggled to

his knees, trying once more to free him-
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self from the bag net. "Get in then
you!" she shouted. "I hat redbo
guide foi the British hunting parti
he'll know wh.it \ou are with tha

hair of yours!"

Trigg was not so sure he didn't

the redbone to this Delilah. I he
no doubt about the girl's breed, w
a redbone was neither black noi
Indian noi Spanish but a mixture
Undecided for the moment.
dragged himself and the trawl in

lean-to and the girl closed the doo ;
'

"1 heard trouble in there'" a

shouted from the beach.

"I tripped, chasing a muskrat." t!

called back. "What do you want
Enrico?"

"I want a pirogue. A Dirty Shir
mine." The man's voice was sue

amplified as he stepped up to the

platform. "I smell jambalaya!"
Through a knothole Trigg cou Y

him now, skinny and bulletheade I '£

piebald—the redbone who had prel ' ,i;l '

not to understand English when ^
commandeered his canoe. Evider J jlJ

had waded and swum part of tht Jf*

for his smock dripped water and oc W
"Today your brother ran into feeni

pickets and they shot him and hit vH
the arm—oh. you seem to know. P^
he came here?" »"*

Trigg could not hear the girl's a ^
but he saw her nod. m up

"He had a dispatch for Pakenha W
he could not use his arm to paddlt W
gave me the dispatch. I'll tell you W
"No!" she interrupted quickly. 'W&

tell me anything!"
"This general, Don Andres Jack^ c'ot

|

is boxed in without hope. I can b

ki

pi's tUT

nut

Mj

that much of it."

Ethan Trigg cut one of the stra

the trawl, then another
"Why don't you sit down with |"A

the redbone asked. "You're the p
thing ever seen in this marsh. No
are you turning away?"

"I am going to boil some coffei

"What's wrong with this pomaB
"All right, have a glass, but e

much."
There was a gurgle of the bott

a belch. "Your brother lives higliPS
"I said, please not too much-PP1^

have already had some tafia rui

know anything

.: disp

girl

he

r

iiie
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I
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TRIGG'S mind was racing M
squirmed silently out of the kclii

What the redbone had said stiri

blood and made it pump and sint 1

head.

Just beyond his door he he;

man muttering in an injured tone' J

do you draw your hand away like

"Because you are as drunk a;

gull, that's why."
The man asked suddenly,

Po-po in the kitchen?"
"No. Must be the muskrat agaiJMgivi

go my hand, Enrico."
"Where did you get that rifle gi

"It belongs to a Dirty Shirt.

Carroll's men. or maybe Coffee's

chasing my brother."

"Let me see it."

"No." There was a scuffle.

Trigg took his tomahawk from I

Let her think I'm doing this for h

little hellcat! Let her think it's c

not common sense!

He inched the door open. "W
doing, redbone, tussling with

lady?"

The redbone gaped like a giggi

He lifted one hand to ward oil' th

hawk, his other fumbling for the
|

his belt. lire blazed from the ni

barrel as the tomahawk landed; a;

ball roared, lopping Trigg's ear.

The pain came later, delayed
pain from swamp grass. It can
the girl had fled and the redb>

with the tomahawk inch-deep in h

Trigg sank heavily to his knees,
j

by his arms, head hanging so 1
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! ther d drops splashed one by one on the

one's smock. He searched the smock
iii the cottonade breeches, hunting with

a ingers—his eyes were blurred with

ever and the wound had made him
'

IS ill

o the

»feo

m

laodk

ike a gull picking shrimps from a

» oise's back," the girl said.

igg wondered how she happened to

"ire i the room until he opened his eyes

blinked stupidly at lantern light. He
»l 11 1 have been unconscious for a long

id \ for he was sitting in a chair. When
a ied to get up he discovered his arms
knees were bound by the wisteria

it,'
il h they used in that country for boat

m«. Samson was helpless at last

—

id with seven green withes.

Mil i his eyes cleared he saw the girl's

white as a wax candle, then a darker

aver her shoulder. This was the Eng-
lan, his arm in a sling.

Caere's something wrong with my
t Trigg thought. It's not this bandage

aed with pomal that makes it feel so

and so empty! He looked down at

;i shoulder then the other where his

>f to |hair should have reached.

io(Jot him gutted and gilled for mar-
ure enough!" the brother said with-

llismiling. "But if he was picking

igh Enrico's clothes he might have
d something."

i searched his pockets. That's why I

him up—so I could search him."

,
le brother knelt down by the red-

's body. "The dispatch—it's gone!"

Jirned and with his good hand started

r,

• ng off Trigg's boots. "I'll find that

itch if I have to take off every stitch

Jacfc »ur clothes."

Mi is might have been the reason for

irl's turning to the door. Whether it

t stra ^ premonition of danger or modesty,
urned just in time to see what was

titling. "A hunting party! Horses!" She

d harder. "Americans!"
ie brother lifted his gun, pointing at

»'s chin. "You'll tell me where you

BK hat dispatch, or else get this
—

"

„]fie girl jumped in front of him.

1% Hal! He's my prisoner, not

s!" She chattered wildly, "He saved

rom that drunk redbone and you
t going to murder him! They'd find

ispatch on his body anyway—

"

-mjie brother swore, repeating what
aid under his breath. "Come on

—

tius window!" he snapped. "My
e's hidden outside."

he climbed over the sill the girl held
glancing to the door on the other
of the room. She could see the

'sons clearly now, as Trigg could see

wading their horses across the

u.

./ant to take me with you?" Trigg
jied. That might have been in her

, considering the certainty that he
the dispatch in his clothes. "You
to keep me prisoner for life, is that

ir
:an't give me up?"
ou'll be a prisoner when I see you

4

the
p

4

bod

e hea

h. 1

,!

'if

again in New Orleans," she taunted, dart-
ing to the window.
"When I see you there they'll still be

singing Yankee Doodle!"
"Then drop into my millinery shop

and I'll stick a feather in your cap!"
She climbed over the sill and by the

time the cavalry pickets rode up to
the cabin she was as safe as a muskrat
in the cane.

Trigg recognized the officer dismount-
ing at the door as one of Hind's Missis-
sippi Dragoons. He had six men with
him, one of them a swamp guide with a
fuzzy marsh-bred pony—the kind they
called half alligator, half horse.

"A dispatch," Trigg said before they
could ask him what had happened. One
of his boots was already off but he
pointed with his chin at the other. "In-
side my pantaloons—left boot."

THE officer found the dispatch and
read it while a picket and the guide

were casting off the knots in the wisteria.

"It's to their general, Lord Pakenham,
telling how simple will be the capture of
New Orleans. Where did you get this,

Trigg?" the officer asked excitedly.

"From the redbone on the floor—guide
for a British courier."

"It gives the exact strength of our
troops—Carroll's Tennesseans, Morgan
across the river"—he ran his eye down
the list

—
"Daquin's Negroes, the Choc-

taws, Lafitte's pirates, Coffee
—

" he
grinned at the next item: "Total arms in

New Orleans, twenty-five hundred mus-
kets, seventy-five pistols! That's good
news for Pakenham if he ever gets there!"

He folded the paper and tucked it in

his blouse. "Get to your horses, men!
And you"—he turned to the swamp guide
—-"take us straight to Chalmette!"

Trigg stretched the crick out of his

legs as he stood up. The officer took his

arm to steady him. "Tell us what hap-
pened while we're riding." He called to

one of his men to help Trigg to a saddle.

"What the devil happened to your hair?"

"It clotted my wound." Trigg thought

up an excuse which might actually have
been the truth. "The girl who doctored

me wanted it cut even, being a milliner."

"And the wisteria ropes—who did

that?"

Trigg blushed and lied, "She had a

brother." Then suddenly he recalled

a line of Shakespeare his mother had read

to him as a boy ... a golden mesh to

entrap the hearts of men. But he swore to

himself: When I'm with Old Hickory on
the fire step I'll forget her.

But he contradicted this the next mo-
ment when the dragoon with whom he
was riding laughed, "After the battle at

Chalmette we'll make a spree in New
Orleans,—a bamboche, as these folks call

it I know a girl—a Creole
—

"

"I can't make bamboche," Trigg said,

a captive forever, "until I go see a mil-

liner and get a feather for my hat."

The End
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"The years have treated you kindly, Alice"

Inside story of Boxcar 82763

Solving the problem

of the

Broken Battery Cases

Prominent battery manufacturer
plagued with broken shipments en-
lists the aid of Erie loading specialists.

He made sure boxcar floors were
smooth and even, suggested contain-
ers be trimmed, changed methods of
stacking the battery cases, recom-
mended different blocking, bracing,
and filling of empty spaces.

Personally inspecting the unloading
of several cars, the Erie representative
found his careful study of the problem
and his recommendations had paid-
off to the shipper's satisfaction.

The Erie assigned one of their load-
ing experts to solve the problem.
After close, personal observation and
examination of several shipments, he
planned a new method of loading.

To check the effectiveness of this new
loading method, a special impact
recorder was installed that automati-
cally registers and charts any handling
that would affect the shipment.

These and other specialized skills and
services are winning more satisfied

shippers, and making more friends
who say "Ship it Erie".

• • • • • Erie Railroad
SERVING THE HEART OF INDUSTRIAL AMERICA

CINCINNATI
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Complete quality control from fabric to finished

garment guarantee you outstanding value

when you Rely on Reliance. So ask

for Reliance sportswear by name—at

leading stores everywhere.

THE WEEK'S MAIL
Continued from page 4

convalescent home. X-ray machines, and
every modern appliance. Then we had
something to offer a doctor. Doctor is a
graduate of Vienna—and very satisfactory.

Eric P. Kelly, Chebeague Island, Me.

... I would like to add another reason for

the shortage here in South Dakota. We
have only one medical school in the state

—a two-year one. That means every stu-

dent must finish his training outside the

state—if the out-of-state ones aren't too

crowded. Once settled in another state

many will not return.

Mrs. Fred B. Foreman, Watertown, S. D.

COULD I HELP YOU, SIR, PLEASE?

Dear Editor: Yes, it's a relief to be able

to buy a spring chicken without having to

pay for all the eggs the hen would have laid

if she'd lived to a ripe old age. Lester Velie

is entirely correct when he tells us The Cus-
tomer Is Right Again (May 31st).

Why, to give you some' idea of how
things have changed, the other day I saw
a sign that said, "All nickel candy bars,

five cents!"

Parker Fennelly, Peekskill, N. Y.

Yes, but what this country now needs is a

good five-cent nickel.

WOMAN DOCTOR

Dear Editor: When I saw the name of

Ralph S. Banay, M.D., I knew I was in for

a treat. I sat down, although my head was
in a rag (I was cleaning house at the time)

and read The Husband Really Pays. I find

him keen and refreshing. Modern fiction

makes a silly ninny of most of its heroines.

Collier's of May 24th is good copy all

through. Your fiction, although up to the

minute, does never deem it necessary to

go "nausty." Many of our national family

magazines are getting smeary. Please keep
Collier's clean.

Kate O'Leary, Janesville, Wis.

... If no children have entered the pic-

ture then Dr. Banay's fairly accurate, ex-

cept that men being the "boss" sex pick

young flowers rather than faded ones

—

Do I make myself clear?

Mrs. M. Hiram Kagan

. . . Millions of veterans will breathe a

sigh of silent gratitude to Dr. Banay for

not blaming the war for broken homes, as

most crackpots do.

An open-minded study of Dr. Banay's

work might be beneficial to the host of

judges and courts who condemn men to

perpetual financial support, regardless of

grounds. For a nation as civilized as ours,

it is a shame, injustice, and disgrace to

tolerate the archaic divorce laws and prac-

tices that they have condemned men to for

decades. . . .

George H. Mulder, Bellflower, Cal.

. . . We have a life insurance against

death, why can't we have one against di-

vorce? If we had divorce insurance, all

cheating and lies would be outlawed.

(Mrs.) Jewel Scarey, New York City

. . . The demand of public sympathy, the

assumed attitude of defenselessness, the

exaggeration of supposed physical weak-
nesses, the airing of marital grievances to

the local sewing circle have made purely

feminine attributes an undesirable quan-

tity. Excuses have been made that woman
is a creature of emotions, but no emotion
ever conceived blackmail, which is wom-
an's most potent weapon. The subtle, drip-

ping-tap method of persuasion is the result

of cold-blooded logic and is conceived in

ice-encapsuled brain cells.

Don't stop now, Dr. Banay. you have a

crowd of disciples only waiting for their

ideas to be crystallized for them.

Lee White, London, Ontario

TIMBER! 1948

Gentlemen: I don't know if there

enough adjectives of PRAISE to exp
the merit of your presentation of the

of President Truman (A President Cn
Up, May 24th). He should be re-cle

"hands down," and you awarded
Pulitzer prize for the year—HERE
Now.

I know it does not mean anything
cial, but the writer has been a loyal re

of Collier's for over fifty years. A
it is a consolation that there are a

minds that can rise above petty parti

ship. R. C. Hi < ii

PLEASE EXPLAIN

Dear Sirs: None of us could get the

closed cartoon (May 17th). Are we
plain stupid or have we no sense of
mor? Would like explanation

Carlos A. Smith, Bellaire, ( ">

t

M

i

"Now, let's see—today
is Friday, isn't it?"

Mr. Price asks any other befogged remihL

"How would you like to be caught

your pants down over a week end?"

CHANGE PARTNERS

Dear Editor: Your editorial, Is This .«

Necessary? (May 17th). indicated that (Jj

do not know that we have a divorce la «.

,

Mexico inaugurated by President Car
called 'The Mutual Divorce Law.' t^
couple who wish to separate go befort [^
judge and say so. It is not necessary ui
one to incriminate the other. They fil<

'^

pers, and the judge tells them to retui
'

t,..,

one month. At the end of a month
j

pi
return; the judge asks if they have ^
changed their minds. If they answer nil wi
tells them to return in a month. The [Jj
ond month the thing is repeated. If ' *lm

return the third time and still insist oi

divorce, it is granted. As they married

mutual consent they may be divorce<

same way. R. M. Goodi
Ensenada, Baja California, Mi

SHIRTS
SHORTS • PAJAMAS

... I call your attention to the fact

the state of Texas provides for a (30-

"cooling off" period in its divorce

Your editorial implies that the n|

adoption of similar provision by the

of Tennessee is an innovation.

Frank Y. Hill, Laredo,

IN THE DISCARD

Dear Sirs: I enjoyed Architects in F
ers (May 10th). But why does He
Harrison have to drag in the old pr

live coloration theory?

It used to be argued that because e

thing turns white in the arctic wintei

was protective camouflage. The tl

went overboard when it was found

birds and animals were merely subje

the law of physics which permits the

retain their own body heat when thi

no warmth from the outside.

The French naturalist, Jean Henri F
threw the protective coloration theor

the window, with the remark that t

one thing says yes, a thousand thing

no. A. A. Patrick, Weatherford,
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they're putting

\e bite on me!
Fleas are like poor relatives after a rich

icle—they're out for all they can get.

Mother told me there'd be days like

is—times when the best thing to do is

rt.(|lihe me with Sergeant's SKIP-FLEA
>ap, followed by regular dustings with

LIP-FLEA Powder. The powder con-

ins proved anti-flea ingredients, and it

^ngs fast relief . . . it's tested for safety,

j. For economy, try the new 50c size.

IScrgeant's 73 years of clinical research

^d laboratory testing have developed 19

g care products, each of which helps

you to give your dog the

care he deserves.

• You can pick up a number ot
valuable hints on dog training

and dog health in Sergeant's
new Dog Book. It's FREE for the
asking at drug and pet stores,

or by writing to Sergeant's.

Richmond 20, Va.

SerqeanVs
<9G CARE PRODUCTS

dw She Shops
ash and Carry
Without Painful Backache

"
, ly sufferers relieve nagging backache quick-

M ce they discover that the real cause of their

,,'jU^
may be tired kidneys. The kidneys are

e's chief way of taking the excess acids and
>ut of the blood.

jjjfn disorder of kidney function permits poison-
itter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-

:MIack ache,rheumatic pains, leg pains.loss of pep
;

,
d
aergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.M 't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

• jliulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
er 50 years. Doan's give happy relief and will
he 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-K

If'Mte from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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You Can Get
uick Relief lor

Tired Eyes
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TOOAY

Put two drops of Murine in

each eye. Then feel your
eyes relax. Feel that

refreshing, sooth-

ing sensation
that comes

in sec-

onds.

^6 is a sci- ^^
c blend of

important ingre-

... so safe . . .

... so soothing
It relieves the discomfort

use

it

iIlM

>ubje

:> lines that are tired from over-

-n tb)

[(Oil

exposure to sun. wind.
. Try Murine today.

dust or

IURINE
1 R YOUR EYES

THE GRAND MARCH OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Continued from page 19

discovered that weakness it would mean
the end of the only career for which he
had been trained. It would mean goodby
to the Army in which he had served with
honor, even with distinction. His own
future would tumble silently around him,
and he would be lost indeed.
The sound of radio music came insist-

ently to his ears through that door in

front of him. and somehow its measured
beat brought him back to present reality.

He lifted his hand and knocked on the
panel he could not see.

The music stopped. Someone came
with quick steps to the door and opened
it. David Hammond, a tall man, found
himself looking down at a young woman
whose upturned brown face startled him
with its unmistakable familiarity. He
was astonished not so much by this rec-

ognition as by the fact that he remem-
bered so clearly the original—the face
of the boy he had last seen alive many
months ago, and of which the young
woman's face was a true but softer copy.
Over her shoulder he saw three vague
figures sitting motionless in a dimly
lighted room.
"Are you—?" he began, then changed

his question. "Is this the Taylors' apart-
ment?"
"I'm Lucy Taylor," the girl said. Her

eyes moved in swift appraisal of this

stranger, this white man who wore the

cloth, if not the manner, of authority.

For the first time in years, David was
conscious of his uniform.
"My name's Hammond. Captain

Hammond. I've come—

"

"Lucy," a woman's voice broke in

calmly, "if he's from the station house,
I already bought my ticket to the police

benefit."

"Mama, this gentleman's an Army offi-

cer."

The pause that followed was curiously
disturbing. David had again that sense of
helplessness, as though the whole scene,

and his purpose within it, were dissolv-

ing into illusion. The figures in the room
were shadows, the girl scarcely more sub-

stantial except for the imprint of her face

recalling that other face in his mind. He
said, "You must be Buddy Taylor's sis-

ter"—and felt like a man who had
smashed his way out of a dream.
"Buddy?" the girl said. "Why, yes.

I
—

" Then he heard her catch her breath.

"Buddy?"
"I knew him," David said. "He was

in charge of a platoon of engineers at-

tached to our headquarters near Pilsen. in

Czechoslovakia. That was in May, '45."

LUCY TAYLOR spoke in a low tone

a that had the resonance of an organ
note. "Come in. please."

He stepped into the room. It was
lighted by a single lamp with a pleated,

brown paper shade that stood on a card

table near an overstuffed sofa whose
springs dragged on the floor. On the

sofa sat two women; a dark-skinned girl,

with a baby asleep in her arms, and a big-

bosomed, gray-haired matriarch in a

black dress, with a proud black face that

seemed to Captain Hammond wonderful
in the lamplight. The only other person

in the room was an old man wearing a

stocking cap and a shabby, brown dress-

ing gown tied with a string around his

waist, like a monk's robe. He sat erect

in a straight-backed chair at the window
and stared out into the mild autumn
night.

David had heard the door click shut

behind him and now Lucy was standing

at his side.

"Mama, this is Captain
—

" She glanced
up at him quickly. "I'm sorry I didn't

catch your name."

He repeated it for her.

"Captain Hammond," the girl said to

her mother.
The gray-haired woman inclined her

head but did not speak. David waited till

the proud, challenging eyes again met his.

"Mrs. Taylor, I hope you won't think
this is an intrusion. I've been looking
forward for a long time to meeting you
and your family. I got your address from
the Army chaplain who wrote you about
your son."

The eyes flickered momentarily. "I
heard you say you knew Buddy." Then
the matriarch resumed her impenetrable
mask. "Lucy," she said, "introduce the
captain to your sister and grandpa."

Lucy's sister was the girl with the baby.
Her name was Mrs. Williams. The grand-
father was the old man by the window.
When Lucy introduced him he got up
and bowed gravely to the visitor in uni-

form.
"Lost my son in the first World War

and my gran'son in this one," Grandpa
Taylor said, in a thin, sweet, wandering
voice. "I was at El Caney in Cuba in '98,

but I don't study 'bout war no more." He
sat down again, and turned his wrinkled,
leathery face to the night. "I got no com-
fort but my Jesus now," he said.

"Lucy," Mrs. Taylor said, "get a chair
for the captain."

THERE was only one other chair in

the room. Lucy pulled it into the
circle of lamplight, then sat down on the

sofa between her mother and sister.

Facing them, David was conscious of a
blurred symphony of noises coming up
from the street and through the floor. But
here was a stillness that would defeat him
unless he overcame it. He said to Mrs.
Taylor, "I've come to ask a favor—or
rather to try to find something that may
not even exist. It has to do with your
son, and I

—

"

"My son is dead, isn't he?" the mother
said.

"Yes."
"Killed after the war was over and

done."
"Yes."
"Over and done," she said, with a final-

ity beyond lament, beyond even bitter-

ness. "I don't ask why. I got over asking
why Buddy had to do that terrible work,
whatever they call it

—

"

"Demolition."
"Whatever big name they call it, he

was doing what the gov'ment told him.
Gov'ment took him the way it took his

father in '17. Carried him across the

ocean, and Buddy hated it and was proud
of it, too. Got blown up by a German
bomb"—(It was a mine, David thought
mechanically)

—
"a week after peace had

come, and they buried him in foreign

ground. What more does the gov'ment
want of him? Why does it come bother-

ing bout him now?"
David was puzzled. "The govern-

ment?" he said. Then he understood.

"I'm not representing the government."
"You said you wanted to find out

something."
"I said find, not find out."

"Well, that sound like gov'ment."
It would have been funny if it had not

been so completely and profoundly the

reverse. He said, "I'm here for a purely
personal reason."

"You wearing the uniform, so I

thought—"
"I'm an officer in the Regular Army.

I've just got back from four years'

service overseas, including a seventeen
months' tour of occupation duty. At
present I'm stationed on Governors Is-

land." He gave her these facts deliber-

ately, and with still more deliberation

»>'
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J. The lust thing t did before I left

J:n was to visit your son's grave. 1

to pay my respects to a man
Lt only once, but will never t'oi

he three women simply stared at him
My Lucy's uide brown eyes seerried

111 responsive - and David went on

jng against the stillness. "He was
led in the Corps cemetery just out-

Ithe city in a green and quiet place.

least it was green when I was there.

] grave was well cared for and
—

"

fes," Mrs. Taylor said without evi-

emotion, "the chaplain sent us a

are of it. Shows Buddy's name plain

the cross." Her look was remote.

Twas baptized 'Buddy.' I was afraid

I wouldn't put that on the cross."

fhey did."

IE mother nodded. She said, "We
kever called him anything else from

py he was born."
randpa Taylor's reedy voice came
bringly across the room, "The Lord
I, and the Lord taken away. Blessed

Tie name of the Lord."

frs. Williams' baby stirred and whim-
with a tiny animal noise. She pat-

till it slept quietly again. Lucy said

lavid, "Just what is it that you came
]to find. Captain Hammond?"

looked at her with sudden relief,

brother was a musician," he said,

/hy, yes, he played piano."

|Ie was also a composer, wasn't he?"
/hy," Lucy said, "he was always

Jng up tunes and playing them. But

l't know that you'd call him a corn-

would," David said. "But maybe
(letter tell you my whole story. It

with a party we gave for the Rus-
at our regimental headquarters in

Ihoslovakia. I know the chaplain

It write you about that because he
l't there. It was May 13, 1945."

Icy glanced at her mother, then at

Id. "The day before Buddy was

J," she said.

|he night before, yes." He tried to

as factually as possible. "We had
|ired Pilsen on the sixth, the war
on the seventh and on the tenth a

i of Russian officers, the staff of one
|eir units opposite us, asked some of

a celebration on their side of the

iveryone was busy celebrating right

the victory, and three days later

lei Grace, my commanding officer,

iied the compliment. He invited the

ians to dinner at our headquarters."
le faces of his listeners showed only

V and puzzled curiosity. He hurried
|The line between the two zones of

jation ran about ten kilometers east

|lsen and we were living in a country
lot far from the line. The villa had

|
used during the war by a German
vaffe officer who had got out with-
|oing any damage. It had belonged
rally to a Czech official of the big

works in Pilsen and was hand-

ily furnished. There was a grand
in the drawing room."
paused, aware that he had struck a

between the women's memories
lis own. He said to Lucy, "I first

lour brother sitting at that piano. He
It playing anything. He just sat there

Ihis hands resting on the keyboard
(lis head turned as if he were listen-

something inside the instrument."
|know!" the girl said. "I can just

She did not finish the sentence.
Pe'd come in from the dining room
[the longest and most tiresome din-
[ve ever sat through." He was tell-

as he would have told it at the
^rs' Club on the Post; any attempt
ibellish or dramatize it for their

jit would have been an inexcusable
pscension. "We couldn't get to first

with the Russians. They'd been

I

hosts at their own party, but now
icted as if they were afraid or sus-

js of any friendliness. We'd had a

toasts—there was plenty to drink,

ler's for July 5, 1947

including vodka in honor of our guests

—

hut nobody seemed to loosen up, and the
whole thing dragged like a bad movie.
They were combat men, just as we

aj&»r^—some of them wore the Stalingrad
.ayedal—and we admired them and made
half a dozen speeches saying so. They
made, speeches, too. but I got the impres-
sion that they thought our contribution
to the victor) was mostly technical and
mechanical. On the human side, we and
our Soviet friends were a long was apart.
"A couple of them spoke a little Eng-

lish, but they were cautious about using
it in front of their fellow officers, so
almost every word had to be translated
by interpreters. It struck me as a kind of
stupid practical joke that we should all

be eating the same food and drinking the
same drinks, that we had all fought the
same war for the same reasons, yet

couldn't speak the same language."
The old man at the window, in spite of

his assumed indifference, must have

music in him!" There was a kind of

anger in her eyes. "Why, when he was
just a little skinny boy. I'd miss him and
go looking for him and find him in the

corner saloon, in the hack room where
they had the piano." She shook her head
in still-smoldering resentment. "Be sit-

ting up there on the stool screwed as high

as he could get it, fooling with his

chords."
"The chords come natural to him."

Mrs. Williams said.

"Natural or unnatural," Mrs. Taylor
said, sighing, "Buddy grew up with his

head full of tunes and his lingers fixed to

play them. Taught himself by working
in bars or dance halls or any place they

would let him practice. Every new piece

he heard he was possessed to learn it.

But it was his own tunes that really dev-

iled him."
David leaned forward. "Did he ever

write them down?"
The blank look came back to the ma-
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"The visitor in the office said, 'Every-

where I go in the United Stales the peo-

ple look as though they had lost the war.'

He was an English newspaperman from

heard every word, for now he said in his

piping quaver, "lt all go back to the time

of Babel. The Lord mix up the language

then, and it stay mix up till yet."

The women paid no attention to this

interruption, and David said to Mrs.

Taylor, "As it turned out, your son had

the only language that was worth any-

thing. His music saved the evening. It

did something more. It spoke for us

Americans as we never could have

spoken for ourselves."

FOR the first time Mrs. Williams, the

young woman with the baby, broke

her curious, dreamlike silence. "How
come Buddy was there?"

David said, "He'd appeared at a vic-

tory concert in the Pilsen Municipal The-

ater a couple of nights before. His

playing had stopped the show. Colonel

Grace heard of it—news like that travels

fast in the Army, especially a halted

Army—and he asked Sergeant Taylor to

come to the villa. I happen to know the

invitation was a request, not an order."

Lucy said. "Buddy would play for any-

body, any time, anywhere he could get

his hands on a piano."

"Yes," Mrs. Taylor said, and sud-

denly her great bosom heaved. "Oh, yes,

Lord! He was born with a misery of

Bombay . . . What have we lost? Noth-

ing, if we catch the spirit defined by
Dana Burnet in The Grand March of the

United Slates of America . . . Here is a

parable for the times."—William E. Hall,

Toledo Blade.

"... A message of reassurance and com-
fort to the people of a troubled nation."

—

Sam Raddon, Jr., Oregon Journal, Port-

land, Oregon.

"Dana Burnet's story is strongly appeal-
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Mr. Burnet and Collier's."—Frank Daniel,

Atlanta Journal.
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of the value and nobility of the contribu-
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"... A deeply moving story ... It ex-

presses without bombast or bathos the
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triarch's face. He turned to Lucy. "Did
your brother ever write down the tunes
he played? I mean his original composi-
tions?"

"No. At least I don't think so." Then,
aware of his eagerness, she said, "Why do
you ask, Captain Hammond?"

"Because 1 heard him play something,
on the night we entertained the Russians,

that I'd hate to think was lost. I'd hate
to think it was one more fine thing

lost—"
His voice was too loud. He controlled

it and went on quietly: "The party was al-

most over—I remember the windows of

the room were getting gray—when
Buddy stood up to make an announce-
ment.
"He said to Colonel Grace. 'Sir. now

I'd like to play something special for this

occasion. It's a piece I've been carrying

around in my head for a long time. I

call it The Grand March of the United
States of America."

"

// was strange how the rhythm of the

words brought back to David Hammond
the exact look and mood of that scene in

the villa. He remembered the gray-green
landscape taking shape beyond the win-
dows and the lights in the room turning
pale. He could see the Soviet officers in

t.'ieir dress uniforms, their blouses cov-

ered with medals and their shoulder
hoards giving them a stiff, square look.
He could sec their faces as Sergeant
Taylor's lorn: title was translated to them.

Their expressions showed that they ex-

pected an outburst of musical boasting.

Then Buddy began to play. . . .

Captain Hammond said to Mrs. Tay-
lor. "I'm a professional soldier. I know
little about music, except that I'm fond
Of it. So I'm not competent to judge
whethei youi son's concerto, if that's the
right name for it. was as great as it

seemed to me. All I can tell you is that

when he'd finished he must have played
for an hour—our colonel got up and
went to him and shook hands with him.
The rest of us followed, and so did the
Russians. They kept shouting 'Bravo!
Bravo!' and I saw one of them unpin a

medal from his blouse and shove it into

Buddy's hands. They had heard some-
thing that really moved them, something
they understood and respected."

He stopped, conscious of values be-

yond his power to project. He had told

it as well as he could in terms of fact;

but there was no way he could convey to

them either the quality of Buddy's music,
or the kind of truth it had let loose in

the room, a truth deeper and stronger
than words, that had broken the tension

between the two groups as a thunder-
storm clears the air on a stifling summer
day.

ONLY the music itself could bear wit-

ness to that truth, and now David
Hammond turned again to the girl whose
face in the lamplight was a link between
the living and the dead. «

He said bluntly, "I came here hoping
to find the manuscript of your brother's

composition."
"Manuscript?"
"A score, if that's what it's called. Or

at least some notes—?" His bluntness
had become a kind of pleading.

"I see," Lucy said. And then, "Do
you have any reason to believe there

ever was such a manuscript?"
"Only that Buddy said he'd been

thinking about his Grand March for a

long time. Then, too, it seems incredible

that he could have improvised such a

complicated thing. He played it as

though he knew it by heart."

Lucy said gently, "He probably did,

but I don't think he ever put anything on
paper. I don't think he could." She
looked sidelong at her mother. "Mama,
was there anything like a music manu-
script in the package the chaplain sent

us?"
"No," Mrs. Taylor said. "It was just

my letters to Buddy and his watch and
a medal and some little things."

"What about the box he tied up before

he left? That cardboard box on the

shelf in his closet?"

"I don't know," Mrs. Taylor said. "I

never opened it or bothered it, except to

dust it. I don't know what's in it."

Lucy looked at David Hammond.
Then she got up and walked quickly out

of the room.
From his chair by the window

Grandpa Taylor spoke his ancient mind.
"The Book say, when the dead is at rest,

let his remembrance rest."

It was a ghostly warning, empty as an
echo; yet David was grateful when the

old man's protest was overborne by the

fretting of Mrs. Williams' baby. "You
better put that child to bed," Mrs. Taylor
told her daughter.

"In a minute." Mrs. Williams said.

Lucy came back into the room. She
was carrying a shoe box tied with a white
string. She sat down on the sofa and held

out the box to her mother, but Mrs.

Taylor folded her hands in her lap.

"You thought of it. You open it,

Lucy."
The girl tried to loosen the knot, then

broke the string and removed the lid

from the box.
David drew his chair closer, and Mrs.
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Williams, mechanically patting her baby,
craned her neck to see.

"I don't know why you had to break
the string," Mrs. Taylor said.

No one answered. David watched Lu-
cy's slow brown hand as it lifted and
then replaced, one by one, the objects in

the box.

There was a spinning-top, painted yel-

low with a red stripe and cracked down
one side; a soiled cheesecloth marble
bag; a wad of tin foil; a Christmas tree

ornament in the shape of a swan; a sling-

shot; a small metal airplane; a jackknifc
with a broken horn handle; a greenish
copper penny; a homemade baseball

—

the kind boys make by winding tar-tape

around a hard rubber core; a mouth or-

gan; and a small American flag furled on
its slender stick. That was all.

Except for the mouth organ, there was
no hint of Buddy Taylor's musical life,

which apparently he had lived without
record or visible symbol. . .

.

"I'm sorry, Captain Hammond," Lucy
said.

FOR an instant David was tempted to

resist defeat, to continue his ques-
tions, his search for the manuscript he
had pictured, so conveniently, in his

mind. But now he knew, by the very
tone of the girl's voice, that he had been
cherishing an illusion on which she had
pronounced a final judgment.
He stood up, not trying to hide his dis-

appointment. "I'm sorry, too," he said.

Mrs. Williams gathered up her baby
and rose from the sofa. With that ges-

ture she seemed to recapture her air of
detachment, to withdraw into a world
that included only herself and her child.

"Well, time to say good night," she mur-
mured, and walked with easy languid
grace from the room.

Mrs. Taylor got up and stood facing
David.

"It was kind of you," she said, "to
come and tell us about Buddy."

"No," he said, "it wasn't kindness. It

was just—it was something that seemed
important to me." But he could not tell

her why. You could never explain the

really important things, and yet he felt

he must say something more. "You see,

I'd counted a good deal on hearing your
son's music again."

"I would rather hear his voice again,"

the mother said, "but I got to wait till

the Judgment Day."
She said it calmly, without grieving or

complaint; but the dark face, the dark
stately figure seemed to Captain Ham-
mond the personification of bereave-
ment. He thought of the thousands of
her sisters he'd seen in other lands, the

shadowy ones to whom suffering had
brought the final equality.

He thought of the great democracy of

sorrow that made no distinction of kind
or color in the faces it set its seal upon;
and in himself he felt the fear that had
nothing to do with cowardice, but was
rather despair of a world unable to make
the one distinction that counted—the

simple, vital difference between man and
man-beast. . . .

He felt the fear in his belly, and pity

like a hand at his throat; and he turned
away, and saw the old grandfather in his

monklike robe getting up from his chair

by the window.
"Ain't so long to wait till the Judg-

ment," Grandpa Taylor said. He began
a slow, stooping advance toward the

sofa. "Anybody study Scripture know
the first sign already been fulfilled. Like
it say in the Book, hail and fire mix with
blood going to be cast down upon the

earth—and it sure been cast down!" He
came into the lamplight, stopped and
lifted his arms. They were like charred
branches thrusting from the sleeves of his

dressing gown. "Then the sun going to

turn black, and the stars fall, and all us
poor sinners going to hide from the wrath
of the Lamb. For the great day of His
wrath is come—" The frail voice gasped

COLLICR'S But I really should have given you a ticket" VIRGIL FARll

and broke, the scarecrow body drooped
in sudden impotence, bent double by a

twitch of pain.

"There now you see!" Mrs. Taylor
said. She went to the old man quickly
and put her arm around him.

"Crick in my back. Lord, Lord— !"

His hand fumbled for the place.

"Yes, all right, Papa Taylor, you come
with me. I'll rub it with the liniment."

One moment he was the inspired

prophet, uttering solemn portents of
doom; the next, he was a shriveled child

being helped by a woman to the humilia-

tion of his bed.

"Can I help?" David asked.

"No, but you will have to excuse us,

Captain, please."

The old man was making the most of

his infirmity. As she led him away he
kept groaning and calling on the Lord
and saying that the liniment was no good.
Then the door closed on them, and David
was alone in the room with Lucy Taylor.

He had a queer notion that she had
not seen or heard anything that had
happened since she last spoke to him.
She sat in a kind of trance, staring down
at the shoe box on her lap.

"I'm afraid I've upset you all," he said.

"No. . . . No, I'm glad you came. It

makes me feel better about my brother."

She didn't raise her head. "I miss him. . . .

We were twins. I guess twins are specially

close
—

" Her speech blurred, became
clear again. "Now I can think of him
always in that room, sitting at the piano
the way you told it, the way I used to

see him—

"

"Well—" David said.

HE HAD put his cap on the table un-
der the lamp and now he moved to

get the cap. But the girl spoke again, and
he heard in her voice the deep, resonant

organ note.

"You said it was important to you,

Captain."
"My coming here? Yes." He turned

back abruptly, almost blundering into

the chair opposite the sofa. "I've been
telling myself it was my duty to make
this call—-to try to salvage a work of

genius. But that was just an excuse."

"An excuse?"
"The truth is I was looking for some-

thing I seem to have lost. Something I

had once—a feeling—a conviction
—

"

His hands went out and gripped the back
of the chair. He was like a blind man
reaching for some tangible support.

"Anyway, I think I should tell you that

my reason for coming here was a selfish

one."
She looked up at him then; and he

wondered confusedly why the faces of

saints were always painted white or ivory

m

1(0

or rose. He had never seen anyi
saintlier or more compassionate
this autumnal face lifted toward h
the lamplight.

Lucy said, "Selfish people don'l

about their selfishness, Captain 1 ian

mond. You seem more like some ty

seeking." m
"Seeking?" tail

"It's a word Grandpa Taylor ise

sometimes. It means somebody se

salvation. Seeking faith."

David said slowly, "I guess that bne

word for me." t.

She said, "When you were ta Got

about Buddy, I thought there was ;. j
thing bothering you more than just he c

ing the music—

"

Bcptib

Luc

It Sir,

Kihi

i

You're right."

He sat down again in the chair 1

her. "Going back to the night o
victory party," he said; then pause< t\

sorbed in recollection, till the girl k

"Yes?"
He went on: "I've told you I th

Buddy's Grand March was great t|ndtl),

The reason I thought so was that ii

me a feeling I'd had only once in n
before. That was when I was en $

the Channel on D-Day, when I sto

the deck of an American transpot
saw with my own eyes the powe
greatness, of our America in action i

"The piece your brother played
had that same greatness. Except t

seemed to get at the thing behir

ships and the planes and the gur
thing inside the men, behind them,
back to the factories and the horn
farms and the streets they'd come
The thing going back—the spirit,

pose you'd call it—reaching all th

back to the Hudson River rebel li

Concord Bridge and Lexington . .

He had thought he could never
or explain it to anyone, but it d
seem impossible there in the room
lonely night with Buddy Taylor's

"I don't mean that what we heai

patriotic bragging or even a n
march, though it was full of the

of marching
—

"

"Oh!" the girl said softly.

"But it seemed closer to the mi
your own great spirituals . . . and
how your brother was using that

as a language to tell the truth

America.
"Because it was the truth, ther

discords that hurt your ears to lis

But even in the discords you cou'

the note of power, the people r

forward and the greatness find '

self . . .

"I think that's what impress
Russians; that, and the fact tin

heard in Buddy's masterpiece a
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try faith much older and deeper-

id than their own.
hey'd been taught that Americans
reactionaries, modern barbarians

were out to conquer the world with

:y and machines. Yet here was an

rican enlisted man, a member of

they call a minority group, telling

something different. When he'd

ed, and we were all crowding

d him, 1 heard their ranking officer

lo him in English. 'But this is revolu-

[ry music!' And Buddy said, 'Yes,

Every good American is a rebel at

Our people got the habit way
in '76, and they've never gotten over

Then he looked straight at the Rus-

and said, 'It takes a free man to be a

revolutionist, sir.'

"

ptain Hammond leaned back, put

lands to his face and drew them

i slowly across his eyes. "I remem-
vhat your brother said, I remember
mpression his music made on me,

he feeling I had about it is gone,

was strong and clear to me then,

ything was as clear as the sun com-
at the windows. Our victory was

there was truth and understanding

en us and our allies, peace was
ble

«»lut my faith in these things didn't

It got lost somewhere between that

and now. So I thought, if I could

Sergeant Taylor's music again
—

"

oii

' S hands were still. They covered his

w :yes, and he sat very still, because he

earing it. There was a sound in the

that he did not identify at once be-

it seemed an echo suddenly re-

i from his own memory. Then he

ed that Lucy was singing, humming,
heme of her brother's American
irto.

y God, how did you know?"
did not answer him directly, but

is he dropped his hands to stare at

ie low, vibrant voice drifted almost

jceptibly into speech. "I remember
ail Lucy said. "It was the summer we
ht l ten years old. Fourth of July . . .

m hey gave us the little flags and we
ai led up Lenox Avenue to some hall

5th Street." Her lips smiled faintly.

I ti is so hot the asphalt was soft in the

at I
land there must have been hundreds

hatil kids marching in our Sunday
in i js and all our flags waving because

i a |ept fanning ourselves with the

hiol . .

nspoifvas thinking about the ice cream
pom

J

promised us after the celebration,

actio pol it would taste, but they had a

id for us to march to, and when I

jptl i at Buddy I saw he was excited

pdui the band. His eyes were big and

( Ell

shiny the way they always got when he
heard music, and he walked so light I

knew he felt proud. One of his shoelaces
came untied and I told him to stop and
fix it, but he wouldn't break the step. I

don't know why I should think of
that. . . .

"I don't know why we were there at

all, except it was election year and they
had somebody big, a big man from
Albany, going to make a speech. I guess
the politicians thought it would be showy
to have us children march, or maybe they
figured it would help to get the parents

out. Anyway, the word was passed down
through the precinct captains, and you
could go or not, but when I heard about
the ice cream I begged Mama to let us go.

"It was hotter than ever in the hall

and I felt sorry for the man from Albany.
He was a fat man with a fat, red face

that he kept mopping all the time. Drink-
ing water and mopping his face all the

time, and I guess I got to giggling, be-

cause Buddy grabbed my arm and told

me hush, and then I saw he was listening

to the speech, so I listened too.

"It was all about the first Independence
Day and what it meant and what the flags

we were carrying stood for. I suppose it

was just an ordinary Fourth of July

speech, but 1 remember some things the

speaker said. He said the world had
never had but two ideas about govern-

ment: one that it should be master of the

people and the other that it should be

servant. He said the first meant slavery

no matter what name you called it and
the second was freedom. He told how
America had made its choice for free-

dom, and how there were some who said

it would never work and some who
abused it and others who were afraid of

it, but it was still the best idea anybody'd
ever had, and someday it would lead

human beings everywhere out of dark-

ness into the light.

"Then it was over and we got our ice

cream and had to eat it fast before it

melted, and then we walked home. When
we got to our building I was tired, and
wanted to sit on the steps till suppertime,

but Buddy said no, we were going to

play the marching game.
"I said, 'What game is that?' and he

said, 'I just made it up. Come on, I'll

show you.' Then he told me to get be-

hind him and we would march up the

stairs to the roof, and I said, 'What for?'

And he said, 'Because we have to. Be-

cause it's part of the game. I'll be the

leader because I've got the flag.'

"Well, I'd lost my flag somewhere, but

he still had his, so I didn't argue with

him. I never did anyway. I just asked

him who I was supposed to be. He said,

'You're the people. You're all the peo-

lad
*

iica

"Can I have the car tonight, Pop?" ERIC ERICSON

pie, and you have to follow me because
I've got the flag.'

"So then we started up the steps from
the street and went through the hall and
up the stairs past the door of our flat,

with Buddy stomping in front and me
marching behind him. It was black as

night on the stairs and I heard him sing-

ing, "Dark! Dark! Dark!'—not singing

loud but sort of chanting it to himself;

and then we came out on the roof.

"It was empty because everybody was
down getting supper and I remember
there was a breeze blowing and the sky
was all red and bright with sunset. We
didn't stop but went right on marching
around the roof, and Buddy had the little

flag held up to catch the breeze, and
there was something about the way he
looked, and the brightness and the wind
blowing on my face, that made me want
to cry. I began to think the marching
game was wonderful, and then all at once
Buddy burst out singing again, really

singing this time, at the top of his lungs,

like this!"

The girl lifted her head and sang:

"March, march, march, march, march,
march, march!

Now all the people are marching in the
lightr

The rich, full-throated contralto rose

and soared and overflowed the room,
triumphant and briefly joyous, repeating

in that single phrase, that musical frag-

ment, the great theme that David Ham-
mond remembered, and would always
remember now.
Then without any pause or false still-

ness she was speaking again: "We played
the marching game every night for

maybe a week or so, and then we didn't

play it any more. But I guess Buddy
never forgot

—

"

"No," David said, "I'm sure he never
forgot." He leaned toward her, wishing
that he could share with her his exalta-

tion for something of value saved from
the obscene waste of war and death. But
all he could think to say was, "Thank
you." And again, "Thank you, Lucy
Taylor."

Her look was fixed on the open box
that rested like a miniature white coffin

on her lap. Her hand moved slowly,

but with decision, among her brother's

childhood treasures.

"I'd like you to have this," she said,

and held out to him the gift she'd se-

lected. "Please take it—and keep it . .
."

This time he couldn't thank her. He
couldn't say anything at all.

GOING down the stairs Captain Ham-
"mond did not think about their

darkness. Nor did he have now any sense

of shadow within himself. The force of
his consciousness was directed outward,
flowing as a man's strength should flow

in calmness and clarity toward the future.

Inevitably he thought of the test he
had dreaded, the physical examination
that he'd have to take tomorrow. By the

time he reached the street, he knew he no
longer was worried about it. He was no
longer afraid of what the doctors would
discover in his mind or in his spirit.

He was no longer afraid.

The night air was cool and good to

breathe, it was good to be walking the

street of an American city, the muffled,

oceanic rhythm of which still came serene

and unbroken to his ear. He reached

the corner and turned south on Lenox
Avenue toward the subway.
He was carrying the gift that Lucy

had given him, the small American flag

that had once belonged to Buddy Taylor.

He carried it upright in his hand, clutch-

ing it tightly by its slender stick. He
knew he must look ridiculous to the

shadowy figures he passed on the side-

walk. But he didn't care. He did not
feel ridiculous. He felt as if he were
holding on to the one sure thing left in a

fearfully shaken and vastly uncertain

world.
The End
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DAY OF INDEPENDENCE
The Star-Spangled Banner bring hither;

O'er Columbia's true sons let it wave.

May the wreaths they have won never wither,

Nor its stars cease to shine on the brave.
—Thomas a Becket: The Red, White and Blue

(better known as Columbia the Gem of the Ocean).

T^yO POSSESSION is more valuable to a na-

T^ki tion than its independence—freedom to

A^H make its own decisions and go its own way
in the world. Any American who doesn't realize

that fact might profitably spend a half hour or so

on July 4, 1947, the anniversary of our Declaration

of Independence, reading about how France en-

joyed its recent German occupation or how the va-

rious nations under the Russian shadow relish their

lack of freedom today.

With independence, a people can work out its

own destiny, for better or for worse. Without inde-

pendence, virtually all is lost.

We've been fortunate enough to preserve our
freedom since the Revolution of 1776-83, against

progressively more serious threats. The last time

—

1941-45—we did it by the grace of God and a great

deal of luck, as invaluable aids to the fighting cour-

age of millions of American warriors and the skill

of a group of great generals and admirals, plus the

immense productive power of our industries.

Why not make July 4, 1947, an occasion for re-

newing the resolve, so fervently and frequently

voiced during the war, that never again will we let

ourselves be caught unprepared or half prepared

by any enemy?
We can work to make the United Nations a suc-

cess; true. But the U.N. is a long way from being

a success as yet.

Meanwhile, the possibility of further huge wars
continues unabated; eternal vigilance goes on being

the price of liberty; and it is still true that the best

way to remain at peace is to be constantly prepared

to fight.

We can't stay prepared merely by telling one an-

74

other with loud, proud cheers that, "I am an Ameri-
can," or by putting a blind Maginot-line kind of

faith in the atom bomb.
What we need are a first-class Air Force, a top-

drawer Navy, and an Army of ample size—all of

them tuned up ceaselessly, and as expensively as

need be, to every new development in the art and
science of war.

These are the essentials of national defense, and
there are no substitutes for them.

And on this Independence Day, 1947, while we
congratulate ourselves on our democracy's long life

and good health to date, and renew our resolves to

stay in training, we'd also do well to give some
thought to a couple of rather important shortcom-

ings of ours.

One of these is external, the other internal.

The external one has to do with the way too many
of our occupation troops have been misconducting

themselves in Germany. There is no need to go into

the details here; most of us are well aware of them.

It is customary to blame this aromatic record of

our German legionaries on the fact that these are

new soldiers who saw none of the fighting in the

war, the combat veterans having been brought

home as fast as possible after V-E Day.

If that is true, then why is it that in Japan, on
the other side of the world, our occupation troops

have made such an admirable showing? These are

new soldiers, too; MacArthur's veterans of Luzon
and Okinawa are long gone.

We're not holding any brief for either the Ger-

mans or the Japs. But what is important to Ameri-
cans is that the Germans by and large dislike us

because of our occupation forces, while the Japs,

again because of our occupation forces, are now
potential allies of ours and think MacArthur is some
species of god.

Since we preach democracy so loudly at home,
the biggest job facing General Lucius Clay, our new
commander in Germany, would appear to be to see

to it that all of his boys—not just a goodly majority

of them—practice democracy in the Reich, as N|

Arthur's boys do in Japan.

Our biggest internal shortcoming just nowl
believe, is our handling of interracial relatij

mainly those between white people and col|

people.

A brutal lynching of a Negro is perpetrated

gang of white men in Greenville, South Care
The governor of the state and the prosecuting a|

ney of the county bulldoze the affair to a trial,

evidence is open and shut, consisting of confes;!

by 26 of the men involved. Yet the jury ac{

them all.

The verdict gives aid and comfort to anti|

propagandists, Communist and otherwise, all

the world; and, like the conduct of some ofl

troops in Germany, it belies our democratic pn|
ments.

This episode is a tragically dramatic symil

of a real disease afflicting our democracy. All
[

of cures are suggested, from antilynch laws and
J

discrimination laws down.
It seems to us that the most effective remedl

in the hands of decent, responsible, substantial!

pie in every community, rather than in lawl

these people will take to letting it be known, iil

son and out, that they will not approve and will

violence, hatred and intolerance of all kind!

think those things can be gradually cut to thel

ducible minimum in this country. If not, notl

we'll go on having lynchings, race riots, and
[

nigh uabearable racial tensions.

On Independence Day, 1947, then, let's)

around for ways and means of making ar|

part of the grand old song mentioned above
closer to 100 per cent true than it now is; the|

we mean, that goes:

Thy mandates make heroes assemble

When Liberty's form stands in view;

Thy banners make Tyranny tremble

When borne by the Red, White and Blue.
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Service With a Smile — a model smile — for tlio C rulers use

[nana—specially designed to help keep teeth sparkling: bright.

And know ins; how today's soft foods often roll gums of exer-

cise, Frances' family helps keep gums tirni and healthy with

brief, gentle gum massage.

This Model Mother

tries not to be glamorous

But that's not easy when you're a Powers Girl with a

dazzling smile like Frances Nalle's

. . .

MKs. PRANCES XAI.I.i: CRIDER is our

model who doesn't try to look glamor-

ous. Because New York's modeling circles

know herns the ideal "Young Mother" type

of model. And she is: she has two adorable

youngsters of her own. And she has the bril-

liant smile that's so important to any kind of

modeling job.

"Model" Mother that she is. Mrs. ('rider

has already taught 5-year-old Amanda and

3-year-old "Bobo" to safeguard (heir smiles

by following her own prized dental routine:

Regular brushing with Ipana Tooth Paste, then

brief, gentle gum massage.

Smile-conscious as Frances (and crcri/ suc-

cessful model) is, she naturally know:; what

thousands of schools and dentists are teach-

ing—that a radiant smile depends largely on

sparkling teeth. And sparkling teeth call for

firm, healthy gums.

Two sparkling smiles coming up! Eight years a Cover Girl,

Frances knows the importance of a dazzling smile. So she's

taught her children the importance of gum massage, recom-

mended by 7 out of 10 dentists, according to a national sun ey.

(Same survey shows that dentists prefer Ipana 2 to 1 for their

ci'ii) personal use!) But let your dentist decide whether and how

to massage your gums.

D maSSage yOUr gUmS. Gently massage at the gum line, always keeping

ip in contact with the tooth surface. It's at the gum line, where teeth and

neet, that so many troubles start— where gentle massage can be so helpful.

( n regular visits to your dentist, help him guard your smile oj beauty.

Ipana Tooth Paste Ma
Product of Bristol-Myers

for your Smile of Beauty



When you want

a radio for

your car, say

M4xtSw£a
OMy Daddy says that, year after

year, more people buy Motorola

Auto Radios than any other,

so they must be better!

OHe says Motorola would be

way out front on TONE alone,

but that's not all— it matches

the car you're driving too!

©Dad says too, that with keeping

me in double-dip ice cream
cones, he can't afford a new
radio every year, and his

Motorola can be transferred to

our new car when it comes.

P. S.— I like our Motorola too!

Your Motorola dealer is listed in your

classified phone book. See him today and

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MOTOROLA.
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Dear Editor: Our white caps are c

Howard Whitman's and Douglas In

article Don't Curse the Nurse (May
The true condition of nursing toda;

never been expressed more vividly.

Only when the public and the ho
officials fully realize the seriousness o
situation can the standards of the ni

profession be raised.

Seniors of Beckley 1

Methodist Hospital, Dallas,

'

. . . Another gripe about long hours,

pay, help shortage and bad working
ditions! When a girl becomes a nursi

knows that she must like the bitter wit

sweet—why all the fuss about ban'

and bedpans? During the war most <

nurses were so pampered and so r

paid that they consider normal ni

conditions below their standard,

single girl with room and board can li

S20 a week, yet these spoiled prima d<

expect $40, $50 and more!

Mrs. Ann S'

. . . My greatest sympathy lies wit

student nurse. They are usually undi

directorship of wizened old maids,
have no understanding of youth exce
their own ancient standards. And \

advice follows the line of, quote: "I

must sit on a man's lap, place a thicl

of newspapers over his legs first!" unc

Grace Trenary Bills, Fox Lak

... I would love to place this arti

most conspicuous places throughou
hospital where I am employed, and a

in the hands of each patient as well

M. W., Calif
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... I have found most nurses won<
and considering what they do go thi

they really must love humanity to dc

it certainly isn't for the glory they re

Helen M. Doane. Pawtucket,

FROM BAD DIVORCE

Dear Sir: Re Dr. Banay's The Hu:
Really Pays (May 24th). How man;
men know if they have grounds for di

or not until they have a consultation

their shyster? The first leading quest!

usually, "Think hard, didn't he ever h
[

in all your married life, or throw some|
at you?"
These men promise anything just i|

that decree and even double-cross i

other in testimony of their clients o}

stand.

Regardless of their promises,

(Continued on page 65J
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HIGH WOO PRBSOfte ?

tod

r\.. High blood pressure, or hypertension, is a condition

in which the pressure of the blood against the walls of

the arteries and their smaller branches shows a per-

sisting and large increase above normal. A temporary
rise in pressure, such as may result from physical or

emotional strain, is a perfectly normal reaction, and is

NOT high blood pressure. However, if such rises oc-

cur frequently and are excessive, they may indicate

a tendency toward hypertension in later years.

":

What are the causes of hypertension?

A. Sometimes high blood pressure is associated with

kidney ailments, local infections, or glandular disturb-

ance, but the cause in most cases is unknown. It is

known that hypertension occurs most frequently

among those who are middle-aged or older, those who
have a family history of hypertension, and those who
are overweight.

A.
Persistent high blood pressure makes your heart work
harder and nearly always results in enlargement of

the heart muscle. The arteries are usually affected,

and there may be damage to kidneys, eyes, the blood

vessels of the brain, and other organs. Fortunately,

if discovered early, hypertension can often be con-

trolled.

\l How can you tell if your blood pressure is too high ?

You can't, for high blood pressure often has no symp-
toms. But if you have periodic physical examinations

your physician will check your blood pressure regu-

larly. His guidance can probably help you keep your

Janks to modern medical science, people with high
J pressure today can often avoid serious compli-
tis, and enjoy a long and happy life . . . especially

1 condition is discovered in its early stages.

many cases treatment such as diets, rest, elimi-
n of infections, reduction of weight at least to
al, and special drugs may be necessary. Surgery
een used effectively in some instances, and psy-
terapy has proved helpful at times in removing

fear of the disease and lessening emotional strains.

Medical science is constantly increasing its knowl-

edge of high blood pressure. Aiding in this work is the

Life Insurance Medical Research Fund, supported by

150 Life Insurance Companies, which makes grants for

special research in diseases related to the heart.

To learn more about this subject, send for Metro-

politan's free pamphlet, 87-C,"Blood Pressure— Every-

body Has It."

blood pressure down, or, if it should go above normal

and stay there, he may be able to start corrective mea-
sures at once, before serious damage has been done.— -

Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY) v

Frederick H. Echcr,

CHAIRMAN or THE BOARD

Leroy A . Lincoln,

PRESIDENT

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

O VETERANS— IF YOU HAVE NATIONAL SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE — KEEP IT!
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meansPipe Appeal
Women say there's something romantic
something distinctly masculine . . . about a
pipe that adds a lot to a man's appeal.

means frince Albert
Men say there's such a grand rich taste to

Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco—and it's

so mild and easy on the tongue! P. A. is

specially treated to insure against tongue

bite. No wonder more pipes smoke Prince

Albert than any other tobacco. It's a really

great tobacco! Try P. A.—today.

R. X Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem, N.C.

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

CHARLES I.

KEEP DP WITH THE WODID
BY FREEING FOSTER

John Cleves Symines, in hundreds
of lectures between 1818 and 1829,

attracted world-wide attention with
his claim that the earth was a hollow
sphere whose interior was inhabited

and could be reached through a large

opening at the North Pole, since

known as Symmes' Hole. Of several

globes made to illustrate his theory,

one is preserved in the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.

For several generations, unwanted
babies left secretly and without iden-

tification in the receiving crib of the

huge orphanage in Havana have been
given the surname Valdes in honor of

a founder of the institution. Having
this name, however, does not arouse

suspicion of illegitimacy as it is one of

the most widely used and highly re-

spected names in Cuba.

Not long ago, a man committed a

murder which he had carefully

planned so every detail would indicate

suicide. There were no signs of a

struggle, the deceased had been shot

with his own revolver and the win-

dows and doors of his apartment were
locked from the inside. But the killer

made one mistake that led to his cap-

ture. He had aimed the gun so the

bullet passed through the eye of the

victim. No suicide has ever yet been
known to shoot himself in either eye.

Despite years of opposition, Ameri-
can race tracks are still allowed by law

to withhold the odd change called

"breakage" in paying off winning

bets, on the theory that their patrons

dislike bothering with pennies and
nickels. Although the amounts with-

held range only from one to nine

cents, they now total annually about
$18,000,000.

The world's largest plow, now in

use on a Texas farm, weighs ten tons,

is 60 feet wide and cuts 88 furrows.

Drawn by an 85-horsepower tractor,

it can till 17 acres in an hour.

Until a century ago in Eng
churchgoing was required by law
consequently, many who atte

either fell asleep or paid no atte

to the service. To make certain,

ever, that all heard the annoi
ments, the minister would read
through a vamphorn, a metal n
phone about six feet long, whic
magnified his voice that no one (

possibly ignore it.

The most peculiar eyelid kno\
that of a rare fish, the cuckoo
(Raia circularis). This lid is re

has a large fringe and is located I

the eyeball, directly under instea

over the cornea.

—

By Virginia

bert. New York City.

The personal papers of Abra
Lincoln, given to the Library of l

gress by his son 24 years ago, wi
made available to the public foi

first time on July 26, 1947.

The strangest electronic musica
strument, developed by Leon Tl
min, of New York, in the early I
consists of an inch-high platl

backed by a stand having a I

speaker and two six-foot ver
metal rods. As the pitch and vol

are controlled by the waving of

hands near these rods, a dancer
forming on the platform can, by
movements, produce her own ace
panying music.

The world record for the Ion

run of a stage play is held by
Drunkard, which will, on July 6, 1

begin its 15th year and be presei

for the 5,257th consecutive time at

Theatre Mart in Los Angeles-
Eda Johnstone, Los Angeles, Call

nia.

Ten dollars will be paid for each fact

cepted for this column. Contributions
be accompanied by their source of info

tion. Address Keep Up With the W
Collier's. 250 Park Ave., New York <

N. Y. This column is copyrighted an*

items may be reproduced without permi:

Collier's for July 12, '
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MODEL 140
Ask for

demonsfrof/on

g*s You'd never dream any 3-way portable could be so light,

O so compact, and still have such full tone, such ample

power. You'll want this new G-E Personal Radio with you

everywhere. At home, you play it on house current— either a-c

or d-c. Away, you use its thrifty, long-life batteries. Handy as

a wrist-watch— smart as a Hollywood fashion— remarkably

low-priced. An ideal gift— a wonderful radio to own.

GENERALm ELECTRIC
LEADER IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS

Genera/ Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

natural color tone radios

:
"Wrly automatic radio-phonograph. Mahogany ve-

p*red 18th Century period cabinet. Natural color
1 me ftom radio, and from records played by the
naming G-E Electronic Reproducer. Model 32<V

General Electric'* finest table radio-phonograph—with

automatic record changer. Glorious natural color

tone radio. Amazing G-E Electronic Reproducer re-

veals new beauty even in familiar records. Model 304.

Superb FM-AM automatic radio-phonograph—You en-

joy natural color tone from both radio and records.

EM. standard, and short-wave radio. G-E Electronic

Reproducer. 9 tubes plus rectifier. See Model 417.i
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How thrilling to own a new car. Can you imagine the finish even

more beautiful? It will be if you SIMONIZ now. SIMONIZ adds to

the richness of color . . . increases the natural brilliance. And as

the years roll by, applying SIMONIZ "builds up" this beauty.

Makes it permanent and more glamorous than ever. Stops ultra

violet rays from fading colors . . . gritty dirt from scratching . . .

corrosive airborne chemicals from dulling and destroying the

finish. Always insist on SIMONIZ. Nothing takes its place.

That's why . . .

Motoric Wi# fimomz
TO RESTORE NEW BEAUTY to dull finishes . . .

use Hie Simoniz Kleeners

—

liquid when it's in

average condition . . . paste when the finish is

exceptionally dull. Then apply SIMONIZ to

make that sparkling finish last years longer.

Sold by grocery, hardware, variety, drug,

paint, 5 cents to $1, auto accessory and depart-

ment stores, garoges and service stations.

THE SIMONIZ COMPANY. CHICAGO 1C, ILLINOI S

•SIM0NI2'

'

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. t FOREIGN COUNTRIES

THE

WEEK'S

WORE

WHILE sniffing around be-

hind the Washington scenes

for their frenetic Washing-
ton Side Show (p. 11), the Messrs.

Whitman and Knopf learned that

once a year the D. C. fire laddies come
charging up Capitol Hili and squirt

water all over the Capitol, giving it an
annual bath. "This we have got to

see," cried The Boys, and contacted
David Lvnn, architect of the Capitol.

Mr. Lynn raised aged eyebrows,
and allowed as how since the dunking
didn't take place till fall, any other
time would be highly irregular. How-
ever, if Chief Clement Murphy of the

D. C. Fire Department was willing to

send a truck, he wouldn't object.

Whitman-Knopf called Murphy,
gave him a big line, and Murphy
agreed to send someone over. The
Boys sat around expecting maybe
a little hose wagon, maybe bearing a

short garden hose. "Instead, within

ten minutes," Whitman says, "we
heard sirens. Then bells. Then roaring
trucks. Hans and I dashed out of the

Senate wing—and clanging up the

Hill was a whole fire company

—

chief's car, hose wagons, hook and
ladder—the works!"
The works slammed to a stop, a bat-

talion chief stuck a head out of a car
window, yelled: "You from Collier's

—what do you want us to do?" The
Boys gulped their request and were
darned if the chief didn't start bark-
ing orders.

Instantly hundreds of Washingtoni-
ans had sprung from the Capitol lawn
and shrubbery and word had spread
the Capitol was on fire with both
Houses in full swing. Also at this

moment, a senator chose to pass out
on the Senate floor. An ambulance
came sirening up the Hill to rush the

lawmaker to the hospital. It promptly
became jammed between two fire

trucks. "It was confusion a la mode!"
marvels Whitman.

Meanwhile the firemen had a
stream pistoling toward the Noblest
Dome of Them All. Unfortunately it

fell short—just enough to inundate a

congressman leaving the Capitol to

enter his waiting limousine. He
looked surprised, started an extempo-
raneous oration, but ceased hastily.

Just about now, Whitman caught
sight of a fiery eye through the press-

ing mob. The eye belonged to Acting
Captain Billy Ballinger, of the Capitol
police, and he was snorting across the

/£

lawn at the head of a squadl
Congress constables. Whitman!
to sweat, and someone tapped

[
the shoulder, saying, "I'm fr|

U. P.—where's the fire?"

"Yipe!" was Whitman's col
Meanwhile Hans Knopf v\l

ing pictures as calmly as a k|

herring, and when Ballinger

to throw the boys into jail, Wl
realized he was in it over ll

head. "But we apologized prol
says Whitman, "and said if thl

way Ballinger felt we'd refraiil

with from taking any more p|
But what the heck—we had
pictures we wanted anyway."
It can be more exciting outside I

itol than in; and never bathe tc|

in the year. It's dangerous.

THE authors of The Sun Taj
(p. 16), Messrs. Herrick anf

fer, started careers together a

about four years apart, Herric
ing Pfeiffer while cleaning hi

after a football party. Since th

ful day Pfeiffer has been scier

medicine editor of Newsv\eel
nical consultant for the Army
now science director for CBS
rick has been newsman and
relationist in war and peace.

Both gentlemen have cor

sun tan experiments on beach*

Ogunquit, Maine, to Miami, I

and from Bari, Italy, to V
"Pfeiffer went to beaches by
ence," says Herrick; "I mostly

quest of the U.S. Army! Pfeifi

without burning; his wife and
son burn without tanning. I t

burn and so does my wife!

"While writing about sunbi
its pleasant points—such *s th

ery in the Peskin illustrations c

16," continues Mr. Herrick,

summer comes, and the ine

erythema, pruritus and desqua
(see our article) afflict a sell

sunburn expert, he gets even le

pathy than the average suftere

This week's cover: Shescape
Metcalf is the tidy bit with thf

midriff, and is wearing a Frana
bathing suit. Larry Gordon m.

Kodachrome at Jones Beach
York. Betty is a top Powers m
talented pianist, has a flair for i

decorating and is now ra

around the world, using Pari

hub, bub Ted Si

Collier's for July 1!



YOUR CAR WILL LAST LONGER
WITH A

PUROLATOR MICRONIC FILTER

Purolator filters are standard

equipment on airlines

the world over.

^P /P ' ^ J

Take a tip from the airlines. Protect your car the way they

protect their planes. For longer car life and trouble-free motor-

ing equip your car with a Purolator Micronic Oil Filter. Do

it before performance starts to lag . . . be/ore repair costs start

to mount. The Purolator Micronic Oil Filter effectively traps the

bearing damaging dirt, dust, grime and harsh abrasives that

work into your lubricating oil when your car is running.

During the war, thousands upon thousands of Purolator Mi-

ll cronic Oil Filters were produced for the Armed Services and

"essential industry. Today they are standard equipment on almost

every type of transportation vehicle.

If your car is not equipped with a Purolator Micronic Oil Filter

ve your service man install one today. If it is equipped with a

rolator be sure that every time you change the filter element you

ill a genuine Purolator Micronic Oil Filter Element. Remem-

>nly Purolator makes the Purolator— for your car's protection

DLATOR PRODUCTS, INC., NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Purolator Products (Canada) Ltd., Windsor, Onl.

TOR FILTERS ARE USED ON MORE CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS, BUSES, DIESELS, TRAINS, PLANES AND SHIPS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND OF FILTER OR FILTER ELEMENT
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It will be love at first touch—when you feel the magic comfort of the smart new furniture cushioned with Airfoam

For this incomparable latex cushioning is so buoyant, so "alive," it makes any chair or sofa luxuriously restful. That's b<

Airfoam contains millions of tiny air cells on which you literally float, cradled in softness. Airfoam keeps its plump, well-t

looks for life, doesn't sag or flatten with age. This wonder product of Goodyear Research will soon be availabl

furniture, at prices less than you'd think.

good/year ^vv

klaboi

THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER
A.rf.«m-T. M .The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Compter

IRFOAM MEANS LUXURIOUS CUSHIONING IN FURNITURE, MATTRESSES AND ALL S £ fit

A



>AVID LYNN, graying architect of the

litol, is a little weary of visitors to Washington,

2., who want to know whether the statue atop the

>itol dome is the Statue of Liberty or a big cigar-

e Indian. He patiently explains that it is neither,

the Statue of Freedom, a determined lady nine-

i and a half feet tall with a hat that the Fifth

jnue milliners will be copying any day, being

iposed as it is of stars, an eagle's head, Indian

hers, and six lightning rods,

ynn also explains to the Capitol pilgrims that

jrge Washington never slept there, Harry Tru-

3, doesn't live there, and there is no guarantee

t wishes made over the compass points on the

pt floor will necessarily come true,

"he Capitol being as big as it is (432 rooms with

oor area of fourteen acres), Architect Lynn re-

res a small army to keep it functioning. His

ce has 1,088 employees, charged with maintain-

the Capitol buildings (including the Capitol, the

late Office Building and the Old and New House
ice Buildings) as well as the Supreme Court, the

>rary of Congress, several other public buildings,

I the 120-acre Capitol grounds.

Though he is in fact the Capitol's general custo-

h, Lynn prefers the title "Architect," which has

toric validity, since Congress has a penchant for

:ring or rebuilding its abode every few decades,

the twenty-four years that Lynn, 72, has held the

it, he has supervised new building and alteration

ting $45,000,000. One of his latest projects was
shoring up of the ceilings over the House and

late chambers, these having weakened with age

the point where members of the Congress, fre-

sntly on the verge of hitting the ceiling, now were
ianger of having the ceiling hit them.

rfoon Jesides the top-billed acts beneath the Capitol's

top, there are many side shows, often tucked

t'sbjjay from public view. While the elephants and
ikeys are disporting in the two main rings, the

den recesses of the big top have their clowns and
ers, their roustabouts and barkers.

In a marble-walled suite in the Senate Office

ilding quaintly known as the "Bathing Rooms,"
find a distinguished gentleman from Rhode

and, Senator Theodore Francis Green. Green,
is getting himself in shape for an afternoon bout
h labor, taxes and foreign relations.

'Nothing like physical exercise," he remarks as

swings a dumbbell with consummate vehemence,
een is one of forty or fifty senators who, in off

Urs. come to the Bathing Rooms to work up a

bat on the rowing machine, the chest weights, or

Jwhat is undoubtedly one of the very few marble-

J|lled handball courts in existence,

tooing an upside-down bicycle routine, Senator
een declares, "This sort of thing makes my mind
brk better. Never get tired."

[Reluctantly he gave up wrestling and high diving

per his 76th birthday but he highly recommends
fniweekly visits to the Bathing Rooms for every
an jack in the Senate.

Wellington Dangerfield Scott, an amiable Negro,
Esides over the Bathing Rooms as physiotherapist,

p coaches the senators in their weight lifting, fixes

e antiquated rowing machine when it gets stuck in

idstream, and occasionally prescribes a dunking
the tiny pea-green pool which, only ten by sixteen

et, once prompted a visitor to remark that talking

circles, not swimming in circles, is the Senate's

cialty.

After the workout Scott puts his charge on an
cient marble rubbing slab, something like a

rgue stone, and scrubs him with a stuff brush.

is, in therapeutic language, is known as desqua-
tion. It removes dead tissue and is, of course, not
plied to the scalp. Scott is entirely neutral when
desquamates and quickly spikes the rumor that

publicans have thicker skins than Democrats.
"ith me it's unbiased. It's just like scrubbing the

:chen table," he remarks.
After the scrubbing, Scott provides a rubbing
wedish type) and sends the senators away full of
ip and ultraviolet. The elderly status of most of

lilabl

WASHINGTON

SIDE SHOW
BY HOWARD WHIT

Besides the main ring wbere the ele-

phants and donkeys go through their

paces the Capitol has many attrac-

tions, some ol which visitors never see

rjf

I'

7

/

alerie Popham tells visitors about Capitol's cast-

on dome 180 feet above. Fifteen guides convoy
out 2,000 visitors through the Capitol each day

iollier's for July 12, 1947
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tohis customers does not dampen Scott's enthusi

for the strenuous life, though, being 65 years
himself, he chafes when the senators call him "s<

At the other extreme of the Capitol buildings

the New House Office Building, Pete Henderso
former Army drill sergeant, maintains a somew
more vigorous sweatshop for congressmen. F
the favored activity is paddle ball, played \

wooden paddles about midsize between a Ping-p -

paddle and a tennis racket.

In paddle ball you slam the ball with all y
might, and Pete Henderson, along with the I

psychiatric minds in the country, feels this is

ideal outlet for aggressions. In smashing the l

with a great, brutal gesture the representative rr

for all he knows, be satisfying unconscious cr

ings toward John L. Lewis or some colleague.
To congressmen who pay $5 a year to defray

gym's expenses, Pete insists, "Politics is out dc
here. If you want to argue whether the ball is

or out, okay—but no politics."

So well has he hewed to a strictly recreatio

line that Representative Karl E. Mundt of So
Dakota was moved to state on the House flo

"Pete Henderson has developed a canny Sco
sixth sense. He arbitrates political arguments
that members get practice in the art of disagree

without becoming disagreeable. To this day, I

not know whether Pete is a Democrat or a Repui
can, so impartially does he steer the course of a m
ter umpire in the discussions which reverber
throughout the locker rooms near the end of e;

busy day in Congress." Pete, however, admits fc

certain mischievous satisfaction in pairing up bit

House opponents as partners in a game of pad
j

ball.

For men in a hurry, as any good senator shoi

be, the Capitol maintains an electric monorail n
ning through the subway which connects the Capi
with the Senate Office Building. In its early days t!

was dubbed the N.M.E.R. (Nation's Most Exclusl

Railway) inasmuch as all passengers had to be sei

tors. Today, however, it is open to all comers.
The N.M.E.R. comprises two 18-passenger ca i

which shuttle alternately through the 760-foot si

way, making the run in 45 seconds and sometin
hitting it up to thirty miles per hour. A mysteric

crash and a mayonnaise incident figure in the b

Left: Shoes were too much for Jackie Allen after a 36

step climb up the Capitol dome. Some tourists (witho

G.I. escorts) have fainted from the climb. Below: Gre
of Rhode Island, 79, keeps fit in Senate Bathing Rooi

;'•



'Mi of this railway. The former occurred in 1941,

J&1 n someone turned up the throttle at night so
Tl si when the power was turned on in the morning
Iding f the cars took off with a leap, raced through
fcso subway, jumped clear off the track at the Capitol
5«ieijand smashed noisily into a wall. The car was
« I ity, but the F.B.I., livid with the thought of what
(«] tit have happened to a carload of senators, con-
ing-p ted an exhaustive, if fruitless, investigation.

he mayonnaise incident occurred in April. 1943.
a'l)|aiter coming from the Senate restaurant with a

'he
I of supplies dropped a gallon jar of mayonnaise

Mi the N.M.E.R. track about 100 feet from the

to jtol end. Before the mishap could be communi-
>'c ;d down the line a car had already pulled out

«] i its full complement of senators and was speed-
oe, around the bend at its usual merry clip,

fraj he waiter made futile gestures as the car sped
ii di

j
view but, not accustomed to being flagged, the

aiiiorman kept his throttle open and with a dull

ish the party of senators and the pile of mayon-
Stjj |e met. All traction gone, the monorail splashed

(Soli halt, its underside well garnished with salad

i i ising and its drive wheel spinning ineffectively

Sea in the tasty track.

enti he motorman threw her into reverse and made
?ra pral running starts up the incline, but each time

i,l jcar and its senators came to rest midway in the

epa sar of mayonnaise. In high dudgeon the legis-

aa frs finally got out and walked. Service on the

rba rt.E.R. was disrupted for twenty minutes.

)f| keep order under the big top. Captain Wm. J.

tl iderick has a force of 140 Capitol police. They
)bi|e quelled ebullient "mothers" who stormed the

pai jitol lawn intent on burning Senator Pepper in

' jy. They have carted Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling

<k ito the District of Columbia jail. In the winter

in y have removed, by paddy wagon, such drunks
ji lave mislaid week ends on the Capitol grounds
yi have been in danger of freezing to death.

o Lieutenant Billy Ballinger. who aptly hails

* m Death Valley, California, the arrival of
ssiahs in the Capitol has become a source of

s potony. "We get 'em down here by the dozen,"
relates. "Every one of 'em comes down here to

E the country. Napoleon. George Washington

—

si I say! Talk about Julius Caesar, I've had him.here
ee or four times." Such visitors are given kindly

treatment and routed back home for psychiatric
care.

A few ye.u n ago an ailing veteran of World War I

flashed a gun in the Senate gallery and had to be
pacified, and back in 1916 a bomb exploded in the
Senate post office where it had been checked inside

a suitcase. These are the things Bill Broderick and
his boys have to worry about. They arc backed up
by an arsenal in the basement stocked with sawed-
off shotguns, tear-gas pistols and gas grenades.
Committee hearings have probably been the most

popular side shows for visitors this year, what with
such star billings as labor hills, rent control and
Lilienthal. Visitors are admitted free as long as the
public seats last, but guards have had their troubles
with the overflow. Son e have resorted to barker
techniques in an effort to distribute the crowds more
evenly. When the Lilienthal hearing got all the
play, sending an overflow queue snaking down the
corridor, a harried guard paced back and forth
chanting, "All right, folks, Armed Services hearing
down the hall—immediate seating! L-o-t-s of room
at the Armed Services hearing. No wait for seats!"

Chef Plans Menus for Aging Digestions

Scattered through the Capitol buildings are a
number of restaurants and cafeterias for members
of the Congress, employees and press. The most
imposing is the Senate restaurant, ornate with gold
leaf and crystal chandeliers, where senators can get

a good lunch for 65 cents or a superior one for

$1.75. Derwin W. Darling, formerly of the Clear-
water Beach Hotel, Florida, is general manager of
this establishment and prides himself on giving the
senators plenty of fruit salad and no heavy food
likely to impede their venerable digestions. His
chef, Victor Lenzi, as temperamental as most chefs
are, has been providing the fare since 1942 with no
gastronomic disasters. His secret, he moodily re-

veals, is "lots of combination salad."

In the Capitol's nether regions are the mainte-
nance shops run by amiable bachelor Arthur E.

(Gus) Cook, the Capitol's supervising engineer.

Here artisans of sundry callings see to it that the

Capitol builoings' 124 elevators keep running, that

the 200 lavatories keep flushing, that the $500,000
worth of copper on the roofs doesn't leak.

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY HANS KNOPF
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Thirty-five-year-old John Norton, like his father

before him, is the Capitol plumber. The elder

Norton spent twenty-five years guarding against
burst pipes and leaky faucets. His son hopes to

perpetuate a fine record, in which there was no
greater diluvial disaster than a bursted shampoo
hose which drenched a senator in the Capitol
barbershop. The only two bathtubs in the Capitol,
carved out of solid marble, arc no longer in use and
cause Norton no trouble.

Dean of the guides who elaborate on the points
of interest to thousands of pilgrims every year is

80-year-old Charles Roger Evans, who was a con-
gressman from Nevada from 1919 to 1921. Like
an aged actor turned stagehand. Evans regales the
visitors with intimate stories of the Capitol. He
loves to stand on the "Whispering Stone" in Statuary
Hall and sing Long, Long Ago almost inaudibly
while the strange acoustics carry his song across the

hall to the delight of his tourists. Evans will be 81

on August 9th and plans to celebrate his birthday
by his annual climb up some 365 eight-inch steps to

the dome of the Capitol.

To tourists with a taste for the macabre, Evans
shows blood spots on the marble stairs leading from
the east corridor of the House. These remain from
a duel in 1890 between Congressman William P.

Taulbee of Kentucky and Charles Kincaid, a corre-

spondent of the Louisville Times. The' congress-

man died of bullet wounds, and the newspaperman,
with whom he had quarreled over a story, was later

tried and acquitted.

The cornerstone of the Capitol was laid in 1793,

and the building was first occupied in 1800. Its build-

ing and rebuilding covered six periods, including re-

construction of parts fi.ed by the British in 1814;

the present structure finally was completed in 1865.

To keep its Big Top ever shining, Chief Clement
Murphy of the District of Columbia Fire Depart-
ment sends an engine company over once a year to

hose down the Capitol. They splash water all over
it, much as you'd wash an elephant, and usually

bring crowds to the scene including excitable people
who think the British have set it on fire again.

"Naw, we just wash it down to clear away the cob-
webs," Chief Murphy explains. And he always has

a quick answer for those who suggest he try the

same treatment in Congress. **"*

Bl
\i s Cook, Capitol engineer, views tomb intended for George Washing-

n |. It's empty. Washington's heirs refused to move body from Mt. Vernon
Revilla Wright, of Piedmont, Calif., makes a wish by rubbing bald pate of Father
Perez (who wished Columbus bon voyage) in bas relief on one of Capitol doors
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HE FEELING IS

BY IRVING GAWOR \EIMA\

Mabel turns her attention to baseball—as if Joe
and the Dodgers didn't have problems enough

AKE any guy. I don't care if he's seventy
years old without no teeth left, or two years

old without no teeth yet. or any place in

een, with teeth. If he's a man of the male sex,

got one big problem and that's trying to figure

tee women of the opposite sex.

can save them a lot of trouble because I got the

er. All you gotta know about the women is if

're married they wanna stay that way, and if

re single they wanna get that way. Anything
that comes up is window dressin'. I'm talkin'

experience.

my case, the woman is a redhead by the name
iss Mabel Stooler, my girl friend. We're sittin'

>er parlor this evening, enjoyin' a quiet evening
ome, which is usually the quiet before the storm.

Joey," she says, out of a clear sky, "what are

interested in?"

Huh?" I says.

I'm interested in the future," she says. "How
ut you?"
Everybody's interested in the future," I says,

ch don't commit rr.e one way or the other. "Did
read any good books lately?"

his ain't the best switch in the conversation I

r dug up but it's all I can think of right then,

don't switch.

\l don't mean just interested, like that," she says.

ean finding out about the future, the way a

ty can through psychoanalyzing his dreams."
I'Dreams can't tell you the future," I says. "They
1 just tell you you ate something wrong in the

'If you don't understand about modern science,"

! says, "then don't brag about it." She gets a

ughtful look on her face. "That's what I mean,"
: says.

•What?" I says.

.'Definitely," she says. "If one party is interested

the future, and another party isn't interested, then
nakes it very hard to have mutual interests, the

y everybody says you should for a successful

rriage, especially when all the other party is in-

ested in is baseball players, the way it looks
me."
You see how she works it in? It starts out with
at I'm interested in and the next thing I know
're preparing for a wedding with mutual interests.

e thing about a wedding is, I'm in favor of it, but
t yet. Not right away. Not so soon.
'Sure I'm interested in baseball," I says.

specially the Dodgers, my favorite team. What's
ong with bein' interested in the Dodgers?"
'Nothing," she says, but in a frigid way. "You
ow what I dreamed last night?"
'Lemme see." I says. "You dreamed you was
rried to Tyrone Power, and you had a million

cks. and
—

"

'Joey," she says, real quiet.

'Okay, okay," I says. "You tell me."

abel lets out a yell—there's a smack when the ball

ts a glove—a lucky catch—and Bud Simmons
lying in Mabel's lap. The crowd is screaming

"Well," she says, "I dreamed that about bein'

married to Tyrone Power, only the important thing

is the interpretation, accoraing to the new book I

got. Dr. Frank Freud's Magic Psychoanalysis and
Dream Book."
"Hah!" I says, loud enough so she'll know what I

think about this dream stuff, only not so loud that

she'll get sore.

"The interpretation, in case you're interested,"

she says, "is that I am going to get a visitation from
above in a romantic way."

I heard this line a dozen times before, each time

a little different depending on whether she gets it

from a fortuneteller, or from numerology, or some-
thing else like that. The idea is always that romance
is comin' or she's gonna marry Tyrone Power.

"It wouldn't hurt you to get interested in dreams,
also." she says, after givin' me all the details on the

interpretation. "That way you would have a com-
mon interest with me."
"You could get interested in baseball with the

same results," I says, feelin' pretty clever. "How
about that?"

"It's a deal," she says, too quick.

"Now, wait," I says.

"I'll be interested in baseball and you'll be inter-

ested in the future," she says. "I'm glad you are

finally takin' a favorable attitude toward our
marriage."

Figurin' out the women ain't so tough. It's

knowin' what to do about it once you get them
figured that's the problem. There, I ain't doin' so

hot yet.

SHE starts gettin' mutual with my interests a

couple of days after this. It happens a guy who
1 iues in my hack pretty regular gives me a couple of

tickets to the Dodgers-St. Looey game, in a box, and
Mabel jumps at the chance to go.

We're sittin' right back of first base watchin' the

game, and the Dodgers are murderin' the St.

Looeys, which is always a pleasure to watch. I'm

watchin' the game, anyways. Mabel is lookin'

around at the kind of hats the women are wearing,

ana complainin' about why the people yell so much,
and gettin' me to buy hot dogs and ice cream.

At first 1 try to get interested in the game, but after

she asks me a couple of questions, 1 give up. You
know—"What's the difference between a pitcher

and a grounder, Joey?" "Which is better, a strike

or a fly?"—that kind of stuff.

The only other observation she makes is that the

first baseman for the St. Looeys, a rookie named
Bug Simmons, ain't a bad-looking guy. This is in

the first inning. In the second inning she remarks
that Bud Simmons has wavy hair; and in the third

inning she notices he's got a dimple when he smiles.

"This is not an interest in baseball," I tell her.

"This is an interest in Bud Simmons, which ain't

part of the bargain."

"Me interested in a baseball player I never even

met to speak to?" she says, with a little laugh.

"Don't be silly." She gives the little laugh again,

which is overdoing it.

The pay-off comes in the seventh inning. The
Doogers are two runs ahead, not to mention leading
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the league also. We're up, and Pete Reiser is coming
up to kit.

"Watch Reiser," I says. "Thai kid is terrific."

"Is he for the Dodgers or the other team?" she
vi\v looking very interested.

"Never mind." 1 says,

Reiser lets a couple of had ones go by, and then
he takes a big swing and the ball starts travelin'. It

goes a long way. only practically straight up. When
it starts comin' down, I can see that it's headed right

for our box.

"Look out, baby!" 1 says. "Foul ball!"

Bud Simmons is racin' back to catch the ball. I

start gettin' up to see if I can grab it for a souvenir.
"Is a foul ball the same as a curve ball?" Mabel

says, with that interested expression.

IT'S the most intelligent question she asks all after-

noon, but I got no tine to answer her. The ball

comes tearin' down. Bud Simmons makes a dive
after it, right over the railing into our box.
Mabel lets out a yell, there's a smack when the

ball hits a glove—a lucky catch—and Bud Simmons
is lying in Mabel's lap. The crowd is screamin' its

head off.

"Mabel," I holler, "are you all right?"

She don't even hear me. She looks down at her
lap and says, "How do you do? My name is Mabel
Stooler, and I'm pleased to make your acquaint-
ance."

This Simmons gets back on his feet and gives her
a grin with dimples.

"Glad to know you," he says. "I hope I didn't

land too hard."
"Not at all," she says. "The pleasure is mutual."

He gives her another sample of the dimples, then
he throws out the ball to show he caught it, and
jumps over the railing.

"Gee," Mabel says with a sigh.

"How do you like that jerk?" I says. "He could
kill people like that. You sure you're okay?"

She's sittin' there with a faraway look on her face.

"Mabel." I says, "are you okay?"
"A visitation from above in a romantic way," she

says, like she was talkin' to herself. "Come on,
Joey. We better go."
"Never mind that dream doubletalk," I says, "and

whaddya mean, come on? The game ain't over yet."

She stops lookin' dreamy and looks at me.
"I gotta have another dream right away," she

says, "so I can get a further interpretation."

"Aw, now look
—

" I says.

"For goodness' sakes," she says, "I been inter-

ested in your interests all afternoon, practically. It

won't kill you to let me do likewise for my own
interests for the rest of the time."

So I take her home— in silence. At the door, she
says, "Good night, Joey."

"Sleep tight," I says. I'm kinda mad. "Pleasant
dreams." If I'd known what kind of pleasant

dreams she was gonna have, maybe I woulda kept
my big mouth closed.

I spend the rest of the afternoon tryin' to find a

radio some place where I can hear the balance of

the game. The Dodgers win, only I find out about
it from the evening papers.

This same night, after I get to sleep about eleven,

t'm havin' a dream. This is the result of all the ice

cream and hot dogs I ate at the ball game. I'm

hangin' up by my toes over a big pot of boilin'

water, where people are gettin' cooked like hot dogs.

When the bell rings. I'm supposed to fall into the

pot. A bell rings, and I start fallin'. The bell keeps
ringin', I keep fallin', only when I hit, it's the floor

where I fell out of bed, and the bell is the telephone

ringin". It's three o'clock in the morning.
I pick up the phone and holler, "Hang up! You

got the wrong number!"
Mabel says. "Hello, Joey. Did I wake you up?"
"No," I says, real sarcastic. "I was sittin' up to

all hours knittin' a sweater. Whatsamatter?"
"I ain't sure I like your tone of voice," she says,

"only I gotta tell you. It happened."
"I know it happened." I says. "It woke me up at

three o'clock in the morning. Why ain't you sleep-

ing?"
"I slept so much this afternoon I can't sleep no

more," she says. "Don't you even wanna know
what I dreamed, for goodness' sakes?"

I'm still half asleep, or I wouldna said what I said

next. 1 guess.

"Are you nuts or somethin'?" I says. "Wakin" a

guy up to tell him your dreams in the middle of

the night?" (Continued on page 12)

ILLUSTRATED BY AL SCHMIDT
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THE SUN TAN MYTH
BY SNOWDEN T. HERRICK AND JOHN E. PFEIFFER

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BT DAVID PESKIN

ymitOl I hundred
Z^^ Americans are going•^V burned a shocking pi

deep shades of red this summer
a tortured couple of days it m
into a beautiful tan. At whic
they become the healthy, o
type, and look with condescensj
then bleached, anemic fellow

these red and blistered and tann
ferers will be victims of a myth
as the Pyramids and the Great \\

China.
The sun worshipers of ancie

sia built great shrines to the gll

Mithras, the sun god. Their n

counterparts dredged Miami
out of the Florida mangrove s

and made sunshine the leading
try of southern California. Al

over the country otherwise s<

people prostrate themselves as a

offering, in their own back yard
the nearest beach.

Regretfully, we must report t

this faith in health from the

based on a false gospel. For s'

now says that exposure of the b<]

sunlight is of little practical val

the average human.
This shattering statement, we

ize, will result in not a blister 1<

the American epidermis. Even
sun isn't as health-giving as it ha
reputed, sun addicts think tl

more beautiful in their coats o \

So they gather into their conjs

tions clinging to the elusive hes
acquiring brown beauty withoi
much torment.
Many erroneous theories haven

advanced by the sun cult as t

health-giving properties of surj

One is the mammoth fable thjj %
sun is the source of all life. Thil t

-

the marvelous chemistry of photj
thesis, plants convert sunlight int

ergy for their growth by mea
green substance, chlorophyll

leaves. If sunlight is good for pi
it's good for us, too, say the!

cultists. The trouble with this
p

logic is that animals aren't plants
J]

bodies don't photosynthesize suil

into energy, and won't, unlesj
change our anatomy.
Then there's the theory that

light has a "tonic" effect on the hi

system. This once had scientific 1

ing, based on heliotherapy, or

cure, a treatment often used b;

ancient Egyptians and Chinese,

some modern works claim that

light increases the bacteria-k

power of the blood. And at Swis;

Danish solariums it was disco\

that sunlight is a big help in ci

skin tuberculosis.

In Switzerland, city children

for long vacations high in the

returned to their tenements, hea
chubby and bronzed. They
looked upon as living testimonial

the value of sunshine. But remen
the kids also got fresh air, exei

lots of rest and better food
The truth of the matter is I

There is evidence that ultraviolet
]

can kill germs, but it can't kill the i

the skin without severe damage tci

epidermis.

Akin to this is the sunshine-g
us-vitamins story. The only vita

produced by sunlight is vitamir

which prevents rickets in children

young animals.

The rub is that it is much simpli

get your vitamin D without ris

the damaging effects of a burn,

nature, animals and men get moj
it through eating fats. Then, too.

can get all the vitamin you need f |
the sun through much shorter e:

sures than those that produce a ta

Collier's for July 12, lfl
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H^arthest of all from the truth is the

^Ijief that the browner we are, the

'°'fs we will burn: that a suntan gives

%tection against the sun. Scientists
]i(
f that if a tan gives you any help at

^i the amount is extremely small and
P4't be accurately estimated. All the
'% does is to hide the burn.

^For years, skin specialists fell for
nls

|s yarn themselves. But shortly after
Jtbrld War I they began to suspect

LS
fkt a good tanning had little to do
:h immunity to sunburn. They

131 ted albinos (who have absolutely
:N melanin, the pigment that colors

fiinary skin and produces a tan) and
orbnd that the albinos' transparent
"jtdermis acquired a certain immu-

• fy after the first dose of sunlight,
Id of course did not tan.

Pigmentation in Patches

^fThen they went to work on victims

vitiligo, an ailment that creates

tches of unpigmented and normally
; zmented skin side by side. After a

the two shades of skin of the
iligo patients got the same degree
immunity, though one patch

ned while the other remained pink.

ese are, of course, abnormal

(

ses, but the lessons drawn from
' pm have been supplemented by con-
d jsions derived from the study of
%mal skins.
ll There's nothing to a lot of widely
cepted nonsense about the evils of

'i nlight either. About all a sunburn is
'a the equivalent of a first-degree or
M rface heat burn. It's not good. On
:l e other hand, it's not very bad.
There is a relation between skin

P" ncer and ultraviolet light, but it
5 edn't worry any but those with the

1 ost sensitive skin. And it's not true
* at tropical sunlight makes the white
': an prematurely aged, sterile and
•' :king in moral character; that
e ains will cook if not protected by
implicated sun helmets; that sun-

oilier' s for July 12, 1947

If it's health you seek in getting sunburned, you may as

well stay pale. The tan won't help you. If it's beauty you're

after, nothing will stop you. But be careful how you get it

light can damage the spinal cord.

Other fallacies are based on coin-

cidence. Hay fever was blamed on
the sun before the discovery of al-

lergies, because it occurred during the

hottest time of the year. And the sun
took the blame for many skin diseases

with a variety of causes, because they
appear mainly on the exposed por-

tions of the body.
Let's see just what a sunburn is.

Sunlight is a product of the atomic
fission constantly taking place in the

sun. Ultraviolet rays, which bring us

sunburn, are part of it—about two
tenths of one per cent. Most of the

ultraviolet from the sun is filtered out
in the stratosphere by a layer of

ozone, and some is stopped by clouds,

dust and smoke in the lower atmos-
phere.

The rays that hit your skin pene-

trate less than three hundredths of an
inch, not as deep as your skin is thick.

Most of them are absorbed almost at

the surface by the horny layer, a

sometimes microscopically thin coat-

ing of flattened dead cells over the

live epidermis.

The invisible rays of ultraviolet that

sneak past this horny layer are the

ones that do the damage. They kill

the living cells at a rate greater than

normal. In the course of the death

throes, a chemical reaction takes place

that leads to the effects of sunburn

—

medically known as erythema, edema,
pruritus, desquamation and pain.

That is, your skin reddens, swells,

itches, peels and, of course, aches.

Sun tan comes in three ways, all as a

result of exposure to ultraviolet light.

First, the pigment already present in

the skin moves to the surface, concen-

trating in the horny layer. Second,

the pigment-manufacturing cells in

the lower depths of the skin go to

work making new pigment, which

sticks with you. It's not quite perma-
nent, as it bleaches in the winter.

Recently it was discovered that a

third kind of tan is created when the

bleached pigment darkens. This is the

quickest of all, appearing within an
hour of exposure. But don't count on
getting a real tan this easy way.
You've got to get burned once, to

produce the pigment to be darkened.
The lifeboat Odyssey of Eddie

Rickenbacker in 1942 inspired the

government to sponsor sunburn re-

search during the war. Of course, the

services were not particularly inter-

ested in tan; they were looking for a

sunburn preventive.

The services sought something that

would reinforce the action of the

horny layer. The Naval Medical Re-
search Laboratory found that cloth-

ing is not necessarily a protection—

a

point for sun bathers to remember.
You can get burned quite neatly

through a lightweight cotton shirt.

Khaki turned out to be better than

white as a color, and dry clothing is

more protective than wet.

The scientists then began to experi-

ment with various preparations. Gen-
erally, they found that preventives

were very hard to evaluate. But two
substances have been recently recom-
mended for the druggists' National
Formulary, phenyl salicylate and ti-

tanium dioxide. Used together, the

mixture can be smeared on the skin to

suit the individual. It is cheap and
available. And there are many pro-

prietary substances that will similarly

protect against burn.

Two Basic Facts About Skin

Nature tends to protect us from the

damage done by ultraviolet rays, but

there are certain principles to keep in

mind.
First, remember that a sunburn is

the product of two variables: your
skin and the amount of ultraviolet

radiation hitting that skin. Second,

keep in mind that the reaction to radi-

ation is always delayed; when your

skin turns red, that's a sign you've
already been burned.
The individual sunburn "thresh-

old," or point at which your skin does
turn red, changes from time to time.

You can't tell in advance, from past

experience, just how badly you will

react to exposure.

Even more unpredictable is the

amount of ultraviolet light that will

puncture your hide at any given time.

It varies by the hour of day. season of

the year, geography and weather. No
sensation of eye or touch will tell you
how much you are getting.

A phenomenon known as "sky-

shine" is responsible for many burns.

This is the ultraviolet scattered in all

directions by the molecules of the at-

mosphere, and by large particles such

as water vapor. As it doesn't come di-

rectly out of the sun. you often get

burned on a presumably unexposed
part of your body or when you are

lying under an umbrella. On a clear

day the skyshine can be as strong as

the direct radiation.

There is a ray of hope for the sun

worshipers trying to cope with the in-

visible menace of the ultraviolet. It

won't help you this summer, but it

may in years to come. It is a device

that will let you decide how long to

stay in the sun in the same way that

you determine whether to wear an

overcoat when the thermometer
stancis at freezing.

With a little ingenuity, apparatus

can be constructed to use a photocell

as a sunlight meter. Photocells meas-

ure light, and one kind registers the

quantity of ultraviolet radiation from
any source. Properly designed to pick

up all the skyshine, as well as the rays

coming directly from the sun. the de-

vice could be set upon a beach to

operate a dial for everyone to read.

Then the sun will be the servant of

his followers and not a capricious

tyrant, haphazardly handing out tans,

burns and blisters. ***
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Typical thatched-hut village of prefabricated houses overlooking Buckner Bay. The American housing program has produced prefabricated frames for 40 1

huts, enough to get a half-million Okinawans out of the caves and hills where they had taken refuge. The military government's goal is 100,000 of these new ho *

The never-never land that fell in bloody battles two years ago has ac-

quired a strangely American flavor that may be of increasing importance
in the Orient. Today our experts see the island as a key to the future

by wxxDonr .tames

I

ON OKINAWA the guns have been silent

for almost two years. The beaches where
American soldiers and Marines stormed

ashore on Easter Sunday, 1945, to begin the 82-day
battle for the 67-mile-long island, are undisturbed
save for the never-ending roll of the sea. The
scorched earth is green again. The woods and
forests of the battlefields are gone forever, but crops
are growing in the fertile valleys below Hacksaw
Ridge. Chocolate Top, Sugar Loaf Hill, and all the
other high places where thousands of Americans
died.

The people long since have returned from the
hills and caves of the northern part of the island,

where there was little fighting. The quiet country-
side is alive with farmers tilling their little plots of
land, producing 40 per cent of the food require-
ments of the island's 512,000 inhabitants. And
most of these inhabitants, if not all, are content with
the way things are going. As Gioga Shimabuku. a
pottery worker, put it: "Very good prestige, being
under the Americans. We hope they stay. We
would like to be the Americans of the Orient."

If the War and Navy Departments have their

18

way, the wish of Shimabuku that the Americans
might remain on the island will be realized; the

War Department, in particular, thinks that the 23
airstrips on Okinawa, and the three on Ie Shima, a

tiny islet to the west where Ernie Pyle was killed, are

worth whatever investment we might have to make.
The Army is putting in some permanent typhoon-

base installations; its engineers know that Okinawa
has from a dozen to forty destructive typhoons a

year, and they're building to withstand the stiffest

wind yet recorded. And the military government,
in its campaign to Americanize Okinawa and the

other islands of the Ryukyu chain, is requiring

English to be taught in the schools, and is making
plans for a University of Okinawa, with both native

and American instructors.

Army and Air Force officers, peering at their

new-type maps, have described Okinawa as "the

most important island the United States now holds,

the key to stability in Asia." A high American in

Tokyo was even more explicit. He said:

"Okinawa is essential to the protection of a dis-

armed and pacifist Japan, and air power based on
the island is equally important in guaranteeing that

no large-scale attacks will be launched against i

American Pacific Coast. An invasion of Ja|li

would require a large amphibious operation. VW
concentration of American air power at OkinajB

backed up by bases in the Marshall and Maribja;

Islands, it would be impossible. As far as our (1

country is concerned, our power at Okinawa wcl
prevent raids on our West Coast."
Compared to the rest of the world, Okinawa ac

two years under the American flag is a qii
place—a never-never land without labor unions!
political parties, or international complicatup
where never a Communist has raised his ideologa
banner; where murder is virtually unknown; wfi
people spend more on the dead than on the liv I

where, in obedience to an ancient custom, the bcii

of the dead must be scraped clean by virgins.

It is the one war-wrecked land in the world wig
family of eight can buy a month's supply!

groceries, including delicacies from the black n I

ket, for less than $7; where a native can buy a jl

of U.S. Army field shoes for 50 cents, a cotton Id

jacket for 20 cents, and rice at one tenth the priccu

American must pay.

Collier's for July 12, 1
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ise Okinawans support a family of nine by making small Shinto temples and household
hsils from G.I. tin ration cans. Gaily decorated temples sell for 150 yen (three dollars)

Toyo-ko Hanagusuku, 20, whose father was killed in the battle for

Okinawa, runs this power saw making frames for prefabricated huts

Mthough 40,000 natives are on relief, no one is

rving; the United States supplies enough addi-
pal food to bring the average daily ration up to

nost 1,900 calories. No Okinawan is without
Iter; the housing program organized by the mili-

y government and the newly established civil

vernment has turned out 40,000 prefabricated
itched huts, and production is steadily increasing,
ere are 283 schools in operation, with 4,257
chers and 137,000 pupils. There are three hos-

'jftls and four dispensaries, staffed by native
!jktors and nurses.

Shimabuku, the pottery worker (and apparently
B

!i great majority of his fellow workers) approves
u

' almost everything the Americans have done in

°pir efforts to restore the island. He likes the 600
'°les of improved roads the Americans have built,

k 35 miles they've paved with asphalt, and the
a!dening of 450 miles of native roads so jeeps can
hi over them. He likes the fleet of more than 600
^ps and trucks which are operated on these roads
1 Okinawans, and the necessary graders, bull-

zers and other machines provided by the Ameri-
s to keep them in shape.
himabuku likes the 47 American ships which,

°fcnned by Okinawans, keep trade going between
dnawa and the other islands of the Ryukyu chain;

v d the fleet of powerboats with which Okinawa
hermen bring in thousands of pounds of fish

ery month. He likes the sawmills, foundries,

I
arries, distilleries and other business and indus-

^al establishments now operated by the military
vernment, but which will eventually be turned
er to private enterprise.

But there is one thing about the Americans that

Shimabuku doesn't like, and he says so freely. He
thinks they eat very curious food, scarcely suitable

for humans, and he looks forward to the day when
he can resume his ancient diet of sweet potatoes,

rice, fish, vegetables and tea, on which he lived all

his life until the Americans came. He has had more
than enough of canned beef, boned turkey, coffee,

and doughnuts, which is all the Okinawans can
think of to make from American wheat. He will

admit that "coffee and such" are better than going

hungry, but he will say nothing at all good about
boned turkey. His aversion to this Occidental deli-

cacy seems to be shared by practically every other

Okinawan.
"We've still got tons of boned turkey on this

island," said a young military government officer.

"It's good food, and we sell it to the Okinawans at

a penny or two a pound. And what do you think

happens? They sniff at it, laugh a little, thank us

very politely—and use it for fish bait!"

Economic Picture of a Native Family

Gioga Shimabuku, a wizened little man of forty-

five with a wife and six children, is typical of the

industrious race which is rapidly rebuilding the

island with American help and planning. He works
in a pottery near the ruins of Naha, once a city of

65,000 population, which was destroyed when the

6th Marine Division took it block by block from
the Japanese. He is a skilled workman, and re-

ceives comparatively high pay, 10 yen (20 cents) a

day. His eldest daughter works for the local ration-

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BT ACME

ing board, and is paid the minimum wage of five

yen 60 sen (a little more than 11 cents) a day. The
family's cash income each month is thus 400 yen

($8), and on this amount the Shimabukus live

very well.

For a month's food ration they pay 150 yen ($3),

and they buy another two or three dollars' worth of
food on the black market. This is usually sweet
potatoes, of which all Okinawans are extremely
fond, and which sell on the black market for four

cents a four-pound package, compared to the gov-

ernment-fixed price of one third of a cent.

All this is supplemented by produce raised on a

small plot of land, which Shimabuku owns and
which is cultivated by his wife and their five young-
est children. He pays no rent for his house; it was
provided by the government. When he and his

family came out of the hills the Americans issued

clcthing to them; since then Shimabuku has bought
a pair of Army field shoes and a cotton field jacket,

for a total expenditure of 35 yen, or 70 cents.

And, thanks to the American program for reha-

bilitating private industry, Shimabuku will eventu-

ally become, in a small way, a capitalist. The firm

for which he works, the Tsuboya Pottery Company,
was organized about two months ago with a loan

of 70,000 yen from the Industry Division of the civil

government. It is retiring the loan by selling shares

of stock to the adults among its 70 employees. These
shares sell for 50 yen each, and Shimabuku is buy-
ing one a month, as are most of the other employees
except the manager and the assistant manager, who
are buying two each. Their wages are 500 and 400
yen a month respectively. (Continued on page 64)
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THE NUCLEAR FISSION OF

BY ALBERT POPE HINCKLEY

Professor Gilmartin had a good mind for figures—and a discerning eye, too

w

THE horrors of war seei

have hail no effect whaq
Edward Angus Gilmart

was through no fault of his ow
had volunteered for comba
regularly and the fact that

undergone nothing more ri

than three years in the Aleut ia

due solely to the ever capriciou
classification system. A na
modest young man, he had ne;

to tell the classification special]

he was entirely at home in the fit

chemistry and physics; he ga
vocation simply as mathematics
That meant only one thing

erstwhile haberdasher who was
ing stooped under the weight of
tain's bars in the reception
personnel office.

Edward Angus became a p;

clerk in the Finance Corps. Alt
he was quite capable of doing thi

fantastic equations in his head,
faced with longevity, ration?

quarters, he became more than
starry-eyed.

Naturally, as soon as the big

began to be interested in n
fission, a hurry call was sent o
Professor Gilmartin. By the tin-

urgent summons had fought th

the red tape, the bomb had d
work. Edward Angus finish

last few months of his military

in and around Bikini Atoll we|
as he had intermittently for

years, the single stripe of a priva
class. Finally, the Army offereJ

the eagles of a full colonel if he \i

stay and help them with their i

lems. when Edward Angus reil

heads were gravely shaken, but i

he did.

A frugal person, with no re

bad habits beyond an addictk
hard work and an occasional <

Edward Angus had actually

money during his incarceration i

land of fog and frostbite. His c

retor was only adjusted to a vep
mixture; an occasional drink w
he could deal with.

With no immediate economic i

sity to get back on the academic t

mill, he determined to spend a c<

of months in private research. Se
intriguing hypotheses had com
during the preparations for the I

show, and Edward Angus was
intrigued. He belonged to a

society of mathematicians which
ported an exclusive library in

York. Taking a hall bedroom ir

city, he prepared to settle down t<

delightful months of unad
research.

He experienced no difficulty

nearly four years, in rememberin
address of the library and,
changing into civilian clothes, i

plete with ruptured duck, he sei

for it on the very first afternoon
was in the West Fifties and from h

both personal and military, he wa
A healthy mind in a healthy body
a fetish with Professor Gilmartin
there was no course of training to

end for which he had not enthus
cally volunteered during his A
career. It was probably safe to

that Private Gilmartin was the
finance clerk in the whole Ui
States Army who was thorou
trained and conditioned to land
the first wave of commandos. . .

.

The front entrance of the buil<

as he came up to it, seemec

"I'm free, white and twenty-one, I

Edward Angus said to Mr. Lacy,
from now on, keep out of my busi
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SI

r altered substantially, but his

^4ry said that the number was cor-

ld his feet told him that he still

'ndown five steps to reach the

ijle. Without need for further

nation, and intent on the list of
(

rijjjes that he must immediately
arie opened the door and stopped

itify himself to the receptionist
1 si heading for the reading room
1 ntsie stacks.

. BOWED vaguely to a female

Mjmeone who appeared in the
1 icitfay on his right.

Jly name is Gilmartin. I haven't

ble to use your facilities during
of jir, but I would very much like to

ceuse of the reading room for a

i or two if I may."
pabw I've heard it called every-

said the figure in the doorway.
oe beg your pardon?" Edward

was lost in the problem of

oser to begin on the theories of

isiaor Conant. "I asked if I might

e reading room and, of course,

if icks."

i null it anything you like," said the

ii oil "just you give me your hat."

u handed over his hat, wondering
tliihaps it would not be better to

ijojwith Einstein or even further

ltcthan that, and then work for-

sorry," he said apologetically,

ilace seems a good deal changed.

aijl you direct me?"
crnat's the door right there on your

jj said the voice, "but in my
;iri>n, you're carrying all the load

^ffcn handle right now."

life seemed rather a silly remark to

rd Angus, for he wasn't carrying

reja book. The war had made it

,jlt to replace trained personnel,

i|
ipided, and pushed open the door

£ left.

n
U
nething was very definitely

seg. The room, except that it was

n too dark, looked like nothing so

»i as a PX beer garden. As he
ted, a man in a dinner jacket

D
d up to him.
vou wish to sit at the bar, sir, or

, a i you prefer a table?"

Seward Angus regarded this at-

t
nt severely.

jn trying to find the library."

,.8le man in the dinner jacket re-

.
si
ed himself with a start.

$ he gents' room is just around the

n
:r to your right," he said in

ned voice. "Can I order you a

now, sir?'

ihank you very much, I'm not

y. Perhaps I did not make my-

ilear.
I asked you to direct me to

sading room."
e man put his hands on his hips

.regarded Edward Angus with a

r
, that balanced a nice mixture of

u

ty and fury,

j

ook, friend, a joke's a joke. Did

a;,
1ome in here for a drink or didn't

he demanded.
ertainly not!" Edward Angus
eriously affronted. Unconsciously
ing his crispest classroom man-
e said: "I wish to make use of
facilities. I'm a mathematician.
nterest is in figures. Do I make
]f clear?"

tan't you ex-servicemen ever
about anything but women? I

:wo brothers in the Army, so I'm
)ur side, but this ain't that kind of

™ce, friend. If you want a drink
will behave yourself, you can

Iward Angus stared at the man in

lief.

tne of us is crazy," he said, as if

lg an axiom in geometry.

"Well one guess will tell you who's
going to win the decision. Come on,
now, get on your horse—"
Edward Angus, for the first time in

his sober life, thought over all the de-
lightful possibilities offered by the
intensive course that he had taken in

Army judo. But the habits of a life-

time were too strong, and he turned
on his heel.

"There's been a stupid mistake," he
said to the girl who had taken his hat.
Everything looked red to him, as he
understood it always did to people
who were the victims of uncontrolla-
ble furies. Even the hair of the figure
facing him was a flaming challenge.

"I tried to tell you that you were
down on your axles when you went
in," said the red hair. "Look, sonny,
why don't you go home and leave the
stuff alone?"

"Is everybody out of his mind in

this establishment?" Edward Angus
demanded. "Or isn't this the Library
for the Society of Higher Mathe-
matics?"

"Oh, you poor thing," said the
figure. "And I thought you were
canned to the eyes. That place was
moved up to Morningside Heights a
couple of years ago."
"Why?" Edward Angus was still

intent on the pursuit of elusive

theorems and the question came
easily.

"Why. because they're all big shots
now. Haven't you heard about the

atomic bomb? Those guys don't just

make out your income tax any more;
they're going to make over the world.
What part of this man's army were
you stuck in?"

The mention of the Army and
atomics cleared the fog in Edward
Angus' cranial cavity. He returned to

the land of fact with a rush.

Before him was quite the prettiest

girl he had ever seen. Her eyes were
blue and direct; her nose, even through
the powder, betrayed three or four
highly intriguing freckles; no more of
her could possibly have been crammed
into the bodice of her blue dress and
her hair was of a red to make sunsets

jealous.

"Really," said Edward Angus, "I

owe you an apology." He found he
was having as much difficulty making
his hands and eyes behave as would a

starving man in front of a delicatessen.

"You will if you keep on looking at

me like that," the girl assured him.

Furious color rushed to his face,

and he pretended to search the racks

behind her for his hat.

"I am Professor Gilmartin," he

announced stiffly. "I had no idea that

the library had moved and I am sorry

to have troubled you." He abandoned
the search for his hat, and his eyes re-

turned irresistibly to the girl. "I was
three years in the Aleutians," he
added lamely.

"That's tough; I have a brother

spent the whole war in Iceland."

"You did?" Edward Angus bright-

ened visibly at the news of such suf-

fering. "We heard it was pretty rough
there. Now, with us, the wind never

dropped below—

"

"You going to take my hat, Angie?"
a voice behind him broke in.

Edward Angus turned with a start

to confront a thin, sharp face wh ;ch

came up out of a collar whose tight-

ness bordered on strangulation. Black,

greasy hair was plastered to the skull,

and if the shoulders of the coat

weren't padded, the man was built like

a prize fighter.

"You're looking mighty sweet to-

night, Angie," said the newcomer.
"This character bothering you?"

"Really," said Edward Angus, "I owe you an apology"

"Oh no, Mr. Lacy. This gentleman
just made a mistake in the address.

Here's your hat, Professor. You can
find out where the library is now, in

the phone book." She gave Edward
Angus such a smile that he was half-

way to the door before he remem-
bered the tip. He found a quarter and
then fell over his own feet in a re-

newed start for the exit.

"What's the matter with that goof?"
said Mr. Lacy. "Plastered?"

"I should say not!" Angie pro-

tested. "He was looking for that li-

brary used to be here, before you
opened up. He's a professor."

"Of what? He don't look to me
like he could read and write."

"Mathematics, I guess. I thought he
looked cute."

"He's a dope," said Mr. Lacy with

finality.

STRANGELY enough, that was
what Edward Angus was calling

himself the next afternoon. He had
founa the new quarters of the Society

without difficulty and his reception

there had been in the nature of a tri-

umph. The librarian had wanted to

know all about his experiences at Bi-

kini, had cursed the siupidity of an
Army that would waste such bril-

liance on the arctic air and had imme-
diately supplied him with the books
and pamphlets that he required. Se-

cure in a cubicle where the world
could not enter, Professor Gilmartin
had sat down with sharpened pencils

and a block of yellow paper—sat

down to two months of uninterrupted

theorizing. The only trouble seemed
to be the interruptions.

These, of course, were not caused

by the staff, who came only when
summoned, or by sounds from the

outsioe, which were barred by all the

acoustical controls known to science.

They were caused by Pfc. Edward
Angus Gilmartin, who heretofore had
given very little trouble of that par-

ticular nature to the Professor and
none at all to his superior officers. In

Army parlance, the Private appeared

to have ants in his pants.

It did no good to remind the Pri-

vate that the Professor was interested

in figures. The Private was interested

in figures, too, and they weren't on
paper. Equations that were as un-
complicated to a trained mathemati-
cal mind as the alphabet is to a

member of the eighth grade became
so confused with unknowns like red
hair and blue eyes, that the Professor
had to spend more time chiding the

Private than he did using his pencil;

and everywhere there were freckles.

For the life of him, Edward Angus
couldn't remember whether there had
been three or four.

To decide the matter he tried draw-
ing a nose, but it wiggled at him like a

rabbit's.

"This is perfectly preposterous,"
Professor Gilmartin assured himself.

"What I need is a good walk."
"That's a swell idea," said Private

Gilmartin. "I'll go along with you."
Edward Angus thanked the librar-

ian for his courtesy, assured him that

the morrow would be no more than
started when he returned, and set off

blithely to conquer his distractions

with that fine old puritan medicine,
fresh air.

To secure what little of the country
New York afforded, he headed over
to the Drive and tramped downtown,
breathing deep while assuring himself
that he was deriving much good from
it. The river stretched wide and placid

on his right, children romped across

his path, and he passed monuments
with gratifying regularity. Both the

children and the monuments ap-

peared to be surrounded by nurses.

"That was a pretty tasty shape we
just passed." said Private Gilmartin.

"You mean the one with the yellow

dress and no hat—? I didn't see it,"

said the Professor.

He turned east at the end of the

Drive and there seemed to be a great

many girls getting off busses and com-
ing out of subways. The Professor
averted his eyes but the Private was
continually looking everywhere ex-

cept where they were going.

Suddenly the Private said, "Let's

have a drink."

"Where?" said the Professor, taken
by surprise.

(Continued on page 14)
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MERCHANT OF VALOR
The Story:
The events narrated take place in six-

teenth-century Europe; Henry VIII is

King of England; the Medicis rule an
Italy turbulent with internal strife.

At a fair in England, big Peter Ca-
rew, straightforward son of a wool mer-
chant, encounters a beautiful Italian girl

disguised as a fortunetelling hag. Betsy,
for so he calls her, predicts Peter will go
to Italy; she gives him a charm to pro-

tect him. Shortly afterward, Peter is sent

by his father to transact business in

Florence.

The first night he is in Italy he comes
upon a cheerfully unscrupulous friar

searching his baggage. Shortly thereafter

Peter saves a powerful nobleman, Gio-
vanni de' Medici, who is being attacked

in a dark street by assassins. As pre-

dicted by Betsy, Peter and Giovanni,

who is the leader of a free-lance army,

known as the Black Bands, strike up a

friendship.

The next day at a carnival in Florence,

Peter recognizes the fortuneteller, Betsy

—this time disguised as an apprentice

boy. Haughtily she demands that he re-

turn the charm she had given him in

England. Just as he gives it to her. Peter

is arrested by agents of Cardinal Pas-

serini. From him Peter learns that the

"charm" was in reality a stolen letter of

critical interest to the Pope; when
refuses to divulge the identity of th

ter's recipient he is led away tc

prison and the torture chamber.

A mob delivers him from his ca

and he is whisked off to a nunnery, 1

he is brought into the presence of a

lously lovely woman. It is Betsy ;

"Wilt thou not serve me?" she

smiling. Peter's blood turns to \

As if under a spell, he nods helples:

Collier's for July 12,
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"In my land we do not harry maidens with dogs, nor tree them like wild beasts," I

said. "In this country," said the handsome one, "we do what gives us pleasure"

NTINUING THE EXCITING STORY OF ROMANCE AND HIGH ADVENTURE

Y CLARENCE BUDItfGTOtf KEIXAffD

[

ii

AWAKENED in the morning

tbj! in a soft, clean bed in a tiny cell

io" in the convent; food was
)ught to me, and I was much re-

al
shed. But as full recollection re-

ned to me, I was ill at ease because,

ough no fault of my own, I was a

i
jitive and like to come to my death

e
he Eight should lay hands upon me.

i ough my father's business had been

js
11 in hand, I despaired of bringing it

to satisfactory conclusion, for Flor-

ence would be no safe spot for me.

While these thoughts were vexing

me, one came to my door and sum-

moned me. I followed to that fine

room where I had first seen the girl

Betsy arrayed as a great lady, and

there she awaited me again, and once

more I was overcome by the beauty of

her and the mystery of her.

"Messire Pietro," she said at once,

"we must be rid of you. Cardinal

Passerini and the Eight have loosed an
order against you—that you be found
and brought to them."

"For which," said I, "I have only

thee to thank."

Her lip curled. "Does the sword
thank the arm that wields it?" she

asked. "Or the needle thank the fin-

gers that ply it?"

"The sword hath no soul," I

answered, "nor hath the needle a

heart. But a human man doth possess

both and is not to be used as if he were

but a thing of steel or wood."
"I had need of thee," she said. "Who

will not serve freely in time of need

must be made to serve by guile or

force."

"That," I told her, "is a heartless

saying and cruel. Who are you that

hides under the disguise of hag and
scullery maid and apprentice boy and
noble lady? Against me you have
practiced treachery. What wider

treachery do you plot? Whom dost

thou serve?"

"I serve a purpose that is above thy

base understanding," she said. "Who
or what I am is nothing to thee."

"Nothing, perchance, but the loss of

life, which is precious to me," I

answered.

I hated, her and I feared her, yet I

was drawn to her so powerfully that

my head swam with it. I deemed this

the result of some evil charm which

she had put upon me, but, knowing it

full well, I was not strong to resist it.

She made her eyes to narrow and
peered at me with a strange expression

which I could not read. "There is

honesty in thee, and loyalty and stub-

bornness. Why didst not betray me to

the Cardinal? He would have re-

warded thee with a castle."

"It was not for thee I stood silent,"

I said angrily, "but because the man
made my gorge to rise, and the sullen

brat that hungered unnaturally to see

me stretched upon the rack."

She smiled in a queer, mysterious

way and said, "Whatever the reason, it

compels me to save thy neck. So I

shall pluck thee out of this city and

send thee to safety."

"Where should I find safety?" I

asked.

"With wife and train Giovanni de'

Medici left Florence yesterday for

Trebbio."
"Art thou friend to My Lord Gio-

vanni?"
"I be friend to no Medici," she said.

"Nevertheless of all the spawn, he

alone is without guile and, now that

Bayard is dead, the most knightly man
alive. The evil Medici blood hath been

cleansed by joining with the blood of

his great mother. He will protect thee

for the mere sport of thwarting the

Cardinal."

"I would back to England," I told

her.

"Dost mind the crystal into which

you gazed? When I was witch and

teller of fortunes?"

"I remember well." I made the holy

sign. " 'Twas black magic."

"Nay. It was true picture. Ere

thou comest back to England many
things must be fulfilled."

"The devil hath given thee power to

read the future?"

"Nay." She shivered a little. "I

know not if the power come from God
or Satan. But I can make others see

pictures in the ball. And they be true

pictures. Now—My Lord Vitello

Vitelli leaves the city at noon, journey-

ing to Bologna. The gates will be

watched for thee. But thou shall ride

in his train and pass safely. Under the

robe and cowl of a monk. The abbess

of this holy house hath asked the favor

of him."
"It was not thou that asked it?"

She shook her head. "Thou wilt be

but a monk riding on errand for the

abbess. Betray not thyself to any."

"You accomplish all things by guile

and deception," I said bitterly.

"What other weapons hath a

woman but guile and deception—and
beauty?"

"There be also," I said, "truth and
modesty and virtue, so that men will

do her bidding for honest love of her."

"Honest love is for scullery maids."

She rang a little silver bell that she

lifted from the table. "Go to thy cell

and don friar's robes for the journey."

"I would prefer an honest sword
and corselet of steel."

"They await thee on the road," she

said. "Farewell, Messire Pietro. Go
with God."

"Shall I see thee again?" I asked,

and was wretched at the thought of

parting from her.

She merely smiled.

And so I passed from her presence

and went to my cell where the brown
habit of a friar awaited me and I

donned it over my proper clothing,

and put sandals upon my feet and
awaited the outcome.

FOR an hour I sat alone. Then I was
summoned, and passed out into

the street where saddled mules awaited

me and another clothed like myself

who said he was to be my guide. We
rode through narrow streets until we
joined the cavalcade of this Vitello

Vitelli. And with this company of

twenty men we passed unchallenged

through the Porto al Prata and into

the smiling country beyond.

In those troubled days the roads

were unsafe to travelers who could

make no display of armed numbers
Unpaid soldiers deserting from the

armies or from bands of condottieri

took easily to the trade of robbery,

and more honest men, dispossessed of

their homes by the tramplings of war,

had been driven by hunger to take to

the hills. In Milan the plague raged

and it seemed that God had seen fit, in

His wisdom, to give over northern

Italy to rapine, fire and starvation.

My guide and I rode for some ten

leagues with the company until we
came to a tiny inn—a crude, forbid-

ding shelter standing stark beside the

road. Here we separated ourselves

from My Lord Vitello, who called

jocularly over his shoulder, warning

us to sleep with one eye open lest a

rascally landlord slit our throats in the

night to rob us of our very sandals.

But the inn, when we entered it, was

better than the promise of its exterior,

and the landlord, a thin, tall man with

honest face, made us welcome and

provided us with pleasant wine and

the remains of a pasty upon which we
fell hungrily. He stared at my left

hand upon which I wore the King of

England's ring.

"By that I am to know thee," he

said. "But my advice to thee is that

(Continued on page 35J
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WITH THE BOSS

MI BROKE WITH ROOSEVELT -III

BY JAMES A. FARLEY

"Presidents find it hard to believe anyone can fill their

chairs," Jim Farley told Vice-President Garner. But the

time had come for a declaration of intentions. Here is

a straightforward account of the elaborate political

maneuvering which led to the President's third term

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 8, 1940.

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

At the Poughkeepsie Post

Office there are approximately

twenty-five steps leading up

from the street to the front

door. I hear considerable

complaints from elderly people,

especially In the Winter, who

are forced to use these steps

without a hand-rail. What

can you do?

F. D. R.

No detail of his Administration was too trivial for the President to con-
sider. Here is a routine memo which he sent to Jim Farley early in 1940
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O HARRIS S EV

Talk of a i-ift between Roosevelt and Garner continued. But "Cactus Jack" tc i

Farley he had more affection for F.D.R. than any of the crowd around him h

BY UNANIMOUS consent,

politics took an enforced
holiday at the outbreak of

the war in Europe. I saw the war
come and it was not a pretty sight,

even though I was spared the witness-

ing of scenes of carnage and destruc-

tion.

I had gone abroad with my daugh-
ters, Betty and Ann, and Edward
Roddan of the Democratic National
Committee, in July of 1939. On Sep-

tember 3d, when Britain declared war,
we were homeward bound.
No one was more happy than I to

set foot on American soil again.

Shortly after my return, I had lunch
with the President.

"Boss," I began, "we are to all in-

tents and purposes in a state of war.

I think that at this time politics should
be adjourned. The people aren't in-

terested in politics; they are interested

in their country and in their families."

"Jim, you have hit the nail right on
the head," he replied with hearty cor-

diality. "You were never more right.

I feel exactly the way you do."

"I wonder whether it would not be

a good idea to cancel the Jackson Day
dinner?" I suggested.

"I don't think there will be any
necessity for that," he answered
slowly. "We could bring in a few
Republicans and make it a bipartisan

affair."

"I'm afraid it might look as though
we were trying to talk politics at a

time when we were urging national

unity," I said, "but there's no need to

make a decision this minute."
"Jim, we are on a day-to-day basis

now," he said seriously. "Our foreign

policy may shift within twenty-four

hours or within an hour. The same is

true of domestic matters, including

politics. You remember, before you

'

went away, I said I would have
make my position clear on the th

term early in the year. Now it id
as if I could do nothing until

spring—March or April."

"That makes sense to me," I agre

"I think it would be a mistake to h;

anyone connected with the Admii
tration make political speeches at 1

time."

We then fell to a discussion of
international situation, hinged on
trip. I told him I regretted that I 1

not had a chance to visit England
asked how Ambassador Kennedy v

getting along. As usual he was criti

of Joe, whom he never really liked

"You know," he explained coi

dentially, "Joe has been taken in

the British government, the peo 1

and the royal family. He's more B I

ish than Walter Hines Page (Ams-
can ambassador to Britain in Wo!
War I). The trouble with the Britisl

that they have for several hundi|
years been controlled by the up)

classes. Therefore the policy of i

British government relates entirely

the protection of this class."

In prewar days the President v

never very generous before me in

references to the British. He was f.

ever expressing doubt that Brit; i

would ever go through for anyc'i

else, declaring they were for Englal

and England alone all the time.

The President switched the convj

sation to a consideration of the W
Industries Board, headed by Edwj
R. Stettinius, Jr., son of a former J.

Morgan & Company partner.

"When they turn in their report

think I'll put them on the shelf."

said musingly. "I realize fully tl

they are under the Morgan influen

If the war industries are dominated
the Morgan crowd, they will do all i

Comer's for July 12, 1«
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[the Jackson Day dinner of 1940, Secretary of State and Mrs. Cordell Hull chat with Postmaster General Farley. Hull refused to capitalize on his accomplish-
ing in office to have his name announced for the Presidency. While Roosevelt was telling others that Hull was his choice to succeed him, he never told Hull

:'t|5iness and make all the money. The
tfcbrgan crowd has been bitterly op-
loosed to me and all I have advo-
, tod."

'Boss," I began lightly, "I'd like to

at)/ a word for a fellow I know quite

-James A. Farley."

if'Why, Aloysius," he laughed.

'If you set up any organization to

trol the activities of government
'tlju business, I could head it up and
]»a better job than anyone else."

['Jim, I think you have something
nlfere," he said. "But what opposition
.^uld come from your being Demo-
Miltic chairman? I wouldn't want you
give that up."

4'I don't think there would be any
Ejection, although I'd be glad to step

t," I said. "I could handle the mat-
by saying politics had been ad-
rned as far as I was concerned."
'I think it might be worked out."

sti said.

M. told the President the affairs of
pfjfe post otlice were in good oraer and
lp not need my attention every mo-

If fent. I asked him not to give his

Icision at once but to give my sug-
ttstion every consideration. He said

18 would do that. But I never heard
fcjit again.

m
Urging Neutrality Repeal

IThe President asked me to talk to

ivtembers of Congress in behalf ol

utralit> revision. On September 22.

itf39. 1 went to the White House to

(.port on the situation.

"Boss, if I may say so." I added, "1

rtDulan't let my personal feelings in-
' rfere with my relations with Con-
ll ess. All your friends will be for
a peal. I think it is absolutely neces-
I ry that you avoid friction in order to
live a united country behind you.

Hollier's for July 12, 1947

And to be perfectly frank, it will

strengthen the Democratic party. I

think you made a good start seeing

Senator Glass."

"Yes, I had an interesting talk with

Carter," he said. "You know, he's

going to make a short speech in favor

of neutrality repeal. That's real prog-

ress."

"How are you getting along with

O'Mahoney?" I asked.

"Splendidly," he said. "Joe came in

and asked how he could help on neu-
trality repeal, then answered the ques-

tion by saying he thought he could

help by talking to Senator Maloney of

Connecticut."
"1 think you should see some of the

others who have been on the other

side of the street." I said. "How about
seeing Senator Tydings of Mary-
land?"

"I would be glad to if there was
something we could discuss," was his

answer.

On October 2, 1939. I called former

Governor Alfred E. Smith to con-

gratulate him on the radio speech he

hau delivered the night before in be-

half of neutrality revision. He bowled
me over by reporting he had re-

ceived a congratulatory message from
Roosevelt. He and the President had
long been going their own ways.

I was most pleased to see the Presi-

dent so interested in healing the split

within the party. But I still felt that

the time was not one for politics. I

confidently expected to be in the na-

tional defense picture and was willing

to let politics rest.

About this time I rode up to the

Capitol to have lunch with Jack Gar-
ner in his otlice. The Vice-President

greeted me with an expression of re-

gret that I could not join him in

"striking a blow for liberty." as he in-

variably described the rite of drink-

ing.

"Jim. you don't drink, you don't

smoke, and you don't run out of har-

ness—don't you have any vices?" he

asked jokingly.

"Only politics," I answered in the

same spirit. "And Mrs. Farley consid-

ers that worse than gum chewing, my
other bad habit. She's trying to break

me of both."

Mr. Garner Goes on Record

"Politics is what I invited you up
here for." he said more seriously. "I

want to tell you exactly where I stand

so that you can govern yourself ac-

cordingly. As you know I am opposed
to the third term. I don't know what
the Boss is going to do. but I know he

doesn't dislike third-term talk and
he's doing nothing to discourage it."

"I hat's only natural," I put in.

"Presidents find it hard to believe any-

one can (ill their chairs. Alice Long-
worth told me her father (Theodore
Roosevelt) began to worry about the

future of the country as the time came
for him to turn over his office to Taft.

Joe Tumulty said that Woodrow Wil-

son had similar fears and Coolidge
spent restless nights in his final days
down the Avenue. Not that they

wanted to stay particularly; they

didn't like to see themselves re-

placed."

"Maybe so," he said thoughtfully.

"I am not worried about the Boss. It's

those people around him. All they are

interested in is staying in power. I

don't think that they give a damn for

the Boss at heart. They would climb

onto Wallace's coattails if they

thought they could sell him to the

people. Wallace is a dangerous char-

acter, Jim, not because he's bad at

heart, but because he doesn't know
where he's going."

"I agree with you thoroughly on
the men around the President," I said.

"I am convinced that those about him
have no genuine affection for him or

they would not ask him to carry them
along. I doubt if he can stand the

strain of another four years, particu-

larly war years."

"God knows I hope nothing hap-
pens to him." Garner said earnestly.

"He and I have had our differences,

but I have more honest affection for

him in my little finger than they have
in their whole bodies. 1 don't want
anything to happen to him and I don't

want his job. But 1 can't swallow this

third-term business. I absolutely will

not run with him for a third term. I

don't want to run for anything, but if

no one else will come out against him
for a third term, I'll do it, even if it's

only for the record."

"I feel the same way," I told him.

"There is only one thing that would
cause me to change my mind about

the third term and that is if the very

existence of the country were threat-

ened. I don't mean just a threat, but

actual danger."

"I don't want him to run again."

Garner said, "whether we are at war
or not. I see a dangerous precedent in

this third-term business. The Boss

could never be a dictator, but some-
one might come along who could be."

On October 27. 1939. I had lunch

with the President right after Henry
Wallace shattered the unnegotiated

truce on partisan politics. With the

1940 Presidential election a year and
eleven days off, the Secretary of

Agriculture told an audience at

Berkeley, California, "The war situa-

tion obviously makes it clear that the

(Continued on page 83j
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'Who are you?" Becky asked. "I'm Cull Bence, ma'am," said the man. "Ain't a mother's son of us amounted to a hill of cow beans in three generations"

STRANGLER FIG
—Its life was the death of beauty

BY WILLIAM FULLER

,ECKY stood stiffly on the back
steps of the small frame house in

the clearing until she saw her hus-

band's truck disappearing around the first

curve in the rutted road. Her sense of re-

lease was immediate. Swiftly on bare feet,

she' padded into the bedroom she shared
with her husband. She opened the bottom
drawer of the bureau that squatted in the
corner of the room. She groped quickly
beneath muslin for the three paper-thin
reproductions of paintings that Lonnie
Rand, the storekeeper in Fruitville, had
given her months before. She had hidden
them away, waiting for Norlee's first-of-

the-summer trip to Arcadia. Now she

spread them on the patchwork quilt of the

bed, sighing in admiration, trying to decide
which was her favorite.

Niagara Falls was pretty, she decided.

That Grand Canyon was fine. Mighty fine.

But the Gloucester Fisherman, the sailboat

slanting through that bright and maddened
sea, well—Becky reckoned that was about
the finest of the three. That one reminded
her of the time—five years before, when
they had first been married—that Norlee
had carried her across the state to a place

called Tarpon Springs. She had seen boats

there, boats with (Continued on page 58;

ILLUSTRATED B Y JOHN PIKE
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trouble-free life, and ease and economy of
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HOLLYWOOD'S

MILLION DOLLAR
SHOESTRINGS

You too can be a movie producer. All you need is an idea, a lit-

tle cash and a tolerance for headaches. If you doubt it, take

a look at the flock of independents making much from little

BY CAMERON SHI]

HAPPEN to have SNOO.

mister? $200,000? $5,1

$500? No? Well, don't

it a second thought. Do you hav
idea? No idea? That does make
shade more difficult—but you k
somebody with an idea, no doubt?
right.

You are now in business as a H«
wood motion-picture producer
you stand to make one million do
this year, on which the nice mei
Washington will smile indulgently

demand a mere 25 per cent cap
gains tax. That is, this charming
sibility is wide open to you unless

insist on such stultifying device

cost accounting, art for art's sake
eight hours' sleep every night.

The opportunity may not last 1

for a very practical reason ind

Hollywood is rapidly running ou
stage space for all its would-be
ducers. But until the last stage bi

its seams, splattering excess adre
and glamor over southern Califor

French pastry landscape, Holl

is the republic's last roaring fro

of free enterprise, laissez faire,

the good old-fashioned custoi

pyramiding shoestrings into fort

In fact, independent motion
ture production is already very

Business. One hundred and fifty 1

as-the-birds entrepreneurs will n

ufacture around $100,000,000 w
of film during 1947. The Societ

Independent Motion Picture Proi

ers, a lusty organization comprise
25 of the healthiest independent!

now headed by Donald Nelson, a

tleman who grew accustomed
large-scale operations as execi

vice-president of Sears-Roebuck
as War Production Administrator

Ex-dentists, ex-theater manaj|

ex-publicity men and a startling

portion of actors, actresses, direi

and writers are becoming produ
faster than you can mutter "Lot
O. Parsons." How come? And in

ticular, how?
The opportunity exists for

sound reasons. First, the federal cc

have loosened up distribution r

kets, breaking the theater monopi
of the majors; and second, the

studios are making bigger but fc|

pictures.

Consider the Brothers King (

merly Morrie, Frank and Hy K>|

sky), who operated slot machine
Los Angeles a few years ago.

launched themselves in business

a simple but shrewd improver
on the claw machine, which oper

on the grab-bag principle,

offered expensive wrist watches
cigarette lighters, which, to be s

the cash customers found as diffj

to capture as cheap gewgaws,
which raised the machine's inc

from $5 to $200 a week.

From claw machines, the Kings)

vanced in the art world to slot

chine movies, for a while wit

distinguished partner—Cecil B.

Mi lie. This alliance lasted for <

only.

"It took too long to get in to se<

Mille," says Morrie. "Guess he

an inferiority complex. And his i

The King Brothers—Morrie, Fil

and Hy (top)—launched themsel

on the arts with an improved verl

of the claw machine. Now thtl

all wrapped up in producing (|

Collier's for July 12,
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about pictures for slot machines were to

have Sally Rand and some trapeze artists

for performers.
"Now, yon know yourself, if you're

out with a girl relaxing at a bar, you don't
want any bubble dancer or acrobat inter-

fering. You want some good music, like

Crosby, maybe. De Mille might make
big epics, but for us he didn't have class."

The Kings went out of the juke-box
movie business fast, brooding over De
Mille.

"What is this movie racket, anyway?"
asked Morrie. "If De Mille can lick it,

why can't we?"
They knew nothing about the art of

motion pictures, but they knew what they
liked. They liked an idea they had about
two orphans, a boy and a girl, who grew
up in a life of crime and dirty politics.

Morrie met Jack La Rue, the actor, at

the races. La Rue was betting ten-dollar
bills.

"Like to bet hundred-dollar bills?"

Morrie asked him.
"Yeah," said La Rue.
"You're in my picture," said Morrie.
Rochelle Hudson applied as leading

lady, but she turned up with two agents.

The King Brothers winced, said they'd let

her know if anything turned up. Joan
Woodbury heard about the new picture,

dropped in to see if these wild men per-

haps had something.
Morrie asked her to wait while he went

next door and borrowed a chair. Joan
said not to bother and sat on the floor.

The King boys beamed, figured that was
exactly the kind of star they needed and
signed her to a run-of-the-picture con-
tract—exactly six days.

Nice Profits from a Cheapie

The picture they made, subsequently
released as Paper Bullets, cost exactly
$18,000. According to the Kings' deal
with Producers Releasing Corporation,
they received SI 9,500 on delivery of the
film and 50 per cent of the profits. Paper
Bullets grossed $750,000 during its first

run, and is now fetching in a handsome
$2,000 per month from the foreign
markets.

This coup enabled the Kings to make
the most sensational low-budget picture
of all time, the smash hit, Dil linger,

which they turned out in 23 days at a cost
of $180,000. Dillinger grossed $2,000,000
domestically, and is currently breaking
records in England, India and South
America.
Now well-heeled, the ebullient King

Brothers are marching rapidly onward
and upward. Their latest picture is a
big Class-A production costing close to

$1 ,000,000. But the Kings are faithful to

the mob and scornful of carriage trade.

The new picture is called The Gangster.
The King story is reasonably typical.

It is especially representative in this re-

spect: As soon as your small independent
begins to lay hands on respectable cash,

he spends more on his pictures, moves up,

and makes way for the next man with a
borrowed shoestring.

Edward A. Golden, a ruddy-cheeked
benevolent character universally known
as "Doc," practiced dentistry in Boston,
drifted into motion-picture distribution

because his office was over a theater and
wound up as a Hollywood producer as a
result of his interest in an educational
campaign on syphilis.

Doc sponsored a cheap nine-day
picture, called No Greater Sin. This film,

which was later approved by the U.S.
Public Health Service, made a little

money because its subject matter lent

itself to sensational exploitation.

Doc let most of his profits trickle

through his fingers and decided to recoup
with another picture. He read a maga-
zine condensation of Gregor Ziemer's
book, Education for Death, sought out
the author and pressed $500 on him for
a 30-day option.

In Hollywood, Doc got to know every

studio receptionist by her first name,
being thoroughly rejected by every lot

in town, until RKO, which was in corpo-
rate distress, decided they might risk a

few dollars on a good title before the

receivers closed in. The good title which
exploitation-wise Doc had applied to

Ziemer's work was Hitler's Children.
RKO gambled a pittance, a mere $175.-

000—the price of one good star name in

most A productions—and 21 days of
shooting on Hitler's Children, hoping to

get the money back with a reasonable
profit. The picture grossed $3,500,000,
put the studio on its feet financially, and
showered fortunes on virtually every-
body associated with it.

Author Ziemer, an ex-schoolteacher,
received $5,000 cash and 50 per cent of
Doc's profits as his share. Eddie Dmy-
tryk, who had been called in to direct the

last eleven days' shooting when another
director fell ill, bounced to fame and
made Murder My Sweet. Bonita Gran-

,
options, and going into business
like this:

Would-be Produce! O'Malley |

an option on a JtOl \ He then

in ess agent, oi becomes one
shouting in the bettei s.ilnor

through the trade press that he
story every star in Hollywood *
appear in.

I his impresses the stars more If

might think. All of them arc

often desperately, in search of i

suited to then special talents

then, that our fictitious. Mi O
and his good story do attract

st. n \ interest.

With that backing. O'Malley
proach a distributing company, t

United Artists, which will not hes

sign an agreement to release any
a first-caliber star cares to ap|

Mr. O'Malley can then go to a bi

his story, star, and release agree
come away with actual cash in

'T'be honest with ya, mister, most folks hereabouts think I'm

pretty much of an old bore—but the tourists think I'm pitcher-esk"

COLLIER'S

ville became a star. Emmett Lavery,
who had written the screen play and re-

tired to the Smith College campus to

teach when RKO dropped his option,

returned to Hollywood as one of the

highest-priced writers in town and be-

came president of the Screen Writers

Guild. Doc's son. Bob, a literate Am-
herst graduate, became an associate pro-

ducer.

The Goldens today are able to roll a

disinterested eye at any bank president

and refuse his money. They are inter-

ested solely in quality productions and
first-rate stories. They are now making
a picture based on the book, Eddie and
the Archangel Mike.

Unless you write your own story,

you'll have to make at least a small cash

outlay to become a producer. Five

hundred dollars is about as low as you
can get, since the first step is invariably

acquisition of a story. Writing people

are spoiled these days and demand pay
for their wares. But the public libraries

are stacked high with tales the high-

priced producers never heard of, and
bootlace operators are ferreting them out

daily, tying them up with short-term

If Mr. O'Malley is considered

ceptional risk, he can get as mucl
per cent of the money he needs fr

Security-First National Bank
Angeles, the Bank of America,
Bankers Trust Company of New
The interest will be 5 per cent,

picture itself will be security.

In a factory town where thi

hands receive wages running int<

sands a week, Mr. O'Malley dc

from now on find it too difficult t

the remainder of the money on pj
loans.

It all works out approximate
this: A competent director will tr

for 1 5 per cent of the take. The d

tor wants 25 per cent, and the I

will get 45 per cent. That leaves

cent to the entrepreneur.

And even if it costs Mr. O 1

$100,000 to pay good writers tc

screen play out of his original m
and $350 to $1,500 a day for stag*

he stands to make a fair-sized p<

money on his original S500 inve

Walter Wanger's Arabian Nigl

$900,000 to gef on film. It returr

000,000 to the distributor, Uni\en

Collier's for July l:
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Sam Goldwyn (center) looks over his awards with star Virginia Mayo
and Donald M. Nelson, head of the Society of Independent Producers

At Enterprise, biggest new independent studio, employees get free

meals, insurance, shoeshines and other pampering. Above, studio sec-

retaries relax on the sun-roof during their lunch hour. Seated in the

barbershop (below) are carpenter Lazarus Feldman and Joel McCrea

netted Mr. Wanger $1,241,000. This was
a pretty good picture, but Hollywood
proves every day that the American
appetite for screen entertainment is so

voracious that it is almost impossible to

make a film so bad that it won't show a

profit.

Most new independent producers, like

the Brothers King and Doc Golden,
prudently start at the bottom with low-

budget pictures that lend themselves to

exploitation—sexploitation, the boys like

to say. Some, like Bette Davis, Ginger
Rogers, James Cagney, John Garfield,

Constance Bennett, Paillette Goddard,
Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby and an ex-

press agent named Charles Einfeld, start

at the top.

Mr. Einfeld, to be sure, was no run-
of-the-salt-mine press agent. He was
vice-president in charge of advertising

and publicity for Warner Brothers and
is reported to have earned $156,000 a

year. But like many another employee,
when he qua-rreled with his boss he found
himself jobless.

The upshot of Mr. Einfeld's hurried

departure from Warner Brothers is Enter-

prise, biggest, fanciest, and happiest of
the new independents. Enterprise came
about when Einfeld and David Loew,
the movie financier, met at a dinner
party, discovered they had time on their

hands, and agreed to become producers.

Their modus operandi has made their

rivals bug their eyes in wonder.
Taking over six sound stages at the

California Studio, a rental lot, Einfeld

and Loew have established what at first

examination appears to be a kind of
country club with free lunch. Breakfast
is served at the desks of all employees.
Later in the morning, white-coated
waiters urge extra cups of coffee and
doughnuts on everybody, following up
this service with hot tea or cold drinks

in the afternoon. All cars parked on
the lot are immediately seized' and
washed, for free. Shaves, haircuts, shoe-

shines, steam baths, manicures, and $10,-

000 insurance policies are also free.

There are no private dining rooms—all

the hands eat together, catered to by a

top-flight chef, no checks or tips allowed.

"All this and wages, too!" a worker in

a rival studio moaned. "When I die, I

want to go to Enterprise."

This largesse on the part of Einfeld

and Loew is not entirely a calculated

talent trap. It springs in large measure
from Einfeld's social consciousness,

which, indeed, inspired many of War-
ners' "Good Citizenship" pictures, and
it represents revolt against the somewhat
penal atmosphere of the major film fac-

tories. It has, however, served as a kind

of daily coming-out party for a new kind
of motion-picture making.

Percentage Lure Attracts Star

Enterprise started production with

Arch of Triumph, a $4,000,000 picture

starring Ingrid Bergman and Charles
Boyer, made possible by the new tech-

nique. Miss Bergman, who is by a dozen
leagues the most desirable star in town
and can write her own ticket, joined the

brand-new and untried outfit because she

receives not only a salary of $175,000,

her usual fee. but 37-V per cent of the

profits. Erich Remarque, who wrote the

story (which was serialized in Collier's),

gets 20 per cent. Producer David Lewis

17y per cent, and Director Lewis Mile-

stone, two per cent.

Meantime, Einfeld and Loew let their

friendly point of view be known to other

stars. Barbara Stanwyck was attracted

by $150,000 and a percentage. Ginger
Rogers and John Garfield, who produce
as well as act, and Joel McCrea. who
gets one half the profits from his films,

also found it pleasant to be served hot

coffee and percentages. And with this

bright handful of star power as security,

any Hollywood bank in its right mind
would bust a gusset to lay cash on the

Enterprise barrelhead. That is pi

what happened: $20,000,000. oil

the Bank of America put up ihej

bite, is constantly available.

Envious screams ol "Capital
echoed through the Hollywood OJ

when all this became known, bull

prise has an answer. The studio

nounced e ght major production
$16,000,000 budget, is in business

|

and cannot be accused of incorp

one-shots merely to escape taxes.

]

Apparently, the jaywalking jurij

led certain Hollywood acting tal«f

incorporating individual picture

to take advantage of that 25

capital gains benevolence, did nl

rectly foresee the mood of the II

ment of Justice. There has been cJ
down recently, and all the legal|

are not yet clear.

Government Takes a Smaller ]|

Still many a star has become I

ducer and has legitimately profil

capital gains. Gary Cooper, wh<|

ary is $175,000 a picture, forrrl

own company and made a net of|

000 on Along Came Jones. Jar

ney works half as hard and make
times as much, as star and backe
small company headed by his bl

Bill. Lester Cowan formed his owl
pany for The Story of G.I. Joe. thl

his interest as a stockholder in it fcl

$1,000,000. The government let hiJ
$750,000. The tax on a million!

salary would be $900,000.

Bette Davis and Errol Flynn, ol

ner Brothers, now have deals whl
low them to become producers f\

picture a year on their own lots,

deals are not so much money-rl
arrangements as they are concessij

the stars' demands that once in al

they be allowed to make a motion I

the way they think a motion i|

ought to be made.
If some of the preceding ant]

about small-potato producers

country-club studio seem to mal
independents as a whimsical and

[
lot, consider the Society of Indepl

Motion Picture Producers, head!

Donald Nelson. Mr. Nelson, who I

duction Administrator during thl

was unquestionably the second!

powerful man in the world, cal

Hollywood at the behest of Da'

Selznick, most distinguished of t

per-crust independents.

These independents, who
Sam Goldwyn, Charlie Chaplin,

Pickford, Sol Lesser and other su<

ble operators, fetched Mr. Nelson
president of their society at high

largely because they feared the b

tribution guns of the majors-
Warner, Paramount, Universal, 1
eth, Columbia and RK.O.

But Nelson, who started as an

trial chemist and rose to the board
manship of Sears-Roebuck, disc:

quickly enough that there was not!'

fear from the majors. The trouble

instantly saw, was to get the dagj

the independents away from each «

necks.

Early in his administration, ev

fore he had succeeded in getting

members of his group to speak t<
;

other, Nelson ran into Petrillo troi

James Caesar Petrillo, as czar

musicians' union, informed the I

pendents that, whereas musicians!

afford to work for the major stu<,

$ 1 3.30 per hour, they would have t

$25 an hour for a minimum of fifl

from such casual customers as th(

pendents. The ultimatum was to {

effect in four days.

Staggered by this demand, !

took a plane to New York. He hi

factor in his favor, in that he and I

had come up together on Chicago'

Side. He opened the conversatioi

"Jimmie, I knew you when you

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY SHARLAND
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bu take big slices offyour delivery costs with

this modernly engineered Studebaker truck

a handsome truck to look at. It's a beauty

a performer.

le pay-off distinction of this hustling, husky,

-duty-model Studebaker truck is its low-cost

»e. That's why many of the nation's most

ng truck buyers rate it right at the top.

>wered by unique Hy-Mileage engine

>ig savings that this Studebaker truck chalks

:gin with its fine 6-cylinder power plant

—

lamed "Hy-Mileage" engine.

at engine is a triumph of years of intensive

thrift research. It's an honor graduate of

baker's great technical laboratories and 800-

million-dollar proving ground.

V truck with many stand-out features

is heavy-duty model and all other Studebaker

trucks, you get numerous modern performance

helps that are included in the list price.

Among these are automatic choke, automatic

spark control, oil bath air cleaner, adjustable

octane selector, oil filter.

Moreover, each cab has a dome light; adjustable

window wings; two arm rests and adjustable seat;

dual sun visors; dual windshield wipers; tight-

gripping rotary door latches—all at no extra cost.

Plentv of people want all this value that Stude-

baker trucks offer. So be forehanded. Get in touch

with the nearest Studebaker dealer now.

Stude bak er
Builder of trucks you can trust

^^

i

^8bW^i

©19*7.
' :-- Send 27 -; 310. U. S. A.

"It rides more comfortably than any truck I

ever drove!" Yes. many drivers all over the nation »a>

they find Studebaker trucks far in front of all others in c

The caba are roomy, the seats are restful, the floors arr

the pressure shift is easy: and Studebaker s exclusive variable

ratio steering gear makes parking much simpler every-*-here
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Alwayt ute

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
offer you eat and before

every date

have a seat in your pants. Let's get to-

gether."

This brisk approach won a grin and
a delay, concessions not even the Presi-

dent of the United States had been able
to win from Petrillo before, and the de-

lay gave Nelson time to work out some-
thing. What he worked out appears to

be far more than a solution to a musical
labor problem, but a formula of vital im-
portance to independent motion picture

production.

Nelson formed a co-operative, full-

time, all-year-round orchestra of fifty

men—to be paid at major-studio rates.

The novelty of any kind of co-operation
stunned the independents, and awed the

musicians, too, but charm and argument
won out for Nelson in the long run. If

you have seen Selznick's Duel in the

Sun or Goldwyn's The Best Years of

Our Lives, you have heard the co-opera-
tive orchestra. Playing together con-
stantly, the only recording orchestra in

Hollywood that has this advantage, it

promises to develop into an unusual
instrument.

Extends the Pooling Principle

With this problem licked, Nelson
sailed into his independents again with

an idea. The revolutionary notion this

time was that they share not only an or-

chestra, but everything. When the inde-

pendents recovered from shock, they
realized that by pooling their resources,

such as expensive properties, stock shots,

and equipment, they would not only save

enormous sums of money but make
available to each producer facilities com-
parable to those, say, at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, largest studio in the world.

The next idea, which the independents
swallowed with smacking lips this time,

allowing that Donald Nelson was a re-

markable fellow, was to catalogue per-

sonnel, to list stage space and make it

available to members instead of con-
cealing it, and to start organization of a

story analysis office.

All this and labor peace, too, is the

happy lot of the 25 independents under
the Nelson regime. No independent stu-

dio has yet been closed by strike, due
largely to Nelson's co-operative ap-

proach. The indies revel in freedom,
but are now thoroughly convinced that

m

»: II

X-

tor :

gbl

in union—or Nelson—there is st

Mr. Nelson's clients, of course,
sent the cream of the minors. All
be producers who come to tow
ambitions of setting Vine Street

do not enjoy the happy experie :

easy financing and quick success.

Louis K. Ansi.ll, of St. Louis, hi
in point. Mr. Anscll talked him*
motion picture producing. Owne
prosperous chain of theaters foi

years, and a first-rate exploit

Ansell was in the habit of telling hi
nightly that producing would be a c

Early last year, Mrs. Ansell anni it

firmly that she was tired of heari i

brag, and that she thought Cm fane

would be a nice place to live. Chall

Mr. Ansell moved on Hollywood i

He had neither story, star, no It.

but he had cash. He found, to b i

may, that cash was no great n j
i

that stage space was rare, and that IK

wanted to peddle stories to him wf .r

knew at first glance were not explc :

It took him several months to ica[

touch with William Rowland, the c
tor, who did have an idea. Re
thought it would be a fine thing to (iGf

a picture about how the Japanese em
mistreated white women in Sha jup

Ansell saw box-office possibilities i ira

a theme and went for his pocketbi

Mr. Ansell's trials in producii ;

first picture constitute a saga of tl-r

ance and grief. For stage space, I kihi

compelled to rent an abandoned
in Ensenada, Mexico, transporti;

equipment from Hollywood. Hiti
afoul of the Mexican army, which ix

fully maneuvered around him at*

down his electrical connections,

the Mexican unions and the

States unions demanded jurisdiction Ikei

steam heating plant broke down a |«<

actors caught colds. He had to

camera for $3,000—and another
same price in case the first camera
apart. His four weeks' schedule dr y

into two and a half months. He
$800,000 where he expected to

$225,000.

But Mr. Ansell now has a full-

motion picture, called Women i

Night because titles like that alwa;

well. He is happy, and he is a pro u

even if he had to use cash
The End

HI

llBl

HI!

BUTCH by LARRY REYNO

'Sa-ay, that's kind of a cute idea—sleigh bells on the door"

COLLIER S
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JWj h thou dost turn the jewel in-

"i better still dispose it in thy

hou art the Englishman. Peter
'°i iVell, there be two horses await-

H he said, "and in my own room
,

J eping, certain other properties."

• o the delight of my guide, whose
' n

l i Christoforo, turned out to be
* d swords with baldrics, and
ir

'i oes, together with two plain but
:

f e daggers, and other matters of
1 ind necessity right thoughtfully

On Also there was a great harque-
^ Christoforo, which gave him

1 because he understood the art
1 (such a machine. As for me I

il d of it, and never to this day can
to lyself to stomach the things, nor

31 ter brothers the cannon; for to
:i

P le mind they be no fit and
10 weapons for men to kill one
i vith.

I [NG dressed and refreshed, and
"s kg our belongings together with

d upon the two mules, which
had been our mounts, and

on our swords and daggers, we
our horses and rode northward
rebbio.

e the time pass more pleasantly

into talk with my guide Christo-

asked him how it came about
as doing me this kindness, and
behest it was.
iw not, nor do I care a soldo's

ar it gave me release from an
ent that I greatly detest," he

W Nhen I was fifteen my father

io work for the goldsmith Mar-
>ugh my fingers were clumsy and
5 was to be a soldier." He shook
and sighed. "I be more soldier

Ismith. I do miss my fellow, one
jto Cellini, but he hath gone to

> make coins for the Pope and
rs for the cardinals. So when he

fe the shop grew more dreary,

vas that when Marcone came to

asked me if 1 would guide an
hanto My Lord Giovanni, I re-

nd if he will have me I will enlist

lack Bands."
' I asked, "did thy master Mar-
thee be my conductor?"
should I know?" he said gaily,

hank God for it." Whereupon
into song in a raucous and un-
oice, bellowing out words so

was fain to close my ears against

\nd I was none the wiser than
:ommenced to question him.
: rode along, entering a steeper

der country—he continuing to

is happiness that he was leaving

ful profession for a warlike.

could not understand, because
elf I would rather sell woolen
lan have my throat cut in battle.

Dt happy, first because my busi-

been sorely interfered with, and
>ecause I could not stop my mind
inking about Betsy, or whatever
name might be, and the beauty
ind the badness. We had ridden
but slowly, being hampered by

es, and the day was waning,
us seek out a piece of soft earth,

from the night winds," I said.

re I could finish we turned a bend
cky road and came upon a sort of
between two crags and it was

with little, gnarled trees. And
ne such tree were three gaunt dogs
vered with their muzzles pointing
while two men sat horses and
But the quarry was none such

should hunt, for it was a girl,

nore than a child, who sat in a

f the tree, barelegged and ragged,
cempt hair about her face. She
b with terror and gazed down at

it dogs and the laughing men, and

's lor July 12, 1947
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when she saw Christoforo and me she
stretched out an arm piteously toward us.

Now the customs of the country are the
customs thereof, and it were wiser for
strangers not to interfere with them, but
it did seem to me that to hunt a maiden
with dogs were an evil thing even it the
maidens were brought up to it and ex-
pected it. It goes against me to see a
weak thing harmed. So 1 turned aside.

As 1 approached nearer I saw that the
two were young and one was very hand-
some with pointed beard and azure cloak,
but the other, though also dressed as a

young lord, was black and ill-favored

with bushing brows and heavy shoulders.
They turned in their saddles and stared at

me arrogantly.

"What's to do, young sirs?" I asked
gently.

"A thing that concerns thee not," said

the ill-favored one.

"That is to be seen," said I. "I be
stranger here. In my own land we do not
harry maidens with dogs, nor tree them
like wild beasts."

"In this country," said the handsome
one, "we do what gives us pleasure."

"Hath the girl done ill to thee, or is she
guilty of some crime?" I asked.

"Oh, sir." said the child piteously, "I

have done no evil, and I have not
wronged nor sinned against this gentle-

man. My only fault is that I be young
and not ill-favored and a maid, and desire

to remain so till God sends me a hus-

band."
"Go thy ways," growled the heavy one,

"lest I put the dogs upon thee for a

meddler."
To threaten me is an ill way to gain my

favor or to cause me to desist from any-
thing, and already I was burning hotly at

sight of the maiden's plight, and the evil

intentions of the young gallants. So I

said in high tones, "Wilt send thy dog to

do a task thou thyself fearest to under-

take?"

I
RODE nearer to the tree, hoping
they would do something about it.

Whereupon the one with the eyebrows
and black beard spoke sharply to his dogs
and pointed to me. They leaped toward
me, slavering and growling in their

throats. I snatched forth my sword, and
as the first gaunt animal sprang, I split

its skull cleanly, and Christoforo did as

much for the second, and then my horse

reared and as the third dog leaped I struck

at it with downward sweeping blow and
severed its head from its trunk. The two
gentlemen drew their swords, when I

heard Christoforo's voice.

"Ho. sweet gentlemen!" he said in his

unmusical voice. "Ho, my gallants who
chase young maidens into treetops! Stand
still prettily, Messires, and nibble your
thumbs, for, by my patron St. Christo-

pher, otherwise will I let fly at you with

leaden bullets, and with pleasure."

He was standing beside his mount
menacing them with his harquebus, and
they did pause irresolute.

"Wouldst dare," shouted the swarthy

one, "to threaten the Count of Monte
Cavallo? Wouldst dare to pull filthy

trigger upon Piero Riario, intimate of the

Cardinal Passerini?"

"Aye," answered Christoforo, "and
upon the Emperor himself if he came
riding at me sword in hand. A. gentleman

is equally dead if he be slain by king or

swineherd. So go!"

They consulted together, scowling, but

had no stomach to charge a weapon
loaded with powder and leaden pellets.

"Scum," said the handsome one, "for

this I will have thee flayed alive."

"That is as God wills," I told him, "but

on this occasion you will do nothing."

As I spoke I caught sight of movement
behind the rocks and saw peering a most

U"**''
BILL STERN

LAROID
AY GLASSES

'Give me yjjf' POLAROID Day Glasses for driving, fishing, sailing,

skiing! These sun glasses cut out confusing glare reflected from

roads, water, snow and ice. I also like the way they let you see

things in their true colors. Wear AO Polaroid Day Glasses, and you

won't be missing a trick!"

NEW STYLING— Ful -Vue frames to permit wider range

of vision— well-fitting slip-on temples. Crystal frames

for men; Sunlight Blue, Cherry Red and Sparkling

Crystal for women. _ ^^,

^^f with case

Kn
Edna Ryan

Beautiful Powers Model

How AO Polaroid Day Glasses Filter Reflected Glare!

A Bright light from the sun strikes a surface.

R Some rays bounce off as glare; others reflect

to the eyes as useful "seeing'*
ray*, show color and detail.

C Ordinary sun glasses dim
both glare-light and useful
light. Glare remains to hide
detail, to dilute true colors.

D AO Polaroid Day Glasses
reduce annoying glare, reveal

detail, transmit undiluted color rays

American fp Optical
COMPANY

IF IT'S MARKED IT'S SMARTLY STYLED, OPTICALLY CORRECT
•t, H. Raff. U. s. i'ni. on. by Polaroid Corp.
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It's true of so many good things . . . blending brings out the best.

And now the "Dutch Boy" brings out "Blended" Paint!

Here's a completely new line of "Dutch Boy" House Paint ... in

colors and white . . . blended by the experienced hand of the "Dutch
Boy," whose fine paint has protected America's homes for generations.

Blended of the right combination of the right ingredients to make
your home lovely — and keep it that way.

Bcial Blends for 3 -Way Lasting Beauty... /

ine, but three different services are

ed of house paint. Blending gives

he right paint for each purpose.

ing gives you full beauty-life from

ee.

here's the "Dutch Boy's" 3-way

r:

ght White, blended to clean itself

1 stay white.

arid ing Tints, blended to stay fresh

d true.

y Trim Colors, blended to stay

assy and brilliant.

s as accurately blended as a doctor's

iption, to do its own particular job

... to play its part in keeping your house

cheery and bright.

No higher quality paint has ever been

sold under the "Dutch Boy" name.

These new "Dutch Boy" Blended Paints

are the result of more than thirty years

of weather testing with all types of house

paint . . . the longest continuous, outdoor

paint testing project of its kind. They're

blended to prove that, in colors as in

white, "Dutch Boy" is Good Paint's

Other Name.

\

rev;e

Color*a*

Picture your home in the "Dutch Boy's" beautiful

new blended paints. Preview your color scheme
from this handy, miniature-house display at your

"Dutch Boy" Dealer's. Choose from smart com-

binations of brilliant white, lovely tints, bright

sash and trim colors.

I. Dazzling White, Blended

to Stay White: The beauty of
this "Dutch Boy" Bright
White is that it's self clean-

ing! The surface continually

renews itself — permitting
rain to wash away dirt. It

covers amazingly well and
gives a dazzling white exterior

finish.

'•Sparkling Tints, Blended

to Stay Right: These fresh,

lively "Dutch Boy" Tints are

specially blended to keep
their sparkling good looks . . .

to assure lasting color and
uniformity.

• •Gay Trim Colors, Blended

to Stay Bright: Trim" is the

word for the "Dutch Boy"
Sash and Trim Colors. They're
blended to hold their glossy

brilliance — blended for true

color permanence. Ideal not

only for shutters and trim,

but also for garden and porch
furniture.

Special "Dutch Boy"
Blended Primer: An under-
coat of exceptional sealing
and hiding power that holds fast. When used under a finish coat of

"Dutch Boy" Bright White or Tints, you get an outstanding two-

coat paint job, even on unpainted wood.

FREE Color-Scheme Booklet!
Over 40 full-color illustrations show you how
to style your home for lasting beauty with
the new "Dutch Boy" Blended Paint. For
your free copy, address Dept. 1 6, care of

the nearest office listed below.

i Mail Coupon Today

National Lead Company, Dept. 16 (Address nearest branch)

New York 6; Buffalo }; Chicago 8; Cincinnati 3; Cleveland 1};
St. Louis 1; San Francisco 10; Boston 6 (National Lead Co. of
Mass.); Philadelphia 7 (John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.); Pitts-

burgh 30 (National Lead Co. of Pa.).

Please send me a free copy of your new color-illustrated booklet: "Blended"
Beauty For Your Home.

Name

Address

City . Zone State
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WHY

WISH?

When there's

something you

want

*h

or

something you

want done, the

quickest way

to find "where

to buy it

is to

Use the X0£
of your

Telephone Directory

malignant face distorted with hatred.

"Also, were I in your shoes I would touch
spurs to your horses and ride abruptly.

For behind you lurk enemies more
dangerous than ourselves."

Even as I spoke a thrown stone

bounced off the ribs of Riario's steed,

and harsh, wild cries arose so that the hill-

side seemed alive with men. The two
glanced behind them, and he of the
beetling brows uttered a curse. The air

filled with clods and stones, and the pair,

at disadvantage between us and these

men of the hills, clapped spurs to horses'

flanks and galloped away.

I
RODE beneath the tree and stretched

upward my arms, and the maid low-
ered herself into them trustingly and 1

placed her upon the saddle before me
and covered somewhat of her nakedness
with my cloak. She was small and slight,

but well rounded withal, and with pert,

tear-streaked face.

"Oh, sir," she said in her gratitude,

"both morning and night will 1 pray for

thee—for thou hast preserved to me what
I hold most precious, and I am be-

holden."

The tattered, gaunt, fierce mountain
men vainly pursued the pair of lordlings,

but presently returned to the tree. There
were a couple of score of them, hairy,

with knobby, protruding bones, and there

was scarce a weapon among them, save
clubs and a few bows and knives. They
surrounded our horses, seeming more
animal than human.
"Who be these creatures?" I asked of

the maid.
"Homeless ones," she said bitterly. "So

doth war betwixt princes deal with those
who desire but to till the soil and live in

peace. And, being driven to the shelter

of the mountains, we be hunted here like

vermin by My Lord Piero Riario and his

men, as thou didst see me hunted."
"Aye, young sir," said the leader of the

pack. "But give us arms; give us where-
with to defend ourselves and there will be
a different story." He advanced to my
stirrup strap. "The maid is my daughter,"
he said, "and I be chief of these. For what
thou didst this day thy name will be re-

membered in these hills." He turned to

his followers. "Look well on these two,"
he shouted. "Print their faces upon your
memories. Always they shall find wel-

come in these hills, and refuge and
shelter. And if need be, men to follow
them."

"It was no great deed," I said to him,
"and requires no thanks."

"We be the judges of that," he said.

And then, "Thou hast made a potent
enemy, young sir. You have thwarted
and shamed him, and he will be revenged
upon thee. This night his men will search
for thee and lie in wait for thee. No road
will be safe for thy passage. What is thy
destination?"

"We fare to Trebbio," said I, "to My
Lord Giovanni de' Medici."
"General of free companions," said the

man, and then with dour humor: "We
also are free companions, like to his Black
Bands in all things except that we starve

for lack of food, and die for lack of

weapons. Of him we hear much good,
though his men be playful and overrough
at times." He became grave, even courte-

ous: "Come with us, young sir, and we
will see thee warm and safe through the

night. On the morrow we will guide thee

by secret ways to Trebbio."
There was nothing else for it, so we

suffered them to take our horses by the

briales and lead us by fearsome paths
into the secret heart of the mountains
where was their lair. And far into the

night we sat with them about a blazing
fire and listened until our hearts were sore
to tales of horrid suffering and cruelties

that could be inspired only by the Father
of Evil. The little maid whom we had
saved from ravage sat beside me, and
from time to time, with her great hungry
eyes she looked up into my face like a

starved dog that finds unexpected friend-

ship. And then we slept, wrapped in our
cloaks while the mountain men served
the fire to keep us warm.

In the early dawn, when the sun had
scarce risen above the circling crags, I

was aroused by the rough hands of the

leader of the mountain men and bidden
to make ready for our journey.

"The rascals of Piero Riario are afoot."
he said. "My men have watched through
the night."

"My thanks to thee."

"There is scant food," he said, "but
we share it with you."

"Nay," I said, and then to Christoforo:
"Bring forth thy pouch of bread and
sausages. And the wine. We will not
take from these who have so little."

So we breakfasted, sharing with the

girl, whose name was Beatrice, and her
father, and left our bottles of wine for

their future use. The maid was silent,

crouching in her rags, and all the time
staring at me with big, hungry eyes so
that I was discomforted by it.

Then we mounted, our mules at our
horses' tails, and the captain of the

mountain men got up on.a scrubby forest

pony and led the way.

sword, and pike by pike, and
bow, until one day we shall have <]

When that day comes, there
reckoning writ in blood and fire,

called robbers and masterless ml
doers of evil deeds. It may be si

must keep ourselves and our worn!
by food against the day when veq
shall be ours."

He was a bitter and dangerou]
but the fault was not his, but restc

the souls of them who had drivenl
it. He remained with us throul
day and through the night. At nl

the day that followed he left us
[

"The mountains are free to thl

thine. Mention the name of Tassol
is what men call me, and thou goel
out scathe. Or if ever thou r<|

service of me. speak my name arl

wilt be conducted to me wherever!
What I promise, that I perform."!
"My thanks to thee for thy

ship."

"A day may come when thou wil

it," he said, and rode away leavin|

proceed upon the traveled road.

So at last we came to Trebbio,
fied and grim castle in the Mugellcl
district of Santa Maria. There wasl

"Can you speed it up, Professor? The air is a bit bumpy tonight"

COLLIER'S

"Farewell, Beatrice," I said, "and may
your desires come true."

She grasped my hand in both her small

ones and pressed her lips to it, and again

looked wide-eyed into my face.

"For such as I am," she said, "there is

not hope of happiness, but only a prayer

to escape from evil. I pray God keep me
undefiled against the day of the coming
of love," she said, "and then to bestow
such love as woman ne'er gave to man."

I was abashed and knew not what to

say, for never before had I heard woman
or maid speak out so straitly of her

craving to love and to be loved.

"Heaven send thee thy wish," I said,

and so we rode away, with her standing
slim and straight upon a rock gazing after

us with haunting eyes.

I was thankful that our horses were
sure of foot, for we were to follow

frightening paths that day, and thread

defiles that turned the heart to water.

Dark abysses yawned and torrents raged,

but following close upon the heels of our
conductor we passed in safety.

"We pass far to eastward of the hold
of My Lord Piero," said the mountain
man, "a hold that one day I shall tear

stone from stone. For he hath done much
cruelty to us and to others. Aye. We
add to our store of weapons, sword by

ing for My Lord Giovanni with a

a little meadow and garden, with $

and other buildings for grain am
mals. It was a fortress of massive
with moat and drawbridge. Mou
and forests hemmed in this stron;

Sentinels, wearing the black shouldi

and markings of the Black Bands,
on guard at the drawbridge.

TO THESE watchful men I nam
name and craved admission t

presence of My Lord Giovanni,
bade to wait while one clanked th

the gates and disappeared within th

tie. Anon he returned and motiom
me to follow him, which I did with i

toforo at my back.

My Lord sat at ease in such a rO'

you would expect to find in so g
structure, and on either side of hi

great dogs whose noble heads he foi

His keen eyes scrutinized me as

proachea: I was in doubt as to wl

my reception would be good or e\

"What brings thee to Trebbio, Sei

lishman?" he asked.

"Necessity, My Lord," said I. "ai

cause I had no alternative."

"This necessity came upon thee

denly," he said.

"My Lord," I said, "I have no
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I

thee nor upon thy hospitality. 1

because I was bidden to do so, and
se 1 knew not where else to go. I

that my coming is unwelcome, and

g permission to take my leave."

eyes studied me a moment without

ing. "Art a still-backed fellow," he

'Before we discuss the matter of

me, tell thy tale."

fjV PRIDE forbade me to mention

J the service I had done him or our
ikrsation together in the Salviati Pal-

UBut I told him of the mysterious let-

j|nd of my interview with Cardinal

Tlrini and lppolito, and of the con-

jlhe Annalcna Convent," he said mus-

J"^.

"The abbess sent thee?"

saw her not. 'Twas a woman who
s in darkness. It was this woman,

wnding to be a sibyl, who diddled me
'carrying the letter. Soldiers of the

linal Wolsey sought to take her pris-

W in her pavilion at the fair. She es-

Hj to the forest where I came upon
,ind her dwarf and took them home

x, me to stay in safety. 1 saw her next

soul is endangered by her magic."
His eyes kindled and he smiled faintly

and said, "1 would like to feast my eves
upon this uncanny woman." He opened
his mouth and called loudly, "Hey, Fi-
lippo." and a servant entered.

"Bid my sweet w ite hither, it it suit her
convenience." he directed. And then to
me: "1 have deep faith in my wife's wis-

dom and judgment of men with strange
stones. Shalt repeat tin romance to her
and we shall abide by her judgment.

"

"1 am no teller oi' lies. My Lord," I

said firmly.

"At least thou dost relate most divert-
ingly." he answered.

So, idler a little time entered the gra-
cious lady who was wife to M\ 1 ord, and
1 was required to repeat in detail all that 1

had told him. While I talked she studied

me gravely and made no interruption. At
the end My lord Giovanni said, "Now,
my sweet, what thinkest thou of this

strange tale?"

She did not speak at once, but studied
my lace steadily, and her eyes met mine
and I did not flinch from her gaze.

"He hath plain, honest face," she said

"Take off your hat, Harry! Here comes the flag!" HANK KETCHAM

he street beside the Palazzo Vecchio
re she warned me of the guards of
Cardinal Passerini who came upon
suddenly. Before they came at me to

:st me I returned to her the packet she

given me in England. She was clothed

n apprentice boy. She awaited me in

convent, not as witch nor scullery

d, nor apprentice boy, but as high-

n lady, richly arrayed. It was she who
laged my coming hither."

Never." said My Lord Giovanni,
ve I heard more unlikely tale."

I am loath to believe it myself, My
d," said I.

What further befell?" he asked. "A
jr of so romantic a tale must have
er wonders in stock."

told him of my experience with Piero
rio in the mountains, and of how
so led me to safety.

Thou shouldst write it down with
)dly rhymes and make a romance of
he said gravely. "Who is this woman,
girl, or witch who doth appear in vari-

disguises?"

I know not, My Lord, save that I call

( Betsy."

fSo she sent thee to me. Doubtless
»h some message."
[With none. My Lord." I spoke then
Ih bitterness against her. "She did
lit me and speak hardly to me and tell

I was but a tool to be used at will, and
lool, to boot. But, My Lord, she was
uutiful beyond words to describe and
t a spell upon me. I fear her, My Lord,
J most wisely do I detest her. But my.
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softly. "He is a doer of deeds, and is a
simple man without the imagination to

invent such a romance. So I read him.

There is forthrightness in his eyes, and
not guile. My Lord, it is my rede that he
hath related these things as they befell,

and that he is true man."
"So it seemed to me," said My Lord

Giovanni, "but it almost passeth belief.

Thou hast heard, Ser Pietro. The judge

hath listened to thy case and handed
down her judgment, by which I abide.

Thou art welcome to Trebbio, my friend,

and he who seeks to spirit thee away will

have his hands well filled."

"I thank thee, My Lord," I said. "I

bring a fellow, this Christoforo, who
greatly desires to enlist under thy leader-

ship."

"He, too, is welcome." My Lord
smiled. "He craves fighting, eh? He
shall have his gizzard full of it. But thou.

Ser Pietro, wilt also wear the uniform of

my Black Bands?"
"1 be a merchant," said I.

"But a most potent one, as I have
seen."

"It seems," I said slowly, "that I have
no alternative. Besides I read it in the

crystal ball. Man cannot escape his fate,

nor shall I struggle against it. If it please

you, My Lord, I am your man, pledging

fealty and loyalty to your banner."

"First," said he, "thou shalt serve as

volunteer until thou art trained in our

ways and in the art of war. Then we shall

see, Ser Pietro."

So it was that I entered the service of

\i\ l ord Giovanni oi the Black Bands,
and though suffering came of it, ami
danger and great agon} ol mind and
heart. 1 would not undo it, nor have it

other than it was I or though My Lord
was at times a fearsome man. ready to

anger and harsh to those who did less

than their duty. I came to love him
more than 1 ever have loved any man
And as for his gentle lady. I became most
devoted to her. Unhappiness and tragedy
were her portion. Adoring her husband,
she was ever separated from him. King
lonely at night, and not knowing from
one minute to the next when won! would
come to her that he would never come
again. Truly a gracious and noble
woman.
My sweet lady seemed to find pleasure

or solace in my society, and she was
much alone during the daylight hours.
Little Cosimo, their son, took to me
mightily. While My Lord hunted and ex-

ercised his men. My Lady turned the talk

often to England and the safety enjoyed
by our island from jealous invasions, and
of our pleasant customs; but mostly her
mind turned to My Lord Giovanni, lor

she loved him greatly.

"The Pope," she said somberly,
"would see him dead. There stand but

two boys between my husband and the

rule of Florence," she said, "lppolito and
Alessandro. Pope Clement fears the

Florentines, being a turbulent people,
will have neither of them, and will turn
to my husband."
"He hath often declared his love for

My Lord," 1 said. "And employs him
constantly."

"He dissembles." she said. "He is a

devious man and full of deceit. He
promises and withholds performance,
and treachery is in his heart. It is true,

Ser Pietro, that he employs my husband,
but always in places of peril, hoping that

My Lord's rash valor will bring him to

his death."

"He is the greatest soldier of his age,"

said I, "and the most chivalrous knight."

"Aye," she answered proudly. "There
be none like him. But he is rash and
covetous of glory. He throws himself
headlong upon the enemy."

"His men love him," I said.

"Why should they not?" she said, bit-

terness still in her soft voice. "Always
his first thought is for them. For their

feeding and their equipping and their

comfort. They are My Lord Giovanni's
children to nurture and cosset and de-

fend. Were it otherwise, would they cling

to him when there is no money for their

pay? I find it in my heart to be almost
jealous of his ruffians."

APART of the Black Bands were in

Fano, on the Adriatic, lawless in

their idleness and causing great annoy-
ance to the people. They caused great

trouble to My Lord. Letters of expostu-
lation came from His Holiness, so urgent
that late in August we set out for the sea

to see what could be done about restoring

discipline and quelling the turbulence.

The salt smell of the sea came to us as

we neared the little port in midafternoon.
and soon we entered the camp to be re-

ceived by the cheers of the soldiers at

sight of their beloved general. Never
have I seen so hard-bitten a company,
nor have I seen the equal of the fourteen
captains who were summoned forthwith

to My Lord's quarters.

While they held council I was r
ree,

and as is the way with young men, I was
curious to see strange towns and new
peoples, so I sought out Christoforo, and
together we strode down into Fano, seek-

ing sights and amusements.
The people looked askance at us and

gave us room and muttered, but we paid

no heed and walked onward to the

wharves to look at the sea and the ships,

of which there were few. As we stood
beside the lapping water a cockleshell

put out from a low, brightly painted gal-

ley that was moored a hundred yards

"Like my new hat, Joe?" she asks. "The
boy friend says it gives me that angel look."

"Humph," I snort.

"Why the gloom, sour-puss?" she asks.

"Indigestion?"

"No," I shoot back. "It's just I'm think-in'

if you don't reline those brakes, you may really

look like an angel."

"Oh," she says casually, "I can still stop

can't I?"

"Not quick enough
or easy enough," I reply.

"Wel-I, it does take a

lot of pressure to stop this

old bus,"she admits grudg-

ingly. "Will new lining

make it easier to stop?"

"My Grizzly Brake Lining will," I tell

her. "Plus giving you greater stopping safety,

Grizzly also permits you to slow down and
stop with a 'soft' pedal. That's why Grizzly is

the perfect lining fur both men and women
drivers and—"

"Whoa," she laughs, "that's enough. Re-
line 'er with Grizzly, Joe, and I'll drive relaxed!"

BIG FOOT
UTTIE FOOT
Grizzly Brake
Lining gives sure,

smooth stops to
both. Demand
Grizzly —a lead-

ing brand of
brake lining for

over 30 years!

Grizzly Manufac-
turing (.Company,

Paulding, Ohio.
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from the shore. We could see that its

passengers were a monk and another in

plum-colored cloak.

"Ho!" exclaimed Christoforo, whose
eyes were of the sharpest. "It is he!"

"It is who?" I asked.

"Him who doth hunt damsels with
dogs," he said.

"The Count of Monte Cavallo? Piero
Riario?"
"The same," he said. "If his anger has

not cooled, this is an ill spot lor us."

But I lingered, for now the faces of the

two were more distinct. But it was not at

Riario that 1 peered, but at the monk, his

companion. For I recognized that round,
jolly face with the keen little eyes of a
pig, and the sight of it gave me unease.
It was the man I had caught in the act of
rifling my baggage in the inn at Livorno.
"Draw back to a spot where we may

see and not be seen," I said, and we re-

treated to the archway of an ill-smelling

warehouse, where we stood in the shad-
ows to watch their landing. They scram-
bled upon the wharf, the handsome
young gallant and the brown-robed
monk.
"Where be those who. were to meet

us?" Riario demanded surlily.

"Patience, My Lord, patience," said

the monk. "Daylight remains. Our busi-

ness requires darkness."
"I like not this chase of the wild

goose," said Piero.

"But if there be a beautiful, sleek

goose at the end of it?" said the monk
slyly.

"Again I ask you, how dost know she
is here?"

"I know neither that she is here, nor
that she exists at all," said the monk. "We
do pursue a phantom and a mystery. It

may be we pursue a wisp of air. Yet who
could make such trouble as has been
made but a woman! Who could accom-
plish what has been accomplished but a
beautiful woman, using her beauty to
cozen weak men! I am but the hunting
dog of His Holiness, but my scent is

keen."

"No one has seen her," Riario said.

"There was a woman in England.
There is evidence to that. That she was
in Florence, I am certain, and had skillful

hand in the rescue of the Englishman.
He was a great, wholesome dolt, incapa-
ble of helping himself. You may recog-
nize the painting of Botticelli by the

brush strokes, even though his name be
not signed to the picture. So you may
recognize the plottings of this woman by
the identical deftness employed."
"You are positive she came to Fano?"
"I am positive of nothing. I but fol-

low the faint scent like ,i good I

hoping it will lead me to the game.
subordinate noses everywhere, ei

Fano. They h;i\e been smiling. II

came to this place a strange, bj
woman, they will lead us to hei

"Why should she come hither?
The monk shrugged. "In my bj

one follows chance. You guess ()i

dred times you are wrong, but if

right once, it pays for the troubj
say the Englishman went to Ti

Now, Giovanni will come here
upon the heads ol his wolves an<

them from biting innocent folk. Ml
the Englishman comes with him
is some bond betwixt this Peter

—he pronounced my name the

way—"and this woman. It is

slender thread, yet I follow it ho
it being the best that offers."

AS HE finished speaking I hear

^soft pad of hurried sandals up]
flagstones, and a second monk, a |

lantern-jawed man, joined My
Piero and the fat one.

"At last," said he who boasted (

ing hunting dog for the Pope,
been diligent?"

"To a town where the Black I

camp," said the monk, "come |
strange women to pander to their I

"You have winnowed the chaff U
the grain of corn?"

"There is one, Brother," sat

emaciated monk.
"Why single you out this one?"
"Because of an oddity. In such as

women be, it is an oddity indeed,

doth not ply her trade. She is &
come, but since her arrival no man
passed her door. She cometh not o
her house, and none has seen her

Also she is attended by a dwarf, k

formed, ill-tempered gnome, who ca

be persuaded to talk even with silver

The Pope's hound grinned acros

broad face and spread fat hands,

seems," he said, "we have come t(

end of the chase. Now remains bi

set dogs upon the quarry. It will b«

part, My Lord, to provide the pack.

"They await. Half a dozen fellowi

"It goes well. Let us to an inn, fo

stomach clamors within me. Then, v

darkness covers the deeds of men
carry out the prank. Aye, wearing

badges of the Black Band so the depr

tion shall be laid at their door."

They moved away together, and C
toforo and I, giving them time to n

some distance, followed at their heel:

"Now what is this affair?" Christo

asked. "And how art thou concerne

"Oh—let's stay here tonight and play games"
COLLIER'S JEFFERSON MACHAMEB H
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it? I heard mention of an Englishman."
"I am concerned to thwart it," said I

shortly. "We will follow them."
"I will get some of the companions."

Christoforo said. "They will be glad of

the frolic."

"Four will suffice," said I.

Wc followed Piero and the monks to

an inn where 1 remained on watch whilst

Christoforo went in search of reinforce-

ments. In an hour he returned with four
companions and wc awaited the coming
of nightfall.

AS NIGHT descended, half a dozen
l\. ruffians armed with swords came to

the inn and joined Riario and the monks.
1 drew our little party together. "It is

not enough," I warned them, "that no
harm shall come to the lady. But none
must see her face to recognize her."

Though it was my duty to hate and to

fear her, I was strangely rejoiced that

Betsy was near and that I was to sec her
once more—oven though it was to be
flouted again. I rejoiced that I was to

light for her, because it gives a sort of
exaltation to a young man to know that

he is going to draw blade for a lady. I

did not say that I loved her, but she had
put a charm upon me. I do not say that

I could not have loved the girl Betsy as I

saw her in the forest and in our farm
kitchen, but I was afraid of her. and
feared that my hankering after her came
more from the devil than from heaven.
Besides which her mind was too sharp
and subtle for the wife of a merchant in

woolen cloth. My mind buzzed with it

all, and I was unhappy.
Before the moon rose, the party of our

enemies arose from their food and wine
and set off upon their errand. We fol-

lowed as closely as we dared, concealing
ourselves as well as we could manage.

' There was much roistering in the streets

against which the good citizens had
barred their doors and closed the shut-

ters of their shops, but we passed through
it without argument until we came to a

part of the town where the houses were
scattered.

I saw the gaunt monk pause before a

house and point to it, and Piero Riario
went to its door and pounded with the

pommel of his sword. Whereupon I or-

dered my companions forward and I was
put to it to keep ahead of them—they
were eager for a brawl.

"What clamor is this?" I shouted, as

we came up behind the party.

Riario turned and in the beginning did

not recognize me. "Attend to your own
concerns, my friends," he said. "This is

a private matter."

"There be two minds about that. My
Lord," I said. "Come away from the

door."

"I will come to thy regret," he said be-

tween his teeth, "if thou dost not cease

to meddle."
"Then 1 will have to endure it," I told

him. "If thou dost not come to me I will

come to thee."

He stared a moment. "The English-

man," he said to the monk, and he leaped
from the door and came at me. He was
no weakling, but a man able to wield

sword with strength and skill. As he and
I closed with each other, our followers

plunged into a melee of clanking blades

and panted curses and there was a light

of it, with the monks squalling on the

fringe.

As our blades crossed, Riario cursed

me for a meddler. 'Til split thy heart,"

he said between his teeth, "and then have
thy woman."

"Save thy breath for the business," I

told him. "Art like to need it."

I found I was like to need my own
breath as well, for he was strong of wrist

and skilled, and he fought with rage. We
thrust and parried and slashed at each
other, with neither having the best of it

until his ruffians found themselves no
match for the trained veterans of the

Black Bands, and I was aware of feet

ill

running in flight, and I saw hesit
,

liis eyes.

"I have no desire to kill thee,

him. Take to th\ heels while
time ami learn to make war on
stead of women."
He ga\e back two paces and

beyond me. He was alone, lot tw

men lay on the pavement, and
had run for it.

This is not the end of it, EnglU
he said arrogantly, turning on Ins

So I let him go, and to m\ eve

regret; lor. had I slain him my
let him be slain that night. I am
would have been spared much s

and heaviness of heart, and mo
one good man now dead would I

mained alive.

The monks would have follow

but I seized the fat one by his rol

"Thy scent is too good, huntin
I said. "Beware where thou dos
snitling hereafter, lest I cut oil tl

to stop thee from smelling at all.'

He grinned at me impudently,
lishman." he said, "either thou ha:

brains than I credit thee with. (

hast luck. With brains 1 can de;

who can cope with a man endowt
luck!" He paused and regarded n
I thought, without malice even th

had thwarted him so sorely. "F
said he. "thou hast a very specia

for making powerful enemies. L
thyself hereafter. Get thee back t

land. Peter."

"There is nothing for which I

more heartily," I said.

He passed away from us and I

to my companions. "Keep safe gu
bade them, "while I complete t

rand." So I went to the door and t

upon it. "Betsy," I called. "It is I

Carew. Let me in. I would have
with thee.
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BOLTS were withdrawn, a cha
tied and then the door swung i

cautiously to disclose the mis;

body of the dwarf, John-Peter. 1

very fierce, with a great sword
hands that was longer than himself

"Let me in, John-Peter," I sa

must speak with your mistress."

"Away with you," he gr>

"Speech with my mistress is not fo
j

as thou." ^
"Stand aside," I said impatientl

I will take thy sword away from thi

belabor thy backside with it."

He glared at me malevolentlj

stood aside to let me pass, and
bolted and barred the door behin
Candles lighted a room ahead of rr

I strode into it. There stood Betsy,

princess now, nor a 'prentice, nor
—but garishly and seductively ai

so that she might be mistaken for <

those women who gather about tl

campments of soldiers.

"I would see thee clad otherwise

this," I said shortly.

"The English," she said, "are !

and prudish."

"If," said I, "it be prudish to reve

chastity of woman and stupid to d

it, then we be guilty." I answered.
"A lark." she said, "may wea

feathers of a hawk and still be a

Come to thine errand, if it be a p
one for maiden's ears."

I ceased to bandy words with he

cause she would always have the br

that sort of combat. "Didst hea
sound of swordplay in the street?"

"I heard it, but deemed it but a I

betwixt the Black Bands and the

zens."

"It was My Lord Piero Riario an

ruffians, urged on to seize you by ;

tain monk who boasts of being hu
dog for His Holiness—the plannir

which I did overhear by chance."
"And you flew to my defense like

knight of old." she jeered.

"I know not why you speak to me
and flout me and strive to make m

Collier's for July 12,
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a figure of fun." I s^ic lave

thee no despite, but have e\en been
small service to thee."

be many things you do not un-

rstand." she said, 'and the first of them
woman-" She pressed her lovely lips

gether and became ; : and con-
"How did M y Lord Piero know

search for me here.' Ho* did this

oak become a» a re of me? Did either

my name or anything about me?"
said I. "Thy identity is hidden

xn them as it is hidden from me. But
is monk is a dangerous man w bo doth

little things together to make a big

He knows not for certain that

e at all. but he has reasoned that there

d be such a woman. He follow* >lcn-

chances and faint hopes." And 1 told

of what I had overheard.

He- - drew together. "A skillful

dangerous man. this monk." she said

oughtfully. "And so you collected

and came hither to save me."
I would have done for

man." I said.

I ^m sure of it." she said. "Oh. I am
.re of it. A most chivalrous and

ntle—merchant."
ire you he-e "

I asked. ""'

"
» you masquerade in Fano?"
She brushed aside my question. " H

g come so close to me." she said, "they

I return. Were you recogr
with My Lord Piero

ario." >aid I. "He had reason to know
t We have a quarrel."

Thou and Piero? Thou hast a quarrel

him? How arose this feud?"
told her in brief about the maid

atrice and the dogs and the mountain
and she eyed me with her strange.

eyes and -is silent: this time she

not ieer. as I feared she would.
It <ee~ -id. "that I bring thee

1 uy danger and enerr e
-

e." I said, "and prophecies, and
friendship of My Lord Giovanni and
lady which balances the scale. N

j deal in magic and have cast

t spell upon me. I do not know. But
know that this spelL or fate, or the
of God his created something be-

1
ixt you and me. We be bound together
some object. I know not what object,

if it shall bring joy or woe to us." I

and peered at her. and then I fan-
I understood why it was that she

me so hardly and flouted me
thought I put into words.

u knew this before I knew |

id cannot escape from it. and fear the

of it. that your manner to-

me is as it is. It makes thee ill at

with me. and consequently thou art

toward me."
I saw the blood mount from her shoul-

to her throat and make rosv her ears

I

and her cheeks. Whereat she was angry I

So I knew I had guessed aright. Which
~ne singular pride in my astuteness.

- I bad not greatly valued to this

moment.
j speak nonsense." she said.

"There be more important mat:.
me than what may lie betwixt thee and
roe."

"This monk," sa>- ng once laid
his nose to your traiL will not be ea
throw off. You must away from here,
and speedily, before be returns."

She nodded briefly and left the room.
In a time so short that I was incredu-

lous that a woman could change so
quickly, she came back to me. and she

lad in bonnet with white feather,
and long, black cloak, and a dagger to!
he- belt and boots for riding.

"Sa^ er more lovely boy?" she
asked, and smiled ut me. which si.
done .

IOVELY boy she was. slender and lithe

;

j - a sword blade. There was n-

in her b_ ement in

face of danger. Never had I liked her so
nee the day I found her. a scullery

maid, in the forest: for she seemed more
honest and human. It : she had
laid mystery aside and had in reality be-
come a wholesome lad. and I was less

afraid of her and her wiles.

John-Peter scowled in the door and I

said to her. "Thou an marked by this!

homunculus." 1 said. "It were best to

of rum. for he has been seen
and will not easily be forgotten."

She patted the scowhng. misshapen
gnome on his pate and smiled down at

him. "Where I go. there shall go John-
Peter." she s^id. "God cursed him with
strange, unsightly shape, but in his breast

aithful heart, and in his

head such shrewdness as few normal men

So I opened the door and we passed
out to my companions and we strode

rapidly toward our camp where I sought

,

audience with my general.

"My Lord." I n^.c. "I crave permission

to go upon an errand, and Christoforo
mparoon. Also four good he- .

- at errand is this. Pie:

To escort a woman to a place of
L

He smiled and his eyes lighted. "And
I thought thee sober, and overgrave for

such frolics. Fetch her to me. Pietro. that

1 may see what mannfr of woman can
^e.~

I said earnestly. "I pray
thee excuse me. She most explicitly fears

to have thee see r.

I can send men to fetch her." he said

with no friendlir.i
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Careful . .

.

don't waste a drop

. . . that's

Old Smuggler Scotch Whisky is composed and

nurtured with patience and scruple . . . and is distin-

guished by great softness and delicacy of flavour.

Blended and bottled in Dumbarton, Scotland.

From Scotland for 69 Years
Blended Scotch Whisky • 86 proof

W. A. TAYLOR & COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY, SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S. A.

"but I pray you will not, for 1 am in-

debted to this maid. Also thou hast given

me thy friendship, which is sweet to me.
In this matter may we not behave to each
other as friends and not as commander
and subordinate?"
That softened him somewhat toward

me, for never was such loyalty as that of
Giovanni de' Medici to his friends. He
was a sharp man and harsh, but under-
neath was kindliness. Withal he was not

one easily to be deceived.

"Pietro, is this the woman—the one
who was witch and scullery maid and
apprentice boy and great lady?"

"It is she," I answered.
"She rescued thee from Passerini and

sent thee to me?"
"Aye."

HE WAS thoughtful, considering the

matter doubtless from the point of
view of war and politics. "Dost guar-

antee she is no enemy of mine?" he
asked. - •

"I cannot so guarantee, My Lord," I

said honestly. "But this I think: that she

doth hate the name of Medici and all

who bear it, excepting thee a-lone."

"In whose service is she?"

"I know not."

"Is she maid, or wife, or courtesan?"
"I cannot tell thee."

"Does she love thee, Pietro?"

"She holds me in contempt, My Lord."
"And yet you would serve her, risking

even the loss of my friendship. Why?"
"I think. My Lord, she has cast a spell

upon me."
Now he smiled broadly. "I think I can

put a name to that spell," he said. Then,
gravely: "Pietro, I have a fondness for

thee, and my sweet wife holds thee in

affection. Also I am beholden to thee for

my life. But presume not too much upon
it. But because of it I will take a middle
ground with thee and with her."

"Yes, My Lord," I said.

"It is dark this night. I will go out to

her and speak with her. She may stand

in the shadows concealing her face. I

will question her, but in the darkness."

It was better than I had dared to hope.
He arose and threw cloak about his

shoulders, and strode out into the night.

"Lead me to this riddle," he said.

I conducted him to the spot where she

waited with Christoforo, and as I ap-

proached I called out to her.

"Betsy," I said, "here is My Lord Gio-
vanni, who would speak to you. But he

permits that you stand in the darkn
hiding your face from him."
"The word of a Medici!" she i

scornfully.

"We deal with the word of Gioval
of the Black Bands," said M\ I

sternly.

"I will trust the half of thee that is

son of thy mother," she said.

"What purpose brings thee to Faa
"To watch," she said, "and to

ready."

"To spy upon me?" he demanded.
"1 be no spy," she said. "A spy wall

for others. 1 watch for myself. And
as an enemy to thee, Giovanni de' Mi
ici. It might even be as a friend if thi

fall out that way."
"You stole a letter in England."
"So I did," she admitted.
"Who wrote this letter?" he asked.

I was astonished when she answei
frankly. "Your kinsman, the Pope
"To whom was it addressed?" he <

manded.
"To Cardinal Wolsey—who hopes

be Pope," she answered.
"To whom didst deliver this stolen 1

ter?"

"To Venice." she answered.
"For what reason?" he asked.
"Because in the hands of Venice

would cause the greatest trouble," s

answered.
He considered that in silence. "Whc

dost thou serve?"

"Myself," she replied. "In serving re

self I must sometimes seem to serve ol

ers. As tonight I may do thee a servia
"Of what nature?" he asked.
"The Chevalier Bayard is dead,"

said. "The siege of Marseilles will fa

The King of England withdraws his arn

from France. The French king will

free to follow his ambition."
"Which is Milan," said My Lord.
"And more," she replied. "Messen

are on their way to thee, My Lord, fro!

the Court of Francis. They will seek th

here. They will have important words
say to you, and upon your reply ms
hang the fate of Italy. When they con
to thee, Giovanni de' Medici, recall tl|

dealings with the Pope and the Em per-

and the Duke of Milan, and their co
duct toward thee, and that at least one
them desires thy death. Keep in mir

their broken promises, and their treaci

eries to thee. Keep them well in mind
"Art sure of this, that Francis sent

messengers to me?"

'Maybe it's okay. Maybe it's just that I don't feel Christmassy this morning
COLLIER'S
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ED'S MY DRUGGIST ... a good one, too! And since I've
been his Doctor of Motors for years, I could talk to him
like a Dutch uncle.

"Look, Ed," I said, "you're happy with the way your car
runs now, but you have only had part of my prescription."

Then I told him what I'd done. Ground the valves,
replaced the gaskets, installed a set of Perfect Circle Piston
Rings to stop her oi! pumping—and a lot of other things
she'd needed for a long time.

"If you want to keep your car in tip-top shape," I said,

"Here's the rest of my prescription—just bring it in regu-
larly for periodic checkups. That way I can correct little

troubles before they have a chance to become big ones

—

and save you a lot of worry and money."

Ed said he would follow that suggestion and that it

sounded like a good prescription for every car owner.

He's right, too!

FOR CAR OWNERS!

When new piston rings are needed, get famous Perfect Circles, available

at any automotive repair shop. Your favorite mechanic—your Doctor
of Motors—recommends them. Perfect Circle Corporation, Hagerstown,

Indiana, U.S.A. The Perfect Circle Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., Can.

Your Doctor of Motors
restores power. . . saves ffas
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• *aves oil with . .
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NEW CAR GUARANTEE

AGAINST REPAIRS
to lubricated parts

FOR 30,000 MILES
W e can make this remarkable guarantee . .

.

and give you our bond on it . . . because we know that the superb

quality of Wolf's Head Motor Oil—100% pure Pennsylvania—will

definitely lengthen the life of your car.

74e WOLF'S HEAD £W 7>(*k

Buy any make new car you wish . . . from any authorized Wolf's

Head dealer. At the time of purchase, just ask the dealer to fill out a

Wolf's Head New Car Bond application and send it to us. The New
Car 30,000 Mile Guarantee Bond will be sent you by return mail.

Get the details of this amazing guarantee before you buy your
new car. See your dealer...or write: Wolf's Head Oil Refining Co.,

Inc., Oil City, Pa., New York 10, N. Y.

HEAD
MOTOR OIL AND LUBES

100% Pennsylvania

—"Premium Grade"
mfsU P.G.C.O.A.

Permit No. 6

"I am certain of it." she said.

"Were I like to some I know." My
Lord said. "I would have answers from
thee. But I have given my word not to

look upon thy face nor to interfere with
thee." He stood silent for B time. and
then spoke in a different voice, not the

voice of a commander surrounded by
sore perplexities, but in the voice of a

young man avid for life, and perhaps
a little lonely, and not distant from his

boyhood. "Madonna," he said. T have
some friendship toward this overlarge
Englishman. I will not deny him his ad-

venture, which I envy him. But I charge
you. whoever you be and whatever your
purpose, to deal with him honestly and
pni treacherously. For he is as simple as

he is huge, and hath no guile with which
to defend himself against such as thee."

"My Lord," she said clearly, "1 will

deal with him as the future permits." Her
low, musical laugh sounded briefly.

"There be times," she said, "when I ques-
tion if he doth not wear simplicity as a

cloak covering' what lurks beneath."

"I fear 1 am conducting like a fool and
should clap thee into a cell, Madonna,"
said My Lord Giovanni. "Go, then, be-

fore reason returns to me; and fortune

attend thee."

CHR1STOFORO returned with horses
for us all. and food for the journey.

Betsy and I rode ahead, with the other

two at our heels, and so left the camp for

the darkness of the hills.

It is a strange and eerie feeling to ride

forth into the night, in a strange land
peopled by men of an alien tongue and
to have no knowledge of your destina-

tion or plan for the future except flight

alone. My life, until this journey to Italy,

had been fixed and secure. My future

stretched clear before me—to perfect

myself in my fathers business and to fol-

low in his footsteps. But there was no
clear future now, only an unfamiliar

road leading into unknown perils and un-
civil adventures. Yet, being young and
curious as to what might happen next,

and riding knee to knee with a most
enigmatic maid, I was not cast down, but

rather elated at the prospect.

"What plan have you?" Betsy asked,

her figure beside me only a moving shape
of black.

"I have no plan "
I said, "e\ee

get thee safe away."
'Anil bide me in a cave in the n

tains." she said jeenngh. "while w
at the mouth of it to fend off the wt
I here is nunc to think of than that

"Enumerate, then." said I, "wl
must consider."

'This monk." she said, "came clc

me b\ following a slendei thread

of all. that thread must he cut. No
ment of it may remain to lead him t

again."

"We drove them oil from thy do(

said, "but you may depend upon it

the monk did not go far."

"He would follow us to the ca

My Lord Giovanni—and would wi
our riding forth." she said.

"A most persistent man." I said.

far sighted. He will have provided a

suit."

"Ample." she said, "to overcome
men, a woman and a dwarf."

"Art afraid?" I asked.

"He who is not afraid when da
threatens." she said, "is a fool. Fear
created by God to urge men to

measures for their safety."

"We must not stay upon the pu
traveled road," 1 said. "Yet I hesitai

1

leave it. for thou art a woman, and
hills be rough and inclement."

"For every hour of hardship I

canst endure," she said tartly, "I can
fer three."

"We shall put that to the test," I

somewhat surlily.

I called a halt and we listened

sounds of pursuit. The night was
and the sky overcast and the wind
toward us, so that it could carry soi

to our ears.

"Horses at the gallop," said Chrij

foro.

"Then," said I, "we turn from
road. Not at some easy spot where
turning might be suspected, but a

point which fugitives will be though
avoid. 1 hope these horses be sun

foot."

We galloped on, sure that the so;

of our horses' hoofs would not be be
backward to the ears of our pursu
and always 1 kept my eyes sharp for

unlikely spot. We came to such a pi

steep and tumbled with rocks, and I

h

TIMMY by HOWARD SPARBE

"See, Hanky, Mommy says, 'Charge it,' and this

man sends us a letter for Daddy to tear up"

COLLIER'S
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But, dear, I'm not supporting a herd of relatives!"
CRIED ELSIE, THE BORDEN COW

I, you're not supporting your kin-

folks." bellowed Elmer, the bull,

"where does the mone) go? What do
you do with it—eat it?"

"That's not as funn\ as you seem

to think," answered Elsie. "Food costs

real money these days, dear."

"Can't be costing that much!"

f)pcd Elmer. "I say, there's a poor uncle in the

pen."

\m\ I say," smiled Elsie,

t it takes a heap ol sense to

i meals so that your family

a lull penny's worth of

rishment for every penny

spend."

Dents! Pennies!" roared

er. "Woman, I'm talking

it dollars— liusband's dollars— that wives spend
fcly."

ensible wives," corrected Elsie, "think in terms

of pennies, and weigh cost of

foods against their food values.

That's why so many of them are

adding more and more of

Borden's Milk to the family diet.

You see, Women have found out

that, fenny for fenny, your best

food buy is Milk! And naturally

I mean Borden's."

torden's! Borden's! Borden's!" mimicked Elmer.

Ik! Milk! Milk! Can't you think of any thing else?"

IVhy

certainly, dear!" said Elsie. "But milk is

ire's most nearly perfect food. Look what it gives

you — vitamins, minerals, protective fats, proteins—
and I do mean complete proteins—the kind you get

from meat, and—"

"Complete, incomplete," argued Elmer, "no he-

blooded husband wants to drink milk all day, every

day."

"Then," giggled Elsie, "let hus-

bands eat their milk!"

"That tears it!" exploded El-

mer. "How in Cowdom Come can

you eat milk?"

"Hundreds of ways," blithely

£ jt \Si> ' U answered Elsie. "In puddings, in

sauces for fish and meat and vege-

tables, on cereals, in ice cream, in cream soups and
pie fillings, in —

"

"Pick up the marbles," sighed Elmer. "Maybe milk

is wonderful. But I still say you get enough extra

bucks from me to support someone. And I still sav

further that someone is eating more than milk!"

"Now, darling," soothed Elsie, "I never even sug-

gested that any one should live on milk and no other

tood. I merely mentioned that it's smart to get more

of the wonderful nourishment of milk into meals,

because —

"

"I know, I know," groaned Elmer, "because, penny

for fenny, your best food buy is Milk!"

"How terribly smart of you, Elmer!" flattered Elsie.

"And it amazes me to think that

anyone as brilliant as you can't

figure out why a wife might need

some extra shopping money."

"Save the soft soap!" ordered

Elmer. "Here—take the money.

It's worth it to me to hear the

end of this."

"But you haven't heard the

end," teased Elsie. "And that's always good— ?'/ it's

Borden's, it's GOT to be good!" c The Borden company



IN 1906— a train of 6 coaches

and locomotive cost

$59,092

AFTER WORLD WAR I

9 steel coaches, a diner

and locomotive cost

$257,000

*59,092 ONCE BOUGHT AN ENTIRE TRAII

• ••NOW A SINGLE COACH COSTS *90,00©

iii

Postwar passenger coaches now in service on

the Pennsylvania Railroad's overnight, re-

served-seat, coach-fare trains, The Trail Blazer

and TheJeffersonian, cost $90,000 each.

About 40 years ago, an entire train of six

coaches and locomotive which then seemed

to challenge further improvement, cost

only $59,092.

A 1922 all-steel train— a locomotive, 9 coaches

and a diner— cost $257,000.

But today's air-conditioned overnight coach

train, with its modern, multi-cylinder steam

locomotive, I4cars and diner, costs$l,655,450.

That's 28 times the cost of the coach train of

1906. Furthermore, today's coach, built for

spacious, reclining-seat comfort, is designed

to accommodate 44 passengers as against 62 in

the coach of 1906 and 88 in the coach of 1922.

A locomotive in the 1906 train cost $13,9

An engine in the 1922 train cost $43,

Locomotives to haul these new coaches c

approximately $282,450 each for the stea

powered model; $320,000 each for the elect:

and, for the 6,000 horsepower Diesel, appro

mately $625,000.

Many new features have been built into th

postwar cars. They are more spacious, ha

fewer seats and much larger washrooms. The

longer wheel base and improved trucks and

springs assure smooth, easy riding at all speeds.^

It adds up to more for your travel dollar than

ever before in transportation history. For even

though this postwar coach costs more than

yesterday's entire train, you ride for less

mile than it cost to ride the train of 1906.

Pennsylvania Railroad



at it, scrambling upward until

idea if I were going north or

east or west, but hoping the

uld come out in the sky that I

ve some sign to ride by. There
g but the wind, which I was at

keep upon our backs. So we
hours with John-Peter uttering

plaints and curses, and Betsy
uncomplaining.

me at last to a valley where there

s underfoot, and stunted trees,

we rest," I directed, and, dis-

g, helped Betsy from her horse,

secure our horses against their

lg away, and took off the saddles

(VS.

myself," I said, "I shall say a

efore I sleep."

believe in the power of prayer?"
ted.

ieve at least," said I, "that it

10 harm. It might even be that

nces to be listening."

ot down upon my knees, and she
side me, and I told God what I

ind suggested what He could do
if He were in the mood. After
« rolled in our cloaks, making
of what grass we could find; and
could rightly count a flock of

er's sheep I slept dreamlessly.

sy slept at my side within touch
and, but so tired was I that her
did not disturb me.

the first awake in the morning,
iering our plight and studying
do about it. As to where we were,
that we were a few miles to the
Fano. I knew that Rimini lay a
stance up the coast of the Adri-
I that Florence itself was far to-

e west, and Urbino was to the

hat lay betwixt us and these cities

)t know, save that wherever we
ve would traverse uneasy coun-
jsted by bandits and homeless
d made more dangerous by wan-
disbanded soldiers and the re-

»f petty, predatory lordlings.

Peter snored in his wrappings,
sy slept, her cheek pillowed upon
ded arm. Christoforo stirred,

his. eyes and arose upon his el-

I I motioned him to silence. Pres-
ray of sunlight touched Betsy's

H they opened wide and stared
er, and in that moment of awak-
ley were as innocent and lovely
yes of a babe. Her face was the
a sweet and timid and gentle
ut then full awareness came to

I her eyes met mine and became
ble, and her face lost its sweet
sss, though losing no whit of its

She became again in a twinkling
nan I could not understand, nor
she were pure or impure, good
And I wondered which of the
her real self.

d morrow," she said.

d morrow, Betsy," I responded.
lips bent in an ironic smile.
less," she said, "you have solved
problems whilst I slept."

e is one problem I never shall

I told her. "And mayhap it is

I I never do. That is thyself."

apply thyself to solving the
of breakfast," she said shortly,

pon Christoforo arose and came
th food from our store, and John-
sing aroused, we four ate silently

s had enough.
J I saddle the horses?" Christo-
ced.

be safe here through the daylight
I said. "I deem it wiser to travel
t."

it we sit here with folded hands
a dragging day?" asked Betsy,

er in the free hills," I said, "than
ardinal's dungeon. Or the cham-
Piero Riario," I answered.
)d," said Christoforo. "I have al-

>veted a day of laziness, though I

r*s for July 12, 1947

have been blessed with few. I shall sleep.
I shall eat. And then, to amuse myself, I

shall dig among the rocks for the jewels
of Gian the Good."
When time hangs heavy on the hands,

as it was like to do for us this day. it is

good for tales to be told. If the mind be
not occupied it is like to fall into evil
mood.

"This be no likely spot to dig for dia-
monds and emeralds and rubies," I said.
"As good as any, if accounts be true,"

he said.

"Who," I asked, "is this Gian the
Good? And why buried he his jewels?"
"He came to his end," Christoforo

said, "because the people called him
good and because of his popularity with
them. It was not safe to be popular in
the days of Piero de' Medici, against
whom we arose for his arrogance, and
drove forth from Florence. Gian degh
Albizzi, of ancient family in our city, fed
the poor on saints' days, and raised his
voice in defense of the rights of the peo-
ple. So Piero hated him and feared his

popularity and was jealous of him. He

to boast, but I did my best at it. But she
ever held aloof, and when I sought to

impress hei with tales thai nude me ap-
pear better than 1 was, her face was
faintly amused as if she watched the an-
tics of playing colts in a pasture or pup-
pies in a barnyard. In the end I gave it

up and went oil alone to sulk. She would
answci no questions and when she talked
at all, it was to say such things as only
increased my doubts of her goodness.
When I voiced these doubts, she laughed.
"Look, you. Englishman," she said.

"God hath given me beauty of face and
body. For what purpose? To use them
to the greatest advantage to further my
fortunes. What is a body, Messer Pietro,

but skin and bone and flesh? What am I

but one woman among millions? I am
my own property. What, then, is it to

thee or to any man, what I do with mine
own? Where is the importance of it?"

She was bitter.

It was a point I could not argue, and I

was sore embarrassed.
I deemed it both safe and wise to ride

southward in early afternoon. The Me-

fT^d 1

"I wish the government would come right out
and tell me just how I should feel about Russia" BARNEY TOBEY

sought and found pretext. So, charging

treason he caused to be sacked the palace

of the degli Albizzi and murdered Gian
the Good and all his family. So that there

was left alive not one to claim the farms
and vineyards and estates and the great

wealth that made Gian dangerous."

"But what," I asked, "of the jewels?"

"This Gian," said Christoforo, "was a

great lover of precious gems, and it is

said he collected them all over the world

until his coffers bulged with them. But
when the palace was sacked, there was
not a jewel of them all. It is said he sent

them away to be hidden in a safe place

that the Medici might not enjoy them."

"A tale to be told to children at the

bedtime hour," said Betsy scornfully.

"Yet a story believed by many," Chris-

toforo said.

"Wealth," I said sapiently, "doth ever

arouse envy. And it is a dangerous thing

to be loved by the poor when a tyrant

rules the state."

Most futilely that day, as a young man
will in the company of a lovely maid, I

endeavored to draw nearer to her, not to

her body but to her mind; and, as young
men also will do in their vanity, to make
her think well of me. It is not easy for me

tauro River lay to the southward, and the
road by which we could "make our way
inland. This would provide daylight
hours for the harsh mountain miles that
would lie between us and easier riding.

It was sundown when we saw the river

below us, and the narrow road. So we
halted to rest our horses and to refresh

ourselves with food, and then, when it

was fully dark we descended to the high-

way, and alternately walking and gal-

loping our horses, we set about the

business of putting miles behind us.

AFTER a couple of hours the moon
. topped the hills. It was a great

silvery moon that cast an eerie light and
made the world a pallid, fearsome place,

fit to be the abode of ghosts and witches
and things that are abroad at night. I was
discomforted. Even Betsy was touched
by it, and rode closer to me so that, now
and then, her knee touched mine. Which
was a pleasurable thing and took my
mind off goblins.

"Hast a cross about thee?" I asked.

"Or mayhap thou have potent friends

among magicians and warlocks. If so,

I pray thee use thy influence in our
favor."
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She laughed once more. "Which wilt

have?" she asked. " The Holy CrOSS and
prayers to waul oil evil ones; or magic
charms granted to me for the sale of my
soul to Beelzebub? They do not work
together, \u-ssei Pietro."
"Thou art a most uncanny maid," I

Said. "Would 1 knew if thou art good or
evil."

"That thou wilt never know. For it

may be 1 do not know myself."
"Then leave the matter alone," I said

testily, "and I will attend to the praying
myself, for I be a Christian man."

After that we rode in silence and I

heard her sigh with weariness and the
galling of the saddle, but because of my
resentment against her I would not call

a rest. She did not complain. It was
Christoforo who voiced discomfort.

"Messire Pietro," he said, "an we come
not soon to a resting place my backsides
will be clean chafed away."

EVEN I, for all my size and strength,
had had enough. So, when we

rounded a shoulder of the hill and saw a
rambling building, black of window and
cheerless, but with a' sign creaking at its

entrance, I turned toward it. It was an
inn, and on the sign was a much faded
and weather-beaten griffin. So I dis-

mounted and clamored upon the oaken
door.

"Ho, landlord," I bellowed. "Here be
weary travelers. Unbar the door."
A window opened, and through it was

thrust a gaunt, bearded face under a
nightcap.

"What hour is this to raise a devilish
din?" the landlord demanded. "Stop thy
racket or I loose the dogs upon ye."
"We have good money to pay," I called

up to him.
He grumbled further, but came down

to the door and unbarred it and gave us
admission. He was a tall, gaunt man with
but one eye, and that a villainous one,
and on the stairs behind him lurked his

woman, bony and gaunt as he, with wisps
of hair about her face and more vacan-
cies in her gums than teeth to fill them.
Looking over her shoulder was a lout of
a boy, who grimaced at us. The land-
lord shone his light in our faces, and his

anger gave way to leering and cackling.
"Beds, my masters," he said. "Shalt

have them. And breakfast in the morn-
ing. Aye. There be two rooms, and
mattresses stuffed with feathers. Two of
ye to each bed for warmth and comfort."
"Nay," said I, blushing somewhat at

the thought. "A room for my young lord
here," signifying Betsy. "For the rest of
us, anything will suffice."

Behind me the landlord's wife tittered.

"A most shapely and gallant lordling,"

she said, and tittered again. The lout

behind her guffawed. I liked not the
place. There were more rascals among
innkeepers than honest men. and it was
no unusual thing for guests to go to sleep

in an inn never to awaken.
"Follow me, my masters," said the

man, and lighted the way up the stairs.

A little way from the top, he opened a

door and there was a huge bed. There
was a bar within the door to keep its

occupants safe.

"For thee," I said to Betsy. "John-
Peter shall sleep across the threshold."

So she went in and I heard the bar
fall in place. The landlord conducted
Christoforo and myself to another
chamber, and we went in and closed the

door upon his leering eyes. I stood just

within, my ear against the oak, and knew
that they stood without, mumbling and
whispering. When I heard their feet

slithering away and scuffling down the

stairs, I opened the door softly and went
to stand at the top of the stairway and
listen, for I was suspicious of the place

and the manners of those who conducted
it.

The landlord, his death's-head wife

and loutish son stood heads together and
whispered. And then the half-wit went





ick of the inn and disappeared.

|hded, and husband and wife

me.
stable the horses," I said. "See

be fed."

h the nags to the stables and re-

|the inn through the kitchen. 1

|to my room and then went to the

under the eaves that looked

kon the stables and outbuildings.

Me I stood, watching and listening

^m I saw a moving shadow that

the barn and led forth a gaunt

lich he led away softly by its

My ears are sharp, and after a

He I heard the clatter of hoofs as

lish boy mounted and galloped

Bitoforo," I said. ""I wish we had

I id to ride. This be no fit harbor
or beast. Methinks the idiot

en to fetch confederates to slit

ats."

hed up his belt and laid hand
sword. "My bottom be de-
' he said, "so I can ill afford to

throat tampered with. Between
ill give these robbers something
upon."
i you," I told him. "I will keep

TRETCHED himself on the

,
and I, opening the door softly,

the hallway. John-Peter, hud-
is cloak, lay across Betsy's door;

he snored. I went to the head of

way and listened. The house was
ut not so dark as it had been, for

as lifting the black blanket of
'. found a door at the right open-

a chamber whose window-, low
rrow, looked down upon the

d below, and there I posted my-
watch the road. I sat there

and weary, not daring to close

for so much as a moment lest I

ep. Time was a snail. But the

1
light commenced to filter

he shadows and a luminous rim
d over the mountain ridges. So
have crouched for an hour, for

irs, before I became aware of the

horses' hoofs—then they rode
yard, four of them and the half-

They were big men, bearded,
lessed that they were not Italians

iibly Swiss mercenaries in the em-
some prince.

dismounted and trampled into

I moved swiftly to the stairway.

oom downstairs their voices were
but I heard the squeak of the
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landlord's speech and the giggle of the
idiot boy.

"They sleep like doves in a cote," said
the landlord. "Ah, My Lord Piero Riario
will reward you handsomely for your
swiftness. There will be reward for all."

I could see him in my imagination
fumbling his hands together with evil

eagerness.

A harsh voice in most revolting Italian

interrupted him with questions:
"There be four ot them, as My Lord

informed me. The maid, dressed as a
gallant, but most surely a maid, for all

that. And her dwarf, and two men of
the Black Bands. My Lord orders that
you slay the men incontinently, but fetch
the maid to him." He tittered. "His
business with her is not political."

I crossed the hall, aroused Christoforo
and we waited for them to mount.
Presently they came, making small effort

at silence. And when they were halfway
up the stairs I showed myself and spoke
to them. "The doves," I said, "have flut-

tered from the cote."

The leader, in whose tangled beard
daws might have nested, rapped out a
foreign oath, and unsheathing his sword,
came at me, leaping upward on powerful
legs. I pushed Christoforo aside to give
me sword room, wishing I had my bow
and half a dozen feathered arrows. I

had the advantage of it, being above him,
as my sword met his. They could come
at me only one at a time, which did some-
what to equalize numbers. And so we
hacked and hewed at each other, and
the sound of it rang through the inn; I

touched him upon the shoulder, whereat
he uttered a bellow of rage and pressed
me harder. But I was bigger than he, and
stronger and I held him there until it

entered even his dull, savage brain that I

was not going to be an easy nut to crack.
Slowly he backed away, but I was not

to be drawn into following him and so
losing my advantage of position. It was
the first time I ever had crossed swords
with an enemy meaning him deadly harm
and there was an excitement about it that

warmed me and surprised me. It was a

sensation, an elation, such as I never had
known, and I liked it.

The leader retreated to the foot of the

stairs, pushing his three followers behind
him, and they backed away into the room
below and parleyed. I could hear the

bat's voice of the landlord offering

advice.

"Leave to me the next turn," said

Christoforo in my ear.

"Keep thy eye on Betsy's door," I said,

>

"My sister went to a swell camp—it didn't build

character or teach self-reliance or anything" MARY GIBSON
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Beautiful Gal/
MR. SMITH POINTS OUT

FOR SAFETY! HE YELLS . . .

"Mr. Smith," I say, "I wish to marry Sally. I'm (ahem) I'm

a fairly natty guy and . .
."

"My Sally is a beautiful gal!" Smith points out. "And
1 want her to stay that way. So, you will please to show

me you're a good, safe driver!" «

Then I remember—I haven't had my Ford safety-checked

for months!

"I have a previous engagement!" I tell him, and dash off.

FORD SERVICE EXCELS . . ,

Next morning I drive to my Ford Dealer's,

telling him what I want.

"Good boy!" he cries. "Everyone should

drive back 'home' for a safety check regu-

larly. Now, we know your Ford best for

any service. Here's why:

1. Ford-Trained Mechanics

2. Factory-Approved Methods

3. Special Ford Equipment

4. Genuine Ford Parts

"We'll do a good, fast job and check everything," he adds, "lights,

brakes, steering, tires, wheel'alignment!"

NOW HE HEARS WEDDING BELLS!

That night, my Ford safe as new again, I dash over to

Sally's, and give Mr. S. the pitch on what I've done.

"By George, I'm going to get my Ford checked, too!" he

tells me when we go for a

ride . . . We let him off at

the drug store.

"Don't bother to wait," he

smiles. "You two look like

you want to be alone . . .

And you have my blessing!"

Y'know, lie's not a bad old

guy, at that!

~?K*t*£.

r's for July 12, 1947
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An Ounce of Prevention

is Worth a Pound of Cure

\
\

The casualties of peace — of motor accidents — were

greater in one year, 1946, than the casualties of war
from Pearl Harbor to V-J Day.

Unbelievable? Here are the facts: 1,183,500 auto cas-

ualties in 1946 in contrast to less than one million killed,

missing and wounded in four years of war

!

Too large a percentage of these motor accidents were

caused by mechanical defects that regular Preventive
Service can forestall. When the critical time comes,

and it can come at any moment, your car is only as good
as its weakest part.

The cost of Preventive Service is slight. But the

cost in human misery and property damage of avoid-

able accidents is immeasurable. And every year the toll

of life, limb and property damage increases in direct

ratio to the number of cars driven.

There is no possible argument for neglecting the

proper care for your car—and it is very definitely your

responsibility. The five basic Preventive Service
steps suggested by Collier's are essential to safe

driving. Take Them Now.

I

For years the National Safety Council, the Highway Safety C<

ence, and the Automotive Industry, through your neighborhood »

man have urged regular car inspection. Since 1939, COLLIER'S has

itsP. S.—Preventive Service—Campaign to impress the mot

by unbiased and authentic information, that the misery caust

accidents can to a very great degree be lessened by every driver a:

ing the responsibility of PREVENTIVE SERVICE for his own car,
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Quenches

Quicker
It's a split-second refresher . . .

that's for sure. What's more
you'll revel in the taste thrill

Squirt provides.

Squirt quenches thirst longer,

too. For this new, different

drink is made of winter-grown

grapefruit. A sweet -tart of a

a
drink, you'll say . . .

the kind you'll want
for every day.

*^-J\ Mrs. J. J. Fredericks,

of New York City,

N. Y., says: "I don't want a

drink with a syrupy after flavor.

That's why Squirt is my choice."

Swrhk to £>ga**t*®)

Copyrighr 1917. The Squirt Company • 'Trademark Reg. U S. Pat- Off

"lest there be some other way of getting

at her."

I glanced down the hall. The dwarf
no longer huddled before her door, nor
did she open it to see what caused the

clamor. Probably, I thought, she was
terrified and had barred herself within.

Now I heard a shuffling of feet below
as if men in concert carried a burden, and
then they came into my sight and I saw
that two of them carried a great oaken
table, holding it before them as a shield.

With this they advanced upon me, and I

could see nothing of them but feet mov-
ing as they shoved upward the massive
plank of wood. It was clear that I could
not cope with this piece of siege ma-
chinery. There was nothing for the edge
of my sword to strike but oak, and they,

using it as a sort of ram, could push me
from the stairhead and so come at me
from the sides and from behind. There
could be but one end to the matter.

"Would we had a spoonful of Greek
fire," said Christoforo coolly.

They clumped up slowly, for the

weight they carried taxed them. I looked
behind me, up the hall, and there against

the wall was a huge chest, iron-bound
and of bulk so great that I doubted if my
back could lift it. And in an ordinary
moment or for the mere vanity of dis-

playing my strength I doubt if I could
have raised it from the floor. But there

was nothing for it but to try.

"Hold thou the stairs," I said to

Christoforo.

"Aye," he said, "I will carve a statue

on this piece of oak."

I
STEPPED quickly to the chest and
got my fingers under it and bent my

back and heaved with all my sinews,

praying to God that they would suffice.

Methought my spine would crack with it

and my legs splinter. But with a great

heave I raised it, and staggered under its

weight to where Christoforo stood. And
then, straining as I never had strained

before until the veins nigh burst through
my neck and forehead, I raised it, and
somehow it seemed lighter. Christoforo
must have lent aid, for I was able to raise

it above my head.
"Now," I said to my companion, and

together, using our backs as catapults, we
heaved the massive thing downward.
Nothing could have stood against that

weight and the impetus we had given it.

It crashed full in the center of their oaken
shield, carrying all before it and hurling
men and table backward so that they
tumbled and rolled into a squirming,
shrieking tangle on the flagstones below.
Not waiting to find what damage had
been wrought, I leaped down the stairs

with Christoforo at my heels. One lay

pinned beneath the chest, another strove

to crawl with shattered legs. My sword
split the skull of the leader, and Christo-

foro gave the point to the fourth, as be-

wildered and shaken, he strove to gain his

feet. There was no more peril in them.
I leaned against the wall panting after the

exertion of it, for I was spent.

There was something of awe in

Christoforo's voice as he leaned on
dripping sword. "St. Hercules," he said,

"ana the holy Titans could not perform
the duplicate of that feat."

I had not heard of the canonization of
Hercules-, nor had I been taught that the

Titans were especially holy men, but I

had not the breath to argue with him.
Presently I stood erect, breathing more
comfortably.

"Stand guard over these wounded," I

said, "while I speak with Betsy."

So I climbed the stairs again and
rapped upon her door. She did not
answer.

"Betsy," I called through the oak,
"open. There is no more to fear. It is

Peter Carew. Open to me."
She did not reply, nor was there sound

of movement within. I called again and
then, in my impatience, pressed upon the

door. It was not barred against me, but

opened freely. I stepped over the thresh-

old and halted, amazed, for there was
neither maiden nor dwarf within the

room. The window was open and be-

neath it was some sort of sloping shed
to whose roof she could have dropped,
and thence to the ground.

I ran from the room and down the

stairs and out to the place where our
horses had been stabled. Two of them
were gone.

I stood there, and my heart was heavy,
and being young and so easily hurt by
conduct in others which did not fulfill my
ideals of them, I was the most miserable
young man in all Italy. For it seemed an
unkind and disloyal thing that Betsy
should have deserted me when I fought
for her, and had not remained even to

learn the outcome of it, and whether I

lived or died.

I went back into the inn, and nothing
was to be seen of the landlord and his

evil family, but Christoforo was content
with a great bottle of wine and the

carcass of some cooked bird.

"They have fled," I said heavily.

He raised his brows and clucked.
"Now there is woman for you," he said.

"I remember a girl named Famietta. She
had at my ribs with a knife whilst I was
kissing her .most pleasurably. Their
moods," he said with a sigh, "are a gift

from the devil and there is no under-

standing of them. She is gone
she is gone. But this very|

goose remains. No matter
tiful a maid may be, you car

hungry stomach with her."

"We must follow her," 1 sail

"Nay. If she had desired th)

she would have waited for itj

and I knew he was right.

Whereupon we saddled our
turned our faces toward Fanol
ridden but a hundred ya»
Christoforo halted and turned |

"Now what?" I asked.

"I bethought me of a slighl

he said and galloped back to til

I waited for many minutel
reappeared and rode up to ml
expression of contentment. II

sorely vexed and unhappy tc|

him, but as we topped a rise

yond I turned face to look bal
the inn, and all I could see wl
cloud of smoke with flames iss|

its denseness.

"The inn's afire," I said.

"Can that be so?" he asked vi

of innocence. "Now what c\

caused such evil fortune for tr

hospitable landlord and his k
and princely son? I think, if l|

with all my strength, I could
a tear."

(To be continued next wi

SPORTING ODDS

In a game between New Orleai

and Birmingham in 1936, Outfield i

Eddie Rose hit a pop fly that strul

and killed a pigeon. The Birmirl

ham shortstop and second basem
both went after the pigeon, the b

|

fell to the ground, and Rose
credited with a base hit.

—Fred Russei

Nashville, Tennessl

JOHN RUGE

Larry MacPhail, Dan Topping and Tom Gallery of the Nt
York Yankees were talking in the 21 Club a few years ago wh

|

Leo Durocher of the Brooklyn Dodgers joined the party. The co

versation turned to the Dodger pennant-clinching celebrati

of 1941 and the festive train ride back from Boston.

Durocher laughingly began telling the now historic story !

how MacPhail, then Dodger president, waited to join the tra.

at New York's 125th Street Station, but was left standing on t

plaffeim when Durocher talked the train crew into highballiit

it right through to Grand Central.

MacPhail interrupted, insisting that he could tell the sto

better. As he started to describe how he had been excluded frc.

the party and left fuming at the station, he began to get hot agai

As he reached the point where the train shot through 125th Stre .

he pushed back his chair, leaned across the table, shook his f

in Durocher's face and shouted: "You're fired right no
you !"

Durocher rose too, poked his face into his former boss' clo

enough to take a bite out of his nose, and shouted:

"I don't work for you any more, you ! How can you fi

me?"

—David Eisenberg, New York, N.

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum of $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sporti

Odds. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, SSO Park Avenue, New York 17, N.
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The mail must go through"— and does, with the help

of today's AC'S in thousands of mail cars and trucks. You, too,

Jean enjoy utmost reliability in spark plug performance

101

jby having your plugs checked to be sure they are right for

today's driving and fuels.

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION • GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

I FOR THIS SIGN
SPARK PLUGS CLEANED AND ADJUSTED "BY THE AC

METHOD" MAY SAVE AS MUCH GAS AS 1 GALLON IN 10. PLUGS
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Worn piston rings don't show,

but they're more serious
Worn pants are harmless, but worn piston

rings can cause real damage in your car.

As soon as you notice excessive oil con-

sumption, ask your Sealed Power franchise

dealer to install a set of Sealed Power Indi-

vidually Engineered Piston Rings. They

save gas, save oil, lengthen engine life,

restore original power.

Whatever the make, model or degree of

cylinder wear in your engine, there is a

Sealed Power Ring Set specifically engi-

neered to do the best possible job for you.

Sealed Power workers are proud of their

product and its 36-year record of prefer-

ence by leading car, truck and engine

builders. See your Sealed Power Franchise

Dealer. Send a postal for illustrated, inform-

ative new booklet on 7 ways to save oil.

It's free and may save you lots of money.

Sealed Power Corporation, Dept. K7, Mus-
kegon, Mich.; In Canada, Stratford, Ont.

Keep your war bonds! Get $4 for $3!

In addition to Sealed Power Indi-

vidually Engineered Piston Ring

Sets ask for Sealed Power Pistons,

Cylinder Sleeves, Valves, Water

Pumps and Chassis Parts.

<?j 1947 Sealed Power Corp.

SEALED POWER
PISTON RINGS

STRANGLER FIG
Continued from page 26

red sails on them. She hadn't known
Norlee so well then, and she had tried to

tell him how she had felt about seeing

those red sails against the blue sea.

Norlee had only laughed. And Becky
had learned then, suddenly and shock-
ingly, how laughter—the wrong kind of

laughter—can hurt.

But that's the way Norlee was, Becky
knew now. He didn't hold with nothing
pretty, said prettiness Was a waste of
time, was vanity. He said the Good Lord
didn't hold none with vanity. He
wouldn't let her raise no flowers around
the stoop, said the ground was for grow-
ing things to eat—not things to look at.

Wouldn't let her hang no pretties on the

wall, said pretties on the wall were for

young'uns and old folks. Kept saying,

until it was a raw and bitter thing be-

tween them, that there'd be time enough
for pretties when the young'uns came.

Becky stared at the pictures, but now
the pleasure was gone,. The room was
too much Norlee's: his soiled clothing,

the weight-hollowed sag in his side of the

bed, the musty field-working smell of
him. Becky shook her head, trying to

dislodge the sense of his presence. She
failed. The scene of his recent departure
stood vividly before her:

SHE was standing by the back steps,

holding her breath, watching her hus-

band bend to the broken tractor wheel.

He'll never do it, she was thinking.* He'll

not . . .

She saw the muscles in his huge arms
knot as he suddenly straightened and
heaved the heavy wheel into the bed of

the truck. He looked triumphantly at

her. He slapped sweat from his fore-

head. "That's done," he said. "I'm gone.

Now mind your chores and don't go to

mooning."
"I'll do it," Becky said.

"See you do. And see you don't forget

the springhouse. The springhouse ain't

fitten."

Becky felt the hated trembling in her
legs.

Norlee's voice was heavy. "See you
clean the springhouse." He peered

closely at her.

The springhouse! Becky saw, in her

mind, the springhouse. The springhouse
was squatting deep in the bayhead behind
the house. The springhouse was laugh-

ing at her; laughing at her fears. Laugh-
ing and waiting.

"Mind what I'm saying!"

"Yes." It's the fig, it's the fig! It ain't

the springhouse, it's the strangler fig. . . .

"Yes," she repeated.

Norlee laughed. His laugh was thick

with scorn.

It's them roots, she was thinking. Them
roots like arms! It's the way the strangler

fig had crept its arms around the spring-

house! It's the way it hugs the spring-

house to its belly, like!

"Mind you look careful to the heifer,"

Norlee warned.
Becky glanced at her husband's face.

She saw the heaviness gathering at his

jowls. She stiffened her body against the

hurt she knew was coming.
"See that old May's brood don't get the

thumps. ..."

Becky waited, feeling the loneliness

within her.

"I thank the Good Lord my stock, at

least, is natural!"

Call me to blame, Becky thought. Call

me to blame, and rightly. It ain't that

I've not prayed to birth, though. It ain't

that I've not cried the night out for lone-

liness!

"Look for me when you see me com-
ing," Norlee said.

He stepped toward her. He reached
forward with a hand, as if to touch her

shoulder. Becky, not wanting to, hating

herself for her weakness, shrank
touch.

"Unnatural," he muttered,
unnatural."

He turned and walked to his tr

Becky, staring now at the Gl
Fisherman, managed to drive the

her husband from her mind. Sh
the Gloucester Fisherman diret

the cracked mirror in front of
Niagara Falls went on one sid

room. Grand Canyon went opj

She threw herself on the bed. |
to concentrate on the Gloucestei
man, to imagine the smell of th

hear the cries of the gulls that

about the schooner's spars. Co

I
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y
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tion became impossible. It was r

Norlee's heavy body were fil

room. It was as if his coarse vo
'Moonechoing in the corners.

he seemed to be saying. "A mot
woman ain't natural!"

Becky clapped her hands to 1

i

:

1 10

|

"

I

I

I

The voice now was beside her. B«

her husband's breath on her che
body was insistent. His voice v

complaining: "A woman can't gi\

young'uns, then that woman's no
man. . .

."

She felt his arms about her. Tr f

smothering her. They were hol<
j

helpless in their strength. "Leave
she shouted. Her thin, sensitive

were contorted. Her eyes were hi ^
terror.

She struggled to her feet. She
then that she was alone. Her ten

way to the familiar, sickening
loneliness—of emptiness and i

ment. She thought dully of her
chores, and of Norlee's repeate
ings about her work. "Mind y
your chores," he had said,

springhouse. "See you clean the

house." Becky thought of the

house and she shuddered. Do it i

told herself. Do it now, and it'll I

She forced herself on dragg;

through the yard, to the edge of
head and to the dark path thro

bayhead She moved slowly,

upon slight excuses to delay hei

at the springhouse: stopping t<

and to wonder at the obvious hj

of two brilliantly striped skink

frolicking at the base of a mulbe:
:

stopping to gather Spanish moss
the limestone spring basin, then
ing the moss, deciding that sh

gather more by the springhoua
ping and starting, but never losii

of the distressing chore before
was as if the banyaned roots of th,

gler fig had thrust themselves i

soul and were choking it with fea

BECKY stood before the sprin]

Magnolias, swamp maples i

oaks joined arms above the st

formed a glen dark with shadows
water from the spring furrowed £

floor of the glen and hurried awi

its gloom. A grassy ledge formed
ral, body-length shelf beside the i

front of the springhouse. Becky

herself to sit upon this ledge. Sh<

herself to regard, with some ser

of calm, the rotting timbers of the

springhouse, and the weird ta

groping arms that clung to its a
roof. I ain't a young'un, she thou

fully growed. The strangler fig ca

me none. It's an evil thing, but

hurt me none. My fearfulness i

young'un's fearfulness of the dai

come to this place times beyonc

and I've got no call to be scairt.

She remembered how Norlee t

culed her when she'd asked hin

the strangler fig away, to destroy i

he'd filled the room with heavy 1

and had accused her of being
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being tetched. Then when he
ne conscious of the importance,

f the request, he had lectured

at's your vanity, your sinful-

d said. "I don't hear you raising

:kus about a magnolia tree, and
ia tree don't do a thing but put

ry, sick-smelling flower. That
fig is doing us a turn. If it

r the fig the springhouse would
:ut down every magnolia in the

before I'll lay a hand to the

5 fig! Now hush your fuss!"

(jj,
(

forced herself to her feet. She

1

5 the ledge and reached an armful

; j kh moss from the low-hanging

I J .a live oak. She hesitated a mo-
:(j

ore the entrance of the spring-

J ught her breath, walked through

jfl
>pen doorway, then stood in the

tljj
trior. A tiny water snake wrig-

C
:ath sagging timbers. A spring

pai
:d beneath a root in the earthen

.
j

ese were familiar things, fright-

M herself, and these things were

[„(
'es to her raw nerves.

rai

ering sounded behind a rafter.

d seen sparrows build their nest

ta
le peered through the shadows
low the naked heads and gaping
jf young sparrows, and envy,

>ty, was within her as she bent

ti
3re -

si __

lways knew when the gears

brakes worked on our
I could hear them"car.

STANLEY STAMATY

1

: had hollowed two pits in the

floor. The water from the spring
anneled into each of the two in

le pits contained earthenware
f milk, of butter and of quickly
le vegetables. Becky removed
cs from the cooling pits and be-

ering the accumulation of moss
e from the bottom and sides of
sit. She worked quickly and effi-

Her whole body was conscious
eight of the heavy arms that en-
he timbers above and around
r mind and body yearned for
from the crushing, oppressive

As she worked she visualized the
lapse of the rotting timbers, and
inward movement of the en-

arms. She saw herself trapped,
ly strangled, as she struggled

Iy for freedom. She worked
ly now.
:oured the first of the pits with
she had gathered. She moved to
id pit.

> then that she heard the voice,

ody became rigid. She listened,

for the sound,
ng.

1 her body became less rigid. The
: decided. The wind in the trees,

lad sounded like singing, like

uted singing. She listened. The
as not repeated. She went back

>und returned. Closer this time,
istinct. And Becky knew now
was not the sound of the wind in

It was the voice, the low voice,
'bbing, half-singing, half-hum-
ice of a man. She placed the con-
ack in the pits. She waited in the

's lor July 12, 1947

darkness, her nerves crying out for light.

She waited, not daring to be seen.
The voice was now just outside the

springhouse. The song was clear:

Lonely days and lonesome nights,
Sing down, Riley . . .

'Gator barks and often bites.

Sing down. Riley . . .

Blacksnake climbs the mockernut tree.

Seeking a girl, like you and me.
Sing down, Riley . . .

Becky was suddenly less fearful. She
waited. There was a pause, then a deep-
throated chord from a guitar. The song
continued:

Lonesome man ain't got a chance.
Sing down. Riley . . .

Ovenbird jumps, you can see him dance.
Sing down, Riley . . .

Peafowl struts round the sweet gum tree,

Seeking a girl, like you and me.
Sing down, Riley . . .

Becky couldn't remember when, out-
side of church meeting, she had last

heard a voice raised in song. Norlee,
away from meeting, never sang. Once,
in the second year of their marriage, Nor-
lee had heard her singing over the clatter

of dishes in the kitchen. "You'll save
your songs for the young'uns!" he had
commanded. "Singing's for the worship
of the Lord and for young'uns! There'll

be time for singing when the young'uns
come. . .

."

THE lonesome sounds of the song
filled the springhouse. Becky stood

and walked cautiously to the doorway.
The singer, whom Becky had never seen
before, sat on the grassy ledge. He leaned
against the trunk of the live oak and
cradled a battered guitar in his lap. His
face was lean; not young, though relaxed

with the warmth and hopefulness of
youth; not old, though deeply furrowed.
He was dressed in faded jeans and a

ragged denim shirt. He was hatless, and
a shock of coal-black hair fell across his

forehead. He looked at Becky. His face

crinkled in a crooked smile.

"Howdy," he said. He waved a long
hand lazily.

The voice was soft. Becky relaxed.

The stranger stroked a lazy chord from
his guitar.

"What do you want here?" Becky
asked.

"Don't want a thing," the man said.

"You're trespassing. You're on my
husband's property. My husband don't

hold with folks getting onto his prop-

erty."

"He plant this tree I'm leaning on?"
"No—"
"He build this ledge I'm sitting on?"
"No."
The man laughed softly. "Then he's

got no call to worry."
Becky thought it strange that she

should suddenly consider this absurd rea-

soning completely logical.

"Come on out," the man said.

"Who are you?" Becky asked him.

"I'm Cull Bence, ma'am. I'm Cull

Bence of the wandering Bences. Ain't a

mother's son of us amounted to a hill of

cow beans in. three generations." He
smiled, and the smile was accomplished

with his entire furrowed, crinkling face.

Becky found herself walking toward him.

This discovery flustered her, and she

said, "There's spring water, cold, and a

gourd. There's fresh milk aplenty
—

"

"1 thank you kindly," Bence said. "I

wouldn't care for none—not right now."
"Help yourself, if you're of a mind. I'll

be going." Becky said this, knowing that

she should go, yet hoping some logical

reason for staying would present itself.

"See that hibiscus yonder!" the man
said suddenly, pointing to a plant on the

opposite bank of the creek. "You ever

ponder on why them flowers is red, like

blood? Why they last but a day?"
"No." Becky said.

"I'll tell you why. Them flowers is
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."take
5" Here's Elmer Nation on vacation

With hit pipe and Revelation.

Man, it's great to be alive

When you sit back, relax, lake five.

. . take ftevelatidn

!

Ahhh ! Those mellow, slow-burning
. tobaccos so skilfully blended

with fragrant free-burning leaf. Yes,
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so cool, so smooth, so steady, more
and more pipe smokers "take 5"

everyday—just for thepleasureof it!
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for piquancy.

Made by the special PHILIP MORRIS process!

blood red because blood red's the color
of life. Them flowers must cram a heap
of living into one day. Them flowers live

but a day, for that much prettiness can't

last."

Becky could visualize, could almost
hear, her husband's ranting reaction to

this kind of talk. She didn't care. She
hoped that Cull Bence would go on talk-

ing. The knowledge she had gained of
the hibiscus excited her. She wondered
why she had never thought of that her-

self. The hibiscus had grown, the flowers

had blossomed blood red and had died,

and Becky had watched the process with
complete indifference. She wondered
why.
"Why must you hurry?" Cull Bence

asked her.

"Work," she said uncertainly. "Work
to be done—

"

Cull Bence laughed.
Becky hesitated. "How come you're

laughing?"
"I'm laughing at folks who study work

on a morning like this."

"Don't you work?"
"Times. Sometimes I sing for my sup-

per. Times I'll help a man with his har-

vest. Times I'll turn the earth in a field.

I can plow as straight a furrow as any
man in this section, if I'm a mind to do
it. I ain't often of a mind."
"Where do you live?"

"Where nighttime finds me."
"You're strange."

"So they tell me." Becky experienced
an unmistakable quickening of her pulse
beat as Bence smiled, a trifle sadly. He
bent his head to his guitar. He struck a

lonely, minor chord. "Care for singing?"

"I like it."

"And your mister?"

Becky shook her head. She shuddered
slightly as she thought of her husband.
Norlee didn't hold none with her talking

to men. Outside of a howdy or so to the

men at meetings and the storekeepers in

Fruitville, she'd barely spoken to a man.
other than Norlee since they had been
married. Becky knew that Norlee would
throw a conniption fit if he even suspi-

cioned she was passing the time of day
with this man Cull Bence.

"What's your husband go by?"
"Mathis. Norlee Mathis."
Becky imagined that she had seen a

fleeting glance of hardness come into

the man's face. "You know my hus-

band?"
"I know him."

THE new flatness in the man's voice

caused Becky to rush loyally to Nor-
lee's defense. Becky had never ques-

tioned her husband's right to dominate
her. He was her husband. Her duty was
to obey. She had obeyed him always to

the best of her ability. Now she would
defend him to the best of her ability.

"He's a good, Christian man!" she said

hastily. "He pays the preacher regular.

He pays cash money for his rations!"

"Yes," Cull Bence said.

"There ain't a harder-working man in

the section!" Becky said defiantly. "There
ain't a lazy bone in his body. He's made
this clearing to pay. He keeps a good
roof over my head. He don't drink none
and he don't frolic!" Becky was almost
hysterical.

Cull Bence looked slowly at her. "Are
you fussing with me, or yourself?"

"He's a good man!" Becky repeated.

"I never said he wasn't."

"You know him. You know I'm say-

ing it true! Say you know it, Bence!"
The man's eyes, soft, filled with hurt,

were on the strangler fig. "That's a God-
awful growth, that fig yonder—

"

"Say you know it!" Becky shouted.

"How come you don't cut that fig

away?"
Becky wondered at the man's under-

standing. "You—you've got to say it

—

about Norlee," she said uncertainly.

"You can't come here, and him away,
and throw off on my husband's name!"

"Look yonder, by the spru\
Bence said, almost dreamily,
der where the trunk of the stra

raises straight up, thick, in a colu|

The shape of that column tells

The seed of that fig come to rest

you and me was born—on the be

straight young tree. I he younj
magnolia, more likely— gave it

j

I he young tree nursed it. The
and was strong. The branches c

pushed upward, seeking light. 1
of the fig shoved downward, see

earth. And them roots, like sto

wrapped themselves around th;

tree. And they throttled hei

choked her and she sickened
(

-;

died." He looked strangely at Be

BECKY could not meet his ey

the fig go!" she cried. "Yo
said it, about my husband. I-

think you know my husband,
you know him?"

"I've hunted the scrub with y
band."
"Then say he's a good man!"

voice was pleading
"It ain't for me to call good fr
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I've hunted with him. He's—he' <

man on a dog
"

"He's
—

" Becky's voice broke,

tears came.
"Good is how you look at it."

"Good is being strong," Becky
"Good is being hard-working
meeting things—and facing the

"Maybe," Cull Bence said. "l>
'

could be." His eyes were far a

know a man, some folks say tbj: -,i

ain't in him. Some folks call hii

He sort of figures there's moi|

things in this world than work,
faced a thing out in twenty yea
feller I know, he passes the time

;

mostly just setting around and t

understand how folks around hi r.

Cull Bence caressed his guitai

like this old box here, sort of;

feeling"—he struck a chord—

I

old box tries to understand." Tr
hung throbbing in the heavy air.

ain't nothing strong, there ain't

hard-working about that. There
thing but a little old piece of und
ing. Now maybe that, in its

good. It ain't for me to say.

your husband is good. All I saj

a hard man on a dog."
It occurred suddenly to Becky

had never before thrilled at i

words.
"Now it ain't fitten," Bence co

"you crying, and it such a prett

ing. Set here. I'll sing you a soi

Becky, wondering vaguely
strange compulsion in the soft vi

beside him. Bence stroked the st

his guitar and the song comment

Oil, don't you remember Lucinda
With a smile on her lips and a ro:

hair?

Oh, drink to lovely Lucinda.
Oh, drink to lovely Lucinda.

Becky sat on the ledge and
The words and music of the oil

flowed gently through her consci

She relaxed.

Oh, don't you remember the nigl

blow?

The song was one with tl ,

warmth of trees and plants that g

fast. The warmth entered Becky
became languid and in her mil

the song stirred.

. . . to lovely Lucinda,
Oh. drink to lovely Lucinda.

A mocking bird sang in a

clump, and Becky heard on

Bence's song. His low voice cares

soothed her and cleansed her of d

Oh, drink to lovely Lucinda.

The air was heavy. Heavy i

busy cycle of living and growing
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was fearful of looking at

e closed her eyes. She could

ipelling presence beside her,

irkness behind her closed lids

lger empty darkness, because

s's face was there.

ely Lucinda,

trembled across the glen,

ggled against the magic of the

It was as if Cull Bence were
:r, containing her futile, dis-

jggles; holding her firmly yet

The chord throbbed away to

. The mockingbird flew from
clump. The song was ended.

e
! angled his guitar against the

le live oak. He leaned toward
s fingers moved lightly across

and she felt them at the knot
drawn hair at the base of her

touch was soft and compelling,

ly, she stiffened and leaned

ouch. Her eyes pleaded with

nee dropped his hands. "A
me, that hair

—
" he whispered

oud be pretty. Mighty pretty."

struggling now to remember,
ttiness is vanity."

t&s pity in Bence's face as he
her.

don't hold none with vanity."

ke flatly, without feeling.

ate him," Bence said quietly.

him." After all these years,

jght. After all these years, and
comes, for the first time, that

Bence! What was there about
that drew upon her innermost

id was over her own, on the

jy, thrilling at his touch, forced
withdraw her hand from his

iperative touch.

ow what I am?" he asked her.

'as silent.

lan I told you about—the one
s say that good ain't in him

—

who that man is?"
' Becky said softly.

faced a thing out in twenty

ealized suddenly that she had
wn sincerity, had never known
:fore. She looked at him. There
ler, there was softness in her
felt herself leaning toward him.
now I'll be long gone before the

nodded. "I know," she whis-

nce reached for his guitar. He
Becky. Becky thought that she
before seen a face more cry-

ing-out with loneliness. She felt a com-
pelling urge within her to touch that
face, to smooth away the loneliness.

"I'll say so long." He stood.
The little stream that furrowed the glen

became, to Becky, a tortured, twisting
thing. The hibiscus on the opposite bank
was stark and aching in its brilliance.

"Bence!" she cried: "Cull Bence!" She
suddenly and thoughtlessly loosened the
knot of hair at the base of her neck. She
shook her head, and fine blond hair cas-
caded about her shoulders. "I know what
you are!" she said. "I know! You're
good—you're kind!"

Cull Bence knelt slowly beside her. He
took her in his arms. Becky closed her
eyes. The mockingbird returned to the
Carissa clump. The heavy air, the
warmth rising steamily from the age-rich
earth, the quick, imperative life urge of
the growing things around her became
part of her. For the first time she under-
stood them.
Then she slept, deeply and naturally.

SHE stirred luxuriantly. She wakened
by degrees. The shadows in the glen

sprawled easterly and she knew that it

was afternoon. Cull Bence had gone.
Becky sat at the edge of the ledge and

plunged bare feet and ankles into the

cold water of the creek. She stretched

her arms. A mockingbird sang and
Becky laughed and the laugh was easy
and joyful. Cull Bence had gone, but he
had gone as Becky had known he would
go. She remembered what he had told

her of the blood-red hibiscus. Cull Bence
had come and he had gone as Becky
knew now that good things and beautiful

things should come and go; while they
are still good and beautiful things; while

the goodness and beauty are at the height

of their power.
She stood. She walked to the door of

the springhouse. She heard, from within,

the flutter of the mother sparrow. Sud-
denly, and for the first time, she became
aware of the firmness, the vitality, the

new significance of her body. She real-

ized instinctively that she no longer had
reason for envy. She knew intuitively

that she no longer had cause to be lonely.

She knew that Norlee's strength, being

strength without tenderness, could no
longer intimidate her.

She looked at the strangler fig. She
reached forward and touched a root. She
was suddenly conscious of the futility of

its sprawling strength. The fig was now
an ugly, blustering thing: a thing to be

pitied. Becky wondered that she had ever

been fearful of such inadequacy.
The End
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THE UNKNOWN

THE native looters scuttled

away at the first burst of the

Bren gun. The small armored
car came to a brusque stop, like a

green-brown bug hung at the end of

the double track slashing the beach
back toward the horizon. For a long
moment, all was quiet; the Mediter-
ranean Sea heaved itself placidly upon
the gold sand in silky surges of in-

credible blue fringed with the lacery

of foam.
Then two men alighted, a sergeant

and a private. They walked slowly to-

ward the body.
"One of yesterday's lot, I suppose,"

the private said.

"Right. What else?"

They halted five feet from the

drowned man, looked down at him.
The sergeant was twenty-eight or
thirty, of medium height and sandy.
The private still showed the lankiness

of youth, boyish blue eyes in a freck-

led, bony face.

Somehow, these two appeared for-

midably alive—solid, muscular bodies
in good garments, hung with belts,

straps, equipment, their strong tanned
legs snowing between the shorts and
the puttees. Brass ornaments, fur-

bished to peacetime sparkle, glinted

here and there with every move.
"Jew, right enough," the young one

said, swallowing.
"Righto. What else?"

The dead man must have been one
of a party of twenty or more that had
tried for the Palestine shore in a small
boat, from a refugee ship overhauled
and seized the preceding night Now,
he sprawled in indecent disarray, for
the prowlers had torn off some of his

clothing, slashed the rest to find

money belt or concealed valuables.
His socks were of thick, coarse, dark
wool, he wore only one shoe, cracked

and worn, with blackened strings for

laces. A poor man; a poor man when
alive and a poor man dead.
He had been thin, very thin, and

old, fifty-eight or sixty. The head
seemed heavy at the end of a wasted,

corded neck; the skull, almost bald,

shone flatly in the sunlight, like yellow
wax. He had not shaved in several

days, and the bristles on the lax chin,

around the gaping mouth, were gray
or white. His nose had been hooked
and fleshy, a real Jewish nose.

"He ain't pretty," commented the

boy.
"They generally ain't pretty, Dusty,"

the sergeant agreed.

They kept looking at the body with

distaste. They were fine men, both of

them, of a race generous and kind
with deep layers of sentimentality and
a carefully nurtured sense of fair play

and sportsmanship. But they had seen
too much suffering, too many dead
men, including their own mates. Their
souls had shrunk into a horny enve-

lope and were very hard to reach.

They did not feel concerned in this

dead man. They were not responsible

for him, not more than the dead man
had been responsible for himself.

They were as blameless as the bullets

they fired, as the metal fangs of a trap.

77img.s—unnamed, vague things, too

immense for them or for anyone to

understand—had brought them here,

and forced them to see tfiat.

"Old bloke, wasn't he?"
"Right. Old bloke."
"What do we do, Sergeant?"
"Leave him be."

"What about identification?"

"The gyppos won't be back, they've

already gone through him proper.

The lorry'll be coming."
They turned and started toward the

car. Then the young soldier swerved,

took a few steps along the line of foot-

prints left by the fleeing scavengers,

bent and picked up an object. It turned
out to be a small leather wallet, water-

soaked. He handled it gingerly as he
returned toward the sergeant. It

seemed empty; there was no money,
no papers. He was about to toss it

toward the corpse, but changed his

mind.
"Something's inside," he said.

"Won't hurt to look."

The sergeant reached out for the

wallet, took it and fingered it a mo-
ment. He nodded at his comrade.
Then he flipped it open, examined the

inside. Whatever the object was, it

had been stitched safely in an inner

compartment. The two looked at each
other, and curiosity won out.

"Won't hurt to have a look-see," the

sergeant said.

HE WORKED his finger into a

gap, jerked a few times. The
crumbling leather parted. He brought
out a small packet of soaked tissue pa-

per. A peculiar excitement took hold

of the two soldiers, they stood close

together, helmet brims touching. Un-
der the sergeant's hard fingers, the

tissue paper shredded and frittered as

it was unfolded, dropped to the sand
like flakes.

"Jewelry?" the private asked.

"No. Look."
The sergeant held out his palm.
"Poor bloke," the private said

again.

"What else?" the sergeant muttered.
He closed his hand into a fist, turned

to look at the body. He was thinking

hard, trying to find the flippant words
that would liberate his chest from the

sudden oppression. The private licked

his lips, shook his head and found a

sickly smile.

"You never think of that, do
he said, in wonder.
They looked down at the ui

shape and felt that they knew
that a key had been handed til

unlock within themselves, as \\

within him, a secret compa*
locked by thoughts that all tri

must think and seldom voice.

They knew that this man, tl

Jew, had not always been ol

ugly, that he had been young
strong man, with a brave heart,

knew that he had not always l|

homeless fugitive, an exile, that

been as themselves, a man ^

country to love, a flag to i\

a young man with good comradll

would have died for him ai

whom he would have died.

And they knew also why h

kept this key secret, hidden front

who shared hjs tribulations, h
ferings—perhaps from his wife

his children. They might have c

ered it a badge of shame, a sym
his youthful foolishness. Anc
thought of something they had
thought of, of the particular bi

torment that this old man and
many like him, must have experi

"Wouldn't hurt if I kept it?" tl

vate wondered.
The sergeant hesitated, then

his head.
"Can't," he snapped.
"Then what—

"

"Give it back to him. It's his

The British sergeant took :

steps forward, knelt beside the

He carefully fastened his find

torn shirt over the bony chest,

not much, a small piece of dark,

a faded, moist bit of black and
ribbon.

A German Iron Cross, bearii

date: 1914.
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The Ringmaster thought he had Johnny on the

Spot. "Why," he asked, "is Philip Morris so

much better to smoke?"

"Because Philip Morris is the ONLY leading

cigarette scientifically proved far less irritating

to the nose and throat," Johnny replied. "That's

why the Philip Morris smoker really gets what

other smokers only hope to get . . . better taste,

finer flavor, perfect smoking pleasure !"

Yes , it's true ... if every smoker knew what

PHILIP MORRIS smokers know—they'd all change

to PHILIP MORRIS, America's finest cigarette.

A

TRY A PACK TODAY

LL

10R

TRY A PACK IUUAY!

PHILIP MORRIS
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WHEN YOU

^ LUt ._i-.*«.c VU1TH

THE LA'SI HOUS THR

COlSTOW<*Vl-'

The outer shell of this MULTI-
SCREEN Oil Filter Cartridge gives

you more than 20 times the area of
filtrant immediately exposed to dirty

oil . . . and here's where the vital

sludge grabbing job is done that
keeps trouble away from your motor.
MULTI-SCREEN throws all the sur-

face of its high capacity, depth-type
packing into action fast! Naturally,
faster flow through Champion's extra

quality filtering medium cleans more
oil quicker and better for you. You
get this sludge-stopping, motor-
saving efficiency in . . .

OIL FILTERS
Regardless of the type of oil filter on
your car, you can put a quick action,

long serving Champion Cartridge to

work for you, and keep your motor
safe from sludgy breakdown. There's
a size and style in these precision

perforated MULTI-SCREEN Car-
tridges for EVERY oil filter. Insist

on one with your next oil change
and get the improved clean oil mile-

age that keeps repair bills down and
motor performance up.

CHAMPION LABORATORIES, INC.
MERIDEN, CONN.

HOW ARE THINGS ON OKINAWA?
Continued from page 19

In two years the employees will own
the company, which is now making a

profit of about 5,000 yen a month, even

though its product is turned over to the

government for fixed-price rationing or

for sale to souvenir-hungry soldiers at

the Army PXs. Other industries, sim-

ilarly organized, are doing likewise.

Of course there is a little dissatisfac-

tion here and there with the way things

are going on Okinawa, but it appears to

be a healthy dissatisfaction, born of a

natural desire to get along in the world.

Like that expressed by Toyo-ko Hana-
gusuku, a serious-minded girl of twenty
whose father was killed when American
bombs wrecked the village of Gushikawa
and destroyed the Hanagusuku home.
Toyo-ko fled into the hills with her

mother, two sisters and four brothers,

and for months they lived in a cave.

Girl Works on Prefab Houses

The Hanagusukus have now returned

to Gushikawa. The six younger chil-

dren are in school, and help their mother
till the family's half-acre patch of rice

and sweet potatoes. All have sufficient

clothing, and they are comfortably if

not luxuriously housed in a well-thatched

12-by- 15-foot house, floored with Navy
lumber and sided with scrap tin and
Army tentage. Toyo-ko runs a power saw
in the government mill at Gushikawa,
and works eight hours a day six days a

week, helping build frames for prefabri-

cated houses. She is paid the minimum
wage of five yen 60 sen a day, and
doesn't think it's enough.

"I ought to make more," she says, "be-

cause this is important work and I do it

well. But with what my family makes
from the farm it is enough to buy food
and clothing. And I hope to get a better

job soon."
To American eyes the wages paid To-

yo-ko Hanagusuku and Gioga Shima-
buku may seem wretchedly inadequate,

but by Okinawa standards they are very

good. The highest-salaried native on the

island is the civil governor, or Chiji, who
receives 1,000 yen, or $20 a month. Ev-
ery family on Okinawa can live on what
it earns, because of the unique system of

economy managed by the military gov-

ernment and bolstered by vast contribu-

tions from the United States. It is in

process of switching, gradually, from a

system of pure relief to one of controlled

private enterprise in which all prices are

to be regulated, as they are now, by
what Okinawans can afford. As Brigadier

General F. L. Hayden, island com-
mander and military governor, put it:

"We blasted this island to bits, and
now we're trying to put it together again.

It will take years, but we're making prog-

ress. The quicker the Okinawans are

self-sufficient, if they can ever be com-
pletely so, the quicker the American tax-

payer will be relieved of the burden."
On paper this burden can run into

hundreds of millions of dollars before

the Okinawans become even approxi-

mately self-supporting. But there is such
a lot of complicated bookkeeping in-

volved that the final cost may be a great

deal less than is expected.

At the moment it is impossible to make
even a guess as to what it will cost to put
the island back on its feet. Of course, it

will cost plenty. The food we're turning
over to the civil government of Okinawa
is worth from $19,000,000 to $41,000,000
a year, according to the methods of ac-

counting used, and the cost of the civil

government runs to about 60,000,000 yen
a year. Fuel, clothing and administra-
tion account for more millions.

But a vast percentage of the food, ma-
chinery and other supplies we've handed
over to the Okinawans was already on

the island; it was war surplus, it had
greatly depreciated in value, and was
probably worth less than the cost of
shipping it back to the United States. It

is charged to the Okinawan government
at full price—a two-and-one-half-ton
truck, for example, goes on the books at

$2,650—and is then sold to the natives at

realistic prices in order to keep the pre-

vailing wage-price system intact. It is not
likely that the civil government can ever

pay for these supplies; if it doesn't the

loss will not be great.

There are many things the Okinawans
need that the military government can-
not get for them. They badly need fer-

tilizer, and there is a serious shortage of
livestock. Before the war the islanders

owned 20,000 horses; now they have
1,600. In 1944 each family owned from
one to three pigs, a total of 100,000; now
the pig population is not more than
2,000. The number of goats has also

dwindled from 100,000 to about 2,000,

and instead of 50,000 cows, the Okina-
wans have only 500. No animals are to

be obtained elsewhere in the Orient, and
no dollars are available for making ship-

ments from the United States. The only
livestock brought into Okinawa since the

war is a shipment of 20,000 baby chicks,

requisitioned from Japan.
The 90 officers and 350 men of the

American military government, under
the command of Colonel William Craig,

are working with the Okinawans to solve

these and other problems, to restore

interisland trade, and to build up small
private businesses and expert industries

under a native government. The Okina-
wans have really never had a government
of their own. In the old times the island

was a kingoom, but paid tribute to both
the Chinese and the Japanese. In 1871

the Japanese shipped the King of Oki-
nawa to Tokyo, made him a Japanese no-
bleman and told an uninterested world
that Okinawa and the rest of the Ryukyus
had become a Japanese possession.

Today the Okinawans run their own
affairs to a greater degree than ever be-

fore, and are gradually being trained for

complete self-government. As yet no
American-style elections have been held,

but the farmers and villagers have
elected their local chiefs, and have voted
for most of the members of the advisory
assembly, the others being appointed by
the military government.

Meet the First Governor

The assembly named Koshin Shikiya,

a small, round-shouldered man of sixty-

three, with some reputation as an educa-
tor, as the island's first Chiji, or governor.

Shikiya joined the Methodist church in

Japan 42 years ago, when he was a col-

lege student, and is one of the 1,400 na-

tive Christians on the island. He runs a

civil administration of about 20,000 em-
ployees.

Okinawa and the other islands of the

Ryukyu chain have never been self-suffi-

cient: they have depended largely upon
money sent by repatriates who have now
returned, and upon Japanese subsidies

for the sugar crop, which the Americans
are discouraging in favor of greater rice

and potato production.

Some of the American experts believe

that phosphate and sulphur mining, silk-

worm culture, fishing, lily bulbs and
other industries may someday provide

sufficient exports to make the Ryukyus
self-supporting. Of these, only phosphate
mining has so far been developed. The
tiny Daito Islands, 200 miles east of Oki-
nawa, have an estimated 2,200,000 tons

of phosphate rock, of which some 7,500

tons are being mined each month and
sent to Japan for processing.

The End
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le welfare of the children, make
urt procedures under threats of

uences, refuse to let the wife be

terms with her husband, make
impossible for him to see his

tc, and only ease up as he will

inte.

e stooges or old has-been shy-

und and trail a man at work, etc.,

fe miserable and see if they can

more bucks from him. They
t where they hear of a family

nd assure the wife that they have

t" shyster who will get her any-

desires and proceed to feed her

ngs and impress on her how
e is.

Anonymous Social Worker,
Boston, Mass.

je often thought that a Divorcees

us, after Alcoholics Anonymous,
: confidence assured, would help

e problem greatly.

fRSON Jessup, Atlantic City, N. J.

MUSCLE MAN

EN: Mr. Crichton constantly men-
ir. Grimek in his weight-lifting

Md[eaV y, Heavy Over Head (May
f*so built up this gentleman that I

nterested in seeing if he is really

lar as you claim.

i)d|you please print a picture of this

Robert Finkel, Miami, Florida

Editor: John Kord Lagemann's
ds Up (May 31st) came along just

With the access he has to super-

ithematical machines, he can help

tmy
problem.

r gets 17.8 miles to the gallon,

ling uphill, when it only gets 12.3

the gallon. However, that's

by the fact that coming down the

Tie, I shut off the motor and zip

, infinity miles per gallon. My tires

fll
uite worn smooth, so you'd better

, i a few blowouts, and chances are

hi > a rear spring passing through
i ttes. Now, my wife and I plan to

k s Angeles July 20th (at about 8:03+
i> .M.), driving to Dubuque, returning

,
st 2d. Allowing an average $5.37

" 'or tourist cabins and $6.84 a day
' s, the big question for the mathe-

j
machine is: Can we afford to go?

(

ntally, we're going to Dubuque to

mother-in-law, so I'll appreciate it

ichine turns up a negative answer.
Bob Sweeney, Los Angeles, Calif.

VOICE OF GLAMOR

JITor: You and Prof. Dr. Ingrid

i are being suggested to the White
nd the Hill as Co-ordinator and

s for July 12, 1947

Co-Co-ordinator to administrate the Voice
of America, etc., due to your recent edi-

torial (Prof. Dr. Ingrid Bergman, May
24th) but are cautioned to spend less than
$31,000,000 per annum on the job.

William Yale Smii i v .

Washington, D. C.

OUR FAR-FLUNG CRITICS

Dear Editor: In your April 12th editorial

To Whom It May Concern you call lies the

anti-American propaganda, but in The
Week's Mail yourself make a wrong
American propaganda when saying that

Graham Bell got the idea for the telephone
and that in 1874 the human voice was first

carried over a wire. As a matter of fact,

the telephone was invented by Antonio
Meucci. an Italian, in 1857.

Alberto de Azevedo, Lisbon, Portugal

WALLACE IN WONDERLAND
Dear Editor: Many dislike the Truman
Doctrine, and the number is increasing

daily. Now comes the Wallace Doctrine

—

"World Peace"—which more and more
people are coming not only to believe, but
to demand.
You may heap all the calumniations

upon him you choose, but Henry Wallace
will be remembered long after you are for-

gotten (Hollering Hefiry, May 31st).

As a veteran of three wars, I have been
sadly disillusioned. If Henry Wallace is

the only one with the will and moral cour-

age to attempt to lead us out of the mess
we are now in, I am for him.

Richard Rowles, Wollaston, Mass.

. . . High time this menace to America was
put in his place. Give a dog rope enough
and he'll hang himself and that is just what
he has done. Arthur William Row,

New York, N. Y.

DUMB BUNNIES

Dear Sir: The story Come Into The
Garden, Mrs. Broshotsky (May 24th) by
Lester Atwell is expertly done, and accord-

ing to my observation exactly to the situ-

ation. Now write one about the howl of

schools and schoolteachers about short-

ages. There isn't any great shortage of

teachers—just too many kids attending

school over their heads mentally. My
observation has been about 80 per cent of

kids cannot take the teaching of the 8th

grade. The children should be taken out

of book schools and given manual and
menial training.

Pat C. Herrington, Little Rock, Ark.

UNTRUMANITE

Dear Editors: Mr. Frank Gervasi's A
President Grows Up (May 24th) places Mr.
Truman on the 399th floor, way up in sky,

where no adequate foundation is provided

to sustain the illusion.

What has raised Truman's present rating

is that he has read of the attributes of

Coolidge, and has adopted the clamlike

silence.

Mr. Truman has been playing ball with

the Republicans since he took office.

Roosevelt assumes greater stature each

day. He bucked a disproportionate op-

position with not much assistance.

R. A. Leitch, Sherman, Texas

COO COO!

Dear Editor: Doesn't Ed Lanham know
that pigeons don't hop? See first paragraph

of the new serial, Politics Is Murder
(May 31st). If Ed doesn't know his bird life

—I wonder if he knows his politics? For
your information pigeons blop—not hop.

Robert Greenker, New York, N. Y.

Mr. Lanham s pigeons, being mad, hopped.

Ordinarily they grop, flop, snop, pop.

scrop, phnop, and plopp—the latter should

they be people-toed. We never heard of a

pigeon blopping.

The A/tan Who
Quit Too Soon

ONE hundred years ago an old gentleman

resigned from the U. S. Patent Office because

he felt his job had no future. He was sure every-

thing had been invented.

But progress can never stop. That's why, year

after year for almost fifty years, the sole purpose of

our scientists, research laboratories, and test fleets

has been to improve the quality of Quaker State

Motor Oil.

Today, every drop of Quaker State you buy is

the finest premium-quality Pennsylvania motor oil

we, or anyone else, ever produced.

Quaker State 0/7 Refining Corp

O// City, Pa.

MEMBER PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL ASSOCIATION



BY VIC SPIES

From behind came the rattle of

and Ren turned. Tula was b«

down on him with the speed of

Never before had a female ruled the flock in the primitive volcanic world

f

THE rain came suddenly and
with hurricane fury. Whipped
up out of the Pacific, it

pounded across the dunes and lashed

at the lava field, howling into the

deepest craters. Pinecate's red ser-

rated peak and glazed arroyos seemed
to vanish before the onslaught.

North Crater's huge volcanic hol-

low was a banshee bowl, its fissured

walls spewing countless waterfalls that

cast a fitful phosphorescent glow in

the abrupt gloom. The giant saguaros,

their fluted spikes spilling pearls,

swelled with quick greenness; the sil-

ver cholla became newly plated; the

sparse creosote bushes lifted them-
selves against the hammering deluge
fresh and clean. And with the driving

storm came a penetrating cold.

Mul, the big ewe, shivered and
emitted a mournful blat. Not forty

feet away the cavern in the wall
yawned dry and warm. Koka the

leader, Ren the belligerent and the

other rams were standing shoulder to

shoulder facing her. Behind them she

could see the ewes, some lying down,
complacently chewing their cuds while
others suckled nervous lambs.

Mul's legs were spread wide over

the gray form on the streaming alkali.

The new lamb didn't move.
Koka snorted. Only one thing

could come of it. The newborn, if it

lived at all, would die. No four-footed

creature was so susceptible to pneu-
monia as the desert bighorn lamb.
Too many times had he seen this

dread thing take toll of his flock. Lit-

tle white bones that the buzzards had
left still lay on the crater floor.

The leader of the flock stamped his

splayed hoofs angrily. But Mul didn't

move, except to look down at the sod-

den, still form curled under her.

Never in the long years had she lost a

lamb. Always before she had gone to

the cavern in time. But the thick

February shoots of Mexican salt grass

in the center of the crater had
temptingly tender—and the storj

struck without warning. She b

herself now against a churning
that brought a new wall of wati

Koka's bellow was lost in the

His lead ewe standing out in th<

over a doomed if not already

lamb! He tossed the great coil <

horns. Ren, the belligerent one,

scious of his future leadership, b

Koka importantly. Already irri

Koka turned and rammed him s<

against his lesser brothers and
jaw-champing humility.

This reminder that he was
leader had become more and
necessary of late. Koka had not

by his position lightly or held it

ease. It had been a constant str

to hold the flock and this greats

craters in the north end of the flo

Only one crater in the whole
field was larger—South Crater, e

miles away where Jutta, the big

ILLUSTRATED BY CARL BURGER
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No matter where you go, you'll find carefully selected dealers

with the most modern equipment, ready to service your Kaiser

or Frazer automobile with genuine factory parts and approved
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he saw summers on the Pinecate heights,

held sway. Koka had never been to

South Crater but his scarred frame and
the size of his Hock attested to his master-
ful reign of the north.

He wheeled back. Through the din of
storm there came to his ears a quavering
bleat.

And then the curled mass that was
Tula stirred and Mul stepped aside.

Slowly the Iamb uncurled, looked half
blindly about, bleated again and stag-

gered to its feet. It stood without help,

four hoofs wide, all legs and head, shiver-

ing in the brittle cold—the largest and
strangest lamb Koka had ever seen. And
then, as if the fact that it was alive and
had got up was not enough, it took a step

forward.

Step by step the old ewe was enticing

the tottering thing toward the shelter.

With infinite patience she brought it into

the cavern and to the far wall where
she took up the task of drying its strange
bedraggled body with her coarse tongue.
Koka' edged forward, his flat nose

twitching. What he had seen was enough,
but to watch the little creature already
suckling was too much. For the moment
the roar and the •' downpour milling

through the crater was forgotten. Slowly,
he stretched out his crinkled nose and
sniffed the musky miracle.

AND Tula lived. The heretofore inexo-

.rable rule of things had been con-
founded. In three months she stood head
above any of the other lambs. Where
they were brown like the ancient lava
flows, her slim body stood out gray
against the blasted surroundings. Her
knees were less bulky; her eyes milky
instead of brown. And where the horns
of the others were still negligible lumps
hers had already broken through.

She kept the older members on con-
stant guard against her unexpected at-

tacks from some cactus or lava ambush.
She led the young ones in such a whirl-

wind of gamboling that they staggered
from exhaustion. The whole flock eyed
her with bewilderment.

In May the sky grew daily more vivid

and glassy. The four-hundred-foot walls

of the crater seemed to imprison the heat.

And as it danced in waves the little salt

grass remaining turned brown and life-

less. The shrinking cactus became tough
and woody, defying the shredding of

hoof and horn. Shortly North Crater
would be a sweltering caldron.

Outside, the high peaks were caressed

by the gulf breeze. There the vegetation
was succulent and the flies did not gather
with irritating insistence.

Koka, growing increasingly more rest-

less, lifted his huge head sharply as a
sudden blast of hot air wheeled through
the crater. With a bellow, he trotted to

the wall where the trail began its zigzag
course from ledge to ledge upward to the

rim and the world beyond.
Ren raced forward quickly. In single

file the rest followed—up and up. the

ewes nosing their young against the wall
away from the sheer drop.

Leaping lightly and surely over the

spots from which the other lambs had to

be boosted, Tula looked up and saw the

line meandering far above. This was
something new and the lambs ahead hin-

dered progress. She ducked under Mul's
restraining nose and bolted.

Recklessly she bounded ahead, Mul's
blat of resentment only quickening her
ambition to escape. The ewes planted
themselves squarely in her path but.

kicking, butting and bleating, she pushed
by. And the more she was obstructed
the more insistent she became. She had
had her own way on the crater floor and
she would have it here. There was no
stopping her.

Not even the three lesser rams acted

quickly enough to halt her. Only Ren
made any worth-while bid. He struck

suddenly, his sharp hoof sending her stag-

gering back down the slanting shelf. She

1C.

w h

stood a moment, trembling
stopped and was looking b;

ing her head, she rushed hin

It was a glancing blow,
along his half-turned body
wall. His rough horns iakci i

pulled herself up to find K.

alone blocking the trail.

She glanced around. The b;-i

one was coming, his head 1

throat rumbling. Before she ^i

he hit her. Like a shot sh

forward, crashed between
legs and ended on her skinne l>

der his belly.

Koka snorted and wheele
horns. Seeing only Ren, he
ward and brought his forcfc

the great flat head of the bell

Sparks flew.

And so did Tula. Free now
forward. Almost instantly

ished into a red jumble that r I

a ragged, shimmering horizoi

gained the rim of North Crati;

first time in Koka's reign an
he had led the flock into the c :

Restraint was now useles

made her way to the front, i

hold her back in the wide rea i

flow.

Koka soon gave up. It took
his strength to curb Ren's g i

rogance. He was not so younji
and it was more important
check the ambitious Ren than i

young Tula.
And thus Tula took her \:

Ren alone offering contest. Is

ment at seeing a lamb out in fr i

daily a ewe—was undying,
his crafty strategy worked her
the flock where he bore savajl

upon her. Her escapes high oit

pings that defied hold for his '.

and her triumphant bleats onl>!

incense him further. But fro]

tacks she learned ceaseless vigi

reliance.

FORTY miles from North <•<

Pinecates thrust their ragi

against the hot sky. Here the

were festooned with green, sw
and barrel cactus offered drir

was shade under the scrub ced|i

cooling wind from the gulf thatt

its blue arm beyond the sand duf
west.

It was a mighty world, burn
the sun and the smelting of centr

when it flowed with molten firt

impassable gorges, patched w
swept glaciers—fused honeyco
razor edges—its three-hundred-
der was saucered with gigant

like black ice. Everywhere wi

marks of blowholes and era

largest of these at the upper e

North Crater. The even great*

of South Crater, where Jutta h
rose at the other end of the flow

Jutta, too, was on the peaks
his flock. Tula saw him one
silhouetted on Pinecate's sum
was greater than either Ren or I

something in his regal pose ten-

challenge within her. But Koka
ing movement away from the p
dued the impulse. The two floe

mix. Both leaders were too co

occupied with their own rams
additional conquest.

The heat past and Novembei
growing in velocity, Koka gave i

ing command of descent. Shoul

to Ren now and quick as lig

pranced ahead, the way firml

lished in her quick memory
The rains came and still she gr

horns were long and straight an

and when lowered were formida
gers that even Ren had learned to

But the belligerent one, thougl

not yet challenged Koka for lea

refused to look upon her with

ceptance of the others. It was t

mated and he bent himself to a
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Do things really happen when you step on
the accelerator? Or is your motor dragging

a heavy load of gum, varnish and sludge?

Better drop that drag . . . it's dangerous!

These stubborn enemies of motor efficiency

cause costly breakdowns as well as power
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valves, oil lines and pump screens. Your
motor leaps into new life as gummy chains

dissolve from rings and pistons. And it will

be a longer service life because Marvel
strengthens all lubricants and guards against

excessive wear. Even in sizzling upper cylin-

der zones, Marvel spreads its tough protec-

tive film. For carefree summer driving, get

Marvel Mystery Oil with your gas and oil!

It is backed by the one guarantee that means
positive results . . . more than 20 years of sen-

sational performance. Emerol Mfg. Co., Inc.,

242 W. 69th St., New York 23, N. Y.
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ASK ABOUT THE MARVEL INVERSE OILER

1 Easily, swiftly installed on

car, truck, tractor, bus or

^ stationary engine, it me-
ters Marvel Mystery Oil

directly to critical upper

J cylinder parts according to

p^ engine requirements. Pro-

tect your motor's danger
i zone with this compact,

top cylinder auxiliary lu-

brication system.

purpose in subduing her. Once she was
overcome, her spirit would be broken.

It wasn't a simple task. Pounding in

sudden pursuit across the crater floor,

his heavy horns cut down his speed.

Straight to the wall she would race, and
retreating safely into a crevice, she would
meet him with the ready spikes.

His perseverance, however, and her
unnatural penchant for browsing in the

rain, reached the inevitable climax.

It was a cold, drizzling afternoon and
she was feeding near the west wall. Ren,
slipping out of the cavern, was upon her

before she knew it, battering her with a

mighty lunge of his horns. She kicked

with all her strength and her frantic blat-

ting echoed through the crater, but to no
avail.

Her temper rose as she watched him
trot back to the others with arched neck.

Wheeling in quick circles, she made short

rushes of defiance toward the cavern,

ending her demonstrations with great

slashes pawed in the wet earth.

For days she browsed at a distance and
even Ren knew better than to approach.

But he strutted endlessly, a source of

maddening irritation. Coupled with the

flock's docile manner of acceptance, it

presaged disaster. And the symptoms de-

veloped quickly. With each strut Ren
swung sharply toward Koka. Always the

old leader managed to set himself in

time, but his movements were growing
slow and ponderous. Once Ren caught
him unprepared, Koka was doomed.
After that the belligerent one's arrogance
would become unbearable. And there

was nothing that could prevent it, short

of a miracle.

THE miracle came just before dawn.
At first a whirlpool of warm air

churned through the hollow, cutting into

the cold morning stillness. Behind it

came a distant rumbling that grew stead-

ily in volume. Leaping to her feet, Tula
raced from the wall. The crater floor

rolled like a heavy sea, and a bottomless

fissure opened and closed before her as

she slid to a paralyzed stop. The great

heights swayed inward, sending tons of

lava from the rim, and the air became
suddenly thick and acrid with sulphur

fumes.
Terror rocked the world, clutching at

her, impeding her breathing—and spilled

the flock from the cavern in aimless

flight. Again and again the floor heaved,

the din of tumbling rock and screaming
air currents filling the crater. To this the

flock added its blatting of mortal fear,

above which came Koka's commanding
bellows and pounding hoofs. He dashed
among them, butting and striking, driv-

ing the frantic, widespread band together.

Swinging herself into the old one's ti-

tanic effort, Tula saw Ren racing madly
for the trail. Back and forth she gal-

loped, turning the panic-stricken, ram-
ming the petrified, until the last one had
started up the reeling ledges. Ren and
the lesser rams had already vanished over

the rim.

She pulled up, waiting for weary and
wheezing old Koka to begin the ascent.

But he just stood there gasping the suffo-

cating air and gazing at the climbing line.

She nosed him impatiently to move on
up. Instead, he turned and loped heavily

back toward the cavern. And there, when
they reached it, stood Mul with her fore-

feet crushed in the vise of a crevice that

had opened and closed.

Moving in, Koka nuzzled his old mate.
Sick with agony, Mul moaned and licked

him in return with her coarse dry tongue.
Again and again Tula trotted to the open-
ing, blatting back over her shoulder. But
Koka did not notice. Bracing himself be-

side Mul he tried to pull her bleeding

legs from the vise with the sweep of his

horns.

And thus Koka died with his lead ewe
in North Crater. Tula could feel the

tremor coming. The floor began to un-
dulate again, the walls leaned, starting

to crumble. She dashed into the open
just as the roof of the cavern dropped in

a cloud of nostril-stinging dust.

Up the trail she bounded, great slabs

whistling past from above, the ledges

shaling off beneath her flying feet. The
last of the flock to make the exodus, she
was also the last sheep ever to cross the

gargantuan rim of North Crater. Barely
had her trim legs carried her over it

when the walls of the big pit leaned in-

ward, hung for a moment at the tip of
balance and then rushed with a mighty
roar to the floor. The surrounding ter-

rain pitched wildly, putting her to her
knees. North Crater was no more.

Regaining her feet, she sped on
through the quickening gloom. Great bil-

lows of flame-shot, smoke rolled from
the cone of Pinecate. The morning sun
went out behind the black curtain and in

its place a ruddy glow lighted the slopes

as though showing the way for a new
flow. And it came—bubbling and flow-

ing, a river of hissing liquid fire.

The air was that of a blast furnace and
the sky rained stinging cinders. Only to

the extreme south was there a semblance
of clearness. But the trail to that region

of safety led around the giant fissures

straight toward the boiling cone. And so

she swung west over the rumbling, toss-

ing waste where the white dunes, now
black with shadow, stretched away.

In less than a minute she came upon
three of the flock ewes coughing and
bleating in a huddle of stony fright. Nos-
ing them roughly, she led on. By the

time she reached the dunes she had gath-

ered in her wake sixty-odd—strangers

for the most and all heavy with lamb.
Deserted by their unencumbered rams,
they saw leadership in her strange gray
form and positive action.

For two days they floundered through
the lifeless sandy realm. With the erup-
tions diminishing and the towering bil-

lows receding, the sun came out, a

terrible fire in itself. But with endless

force she brought them, bleating with
thirst, to the mesquite-bordered sloughs

of the gulf.

Driven from their natural summer
highlands, they foraged through the hot
months at the gulf's edge. The breezes
were even cooler than they had been on
the peaks. And the feed was better. But
Tula soon learned why the rams always
led upward instead of down.
Here the coyotes howled through the

night and made stealthy raids upon the

flock. Her sleep broken continuously by
blats of terror, she grew gaunt and
jumpy. But she retained relentless reign.

Not even Koka could have done better.

And no ram had shown up. First in

flight, they had gained the craters of the

south region and suffered the heat

through. Drawn together at first by fear,

with the return of familiar silence they

once more resumed their tempers.

REN, his arrogance growing, was the

. first to assert himself. But finding he
was no match for the massed front of the

others, he moved off in rumbling rage on
his own, wandering west to the wave of

blocks heaped against the dunes.

It was here Tula met him one cloudy
November noon as she led the flock back
through the barrier.

Ren stared, motionless. There was no
mistaking Tula's gray shape. And with

her were some of the old band—and oth-

ers, fat and strong—a flock greater than
Koka himself had ever known! He
stepped forward to take command.
Tula stopped, spraddle-legged, facing

the ruthless renegade. It was inevitable

that some ram should join them—but not

this one! Great head or not, the hour had
come. Spikes lowered, she shot forward.

It was like ramming one of the gigantic

blocks. Her right horn split and snapped
off at the middle. A terrible pain streak-

ing through her neck, she folded up un-

der his huge head. The next instant he

had lifted her in the cradle of his horns
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icr into the near-by jumble.

atched him paw the lava and
lvhile emitting bellows of vic-

ien, roughing the older ewes
he marched off. The flock

of her right horn oozing
i lifted her bruised body
Icling the flock, she hit Ren a

J
blow in the shoulder. But

lent down, and again he tossed

Tim.

re she watched them move
through the glazed patches

upheaval toward the mam-
w of South Crater. Back to

B)me the fullness of his old ar-d it increased with every step.

was the greatest flock in the

\t was only one place for such

uth Crater.

g with hate, Tula staggered

ip and jogged forward. Three
e ensuing hour she swept out

le at Ren and three times he
rashing back, weaker than

Fter the last ewe had trailed

now, she lay gazing at her
ljundings. This was her reward.

j a natural one. Constant dom-
(s essential to leadership. The
nothing else. . . .

was struggling for its last

|a long cloud bank and a chill-

vhistled through the flow. It

Iffort to get up this time. The
] had stiffened her but it had
lhaled strength. She trotted

twardly, sniffing the trail, but

bore limber with each passing
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fS

g an escarpment she pulled

Not fifty yards away yawned
^ hollow of South Crater. And
flen and Jutta were facing each
portal combat.
Ren spread the flock—her
ile at Jutta's back huddled his

-|en band. With Jutta's flock,

were three rams, stamping
tossing their heads, anxious to

id. But whenever one of them
ward, he was met by a slashing

: massive leader intended beat-

ntruder by himself—as Koka
s done in the north flow.

a was old. Time and again he
5 great head, dust flying, the

thuds echoing into the crater.

a, Jutta had retained mastery
flock but he was no match for

ful stranger.

en suddenly, before any battle

gnitude should have reached a

e end came.
by Ren's vicious pile-driving

a slipped and sagged to his

knees. In his anxiety to regain his feet
he raised his head too high. Boring in

Ren rammed his horns in the old one's
chest, pushed him back on his haunches
and across the slick face of the lava to-

ward the precipice.

The young rams instantly lost all de-
sire to enter the fray. They snorted and
plunged through the petrified ewes to
safety.

Steadily, relentlessly, Ren drove the
unfooted Jutta down the glassy, slanting
rock. Body braced, leaning ever forward,
he pushed on—one, two, three feet. And
then, with Jutta's rump not six inches
from the awful drop, he ceased his grue-
some labors and threw up his head. From
one side came the rattle of flying hoofs.
He turned, but too late. The battered

head he had given Tula was bearing
down on him with the speed of wind and
the dire promise of a juggernaut. It

caught him midriff, sending him floun-
dering past Jutta's beaten body to the
brink. For a breathless moment he
pawed at the slick surface—and then
plunged with a terrified bellow into
space.

SILENCE, eerie and measureless,
rushed through the flow. Jutta looked

up with tired eyes at the gray form before
him. Cautiously, Tula touched her crin-

kled nose to his and bleated. He rumbled
in return but made no effort to rise and
she struck out with a forefoot until he
staggered up and limped to safety.

The three young rams working their

way back through the flock she routed in

a single snorting rush. She looked about
then while the sun cast one last ray that

reflected redly from her eyes. The next

moment dusk fell, mantled heavily by
the gathering storm. A cold gust

whipped in from the west.

Jutta was moving lamely toward the

first ledge of the descent. She turned,

shouldered him to one side and took the

lead.

Down, down she went into the great

bowl, behind her Jutta and the long line

of her flock, then the three rams and
Jutta's flock. Her flock and Jutta's flock

—all one now. The mightiest flock the

lava world had ever known.
Reaching the floor she jogged along

the well-defined trail to the mammoth
cavern in the far wall. But she did not

enter. Stepping to one side, with Jutta

at her heels, she stood erect, nose up,

proud, her eyes straight ahead while the

long line filed past into the shelter. And
Jutta, sensing the queenly in her bat-

tered, regal bearing, echoed her snort of

victory with a bellow that rolled upward
through South Crater and went winging

off into the night.

The End
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THE FEELING IS MUTUAL
Continued from page 15

There is a silence on the other end of
the wire.

'Mabel?" I says.

"I heard you," she says, "and after

heai in' you, I ain't made up my mind yet

if I'm ever gonna speak to you again. But
until I make up my mind, I can tell you
it's like a fairy story, honest."
"The dream?" I says.

"The dream is a secret," she says, "only
the interpretation is what counts. The
future is me and Bud Simmons, with the
dimples. I can hardly believe it."

"You mean they had his name in the
book?" 1 says.

"They never use names," she says,

"but it's clear enough. This is my des-
tiny."

"But, baby!" I says. I'm beginnin' to

wake up. "How about me?"
"You?" she says, with a dreamy sound

in her voice. "I just made up my mind. I

ain't talkin' to you." And she hangs up.

The rest of the night I don't sleep so
good. I think about what she said, and
the dreams, and any way I look at it, it

looks like the end of a beautiful mutual
interest between her and me.

YOU know what they say about salt.

How it never rains but it pours? It

starts pourin' salt right after this. For the

next couple of days I keep callin' up Ma-
bel to see if I can straighten it out with

her, only she won't even come to the tele-

phone. And on top of this, my favor-

ite baseball team, the Dodgers, start

losin'.

Every afternoon I got the Dodger
game tuned in on the radio in my hack,
and every afternoon it's the same thing.

Sure, every team's gotta lose a couple,

once in a while. Only the way the Dodg-
ers are goin' at it is overdoin' the thing,

if you know what I mean. They're in

first place, all right, only the first thing

I know they ain't in front by four games
any more, it's only one game. And
they're still losin'. If them bums the St.

Looeys could win a couple of more
games, they would be in first place in-

stead of the Dodgers.
It's a bad week. My girl ain't talkin'

to me, my baseball team is losin' its

pants. I ain't even sure my girl friend

is my girl friend. And it begins to look
like my ball team ain't a ball team.
Then this one day I'm down at the

hackstand in my hack, listenin' to the

ball game on the radio and it ain't no
different from the rest of the days. It's the

top of the eighth, five to two favor the

Chicagos, when a guy sticks his head out
of the candy store and yells at me.

"Hey, Joe," he yells. "Somebody
wants you on the telephone."

"All I get on the telephone is bad
news," I says, but I go in and answer it

anyway. When I hear who's on the

phone, I practically forget about the

Dodgers and everything.

"Mabel!" I says. That's who it is. "Are
you talkin' to me?"

"But certainly," she says. "I was just

wonderin' how you been lately."

"Wonderful," I says. "How are you?"
"Fine," she says.

The conversation pauses.

"Joey," she says.

"Yeah, baby? I'm glad you decided to

forget about what I said," I says.

"Oh, that," she says. "I guess you can't

help it if you ain't a perfect gentleman.

I was just wonderin', Joey."

"Yeah?"
"Now that we're friends again, and all

that, I was wonderin' how you feel about
goin' to see a baseball game."
"A ball game?" I says. "Sure, any

time! Are you really interested in base-

ball after all. Mabel?"
"But certainly." she says. "It's a mu-

tual interest, ain't it? You know what

ioic

Stan Musial batted last

sixty-five
"

"Whadid you say'.'" 1 sai.l

"And Max 1 aniei m
none," she says, "befor If

Mexico."
I'm a baseball fan. am

of averages, but I gotta adi i

to me. Comin' from Mai
over it

"How about tomorrow?
"Okay," I says.

"That's fine, Joey," she
Kurowski ,301 last year. I1

,;

good, isn't it?"

"Fair." I says, "but I

you. I'll see you tomorn I

jf

I hang up, and I can't g
like they say about it's a i

<

H>before daylight. One min
than a snake's belly. Thirl*

Mabel calls up, and everji

again and she's a real ball r

night, givin' me the averaj:
thing.

I go back to the cab, wh t
-:

and walkin' on a cloud. 'IT i

on, and the announcer is st

"And there goes anothei <

~

record book for the Dodgi i

im

ing. Even that don't bother i

f!

"Just wait'll tomorrow," .

3

laugh when I think about bl :

couraged about a team likeb!

"And don't fail to be w^
row.'' the announcer says,

hard-driving St. Louis Ca
out to Ebbets Field for

place. And say—if you're
driving with your shaving,

thing you—

"

He goes ahead with thi

stuff, only I ain't listenin' n]

cause suddenly the cloud c
standin' lets go and I hit t

1

with a bump
Because that's when I ge 1

Looeys are playin' the Dot
row. I suddenly remember
players Mabel quoted me a'

are St. Looey players. Bud J'

St. Looey player, also

For the first time in m;
lookin' forward to seein'

play ball.

THE next day we're at th

anyways. This time we a

no box. because I hadda pay
We're pretty far back in the 1

but the only difference is th

mons looks a little smaller
we're sittin". He still looks |

~DeI."

Also, the Dodgers are still

Mabel can notice this.

"It seems to me that your
playin' pretty lousy," she
they're behind four runs
inning.

"It's a slump," I says, "o
somethin'."

"Bud Simmons is batting

season so far," she says. It's t

she mentions him but she'd I

at him right along.

"Good for Bud," I says,

much fight left in me. I feel

I fell like all I can do now is j

for the finish.

"Look at Buddy," she

waitin' to bat. Look how ale

with the dimples, and everytj

on, Buddy!" she yells

It don't seem dignified ft

friend to be hollerin' for this

but I figure I can't do nothii

The St. Looeys come out oi

with this Bud Simmons at first

"Look at him now," Mabel
blue eyes are shinin'.

"He ain't doin' anything." I

"But look how he's putt
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\l le says. "Come on, St. Looey!"
:l!" I says. I can't believe my
o you know what you're sayin".'"

: on, St. Looey!" she yells again,

ling is, up to there she's just

)Out Bud Simmons, who is just

dual. But now she's yellin' for

lay. My team is the Dodgers.

»oil the only one hears her. When
lis, you can hear her clear out

sie, almost. Half the stands gets

tarts lookin' around, mutterin'

o's the wise guy yellin' for St.

:1, sit down," I says. "People are

ound." She don't pay no at-

;s npire at the plate calls a sour one
vVee Reese. The Dodgers man-
mes out of the dugout to

i
| t

jn him out on his mistake. Mabel
oi4 feet again.

l'ljjw the bum out!" she hollers.

I says.

niniiTianager!" she says.

TWpl!" I says. "What are you say-

iillje on, St. Looey!" she yells,

e^uere and I know that it's the end.

ft Mabel, and suddenly she looks
granger to me. A St. Looey fan.

|m we continue on like we usta? I

KA St. Looey fan and a Dodger
aire ain't no mutual interest there.

ijjin can't meet, like they say.

re, with the crowd yellin' and
and I never felt so low in my

i^er all, I been goin' steady with
almost six years, already. Only

,A Dodger fan for maybe fifteen

ad that's what does it.

to Mabel. I says, "Mabel, I

k to you for a minute." I might
jet it over with, I figure.

in't listenin'. She's up on her

|Kn' at somethin' goin' on on the

ook down to see what's goin' on.
s goin' on is plenty. The game
sd, and a Dodger coach is over at

Hie. Two umpires are out there.

|St. Looey manager, and this Bud
J,s, the first baseman, and every-

^arguin'. This Simmons puts his

er
i the Dodger coach's chest, and

an a push.

jj!" I says bitterly. "Who's a
"ck how?" I hear no reply and
)und. Mabel ain't sittin' next to

aore.

the crowd yell farther down the
I take a look and I can see a red-

Ihjshin' through the crowd toward
i! behind the St. Looey dugout.

fl.

The next thing I see is this figure emergin'
on the field, on its way over to first.

"Mabel!" I yell. Everybody else is

yellin' too, so she don't hear me. I get
up and start out after her.

It ain't easy gettin' through the crowd,
which is pushin' and shovin' like crazy.
But, after takin' a beatin', I bust out in

the clear, on the field. Halfway to first

base I catch up with Mabel.
"Mabel," 1 says, "where are you

goin'?"

She don't listen to me. She's got a
look of determination on her face and

\

she keeps goin' toward first base. A cou-
ple of field police come runnin' over but
she brushes them off and continues.

"Mabel," I says, "whatever you're
doin", you can't do this." She does it.

She arrives at first base and I'm right in

back of her. Some Dodgers got their

faces pushed right into this Bud Sim-
mons', and they're goin' at it hot and
heavy.

"Oh. yeah?" says a Dodger.
"Yeah!" Bud Simmons says.

"Stop pickin' on Buddy," Mabel says.

THIS stops them for a minute. They all

turn around and look at Mabel. Out
of the corner of my eye I can see some
more St. Looey players, and some more
Dodgers, runnin' up to the scene. Some
of them got bats.

"Mabel," I says, "come on back to our
seats."

"Tell them to leave Buddy alone," she
says.

"Lady," says Bud Simmons, "why
don't you stay out of this?"

I can hardly hear what happens next,

with everybody yellin' and all the ball-

players and everybody pushin' one an-
other. But right up close I suddenly hear
another woman's voice, yellin' like ev-

erybody else.

The next minute this woman comes
bustin' through all the players who are
standin' around hollerin", and walks up
to Bud Simmons. In one hand she's got

a little boy, and in the other hand she's

got a little girl.

"Bud Simmons!" she says. "Who is

this woman?"
"Stop pickin' on Buddy," Mabel says.

Bud Simmons gets pale. He says to

Mabel, "Lady, please!" Then he says to

this other woman, "Fanny, keep calm. I

never seen her before in my life."

"Oh, no?" Mabel says. "How about
last month when you was in my lap?"

"Lady!" Bud Simmons hollers. He
turns to the other one. "Fanny, so help
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IMPROPER diet is perhaps the source
1 of more dog ills than anything else.

Unless your dog is fortified with nutri-

tious food, he can develop or catch
almost anything. Fortify him with
PERK. Feed your dog PERK for a
well-balanced diet and solid nourish-

ment. Maintain his well-being. Watch
his coat grow thick and glossy, with
firm, luxurious hair.

A PERK Fed Dog Is A WILL Fed Dog

There's extra value in every can of

PERK ... a full 12% proteins plus

plenty of vitamins and minerals. PERK
satisfies your dog, too. Try this test.

Feed your dog PERK. If he doesn't

like PERK's meaty, juicy, natural fla-

vor, you get double your money back.
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me. This is the first time I ever seen this

screwy dame!"
"Now wait a minute," I says. Maybe

she ain't actin' exactly ladylike at the mo-
ment, but nobody can say that about
Mabel while I'm standin' there.

Bud Simmons got a kind of wild ex-

pression.

"You stay out of this!" he yells at me.
"Whadid you call Mabel?" I says.

"I says she's a screwy dame!" he says.

"Fanny," he says, "you gotta believe
—

"

That's as far as he gets. I pull back
my right, and let him have it. The
punch bounces right offa his dimples, and
it's a beauty. There's a roarin' in my ears,

from the excitement. I watch this Bud
Simmons cave in real slow, and just be-

fore he hits the dirt, he suddenly lights

up, like in Technicolor. I look at Mabel,
and she's lit up also. She starts dancin'
around, then she stands on her head, and
that's all 1 remember.
They tell me later one of the St. Looeys

massaged me with a bat. I didn't know it

at the time. . . .

When I wake up, the Technicolor is

gone. Everything is plain white. I'm in

the hospital. My head feels like a

balloon. I look up, and in the middle of
the white I see some red. Mabel's head.
"How do you feel, Joey?" she says.

"Weren't those the cutest kids you ever

saw in your life?"

"I feel terrible," I says. "My former
girl friend is a St. Looey fan."

"Oh, that," she says. "That's ancient
history." Ancient history, she says!

"I was talkin' about Bud Simmons'
children," she says. "Gee, wouldn't you
just give anything to have a couple of

darlings like that, all your own?"
"They looked okay," I says. "Lemme

get somethin' straight here," I says. My
head is bangin' like a busted radiator

pipe. "Ain't you a baseball fan no more,
for the St. Looeys?"

"Baseball!" she says. "Baseball is only
a game that kids play, and it doesn't seem
to me that grown-up people should get

excited about it, with the strikes and um-
pires and touchdowns and all that kid

stuff."

I lean back on the pillows and think

this over. For Mabel, it sounds more
normal than before.

"Anyways, Bud Simmons is happily
married," she says.

The picture clears up.

"I had a long talk with his wife," she

says. "She doesn't know anything about
baseball, but they got mutual interests

anyways. One male and one female. Lit-

tle ones."

She lets out a sigh, and I do likewise.

"So I guess that all the mutual inter-

ests a couple needs is chi'dren," she says,

"although they oughta get married with-

out a lot of delay so that th

get possible."

It sounds reasonable. I r<

take Mabel's hand. She lool

her blue eyes shinin", and I fc

head ain't even poundin' no
"Baby," I says, "I think y i

thin' there."

"Do you?" she says in tha

that makes me feel kinda i

"That's nice, Joey."

I ask her who won the bal

I got slugged, only she dor
cause she ain't interested a

find out later the Dodgers
mentioned this so anybody,
St. Looey fans, who thinks

are slipping will get straight

I
KNOW. The Dodgers are

year. I got modern scie

of me when I make this state

happened to look up this sc

I had in Mabel's book and t

tation is that it means som
derful is going to happen u
nearest and dearest to me.
The way I figure it, that's e|

or the Dodgers, and since

gettin' married for a while
would be a wonderful thing

figures it, then that leaves tl

You see what I mean?
The End

THE NUCLEAR FISSION OF EDWARD ANGUS GILMAR

"Right here."

Edward Angus looked up and there he
was in front of the remembered address

in the Fifties.

"Well, I'm pretty hot, so I think I

would enjoy a lemonade or a glass of

ginger ale," said the Professor.

"Ginger ale, hell!" said Private Gil-

martin.

Today Angie's dress was light blue and
the Professor thought the combination of

it with her hair was worthy of Botticelli's

personal attention, while Private Gil-

martin noted with satisfaction that what
filled the dress was definitely an unup-
holstered Angie. Both he and the Pro-

fessor agreed that it was four freckles and
not three.

"Well," said Angie. "couldn't you find

the library? I didn't expect I'd see you
here again so soon."

"I was just walking home and thought
I'd drop in for a drink."

"You know where to get it."

"Thank you, the first door on the left,

I believe."

He walked hastily up to the bar and
the Professor said quickly, "I'd like a

glass of ginger ale, please."

"What'll you have with it?" said the

bartender.

"Nothing."
The bartender gave him a long look

and produced a bottle and a glass.

"That'll be four bits, Mack," he said,

testily.

BY THE time he had consumed two
dollars' worth, Edward Angus felt

like an overloaded trailer truck, and was
sure the other patrons must hear him
sloshing as he walked to the exit. To his

horror, some other minion was behind
the checkroom door.

"I gave my hat to the young lady," he
protested.

"She's gone to supper," said the boy
unfeelingly. "We gotta eat just like every-

body else."

"Where'd she go?"
"How should I know? Mr. Lacy took

her out. I don't ask him where he's going,

you can bet."

"And who is Mr. Lacy?"
The boy looked up with a start to see

if Edward Angus was joking.

"Just the guy that owns this joint and

Continued irom page 21

about a dozen others. Where you been
all your life?"

"I never heard of him."
"Well, don't be getting nosy about him.

He's got connections and he don't like

guys asking questions. Come on and give

me your check." . . .

Edward Angus spent a very restless

night. This may have been due to four
bottles of ginger ale, but Angie and Mr.
Lacy pre-empted most of his thoughts.

Connections in New York had, he felt, a

very different connotation than in Bos-

ton. He had connections in Boston and
would have no objections to any inquiry

into them.
Mr. Lacy was not at all the proper

person for Angie to be dining with, he
was sure.

Next day the work went a little better,

but by the middle of the afternoon he
could no longer stick it. A bus carried

him to the Fifties and he wa
than three blocks.

"Hi," said Angie, "you're g
a regular customer." She w
black and Edward Angus lot

her that to him she was beaut
thing, but far more beautif'

Instead, he said fatuously, "It

here. I like it."

'T guess it's as good as any c

"Well, why do you work h

don't like it?" he demanded.
"I didn't say I didn't like it

means to an end, that's all."

This time Edward Angus li

self to two bottles of ginger ale

he came out, the same boy
coatroom. After a hasty c<

with his watch he went off

turbulent night's rest. This t

tainly wasn't ginger ale.

The third afternoon he arriv
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Jeason your steak with

a skillful hand and a world of

flavor comes flooding forth.

But be timid with your touch

and the taste lacks fullness.

Be overly vigorous and you taste

the seasoning instead of the

flavor. It takes a gift of genius

to lure shy flavors from their

hiding places. And you sense this

gift in the matchless flavor

that is yours in every bottle and

can of Schlitz . . . brewed

with just the kiss of the hops.
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Have you discovered the secret

of real shaving comfort?

Yes, the WETTER the

lather the BETTER the

shave. A quick-drying lather dries

out on your face—causes sting and

burn. What you want is a rich,

creamy EXTRA MOIST lather ... the

lather you get with Lifebuoy Shav-

ing Cream ... a lather that stays

MOIST, keeps your beard soft and

gives you cleaner, SMOOTHER shaves

even with cold water or a used blade.

TRY
LIFEBUOY SHAVING CREAM

WITH STAY- MOIST LATHER

A PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

NOW TRY
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Reduce

Germ Laden Dust!

Eliminate Sweeping

Compound!

Dustless brushes used
with Arbitrin sweeping
fluid eliminate up to 97 %
of germ laden dust and re-

duce sweeping costs 20%. Arbi-

trin fluid, poured into a metal res-

ervoir in the brush back, filters through
the tufts and keeps dust down as you
sweep. Dustless brushes are used in

thousands of schools, factories, offices,

stores, and institutions. There is a Dust-

less brush to fit your needs. Write for

sizes, styles and prices today.

Milwaukee Dustiest Brush Co. Im01
530 N. 22nd St., Milwaukee 3, Wl«.

Please send (acts about Dustless brushes.
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You won't have a single "squawk"
coming if you have your radio
looked over every six months.
Then you'll be sure to hear your
favorite programs clearly all the
time-you'll avoid big repair bills!

Let your local radio service dealer
keep your radio in shape. His work
is good, his prices fair.

His Sylvania equip-
ment and Sylvania Ra-
dio Tubes assure you
top radio performance.
There are no finer ra-
dio tubes made.

Product of

Sylvania Electric

Products Inc.

SYLVANIA
RADIO TUBES

and as he gave his hat to Angie, he said,

"I wonder if you'd have supper with me
tonight?"

She gave him a long, slow look, fires

blazing in the back of her eyes and her

lovely curving mouth becoming straight

and firm.

"You look like a nice sort of guy, so

don't get me wrong. I just don't go for

that kind of stuff," she said.

"What kind of stuff?"

"I don't go out to supper with custom-
ers. I work here and that's all."

"But you went out to supper with Mr.
Lacy."

"That was different."

"How?"
"Look," she said as though she was

explaining matters to a child, "I have to

work for a living. I could probably get a

job as a secretary, but it wouldn't pay one
quarter of what I make here. I have to

support my mother. She's crippled and
this way I can spend most of the day with
her and sUllpay the doctor's bills."

"That doesn't explain having supper
with Lacy," he protested.

"It does, since he owns the place, and
has connections with, all the others that

he doesn't own. What if he has a yen for

me? I know how to handle people like

him, and Mother has to have another

—

oh, this can't interest you
—

"

"It certainly does," he assured her.

"Everything about you interests me. I

got out of the Army with just one idea in

the world. Then for some crazy reason I

met you and I haven't been able to think
about anything else since. I wanted to

know something else very much and now
all I want to know is about you."

"That's a fine line," said Angie. "You
don't even know my last name and you
try to pull that corny stuff on me."

"But it's not a line. I'm out of my
head about you. I can't work, I can't

think of anything except you. I just can't

go on without knowing that you're taken
care of. I

—

"

SHE smiled at him with the affectionate

understanding of a mother listening to

the child who tells her that someday he
will make a million and dress her in silks

and jewels beyond price.

"You're a good guy," she said, kindly,

"so I guess you're talking about a ring

and a minister and things like that, but
tell me: Just what were you in the

Army?"
"I was a private first class. What's that

got to do with it?"

"Can't you see?"

"I am perfectly capable of supporting
a wife and family," he assured her.

"Things cost a lot of money these days.

The government has been giving you bed
and board so long that you don't realize

the kind of income that it takes. Okay,
so you're a sober, industrious young man.
That doesn't cut any ice with the land-

lord and the butcher."

"How do you know what my salary

is?"

"You said you were a professor and I

read the papers. I'm probably intellectu-

ally starved, but I look as though I ate

regularly, don't I?"

"I think you look perfect," said Ed-
ward Angus feelingly.

"That's nice to hear," said Angie
dreamily, "but it takes plenty of coco-
nuts to provide the groceries and

—

"

"Hello, Angie," said the oily voice of
Mr. Lacy. "Good evening, Professor.

How about joining me and a couple of
my friends in a drink? This is Angie's
hour for supper. Come on, we'd like to

have you. Maybe we're not up to you
intellectually but we can add up the check
and we can pay it, too."

"I can pay my own check," said Ed-
ward Angus defensively.

"Sure you can, but come in and have a

couple with us." Mr. Lacy took him by
the arm, the two friends closed up the

rear and he found himself seated at a ta-

ble against the wall in the bar.

r
"

t

r;

"We'll have Scotch and so

you have?" said Mr. Lacy,
waiter came over.

"I'll have ginger ale."

Mr. Lacy and his two fricn<

merrily. The two friends lc

Georgie Raft and Edward G
When they laughed they bee
tically kissing cousins to hyen

"That's not a drink," Mr
tested. "What are you real]}

have?"
"That's what I want."
"Well, how about a Hors

That's mostiy ginger ale."

"Okay."

HAD Mr. Lacy chosen to

ant, a quality on which
I

clined to rate himself highly,

have noted that while he had
fessor Gilmartin to have a c

him. it was Private Gilmartin w
the point of absorbing his r

Men who had served any co
time in the Alaskan peninsula c

told him that Gilmartin had be
to private nine times—and nc

cause he couldn't make out a

He was known as a cheap dn r;

good many PXs still bore the

duced by his third drink.

"I see you were in the Ar
Mr. Lacy, pleasantly.

"That's right," said Private

sucking on his Horse's Neck.
"Where?"
"In the Aleutians."

"That must have been prettj

"It was."
"What part of the racket wer
"It wasn't any racket and I i

Finance Corps."
"Oh, a noncombatant?"
"Exactly. How about havin:

on me?"
Comrades who had served

vate Gilmartin would have c

this a good time to remember
engagements. Mr. Lacy and h >

were only too happy to acquies*

"I suppose you were drafted

Mr. Lacy's friends inquired.

"I enlisted in September of
forty-one," said Private Gilmai

|

"Sucker!" said Mr. Lacy's oth

"How do you figure that?'

"Well, all you got was grief fi

didn't go nowhere nor do noth
"Yes?"
"Why don't you be smart lik

keep out of it, and we make p)

besides."

Private Gilmartin began to c

slow boil.

"There were some guys,"
nounced, "who—

"

"Gentlemen," said Mr. Lacy,
fessor is our guest. Each one
reasons for his actions. How ;

other round of drinks?"
Edward Angus worked on

Horse's Neck in silence. It had
a year since he had held hey
Bacchus, and the fires under 1

were beginning to raise a nice

steam. He had not liked Mr
begin with and he felt a distinct i

toward his friends. He leaned i

table to the last man who had s

him and said slowly, "Where
while the show was going on?"

"Right where I am now," said

tleman with pride. "I got a dc

knows his stuff and no draft bo;

put the finger on me!"
"You should have been smart

in the other friend. "Only dopes
selves get dragged into that non
"How did you keep out?" Ed

gus asked.

"One of my friends had a

plant. I worked there on a late

"What'd it make?"
"Are you nuts? How shoulc

what they make? My friend

draft board I'm on the pay roll

around a couple of times a m>
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pay. I got no time to waste

Dr anything except real chips."

lo you call real chips?"

sonny, you say you was in the

orps and I bet you couldn't

rtiy income tax. The feller that

has it fixed so the government
money. Why don't you get

m
•11 please," said Mr. Lacy. "We're

i here and the Professor un-

had good cause for doing what
.obably you can do all right by

' 0I
*ln the Finance Corps if you
ingles."

f not my friends and just what
an by that last crack?"

°Hg." said Mr. Lacy casting his
K4for the headwaiter. "Just for-

'.liet's all have another drink."
Ia^t need anything more to drink
3 4oing out and take Angie to

"CEdward Angus announced.
hi

. bring me my check."
cok already gone to dinner," said

j!a cjmatter-of-factly.

^Ixjtnen I'll meet her there."
in* minute," said Mr. Lacy. "I

u'llt to talk to you about it later,

dnjoling around with Angie, see?"

toree, white, and twenty-one, isn't

'ard Angus demanded.
Aramind the statistics. I've had my

at for a long time and you're
Itllto get in my way. She may be

rict in her personal life—but
»ver that—"
Edward Angus Gilmartin rose

ittjfand the others rose hastily with
leaned toward Mr. Lacy until

venfes were almost touching; he
Uing each word drop as though
:n thousands of feet and frozen

y-

;e, white, and twenty-one, too.

|e the way you talk about that

cd Iwhat's more I don't like your
:o»m now on, keep it out of my
ber He reached up. and while
italoded in Mr. Lacy's head,
lesje nose until the roots started to

led I.

hen on, things happened very
of dr. Lacy and his friends knew a

ml about gutter fighting but as

oft suspected, the shoulders of their

ere padded. The whole group
:f;the appearance of animated
dancers, except that only one
seemed to catch and toss any-

lit ivate Gilmartin gave Mr. Lacy
plint swing into the middle of an
ing waiter, dropped five dollars

I Die, and regarded the surround-
is with complete satisfaction.

iilace looked a good deal like a

Dncluded as he walked out.

On the way to the library the next
morning, Professor Gilmartin rubbed
bruised knuckles against an aching head
while he endeavored to read the mass of
mail which had finally caught up with
him. Long ago, he had decided to spend
the remainder of his life in the halls of
academic learning, but one of the letters

he had just received contained an offer
which was. he had to admit, beyond the
dreams of avarice. Also that particular
company possessed about as good facil-

ities for research as those provided by the
best universities. Still, he shrank from
forsaking the safe backwaters for what
he had always thought of as the marts of
trade.

Angie was sitting on the library steps
as he walked up.

"Are you all right?" she demanded.
"Why not be?" he said carelessly.

"But against those three hoods?"
"Aah—

"

Angie started to cry.

"What's the matter now?" said Edward
Angus, his self-satisfaction deserting him.

"I was so worried about you and I

didn't know where you lived. I've been
waiting here most of the night," she
sobbed, "and I've lost my job."

"That's fine," said Professor Gilmar-
tin. "My offer's still open and we'd better

go and get you something to eat."

ANGIE'S head was on his shoulder and
..her tears were beginning to wet

through his shirt. "Heaven knows what
we'll live on," she wailed. "You can't

make as much as I used to."

"Will you be willing to try it on twelve
thousand a year to start with?"
She held him off at arm's length and

searched his face through tearful eyes.

"Gilmartin," she whispered, "are you
drunk?"

"Certainly not! I almost never touch
the stuff."

"Who do you think you're kidding?
The time you spent in that bar

—

"

"I was drinking ginger ale."

"You got an awful lot of power out of

such a low octane."

"Enough of this nonsense," said Ed-
ward Angus. "Are you going to marry me
or aren't you?"

"I don't know. I guess I love you,"
and then as he took a step toward her'

"Oh, no! Not here where everybody can
see us. Really, we ought to wait. You
do need someone to take care of you,-

and you'd probably be the dickens to

handle—though I'm sure I could do it

—

still—"

Edward Angus lifted Angie lightly un-

til her eyes were level with his.

"You can start now," he said.

The End

"As soon as he gets 'em all tuned up, he's

going to play some songs for us—he thinks"

GEORGE HAH1LTOR CREEK

You don't need a "funny mirror" to tell when you've had too much

feasting. You have inside information... a sickish, upset stomach.

Be gentle with these upsets— take soothing PEPTO- BISMOL.

NEVER UPSET AN UPSET STOMACH
Don't add to the upset of an upset stomach with over-

doses of antacids or harsh physics. Take soothing

PEPTO-BISMOL.

This pleasant-tasting preparation is non-alkaline,

non-laxative, non-constipating. Its action is differ-

ent. It spreads a soothing, protective coating on

irritated stomach and intestinal walls, thus help-

ing to calm and quiet common digestive upsets.

To relieve distress after over-indulgence:

nervous indigestion; heartburn . . . and to re-

tard intestinal fermentation; gas formation:

simple diarrhea. Three sizes at druggists.

*
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Pepto-Bismol
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At top, television camera in action; at bottom, the images on a screen. Reception without the telephoned frequency is at the right; with it is on t\

TELEVISION GETS A BOX OFFIG
BY HERBERT ASBURY

Scientists have solved the big problem in television—how to make programs pay for

themselves. It'll cost extra on your phone bill, but it'll be worth it in finer entertainment

THE television set was in a
suburban basement some ten
miles from Chicago, and on

the screen was a moving picture that
was being broadcast by one of the two
experimental television transmitters
of the Zenith Radio Corporation. But
the picture was blurred and jumpy; it

would have been impossible to look at

it long without eyestrain.

After a few minutes G. E. Gustaf-

son, a Zenith executive, picked up the

telephone and called the transmitting

station.

"Send the key," Mr. Gustafson or-

dered.

Instantly the screen steadied and
the picture became clear and sharp.

"Stop the key," said Mr. Gustafson,
and the picture again became a mean-
ingless blur. He repeated the pro-

cedure several times. When he said,

"Send the key," the picture was clear

and satisfactory; when he said, "Stop
the key," the screen jumped and
blurred.

What we were seeing was the first

successful demonstration of wired
television, the dream of the radio in-

dustry for more than 20 years. Scien-

tists of the Bell Telephone Company,
some 16 years ago, succeeded in send-

ing images, experimentally and not

very satisfactorily, over a short

of telephone cable. Sine : then «

ments in this field have been c

on by virtually every radio ant

vision manufacturer, but little

progress has been reported. T
searchers were stopped by thj

that the wave band required fil

transmission of television is all

thousand times as wide as thail

for the telephone, a compll

PHOTOGRAPH FOR COLLIER'S BY ALLAN GOULD
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pattern of frequencies which cannot be
crowded onto a telephone wire.

A year or so ago the whole question
of wired television was thrashed out at

an important meeting of Zenith execu-
tives and scientists, among them E. F.

McDonald, Jr., president of the corpo-
ration; J. E. Brown, the chief engineer;

Mr. Gustafson, vice-president in charge
of engineering, and Dr. Alexander Ellett,

head of Zenith Research Laboratories.

Dr. Ellett, formerly of the U.S. Office

of Scientific Research and Development
in Washington, is a comparative new-
comer to Zenith; during the war he was a
member of the scientific brain trust

headed by Dr. Vannevar Bush, and was
one of the top men in the development of
the proximity fuse. All of these men
had been close to television developments
for many years, and they had pretty well

come to the conclusion that to get tele-

vision into American homes by way of
the telephone was probably impossible.
One said: "Nobody'll ever get all those
frequencies on a telephone wire."

"Well," said Dr. Ellett, "maybe we
could send some of them by air, some by
telephone."

These words proved to be the clue to

the final solution of the problem. In-

cluded in the television wave band are

several essential but very simple fre-

quencies, and after long and intensive

experimentation the Zenith scientists de-

vised a way to separate these frequencies
and send them over the telephone. The
rest of the picture is broadcast by ordi-

nary methods, but, of course, what goes
out over the air is not a complete telecast.

A set tuned to the transmitter thus broad-
casting will show only a blurred and
jumpy mixture of light and shadow, un-
less it also receives by telephone the key
frequency that unscrambles the mess.
The unscrambling takes place in a

device attached to the telephone and to

the television set. All technical details

of the device are being withheld by
Zenith, but Mr. McDonald says that the

device to be installed by the telephone
company and connected to the line and
television receiver will be small enough
not to be in the way. that it should cost

not more than five dollars, installed, and
that mass production can begin within
six months.

"There will be no monopolistic con-
trol of the new development," he said.

"Licenses will be readily available to

broadcasters and to manufacturers of
television receivers."

Mr. McDonald proposes to call the

new system "phone vision," a name
which cannot be copyrighted or regis-

tered and which will belong to the indus-

try as "radio" and "television" do. He
emphasized that it is far beyond the ex-

perimental stage; it has been thor-

oughly tested over a long period of time
and under varying conditions. At hours
when they were not scheduled to broad-
cast. Zenith's two television stations have
transmitted pictures in both black and
white and full color, but without the key
frequency. Incidentally, the new system
works as well with one as with the other.

Owners of television sets have telephoned
to the company in some anxiety, puzzled
by the meaningless blur they were re-

ceiving on their viewing screens.

Meanwhile, on test sets scattered

throughout the Chicago area, perfect pic-

tures were being received, as the key
frequencies reached them by telephone.
These frequencies were sent over dial

phones, through city switchboards, and
through the switchboards of suburban
villages, without the telephone operators
having any idea that they were handling
other than routine calls. For the new
system doesn't interfere with the normal
use of the telephone.

Of course, many details must be
worked out before television can actu-

ally be brought into your home by way
of the telephone. Companies must be
formed to produce the shows and work

out the proper charges for the service.

Some of the radio broadcasting com-
panies have expressed interest in this

phase of the development, and so have
motion-picture producers; several top
movie men are considering the possi-

bility of televising first-run movies.
The technical devices by means of

which the new system will operate must
be manufactured and installed, and a
master antenna system must be devel-

oped. In several cities, notably New
York, apartment-house owners and fire

departments look with extreme disfavor

upon roofs cluttered with a multitude of
individual television antennas. Finally,

an enormous number of television sets

must be manufactured and sold. The sets

now in use cannot be adapted to wired
television, and will become obsolete;

but, as Mr. McDonald pointed out, they
will be useless anyway when the Federal
Communications Commission allocates

to television a higher position on the

STAR
AGENCY

"It's a terrific idea, Sam—but do
you think Poppa Truman would
accompany her on the piano?"
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wave band, as is proposed, and estab-

lishes standards now lacking.

Once wired television is ready, this is

about the way it will work:
You will buy a television set from

your dealer, who will install it. Then
the telephone company will attach the

device that connects the set with your
telephone and permits you to receive the

key frequency, or "unscrambler."
At regular intervals, say once a week,

you will receive an announcement of
forthcoming programs and the charge for

seeing each. You will select the program
you wish to see and notify the telephone
operator, who will connect your phone
so the key frequency can come in over
the wire. If you have a dial phone, it

probably will be possible simply to dial

a number in order to get the program
you want. Party lines will have a differ-

ent key frequency for each subscriber.

Once the telephone operator has been
notified, the broadcast will be received

on your set in the usual manner, and
charges for television service will ap-
pear on your monthly telephone bill.

It will not be possible yet to skip

about on your television set as you do
on the radio, seeing a little of this pro-
gram and a little of that. When you order
the phone operator to connect you with a

certain television broadcast, you will be
paying admission to a show of your own
choosing; the difference is that you will

see it in the comfort of your home rather

than in a theater. You can't turn to

another show, without paying, any more
than you can walk out of one theater and
into another and be admitted free.

The new sets, however, will provide for

the reception of free television as well as

the pay-as-you-go variety,

pected that free television wi
there will always be public i

grams which will be broadca
the producing companies p
put on free sustaining shows

In all the uproar about tl

coming of television to whicl
can public has listened dur
fifteen years, Mr. McDonalti
almost the lone dissenting voi

pany, besides operating tw.

transmitters, manufactures
sets, but they have been use

experimental purposes. Noi
sold to the public. In maga.
(Collier's, June 29, 1946) anc
Mr. McDonald has contend
troubles of the television int

not technical but economic.
In 1937, when a group of r;

facturers met in New York, d
television was ready for the

made plans to launch it with ;

fare of publicity at the T

World's Fair, Mr. McDonal
strenuously. "Gentlemen," h
are offering the public a pig

Television today is technicall

ble, but without a box office

good programming it is econc
unsound that it will never sl

you start television without fii

sure that there will be adecfc

gramming, your whole campa^
a colossal flop."

Forecast of Failure Come:

The events justified Mr. Ml
gloomy prediction. From lj

Pearl Harbor, civilian pwl
stopped; only about 7.000 telci

were sold. Since V-J Day, si

been larger, but they have n<4
anything to get excited about,
fewer than 7,000 sets were manii
and today there are not more th|

sets in use throughout the

Meanwhile many complaints hi

heard about the quality of televf

grams, and there has been mul
bling because Hollywood will nl

its first-run movies for televisiorl

movie producer said, "Some peel

to think we should spend two
[

million dollars on a movie and|
everybody see it for nothing!"

In his Collier's article Mr. Ml
made it clear that advertising cl

support television, which cosl

mously more to produce and bl

than does radio. It has been el

that a weekly one-hour televisicl

offering entertainment compail
that provided by such radio sl

Jack Benny or Fred Allen, woul]
least S 10.000,000 a year. Very fe|
tisers, if any, can afford to mal
expenditures. A soap opera is a J
ample of the difference between

[

show and television. On the n|

performers simply stand about
phone and read from scripts aftej

maybe two rehearsals.

The same show broadcast by tel

would have to be a productio

scenery, costumes, competent
memorized parts and everything t

goes into a successful play.

"Three years ago," Mr. Mc
said, "I wrote that when television

its economic problems it would 1

a great industry, and that when tl

came I would be down in the frc

applauding. That's where I am n
cause I believe that the day has I

arrived. Our new development u
possible for television to have

|

office, through which will poi

revenue that is necessary if televi

to provide the sort of entertainme

the American people want. Today
facturers are fortunate if they mai
sell a few thousand television sets i

tomorrow our annual sales will be

millions."

The End

Comer's for July IS,
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WHY I BROKE WITH ROOSEVELT
Continued from page 25
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snt's talents and training are neces-

steer the country, domestically

its foreign relationships, to safe

ling the President in an excellent

k I brought up Wallace's state-

j"I see by the papers Henry Wallace

|stumping."
President chuckled. "What did

link of it?"

[hink it was very stupid," 1 said,

ig him closely. "He gave Republi-

rmmunition by putting us in a po-

lof being the first to begin political

|y in the war period. And it was
bring up the third-term question,

i
things were moving so well within

f
rty"

|i, Henry means well, but he just

jlitical-minded," the President said

President said nothing about his

landidacy and neither did I. I went

J
feeling that he had not been en-

lunaware of what Wallace was go-

I say, although he was apparently

lannoyed over its reception. If he

Int up a trial balloon, he must have

Jto the conclusion that the move
II timed.

lanted: A Secretary of the Navy

ll was leaving the Cabinet meeting

Icember 8, 1939, the President beck-

|to me, signaling I should remain be-

L. I've got quite a problem on my
," he said after the others had left,

(he appointment of a new Secretary

i Navy to succeed Swanson."
lat's wrong with Charley Edison?"

^d in surprise.

Dthing, exactly," was his answer.

Ive a high regard for him and he's

la good job as Assistant Secretary.

petween you and me. Jim, it is rather

jit to carry on with him because

ird of hearing. He's a perfectly

|erful fellow and I wouldn't hurt

for the world, but I'm afraid he

; do,"

sorry to hear it," I said. "Have
|nyone in mind?"
lat do you think of Frank Knox?"
ted.

rankly, I am not keen for bringing

jublican into the Cabinet," I said.

Ire are qualified and able Democrats
|he job. If you name Knox, you

have to have Edison's resignation,

jse I'm sure he expects the appoint-

h, I have that all figured out," he
ightly. "There won't be the slightest

le. The best way to handle it would
have Frank Hague name him as a
date for senator or governor and
[resign to run for office."

ave you talked to Hague?" I could
of nothing else to ask at the mo-

, because 1 was thrown for a loss by
oldness of the scheme.
o, but that's where you come in,

He smiled engagingly. "You call

up and tell him I want it. I'm sure
go along."

11 talk to Hague," I promised, "but I

can't see the appointment, Boss.
t is not only a Republican but he
Landon's running mate. You'd have
iswerving partisan, a Republican, in

Cabinet."
kW, come now, Jim," he chided
cingly. "Republicans aren't that

Remember that under our demo-
c form of government, they have
i too."

es, but they only count in Maine
Vermont," I kidded back. "Anyhow,
nk it would be a great mistake."
Veil, you'll call Hague," he said in

issal. "I meant to tell you about

lier's for July 12, 1947

this some time ago, but it just kept slip-

ping my mind. Get it in shape for next
week."
Hague agreed to nominate Edison for

go\ernor if that was what the President

wanted. I called Roosevelt by phone and
reported this conversation. "But I wish
you wouldn't do it," I said. "I think you
should give the job to Edison. Hague is

a hard taskmaster and he might want
Charley to keep certain obligations that

Charley wouldn't want to fulfill."

"Well, we'll see," he said. Subse-
quently Roosevelt appointed Edison
Secretary of the Navy, which pleased me
very much.

Later, I had an interesting conversa-
tion with Cordell Hull. I told him it

might develop that he and Garner and I

would have most of the delegates in the

convention, no matter what the Presi-

dent did.

"Jim, I find myself in a most delicate

situation," he said. "I do not want it to

appear that 1 am capitalizing on my
achievements in the State Department.
I am content to let all credit go to the

<Z?

After all the others had left, Jack came
over and patted me on the shoulder, ask-

ing, 'Are you going back to Hyde Park
alter 1940?' 1 told him I was. Then Gar-
ner said he was glad because he was go-

ing back to Uvalde. Now in view of that,

you'd think he'd understand that 1 was
telling him, in so many words, that I was
not going to run. 1 have proceeded on
the theory that he would not run either,

in view of his words. 1 think he should

have accepted my assurance, providing

he was thinking clearly."

"Boss, 1 have known Garner a long

time," I protested, "and 1 have never seen

him when he was not thinking clearly,

even when he was having a good time."

I did not reveal that Garner had told

me the same story himself.

A few weeks later 1 had dinner at the

White House. The Boss was in high spir-

its.

"Jim, I have the grandest joke for

you," he confided. "I had Garner, Bark-

ley and Rayburn in this morning for a

conference on the antilynching bill.

You'll never guess what Jack said. Very

<£Zs*cy'

"It wasn't quite finished yet but he couldn't wait to get it into the water"
IRWIN CAPLAN

President. If he chooses to acknowledge

my services, that is another thing. So

far, he has shown no disposition to do
so."

"That is not surprising because that is

his way," I said.

I told Hull that I was sure he was
overly concerned about the possibility

that he would be labeled a glory-hunter.

Nevertheless, I have often felt that these

considerations moved Hull to turn down
a chance at the Presidency. I feel certain

that he could have secured the nomina-
tion hands down and that he could have

been elected in 1940. I am equally con-

vinced he would have made a great Presi-

dent.

A day or two later came real action

on the political front. Vice-President

Garner tossed his familiar Stetson in the

1940 ring from Uvalde, Texas.

The President asked me what I thought

of Garner's chances. "I don't think Jack

wants to be President," I answered. "I

am convinced he made his announce-

ment only because of his opposition to

the third term."

Roosevelt was thoughtful. Finally he

shook his head sadly.

"I just don't understand Jack," he said.

"Once at a White House luncheon with

Congressional leaders, we discussed

1940. Garner and I had a few drinks.

seriously he said that he felt the colored

vote in the Border states and in Northern
cities was so important that the legisla-

tion ought to be passed."

Roosevelt threw back his head and
laughed till tears came to his eyes. "Don't

you love it?" he asked. "Jack has done a

complete about-face now that he's out

looking for votes."

Later, when we were discussing the

convention, I looked him square in the

eyes and said, "There will be a new na-

tional chairman and he will want to set

up his own show."

The President made no comment on
my announcement that I did not expect

to remain at the helm of the party organi-

zation.

A few days later I told him that I was
going to enter my name in the Massa-
chusetts and N*ew Hampshire primaries.

I fully explained to the President that I

was doing this at the request of the Dem-
ocratic organizations of both states.

"Go ahead, Jim," he laughed. "The
water's fine. I haven't an objection in the

world."

I did not regard this in any degree as

approval of my candidacy, but I did re-

gard it as in line with his statement that

he would not be a candidate.

My filing provoked quite a flurry in the

press. But I was unmoved by praise or

criticism until Ernest K. Lindley, the

President's official biographer, came out

with an article purporting to be the an-

swer to the third-term riddle.

The article said the President had de-

clared he would not run again unless

Britain were overrun by Na/is; that Hull

was his choice for successor; that the

Vice-Presidency lay between Jackson,

McNutt and Wheeler, and, finally, that I

was not a sound Vice-Presidential candi-

date because of my religion. Roosevelt

was supposed to have said that he owed
more to me politically than any other

person, not even excepting his wife, but

in the event of my nomination, people

might say "we were using Cordell Hull as

a stalking-horse for the Pope."
At his press conference the President

was asked to comment on the article. He
said he had not read it. Newspapermen
felt this was not true. But true or not, it

is hard to understand why he did not do
something about it, once the story came
out.

At first I was for an angry showdown
with the President, but as my mind
cooled I decided the proper course was
to keep my temper and bide my time. I

resolved, however, to let him know I was
annoyed.
About this time I made a speech at the

annual banquet of the Friendly Sons of

Saint Patrick. It was carried on a nation-

wide radio hookup. One of my sentences

was subsequently quoted from one end
of the country to the other. I said:

"We must never permit the ideals of

this Republic to sink to a point where
every American father and mother, re-

gardless of race, color or creed, cannot
look proudly into the cradle of their

newborn babe and see a future President

of the United States."

The following Monday, White House
Secretary Early called to give me the

President's congratulations on my re-

marks. He added that Roosevelt was
preparing to answer the Lindley article

at his next press conference.

I told him it was too late. Nonethe-
less, Roosevelt belatedly told his press

conference that not one word of the

Lindley story was true. Lindley stood his

ground, knowing he voiced the senti-

ments, if not the actual words, of the

President.

It now became evident to me that

Roosevelt was going to run again. The
time had passed when he could have is-

sued a statement saying he would not be

a candidate.

Mrs. Farley Suggests a Solution

In this period Mrs. Farley happened
to be seated at the President's left at an
official White House dinner one night.

He remarked to her: "I'm having a ter-

rible time, Bess; they're trying to make
me run and I don't want to." He looked

at her with an engaging smile.

"Well," Mrs. Farley answered, "you're

the President, aren't you? All you have

to do is tell them you won't run." He
blinked surprise and turned to the lady

on his right.

From the time of the Lindley story, the

President virtually ignored me. I was
not invited to the White House except

when my position in the Cabinet made an
invitation imperative. One of the most
amazing evidences of the extent to which
I was cut off came from the State Depart-

ment. Some time back one of the As-

sistant Secretaries of State had promised

to help me in the preparation of a couple

of speeches on foreign affairs and did

assist on a. speech I made in Boston.

Nothing was done about the second

speech, which I was to make in Fulton,

Mo., at the request of Senator Truman..

Finally Ambrose O'C.onncll, second as-
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sistant postmaster general, went to sec

my friend in the State Department. The
Assistant Secretary, in his usual frank
manner, confided that he was under
White House orders not to help me and
asked that I should not embarrass him
by calling on him for further assistance.

I sent word that I would not.

On May 9, 1940, I had another long
talk with Hull. We talked about the

Gallup poll results which showed Hull
stronger than Roosevelt. He disclosed

that he had learned from sources within
the White House that the President was
not pleased over them.
"The President has never talked a word

of politics to me," Hull said. "He may
be assuring others that I am his choice,

but I find it hard to believe."
"1 am sure that he will accept you if

he is not himself a candidate," I said.

"Meantime, there is nothing for you to

do but go along and see what happens.
Of course, if you would announce your-
self or let your friends announce you,
you would get the nomination."

"Jim, I do not feel I should use my
position to seek office," he said. "I can
only put my trust in what the President
is telling everyone, even if he does not see

fit to confide that trust in me."
"There's no denying it; Roosevelt is a

strange man," I said, somewhat senten-

tiously. "He's the author of all my
present troubles."

"God, Jim!" Hull exploded with feel-

ing. "You don't know what troubles are.

Roosevelt is going over my head to

Welles and Berle. I was never even con-
sulted on the Welles trip to Europe. He's
even going over my head to ambassadors.
He's in constant communication with
British leaders and others. He doesn't

consult with me or confide in me and I

have to feel my way in the dark.

Troubles! You don't know what they
are."

On May 17th I remained after the

Cabinet meeting for another discussion

with the President. We talked about
Speaker Bankhead for temporary chair-

man and Senate Majority Leader Bark-

COLLIER "S 'There's supposed to be a good Eastern at the Palace"

ley for permanent chairman of the

convention. "They are fine with me," I

said, "because we will be taking the two
top men in the party."

"What do you mean 'top men in the

party"?" he snapped.
"The two top party men in the legis-

lative branch of the government," I

amended.
"That's better," he said.

In the weeks that remained before the

convention, it became evident the Pres-

ident was going to run again. It is hard to

say just when this realization dawned on
me.

Jack Garner was sure of it, too. One
day at lunch he told me: "I went along

COLLIER'S "All right, Miss Montmorency, you may knock off now" STAN HUNT

with his assurances that he wouldl
So did you and so did Cordell. 1*1

are all left high and dry. Al Smith I
me never to rely on Roosevelt's wJ
Henry Wallace felt different a I

"I want the President to run agal
told me, "but I am very discourl
the way the thing is being handled]!
Hopkins, Ben Cohen and TomrrB
coran are doing the contact wcjl

Mayor Hague, Mayor Kelly ancjjp|

bosses. They have a group work!
details in an office in the Interior

ing."

I told Wallace I had not yet beel
into the President's confidence si

not know his plans, but I had m{
cions.

They were to be confirmed ver|

Hyde Park Conference—1{

And now I come to the Hyc
conference of 1940, which may <

come an important chapter in th

cal history of the U.S. I arrived
for lunch. Afterward, the Presi

I went to his study. For fifteen o
minutes, conversation was gem
was apparent to me the Presid< t

having difficulty in approaching Us
ject of his candidacy. At last It

the plunge.

"Jim, last July when we canvajfd
political situation." he began will in

gaging smile, "I indicated definite

t

I would not run for a third terrrjl

lieve we decided that on or about lei

ary 1st, I would write a letter tc

the states which has an early tin

stating I would not be a candidatp
election.

"Well, after that conversation I
the war started and when it got il

February 1st, I could not issue thai

ment. It would have destro)

effectiveness as the leader of thrna

and would have handicapped th

of this country to be of construct

ice in the war crisis.

"I must say that I am disappoir id

my efforts have not accomplished^
hoped. In all probability it woil \

been just as well if I had madeie
nouncement as planned. We lull'

Mussolini in every way possible i 1

1

' '

to get the influence of the Pope ) to

Italy out of the war, but Italy v it

The President lighted anoth ci

rette. He smiled through the sn kc

"I still don't want to run for tl jPn

dency. I want to come up her f
swung his left arm in a half circlijp

Collier's for July IK
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cottage retreat and library he had

id and supervised. But he said that

tter had been taken out of his

}y mounting demands that he re-

the helm. "I don't want to run

1 going to tell the convention so,"

;luded, his eyes wide in apparent

:ss.

ou make it specific, the conven-

^Jtll not nominate you," were my
rds.

I him that I felt he should leave no

n the minds of the delegates or the

r as to the sincerity and the hon-

the statement he issued; that it

be so worded that the delegates

\be free to choose someone else, if

desired. He seemed to agree. I

livered the Patrick Henry I had

^turning over in my mind for

rrgan with my views on the third

I tating I was against it in principle

cause the Democratic party had

M opposed it. I acknowledged that

ws could have no bearing on the

tion because he had permitted, if

couraged, a situation to develop

which he would be nominated un-

refused to run.

, what would you do if you were

ilace?" he asked helplessly.

inked him for the compliment. I

m I would not have waited this

m declare my intentions to any per-

I

,o had been associated with him as

s I had. I reminded him that he
""

ade it impossible for anyone else

,. lominated, because by refusing to

aga

,j arner and myself. Many states, I

""lad declared for him because there

) other course open; that leaders

(earful they might be punished if

id not go along with him.

jm going to answer your question,"

toed, "and you're not going to like

our position I would do exactly

General Sherman did many years

ssue a statement saying I would
to run if nominated and would not

if elected."

i, if nominated and elected. I could

,

these times refuse to take the in-

il oath, even if I knew I would be
yithin thirty days," he said. I knew

J
pat his mind was made up.

conversation drifted to Vice-Presi-

1 candidates. Among them I men-
Speaker Bankhead, whom he

sed as too old and not in good

Hvc

iv

ihi

"The man running with me must be in

good health because there is no telling

how long I can hold out," he declared.

"You know, Jim, a man with paralysis

can have a breakup any time. While my
heart and lungs are good and the other
organs functioning along okay . . . noth-
ing in this life is certain."

With that he pulled up his shirt, un-
buttoned it and showed me a lump of
flesh and muscle under his left shoulder,
which he said were misplaced because of
his affliction. He noted that he must sit

most of the time.

It was the first and last time in all the

years I knew him that he ever discussed
his physical condition with me.

Deadline Set for Resignation

At this time I brought up my own
situation. When I proposed to submit
my resignation as of August 15th, he
begged me to remain a month longer. I

told him that there was no sense in delay-

ing things; that my resignation and return

to private life would be construed by the

public as an expression against the third

term and correctly so. I said I would
have to be consistent in my position,

which I could not be by hanging on. I

finally set September 1st as the deadline

for my resignation as national chairman
and as Postmaster General.

I was constantly baffled during the

conversation by the way the President

seemed to be saying first that he would
not be a candidate, and then, by a slip of

the tongue, that he was going to be a can-

didate.

Then came the final shock. We talked

about convention procedure. "By the

way, Jim, the family is not going to at-

tend the convention," he volunteered.

"Undoubtedly, I will accept the nomina-
tion by radio and will arrange to talk to

the delegates before they leave the con-

vention hall after the nomination."

On the whole, I never had any doubt
that he had made up his mind long be-

fore. I am certain he had sold himself the

idea that he was the only one qualified to

serve during that particular period of the

nation's history. He believed, I am sure,

that the world was in a terrible plight and
he hated to turn over the reins of govern-

ment to someone else.

In the last article of this series, to be pub-
lished next week, Mr. Farley recalls the

1940 Convention and the final break-up

of his political partnership with the Presi-

dent.

The double-suspension, automatic-locking, triple-elastic garter is no
longer an engineer's dream! It's an actuality! It's here! We have it!'

DAVE GERARD

New Sulfa Drug
Formula For

Athlete's Foot
New Powder Preparation Highly Effective

At first sign of Athlete's Foot—itching, cracked or
raw skin between toes or on the feet—use Dr. Scholl's
Sulfa Solvex. It contains the miracle drug,
Sulfathiazole. Quickly relieves intense
itching, kills fungi on contact.
Aids healing of red, raw,
cracked skin between toea
and on feet. Only 60> every-
where. Use exactly as directed*

DCScholls
Sulfa Solvex

Come to

St. Louis
IT'S COOL

at Hotel tennox. Every room is air conditioned.

IT'S COMFORTABLE
at Hotel Lennox. Good beds. Luxurious baths.

Courteous service. Fine foods. Radio in every

room at no extra cost.

Rooms from $3.50 (a few af $3.25)

Be in the Center of Things At

SAY GOOD-BYE TO MONEY WORRIES
taking care of subscriptions for COLLIER'S
and all popular magazines. For details of this

money-making plan, mail a penny postal to

—

Independent Agency Division

The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company
2 50 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

when does a

RUM
OLD FASHIONED

taste best?

when it's made with

MYERS'S
JAMAICA RUM
"Planters' Punch" Brand

**^J>

For free recipe book of popular rum drinks, write:

R. U. Delopenha & Co., Inc., Sole Distributor in U. S. A.

57 Loight St., Dept. CL-7.New York 1 3, N. Y.

ier's for July 12, 1947
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THE WHOLE TRUTH, PLEASE

THE latest commission to investigate the

Palestine question is now in the Holy Land
—an l'l -nation group of some 120 members,

delegated by the United Nations General Assembly

after Great Britain threw up its hands last February

and asked the U.N. to take action.

A good deal of time and expense might have been

saved if the U.N. had just studied last year's elabo-

rate Palestine report of the joint Anglo-American
Commission. However, this latest is a U.N. probe,

which none of the previous ones has been—mean-
ing that the U.N. will have a chance, after the com-
mission reports next September 1st, to prove its

prowess or otherwise as a settler of international

frictions.

If the U.N. falls down on this job, our feeling is:

Heaven help the U.N. This is both its biggest op-

portunity to date to do something constructive and
its most serious challenge to show that it can de-

liver anything better than talk and pious resolutions.

At least four answers to the Palestine question

have been offered: A U.N. trusteeship to replace

the British mandate; immediate independence, with

Palestine's 1,200,000 Arabs and 600,000 Jews to

work out their own salvation from there on; exten-

sion of equal rights to Jews and Arabs in one Pal-

estinian nation; or partition into two countries, one
Arabian and the other Jewish.

Our earnest hope is that some solution will be

worked out with reasonable speed, and that the na-

tions involved will then go through with it, without

stalling or evasions.

Palestine is a tragic and a tormented country, and
a stirrer-up of passions and animosities throughout

much of the rest of the world. The double-dealing

and double-crossing which Great Britain, and lat-

terly our own government, have given the Jews with

regard to their ancient homeland, have been scan-

dalous.

Can't we make one last, mighty effort to get this

problem settled somehow, and thereby get it off the

front pages and out of the main arena of people's

emotions and prejudices? If that can be achieved,

a major contribution will have been made to the

stability of the world—which badly needs any such
contributions it can come by just now.

86

)^FTER long Congressional debate, the United
*" States finally got started on the first phase of

the so-called Truman Doctrine, via the decision to

lend Greece and Turkey $400,000,000 to starch up
their resistance to Russian Communism. Maybe it

will work, maybe not. We aren't discussing that

aspect of the Truman Doctrine here.

What we want to discuss is the habit this Admin-
istration has, like the Roosevelt Administration

before it, of breaking such news piecemeal to the

American people, instead of all at once.

There seems to be a persistent conviction, center-

ing chiefly in the middle levels of the State Depart-

ment, that Americans are too dumb and childish to

be trusted with the whole story in one sitting—or

one message to Congress—when some important

shift in foreign policy is contemplated.

At this time, it is being gossiped around that the

Greek-Turkish loan is only the beginning; that the

Administration plans to spend a total of 10 billions

or more in the next two or three years to bolst

numerous countries against Russian Com
infiltration.

Well, is that the plan, or isn't it? Why not t

now just how far this business is likely to gc|

how much it may cost?

The present piecemeal procedure keeps ruj

flying around, people alarmed and resentful

world opinion in doubt as to what U.S. fc|

policy is—assuming we have any such thing.

When Americans are convinced that they
some job to do, they do not shrink from it, nol

ter how big it may be. When they suspectj

somebody is kidding them, they do not co-op
and why should they?

Let's have the whole truth, and nothing b
truth, about the Truman Doctrine and all it

sible consequences as now envisioned; and
have that whole truth soon, in plain English,

some authoritative Administration source.

ONE LAUGH- $2

•pOR the Most Stenchful News Story of 1947* award, if such an award there be, we hereby
nominate the dispatch from Pawtucket, Rhode
Island, the other week about a fellow being fined

$2 and costs for laughing.

The man's name was Samuel Hyder. He had a

loud, long-range laugh, which he was in the habit of

turning on in public places around Pawtucket when-
ever he felt like it. The local police chief, name of

Leonard Mills, told Hyder to muffle his gaiety.

Hyder didn't; so Chief Mills dragged him before

Judge William M. Connell, and the judge soaked
Hyder the aforementioned $2 and costs.

"I warned him time and again," said Mills, "not

to create disturbances when there was nothing

funny to laugh about."

As editorial writers used to say, pfaugh and for-

sooth. In other and better words, what the hell!

Here we have a world that is saddened an
rose because of a recent great war and the n

choly consequences thereof. In at least on(

on the map of that world, we have one man \

uninhibited enough and happy enough to be a

laugh like a horse or a hyena at will, and d|s

have to be tickled or joked or argued into lauli

So that man gets stepped on by a humorless \\\

chief and a spoilsport judge.

We'd feel impelled to pull out another old

rial cliche—the Whither Are We Drifting onl-
cept that this story had a fairly happy endinalft

all.

The National Laugh Week Foundation o|n

York at once invited Hyder to come to New ol

and laugh all he pleased. Plenty to laugh ; toj

This was of course the proper retort to the >a<

tucket officials, and we hope it burned them |nlj

COLLIER'S WILLIAM L. CHENERY Pabliih.r WALTER DAVENPOPy 2ditor JOE ALEX MORRIS Managing Edilo
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bw at less than prewar prices...the

tire that outwears prewar tires

w many things we buy today cost less than

before the war? Tires do! Not just ordinary

but the best made—B. F. Goodrich Silver-

price reductions were announced a few weeks

dl popular sizes are now less than before the
r

ou get an allowance for your old tires too.

?. Goodrich Silvertowns outwear prewar tires.

veral months this magazine and others have

I advertisements with big pictures and sto-

out ordinary people—car owners—who kept

records of their tire mileages. The new B. F.

Goodrich tires have been tested by taxicab fleets

too, by state police departments and many others.

B. F. Goodrich has now done two things: (l)

improved quality, (2) reduced prices. You get the

benefit of both today!

B. F. Goodrich Silvertowns have the wider, flat-

ter tread that puts more rubber on the road to

share the wear. They have a stronger body and a

double shock-absorbing breaker strip to protect

against bruises and accidental damage.

Your B. F. Goodrich dealer has helped make

these lower prices possible. He is taking less profit

per tire today, and yet he'll still make a good al-

lowance for your old tires. If you need tires, see

him now and talk it over. You can buy right from

stock without waiting. Don't be satisfied with or-

dinary tires when you can easily get B. F. Goodrich;

the tires that outwear prewar tires! The B. F. Goodrich

Company, Akron, Ohio.

B.EGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER
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"... GOOD-LOOKING ENOUGH to catch a gal's eye . . . until she

notices his hair. Summer sun and drying breezes sure make it dry and

lifeless looking . . . loose dandruff, too! He's got Dry Scalp . . . and

how! I'd better tell him right now about 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic."

tfa/r /006s tetter. .

.

sca/p fee/s tetter. .

.

w/tetty0tt etieckDrySca/p

***»mm

\

MB,

\
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HIS HAIR looks better, now that he uses 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic!

You, too, can have better-looking hair by using just a few drops

a day. It checks loose dandruff and other signs of Dry Scalp.

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic supplements natural scalp oils . . . contains no
alcohol or other drying ingredients. Try it also with massage before

every shampoo. It gives double care ... to both scalp and hair... and
is more economical than other hair tonics, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC
"ECi U, 9a PAT. OF*.

Used by more men today than any other hair tonic

ROLAND COC

KEEP DP WITH THE WORLD!
BY FUELING FOSTER

In a current night-club act, Bert

Pichel, of Cincinnati, blows two
smoke rings of the same size simulta-

neously from the sides of his mouth.
He also blows a ring that floats down
and settles on the floor instead of ris-

ing, and another that catches up with

and passes through a larger one with-

out changing the shape of either.

Violent explosions have been
caused by some 25 kinds of dust, such

as of grain, starch, soap and sugar,

whose particles may be ignited by a

spark when they are very fine and
evenly distributed in the air. One
blast, in the loading tunnel of a Chi-
cago grain elevator not long ago. lifted

and moved several feet 40 storage bins

having a total weight of nearly 300,-

000 tons.

The New York Fire Department is

installing 150 devices intended to dis-

courage the sending of false alarms.

The device is a siren that, when the

box lever is pulled, begins a one-min-
ute shriek which, by attracting the at-

tention of everyone within a block,

usually leads to the identification or

apprehension of the prankster.

A secret of acoustics that died with

the ancients is embodied in a 2,400-

year-old amphitheater that still stands

in excellent condition in Epidaurus,
Greece. Although its stage is open
and uncovered, a whisper spoken on
it is heard distinctly in every one of

the 14,000 seats.

Although 184 years old. the St. Ce-
cilia Society of Charleston, South
Carolina, retains its original social

code, which includes a rule forbidding
members to bring actors, actresses or
divorced persons to its periodical

balls. The society is so exclusive that

newspapers cannot obtain any infor-

mation about its activities.

—

By Anna
Harwood, Stryker, Ohio.

Tarzan is the only motion-picture
character who has towns named after

him, two being Tarzan, Texas, and
Tarzana, California.

Crime laboratory technician!

usually determine, under ultra

light, whether a tooth or a fragml
skin came from a white man or

[
gro. When crushed to powde^
tooth of a white person glows
while that of a Negro glows a rd

orange; and the skin of a whitd
fluoresces only when it is noA
burned and that of a Negro on!y|
it is sunburned.

The "City of London" occup|
area of only one square mile
business center of the British c;|

on the site where it was foundl
the Romans. Although an inl

part of London, this little sect!

self-governed, has its laws and]

toms and maintains its own cl

schools, police force, etc. EvdJ
King must have an invitation fp[

Lord Mayor in order to pay an c|

visit.

Having found there exists a

mate need for a telephone rec

the Federal Communications
mission expects to sanction soc

manufacture of such machines-
a certain provision. When in us<

must automatically sound a

that, after warning the called

that his conversation will be rec<

is repeated at short intervals, sc

remind him that the recording is

made.

A curious trick played by the 1

the imaginary perception of re

motion for a few seconds aft

real motion has ceased. For ex*

a motorist who has been drivin

eral hours may think he sees,

stopping his car, the road and
backing away from him; while

standing on the rear platform of

train may imagine he sees, wh'

train stops, the landscape rushi

ward him. *

Ten dollar- vrfl] be paid for each I

ccpted for this column. Contributioi
1»«- accompanied by their source of i

lion. Address Keep L'p With ihe

Collier's, 250 Park Ave., New YorLlJI

V V. This column is copyrighted i

iii in- may be reproduced without pen

Collier's for July 19l



jwering above the field in speed, power, economy

. . . that's DIAMOND T reliability

S Redding to Yreka and Alturas, then all the way down to

Richmond—the roads of northern California are hilly and

ding, as this view of Mt. Shasta suggests. Over these roads

extra-heavy-duty Diamond T has rolled up 280,000 miles

the last two years, hauling 5,000-gallon loads of gasoline.

ner E. B. Hinkle is very happy about the whole thing.

e stresses the economy and complete satisfaction of his Dia-

nd T experience, and adds, "Your parts service has been

^teptional. Never, even during the most critical times, have

3r Diamond T's been laid up for want of parts."

Today's Diamond T trucks are the finest we have ever built.

The complete line includes 19 models from one ton upwards,

and every model has the built-in reliability for which Diamond
T has been famous since 1905. We sincerely believe that the

new Diamond T Super-Service engines set an entirely new
standard for performance and long life in hard service.

See your Diamond T dealer—he is an expert on motor trans-

port. Let him recommend the Diamond T that will do your job

best for you. See him for truck service, too.

DIAMOND T MOTOR CAR COMPANY CHICAGO
Established 1905

D IAMOMDT TtoCK.



with this New Alemite Creation!

uquIO QUART

Fools mwcumis
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FAR MORE THAN A MERE MOTOR OIL

It Contains a Patented Ingredient that . . .

Cleans out dirty, sluggish engines . . . and keeps them clean.

Restores lost power and pep because power wasted by sticky

valves and piston rings goes back to work.

Assures instant lubrication the year 'round. Flows fast at all

operating temperatures. Gives quicker cold weather starts

. . saves your battery. Gives you a cooler engine in summer.
Cuts repair bills.

Actually increases gas mileage in old cars—maintains new
gas economy thousands of miles longer. Makes any car

t less to run.

Proved in million* of milei of driving. Ask for it at your favorite

deaUr's. If he do«s not have it. he cart oatily get it for you.

A PREMIUM -TYP£ MOTOR OIL Created by ALEMITE
WORLD'S LEADING SPECIALIST IN LUBRICATION

J»

Artist John Pike modeling a sidarah,

Inspector Chafik's official headgear

CHARLES CHILD, who cre-

ated our new snooper-sleuth,

Inspector Chafik J. Chafik of

the C.I.D., Iraq and Points East (In-

spector Chafik Closes the Case, p. 11),

should know his Arabs. A Londoner
and now forty-four, Mr. Child spent

two romantic years tagging Abd-el-
Krim in North Africa in the twenties.

Marriage to an American newspaper-
woman brought him here first in 1930.

The war ended a writing idyl on the

Cote d'Azur in France, and Mr. Child
wound up in Iraq with Military Intel-

ligence associated with the Criminal
Investigation Department, British

equivalent of our O.S.S. and F.B.I.

Patterned on Scotland Yard and
headed by an Englishman, Child and
Company did their work so well nary
an Iraqian oil well was sabotaged.

"Security was at such a high level the

Allied Forces were reduced to a skele-

ton command when I left in 1944,"

says Mr. Child, happily.

When he got back to America in

1946, Mr. Child settled down in West-
port, Connecticut, to catch up on his

writing and life with his wife. In time

the urge to write crime came to our
ex-hawkshaw.

"I wondered what kind of detective

would fit the tricks I had in mind,"
explains Mr. Child. "Naturally I

thought of my friends, and so the

character of Chafik J. Chafik was
born. I take no credit. Chafik just ar-

rived quietly complete with sidarah

and cigarette and introduced me to

Sergeant Abdullah. Chafik is a com-
posite of old associates. Graceful
manners mean more to the Arabs than

to us. They love a witty phrase, but
wrap it around a hard core of truth.

Their minds are agile and wind
through a complicated maze, but
when adapted to the problem of crime
this appears to be an asset."

Meanwhile Mr. Child declines to be
mugged for this department's rogues'

gallery. "Please excuse me," he says

smoothly, "but my experience of han-
dling other people's records has made
me allergic to cameras and finger-

prints."

There will be other Chafik stories.

CRACK water-colorist lohn Pike,

who projects the philosophic Cha-
fik in the flesh, is from Boston, thirty-

six, and because he preferred to draw
caricatures of his teachers, moder-

WEEKS

WORE

ately badly educated. "At
left home and school," he
become what romanticists

dier of fortune, suburbani
bum, and I called an artist."

At all three Pike insists

mild success. For a time I

ink and coffee for the art d
of a paper, then washed
played an accordion for k<

lessons at Provincetown,
Cod. The accordion he squ
ing walk-ons and walk-ol

Provincetown Playhouse,
picked up a knowledge of
lighting in Boston experimei|

ultraviolet.

There are a couple of b
Central Park, New York,
Pike's heart and rear. DJ

struggles for recognition

tried painting, commercial
made jewelry; etched glassw:

designed.

It got so cold one Thursl

in 1934, Pike worked his w|

maica, B.W.I., where he not
native, painted a thousand
ors, acquired a charming
son, but also attained height

He designed and decors

glamor bistros with rum-a
color murals, did the decor:

plays," and designed a hal

dollar cinema for M-G-M.
palace, it had no corners,

ultra-ultra. Pike also ran his

club in Montego Bay.
During the war Pike se:

the OWI as an artist in the

and Korea, and since, he'

around Old Lyme, Connec
a 1,100-acre cotton-corn-c

tenant farm in Rutherforc
North Carolina, and is right

in art at Woodstock, New
artist without an ax to grim
ply want to be a better w
artist," he says.

This week's cover: N<
Pitching. When the Broth* II

came to take his picture, jqj

cently youthful NewhousefB
pose only if a story on hin,:ffl

with it. The Peskins prom|N
Collier's editors, "No
cover!" Meanwhile Kyle
(The Newhouser Nuisance,
having similar experiences

another victory for Newhou
Tee

Collier's for July !
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Let's imagine, for the next few seconds,

that you' re the one driving this big Nash "600."

Here's the first of tomorrow's cars ... get ready

for a wonderful new feeling!

It's lively. It's quick. It's eager to romp over

the hills.

too— engineered out by the same kind of

welded, unitized body and frame that made the

streamliner train famous.

It goes—and goes—and goes on a gallon of gas.

From 500 to 600 miles on a tankful, at mod-

erate highway speed!

The old-time drag of dead weight— that's

out. New ease of steering— that's in. And with

3<NJash coil-springing on all four wheels the

-umps disappear like magic!

fttles and squeaks? They're old-fashioned,

And it's no illusion that the air is fresher.

That's Nash Conditioned Air you're breathing

. . . filtered of dust, rid of stuffiness, and warm-

ed, when desired, by the famous Weather Eye.

Yes— it's Tomorrow's motoring—even to a Con-

vertible Double Bed if you like.

You'll be ahead with

But irhu read about it—when you can see

for yourself why the nation-wide swing is to

Nash! There's a new kind of automobile dealer

in America today. That's where you'll find the

new Nash '
'600'

' and the new Nash Ambassador.

NASH MOTORS DIVISION, NASH-KflVINATOR CORP., DETROIT
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These >*^
are the ^"fj&f^
people *"^

Relentless detective, confronted with the

most baffling murder case of his career!

Cynical and secretive sergeant . .-. did

he know more than he dared reveal ?

Tough and full of hate . . . but|

have a special reason to kill ?

h
°oRB
/*****&

schAR]

C»

Lonely, down in the dumps. . . was he Many men sought Ginny . . espe-

a brutal killer without a memory ? cially when they were lonely

!

ffm
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II
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To save her husband, she braved a Just a stranger...why did

truth that might cost her marriage ! anyone want to kill him ?

World Premiere RIVOLI THEATRE broadway, new york



"Ahmed has ten years," the woman said. "He is a man." "Then I will talk to him as a man,'
:

Chafik said. "Who killed your father?"

Inspector chafik closes the case
[

BY CHARLES B. CHILDS

Sometimes compassion comes closer to Justice than the letter of the law

HE desert was an ocean of
gravel and gray dust which
lapped the struggling outskirts

le City of Baghdad. Spewed from
sullen waves of dead earth were
els built partly of baked mud and
tly of flattened gasoline cans, relics

he war years and the British garri-

A few goats, tethered at the doors,
wed listlessly at rinds of discarded
ons, while potbellied children, dirt

re than rags covering their naked-
5, played in the brief shade of the
way embankment.
"he sky was the open door of a

furnace stoked with the Iraqi sun, and
Inspector Chafik, stepping from his

car and viewing the scene, said to the

tall, gaunt man who followed him, "It

is well we came at once. A body is

always detestable, but in such heat it

becomes an abomination."
Sergeant Abdullah said reprovingly,

"Man's body is made by God."
"True," his superior replied, "but

when the soul's breath has gone from
it, the remains are only of interest to us

of the police." Chafik smiled as he
spoke, an unexpected softening of his

dark, lean face, and a brightening of

his dun-colored eyes, which were as

old as the ancient land of his birth. He
was a little man, with well-shaped

hands and feet and a thin, wiry body
He wore a white linen suit, well

tailored by Western standards, and
stepped daintily over the rubbish

which littered the path, careful not to

soil his shoes. He was aware he was
watched by people who feared him
because he was Chafik J. Chafik of the

Criminal Investigation Department,
but he felt no pride in their fear. If the

poor were all criminals I would have
half Baghdad on my records, he

thought, and stopped at the gate of a

courtyard where two khaki-uni-

formed police were standing guard.

As he entered, his shadow went be-

fore him over a square of swept, clean

ground. He looked at the round
cakes of water-buffalo dung plastered

against the walls of the hut to dry for

fuel, and said, "Him we have come to

see was blessed with an industrious

wife. Poverty has not broken her

spirit."

Sergeant Abdullah said, "Was she

not always poor?"
(Continued on page 75)

ILLUSTRATED B Y JOHN PIKE
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Police headquarters is jammed with reporters several times a day, and the cubs jot down every scrap of news Chief N. R. Hagan tosses them

Just a whisper of a story, and a pack of eager news hounds is hot on your trail. That's what to expect

in Columbia, home of Missouri's School of Journalism, with a world-record population of reporters

Yi
' OU don't have to be famous
to meet the press in Colum-
bia. Missouri. All you have to

do is step off a train or bus.

"Help you with your bags, sir?"

The young man or pretty girl who
greets you so helpfully is not a porter,

you find, but a reporter from the Co-
lumbia Missourian.
A Joud noise anywhere in town will

bring two or three of them on the gal-

lop. On Broadway, driving up to your
hotel, your cab locks bumpers with a
car backing out of a parking space.

Before the dust has settled, two young

men have gotten your name, birth-

place and business, and you've apolo-
gized for remaining intact.

"No damage," they report sadly to

the girl colleague who has just trotted

up carrying a pencil pirate-fashion be-

tween her teeth. But the girl doesn't
give up so easily. Over soft drinks at

a near-by snack bar, she sends down
test drillings for fillers: What briefly

is the story of your life? Who'll win
the World Series? Is civilization

doomed?
By the third lemon phosphate, you

get in a few leading questions your-

self: How come this plethora of re-

porters? Who is paying their salaries?

What do they substitute for news in

this peaceful community where the

broad, elm-lined streets end abruptly
on somebody's farm, where the grocer

still treats you to a bag of candy when
you pay the bills, where . . . ?

"Who," interrupts the young lady,

"is interviewing whom?" In a few
crisp words she gives you what she

refers to as the "deal."

To cover a town of 25.000. her pa-

per, the Columbia Missourian, has a

city desk twice as large as the New

York Times, more photogra
than any six metropolitan dailies

bined, a total star! that outnur
all the American corresponden
quired to cover Europe. Asia, /||
and the Near East. They are pai

in cash but in credit at the Univ
of Missouri's famous School of M

nalism. whose entire student boM
525 is involved in getting out a

lar city newspaper in competitioi A
the Tribune

—
"a paper." the

lady describes it, "that would be|
anyway."

Life in Columbia, you soor l>

Collier's for July 19, H'



is a three-ring, 24-hour press

ence. It reminds you of the

s, where hands reach for the

when the voice behind the gun
'Talk fast, bub." At the sight

Missourian reporter whipping
pencil, God-fearing citizens

in their tracks and wait for

:ic 5 W's every good journalist

rn to shoot fast: Who? What?
Where? Why?
bia has had almost 40 years

ver since the late Dean Walter

s started the paper as a lab-

for the first, and long the only,

lism school in the world. Since

ie school has expanded from
e classrooms in ancient Jesse

two large campus buildings of

n. The Missourian, keeping

as climbed to 4,500 circulation

limed the school into a larger-

ife newspaper plant, complete
otary press, photoengraving lab-

ry, the full leased wire service of

nited Press and more hustle and
: per square yard than you'd find

whole block of downtown Co-
a.

|dents entering journalism school

have two years' college educa-

It better than average grades,

work two more years for their

egree—and that means "work."
r teachers doubling as newspa-
lecutives, all except the mechani-
ld accounting chores of getting

metropolitan daily are per-

id by students, who rotate from
ent to department. The idea,

urse, is to help them take their

f paying jobs later on: and in

>rt of its methods, the school can
to an impressive proportion of

,000 alumni who did just that in

fields.

r the school itself, the Missour-

isn't done too badly, either. Pos-

to sidestep state ownership, it's

nally owned by the University

jurian Association, Incorpo-

, a nonprofit organization of old

i. But the university provides and
tains the plant, and all profits are

back to the School of Journalism
provements." On a mechanical

1 valued at SSO.000 the paper is

ntly grossing that sum yearly

circulation and advertising.

Goldfish Has More Privacy

for its effect on the town, the

ourian has brought an unlooked-
blessing: no secrets. Explored,
>ed over, and scrutinized each
by a fresh batch of news-hungry

|

the townsfolk put no stock in

ealment.

Vhy try to hold anything back?"

J> a matron coming out of a local

«ty parlor. "Everything is known
low." She's just been interviewed

i:r the drier by a team of society

I
rters who figure like this: If

•re having your hair done, you
it be going someplace. And if

• re going someplace, why haven't
;eard?

They don't just cover fires," drawls
I VValden, who has headed the fire

*rtment since 1917. "they blanket
*i." Back when the fire wagons de-

fied on horses for power, the cubs
usually get there first, and Wal-
uld find them throwing furni-

out of the windows and looking
«»maidens in distress. Firemen had
^ush their way through reporters

t>ut out the blaze. "Modern fire-

Jting equipment," says Walden,
x» been a great help in bringing
Ispapermen under control."
* courthouse, municipal building

and police station, reporters swarm
around city and county officials in

numbers that would flatter Presidents
and Prime Ministers. With the Mis-
sourian and the Tribune competing
hotly on local news coverage, a city

council meeting on the garbage-dis-

posal problem gets a bigger play than
the Council of Foreign Ministers de-
bating the fate of Germany.
The cubs aren't satisfied with offi-

cial handouts, either. The morning
after a secret council meeting, the

mayor came back to his office to find

a student reporter seated at his desk
with a portable typewriter, making a

copy of the minutes. "Be through in

a second, Your Honor," he said.

"Don't want to misquote anybody."

Cubs Work on Murder-Suicide

Two or three times a day, police

headquarters is jampacked with re-

porters. "Time to feed the sea lions,"

mutters the desk sergeant as the cubs
jot down every scrap of news Chief
N. R. Hagan can toss them. Mostly
it's routine traffic violations, petty

larceny, or cafe brawls, only rarely

sensational news like last year's case

of Dr. Adolph Zeck, the university

German teacher who killed himself
after presumably poisoning his wife.

Then the chief suddenly found his

staff of fourteen augmented by scores

of self-deputized detectives.

"The theories they turned up on
that one would keep Ellery Queen in

plots for the next 10 years." says

Hagan, who listened patiently while

cubs explained the crime in terms of

everything from psychoanalysis to the

international situation. "They lose

confidence in you if there isn't a mur-
der once in a while." he wisecracks,

"but we do the best we can." How-
ever, this doesn't include rides in the

town's four police cars, something ev-

ery cub yearns for. "We'd need a bus
fleet to carry you all.'

-

the chief tells

them. So they rush to the scene of

the crime by foot, bicycle, car or mo-
tor scooter.

When official news runs thin, the

enterprising Missourian reporter finds

ways of making it himself. Sy Wein-
traub from Chicago, who specializes

in pulling stories out of loopholes,

considerably flustered Stephens Col-

lege last fall when he discovered there

was no by-law against male students

—and tried for story purposes to en-

roll with 3.000 girls and take classes

in body conditioning, marriage, fly

casting and child care.

Ruled out by the college welfare

clause, Sy evened the score by digging

up an 1887 city ordinance making it a

misdemeanor for women to wear
"overalls or men's attire of any de-

scription." Chief Hagan obligingly

agreed to enforce the law, and Sy was
able to report that half the girls in

Stephens and the University were

"flagrant and habitual law breakers

subject to arrest on sight."

Another stickler for law and order,

Brooks Honeycott of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, cocked up a news assignment

any motorist would envy. In a bor-

rowed car, Brooks spent a whole day
deliberately trying to get a ticket. He
raced through red lights. U-turned on
Broadway, parked in front of fire hy-

drants, finally turned his motor off

and honked continuously for half an

hour. On this story, too, the police

co-operated beautifully. None of

them paid any attention.

"A good reporter gets the stories he

is senf after," says General Instruc-

tion No. 7 in the Missourian rule

(Continued on page 65)

When a story breaks, there's a mad rush of reporters to cover it. When the breaks

don't come, the students dig up their own news. Below, Guy B. Jackson explores

the garbage of story material. Guy found one woman's shoe in good repair,

eleven "Please remit" bills, and a note saying, "Darling, I'll try." It made a story

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY JERRY COOKE
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DARK HORSE
TO RIDE

BY ANDREW GEER

Where there's love, what chance has horse—or man?



>OLEY JONES, a soft-bellied man with

owls like turkey wattles, saw the horse and
ider coming toward him. Pooley waited,

lis teeth in anticipation of the show he

t on for the crowd. It would mean a drink

om Harry Strange and the Teapot bunch,

ched for a drink. Moving to the edge of

ien sidewalk he took a deep breath and
rider was directly in front of him he yelled

: as rough as file cuttings, "Hi ya, Slippers!"

g his horse around so sharply its mane
the rider marched the horse to the side-

halted him with his forefeet on the wooden
, People as far away as Bell's Hotel ve-

Ited in midsentence to watch,

aame is Benton—Jeff Benton." Ignoring

crowd, the rider leaned forward in the

i. "So you won't forget next time, we'll re-

I little act you just put on."

m Jones shifted his feet, and his wattle jowls

dish brown. "An' if I don't?" he asked,

take had gone to seed,

t risk it, Pooley; you'll never look the same
you do." Benton swung his horse off the

I up the street, turned him and came back,

i, Jeff," said Pooley Jones, his voice sound-

i dog choking on a chicken bone.

, Pooley—"
j straight ahead, Benton rode to the end of

:, past the open-air dance pavilion and out

lcking chutes. Drop-tying his horse in the
r

the grandstand, he entered the pennant-

nt.

), Mack," he greeted a large, porky man
:hind a makeshift desk of pine boards,

dy, Jeff. What can I do for you?"
intering the works—bronc riding, saddle

:back, steer riding, calf roping and bull-
>»

l't think you'd be riding this year."

wouldn't I be riding this year?"

Thomas lifted a bushy left eyebrow and
boulder as though they were controlled by
b muscle. "From the things I've been hear-

His voice died out in a fog of uncertainty.

you taking my entry or not?"
over fifty bucks," Thomas waved his hand
boxes on the end of the table, "and draw
ifternoon show."
n drew a folded paper from each box and
them read, "Poodle Dog in the saddle buck-
ud Duster in the bareback." He tossed the

!>n the table. "Who're the judges?"
oily Green and Petey Wells."
Wells here? At least there's one judge

ore the ride and not the rider."

Thomas put his pencil down carefully and
ed up his neck and into his face. "Insulting

| or are you building an alibi?"

p't need an alibi."

hearing what that black harness horse of
Strange's did to you, I think you do."
settled back in his chair. "Regardless of
u say, you'll get every point you deserve
e. Maybe you'll win your entry money
I I doubt it."

' bucks says I finish one-two in the all-

hampionship."
's a sucker bet, but I'll take it just to teach
sson."

n pulled out his Indian sack, stripped off

is and two fives. "There's my entrance
I'll be in to pick up your fifty later on."
n rode back to town and put his horse
iway in the livery stable and grain-fed him;
went to Morgan's bar.

s gloomy and cool inside; the place was
d with the smell of years and years of stale

smoke and staler beer. The bar was lined
imesteaders and cattlemen; the green-top
'ere untenanted save for two old-timers in a
>mer staking out a cribbage game,
n paused in the entrance to let his eyes get
the gloom and felt the swinging door pad-
s rump with shorter and softer strokes un-
>pped entirely. The talk in the room died.

Pooley Jones was standing nearest the door, his

back to the mahogany bar.

"Hi ya, Pooley," Benton said. One by one, faces

turned his way until there was not a blank spot
along the line.

Pooley Jones looked at him. His eyes narrowed
to slits. "Howdy, Jeff," he said hoarsely.
Midway down the bar a stringy rider in snug-

fitting black whipcords and yellow shirt stepped
from the line. "What say, Slippers?" he asked in a
high, jeering voice. "Got your plowing done and
your cows milked?"

Benton moved away from the door, his face flam-
ing at the titter of laughter that rose and died away.

"That's a funny rig for a plow jockey to be
wearing."

"Your talk isn't funny, Tom—cut it!"

"And if I don't, Mr. Slippers?"

Jeff swung and felt the shock of the blow run
from his knuckles up his arm to his shoulder. Tom
Triplett went down, but bounced up roaring. Jeff

slipped under a curling left, but Tom Triplett

caught him with his right.

Both men straightened, breathing heavily, moved
in and standing toe to toe began to slug it out "with

neither making an attempt to duck or evade a blow.
Morgan yelled and vaulted the bar, and the circle

closed in to pull the two apart.

"Break it up!" Morgan roared.

"Let 'em fight it out," snarled Pooley Jones.

Benton staggered a little as he made his way out
the back door and into the alley. He went to the

pump and his breath whistled through his hands as

he scooped cold water to his face.

"What the hell's the matter with you, Jeff? You
gone mean?"

Without looking around Jeff knew who it was.

He shook his head. "I don't think so, Petey."

"I do. I saw that play you made against Pooley
on the street this morning."
"He asked for it."

"But hell, Jeff. Why pick on a sorry old washed-
up bronc rider like Pooley?"

"If he isn't a man, he shouldn't play around with
men." The words came out right, but Jeff knew he
was wrong. He was wrong about a lot of things.

Holding up the bucket he ducked his head into it,

threw the water out and dried his face. "Let's go
to the Chinaman's for chow."

THEY found a booth in the rear and ordered.

Petey Wells, redheaded and freckled, sitting

askew in his chair from an old pelvis injury suf-

fered at Pendleton, talked to the tabletop.

"I heard a gentle driving horse made you eat dirt,

Jeff. And Harry Strange fired you off the Teapot,

and you went to farming a homestead in Outlaw
Canyon? All that true?"

"Excepting Harry firing me—I quit."

"What's back of all this ruckus?"

"I guess most of it started when Edith came out

to teach school."

"There's a girl mixed up in it?"

Jeff nodded. "Edith Oliver. She was bedding
down on the Teapot. You know what that's like?"

Petey nodded.
"Hell, there were cow-pokes from six townships

around using the Teapot range for a short cut that

only added twenty miles to their ride." Jeff waited

while a young Chinese came through the curtains

and handed plates of food around.

"Don't eat too much," Petey cautioned. "You've
got a busy afternoon ahead of you."

"That's the truth, and one helluva lot depends on
how I do the next three days." Jeff

gulped his coffee and gagged against

the heat of it. "Things sort of lev-

eled out to competition between ^^
Tom Triplett and me. As far as I

f
^^\

could see, it was even Stephen with

us, even though I was getting help

from Martha. D'you know Harry
Strange's wife, Martha?"

"Sure."
"She owed me a favor and when-

ever she could she saw to it that I

15

got the call when Edith had to go anywhere. One
day she asked me to pick Edith up after school. I

drove over in the phaeton with Zeke, the harness
horse."

Jeff shoved back from the table and made a ciga-

rette. "As we were coming up the lane toward the

house, I got show-offy—jumped onto Zeke—

I

landed scratching and yelling, just skylarking

around. I figured on making a dash entrance, but

Zeke figured different. He broke the check rein,

put his head between his legs and went to work. On
the fifth jump he threw me half as high as the cot-

tonwoods. From there he kicked his way out of the

phaeton—Edith got dumped, of course."

Jeff lighted his smoke. "There was a helluva lot of

milling around and yelling. As soon as Harry
found out Edith wasn't hurt, he began yelling about
wrecking his phaeton and making an outlaw of his

best buggy horse. I knew I'd been a damn' fool and
that didn't help any. I told Harry I'd pay for the

phaeton, but he kept bellering about ruining his

driving horse. Then I really blew my top. I bet

Harry a month's wages I could ride his damn' out-

law wagon horse. To pour it on I borrowed a pair

of Martha's high-heeled slippers. She's a big woman
and I could get into them, curling my toes."

TROMPING out his smoke, Jeff looked at the

ceiling. "I stayed with him seven jumps. I don't

think I could've stuck him with full rig and pulling

leather. That was when Harry tagged me with the

name Slippers. It spread like fire in dry brush."

Petey cleared his throat. "Why should Harry get

so puckered?"
"That goes back a time. Harry'd been courting

Martha for about five years. It didn't look like he'd

ever get off the dime, so Martha and me cooked up
a deal. I made it look like I was casting my loop her

way. Harry jurrped. Ever since then he's been
thinking I'm his chief threat. That's the favor Mar-
tha owed me."

"Is this black the buck-jumper you say he is?"

"Do you remember the day Tom Three-Persons
rode Strawberry?"

"I remember," answered Petey in the voice of a

man talking in church.
"Did you think you'd never see a better bucking

horse than Strawberry?"
"Not in this life."

"This black horse Zeke is, and not because he
dumped me twice

—

"

"What about the girl?" Petey asked.

"She nearly got killed, but she held no grudges.

Before I rode off the Teapot we chinned private,

down by the ford. She let me know I was tops in

her tally book, and she'd tell Tom Triplett likewise

—that's why Tom was burning for a fight. Anyhow,
Edith said she wasn't going to tie up with a broken-
down bronc rider, meaning me. So, what do I do?
I go to the bank and borrow five hundred and file

a homestead in Outlaw Canyon; I build a house, a

barn, four stalls and two stanchions. Two cows and
a garden."

Jeff leaned back in his chair. "Did you ever do
farm chores?"

Petey shook his head emphatically.

"That's all farming means, milking cows, weeding
the garden, plowing for next year's crop and feed-

ing chickens. Then it's time to milk again."

"You mean you got bens?"
Jeff nodded.
"How long's this been going on?"
"Over two months. That's why I rode into town

today loaded for bear. I've (Continued on page 69,)

Tm coming out
—

" The gate swung open. Midnight erupted with a bawl. He
caprioled so high it looked as if he were walking the top rail of the chutes

ILLUSTRATED BT WENDELL KLING



Time was when Ik

THE XEWHOUSER
XUISAJVCE
BY KYLE CRICHTOZV

it

IN PAST years Master Harold
Detroit southpaw, was a nuisance
precedented malignancy that onl

tervention saved him from lethal belab
hands of his playmates. Now consider*

critics the greatest pitcher in baseball,

time when he not only failed to influeno

succeeded admirably in alienating frieni

"Let us observe merely that he is a

Dutchman," they used to say elegantly

in the Detroit dugout, stroking a bat ti

wishing the laws on assault were less

Michigan.
This ordinarily followed a scene in

Hal welcomed a teammate's error by ta

glove, putting his hands on his hips

murderously at the offender. He would
to the mound in a white rage and start £

ball toward the plate with insane fury

brains and temper had left him sim

there was nothing on the ball but anger,

suit was invariably disastrous. The ha:

Hal threw them up, the faster they can

back and it soon became a question not

ing the game but of preserving Newhou
"I will not say that Newhouser was d

marks a teammate who now finds him
"but it is a happy chance that there is

this club now serving a term for homic
Newhouser gives credit for his reforn

wife but this must be less than strictly

;

cause the marriage was in 1941 and
playing Dracula in 1942 and 1943.

came in 1944 when he won twenty-ni

nine and almost pitched Detroit into

For that chore he won the American L«

valuable player award and took it ag;

when he won twenty-five and lost the

Last year he won twenty-six and lost ni;

piled an earned-run average of 1.94. Id

been 1.81, the first time in twenty-se

pitcher had allowed an average of few

runs a game two years in succession

"The triumph of matter over mind," i

his ill-wishers, but this is vigorously reb

Detroit sports writers and most close

the game. "This young man will never

sche as a thinker," says Harry Salsingei

troit News, "but he will outpitch Felle

Ferriss or anybody in our league. I thi

pitch anybody in any league."

At twenty-six Newhouser is probab
ture as any man who ever dominated hi

He is still a big blond kid and will possi

way. Rube Waddell would have had
triculating at the Sorbonne, and Dizzy
conducted a seminar in his life, but the

burly characters who make Newhous
someone who has wandered out of

League. It is only when he is on the mi

grows into a magician. The gentry

would not thank us for hinting Hal is

regard him simply as Attila, the Asiatics

Newhouser's father ran a Turnveri

\

t

The Newhouser pitch that has done t

age to many batting averages. Here'

famous hurler in action from windujW

Collier's for J r



tf a pain in the neck around Detroit. But now the pain is felt in seven other big league cities
17

roit and it was natural that Hal should

;e. His brother, Richard, four years

figned by Detroit and farmed out to

Charleston in the Middle Atlantic

to Hot Springs in the Cotton States

suffered a whack on the head from a

and gave up the silly profession. Hal
e world sit up (the small world around
n he pitched for the Roose-Vanker
American Legion in 1937, and struck

our batters of the Learned Post,

year he won fourteen and lost two: in

seventeen and lost one. In the latter

wed only four earned runs in eighteen.

n he lost to San Diego in the semifinals

tal Legion championships at Charlotte,

ina, that year it was the first run scored

ixty-five innings. In that time he had
: no-hit games and run his string of vic-

nteen straight.

Uppening occurred that may have been
for some of his later mishaps: Wish
Jtroit scout, appeared at the Newhouser
i the boy. The family was rocking se-

ke front porch when the famous Wish
Mh five one-hundred-dollar bills and
oi them into Papa Newhouser's fist and
clammy paw of Harold.
) was only working three days a week
gasped and said, "Isn't that a little high

teen-year-old kid?" and Wish said no,

was just about the right figure and be-

a contract here for a hundred and fifty

ti if Mr. Newhouser would just sign his

ler of this interesting minor, they could
ft a long and warm friendship had been

had no sooner departed with the docu-
iilly wrapped within his bosom when a

ertible turned into the street and de-

Slapnicka and Roger Peckinpaugh of the

ndians on the Newhouser front steps,

been two versions of what happened
as it that M. Slapnicka tendered a bonus
5,000 and waved a hand at the con-
ch was also to be part of the deal, while

lasers cradled their heads in their hands
h-oh-oh! The other version is that Cy
as too late and then proffered the check
"The car is also yours!" Detroiters re-

is a typically Machiavellian trick by
Ike young Newhouser dissatisfied with
deal.

Maintains now that he never gave the
o.her thought but there is plain evidence
*i vhousers uttered at least a few anguished
I the subject.

ievent Newhouser was sent down to

p farm at Alexandria, Louisiana, where
frit and lost four and was then dispatched
•o Beaumont in the Texas League. He
t two and lost the next twelve, but looked
tit Detroit brought him up at the end of

He pitched one game against Cleve-
I st it.

t?an Childe Harold's battle against the
h' had given him a great fast ball, a good
ici nice change of pace. But in a spirit of
lhey kept back one thing: victories. If
i a two-hitter, the other guy pitched a

".'In the first twenty-one innings of the
sh Detroit got him only one run. Any time

things got to looking too good for his cause, his

teammates began playing a little game of their own
called you-kick-this-one-I'll-kick-the-next. Soon
Harold was talking to nobody but himself on the
club.

He lost fourteen in 1942 and seventeen in 1943.

This was the final straw and he went to Steve
O'Neill, the new manager, and asked to be traded.
"Traded, my eye," said Steve. "You're going to be
one of my starting pitchers this year." Newhouser
now gives O'Neill credit for straightening him out
and utters most laudatory words about the Chris-
tian spirit Steve utilized in this venture, but the
truth seems to be that Harold almost drove Steve
mad before the turn came. At one point he came
to O'Neill and said:

"Steve, you're ridin' me too hard."
"And I'm going to keep on ridin' you," bellowed

Steve, "till you stop being so damned dumb out
there."

Newhouser lists four factors in his reformation:
(a) his marriage, (b) the birth of his little girl in

1943, (c) O'Neill and (d) Paul Richards, the De-
troit catcher. Although we have said his wife's in-

fluence was late in catching on, it is true that she

has had a great deal to do with his success. She is

widely admired around the Detroit club and New-
houser is literally wild about her and the baby.
He is a boy with the finest instincts and much of

his progress is due to his happy home life.

How He Finally Learned What Was Wrong

Paul Richards had been around a long time when
he gave up the job of managing Atlanta to come
back to Detroit, and the one thing he has learned in

a busy life is never to give advice until it is asked
for. Newhouser finally got around to asking Rich-

ards what he was doing wrong. They went out on
the field.

"Listen," said Richards. "Try one outside, try

one inside, one up here, one down here; throw the

curve overhand, sidearm, natural. You can't do any
worse, can you?"
Newhouser is now a pitcher with everything. He

has three speeds for both his curve and fast one.

Several years ago he picked up a shder. Birdie Teb-
betts says the overhand curve is the best of all.

But even with his new stuff and confidence, New-
houser still had to get started right. There was al-

ways the feeling that the gods were going to cross

him again. What changed him was a game in

Cleveland.
"We're two runs behind and it doesn't look as if

we're ever going to catch up," says Hal. "A young
catcher named Hack Miller is up for us and there

are two on. It's his first time at bat in the big leagues

and what does he do? He hits the first ball for a

home run against the railing in the big stadium. It

bounces around out there till he gets over. That
puts us ahead and that's the turning point for me.

It's been good ever since."

The turnover in temperament didn't come all at

once. Even then he couldn't stand to lose. He was
losing in a game of hearts one night when he
grabbed the cards, tore them up and slammed them
around the hotel room.

"That's why I'm a great competitor," he yelled.

"I hate to lose."

It is true that this is one of his great assets. He
is in the class with Burleigh Grimes and Johnny
Allen, who would cut your (Continued on page 87)

r—?
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STAY EAST, YOUNG MAN, STAY EAST
BY ANDREW ROBERTS

THERE were angry, muffled
voices and a loud shuffling of

feet in the corridor at the

Veterans Service Center in Los
Angeles.
The secretary came in hastily with

a frightened look and said, "There's a

lot of people out there to see you, Mr.
Tryon."

Arthur Tryon, executive director of

the center, was about to get up from
his desk when the door burst open
and a mass of bulky men crowded in.

There were fourteen of them and they

looked tense and wrought up.

"Mr. Tryon," blurted out the man
who seemed to be the leader, "you've
been doing all you can for us but

we're still not getting anywhere. Last

night I slept in the car again with my
wife and the two kids . . . Joe, here, he
was in an all-night movie. You know
Smith; he's been coming in here till

he's almost worn the floors out. He's
finally had to leave that cellar because

of the water and the rats. . . . That
right. Smith?"

Smith, a thin, wiry man, nodded.
"Well, Mr. Tryon, it's just got too

much for us. We can't find places to

live, we can't get jobs and nobody
seems to give a damn whether we get

along or not. You do and the people
here at the center do, but the landlords

don't and the bosses don't. They all

say they can't do anything about it.

Well, by God, we can. We're not
going to have our women and kids

sleeping in cars and garages and
vacant lots. . .

."

He paused and then looked Mr.
Tryon full in the eye.

"Mr. Tryon," he said quietly,

"these fellows have asked me to tell

you that if something isn't done today
we're going down and break every
window on Broadway. We'll get

pinched; we want to get pinched

—

maybe then somebody will listen to us

and do something about us. You

mustn't think we're joking or bluffing.

We've talked about it and we're going

to do it. You can ask anybody here."

It required the most strenuous argu-

ments and pleas from Tryon to talk

them out of their plan. Only their

faith in his fairness finally won them
over, but he knew and they knew that

nothing he couid say or promise
altered the seriousness of their situa-

tion. They knew they were trapped
and they feared that nobody in Los
Angeles could do anything about it.

The Los Angeles area is jammed
and people keep pouring in.

It was bad during the war; it is

terrifying now; rather soon it may be-

come tragic. Every soldier who went
through the state during the war and
said, "This is for me, brother," wants
to come back. The State Employment
office estimates that 12,000 new veter-

ans are coming into Los Angeles
County every month. The Veterans
Administration reports that 5,000 a

month are having their records 1

ferred to Los Angeles, meani
have come to stay.

The wave of civilians is even gr

They have read about this par,

and nothing but a series of deft

road blocks could keep them ;

In April of this year, 99,548 p
from out of state came into sou

California by automobile; 36,6<

bus. No check is made on rail

or planes. There is no way C|

termining how many of these

tourists or on business bent.

The All-Year Club estimate;

approximately 1 5 per cent of the

grims decide to settle perman
The Veterans Center maintains t

least 80 per cent of out-of-state

diers intend to stay. You can s>

lines of cars in Arizona heade

Needles or Yuma, the eyes c

drivers fixed, pitiably hopeful, ci

promised land.

"We want to plead with you,

Los Angeles has veterans living in some of the

worst slums in the world, and overcrowding is so

bad that more are being created daily. Unemploy-
ment is rising, too. But veterans and others still

flood in, and the county edges nearer to tragedy

Sign on this housing development adds up to bitter irony for

Los Angeles veterans, jammed into chicken coops, sheds and
garages. For prices are much too high for majority of G.I.s

\
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Continuing the exciting story of romance and high adventure

MERCHANT OF VALOR
BY CLARENCE BUDINGTON KI LI AM)

The Story:

The events narrated take place in sixteen-century Italy.

A Medici Pope sits at Rome; the country is turbulent

with internal strife.

Peter Carew, young son of an English wool mer-

chant, is sent to Florence on business by his father. Just

before leaving England he visits a country fair, where

he is given a charm by a beautiful Italian girl disguised

as a fortuneteller.

Upon his arrival in Italy, Peter saves the life of a

Florentine nobleman, Giovanni De' Medici, leader of

a free-lance army, the Black Bands. The next day Peter

encounters the fortunetelling girl he had met in England,

and Betsy, fbr so he calls her, takes the charm back

from him. The charm is actually a letter of critical

interest to the Pope, and Peter is arrested by agents of

the Cardinal of Florence. Escaping through Betsy's

timely intervention, Peter flees Florence and joins Gio-

vanni's Black Bands—after making another enemy:

Piero Riario, an arrogant nobleman, who has designs

on Betsy.

In the company of a cheerfully unscrupulous monk
who is an agent of the Pope, Riario follows Peter,

hoping he will lead them to the mysterious girl.

Encountering Betsy disguised as a camp follower of

the Black Bands, Peter saves her from being kidnaped,

whereupon Peter, Betsy and their two servants set out

on horseback to escape the persistent pursuit of Riario

and the monk.
Putting up for the night at a lonely inn, the four way-

farers are attacked by ruffians in the pay of Riario.

Peter and his servant Christoforo beat them off. But

when he goes into Betsy's room, Peter finds she and her

hunchbacked servant John-Peter have disappeared

during the fight. Sadly Peter rides off to rejoin the

Black Bands, his pride wounded but his love for this

clever, domineering beauty more compelling than ever.

Ill

AT ONCE, upon our arrival in Fano, I re-

ported to My Lord Giovanni, who was sur-

L prised that I had returned so soon.

"What!" he exclaimed gaily. "Hast disposed thy

lady in safety so promptly?"
"My lady," I replied wryly, "disposed of me.

She flitted, leaving me to make the best of it."

"No adventures to relate?" he asked eagerly.

"There was a slight bickering," I said, "in an inn

—during which the maid vanished."

"Slight bickering!" said My Lord. "You English

are a tongue-tied race with no gift of narrative."

He turned to Christoforo who stood behind me and
addressed him by name.

"Christoforo," he asked, "what was this slight

bickering of which we hear?"
Now there was nothing of the tongue-tied about

Christoforo, for you had but to nod your head and
he inundated you with a spate of words.

"It befell thus, My Lord," he said forwardly. "We
did hide in the hills through a night and a day. But
at nightfall we rode again till we came to this inn

and its most villainous and traitorous landlord. He
did recognize us from description and sent away his

half-wit son to betray us. But Messer Pietro kept

strict watch, and just before dawn there arrived four

Lanzenknechts bent upon our slaughter and the

capture of the maid."
"Splendid fighting men, these Germans."
"Aye, and they fought splendidly," said Christo-

foro, "coming at us up the stairs. Whereupon
Messer Pietro shouldered me aside and engaged

with them mightily so that they were driven back
pell-mell. Then they came again, holding before •

them as a shield a great oaken table."

"Ah," said My Lord, his eyes shining.

"To me it seemed the end," said Christoforo, "for

no sword could penetrate it."

"And what then?" asked My Lord impatiently.

"Then," said Christoforo, "Messer Pietro lifted

with his own strength a monstrous oaken chest that

three common men could not have raised. It was
a miracle, My Lord, for no single man could have
lifted the weight. He carried it to the stairhead and,
raising it above his head, hurled it down upon them.
Nothing human could stand against it. It hurled
them down, pinning one beneath and shattering the

legs of another. Whereupon we leaped upon them,
each slaying one and there was an end of it."

My Lord looked at my height and the breadth of
my shoulders and smiled. "Aye," he said, "a slight

bickering. Thou, Pietro, are more sententious than
Julius Caesar with his Veni, vidi, vici. And then?"
"We came back to report for duty."

"Away with thee," he said. "Go learn to fight.

And hereafter," he said, smiling into my eyes so that

my heart went out to him, "deafen not mine ears

with thy garrulity." . .

.

Not many days later My Lord summoned me
him again, and there stood in the room three strange

gentlemen most gorgeously appareled, but the

fourth was My Lord Piero Riario who eyed me
balefully. I returned his gaze for I had come to

hold him in hatred.

"Englishman," said My Lord Giovanni severely,

"these gentlemen come with grievous complaints
against thee."

"Of what nature, My Lord?" I asked.

"That thou didst murder unfairly three servants

of the Duke of Urbino, setting upon them treacher-

ously, and sorely maim a fourth. And thereafter

did maliciously burn the inn of an innocent land-

lord. Hast thou defense against these charges?"

"It is true that certain foreign soldiers were

,

damaged," said I, "but the treachery was upon the

other foot. As to the burning, I know naught of it

save that as I looked backward there were flames

and smoke."
"My Lord Duke," said Riario harshly, "demands

that this knave be turned over to him for proper
punishment."

I saw the glint in My Lord's eye, for he liketh not

that any make peremptory demands of him.

"I have heard the tale otherwise than thou dost

relate it, My Lord Riario, and, mayhap, from a

more trustworthy tongue. So the Duke of Urbino
doth demand one of my men of me! Showing
straitly that he hath more arrogance than discretion.

I am the mother and father of my soldiers, and their

quarrels are my quarrels. Say to your Duke that if

he desireth this man it were well to send an army to

take him. Also say to him that if it be his wish to

make a personal matter of this he shall put on his

armor and take lance and appoint a day."

"I am to bear this ungracious refusal to the

Duke?" asked Riario.

"Aye," said My Lord, "and if its meaning be not
clear to him, add words of thy own devising to in-

crease its strength."

They went out angrily and My Lord stared after

them with level brows. He turned, and his face

was grave.

"Thou hast added one more to the number of|

enemies," he said.

"If it be your will," I said, "I will surrende

the Duke."
"Rather," he said, "would I add ten dukes tol

list of my enemies than have it known to my i|

that I surrendered one of their number. Get II

away, Pietro, and practice with weapons diligerl

For it is in my mind you will need all the skill t|

canst master."

So for weeks I did practice assiduously with)

sword, and learned to wear armor and was|
structed in the art of war as it had been impro
by My Lord's genius. For it was he who percel
the utility of foot soldiers; also he was master of|

business of surprise and of striking where he
not expected to strike. Against My Lord no of
nent dared sleep, nor could guess when or from \

direction a blow might fall. Also in another til

he was superior, and that was in his solicitude!

his men, having always their safety and comfoi|
mind. Yet he himself was reckless to the poii

madness.

MY LORD went to Rome to negotiate withl

Pope for money wherewith to pay his trol

and also to seek as reward for his services some ll

state with a decent revenue to maintain his fai|

respectably. He was ever in need of money.
My Lord spoke of these matters with me. "R|

makes vague promises," he said, "which the>|

not mean to perform. I ask no more than is my
but I weary of being cheated."

The month of September was all but spent wl

news came to Fano that the Emperor had (I

forced to raise the siege of Marseilles, thus gif

free hand to Francis of France to bring his an
into Italy. And then came word to me from
Lord to join him at Trebbio, which I obeyed,
ing Christoforo for companion.
My heart was softened to see My Lady once rl

and the little boy Cosimo. My Lord took me ti|

chamber and closed fast the door.

"Pietro," he said seriously, "thy maid broughl
true tidings, though there has been some dl
Messengers from His Majesty of France are on I
way to transact with me. There is to be a mea
at an inn called Piccolo Cavallo. Wherefore I

[
for thee, my Pietro, for thou are merchant-tra|

and a shrewd bargainer."

"What is forward, My Lord?"
"It would seem," he said, "that the French

needs a soldier."

"In a sense," said I, "thou art unemployed.
Black Bands rust in idleness. But there is mucl
think on. On the one side thou art a Medici; oi|

other a Sforza. Thy relative is Pope; another

tive is Duke of Milan. Sometimes, My Lord, t|

is doubt where honor lies and what be its denu|

It is a point that should be considered."

"Consider it, then, Pietro. You have my leil

"Thy Bands," said I, "belong to thee. The;!

thy business which thou dost own as my father <l

his business in woolen cloths. It is thy undoil

right to hire thyself and thy Bands to the besl

vantage. Yet thou art a Florentine, and King ll

cis is French. It is true you Italians do not rel

country as we in England do, being divided ill

multitude of jealous and warring states. Were f

one land as England is one (Continued on pag\

ILLUSTRATED B T MARIO COOPER



There were six, but in my rape I would have
charged them had there been fifty. . . . With
Christoforo at my side, I was fighting for my life

and for Betsy and for my revenge against My Lord

eta
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PLASTIC AGE
BY RUTH CARSON

Don't look for too many miracles yet from plastic

products. They may be on the way, but right now
the industry is trying to overcome its growing pains

WHEN the late Henry Ford seized a fire ax a few years ago, and
had his picture taken attacking the plastic rear end of a car, he
cemented a notion in the public mind. Plastics, we were con-

vinced, were unbreakable. Banking on this, we whammed plastic dishes

around in the kitchen sink. Infants stamped with glee on their plastic toys.

Disillusion mounted with the breakage until we discovered that some plas-

tics are breakable.

We have other convictions about plastics, too: that they are made out of

coal, soybeans, corncobs and anything else you have around; that they will

melt at the touch of boiling water, or burst into flames from a spark; that,

depending on our temperament, they will create a whole new magic world.

None of these things is literally so. But it's no wonder we are confused.

So are the people in this gangling industry, which has grown so fast in the

past twenty years that no one person can keep up with it. In the good old

celluloid-collar days life was simpler in a lot of ways. For one thing, cellu-

loid was the only plastic the public had to deal with. It was used for making
billiard balls, as well as collars, shirt fronts and denture plates.

Today there are twenty-odd basic groups of plastics, depending on what
you call basic, and hundreds of uses for each of them. A plastic is tough or

brittle, elastic or firm, able to resist acid, fire, boiling water—or not, depend-
ing on how it's made. Each plastic is tailor-made by the chemist to ireet spe-

cial needs. He is constantly discovering new things he can do with plastics,

ft

but he hasn't yet been able to create one plastic that can do eve
Small, obviously plastic items like dishes and toys are all mai

mean when we say plastic. Actually ihey are only a drop in the

caldron. Plastics have thousands of uses in industry. Some im,

like the movies with their plastic film, couldn't exist without U
hundreds of ways all around us, many of them unseen, plastics a
ing our life easier, safer and more varied. All this started th«

dream-world talk because plastics make anything seem possible,

not magic that has made production figures mount from 27
pounds in 1921, to over a billion pounds in 1946, with demand
exceeding supply.

Consider the safety glass in your car. You probably tak
granted that the windshield and side windows of your car are nor'

ing glass. But did you know that a plastic n:akes this possible?

two plates of glass is a sandwich filling of elastic plastic film, s

bonded to the glass that no matter how badly shattered the glass

it will stick to that film instead of flying at you. What's more
should be so unlucky as to sail head-first into the windshield, the

are you will at least be lucky enough that it will yield and that

film will stretch instead of break.
• - Safety glass didn't always provide so much safety. When it

'

used around 1927, the film was made of cellulose nitrate, the same
celluloid. This made a safer window than plate glass alone, whi
ters into long, jagged pieces; and safer than tempered glass, wi

plodes into .-thousands of rough, honeycomb sections. But t

yellowed from the ultraviolet rays of the sun, and it got brittlt

temperatures. So in 1932, a cellulose acetate film replaced it; th

yellow but it still got brittle.

More work, and by 1938, the film we have today, elastic at

peratures. Just goes to show you what chemists can do with dc
plastics, given a problem and some time. The basic resin of thi

also good, in another form, for treating slip-cover material so tb

can be sponged off. In plastics, one thing generally leads to anotb
It will be a while, though, and maybe never, before we ha\e z

like Plexiglas for windshields and windows. The simple reason is

stuff scratches too easily. Like Lucite, it is crystal clear, light in

v:

TENNESSEE EASTMAN CORPORATION

This football helmet made of plastic absorbs shocks, is lightweight and
cpol. It is molded in two transparent halves and joined by an extruded
strip. The school colors sprayed on the inside show through clearly

Plastic is also used to make toy cowboys and Indians with the!

molded in fine detail. This material is fire-resistant and can be

with lacquers which, having a special affinity with it, won't chip I
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r heat and nonshattering, making it ideal for the curving

er. But put it in a car windshield and drive in the dust for

ou might as well have sandblasted it in the first place.

in be buffed out, and they can be prevented in your l.ucite

ing them as carefully as you do the fine finish on your fur-

one is going to keep buffing windows and windshields.

ists may figure out a way to keep all the desirable qualities

5, and make them hard as glass, too. Not yet.

ught the public imagination during the war. It's one of the

c names we remember. Fiberglas is another, dramatized

the dismay of its makers, by news stories about an all-

sn't that they don't think their stuff is good. (One official

y has a favorite stunt. After taking important visitors out

ives them to his office and parks, managing always to ram

nst a strategic telephone pole. The visitors say, "Oh, too

i, "Not at all," whereupon he backs up and the fender

ipe again, good as new. . . . Fiberglas, see?)

irtime development of fibrous glass laminated with plastic

'hich body armor was made. You would have heard more

had had to invade Japan, for all invasion troops would

It has terrific impact strength, stopping a bullet or a blow

its strength much as sand or water would do.

:ed accelerated the development of the technique of mak-
making other strong laminates, too, using hemp fibers or

i paper in place of glass fibers. The method is called

imination. It saves cost and time in building equipment,

den or plaster of Paris molds, in place of the costly ma-

r molding plastics under high pressure with intense heat.

:he hitch, for your plastic car. Factory techniques haven't

oped for low-pressuring plastic fenders, for example, as

ly and precisely as metal fenders can now be stamped out.

npete—yet—on a mass production assembly line that has

turning out cars by the million. On a smaller scale, how-
already here. A California company made 3,000 plastic

ir, expects to make 12,000 this year for sports trailers.

>f the biggest automobile body (Continued on page 49) s
This plastic is produced in pellets of a uniform size, in order to make
processing easier. The pellets come in any desired color and in trans-

parent, translucent, opaque, variegated, pearlescent and fluorescent effects

NORTON COMPANY

Ine most important industrial uses of resinous plastics is to hold
fithe particles in grinding wheels. This resinoid-bonded wheel
aiy cut through steel so hard it can't be penetrated by a saw

Salmon fishermen in Oregon use plastic floats on their nets because they

are tough, permanently buoyant and will withstand exposure to weather

and water. These floats will never need a refinishing job to restore color



Bob waited for Jean to answer. "My father ran away when we were children." Her face felt stiff. "Is there anything else you want to know?" she

SHE saw the man as soon as she

stepped out of the kitchen. He
was lying belly down on the

beach, the barrel of Willie's BB gun
steadied on the log of driftwood be-

fore him.
Ping! The shot struck the tomato

can sitting on the rock beyond the

high-tide mark. When he raised his

chee'k from the gunstock and turned
to Willie, she saw his profile, Indian
red in the late California sun. He was
nobody she knew.

Smoothing her skirt, she stepped

24

from the screened porch and walked
toward them. When she was still some
yards away Willie glanced up. He
gave her the peculiar half-smile that

made him look older than thirteen. It

was a family smile, a secret smile of

the blood and it said all the under-
standing, comradely things he never
put into words.
Now he merely propped himself on

one thin elbow and nodded at the man
beside him.

"This is Bob," he said. "He used to

be a Marine."

She stood above them, her foot

almost touching the stranger. She saw
that he was in his middle twenties. He
wore jeans, and a white cotton' T-shirt

lay on the sand with his loafers. His
body had the set of a man's body. His
shoulders were heavy and he was
thick-chested and, as he rolled over, he
shielded his eyes with his hand and his

gray eyes moved across her face. She
felt as if she were being picked out of

the darkness by a searchlight.

She sat down on the sand beside him
and pushed her skirt down between

her knees. "Willie," she said.

May says to set the table. We'll

the back porch."
"This is Jean. My sister," Will

the ex-Marine. "She goes U\

College."

Again his gaze moved over h>

felt iflinger on her blond hair

the color of her eyes and che

nose which was like Willie's.

"City College?" he said. "W
you taking?"
She knew he didn't care actus

was asking because she expecti

Collier's for July IS
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ST*3^r Under her aunt's guidance she was studying, alas, for a de-

gree in spinsterhood. Fortunately, she flunked the course

• •':•

RAMONA STEWART

/r*»~f Kt*"m%m ^.

ILLUSTRATED BY HARRY FREDMAN

. She smiled a practiced smile

amusement, knowing it made
ok like Aunt May and being
d by that too.

n taking Library Science," she
lim. "I'm studying to be an old

; watched the curiosity come into

'es. All right, she thought, now
now I'm a little odd. But I told

•efore you found it out yourself.
ibrary Science," he said. "Is that
you want to do?"
> tone held no mockery, merely

Oder's for July 19, 1947

the casual interest of someone wonder-
ing why the snow fell or what made
the sea deep.

She hesitated, then from habit

ridiculed herself, "Old maids run in

the family. I want to study and do it

right." Before he could speak again,

she turned to Willie. With Willie she

could be brisk and certain. There was
no twilight area of wanting something

you pretended not to want.

"Go set the table, Willie. And wash
your hands first," she said. "Dinner's

nearly ready."

Willie took the BB gun from the log

beside the Marine's head and picked

up his can of shot. As he knelt there

in the sand, he paused.

"Look," he told the man. "Why
don't you stay and eat with us?"

"Oh, Willie!" Her reproval was
automatic, and immediately she was
blushing. But really, what had got into

Willie? He knew what Aunt May
would say if they brought in an ab-

solute stranger, somebody he had
picked up on the beach.

"I mean, I'm sure, Mr.
—

"

"Bob," the Marine said.

"I'm sure Bob has another engage-

ment, Willie. You can't just ask peo-

ple for dinner at the last minute."

Willie's eyes met hers calmly. Dur-
ing all the years she had spent batter-

ing herself against the stiff code of

conduct Aunt May threw about them,

he had merely watched, making his

secret judgments in silence. The few
times he wanted something, he went
after it and returned, quiet and satis-

fied, to take his punishment.
Right now, he was going to be stub-

born. "Bob, have you got anything
else to do?" he asked.

The man shook his head; he lay

smiling in the warm, salty sunshine.

"Well," she said helplessly, "would
you like to stay?"

He grinned. "Sure. Thanks."
"I'll go tell Aunt May," Willie said.

As Willie's thin shoulders swung
away toward the house, the Marine
moved nearer to her, closing the space

the boy had left. It was a natural ges-

ture, but she jerked as if he had laid

hands on her.

"There's salad and hamburger," she

said quickly.

"Who's Aunt May?" he asked.

"My mother's sister. She's our
guardian."

"Your parents dead?" he asked.

She drew an arc in the sand. "My
mother is. My father ran away when
we were children." Her face felt stiff

and her voice was rough against her

throat. "Is there anything else you
want to know?" she asked.

"Tough," he said placidly.

She got up and brushed the sand
from her pale legs. "If you want din-

ner, you'd better come along."

He rose slowly and looked down at

her. He stood close to her and she

caught the smell of sweat.

"You can wash up inside," she said.

THEY sat at the table on the

screened porch, Aunt May at the

head, Jean facing her, Bob and Willie

on either side. Jean concentrated on
the familiar beach noises outside

—

the evening gnats, the surf, the screech

of brakes above them on the highway
—trying to escape the smile fastened

to Aunt May's downy face, trying not

to listen to her voice.

"I'm sorry there wasn't more," she

was saying politely. "I wasn't expect-

ing a guest."

He glanced at her across his plate.

"I don't eat much," he said. His voice

was pleasantly matter-of-fact. He
broke a piece of bread and pushed it

through the gravy with his fork.

"At least there's plenty of salad."

Aunt May rose with the wooden bowl
and put the last of it on his plate. For
a moment she watched him eat, then

said, "Do you live down here?"

"Los Angeles," he said. "I share a

flat with a guy I knew in the war."
"Do you work at the beach?"
"No. I just drove out."

Aunt May said "Oh," and Jean
wanted to warn him about Aunt May
and work. She wanted to say, "Go on
—tell her anything—tell her a lie—but

don't let her think you were loafing on
a weekday."

But he just ate the last of the water-

cress and said, "I don't have a job. 1

saved money; I'm looking around."
All the lines in Aunt May's face

moved to touch other lines and her

smile was acrid. "You must join our
Order of the Lilies," she said.

"Yeah? What's that?"

Aunt May turned slightly and nod-
ded at a framed sampler on the wall,

stitched in green and black thread.

LILIES OF THE FIELD
"They toil not,

Neither do they spin."

Beneath the legend, four lilies were
exquisitely embroidered. This was
Aunt May's quiet joke. Whenever
Jean or Willie forgot the dishes or

slacked on repainting the house, when-
ever they sat idle at all, they were
made members of the Order.

NOTHING was ever said about
their mother who had died, or

their father who had run away, but the

sampler was always there to remind
them that Aunt May had worked hard
to support them. Even now the scent

of lilies made Jean a little sick.

Bob got up from the table and tee-

tered on the heels of his bare feet, his

large hands on his hips, staring at the

sampler.

"You did this yourself?" he asked
Aunt May.

She frowned, the faintest gathering

between her brows. "Yes. Why?"
"Good needlewo.k." He turned,

dismissing the sampler. "I've got noth-

ing against work. But I can't see tak-

ing a job just to have a job."

She said, "You have something spe-

cial in mind?"
"No," he said. "But on the islands

I learned patience. There'll be some-
thing come along I want to do." He
pulled out a cigarette. "Smoke?"

"No." This coldly. And then as he

moved toward Jean: "And neither

does my niece."

There was a short silence while Bob
lighted a cigarette and looked around
for an ash tray. Finally, he opened
-the screen door and flung the match
outside.

"The paper said there'd be a grun-

ion run tonight," he announced.
"That's the reason I drove down."

"Grunion?" Aunt May said, as if

she had not heard properly.

"Fish. I hear they come by thou-

sands. They swarm up on the sand to

lay their eggs."

"Oh!" Aunt May's tone questioned

(Continued on page 58 j
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SHERIDAN

RIDE i

BY JIM MARSHALL

Wild, free and Texan, Miss Ann

Sheridan continues to gallop

through the Hollywood scenery

SHE was born in Denton, Texas, on Febi

21, 1915, and christened Clara Lou, for

aunt and mother. Her father was Georgi
Sheridan, a prosperous mechanic. She has
brother, George, and three sisters, Kitty, Mabel
Pauline. Her father's great-uncle was General
Sheridan; her mother's family were the Warn
Virginia. One of her ancestors was a Cherok
whether a chief or a princess is not recorded.

In Denton, a small town northwest of Dall

Sheridans lived at 304 South Elm Street. Clara
started her education at the Robert E. Lee
being known as Lou-dee. Later she went to the

ton High School and sang with the band,
torch songs. After this she enrolled at North T<|

State Teachers College, also in Denton, but neve
legend has it, taught school. The story that she

teach was started by a press agent and had scl

teachers coming to Hollywood in droves for s

time.

She is one of the very few beauty-contest wii

ever to be heard from again after arriving in H(
wood. She got into the contest by the back c

when her sister Kitty sent a studio portrait ai

snapshot of her in a bathing suit to John Rosenfj

dramatic editor of the Dallas News. Mr. Rosen
sent the pictures along to Paramount, which wa."|

erating a "Search for Beauty." This occurred ii

middle of Annie's sophomore year, when she

become resigned to a future as a schoolma'am.
"You are making a fool of me!" Annie wrot

Kitty, when she found out about it.

Later she cooled down and had forgotten al

the whole grim episode when Mr. Rosenfield phc

her and said Hollywood was calling. She sii

a one-picture contract at $50 a week and hopp
rattler. This was in 1933, a depression year, i

the picture was made most of the beauty-coi

winners were packed off home, but Annie stay&j

—because she could ride a horse. She made
Westerns with Randy Scott and had her o

changed to Ann.
Two years of this seemed to be getting her

where and she quit Paramount to free-lance,

worked a while at Universal, got odd jobs here

there and was threatening again to go back to I|

ton when she got a break at Warner's.

She played a nurse in a string of pictures and

not kissed for the screen until Fred MacMu
tackled the assignment in a picture called Cat

It turned out okay and she has been kissed in e

picture since, often with extreme vehemence.

Her first big part was that of a schoolma'ai

The Great O'Malley with Pat O'Brien and h
phrey Bogart. She went on into Black Legion, J

traz, San Quentin and twenty others.

But still Annie was Number 27 on the fan-

list at Warner's and a plenum of press agents

called to get her out of this cellar of celebrity. /

talking over several dozen sobriquets which n

be applied to Miss Sheridan, (Continued on pag
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WORK AND PLAY TOGETHER

BE A "FRESH UP" FAMILY!

"Fresh Up" families enjoy doing things together.

They share the family chores and the family fun

And they share, too, their liking for crystal-clear

7-Up. They're "7-Up Steadies" because it's

America's home drink . . . the sparkling, whole-

some drink that suits the taste of every age.

Be a "fresh up" family. Always keep a supply

of friendly 7-Up on hand and enjoy it often with your

children. Order where you see the famous 7-Up signs.
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At the 1940 convention, Harry Hopkins and Jimmy Byrnes set up unofficial headquarters to "draft" Roosevelt

THE FARTING OF THEMS
WHY I BROKE WITH ROOSEVELT -V

BY JAMES A. FARLEY

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Aboard Presidential Special
December 3, 1940.

Dear Jimi-

Thank you for yours of the twenty-third. You
know I am a funny fellow in that unlike many, many
people I do not get excited by what you call an
"unprecedented honor". The reason is that I am perhaps
a little "queer" in never having sought public office
for "honor".

To put it another way, I would have been just

as content in my own heart and conscience to give
service to the country as a private citizen as I would
to give service to the country as a first term or a
third term President.

I am off for an attempt to get two weeks of
sunshine » and I do hope you will run in and see me
when I get back. 1 would really love to talk with you
quietly about a lot of things that intimately relate
today to the future generations of America.

Is it true you are going to South America?
Let me know if I can help.

My best to you all.

As ever,

F. D. R.

The 1940 Democratic
Convention proved that

the President was "a mas-
ter of political rough-and-
tumble with no holds

barred." But Farley and
Jack Garner stood their

ground and emerged
beaten but unbowed.
Here is the story of the

conclusion of formal rela-

tions between Mr. Roose-

velt and his party chief

I 1

ij

li

The President's unsigned reply to

Farley's letter of congratulation

Conclusion
WENT to Chicago and the 1940
National Convention, fully B

strains and stresses awaiting me
was to have my name presented to th

if it was the last thing I ever did. Tr
other course before me, because I had
stand for the Presidential nomination .it

to live up to that promise, I felt I wo
respect of everyone who knew of me.

Furthermore, this was only one wax
could fairly and clearly express my opp
third term. No one knew better than I tl

chance of winning, but I could not go
word.

I arrived in Chicago Tuesday mornin
first to my office suite in the Stevens Hot
to my living quarters in the Blackstone
Wednesday all the leaders in the coi

trekking into the unofficial headquarlB
Hopkins and Jimmy Byrnes had in a I
suite. Many never came in to see me 1

Hopkins-Byrnes strategy became clearMr

Every effort was being directed at winning
nation for President Roosevelt by accl

an effort to convince the country there

draft. That was the reason for all the

pressure brought on me to get out of the

What I did not like was the hypocris
the effort put forth to make it appea
President was being drafted, when ever

it was a "forced draft" fired from the W
itself.

In the next few days nearly every p
urged me to step aside. Finally Ed Flyr

see me. Flynn decided on a direct appn
"Jim, this isn't going to be easy to say,'!

"but for the sake of party harmony, for t|

terests of the country and in the interesi

peace, you should pull out of the conv
candidate and continue as party chairm
"Now, Ed," I replied, "I am not going

of the race. I am not to blame for the pr

tion. It was none of my making. I was
lieve by the President that he would
candidate. Not until last week when I s

Hyde Park, did he indicate otherwise."

Flynn started to speak, but I waved f]

"I'm not through yet," I said. "Some
you may be one of them, have the false

think I am running for the Presidency. I a

ning. The President has the votes. Everye
he has eight or nine hundred votes pledg
"Now, what they want is the few votes

been pledged to me, so that the outside

think this is a unanimous 'draft.'

"What I am trying to let the people o
derstand is that I am opposed to a thir

have never said so, because I did not wa
the Republicans ammunition.
"The only way I can publicly show h

without misunderstanding and with dij|

honor, is to permit my name to go befon
vention. This is exactly where I stand a

exactly what I am going to do."

The following Monday, Elliott Rooseve
in and I explained my position.

"You are all right," he declared, "but tlr

lot of damned guttersnipes in the hotel if

street."

Young Joe Kennedy, of the Massachus|
gation, dropped by to report that he wou,
line for me despite all the pressure that

brought to bear. He told me how the B
Hotel crowd had called Ambassador Kel
London to get him to persuade his son tj

and Kennedy had refused to make the att<

Just before I went out to the Chicago
for the opening of the convention, I receivl

phone call from the White House.
"How are you, Jim?" the President gre

everything going along all right?"

"Everything is okay with me, so far," I c

conceded. There was a brief silence which!

"I'm just on my way to the convention haj

you got your statement ready?"
"Good thing you brought that up, Jim.

back from my week-end trip and am going I

it this afternoon. I may have it ready foil

night."

"I'll be right here if you want me."
There was another brief pause, which

he broke.

"By the way, Jim, there are a lot of stori

papers. They are writing (Continued on

Collier's for July
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u#ne car in the lowest-priced field has Top Value to

J
ffer you. Just look at the new Quality Chart at your

lymouth dealer's. It's proof that Plymouth has 20 of

1 quality features of high-priced cars. This is more

I
tan the other two leading low-priced cars combined.'

\ile after mile, these features make Plymouth stand

ifut for smooth power, ready response, level-riding

jomfort. Yes, there's a lot of difference in low-priced

Jars— and you'll find that it's all in Plymouth's favor.

jjLYMOUTH Division of CHRYSLER CORPORATION

No other low-priced car has if!

Safe-Guard Hydraulic Brakes give you a third more

broking effectiveness. They lighten by 25% the foot

pressure needed for a stop. Their easy action and

greater controllability mean greater safety — and

only Plymouth has them in the lowest-priced field.

Safety-Rim Wheels are another Plymouth exclusive

in the lowest-priced field. They greatly reduce the

hazards of blowouts and other tire failures. When

the air lets go, patented retaining humps are

there to hold the tire on the rim for a straight stop.

A
,OU« NEARBY PLYMOUTH DEALER WILL ACCEPT YOUR ORDER.

NO HE'U TAKE GOOD CAKE OF YOU* PRESENT CAR
'HUE YOU'RE WAITING FOR YOUR NEW PLYMOUTH

If it's Value you want-

it's Plymouth you want
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genuine Pennzoil.

Sold coast to coast

by better dealers.
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land, I would urge thee against renting

your arms to a foreigner."

"Florence is my city and Tuscany my
state," he said. "I am bound to think of

their welfare. But will good come to her
from Pope, from Emperor or from
King? I must serve one of the three.

Which one will best serve Florence?"
"The Pope," said I, "walks the tight-

rope betwixt the horns of dilemma,
knowing not in which direction to turn.

He is a devious man. He is not a strong
man. He doth not serve the church with

single mind, but doth consider always
the advantage of the Medici. Great
things were hoped of him, but he hath
not fulfilled his promise. I have talked

with many. I have sought to guess which
i
way that cat will jump."
"And thy conclusion, Pietro?"

"That he would turn against the Em-
peror and Milan if he dared, and that

neither may depend upon him. I believe

that, secretly, he swings toward France,
hoping for the destruction of the power
of Milan. I believe that, wert thou to

hire thyself to Francis, he would ap-
prove, though he would do so secretly.

and might even reproach thee publicly."

"Thou hast read my relative shrewdly,
Pietro."

"The Pope rules Florence," I said, "us-

ing therefor the hand of Cardinal Pas-

serini. If he believes the victory of

Francis would profit Florence, it makes
thy decision more simple."

"Consequently?" he asked tersely.

"Consequently," said I, "before you
meet these agents of France thou must
communicate by trusted messenger with
the Pope, laying all before him. and re-

quiring his answer and advice. To be in

writing over his signature, so he never
can deny."

"It is wise counsel." he said. "I shall

follow it." He considered in silence. "I

shall send my wife, who hath influence

with her kinsman the Cardinal Salviati."

Whereupon he dismissed me and sent me
I back to Fano with written orders to his

captains to make ready to march at the

word for a concentration of the Black
Bands at some rendezvous not distant

from Pavia.

It was done in this manner, and al-

though Clement VII never affixed his

I

name to writing approving of the step

j

My Lord Giovanni contemplated, never-

j

theless through the influence of Cardinal

j

Salviati there did arrive a communica-
tion from Giberti, the papal datary, con-

j

gratulating My Lord upon having left

l the service of the ungrateful Imperials.

ON a day. with the chill of autumn in

the air My Lord and I, and certain

of his trusted captains, rode forth from
Trebbio to keep appointment at the inn

called Piccolo Cavallo. My Lord saw to

it that guards were placed about it to

secure the safety of the French agents.

Here was a secret meeting that was no
secret. His Holiness knew of it and
hence Florence would have been in-

formed, and Cardinal Salviati. Venice,
which bad her spies everywhere, would
not lack information. The two French
gentlemen with their retainers would not
have passed through the country unob-
served by adherents of the Emperor. I

did not like it. I did not believe that Ven-
ice, or Charles, who ruled Spain and Ger-
many, would suffer this setback to their

plans without interference, and right ear-

nestly did I urge My Lord to caution. But
care for his own safety was not in him.

So we met, the emissaries of Francis
and My Lord, with me at his elbow to

assist in the chaffering, and right ear-

nestly did we bargain. Tor once, My
Lord was determined that his interests

should be well protected, and that he
should get out of this matter all that was

Continued from page 20

due to him of pay and rations for his men
and of reward for himself.

None was allowed to enter the room
save servants of the inn who came at call

to replenish our glasses, for arguing over
money matters is a most thirsty occupa-
tion. There was the innkeeper himself, a

pompous, portly man and self-important

to be serving such great lords, and there

was a lank, sallow fellow who carried

with ceremony the salver and goblets of
silver which My Lord had brought in his

baggage to do honor to his guests, and
there was a most outlandish woman who
followed, bearing the great tankard of
wine. Her skin was so swarthy as al-

most to be black, and her hair, done up
in a strange way, was also black, and her
garb was such as I had never seen, being
neither -Italian nor Spanish nor French.
Now My Lord hath an avid curiosity and
likewise a sharp eye for women, so he
took notice of this serving maid.

"Art a Moor?" he asked.

"I be a maid from Sardinia," she said,

"and no Moor."

"Heads I'd go to the movies, tads I'd

take a walk—if I had a coin to flip!"

COLLIER'S FRITZ WILKINSON

"Yet." he said, "thou art dark of skin

and thy hair hath a Moorish kink to it."

"We of Sardinia." she said, "many of

us, be descendants of the ancient Cartha-
ginians of Africa, and of the armies of

that city that once did harry Sicily and
make war upon Rome."

"I have never seen thy country."

"It is mountainous and inclement,"

she said, "and Your Lordship would find

no pleasure there."

Now, because My Lord spoke to her,

I, who had given her scant notice before,

fixed my attention upon her. and
thought upon Hannibal, that great war-

rior, and the false god Moloch and the

casting of little children into his fiery

maw. One could not guess her age nor
know if under her uncouth, gaudy gar-

ments she were fat or thin. But she

reached out with the hand that held the

tankard to fill My Lord's goblet, and I

saw that hand with its slenderness and
its gently tapering fingers and its skin of

the color of the juice of walnuts. I think

my jaw must have dropped open like a

yokel's seeing some marvel at a village

fair. For, in spite of dusky skin it was a

hand well-remembered.
1 peered most attentively at her face,

but the eyes alone seemed eyes that I had
seen, though I could not take my oath

upon it. I was bemused. For the hands
were the hands of Betsy though none of

the rest of her seemed to belong to that

strange maid. Of one thing I was certain

—that I must make sure of i

could not give an hone-i aq
presence, not to spare her

So, waiting a clement mon
from nn place and left tha
strode back into the kitchen;

"Where," I asked the land

Sardinian lass?"

"She hath gone to fetch

said with a grudging motion
door. "But she is not to t
with by young gallants."

I
WENT out into the cou
fowls scratched; she was

ward me w ith a bundle of stic

shoulder. She did not seek t

but came straight toward mc
have passed without a word,
to her sternly.

"Betsy!" I said.

She came to a halt and loc

my face most unfriendly. "I

she said, "never to set eyes c

hulking self again." But
woman's curiosity, "How
me?" she asked.

"There is a point by whi
know thee," I answered, "ai

clad as a Chinaman. Why a

in this outlandish dress wit

skin? Answer me straitly or it

worse for thee."

"I answer what I please a
suits me to answer," she said

"Then," I told her, "come
and we will inquire into it."

"Dolt," she said sharply,

but this—to be seen in talk

to betray me to the monk. Hi
of finding me is to follow th

ways, stubborn one, and k-

mine."
"Thou art here to spy uponl

I accused.

"I came not here to harm tl

ovanni either by spying or

she said. "If I do not make
thee thou will spoil all with thj

Therefore I tell thee that thy

unlikely to leave this inn alh

without me he most certa

leave it dead."
"How is he threatened?"

her.

"By the poisoned cup, paic

gold of Venice. Disbursed b

of the Cardinal Passerini. /

the blessing of the Pope,
these be overjoyed to see hir

to the King of France?"
"Upon thy soul," said I,

truth?"

"The Count Piero Riario 1

neighborhood," she said. "T
with him. Keep me not from
for my eye must be sharp,

poison to be dropped into th
halted and considered. "It

well that thou art here and av

use thee."

"As is thy wont," I said bitt

little you recked if I were s

inn that morning, so long as ti

escape through the window."
"I use what I needs must m

what I needs must do." she sai

in a different voice and somH
tier, "I heard that tale," sht

measured me with her eye.

had no need to worry about
"Didst worry?" I asked e

"Why should I? What art

Now mind thee, Englishma
know. I think, when the wine i

It will be a great scandal and
thing if Lord Giovanni and ti

man drink that common di

die. Be thou constant in thy

When the evil wine is passedll

the tankard of it, I will sigril

spilling a drop upon the cloth >o

not disclose myself, but leave!*
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thee. Now let me pass, for each moment
I fail to watch is perilous."

So I let her go, even then doubting my
prudence, but compelled against my will

to put credence in her words. But I

called softly after her, "Whose hand will

poison the wine?"
"The serving man who carries the

salver of goblets," she said. "He doth
belong to Piero Riario."

I returned to the bargaining, and it

came the hour for dinner, whereupon
appeared a great, sizzling goose and
other delicacies, and at the end of the

meal a special wine pressed from grapes

of the vines in My Lord's vineyard on the

slopes of Trebbio. When it came to be
poured, Betsy spilled some drops upon
the cloth in front of me and 1 did not
pause to act.

"Hold, My Lords," said I. "This wine
be not fit for man to drink."

My Lord was affronted. "It is my own
wine of Trebbio," he said.

"Aye," I said, "but somewhat hath
been added to it to cloud its flavor. Be-

fore we drink let us make a test of it.

Yon lanky servant hath a thirsty look."

I stood and advanced upon him bear-

ing my goblet. "Friend," said I, "we
would have thy opinion on this wine be-

fore we drink."

He cowered and there was no color in

his cheeks and he stammered. "Nay, My
Lord," he chattered, "I be not fit to drink
in such company."

"Nevertheless drink thou shalt," I an-
swered him.
He backed away from me, clawing at

the goblet and seeking to spill its con-
tents. But I had him by the throat.

"No! No!" He gurgled in terror.

"Spare me, My Lord, spare me."
My Lord Giovanni's face was stern.

"So this is the way of it," he said, and
drew poniard. "Drink, rascal, and'We will

watch thy enjoyment of it. Pry open his

mouth, Pietro. See that he quaffs deep."
This I was reluctant to do, for I be no

executioner, but My Lord's voice was the

voice of command, unyielding and not
to be disobeyed. So I used my strength to

force open his mouth and hold back his

head, and into the orifice I poured a
draught of wine. He could not but swal-

low it. And then he screamed and
writhed and I let him fall to the floor,

whereupon he was convulsed in his mem-
bers and twisted horribly; then he
screamed again and was dead.

Lord Giovanni stood silent, staring

down at the man, and then he faced his

guests. "This," he said to them in a gen-

tle, dangerous voice, "is not such hos-

pitality as I would willingly have shown
my guests. Landlord, I will have ques-

tions to ask of thee." He turned to me
and touched my shoulder with his strong

fingers. "Pietro," he said, "again thou
hast done well."

FRANCIS OF FRANCE was laying

siege to Pavia, and was encamped be-

fore that city with his army and his gen-
erals and his pavilions and such of his

court as he deemed indispensable to his

comfort and his state. My Lord Gio-
vanni, having completed his negotiations

with the King's emissaries, set about to

the work of concentrating the Black
Bands. We left the inn of the Piccolo

Cavallo, but not until My Lord had en-

quired most strictly into the matter of the

poisoned wine. He had before him the

landlord and all who served in the place,

save and except the girl Betsy. For again
she had vanished. From the instant she

left the room where the winehad been
served, none had seen her.

"My Lord," I told him, "it is her cus-

tom. 'Whether it be by magic I do not
know. She appears at will, and then she

is gone. But it is to her thou owe thy life."

My Lord's eyes were speculative and
he glanced at me sidewise. "She is beau-

tiful, thou sayest?"

"Aye." I answered.
"She hath more than beauty to arouse

the interest of a man," he said. "How
greatly doth a touch of mystery add to

the charm of a woman! Now I charge
thee, Pietro, when she appears again, in

whatever guise it be, fetch her to me.
Methinks the maid and I might have
profitable conversation together."

Now My Lord loved his wife tenderly,

but I fear not faithfully, for faithfulness

to a wife was not a usage of the country.

Aside from some passage of arms, he de-

lighted most in a passage of love—which
added to my weight of fears. For so great

was his fame, so laden with romance was
his conduct, so young and noble of ap-

pearance was he that I did not see how
any woman could resist him—as few
found themselves able to do. Of all men,
I craved least to have My Lord Giovanni
for a rival.

The proposals of King Francis being
satisfactory to My Lord, the compact
was made and the Black Bands passed
over from the service of the Emperor to

Swiss stared curiously to see soldiers who
had accomplished so much, but there

was no cheering or glad welcome be-

cause of jealousy. The King, tall, young,
long of nose, but a splendid gentleman
withal, received My Lord before his pa-
vilion and gave him welcome such as

would gladden the heart. Nor was he

content with words; he bade My Lord to

kneel that he might place the jeweled col-

lar of the Order of St. Michel about his

neck. Then it was that this impetuous
young man, acting upon some strange

urging of honor, undid all our planning
and transacting and left me dumb with
amazement and discontent.

"Your Majesty and my master," he
said in his grand, boyish way, "I may not

receive this honor at your hands, nor
wear the collar of this order. Because
there goes with the collar an oath of eter-

nal fealty to the throne of France. I may
not in honor take such oath."
"Why not, My Lord?" asked Francis.

COLLIER'S
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that of the King. The news of it rang

through Italy, and publicly the Pope dis-

avowed any part in it and informed the

Emperor that it was a headstrong and
unauthorized act on the part of his young
kinsman. But I had foreseen that treach-

ery because His Holiness _was still unde-

cided as. to which would be the victor:

and one day he gave money to the Im-
perial Viceroy, and the next he signed

private treaties with Francis. The agree-

ment gave to My Lord that plenty and
security which had been his desire and
the desire of his wife, so he was content

and I was happy at the outcome of it.

But who could reckon with the impulses

of My Lord or the impractical chivalry

which ennobled his character?

At last we approached the French
camp, and My Lord, dismounting from
his great charger Sultan, marched on foot

at the head of his companies into the en-

campment carrying a long lance over his

shoulder. As he with his famed soldiers

passed through the lines, French and

"Your Majesty," Giovanni said. "I be

but a merchant of valorous deeds. Fight-

ing is my trade, and my wares and mer-
chandise be battles and skirmishes. These
things be for sale, and Your Majesty is

today's purchaser. You will receive good
measure and faithful service. But it may
be that at some future day there will be

another purchaser and I shall desire to

deal with him as fairly as I have dealt

with thee. Therefore I may not bind

mine honor with an oath."

The King stood silent, biting his lip,

but My Lord continued, and I saw him
draw from his breast the formal con-
tract between himself and the King.

"Wherefore, Your Majesty," he said,

"that none may impugn my faith nor ac-

cuse mine honor, I do thus, before thine

eyes, tear to shreds this agreement be-

twixt us and abrogate its terms. So that

nothing shall be betwixt us two save the

obligations of our honor. Let then the

payment I receive from thee be in pro-

portion to the deeds I accomplish, and

according to thy generosits .mJ
ation of them. Thus it shall be]

The King advanced to MyJ
embraced him. He too love

adventure and the usages o(
which is an impractical thinJ
ruler ot a nation. It might have!
ter for him had he emulated!
calculation of the Emperor.

"Gentlemen all," he said

thusiasm, "you have this day
example."

But the gentlemen looked
noses and thought My Lord tol

and were jealous of his favoB

myself I was aghast and knew)
moved My Lord to such unbu
and footless conduct. But that

his way, and none could changi
In spite of all, it is my bcliq

would have gone well betwixt
i

and King Francis had matters

with the King—for it was his I

be gracious and generous. But!

befell that he could not be ga

he would, and so a contract wj
been a wholesome document
and to demand the fulfillment!

days that lay ahead.

MY LORD was given lodg

to the royal tents. Fine
ment was showered upon him,|

strels sang his praises and he
by all as one nourished upon
from his childhood. Which
him, for there was much of tl|

him and flattery was sweet to i

The days that followed were j_
for My Lord, for, from the dJH
arrival, the Black Bands did m]|

fighting, while the rest of the

eluding the ten thousand Swis«l

by and applauded. Forays <|

were of daily or nightly occurrJ

descended upon treacherous vijf

foraged for the army; we werl

and its ears, and we "paid heavil

honor. If there were perilous d|

to our share in the cold,

weather that was upon us. II

generalship of My Lord Giov|
forced the retreat of the army
Spaniards' great general Pescan|

made feint toward Naples in th

drawing our troops away fron

of Pavia. Nor was he contenl

commands or to fulfill merely!

Because of which a thing was]
upon me that I little expected]

deserved, but which would
mother when she came to heail

There was a most troublesoi[

point betwixt us and the walls c|

from which the Imperials mal
and did sore damage to our trl

King Francis determined upoil

ture. So he called together hi;[

in council of war. For an houip
cussed the manner of the atr
could arrive at no decision—

1

great impatience of My Lord,

'

up in his place impatiently.

"Sacred Majesty," he saidl

"Your Highness has more net!

suits than for words. Let me del

He rushed from the pavilioil

he was without armor to prcl

and marshaled sufficient of his f

there, under the eyes of the Kirl

generals, he advanced to the attl

ing his reckless humor, I kepi
him to do what I could to see thl

fered no harm. But even in his|

his recklessness he conducted
with that genius for war whichl

man of that age possessed. Hel

his main body behind a low hill

[

with a single company, he attacl

the east. No sooner was this f

gaged than he sent a second co|

attack from the west. Then
combat was at its hottest, and
men were being thrown back ii|

rections, he threw his principal

incredible swiftness against

gate of the stronghold. The Spal

fended themselves with cannonl
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nd swords most valiantly, but we
them back through the gates,

they closed in our faces and so

i us. I strove to cover My lord

is in the front of it, scorning any

i or protection for himself. Then,

ly, the gates opened and the Span-

jshed out upon us. seeing that we
ilted. Our men were driven back

md My Lord, being in advance,

but surrounded.

there we were, back to back,

the host of them, hacking and

. It was a day when 1 thanked God
size and my strength, for it was

iy for our men to come to us to

.us. But so skillful and valiant

y Lord and so furiously did he

at we held them at bay. In which

d 1 was of some slight assistance.

held them until our men clove a

us and sent the Spaniards helter-

through the gates, which they

lot close, for we pressed them too

We entered after them, clearing

and our other detachments

over the defenses to the slaughter

great fury that in an hour not a

the defenders was left alive.

i MADE secure our capture and

v1\ Lord, torn, disheveled, and

g. but to my eyes a very god of

turned to the place where the King
horse, watching the fight. My

tent his knee and gazed sidewise

jme scorn at the King"s officers

jstered about.

icious Majesty," he said, "this is

is done."
Francis, his long face alight,

a great red ruby from his hat.

ord Giovanni." he said, "wear this

s a token of my love which you
lis day won. Gentlemen, in all my
have never seen, nor in history

read of such fighting as 1 have

ed." Then he turned to me and
e. and frowned.

o is this, who stood at thy back
hou were surrounded'.'" he asked.

Englishman." said My Lord,

ath volunteered with me, and who
rue friend."

King drew a light sword which he

t his side.

le worthy of it?" he asked,

ill ways, Your Majesty," answered
>rd.

name?" said the King.
er Carew, is the English of it."

"King dismounted from his horse,

he commanded, which order I

1, not knowing what was going to

happen to me. Then he touched me
lightly on the shoulder with his blade.

"Rise, Sir Peter Carew." he said, "and
be always worthy of thy knighthood as

this day thou were worthy to receive it."

1 arose, stammering, and my ears

burned with the red blood that rushed
upward. 1 knew not what to say and was
sore embarrassed. And then 1 managed
to speak. "Your Majesty." I said. "1 am
beholden to you. But now that 1 have it,

what in the world am 1 to do with it?"

Whereat the King laughed and My
Lord laughed and the captains and gen-

erals laughed with them, and I wished 1

were well away from there, drinking a

cup of milk in our dairy at home.
So now. without in the least wishing it.

1 was Sir Peter and a gentleman and I

wondered how it would go with good
woolen cloths, and what my neighbors

would think of it. But my mother would
like it, being a woman, and would lord it

over the other goodwives and fetch it

into her talk unnecessarily.

1 knew not what to do with my feet

or my hands or my eyes, and wished peo
pie would not stare at me; and looking

this way and that in my distress, my trou-

bled gaze fell upon certain churchmen
who stood in a group at one side, among
whom was a French cardinal and a bevy
of bishops. In the background was a

lowly monk in his rough brown robe and
he was grinning at me most impudently
with his little eyes and full, thick lips.

Amidst all that high company he closed

his eye at me in a most unchurchly wink.

It was. indeed, that monk who had
searched my belongings in Livorno, who
had followed Betsy to Fano, and who
boasted of being the hunting hound of

the Pope.
I felt My Lord tug gently at my sleeve,

and I had the sense to bow low to King
Francis before 1 was led away in a maze.

When we were at a distance I said to

him uncomfortably, "Couldst not thou
have stopped this nonsense?"

"Nay, Pietro mio," he said. "It was
well thought of. and no more than thy

deserts. Thy knightly sword and steed

and armor shall be at my expense, and
right cheerfully given."

"My Lord," said I, "the monk is here.

I saw him stand grinning."

-He shrugged as if it were of no mo-
ment. "The spies of my kinsman the

Pope are everywhere," he said lightly.

I was grateful for the shelter of my
tent, and for wine and food, because

fighting is hungry business; and then I

sat me down to write my mother a letter

about it, hoping that in some way it could
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be sent to her. I was in the midst of it

when a voice called to me.
"Sir Peter, art alone?"
"Aye," 1 answered. "Come in."

Through the entrance waddled the

monk, most unctuous and friendly, and
he rubbed together his fat hands and
eyed the bottle of wine thirstily.

"Hast risen in the world, my friend,"

he said.

"1 did not want it," I said shortly.

"There be times," he said, "when such
gauds and gewgaws come in right hand-
ily. As for me I would like well to at-

tract the favor of the King so he would
make a bishop or an abbot of me."
"What dost want of me?" I asked. "I

trust thee not."

THE monk said cheerfully, "And
rightly, for I am a sinful, treacherous

man. It is my trade. 1 have an indul-

gence for it from the highest source. But
I can be most honest when there is a

profit to be derived from it."

"I doubt," I said, "if I could ever de-

rive profit from thee."

"You can derive this much profit," he
said. "My Lord Piero Riario hath come
to this encampment irr the train of a

cardinal. He doth hate thee poisonously,

and means to do thee an ill turn."

"Thy news is good," I said. "I would
like well to meet him."
"Thy ribs are more like to meet his

dagger," said the monk. "Not that he is

not capable of swordsmanship, but his

bent is toward stabbing in the back."
"You came not here to tell me this?"

"Thou art a new knight," he said. "I

would be a new abbot. Were 1 to lay

hands upon a maid of whom thou dost

wot. I could have it for the asking. She
is a most troublesome wench, and cun-
ning, with a strange spite against all

Medici, and chiefly against His Holiness.

She is a very miracle of elusiveness, and
a marplot."

"Dost hope I will betray her to thee?"

"Nay. Thou art tainted with the dis-

ease called chivalry. Also thou art a
most ingrained honest lout, for all thou
art a knight. And thy simplicity and can-

dor is like a child, not yet old enough to

appreciate the benefits of duplicity." He
paused and eyed me shrewdly. "Wealth,"
he said, "is a most lovable attribute."

"I do not covet it," I told him.

"With wealth," he said, "thy knight-

hood might grow into a barony, or even

an earldom. It might help thee to wed
above thy station."

"I have no desire to wed."
"In which thou art wise," he said, "but

in the stating of which thou art a most
arrant liar. Now, Sir Peter, if I could

show thee the way to wealth and to the

marriage bed, and even to getting thy

bride out of Italy with a whole skin for

thee to caress, what wouldst thou say?"

"I would say," I answered, "that I

would not trust thee if thou earnest with

a letter from the Angel Michael recom-
mending thy honesty. What knavery is

in thy mind?"
"A most profitable knavery," he said,

"which would enrich thee, and enable

/lie to lay aside this uncouth robe and
become a layman, with the freedom of

one not bound to virtue by churchly

vows."
"At least," said I, "thou art an honest

rogue, in that you admit freely your
roguery."
"Look you," he said, "money is needed

to debauch and to hold and to rule a city.

The Medici are not so rich as in Loren-

zo's day though they be far from poor.

But to bribe the whole citizenry of a city

requires a bottomless purse."

"What is that to me?"
"I am the Pope's hunting dog," said

the monk. "What I said might be con-
siderable to thy Lord Giovanni. Now
look you: Not the least of my missions,"

he said with some vanity, "hath to do
with treasure. And treasure is vital to

the Pope's plots."

"What trea8UK is this?" I asked.

"A most adroitly hidden tie.ism
saul. "Enough to ransom a king
in submission a turbulent city.

heard of the jewels ol the Degli All

"1 have heard of them." said I.

"Now, now!" he exclaimed. "A
lishman and a foreigner and the

this knowledge, from whose lips

"From the lips of gossip and r

I told him.
"As cautious an answer as a m

give," he said. "It has been my
ferret out this treasure, this cat

jewels spirited out of the Degli
palace when its owner was mu
and it was sacked bj the mob."
"What has all this to do with
"It is because I have a supfl

about thee," the monk said. "Ih
mus, thou hast the luck of the

That, secundus, thou hast certair

mation, useful in the search." He
his hand to halt me vhen 1 \u>u|
spoken. "Oh, without question vol
not what knowledge thou hastl
lastly, if thou will join heartilyj

hunt it will end in success."

I was amused by his knavery^
should we find it?"

"We will divide it honestly and
and each shall go his way," he
"Which would involve some sl|

trayal of thy employers," I said.

"Treasure." he said soberly,

to him who finds it." He grinned
I would resign from my present J
ment to enter the employment off
A man has the right to change
Thy Lord Giovanni hath but noj
an example of it."

"Not," said I, "involving thefd

"A profitable theft," he said)

more to a man's possessions tharl
profitable good deed. Shall we"
partnership, Sir Peter? Its tern

observed strictly. I, on my part.l

over the hunt for this maid; and!
canst win her consent, to help the

her safely to England. Thou,]
second part, to aid in the search!
divide with me the treasure wher|
Are we in concord?"
"Thou dost propose to cheat tri

and to cheat the Medici, and t)

Passerini and Ippolito. In the e|
wouldst also bilk myself."
"May I drown unshriven in a|

wine if I be not true to mine agr
with thee." he said solemnly. "(

thy hand on the bargain."

"Thou," said I, "art a monla
servant of Holy Church, and
are inviolate. So I do not kil

soundly on thy overfed back!
have listened until my ears are (I

with thy villainy. Now get the h

before I forget the reverence d
office, or 1 be converted to the 1

1

of Martin Luther and the toel

foot turn heretic. My patience)
but it comes to an end."
He got to his feet, sighing. Herii

at me amiably, and not with eitjr

cor or disappointment.
"Be not abrupt of decision,

"Sleep upon it. And when thou X
thy maid again, give to her
wishes and blessings."

Then, before I could get to kj

and reach for his collar, he slipjd

the tent and vanished into the nc

KING FRANCIS made war
My Lord enjoyed the mag

of the encampment, and its luxi

light living when his military du
him time for it—because My I

young and lusty and as irrespo

his private living as he was e

efficient in warfare. The Kii

pageantry and minstrelsy and tl

ter of lovely ladies, and there

lack of these commodities the

the walls of Pavia.

The Seigneur de Bonnivet,

soldier but an able panderer to t

appetite for pleasure and love*
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two human beings anywhere in the

world to talk to each other as clearly

as if they were face to face — and to do

this economically as well as efficiently.

To this end, Bell Laboratories study every-

thing from the most fundamental mat-

ters, such as the mechanism of speech

and hearing and the molecular structure

of copper wire and rubber insulation,

to the detailed design of equipment.

The result is better service, at lower cost,

for everyone who uses the telephone. BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Don't laugh off

bleeding qums
YOU MAY BE GETTING

4 out of 5
May Have This Sly Enemy of

Firm Gums and Handsome Teeth

!

When people brush their teeth and

their gums bleed—too many of them
pay no attention. Now don't you be

so foolish—
Because tender, bleeding gums are

often some of the first signs of Gingi-

vitis—a mild gum inflammation but

a wicked foe of firm gums and healthy,

handsome teeth.

Neglect of Gingivitis often leads

to dreaded Pyorrhea, which only your

Dentist can help. See him every 3

months. Then at home to

—

Help Gums Be Firmer—Tteth Naturally Bright

Massage your gums and brush your

teeth twice a day with Forhan's
Toothpaste—the famous formula of

Dr. R. J. Forhan for both massaging

gums to be firmer—more able to ward

off infection and for cleaning teeth to

their lovely natural sparkle.

Notice the difference even after the

first time you use Forhan's. Your

f;ums feel so invigorated. Your teeth

ook so clean. You'll like its refreshing

tangy taste, too!

Used and recommended by many
dentists for over 30 years. Buy a tube

at any drug, dept. or 10^ store.

NO HARSH ABRASIVES IN FORHAN'S!

use

FOR FIRMER GUMS -GLEANER TEETH

Maiesty, saw to it that there was merry-
making enough at headquarters—while
the soldiers starved in their dugouts.
The difference between this young

King of France, and my master the Lord
Giovanni was this: that though both de-

lighted in revelry and in beautiful women
and the voices of minstrels, and though
each loved warfare for the glamor he saw
in it, my master would leave a woman
for a skirmish, and rush from a banquet
to a battle eagerly. The King hated the
drudgery and discipline, and yawned
over the labors of planning a war.
Now I. being but a knight, and a newly

made one at that, was not admitted to

these revels, except those that were in the

nature of pageants and were open for all

to see. And so it befell that on a day
when the sun shone brightly to blunt the
edge of the bitter cold, I stood with
Christoforo and watched a cavalcade of
our betters ride by, scarce one of them
under the station of a duke or at least

a marquis, and each accompanied by a

lady so robed and bedizened, so young
and shapely, so beautiful of face that

each might have been a queen. There
was His Majesty and Bonnivet and My
Lord Giovanni. There was the Cardinal
Salviati, his brother-in-law and Aretino,
greatest wit of the age. Great names with
great lineages trailing behind them like

plumes, rode past us—more than a score

of them—so that we were bedazzled by
so much noble birth. And then, toward
the rear, I saw the handsome face of
Piero Riario, and knew that my enemy
was indeed in camp as the monk had told

me.
Christoforo jogged my ribs rudely, for

he had not yet grown used to my new
dignity as a knight.

"Art blinded by overmuch flaunting

color?" he asked. "Is the sun in your
eyes? Art akin to the bat that is sightless

by daylight?"
"1 see Riario," I said grimly.

"Nay," he said impudently. "The
Sieur de Bonnivet hath found himself a

new light-o'-love. Aye, and My Lord
Giovanni is drawn to the flame of her
candle. See how he doth urge his horse

to her side!" He nudged me again, care-

less of my knightly dignity. "Now where
—oh, where?—have I seen that nosegay
of loveliness before?"

MY EYES followed his pointing
finger and a coldness not of the air

settled tightly about my heart; I heard the

sudden gritting of my own teeth. For
there, riding with splendid ease, erect,

laughing, desirable beyond words, was
Betsy! There she rode, carefree, wonder-
fully gay, between the two men, of all the

men in the world, the most dangerous to

the virtue of a woman. There she rode
in that company of gallants and light

women as if she were the queen of them,
and loved it. And, alas, as if it were her

natural place and her accustomed em-
ployment. Never did I love her so poign-
antly, nor hate her so bitterly. And never
did the world seem to me so black and
evil as it did in that moment.

Christoforo was grinning slantwise.

"If the sheets be silken and the bedfel-

low a duke she is a courtesan and a great

lady. Good friend, in the affair of the

inn we did overmuch fighting to preserve

a thing that was lost already."

Rage tore at me as it seldom had done
hefore, and 1 had him by the throat and
was shaking him so that his teeth rattled

and his eyes bulged. But then I set him
again upon his feet and loosed him and
was ashamed, for he had but uttered

aloud the thoughts that had been mine
own. Christoforo rubbed his neck and
was nigh to tossing up his breakfast be-

fore he could speak.

"So that is the way of it!" he said with-

out resentment. Then, philosophically:

"Well, Messer Pietro, it is better to come
by the knowledge beforehand than to

come home from a journey and find a

better man's head upon thy pillow."

I walked away from him because I

could not bear to hear Betsy spoken of
in this manner; yet I had not wherewith
to defend her, for her conduct, or so it

seemed to me, was flagrant and notori-

ous. I wished mightily that this was a

day for fighting instead of carousing, so
that I might turn my rage against Span-
iards or German Lanzenknechts. But
there was naught to do save let the mat-
ter smolder inside me. So I sat sullen in

my tent, shivering in the cold. Nor did
I come out of it again, even for food, un-
til the next morning, when My Lord sent

for me to come to him.
He was holding in his hand a small

casket, cunningly carved, and he smiled
at me boyishly as I entered.

"My Pietro," he said, "I have an em-
bassy for thee. Not that thou art a
model of diplomacy, or a fit messenger
of love. But thou hast a gift of lan-

guages, and the lady speaks only with
the tongue of France."

"I know'rriore of war and woolens
than of women, My Lord."

"Nevertheless thou will carry this to

her and place it in her hands and in words

I found the place and was as!

ci Kind by a servingman.
"I conic.'" said I, "with a mes

the Demoiselle Suzanne d'Amboi
my lord and master Giovanni di

ici, General of the Black B;mds."
He went away, but returned p

to usher me into a low room, well
by the logs in the fireplace, an
I stood awkwardly waiting to see

should see.

BEFORE waiting became burd«
a hanging concealing a do

thrust aside and the object of My
infatuation stepped into the ro

think I uttered some strangled
and all but dropped the casket u
floor, for it was the girl Betsy who
up into my eyes.

"I came." I said hoarsely, "u
errand to the Demoiselle Suzanne
boise."

"As good a name as any," she i

find it suitable to the day."
"Betsy!" I exclaimed.

"What brings you hither?" shi

I was bitter. "I come awoo

SPORTING ODDS
It doesn't happen often, but there's one case on record of

batter getting a home run on a fly that the fielder caught. In 193(

a Portland player hit a long fly to Outfielder Jimmy Graves of Sa

Francisco. Graves caught it, but as he did he backed into the ou
field fence. The fence gave way and fielder and ball disappeare
from the park. The ball having been deflected over—or ihrough-
the fence by the fielder, the batter was given a home run.

—Fred Russell, Nashville, Ten;

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum of $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sportii

Oddi. Address Sporting Odds, Collier'i, 2S0 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.
'

more graceful than I can form them

—

for thou art a scholar—describe to her

the unworthiness of the gift, but that it

is given out of my devotion; for her

beauty hath smitten me. I pray thee

acquit thyself eloquently."

"She speaks no Italian?" I asked hope-
fully.

"No word of it," he replied. He opened
the box and displayed to me a gold but-

ton with a gleaming jewel in it. "The
handiwork." he said, "of Benvenuto Cel-

lini. Will it please her?"

"It would pleasure an empress," I

said, startled by the prodigality of the

gift. "Where, My Lord, and to whom,
shall I bear it?"

"The Demoiselle Suzanne d'Am-
boise." he said, and informed me with

exactness where she was to be found.
"Remember," he said, laughing aloud,

"thou art not charging a bastion, but

wooing a lady as my representative and
proxy." He placed the casket in my fin-

gers and bade me fetch back a hopeful
answer.

It lifted the heaviness somewhat from
my heart to hear that the woman was
French and not Italian, and so I went
about the errand, albeit reluctantly, with
good courage.

My Lord Giovanni," I said,
'

seems, would buy thee away fill

Sieur de Bonnivet. I have come >

for the transfer of thy affectic , I

bring a jewel of value to bind
gain."

A flush, commencing at her shil

crept upward until it suffused q
Her lips compressed and th«L
something dark and deep and tip

her eyes that I could not underst A
which went to my heart even th

"Am I at fault that men shou
me?" she asked.

"Beauty," I answered, "come
God or Satan. It is no sin to be

The evil lies in surrendering to thk
I blame no man for loving the> B'

for I be sore stricken with that ill

myself."

"If I loved a woman," she

would not go to her in behal;

other."

"I did not know." I said. "K I

told me thou wert a girl of Franc sf

ing only the French tongue."

Her eyes, wh'ch had been so

dark and stricken, now flashed W

ger. "If thy Lord desire to buy p
the Sieur de Bonnivet, why dot

make the bargain with that gei

Collier's for July !«
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Bid's outfont
with a High I.Q. Scene: Doctor's Office

Ford:

Doctor:

Ford:

Well, it's like this Doc, I've got a lot to offer. Your

choice of two great engines, for instance, V-8 or Six.

I get it— a dual personality!

No no. Just dual carburetion, dual down-draft carbure-

tion, sir! You pick the engine you want.

Doctor: How are your reflexes?

Ford: Step on my "king-sized'' brakes and find out— they're

about the smoothest, quickest reflexes you ever saw!

Doctor: So I've heard!

Ford:

There's a in your future

And speaking of reflexes I've got "Rest Ride" springs, too-

they reflex so nicely there's not a bump in your life.

Doctor: You're not bad looking either.

Ford: I get around— and oh, Doctor, did you notice my
complexion? Baked-enamel finish, you know. Won't

come off in the tain or anything. And my body! It's a

"Life Guard" body with an all-steel physique!

Doctor: Well, you strike me as being a precocious extrovert

and that's good

!

Ford: Thanks Doc, hop in sometime. There may be a Ford in

your suture, I mean future!

Doctor: Okay! You ve got me all sewed up!
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If I be for sale why doth he not chaffer

with my owner? I am, it would seem, but
a commodity. Doth a bale of thy woolen
cloth decide who shall be its purchaser?"

"I would," I said, "that thou wert so
below me in station—a scullery maid

—

that I might lift thee up and better thy
condition. To the end that thou shouldst
be grateful to me, perhaps, and come to

love me truly and honestly, and be con-
tent to be a merchant's wife."

"To be snug and happy," she said

softly, and for a moment she seemed to

be unaware of my presence and lost in

her own thoughts. "To be content and
purring with comfort like a cat before a

warm fire! To love gently and to hate not
at all! To know no obligation save to

cook a hearty meal and obey thy hus-
band! That would be sweet, Peter Carew,
and wonderful with dull and unexciting
happiness. I would choose that if the
right of choice had been given me."

I
HAD never seen her so before this

moment—soft and tender and yearn-

ing. But the second passed and she lifted

her head upon a proud neck, and was a

great lady scorning what any might think

of her and the road she chose to travel.

"Proceed with thy embassy," she said.

I held out the casket toward her, and
her manner changed once more so that

she was kind and sorry for me and gentle.

"Nay," she said. "This is an evil thing

that has befallen thee by chance, and I

will not have thee go forward with it.

Toward me, Peter Carew, thou hast from
the beginning been most kind and gentle

and courteous, and I would not hurt thee

further. I have used thee because it was
necessary; and because of me thou hast

come to grief. Return yon casket to thy
Lord Giovanni and tell him that my
mood is not for change. And for thy
own private ear, I would as soon give

myself to a hyena of the desert as to any
man who bears the name of Medici."

I would have gone then, hastily, be-

cause I could bear no more of it; but I

bethought myself to warn her.

"The monk is here seeking thee," I

said; "and Count Piero Riario."

"I have seen the count," she said.

"Because the monk is here," I said, "I

would not have sought thee out, no mat-
ter how keenly I desired to see thee. Be-

cause he doth connect us two in his

devious mind, and through me he might
identify thee. I am slow of thought, and
he is too much for me. He came to my
tent and offered to share a treasure with
me if I would help him to find it. There
was some evil purpose in that offer, but
what it is I could not guess."

"What treasure is this?" she asked.

"There was a family in Florence," I

said, "murdered one and all by the Med-
ici. Or so it is said. This family owned a

great treasure of precious jewels. But
they were spirited away so that they
never have been found. The monk of-

fered to betray his master, the Pope, if I

would aid him to search for it. Why he
deemed I could be of help I know not."

"The name of this murdered family?"
she asked.

"According to his telling," I said, "it

was Degli Albizzi."

She stood very still and there was no
expression upon her face. "This monk,"
she said through stiff lips, "is a peril to

thee and me."
"I have told thee," I said. "Perhaps

thy mind will be a match for his. Now,
fare thee well, Betsy." I used that name
because it pleasured me—because of
what it meant to me. "Though it will be
hara to bear. I pray I may never see thee

again."

She peered at me and stretched out a

little, lovely hand, and drew it back again
without touching me. "There be peo-

ple," she said in a small voice, "men and
women, who be tied together by fate.

Such ones as these, no matter how they
may desire it should be otherwise, nor
strive against it. cannot be kept apart

until their destiny is fulfilled,

not know, Peter Carew. I have a I

superstitious feeling, that thou an)
meet again and again anil a^ain—

I

again. For what, I do not know.l
"If." said I gently, "it be for tj

piness, I am full willing."

And then I would have gone,!

stayed me. "Thou art sympathetl
she said. "The pictures come foij

I have known them to come
other."

These strange words I did no I

stand, but they gave me an odd I

ing of premonition. "What picturj

for me?" I asked.

"In the crystal ball," she said,

with me. We shall see."

"I want no traffic with magic,]
tested, for I did not like it at all.

"Nevertheless thou shall look t

crystal," she said imperiously.

She led me out of the ro<|

another and it was a dim room a:
j

owed. From a cabinet she tooll

ished ball of crystal and set it up<|

table and sat down before it, rj

me to sit on the other side.

"Now," she said in soft,

voice, "clear thy mind of vexing

|

and peer into the ball."

There was a chill at the nap I

neck, and my hair seemed to ri'j

my ears, but I obeyed her, and <
j

feeling of quietness came upon
I

peered, and of warm comfort arl

siness. The room seemed no longl

and nothing existed upon earth
|

round, glowing globe of glass

my hands. And then a spot of

appeared in its center and spreail

it became a cloud, and the clo
[

rated into portions and became!
It was a castle atop a low hill, aJ

were walls about it, and a ditel

bridge, and cannon belched fire

battlements, and I saw the stee)|

the defenders. But those who
wore neither steel caps nor arrl

were dreadful, bearded fellows vl

ted hair and in rags and tatters; i

faces were savage and full oil

Then, behind a great rock I saw I

a man in armor, and his armor v|

as is the armor of captains of tj

Bands. And, strangely, insteil

lance, he held in his hands a ll

bow and over his shoulaer was (

of arrows.

He turned toward me to sj

uncouth followers, and his fac«1

miliar to me, but for a minute
recognize it, which was not straj

a man may be forgiven for not

ing his own head on other shoulij

then I knew myself.

THEN the picture rearrange

Smoke and flames engulfed t|

ana I stood beside the great do|

a score of tatterdemalions lifted

of a tree and rushed upon the d

J

it to batter them down. Then ll

darkness and 1 was in a sml
chamber and there lay one at[

white and bleeding, and I liftil

my arms, and it seemed to mel
was dead, and despair came il

So I kissed her cold lips and!
down upon a bed and knelt bes|

an agony of grief.

That was all. The picture 1

cloud and the cloud became a[

the spot vanished so that the cil

gleamed untarnished before mtf
"Did the pictures come?" Bef
"They came," said I, determii(l

tell her what I had seen.

"Was death in the ball?" she
|

"Death for many," I said.

"For thou and for me?" she <|

"I do not know," I said. "bu[
know: that we shall meet again!

I got to my feet, and my bil

water and I was afraid, for it
[

some thing to look through a n|

dow into the future, and to \

happen that have not yet come

Comer's for Julv



id Betsy, speaking slowly and

is adieu and not farewell."

yent away, and the daylight in

azzled my eyes. But 1 was be-

Cugh without that, and fearful

re, and grievously unhappy,

or a moment there before the

Betsy and thought upon My
ncing in my mind his noble

is genius for war, his courage

ivableness against that other

n which was rash and intem-

amatory, and I could not un-

is complexity. That he truly

iveet wife, I knew, and that he
loyalty and all the sacrifices

in his behalf. Wherefore,

lis, I could not conceive how
so diligent in the pursuit of

ty. Perhaps that sort of con-

lehow natural and correct to

of higher station than I, but

;m to my simplicity that an
rests upon the high ones to be

their honor for the lesson it

:h to commonfolk who have

o worry about, but only hon-
pposed that I, now being a

ust bother my head about

n heretofore I had only to see

dealt fairly and behaved de-

respectable merchant should.

xi unhappily, a horseman gal-

ard me as if in haste, his

>ofs crashing the frozen crust

:d the road. He snatched his

sliding halt with cruel rein as

10 respected horseflesh should
looked up, startled, into the

some, mustachioed face of the

o Riario. He was as surprised

as I to see him, and his hand
jeweled dagger at his belt,

he English clown," he said

answered, "never a clown,

lonest merchant, but now a

raised to gentle estate. I have
a little while, but I have used it

i thou who wert born to it."

»r the King's edict against

ii the camp," he said, "I would
better manners."
up at him because when I am
age something compels me to

now. not why. "Thou wouldst
•aid I, "another four inches to

and somewhat to the breadth
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of thy shoulders before thou couldst in-

crease my education," I said. And added
for good measure, "Thou popinjay who
chases little girls up trees with dogs."
He made as if he would ride me down,

but I grasped the reins of his horse and
twisted it sidewise and held it quiet. Now
if any man had done so to me I would
have argued the matter with him, but My
Lord Piero did not even have at me with
his dagger. He merely cursed me skill-

fully. But for all that, I knew he was not
afraid of me. I could see it in his narrow
eyes that crowded his nose too closely.

Whatever guilts rested upon his soul the

guilt of cowardice was not one of them.
"Today I may not pleasure myself by

spitting thy gizzard," he said. "But be
not impatient."

HE THREW his silken leg over the
saddle and alighted, and even turned

his back to me, which, 1 think, he would
not have done to one of his own coun-
trymen in like circumstances. He walked
past me with no other word toward Bet-

sy's door, but there he turned, his face
puckered with curiosity.

"What dost thou here?" he demanded.
He sneered at me. "To woo one of her
serving maids, no doubt."

"Aye," said I, thinking back to our
English farm. "A dairy maid. Hast thou
selected one from the scullery?"

I do not know why that should have
pricked his pride, but so it did. "I come,"
he said arrogantly, "to pay my respects

to the lovely Demoiselle d'Amboise."
"Her household is complete," I said.

"She hath no need of a servant to clean

her shoes." Which was doing nobly for

one so slow of wits as myself, and I was
proud of it. "Or," I asked, "dost venture
to compete with thy betters for the lady's

favor?"
"The Riarios know no betters." He

looked at me, being very still, and then
he shrugged his shoulders. "Upon one
hand," he said, "thou hast enough fingers

to count the dawns that thou shalt see."

Whereupon he faced the door and beat

upon it with his gloved knuckles; and I

strode away to make report to My Lord.
So I strode along, pitying myself as the

most miserable of men, when a voice

spoke sleekly in my ear and I became
aware of the obese, slyly smiling monk.
"Was the lady compliant?" he asked,

! by LARRY REYNOLDS

"Is that right, Clancy? Did the victim really describe one
of the burglars as being 'tall an' rather handsome? Gosh!"
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eered at me. "A most fair lady in-

and desirable. It is such as she who
dire peril to men's souls. Aye.

I, were I to gaze too long upon her,

I feel this brown habit of mine

ute itself into gaudy silk, and the

losters that should fall from my
rned into amorous rhymes."

instinct warned me to caution. The
had been sniffing at my footprints,

g they would lead him to his goal,

ence any woman who spoke to me
:eived me would be suspect,

proud and haughty lady,*' said I. "I

My Lord sends me on no more er-

to such as she."

it so? An embassy for my Lord

nni, is it? Or could it be otherwise

ou dost tell me this for a tale?" He
:d at me and smirked and his great

undulated under his robe. "The
>iselle Suzanne d'Amboise, eh? My
it, 1 neither believe thee nor disbe-

thee." He tittered lewdly. "Thou
encounter Riario at her door."

y eyes are sharp," I said.

rHY, otherwise, did I follow thee

this day to see where thou wert
" he asked. "The Count Piero Ria-

like to make a fool of himself,

en are a sweet commodity. I give

age advice, my son. Permit them to

hee, but be chary of giving love in

. Eat the apple, but toss away the

Now this Riario, to whom 1 am
some obligation, behaves like a

ing apprentice. He hath quite lost

sad over this woman. She hath cast

1 over him. Now, if what appears on
urface be true—that she is Bonni-

mistress, and that Giovanni de'

ci attempts to take her away from
then Riario is apt to be ground be-

two millstones." He waggled his

and his mood changed. "You for-

ot my offer."

le jewels of the Degli Albizzi?" I

hose and none others," he an-

:d. "My young friend, in that mat-
am false to the Pope, which is a

sin. It needs only that thou be false

woman, which is a peccadillo for

I will get thee absolution."

i what woman must I be false?" I

hat," he said, "is a fool's question."

(hat hath this maid to do with the

zi or their treasure?" I asked,

am not certain," he said thought-
"But my nose prickles. Her be-

»r doth make a pattern. And that

rn fits a person. But the marvel of
my son, that the records insist that

uch person exists. Am I clear?"

he leered at me.
ou are," I said, "a tortuous and
herous rascal."

hat," he said, "is not the point under
ssion. Now, if there be the profit in

me that I guess, I will save thee

and I will save her, and get both safe out
of Italy. Is it a bargain?"
"A bargain," said I, "implies honesty

on both sides."

"I saw the Count Piero hold up the
live lingers of his hand at you," he said.

"A shrewd guess at the meaning of that

would be that he gives thee live days to

live. I will ponder upon it. It may be to

my advantage to keep thee alive."

"I am somewhat skilled at keeping my-
self alive," I said.

"There is news and gossip that might
fit into the ear of the Lord Giovanni."
he said musingly. "A part will become
known; the rest will appear only when
it comes to pass. First, the Pope hath
made secret treaty of alliance with Ven-
ice—which is to everybody's disadvan-
tage, including his own. Secondly, His
Holiness means to pass over young Ippo-
lito de' Medici, and in the end give him a

cardinal's hat instead of the rule of Flor-

ence."

"To put whom in his place?" I asked,
for here indeed was news.
"The dusky-cheeked Alessandro," said

the monk sourly. "Now your Floren-
tines might, under some duress, have
submitted to Ippolito. But with Ales-

sandro will come trouble. They will not

tolerate him, for he hath none of the

graces of the family and is a dull and
brutish creature. Yet Clement loves

him." He shrugged his shoulders. "The
day approaches on which thy master will

have but to hold out his hand and the

dukedom of Florence and all Tuscany
will drop ripely into his palm."
"Why do you tell me this?" I asked.

"Because," he said slyly, "the friend-

ship of a Duke of Tuscany will not be an
ill thing for a man to possess. Most espe-

cially one of the force and strength of

My Lord Giovanni. He hath the mili-

tary genius for it. But the scheming
brain to help him worm his way through
the politics of it, he lacketh."

"And such a brain," I said in wonder
at the reach of his ambition, "houses in-

side thy skull?"

"It would serve the purpose," he an-

swered.

"You aim high," I told him.

"My son," he said, "I aim high, and I

aim low and I aim in the middle ground.
A man who shoots at many targets is

sure to hit one of them in the gold."

"I shall warn my master against thee,"

I said, for I was still not far from boy-
hood and could not yet deal leniently

with the weaknesses of mankind. "I shall

say to him that of all living men thou

art least to be trusted and most treacher-

ous. Be on thy way," I said harshly.

"Thou hast a most foul odor."

"Words!" he said. "Young and ig-

norant words! In spite of them I would
be thy friend."

He turned then, and gathered his robe

up from his great ankles and waddled
away—a gross, fat man who thought to

'For once I'm getting the screens up in time NED HILTON
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Clean out rust with

DU PONT Cooling System CLEANSER

Before your engine is ruined by overheating,

clean out rust and scum in the radiator. Just

pour in a can of DU PONT COOLING SYSTEM
CLEANSER, run the engine 30 minutes or

more, then drain. No reverse flushing is nec-

essary. It dissolves rust— cleans thoroughly,

quickly, and safely.

Then keep out rust with

DU PONT Acid and Rust INHIBITOR

After cleaning out the radiator, you can keep

it free from rust all season by pouring in a can

of DU PONT ACID AND RUST INHIBITOR.

This neutralizes the acid and prevents damag-

ing rust from forming.

Avoid radiator leaks with

DU PONT Cooling System SEALER

You can stop leaks quickly and securely—and

make cooling system LEAK-PROOF—by pour-

ing in DU PONT COOLING SYSTEM SEALER.

It will not clog the radiator.
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V Safer than cash

V Promptly refunded if lost

or stolen

V Spendable anywhere

V Good until used

\f No identification needed

except your signature

t/ Cost only 75f per $100.
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EXPRESS AND WESTERN UNION OFFICES

THE NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT
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KflRRFLITE
LUGGAGE

'Takes the hug out of Luggage'

Here's history's first framelcss
luggage—Horn KARRY-LITE.
Super-strong, light as a trifle, it is

molded from genuine Spaulding
vulcanized fiber ... resistant to
weather, water and wear. Carries
50 lbs. Looks like leather. Wash-
able baked lacquer finish, inside
and out. Sets or single pieces in

Luggage Tan, Blue, Cordovan.
20- inch sire—$5.95
24-inch size—$6.95
27-inch size—$7.95
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ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

conquer a star by bombarding it with

mud.
So I came to My Lord Giovanni and

stood before him awkwardly with his

spurned gift in my hands. He looked at

it, and hot fire lighted in his black eyes.

"What is that?" he demanded, though
he knew well what it was.

"The lady," said I, "rejected thy gift."

"And myself with it," he said through
his teeth.

"She bade me say to thee, My Lord,"

I told him, "that she was not in the mood
for change."
"Doth she so! Doth she dare! By St.

Hector and St. Ajax and St. Hercules!

The wench shall learn knowledge. I'll

have her and enjoy her and toss her

away like a drained goblet. I'll snatch

her from Bonnivet by force. I'll take her

were she mistress to the King himself."

IT HAD been a bitter day and my en-

durance was outworn. "My Lord,"
said I, "I do love thee, and thou art most
dear to me of all men. But this thing shall

not be. If thou dost so much as touch
her with thy finger without her consent
and desire I will kill thee if I have to

hack my way to thee through the total of

the Black Bands."
He sprang to his feet, splendid and

fearsome in his rage at me, and drew his

dagger half from its sheath.

"Nay, My Lord," I said gently. "Let
it not come to this betwixt us. Even
though I love thee, if thou dost come at

me to strike me, I will handle thee

roughly."

He halted, not from fear but from
surprise—and something else than sur-

prise. And then he did and said what was
ever characteristic of him, and of his

great heart and his heroic mold.
"You dare to stand up to me!" he said

harshly. And then: "By St. Achilles, thou
hast right rare courage! Thou art indeed
a man! And I do love and respect thee,

Pietro. First, because thou art not afraid;

and, secondly, because thou hast stopped
a most foolish thing which I would have
done in my anger. From this day thou
art a captain in the Bands." He snatched
the casket from my hands and took from
it the begemmed Cellini button, and he
pinned it upon my shoulder. "Thou art

worthier to wear it than this woman. It

is a token of my increased love for thee."

It is always thus that he was, as I recall

him: wild, tempestuous, reckless, gener-

ous, true in friendship, and incalculable

in his actions. But for all his sweetness
toward me, he smoldered with resent-

ment and the shame of rejection. And I

feared what he might do to quench the

fire.

He looked at me with puckered brow.
"There is more here than is written on
the page," he said slowly. "What is this

lady to thee, Pietro, that thou dost stand

her shield and buckler?" His fine brows
lifted. "Is it she? Is it the maid of Fano?
The serving lass of Piccolo Cavallo? Is

it she, my Pietro, in a new and lovelier

guise?"

"My Lord," said I, for I could not
answer otherwise, "it is she. But if the

secret becomes known, her peril will be
deadly. That monk is here, sniffing."

He nodded. "Her secret is my secret,"

he said. "Have no fear."

Nevertheless I had fear, not that he
would betray her, but because I could
see that she was enhanced in his eyes by
the mystery that veiled her. And he had
given no promise that he would halt his

pursuit of her, which, in fact, he could
not have done if he wished, for that was
his nature. . . .

General de Levra, who defended Pa-
via, was a stubborn man. He barred the

road to Francis, and his detestable artil-

lery thundered by day and by night.

Pescara, that grim soldier of the Em-
peror, threatened our besieging army
from the rear. My master did not like

the look of it, and counseled withdrawal.
But Francis was too proud for that, for

he had taken a great oath to have Pavia
or die in the attempt.

So we sat there and froze and skir-

mished, and the army made up of men of
many tongues lost what discipline it pos-

sessed in the beginning. Therefore, daily,

more labor and lighting and responsibil-

ity rested upon My Lord and the Black
Bands. Chivalry and love of glory arc all

very well, and King Francis had more
than his share of them, but they are more
desirable attributes in a knight-errant
than in a King and the leader of a groat

army. It was all disturbing to me, I who
am a practical man at heart and fond of
businesslike ways of doing things.

But what the King and his rash advis-

ers such as Bonnivet decided upon was
none of my affair, except that I might die

of it. There were things that touched me
more closely and filled my mind with
worries.

I lay wrapped against the cold of the

night in such coverings as I had been able
to amass or that Christoforo, most solic-

itous for my comfort, had been clever

knave enough to steal for me. Chris-
toforo snored in his corner. I was wake-
ful. The hour was well 'past midnight,

"You come from Betsy?" 1 asked
"Nay. I dare not approach her.

doth trust thee. Why it should be so,

less as thou art, I know not. Hart
sought a madman. Englishman?
whose brains are addled, and whoA
wander the land like a wild beast,)

ing not where he goes nor why?"
"Why should I?"

"For years 1 have searched. In p
where the smells would curdle thy

In thieves' kens and reeking cellart-J

none may guess where a madma
take to earth."

"Why is this bedlamite vali

thee?" i asked. "And what have
with it?"

"His madness is not of Gc
John-Peter, "but of human devil

tore at his flesh and stretched hi|"
upon the rack and put him to th

tion until his brain burst like a
For he was once a true man ar

born."
"This mad man hath a secret?'

"Encased in the shell of his mad
lohn-Peter said. "If, indeed, th

that I have found be he." His v(

came the squeak of a bat. "An<|

COLLIER'S "H'mmm . . . there's a note tied to it"

and at such a time the ears are unnatu-
rally sharp. So it was that I heard soft,

slithering movements outside which
paused, and then a whisper that was more
like the squeak of a rat came to me.

"Englishman!" it said. "Art awake?"
"Who speaks?" I asked.

"One who would have speech with

thee."

"What one?" I demanded, turning and
reaching out my hand for my sword
which was close by me in case of need.

"Giovanpietro," came the squeak
through the darkness.

"John-Peter!" I exclaimed. "Come in

before thou art seen by spying eyes."

The cloth of the tent rustled, and I sat

suddenly erect, weapon in hand, lest

there should be some deceit. And I heard
Christoforo stirring in his swaddlings. "I

am awake," he said.

"A light," I ordered.

In a moment there was flicker enough
to let me see the misshapen figure of

Betsy's homunculus, teetering upon
bandy legs and hissing like an angry cat.

"What dost thou here?" I demanded
of him. "Wouldst lead the monk to her?

Art such a fool as to think that such as

thou can pass unnoticed?"
"He hath gone to Binasco upon an er-

rand," John-Peter snarled, "and for all

thy bigness I am, inch for inch, a better

man than thou. Especially between the

ears."

have it out of him an I must hav

devil's aid to do it."

"Why tell this tale to me?" I ask

"Because I must not be seen,

he must be taken to my lady. EH
he must be fed and sheltered and
trustful and at ease until I and sh|

delve amidst the ruins of his mindj
"Where is this man?" I asked.

John-Peter leered at me. "I havel

I have led him like a beast to pastil

have him without, soundly tied bl

foot to a tree. With your permisskl

if need be without it, I will drag h|

for thee to see."

He shuffled, bandy-legged, out (I

tent, and disappeared. Christoforo!

tered prayers because he was a" sufj

tious man, who liked not madness.f

JOHN-PETER came in once
dragging after him by a cord a

that once may have been a man, tt|

there was good reason to doubt it.

neither arm nor leg was straight andil

and shapely, but like the gnarled linl

some stunted and distorted tree.l

neck was awry, and one foot dragil

a dreadful way, and his back was (I

line. He seemed rather a horrid g'

out of some dark pit than a human
His hair was white and matted, at

beard was black, which was a si I

thing. And his eyes gleamed wit

natural fire like the eyes of a frigr
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m Yorks S.R.O. sign is coming down
Giant, bustling New
York City was in a jam
— a subway jam . . .

fH its 7,800,000 population growing by
aps and bounds—with vital transporta-

ities saturated—with many subway cars

replacement, New York needed action.

turned— logically— to the American Car and
Foundry Company. For ever since tiny steam en-

gines hauled Old Manhattan's first elevated trains,

A.C.F. has been continuously supplyingNewYork's
vast transportation network — overhead, surface

or underground— with dependable equipment.

tion. Bright, cheerful cars that are forerunners of
a new era in underground transportation.

They'll be joining the thousands of other A.C.F.
cars New York already operates . . . giving a com-
fortable daily ride to another half million citizens.

Yes, the "S.R.O." sign is coming down in New
York. And A.C.F. is proud to be helping her set

the pace for the nation's other great cities.

American Car and Foundry Company • new u^kk • ancAco . sr. i

CLEVELAND • WASHINGTON • PHILADELPHIA • P1TTSBIRCU • SAN FRANCISCO
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wkhether you are going fishing, or have

to be content with wishing, the deli-

cious flavor of Mission Orange will give

you that Happy Days feeling. Mission

Orange is made from the juice of golden-

ripe Valencia Oranges... that's why it

tastes like more—and more. For an appe-

teasing change, try these other Mission

Beverages — Royal Punch (Concord

Grape flavor), mellow Root Beer, smooth

Creme, sparkling Pale Dry Ginger Ale

...all good because they're all Mission.

cat at night. When John-Peter loosed
him he cowered at my feet and gibbered.
I knew not whether to pity him or fear
him.
"Who is this poor mortal.'" I asked.

"If he be, indeed, the man 1 have
searched for," John-Peter said, "his head
was once crammed with learning. For
which I do not care. He may keep his

knowledge pent up inside his madness if

he will but give up one little fact."

The madman cringed and gibbered in

his terror of us so that I melted toward
him and felt compassion for one so mis-

erable; and at the same time I wondered
that any could be so cruel as to do to

him what had been done. I bent over
him, and he cried out and groveled, but I

touched him gently, albeit reluctantly,

and said to soothe his fears, "We be
friends, meaning thee no harm, but only
kindness. See. Thou art like to freeze.

Christoforo, pour a cup of wine to warm
his bones."

HE LOOKED up at me like a beaten
dog who finds unexpected kindness

and snatched with his claws at my hand
and pressed it to his lips—still scarcely

believing we meant him* no ill. But he
gulped the wine, and it drove out the

chill, and he smiled like a child. For the

first time he spoke, very halting at first,

but his voice strengthened and the tone
of it was like the ringing of a sweet bell.

It was not his own words that came from
his lips, but lines from the great Dante
which he rolled out sonorously. And
when he was done he looked up at me
shyly for approval like some child who
has well recited his lesson.

"It is he!" John-Peter said in his bat's

squeak. "It is he. There is none other
who could speak in that voice of a ser-

aph, nor roll out words of poetry so no-
bly." In his eagerness he grasped the

man's shoulder roughly so that the poor
fellow cried out again and relapsed into

mute terror. "Tell me!" John-Peter said

urgently. "Answer me! Answer me the

question I have put to thee a hundred
times."

"That is an ill manner of doing," I

said. "If thou wouldst question him, thou
must first gain his love and confidence.

Who is this one, and what does he know
that is of such moment to thee?"

John-Peter scowled at me and hissed

like a cat. "I will tear it out of him with
my nails," he said in a fury.

"Christoforo," I said, "give him bread
and meat."
The creature clawed at the food and

would have gnawed it like a wolf, but of

a sudden there came brief light of reason
into his eyes and he stood and bowed in

what would have been a courtly way had
it not been for his misshapen body and
his filthy rags.

"I give thee thanks, sweet sir," he said

in his silver voice, "and right gladly do
I partake of thy hospitality." And then

he cited lines from the poet Abelard
which amplified his gratitude. "I do not
know thee nor thy face," he said gravely,

"but thou will find warm welcome in my
patron's house. Aye, and good conver-
sation and discussion to feed the hunger
of thy mind." But then he became be-

wildered, and touched his sorry garments
and shook his head in sorrow. "Nay,"
he said. "I do give invitation without
warrant. I forget. Some fatal thing hath
befallen that escapes my memory."
Again he fingered his rags. "These be
not fitting clothes, nor such as I am ac-

customed to wear." He looked at me
piteously. "What evil hath fallen upon
me, Messire? Where is my patron? Where
am I? I have wandered long in some
vast wilderness. Canst guide me to the

palace of my patron, Messire? He will

reward thee richly, for he sets great store

by me."
"If thou wilt give me the name of thy

patron," I said, "I will guide thee to him."'

But his mind wandered away and he
would name no names, but only spoke in

a confused and terrified way of
sl.uiL'hu-i and the sacking ol a

and then ol dungeons and (
torture and agony, begging Ins

most heart-rendingly to cease fn

business and leave him to die

nothing," he cried. "Torture
wrest it from me. I know not w
child is hid. I know nothing.
hath stolen them. Ask questions
mob, my masters, not of me.'

until his words were mercgibbc
"Niccolo Gozzoli," John-Pei

urgently, "compose thy mind.
Reach into thy memory. Thou
colo Gozzoli."

At sound of that name the un
man cocked his head and listen

Niccolo Gozzoli. There was su
I knew him well. A handsome
learned." Then he cried out ag;

ror. "I will tell thee nothing,
thou dost Hay the skin from oil

though thou dost wrack me and
and break my bones to splinters

thee nothing." And then he was
wholly a thing of rags and madness
no light of reason in him, but onl)

terings and mouthings.
John-Peter would have questi

more, but it was useless. "The d
1 said, "hath flickered out. Here
ter requiring patience and much
ness. It is not for a day nor an
What we saw and heard was but a

and darkness hath fallen again, i

we but bestow him where he woi
safe and in comfort, eating and dtal

and basking in the sun, these flajj

reason might come to glow with st

light, and in the end, John-Peter
mightst learn what you desire. U
by prying and prodding and questij

The problem is thine. What wilt d

the man? He cannot remain here,

be so important to thee, find a cl

spot for him."
"I brought him to thee, Ser P

John-Peter said, "because I dur
take him to my mistress. It wouk
betray her. I may not go near her

scowled at me ferociously. "I lik

not, Ser Englishman, but thou art

to her as I am bound to her. So
needs use thee as she hath used

Therefore the task is thine. Car
madman at once and secretly t

Lady. Name his name to her.

will take him under her charge."

"At this hour of the night?'

"An I go battering upon a lady':

betwixt midnight and morniijg I an i

like to have a knife in my ribs f

welcome."
"It is thy risk," he said, "whicl

must take."

In the end I was persuaded, tin

liked it not, nor have I ever liket

teries to vex my brain. I like thing

clear and understandable, like a

kept set of ledgers where everytl

set down in order and without ern

if this unfortunate man was son

portant part of Betsy's mystery,
saw that I must take him to her w
I wanted to or not. Because the

things no man may avoid if the\

in the line of business or duty,

all which, it might let me see her

though even briefly, and earn

crumb of her gratitude.

JOHN-PETER scrambled away
short, bandy legs, and I arousi

Niccolo Gozzoli from his stupoi

with him betwixt us, Christoforo

set out through the waning night f

Betsy's lodgings.

The camp was in darkness no1

the great army asleep save for a di

voice raised now and again in

song. We made our way in silenc

dragging, half carrying the madrm
seemed to care not what we did wi

or where we led him. Even the i
De Levra's cannon was silent, an

stars shivered in a heaven that se<

sheet of ice. Our feet crunched the

Collier's for July li



t as we trudged. It was an eerie and
»nny sight— this vast army of men
slept so sound but to arise and fight

die on the morrow,
hristoforo trudged along, clucking to

J self like some disapproving hen, and

tering curses upon any who haled

from their comfortable beds to go

i crack-brained errands in the frigid

t.

s for me, I thought upon the strange-

of my lot, which had turned me
a peaceful merchant's son into a

t and a captain of the Black Bands.

sidered the perversity of things and
I was doing what I was not meant

lo, all by accident; and of how I

ned for a girl who would not be wel-

ed by my mother, and of how 1 was

id to the greatest soldier of the age—
all because this maid had chosen to

me as a cat's-paw in her schemings.

I was, like to come to my death in

foreign land in a war in which I had
oncern.

t for all that, I found that I was in

e strange way glad of it, and taking

sure in it—even in this strange

nd, and the mystery of it. The up-

; of the thinking was that I perceived

no man grows acquainted with him-
so long as he travels along an

jstomed road in safety and dull

ifort, but only commences to find out

t he is made of when he is jerked

ently from all that is calm and
iliar and pitched into the midst of un-
iliar happenings and alien persons.

f a sudden Christoforo reached
ss Niccolo Gozzoli and gripped my

Dthers are afoot, Pietro," he said

ly.

e halted and crouched in a black
low to make certain nothing threat-

I before we proceeded, and it was as

, because six men came out of the

mess, one riding a horse and leading

her horse behind him. And they

; long cloaks, and as they came
:ast of us I saw that their faces were
ered with black. Now men do not
ik themselves if they are upon an
est errand. But, as Christoforo said,

lad our own fish to fry: and so we
tiem go on their way, which was also

way, until they were well ahead

hen we followed, not to meddle with

, but because it happened to be the
we must go ourselves,

resently they passed out of earshot,

we were forced to move slowly by
colo Gozzoli's dragging steps.

It were well we went cautiously, also,"

istoforo said, "and I am glad we

fastened on our swords. Men who go
masked are like to resent intruders."
"We will be at pains not to vex them,"

I said shortly.

"Aye, Pietro, but didst note the
dappled horse?"

"Nay," I said. "What of it?"

"The Count Piero Riario rides such a
nag," he said.

I shrugged, for whatever these men
were doing, it did not concern mc. "His
face fits a mask as well or better than
any," I said.

We continued on our way, only in-

creasing our care to move soundlessly,
until we were close to our destination.

There was now no sound of movement
ahead of us, and Betsy's lodgings were
visible. Nevertheless we halted to make
certain that none observed us. It is we
we did, for men moved there in the night,

appearing as If by magic, and they
clustered about Betsy's door and 1 could
hear clear through the still night the
batter of knuckles upon its panel. Then
a voice spoke roughly.

"Open!" it said. "Open up or we burst

in the door."

THEN it seemed that a voice within
asked who demanded entrance, and

the voice of the leader of the six men
answered: "It is Giovanni de' Medici.
Open up or it will be the worse for all

inside."

Never have I felt so hot a surge of
rage. Never before, and I hope never
again, will love so instantly be turned
into hatred. Giovanni de' Medici. My
friend and My Lord! Traitor to me and
to my friendship. Come in the night

forcibly to seize what he could not win!
Knowing well how things stood with me,
who had saved his life more than once,
he was here masked to snatch from her
bed and carry away for his pleasure this

maid whom I so unwillingly loved!

It seemed to me that the night was sud-

denly tinted with red, and I believed that

I bellowed with rage, and loosed my hold
upon Niccolo Gozzoli, and snatched out
my blade. There were six, but in my
rage I would have charged against them
had there been fifty.

I shouted as I ran, calling My Lord
such names as came to my mind. False

friend! Traitorous master! Treacherous
hound of a Medici! These and many
more I shouted. And then I was upon
them and they scattered before my
sword. And then, my back against Betsy's

door, and Christoforo at my side, I was
fighting for my life and for Betsy and
for my revenge against My Lord, fighting

as I had never fought before.

(To be continued next week)
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'Nice throw, Higgins. I think you got him out at third"

IRWIN CAPLAN
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•Du Ponfa trademark for its acrylic resrn-

KEG. U. S. PAT. Off-

BETTE R TH.NGS FOR BETTER UV.N.... THROUGH CHHM.STRV
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Cs&t4i't/lrf 0i t&t/l&s/
Captured by this cork is the world-famous wine of California's his-

toric Italian Swiss Colony—wine grown with rare skill handed down
through three generations— bright and clear in color, inviting in

bouquet, wonderful in flavor!

Tonight, for real delight, take home one of the superb dinner v/ines

from the Colony— say, for example, a ruby -red California Bur-

gundy or a golden California Sauterne. Take, too, an outstanding

Italian Swiss Colony dessert wine, such as California Sherry or Port.

Open it—look at its brilliance—catch its bouquet— savor its flavor.

You'll agree it's "corking good wine!"

Copyright 1947, Italian Swiss Colony General Offices: San Francisco

tauiAi* S\wsS Cdioi^
CALIFORNIA WINES

Enjoy GOLD MEDAL LABEL WINES, truly superb dinner and dessert wines from the Colony's world-renowned cellars. Also try

Italian Swiss Colony's de luxe Private Stock dinner and dessert wines, as well as Tipo Red and Jipo White, the Colony's finest table wines.



PLASTIC AGE
Continued from page £3

in Detroit is no* turning out
brpp»at<»ri interior panels for a

: luxe cars, drawing on their experi-

piinprf in molding ammunition

i during the war. Taxkabs are using

and more laminated panels. I

I idea, the one put-

i the test with his fire ax. and - -

I to see more of it.

he meantime we are getting lami-

1 plastic ice buckets, that also p
value of the material, and

-..- - . -

and are light enough for .

Laminated luggage is a natural

ah, and easy to keep clean, in-

and out An e-.. :ea res ztz:
- - ;ven taken to

_ up and down on test pieces of

: luggage, to pro'' e it can take it.

the most part, however, plastics

wish fou would pay more atten-

to the " . ; . —
m<t«Mi of pressing them

the ones that are in the mating
are plenty of them around you,

I

Adding to Telephone Comfort

telephone, of course, has been
m a long time, meaning it is light

gat. ooochipptng. warm and pleas-

be touch. Incidentally, the dial

m which more and more phones
depends, the;, -ell us. on piastks

aity-six strategic points. Once
for new phones are caught up. tefc-

e : : - r _
" ; ; - e . -

-
: : : -

a phone in any of half a dozen
Hollywood touch to match your

> danger of its coming off like

enamel. You won't ha-.

:

bell box bumping out on the

her. Plastics being so light,

worked it out so that everything

ted in the base of the instru-

itseL:

of the greatest properties of some
is electrical insulation, making

I boon to all your electrical equip-
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had before had its limitations of
and of the voltages it could con-
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-es and
, and there are flexible insulations

the cords. These vinyl resin

by the N a: -

Laboratot In fact,

through ship since - vinyl

ere? - ;: . : :

:

the rubber coating formerty
:ke a fuse, carrying fire wber-

the care- a:
N - requirements for vinyl coat-

. . -
- so ttu-

have ample output to take care

HpUtkxi needs and to provide

.

erings look hke hno-
or rubber ok. They are resilient.

-resistant, colorfuL hard to scuff, and
' are pan of the plastics campaign to

- - .
-

•air
; :.: - --

. .-

ly hose down, with a piast

.

-Jiough this :s a slight exaggera-

lamp shades.
b. upholstery and shp~co\er ma-

e --
: you can wipe dean with a damp

you to see the wea\e of the fabnc in

spite of the impregnation or thin coating
of plastic. Lovers of leather, too, can
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such as no animal could provide.
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only a I ifginning of the possibilities
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tiful as they are practkaL Plastic » eb-
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glass cloth for outdoor funnfe are in-

dications. So is some of the lamp-shade
material . i .en: some of it paper,!

a.-_—. s.-.-ce :- -::: :':- - : 'ea.ee: :r.e

Some of it is glass fibers larnmatfd with
plastic andaO of it of a dull finish that

is beautiful as well as washable, that dir-

'
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rooms and kitchens These are direct

copies of the tiles they aim to replace.
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to intrigue us the most: the plastic

clothesline that wont sag, weather or
stain our clothes, the colorful plastic

clothespins that can't stain either; the

plastic flowerpots that certainly don't

break hke day ones, or grow- moldy: the

more durable phonograph records, and
:.-.e r-:-:c-_r- -=ea e • .:-. :.-.e "e .

- -.

nylon knee: the plastic suecuing that

doesn't suffer from the -earner, and can
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poked a pencfl through it.
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triguing ideas, and real. too. We even
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causeh is fkxibfe and can carry corrosive

materials, it suH isn't the answer in our
houses. One reason: DeagAcimoplastic
(L e_ malleable wim heat and pressure*.
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want with hot water going through it

_~ce- r-ess .
- =

. . - . .

trv much more are the behind-the-scenes

:r- :-.: z a: .- _: T-. e : ; ee
they want to know, would plywood be
without synthetic resin glues? The first

knew was stuck together

with an animal glue that was fine so long

as it didn't get wet. or nosed out b

which Sked the good animal taste

.
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not to mention all sorts of other outdoor

even to boats. It abo aDows the

rd-skin construction of modern
[

building, a system of gluing panels to a

framework tr stronger waH.

per unit of weight, than conventional!
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There is still plywood made wirh natu-
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dust rom the use of synthetic

resin slues, and the makers of the glues

modestly take all the credit. While the
-
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.

. . - -

of an aO-piasrics buflding shining in the

sun.
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coatriburion to building, and a much.
more practicable one.
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I ShoulA&

Even a millionaire can't have more per-
fect toilet bowl sanitation than you. Sani-
Flush gives you complete cleanliness and
odorless freshness by its thorough, disin-

fecting chemical action. Cleans away
stains and film where germs lurk ... is

quick, easy, sanitary. There's no work.
Just sprinkle Sani-Flush.

Safe with septic tank systems. Effec-
tive in hard or soft water. Sold every-
where. Two convenient
sizes. The Hygienic Prod
ucts Co., Canton 2, Ohio.

Every car someday is sure to need
new piston rings. When yours does
ask your repairman for Leak-Proof.

ant**'

to do*'

4
1. Keep oil down
2. Keep power up

3. Give smooth, new
motor operation

4. Give longer life

This means when your repairman installs these rings,

he is backed up by a guarantee of satisfactory piston

ring performance for 10,000 miles or one year, which-

ever occurs first, under the terms and conditions of

the McQuay-Norris Leak-Proof Piston Ring Replace-

ment and Labor Guarantee available upon request.

McQUAY-NORRIS MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS

nothing wrong with conventional mate-
rials. They think steel, concrete and such
are fine, though they admit a slight ad-
mixture of plastic might help them along
for certain uses. They're working on
that now.
At one big chemical company we saw

a small and valuable rod of metal mixed
with plastic that could resist lire and
chemicals, even boiling hydrochloric acid

and even fluorine, which attacks glass.

It is used now for gaskets and washers
and chemical tubings, and certainly at the

price, $15 a pound, it isn't going to get

into very common use. But the price was
$40 a pound just a year ago, and you
never know what may develop from such
beginnings.

In the same place we saw a foamy core
of plastic, lighter in weight than cork,

bonded between two thin sheets of metal.

Intense heat on one side of this sandwich,
they told us, makes the other side only
slightly warm. The core also insulates

against sound. Its first use will be in fire

doors in airplanes, and it may never
reach your house. Or it might. It's ex-

pensive. But the new plant that is to

make the main ingredient for it, which is

cellular cellulose acetate, in case you
want to know, was enlarged five times
before the roof was put on, and mass
production has already brought other
plastic materials within easy reach.

Plastics are already being used in other
ways for heat insulation. The enameled,
prefabricated houses being manufac-
tured by boatbuilder Andrew Higgins
have a concrete core insulation that de-

pends on an admixture of plastic resin

to make it fizz up when poured, filling

all the wall space with light, foamy stuff

that does a heat and sound insulating

job. Plastic resin sprayed on fibrous glass

mats makes them stay put permanently
for house and refrigerator insulation.

It's these countless ways of making
other materials (from paper and cloth to

wood and steel) do a new or a more ver-

satile job, that offer the biggest and per-

haps the most dramatic field for plastics.

Possibilities in Home-Building

Just the lightness in weight, with
strength, that plastics can accomplish
could revolutionize building codes—once
all the possibilities are accepted. It's

even possible, one man told us, to fabri-

cate strong partitions out of paper
laminated with plastic resins. Lighter
furniture is already here, made of ply-

wood that can not only be bonded with
synthetic resins but curved under heat
and pressure at the same time, forming
chairs and tables all of a piece, that are

light yet strong.

But we won't go overboard in a hurry
with the davenports and the grand pianos
you've read about, that you can hoist

with your little finger. Even if they're

desirable in every way, which hasn't been
proved, we have to get used to these ideas

a few at a time. There's a new test model
refrigerator, for example, with an interior

capacity equal to that of the mammoth in

your kitchen. It's so small, however, it

takes up much less room and is so light

you can easily push it around; thanks, as

you have guessed, to strategic use of
plastics, especially in minimizing the
thickness of insulation necessary.

We have been using words like plastic

and resin here without trying to define

them, because even people in the busi-

ness have arguments about just what they

mean. If you want to go into that, and
get bogged down in chemistry besides,

you can go and take a course. There is

an imposing list of universities that now
give courses in plastics.

There are a dozen trade publications

devoted to the subject, and three national

organizations working to develop stand-

ards and to spread sound information.

One of them launched last spring a wide-

spread movement for informative label-

ing, to steer us through the maze of plas-

tic items and advise us on their care.

Then, for one thing, we'll know most
plastic dishes can't stand high tempera-
tures. (One company, just to confuse
matters, has recently announced a color-
ful plastic that can withstand boiling wa-
ter. Heretofore only so-called thermoset
plastics, which don't come in the giddy
colors we like in the kitchen, could with-
stand such heat.) And we'll stop, they
hope, scrubbing any plastic things with
scouring powder. They need the same
care we give our glass and china, even
though they're not so breakable.

Another national organization is spon-
soring a project at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology to develop meth-
ods for testing plastic performance, just

as we have methods for testing metals.

The use of metals grew so gradually that

standards evolved naturally, but plastics

have become so big so fast that one of
their severest growing pains is establish-

ing exactly what each can and cannot do.

Admittedly there have been plenty of
misuses of plastics. Some of them are
natural mistakes in a new and compli-
cated field. Many of them are due to

ignorance on the part of manufacturers,

like a great hunk of suet or raw Bj

anything. It's tough and rubbery,
smells to the high factory ceilioj

camphor. A workman attacks a bio
(his with a knife, carving oil hunks
he feeds into the maw of a machine
with heat and pressure, puts it throl
strainer and two layers ol line linen.

The stufl that oozes in spaghetti
mation out the bottom of the mad
on another floor, is carted oil to

mammoth machines where 11 is to

between rollers that treat it like do
At one stage, especially if the pli

is going to end up with the mottlin
tortoise shell, it looks almost appeti;

lying diagonally in a container in

brown strips mixed with strips thai

semble candied orange peel. But
the machines take over again, pre
this collection into one solid, mo
hunk, knifing it oil in layers, etc.. et(

Even in a small factory, where
miliar, friendly gadgets like red

yellow plastic cups pop out of the

chine, you'd feel overwhelmed at the

chanics if you didn't have to laug

their Rube Goldberg aspects, with c<

ful granules going into a hopper at

^^^fc^/as^

COLLIER'S "Do I look like a friend of the bride?'' DAVE GERAII

who think plastic is plastic. They don't

bother to check with the makers of the

plastic materials they use, though each of

these big chemical companies has a board
of experts ready and eager to give advice,

even to advising against the use of any
plastic at all in many cases.

What about soybeans and the coal?

Well, Henry Ford, who started it, gave up
on the soyOean idea. Coffee beans and
pine knots have been tried, too, and
abandoned. Coal is a source for some
plastics, but so far back. It's coal tar, a

by-product from burning coal, that con-

tains benzol which, when extracted and
combined with some other things, be-

comes phenol, which eventually turns up
in the handle of your iron. See how that

is? Cotton, wood pulp and other natural

things are also plastic sources. But the

witchery the chemist performs turns

them first into something unearthly, that

gives you the creeps. You feel, when you
go into a chemical plant where plastics

are made, that maybe man has some-
thing quite unruly by the tail.

Take one of the simplest and oldest

plastics made, which is celluloid, though
called by other and fancier names to-

day. It's essentially a blend of guncot-
ton, camphor (man-made) and alcohol.

Brew these together, and you get an
inert mass of stuff that looks as much

end of a giant machine and, a m
later, cups popping out at the other

It's a relief to realize, after
\

through a few factories, that man is

in charge. He's the brains of the che

and the creator of the machines,
the skill of the workman, and of the

who designs the mold so it can do a

cise job well. He's the designer c

the plastic articles, which can be effi

and beautiful if he's smart.

He even works in the same fan

places, from big factories to back-

setups. In an old town like Leomii
Massachusetts, which has the bi

concentration of plastics industries o
town in the country, they're still m;
combs and knitting needles in the

rambling wooden buildings where
things were made a hundred years

It's just that, instead of using animal
and ivory, they're using plastic toda

It's nice to know, too, that the t

tion of the celluloid collar carrie

though now in the form of the

fronts of nuns' habits. They look as M

and crisp as though they still depete

on starch instead of plastic. But th ap

keep is nothing like it.

It looks as though plastics had flo

their place. Only it's a thousand p *
with more coming up every day.

The End

Collier's lor July 19, ;W
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reproduction was made from a 4"x J" Ansco Color transparency.

ANSCO COLOR

• 2V*" x J'A" transparency size.

Anew thrill-Take pictures on Ansco ColorFilm!

Color Film gives you transparencies such as

ver dreamed you could take!

Ansco Color Film is the true-color film. It

you transparencies that catch every subtle

ibrant and alive with natural color. It cap-

I delicate flesh tints, the green of leaves, the

blue of the sky, exactly as they looked when you

tripped the shutter! You will be delighted when

you view your Ansco Color transparencies against

light or project them on a screen.

If you have a darkroom, you can develop Ansco

Color Film at home. Or your local dealer can give

you quick processing. And he can make gorgeous

color prints from them on Ansco Printon!

You can use Ansco Color Film if your camera

lens is f6.3 or faster. Available in 35mm cartridges,

120 and 620 rolls, sheet, and 16mm sizes. Try Ansco

Color Film today! Ansco, Binghamton, N.Y.

Ask lor A/I/SCO color fi,mi

"' ' • « » «

»

a « , JV, ;j

Ansco
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bent like a dentist's mirror

to reach more places

WHY I BROKE WITH ROOSEVELT
Continued from page 28

stories about there being no need for a

ballot
"

"That's perfectly silly," I answered.
"There has to be a ballot. Any effort

to prevent a ballot or a roll call will be

the one thing that's needed to wreck the

Democratic party in November. It's just

too ridiculous to dicuss."

"Of course, of course," he said slowly
and, I thought, somewhat regretfully. "I

agree with you on the situation, but the

papers are talking."

"Once again, I want to say to you that

I will do everything possible to conduct
a dignified convention. Some people are

trying to bully the situation and roll over
everyone, and if that happens it will be
just too bad . .

."

"Good," he cut me short. "Good."
I left for the convention.

I raised my gavel, almost at the stroke

of noon, and the convention was
launched into history.

After my opening address, which was
well received, the stadium organ was to

have played When Irish Eyes Are Smil-

ing, by way of a musical tribute, but the

power mysteriously failed. Well-wishers
of mine later taxed Mayor Kelly of Chi-
cago with deliberately arranging the fail-

ure, an allegation which he denied.

The fireworks started Tuesday. That
night the permanent chairman, Senator
Alben W. Barkley, was to speak. There
was no indication that the address would
offer anything unusual until the Presi-

dent told his White House press con-
ference, in response to a probing question
on politics, that Barkley would read the

convention a message from the White
House. Within two hours Jimmy Byrnes
called me with the news. His voice was
charged with suppressed excitement.

"The President has released his dele-

gates," he said.

"Finally?" I asked.

"He has authorized Barkley to tell the

convention he has no desire to run again
and never had."

"Oh," I said as noncommittally as I

might. "That's a brick of another color,

as me father used to say."

Bycnes hung up, somewhat annoyed
by my unenthusiastic reaction, I think.

Soon after, Herbert Bayard Swope was
on the phone with an entirely different

version of the coming statement. His
story was that the delegates had not been
released.

A little later Frances Perkins marched

in to see me. She asked my opiii

the President's statement.

"Frances, to tell you the truth, I

familiar with it," I replied.

"Jim," she said at length, "h
President talked to you about it?"

"No," was my emphatic reply.

"It sounds incredible," she sai

to herself. Tears welled in her eyes

went purposefully through the doi

About twenty minutes after ci

I was preparing to head for the st

the White House called.

"Jim. I've been trying to get
;

afternoon." the President began h<

"I haven't been able to catch up I

What are you up to out there?"

"Oh, I'm a pretty busy fellow,

sponded somewhat perfunctoriT

afraid. Just for the record I made;
later and found that there had b
White House call during the afte

"Jim, I wanted to tell you that

has that statement we talked aboi
cided that it would be best to re)

after the permanent organizatio

set up. It's best to do it that way.
He did not read the statement

not know what it was until I got

convention hall.

Mystery of a Phone Call Sol'

At the hall I ran into Miss P|

As we were being swept along tr

below the platform, she smiled at I

"Did you get a call from the|

House?" she asked archly.

"Yes," I acknowledged. "And I

make a good guess as to who was i|

sible for it."

"You'd be right," she said as w|
rated at the head of the stairs.

I confidently expected that thel

ment would be the signal for a <|

stration. I was surprised, thef

when one broke out at Barklejl

mention of the President's name.j

In no time, banners were dancin
[

the aisles. Here and there, therej

tussle over a state banner. I sawl

tor Tydings standing with outthrul

grimly hanging on to Maryland's!
ard and stoutly resisting every :l

to wrest it from him. The GarnJ
gation hung on to one Texas ban.l

the Massachusetts delegation o:|

held by my crowd.
Barkley began pounding fori

early in the demonstration, so I 1

1

"Okay, dear, I've stopped the electricity" fritz *il»

Collier's for July 1



(WHOEVER HE IS, YOU'LL BE HIS NO. I GIRL IF YOU GIVE HIM THE GIFT HE'S ALWAYS WANTED-A FINE HAMILTON WATCH)
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1

•ND. Remember the day you mar
jie master of the house? He'll love

en more on your anniversary if

member him with a Hamilton,

nis the Wesley, 19 jewels, 14K
1) gold case, with Hamilton's finest

kion movement . . . $180.

\ BROTHER. Is he getting married soon?

For generations the most prized of all

wedding gifts has been a handsome,

faithfully accurate Hamilton— the fine

American watch—such as the good-

looking Dodson, shown below. 17 jewels,

10K natural gold-filled case . . . $52.25.

DAD. How old will he be on his next

birthday? Whatever his age, he'll be

as excited as a small boy when you

fasten that distinguished-looking, de-

pendable Hamilton on his wrist. The

Emerson (shown below) has 17 jewels,

lOK'naturai gold-filled case. . .$55.

SON. There's no boy quite like him of

course. So when he graduates, on his

birthday, or for Christmas, why not give

him the gift he'll wear proudly for

a lifetime—a fine Hamilton? The 19

jeweled, 14K natural gold-filled Norman,
below, is a suggestion. Price. . .$66.

' en in lore: Hake a wish come true for the girl
•>«•* best. Give her an exquisite lady's Hamilton,
** FL-3 (lop)—17 jewels, 14K natural gold case.
**or Clara (bottom)— 17 jewels, 14K natural or
U-foldfilled case and bracelet, $64.

« hairspring ever developed! It's the exclusive Hamilton Elinvar Extra—non-magnetic, rust-proof and true at all temperatures. First used in Hamilton Railroad Watches, then in Hamilton navigational war
* his spring now assures greatest possible accuracy in every Hamilton made. At better jewelers everywhere. All prices include Federal Tax. Send for FREE booklet. Hamilton Watch Co., Dept. D-4, Lancaster, Penna.



People are saying —
it

\fouget more -save more -

when you buy Chevrolet
!"

Yes, you get more beauty, comfort and all-round

performance with economy in this new Chevrolet

than in any other car in its field . . . and you

also save money on purchase price, operation

and upkeep . . . for Chevrolet alone gives

BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST!

Whenever and wherever people talk motor cars— and almost

everybody's doing it these days— you'll find the tide of favor

running more and more strongly toward this bigger-looking,

better-looking new Chevrolet for 1947.

That is true because men and women are convinced that this

car gives BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST— takes extra-

good care of their desires as well as their dollars . . . and your

own tests will tell you they're right.

CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION.

Look at the new Chevrolet and you'll see it's the onl

its field with the luxurious Big-Qir beauty of a Body h)

Drive it and you'll know it's the only car in its field gi

Big-Car performance and dependability of the famous V

Head Thrift-Master Engine. Ride in it and you'll reali

only car in its field combining the Big-Car comfort and safe

Unitized Knee-Action Rideand Positive-Action Hydraulic

And yet this beautifully balanced line of Chevrolei

cars is the louest-priced line in its field, and owners will

it has the lowest operating and upkeep costs as well!

You get more, and you save more, when you buy C

. . . the only car giving

BIG-CAR QUALITY AT
LOWEST COST ... and

the wisest investment

for you.

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

*6

Jes,people are saying —
j

j^TTBp'

ITS THENEW
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st was entirely genuine. Once
restored Barkley droned on

eech.

obviously "prepared" demon-
gan to shape up. Gradually

filled with strangers carrying

cardboard banners. They
ifting from foot to foot as the

dences rolled on.

':th he produced what I was

r—the statement:

resident has never had, and
•day, any desire or purpose to

[in the office of President, to

iidate for that office, or to be

I by the convention for that

shes in all earnestness and sin-

make it clear that all of the

to this convention are free to

ny candidate."

Statement That Fell Flat

gave the statement to the full

onant lungs. Then he turned

await the roar of applause,

s no applause! The delegates

. The strangers flashed their

which read "Roosevelt and
" and began shuffling through
encouraged by smiling approval

boss. Mayor Kelly. The organ

ut the delegates stood silent in

ss, eying the marchers with dis-

ly, from over the loud-speakers

it the hall came a bellow: "We
isevelt."

: was registered on all faces.

lined. The thundering voice

{or 45 minutes, chanting at in-

iarty wants Roosevelt! The
_.:eds Roosevelt! Everybody

)sevelt!"

>n the platform were as bewil-

the delegates over the identity

ce. Reporters finally tracked it

II basement room where the

circuits were centered. There,

limself immensely, was leather-

homas D. McGarry, superin-

if sewers for the Kelly-Nash
He had been selected for the

lly himself.

the machine-made tumult of

of the sewers, I pondered the

s statement. It certainly did

•ach what he had promised at

Inc. No one except the Presi-

I satisfied with it. Everywhere
jarded as misleading and eva-

fxt day was in one respect the

innacle of my life. When I

t the convention, I went to the

to shake hands with Carter
o had come from his home in

to place my name before the
n.

>r," 1 said jokingly, "I think it is

d taste for a man whose name
o be placed in nomination for

dency to stay on the platform
e proceedings."
ked at me sharply and smiled
ed but illuminating smile. "Jim,
you, I wouldn't be too modest
rthing I did in this convention."
the platform, I made my way to
i office and seated mvself be-
iio.

an Barkley introduced Senator
o began to speak in a rather
ling voice.

first words there were a few
ich swelled into a chorus. For
time in that convention, I be-

fitting mad clear through. Here
i'j| the greatest Democrats in the
Ha man who had made a reputa-
I long and successful public ca-
*ig booed by Democrats because
fd he courage to stand before a
c tic gathering and present my
f consideration. He was entitled
qrtful attention because of his

e
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years, position and services and he was
being booed by a lot of political riffraff,

who had no right to the convention floor.

and perhaps a few misguided zealots.

Quite abruptly his whisper surged into

a fighting snarl. He continued with his

speech, referring at one point to Thomas
Jefferson, "who less than three years be-

fore his death appealed to the party
which he established never to nominate
a man for the third term for the Presi-

dency." He concluded by placing my
name in nomination.
A short ovation followed. I remem-

ber it was short, but at least it was genu-
ine. Everyone in that vast hall who
cheered for Farley meant it. Not a sin-

gle one was paid and not a single one did
it to keep a job. Mayor Kelly's organist

was silent; the band forgot to play, and
in a few moments my "parade" was over.

After the seconding speeches, I started

for the platform. Edward J. Colgan, Jr.,

of Baltimore, was nominating Tydings.
Booing had by this time become a habit.

Then silver-haired Wright Morrow was
at the rostrum nominating Garner. The
booers lost none of their ill manners.

for me had they not been otherwise

pledged.

"It is, therefore, a great pleasure for

me. Senator Barkley, to move to suspend

the rules and declare President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt nominated for President

of the United States by acclamation."

There was a tremendous roar from the

convention. The organ. Mayor Kelly's

organ, had no trouble this time with

When Irish Eyes Are Smiling. I acknowl-
edged the salute and turned away from
the rostrum. I regard that moment as the

one in which I turned my back on active

politics.

Thursday morning, July 18th, the

President called me early. He was as gay
and bright as he had been after the 1932

and 1936 nominations. If he had any
regret at being drafted or if he preferred

to retire to Hyde Park, it did not show
in his voice. His manner was as warm
as it had ever been.

He told me that he had decided on
Henry Wallace as his running mate. I

protested: "Mr. President, there is no
use kidding yourself. The nomination of
Wallace won't help the ticket in any

"There's Whitley, blowing it all in on women and horses''

COLLIER'S SCOTT SROWH

The Texas delegation bravely trooped

around the hall to the tune of The Eyes

of Texas Are Upon You, and "Cactus

Jack" had demonstrated his courage to

stand for his convictions.

"The roll call is concluded," Barkley

announced in stentorian accents.

One hour and ten minutes later the

third-term tradition was broken. The
vote was: Roosevelt 946+, Farley 72±,

Garner 61, Tydings 9?.

Before my nomination I had gone to

Barkley and Byrnes and told them I

wished to move that the nomination of

Roosevelt be made unanimous after the

roll call.

When I was introduced by Barkley, I

was greeted by a standing ovation from
the delegates. The galleries displayed

enthusiasm for almost the only time dur-

ing the convention. I accepted this as

vindication of my stand.

"Senator Barkley and fellow Demo-
crats," I said. "I have pursued a course

here that has been dictated by the deepest

convictions. I wanted this convention to

proceed as Democrats should proceed,

to nominate its standard-bearers in keep-

ing with the high traditions of our party.

That is the only Democratic method and

that has been observed.

"My name was placed in nomination

for the Presidency of the United States

by a great and noble American. I am
grateful to those delegates who voted for

me and to those who would have voted

way. While I have a personal regard for

Wallace as a man, for his integrity, for

his courage and for his energy, the peo-

ple look on him as a mystic and I think

you'll regret it."

"He's not a mystic," Roosevelt

snapped. "He's a philosopher. He's got

ideas. He thinks right. He'll help the

people think."

"Maybe so. This is your ride, Mr.
President, and it is up to you to select

the man you want alongside you. But
Jesse Jones would be my choice. He'd
offset the lack of business support, big

and little, which will come if Wallace
should be the nominee."
He was silent.

I went on: "Jesse would also offset

arguments about the influence of the

Hopkins -Ickes -Corcoran -Cohen group
and those responsible for the silly per-

formance out here."

The cordiality died out of his voice.

He concluded by saying. "Well, Jim, be

sure to make certain that the Vice-Presi-

dential nomination is unanimous. By the

way, you were grand last night, Jim."

Later I called on Jesse Jones at his ho-

tel. I found him dictating a statement

for the press declining the Vice-Presi-

dential nomination.
"Jesse, I'm with you if you stay in the

race," I said. "But I'm not here to ad-

vise you. That's something for you to

decide."

"What would you do, Jim?" he asked.
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"Dead in the room, Jesse, if the Presi-

dent did not want me, 1 wouldn't run."

"He doesn't want me because he thinks

I'm not well."

'Jesse, that's not the real reason. He
just doesn't want you, and you might as

well face it. Now, I'm for you. If you
change your mind and stay in the race

you have my vote and support. I think

you can be nominated with my support."
"No, Jim, I guess I'll let this statement

go. 1 won't change my mind."
During the afternoon I could not re-

sist calling up lckes and congratulating
him on Wallace's coming nomination.
Ickes was feuding with Wallace and had
long been at odds with Hopkins.

"Wallace's nomination is a damned
outrage," Ickes sputtered.

"Seriously," I said, "what do you think

of things?"

"What do I think of them," he roared.

"Who cares what I think? Here I led the

whole third-term movement while Hop-
kins was in the hospital and they thought
he was going to die. Then he comes to

the convention and I'm not consulted at

all. I knew nothing ab.out the program."
Elliott Roosevelt came in to say he

thought it would be a great mistake to

nominate Wallace. I told him I was for

Jones. He met this with, "If you nomi-
nate Jesse, I'll second it." I told him
that was all right with me and that we
would talk it over when his mother ar-

rived in Chicago.
I drove out to meet Mrs. Roosevelt at

the airport. Sne was accompanied by
Franklin. Jr. When we discussed the

Vice-Presidency, she and Franklin, Jr.

agreed that it was a mistake to nominate
Wallace.
At the hotel, Mrs. Roosevelt put in a

call to the White House.
"Franklin," she plunged to the point,

"I've been talking to Jim Farley and I

agree with him Henry Wallace won't do.

1 know, Franklin, but Jesse Jones would
bolster the ticket, win it business support
and get the party contributions."

Finally the President asked that I be

put on the phone. "I've given my word
to Wallace, Jim," he told me. "What do
you do when you give your word?"

"I keep it." I answered quickly—per-

haps too quickly and too sharply.

Mrs. Roosevelt and I went out to the

convention together.

One by one the field of some seventeen
Vice-Presidential candidates was nar-

rowed to three men. Only Speaker Bank-
head, Wallace and McNutt were left in

the race. McNutt could have been nomi-
nated, but he withdrew his name at the

request of the President. The delegates

were ugly. They did not want Wallace.

A Protest Against Bossism

Not all their resentment was personal,

however. They were showing their re-

sentment against "bossism." But they

were trapped by the President's adroit

maneuvering. No one who studies this

convention can deny that the President

showed himself to be a master of politi-

cal rough-and-tumble, with no holds

barred.

The final vote brought Wallace only
627 votes out of 1.100. There is no doubt
in my mind that Mrs. Roosevelt's appear-
ance and her speech about the burdens
of the Presidency in critical times saved

the day for the President. He knew what
he was doing when he sent her.

The next morning, when the Demo-
cratic National Committee gathered at

the hotel, my statement of resignation

was read before the committee men and
women—about 110 in all. It concluded
with this pledge:

"I shall co-operate to the fullest extent

with my successor as national chairman
in setting up the machinery for the com-
ing campaign. I have said repeatedly

that the American people want the

Democratic party to remain in power.

My opinion has not changed, and again
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Bge my full support to the Roose-

Vallace ticket
."

las glad to get that on the record to

Ifoff any accusations of my being a

lead. But 1 was sad as member
Bnember of the committee stood up
liver impromptu expressions on my
lation.
lid not see the President after the

Intion until July 26th.

Boysius. everything came out all

In the convention," he said. "Now,
lis a general sentiment on all sides

—

\\ it's unanimous—that you partici-

In the campaign. Everybody's for

Him. Me, most of all. You could

Mmeone else be appointed campaign

Iger and still hold the chairmanship

me, while actually you would be

Jang for your family. It's as simple

Jit, Jim. It would mean a great deal

t: party."

Ijlr. President, that just can't be
'

I answered. "You can't have

Bed authority around a campaign
gquarters. And I don't want to be

El) connected with the national

jinittee in any way."

f II you have to do, Jim, is have your
It on the letterheads as chairman and
Hvill be helpful," he suggested.

I just can't be," 1 said. "My mind
Hide up."

ague Is Curious About Wallace

i hanged the subject by telling him a

I relayed to me by a newspaperman,
(after the Vice-Presidential nomi-

n Hague was asking what kind of a

iv Wallace was. He urged one of

ace's friends to get word to Henry
le should have some practical politi-

dvice and the best place to get it

d be from Kelly and Hague,
rank is muscling right in as usual,"

ughed.

e talked briefly about the coming
on. "Jim," he confided, "I've told

amily I want them to vote for me,
also told them I wanted them to

I will be defeated."

"hat is the best thing that could hap-

to you," I said seriously, "and I'm

certain it won't happen. If anyone
iders this one a walkaway he is

|y."

short time later Mrs. Roosevelt
d me to lunch with her. Over our
she added her voice to the Presi-

's, urging me to remain as national

rman. I declined, giving my reasons,

adding: "1 don't know whether you
J it or not, but the President never
ssed his candidacy with me until

Sunday I saw him at Hyde Park."
never knew it either, believe me, un-

Bhat afternoon," she cut in. "After you
i Franklin told me he assumed he
Mid have to run."

ipursday, August 1st, I went down to

Miington for a meeting of national
JOmittee members who were to pick
successor. We met in the President's

)t:e at the White House.
he President was in his best form. He

»| charming, disarming, persuasive and
nrnate. His smile flashed on all, but
to warmest smiles were directed at me.
Sentiment has developed in every

Kion of the country for you to retain

1 chairmanship," he said. "Everybody
the party knows you, Jim. And to
rw you is to love you. The party ex-
P'ts you to do your duty, Jim. The
pfty needs you. The success of the party
lithe coming election and campaign
Hild be assured with you at the helm,

This was the only time since 1930 he
H acknowledged my services and then
tynowledgment came only because he
Wed to persuade me to his will.

Jut I had made up my mind.
We could go on talking here for hours

a>ut the necessity of my carrying on,
c

:

we just aren't going to get anywhere,"
1 iswered. "I appreciate the confidence

'•llier's for July 19, 1947

expressed in me. But I have made my
decision."

The meeting closed with the appoint-
ment of Ed Flynn as my successor.

1 shoo"k hands with Flynn, remarking,
"1 don't know whether to congratulate
you or to commiserate with you."
"M\ wife will kill me for this," he

said ruefully.

On August 7, 1940, 1 wrote my letter of

resignation. My association with private

industry was announced two days later

My only comment was. "1 am going to

be very happy," and 1 was never more
right, even when 1 predicted in 1936 that

we Democrats would carry everything

but Maine and Vermont.
The end of that month I attended my

last Cabinet meeting. After it was over,

1 said my farewells to the other Cabinet
members with whom 1 had worked.

Just before 1 left 1 said gpodby to the

President.
" lake care o( things in my absence,"

I said. "And protect my interests."

"It's not goodby, Jim, because I want
you to see me whenever you pass through
the city . Give my regards to Bess."

We shook hands.

I carried his words to Bess the next

day. She was not impressed.

Before 1 left Washington, 1 talked with

Cordell Hull about the convention. "I

think I was treated unfairly by that

fellow," he said, "in his not letting my
name go before the convention. That
is not so bad as the fact that 1 have re-

ceived no recognition for what I have
done as Secretary of State in a most try-

ing and most vital period of this coun-
try's history."

"What about the Vice-Presidency?"

"Oh, that!" He leaned back in his

chair and smiled. "He tried everything

he could think of to get me to take it. He
argued and smiled. Then he smiled and
argued. I said, 'No, by God!' and 'By

God, no!' and that's all there was to it.

I felt he was trying to kick me upstairs.

I'd rather go."

Congratulations—and the Reply

Three months later, after the election,

I wrote the President a letter of con-

gratulation. It read in part:

"I want you to know I have a deep
and sincere interest in the success of

your new Administration. In electing

you for a third term, the American peo-

ple gave you an unprecedented honor
and I am sure you are determined that

they shall never regret it. There were
some who used the third-term issue as

a convenient front to oppose you and
there were some honestly concerned
about the breaking of this tradition,

and I happened to be in the latter group.

Nothing would make me happier than

that your accomplishments during the

new term will confound the first group
and reassure the second."

I received a reply written aboard the

Presidential Special as Roosevelt was
heading for Warm Springs. The Presi-

dent wrote:

"You know I am a funny fellow in

that unlike many, many people I do not

get excited by what you call an 'un-

precedented honor.' The reason is that I

am perhaps a little 'queer' in never

having sought public office for 'honor.'

"To put it another way, I would have
been just as content in my own heart and
conscience to give service to the country

as a private citizen as I would to give

service to the country as a first-term or a

third-term President."

The letter was unsigned. It bore noth-

ing but the typewritten initials, "F.D.R."
Later I learned that the President had
deliberately chosen to let it go unsigned.

The End

This article and the four which preceded

it are selections from a hook by James A.
Farley, to he published early in 1948 by
Whittlesey House.
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TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE

that such things were a subject for mixed
company.
As if he heard the reproof. Willie put

down his glass of milk. So long as he
was going to be stubborn, Jean saw, he
was going to be stubborn all the way.

"It's too early for them," he said.

"They never run till after dark when they
do run. And then you never know what
part of the coast they'll pick."

Bob nodded, and looked at Jean. His
eyes slid over her face and down the open
throat of her white blouse and he seemed
to make some pleasant inner decision.

"Tell you what," he said to her. "While
we're waiting, let's ride up to Malibu."
He glanced at Aunt May. "I'll have her

home by nine."

HIS audacity hung above the table like

smoke. It was a moment before
Aunt May found her voice. "Unfortu-
nately," she said dryly, "it's Jean's week
to do the dishes."

"Yeah?" He looked back at Jean. Then
his broad tan face spread in a smile.

"Okay," he said. "I'll dry."

He looked even bigger in the tiny blue

and chrome kitchen. As he balanced the

dishes casually in his large hands, he
whistled, following the melody of the

record Willie was playing on the phono-
graph in the living room.
When they were almost finished, he

stopped whistling. "What do you do with
your free time?" he asked.

Jean groped in the soapy water for the

silverware, trying to think when Aunt
May left her any free time and what she
did with it.

"I don't know—" she began slowly.

"We go to the movies. And Willie and I

play tennis on the public courts." That
wasn't what he meant, of course, so she
said, "Sometimes I go dancing."

"That's a gay program for an old
maid," he said.

He was laughing at her, and after what
she'd said on the beach, who could blame
him? She finished the silverware, pulled

the rubber stopper from the sink and
dried her hands on a dish towel.

"Thanks for helping," she said. "I'll

put the glasses away."
She was standing on tiptoe, fitting Wil-

lie's milk glass into its proper place on the

third shelf, when she felt him behind her.

He reached up and slid the glass easily

into place. Then his hand fell on her

shoulder.

For an instant, she stood quite still.

The chemistry of her blood seemed to

change, to grow thinner in substance, and
all her perceptions sharpened. The living-

room phonograph seemed to blare.

This can't actually be happening, she

thought— I must be exaggerating it.

Probably he doesn't even realize he's

touching me. He turned her around and
smoothed her hair gently with his palm.
Then, very slowly, he bent down and
kissed her.

Aunt May's voice crackled from the

living room: "Jean, aren't you through
yet?"

She drew back from him in confusion
and rearranged her hair as if she were
rubbing away his touch.

"Yes, Aunt May," she called. "We're
finished."

Without looking at him she walked
quickly into the other room. . . .

Precisely at eight o'clock. Aunt May
put the last stitch in Jean's new middy
blouse and lifted Willie's socks from her
straw sewing basket. "You read too
quickly to be retentive," she told Bob
reprovingly.

He glanced up from the 1926 movie
magazine. "I'm just looking at the pic-

tures," he said. "You know, these ought
to be in a museum. I never saw maga-
zines this old before."

Continued from page 25

"They were here when we bought the
house," Aunt May said crisply. "Jean, as

long as you're just sitting there, why don't
you roll the edges on the handkerchiefs
you promised to make for me?"

Jean looked up from Willie who was
lying at her feet tinkering with the radio
he had made last winter. Actually, she
had not been seeing Willie. She had been
wondering how many women Bob had
met as he had met her—ambling into

their lives, making love to them and wan-
dering away as easily as he had come.

She said, "Yes. Aunt May," and went
to the bedroom to get the handkerchiefs.
I'll have to stop this, she told herself. It's

silly; he's just a man Willie picked up and
invited to dinner. I'll never see him
again.

When she came back. Bob yawned and
tossed his magazine to the stack beside
the chair.

"I wonder if the run has started yet,"

he said.

Willie looked up from his radio.

"You'll hear people yelling on the beach
if they come."

"It's a mystery to me," Aunt May said,

breath was short as if she had been r
ning. "I'll get the flashlight."

As she turned toward the kitchen, A
Ma) put a finger on her arm. "Willie]
show him the way. Jean." she said,

lean paused, looking into the dry, li

face before her. She knew what A
May was really saying that neither

them knew who Bob was or what he V

She was saying that he w;is a man I

men were untrustworthy. They wered
gerous. Aunt May was reminding hei

her lather.

And Aunt May was right. Jean I

herself. Bob was no one. A stranger,

idler, a man who kissed her lightly in

kitchen as he would kiss a hundred g
She stopped and stared at him.
"Never mind," he said from the d(

"I'll make out by myself."

He disappeared into the darkness
she stood there watching after him.
beach noises fell on her ear. the w;

and the cars above, but she did not not

She did not even notice the new noise

Willie shouted.

"Hey! Hey, listen! People yelling.

Jean looked at her brother. He st

"why a young man should drive all the

way from town to see a swarm of fish."

"They say it's like watching silver

waves roll in," Bob said evenly. "I guess

it's pretty wonderful."
Aunt May thrust her needle into Wil-

lie's sock. "You're most poetic," she said

dryly. "How long do you intend to keep
up this vigil?"

"1 don't know," Bob said. "All night,

if I have to."

Right then Jean knew Aunt May had
had enough. "Young man," she said,

"there are two kinds of people in this

world. Those who work and shoulder the

burdens, and those who waste their time

playing. If you wish to wait for these

—

these fish, it would be kind of you to do it

someplace else. I have to iron the chil-

dren's clothes now. And after that we are

all going to bed."

Aunt May got up from the rocking

chair, dropped the sock into her sewing

basket and replaced the lid. Her face be-

neath her neat hair was cold. She stood

waiting.

Slowly Bob rose. "Okay."
Willie pushed his radio against the wall

with a clatter. "Try Santa Monica, Bob,"

he said warmly. "They run better down
there anyway."

"I'll take you up to your car," Jean

said. Her voice sounded low to her ears

and her lips felt stiff.

Bob looked at her. There was tender-

ness in his eyes and something else which
frightened her a little. "It's just up on the

highway," he said.

"I know. But the steps are bad." Her

with his head tilted a little to one side|

a second, then ran out to the beach,
screen door banged behind him|
banged again and he was back. His
face glistened with triumph.
"The run is on—listen!"

And now she could hear the disl

voices and laughter, piercing the thicj

constant noise of the surf. "Bob

—

stopped, looking at Aunt May.
"I'll get him," Willie said. "He hi\

started yet."

AS HE put his hand on the front d
^knob, Aunt May said, "No."

voice was jagged against Jean's ears.

'

him go."

Yes, let him go, Jean thought. Let

go away and never come back. Thei
be safe.

Of course, she thought. I'll be as

as Aunt May.
Before they could stop her. she id

run out into the night. It was fresh id

there was a cool wind blowing. She fc

the -steps, wobbly slate slabs set

steep hill, and in the darkness the

all her attention. Even so she

and would have fallen if Bob h

caught her.

He laughed and pulled her down*
side him on the stone.

"They're running," she said,

fish."

He smiled. "So were you, little

"Don't you want to see them?"
"We've got time," he said, "lot J

time."
The End

Collier's for July 19, H



Cooking's soon done — more, time /or fun

with this ne»v

FRIGtDAtRE ELECTRIC RANGE

Sorfc. CooW-ng Un'M are

No smoke, soot, danger

from fuel or flame
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HOT****
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QW

Always giving me baths! Oh well,

guess that's the way it is when

you live in a house with a Frigid-

aire Electric Water Heater. Easy

come, easy go ! Just turn a faucet

and here comes the hot water.

Plenty of hot water, so nobody

has tc go easy on it!

Tr/q/da/re »>*Jeo»/yby

Genen?/Motors

ee the Frigidaire Dealer

par you. Find name in

jlassified Telephone
directory. Frigidaire

•ivision. General Motors

Corporation, Dayton,
*hio. Leaside, Ontario.
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Frfqft/afre Co/ct-Hfa//

Special design -chilling coils built into walls-provides

moist cold, so foods stay fresh, vitamin-rich; never need

be covered. Holds 35 pounds of frozen foods. Quickube

Trays give trigger-quick ice service. Cold-making mech-

anism-the famous Meter-Miser-is simplest ever built:

uses less current than an ordinary light bulb.

Tr/a/cfa/re *»** °»'y *r

Genera/Motors
listen to "THE MAN CALLED X " on your radio every Thursday night. See newspaper for time and station.



Call Me Anytime

Perhaps we've already talked over the 'phone.

If not, chances are we shall— sooner or later

— because more and more people are calling me

these days — people who want to enjoy the ad-

vantages that only air travel provides.

I'm "Reservations"— the person who answers

when you call American Airlines to reserve a

seat aboard a Flagship. I hear from all kinds of

people . .

.

A voice asks for a reservation to a place halfway

around the globe—perhaps the voice of a diplo-

mat who tomorrow will sit at an international

meeting . . . Again, an eager young voice comes

through, asking about seats to Niagara Falls—
or maybe Mexico. A honeymoon trip! The
young, the old, the famous and people from

all walks of life— going places, near and far.

I get a lot of satisfaction out of helping so

many different people, traveling to so many

different places. So do all the other young men

and women who, like myself!, are reservations

agents. We form a person-to-persor link between

you and American Airlines.

We're on duty all along American's routes at

home and abroad— twenty-four hours a day,

every day. People call us for reservations to more

than 1,500 places in the United States, Canada,

Mexico and Europe — in fact, all around the

world. Among us, incidentally, we speak twelve

languages. We've been carefully selected and

trained to give alert and friendly service. We're

proud to have been chosen because we're proud

of American's reputation for personalized, cou

teous service.

The new thousands of people who are

coming air travelers get their first impression <

American's standard of service when they ci

me. They judge American by my attitude a

efficiency. So, when they call, that's my oppo

tunity to show American's interest in people an

respect for the dignity and well-being of tr

individual. The problems of each individu;

traveler receive personalized attention—whethi

it be for a commuter flight, a transcontinent;

flight or a transatlantic flight.

That's as it should be, isn't it? That's why it

such a pleasure to help make American's servici

available to more and more people.

AMERICAN AIRLINE*
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC. • AM ERICAN OVERSEAS Al RLI N ES, I NC.
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SHERIDAN'S RIDE
Continued from page 26

agent, a Mr. Bernie Williams.

and trade a low. passionate

sound which, he said, repre-

liss Sheridan's aura. This sound

|once translated into "oomph."
were stopped everywhere and

icarried the news that Annie was

ie Oomph Girl." The studio set

|60 dinner for a few influential

\o publicize this great decision

[few weeks Annie was Number 1

[fan-mail list. The word went

|the world. On October 16. 1946.

Sir Raymond Evershed ruled in

that it might be admitted to

ritain and Northern Ireland as a

ark.

Ig her tough years in Hollywood
Jeridan often issued bitter state-

lying she wished she were back

Jenton, (b) Dallas and (c) Texas.

Imoments she also deprecated use

|ord "oomph" in connection with

jre and personality. She de-

"oomph!" as "what a fat man
|en he leans over to tie his shoe-

telephone booth."

|
of the greatest triumphs of

was recorded March 25, 1943,

\t respected Milwaukee Sentinel

the alcalde of Parangaricutiro,

can, Mexico, as attributing a vol-

kplosion to her presence in the

Irhood. "Volcano Shakes as Ann
the headline said. A move was

\.o name the new volcano Mount
a, but no one, including the Mexi-
led it.

\e time. North Hollywood, where
,
was advertised on billboards as

ame of the 'Oomph Girl.'
"

re and Acting Criticized

ie few occasions her figure has
versely criticized she has come
to its defense. "My only physical

she insists, "is that I'm pigeon-
he also defends her acting, which
w critics frequently find less than
"I'm just not the Academy

type." she admits. "I don't pre-

be. I just want to do a good job
bd story. If I can be a quarter as

» Bette Davis, I'll be happy."

Taking no chances on a lack of artistic

recognition, shortlj after her first great
success she presented herself with a gold
bracelet, inscribed: "From Clara Lou to

Ann: You continue to amaze me. kid!"

She married first S. Edward Norris, a
st.ige actor, in Hollywood, in August.
1936; they were divorced in October,
1937, having separated after just 375
days of marriage. Mr. Noms said the

affair was a "mistake."
She was engaged to George Brent, an-

other actor, twice before she [named
him in Palm Beach, Florida, on January
5. 1 942. The first engagement happened
soon after Mr. Brent saw her on the

Warner lot. wearing a smock. Someone
asked her what she had on under it and
she let it fall open, revealing a bathing
suit. This turned out to be a flimsy rea-

son for a betrothal, and the deal was
called off. It was on again later when Mr.
Brent gave Annie a sterling silver service,

initialed B. After some thought, she de-

cided this meant she was to become
Mrs. B.

Before she married Mr. Brent she gave
out a statement saying the man she mar-
ried might be 45, but his spirit would
have to be 21. Mr. Brent was 38 at the

time and announced he would "rather

marry a screwball from Texas than some-
thing solid from Pasadena." Despite the

merging of a spirit of 21 and a screwball,

the marriage lasted only 263 days, despite

an elaborate set of rules for the general

deportment of both parties. The rules

were thought up by a press agent, and
neither Mr. nor Mrs. knew anything
about them until they read them in the

paper.

After the divorce there followed a

bleak period in which her name was
"linked" mainly for publicity purposes

with various Hollywood characters. But
true love failed to appear, although on
April 2. 1940, Richard Brunnenkamp, a

19-year-old UCLA junior, handcuffed
himself to Miss Sheridan in a theater

lobby and swallowed the key. It just hap-
pened that cameramen were there to get

pictures, and a further amazing coinci-

dence was that a preview of Annie's new-

film was just starting. Some cynics have
since doubted the essential purity of the

nember now, we're glamorous show girls on vacation—not schoolteachers''

MAR* GIBSON

C. E. WOOLM AN — pioneer in commercial

aviation whose successful career has carried

him to the presidency of Delta Air Lines— says:

"Words take wings

with a Scripto pencil
i»»

v •

Like people at the top in every field, Presi-

dent Woolman of Delta uses Scripto mechan-

ical pencils. With a Scripto, he can forget

pencil performance and think only of what

he wants to say. And so can you. The long

4-inch Scripto lead is always ready to write

when you are. Each one averages 22,000

words . . . can be replaced quickly and easily.

Give wings to the words you write by starting

today to use Scripto pencils. Take several

home and enjoy their convenience there, too.

In their brilliant colors, they make exciting

gifts for school children . . . make writing, fig-

uring and drawing fun. They can be imprinted

for company identification or for advertising.
Arrow indicates
refill signal visible

throug h jewel-like

translucent barrel

of model illustrated.

Also in opaque plastic.

20t
r «• " S

'A

JpA T.
Of

LONG-LEAD MECHANICAL PENCIL

You can renew the lead

and eraser in a Scripto

pencil in a few seconds

with long, strong Scripto

refill leads and snap-in

erasers. Keep a pack of

each within your reach.

10*
(Prices higher in Canada)
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pan's motives. He said he did it

\ bet.

lj|y
case, it turned out that Mr.

Iikamp was not exactly the type

| man Annie honed for and her

( continued.

||[g
this period she grew mildly

phical and gave out with long de-

hs of her ideal man, who seemed
[ble a combination of Hercules, a

Iscientist and two Texas Rangers.

jjnce said: "I would rather go out

kvening with a young man who
55 to spend than with a man who
throwing away 5500 for enter-

it

Idded that her ideal man some-
Jpeared to her as a blond and at

nes as a brunet, but always men-
physically active and willing to

her talk. "Does anyone," she

1944, "know where I can find

Jp to the spring of 1947 there

no definite answer.

| Telling Off a Brass Hat

ig the war she flew thousands of

ith camp shows and acquired the

G.I. Annie" following an episode
China-Burma-India front. After
knocked herself out entertain-

fcps all day, a general sent two
tget her to entertain him privately,

ling the soldiers with court-mar-
fhey returned without her. Her
its on this bit of effrontery melted

p Mount Everest, more than 200
way, and endeared her forever to

k and hie.

tlso voiced opinions about Special

c officers who. to please their gen-

Ifomised them she would visit the
R on certain dates. When she
I) show up—the tours having been
Id in Washington and out of her
1—she was criticized by the same
I Service officers, trying to cover
Ir failures to make good. Her
js on generals and their aides are
Ipted in barracks and mess halls,

»h approval.

ivlarch 12, 1942, Private Henry
wavid of the United States Army
uquest to the American Red Cross,
Ifor a transfusion of Miss Sheri-

flood. He said he didn't feel well.

S;l Cross replied that Annie's blood
l mixed up with that of millions of
'sople's. Sorry.
iiyears she carried on a running
iith Harvard University, starting

i tie time when The Lampoon, a
ility paper, titled her The Most
k\y to Succeed of all movie star-

jp a long time she hurled insults

eiaper and the college.

Ivard," she said once, "is the home
.unadulterated heel—and you may
tie."

i' university maintained a dignified

I under all this provocation, but
hendan is always glad when the

cgets thoroughly trounced at foot-
'>he hopes someday to be there

»t is licked, 109 to 0, by Texas

3of the official biographies describ-
es Sheridan's private life says that
loset is filled with pretty night-

nshe never wears. . . . Before going
e) she climbs into bed with a ciga-
nd a book—preferably one by
|et Maugham—and reads until she
>wsy. This is usually after two or
iges."

Maugham has very handsomely
to retort to this bit of sly literary
l. Miss Sheridan, refuting her
'her, says she often reads Mr.
am for two or three hours with-
ling asleep.

' tever happens to her screen career
i! ssured of her picture in seed cata-
« for twenty years, accompanying
I'agraph of the Ann Sheridan Rose,
'srmaine Plant and Seed Company,

:Ors of this bloom, describe it as "a

lr*s for July 19, 1947
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vibrant pink." Annie is quite a gardener,
and speaks learnedly about the right way
to get more potash into the soil and al-

lied lore.

A Mexican real-estate firm once gave
her a tract of land at Nautla, on the Gulf
Coast north of Veracruz, and she plans
to keep up the taxes and maybe someday
build a home down there. She likes Mex-
ico and the Mexicans and attends bull-
fights.when available.

Occasionally, she is presented with the
tail of the deceased bull as a trophy—

a

gift she always accepts with considerable
aplomb.
Some years ago she endorsed a canary

food and lately received a gift canary
from the food concern. This talented
bird is slowly driving everyone insane
on the Sheridan ranch. It trills during
telephone calls, accompanies the radio
and the phonograph and takes a shrill

part in all conversations. It is only a
question of time until someone gets

around to wringing its little neck.
Although she conforms to few conven-

tions she followed standard Hollywood
practice by having a battle with Warner
Brothers. Nearly every player in the film

plant has had a battle with Warner's.
The fighting is pretty bloody and often
goes on for months, after which the par-
ties kiss and make up and go back to

making pictures again. Annie's battle

started when Warner's wanted her to do
another musical and she refused. That
put her on the shelf for eighteen months.
Both sides toughed it out until the studio
offered her the starring role in Nora
Prentiss. She accepted, scored a hit and
went on to make The Unfaithful with
Lew Ayres.

At times Annie is mistaken by auto-
graph fans for Rita Hayworth, Ann
Sothern, Anne Baxter and various other
movie Anns. When someone comes up
to her and says: "Miss Hayworth, could
I have your autograph, please?" she al-

ways obliges with "Rita Hayworth" in

flowing Spencerian. Saves argument.

Even Beauticians Like Her

She is almost unique in Hollywood in

that practically everyone who knows her
likes her. She is liked even by beauty
parlor operatives, who are notoriously

bitter about movie stars. She takes ad-

vice easily from people she trusts and
gets along with directors better than
many temperamental players.

She won't fly unless she has to, and
when she goes East likes to hole up in a

drawing room aboard the City of Los
Angeles and catch up on her sleep, and
her reading. On vacation trips to Sun
Valley she trains up, although most stars

fly the route.

Annie is no night-clubber. In the eve-

nings she likes to lie around in slacks

reading, and playing records and drink-

ing Coke. She drinks Coke from un-
breakable tumblers, being a girl of

occasional wild free gestures that sweep
glasses from tables.

She also drops trays of biscuits, car-

tons of eggs and other things around the

kitchen and thinks sometimes of acquir-

ing a set of unbreakable glass utensils.

She can cook chicken passably well, but

sniffs at the usual Hollywood star pose

of being able to whip up a seven-course

dinner unaided in twenty minutes.

She is a natural redhead, ranging from
copper to crimson according to the de-

mands of her directors. Five feet six,

she weighs in normally around 115

pounds. Her eyes are hazel. She likes

inordinately long red fingernails and very

little make-up, being a soap-and-water

girl from way back. She eats like a horse,

but a fairly strenuous physical life keeps

her in trim.

She goes to few parties, but when she

does she likes to dress up; she has been

on several "best-dressed-women" lists in

the past few years.

The End

FdseTeeth?

Soak your plate or bridge in Polident

to keep it hygienical ly clean, odor- free
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Sook plote or bridge daily— fifteen

minutes or more— in a fresh, cleansing

solution of Polident ond woter.

MOST DENTISTS agree that brushing

cannot cure the unpleasant offense

known as DENTURE BREATH.

To keep dental plates clean, pure, free

of tell-tale odors, more dentists recommend
Polident than any other denture cleanser.

Gentle, easy soaking in a solution of

Polident and water every day is a safe,

sure way to avoid DENTURE BREATH—
and to keep your false teeth sparkling

bright with their original natural look.

Buy an economical can of Polident,world's

largest selling denture cleanser, 30e and 60f

.
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Just a year ago the first Kaiser and Frazer came off the lines at

Willow Run. Henry J. Kaiser and Joseph W. Frazer had accomplished

an industrial miracle in offering newly designed, newly engineered,

wholly postwar automobiles far ahead of the rest of the industry.

Today these cars are still a full year ahead of competition! Their

beauty will be reflected in models announced later by other manu-

facturers. Their styling can be imitated. But their performance and

ride will continue to be exclusive Kaiser-Frazer features.

KAISER-FRAZER CORPORATION . WILLOW RUN, MICHIGAN

RVISER

«00t |tfi<«« (• -.

pRAZEK
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CITY WITHOUT SECRETS
65

>ut a first-class reporter gets sto-

isn't sent after." By this defini-

st Missourian reporters are aces,

can top Martha Ann Turner's

coverage last year of Winston
l's visit to near-by Westminster

bf Fulton.

Iton without a press pass, against

fion from half the Missourian

the relatively few but illustrious

s from the world press, Martha
ided her best bet was to observe

le things that tell you so much
person." With many guards out

e was surprised how easy it was
around the hill in back and enter

the kitchen.

aids there were too busy clean-

fter luncheon to remember "the

ings" about Mr. Churchill or

t Truman, and Martha Ann was
ly shooed into the dining room
he stood in the doorway and
the two statesmen putting on

ats to leave for the auditorium.

President gave me the

imile," says Martha
tut Churchill didn't

a tumble. "Probably
lervous about having

she thinks. When
t, the only thing to do
go upstairs and look
Mr. Churchill's bed-

as a disappointment.

ing was neatly packed
:s bearing the simple
"W.C."—everything,

except the Churchill

ox on the chest of

Ii.
The cigars were

huge," according to

Ann. who was look-

the little things. She
o of them just in case

y at the paper ques-
ler story.

after, the F.B.I, men
led on the house, de-

td the mattress on
Churchill slept and
•art most of the bedroom furni-

idence had turned up that some-
been in his room while he made

ch. and the F.B.I, were taking no
on delayed-action bombs,
s all news to Martha Ann when

Jrd of the ruckus the F.B.I, had
After all, nobody paid any atten-

Kien she sauntered down the stairs

ct the front door, toting a cigar in

land. Back at the Missourian.
Ildn't pay much attention to her
Wither. "Not factual enough." she
Kd. But her hometown paper, the
his Press-Scimitar, published it in

IJAnd I reckon." says Martha Ann,
I clear up quite a lot of facts for
Fl.I."

tn't often, though, that news turns

Jlind Columbia in person. Mostly
Brian reporters have to dig it up
Bnder the placid surface of town
fjnpus. In one year of interview-
ssourian representatives rang 16,-

TOrbells by actual count. Statistics

Wreat help. too.

Bst found out we're going to have
babies here this year," exclaims a
•porter dashing into the city room.
Algood way to attract favorable
B>n from the city editor," it says in
i'ljssourian rule book, "is to volun-

•j*s stor 'es or suggestions for news
Many of the university's

"rd veterans live in government
« installed on vacant lots through-
I vn, and one cub out to curry favor
l s city editor noticed the size of the
« doors. They are very small. Sup-
s' veteran's wife, about to have a
> found she couldn't get out? The
^lesk was not favorably impressed.
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Continued from page 13

A few days later, though, the cub had his

story—in reverse. One of the heftiest of
the local doctors, summoned to a de-
livery case in one of the trailers, had
trouble getting through the door.

"Tripod," the 3-legged mongrel the
Missourian staff rescued from the gas
chamber, is good for a feature now and
then, in thanks for which the reporters
deposit his daily half pound of ham-
burger in a dish outside the office of
Dean Frank Luther Mott, Ph.B., A.M.,
Ph.D.. Litt.D., L.H.D.

But in a town with a girl population
of 9.000 from Stephens Christian College
and the university, the best news source
in the animal world is the common
mouse. On the feature side, lane Car-
ruthers wrote the definitive piece on the
rodent entitled What Makes a Good
Mouse. In England, Jane noted with in-

terest, mouse Derbies are gaining a popu-
lar following that rivals horse racing.

In the spot news field, honors this year
go to the mouse that disrupted and al-

PORTRAIT OF A HOUSEWIFE TALKING TO HERSELF

AS SHE PACKS FOR THE FAMILY'S SUMMER VACATION

We'll load up the car, and get started by ten,

And not six A.M. as we planned.

We've done it before and we'll do it again.

We'll load up the car, and get started by ten.

This schedule is very much frowned on by men-
It's something they can't understand.

We'll load up ihe car, and get started by ten,

And not six A.M. as we planned.

—Margaret Fishback

most wrecked a girls' rooming house.

The Missourian reporter described how
a nightgowned posse of roomers hurled

hairbrushes, mirrors, books and chairs

as they chased the intruder from attic to

basement. No names were mentioned

—

yet the day after the story, a dozen
landladies stormed into the city room
demanding a retraction. The mouse,
incidentally, got away.
Not all Missourian representatives are

looking for news. Success in obtaining

advertising, the students learn, is also

important in running a newspaper.

Against the rival Tribune's six paid

solicitors, the Missourian throws an
army of over a hundred in the siege of

local business firms. "At least my store

is never empty," one local merchant
comments.

But over at the Tribune. Publisher

H. J. Waters (himself a graduate of the

journalism school) makes no bones about

it. "It's unfair competition anyway you
look at it," he tells you. "They don't

have to pay their staff, and whenever they

run into a tough account they hire a pro-

fessional ad man to get the business."

Even at the Missourian they admit their

setup is hard to beat. With none of the

usual worries about overhead, the paper's

educational charter also exempts them
from income tax, Social Security and the

provisions of the State Compensation
Act.

But the Tribune, with a circulation of

7,400 against the Missourian's 4,500

manages to do all right. Its solicitors,

though few, are experienced and there to

stay, while the student shock troops

change two or three times a year. This

can be a real disadvantage, as one girl

found out when she tackled her first ac-

count, a men's clothing store named after

the university's tiger symbol.
"Is Mr. Tiger in?" she inquired

sweetly.

"I am Mr. Tiger," said the manager
and gave a loud roar. The girl fled.

Beginners who set out to learn by ex-

perience are bound to make a few mis-
takes and one of them, which crops out
far less often now than before the war, is

the Hollywood notion that the reporter is

a very tough egg. Last semester, one cub
spent his first morning in the city room
wearing his hat on the back of his head
and dangling a cigarette from his lips

—

unlighted. of course, since smoking in

campus buildings isn't permitted.

"Columbia Missourian, go ahead!" he
answered the phone in an ominous
monotone. A Ladies Aid secretary call-

ing to report a sociable was so startled

she couldn't speak for an instant.

"What's the pitch, lady?" growled the

cub. An assignment to cover the sociable

soon brought him face to face

with the stark realities of
practical journalism.

Writing, too, the cub soon
discovers, is a lot harder than
it looks in the movies. "The
bullet," he pecks out eagerly

after a visit to police head-
quarters, "hit the girl he was
engaged to's brother." Head-
lines have to tell the gist of a

story in so many lines of so
many characters; and even
when the cub has accom-
plished this feat, some kill-

joy can always find fault with
a masterpiece like:

MARRIAGE OFTEN UN-
NI ' ESSARY, DECLARES
PASTOR COUNSELING
YOUTH TO "WAIT AND
BE SURE"
The first weeks, though,

smooth off most of the rough
edges and every class has its

quota of "naturals"—cubs
who could hold down paying jobs on any
newspaper. What with the G.I. Bill of
Rights enabling veterans to complete
their college education, the Missourian
also gets students with more actual news-
paper experience than some of their

faculty bosses, who have to decide what
gets into print.

Since newsprint is limited, this poses
a real problem: how to select from its

enormous news and editorial output the

small fraction the Missourian has space
to publish.

"I believe," wrote rounder Walter
Williams in the famous Journalist's

Creed inscribed in bronze in the

Missourian headquarters, "that suppres-

sion of the news, for any consideration

other than the welfare of society, is in-

defensible . . . that individual responsi-

bility may not be escaped by pleading
another's instructions or another's divi-

dends."
Students and faculty members alike

will tell you it's hard to live up to that

standard against the Missourian's edi-

torial policy, which they define as "Stay

out of trouble"—not only with state

legislators always ready to cry "Red" but
with the local community, a Middle
Western town with a strong Southern ex-

posure to "white supremacy."
But restrictions bother Missourian re-

porters far less than you'd think. Spread
throughout the town in concentration of

two to every city block, they boast a

word-of-mouth circulation bigger than
their paper. So long as they go on re-

porting out loud. Columbia will remain a

peculiarly vivid example of an American
phenomenon—a city without secrets.

The End
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As if sensing her thoughts, Cass touched her fingers!

Marjorie, it's always too late, isn't it?" It's madn<|
thought quickly, but I wonder—I wonder if it is §

MARJORIE stopped the taxi

a block from the hotel.

It had been drizzling all

day and now the late afternoon sun
had broken through and there was an
inviting freshness in the air. As she
paid the driver, a young boy with
sparkling black eyes touched her on
the arm and held out a basket stacked
high with violets.

"What do you say, lady? A bunch
of'these and you can't lose

—

"

"No, thank you," she said, with a
smile.

The boy shrugged and turned away.
Marjorie walked on. When she

reached the entrance to the hotel she

hesitated. She slipped her fur over her
arm and lightly touched the fringes of
her soft, brown hair; then she turned
resolutely and went into the lobby.

She had been waiting only a few
minutes when Cass pushed through
the revolving doors. He was wearing
an old riding jacket of his father's; in

one hand he had a thick hawthorn
stick, and in the other a small bunch
of violets. He stood just inside the

doorway, acclimating himself to the

heat and smoke of the crowded lobby,
his long, thin face more poetic than
ever, and then he saw her.

She was sitting in a big leather

chair, her head, as always, a little on

one side as if she were listening to

some private music, her white-gloved

hands folded in her lap. For a mo-
ment Cass stared at her, then he
waved the violets and started over.

Marjorie sat quite still. This was
the first time she had seen Cass in

three months. After fifteen years of
marriage they had had a trial separa-

tion and now, here they were, coming
face to face to turn in the results.

All the way on the train coming
East, Marjorie had been rehearsing

this meeting; exactly what she was
going to say and how she was going
to say it. But now, with Cass only a

few yards away, her mind went into

a total blackout and, like a si

about to play To a Wild R
school concert and forgeti

opening bars, she felt a sudde

It didn't really surprise her

Cass had always affected her t

Alone, she was articulate a

but under the cold scrutin;

dark eyes she became confi

tongue-tied. She reached for

and looked hurriedly arounc

ladies' room; she needed a 1

utes' reprieve, but it was too

was already at her side.

"Hello, Marge," he said i

low voice.

(Continued on page i

ILLUSTRATED BY ELMORE BROWN
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y
ome SufierDriving
\0 AHEAD—take the wheel of a Hudson, first chance you

get. And as you press the starter button, look around you!

perfectly balanced, that has won for Hudson 149 official records-

more than are held by any other stock car in the world.

Pick out a sharp turn. Hudson rounds it wi.th less turning

of the steering wheel than you'd expect. The little steering you

do is completely effortless, and you'll notice there's no swing or

sway. Then have a go at a rough road . . . you'll wonder who

smoothed it out since you last drove it!

Yes, help yourself to some Super driving. Your Hudson dealer,

one of a nationwide group of 3,000, is ready—the sooner you

see him, the quicker you can enjoy Super driving every day!

1W famous Unes-tke Super Series and distinguished Commodore Series-in popular body styles. Your choice, in either s*U^<^£*£?^^
Supe,Eight engines. Your choice, too, in both series, of nine fresh new colors and four 2-tone combtnattons; mth a wtde opuonal selection of equipment and accessories.



What every bride shouldn't know:

What it feels like to be poor . . .

What it feels like when your first-born needs an expensive

doctor—and you can't afford it . . .

What it's like wanting a home of your own . . . and never

quite getting it . . .

What it's like having your kids grow up not knowing whether

they'll ever get to college . . .

What it's like to see the Joneses and the Does and the

Smiths able to travel abroad—but never you . . .

What it's like to have to keep telling yourself, "He may

not have money, but he's my Joe."

There is no cure-all for all these things.

But the closest thing to it for most of us is something so

easy and so simple that you almost forget it's there.

It is the Payroll Savings Plan. Or— for people not on pay-

rolls— the new Bond-a-Month Plan at your bank.

Each is a plan for buying U. S. Savings Bonds automatically.

Either one of these plans helps you—as does no other

system we know of—to save money regularly, automatically,

and surely—and to hang on to that money till you need it.

So if you're a groom—or a bride—or if you know one,

here's a bit of friendly advice to take or to give:

Get on the Payroll Savings Plan where you work or the

Bond-a-Month Plan where you have a checking account.

It's one of the finest things that a young couple can do to

start married life right.

Save the easy, automatic way. . .with U. S. Savings Bonds

Contributed by this magazine in Co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.
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DARK HORSE TO RIDE
Continued from page 15

Ifllyful of this Slippers business."

I know. Your brain's chewing a

|ot digesting much. You figured

the answer— it isn't." Petey

|to the waiter for more coffee.

I gotten it and tasted it, he said.

[after you're married, you can

pad out into a little ranching, an'

vhile slink outa the farming."

. what 1 figure."

lust be something, to whip you
his way."

Jeff put his elbows on the

Jning forward. "You know the

slue lupine in May?"
If

her eyes. You've seen a black

lined up for a fair?"

Sodded. "Slide the butter closer."

oved the butter plate. "That's

You've seen a yearling filly? A
? An Arab? That's her figure.

e around her makes me—

"

coughed a delicate little cough
shand. "What does she think of

ng today?"
loesn't know. Hell! I haven't

but twice in six weeks. It's

:ven miles from my place to the

Jeff looked as if he wanted to

an't get over there and back be-

Ikings. It's only once in a long

in gel Hoe-Handle Jake to come
t up with the cows."
d'you figure she'll say?" Petey

understand, maybe." Then, as

I with himself: "I've got to make
noney to pay back the bank." He
umbnail along the blue oilcloth,

ack Thomas fifty I'd finish one-

le all-around championship."
snorted and pretended he was
vith a fit of coughing. "That
nart. You're sore at Mack be-

wouldn't give you a re-ride last

Miles City." Petey shook his

du've got your work cut out for

Pete Day's down from Calgary
ast season Tom Triplett ran you
phen—and he's getting better. I

ow how much that horse Zeke
t of you. I felt that when you

r

didn't think you could ride him
nd pulling leather. The Jeff Ben-
:w would o' cut his throat before
.at."

shoved back his chair and stood

y. "It's time we go to the chutes."

ILE waiting for the calf roping,
:ff let his Pronto horse sashay
to get warmed up. He picked
ut in the grandstand; he had at

friend in the crowd. From the
rs he felt the chill of hostility

—

with Pooley had brought that on.
w riders he was a maverick, and he
xtheir good-natured ragging that

M the sharp edge of nerves.
r Loomis. in the judges' stand,

Jjs megaphone. "Chicken Farmer
e coming out," he bellowed.
F 1 face went red at the cackling
I that rolled across the arena.

toically he straightened Pronto

—

» broke and the flag dropped. He
italf in fourteen seconds. It stood
" m Triplett did thirteen eight, and
ay thirteen and two-tenths sec-

• hrough the rest of the events he
irrtself just short of tops.

it was over he went to the pen-
ned tent to draw for the next day

elect his daily money. His lone
w s bulldogging, ana he knew that
t«r he'd drawn was a weak-necked,
1 critter.

homas grinned as he paid him.
;J ouldn't like to pay that fifty now,
cou?"
r

Just getting warmed up. Mack."
Tpe the words sound confident, but

•i's for July 19, 1947

he didn't have the old fire. Something
was gone. . . .

When the orchestra from Great Falls
openeu the first dance, Jeff was standing
before Edith and Martha Harry Strange
came from nowhere out of the crowd,
and taking his wife by the arm led her
onto the dance floor.

"Harry still puckered?" Jeff asked
Edith.

She made a little face. "He's jealous
of you."

JEFF held out his arms and she came to
him—lovely, slim and tanned and he

wondered if there really was as much
lupine on the prairie that spring as he
thought there was, or was he just remem-
bering her eyes?

He tried to make easy talk, but the re-

sponse he got was restrained, cool. When
the number was done, he said, "Let's take
a walk."

They edged through the crowd and
walked toward the chutes and the de-

"I can't keep up with you. Let's go
back ." He saw Edith to Martha's side

and turning on his heel, left the pavilion.

As Jeff turned his back on her, Edith
Olivei had an idea. She turned to Mar-
tha. "Do you know Petey Wells?"

"Yes."
'

"I want to meet him right away."
Martha waved toward the stag line. A

half-do/en riders broke toward her. Gen-
tly waving her hand and shaking her
head, she cut them down, one by one,
until Petey came across the floor in his

peculiar hitching stride.

"Petey," Martha said. "Meet Edith
Oliver—and she wants to meet you."

"Mr. Wells, will you dance with me?"
"Why. sure, if you can get used to my

gait. It's something like a Percheron with
stringhalts."

Edith rose and went into Petey's arms
and they moved slowly around the floor.

"You're a good friend of Jeff Benton's,
aren't you?" she asked.

"Win, lose or draw, he's my boy."

^^?.-*a v
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I suppose I'd better get home and make a pretense of eatiii' supper"

a S ROLANROLAND (OF

serted grandstand. A steer in the corral

back of the chutes was bawling to the

world, and a rising moon lighted a halo

over the eastern hills.

"Like the show today?" Jeff asked.

"It was thrilling- -and brutal."

"Are you huffy because I'm riding?"

"No, it isn't that."

"What is it. then?"

"The trouble you made when you rode

into town today—Pooley." She looked

up at him. "That was mean, Jeff, just

plain mean."
"He asked for it."

"By calling you Slippers?" she asked

sharply. "Where's your sense of humor?"
"I guess I lost that when Zeke dumped

me."
"You lost more than that. You've

changed a great deal in the past week."

Jeff dug his heels into the ground and
stopped short. 'I've changed my way of

living—tried to change my thinking be-

cause of you; now you don't like it!"

"We're not talking about the same
thing."

"What are we talking about?"
"You—"

"I thought so. He's told me a lot about
you." She smiled. "I want you to do
something for him—and me."
"What?"
Quickly, a bit breathlessly. Edith told

him of their quarrel, of her plan and
what she wanted.

Petey shook his head. "Can't do it!

It'd be plumb dishonest."

"Not even for Jeff?"

"Not for my own mother."
"It's the only thing that will straighten

Jeff out—and 1 won't marry him the way
he is now."

"I'm sorry, Edith honey, but it's no
dice." Petey ground his teeth when he

saw the tears in her eyes. Jeff was right

about the lupine. "I'm sorry."

"It's all right. Petey." Edith tossed her

head back and looked up at him and the

tears were gone. "Let's just dance and
have fun." . . .

When Jeff entered Morgan's, the bar

was deserted save for Pooley Jones. Jeff

wonaered if he had left the place at all

during the day.

"Hi ya, Pooley?"
Pooley grunted. Jeff edged up to the

bar alongside the man and waved to

Morgan. "Two glasses and a bottle."

Pouring the drinks carefully as though
it were a rite and a privilege, Jeff slid one
near the old rider's elbow. "I'm sorry

about this morning."
Pooley turned to the bar. He looked at

the drink and looked at Jeff. "I was out
o' line, way out."

"1 wish you'd forget the whole deal,"

Jell said.

The corners of Pooley's heavy mouth
turned up and his jowls flushed pink. He
hooked two fingers around the glass.

"Mud in your eye, Jeff." Throwing back
his head he tossed the drink down in one
motion.
They cemented the good feeling built

on the first with two more.
"I never saw you ride, Pooley."
"Little before your time."

"Were you out today?" Jeff nodded in

the direction of the chutes.

"Yup."
"What's wrong with me, Pooley? My

riding?"

"You're not sure any more, Jeff. You
go through the motions all right, but it

appears to me like you're looking for a

soft place to land." Pooley pulled his

shoulders up in a shrug. "It's a funny
thing about that. One day I was a top
bronc rider, the next day I wasn't. It was
a funny thing," he repeated softly.

Jeff slid two silver dollars across the

bar to Morgan. "Eight drinks out of
this." Pocketing his change he went to

the door. "Take care of yourself, Poo-
ley."

"Same to you, son."
Returning to the dance pavilion, he

stood in the circle of stags and watched
Edith dance three straight with Petey
Wells. Petey was cantering through the

steps with a small hitch in his hips as

though he needed a spread of axle grease

in his joints.

Flipping his cigarette over the rail,

Jeff went to his room over the China-
man's and went to bed.

WHEN Jeff was through his last

event the next afternoon he went
to the barbershop and had the zinc tub
filled with hot water. He climbed in,

bone-tired and sore, letting the hot water
ease the aching fatigue from his body.
"You're washed up, cow-poke," he told

himself, "in more than one way."
He was late getting to the headquarters

tent and the place was empty save for

Petey Wells. "Here's your daily money,
Jeff."

"How'd I do?"
"You won the bulldogging and bare-

back ride; second in the calf roping,

third in th' rest." Petey shuffled his feet

and studied the shine on his boots. "I

drew for you. You drew Midnight in the

saddle-bucking finals."

"Never heard of him. He's probably a

sleepwalker."

"They say he's a hell-roarer."

"How do I stack up on all-around
points?"

"Third. It's a Mexican stand-off be-

tween Pete Day and Tom Triplett. You
ride this Midnight horse tomorrow, and
you've still got a chance to make Mack
Thomas pay off." Petey made a cigarette

and lighted it. "I met your girl."

"She's not my girl."

"That ruckus you two had, it'll

straighten out."

Jeff shook his head. "Not a chance,
Petey. We don't think alike." . . .

He knew he was shadow-jumping with

his pride, but he didn't go near the dance.

He moped around Morgan's, and Pooley
Jones came in—Pooley was drunk.
"Been looking for you." he said thickly.

"They're fixin' to frame you."
"Who's going to frame me, Pooley?"
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"Some wise jazzbos who don't like

you."
"How?"
"You jus' keep your peepers open,"

Pooley said mysteriously and would say
no more.

Jeff shrugged. He bought Pooley a

drink he didn't need and went to bed.

The next day as he made ready to go
into the hole for the calf roping, he
searched the stands for Edith but couldn't

spot her. He drew a long breath. Win or
lose, frame-up or no frame-up, he'd shoot
the works and give them something to

remember him by!

Pronto broke after the calf, tiptoeing.

Jeff made his throw with a short rope,

tied fast and was swinging down the rope
before the calf tail-snapped around.

"Eleven seconds even!" Jerry Loomis
bawled through the megaphone and there

was a roar from the crowd. Jeff whistled
through his teeth as he rode away.
The steer he drew for bulkiogging was

too big, too strong and too mean. He was
on him four jumps from the hole, but lost

time stopping him and more time throw-
ing him. He limped away from the ani-

mal with strings of red-hot fire streaming
through his groin. Pete Day won the

event, with Tom Triplett second. The
seesaw fight continued.

Breaking from the chute on Monkey-
shines in the bareback event, Jeff rode
him high, wide and handsome, but he
thought he was going to keel over after

the pickup. He walked stiff-legged to the
rail and leaned against it. Finding a place

in the shade, he lay down. He was fagged
and the fire in his groin was burning into

his stomach. He closed his eyes and didn't

get up until he heard Jerry Loomis over
the megaphone: "Slippers coming out o'

Chute Three on Midnight."

CLIMBING the rail to the chute top,

he looked down on the horse. Some-
thing hit him a wallop in the solar plexus.

Beneath him, ready to go, was Zeke.
Swinging around, he glared at Petey
Wells in the judges' stand.

"You dirty, double-crossing dog!" he
yelled. Pooley had been right, a"fter all.

Petey made vague motions with his

hands.
"Now we'll weed out the chicken farm-

ers from the bronc riders," Tom Triplett

shouted.

"Are you coming out, or do I disqual-

ify you?" Mack Thomas shouted at him.

"I'm coming out
—

" Jeff settled into

the saddle and the gate swung open.
Midnight erupted with a bawl. He

caprioled so high it looked as though he
were walking the top rail of the chutes.

When he came down, his nose was be-

tween his front legs and flirting with his

tail. He sunfished as he reached for the

sky again. On the third jump he hit the

center of the arena and when rl

down his leys were lour rigid
|]

granite. For one blinding mom]
thought he was gone. His vJ
jammed against the horn and hi
went weak from the pain in hiss

but he recovered, and in that mo
came to love the horse under h
swept him from cars 10 tail, but
left no mark. Midnight was givii

ride that would clear up a lot

and would get no spur from him.

He kneu now what Edith
talking about, and it had nothii

with riding broncs or chicken fai

Jeff heard the pistol shot that

the end of the ride and the picku-

came in. He slid oil the far sid

snubbing horse and went to hi

Getting to his feet he walked sti

to the fence; if he bent his kn
would cave on him. With the ro

crowd beating wildly, he tried

cigarette, but his fingers would
right, and he ground the toba

paper under his heel.

Loosening his belt from an
throbbing stomach muscles, he

for the judges' stand; he had a c

Petey. All along the way, he
from the gang that put kinks in 1

It was like the day Tom Three
rode Strawberry!

"Great ride. Slippers!"

He cocked his hat and grinned!

Going to the trough by the

washed his face and waited. V

last event was over, Petey We
down from the stand and stood 1

"Did Harry Strange and Ton
get you to draw Zeke for me?"
Petey.

"Nope, Harry don't own
more."

"Edith buy him?" Jeff felt h

the right track now.
"Night before last, after your
"How'd you settle on a name

night?"

Petey smiled. "Well, he's a bk
an" it took till midnight for Edi
me into making the draw. I had
with three people first—Mack
Tom Triplett an' Pete Day. Vi
willing, 1 might say eager. fiflcW

eager. Tom jumped, figuring jt

would throw you right out o' til

Pete Day said he didn't care wfl
you rode; that's the kind of a 1 trl

is."

"I didn't see Edith in the stai A
"She figured she couldn't tal it

said if you was interested, she'e el

ing at the ford."

Jeff tried to be casual abou : i

mounted. "Thanks, Petey," he d

Pronto was full of go as he >ol

trail to the Teapot Ford.

The End
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DARD OF SAFETY WHEREVER WHEELS TURN

Wie Benlix Cooster broke

fir bicytles slops faster,

caasfs further, lasts longer.

stinghouse air

rld's most widely

otive air brakes.

man took to traveling on wheels the problem of safe, sure stopping has
vital than dependable starting. In fact, without constan. improvement in

vancements in faster transportation would have been immeasurably haudi-
tndix, for years, has kept brake development in step with modern needs.

» duo-servo principle which makes brakes so easy to apply . . . the four-

ths that more than doubled braking ability . . . the hydraulic brakes that
t smoothly and positively . . . the power brakes that make trucks and buses

Bendix Eclipse brake linings

are standard equipment on

America's leading cars.

as safe and effortless to stop as passenger cars . . . longer-lived, weather-proofed

brake blocks and linings—all these were essential to automotive progress and all

have come from Bendix. Today, advanced Bendix brakes stop transport and personal

planes with the same certainty, and keep millions of bicyclists safer on highways
everywhere. Because brakes are plainly so important, and because Bendix, on its

record, is the greatest name in braking, wouldn't it be wise—if you buy, build or

sell planes, bicycles or automotive equipment—to be sure you're braked by Bendix?

VER YOU GO YOU'LL STOP BETTER BECAUSE
'3DUCTS: automotive brakes, carburetors, landing gear • BENDIX RADIO*: radio, radar, television • ECLIPSE*
Starter drives, bicycle brakes • MARSHALL ECLIPSE*: brake lining • ZENITH*: carburetors • STROMBERG*
"uretors, fuel injection • FRIEZ*: weather instruments and controls • PIONEER* flight instruments • ECLIPSE*
a isior.es • SCINTILLA*: aircraft ignition, diesel fuel injection • PACIFIC*: hydraulic systems • RED BANK*:

inverters . BENDIX INTERNATIONAL: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y., Cable "fiend.xcorp" New York.

© 1X7 BENDIX AVIATION C0KP08A T ION, DETROIT L, MICH. 'TRADEMARKS

*S • MAGNETICS • ELECTRO-MECHANICS • AEROLOGY • OPTICS • CARBURETION t HYDRAULICS

AVIATION CORPORATION
FIRST IN CREATIVE ENGINEERING



BEYOND
AIA DOUBT

BY BHIY B

Henri Volpin was reading his paper when the strange girl came in and sat down at his table. Volpin ordered a bottle of cognac and the pair began

THEY'RE bringing Volpin in

now," said the man from the

London Express.

Most of the village of Villeroi was
squeezed into the courtroom. The
accused man sat down in the prison-

er's box and rested his fat little hands
on the rail. When he noticed people

staring at them he tried to hide them
in his lap.

"What could twelve women have
seen in such a man?" the correspond-

ent of the Paris Press wondered aloud.

Then the judge spoke: "The prose-

cution rested its case last night. The
attorney for the defense may now pro-

ceed."

As Philippe Durand got to his feet,

even the judge leaned forward. Ev-
ery eye fixed itself on the man who
had come down from the Belgian cap-

ital to defend Henri Volpin. This was
the legendary criminal lawyer who
had cheated the gallows seventy-one

times in seventy-three murder trials

—

this baldish, paunchy little man, whose
suit could have used a pressing!

"Not much to look at," said the

bailiff to the clerk.

"Notice the suit he's wearing," whis-

pered the Brussels reporter to a friend.

"Back home he's one of our best-

dressed men."
"Gentlemen of the jury," Durand

began quietly. "Henri Volpin is ac-

cused of the murder of twelve women.
For a week, I have listened as the pros-

ecutor of this court tightened the

noose around my client's neck.

"You may have wondered why I did

not cross-examine the witnesses. You
may have wondered why I did not try

to confuse the woman who was so

positive Volpin was the man she saw
twenty meters away on a dark night.

I passed up these tempting opportuni-

ties, gentlemen, because a lifetime in

the courts has taught me that the char-

acter of the accused and the character

of the evidence are more important
than whether a certain cloek is five

minutes fast or slow.

"And now I ask you to remember
that no eyewitness to any of the mur-
ders has been produced. No one has

found so much as a fingernail of the

missing girls. Your prosecutor has
built his case on what we lawyers call

circumstantial evidence—some half-

remembered words, a button here, a
few high-heeled shoes.

"At this moment, if you were
polled, I know what your verdict

would be. Some of you might even be
glad to lend a hand with the rope."

"With pleasure," muttered the clerk.

Durand heard him and smiled in his

direction. "It is clear Henri Volpin's

time is running out," the lawyer went
on. "Since this is so, perhaps we might
use a few minutes of that time to re-

view his life.

"I know something about such a

life. Except for the name, the village

I was born in is this village. My fa-

ther, who was a judge in that village,

in many ways resembled the honored
judge who presides over this court. I

remember a bookkeeper in my village

who was a great deal like Henri Vol-
pin. He was a quiet little man—no one
ever gave him a second look.

"From the evidence I've heard this

week, I gather that in the forty-one

years Volpin has lived in Villeroi,

scarcely anyone has given him a sec-

ond look. And in a village such as

Villeroi, that is not the usual thing. A
necktie with a Brussels label, an extra

glass of cognac, a walk with a girl is

enough to get a man talked about.

"My client came as close to ano-
nymity as is possible in Villeroi. On
occasion, you discussed him. But we
of the villages discuss everybody.

"ACCORDING to the testimony,

I\ here is What happened to this

obscure bookkeeper: One evening a

car drove up to your only hotel. An
expensively dressed man and a girl

wearing no stockings demanded and
got the best room. The hotelkeeper's

wife testified she heard loud talk in

their room next morning. She told you
the man drove away and left the girl

behind. That afternoon, the strange

girl walked into the little cafe" where
Henri was reading the Liege paper
over a beer. She sat down with him.
"The waiter has told you Henri

bought a bottle of cognac, and the

pair discussed going to the bookkeep-
er's house. The strange girl was never
seen again. The learned prosecutor
has produced no one who actually

saw them enter Volpin's house, but he
introduced as evidence a high-heeled

shoe found in Volpin's bedroom. The
hotelkeeper's wife recognized it as the

strange girl's.

"A week later, the attendant at the

cinema saw Volpin sit down next to

the Molreaux girl with the painted

lips. The widow Prejean, Volpin's

next-door neighbor, says she heard a

woman laughing in Henri's house that

night. She swears it was the laughter

of the Molreaux girl. The Molreaux
girl has not been seen since and the

prosecution lays great stress on a green

suede pump found in my client's bu-

reau drawer.
"Next, you heard the testimony

about Louise Rhon, the schoolmis-

tress from Saint-Vith. The head of

the school told you Mile. Rhon re-

signed her position to come to Villeroi

and marry a bookkeeper named Vol-
pin. The cartman swore he deposited

the lady and her baggage at the de-

fendant's door. The prosecutor
showed you a brown walking shoe dis-

covered in M. Volpin's cellar, and
Mile. Rhon's sister came from Saint-

Vith and positively identified it.

"You have heard the detailed testi-

mony regarding the disappearance of

eight other girls under more or less

similar circumstances.

"When Moya, the fifteen-year-old

daughter of Dr. Benois, vanished, the

police arrested Henri Volpin. The
bookkeeper had been seen buying her

a bottle of perfume at the apothecary
shop. A later search of Volpin's lodg-

ings uncovered the assortment of high-

heeled shoes.

"This is the case against Henri Vol-
pin. M. Volpin may not be the kind

of person you would choose as a

friend, but you are not here to pass

on his qualifications as a dinner guest.

You are here to decide whether he
lives or dies.

"Remember that under the laws of

Belgium, it is not a capital offense to

collect high-heeled shoes. Under the

laws of Belgium, you must not send

Henri Volpin to his death unless you
are convinced—beyond a reasonable

doubt—that he committed murder!"
The father of fifteen-year-old Moya

jumped up. "There is no doubt!"

"Gentlemen of the jury," l|

went on, "if there is a doubt i|

minds, you must acquit." He
||

looking at each juror in turn,

you do doubt," he whispered]

though you don't know it you
"There is no doubt! Then!

aoubt!" shouted the sister of I

ing schoolteacher.

The judge quieted the court, I

paunchy little lawyer in the rl

suit continued. "If one of tl.

you are so sure is dead were ll

into this courtroom, what woi|

say? Would you then be so

the other eleven are dead?
you still be sure there is no doifc

He slowly raised his arl

pointed to the green-curtainel

at the back of the court. "Geil

of the jury," he commanded,!
you to direct your eyes to that\

THERE was a sharp int

breath as heads throughd
courtroom turned. The steno;

stopped writing. A small boy
stood up. Almost everyone in

lage was related to one of the

girls. A draft from an open <

fluttered the curtain in the dc

After what seemed like 1

when the silence was poundin
eryone's head, the attornejj

Brussels spoke:
"Forgive me for building i

hopes. Forgive me for this

little trick. No one is going I

through that door. But I was t

one in this courtroom who y

tain of that! Everybody else

somebody might. In every mil

was a doubt. And, gentlemer

jury, if there was doubt in yoi

a minute ago, how can you s<

man to his death a minute late

Philippe Durand sat down.
"Your man from Brussels i

something," whispered the Pa

respondent to his Belgian

"Volpin will walk out of thu

room a free man."
But Volpin didn't.

The verdict was guilty.

The sentence was death by 1

One of the jurors had noti

bookkeeper had never once

toward the door.

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BY 1. I. PELLICER
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ECTOR CHAFIK CLOSES THE CASE
Continued from page 11

br Chafik answered with sharp

"You can see for yourself.

m in dirt die in dirt. Here is

i. Furthermore, our records at

ers should be known to you."

ipidly as if his files and index

his back on a clean, patched sheet, his

shoulders cradled by pillows. His only
garment was a shirt of Egyptian cotton,

fine as lawn. The comfortable appear-
ance of the corpse was spoiled by a terri-

ble bruise in the center of the forehead
spread before him he recited made by a heavy, blunt object which had

nan's history, "Galani, Yusif. crushed the skull. Some blood had oozed
rhdad. Secondary-school edu- from the wound, but the main hemor-

rhage was inward and death must have
been instantaneous.

On the floor was a towel folded three

times like a bandage. There was blood
on it, and Chafik, having looked from the

pattern to the dead man, said to the alert

sergeant, "Fetch me the policeman who
was first called."

nployment, clerical. Served as

with British forces until 1945,

forced resignation. Brother

Galani, an official of the Fi-

listry
—

" Chafik shrugged and
is on a white card and his life

ly as spotless. Who would kill

n?"
he crossed the threshold he

hand, touching first his fore-

then his heart with the tips of

gers, a salaam of respect to the

hough he glanced at the body
on a cot at the far side of the

did not immediately go to it,

ed the floor, the walls, and the

hatch of date-palm fronds

which the sun slashed. He
the few pieces of furniture, un-

uch a hovel, and ran his finger

: back of the solitary chair.

he said. "Painfully clean."

iside a curtain of sacking which
ne corner of the single room,
led a pile of straw which had

.iromatic smell. A ragged but

Ided blanket held his attention,

jhe said again.

July," said Sergeant Abdullah.

\ visitors were expected. The
jjich was a bed for children has

Ifly shaken." Inspector Chafik
tsture of annoyance and added,

irds are not in order. There was
ion of children on the man's
!two take his name."
said Abdullah, astonished,

is a food bowl by the dead
b," Chafik explained. "You will

I
shelf three other bowls. There-

e are four people living here,

r man does not spend fils on
oes not need. The bed of straw

^ifficient for adults. Therefore
y.children, and small children.
:

t fits as a thread in the design of

WHEN he was alone, Chafik com-
pleted a quick search of the hut

and bent to examine a heavy stone which
was hollowed to form a crude mortar.
The pestle, also of stone, had a wooden
handle bound with cloth. There was a

small sack of grain, almost empty, near
by, and as the policeman who had found
the body came in, the Inspector said,

"For grinding grain to make khobis."
He looked up with surprise when the

policeman respectfully answered, "Yes,

sir. It is so used."

"So I speak my thoughts aloud?"
smiled Chafik. "It is indeed a bad habit.

May I now hear your report?"

"Sir, I am of the suburban mounted
patrol. As I rode along the railway em-
bankment I heard shouting and came
down. There were many people about
this hut and I ordered them away. In-

side was the dead man as you see him.

He had been discovered by a woman who
cares for him when his wife is away—

"

"Why does she go away?"
"Sir, she washes clothes for the effendis

of Baghdad—"
"Hardly a living," said Chafik. "Soap

has the value of gold, and customers are

few now the British have gone. The hus-

band, of course, could not work?"
"I have been two years on this patrol,"

the officer answered. "He has always

been too ill to leave his hut." The picture

of tragic poverty was getting clearer, but

at the same time it became less and less

clear why Yusif Galani should have died

|
Let us see what pattern is woven violently.

Once again the Inspector looked at the

folded towel he had found on the floor,

and holding it up he asked, "Where was
this when you viewed the body?"

"I touched nothing, sir—but the

woman who found him said there was a

|ht to the cot and looked care-

tthe first time at the body. Ga-
jbeen a big man, but he was so

ijf.y disease that he now looked
^i brittle as a mummy. He lay on

Thought you'd like to see how I'd look, just in case you ask me"

•4 lor July 19, 1947
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cloth over his face, which she lifted."

Chafik said in a worried voice, "If the

towel had been wetted to cool his brow
the thing would be understandable. But

it was not wetted. This is grotesque." He
gently placed the cloth on the crushed

head of Yusif Galani and added, "It cov-

ered his eyes." Turning to Sergeant Ab-
dullah he said in an explanatory voice,

"Obviously the pestle used for grinding

grain was the weapon. It was replaced in

the mortar afterward and is unstained

because of the towel. You will find no
fingerprints because the cloth binding of

the handle presents a broken surface. I

am undecided whether this is an excep-

tionally clever crime, or one of extreme
stupidity."

"In either case you will solve it
—

"

"If God wills. I have no powers my-
self." Inspector Chafik took a final look

around the room and going to the door
said, "I leave you to receive the doctor,

Abdullah. Medical evidence is often un-
intelligible to the lay mind and confuses

thinking. But check on the nature of

Galani's illness and ask about the drugs

you will find by the bedside. It is possible

that some drug made him sleep, and that

he was killed when sleeping. The autopsy
will give us the facts on those points."

He left, saying in a clear voice, "A
comfortable corpse. A very fine shirt.

Such cleanliness." Sergeant Abdullah
watched him go, with affectionate amuse-
ment because he knew Inspector Chafik
was unaware he was speaking thoughts.

OUTSIDE the hut in the shade of the

courtyard wall a number of women
were crouching, their black veils drawn
to hide their faces. They wailed inces-

santly, hennaed finger tips fluttering

against their lips to produce a high, bub-
bling cry. Chafik stopped and said, "Is

the woman of Yusif Galani here?"
One who sat silently apart from the

noisy wake, nursing a small child,

answered, "I am the wife."

The Inspector said to the others, "It

would be better to think of the living. Go
back to your cooking pots." The women
fled, their black garments fluttering in the

hot wind like the ragged wings of crows.

The little man lighted a cigarette. He
could see only the eyes and part of the

forehead of Galani's wife, for the folds

of her outer robe were modestly drawn.
He noted the cleanliness of the child and
was pleased with the mother's dignity.

Here, he thought, is one with courage, but

her suffering is too great to be relieved

by tears. He moved awkwardly because

he did not wish to intrude on grief, but
questions had to be asked and he was
glad when the woman opened the con-
versation by saying, "My man is dead."

"He is with God."
She answered in a voice husky with

tears, "He was a good man. Why does

God strike a good man with sickness and
leave him helpless? Is there a God?"

Chafik said, shocked, "There is a God,
or you and I would not be here. What
name have you?"

"Zenobia—

"

"I see only one child. There should
be two."

"The other has gone for water," the

Widow Zenobia said, and then lifting her

head and with pride in her eyes, added,
"He comes now. Truly as good a boy as

his father was a good man." She was
silent as a boy came up the path carrying

a gourd of water, which he presently

handed to her. He was a tall, thin lad,

his only garment a cotton gown held at

the waist with a strap. His head was
wound with a ragged, but clean turban
cloth and he looked at Chafik with the

restless, searching look of one who, even
at his age, lived by his wits. "Ahmed has

ten years," the woman said. "He is a

man."
Chafik said, "Then I will talk to him as

a man," and turning to the son of Yusif
Galani he asked, "Who killed your
father?"

Ahmed answered, "I do not know, but
when I find him I will take his life."

His mother clutched his hand, moan-
ing, "Such words should not be in your
mouth." To Chafik she said pleadingly,

"He knows nothing, because he went
early to the bazaars to earn money by
carrying parcels."

"I made twenty fil.s," the boy said

proudly.
"Good!" Chafik suddenly smiled.

Turning to the woman he asked, "Who
killed your husband?"

"I know not." A hand still slender

although work-hardened reached out-

ward and upward and then fell listlessly

to the ground. "I know not," the Widow
Zenobia said again. "I went to the city

with wash for a customer, taking my
other child with me. There was some
trouble and I was late back."
"And the name of the customer?"

Chafik prompted.
The woman gave the name of an

English resident of Baghdad, and when
the Inspector asked, "What was the

trouble?" she answered, hesitatingly, "A
garment was missing." Hurriedly she

gone, he said to Yusif Galani's wife, "He
is very bright."

"There was never a better son. If his

uncle would help so that he could have
learning

—

"

Chafik said, "The law will make him
help. You are now a destitute widow
with children. Hassan Galani, as next of
kin, must help. Such is the law."

The woman answered slowly, "I have
heard of that law. My man spoke of it

and said he wished he could die so that

such a claim could be made on his

brother." She repeated the hopeless
gesture of her hand and finished, "Now
death has come to him. Death has come
to him."
The Inspector threw away his cigarette

and watched the neighborhood children

fight for the smoldering butt. He cleared

his throat loudly and said in a harsh,

rasping voice to hide his emotion, "So he
wished to die? Well, it was a pity he had
to leave us with so much mystery." He
took a thin billfold from his pocket and
found three dinars, which he dropped by
the woman's side. "Go with God, Widow
Zenobia. I will speak to Hassan Galani

COLLIERS

"Do you realize that if you were silly enough
to run for Congress, you might be elected?

"
GARDNER REA

added, "And afterward I sat by the river

and bathed the child. My man wished to

be alone."

"And the reason?"
"He said he expected a visitor

—

"

Inspector Chafik hid his surprise. His
eyes, which matched the desert, were sud-

denly alive. "A visitor? A man?" he
asked. "What man?" But he foresaw
the answer.
"A wife does not question her hus-

band," the woman said, and repeated
wearily, "He expected a man."
"Had he friends?" Chafik said. "What

of his brother?"

There was a flash of fire in the reply,

"Hassan Galani left him to die. He would
not give one fit to help him."
"May God destroy my uncle," said the

boy, Ahmed, in a flat, dead voice. "When
I went to' him and begged for help for

Baba, he beat me. He is cruel. He—

"

Ahmed was silent, digging nervously at

the gray dust wtih his bare toes. Then
he asked, "Did the visitor kill my father?"

Chafik parried with a question, "Did
your father tell you of the visitor?" and
when the boy shook his head the In-

spector beckoned one of the uniformed
officers from the door and told him to

inquire if a strange man had been seen.

He realized the chances were slight be-

cause the hut was a{ the outskirts of the

slum and hidden by the curve of the rail-

way embankment. "Go with the police-

man," he commanded Ahmed. "Perhaps
you can help him." When the boy had

about his duties." Abruptly Chafik
turned away and walked to his car.

He was stopped by the policeman he

had asked to inquire about the dead
man's visitor. As he expected, there was
no witness, and he said, "The English

have a proverb about a needle and
a bundle of hay. To find a man in a

desert is equally as difficult." Chafik
looked back at the miserable hovels

crouching breathlessly under the merci-

less sun and was closing the door of his

car when the boy, Ahmed, who had been
standing behind the policeman, darted

forward. "Effendi
—

" the boy began, and
stopped with his thin, brown hands
clasped and the interlaced fingers work-
ing nervously.

"What is it, Ahmed born of Yusif?"
Chafik said to him.
"The visitor killed my father?" Ahmed

asked.

"The unknown man," Chafik said gen-

tly, "is a dark thread drawn through an
unfinished pattern. Until the weave is

complete I cannot answer."
"There was a man near the hut when I

left this morning
—

"

The Inspector caught the boy by his

thin shoulders. "What? Why did you not

tell me?"
"1 did not wish to speak in front of my

mother—

"

"Good! It is right that as a man you
should not talk of these matters before

women. Who was the one you saw?"
The boy said breathlessly, "My un-

cle!" and shaking himself freej

into the gray, burning wildernea
the huts, leaving Inspector C'h^

tionless by the car

Chafik drove back to his head
on Al-Rashid Street and the poliJ

had to touch his arm to rouse h|
his thoughts. The little man sa

evil that men create returns a hi}

est," and went up the narrow stq

ing the driver confused. At tf

the stairs was a door boldly
ii. j. kixsworth, and the

passed it on tiptoe because he hal

sire to report to his superior, til

liverish Englishman appointed

[

Iraqi government to head the

Investigation Department.
When he was safely in his of

fik telephoned the home of Ha
lani. A woman's voice answer!
husband is at the Ministry," anj
said, "You are sure, Madame?'
maced at the instrument as the

plied, shrill with complaint, "Atl

telephoned to say he was there, b\

does not ask questions when a

stays away from home. Are we

:

tels?"

Chafik said, "Madame, mada^
only an acquaintance of Mr.
and hung up quickly, thinking I

pity the growing emancipation ol

in Iraq had the Western weal
emancipated tongues.

"There is danger in this," he
as he lifted the receiver again tc

Ministry of Finance.
Hassan Galani was not in l|

and the Inspector left a messageT
to come to headquarters. Then hi

a new packet of Ghazi cigarette!

at his desk staring at nothing and|
thinking aloud the rambling wc
ing "—It is almost woven. I dc

the design." And hearing the eel

own voice he smiled a little foolf

was glad when Sergeant Abdull|
into the room.

Marshaling details like a pi

soldiers, the sergeant made his >|

the police surgeon's examination
man was dying of cancer. He wJ
haps have lived another six monl
drugs at the bedside were to relif

He had taken a sleeping draugrl

he was killed and there were trad

bowl of sour milk at his side. It i|

he was killed with the pestle of

tar. Two blows were struck, bull

was sufficient. He knew nothing!
"And saw nothing," said Chan]

cloth spread over his face is a

detail."

He was silent with his thou ts

roused himself when an orde:

and said, "Hassan Galani is here ir

The Inspector rose to receive ic i

itor. saying to Abdullah, "This-ili

private, but look at the man as on

out. There is the shadow of w
around his neck—

"

HASSAN GALANI was a (ic;

aged man whose dignity ltd

the weight of his swollen pauiif. I

position in the Finance Minisy '

important, and he said harshh
tered Chafik's office, "What is thiw

ing of leaving a message for me c

to you? I am disagreeably surpr*L

spector Chafik."

The little man answered, bo>i?

sleek head and smiling ingratiat

do apologize, but the matter v

portance and I feared you had le B

dad because you were not hce

night." He did not miss the qu
which darkened the visitor's sal 1,

healthy face, nor the anxious eX] s*

"Were you away from Baghdad?
Hassan Galani removed his i

the black peakless hat of the Cft

Iraqi, and mopping his almost balk

he said, "I spent the night at mypfl

Yes, at my garden up the TigrisM

such a hot night. I have a small *

there and often sleep
—

" Abnjtlj

Collier's for July
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POCKETS THAT/O/liVBE PICKED

SAFETY-LOCK-POCKETS

Wonderful new Invention foils

pick-pockett, prevents occidental
lots. Not a zipperl Nothing mech-
anicol. Unique construction pro-

,

vides protection. Can be operated
, by o child. Improves appearance
of clothing.

^A Now in Mtn'i end Womtft'i
fC^\ Germtntt, Shirti and Sportswear,

Ask for SafofyLock-Pockets in the
,

next garment you buy.

•Patented

APPAREL SAFETY LOCK POCKETS COMPANY
70 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago 4, Illinois
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recovered his dignity and with it anger.

"This is an outrage, Inspector! Why
should you ask where I spent the night?"

Chafik, spreading his hands with the

curved palms upward, said, "I talked
innuendoes to find courage to break sad
news. Your brother is dead."
"The only brother I had disgraced me

with his poverty. As far as I am con-
cerned he died long ago

—

"

"Poverty is not a crime, Mr. Hassan
Galani."

"A man in my position must think of
his reputation—but I do not care to dis-

cuss family matters with you." Hassan
Galani rose heavily to his feet with the

intention of leaving, but turned to ask,

"How did Yusif die?"

"He was murdered," answered Chafik
casually, and then in his most silky voice:

"A witness has stated you were near. the

hut when your brother died early this

morning."
"What an abominable lie!" shouted

the man. "I was—" He stopped with a
look of horror.

"You were at your pavilion on the

river?" Chafik prompted. "Please do not
trouble yourself over this foolish witness.

It will, of course, be necessary to check
with the servants of your bayt, a little

matter which I will do most discreetly."

He watched his visitor fumble blindly

for the chair. "You see," Inspector Cha-
fik went on, "if you could not prove your
alibi—excuse the word, Mr. Galani—it

would be very awkward. This witness

hates you. He would swear before God
you were there, and it might almost ap-
pear you had motive to kill your brother,

because, as you told me, his poverty dis-

graced you."
Hassan Galani said with a pitiful at-

tempt at dignity, "I forbid you to ques-
tion the servants at the pavilion."

"Perhaps," Inspector Chafik said, "you
were not there?" And leaping to his feet

with a tiger's spring he shouted, "Where
were you?"

"Circumstantial evidence can hang a

man. Where were you last night? Where
were you this morning? Why were you
so late at your office? Why have you not
been home?"

"I
—

" and, his face glistening with
sweat, the man whispered, "I was with a

woman."
"Yes," Chafik said. "You were with a

woman. I thought the perfume which
still clings to you did not come from the

flowers of your river garden. Oh, Mr.
Galani! Mr. Galani! Your dignity al-

most brought you to the scaffold!" He
opened a drawer of the cabinet behind
him and extracted a card. "My index
cards are very complete. There is much
on this one to interest the Minister of
Finance. You appear to have expensive

tastes, dangerous in a man who helps

handle the nation's exchequer. There are

the names of many women on this card.

What name shall I now add?"

WHISPERING, Hassan Galani said,

"Khurrem—" The name was
drawn from him like a tooth from an
abscessed mouth.
"Khurrem," the Inspector repeated

thoughtfully. "Turkish. 'Joyous,' a no-
torious dancing girl at a certain cabaret
in Baghdad who has already ruined sev-

eral men." He wrote on the card and
then said curtly to the man who was hud-
dled on the other side of the desk, "You
may go now. But remember that your
brother's widow and his children are des-

titute, and by the law of Iraq you must
support them. Be generous, Mr. Hassan
Galani, particularly with the boy, Ah-
med. And do not forget my records."

When the man had gone stumbling
out, Sergeant Abdullah came from the

other room where he had been taking

down the conversation. He said with
disappointment, "You have removed the

shadow of the noose from Hassan Ga-
lani's neck, sir."

Chafik answered, "I have taken away
that shadow, but he still lives under the

shadow of my index cards."

"Both are uncomfortable, sir." Ab-
dullah hesitated, troubled by the dead
look in the eyes of his superior. He asked,
in the hope of rousing Chafik from his

thoughts, "Who was the witness who
lied?"

"The nephew. The boy, Ahmed. His
uncle planted hatred in his heart and it

came back with interest. When he heard
his mother say Yusif Galani expected a

visitor, he saw his chance
—

" Inspector
Chafik groped on his desk for the folder

containing the reports of the case. He
said, "There is medical evidence that the

man took a sleeping draught. Does one
do that if one expects a visitor?"

"By God, no!"
"Abdullah, it is not for you to support

an opinion with the name of God—but
the woman, Zenobia, she also lied, like

her son lied. Obviously if she gave her
man a drug to make him sleep he did not
expect a visitor. Please to consider the

facts. They are all there to read, and the

design is complete now the false thread

said. He drummed the desk for

ment and then went on, "Why does
honest woman steal to dress her i

such a beautiful shirt? Have \

here pride, decency? Is it not the c

to bury the dead in the finest garrr

The sergeant did not reply, but his

moved in a protesting gesture towi
ears. Inspector Chafik continued,
pering now, "And so we come to th

spread over the face of a man \\\

drugged by a draught introduced i

morning milk. Hiding his eyes 7
his eyes."

Sergeant Abdullah said, "All-m
God! How could one look up<
face of one who was loved, an
strike the fatal blow? Sir

—

"

INSPECTOR CHAFIK rose to h
He said harshly, "You will plej

silent. I do not know what you I

Yusif Galani would in any casi

died, and in agony. Furthermore
had lived, perhaps his sons wou
have lived. Those who live in p
must deny their children food wh
man is sick." He reached for a cis

COLLIER'S

Always the library! What on earth do they think the dinette is forrj
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of Hassan has been drawn out." When
Abdullah continued to look at him, his

swarthy face paling, the Inspector went
on, "What did we see in the hut? What
was our strongest impression?"

"Cleanliness and tidiness. Exceptional
cleanliness and tidiness, as if prepara-

tions had been made for a visitor
—

"

"Or visitors with curiosity, such as

ourselves. The Widow Zenobia has great

pride. We will now check on her pride."

And reaching for the telephone he rang
the number of the English resident for

whom the Widow Zenobia did washing.
Sergeant Abdullah heard him say in his

precise English, "Mr. Williamson? This

is Inspector Chafik of the C.I.D. I un-

derstand you give your laundry to a poor
woman and have a complaint about a

missing garment
—

" He chuckled into

the mouthpiece and said, "Oh, yes, even
lost laundry concerns us! Surprising

things come out in the wash. . . . Thank
you, Mr. Williamson. Thank you." And
putting back the instrument he said to

Abdullah. "It was a shirt. A shirt of fine

Egyptian cotton."

"The corpse
—

" began Sergeant Abdul-
lah.

"The corpse wore such a shirt," Chafik

found one, but was blind to the nl

on his desk. "The Widow Zenobl
said, "can now make a legal claim

[
support of the children, and hers!

wise law obliges Hassan, as next ofl

do his duty. That is sufficient, Ski

Abdullah!"
He went to the window and

down at busy Al-Rashid Street, I

taxis and horse carriages were mixj
crazy tangle. When he turned ll

smiling faintly. "Don't you thinl

said, "that some passing nomad tl

the hut and struck the unfortuna'l

because he moved and was possilj

ing to cry out?"
Standing at attention, worship!

look, the sergeant answered, "That|
appear to be the solution."

Inspector Chafik said, "Yes, it

appear to be the solution, and
man, without motive, would be ll

find." He picked up the folder an[

to the door, saying over his shl

"Obviously we close such a case.r

make my recommendation to oul
Chief Inspector Ellsworth. VB
doubt he will tell me I am a very fa

man—

"

The End

Collier's for July I!
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Midsummer Day's Dream
No parching sun ... no steaming

pavements ... no sultry skies.

Just thoughts of a snowy slope and an icy

stream waltzing to the whisper

of wind in the pines.

Sound good . . . ?

Well, why settle for a dream

when you can have a tall,

cooling glass of Goebel Beer

practically anytime.

Right . .

GOEBEL
BEER

Nationalli) -famous Tor c\ooa taste

GOEBEL BREWING COMPANY, DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN

r

^
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' Well Gosh, Miss Heatherbloom . . . I just can't seem to feel

anything when it's not Johnnie Guarnieri!"

MORE NEW "MUSTS" FROM MAJESTIC:

Six scorchers in a hot piano album by John-

nie Guarnieri (M-ll). "Romance with Eddy
Howard," the juke-box champion's latest al-

bum (M-15). "Play Pretty for the People"—
seven favorites by Louis Prima (Album M-3).

^^c-'

RECORDS
3 & T ON CORPORATION, ELGIN, ILLINOIS

If yo« are an expectant Mi
the odds AfiAfMST your

having iri^ets are

$000 to 1 J$
From "You Bet Your Ufa"

by Leo Guild

Courts jy Marcel Redd, Inc., Publishers

^tn-^do^&us

BUT the odds in FAVOR.

of your liking

MARACA RUM
an 301 *>1

Based on statements of prominent

purveyors of liquor as to whether
they personally like Maraca Rum.

Maraca rum

in step with the times

Distilled, prepared and bottled by Mayaguez Distill- Puerto Rican Rum

ing Company, Mayaguez. F*uerto Rico. W. A. Taylor Go | d Lobe |

8s Company, New York City, Sole Agents for U.S.A. 86 proof

THE WEEK'S MAIL
Continued from page 4

from an airplane at 12,000 feet with canvas
wings, and at 2.000 feet he opened two
parachutes and came safely to the ground
and took his bow! Boy, you should have
seen him! W. D. Ross, Ontario, Cal.

GRUSKIN-GLUSKIN

Dear Editor: Ward Dorrell's letter in The
Week's Mail (June 7th) mentions "Two-
Headed Gluskin," famed twin-nobbined
ballplayer, who could watch two bases at

once. Shame on Mr. Dorrell, it's spelled

Gruskin. Paul Alkon, Portsmouth, N. H.

It's Two-Top Gruskin and the mistake

happened because Gruskin wasn't avail-

able for confirmation, since he was in the

Army at the time, serving as a lieutenant

colonel. One half was a lieutenant; the

other a colonel.

ERRORS OF COMEDY

Dear Editor: I'm having cartoon trouble.

Once I could figure out most of them, in

time. No harder than a quadratic equa-
tion. Now, if I understand half, that's

good. How about printing an answers de-

partment way back toward the end? Or
upside down?

Don F. Kennedy, Detroit, Mich.

. . . I'm disgusted clear through with the

dopes who write to you as I'm doing! I'm
dumb, I guess. I look at the cartoons; if

funny, I laugh, if not, I turn to the next

one. Sometimes I don't catch on and I fuss

a bit, not too much, but I never even see

mistakes in them! I just enjoy them as

they are. Charlene H. Barnett,
Youngstown, Ohio

... On looking through the May 31st is-

sue, we ran across this cartoon which we
did not understand. Please explain it.

Barbara Witte, San Antonio, Tex.

<C2>

"Now that just doesn't make sense"

Mr. Partch's travelers are two account-

ants who are resting after balancing their

books in the only way that is possible

these days!

MONKEY BUSINESS

Dear Editor: A study of Lawson Wood's
monkey plus companions (June 7th), with

Ted Shane's explanation on page 8, would
seem to point a bit of a moral:

That "Snerdian Simian" Cholmondeley
Underrated "fowl creatures" so dolmon-

deley.

That the whilst he did wait

For a nibble, his bait'

Became "fowled," with expressions yum-
yolmondeley

.

Edward P. ToBrE, Saylesville, R. I.

coloratura collaboration

Dear Sirs: Re editorial Art and Ideology

—They Don't Mix (May 31st) I believe the

records will substantiate the fact that Kir-

sten Flagstad's husband sold (at a good
profit) lumber to the Nazis. That lumber
undoubtedly went into barracks that

housed soldiers that killed many of our
boys.

Are not even geniuses and artists morally

responsible for their actions? It is to these

people that we should be able to look for

leadership.

If they cannot differentiate between right

and wrong, why are the peo«
intelligence and ability expect]

W. Carlton Fischer, Casa

HALF SHOT

Sirs: "Walter sat up as if he'<

it says on page 26, Collier's. Ji|

How They Harmonize!). The 1

other team—I shot sat or fclll

Edward Orpen, T<f

You must have shot them in\

IG DOGS

Dear Editor: Re Trouble Afl
Carson (May 24th), I belieJ

manufacturers should be rep|

well as the parents. My boy (s

wears a 12-E shoe, but I havel
to buy more than two pairs a

the right size. I was forced tl

shoes on him which resulted
|

Now he wears a built-up sh

have to do exercises for some
don't the manufacturers put
line of sizes?

Elizabeth McCoy,

beauty doth pro]

Collier's: Current article Ccj

Street Sex Appeal, June 7th)

Porter "only woman finand

My column "Chats With W|
tors" has appeared Los Ang
Times past two years. I was fl

woman to write series finaif

Wall Street Journal this Coal
people among my following J
mad including Herb Caen, CrT
Hazel Zimmerman, San Fr|

Meanwhile the Atlantic C|
pretty calm—so calm that

who was half a mile downwirt
Street thought he heard an

[
point crash on the Stock Exc\

WITH FOUR PAIRS OfI

Dear Editor: In The CustoJ
Again (May 31st), note Mrl
"A man who couldn't buy a si

during the war can now buy I

ber for $29" but unfortunate!

say where. We may have $2!|

vicinity but they are still pritl

$55; and the good house dr<[

cost $8 but that can now bl

$4 is still only a postwar dre

Mrs. L. F. Aves, Siou||

CHECKREIN

Dear Editor: Three cheers)

nay's article The Husband I

(May 24th). Why should the!

alimony so his former wife an
|

Easy Street?

Lt. Donald A. Johnson, C if i

THE FINAL BLA

Dear Editor: I have read T Bi

the echoes and reverberation-

in The Week's Mail. My hoi

analyzing writers, and I of:

ists, extroverts, introverts, p
different types of frustration.

The Blast was a psycholo al

the latent fear of exterminati g

1

ing from the criticism, it -

produced the desired result I

who wrote of being put to sle.

reading it, was actually so ;sc

Blast that he had to write h

an emotional release. Sever..

call The Blast fantastic, inf;

connected tripe. This psycl Of

suppresses his subconscious

ing the danger, or by belittli

The Blast was good. Lei

like it, and scare the hell

Sadi:

Ypsi State Hospital f

Collier's for J T
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Scene fiom the Samuel Goldwyn Production. "The Best Years of Our Lives"

"Your Unseen Friend" helps bring you

"The Best Years of Our Lives"

All the beauty, talent and skill of Hollywood are at the

mercy of a slender strip of film.

And Nickel is the Unseen Friend that helps make the

picture clear and easy on the eyes.

For every foot of film must be processed with great care.

Any contamination from corrosion of the metal equip-

ment would make the picture "foggy," or otherwise impair

the quality of the film.

The smooth, clean surfaces of famous Nickel alloys, like

Stainless Steel and Inconel, protect the precious film from
effects of corrosion and impurities. Thus Nickel plays an

important role in bringing you the full enjoyment of

movies, whether from Hollywood or your own camera.

Just one more way Nickel is Your Unseen Friend. It's

"Unseen" because Nickel is usually combined with other

metals and you seldom see it in its pure state. It's your
"Friend" because it serves you often and well.

* * *

Send for your free copy of "The Romance of Nickel."

Address Dent. 45.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
New York 5. N. T.

EMBLEM A OF SEIVICE

ANickelIIADI M A I K

.Your Unseen Friend
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WACS become Regular
Army "men," 1943.

Cervera's fleet sunk by
. Dewey off Cuba, 1H98.

First all-talking movie,
1928. Yatata-yatata!

Boulder Dam begun, 1930
A Jam big project!

Liberty Bell c

ing for John Ma

Decl. of Independence
signed, 1776.

P. T. Bar
1810. There'

wade Sicily

nd air, 1943.
The Marines have landed!
U.S.M.C. estab'd, 1798.

Caesar boi

Long time

So this is Summer?
Yep ... in Australia!

U.S. Hag raised
in Berlin, 1945.

Lafayette arrives in Phila.

1777. Hi-ya,Laf!

French Independence Day
Bastille stormed, 1789.

Magna Carta gra
Don't take it for

Conference, 1945.
jr big business.

Indian treaty negotiated
by Illinois & Mo., 1815.

Bloomers fir-

1848. JJ

-*P*

inish of 1st ro

kwor/d solo flight

First World War
begins, 1914.

Another Kinsey Julep,
Colonel?

Delicious,
that is!

Edison invents phono,
\1877. Ah... platter-brains!

Copyright 1947 Kinsey Distilling Corp.

for cool refreshmint m duly...

Kwsey juleps you should try I

July's just the month to enjoy these delightful

Mint Juleps made with superbly smooth, flavor-

full Kinsey Whiskey. Here's how:

Bruise mint in bottom of tail glass.

Add teaspoon of powdered sugar, two

ounces of rich, full-bodied Kinsey.

Fill glass with shaved ice, stir until

frosted. Decorate with mint,
i

Man, that's really refreshing! But whatever your

favorite summer drink, try it with Kinsey, the

unhurried whiskey for unhurried moments.

You'll enjoy its fine flavor and bouquet im-

mensely . . . most folks do

!

KXHSS/
the

unhurried

whiskey

WHISKCV

for

unhurried

moments

FREE! Recipe Book. Write Kinsey. E-2, P. 0. Box 2016. Phila.

86.8 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits. Kinsey Distilling Corp
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Planes shrink at a 40,000-foot altitude

SKY LIMIT
s A. Fraser, one of the nation's

iing high-altitude airmen, has
\ove 40,000 feet more often than
t pilot. Here is his story of some
[obstacles to be overcome before

fly at or beyond eight miles in

in aircraft as we know them to-

pld to Louis R. Huber.)

iE toughest frontier in history

pnly eight miles away but it's

Itraight up. Which is why air-

lit at very high altitude, heralded

i U** to be commonplace, won't be.

i engineering research pilot, I

' te the last person to deny that,

ly, you'll step into a space ship,

id a short time later arrive at a

.on anywhere on earth; perhaps
! other planet. Such flight prob-
be achieved someday but, stick

-

lities and the best aircraft we
ither in operation or in im-

prospect—I predict it will be
years before any air liner will

u higher than 30,000 feet as a
procedure.

problems increase and become
ult the higher an airplane flies.

30,000 and 40.000 feet they
at a much faster rate and each
is a hundred times harder to

xie. We at Boeing have spent
• me above 40,000 feet than any
oup of airmen, and as a result,

• 25,000 feet is now safer than at

We've been above 40,000 feet

>>0 times, yet the longest we ever
chat high was three hours and 44
*. This approaches the practical
>w, for a vast amount of knowl-
mains to be gained and under-

J»efore commercial aircraft can
Ifce satisfactory performance at

•jmuch in excess of 35.000 feet.

'fce what the problems are eight
•p, let's make a flight in Noah's
aarmer B-29 Superfortress bomber

modified for high-altitude re-

The plane's name, by the way,
ble pun: Two of every electrical

carried in it, and electrical arcs
chief form of electrical mis-

r we find in the upper air. Al-
e have made two high-altitude
grams for the Army Air Forces,

elective being routine operation

of heavy aircraft above 40,000 feet. This
flight is the third in a similar program.

It's a clear day as we walk out to the

ship in the warm sun on Boeing Field in

Seattle. Our crew consists of Copilot
Bob Robbins, Flight Engineer Ben
Werner, Aerial Engineer Ben Head,
Photo-recorder Operator B. A. Smith,
Temperature-recorder Operator Bill Dea-
son and Electrical Engineer Charlie
Rehkopf.
We climb straight for Mount Rainier,

fly over the northern side of the moun-
tain, begin a right turn and head back
toward Seattle. Soon we're climbing
across the invisible sky frontier. The
stratosphere begins in this region where
the air continues to grow thinner

but maintains a constant temperature.

Through our headphones the voice of

the flight engineer says we are at 41,000
feet. That's nearly eight miles.

WE.LEVEL off for our tests. You
look down and feel a powerful

sense of unreality. From horizon to

horizon, at this height, is nearly 600 miles.

You can look far out on the Pacific

Ocean in one direction and over into

Idaho in the other. The Pacific North-
west's precipitous mountain ranges are a
schoolboy's papier-mache relief map.
Some scattered clouds have clustered

around Mount Rainier, off to our right.

Its peak is at 1 4,408 feet, but from where

we are, the mountain resembles a heap
of vanilla ice cream. Seattle, almost di-

rectly beneath us, isn't a city, it's a map.
Its hills don't show; it is flat and lifeless.

The water-front piers are threads on a

frayed trouser cuff, lying at the edge of
a puddle—Elliott Bay. You can move
your toe and blot out half the city.

Navy aircraft carriers, anchored in

rows behind Bainbridge Island, are

matchboxes on a sheet of glass. The
mile-and-a-quarter-long floating bridge,

reaching from the edge of Seattle across

Lake Washington to Mercer Island, is a

gray needle. It is complete with an eye,

too—the slip into which the movable
span recesses when boats must pass. At
Point Wells, an oil depot a few miles

north of Seattle, huge round tanks are

a cluster of insect eggs.

One of the first high-altitude problems
discovered was airplane shrinkage. The
wings seem the same as at take-off; ac-

tually they're several inches shorter. So
is the fuselage. Although we're snug
and warm inside, the outside air tempera-
ture is now around 67 degrees below
zero, Fahrenheit. That shortens the

whole airplane. In early high-altitude

flights it caused control cables to go
slack. It froze ordinary greases so

thoroughly they resembled hard rubber;

whatever they were supposed to lubricate

was gripped tight.

Those difficulties were eliminated long
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before we first got to 40,000 feet. Air-
planes still shrink, of course; but we
have developed new mechanisms, anti-

freeze greases and other ways of keeping
cables and pulleys in good working order
despite the cold.

With breathing for the engines pro-
vided by superchargers and for us by
cabin pressurization (See Wing Talk for

April 5, 1947), these problems have been
met. However, we found others at 40,-

000 feet. Cylinder-head temperatures,
for example, were normal on our flight

up until we reached 35,000 feet. Then
they soared. The outside air at 40,000
feet, although very cold, is too thin to

absorb and carry away the heat.

In the electrical field, high altitude

raises particular Cain. Various electrical

devices often go haywire; their insulation

breaks down, they heat up and burn out.

And a B-29 depends very much on 157
electric motors and generators.

AIR is an insulator but at 40,000 feet

. it is so thin that it loses much of its

value in that particular. Moisture, too,

normally serves as a lubricant, and its

scarcity at those heights contributes to

excessive wear.

Our high-altitude electrical troubles
would vanish if we could place all the

plane's electrical equipment inside the

cabin, for there the vital cushion of in-

sulating air would be provided by pres-

surization. Unfortunately, however,
electric motors and other devices run by
them must go where they are needed,
in the unpressurized engine nacelles,

wings and tail. If we could pressurize

those areas it would also solve the

problem; but pressurizing them would
be expensive—maybe too expensive to

be practical.

Better, perhaps, to stick to lower alti-

tudes of 25,000 and 30,000 feet where
air travel is just as good and the electrical

and other difficulties can be overcome.
That's why Boeing Aircraft is recom-
mending 25,000 feet as the best flight

level for its 80-passenger Stratocruisers

scheduled for service on six world air

lines upon completion of government
tests now under way.
High altitude is great stuff but only

when you go so high and no higher with
the equipment we have now. Meanwhile
let's be satisfied with the fact that when
we're to fly regularly at 25,000 feet, that

level will represent a sudden rise to twice

the height our best aircraft have, until

very recently, flown.

(Editor's Note: Since Mr. Fraser'

s

story was prepared, Westinghouse has
announced the development of a high-

voltage alternating current system for
large aircraft, which will "eliminate or
alleviate problems now encountered with

electrical systems at high altitudes," ac-

cording to J. D. Miner, manager of the

Aviation Engineering Department. The
new system has been installed on
the AAF's two Very Heavy Bombers, the

Con vatr B-36 and the Northrop B-35
Flying Wing for tests.)

Their peaks 33 miles apart, Mt. St. Helens (9,671 feet) and Mt. Adams (12,307) look like this from nearly eight miles up
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It's OK lady-

you can't scuH/uon Whitewalls

7 BIG FEATURES OF LYON WHITEWALLS
SCUFF-PROOF . . . cant touch curbs!

EASY TO CLEAN . . . a few swishes
with a wet cloth restore their beauty!

LOW INITIAL COST . . . less than half

the price of a single white sidewall
tire!

NO UPKEEP EXPENSE . . . cleaned free

of charge when the car is washed!

FADE-PROOF . . . they stay white! The
white enamel is baked on honderized
(rust-proofed) metal.

QUICK INSTALLATION ... can be
snapped on all four wheels in less
than five minutes!

SETTER APPEARANCE . . . make wheels
look smaller and tires look larger to
give cars a longer, lower look—the
appearance car designers have al-

ways sought!

The search for a better looking and more practical whitewall is over! Yoft

longer be afraid of spoiling the wheel appearance of your car every time yP

The new, metal Lyon Whitewall is the perfect answer ... it is the only whitewalpa

cannot damage! In all, it has seven distinct advantages. And the cost of L; fl

walls, by comparison, is remarkably small. You can buy an entire set of ft r

than half the price of a single white sidewall tire! And you can get them nou ron

car, tire or gasoline dealer.

Price* Standard Sleel Model <#6' wheels) S6.9i Per Set oj Four. De Luxe Steel Model (If and 16' tvheels)M

Four. Sets of Five Priced Higher. A Fair Trade Product Sold Under Applicable Fair Trade Law\

WHITlVMUS* ARE THf EXCLUSIVE TRIM RING PRODUCT Of LYON, INCORPORATED. I nil WEST CHICAGO »LV0, DETil
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STAY EAST, YOUNG MAN, STAY EAST!

s, working them nine months,
- and starting with new ones

itice scale. The hirings are

a great fanfare; the firings

liet. The truth is that the

for the veteran is over. He
e fought in the Bulge or at

nit now he is merely a worker

>f the large plants have stopped

terans' agencies for replace-

ley prefer to hire at the gate in

y. The men gather every morn-
nployment director comes out

you—you—and you, and the

I way. They soon get into the

lake whatever they're offered."

|ou look at it from another an-

ing doesn't seem to add up, be-

, Angeles is actually having a

iwom. Sixteen per cent of all

Bousing in May was in the Los

Jirea. New developments can
ipn practically every outlying

Ere are 40,000 units available,

Continued from page 19

new houses on money like that; you have
a bad time with the rent. And what hits

L.A. hardest is the realization that 67
per cent of veterans applying for public
housing have lived in California less than
a year.

"We thought we had reached the satu-

ration point a year ago," says Tryon,
"but they keep coming. At first the vet-

erans had a little money saved up from
the war or they could cash their bonds,
but now they land here with no resources
and can't get a job. It's heartbreaking,

it's an impossible situation, and it's rap-

idly driving all of us distracted."

The effect on the veterans is even more
serious. The pressure has become so

great that many are cracking up. When
things were normal for them they were
able to forget their war experiences, but
without homes or jobs and not much
hope for the future, the strain becomes
too great for them. The veterans' hos-
pitals are jammed, and in May the Veter-
ans Service Center was forced to place

tt^l ^ i
1^^ r^°^\^

''Oddly enough, the action of this whole
play takes place on a beach at Cape Cod" BARNEY TOBEY

tipleted or near completion.
as are living in hen roosts.

is simple: money.
s Angeles houses range in price
100 to $13,500. Rentals are cor-

Jgly high and there are few of
most new homes are on the
town, miles from anywhere,

|
starts with an immediate disad-
He either has to have a car or
d on bus service that can be
:hy at best. Anybody who has
os Angeles knows that every-
ns to be twenty miles from ev-
;:lse. So the new purchaser needs

, Un he must have saved enough
''n payment on the house, rang-

^$200 to $1,200. In most cases

: l make up the difference between
,
/arts Bureau appraisal and the
price—which may amount to

IK* or thousands. After that he
vet monthly payments running
552 and $75 a month.
:teran doesn't have it. A state

J housing made by Senator Ger-
v ra's committee showed that 59
of the veterans have monthly in-

• $150 or less. You don't buy
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168 psychiatric cases every night in the

Norwalk State Hospital, where they were
grateful to find room to sleep in the hall-

ways.
"And the jails are full of men who

should be in hospitals," a physician told

us bitterly.

But if conditions are tough for the vet-

eran it is nothing to what they are for

the Negroes and Mexicans. Before the

war there were 60,000 Negroes jammed
into the colored quarter around Central

Avenue. The population has now grown
to 180,000, and the Negroes have had
almost no opportunity to spread. The
Veterans Center has done a backbreak-
ing job in keeping unemployment of ex-

soldiers down to 50,000 in the county,

but there is nobody to fight for the un-

skilled Negro or Mexican.
Fear of racial troubles is so great that

for several years the Los Angeles police

and sheriff's office have had complete
plans worked out for quelling a riot be-

fore it could get started. Little Tokyo in

the heart of the city is a source of ap-

prehension now. When the Japanese-

Americans were forced out after Pearl

Harbor, the Negroes took over. With

the end of the war and the return of the

Japanese, tension mounted to a point

which has the authorities walking the

floor nights. All of it stems from terri-

ble conditions of overcrowding and un-
employment.
The growth of Los Angeles during the

war was fabulous; the city now claims

3,630.883 in its metropolitan area. This
meant an increase of 30 per cent in the

city and as much as 2,000 per cent in

near-by San Fernando Valley. Out of

the total population 600,000 are veter-

ans and 51 per cent of them come from
outside California.

Los Angeles alone has 65,000 veterans

in college and junior college and another
40,000 in trade and high schools.

Classes run from early morning till late

at night. It is a common sight to see stu-

dents drifting away through the dark-

ness after their last classes around eleven

at night.

When the newcomers don't want jobs

they want educational facilities. It is dif-

ficult to say which is harder to come by
and the lack of college space is affecting

not only the out-of-state veterans but

the high-school graduates of California.

It's getting so they can't get into their

own colleges and they're becoming bit-

ter about it. We talked with the mother
of a California boy who was also a vet-

eran. Because he got back late from serv-

ice he had to take extension instead of

regular courses at the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles.

Going to College the Hard Way

"He gets up at seven every morning
and starts work at seven thirty. He stud-

ies till noon, has lunch and is back at it

till five. He goes to his first class then

and has another at seven. He gets

through around ten and then comes
home and studies some more. He knows
if he falls behind they'll be only too

happy to get him out and make room for

somebody else."

But of all these ills, housing remains

the worst. Recently an attempt was made
to promote co-operation between land-

lords and veterans by radio. There was
a daily program in which pleas were
made on behalf of incoming families. "I

have the families right here with me,"
said the announcer. "Now, will some-
body call in and offer them a place?

They can pay; they're eager to pay."

There was great excitement over one
phone call, which offered room for four

families. The four families were waiting

tensely when the prospective landlord

showed up and took them to his prop-

erty.

There were accommodations for four,

all right—in four chicken coops that still

needed cleaning.

Another big-hearted man had a bed

for rent but it had to be for two people.

Price: $10 a week each. In brief, $100 a

month for the rent of one room.
The Veterans Service Center's files has

reports of this kind:

(a) Family of thirteen people; living in

two rooms.
(b) Family of twelve in two rooms;

four grown people to each bed.

(c) Thirteen in family, father killed in

explosion; family moved to abandoned
mortuary.

(d) Family with eight children living in

one room, the children literally sleeping

in shifts.

(e) Young veteran couple had been

living in chicken coop until January
rains washed them out. Started living

under railroad bridge but stopped by
police. Saved by woman who allowed

them to wall off end of her back porch.

(f ) Family of nine living in tent in San
Fernando Valley—mother and father,

How to give

QUICK REST
to tired eyes

MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

EYES OVERWORKED? Pul two drops of gentle,

safe Murine in each eye. Then feel that re-

freshing, soothing sensation that comes in-

stantly. You get —

n»v

QUICK RELIEF from the discomfort of tired eyes.

Murine's seven important ingredients are scien-

tifically blended to cleanse and refresh over-

worked, tired eyes. Use Murine morning and
night and whenever your eyes tell you to.

MURINE
FOR YOUR EYES

Jac£o/tftt7hade6
American Hydraulic Jacks

are made in models and sizes

for cars JcHl^trucks, farms

and factories rvfflR In every

case, they "float your load"

quickly £™Z and

surely.

You can't beat

WONDERFUL WAY TO

EASE MISERY
OF SIMPLE PILES

Here's a single soothing preparation
to speed relief from miseries of simple
piles. It's amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—helps prevent sore-

ness—reduce swelling. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists' in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-

cation—also tins and suppositories.

'Pile Ointment ami Suppositories.

Admiration
POCKETCHIEF

A Man's Handkerchief

. . . real value .

individually wrapped. —
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY IN ™
> BETTER DRUG & CIGAR STORES,

15c 20c • 25c • 50c

UNIVERSAL

HANDKERCHIEF
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ighters, one son, one son-in-law

Babies
examples could be duplicated

of times and the crisis they

Jits Los Angeles in a difficult po-

lk the first place all loyal An-
l.and there are few others) are

their fairy city will soon be

t in the world. They would
,-ge everybody to join them in

so, and suddenly they are para-

fear. It can be understood
-searching goes on when the

jles City Council adopted a

resolution begging veterans to

from the city.

y has done a wonderful job

the Veterans Service Center,

upies three floors of a building

ind Broadway and shelters un-

87

der this roof all groups interested in the
veteran's problem. (These include among
others the American Legion. American
Federation of Labor. American Red
Cross. C.I.O., United States Employ-
ment Service. Veterans Administration—
eighteen groups in all.) They operate un-
der a total budget of around $750,000
and have been going for three years, car-
ing for approximately 500 c.ises a day.
"But finally it has swamped us." says

Tryon. "We can't cope with it and if un-
employment grows it will become a prob-
lem not only for the city and state but for

the federal government. We can care for

our own but unfortunately we can't han-
dle every out-of-stater who wants to

come."
This. then, is Los Angeles' dilemma.

The city council has said it; Mayor Bow-

ron went on a national radio hookup
earlier in the year and said it; the veteran
authorities say it with tears Wording
to the I \ Housing Authority they now
have 370.000 substandard dwellings

Within earshot of City Hall, there are

slum areas among the worst in the world
Other sections are rapidly being made
into slums by overcrowding. Sixty-five

per cent of the families can afford no
more than $40 a month for rent: the new
homes being built rent from $70 to S1O0
a month.

This is the advice Los Angeles has to

give; (a) Don't come unless you are as-

sured in advance of a place to live, (bi

don't come unless you have a job lined

up. (c) don't come unless you have some
money saved, id) don't come.

1 HI LSI)

THE NEWHOUSER NUISANCE
Continued from page 17

the knee if it won a ball game.

jther fighters. Newhouser is not

hrow it in when it counts.

clutch." he says. "I give them
tches. the curve or the fast one.

nough. you know you've done
anyhow. But if you used the

they conked it, you'd never

ng yourself."

e had ever been any doubts
courage Ivvhich there wasn't) it

led in 1944. when he and Dizzy
re a team that pitched almost

They were in forty-five of

rventy -five games. The pair won
of the fifty-one victories in

ch. saved two in relief and
<>o ties. They w ere in six of the

games. The St. Louis Browns
pennant on the last day of the

it Newhouser won twenty -nine

d Trout twenty-seven for the

a two-punch pitching unit they

records for achievement. They
more than the famous Dizzy

Dean combination in 1934:

than Grove and Earnshaw in

one more than Stan Coveleskie

Jagbyin 1920.

\ Newhouser picked up a bad
tidseason and was in such pain

vas left behind when Detroit

n an Eastern trip. When the

n out of pitchers. Newhouser
from Detroit and pitched in

ame of the New York series. He
all right until the Yanks filled

with Keller at bat. Until that

tadn't thrown a curve: now he
e and struck Keller out. It al-

:d Hal and from then on he used
ut his hard one and a change-up
le beat them 4-0 and he con-
Hie of his greatest triumphs.

* a Seven-Inning Pitcher

user is a peculiar individual in

ains weight during the playing
id loses it in the winter. In his

ys he lacked stamina ("seventh
d then BAM!") and even now
eleven hours sleep a night. He
after he pitches and never
re than two or three hours a

" a game. Next day he can
from stiffness but he has

eep the second night and feels

third day. He doesn't smoke
attempts at drinking have been

;-ss I just don't know how to do
IV s.

trs he was one of the heav-
es in baseball. Dizzy Trout, who
h< Newhouser Boswell. reports

Vision when the string bean won a

1 Dick Bartell by mangling four-
«k sandwiches, three barbecued
sandwiches and two quarts of ice
t a single sitting.
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"How about a nice hunk of that roast

beef?" suggested Trout.
"Shucks." said Hal modestly. "I don't

want to make a hog of myself."
Newhouser says he never had a model

as a pitcher and picked up his original

style by monkeying with it. At the be-

ginning of his career when he was eager

to get all his strength into his pitches, he
pulled his leg up so high his knee came
between his hands on the windup. It was
much like pitching out of a barrel and
he has dropped that for the benefit of

occasionally seeing his catcher. He had
a knot in his shoulder for several years

but seems to have grow n out of it. just as

he has the heart condition that kept him
out of the service and for a time threat-

ened to end his career. He has never had
a sore arm in his life.

It can be said for him that he is not a

prima donna when it comes to working.
In 1944 and 1945 when the pennant was
at stake he was in the bull pen steadily.

He opened the present season in St. Louis

on a day better fitted for arctic maneu-
vers than baseball. The game was halted

once for thirty minutes and a second time

for forty minutes by rain. This meant
that Newhouser warmed up three times.

He shut out the Browns. 7-0, with four

hits. "Three games I pitched: that's all,"

he said proudly.
The Browns spent little time in ad-

miration of the feat. With this game,
Newhouser had beaten them thirteen

times in a row and they were beginning

to suspect that he had something they

couldn't fathom.
It is possible to get a fight in any bar

or poolroom over the respective merits

of Newhouser and Feller. Last year Bill

Yeeck rigged up a "Pitching Battle of

the Century" or something in Cleveland

between the two giants, and Newhouser
blew Cleveland out of the park. He
fanned nine, shut them out 4-0 and al-

lowed only two men to reach first! Early

this year the boys hitched up again and
Feller had his fun. He beat Newhouser,

6-0. and allowed Detroit only three hits.

So what does it all prove '

On the personal side. Newhouser is a
strange contradiction. He is city -reared
and yet he is as suspicious of strangers
and as uncertain in life as any hillbilly.

Once when a magazine writer wrote him
for an interview and suggested that he
was nuts not to take advantage of the
opportunity. Newhouser considered that

he was being called crazy and was greatly

hurt. He now has an attorney friend in

Detroit who handles his affairs and helps
him with the Hal Newhouser Fan clubs.

which do a good work in keeping young-
sters occupied and out of trouble.

A Saga of Boyhood Calamities

Perhaps some of his self-consciousness

comes from a scar under his right eye
which was due to an infected pimple as a

baby. If one catches him only from that

side his face takes on an evil look which
is not warranted by his blond hair and .

pleasant ways. According to accounts by
Leo Macdonell of the Detroit Times.
Hal is lucky to be alive. At the age of
seven he fell off a woodpile onto a board
full of spikes and punctured his stomach.
At nine a playful companion opened his

.

head with a brickbat: while playing bas-

ketball he got a floor burn which even-

tually turned into blood poisoning: in

football he busted a few blood vessels.

Newhouser has the greatest respect for

Vern Stephens, the St. Louis Browns'
shortstop, considering him the best all-

around player in the league. This is be-
j

cause Stephens pulverizes him when they

meet. He has the usual trouble with Joe
DiMaggio and Ted Williams but thinks

Lou Boudreau of Cleveland is the smart-

est hitter of them all.

Joe Gordon has always given him
trouble, but his headache for years was

|

Bob Johnson, old left fielder for the

Athletics and Red Sox.

"He used to murder me." says New-
houser. "Batted .500 against me."
Newhouser is something of a Ring

Lardner you-know-me-Al character with

Boy Scout attachments. Like all players

who have acquired the modern lore of

the game, he finds Steve O'Neill the best

manager in baseball, Mr. Briggs the fin-

est owner in baseball and Detroit the

greatest town to play in. He says he has
never dickered over salary or held out
for a better contract, but the Detroit

writers lift a questioning brow at this.

In any event. Detroit has treated him
well and he has treated Detroit well. He
is said to have been paid $45,000 in 1946
and to have signed for S50.000 this year.

In addition there have been bonuses.
"He's not the gentlest character out

there." says Tebbetts. who used to catch
for him. "but he wants to win. I know a

lot of pleasant guys who never win."
The End
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PUERTO RICANRUM
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OOCA CHICA is Puerto Rican Rum at its flavorful

best. Altogether a superb ruin, thatgives your Collins.

Daiquiri. Cuba Libre or oilier thirst-quenching

drinks a character ami zest completely captivating.

Specify BOGA CHICA at your neighborhood package store.

Demand BOCA CHICA when ordering any rum drink.
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
IN THE UNITED STATES

Solves Both
the Travel and the
Housing Problem

The Palace Travel Coach! A luxurious home to take
withyouwhen traveling—or to live in unlil house* aga in

become plentiful Has combination living room, tli-

netteand kitchen, a nd separat <•bedroom—allcompletely
furnished. Efficient air and heat circulation. "I'niflow"
lighting and a host of other unusual features.

The Only Trailer

With An Automobile-type Body
It has a die-formed, "Pan-L-Frame," aluminum body
—an exclusive Palace feature, resulting in increased

strength and, at the same time, reduced weight. It's

the trailer, above all Others, that you
will want to own. Moderately priced.

Send postcard for name and address
oi nearest dealer.

PALACE CORPORATION
Flint, Michigan

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief

When disorder of kidney function permits poi-

sonous matter to remain in your blood, it may
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,

puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 60 years. Doan's give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Fast Relief For

Sore, Fiery Feet
Eases Tight Shoes Almost Like Magic!

Use soothing, refreshing Dr. Scholl's Foot Powder
on your troubled feet. You'll marvel how quickly
it relieves tender, burning, perspiring or odorous
feet . . . how amazingly effective it is for easing new
or tight shoes. Helps prevent
Athlete's Foot by keeping the
feet dry. Sold everywhere. For
FREE sample, write Dr. Scholl's,
Inc., Chicago 10, Illinois.

Dr. Schol/s
FOOT POWDER

ATTERIES • SPARK PLUGS • RADIOS

BOWERS BATTERY & SPARK PLUG CO.
READING • PENNSYLVANIA

II dealer cannot
supply you.
write

NU-WAY PAINT
& SUPPLY CO..
314 Lincoln Ave.,

Canton, Ohio

Anyone can get a lactory-

like finish with DAB. Takes
only an hour to apply,

takes only an hour to dry
dust-lreel No brush or
spray—just wipe it on!
Guaranteed 2 years. One
quart paints H>et*ai
average car. All j.
colors. 'QT.

^** A product oi tb* ArmoliU Co. »

TOO LATE FOR LOVE
Continued irom page 66

Marjoric jumped up, feeling a little

ashamed for it. "Hello, Cass."
They stood side by side, but not to-

gether, then he lightly touched her arm
and held out the violets. "Last bunch in

New York," he said dramatically; "or
so the old man on the corner told me."

Marjorie took them and held them
against her cheek. They were cold and
damp and full of perfume. She remem-
bered the young boy with the full basket.

Still painting pictures, she thought
quickly, telling half-truths for romantic
effect. She gave a little sigh. "Thank
you, Cass," she said, in a level voice.

"They're lovely."

Cass ran his fingers through his thin-

ning hair. "How about a drink?"

"Fine."

THEY crossed the lobby and went into

the bar. It was a dark room and they

found a table in the corner.

He ordered, then he sat back. "You're
looking quite enchanting. You must have
had lots of sun."

"Yes," she said, ignoring his extrava-

gance. "Arizona's full of it."

"The Cape was wretched," he said.

"Nothing but fog and rain."

"I wasn't sure you'd get here," Mar-
jorie said. "You know how you are

about dates!"

"This was a very special one, Marge."
"Yes," she said. "I know. Three

months to the day."
They looked at each other and smiled.

They were being almost painfully gentle,

treating each other like invalids.

"Did you get my wire on your birth-

day?" Cass said, as the waiter brought
the drinks.

"Yes. It was sweet of you."

"Not so sweet," he said. "After all,

my dear, you are my wife." He raised his

glass in a gallant gesture.

She nodded and sipped her drink. He
looks tired, she thought, and his color is

bad. A wave of protectiveness swept over
her, but she quickly pushed it away. "Did
you get any work done?" she asked.

"A couple of landscapes," he said.

"Getting that Cape dampness on canvas
is slow work."

"Yes," she said, automatically falling

back into the habit of accepting his alibis

for laziness. "It must be."

"Every one has trouble with it," he
said, authoritatively.

"Do they?" she said, quietly, remem-
bering that last year "every one" had
trouble with "the Cape sunlight." and the

year before, "the curious texture of the

Cape sand."
They were silent again. Cass had

started idly sketching with a match on a

napkin. "What did you do?" he asked.

"Oh," she said, "I fell off an enormous
gray horse and I burned my fingers in

a camp fire."

"You!"
"Yes," she said, lightly. "I've changed

my type."

He gave a little laugh. She noticed

that his hair hung untidily over his collar

and that there was a button off his shirt.

She reached for her drink and, this

time, took a big gulp.

"This is pleasant, Cass," she said, "but

it isn't what we're here for."

Cass stopped his sketching and glanced

up. "No," he said, after a moment, "it

isn't what we're here for."

"Do you want to start," she said, "or
shall I?"

"You start," he said, in a low voice.

All right, she thought, taking a deep
breath, I'll start. She rubbed her cheek
with the violets, then she put them down
and folded her hands in her lap. "Cass,"

she said, "how much did you miss me?"
Cass hesitated, but when he spoke

there was a sudden softness in his voice.

"1 missed you a lot. Marjo
caught the change in his tone,

miss me?" he asked, aftei a p
She swallowed hard. "Yes,

I missed you, but that doesn't
thing to do with anything."

"No?"
"No," she said, "that's just h
"Oh," he said, fingering his g

habit."

"Yes," she said, "the import
Cass, was that although I mis
was happier than I have been
"Oh," he said quietly, "were
Marjoric nodded. Lord, sh

I should never have come. I'i

hurt him this way. A letter w
been much kinder. "You see,

really such a very different ki

son from you. You live so mu
dreams and private thoughts
unintentionally, you cut anyc
your life. I'm the—opposite
have many dreams, but those

I want to share."

Cass moved uncomfortab
chair. "What are you trying

Marjorie?"
She reached for the violets

them up to her nose. "I don'
ought to go on, Cass. I think

be happier living like this."

"Apart?"
"Yes," she said, "apart."

"You want a divorce?"
"Yes," she said, gently.

Cass raised his glass and t

"I'm sorry, Cass, with all rm
sorry. I'd do anything not to

"Yes," he said, slowly, 'Tri

would."
"Can I have another drink,

j

He beckoned to the waiter 1

the order, then he sat back,

glanced at him. His eyes were
his lips were drawn tight. I'd n

take it so badly, she thought. !

to put out her hand, then si

back. I mustn't give way now
to be painful for a while, but i

thing for both of us.

The waiter brought the drir

"Is there anyone else?"

opening his eyes and looking c

Marjorie shook her head.
'

not, Cass, you know that."

"What is it, then?" he said.

SHE put her head back a

cushioned seat. Oh, she t

many, many things, my dt

thoughtlessness, your cone!

sharp, bitter tongue that alwa
one thing that will hurt the

then the baby—the baby w
have—and all the tendernt

never shown me—so many tr!

"You know as much about
Cass."

He sipped his drink. "Yo I
short memory, Marjorie."
"What do you mean?"
He put down his glass,

we'd had a pretty good life I

He half closed his eyes. "Rem!
house we had our first sumri
Cape—the one near the playhl

"Yes, I remember. You \l

only cool room for your stucl

He gave a little laugh. "If

other things, Marjorie, midni

with red wine—the time I tc

Hyannis to the dance—and ; IT

red slacks. I painted you in em

against a dune—remember?"
"Yes," Marjorie said. "I renM
"Were those days so bad, pf)°

"No, Cass," she said, "thereKK

derful moments, but
—

"

"But what?"
"There were other mon

Whole days at a time when
hardly say a word, when you

Collier's for Jul
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:< ipletely out of your life I might

e existed. And then, sometimes

did speak, it was worse still. I

j, I was ugly, I was common

—

.irything you didn't like." She

It's no use going back over all

ie said, "I guess not."

vas a silence. Cass' shoulders

ped and he sat quite still star-

into his glass. Marjorie

he violets and all of a sudden

an ache in her throat. We've
much time, she thought, and

HfJhe end, all I'm doing is hurting

what else is there to do? I've

away and try to live again,

iw her expression. "No," he

etfully, "there's no use going

anything." He brushed his

ltly over his forehead. "But

e thing 1 want you to know, to

always, anything I've ever

's been worth doing has come

an

Cass said, "you've shown me
et inside people and that's the

jortant thing an artist has to

r
ass—I haven't touched your
ve never let me."
ve an ironic little laugh. "I

have done anything without
jorie."

ie turned slowly. Was it possi-

all, that she really had been im-

o him

—

was important to him,

of all the quarreling and bitter-

: was a solid basis for their mar-

iensing her thoughts, Cass put
land and touched her fingers,

ear Marjorie, it's always too

it? Everything's always too

ie sat quite still and up from
m of her mind an idea stirred,

less, she thought quickly, but I

I wonder if it is too late. If

last, you understand yourself,

e's a chance you'll understand

i, Cass—if only there were a

es a long time to grow up," Cass
quiet voice,

'rie watched him, and into her

heart, hesitantly, at first, then with a rush.
came a wonderful lightness. He has
changed, she thought quickly, he rcalh
has changed. Cass, dear, if it's true we
could start all over again

—

She looked down and suddenly she-

saw the violets. For a moment she stared
at them; then, as if a cold wind had hit

her in the face, she drew back.
"Last bunch in New York —or so the

old man on the corner told me."

SLOWLY, the words came up and
echoed in her brain. She glanced

quickly at Cass, then back to the violets,

and as the implications of the childish lie

broke through to her—the incorrigible

faking that would go on and on as long
as he lived—the hope faded from her eyes
and they filled with tears.

She turned. You're right, Cass, she
thought—it is too late. There's no magic
left.

She got up and pushed back her chair,

a heavy sadness weighing her down so
that she moved slowly.

He had watched her expression
change. For an instant, the lines around
his mouth drew down. Then, as if he un-
derstood, he gave a deep sigh He put
out his hand and laid it gently over hers.

She could feel a warmth in his fingers

that had not been there for years.

She reached down for his handker-
chief. This is the end, she thought, wip-
ing her tears, it's run its course for both
of us.

Their eyes met, and for the first time in

their lives, they were two people com-
pletely together, completely peaceful.

"Goodby, Cass," she said. He looked
at her, then he picked up the violets. He
held them lightly to his lips, then he gave
them to her. She took them and without
a word, turned and walked away.
Cass watched her across the room.

When she reached the door she stopped
and glanced back over her shoulder. He
blew her a kiss. For a moment she stood
still, her head a little on one side. Slowly,

she smiled. She waved his handkerchief,

then she went out.

As she started down the street she saw
the boy with the violets. He was tugging

at the arm of an old lady and his basket
was still stacked high.

The End

"Ho-hum, there's nothing deader than today's news" jeff keatb
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that guarantees an air-tight, dirt-

proof Valve up to 2 50 lbs. pressure.
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CAN WE INSURE AGAINST WAR?
THE answer to the above question is: Of

course we can't. There isn't any absolute

insurance against anything, because this

world is a most uncertain place.

However, we can, if we will, take out fairly

thorough coverage in an effort to save ourselves

from having to fight any more wars, atomic or

otherwise, and to make reasonably sure of winning
if we do have to fight.

President Truman late last year appointed a nine-

member committee, called the President's Advisory
Commission on Universal Training, to look into

these possibilities from all angles.

The commission was a distinguished one, com-
prising M.I.T. President Karl T. Compton (chair-

man); Joseph E. Davies, former ambassador to

Russia: Princeton President Harold W. Dodds;
Attorney Truman K. Gibson, Jr.; the Reverend Dr.

Daniel A. Poling of the Christian Herald; Mrs.

Anna M. Rosenberg of industrial relations fame;

Judge Samuel I. Rosenman, onetime adviser to

President Roosevelt; the Reverend Edmund A.

Walsh, vice-president of Georgetown University;

and General Electric President Charles E. Wilson.

It investigated and deliberated, and recently came
through with a long, detailed and possibly frighten-

ing report on what we can do to keep wars away
from our door in future or win them if they succeed

in kicking the door down. The report is now being

discussed far and wide by American lawmakers and
military men, and no doubt by the leaders of po-

tential enemy nations.

Much of the emphasis is placed by the President's

commission on universal military training for

American young men. It is recommended that each

of our boys start a year's hitch at age 18 (or 17 with

parents' consent), and spend the first six months
in basic training in camp or aboard ship.

Under this proposal, he would then pass the other

six months in one of several optional forms of train-

90

ing. Or, if qualified and ambitious to do so, he
could make the Army, Navy or Air Force his

career.

The object would be to provide this country with

large numbers of men who would know what to do
when and if an air-borne attack by atom bombers,
followed up with air-borne infantry, were to sur-

prise us some morning in a super-Pearl Harbor and
blast a lot of our cities' gizzards out.

What we are chiefly afraid of is that if the Ameri-
can people consent to such a system of universal

military training they may be lulled into a feeling of

smug, false security.

To do that, it seems to us, would be to commit
as suicidal a mistake as the French people did be-

fore World War II, when most of them concluded
that the Maginot line was a 100 per cent insurance

policy against any more invasions by the Germans.
The President's commission also wants this coun-

try to have an adequate Regular Army, Navy and
Air Force, "capable of dislodging enemy forces

from bases near this country" and of establishing

new bases "anywhere in the world for new hammer
blows against the enemy homeland."
We are also strongly advised by the commission

to build and maintain a powerful mobile force of

long-range bombers, their avowed job being, in case

of necessity, to carry atom bombs to any point or

points on the globe, for swift and merciless retalia-

tion against any attack on us.

Needless to say, we would maintain a large and
growing stock pile of the newest in atom bombs for

these planes to carry.

Almost as important as the fighting services, ac-

cording to the President's commission, is an efficient

and thousand-eyed Intelligence service—in plain

English, a spy system—to counteract the efficient

spy systems of various other countries, and "to dis-

cover war plans of a potential aggressor or exten-

sion of his sphere of influence to replace the cushion

of time which the United States no lonjl

as a result of the speed of atomic attack."

Along with all these recommendatio:
warning that our monopoly of the at>[

technique probably will not last beyond
that by 1955 a large-scale, all-out atomic

|

us will be possible.

This would be a grim and costly progr

I

We tried several easier and seemingl

;

alternatives between World Wars I ancl

United States led the disarmament parad n

promoted the Kellogg-Briand Anti-W a

1928; adopted stringent neutrality legisla n

36, and clung to it till after World War I

1939.

All these things were expressions of l
American abhorrence of war and desire MM
peace. But all that they accomplished was*!

around the world the impression that till

States for some reason would never fight

the end, we got into the worst fight in worlj
It may be that the United Nations—theui

pression of American abhorrence of war—

I

to be a powerful agency for war preventio S

day perhaps U.N. may make big natio

ments unnecessary. But that time is noM
even in sight.

Until that time arrives, we can see nothi,S

United States to do, alas, but to concert itM

along pretty much the lines mapped by
f

dent's commission. The plan isn't perfecli

at least a carefully considered basis for di$P

and action.

Whatever we do. it seems to us the M
portant thing of all is to avoid, persistH

always, the Maginot line state of mind-B
never to kid ourselves that we can go tow
fensewise because of some slick weapon!!

it be universal training or the atom bon *

other. France did that once.

Collier's for July ».
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More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before

"The shortage taught me the big differences

in cigarette quality," says Miss Decker

SMOKERS everywhere shared your experience with cigarettes,

Miss Decker. They too smoked many different brands . . . and

compared.

And millions found that experience is the best teacher . . . that for

day-in and day-out smoking pleasure you just can't beat the rich,

full flavor and the cool mildness of Camels. That's why today more

people are smoking Camels than ever before. But, no matter how
great the demand for Camels, this you can be sure of:

We don't tamper with Camel quality. Only choice tobaccos,

properly aged, and blended in the time-honored Camel way, are

used in Camels.

>IL\i
sa J

'4

Getting cigarettes

hetrdwaylh wasn't mil)

fun, standing in li

taking any brand jl

could get. But that's wll

millions learned wll

cigarette suited them L|

—Camels!

VoM£
&K
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K. J. Reynolds louao
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.//

yOUR'T-ZONE'
WILL TELL YOU...
T for Taste...

T for Th roar...

That's your proving ground {or any

cigarette. See if Camels don't-

suit your T-Zone to a T

According to a recent

Nationwide survt

More Doctor
smoke Camei
than any other cigarei

Three nationally known independent research or^anizaliol

113,597 doctors— in every branch of medicine — to name I

rette they smoked. More doctors named Camel than any uihl
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Men of conscience as well as competence

build long life into your Studebaker

A thrilling eyeful at anyone's doorway! Sweet and low—a melody
in metal—that's how delighted motorists describe the far-advanced 1947
Studebaker. Whether your preference is a Champion, a Commander,
or a special Land Cruiser, each 1947 Studebaker is a real postwar car
in performance as well as styling—luxurious—amazingly roomy—with
such unique Studebaker advancements as non-glare "black light" in-
strument dials and safety brakes that automatically adjust themselves.

This painstaking care began

back in IS52 . . . it's worth more

than ever now in 1947

1"T'S certainly sound sense to put your

new-car money into a distinctive post-

war Studebaker.

You get far-advanced styling and en-

gineering—a really modern 1947 auto-

mobile. This up-to-dateness gives you

the finest kind of motoring now. It's sure

to make your Studebaker a much de-

manded car when the time comes to

trade it in.

But your best reason for buying a 1947

Studebaker is the trustworthy quality of

its workmanship. It stands up remark-

ably because the men who build it put

pride into their work as well as skill.

These men come largely from fa

whose names have long been p

Studebaker's history. It's in their

to believe that good workmanshi

hand in hand with good will.

That's whv the surviving soundi

your Studebaker is the constant e

your neighbors. A Studebaker

never wears out.

It represents more than the soi*

a paycheck to Studebaker craftsrci.

represents a reputation that they h-i

kinsmen and fellow townsmen hav*

upholding for more than 95 years

StudebakeW
The postwar leader m

motor car style

|
1
; -i7. The Studeboker Corporation, South Bend
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Get after it quick with LlSTERIXE ANTISEPTIC!

look on her face says more

tn a thousand words— nice

just don't care to mix with

of infectious dandruff

!

:hink for a minute you

laugh off this troublesome

rtion. Infectious dandruff is

>:o catch, but hard to get rid

to don't fool around. At the

-n of objectionable flakes

dscales start with Listerine

Ipeptic and massage.

-eptic action is important

where germs are present, and

Listerine Antiseptic kills germs

on the scalp by the million, in-

cluding Pityrosporum ovale, the

"bottle bacillus" which many
authorities recognize as a cai> -

tive agent in infectious dandruff.

Scalp and hair are given an

invigorating antiseptic bath.

Almost at once excess flakes and

scales begin to disappear. Your

scalp feels deHghtfully fresh.

In a series of tests 76 . of dan-

druff patients showed complete

disappearance of. or marked im-

provement in. the symptoms of

dandruff at the end of 4 weeks of

twice-a-day Listerine Antiseptic

atments. Listerine Antiseptic

is the same antiseptic that has

been famous for more than 60

ns in the field of oral hygiene,

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St Louis. Missouri.

"

The TESTED TREATMENT

"



Chest DIPPING?
Spirits SLIPPING?

Look better-feel better

SUPPORTER BELT

It locks your tummy in, your chest goes
up, shoulders back—you feel better

and look years younger when you
wear a Bauer & Black "Bracer." By
its gentle support, "Bracer" helps
relieve fatigue.

Newly-designed, all-elastic, two-way
stretch, seamless waistband fits you
snugly, minimizes rolling. Exclusive

tubular elastic leg bands—no crease,

no curl, no roll. Ample-size fly-front

pouch is self-adjusting to any position!

For all-day wear, "Bracer" is comfort-
able, convenient, restful. Ask for it

at department, men's wear, drug and
surgical stores . . . $3.50.

"BRACER* ROYAl"f>as a wider, cooler,

more porous waistband that offers you
even more supportive action . . . $5.00

SUPPORTER BELT

•Ree. U.S. Pat. Off.

BAUER & BLACK
Division of The Kendall Company
2500 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago 16
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By JAMES SNYDER

THE WEEK'S M
DAY-PART-I-MEHNT DE CO-RE

Dlar Sirs: As I was reading yoi

zine of May 31st, I noticed a mi

the cartoon. It reads, "Je suis tn

I believe you'll find that the ace

trcs goes toward the left. N'esl-a

Joseph Riccardi, Clevelai

Vooz est absolutement corral, in

L'accent que vooz are obvieuxly

to cez call l'accent grave, et we
ploye l'accent aigu.

HIGH-STRUNG

Dear Sir: In The Week's Mail, J

there is a reference under "Hum
tic" to the number of city block

light years.

It is indeed more than all the

the world can boast. Just to give

idea, suppose that ordinary kite or

string about one fortieth of an in

ameter were available in a length

100 light years.

If this piece of string were
around and around the earth like

yarn, so that all of the surface of I

were covered, there would be abi

000 layers of string over the earth':

and the entire earth would be covt

almost a quarter-of-a-mile-thick v,

Judging by the way some of the p
the earth have been acting, it mi

good idea to start winding.

F. W. Godsey, Jr., Pittsbi

Sounds like a sensible idea. W.

saving string right away. Bui wlu\

to wind the string?

WATCH OUR LANGUAGE,

Gentlemen: "Damn" was incorre>|

in Heavy, Heavy Over Head
Chrichton (May 24, 1947). The »]

tended to express carelessness anj

connection the word should be "c|

rived from "tinker's dam." A till

called upon to do mending of ke|

pans; in performing the task he

necessary to build up a little walll

to hold the mend in place until tl

hardened. After the repair was 'I

then useless dam was carelesslT

aside, whence our expression "dorf

tinker's dam."
Mildred Ogle, Bunker II

Not that he gives a tinker's dam\
name is spelled Crichton. Webste\

"d " to "dam."

THE GENTLER SEX

Dear Sir: The article on my grarl

ter, Conchita Cintron (Beauty in

(Continued on page 81/

|
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>UCTIVE South American aristocrat. Rugged JOHNWAYNE smashes

conventions, risks ruin, to win LARAINE DAY in RKO's Tycoon,

|ed in Technicolor. It's Laraine's most seductive role. Picture

funds in fiery love scenes, whirlwind action, breath-taking spectacle.

DESPERATE one-man battle against police. HENRY FONDA, murder-

suspect, and BARBARA BEL GEDDES, his injured sweetheart,

huddle despairingly in scene from The Long Night, a Hakim-Litvak

production. Star cast includes VINCENT PRICE, ANN DVORAK.

POPPING ABROAD proves fascinating pastime for MARTHA SCOTT
tring filming in England of James Hilton's So Well Remembered. Five

firs head the huge Anglo-American cast: Miss Scott, JOHN MILLS,
LTRICIA ROC, TREVOR HOWARD and RICHARD CARLSON.

HOTLY PURSUED by Willie the Giant, terrified Mickey Mouse flees for

safety in this scene from WALT DISNEY's Technicolor musical cartoon

feature, Fun and Fancy Free. Mickey's mistake: visiting the giant's

castle, uninvited. EDGAR BERGEN, DINAH SHORE top big cast.

R K O
RADIO

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE
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THE FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY • CHICAGO • /MAKERS OF FINE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

KEEP DP WITH THE WORM
BY FUELING FOSTER

For several decades after Russia's

first railroad began to operate between
St. Petersburg and Moscow in 1851,

the trains running on Sunday and holy
days carried, for religious services,

one or two "church cars" whose
special equipment included stained-

glass windows and sacred paintings.

For every 1,000 Americans who
died last year of heart disease, 295
were of normal weight, 227 were un-
derweight and 478 overweight; while
for every 1,000 who died of diabetes,

238 were of normal weight, 152 were
underweight and 610 overweight.

Of the 30 most popular cocktails

and other mixed drinks—from the

Alexander to the Zombie—in the

United States today, rum is the chief

ingredient of eight, whisky of seven,

gin of seven, wine of five and brandy
of three.

America's greatest furor was that

created by Jenny Lind, the Swedish
singer, during her concert tour (1850-

1852). Its extent is indicated by a
collection of Lindiana owned by the

New York Historical Society which
contains, among its thousands of
items, scores of the countless articles

on which her name and portrait were
used as a trade-mark or decoration,

such as bonnets, beds, whiskies, wall-

papers and men's fancy vest buttons.

The Todas of southern India, a tribe

of 700 aborigines who still permit
brothers and friends to have wives in

ommon, devote little time to a profit-

ble occupation as they are supported
argely by a neighboring tribe which
regards them with superstitious ven-
eration. The Todas themselves so
worship the cow that their single tem-
ple is a dairy presided over by their

chief holy man who desanctifies the

sacred milk before its distribution.

Probably the most fantastic

ever made for an article of a

historical importance was that

American who, a few years ag

ited a number of museums flj

tempt to sell "the skin of the

that tempted Eve in the G
Eden."

A unique double suicide by ell

cution was committed by an unl
couple in 1926 near friestj
After wrapping many yards oil

trie wire around himself an|

sweetheart, the young man tied.[

to the other end of the wire andl
it up and over aiygh-tension trail

sion line,-

Du^g-fUie thea

endefHH|jFV 1947

startedj^^ new P<-"

_IW wlW,
out. Oftrtose thai opened;^

3

within a week and ten others wil

month, while 16 were hits (ll

more performances). Three ofl

successes were among the ll|

shows still running at the end
season.

Recent cases in which diffi'l

were considerably lessened bj

psychological effect of color iij

the repainting of a black

a soothing green which resulte>]

tremendous decrease in the numf
suicides who jumped from it, ai^|

repainting of telephone booth
ors which resulted in faster conjl

tions and the elimination of \

lines.

The Euthanasia Society of All

is now conducting a campai
legalize euthanasia or "mercy ki.j

on the following basis: Any saml
who wishes to be put to death ll

his incurable physical suffering!

first apply to a court for a permil

mitting with his petition an afl

from his doctor. Then threel

sicians, appointed by the coul
vestigate and, if they approvl

permit is granted and the patienl

use it or not—if and when he chl

Contrary to the common beliJ

most Iynchings are incited by al

attacks on white women, notf

than 600 of the 3,700 Negroes lyl

in the United States in the pi

years were accused of any kind
[

crime.

Ten dollars will be paid for each II

eepted for this column. Contribution
be accompanied by their source of il

tion. Address Keep I p With the I

Collier's, 250 Park Ave., New Yorl|

N. Y. This column is copyrighted
items may be reproduced without pe
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WHOSE DOG IS THAT ?

g Duda" is a puli (Hungarian sheep dog") owned by a Metropolitan

rwho has been called "Queen of American Carmens." MissS. was
Deepwater, Missouri . . . started to sing at the age of five . . . has

in pictures, but at present is devoting her efforts entirely to opera,

, and radio work,

le likes golf, tennis and driving her black convertible . . . often taking

wheel from her chauffeur. She always looks for the "Ethyl" trade-

hen buying gasoline because: "Driving is more fun when the car runs

—smoothly and powerfully! That's why I choose 'Ethyl' gasoline."

(ruce" belongs to one of the busiest men in radio. Mr. G appears on as

as eleven shows a week and his specialty is kidding sponsors and
tercials. He works without notes or script . . . just says whatever comes
lis head . . . which is something when you consider he's on the air about
m hours a week. You can hear him over the CBS network at 11 A.M.
Monday through Friday and at 9:00 P.M. EDST Tuesdays.

His home is in Virginia, where he enjoys sailing, raising horses and
rimg his new car. He says he always uses "Ethyl" gasoline because: "If

dn't, they wouldn't put my name in this ad."

From the clues given, can you name the

famous owners of these happy canines?

2. "Great Pal," a Great Dane, belongs to a famous movie comedian who is

coming back to the screen after an absence of several years. This should be

great news to the folks who roared at the antics of this frantic young man
with horn-rimmed spectacles when he starred in "Grandma's Boy," "Safety

Last" and "The Freshman." His new, sure-to-click comedy is "The Sin

of Harold Diddlebock," a feature release of United Artists.

He lives with his wife and children in Beverly Hills, drives a light gray

convertible and collects old cars. He uses "Ethyl" gasoline in all his cars

because: "There's nothing like 'Ethyl' gasoline for bringing out the power
of a new car and putting a bit of life back into an old one."

Read this to check your identification ot the dogs' owners:

It's pretty hard to identify somebody from a picture of his or her dog.

Also the fact that the person is an "Ethyl" gasoline user is not the

best of clues. Millions of people like both dogs and high-quality gas-

oline. However, we think we've given you enough other clues to

identify: l. Gladys Swarthout. 2.Harold Lloyd. 3. Arthur Godfrey.

These famous people look for the "Ethyl" trademark for the same
good reasons that millions of other car owners do. They know the

familiar yellow-and-black "Ethyl" emblem on a pump means the oil

company has improved its best gasoline with "Ethyl" antiknock com-
pound. This famous ingredient steps up power and performance

—

helps any car, new or old, do its best. Ethyl Corporation, New York.

LOOK FOR THE

"ETHYL" TRADE-MARK



"I'm sorry—the machine decided," Humor Editor Williams
tells a sad cartoonist, as his Cagometer tears up her idea

TO TELEVISION, the Space
Ship and the Bomb, we can
now add another miracle of

scientific achievement: the Gurney
Gagometer. It seems that Mr. Gur-
ney Williams, Collier's humor editor,

has looked at nearly 1,250,000 cartoon
gags and he thought it high time some-
one came through with a machine to

take over the job. So he got together

the works of an alarm clock, a rattrap,

a mousetrap, a photographic timer,

various springs, a buzzer and a bell.

Gurney hooked up these mechani-
cal intestines to several flashlight

bulbs and batteries, and set the intri-

cate mechanism inside a wooden cabi-

net. Finally on June 12, 1947—while
Mrs. Williams was crying, "Gurney,
the screens aren't in yet!"—the ma-

nj.jfhise worked.
Do not get the impression that the

Gagometer is the mechanical dream
of an impractical Edison. It actually

operates. While Mr. Williams lolls

leisurely, a lovely assistant slips a car-

toon idea into a slot at one end of the

Gagometer. The mechanism whirs,

indicating the gag is being pretested

by an Assistant Brain. If the idea has
possibilities, it is put through for fur-

ther consideration. The starter button
is turned, the Electronic Brain goes
into action. A flashing light indicates

the Brain is thinking.

Should the idea be deemed un-
worthy, a buzzer sounds ominously,
and torn pieces of gag are ejected bru-

tally from the top of the machine. If

okayed, the idea is paid for imme-
diately—three cents! Instructions for

operation are clearly printed on top:

"Caution: Use only as directed. If

headaches persist or recur frequently,

consult your doctor."

When pressed for a carefully pre-

pared statement on his amazing de-

vice, Mr. Williams said, "I understand
the British and the Russians are work-
ing on similar devices. The British

call theirs the Hawscope, the Russians
named theirs the Mashina Dlya Shoo-
tok (Machine for Gags). They're both
two years behind, neither having the

Assistant Brain, one of the best-kept

secrets of the peace."

We understand cartoonists are fe-

verishly working on a counter device.

ROBERT GIBBONS (A Thing
. Called Heart, p. 16) grew up in an

atmosphere of local athletics in Tus-
caloosa, Alabama, where his father

was a high-school coach who believed

in "heart" as the essential ingredient

of a ballplayer. "He had to believe

it," explains Mr. Gibbons, "being one

of the lightest guards ever to k
football at Alabama."
As soon as he reached the

discretion, Mr. Gibbons, whi

twin, began writing. So fa

ground out millions of wor
which about 300,000 have
mostly in two novels. In 15

married, had a son, now seven,

he describes as a born ball

statesman, writer and scientist,

he went to war, serving aba
LST, and ashore at Leyte and I

When Joe Garagiola, C
catcher, got his thumb busted

the World Series of '46, Mr. G
recalled the same thing happei

Joe during a game at Rizal Si

some months earlier while a
for the Manila Dodgers, a

team managed by Kirby Higt

also recalled watching a little

named Schantz or Schanz wo
Okinawa against Manila.
"He was so small that his u

draped down to his ankles," sa

Gibbons. "He lost the game
had heart, and the whole stadiu

him. I don't know whether th

man has made his way into pi

"The characters of A Thing
Heart are out of my imaginati;

they are tempered by recollect

such things as a twice-busted th

little man in an oversized unifoi

the nature of my father's spor

ship."

Mr. Gibbons admits hero v

motivates a lot of his writing,

practically all the heroes of his

have turned out to be lecherc

so-and-sos. "But I'm not going

cule my son when he begins to

at this baseball star and that c

hero," he adds. "For I'll still b

veling, in my reserved, adult \

my own personal heroes."

EXTRA! Flash! Special! <

morning of Friday, June tb

a member staggered across th

of the New York Stock Ex
carrying stacks of the new C
under each arm, shouting, "i

dope on why Farley brokt

Roosevelt!" Trading stopped a:

bers rushed up and got the

copy. Next day's reports show

market had risen.

This week's cover: Blue

Jimmy Snyder captured the \

blue of the Bahama heavens

British Colonial Hotel in Nassa

foreground is pretty attractive

posed by native Bahamians. .

.

Ted Si

Collier's for July H "
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From all the garden's host, one butterfly on dattein

,.»

wings hovers before her, spending its brief hour

joy to symbolize her love. Just so. the diamond

on her finger will some day gleam more brilliant than

any other, reflecting her love's own image. Her

engagement ring-stone should be chosen, then,

for its proud place. It need not be of many carats,

for color, clarity and cutting contribute

also to beauty and value. Be sure to

seek the advice of a trusted jeweler.

De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.,

and Associated Companies.

«r.

§

$Q ONE-QUARTER CARAT $95 TO $210
>*£s%

ONE-HAIF CARAT $230 TO $500 f » ONE CARAT $600 TO $1165

The pricet above for unmounted quality stone t were averaged from a preot mony itorei in April, 1947. Add 20% Federal lax.

, TWO CARATS $1400 TO $2900
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It's new for 1948... the great Philco 1256... the utmost in tone, performance

and quality in an automatic table radio-phonograph. It brings you Burl Ives,

America's mightiest ballad singer, and all the other great performers at their

glorious best on radio or records. See it now at your Philco dealer.

LISTEN TO I)UJ\L J.V.E|J, the Friendly

Philco Troubadour, Friday evenings, Mutual

Network and many additional stations.

PHILCO



HENRY NORTON

tt're still tops," Edna Mae
I Harvey Renner. "And no
Ifcr copywriter can make
i statement." However,

other copyvvriter triedID

HARVEY RENNER wrote radio com-
mercials. Yes, Harvey Renner was the

type of person who enjoyed writing ra-

dio commercials, and with men who knew com-

mercials best it was generally conceded he did a

very nice type job.

Harvey had a noble brow, straight blond hair,

and inky ringers. In an occupation usually noted

for oddly assorted garments, thought-glazed eyes,

and a tendency to three-day drunks, Harvey was

notable. He drank sparingly, his neat gray suit

just missed being dapper, and his pale, narrow,

sensitive face had all the calm intellect of a bank

clerk or a horse player.

At the moment Harvey was putting the final deft

touches to a singing commercial. Strictly from

Gilbert and Sullivan, the music, so the internal

rhyme scheme had to be fast and. tricky without

reducing the sponsor's name to unintelligibility.

Unintelligibility on the radio usually results from

an announcer or singer tackling a word like un-

intelligibility.

He was seated at his desk, beating out rhythm

with a finger purpled by ditto carbon, when Edna

Mae Scott put her three-dollar coiffure into the

room. She was Mr. Disbrow's secretary. The ill-

informed might cling, if they wished, to the idea

that Mr. Disbrow was the brain behind the adver-

ILLUSTRATED BY

tising agency of Yates & Disbrow. Edna Mae
knew better. Were she ever to leave Mr. Disbrow,

for any of the reasons that kept coming to her

mind, the entire enterprise would, she was sure,

fold up.

Edna Mae, having a deep-rooted respect for the

symptoms of genius at work, waited quietly; after

a moment Harvey's hand slowed and he turned to

look at her. The sunlight from the reception room
beyond touched her hair and built a small leaping

fire among her blond-gold curls. Harvey sighed

and all memory of the commercial vanished.

"Orbed maiden with white fire laden," he quoted

softly, and sighed again. "Yes, Miss Scott?"

Edna Mae puzzled briefly over his use of the

word "orbed"; then, smoothing her dress at the

waist, she decided that no matter how he intended

it, she had a right to it.

"Idea conference, Mr. Renner," she said. "Mr.
Disbrow and Mr. Evans right away, in the room."
Harvey frowned at the clock and checked it

elaborately with his own watch. He had plenty of

time to finish his work, but there was no harm
letting people know how busy he was.

Edna Mae added softly, "And Mr. Castle, too."

Harvey Renner got to his feet immediately, said,

"Thank you, Miss Scott!" with more warmth than

the occasion seemed to (Continued on page 60)

ROBERT B U G G
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Deep in the dangerous waters off Tahiti, a nine-
year-old American boy stalks and finally shoots
a sea bass that weighs nearly half as much as he

MAKOA'S paddle missed a

stroke as he waved to his

friends on the American
schooner, Wander Bird, anchored just

inside the reef in Papeete, Tahiti. Ma-
koa was dressed for hunting in the

ocean's depths. His golden skin glinted

with coconut oil, and his shock of

black hair was sleeked down and
caught by a bright band of plaited

fibers. His only garment was a scanty
pareu patterned with a white flower.

For all of his weight he was not
squat nor ugly as he sat in the green
dugout. He had the smooth muscles
of a great swimmer and tireless pad-
dler. Today he was taking Ann, 11,

Commodore, 9, and the Skipper on a
fishing expedition, but there were no
rods or reels in the boat. The fishing

was to be the more exciting and diffi-

~cult sport in which the fishermen
swim underwater to shoot their game
with peculiar weapons.

"We're all ready," Skipper greeted

the Tahitian, "I see you've brought
the spears and slings!" In the bottom
of the canoe lay a half-dozen slender

rods with barbs at one end and sev-

eral short lengths of bamboo with
strong rubber loops lashed at one end.

"Bring your diving masks, you two,"
the Skipper called to the children, and
they jumped into the canoe.

Their diving masks were oval pieces

of glass mounted on red rubber which
covered their eyes and noses, but not
their mouths, and were held in place

by heavy rubber bands. The purpose
of the mask is to keep water from get-

ting against one's eyes. Unless a diver

is swimming he lets his mask hang
around his neck and this the children
did now as Makoa headed toward the
reef, the canoe and its single out-

rigger leaving a double wake.
On the seaward side of the reef the

water was suddenly blue and deep.

"Makoa made a special spear for you,
son," Skipper told Commodore. "Let's

see what kind. of a hunter you are."

The spear was three feet long, thinner

than a lead pencil and more like a
tailless arrow than a spear.

"Here's the sling," Makoa said. "Put
your spear through the tube, pull back
the rubber band and zing! Let 'r go!

It works like a slingshot. You'll soon
get the knack."
Commodore slipped over the side

of the canoe and lay face down on the

surface of the water as he paddled
slowly along the edge of the reef. The
world he saw was different from any-
thing he'd ever seen before. He was
excited and even a little frightened.

What creatures might not be lurking

along those coral cliffs? He had heard

of fierce eels and the huge I

rays which flit like bats througl

tropic waters. He knew about sr

the deadly barracuda and the

tridacna, that monstrous clam \

can trap and kill any diver.

Only the brim of the reef's prec

was brightly illuminated by the

In the crevices of the palisade,

plants flourished, and animals \

he could hardly distinguish

plants. In the bubbles and back
of the surf the upper growths v

vigorously, but farther down, mc
were slow and languid.

The face of the reef was pockec
caves, tunnels and passages le

into darkness. It was a fairly re

precipice, but now and again
were isolated piles, standing liki

ties in watery silence.

When Commodore swam c

ward he discovered there were
sounds in the water. The surf h

dominant splash, and out of its ti

roiling a gentle rain of debri

lazily down the cliff. Stones and 1
lumps ticked delicately as I
bounced. He watched Skipper x

unsuccessfully at a rainbow fistfl

picked up the metallic "pingk!"
the arrow struck the reef.

"Over here!" Makoa called :th

swimmers. "Good hunting!" Htii

treading water and pointing (
Here an underwater cape thrusB
from the reef. Twenty-five feet I
a sandy bottom shelved graduall il

deeper water. Commodore cou' M
black outcroppings of rock sin
upward from the sand. The if

rested on a graceful, natural dt

Through it, slim green shslB

drifted. He gasped when he re; at

that these were fish.

Makoa suddenly raised himsell^
exhaled explosively, and droppe to

first toward the bottom. When hW
far down Commodore saw hirrpn

easily, his broad feet beginnii!*

thrash in short, hard kicks. AheM
him the fish shifted away un(M
sinking closer to the bottom or g in

under overhanging rocks.

Commodore was obliged to br i

and when he looked down
Makoa was already rising im
phantly. A second or two lal-

1

broke surface and shook his spei J

two-foot fish was impaled on i

J

1

jaws gasped and from the flailhp

strings of diamond drops flew irfw

arcs. Makoa paddled to a roc I
tied his catch to it with a bit of J
"Looks easy," Commodore fei

tured rashly.

"Anything a champion does *
easy," Skipper cautioned. "Coj f

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR



i me. You'll see it's no sim-

id concluded it was sufficient

^atch the others. Now she

id stared down through the

fof her mask. In the scene

|]er she detected something

familiar. Where had she

a fabulous world and such

features before?

i, Skipper and Commodore
;neath her, moving with

race like actors in a slow-

jlm. They glided through

'ntemptuous of gravity. Each
icomet's tail of bubbles. They
Id thickets of unearthly

\ and hung meditatively over

itles, turning masked faces

and that, fingering odd

Rogers! Of course!" she

j

chuckled. "That's what they

That's where I've seen all

ire—in comic books!"

jlay only Makoa shot fish. It

ek later before Commodore's
arrived. "Too bad we can't

Is," he groused that morning,

ply sharpening his spear for

time. "I've hit at least five

I
fine rocks."

get discouraged," Skipper

Ve can dive twice as deep and
In twice as long now as we

I

week ago. Your luck will

Mine, too, I hope. Today
going to take us farther

; reef."

Stalking a Big One

fur later the quartet was swim-
from Papeete. Makoa had

]
spot fairly alive with fish.

t! Right below me," the

hissed suddenly. "Here's a

3W. Take a look." The
flipped up to him silently.

ne is. by that blue rock, to trie

|

it, a little."

Over that nest of pebbles.

|egular whale."

ity—twenty-five pounds any-

iybe more," Makoa said, "a

'sea bass."
1 above, the fish showed only

thin wedge of his back,

. and dark like the stones below
ut lor the slight shifting of his

id the slow fanning of his

vould have been nearly invisi-

\e him back into that little bay

I

him," Makoa said. "Don't
itil you get him up against the

He can't maneuver so well

odore and Skipper dived

s fast as Makoa. Commodore
hed the bass from Makoa's

g himself from rock to rock,

pper closed in from the right.

slanted straight toward the

spear sliding back into its tube
sly as the bass backed away
nsively.

nt that fish: I hope he misses."

ore was thinking. "Makoa's
many this past week."

's spear left the tube with that

ic sluggishness peculiar to this

ine world, and Commodore
t ring on the rock. Missed, he
exultantly,

bass made a lightning twist

ward Skipper as Makoa re-

his spear, and Skipper fired

(Continued on page 51)

• in front of Commodore,
- three feet away, the big fish
t« into open water—and stopped

if;ly

WfRATION BY DAVID SHAW
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RAH! RAH! RADIO BY RAFE GIBBS

The coed is chief engineer of Cornell's station WVBR
(Voice of the Big Red). She's repairing the equipment

THE most insolent, idealistic, raucous, sen-

timental, daring, conservative industry in

the nation today is college radio. It is also

the poorest financially and the fastest-growing.

If anybody would like to argue any one of these

points, welcome, welcome. The Intercollegiate

Broadcasting System, operated by students and for

students on campuses all over the country, thrives

on argument. Choose your own side, pro or con, on
any question; name your own weapon, reason or

roughhouse. The collegians are virtuosos of per-

suasion.

When certain Yale men felt that the Princeton

campus radio was presenting the football situation

in an unfair, or unfavorable-to-Yale light, they
took the argument into the enemy's territory.

They drove to Princeton, deployed into scouting

and attacking parties, tiptoed into the WPRU stu-

dio, strong-armed the eight persons they found
there, including the announcer, engineer and com-
mentator, lashed them to chairs, placed their own
previously prepared platter of football commentary
on the turntable, and predicted to the shocked radio

listeners of Princeton that Yale would win Satur-

day's game—which, as it happened, Yale did.

But within minutes after the offending platter be-

gan to grind, Princeton listeners came to the rescue,

pouring out of houses all over the campus. In a soul-

satisfying riot, they roughed up the invaders and
threw them out. The next week a giant "P" was
burned into the grass at Yale's stadium.

Of course from an elderly point of view, all that

was proved by this melee was that boys will be boys.

But sometimes the college radio boy
devote their talents to higher purposes,
away at campus problems, they work I

tolerance, they try high-minded experinv

sic and the drama, and some but not i

tackle national and international affair;

The radio talent of Brigham Youi
sity, Provo, Utah, protested the high pr

books in a little skit entitled The Presidt

Freshman (no connection intended with

ber of their own faculty). A part of tl

ran something like this:

President Slushbottom: Now, my bo
thing you must do is buy textbooks.

My boy: Yes, sir.

President Slushbottom: You will n»

ogy I, by Slusnbottom, S4; Sociology M
by Slushbottom, $5; Sociology Made E

Slushbottom, $4; and Sociology, by SI

$6, a comprehensive work. Got those

boy?
My boy: Yes, sir, but . .

.

President Slushbottom: You can stop

my boy. I know what you were going t

you cannot buy these books secondhand
try to sell them at the end of the year. A
every year, that's the Slushbottom way.

think I can live on my salary, do you?

Professors in some colleges objected t

spread custom of broadcasting Music t(

expressing doubt as to the compatibilit

with mental effort. But the Intercolleg

Men from Brown and girls from Pembroke College demonstrate a studio technique that is informal,

fresh, strictly collegiate. In a round-table session over Brown's WBRU, students discussed birth control

At Brown the "underground" radio is only a probli

ics, not politics. This group is checking transm
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The Intercollegiate Broadcasting System has very little money, limited facilities and a

small audience. But it is the fastest-growing and freest-talking network in the nation

PHOTOGRAPHS TOR COLLIER'S BY CLAUDE HUSTON

m lined up a galaxy of psychologists on
proved, for working purposes, that mu-
ather than hindered study. Classical

s, not dance music.

'BRU of Brown University invited de-

question: Should Brown students be

o eat in college mess halls? The result

such a resounding "No!" accompanied
narks about college food, that the ad-

gave up all attempts to legislate

ppetites.

VBR of Cornell University came to the

onfraternity students who claimed they

:rimination in the matter of getting de-

at football games. The system of seat

vas revised.

ians, in a series of round-table inter-

faculty members, asked the president,

W. Dodds: "Does Princeton discrimi-

; Negroes on admissions?"

d the president.

g that it was curious that there were
Negroes in a student body of 3,500, a

sd why applications for admission car-

ion as to race. Not, the president said,

s of discrimination.

was said on the subject. But WPRU-
ith interest that next year's application

ot ask about race.

won a minor victory over college regu-

i its series of programs dazzlingly but

y entitled Sex after Six. The idea was
le "all out by six" rule for women visit-

ing in men's dormitories. The students, contending
that 6 p.m. was too early to break up a cocktail
party, plugged for an extension to 9 p.m. The col-
lege authorities compromised on 7 p.m.

College radio was born at Brown University in

1936, when David Borst and George Abraham
hooked up low-power transmitters to interdormi-
tory heating pipes. Within a few years 12 more col-

leges established stations, applying the technique
now generally in use, of hooking up to regular elec-

tric wires. In 1940 these stations formed the Inter-

collegiate Broadcasting System, a strong central
organization with headquarters in New York, on
which any college may call for help in solving its

radio problems. David Linton is its only full-time

officer, but many professionals, including the two
Brown men who started the whole thing, are on call.

After the slowdown of the war, college radio has
picked up again. It is twice as big a thing today as

it was a year ago, and it promises to be twice as big
again by this time next year. It now reaches more
than 100,000 listeners through broadcasting stations

in 32 colleges and universities scattered through the
country. IBS reports that 20 more stations will go
on the air in September.

In addition IBS has 18 more "trial" members,
whose stations are under construction. Plus appli-

cations for membership and calls for technical help
from many more student groups. Plus plans for

regional, national and finally international hookups
with students all over the world.

College radio has limitless ambition. It even
hopes, by grace of sponsors, (Continued on page SI)

Students are often interviewed on the campus. Questions

can be more controversial than commercial radio allows

Cayuga's waters an on-the-spot crew from WVBR
treetops to broadcast the Cornell boat race

The Cornell outfit bought thjs,,,l922-model station wagon, for use as a mobile unit, but couldn't often

take it out because of flat tires. Makeshift equipment, however, discourages few campus broadcasters
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A THING
CALLED

BY ROBERT
GIBBONS

The story of a game little man

who made the Big Leagues

IT BEGAN as long ago as the
first part of last year and as far
away as Rizal Stadium in Ma-

nila—a far place made remoter still

by a far time. It began when the USO
All-Stars came, in the course of their
Pacific tour, to Manila, where they
played a five-game series with the
Base X Blues. It began when big-
leaguer Ed Rankin said to Willys Jack-
son

—

But before that, there had been a
war, and before the war, Willys Jack-
son had pitched ball in the industrial
leagues of Vulcan City. There they
ranked him with the game's great
right-handers before he was out of
high school. Home-towners are that
way. "Little Billy," they called him.
"That's my little man," they said.
"That's my boy." Even when he
couldn't finish a game he got the kind
of hand that fans give a favorite. But
most of the time he finished his games,
and most of the time he won them.
They said in Vulcan City that he was
booked for the majors, you couldn't
keep him out with a locked gate.

But Sam Chester, who had edited
sports through more years than Willys
Jackson had lived, shook his head and
said to himself, "He's mighty small for
the big leagues. He'd need an arm like
leather and more heart than the law
allows." Then, to hide his doubts,
Sam whooped it up in his column. For
Sam was a sentimentalist to whom
sports were essentially games, not big
business; they were games played by
men, and Sam liked to believe that a
little man could sometimes have
enough of a thing called "heart" to
make up for what he lacked in brawn.
That was Sam's belief, and he sold it

to Willys Jackson. It happened that
they were both pint-sized men.

In the summer of 1941, the Hawks
signed Willys Jackson and sent him
to their Southern Association farm.
Before his selective service number
came up, he pitched three games, win-
ning two. Myers of the Appeal wrote:
For his size the best right-hander these
olcf eyes have glimpsed in many a
moon.

After that, the only write-ups Willys
Jackson got were in mimeographed
camp newspapers—Jackson Blanks
1 67th. . . . Little Giant Handcuffs

Collier's for July i
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Eglin, He burned down everything he

met in the service outfits, but the going

wasn't professional. It was a hybrid

game they got from crossing the sand

lot with the majors. A man couldn't

tell whether he was getting better or

worse. He couldn't tell whether he

still had what it took In Manila, for

instance, the Base X Blues had World
Series veterans teamed with guys who
had never managed to get beyond util-

ity outfielder for Chattanooga or

some cow college in Texas. In this

conglomerate. Willys Jackson- -or

Jeep, as he had come to be called

played second base and Marc Nettles

played short, when not taking their

respective turns on the rubber. And
though for four years the game of

baseball had eddied in the swollen cur-

rent of war, Billy the Jeep still played

the game as he thought Sam Chester

of the News might like to see it played.

That was as it should have been—for

if so enduring a quality as heart can-

not last four years, what can?

But a romanticist who clings to such

things must have his heroes, near and
far. Willys Jackson had them. Near
was Marc Nettles, who had given him
the name "Jeep." Marc was an old

campaigner—five years with the

Hawks before he got into the Army.
He was a bony, sun-hardened, even-

tempered man who believed no fairy

tales about the sporting world. He
chewed his tobacco and spat cynically

into the abiding dust of the Orient.

"Nahhh, Jeep boy. You'll find out,

you'll learn. In the majors they spike

you in your sleep. They cut out your

heart to make a lousy dollar. Why
don'tcha go back home and hunt
muskydimes or whatever you was do-

ing before they rassled us into this

Army'? ...And play ball for fun, son.

Hell onw|{ a living."

THIS cynicism from so near an idol

did nothing but strengthen Jeep's

faith. He listened and laughed, taking

it all in in the way a kid brother takes

in the worldly wisdom of an elder. He
said, 'You going back to the Hawks,
ain't you. Marc?"
To this stock question Marc Nettles

had a stock reply: "Sure, Jeep. But

I'm in a rut. All I know is ballplayin'.

I couldn' sell Bibles—not even in

Mi'ssippi." The thinly spat tobacco

juice, the twisted grin in the lean, un-

believing face. And Jeep the believer

laughed. Great kidder, old Marc was.

Meanwhile, a far idol drew near.

There had been a time in Willys

Jackson's life when his greatest heroes

of baseball were hitters, not pitchers.

It was in those days that Ed Rankin

had first become a bright name, and

in those days—when the diamond was

an empty lot behind the Dixie Prod-

uce Company's warehouse—a boy
going to bat said to himself, "I'm

Babe Ruth," or "I'm Lou Gehrig," or

"I'm Ed Rankin." And that was what

he was in his mind. So it had been

with Willys Jackson, and some of the

luster of those other days lingered yet

in his mind.
"You ever know Ed Rankin,

Marc?"
"Yeah, Jeep, yeah. We was with

Shreveport once, way back."

"What's he like?"

"Well, he's a good-enough ball-

player," Marc said. And that was all

he said, because nobody was paying

him to tell the Jeep about what heels

sometimes got into pro ball. Some
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things the kid would have to learn

the hard way. He would have to learn

that Rankin was a big, hog-jawed,

ham-handed slugger who despised

such minor subtleties as the bunt, the

live-dollar hotel room, the subway;
he liked to slam the old ball out of the

park, live in a suite, take a taxi wher-

evei he went. Lower than all the low
things of the world he ranked little

men, and the lowest of these were
pitchers. But that was something the

jeep would have to learn the hard
way.

IN THE first game with the All-Stars,

Jackson was hot. They said in the

stands that he was hotter than a (ire-

cracker. They liked to see a little man
do well. He gave up five hits, struck

out Ed Rankin twice. That was a

mistake. It brought on the trouble

in the second game—Jeep Jackson

was playing second base.

The battery for Base X was Marc
Nettles and Tommy Bizzoco, and
Marc was pitching a competent game,
nothing inspired like Jeep's game of

the day before, but fair. He was a run

behind going into the fourth, but no-

body was sweating any blood over it.

Even Billy the Jeep felt a divided loy-

alty as Rankin came to bat. A man
could have too many heroes some-
times. Of course, the thing to do was
to play to win and that was what Billy

meant to do. But if big Ed happened
to like one of Marc's pitches, maybe
planted it outside the park, well

—

wouldn't it be all in the ball game?
And wouldn't it give the guys in the

stands a big kick? And wasn't that

what the game was all about—wasn't

it just a part of the big show to keep

everybody happy until the boats went

home? Sure.

Over the PA system came a brief

announcement: T/5 Irwin P. Miller,

report to your company headquarters.

You are going home. The stands

cheered for Irwin, whoever the hell

he was. "Hey, Mac, what if that hadda
been you?"
"Who? Me? Why, I'da stayed for

the ball game."
"Like hell."

"Lookit old Ed. I'd know that big

guy at the plate anywhere in the

world."
"Even Manilya?"
"Even Manilya, gurilya. Look at

'im." The sergeant laughed to remem-
ber and to have remembrance so crys-

tallized that he could feel it where he

lived.

Marc Nettles burred a fast called

strike down the middle. He just didn't

go for this big fellow; never had.

Catcher Tommy Bizzoco, cocky and
prancy-legged, strode out beyond the

plate, gestured choppingly with the

ball at Marc. "You got 'im playing

for our side, Marc. You got 'im

standing here. Show 'im your fast one

now." Marc felt a grin twist his lips.

The young'uns like Tommy and the

Jeep, they were eager. They played it

for a game.
Rankin reached for the next one,

sent a looper between first and second,

an easy single. The outfielder came in

on it, bobbled the ball. Rankin
rounded first and started for second.

Then there at the bag was the little

squirt who had set him down without

a hit yesterday. Okay. Junior, stand

there. This is a man's game. Rankin
went in sliding. There was some dust,

(Continued on page 46J

In the way that Jarrell leaped and stretched his gloved hand high above his head

was something that—beyond work and play—deserved Olympian accolade

ILLUSTRATED B Y STAN E K M A N
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DOING WHAT COMES

BY HANNAH LEES

Have you a special talent? Chances are

you have, and aptitude testing can un-

cover it. The result may surprise you

t

A typical aptitude-test shbject, Laurence H. Hudson, clerk in the office of B. W. Dyer & Co., *

was unhappy in his job 'and agreed to try the Johnson O'Connor Research Foundation career-s

ANYONE ever call you a born
salesman? A born cook, artist,

L mechanic or anything else?

If so, it's probably true, and you're

lucky if you're working at it. But
even if you aren't, the chances are

seven thousand nine hundred and
ninety-nine to one that you were born
to do something better than most peo-

ple. And if you're that odd one and
in addition have a very large vocabu-
lary, you may well end up a big-shot

executive. So says the Johnson O'Con-
nor Research Foundation, which
ought to know—having spent twenty-

five scientific years' isolating human
aptitudes and finding out just for what
part of the world's work their owners
are best suited.

It all started in 1922 when the engi-

neering department of General Elec-

tric was trying to find ways to utilize

waste products and, thinking logically,

began also to try to find ways of fitting

men more exactly to their jobs.

Standard intelligence tests hadn't

seemed to help much.
So Johnson O'Connor, a young

engineer with the company, who had
a background of astronomical-mathe-
matical research, worked out a test

which showed that some people, re-

gardless of education, intelligence or

training) were much quicker and surer

with their fingers than other people.

Another test showed that some peo-

ple were particularly deft at using

tweezers and they weren't necessarily

the same people who were deft with
their fingers. In a company that manu-
factured intricate electrical equip-

ment, this was an important discovery,

and there might well be many others.

O'Connor set up a laboratory right

in the plant—calling his work Human
Engineering so as to come under the

engineering department budget—and
began to work out other tests for

other important aptitudes, and to give

them to the employees. As men found
themselves being shifted to jobs they

could do better and liked better they

started bringing their families in for

testing. In a few years the O'Connor
Laboratory had to split off from
General Electric and become a full-

time project on its own.
Today there are ten permanent

laboratories scattered about the coun-
try, most of them under the name of
Human Engineering Laboratories and
all giving uniform aptitude tests. The
best-known one was at Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology in Hoboken until

the war nosed it out, and is now in

downtown New York, but other big

ones are in Boston, Philadelphia, Chi-
cago and Los Angeles. And there are

any number of traveling laboratories

that go out and set up shop in schools

or factories or other organizations.

Sometimes they test just one depart-

ment or class, sometimes the entire

pay roll or enrollment. Often a firm

will make a radical redistribution of

jobs, based on aptitude findings.

Probably the most striking thing

about these Human Engineering
Laboratories—beyond the fact that

given seven hours of anyone's time
and twenty dollars of his cash, it can
tell him what he is likely to be good
at and why—is their extremely un-

psychological approach in this psy-

chological age to the question of

human abilities.

They're an Inborn Gift

Aptitudes, they believe, are as in-

herent as blue eyes and more so than
curly hair, and have little relation to

intelligence and even less to environ-

ment or childhood conditioning.

If, in spite of your fondest dreams
and after years of exhausting practice,

your daughter still hates the piano, it

needn't mean she is in revolt against

you or even that she has no soul.

Possibly she simply wasn't born with

finger dexterity. An aptitude test

could have told you this before she

ever went near a piano.

Or if your boy, to be more prac-

tical, has trouble getting through sim-

ple arithmetic, and routinely fails all

his written exams, don't laugh hol-

lowly, if he still talks about being an
engineer. He may have great struc-

tural visualization, lots of creative

imagination and a very subjective per-

sonality, a combination which belongs

to most top-flight engineers and scien-

tists. All he may lack is natural skill

at pencil and paper work—ai

ing aptitude, they call it. All f

need is to shift to a small schoo

can help him get through the

elementary paper work withe

much discouragement.
That is one reason why the

Engineers encourage parents 1

their children tested early—nir

sayuJs not too young.
Many a boy who could ha\

important engineering work h£

his life as a garage mechanic 1

he was too slow at writing dc

answers in examinations ever

out he had tremendous talent

sign.

These are fancy words: fingH
terity, structural visualizatic

counting aptitude and the rest. I

tests that go with them are rem. *'

simple.

Suppose someone gives you

with a hundred little holes ant 1
with three hundred small ste>W

Suppose you're told to put the 9
the holes, three pins to each h

ing only one hand. If you fil

great many holes in a very sho *
you have finger dexterity and *
be good at making exact dill

good at dressmaking and <l
work, good in an assembly linli

good at playing the piano. If r

slow and clumsy at this you ha H
let other people do the fine haiM

of the world, because howeveW
you practice and improve. peo| I

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY FONS IANELLI



The wiggly-block test determines your ability to visualize objects in three dimen-

sions. Hudson's score here was 44, showing a tendency to deal in abstractions

lity in the tweezer test indicated Hudson could work well with smaU .,., The problem in the inductive-reasoning test is to select three related pictures

example, in dentistry, watch repair or preparing advertising layouts,,, from a group of six. Hudson s high score here demonstrated his executive abdity

Results of the completed tests suggested that Hudson was best qualified for a

career in advertising. After a year's training he was made advertising manager

ill finger dexterity will always do
pings better.

Rose you are shown a block of

•cut up into a number of wiggiy

Suppose this cube is taken

jbefore your eyes and the pieces

lid out haphazardly. How fast

Iju put them together again into a

Block?
fit's structural visualization. If

uln do it fast and easily you ought
t building things, or designing

M or working in a laboratory.

<|[n Asset in Many Callings

mineers, architects, stage design-

ed scientists need structural vis-

8:tion and. are, in fact, seldom a

X;s without it. Surgeons need it

J.But if it should take you long,

tU sting minutes to put together
s mplest of these wiggiy blocks
o.ave nothing to brood about. It

ar'y means you naturally think in

*ctions. Lawyers, bankers, teach-

• pd businessmen are all in work
weeds no structural visualization

d;aey are much better off without

Tfc Foundation's favorite proof
atiptitudes need have nothing to

» Mth intelligence came when a
otnent college professor brought
»ing relative in for testing, a

ia ling boy but one of disturbingly
*Q. It took the professor a pain-
il Jarter of an hour to put together

loier*! ior July 26, 1947

the same wiggiy blocks the charming
dimwit could assemble in less than a

minute. Even if the boy never got

through high school, with this ability

there were a dozen different mechani-

cal jobs in which he could be useful

and comfortable—and that was worth

knowing even at the expense of the

professor's momentary loss of self-

esteem.

If someone should show you two
formidable columns of figures side by
side, how quickly could you check the

two and find which pairs were the

same and which different? That's a

measure of accounting aptitude. If

you can do it fast and accurately, you

might be a good bookkeeper, a good
stenographer, a good statistician or

expert accountant. You'd probably

be happy working in a bank, at any-

thing from teller to president, de-

pending on your other aptitudes.

Musicians need accounting aptitude

too, strangely enough, to read difficult

musical scores easily.

If, on the other hand, you stumble

through the columns and they swim

before your eyes it doesn't mean at

all you aren't quite bright, merely that

paper and pencil work is always going

to be a little tough for you. You may
still be a brilliant salesman or business

executive.

How do you naturally think? Not
how well, but how? If someone

popped the word table at you, would

(Continued on page 59)
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THEY KICKED US OFF OUR LAND

A few big cattle and sheep

ranchers out West, squeezed

by economic pressure, have

waged a battle, so far success-

fully, to get their hands on

U.S. public lands totaling half

the area of 13 states. Here

Collier's Associate Editor

Lester Velie, after a tour of

the range country, presents

his report on this war against

all the people in the land

BY LESTER VEXIE

OUT of the dry, white heat of

Utah's August, 150 big

cattle and sheep ranchers

clumped into the lobby of a Salt Lake
City hotel one day last year and tossed

their off-white Stetsons on a table. As
they crowded into a conference room
the ancient rivalry between cattlemen

and sheepmen, who had fought

bloody brawls with barbed wire and
guns and nooses for domination of the

West's limitless range lands, was for-

gotten in the face of a common enemy—"bureaucracy."

For two days the men talked and
planned. The presence of Senator Pat

McCarran, of Nevada, reported The
American Cattle Producer, monthly
organ of the American National Live-

stock Association, "did much to guide

the thoughts and actions of the con-

ference." Among other actions the

ranchers appointed a committee to

plan how they could get their hands
on public lands whose total area was
half the size of the 1 3 mountain states.

The ranchers' motive, they sincerely

believed, was to save their economic
hides.

What they did not see was that if

their scheme succeeded they might
well impoverish the entire West.

At Denver early this year the big

stockmen showed their hand. A joint

committee of the American National

Livestock Association and the Na-
tional Wool Growers' Association

came out with their plan and the

slogan to push it.

The plan: The government should

sell 145,000,000 acres of public lands

to a closed shop of ranchers now
grazing the lands, and only to them.

The price: from 9 cents to $2.80 an
acre, 10 per cent down and 30 years

to pay. The slogan: Return the public

lands to the West (i.e., a favoi|

000 ranchers).

"If we play our cards right,'

the jack pot," a leader of the st

said.

Hitting the jack pot for thd

men could break the bank for
|

of the West. For the stakes i

be higher: the West's two bd

sources, its land and its water!

Looking down on part of thl

000,000-acre jack pot from a|

the range country reaching we
Great Plains to the escarpmer
Rockies seemed boundless,

could understand why the
I

seemed inexhaustible to the

cattlemen. This jack pot, if i

the cattlemen, would only be al

ning in shifting the public la]

private ownership.

Sure to follow would be 80,(1

acres of forest grazing lands!

Grazing by too many cattle in the range country has spoiled the sod and dumped the good earth into the rivers on so

grand a scale that downstream the river beds often are higher than the surrounding country, as is Albuquerque, below

ing a total kitty of 225,000,00C

In a sense the big ranchers cc

expected to take a proprietary a

toward the range, for they ha

it as their own for years. Th
land was once known as the

American Desert, and was thoi

be quite valueless. Then alon;

the hard-working, resourceful

men and tamed it. They foi t

searing droughts and raging bliM

transformed the grasslands

cattle empire and laid the foun<H

for a whole region's economy.!]

Today these men, still hardB
ing, still conscientious, fear til

government will force them
duce their herds, and they ill

acquisition of the public laW
necessary for their survival.

Collier's for July l<l
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A GAME FOR TW
UG1UlUIUI*II«-

BEING home made a difference

in one's thoughts. The Wel-
don School for Girls closed

early. "Too early," Mother said, run-

ning her lovely, narrow hand over

Daphne's taffy-brown hair. "But,

darling, it will be wonderful, of
course," she added.

Mother was a business girl. That
was how she thought of herself,

Daphne knew. Not a businesswoman.
A woman wore size 18 dresses, arch-

supporter shoes, and gentle furrows
somewhere on her face. But Mother
—her name was Margo, like a dancer
or an actress—Mother was a girl. If

she was thirteen, Mother was thirty-

five, and that was not thinkable. She
was not thirty-five at the office where
she thought up ways to advertise

things. Nor was she thirty-five when
Laurence Driscoll, one of the vice-

presidents, took them to dinner

—

mother and daughter. To the Cas-
cades, or the Starlight Roof.

Mr. Driscoll had gray in his hair

and he did have furrows—the kind

that come from squinting out of air-

planes, or sailing his boat. He seemed
a lot older than Margo; Mother
seemed to amuse him. "Margo,
you're a child," he would say, and
Mother would put her head back and
give that tinkling laugh, so that

Daphne wriggled a bit.

Mother was good about Daphne's
clothes. She didn't put little-girl things

on her, all smocks and fullness. She let

Daphne be thirteen, all right. There
was the dahlia-red silk, the aqua jer-

sey. But mother herself was size 11,

and she had raven's-wing hair, black

and glossy.

At school there had been her friend,

Dora, who read grown-up plays and
wanted to act, even though she was
plump. There were other girls, pretty

ones, clever ones. Girls without fam-
ilies, or girls with five brothers. But
through all the small skirmishes, mis-

deeds and excitements, their thinking

was arranged. They said. "Oh, heck,

prunes again!" or, "Miss So-and-So is

a goop," and they wrote poems for the

school paper. All day and evening,

they took each hourly hurdle and at

night they slept lightly, dreamlessly.

In the city, there were so many pieces

to the picture of living. Ideas jumped
up because of a song, or a hat. or

remembering the way Mr. Driscoll put

a hundred-dollar bill over the dinner

check. There was a technique about
living which her mother had learned,

and Daphne was afraid she wouldn't

be as good at understanding the tech-

nique as her mother was. She was
already taller than Margo, arid some-
times she bumped into a table or a

chair as she moved around the apart-

ment.
"Darling." Margo would say, with

a smile, "walk by. not through, it."

And there was the girl downstairs,

called Winifred. They had met in the
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elevator. Blond and gossamer, though
only fourteen, she was plainly not the

kind who bumped into furniture.

"Dig me for a movie," Winifred had
murmured, but Daphne felt shy.

The apartment was full of Mother:
her yellow bedroom with the crystal

bottles on the dressing table, and
Mother's clothes on padded hangers;
dove-gray note paper.

"Let's see, camp opens June 25th.

We'll have to shop, Daphne—you've
grown."
Daphne knew camp was not just

camp. It was a Solution. Mother had
said to Lea Davis, her best friend:

"Yes, I can tell you. Lea, it's a luxury,

having my little girl. I hate to give it

up. But you know, New York is im-
possible."

Mother said New York was im-
possible, but Mother was completely
New York.
Daphne kept begging, "Mother let

me stay here, I'm tired of camp. I

won't be a bother. Let's have a sum-
mer together."

And her mother rushed to her,

"Daphne, dear, it's not that you could
ever bother me. Can't you see, I'm
worked to death at the office? And it

gets hot, even with roof gardens, hot
and dusty. Would you like Dora to

visit for a few days?"
Daphne saw herself leading the

plump Dora into Schrafft's, across

Fifth Avenue. Dora whose mother
disapproved of New York, because it

maoe Dora think about acting more
than ever.

Daphne took a tortoise-shell comb
and swept her hair up.

"Not Dora, Mother. Just us."

"Precious," said Mother, looking up
at her—Margo was so small

—
"I do

believe you're going to be something
special, tall and individual, with a

graceful neck."

Daphne suspected her mother be-

lieved that the best kind of women
would always be size 1 1.

"No, Daphne, camp again. Let me
see—hiking shoes, and these tennis

ones will do." And there was Mother
holding Daphne's quite large sneakers
and looking for some place to put
them temporarily.

THE phone was always ringing for

her mother. The doormen bowed
in half for Mother. Sometimes
Daphne believed traffic changed just

because it was time for Mother to

cross the street.

In the mornings, after Margo had
left, Daphne straightened the apart-

ment. She put away the blue dishes

and drew up light bedspreads. Then
she could go to the park with a book.
Mother had swept her hand across

the shelves
—

"I'm not going to put
things under lock and key, Daphne.
You're old enough to have taste."

It was exciting to have Mother talk

this way.

BY CATHERINE HUBBELL

It isn't easy for a girl

her mother is trying so

to grow up when
hard to stay young

She could go to the Shelton for a

swim, or meet Mother for lunch with

some of her office friends, who would
murmur nostalgically: "That wide-

eyed look—we've lost it."

And Margo in cream-colored linen

and a bellhop hat of emerald green,

looking like someone any studio in

Hollywood would sign up, sat back
pleased. Daphne understood that her

mother loved her.

At school, the principal liked to

say, "It is an art to choose a perfect

thing and hold to it, content."

But Mother had many things. She
had success, beauty, a town apartment,

a daughter. Being a widow had not
made her solemn. She could have
Mr. Driscoll, too. Daphne thought.

And when she looked at her

mother's life, Daphne thought that

the principal's philosophy seemed
rather empty.
Daphne took the bus along the

drive some mornings, or went into the

Modern Museum. Right now they

had a Mr. Chagall whose work was
very difficult—particularly the one
called Celebrating My Birthday where
he rode through the air gazing at him-
self in a hand mirror.

Then she wrote long letters to Dora,
although she did not have boy friends

to mention, and Dora, somehow, had
acquired one. It was very important.

It was the way you made your mark
in the world. There were two kinds

of girls—those with boy friends and
those without. Even Mother had that

smiling expectancy about men.
At the school dances, when boys

came over from a near-by academy in

station wagons. Daphne was in agony.

She was tall, she was never going to be

cute. It always ended with some
teacher coyly leading a boy up to her;

usually the boy was all teeth and
frantically plastered-down hair.

Still, on the radio, married people

suffered so.

It was fun to have dinner with Lea
Davis, Mother's redhaired friend. Lea
was thin and amusing, and she was not

a girl. She was a woman. In spite of

their friendship, Margo and Lea often

disagreed.

"Honestly. Margo, you have more
vacation time piled up than any of us,"

said Lea. "Why don't you give your-

self a break?"
"I just can't, Lea. There's that new

cosmetic line, and Laurence Driscoll

said
—

"

"Ah." Lea cast a green-eyed twin-

kle at Daphne, and Mother got stiff

and cool, for a minute. Sulky, like a

little girl.

A week before camp, it got very

warm. Mr. Driscoll took them to his

Connecticut house for the week end.

They swam at Compo Beach, and
Daphne gulped grape juice when the

others had cocktails. Lea Davis came
along, and a huge man called Duke
Winters.

The grownups talked a

about trends, Russia,

and autosuggestion in ad
Through their voices Daph
something not restful, some
ing to come out on top. As si

at Lea in white shorts and b
her mother in checked
Daphne felt that Lea wasri

and that she was nervously bi

time, waiting for somethi
when Mr. Driscoll and Lei
clock golf it was as if they h
around them, as if they knefl
from way back, had alwayH
them.
The man called Duke was!

jolly. He romped with Mr. Dri

two cocker spaniels and withH
"This little miss is potenfl

told Margo. "She'll be a modfl
day, and everyone will fal"

Daphne felt warm and
When she wrote Dora she c

tend Duke was a beautiful agefl

28, and it would be like menfl
boy friend.

1

could
i

ON SATURDAY night th|
to a country fair, andl

got on the merry-go-round wfl
and Daphne. Daphne narraH
eyes as the horses flew up anH
and Mother looked about sixbjfl

as she saw Lea and Laurence D
watching, Daphne felt herT~

grow hot and angry. Lea lofl

most as if she pitied Mother
Daphne was ashamed

ashamed. She thought of heri

as perfect. Yet Lea and Laun
those doubtful smiles as Ma
flying around on the painted]

On the whole, nobody
happy or rested.

Duke drove Margo and
back to New York. He wai

ent from Mr. Driscoll. His
were not sharply pressed, an

not care about running his oj

boats or planes. What he li

making furniture, he said.

Speeding along the, BronS
Parkway in the dark, Daphnj
feel the friendliness flowing fn

It was as if he were trying

Margo through her. MargoJ
other side, was cool, unreachal

Duke said good night, but

were for Mother. The eyes

friendly, be nice—I ado
Daphne wriggled inside, but

only gave that light, spoon-ag^
laugh.

Monday in New York was 1

"Baby," Margo said,

bronze leg paint and a pinl

"don't stir. Meet me at fiv<

Drury Lane, and we'll go to

cooled movie and sit."

Daphne reached out and
her. "Mother, you look so cu|

Mother gave a little grimac
belief. No, the week end see

(Continued on page 34,

ILLUSTRATED BY WALTER KLETT



Daphne felt on the outside of a bright, bad dream, lost in a personal misery, while others lived and laughed, and went in pairs
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Take, a look at that crowd on the beach. It isn't surprising that hundreds of
children get lost on a busy day at Coney Island. The policewoman is entitled
to scowl too, for she'll have to ride herd on the strays all day, even though
she knows that at least half of them were lost on purpose. A mother will turn
her child loose, watch till a policeman spots him, then go her own carefree
way into the surf. She knows the city will care for him till she claims him

EAUGH? They die laughing at

- Coney Island. They laugh as

I they tumble down the giant

polished wood slide together, they
laugh when the man presses the but-

ton that releases the air that blows a
girl's skirt up over her head, they
laugh when the ocean waves smack
them down, they shriek with laughter
when they start the awful descent
from the top of the roller coaster.

Oh, Coney Island is a funny place.

They even have laughing robots there.

A big fat papier-mache woman laughs
so loud you can hear her a block
away, and when you come up close

you can see she's shaking all over
with mechanical glee, head wagging,
chest heaving, arms flapping. She does
this all day long, never stopping for a
second, to give the customers an idea

of how much merriment they'll have
if they buy a ticket to her Fun in the

Dark ride.

Laughter is for sale at Coney Is-

land, along with fright, honor and, in

a way, love. By offering these com-
modities at low, mass-production
prices, the Island proprietors are do-
ing a fine business that seems not to

feel stock-market fluctuations, buyers'
strikes or other hazards that trouble
most businessmen.
Only one thing can wilt Coney's

synthetic cheer, and that's rainl

long as the sun shines, all is wl
the Island, and the hotter it fl
the better. When a real heat wavl
New York, inhibiting the city's!

tomary activities, when it's too h|

eat, too hot to sleep, then, oh
Coney Island comes into its

Then anybody with a few nick(|

his pocket can trade the city's he;]

a share in Coney's three and a|

miles of Atlantic Ocean beach,
and a half miles of boardwalk,
and a half miles of joy rides, hot

fun houses, waxworks and
shows, all more or less cooled byl

water breezes. Anybody can,l

about one seventh of New Y|
8.000.000 population does.

On a very hot day Coney 11

never fails to come through will

makings of a little story for the il

papers: "Heat draws record til

to Coney Island . . . two drown©!
ten arrested . . . 353 lost children J
for by police." On such a day C|
Island always poses for that pil

you see every year showing its tl

flypaper-packed with wriggling!

manity, each person occupying
Park Commissioner Robert M
once sorrowfully pointed out,l

space than lhat required for a^|
(Continued on page 44)
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fho takes four showers daily in wine, has a card in the Plumbers' Union,

i it by designing her own heated shower stall. Some of Tirza's customers

ver seen a flesh show before. She finds this amazing, but makes it up to

• giving full measure as advertised. Her costume is okayed by authorities

This show has been running steadily at Steeplechase Park for more than 45 years

and it still panics 'em. The clown is known as a legspert because of his skill

in maneuvering unsuspecting girls into position over air vents. When gallant

escorts grow indignant, the clown and his helpers use them to get more laughs

r the Tunnel of Love move slowly along a completely darkened canal,

Endants count that trip lost which doesn't bring back at least two lipstick-

Jd men. More violent rides have stolen this technique, and it's possible

lenjoy romance in the dark while having the daylights shaken out of you

This infernal machine turns full loops, providing the ecstatic customers with

what psychologists call "secure insecurity." The insecurity is obvious; the se-

curity comes from centrifugal force and a couple of little bars to grasp.

A foot pedal will stop the motion, but it is best not to stop it upside down



Deftly, but very slowly, Ralph's fingers

went on putting the automatic together

THE

AUTOGRAPH Ammmmmmmm

BY DON POPE

WELL?" said Ralph Boze-
man, his voice small and
mean like himself. "Spit it

it out, Charley, before it chokes you."

He stared blankly at Charley, not

into his eyes but over the big fellow's

shoulder at a spider-shaped stain on
the dirty brown wallpaper. His

fingers went on putting ihe .45 auto-

matic together, deftly because they

knew the insides of guns like the

tongue knows the mouth, but very

slowly so as to irritate Big Charley.
Big Charley, straddling a crippled

kitchen chair, watched the thin white

fingers thrusting one small part of the

pistol into another, this way and that.

"Look, Ralph," he said, "do me a

favor. Will you do me a favor? Quit
cuddling that rod. it gives me the

jitters. That live cop in the closet, he
gives me the jitters too."

"You were born with the jitters,"

Ralph said. "The copper's tied good.
He'll keep."
"For how long? If he ever gets a

chance to talk, we'll
—

"

Ralph's bleak eyes flicked across

him. Charley let the sentence die.

"He won't talk." Ralph reached
with taunting slowness for the pistol

barrel. Polishing the barrel with a

scrap of oily flannel, he made a little

ceremony out of it like a man cleaning

a favorite pipe.

"You and your damn' guns,"

snorted Charley. "Mooning over 'em
like they was dames!"

Bozeman's thin nostrils flared.

"Women!" he said. "I hute women.
They'll put a noose round your neck."

"Sure." Charley said. "You go soft

on anything and you're asking for- it

right between the eyes. On anything."

"Shut up. You talk too much."
Ralph held the barrel firmly, pinching

the butt end between thumb and fore-

finger. "A gun," he went on. "is a

man's best friend. Treat it right, and
it won't never cross you." He seated

the barrel in the receiver and his

movements were suddenly swift as he
capped it with the slide and reached
for the link pin.

"Put the copper in the car," he said

harshly. "I'll be ready by the time you
are."

Nobody could say Ralph Bozeman
wasn't a sport. He let the coppei
stumble three steps up the highway
before he shot him in the bade. He
wiped the pistol thoroughly, fought
off the temptation to keep it, and
tossed it beside the body as Charley
skidded the car around.

"There," Ralph grunted, "let the

fingerprint dicks work on that. Much
good it'll do 'em."

THE man in the green eyeshade laid

the pistol on the desk and shook
his head at the lieutenant of Homi-
cide. "No prints. Lieutenant. Wiped
clean as a whistle."

"Yeah," said the lieutenant of

Homicide, "that's what the depart-

ment lab said. I guess I didn't really

expect you to find anything they

couldn't. Only
—

" He rubbed his

forehead with a freckled hand and
sighed. "Well, there goes our last

chance of convicting those two rats."

"No luck at sweating it out of

them?"
The lieutenant studied a bruised

knuckle. "Yes and no. The big

fellow sang like a canary, but he'll

probably take it back in court. We
couldn't crack Bozeman. Anyhow—

"

He shrugged. "You know how the

law reads. One crook's word against

another. Means nothing either way.
We need a witness and"— he flapped

a hand toward the pistol, where it lay

sqiiat and ugly in a pool of light

—

"the only witness we can locate won't
talk."

The man in the eyeshade coughed.
"Ballistics?"

"Simple," the lieutenant said, "and
useless. Army gun. Stolen from a

National Guard armory."
The man in the eyeshade. who

looked like a professor of English

literature and was in fact a professor

of criminology, built a finger tent.

"Tell me about this man, Bozeman,
Lieutenant."

'"Ralph Bozeman. Alias this and
that. Graduate of the best peni-

tentiaries. Bank robber, kidnaper, cop
killer. Out on parole, naturally. The
old sad story, like a thousand others,

except that—he has an almost patho-

logical love of guns."

The professor leaned forward.

"H'm. Not unusual in those who
make a living by violence, but—you
know, I'll give you oddsJie had this

gun apart. And if he did
—

"

The lieutenant of Homicide felt the

growth of tension in the shadowy
room. He was fascinated by this dry
little man who was now taking the

pistol apart with a precise skill Ralph
Bozeman would have envied.

Recoil spring plug depressed. Bar-

rel bushing out. Recoil spring and
guide removed. "That wire prod,

Lieutenant. By your hand. 1

Link pin out. Slide off and la

The professor screwed a

glass into his right eye and
rest of the gun under the light.

"H'm," he said. "Ahh.
Your handkerchief please,

ant."

The lieutenant found his h

shaking. Damn these acade
bergs with their sense of dran

HAND covered by the I

chief, the professor slip

barrel out. He held it up to h

the butt end was at an angle t(

of vision. The lieutenant

breathing.

"Beautiful." said the prof«
rare burst of emotion. Abrup
the careless air of a stage r

producing a rabbit, he han
lieutenant the barrel and the r

ing glass.

"In my opinion." the profes

leaning back comfortably an<

out his pipe, "your witness

cided to talk. At least," he

"whoever had this barrel out
-'

tographed it nicely with hi; bj

and forefinger."

The lieutenant feasted his

the intricate little pattern

and valleys that was the sign

one person, and only one pep*

the world. He thought of tl

empty face of a policeman, id I

twisted face of the man whcH
his faith in a gun.

And the lieutenant of riW
laughed deep in his thn

wrapped the gun barrel tendei »

handkerchief.

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BY RONALD McLEOD



How to make it a cool 90 in the shade

The way to DO it is to mix yourself

a Four Roses Mint Julep.

For, on a sultry summer's day, there's

nothing quite so cooling and refreshing

as the frosty, mint-fragrant perfection

of this noble drink.

Four Roses, famed as the perfect

Julep whiskey, gives a Mint Julep a

distinctive, flavorful magnificence such

as you've never known!

How to make the ivorld's finest Mint Julep

Take a few sprigs of fresh, tender young

mint. Cover with powdered sugar and

enough water to dissolve sugar. Crush

the mint (or simply stir it). Place the

mixture in bottom of tall glass and fill

with shaved ice.

Then pour in that matchless whis-

key, Four Roses, until glass is brim-

ming. Garnish with mint and let stand

till frost forms thick.

• • •

Fine Blended Whiskey-90.5 proof, 40%
straight whiskies 5 years or more old,

60 7o grain neutral spirits.

FOUR ROSES

AMERICA'S MOST
FAMOUS BOUQUET

Frankfort Distillers Corporation, New York.



A flashy ex-bricklayer and
playwright named Guglielmo
Giannini is making a bid for

the grandiose office vacated

by Mussolini. There's a fair

chance he'll get it this year

I

t
arrjf.i

Italy's misery and despair have set the stage for the rise of playwright Giannini, shown with his secretary, Egino Lazzari, at the first Qualunquist party <x

HE WANTS TO BE ITALY'S DUO
BY BARRETT MCG17M

ROME

WHEN victorious American
troops turned the Anzio
beachhead town of Aprilia

back to its residents, one of their first

acts was to chip the word "Fascio"
from the stone front of the shattered

town hall. The thousands of unrecov-
ered mines in the wheat fields and the

hundreds of flattened homes were
enough reminder of Mussolini and
war.

It was estimated that the cost of re-

storing the town to what it had been
would be a crushing $850 per person.

With the average wage earner receiv-

ing $23 a month all the 3,000 April-

ians looked with a naive confidence to

the town's newborn anti-Fascist gov-

ernment to work some democratic
miracle of restoration.

Now, three years later, scarcely $1

per capita has been spent toward re-

pair. The $10,000 rounded up in taxes

during the past miserable year was
eaten up almost entirely by the semi-

starvation wages of the town doctor
and nurse and the score of municipal

clerks and laborers.

During Mussolini's rule almost

all the Aprilians were Fascists. In

the first months after the libera-

tion a fourth became Communists,
but the rest joined the moderate cen-

trist Christian Democrat (Catholic)

party, which was the most successful

political group through the rest of

Italy.

Now in Aprilia, as in all other parts

of Italy, a new political breeze is

blowing. In the several weeks since

Aprilia's doctor, Giuliano Russo,
proclaimed himself a "Qualunquist,"
1.2 per cent of the voters have en-

listed under his banner, and the end is

not in sight.

Just what "Qualunquism" is, no one
in Aprilia is quite sure. That is

scarcely surprising, however, for even
Qualunquism's inventor, Guglielmo
Giannini, a plump fifty-five-year-old

ex-Fascist playwright, is not clear

about it.

But one thing is certain: It opposes
almost everything that Fascism fought,

and it affirms a major share of what
Fascism supported.

Fascism's stock has risen in Italy

these past few months. In the cold,

windowless barrooms of Aprilia,

some wine drinkers started asserting

boldly last winter that they are really

still Fascists. On a Sunday afternoon
you could even hear a few of them put
their heads together to sing Giovi-
nezza (Youth), the Fascist anthem.
They did it as a joke, of course, for

Fascism is still illegal in Italy. But
they were not joking as they recalled

the prosperity Aprilia knew under
Mussolini.

Aprilia was one of the model farm
towns Mussolini built a decade ago
when he drained the swamps south
of Rome. Most of its new settlers had
been landless peasants.

Recall Fascist Prosperity

For a long while after the Allies left,

these benefits of Fascism were for-

gotten, but now men like fifty-seven-

year-old Aristodemo Giammaria, one
of Aprilia's new Qualunquists, are

once again recalling them. His nos-

talgia is pretty natural.

Giammaria ran the stable for

Aprilia's plow horses during Fascism
and still has the same job. But like

everything else in Aprilia—and all of
Italy—his business is much less pros-

perous. He has only three horsi

under Fascism he had seven.

When the Americans gave

back to its then vigorously ai

cist local officials, Giammai
one of the best propagandists
Catholic party. Bitterly anti-C

nist, as he had been under F

Giammaria smiled his apprcl

fellow Christian Democrats &f
great slogans across the ruine

of Aprilia. You can still se

there.

"The Pope sent us spaghett a

and butter," says one. "Long
Holy Father."

But now Giammaria wear 1

lapel the symbol of Qualunqm
shows a much-abused, ino n

middle-class Italian of the

Milquetoast type squeezed ic|_

representing the government,
the victim's pockets tumble c(S

of money—taxes.

To Giammaria and the res

aly's Qualunquists, the moven
protest against the current anti

government which has been ui

return prosperity to Italy.

It is a protest against the f

Collier's lor July 5
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aming new Mercury waiting at the

standing invitation to go . . . to

round town ... to take an afternoon

country ... to set out on a week of

in a car that's more fun to drive

!

You'll get more enjoyment from Mercury's

eager performance and brilliant beauty. And

you'll find real luxury inside, too

!

Roominess that invites you to stretch out and

relax . . . interiors with a custom-huilt look

remind you that you're riding in one of the

handsomest cars on the road.

More comfort— beauty— vis/on .'

Glamour? Plenty! But Mercury is practical,

too. That famous Mercury liveliness is fun

to handle, hut it means a lot more than fast

pickup. It means this car is superhly engi-

ne i. red— built with all the experience, skill

More pickup— performance— economy.'

and fine materials that make Mercury a

longer-lived car—more economical to drive.

For more of everything— more style, more

beauty—more room—more performance with

economy— you'll want a new Mercury

!

MERCURY — DIVI SION OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY

tyfiCS OF EVERYTH/MG YOU WANT

WITH
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Fraser River and the old Trail,

British Columbia. Gateway through
which stage-coach caravans once

rolled laden with gold from the Cari-

boo country. This famous canyon is

one of nature's treasures of all time

in the Dominion of Canada, home of

HARWOOD'S BLENDED
CANADIAN WHISKY.
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BLENDED CANADIAN WHISKY

Sole UNITED STATES Importers:

R. C. Williams & Co., Inc.. New York, N. T.

two rusting tanks still lie in the debris of
Aprilia's square;

That the town's two priests must hear
confessions inside a box made from
packing cases;

That the modernistic theater which
once resembled a pavilion of the New
York World's Fair is still an unused
shambles;
That hundreds of mines in the fields

continue to take a toll of shepherds tend-

ing their flocks and of farmers driving

fence posts; and
That more people live in houses made

of metal ammunition cases and slats

from Swiss Relief boxes than any other

type.

The fact that Mussolini's war caused
it all is almost forgotten.

"We hated the cliques around Musso-
lini but we never had anything against

Mussolini himself," Giammaria now re-

minds his fellow Aprilians as he recruits

followers. "Mussolini banished malaria.

He kept order here. Now you go out and
you never know when some crook will

stop you. What we need is a strong man.
Someone who will govern us well. What
we need in Italy is one of those big sticks

policemen use. Not a little one, but one
of those big ones. To hit people on the

head. . .
."

The man to whom Qualunquists look
to do this job is large-bellied sandy-
haired Guglielmo Giarmini, an ex-brick-

layer who has rallied at least 3,000,000

of Italy's 20,000,000 voters to his neb-

ulous cause. In his own opinion he will

take power in Italy this year. There is a

chance he will.

The birth of Qualunquism seems to

have occurred on that day in April, 1942,

when Giannini's only son, Mario, a

handsome blond youth of twenty-one,

was killed in a crash of his fighter plane
at its home field near Ancona in central

Italy. Giannini had joined the Fascist

party a year before. A cynic like most
Fascists, he had urged his son to have as

little as possible to do with the war.

Against his advice, the youth took a

commission as a lieutenant in the Ital-

ian Air Force.

A Political Weekly is Founded

The loss of his son was the fault of

the world's "professional politicians"

—

Mussolini, Roosevelt, Churchill and "the

rest of them"—Giannini decided. Un-
abashed at the immensity of the project,

he resolved to do something about it.

When the Allies entered Rome he made
the requisite application for permission

to start a political weekly and after a

six-month wait received it.

He called the paper L'Uomo Qual-
unque (The Common Man), and from it

"Qualunquism," in itself a meaningless
word, drew its name. L'Uomo Qual-
unque was one of the first clear voices in

a suddenly piously democratic Rome
which dared to say that not everything

was perfect in Italy's new state of "lib-

eration."

Two months after it appeared, the Ital-

ian Press Commission suppressed it,

charging that it was "invidious" to Italy's

cobelligerent war effort and that Gian-
nini was a Fascist. Giannini managed a

successful appeal. Within a half year

after L'Uomo Qualunque's reappearance
it had the biggest circulation in Italy,

800,000.

L'Uomo Qualunque dared to say what
few other "liberated" Italians had the

courage to assert. In northern Italy the

Partisan underground fighters swaggered
along the streets as heroes. Giannini up-

braided many of them as "mere crimi-

nals pretending to be leftists." The
murders and thefts committed as part of

the guerrilla war behind Axis lines often

had been nothing but crimes for the per-

sonal betterment of the doer, Giannini
intimated. Many Italians applauded and
the paper's circulation boomed.

Within a year Giannini's followers

urged hTm to start a party of his own.
He did, calling it "The Front of the

Common Man." Lately he has added two
more words to make it "The Liberal
Democratic Front of the Common
Man."
Qualunquism's two-year growth in

competition with the sixty-year-old

Catholic political movement, fifty-year-

old Socialism and thirty-year-old Com-
munism has been phenomenal. The
experience of one former Fascist army
officer helps explain this growth. "Dis-
gusted" with the high-handed manner
of the Partisans in northern Italy, he vol-

unteered as an organizer of the Front
and talked his father, a perfume manu-
facturer in Naples, into turning the firm's

office into a Front headquarters. In three

weeks he set up a dozen Qualunquist
"nuclei" of fifty members in each.

As in other Qualunquist centers, for-

mer Fascists were welcomed. "After all

they are the better class of people—the
only chance' to save Italy," the ex-officer

explained.

Like Fascism and National Social-

ism in their early stages, Giannini's
movement of criticism has attracted

malcontents of almost every type. High-
ranking ex-Fascists who have found it

difficult to begin life anew in an Italy

ruled by anti-Fascists, jobless veterans,

large landowners afraid of expropriation
by the Communists, churchgoers worried
at the rising tide of leftist anticlericalism,

all have joined the ranks.

In a score of ways the swiftly growing
Qualunquist Front has been reminiscent

of the rise of Fascism, which itself took
power only two years after Mussolini
started it. The very organizational setup

of the party is similar. The Qualunquists
are organized in nuclei of from five to

fifty members. The nuclei are assembled
into groups of from two to ten. The
groups funnel into "regroupings" which
unite the sections of a region. The core
around which the party has grown has
been Giannini's newspapers.

Besides L'Uomo Qualunque there are

now thirty other Qualunquist publica-

tions. There are dailies both in Rome
and Milan. There are twenty-four re-

gional papers, each with a circulation of

a few thousand. There is a woman's
weekly, Donna Qualunque (Average
Woman), edited by the eldest of Gi-
annini's two attractive daughters, twenty-
two-year-old Yvonne.
As issue of the Qualunquist papers has

followed issue, the ideas of Qualunquism
have become slightly less cloudy. As in

early Nazism and Fascism there is still

this
i

he hi

Qui
tuna

ion

no clear-cut program but
apparent:

Giannini has no use for the m
dent Roosevelt, a man the Qu»
press has described as "fortuni

funct." The Atlantic Charter
a plot to save British and An\_
pires." Roosevelt and Winston'
ill are responsible for much cq
destruction.

Communism, Socialism. Y
Soviet Russia, and the "histori.

policy of division of power on
ropean continent have all been
in turn. A United States of E
the Qualunquist goal. Appu.
worthy idea, it takes on a ditTert

plexion when Giannini name
who sought the same goal

'

Mussolini, Hitler.

Philosophy of Armar

Giannini would like to

armed Italy. Is that a duplicati

solini's program? Oh, no,p
assures his expanding audience.!

"There are four policies forB
to follow: to arm and go to wat|

and remain at peace, to remain'

and remain at peace, and to retl

armed and go to war. The propl

is the second. Germany chose
[

and Italy the last and craziest

«

The irony, sarcasm, invectivd

arity, slang and occasional wj
have characterized Giannini and!

lications have made his movemel
more palatable to a people, t

little enough fun these days,

spices his copy with scandalotj

about prominent Italians, and
his pages with gutter languag

Italians are accustomed to heal

earshot of the ladies. To see sih|

print has tickled many "commil
An example both of Giannif

ary technique and of his vievl

ganized labor was given whenl
Lewis' coal strike in America]
off Italy's fuel supply last fl

"bourgeois state" had no right tl

labor leader to cause such w|
inconvenience, Giannini prott

"liberals" such as his Qualunqd
in power, no Lewis would get a|

such a strike, he declared.

Internally, Giannini has call

for an "administrative state" rujl

nicians, and without his much|
"professional politicians." It

a state in which the common rrl

"bothered," a place in which [I

booms until every farmhouse
\
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"
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MsSt^MO^ff/
television set. Most of the administra-

tors who acquired experience during the

past generation were Fascists, many of
whom are just leaving jail. The only
"professional politicians" who have a

voice now are the anti-Fascists. How a

Qualunquist state set up under these

conditions would differ from the old
Fascism remains an open question.

Giannini has professed himself no
longer a Fascist. He has repudiated the

Roman salute, the high boots and the

slogans of Mussolini's Fascism as ridicu-

lous trappings to which Italy will never
return. But as often as he rejects Fas-
cism, Giannini seems to talk in a curious
circle that brings him around to the same
position Mussolini probably would have
occupied if he were alive. Giannini's
attitude toward Franco is an example.

It was no concern of Italy during the

Spanish Civil War or now what govern-
ment Spain had, Giannini asserts. "And
you may add," Giannini writes, "that the

much-reported opposition to Franco
does not and cannot exist in Spain. The
Spanish Uomo -Qualunque knows that

Franco saved Spain from war and that

there is prosperity' and well-being in

Spain. There are Spaniards who are dis-

contented with Franco but the reason is

that it is he who governs the Iberian

peninsula and not they."

In Assembly Minus Necktie

Giannini's attitude toward the Consti-
tutional Assembly which has served as

Italy's parliament since the foundation
of the republic has been little more
respectful than was Mussolini's. To Gi-
annini it is a mere "theater" whose anti-

Fascist actors have little grip on the

"real politics" of the country. With ap-
parently studied disrespect, Giannini's
shirt was tieless when he arrived to take

his seat as a newly elected Qualunquist
member on the far right side of that

chamber.
One of the few characteristics of Fas-

cism which have been missing from
Qualunquism has been the bearing of
arms. The subject has not been far from
Giannini's mind. When three more or
less real attempts were made on his life

a year ago, Giannini wrote a front-page

open letter to Rear Admiral Ellery Stone,

the American who has been chief of the

Allied Commission in Italy.

If the Qualunquists took up arms in

self-defense it would be virtual Fascism,
Giannini conceded.

"But what would you do if you were
in my position?" the Qualunquist chief-

tain demanded. "Surely you would or-

der up a nice squad of strong men armed
with hand grenades, machine pistols and

1
i

;

i

b

t<

other such toys. I cannot
forces on my own account,
would be taken for a I ascist

not at all like to wind up beirl

It was not of himsell alum
was thinking, the Qualunqu
added. "Any political man
menaced. Any rich man is mc

With the impudence whic*

lighted his followers, Cjiann

qu.ck retort when this ,

Admiral Stone's answer.
The admiral had pointed ci

had received no copy of G
in the mails and, accoidin

reply to it.

"I'll put a copy of the pape
velope and mail it to him
sponded.
The Qualunquist movemen

ported at first by the voluntiir

local well-wishers and b.

the papers. Now as Giann
retary, Egino Lazzari, sits at

Giannini's cluttered, nine-ro

ment in Rome, he picks thoi

two-thousand-lire checks fro

coming mail (worth about S'.

Contributions from party am
members alike are gladly aco
zari grins.

Because Giannini likes

home in his bathrobe, the

headquarters have remained
die-class home. He gets up a

at home until 2 p.m., naps f

hour, works on until 10 p.m

leaves the house just before

Until 3 or 4 a.m. he is at his

office receiving callers and
proofs on his day's editorial,

dent Truman he is a dilett

player, but most of his spare

days goes into reading Italia

eign news articles, and into (

on books on political science

Until his son's death launch

paign, Giannini had virtuall

ground in political matters,

education was discontinued ji

ishing elementary school in

Naples because, as his offic

quist biography says, "he wa
in things other than those tat

school."

Becoming a writer seems t<

young Giannini's main desire.

Federico Giannini, had beei

ately well-known journalist

but young Guglielmo's j

mother was an Englishwo:

Jackson—preferred to see h

ticed to a textile shop. Gugltf

unhappily from job to job, lair

electrician, traveling in ItaH
Switzerland and Germany f(

ance company, performing i
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*e for a shipping firm, and

lathe latter job that Giannini's

mb point came, in an incident

Mr well p-o\e to be one of the

K facu of modern European

nr-;"' signed on to help build

flb Baths in Naples. The day
opened, a reporter friend of

Kfs father spotted the

flpnd got h:m his first job on a

A—t olitan humorous
_nor Pe-elli.

^By-three Giannini edited a po-

ller for a Neapolitan popular

Considerable success. His ca-

rrrupted twice when he

the Italo-Turkish war of

the first World War He
' the latter as a monocle-

it. decorated once for

still wears the monocle.

: other veterans listened to the

another newspaper editor.

Giannini was sdll bent

areer. He founded a the-

iper. Kmes. which achieved

i of 100.000. before he killed

accusing his associate edi-

to steal its thunder from
into the writing of

ag out forty comedies in

; years, a few of w hich w ere

in America.
has never left his theatrical

clothes are the fastidious if

that are never out of place

Last summer while he and
(delegates to Italy's Constitu-

ibly were at work on the

serious business of plotting

ew basic law. Giannini

! to write another comedy.
apparent i> did not consider

r> important until his

movement was well along.

day last summer he re-

than half the Catholic

a, Holy
land matrimony—which put
^nding in a religion which

uns profess

li a Catholic, many mem-
mild centrist Catholic party

to Qualunquism. Gi-
l.ke to have ties with the

I says he has not been able to

But it kalian politics con-
it trend toward QuaJun-

: one hand and Communism
r, with no midole-ot-:hc

it is sure that Pope Pius

-saults on Communism
playwright-politician.

Jtematrve to Dictatorship

nnini's household headquarters
mquist strategists see the com-
is in It.il) a- ;ust such a ch

partv and Communism.
Giannini thnks that in the

there will be a winner and
iri sums it up. "VMnchever

could form .:

I alone. For the good of

orable Giannini wants to

en with Communism, but
their own fault."

subject of whether he is him-
ite tor the vacant po

Italy. Giannini is more .

on which I would be in-

i a dictators)- ,-.u .

feel 1 could not esist the irre-

give rmseif a Bronx

t book La Folia (TheC-
^mpared w ith Hitler's

nn ni makes it evident
I not really think a chief of
any better preparauon than

t the only indispensable quali-

a throne—or on
v asserts with some

pjafs typ.cal vulgantv. "is to
•Kkside. and no man lack- that."

e foi July 16. 1947

n more dev otion to the ideas of
Fascism than Qualunquism admits
been shown b> various scattered little

groups through Italy since :

Mimeographed sheets have been distrib-

uted, pointing out to Itah's ill-paid
g

ernmenul employees that they were the
beneficiaries oi man> social aids during •

the time of Mussolini. Black F
"-..- nave been found in the morning
light flapping from the masts at ur

sitie-s and on public buildings.

"Long !;ve H Duce" has appeared
overnight on walls. Police have uncov-
ered evidence pointing to the existence of
pro-1-^-. i .^ups, but no evidence has
been obtained to indicate that these
groups number more than a few thou-
sand members or that they are inter-

connected in any sort of effective

organization.

^ i :he political lines in Italy have been
l at the extreme right and the ex-

treme left, the Communist ar- .

Qualunquism has been an indignant I

charge that Giannini's fold includes not
only Axis collaborators but also Fascist

war profiteers, feudal Sicilian lancr

enemies of p in the back-
j

ward heel and toe oi the Italian boot and
"the mo- ?nary wing of the

Roman Curia" in Vatican City.

Catholics Denounce Demagoguerv

The Catholic party has backed up the

Communist th. Qualunquism
. -t part wj\ with charges that it is

a foul-languaged demagogic movement
built on destruct - -m of Itafv's

struggling efforts to achieve democ
But the moderate Cathoiic pa-t\ :s dwin-
dling awa> as its members, harassed by
all the ills of the impoverished country,

increasingly harken to the lurid promises

of the extrerr

arently it is upon the democratic
cente- and the non-Communist left that

the L S State Depafnen: is p nning its

hopes But these moderates w ill continue

ndle in numbers un .

help—by example. b> rvr.anda and
-nomic .- - maintained.

I; is apparent now that the few months
between -

too short a time to introduce democ
-jrvival.

There are those who see in the

e di\ lsion of Italian political

ion into two extreme camps the -

l

Communist Gino Grechi, who works his

twelve ruinec .

sugar-beet land on the nead

just c kprika. Fascism took him
to Albania. Greece. Lirva and R.

.^rporal. and to Germanv
oner, it was - -tern which pre*

to be "for the laborer" but - is he
. ned. directed all the monev

"into the pockc the gentlemen."

L nder the man-in-ttu

unquism he sees the old f

"Before the\ lake control." Grechi is

telling his . ommumsts at Apriha.

er we'll all be killed or thev will."

Combat-sickle will not

But it is

certain that either Qu jiunqL.ist Dr. i-

or Communist Grechi has a much bet-

rinishing th> - po-

litica \prilia than the incumbent
Christian Deaaocral \ nd gni -

munist panv commanc- one fifth

of the Italian vote and enjoyed n
BBS D elections in Sicii> 1: \mer-

:mu-
^abh would capture Italy.

W -ether the ex-'oad b V ^oli-

tan B

caroed robes of the other Duce
will depend in targi now rap-

idly American loans clean up the rubble

of Aprilia and restore a moderate
pertty. Like Fascism anc V.. an, a

Qualunq. p is likely to be

chosen onlv in desperation.

The End

r&*L-COLA
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A GAME FOR TWO
Continued from page 22

Miss Joanne Dru's natty ensemble adds up to $370.50, not including the horse

GLAMOR HITS THE RANGE
BY JIM MARSHALL

A poor lady cow-pokes working outfit may set her back
several hundred bucks, if she does the thing up in high style

TIME was when a cowgirl

could go to work with a few
bucks' worth of duds. Today

she's probably the most expensively

dressed working girl in the world. Her
outfit costs her around $400—not

counting the horse.

But Marge Riley, once a ranch girl

herself up around Sheridan, Wyo-
ming, says a lady cow-poke can out-

spend a New York or Hollywood
glamor girl without half trying. Miss
Riley designs most of the cowgirl out-

fits for the movies and for dude ranch
visitors and she ought to know. She's

the style queen of the San Fernando
Valley, and can ride and rope with the

best of them.
Marge recently dressed Joanne Dru

ranch style during the making of How-
ard Hawks' Red River. Miss Dru, in

old-style calicoes and ginghams, felt

grubby beside the dudes and dudesses

who galloped over from near-by

ranches to the Arizona location where
the picture was being shot. So Marge
fixed her up with a standard 1947 out-

fit like those the dudesses wore.

The bill came to $370.50. starting

with a S 1 25 suit. With this went a $5.50

tie, a $15 belt and buckle, a $35 hat

with a $15 band, a $60 bag, $65 boots

and $50 silver spurs.

A New York heiress who visited an
Arizona dude ranch this spring and or-

dered "'the works" from Marge Riley

got a bill for $750.50. It itemized down
to a fancy Stetson at $150. a $75 shirt

and a $75 skirt; $65 boots and $100
spurs; a $75 belt, a $60 bag. and odd-

ments like scarves, ties, tie slides, hat-

bands and a rope at $75.50. A

calfskin jacket to top it off was price-

marked at $75. The lady priced a

carved, silver-trimmed saddle to go
with all this: $375. She found she

could buy bridles up to almost any
price that she wanted to pay, but a

rather modest number would set her

back $50.

A great deal of the expense attached

to cow-country costumes comes from
silver ornaments and carved leather.

A girl who wants to let herself go can
pile on a couple of thousand dollars'

worth of silver buttons, buckles, spurs

and saddle trimmings without half try-

ing. There are saddles of carved
leather, with silver trimmings, out

West, that cost $5.000—and to some
ranch queens they're just as necessary

as a mink coat on Park Avenue.
Stetson hats cost up to $150 and

compare with anything any New York
milliner ever turned out. Bags run
from $10 to $100 and footgear runs up
to $65 a pair—a price even rich city-

folk might shrink from paying. A
horse or two may easily cost more
than a coupe, some of the famous
palominos running into the thousands.

Miss Dru used to be a Powers
model. She figures that half a cen-

tury has increased a ranch girl's

clothes cost at least ten times. And
more than that, if the girl goes in for

silver and turquoise trimmings on her

outfit, as some of them do.

Incidentally, while a city outfit for a

working girl may weigh only a couple
of pounds, leather and silver are

quite heavy; it takes a good strong

girl to wear a cow-country getup all

day.

have shaken things up, like dice in a

parcheesi cup. . . .

Daphne was in the shower when the

phone rang. She groped for towel and
slippers and went dripping into the foyer.

A voice said, 'This is Winifred. Do
you remember me?—from the fourth
floor."

"Oh, how do you do?"
"I do just awful. It's hot. Would you

be interested in a blind date? Two
awfully cute boys are coming to see me,
and we thought we'd go olf for the day."

Daphne wanted to be coolly interested

and act as if she might consider it. But
she said, "Gee!"

"Well," Winifred's voice was bored,

"come down in forty-five minutes, and
listen, you're sixteen. I said you were."

DAPHNE stood dripping in the foyer,

half miserable, half palpitating. In

a way, she had accepted camp as the

next thing in her life. These few last days
would be just with Mother, eating out
and going to shows. Now she had to

rearrange her mind and realize that boy
friends were still the most important
thing in life, and that you were measured
by your ability to attract men. A man
was a challenge. You faced this challenge,

at least. Maybe you failed, but you took
it up. Two awfully cute boys. Winifred
had said. Daphne swallowed. Her
clothes, her nails, her wet hair!

Covering herself with bath powder,
she put a polish called Crimson Alibi on
her nails and sat achingly tense while it

dried. She saw in the mirror a tall, pink-

faced girl with tangled brown hair and
wide shoulders. She supposed she was
starting to come out in the right places,

though not quite as right as the people in

the movies.
Wildly she searched among her

dresses, which all seemed made for pick-

ing strawberries. The yellow with the

off-the-shoulders neck was best. She put

her hair up with combs and flowers and
wore a pair of Margo's big earrings.

Daphne thought: Sixteen? Well, yes,

maybe more. She wished she was meet-
ing a younger Duke Winters.

Her fingers trembling and icy, Daphne
rang Winifred's doorbell.

Winifred was something like Lana
Turner. Daphne decided, but very bored.

She took Daphne into her room, full of

small, pink pillows and pictures of boys

stuck in the mirror. There seemed to be

a vague lack of adults in Winifred's life.

She spoke of an Aunt Alice.

"It's awfully hot. I don't know what
we'll do. They go to St. Paul's, and their

father has been married three times. The
third wife is a Hawaiian. I met them at

a party. Do you like brunet men?"
Daphne's head whirled. Winifred

jumped around so. She wished almost

that plump, stage-struck Dora were sit-

ting beside her.

"Brunets," she said vaguely. "Are you
going to wear that?"

Winifred had on a black sheer dress.

"I guess so. Your mother's cute.

You're not small like her."

"No," Daphne agreed forlornly.

The bell rang and Winifred became
less bored. She took Daphne's arm with

a firm pinch. "Listen, now. You're six-

teen, and act as if you had lots of dates.

They're rich. Maybe we can get to the

Oval Room for lunch."

The boys had brown faces, smooth
and hard. One was very short and blond;

the other was tall with thick, black hair

that swept off his forehead. They wore
tan jackets and light trousers. The blond
was Melvyn, and his brother was Andy.
Daphne's heart beat too loudly. Andy
was like the boys in the hair tonic ads

—

handsome and grinning. It did not seem
possible that he and Melvyn were broth-

ers. It turned out they were
brothers.

Andy said, "Hi-yah, babe?
loudly, and Winifred tossed he

They did not know each other ve

after all.

"This is Daphne Moore."
"Make it Dally," Andy said,

a glance over Daphne and coinirl

to Winifred almost as if to say: I ||

better.

"Or just Daf," said Melvyn mil
Melvyn was quite morose in !.|

was ugly so he went the whole w(
acted it, too. He had stubby hanj
on his tie was a picture of Niagarl
"How are the frogs, Mel?" Vs\

asked, now all lightness and grol

ness, knowing how to talk to bo;|

turned to Daphne. "He cuts then

Daphne did not know whether

I

"Ugh!" or "How super!" Hen
came out tight and little. "RealH
said.

Now they would see she was|
little girl. She felt her face going;
Andy said, "How about going t(|

in the Bowery, or to the zoo."
"No frogs," Melvyn barked.
Daphne had to come in on tr|

She spoke boldly, looking into

brown eyes, her heart fluttering rl

to her mouth, "We could go swi[

at the Shelton."

The others looked at each
turn. Daphne felt pale. Then An
kindly, "It is a nice little thing, isj

Winifred broke in hurriedly,

get going."

They went out. Winifred with]

and Daphne not with but along

Melvyn. On the street, Melvyn scl

and brought out his dark glassti

looked repulsive and gnome-liktl
There was nothing said about thj

Room or the Shelton. When she[
was not going to be an expensixf

Winifred became sort of wild and I

She became a Good Sport. Daphtl
ized that if she didn't hurry and t|

a Good Sport too, right away,
|

were going to flop.

"What grade are you in?" she sti|

on with Melvyn.
He stared at her from behin.l

glasses. In the best Orson Wellel

nique he boomed, "I can't be gradl

fair lady. The school has me dol
court-martial in the fall, and I dropl

of frog into the luncheon milk. I J

for this school world long. I ami
ing on a phase of the atom bombj
will destroy only human beings amf
animals intact."

Andy threw back a remark,
nut, but he might just happen to g]

ANDY, decided Daphne, wouh|
. into a man who looked out

world in a tuxedo, holding a glass
|

hand—a man with a house full

leather chairs, dogs that brought bl

pers right to him, and married to <[

tiful blonde like Winifred.

Daphne ached from thinking upI
to say to Melvyn. She thought

[j

sane, scheduled life at Weldon ?
of camp next week where she woJJ
wearing sneakers and jersey pulll
while Winifred would be walkin *

Andy. She saw them walking all oMj

earth, in love, of course. She thoiW
her pretty mother and wondered [I

had ever failed on a date. TearsMI

bled in back of her eyes. To fail all*

Winifred and Andy were vB
close together, Winifred's silk;|ll

streamed as she walked.

Melvyn's fat cheeks stuck out h*9

file. He kicked a tin can under ak*

feet and the man stumbled.

"Young ass," the man hissed.

"Keep cool, brother," said NW1

Collier's lor July 21 f
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and to Daphne. "I hate them—messing

up the world. Teaching youth, bah! The
Eskimos are smart."

"Why?" asked Daphne, relieved to

feel they might be having what is called

conversation.

"Kill off the old guys. Take them way
out and leave them on a cake of ice to

die."

Now Daphne knew why girls did

dreadful things. If there were only some-
thing she could do to make Andy notice

her. If she could be a different girl, in-

teresting, sure of herself . . .

They took the elevated down to the

Battery. The train was very dirty. The
passengers slept or stared ahead of them,

chewing gum: or they ogled Winifred in

her black dress. Winifred's cheeks got

pink. Andy slid his arm in back of the

seat, and Melvyn called out coarsely,

"No passes in public!"

Daphne thought she would die from
pure bitterness.

THE Battery was dirty, too. They had
liverwurst sandwiches and cream

soda, and they walked through dingy side

streets where moving vans and trucks

were bunched. A group of Chinese girls

passed them. They looked at Andy and
giggled and pushed each other. Andy
only smiled. Even Chinese girls acted up,

thought Daphne in panic.

Once Winifred stood near her and
whispered fiercely, "Give out, dopey!"

But Daphne did not know how to turn

a mood on and off.

Then Mel\\n said to Andy, "Hey—
let's go home and tease the hula skirt.

There's beer, and cheese and crackers."

He threw out his stocky chest and in-

toned. "And Moussorgsky. We've got

the recordings."

"Who?" Daphne asked wearily.

"Moussorgsky the musician. He and
I are buddies. I feel him in -me. I'm

Moussorgsky himself, walking through
the city."

"Yo'u're something." Daphne an-

nounced tartly, and for the first time,

they all laughed with, not at. her. She
began mentally to unclench herself.

They went to Andy's and Melvyn's
home in the East Eighties. It was a pri-

vate house with a wrought-iron door, and
a butler of whom the boys seemed
slightly afraid.

"Now, young sirs, what is all this?"

Melvyn snapped his fingers. "Beer,

and cheese and crackers in the green liv-

ing room, Snodgrass. We're back from
the wild and desolate stretches."

"You're too young for beer." The
butler scowled at Melvyn.

"Beer, we said," intoned Andy, who
was older.

"Is his name really Snodgrass?" Wini-
fred whispered, "I thought that was only

in books."
"He came out of a book," Andy said.

It was a gorgeous house, full of paint-

ings, and bronze statues; small silky rugs

slid around under their feet.

They played the Moussorgsky records

and Winifred smoked a cigarette. She
and Andy sat side by side, and Daphne

"Dance, yes?"

Melvyn frowned. "Cio fly your grass

skirt. You want the lighter phases ol

music. My soul is dark and hea\ \

"Unload your soul," Andy said crisply,

"and put on Cugat."
Andy looked odd. He had gotten up

from being with Winifred and was stand-

ing in front of Lani.

She put her head back and (lashed

white teeth at him. "Dance?" she said

for the second time.

Andy and lani danced. He was tall

and graceful. They danced with single-

ness and absorption. Winifred laughed
nervously, shot a well-what-do-you-
think-of-that look at Daphne, and stared

down at her white hands.

Melvyn kept snorting out, "Break it

up, break it up. you two."
The butler came in. Picking up the

empty bottles and dishes, he went out, his

back rigid with disapproval.

Lani acted as if no one was in the room
but Andy and herself. The music
throbbed in the dimming opulence, and
the boy and the brown woman went on
dancing, wordlessly. .-

Winifred walked over deliberately to

Melvyn.
"Show me your laboratory, Mel. where

you keep things," she said, as sweet as

spoonfuls of molasses.

Melvyn tried to be indifferent, but he
crumpled into a lump of flattered male.

"On the third floor. I'll cut up a frog

for you."
They went away, Winifred like a

Lani had begun to sing, and
smooth, hard lace was overlaj

kind ol Innosis. . .

.

Daphne could not remember \

lirst s.iw the other man, the man
gray hair and the dark red lace

stood in an entrance out ol sij.

Andy and Lani. She shivered
pictures had elucidated most of

ferent phases of anger that c

depicted by a man's expiessioi

now she was beholding a man's
real life.

He came away from where
standing quickly, and before the

could know he was there, the r

yanked And\ away from Lani ;

hit him full in the face.

DAPHNE heard the crack
blow. Andy was down on t

He started to rise. A narrow s

blood traveled out of his moul
moved from side to side like a tr

wind, screaming terrible alien soi

Daphne ran out of the room
the hallway. The worst part h

Andy, half getting to his feet;

could not bear to wait and si

would be able to get all the way u
the man hit him again.

She got out of the house, pu
heavy door shut. She thought
right. I'm on the street, I must
everything is all right.

Andy—whom she loved—ws
hurt! The picture was printed

brain. She would never be able

those three people changing th'

tions in the room.
She took a bus and immediate

to feel sick. The driver said,

the rear, miss," and then she ha

right off, but a man followed
stood on the curb. It was M
Winters.

"It's all right, kiddo," he kep
but his face was distressed.

It was a question of which w
distressed—Mr. Winters' face o

ne's stomach.
The sympathetic, moon-shap

of people went by and Daphne s

upside down.
Duke got a taxi. She would hi

to be alone with her head on
leather, riding with her eyes shu

He promised to get her mothe

knew this was how life was. Always a

man and a woman drew together, looked

into each other's eyes. And all else was
unimportant, dry as dust. The things the

principal at Weldon had said about con-

tentment were words out of a cross-

stitched sampler in a crumbling room.
Daphne's heart weighed her down. She

dreamed of swimming stroke by stroke

with Andy in some blue water, pulling

herself up on a raft . . . "Good for you,"

he'd say. The sky would be blinding

silver. Andy would be planning a long

trip to, well—to Madagascar. "Daphne,
come with me—come."
She saw Andy timidly touch a strand of

Winifred's hair, and all was lost.

Melvyn sprawled in a chair, listening

to Moussorgsky's Night on Bald Moun-
tain. He had dismissed Daphne from his

mind. He was a very young boy, pre-

tending that two things only were of im-

portance— Melvyn. and what Melvyn
thought. He would undoubtedly be a

big success.

The beer made Daphne hot and sleepy.

She glanced up hazily and saw a brown
woman in a billowy red dress standing in

the doorway. A woman with ink-black

hair and full vermilion-bright lips.

"Here's Lani." Andy sprang up.

It was their father's third wife. She
walked across the parquet floor on beau-

tiful, bare feet. Her slanted eyes traveled

over the girls in an unsmiling way and
she inclined her head ever so slightly.

Lani did not sit on a chair. She chose a

hassock, lighted a cigarette and waved to

the phonograph.

golden-haired beauty ascending the stairs

of some madman's house. Daphne knew
Winifred was simply doing this because

of Andy and Lani. Winifred would
never let herself be without attention, she

would know what steps to take.

Melvyn called. "Want to come, Daf,

and see my lovely little creatures?"

Daphne shook her head.

Winifred leaned back, elaborately

ignoring the dancers. She taunted

Daphne, "I guess camp is your speed, all

right."

Then Daphne sat and watched Andy
and Lani. and the shadows grew longer.

She felt on the outside of a bright, bad
dream, lost in a personal misery, while

others lived and laughed, and went in

pairs. COLLIER'S
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You'll be "in the swim" with the smartest people . . .

in a Style-Leader Oldsmobile. This "Custom Cruiser"

Convertible, for example, is a Btand-OUl in any gathering. . .in

tbe city ... at the country club ... at fashionable summer

resorts. And driving this smart looking Oldsmobile

—

the car with all the automatic features—is as restful as

a day at the beach. The top goes up or down automatically.

Windows raise or lower hvdraulieally. The front seat

goes forward or back at the touch of a button. And as for

the driver ... all he docs is sit and steer, thanks to GM
Hydra-Matic Drive*. Gear shifting is fully automatic.

There's not even a clutch pedal in the car!

Swim suit designed by Tino Leser
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"PICNIC ON A CALIFORNIA BEACH" by John Gannam. Number 6 in the series, "Home Life in America," by noted American illustrators.

Reer belongs.

.

.enjoy it

In this home-loving land of ours ... in this America of kindliness,

of friendship, of good-humored tolerance . . . perhaps no beverages

are more "at home" on more occasions than good American beer

and ale.

For beer is the kind of beverage Americans like. It belongs— to

pleasant living, to good fellowship, to sensible moderation. And

our right to enjoy it, this too belongs — to our own American

heritage of personal freedom.

AMERICA'S BEVERAGE O F MODERATION
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.- w rong thing?" he asked, pass-

jkerchief over her forehead.

did not think it was food. It

Ly, the mounting strangeness of

hute. When she remembered

|nd Winifred, perhaps still up-

Jiat house looking at the frogs,

to feel terrible again.

J you, Mr. Winters." She smiled

Bum.
rie Duke, chickie. 1*11 bring

her around in two shakes."

came in very soon,

it's the heat, and you need a

[change."

aother was so dainty. She was
graceful than Lani. more self-

than Winifred. Her mother

er have had the kind of troubles

id.

began to weep. "She said

your speed.' It's just my speed,

r. I'll always be clumsy and
will have all the boys. I'll

bute like you. I'm a failure!"

[was shocked motionless. Prob-

tuestioning, she got Daphne to

|»out the afternoon. "Brat!" she

meaning Winifred. And when
told her about Lani and the

rgo made clucking noises.

Slight a lace bed jacket for

*4

1

/

him tag you a couple of

just to make it look

Then in the fifth

—

^m!—he knocks you out!''

LES COLIN

"Darling, look at Ingrid Berg-

she cute? Hardly."
igh tears, Daphne remembered

I Very likely Ingrid would know
:nandle the Winifreds,

uhow can I learn?"
no moved around the room like a

Kering shades, putting shoe trees

ihne's pumps. Then she spoke

< learn by failing. After a failure,

« better. You're a bigger person
h means other persons don't walk
)u so much. You know more

tourself. It's like a test in school.

tally you pass it, don't you?"
Oter's face was earnest, wide-eyed.
"i: nodded, not sure she under-
cut warmed inside by something
; mother's voice, and Margo held
:iit.

1 next day was different because
"'ther stayed home from work,
c led the office and told them, and
d shirred eggs, which took a long
t cook and to eat. After that,

re lay on the sofa reading a movie
1 about Ingrid Bergman while
seemed very busy at her desk.

vote notes, made some out-of-town
n calls and fixed up bundles of

for the Red Cross to send to
Daphne thought some of the

h Mother was sending were too

In the afternoon. Lea Davis came in.

She looked as handsome as ever, but

subdued. She picked up the movie maga-
zine.

"Honey, don't fall for glamor. It's

overworked."
"Daphne should know." said Mother

cryptically.

"Margo
—

" Lea began, looking at

Daphne, then away.
"Yes."
"1 want to tell you something. 1 hope

you won't think— 1 mean, you're my best

friend
—

"

Mother seemed paler. She got up and
took Lea's hand. "1 know." Margo said

"I'm glad. You were always meant for

each other."

And then they both cried and kissed

each other, and Lea said. "I'm so happy,"
and wiped her eyes on a handkerchief
printed with French words.

"Honestly!" Daphne exclaimed, but

she knew what it was before they told

her.

"It's Laurence Driscoll," Lea said.

"We're getting married, and once I

thought
—

"

MARGO sprang up. "We'll have a

party. Lea, call Laurence and Duke
Winters. This has to be celebrated."

Daphne could not be sure that her

mother was happy. Perhaps she had had
a failure, too. the thing she had talked

about last night. You could be grown
up and get hurt, and not be allowed to

show it. She felt a moment of cool-

ness toward Lea. But Lea was kind,

really. Today she had a quiet glow to

her. And hadn't Mother said about

failing
—

"Eventually you pass"?

When the men came. Mother was in a

dark blue crepe with her hair worn in

a low knot at the back. She looked,

Daphne puzzled, like someone else.

Duke was very nice. He didn't men-
tion about getting off the bus with

Daphne yesterday. In a corner of the

room Laurence Driscoll said to Margo:
"Margo, I

—

"

But she wouldn't let him finish. "I'm

glad, so glad." And he was looking

down at her with a crinkly smile, and sud-

denly they were just very good friends.

They had cocktails, with the inevitable

grape juice for Daphne. She thought

they were all different today. They were

calmer and happier, and somehow it

made New York nice again. Their voices

wiped out the sound of a man's quick,

running steps and Lani's screaming. She

thought, sadly: I'll go away to camp and

there'll be the four of them—two pairs,

again."

"Margo," Lea began on the old theme,

"when are you going to take some time

off?"

"Right away," said Margo suddenly.

"I've taken a cottage up at Cape Cod and

Daphne and I are going up there."

"May I be invited?" Duke said, his

eyes pleading.

Mother didn't laugh in that tinkly way
or throw her head back. She looked

Duke in the face and said, gently, "Per-

haps."
"Mother!"
"And Daphne can have her school

pals like Dora up if she wants, but the

main thing is we'll be together," Mother
went on. "We'll have a long, wonderful

lazy time. There are things a woman can

teach her own child, I guess, that no one

else can."

"Bravo!" cried Lea walking swiftly

across the room, looking so tall beside

Margo. Looking so admiringly at

Margo.
Long after they had gone, Daphne lay

in bed, her head swimming with the

wonder of not having to go to camp. She

thought of the letter she would write to

Dora. About everything. And then she

remembered something else, something

that had seemed so different.

Mother had called herself a woman.
The End

>r's for July 26, 1947
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institutions there. Under the cloak of

charity the Hatch bill would have
opened the way for bargain-price land

sales in every other of the 13 public-land

states. Representative Barrett, in a simi-

lar do-good measure, proposed that

federal lands in Wyoming be sold to

cattlemen (at $1.25 an acre, tops) with the

proceeds going to the state university.

Senator Robertson of Wyoming didn't

even bother with do-good angles. He
proposed simply that the public lands,

property of all Americans, be turned over

to the states in which they lie. Presum-
ably, the Western livestockmen, acting

through their legislatures, could take it

from there.

All told, 58 bills affecting the public

lands were dumped into the hopper of

the 79th .Congress. Only a handful, if

enacted, would have opened the way for

cattlemen, lumbermen and other interests

to break into the national parks and
forests, to mine the j>rass- and timber-

lands without restraint and to exhaust the

last virgin preserves of our national

wealth.

So far in the present 80th Congress
55 land bills have been introduced.

Public Opinion Is Hostile

But the stockmen's main assault on
the public lands was held up while they
waged a struggle for public opinion in

the West itself. There, the stockmen
found to their surprise that their self-

imposed crusade to "return the public

lands to the West" evoked little gratitude

from fellow Westerners. Instead, the

livestockman—long the darling of the

cowboy country—found himself pillo-

ried as a grasping destroyer of the West's

lands and waters.

In the West when men confer it is said,

"They're making a medicine together."

The public-lands medicine of the big

stockmen was so strong that their own
neighbors and lifelong friends couldn't

take it.

One such neighbor is Charles J. Moyn-
ihan, law partner of Dan Hughes, the

Montrose, Colorado, sheepman who is

spearheading the stockmen's public-

lands drive.

"I can't imagine the West I've always
known being fenced in by private owners
with 'No Trespassing' signs scattered

around in every direction," Moynihan
wrote Washington officials. "It will make
a feudal province out of the Rocky
Mountain region . . . and will affect our
concept of democracy."

Lee Knous, governor of Colorado and
ex-partner of Hughes, rebelled too. The
spare, six-foot governor took aside Dan
Hughes, full-faced and beefy product of

the cow country's good steaks.

"It's inconceivable, Dan, that Con-
gress would enact such legislation or that

the public would support it," he said.

In Idaho, the state legislature sent a

joint memorial to Congress.

"It has been the common practice for

private owners of land acquired at nomi-
nal cost, after removing the lumber, to

let it go for delinquent taxes thereby fore-

stalling reforestation, development and
protection of the land," the Idaho legis-

lators warned.
In Utah, Senator Arthur V. Watkins

polled ranchers and others and found
sentiment two to one against the land-sale

proposal. In Colorado, the mountain
region's leading newspapers belabored

the land drive so lustily that the Record
Stockman, a livestock trade paper, pro-

tested:

"Shame on Denver's daily press . . .

Here Denver sits, the livestock breeding
capital of America, reaping more than
it realizes from cattle, sheep and hogs.

Yet the Rocky Mountain News and the

Denver Posl editorially smear \

ni.m as a 'land grabber' or a '4

promoter. Stockmen are goo
the livestock paper finished stou

Some dI the ranchers arenl -

this.

"The proposals were mitia'

very small group ol scllish st

charged the Carbon Stock \sio
small stockmen at Gunnison, (

"They'll rum the soils, waters
other natural resources."

By early summer the coui

had gathered such force that i

reached all the way to W
There J. Byron Wilson, three

pound woolgrowers' lobbyist,*
boys back home that the land

become so hot a political pots

better let it cool.

With his ear cocked to the

from the West, Senator Jo!

Colorado called the land drive

selfish proposal of all time."

the Cow Bloc's Senator Pat \
on realizing that sale of the pu
would deprive Nevada ol m
highway funds, knew it was tin

a retreat.

"I am opposed to turning
over to the stockmen or evt

states." he said.

But what the West doesn't kn
the public lands have already,

been turned over to the stockn
livestockmen have become tl

lords and masters of the land tl

and the West seems to have wo
only to be confronted by the pi

losing a war.

What public opinion barred
men from doing openly, the Co
Congress has done quietly. H
they did it. The Cow Bloc he!

appropriations for policing tl

men's use of the public lands,

cut the grazing field service bw
$1,070,360 to $373,000.

This meant that there couk
one office in each state to regu

000,000 acres of range lands

20,000-odd ranchers.

Too Few Police and Pat

It meant that of 250-odd i

aminers and graziers (inspector

odd remain to patrol and police

adds up to no federal inspection

trol since surviving personnel,

;

staff, will have its hands full

work.
In actual practice, the Tayl

ing-Act, passed in 1934. to "pre>

grazing and soil deterioration,"

repealed.

The way the big stockmen
Cow Bloc broke the back of th

service is an object lesson in

pressure politics in America,
step was to capture the grazin

The law had set up advisory 1

stockmen to confer with loca

officials about the number of

the range and similar questions

a year the stockmen's advisor

weren't conferring, they were j

orders.

The second step was to inve

Grazing Service to death, and

Harold Ickes, then Secretary

Interior, gave the stockmen an

In an unguarded moment I

Congress it would cost only $1

run the Grazing Service. V
actual budget turned out to be

as much, the House Apprc
Committee, composed largely

erners, began to scrutinize thi

prices at which the Western
were grazing the public lands.

"Such fees—a nickel a cow p

—are ridiculous," Representa

Collier's for July '.
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H. Andersen of Minnesota, protested.

The Forest Service fee is 31 cents, and
in my own country, Minnesota, pastur-

age costs SI. 25 or more per month."
"Raise your Ices," the House commit-

tee warned the Department of Interior,

"or we'll cut your appropriations."
Manfully. Interior tried to raise the

fees, only to be taken out of the play by
the Cow Bloc. Senator Pat McCarran
began investigating the Grazing Service
and kept it up for seven years, making
that department one of the most in-

vestigated in government history. The
senator filed five large reports. The last

one urged the firing of "a very small
handful of self-seeking opportunist ad-
ministrators," (who had sought to raise

the fees).

By coincidence the stockmen them-
selves brought forward just the can-
didate to run the Grazing Service and the

Land Management Bureau (of which
the grazing unit is a part). He was none
other than Dan Hughes, the leader of the

stockmen's fight to sell the public lands

to selected private owners at bargain
prices.

Turning over the care of the public

lands to a sheep raiser who wanted only
to make them private didn't seem as

logical to Secretary of the Interior Krug
as it did to the big stockmen.
When Krug said, "No," the stockmen

gave him their Sunday punch. They hit

him in the appropriations. It was easy.

The stockmen and the Cow Bloc
senators, experts on grazing, told the

hatchet-wielding House Appropriations
Committee that the Grazing Service

needed only a fraction of the money it

was getting anyway.
The lands from which the stockmen

thus ousted Uncle Sam without buying
so much as an acre, had a long history of

abuse before the government bureaucrats

came. The nomadic sheepman with his

several dozen sheep, the cattle baron who
staked out miles of public domain for his

thousands of steers, the small rancher
with his shoestring herd, all these had one
thing in common. They overstocked and
overgrazed the good earth.

So thorough was their unsupervised

grazing that in 1936 the Department of

Agriculture reported, "a range once
capable of supporting 22.5 million ani-

mal units (a unit is one cow or horse or

five sheep) can now carry only 10.8 mil-

lion. On nearly 55 per cent of the entire

range area (roughly the 13 mountain
states) forage values have been reduced

by more than half." It was to halt this

devastation that the Taylor Grazing Act
was passed in 1934 at the request of most
of the Western stockmen.

Attrition of Grazing Ranges

Today, on vast spaces where lush

grasses once grew belly-high to a horse,

the relentless cropping by too many
mouths has so skinned the land that they

.won't recover in our generation or that

of our grandchildren. Government soil

experts say the Western range land is sick

and requires at least 50 years of careful

nursing to heal the damage already done
and perhaps another 50 years to restore

the health that once supported twice the

livestock the range now feeds. But in-

stead of convalescence, the stockmen's

virtual repeal of government inspection

will intensify the maltreatment which put

the range lands in the hospital in the first

place.

Small ranchers are worried.

"With the supervision cut. there'll be

a struggle for the range, and the little

guy'll get pushed around," Ed Ennis,

who runs 400 head of cattle in Grand
County, Colorado, told me. "Maybe
we'll have some old-fashioned range

wars, the kind my father saw here years

ago. Trespassing? Overgrazing? Sure,

how are we going to stop it?" Small

rancher Ennis and his friends have been
bombarding their congressmen to re-

store Grazing Service appropriati
Cattle helped make the mour

states, and grass makes cattle. By
stroying the grass, the Western
stockmen arc digging a grave fort
industry.

But the stockmen are hurting r

than their own industry. By stripping

wide-open spaces of then green a
they arc letting the rains dump the

||

earth into the West's riveis.

I stood in a gentle spring rain

canyon near the Continental DJ
above Boulder, Colorado, and water!
segment of the process which threj

the life of a whole region. A mow
stream which old-timers told mc
once clear and sparkling was now
choked and turgid.

"Too thick to drink and too thi

plow," a forest ranger put it.

Appalling Waste of Topsoil

Overgrazing had removed the
with which nature slows water rt

and the unfettered waters were pe
off the exposed topsoil and carryi

into the stream. The mountain si

hustle the silt into the Colorado,
Grande and other great river s,

which in turn deposit it at the ra

millions of acre-feet (an acre of !

foot deep) each year in the mam
reservoirs. And it is these reseri

which help nourish the semiarid
}

(The Elephant Butte dam built by ft

engineers to guarantee water tS
Mexico "forever" is already so cfcj

with silt deposited by the Rio Gi
at the rate of 20.000 acre-feet a
that the state is alarmed over its

supply.)

The same overgrazing that dum;
earth into the rivers opens up
gullies on the uplands as the water
once seeped into the high groum
rushes down to swell the rivers anc

an ever-increasing toll of damac
flood.

The West has been slow to lin

cattleman in the uplands with the I

and water shortages downstream,
Congress slashed appropriations fo

reclamation projects in the West, ah
Western governors hastened to Wa-
ton and persuaded it to restore mom
dams and other water and
projects.

A forest ranger commented bit

"They're spending billions for

cretc dams to store water, but they
spend pennies for the millions of

dams we protect, the blades of
nature designed to save the lane

water."

The critical area that controls th

West's water resources is the wate

region which lies chiefly in the fo

uplands of Colorado and Wyo
Much of this watershed land lies <

the 80,000.000 acres of grazing lane

are administered and protected b

Forest Service of the Department c

riculture.

With the scalp of the Departmt
Interior's Grazing Service tied to

belts, the big stockmen are now <

get these 80,000,000 acres of Forest 1

ice lands.

More than half of these are bad

pleted, but efforts to cut down the

bers of cattle and sheep that gra

them have plunged the Forest S

into a battle for its life.

The stockmen and the Cow Bloc

how to deal with such gover

bureaus. The American Cattle Pn
(a trade publication) this April pot

a happy thought.

"Maybe the Forest Service hi

much money appropriated for its

the paper editorialized. "Such a

tion can be easily remedied. Cut t

propriations."

A nother article by Mr. Velie on th

ject will appear in an early issue.

Collier's for July 2< *
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THIS IS A TTOEMP
stick-up"—and you're the loser—when dirty oil circulates through your engine. Why
ve your oil tested

—

free—by the famous AC Test Pad method, at any registered AC Oil

Sen ice Station? This positive test only takes a minute, while you're having your oil checked.

oil contains grit, dirt or carbon, it stands out clearly on the clean white AC Test Pad.

oil is not a lubricant. It clogs piston rings and slots—makes valves stick—wears out moving

wastes fuel and oil—robs engines of power.

haven't an adequate oil filter, or if the filter element needs changing, "highway

is going on in your engine, even- mile you drive. You can prevent it by install-

AC Oil Filter or Element, of the right size for your engine, to keep your oil

damaging dirt. Why not do it today?

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATIONPARK PLUG DIVISION

Free oil tests, with AC Test Pads, are

available wherever you see the official

AC Oil Filter Service Station sign. AC Oil

Filters and Replacement Elements are also

available there.

/
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90
PROOF

—without the slightest

trace of sweetness!

Yes, Fleischmann's Gin is "dry"

dry . . . 100% dry! That's one of

four big reasons why Fleischmann's

makes America's most delicious gin

drinks. Reason Two: Fleischmann's

has a superbly delicate, light taste!

Reason Three: Fleischmann's is so

very, very smooth! Reason Four:

Fleischmann's priceless mixability

provides the perfect base for Tom
Collins, Martinis, all gin drinks!

distilled
dry gin
90 PROOf

FLEISCHMANN'S
DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN. 90 PROOF.

THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORPORATION, PEEKSKILL, N. Y.

CONEY ISLAND IS A HOWL
Continued from page 24

Every year the Coney Island Chamber
of Commerce boasts of the resort'8 draw-
ing power, but objects to the pictures that

prove it because "those pictures tend to

discourage good customers."
Last season the Island was host to a

total of 70,000,000 customers, and the

hot-day average now hovers around
1 ,250,000.

Of these probably not more than half

are "good" customers, that is, customers
with upward of a dollar apiece to spend.
Only a few thousand rent bathhouses in

which to dress and undress. The non-
spenders come early, bring their own
lunch, enjoy sand and surf for free, and
go home late. If the night is as hot as the

day, they may not go home at all, choos-
ing to make their beds right there on the

sand rather than return to the steam-bath
atmosphere of a city tenement.

The nonspenders either dress and un-

dress surreptitiously in cars or under the

boardwalk, or else they wear their bath-

ing suits under their street clothes, and
only have to peel off to be ready for the

beach. This is known as "bum-bathing,"
and those who follow this system are

called drippers, because that's what they

do when they put street clothes back on
over wet bathing suits.

Temptation on Surf Avenue

But it's easy to get rid of money at

Coney if you want to. From the minute
you leave the subway and emerge on
Surf Avenue, you are surrounded with

10- to 25-cent temptations to try your
luck, strength or courage, to hit the

baby, to see the freaks, alive, alive, to

watch the pretty girlie take a bath in wine,

alive, alive.

The wine-bath girl, named Tirza, says

the kids who gather in front of her place

can't believe she really takes a shower
bath before their very eyes. She used
to offer $1,000 to anybody who could
prove her attractions were not true as

advertised. But the customers couldn't

believe in $1,000 either, so now her

barker only offers to "refund your ticket

money, plus $1 for your time," if Tirza

doesn't live up to her promises. She
does, all right, so realistically that the

police once closed her show for three

days. Now her filmy net G-string and
bra have been okayed by the license bu-
reau, and her show flourishes. Winters
Tirza spends with her family in Miami,
Florida, in the house the wine bath

bought.
The aristocrat of Coney Island places

is Steeplechase Park, where for $1 you
get trees, grass and a place to sit down,
plus your choice of 12 rides. No girls.

Or for $21 you can buy "the cheapest

vacation in New York"—a season pass

entitling you to use the 300-foot swim-
ming pool, lockers, private beach and
athletic facilities. You may also purchase

as many flings as you want on the fright-

and-fun gadgets in the park and inside

the pavilion
—

"the only place on Coney
Island where it never rains."

Steeplechase, built 51 years ago by
George Tilyou and now run by his two
sons, George C. and Frank, is the last of

the famous establishments which can re-

member the time when Coney was some-
thing a little fancier than it is now, when
Eddie Cantor used to perform at Hender-
son's Music Hall, when Marie Dressier

ran the popcorn-and-peanut concession,

when Jimmy Durante was a singing

waiter, when the wild-animal acts were
as good as any circus, when premature
babies grew before your very eyes in Dr.

Couney's glass-enclosed incubators, and
when a Feltman dinner under the trees

was as fine a thing and just as expensive

as the best in Manhattan.
A little earlier, Coney was the center

ice-

of sporting society. Jeffries and
fought there, and all the rac

crowds from Gravesend made it

headquarters. Earlier still. Conej
almost as social as Newport. It

tained the famous in its de luxe ho
Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, vi

Roosevelts. and scores of visiting

pean princelings.

The gradual cheapening of the

came about through cheapci ti

tion. The extension of the livc-cen.

way to Coney in the twenties m;

beginning of the new mass-produ
nickel-and-dime era. Periodic fires

out the costlier places, one by one,

ing way for entertainment at pe
prices.

One type of attraction, howev

=
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changed very little since the 1880;

rides. Coney Island had the first a

menf railway in the world, a mil

of roller coaster, built by Lamarc
Thompson in 1884. From it ha\

veloped the fearsome Cyclone anc

ens of other variants now in use al

the world. The psychological exj

tion for the fascination of these \i

nauseating rides is that they satis!

basic need for mild danger. All

are supposed to want the sort of
"

insecurity" we felt as infants when
body tossed us into the air. All of

supposed to want it, but some of us

The Tilyou brothers, in de

Steeplechase attractions, still follov

father's maxims: "Never hire a f

attraction that can eat or talk b;

you," and "Let the customers enl

each other." The customers do enl

each other hilariously. The pav

stage show, consisting of a sta

routine built upon the simple bi

of blowing a girl's skirt up ov<

head has been running to a packed

steadily, day in day out, for the jj

years.

There's only one threat to Coney
petual existence along its present

Park Commissioner Moses says t

any more of it burns down, he is

to change it into a simple beach an

letic resort, minus rides, girls and

works.
The End

Collier's for July 26 M



'S HERE!.. SUPER SAFE
. . AND SILENT

E NEW

VACUUM CUP
Millions of test miles prove this handsome new tire v,-ears

up to 40 r
r longer and stops 17 r

", quicker. Thicker tread,

stronger body . . . longer mileage, greater saiety . . . high-

lighted by the satin-smooth white sidewall . . . make this

America's most modern tire.

It bears an honored name, rich with tradition for safety,

dependability and long wear. Running mate to fine cars for

more than thirty years, it now establishes a new peak of

perfection in appearance and performa:.

45

l all natural rubber tread in the larger

.and rtrc^ger-*i:a--u.5u=.l rayon :z:: -::.: _:

of its great strength, this tire requires

I pressure. You get a soft-cushion ride, more
in curves, more tread rubber on the road,

hre at the sign of the Pennsylvania

7 ... it's tire headquarters.

PENNSYLVANIA«
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. . PENN-CRAFT PARK . JEANNETTE, PA.
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A THING
CALLED HEART

Continued from page 17

there was a close play, there was what
looked like a quick jab of Rankin's spiked

foot at the little man's leg. But it is hard

to say which happens and which is made
to happen in a close play at the base.

The Jeep could say, however, because

words went with what had happened, and
they were: "Dirty sawed-oli runt." No-
body else heard the words, not even the

base umpire, who had run hallway to

second base to cover the play. "Sate!" he

called, and leveled his arms out, palms
down. He was wearing greens and looked

more like a mechanic than an umpire.

But his was the say-so.

SOMETHING was happening inside

the little man called Jeep. Something
that had been inside him a long time was
breaking to pieces, and the strange

thing he thought of was thin blue china

cups which had hung from little brass

hooks somewhere—he couldn't remem-
ber where.

"Safe!" he yelled. "I had 'im out by
three feet!"

The umpire shook his head, inexorable

authority. Everybody makes mistakes

—

even umpires. But umpires can't admit

them.
"And he spiked me!" Then Jeep looked

down at his leg, saw no marks there, per-

haps a snag in the sock, but no marks.

"Or tried to," he said. He felt like a kid

complaining in the empty lot back home.
Behind him Rankin laughed gruntily.

"Whatziss—a man's ball game or a kid's

debatin s'ciety, hunh?"
The umpire said, "Play ball."

Marc Nettles came strolling toward
them. "Let's go. Jeep boy." The lean

brown face, secure from all illusion.

Rankin said, "Hey, Nettles, ain't you
guys got any men out here?"
Tobacco juice from Marc's thin lips

clotted unbeautifully in the dust at his

feet. "We didn' leave many back home,
Rankin."

"Bull," Rankin said.

"Gimme the ball, Jeep."

The breakdown seemed over now. It

was the end of something. He couldn't

remember the blue cups, but—to hell

with the cups. It was where something
came to pieces and wasn't any more. He
could have sworn the spikes went into his

leg. Only a snag in the sock.

"Gimme the damn' ball, Jeep."

He felt Marc's bony hand take the

ball. The reality of it lifted him out of
the nightlike feeling that had been flood-

ing in around him. Marc grinned—same
old grin, crooked—and said, "That's just

a taste of the big time, fella. Bitter as a

chicken with a busted gall, ain't it?" Then
Marc turned and went back to the rubber.

For Jeep the blur of stands reshaped
itself behind home plate and along the

base lines. The diamond spread out, gray
earth, green grass. The Jeep moved out

to his position. Behind him he hiard the

grunty laughter and the slanting voice

again: "You couldn' be a bat boy wit' my
club. In the big time we dust off the plate

wit' a little punk like you." Then Rankin
took a short lead off second, pawed at the

earth with his spikes, and laughed again.

In Ihe fifth game of the series, Willys

Jack on was knocked out of the box in

the first inning—like this: Jernigan sin-

gleo to right field. Samuelson walked.
Knopka doubled off the left-field wall,

scoring Jernigan. Rankin drove Jackson's

first pitch over the right-field fence for

one of the longest home runs ever hit in

Rizal Stadium. Jeep left the game while

the crowd was still murmuring over Ran-
kin' 1

: drive. . . .

It was the fourth game of the World
Series that Jeep Jackson again faced Ed
Rankin. In midseason the Hawks had

called Jackson up from the minors to

help fill the gap left by Marc Nettles,

who, after winning live straight games
for the Hawks, had departed for Mexico,
where baseball in a sprawling adoles-

cence had flung out arms as far as Brook-
lyn.

When Jackson joined the Hawk club,

nobody was talking much about Marc
Nettles. Shorty Knopka, third baseman,
did have this to say: "You knew Marc in

Manila, didn't you. Jeep? Well, you
know how he was. He just didn't believe

a guy could get anything like a square
deal in this racket. He wanted more
cabbage, and the boys in the office

couldn't see it. They said his time in the

Army hadn't done his arm any good. So
Marc said, 'To hell with 'em.' and headed
south. I think it was a mistake, and
maybe you do too, but it's just the way
things go."

"Yeah," Jeep said. "Yeah. I guess so."

It was like dry sawdust in his mouth. He
didn't get it. A swell guy like Marc Net-
tles.

In his half season with the Hawks, Jeep

Sox. That made it two and one. Rankin
had a home run, a double, and two sin-

gles for a perfect day at the plate. The
wise guys said the fences at Parnham
Field were made for big Ed Rankin. It

looked that way. In the first inning of
the fourth game, with two men on, Ran-
kin hit another homer into the right-field

bleachers. And Willys (Billy the Jeep)
Jackson, after one-third inning in his

first World Series game, retired from the

mound. The Sox won, going away. Three
and one.

Then there came a surprise. Marlow
won a second game for the Hawks and
sent everybody back to Hawk Park -for
one more game. You were kidding if

you said. "Maybe for two more games?'"

"C'niss Marlow wuk eviday? A guy gotta
rest, ain 'e?"

"So it's all over hut dividin' up i' gate,

see?"

So—everybody knew it but the Hawks.
and they didn't know it. They didn't

know it in the sixth game, so they tied up
the Series at three, all. And that was how
it stood when Dobbie Oliver announced

IT SEEMED A BRIGHT IDEA AT THE TIME

Originator

A detective in

Chicago

A hobo in Goshen,

Indiana

A railroad engineer

in Chicago

A migrant to

Whither. California

A gentleman in

Baltimore

A resident of

Springfield, Illinois

A motorist of

Elizabeth,

New Jersey

Idea

He taught his pet spaniel how to

push open a door with his nose.

After eating a free meal at Sal-

vation Army headquarters, he

left this note: "I've fixed your

light meter so it won't register."

On the day he retired, he tossed

his work jacket in the firebox.

He found a house for rent and

phoned his family in Rochester.

New York, to send on all house-

hold goods by plane.

He mailed out this letter: "I

would like to own $1,000,000. . . .

I request each recipient to send

me $1 until I have $1,000,000.

. . . Self-addressed envelope en-

closed."

Arrested for stealing $1,000 from

a bank, he explained he had

done it to pay off $3,000 he owed
another bank.

He made a new license plate for

his auto out of cardboard, paint-

ing a perfect facsimile.

Result

Returning from a night

shift, he found the re-

frigerator open and all

faucets running.

All the fuses in the

building blew out.

He left his last pay

check in the jacket

pocket.

His freight bill was
$3,000.

The recipients turned

over their letters to

postal inspectors.

The judge sent him to

jail.

Police saw the differ-

ence and the judge

fined him $50.

—W. E. FARBSTEIN

Jackson didn't finish a great many games.

He would go five, maybe six innings, like

a fire in dry sedge, and then—the show-
ers. But he managed to win as many as

he lost, and that filled enough of the gap
to put the Hawks into the Series with the

Sox.

The wise guys said it would be the

Graysox in five games, maybe four. Mar-
low might win one for the Hawks, they

said, but it would be the Sox the rest of

the way. Well. Marlow won his game,
scattering five hits into one run. In the

second game the Sox jumped on four
Hawk pitchers for ten runs, and the Se-

ries, tied at one and one, moved to Parn-
ham Field.

The wise guys said that the champion-
ship would be decided there. They said

that manager Dobbie Oliver of the

Hawks had shot his bolt. It looked like

they might be right. In the third game
Wheeler turned in a two-hitter for the

that h'<; nitchc- for the final game would
be Willys Jackson. . . .

There were two little men in the hotel

room. One of them stood at a window
and gazed out on the sunny distances of

morning over the city. The other little

man sat on the bed and. with a tiny gold

penknife, cut delicate hairlike shavings

from his fingernails. His face was wedge-
shaped, wrinkled in a perpetual grimace
that was half a smile, half a frown. He
talked around a tireless cigar clenched

between his teeth. He said, "Stories get

around. Willys. I know what's eatin' you.

I wanted to talk to you after what hap-

pened in that fourth game, but I didn't

know whether Dobbie would work you
again."

The little man at the window shrugged.

He had said nothing except a greeting

since Sam Chester had come into the

room. Sam said, "It happens to rookies

all the time, when they first find out that

all baseball's not as sweet-smelling
bouquet of posies. They get sa

where their hearts ought to be.

changed hands with the knife, tri

away meticulously, as it that weitj
most important task of the day.

"But, Willys, if you think you got
dust how you reckon I felt? You
the first World Series I ever cov
Nineteen nineteen. You wasn't even
How you reckon I felt?'' He tool

cigar from his mouth, spat a shred
bacco away. Then he returned the

still cold and tireless, to his teeth

chewed it. waited.
"Ihe little man at the window took>

small change, counted it over with
purpose. Ihe sounds of the cit) ca

distantly in upon the room. The |
man on the bed said. "You mentiot

Marc Nettles in a couple of letters 1
Manila. I guess his good-neighbor pol

sort of jarred you too, as well as i

thing about Rank
—

"

The little man at the window whir

around. The bones in his lace seen

pressing outward to make spots ol wh
ness on his skin. "Leave me alone, 9
I know I'm a punk, a runty punk with

business in a man's game. Leave me
hell alone, will you? I know when
licked."

Sam Chester got up slowly. The cl

ing of the penknife made a small sin|

ness of sound in the room. Then $
walked to the door. "Okay. Willys,'

said. "You know where you belong I

ter than anybody else can ever tell yo
He opened the door. "But you're forj

ting about a lot of good guys

—

like 1

Lacey and Amos Jarrell and Shd
Knopka. It's all Rankin and Nettles \

you. Okay."
Sam Chester made to leave, then smi

as if on a very fond memory. "You kn

better than anybody else whether yoi

licked. But I remember the first n

ever saw you—you remember? The sc

was 38 to 5 in favor of the other guys,

;

you still wouldn't quit. Remember?
you know better than anybody
whether you're a runty punk. And if

J

are—well, you won't even be playing

Waycross in another year. Because be

a runt is tough, but being a punk alt

with it is lousy. It makes a guy stink. A
you know better than anybody
whether you stink."

Sam Chester laughed as if nothinr.

the world happened to be very fun

Then he left, because the little man at

window was just standing there, sili

white-faced, trembling, blinking to k

back tears that didn't belong in any m\
world.

THE crowd was the largest he had (

worked before. But he had to keepl

mind right in the groove. He was swiP

ing, not a good sweat, a thin sicl'i

moisture on his forehead and upper

Some baseball clubs were named
birds, and that was the way the crie*

1

the infield were, birdcalls, shrill and

perative.

"Take your time, kid, take your tin
'

"You're way ahead of him, boy!"

stretched, threw. The umpire's fist w

up. thumb jutting from it. And that >

three of them—one. two, three. But

big fellow would be first up in the seo i

inning.

Dobbie came out, helped him into

jacket, patted him on the shouli

"Great work, kid! You looked goo •

good as hell."

Then Dobbie moved away toward

first-base coaching box, looking lik i

man who felt good. But Dobbie di'

'

know. The big man was the one, he s

the one.

The top of the Hawks' batting oil

got a run, and that put him away oul

front, didn't it? And Tim Lacey w;|

smart catcher, knew as many hitterl

any other man in baseball. Lacey wrj

know how to handle the big
"

Wouldn't he?

Collier's for July 26, 1
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14 BODY AND CHASSIS STYLES— Jeep'

Truck bodies are functionally designed

for long life and low maintenance costs.

Top of page: steel-bed pickup. Above:

platform stake, wood floor and gates.

Below: (left) canopy top, (center) cab and

chassis, (right) demountable steel van.

The new 'Jeep' Trucks are the biggest

news in the medium-duty field. Here are

tough, long-lived trucks with low gross

vehicle weights in relation to pay-load

capacity . . . 4700-5300 gross vehicle

weights, 3A to 1 ton nominal pay-load.

Willys-Overland engineers cut offevery

ounce of gas-eating dead-weight, pro-

ducing trucks that whack operating costs

but still have the strength and stamina

MAKERS
WILLYS-OVERLAND
OF AMERICA'S

that spell low maintenance and long serv-

ice. Their lower weight, teamed up with

the world famous 'Jeep' engine, make

'Jeep' Trucks the ace buy for reliable per-

formance and rock-bottom costs.

See them now, with their functional

bodies that make sense to truck buyers

. . . hard -to -damage fenders, well pro-

tected lights, full opening hoods, sturdy

doors and comfortable cabs.

MOTORS, Toledo, Ohio
MOST USEFUL VEHICLES

BBSS
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"BREWERS' BEST BEER is among the

finest", says Sherman Billingsley, host

of New York's famous Stork Club.

Yes, remember the name Brewers' Best Premium Beer. Once von t

you'll ask for it again and again. For Brewers' Best is truly a high qu'

distinctive beer—with light, clean appetizing flavor.

Brewers' Best Premium Beer represents a great stride forward in A\

ican brewing because it is brewed and bottled by a country-wide group of
J

fully selected prominent brewers whose combined experience and resol

have produced a superior premium beer.

Remember the name—Brewers' Best. You'll be asking for it...and sai

after the very first sip, "Now this is it—a great glass of beer!"

BREWERS' BEST ASSOCIATES, INC., 620 FIFTH AVE., NEW i>]



ju're forgetting about a lot of

-like Tim Lacey. . . .

delay while Rankin finished

; if his catcher's gear. And that

t ho. The thing to do was to pitch

nlsd get it over with. Sure.

1 ie big man stood at the plate,

wiis bat easily, loosely, surely

—

JiTim Lacey gave his pitcher a

lj little man nodded, tugged at

9, epped in, threw. Rankin swung
; pit one. The sound was like the

den cracking of a bone. Willys

afiturning helplessly to watch the

H an odd feeling that he might
fill bounce in Second Street and
Macon's Garage, as it had been

M days in the lot behind Dixie

l But when Billy looked, there

(green distances of Hawk Park,

flp was Amos Jarrell running
gftse distances.

\.:e Tim Lacey and Amos Jarrell

I way Jarrell ran was something
iojhbred; in the way he leaped

hed his gloved hand high above
was something stintless, some-
It—beyond all shabbiness of

lit and play—deserved Olympian
The park filled up suddenly

Hendously with applause. Billy

watching the relay into and
he infield, took a little of the

r of the moment to himself. It

(High to carry him past the next

Irs. The stands gave Jarrell an-

nul of approval as he came trot-

6m center field.

jawks went away on infield outs.

Miited out a walk. Billy went to

H There was the big man, pound-
kt in his mitt, looking strangely

fi and invulnerable in his catch-

B grunting laughter through his

|
ain't through wit' you, Junior,

I Tough wit' you. You can thank
il r that last one."

>a;o. Jarrell's catch hadn't made a

;riut of Willys Jackson. Down at

bt: Dobbie Oliver slapped his

> gether, called: "Let's send 'im

do Charlie, boy, let's send 'im

ldD Charlie." But Tim Lacey was
l ase as Billy took a called third

u 'now where you belong better

idbody else can ever tell you.
I in the third he retired three

ibatters in order. Nine now. He
llfve to hit if he could pitch. Then
irthe fourth, Knopka had trouble
a )t ground ball. The runner went
-itirst. A sacrifice moved him to

d The third Sox batter was safe at

jci play that held the base runner
tld. Then in the pause while Ran-
ti; to the plate, Billy knew what
hppen, and he didn't want it to

* Didn't they know that he had
tc to the big man? To walk him
Ruld be only putting off the in-

iltest.

i} converged on him—Knopka
trd, Lacey from behind the plate,
iti from first. And of the three.
n ild have known how it was with
ckson. Shorty Knopka should

Mown, for he had been at Rizal
tl All-Stars. But Shorty said, "Fill
il baby. We'll take two." So Jeep
' ie four outside to Rankin, and
itch was wrong in him. It

COLLIER'S

'Isn't that lawn fertilizer wonderful? You cut
it yesterday and now it needs mowing again!" FRITZ WILKINSON

shouldn't be. But it had to be. Then,
with the bases full, Knopka took a bounc-
ing ball, stepped on third, made the

throw to first. In time, by two steps.

. . . good guys . . . Shorty Knopka . . .

But big-league fielding didn't make a

pitcher out of . .

.

Dirty sawed-ofj runt. From that the

crumbling had begun. And then to help
it along had been the way Marc Nettles

went. But, before all that, a kid named
Willys Jackson had got into the big time
with a bunch of schoolboy notions that

should have been left as far away as the

days when they used to play with a two-
bit ball that had sawdust inside. Wasn't
that the trouble? Sure.

"You're on deck, bud."
"Yeah," he said. "Yeah." He had to

quit going over and over it. In two.

maybe three more innings, the big fellow

would come to bat again. At the thought
of it Willys Jackson felt a dread like a

child's fear at the approach of night, the

time of darkness and unseen things.

Pitching automatically in the fifth he

retired three more batters in order. He
did it again in the sixth. As he went out

to work in the seventh he realized that

he felt tired and beaten, though he was
still the one big run ahead. Huss was at

the plate. Rankin stood to one side, lean-

ing lazily on his bat, waiting. He glanced

out at Willys Jackson like a man care-

lessly certain of odds and fortune. And
Willys Jackson, who had come six in-

nings, wondered what other strength he

might find in himself.

AS HE made the first pitch to Huss
l\. something rang a bell in the dis-

tances of memory, a far bell. Thirty-eight

to five. 38 to 5. It was a hit, driven be-

tween short and third. One on, Rankin
up. 38 to 5. Then with the blurred focus

that the years gave to remembrance, the

big man wasn't Rankin any more, but was
a lad by the name of Ralph Sykes, the

captain of the West End Tigers. . . . And
the Tigers came in those days down to

Southside, and the game was played on
a lot back of Dixie Produce. The West
Enders had some big boys like Ralph
Sykes, and it wasn't much of a contest,

even with Willys Jackson pitching for

Southside.

After three-and-a-half innings of play,

the afternoon would get on toward night.

The boys from West End gathered up
what belongings they had brought and
started off the field.

"Hey, where you think you goin'?"

"Hey, yourself, we goin' home."
"Yeah, but we ain't had our innin's."

"You ain't? Well, ain't that too bad!"
"Hey, but you got to give us our

innin's."

"Yeah? Well, you kids choose up sides

and play your innin's. We goin' home."
Willys Jackson followed the West End
boys out to the street, watched them go up
the walk, laughing and jollying among
themselves.

"We'll getcha next time," he yelled

after them. "It ain't no ball game if we
don't get our innin's."

"Aaa, shet up, Sawed-off. Shet up and
go on home to Mama."
Then one of the two men in a car

parked at the curb said, "What's the

trouble here, young fella?" He was the

little man of the two. The other man was
a big man and looked like he ought to be

somebody Willys knew.
Willys said. "Aw, they feather-legged

on us, wouldn't give us our innin's. Jus'

cause they was a little ahead, said we
couldn't ever catch up."

"How much ahead were they?" said the

big man.
"Aw," Willy said, "jus' 38 to 5." Then

the two men got a big laugh out of that,

and when they laughed, Willys felt about
them the way he felt about the West End
boys, so he yelled at the little man and the

big man, "We mighta tied it up. It ain't
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right to quit a game that ain't finished."

Then, because he believed so much in the

lightness ol never giving up, he began to

cry.

It was then that the men stopped laugh-
ing. The little man said, "Hell-fire, son,
you're exactly right. But don't cry about
it."

And the big man said, "No—no use in

crying. Just be good enough so they
don't get you 38 to 5 next time. That's
what to do. Be that good." Then the car
went away with the two men in it. A
long time later it turned out that the big

man was Harry Brock, the same Harry
Brock that kid pitchers were thinking
about when they said, "I'm old Dizzy," or
"I'm Carl Hubbell," or "I'm Harry
Brock." That was who had sat in the

car. And the little man —his name was
Chester, and he liked to believe in a thing
called heart.

It was in his house, at his dining-room
table after supper one night that the paper
had been signed which made Willys Jack-
son the property of the Hawks. Shaking
hands with the man who had signed for

the Hawks, Sam Chester had said, "He'll
deliver, Harry, you bet. He's got an arm
like leather and more heart than the law
allows," . . . while the little bit of a fellow
he was plugging for sat believing that the
world must be a pretty fine place, and
idly, as he thought, counting the thin blue
cups that hung in Mrs. Chester's china
closet. . . .

THE birdlike cries of the infield were
like bright stones scattered over the

cloth of memory. "Be workin' in there,

kid, be workin' in there!" "You the one,
boy! You the one!"
Tim Lacey stepped jauntily out, pegged

the ball to Jeep. "Be pitchin' to me, Jeep,
be pitchin' to me." The umpire signaled
the count—one and one.

/ musta blacked out. I can't even re-

member. He checked on the runner at

first, stretched, threw to the plate. He
watched Rankin's bat come around as

though in slow-motion. Klopf! But that

was the sound of a fast ball into a mitt,

and Lacey held the ball up for Rankin to

see, then pegged to Billy. "The big one
now, baby. Pitch to me!"

Rankin stepped out of the box, and it

was like stopping a river that must surely

have carried them without doubt to the

issue. And now when Rankin stepped
into the box again, the flood had stopped,
and it was just the two of them—the big

man and the little one, face to face. The
stands, the whole park, seemed very quiet

—or was it that sounds seemed far away
and of no importance? He didn't know,
Willys Jackson didn't. He tossed to

Raulston at first base, keeping the runner
close, not to put off the inevitable mo-
ment, but to be ready for it when it came.
Raulston threw back. Billy, stretched,

glanced at first, turned and pitched. And
suddenly there was the solid thud of the

ball in Lacey's mitt, and there was
Rankin's grunt as his big bat came
around, full circle.

Then, gazing toward the runner at first,

waiting surely for the next batter, Willys

Jackson stood all alone in the wide dia-

mond, or at least as much alone as a man
can be when his mind and heart are peo-
pled with a thousand good moments. He
laughed a little to himself and turned to

face the batter.

The End
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He was a saddened man—and shei

sorrowing child. It was good lor hJ
them to meet in this way, at this!

Till red-flowered bean vine clamberi
pickets of the white fence did not!
Henry Buckle's view ol the ro

road sloped genth past the fence to hecon
little stretch the main street of the mountaii
then it coasted free, looping down amongH
toward the lake.

A few rods above Henry's gate the road
one tine bending down into the canvon
Deersprings, the other turning up through a

of live oak into the back country. It was!
road Henry stared, although he was waij
no one.

He stood on his porch in the hot quiet, hisl

neck and cropped, gn//led head thrust!
from the open collar of his blue shirt. IheT
ton of his duck pants was undone and spr

tie V to ease the settling of his lunch. His st

paunch were like a strong old bear's.

The telegram was in his pocket. It

lightly, yet somehow he could feel it nudgirj

like a child's elbow. One of the Mitchell

coming home, but it wasn't Molly.
The thought of Molly was with him str

it seemed to let the tucks out of his head
sagged, and he knew he didn't I eel up to goill

ing this afternoon. It was a perfect day fori

Over beyond Goat Mountain he knew howi(|
be: a glinting riffle of water over the inlet 4m~
Baptism Pool lying cool and clear as a child]

It wasn't Molly who was coming and fori

ment he felt like an old. old man w ith a mean
mind, because the Molly he was lonely fori

real any more. It was Molly the child he cb|

and she was now long grown and gone.
Henry let himself down with nice care

worn withes of his wicker porch chair. He|
his pipe on the porch rail but held it unlighl

brown bowl hidden in the larger brown howl
hand. His eyes were still on the country rol

then around the bend he saw a little girl cl

Far oir, but unmistakably a little girl becausel

dangled. Besides, he recognized something!
way of a girl's walk, a kind of choosiness ir

to put the next foot down.
It was as if wishing had made it so. and tr|

girl was Molly coming down from the J

ranch to ask to tag along fishing.

Only Molly was now twenty years older tl

young one. Molly had put her braids up loj

A MONARCH butterfly drifted across tbij

and came to rest, wavering orange andl

on Henry's blue sleeve, then fluttered down
rows of dwarf zinnias that banded the pore]

yond the zinnias the neat lawn spread away
a walnut tree, -beyond which his shabby
dan waited, her nose headed out. Henry's rod|

and creel stowed in the back seat.

His eyes went back to the child on the roi|

was making time, Henry noted, coming'
without any sideways looking, moving!
through the mottle of light and shade. !

colt-legged and her braids swung forwaj
short reins.

He had never seen the child before. Mai
belonged at the inn down by the lake or toll

the camps on Goat Mountain. Either way :j

a summer kid, one from the sunburned ftoi

came and went in shifts through the i\

months, seasonally shoving up to Henry's
to buy penny stamps to lick for grubby posj

Henry thumbed tobacco into his pipe and

it. In a little while he'd back the car into tf

Maybe he'd put on his bootb and wash it.

back and hoe a little corn and call his

afternoon spent. . . .

Time has carried me fast, thought Henry.l

be twenty-five years this fall that Mitch's

|

brought the twins to the (Continued on p\

The child crossed the road and stood by th

gate, waiting. There was an envelope in In

ILLUSTRATED BY JAY HYDE BARNUM
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to become self-supporting, a happy state

already achieved by a few of its mem-
bers. Local advertisers—restaurants,

florists, barbers, hairdressers, clothes

shops—gladly buy collegiate air time. A
few national advertisers have done the

same, with good results.

The joyful thing about college radio

is that it can do practically anything it

pleases—from defying the laws of
physics in its homemade transmitting

equipment to discussing birth control on
the air. (In a round-table discussion two
men from Brown and two girls from
Pembroke College concluded that there

was no insurmountable objection to birth

control.) College radio can and some-
times does commit the crime of crimes in

radio, which is, keep silence. This hap-
pens when somebody loses the key to the

studio, or when a turntable quits turning,

or when the announcer of the Wake-Up
Club sleeps through the alarm.

Perfect Freedom from Taboos

Since college stations are nonprofit,

low-power, short-range outfits, they
don't have to have Federal Communica-
tions Commission licenses. Since they
don't cater to kiddies or elderly citizens

with blue-law ideas, they are free from
most of the taboos that restrain freedom
of speech on the commercial air. They
can use swear words when the script calls

for them, and motherhood, to them, is

not necessarily sacred in the manner of

the soap operas. Actually in some college

scripts Mother is depicted as a selfish old
harridan.

Since the college stations are not offi-

cially speaking for the college to the

community at large, but are simply talk-

ing amongst themselves on the campus,
the college authorities generally give

them their head. Since everybody works
for free and there is no pay roll to meet,
they can, if they wish, display an Olym-
pian indifference toward would-be spon-
sors. Harvard's station said "No,
thanks," to an offer of a popular cigarette

commercial, because Harvard simply

can't stand singing commercials. Brig-

ham Young declined the same commer-
cial because the Mormons who run the

school don't believe in smoking.
Most stations broadcast at least one

hour of classical music a day, from
records. They also arrange for as many
"live" long-hair musical events as they

can—such as the concert series at Cornell

featuring Marian Anderson and other

artists, and the symphony ore

chapel choir programs at Pii
The great musical event of

will be a 26-weck series of

now being prepared by IBS
college stations.

Robert Landon, a Boston
music graduate (and a S'

campus radio-station alumnus
Europe interviewing young <.

and composers in each major (

also arranging for recording

major works. His comments
works will be put onto 26 p
distribution to all IBS men
year.

Every collegiate little

dramatic workshop gets its ti

air„ preferably with original pi

again the lack of taboos encoi

duction. Ernest Kinoy, a stud

lumbia University, New York,\
of his scripts to commercial
one fine script of his which wa:

on Columbia University's W
not salable commercially bee

subject—the effect of a nati

acted law of religious persecuti

called Dream into Egypt.
Station KUOI at the Un

Idaho is experimenting with

plays, putting on one act each

Most stations, in imitation c

mercials, have inquiring repot

quiz shows, bingo shows
ticipation stunt shows.

Their weakest point seems
|

news and comment on news,

stations have regular news <

tors. About once a week the

round-table discussions of

bomb, or Palestine, or tli

Nations, but their own polls ic

such shows are not populaij
Cornell, one of the few sti

its own Associated Press teU

broadcast good news summai
ing last November's elections,

|

the whole town of Ithaca wi

news—for the regular local st

goes off the air at sundown.
The regular radio industry i

the collegians with interest,

for the last several years

college-radio alumni have foi

regular radio, as technicians,

as announcers.
College radio is beginning t

radio industry in the same wav

mer stock serves Broadway-
ground for new talent.

The End
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Aunt Laura to help raise. A
boy about nine hands high

i it wasn't long afterward that

raising of them was left to

h a little side help from Henry,

ttoned to Molly from the start.

e strong one. the sassy one. the

never whimpered, while Hugh
med a true Mitchell at all. A
kid who had to be coaxed and
of more things than a boy

vatched his smoke spiral. You
le tried harder for Mitch's sake,

limself, but Hugh had been a

]to get next to.

les a man gets off to a bad
someone, and there's disap-

L then a kind of sore pride sets

(ides and there's no cracking it.

was just a kid, and I should

id a way.

ged a big gold watch from his

In another hour Laura should

her nap and then he'd phone
Jam message out to the ranch.

already hear Laura's excited

len she learned one of the twins

ag home.

ttle girl had reached the road
Henry could see her denim

|"e new. still stiff with crease, and
polo shirt fitted so evenly Henry
lat was just out of a box too.

is were tan, a bleached grass

tied with narrow blue ribbon.

peen a lot of sorrel in the color
r's braids and she'd usually

rubber bands to hold them, but

of these braids were just the

little silky whisk brooms.
|jild headed straight for the low

building that sat down the

Henry's house. The side of

Jng was smothered with hop vine

iont was clear and the glass pane
h gold letters: Post Office. She
jost-office door, then stood stiff

whistled. She turned and spied

he porch and made no move,
beckoned, she crossed the road
id stood by the white gate and
him, waiting. There was an
in her hand.
turday," Henry explained, "and
e post office at noon, but come
maybe I can fix it."

me up the graveled path and
i the first step of the porch, ap-
im. She sees a heavy, grizzled

w with steel-rimmed specs and
ihought Henry, and she's prob-
asuring me against her own
er. Henry smiled.

^ up and sit down." He waved
he wicker settee and looked at

lope with its carefully block-
address. "I guess you need a

>dded and sat on the edge of the

er knees and sneakers pressed
She smelled of talcum, fresh

and road dust. Her eyes were
>wn, acorn brown, and any re-

re to Molly was all gone. Her
ed face was pointed and her
in. There was nothing colt about
she was boned like a fawn.
you own the post office?" she
litely.

Henry was grave. "I just run it

It's off hours, but I'll see your
s stamped and goes out tonight."
k- you. It's quite an important
She pulled out her handkerchief
otted it to find her coins. "How

l air mail to New York, please?"
h price is five cents." Henry spoke
I ficial tone. "It will go down to
it on tonight's bus and then catch
r from there." He accepted the

ft for July 26, 1947

nickel. She parted with her letter and he
tucked it in his shirt pocket with care and
patted it.

"Thank you." She tied up her hand-
kerchief. "Can you tell me how soon it

will get there?"

Henry considered. "I'd say Tuesday."
She figured audibly. "Then I'll have

an answer by Friday, won't [?"

"Might." Henry nodded. "If it's

answered right off by air mail."
"Oh. Daddy will." She smiled then,

showing a line of gold brace across her
four front teeth. "Well," she rose and
bobbed her head, "thank you very
much." She started toward the steps
then turned. "What time does the mail
come on Friday?"
He told the truth. "That all depends

on how often the bus breaks down on the
long pull up from Deersprings."
She looked bleak. "Then there's no

sure time for me to come and get my
letter so nobody will know?" Her hands
fluttered a little at her sides. "It's a kind
of secret letter."

"Well," Henry drawled, "in certain

cases I give special service." He rubbed
his chin judiciously and peered at her
over his spectacles. The child straight-

ened to meet this inspection, her eyes
hopeful. "Particularly when it's a kind
of secret letter. Maybe I can just hold
that letter out for you."
"Can you?" The brace on her teeth

gleamed again. "I'll come right after

lunch on Friday to see if it's here," she
promised. She smoothed her shorts with
little gestures and stepped backward.
"Well, thank you. I guess I better go
now."
Henry grinned. "Before you go, you'd

better gi\ *tne your name and address so
I'll know what letter to save."

"Oh." She paused and then explained
seriously. "I guess because I know my
own name so well I think everybody else

does too. My name is Hildegard Wick.
I mean that was my name. I've changed
it and I told Daddy all about it in that

letter so probably my letter will come to

Gardenia Wick, Miss Gardenia Wick."
She looked at Henry, a little unsure.

"Miss Gardenia Wick," he repeated

firmly.

"I hate Hildegard," she told him in a

rush. "I don't feel like Hildegard. Ev-
erybody calls me Gardy for short any-
way, so I thought Gardy could be short

for Gardenia just the same." She hesi-

tated. "Only better."

"I see." said Henry and he did. "That's

a very sweet-smelling name, Gardenia."
The child gave a pleased sigh. "I

changed it yesterday. Gardenia Wick.
I'm staying at the Mitchell ranch."

HENRY was openly surprised. "Well!

And here I didn't know Laura had
company."
"We aren't exactly company." She

cocked her head trying to define. "You
see Mother knows a friend of Miss
Mitchell's and she said we could come.
I was awful sick with pneumonia this

spring and Mother wanted me'to be in

the country to get stronger, so we came
up Thursday night and we're staying in

the cottage and I'm going to learn to ride

a horse!"

"Good!" Henry grinned. "Why, in no
time you'll be riding down to pick up the

ranch mail."

"Will I?" The thought was enormous.
"Don't see why not," Henry answered.

"I knew a little girl no bigger than you
who did just that. She came agalloping

too." He smiled. "I bet Aunt Laura likes

having a little girl around again."

At that the child's face tightened.

"She's not really my aunt." she corrected

him sharply. Then aware of her manners,
she hung her head. "I mean I don't

/
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think it's nice to call people aunt or uncle

when they really aren't."

Henry was silent and puzzled. This
must be some quirk all her own, thought
Henry. 1 can't imagine any child not

liking Laura. Laura had a talent for

being an aunt. It seemed like her birth-

right. She was all kindly clucks and in

her time had cured a mountain of little

ills with a mountain of raisin cookies.
"1 better go now." Her face was still

tight. "I'm s'posed to be resting, so I'd

better hurry back."
"Wait a minute. Gardenia." Henry

beckoned her back with the stem of his

pipe. This child's been sick. He couldn't

let any thin, troubled tyke walk another
four miles of hot road. "Come back and
sit a minute and I'll drive you out to the

ranch. I got a telegram I might as well

deliver at the same time."

She came back obediently and sat

down folding her hands in a ball on top
of her knees. The fine hairs on her arms
showed white against the new sunburn.
"A telegram comes very fast, doesn't it?

Like magic."
Henry agreed. "Like magic."

SHE sighed. "Maybe Daddy'll send
a telegram to say he's coming. I've

invited him, to come in my letter. I

haven't seen him since I was only six

years old. I've been with Mother all thai

time and he'd be surprised to see what I

look like now." She looked at Henry
anxiously. "It isn't because Dadd\
doesn't want me, but he lives in a club

and he can't have a little girl living with

him. I mean there wouldn't be room and
nobody to fix my clothes, though I can
braid my own hair."

Henry spoke quietly, "Your braids

look just fine."

"Well," she admitted, "Mother did

these, but I can do it, or I could have it

cut off. then it would be easy." The solu-

tion seemed good. "I'll tell him that when
—if he comes. I thought he could sleep

at the inn if Mother—maybe she

wouldn't even have to know he was here,"

she added doubtfully.

She was looking at him with worried
brown eyes, seeking his opinion, his as-

surance. Henry pretended to examine his

pipe but instead his lowered eyes saw
only the skinned place on her knobby
knee painted orange-red with mercuro-
chrome.
"How old are you, Gardenia?" he

asked her.

"I'll be nine next April."

Henry sighed. "Well, we'll just have
to wait and see how it works out. But
remember, whether your father tele-

graphs or writes I'll hold it for you safe."

He stirred and made a business of plac-

ing the telegram and letter on the porch
rail and his pipe atop them. "You wait

here just a minute. I've got some sweet

corn in the kitchen I'm going to take out
to Laura. Then we'll get going."

When Henry came back with his sack

of com ears. Gardenia was no longer on
the settee. She was leaning against the

porch pillar, her face into the vines. Be-
fore he could speak, she turned, her face

flushed.

"I read the telegram." she said defi-

antly; then in appeal, "I didn't mean to

read it. It was open and I was pretending
it was for me and then I read it!"

Henry shifted his sack. "Well now."
he was hearty, "there's not so much harm
in that."

Her back was against the pillar, her

face sharp. "Hugh Mitchell is coming
here, isn't he?" It was an accusation. "It's

the Hugh Mitchell who's an archeteck,

isn't it>"

For a moment Henry was bewildered.

The child was standing so stiff, so

charged, so at bay. Hugh, he thought,

Hugh again. There's something all mixed
up here and I wonder if I can deal with

it. He felt tired and unable. Then that

mispronounced word came back and
touched him. Archeteck. . . . Why, she's

just a baby, eight years old. puckered up
with trouble.

Henry put his sack down and came
toward her. "Why. yes, that's Hugh, all

right, child, but -"

"And he has a blue car?" Her voice slid

off hopelessly. "I didn't guess this was his

ranch. Mother didn't tell me." She fal-

tered under the betrayal of it.

Henry placed his big hands lightly on
her shoulders. "Now, Gardenia, tell me.
What can be so bad about Hugh's com-
ing?"

Her slim shoulders were rigid under
his hands. "He wants me to call him
Uncle Hugh— but I won't! He's not my
really uncle -and if he marries Mother
he won't be my really father either!"

She began to cry in a gasping way and
covered her face with her thin hands.
Henry pulled her toward him with a mur-
mur and led her to the settee.

not so able maybe, but this little girl is a

whole lot prettier.

He watched her wipe her eyes on her

wrist, then pull out her knotted hanky
and use the ears of the knot to dab her

cheeks.

"That's better." Henry bent down to

see her face. "Now tell me what all this

hiss is about."
She took a quavery breath. "People

only have one really father." she insisted,

"but he won't come. Daddy didn't even
come when I was sick. He'll only send
me a check and tell me to be a g-good
girl."

Henry sat forward, thoughtful. Tears
had darkened her lashes and they were
arcs of star points. A hope began to creep

up on Henry, that maybe through this

child he might at last make his peace
with Hugh.
He looked down at the damp streak on
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"Now—now." He patted her. I must
sound like Laura, he thought ruefully, an
old rooster instead of a hen, and I've got

something here no clucks or cookies can
comfort. He tightened his arm about her,

carefully: her bones felt so delicate under
his touch. She leaned against him and
he was gratified to feel some of the tight-

ness going out of her. Her spasm of

tears had stopped and she was now tapei-

ing off with jerky sniffles.

So he'd thought this was the ghost of

Molly coming down the road: Square,
forthright, gusty Molly—and here I am
holding a temperamental little skinful of

matchsticks.

He looked down upon her head and
saw the tiny clean stream of her part, the

sheen of her locks flowing into braids,

the halo of shorter hairs along her
brow. The skin of her small nose was
beginning to peel a bit.

The satisfaction of giving shelter

warmed Henry; heresy sneaked into his

heart. She's not so healthy as Molly,

the wrist she'd used to wipe her tears oft",

and his hope spread. For if Hugh mar-
ried, that would make Gardenia a Mitch-

ell, and then this little girl would be a

kind of granddaughter for Henry.
He knew he was going to try, knew

what he was going to say and he leaned

back against the settee cushions and be-

gan with careful ease. "Maybe you're

right and your real father isn't going to

come." He crossed his knees slowly to

show her what a comfortable conversa-

tion this was going to be. "But I'll bet

he's got good secret reasons for not com-
ing, that he figures it's best this way.
Maybe—why. maybe he's even hoping
you'll find a new father, someone to look

after you since he can't, things being how
they are."

The child lifted her face to that

thought, then dropped it. Henry went on
slowly, trying hard. "Now about this

'really' business, I'm not so sure. You
see. I had a little girl once. I wasn't her

'really' father, but we got along fine.

Couldn't have been better. She liv

at Mitchell ranch and Aunt Lam
like hei mother and 1 was like her f]

Gardenia stirred. "What w.

name.'"
"Mai v." he said, "hut we call'

Molly."
"Was she the one who gallop

horse to gel the mail?"
"She's the one. all right."

Gardenia clasped her hands,
was all alone, no real father or

"Well, she didn't feel alone,

good care of her—and sh
brother."

There was a wait. "What
name?"

Henry paused. "Hugh," he sail

"You mean it was that Hugh
looked at the telegram—"only w
was a little boy?"

"That's right."

"And you were a father to himt
Henry considered. "Not so muc

see, Hugh was quite a shy little h
liked to be alone."

"I don't like to be alone. I ha

wish I had a brother." She frown

Henry began to feel surer. "Whj
his sister play with him?"

"Oh. she did, some." Henrys!
head sadly. "But Hugh wasn't too

He'd been sick a lot. He wasr
good at games, so the other kid

think he was much fun."

She sat up. "Why, how mean
should have been extra nice to 1

cause he was sick."

"I suppose," Henry admitted

most kids don't think of that." Hi

casually, "They used to call himl.

Gardenia looked appalled.
"

call him that too?"
"Sometimes, w hen she was matj

"Why didn't you stop her?"]

pained and demanding.
Why didn't I? thought Henry,

have an idea then that some to

might be shamed into the boy? Hi
for words but she had gone on.

' 'Hooey.' " She tasted the nil

spat it out. "How mean! He mil

just hated it. If I'd been there In
have killed them all!" Her poinil

was hot with outrage and sy:|

"I'd have made them call himr
name, like Terry, that boy in thl

papers with the Dragon Lady cl

thought of another and pounced|
"Van! He's a movie actor I saw,'

"H'm," said Henry, then tookl

guess. "I think Hugh wanted toll

the name his father had— Mitch.'f

GARDENIA sat quiet for sew
utes and Henry waited, a III

sion mounting in him. Finally I

broke it.

"Mitch," she repeated. '

I'd better call him then." She leail

and lookeu up for Henry's appro!
going to call him Mitch all the ti

now on."

One of her golden tan braids 1<|

his blue sleeve. "He'll like that,!

assured her, and contentment
chest. "Mitch will like that." Hel
a minute. "And next Saturday I]

to ask your mother if you can gl

with me. How would you like U
lay a fly on a riffle?"

She nodded. "What kind of a

"I'll show you. Trout flies ar|

pretty little things." He pulledl

big watch and held it up to he!

now, young lady, what time <[

turnip say?"
"Turnip?" She giggled. "F|

one."
"Know what that means?"

tended to ponder. "You and I hi

for a double chocolate soda b

set out for the ranch."

"Oh." she sighed. "Chocola[

favorite."

It always is, thought He|
grinned. "I'm a good guesser.

The End
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Gillette One-Piece Razor
"V^OU skim off whiskers clean as a
-* whistle . . . get utmost shaving com-
fort and convenience . . . with a Gillette

One-Piece Razor.

There's nothing to take apart or put to-

gether. Blade changing's a cinch. Twist
. . . the razor opens. Twist again . . .

your blade's locked in position. To clean,

just loosen the holder, rinse, shake.

Enjoy the best-looking shaves of your
life . . . the quickest and easiest you
ever had. Ask for a Gillette One-Piece
Razor. Choose between the superb
Gillette Aristocrat and the handsome
Gillette Milord models now on display.

Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston 6, Mass.
Copyright. 1947. by Gillette Safety Ruor Company

Gillette Aristocrat One-Piece Razor,
complete with Texol-covered case and
ten Gillette Blue Blades

$379

^Aeeiy'bey™ Gillette Bine Blades
WITH THE SHAtHST
EDGES EVER HONED Gillette Milord One-Piece Razor, <#)50

with handsome case and five easy- "* M
shaving Gillette Blue Blades ^



How to take it easy
The easy way to move a load is with a truck that's built to fit

the load.

It's always easy with a Dodge "Job-Rated" truck. Facts show
why!

Fact 1— It's easy because the truck has "Job-Rated" power
. . . the right one of seven great Dodge truck engines for

moving its load.

Fact 2— It's easy because the truck has a "Job-Rated" frame
to carry its load . . . without stress or strain.

Fact 3— It's easy because the truck has a "Job-Rated" power
line. Clutch, transmission, springs, brakes, axle and tires are

"Job-Rated" for its load.

Such a truck lasts longer. It's more economical. It's safer. It's

more dependable.

It satisfies its owner because it fits his hauling job. It's "Job-

Rated!"

For the best truck investment you've ever made, see your
Dodge dealer. Tell him what you haul and where you haul it.

He'll recommend the right Dodge "Job-Rated" truck for:

mum economy—long life and dependability.

TRUCK SERVICE, TRUCK PARTS IMPORTANT, TCP

As a responsible business man, the

Dodge dealer in your community
is interested in your continued
satisfaction: First, by giving de-

pendable Dodge truck service

whenever you need it; Second,

by providing you with facto: '<

neered truck parts . . . ider:

quality and in workmansh
original Dodge "Job-Rated '

parts. This is the Dodge »

your protection against costl I

-^***fe
N LY DODGE BUILDS JM-EaZuC Tn
BASIC CHASSIS MODELS TO FIT 97% OF All HAUl^

( LIGHT DELIVERY UNITS TO BIG. HEAVY-DUTY HAUU

C

DODGE
//.

FIT THE JOB ... LAST LONGER



Ms arm was true, but the fish

pile's thickness and the spear

rilessly from his armor plate

Ler. "I hit him! I hit him!"
Brmured to himself delight-

I where the spear lay before

K for air. "If I can hit him
flo it again."

Hour the hunters tracked the

the face of the reef. Sud-
Hnodore came up from a dive

J "Look at that fat green

| right near the bass now."
sel, and a big one!" Makoa
ly, flipping Commodore into

[hich Ann had brought along

of the hunters. "Everybody
quick!" No one argued.

te a look," Makoa said with

all four were in the canoe.

a chance with one of those

|ey'll attack for the sheer fun

)f them nearly drowned me
tgo. That's what cost me my
held up his left hand from

liddle finger was missing.

six feet long and bigger

a strong man's upper arm,
[ely and peaceably under the

disappeared. The watchers

its jaws, lined with needle-

^ing teeth and the pulsing of

le long ribbon of a dorsal

til the way from the close-set,

Ing eyes to the tip of the sin-

|he creature was a chartreuse

lish-mustardy, and the chil-

with Skipper. They had
|a more frightening beast.

Makoa Lost a Finger

bnly seventeen when it hap-
kkoa said, "and I was fishing,

^re now. I missed a shot and
skittered into a hole in the

Jightlessly reached in to get it,

like that clamped down on my
lunately he caught only my
|lt as though I'd run my hand

le way eels hunt. They brace
back in holes and wait for

thing else—to swim by. Then
lem with a quick thrust of

liecks. They are so strong and
themselves so powerfully

I rocks that nothing can budge
jis strong, plenty strong, and I

1 to get away, but I couldn't."

eel bit your ringer off?" Ann

He just hung on like a bull-

new that I'd quit struggling
ater." Makoa shook his head
don't know how long I was

I remember how my hand
how blood came out of the
low my lungs felt as though
collapsing. It seemed a long,
Fortunately I had my knife

II finally got it free. I jabbed
ut he was too well hidden for

BOY VS. BASS
Continued from page 13

me to hurt him badly. I couldn't make
him open those jaws. So I cut off my fin-

ger. I had only one life but ten fingers.

"Well," he concluded, rubbing' the
stump at the memory, "let's go now and
see if we can't get this old bass. But
remember—don't go reaching into black
holes."

Tht bass seemed to have learned cau-
tion. It was no longer easy to get within
shooting range of him. He had a trick of
swimming insolently just beyond reach
of the spears.

"Just as soon as my arrow hits the
bottom he flips around until I can almost
grab him barehanded," Skipper com-
plained. "If he'd only give me one shot
at him that way I couldn't miss."

Many years before a steamer had
foundered on the reef, and now the flee-

ing bass led his pursuers to all that was
left of that wreck, an enormous boiler.

Skipper saw it first as he dived angrily
after the bass. He was nearly spent from
the longest dive he'd ever made when he
finally released his spear only to see it

miss again. The bass flicked his tail de-
risively and slid into the blackness of the
huge cylinder.

With his vision dimming and pain
shooting through his chest. Skipper
kicked off from the bottom. Near panic
struck him as he looked longingly to-

ward the light so far above. He swam,
kicking and clawing, wondering dimly if

he could lose consciousness before he
broke through to life-giving air. He was
exhausted when his head eventually
emerged, and he knocked aside his mask
so he could drink the air in great gulps.

Makoa had seen the bass glide into the

boiler. He dived to get Skipper's arrow
and look over the situation. It was the

muffled sound of his voice which later

induced Skipper to lift his ears from the

water. Makoa was completing instruc-

tions to Commodore and the pair of

them were plainly waiting for Skipper's

assistance.

"One of you should surely get him
when he comes out." Makoa was saying.

"You take one of those holes, Commo-
dore, and the Skipper can take the other."

So, a moment later, the trio dived to-

gether, and it was only as they dropped
downward that Skipper noticed Makoa
was without his spear. He was swim-
ming unencumbered, but with his knife

gripped in his teeth.

As Makoa had explained there were
three sizable holes in the boiler, one for

each of the swimmers. The big man
reached the boiler first and hung above
it, gripping the crumbling metal as he
watched the other two swim to their posi-

tions. He saw them ready their spears

and then—with a devil-may-care, here-I-

go gesture

—

"Don't, Makoa! Come back!" Skipper

was so startled he tried to shout, but the

water gagged him. and Makoa neither

heard nor saw him. Makoa had pulled

himself through the jagged aperture and
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man's expense account: Promotion—squirrel coat, $1,100"
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was pursuing the bass inside the boiler.

Things began happening at once. A
school of smaller fish whished out past
Skipper, and a frightened sting ray
flapped out of the cavern which had
swallowed Makoa. Skipper watched the

vent below him, and suddenly saw the

bass half exposed. He ripped back his

sling and released it, but he was too
much shaken by Makoa's foolhardincss
to concentrate on his aim. The spear
clanged on the iron, turning the bass to

the only retreat left to him.
Squarely in front of Commodore,

broadside to, the big fish darted into

open water—and stopped. The boy was
not more than three feet from him. His
spear was scarcely clear of its projector
when he saw it strike squarely and pass
directly through its target.

A Glimpse of the Death Throes

The bass spun on the steel like a huge,
badly balanced pinwheel, flailing madly
in erratic circles, falling slowly and help-
lessly toward the bottom. Commodore
tried to catch the spear as the stricken

bass whirled past, but the fish's frenzy
foiled him. The tiring boy shot to the

surface, keeping his gaze fixed on the

fish while he rose.

"Did you see? I got him! I got him!"
he screamed to Ann.

"I saw! Hurry back before he gets

away," his sister yelled.

Just then Makoa and Skipper broke
water together.

"Jeepers! You scared me to death,

Makoa," Skipper said. "I wouldn't have
gone into that trap for a million bucks."
"Who hit him—you or Commodore?"

Makoa demanded delightedly. "We got
him. you know—somebody did."

"What?" Skipper questioned stupidly.

"I missed him, clean. You don't mean
that Commodore—? Really?"

"I'll say he got him." Makoa laughed
like a boy. "I'll go and get him—

"

"No, you don't!" Commodore said.

"That's my fish. I shot him and I'll bring
him in." And this time it was easy to

see and overtake the gyrating bass. Its

burnished sides made bursts of silvery

light in the depths and it could no longer
swim strongly.

"Oooh. He's strong! He almost got
away from me again," Commodore
gasped when be finally reached the sur-

face with his prize.

"No wonder. He weighs a good
twenty-five pounds," Skipper gloated,

pleased as though he had shot the bass

himself.

The fishermen started heme. Finally

Skipper turned to Makoa. "Come now,
confess, Makoa. That was a risky stunt,

going into that boiler, wasn't it? How
could you tell what was in there?"

"I couldn't tell," the Tahitian con-
fessed somewhat shamefacedly, "but that

old bass—he'd made me so mad. I

couldn't let him get away. And, as

I rather suspected, he wasn't the only
thing in there, either—"
"We saw the ray and a lot of small

fish," Skipper said. "I was afraid there

might be an eel."

Makoa pointed to his right thigh.

"Know what did that?" he asked. Curl-

ing halfway around it and slanting from
the knee to the edge of his pareu was an
angry red welt. It was like a burn, or

the scar of a whiplash.

"That is the trade-mark of an octopus.

One hit me when I was coming out. I

don't think he was very big. I didn't

stick around to see, either. I slashed with

my knife, and he spit ink. I think I cut

off a couple of his long arms. I got

out quick. You know, I just don't like

octopuses!"
The End
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CAN YOUR SCALP PASS THE

"FINGER-NAIL
(F-N) TEST?"

THY ITI Scratch your head. If you find signs
of dryness, loose ugly dandruff, you need
Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic. Grooms
hair ... relieves dryness-. .. removes loose
dandruff! Contains soothing Lanolin, an oil

resembling the natural oil of your sUin.

TOUR HAIR CAN LOOK
LIKE THIS WITH NEW

WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL

A LITTLI WILDROOT CMAM-Oll does a lot

for your hair. Keeps your hair well groomed
all day long. Leaves no trace of that greasy,
plastered down look. Makes your hair look
•nd feel good.

NON-ALCOHOLIC

CONTAINS
LANOLIN!

AOAIN AND AOAIN
the choice ofmen who
put good grooming
first—that's Wildroot
Cream-Oil. No won-
der 4 out of 5 new
users from coast to

coast said they pre-
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drug counter. Now
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Cream-Oil for quick
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lieving dry ness.Wild-
root Cream-Oil is ex-
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children's hair.
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Rickey vs Fizz vs Collins

a short story about tall drinks

Reading time: 20 seconds • Pleasure time: all summer

Why wonder which is best? It's a long summer. . . so

try them all

!

But for a smoother, more delicious, more cooling

rickey, fizz or collins, be sure to use Kinsey Gin. Be-

cause Kinsey is the genial gin . . . superbly smooth.

The dry gin . . . yes, dry as fine champagne. And 94.4

proof . . . brimming over with extra flavor.

Happy beginning . . .happy ending ! That's the story of

summer drinks when you make them with Kinsey Gin.

KINSEY
GIN
IT'S 94.4 PROOF

KINSEH

It's GENIAL
It's DRY

J
GOLD

Distilled Dry Gin • Distilled from lOOC! Grain Neutral Spirits • Kinsey Distilling Corp., Linfield, Pa.

TOM COLtBj

juice \'i lei a I

1 teaspoonjM
2-oz. Kin&lGil

serve with JM
water in l'W-ll

decorate w i H
of lemon, < ai

a cherry.



DOING WHAT COMES NATURALLY
Continued from page 19
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|-d that came to your mind be

or cloth or furniture' If so

be thinking objectively. But

rtion
to tabic was something

ist or multiplication or con-

ould be thinking subjectively.

u react to one word wouldn't

fling about you. but the way

a hundred words may. and in

certainly does.

f your responses to words are

ones you have an objective

You'll easily understand the

jeople think and not surprise

_hem with your own way of

f most of your responses are

unusual, you are subjective

B happiest working on your

people are the leaders of

uganizers, the best teachers,

ireat discoveries of the world

iiade by subjective people. A
nan invented the radio but

fective men to put it into your

eighbors' homes. This word-

test sounds pretty vague and

:al but the O'Connor Foun-
he basis of its hundred thou-

n guinea pigs, feels it's the

roof of all the tests they give.

it runs directly in the face of

evidence.

st Revealed a Misfit

kably charming man with a

:ord as a salesman came into

aboratories to be tested some
rlis word-response w as so ex-

ibjective that the director
• once the test was wrong and
to repeat it. But the second

s responses were still subjec-

he was somewhat apologeti-

that without his record as a

e laboratory would have said

be in some line of research,

was all wrong for him, he

hat he had come to the labo-

use selling had suddenly gone
n.

Iways wanted to do economic
id had majored in economics
natics at college, but when he
he had been offered such a

selling job—he'd been the

lar man in his class—that he

he could turn it down,
dy had envied his lucky break
shed on. Then he'd got mar-
ushed on a little further, al-

essing his real but much less

ambition. Suddenly in his late

selling ability had failed him.
told him he had just gone

n his heart he knew what the

st told him: He should never

to be a salesman. He soon
job in statistical research. He'll

rich as he once thought he'd

having a lot more fun.

e people, on the other hand.
> shy and withdrawn as the

ctive dreamer if they are made
dequate by the wrong kind of

'S in engineering school whose
objective personalities but no
visualization almost always act

y subjective was. Their fam-
vant them to be engineers and
>e. but you can't be a good en-
hout structural visualization.

what eke you have. The boys
omething wrong and feel

The sooner they get out to

ople the better for everyone.
is by no means theoretical or

1
individual case histories. The
n has a very illuminating lit-

1 men who took the apti-

ten years ago. Four hundred
are executives and 400 tech-

nical engineers. All the executives who
achieved big or even adequate salaries

had objective personalities and scored
low in structural visualization. All the

successful engineers were subjective and
scored high in structural visualization.

Here's another aptitude. Suppose
someone gives you the statement "The
moon is made of green cheese.'' how
much could vou write about that in five

minutes, not how logically or how beau-
tifully, but how much? The laboratory
grades you on quantity alone. It doesn't
even read your answer, just counts the

words. That's ideaphoria, or creative im-
agination. What it stands for is a rapid

Bow of ideas Salesmen have to have this

to a high degree and so do teachers.

Eighty per cent of all high-school teach

ers who have taken the test scored very
high in it. Artists and writers who have
to produce in quantity need it. But a

low score doesn't mean you aren't crea-

tive, merely that you can't create fast.

So far the Foundation has isolated

about fifteen different aptitudes and has
done elaborate correlating as to which
combinations of aptitudes are needed for

various jobs. About a dozen more apti-

insurance that he will. That intangible

called drive and other intangibles such

as pride and even spite can often substi-

tute quite well for real ability. But they

feel it is a great waste ol human energy

for a pei son to spend his life in woik
he has no natural abihtv loi . douhlv so

because then he isn't spending it in work
he does have natural ability lor. They
think, too, that a lot o\ restlessness and
dissatisfaction with life comes from peo-

ple not using all their aptitudes

It wouldn't make sense to advise a

man or woman who is comfortably es-

tablished in one kind oi work to change
to entirely different work, but it is often

possible for a person to branch out so

as to use newly discovered aptitudes. A
doctor who found he was highly objec-

tive -most doctors are subjective

—

might be happier if he did more medical

society or community health work.

A hardheaded executive found from
tests that he was extremely subjective.

with a highly facile flow of ideas. When
he had digested this discovery tor a few

weeks, he decided he'd try writing some
of the important reports he had always
delegated to a junior. He had a wonder-

VeRSON

.

I dare you" HENRY SYVERSON

ior July 26, 1947

tudes are still in the experimental stage.

It takes about ten years and nearly S20,-

000 to isolate one aptitude, and. since the

Foundation is a nonprofit institution and

dependent on outside endowment, it can

go ahead only as last as its budget allows

But. at best, isolating an aptitude is a

fairly elaborate job.

First they dream up a test and give it

experimentally to two hundred people.

If the results of this look promising they

give ,t to a thousand more of each sex to

find out how accurate it is. all the time

correlating it with other aptituues and

with the subjects' known capacities.

Finally if the aptitude seems to shape up

as a sure-enough can-do that some peo-

ple have more of than, others, then comes

the job of finding out what that particu-

lar can-do is useful for.

Grip, a test they are giving experi-

mentally now at the Philadelphia labo-

ratory, is in that stage. A little gadget

you hold in your hand measures how

hard you can gup with each hand. The
laboratory is fairly sure Grip is a meas-

ure ol physical energy and suspects it

may be a measure of that important in-

tangible called drive.

The Human Engineers won't go so

far as to say that lack of any particular

aptitude is positive proof a person will

never succeed in a particular line ot

work, or that a very definite aptitude is

ful time at it and the reports were so

good they turned out to be a big source

of new business. A restless housewife

who found she was objective and had
structural visualization might go out and
work on committees planning better

playgrounds or other city improvements.

If on the other hand she found she was

subject ve she might understand better

why she had always hated committee

work, stop feeling guilty about it and find

some other more individual enterprise.

The Human Engineering Laboratories

have found that not more than one per-

son in 8.000 is entirely lacking in all the

aptitudes they now test for. It may be

something of a blow to discover you are

not naturally equipped to do the things

you have thought you wanted to do. but

there is always the compensation of find-

ing other work you have real aptitude

for. A boy who came of a journalistic

family and had been encouraged by his

English teachers at college spent three

years alter college drifting from jour-

nalistic job to radio job to advertising

job. He thought he wanted to write but

he also knew he was miserable trying.

He finally took the aptitude tests and

found that nothing pointed to his being

a creative writer, enu a good many things

pointed to his being an engineer. He got

a job in an airplane factory and has been

doing fine ever since, part of the time

wilting trouble-shooting letters between

the company and the government Ills

only won") has been to stick to design.

which he likes and knows he is fitted lor.

when the company keeps trying to push
him into executive wink, which he is also

in some ways fitted lor. but isn't so happy
in. He has a lew too many aptitudes to

be comfortable.
You're better oil if you have only a

few strongly developed aptitudes than if

you have nine or ten. The too-main
aptitudes person can do almost anything
easily and is apt to Hit from one interest

to another. A lot of the most dissatisfied

and ieast successful people that come to

the laboratories are people with too

many conflicting aptitudes, who have

aevei been able to make up their minds
on which ones to concentrate. And the

strongest aptitude in the world is no in-

surance of success unless you develop it

and the necessai y knowledge to use it.

Iwcc/ei uextcnty and structural vis-

ualization are important aptitudes loi a

surgeon but he still has to go to medical

school and work for years in hospitals

before you'd entrust your gall bladder
to him. Accounting aptitude is impor-
tant to nurses but no matter how beauti-

ful her temperature charts and how-

exact she is about administering medi-
cines, it's no help if she doesn't under-

stand the doctor's instructions. And that

brings us to vocabulary, which the

O'Connor Foundation, along with a

good many other experts on human
progress, has found to be the only posi-

tive measure of success or potential suc-

cess and which is the only acquired
characteristic they test for.

Ratio of Vocabulary to Success

It's a little uncanny, this matter of

vocabulary. You wouldn't think a bank
president would need to know as many
words as a professor of English, or the

head of a big automobile business as

many as a popular lecturer, but the evi-

dence seems to be that he does. Right

on down the line the most successful

people in any line of work turn out to

have the biggest vocabularies. The bank
president will have a bigger vocabulary

than the college professor unless the pro-

fessor is top man in his department. The

automobile tycoon will have a bigger

vocabulary than the professional lecturer

unless the lecturer is also a national au-

thority on some subject.

The way the Human Engineer explains

it. and it makes sense, is this: Words are

the tools with which we make use of

ideas. An idea is not clear in our minds
until we can think in words We need not

talk well or even write well but we have

to have the words in our minds before

we can formulate ideas.

A wide vocabulary generally works
best harnessed to the right aptitudes,

and. though you can't do much about
developing aptitudes you haven't got.

the sky's the limit when it comes to de-

veloping a vocabulary you haven't got.

And it e.oes seem to have some effect on
your capacity for progress, which is why
it is the one test outside of innate apti-

tudes the Foundation includes. Mr.
O'Connor once took a group of teen-

age boys who couldn't pass ordinary
intelligence tests and drilled them for

a month on vocabulary, nothing but

vocabulary. At the end of the month
they retook the tests and passed them
easily.

Maybe if there is any formula for suc-

cess, it is to Find out in your early teens

all the things you do most naturally and
begin from then on to think and talk in

as many words as possible about how
you can use those aptitudes.

The End
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deserve, and headed for the conference.
Joe Castle was getting to be a nuisance.

if not an actual menace. Disbrow had
hired him a year ago, a chubby, red-faced
man addicted to loud shirts and small fa-

miliarities with the office force. Harvey
had to admit that Joe could think on his

feet. He'd plucked two smash campaigns
out of conference-room air, including
the one for Unavoidable Slips, the lin-

gerie for the Woman Who Cares Too
Much. And his great idea for Barkies,

with the picture of the woeful puppy
watching its master eat up a platter of
the sponsor's dog food.

This was the first time Disbrow had
thrown Joe and Harvey into actual com-
petition, although Castle was now also

ranked as a senior writer. But there was
more at stake than a single campaign.

FIRST to arrive in the windowless con-
ference room, so designed to elimi-

nate all outside distraction, Harvey
stared moodily at the room's sole decora-
tion. It was a life-size oil of the late

Compton Yates, founder of the agency,
whose widow had put up a gallant but
losing fight before Disbrow got control.

There was a space beside the picture.

Disbrow would hang there one day,
Harvey thought, and that was what made
this Castle business so rugged. For Dis-

brow would have to name a partner soon,

and until Castle appeared, Harvey Ren-
ner, as the old man's favorite, had been
almost an automatic choice.

Favorites in an advertising agency are

little different from race-track favorites,

Harvey thought. They lose as often as

they win—but a horse only has one guy
on his back at a time.

Disbrow and Evans, the account ex-

ecutive, came in breathing a heady scent

of excellent cigar smoke. The cigars were
Disbrow's own special fifty-centers, but
each had been carefully ringed with the

band of a popular six-cent make whose
account the agency had.

"Harvey, we've got a great opportunity
here," Disbrow said by way of greeting.

"This client Ralph has is willing to go
the limit if he gets what he wants."
Evans said, "Hadn't we better wait for

Joe?"
Disbrow nodded. "Good man, Joe."

"Good man," said Harvey.
The door opened for Joe Castle. He

wore blue slacks and a yellow sport shirt

with an open throat. He stood in the

doorway an instant, smiling, one hand
slightly raised, a carefully posed picture

of unfettered genius on the verge of
action. Harvey decided he looked like

a cheerleader for MacMurray College
for Women. Joe went around the table

and sat by Disbrow.
"Castle to the king's side," he said.

Evans guffawed. Disbrow smiled ap-

preciatively and said, "Sharp this morn-
ing, eh, Joe?"
"Ha, ha," Harvey said. He's even

found out Disbrow likes chess!

Pleasantries disposed of, Disbrow grew
serious and began fumbling with the

papers in front of him. None of them
had any bearing on the new client.

"Ralph here has a client who wants to

take a bit of a plunge in radio," Disbrow
said. "I'll let him brief you on his

problems, and then we can pool our
thinking on the best way to go ahead."

"Right, chief," said Evans. He sur-

veyed the two writers with the air of a

Hindu who is about to do the celebrated

rope trick, using live cobras for rope.

"Boys," he said, "this promises to be

the most sensational thing since the dis-

covery of soap. Here's this fellow has a

brand-new type remedy. It's terrific!"

"Remedy for what?" Harvey asked.

Evans looked annoyed. "Hell, Renner;
for everything, I guess. It makes you feel

fine. It hasn't even been r

That's your department. You're
to have the brains, the creati'

I akc this remedy and plan a
on it, complete with name
that'll knock their eyes out!"

"It's a straight radio campa
brow pointed out. "No other
you boys have to carry the mai
how's the man's production se

Evans made a circle with
I

and forefinger. "He can go
soon as the orders start pc

Naturally, he isn't going to pi

production until he sees how
responds. That's our baby."

"What's his name?" asked C;

Evans frowned. "It's Knits.

"Simon R. Knits, spelled K-N-
"H'm," Castle said. "S-T-

tough!"
"Well, here's all the data," E

He gave each of the writers a n

"Formula and all, and passed b
Food and Drug people. So go

"We'll give it top priorit

Castle said; "complete with lat

for the bottle, campaign and sit

some sure-fire radio copy."
"That's the spirit," Disbrow
Outside the door, Harvc 1

looked at Castle malignantly,
how did you know that remedy
to be a bottled product?"

"Isn't it?" asked Castle airil;

"You've been briefed in

Renner said. "You and Evaj

this whole thing so you'd get a

and look good. I ought to punc
"Ah, ah!" Castle smirked, h

a finger. "Temper!"
He walked out. leaving Ha

ing after him with fists ina

clenched; he was in the sam
when Edna Mae found him
later.

"Well, you look frustrate!" si

"Those chiselers!" Harvey sa

you—making puns."
"Tell Mama."
His knee joints melted, and b

a smile of sickly adoration. It

while before he could remen
had been troubling him.

She crinkled her eyes at his

protest, tutted in concern at

ment of Castle's integrity and
j

sympathetically on the arm.
"Don't you worry," she said,

they did frame you, you can
rings around Castle. Just go irj

'em who's the old master."

"But he's got a head start!"

"They'll need it," she said.
'

still tops. No other copywriter

that statement."

"I'll do it!" he said. "They'll

Renner spelled backward is stil •

"I'll bet that's how you go\

business in the first place,"

"Listen, if you want some h'
1

your brochure, I'll be free aroip

WHEN he brought in his c*

Mae had completed a il

her make-up, and was reading!

with studious attention. She
"

brows at the sheaf of paper irJ

hand. "Writing books yet," si

I

"I forgot and made three cap

explained. "I'll put these extr;»

the wastebasket. But read th4

see if it sounds okay to you.'

She read it with a complete J

pression. It is considered veryf

for an agency critic to show al

approval or disapproval on a N
ing. Such a demonstration
tract from the final, measure-

Even if the copy is written by
speare—its first reading gets

pan treatment. Always.
But when she laid the c<

Collier's for Jab, *



Mae looked at Harvey with

awe in her eyes. "Love that

breathed. "It's genius! He's

new complaint!"

; that angle?"

It's sensational! Think of

medy to people just because

o good. You're in," she said,

ver top this."

enner stood up and smoothed
is face wore the high spiritual

af a knight who has finally

x trail, or a comedian whose
:ing has just passed twenty,

g will be time enough for it,"

'And don't think I'll forget

Mss—Edna Mae."
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Y went home, to the riotous

evening only an agency man
orward to—sitting in front

stening to a show of which he

read every word, listening

rtainment but with eardrums
nst the slightest fluff or devi-

nay annoy the sponsor,

into the conference room next

th Edna Mae's crisp brochure
rm, and serenity in his soul,

at the bewhiskered face of

fates, 1871-1933. and in his

beside it he saw James Dis-

M950, and Harvey Renner,

es, Disbrow & Renner. It had
>und. Renner & Disbrow. The
ency.

arvey!" boomed Disbrow.
umped guiltily out of the big

i end of the conference table.

11 come in together, Disbrow
and Castle, which would have
ger sign had not Harvey been

his idea. He snuggled the

nder his arm and smiled,

secting great things," Evans

a little something
—

" Harvey

minute!" Castle said.

1 up and looked at them, rest-

on the table. Today he wore
slacks and a burnt-orange

he looked like a cheerleader

ng Green State University,

d once done a series of pro-

ting various colleges, and the

ors remained in his memory,
of the things that come finally

ip a writer's mind.
I've got something," Castle

nd you, I'm only thinking out
it seems to me we're to have
idise this product on a totally

.1. We can't just climb on
good old acid stomach, or the

^angs on, or loss of pep—fine

e, we need something more."
ped suddenly, and smote his

an open palm. In awe-struck
aid, "I got it!"

aned forward tensely. Evans
w dropping, Disbrow forget-

ff on his cigar. A feeling of
crept over Harvey Renner.

was putting on a terrific act;

were following dangerously

—

!" Castle repeated. "Of course
ow the word euphoria—means
well-being, of radiant health,

this product Euphoria! We'll
this way! 'Do you feel better

than you do other times? Do
your ups and downs? Then
t Euphoria can do for ya!'

he sick and the well! We'll—"
ional!" Evans moaned happily.
Renner sat rigid, stunned, lis-

astle elaborate on the ideas in

own brochure. Not word for
was actually improving on

t—but closely enough to rule

yhance of coincidence.
Hpd it as long as he could, and
wte and silent, he got up and
ut of the room. Behind him

v said, "Harvey, wait a minute.
But he closed the door softly
m, and walked over to where

for July 26, 1947

Edna Mae sat enthroned behind her desk.

"Judas!" he said. "You betrayed me!
You gave him my brochure—my idea!
You—" He stopped. She was smiling.

"But natch!" she said. "After all, get-

ting it across is the main—Harvey! Wail
a minute! Where are you going?"

But Harvey was gone, this time out the

door of the agency and hatlcss into the
street. He walked through a blur of peo-
ple and traffic, and it was not for a num-
ber of blocks that he remembered the

brochure still under his arm. Tearing it

up. he tossed it behind him.
Had any man ever had it so bad? he

wondered. His brain child stolen and
his future wrecked by a clown in motley
and a hussy with soft lips. He was be-
trayed and despised.

"Wake up, laddie," said a harsh voice.

A rough hand turned him and pointed
back along the sidewalk where a strag-

gling line of paper fragments marked his

passing. The policeman frowned at him
"Where's your civic pride?" he said.

"Don't you see the waste cans? Don't
you want to live in a tidy city?"

"What dillerence does it make?" Har-
vey said listlessly.

"Difference?" the officer said indig-

nantly. "It makes the difference there's a
law agin throwing trash on the city

streets. I've a good mind to make you
pick up every piece with your teeth!"

Harvey wasn't listening. He was think-

ing that this round, red face in front of
him was a reasonably exact facsimile of
Joe Castle's face

—

"I'll punch your nose," he muttered.

And to his own surprise, he did.

HE WAS booked, fingerprinted and
locked in a quiet single cell with

only vague awareness of his fate. He
would rot here in a dungeon, like the

prisoner of Chillon. Better that than to

face again the people at Yates & Dis-

brow—probably by now Yates, Disbrow
& Castle.

A hoarse voice broke through this mus-
ing. "Come out, you. The young lady's

springin' you."
"I'll see he behaves." said Edna Mae.
Harvey stumbled into the room and

Edna Mae put a protecting arm around
his shoulder. The heady scent she wore
enveloped him.
"How did you find me?"
"That paper you were throwing

around had the agency name on it," she

said. "They called up, and by then I knew
what had happened in the conference."

Stupidly, he said, "By then you knew?"
"Come on," she said. "Mr. Disbrow's

just named you a partner in the agency!

Joe Castle's been fired, and you've got all

his work to do besides your own. Come
on, Harvey, they're waiting for us."

"But—but, I don't understand!" said

Harvey. It was a corny line, but he could

think of none truer.

"Did you think I'd given Joe Castle

your idea?" Edna Mae said. "He got one

of your own carbons out of your waste-

basket last night—the janitor saw him!

But I'd already put a copy of your bro-

chure on Mr. Disbrow's desk, so the chief

knew it was your idea as soon as Joe

started talking. I always try to let the

chief know things in advance, so he can

make better snap judgments!"
"But what did Disbrow think when I

walked out?"

"He thought you were being noble."

said Edna Mae. "That's why he made
you a partner. I had to write him quite a

little speech on integrity to deliver when
he announced your elevation. So there's

a cocktail party in your honor this after-

noon, and you stay away from those girls

in the mailing room, d'you hear?"

Harvey kissed her in a fashion that

drew a low, admiring whistle from the

listening cop. "Edna Mae." he said sol-

emnly, "I love you so much it hurts!"

"If pain persists, or is unusually se-

vere," she said, "see your parson."

The End
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Before I could step between, the monk darted forward with incredible speed and snatched the wig from Betsy's head. "So I was not wrong!" he laughed gl

CONTINUING THE EXCITING STORY OF ROMANCE AND HIGH ADVENTURE

MERCHANT OF VALOR
BY CLARENCE BVDI1VGTOIV KELLAND

The Story:

The events narrated take place in sixteenth-century

Italy. A Medici Pope sits at Rome, trying to control a

country turbulent with internal strife.

Peter Carew, son of an English wool merchant, is

in Florence on business for his father. An honest,

straightforward boy. Peter falls under what he believes

is an enchantment cast by a haughty and beautiful

Italian girl whose purposes are shrouded in mystery.

Not knowing her name. Peter calls her Betsy.
After a street fight in which he slays some henchmen

of Florence"s Cardinal, Peter is forced to flee the city

and enroll in Giovanni de'_ Medici's Black Bands, a

famous free-lance army.

A cheerfully unscrupulous monk, who boasts of

being the hunting dog for the Pope, follows Peter tena-

ciously, hoping the love-smitten Englishman will lead

him to the elusive Betsy. The monk works in con-

junction with Count Piero Riario. who hates Peter for

preventing him from mistreating a ragged, homeless
mountain girl named Beatrice.

In the camp of King Francis of France, on whose
side the Black Bands are fighting, Betsy—disguised as

a French courtesan—rides and flirts with the generals,

and is reputed to be the latest love of the Sieur de
BONNIVET.

One night her servant, the dwarf John-Peter, brings

a demented old man into Peter Carew's tent; he de-

mands that Peter take the old man to Betsy immedi-
ately. Peter and his servant, Christoforo, walk

through the camp early in the morning, the old man
limping between them. They come upon a group of

six masked men trying to force Betsy's door. "It is Gio-

vanni of the Black Bands. Open!" says the leader of

the party.

Peter's loyalty to his general is exceeded by his love

for the aloof adventuress. Determined to keep any
intruder from Betsy's door, even though it cost his life

or the life of his general, Peter unsheathes his sword
and. shouting denunciations of Giovanni's treachery,

rushes to the fray.

ILLUSTRATED BY MARIO COOPER

IV

THE six were loosely grouped about t

smitten with surprise at my shout

attack, so that I cut through then

threshold and placed my back against the o

none might enter save over my body. Chi

was but a pace behind me. The leader u

men upon us. and they hacked at us with rii

will. The night was loud with the clash of

!

the trampling of feet and the panting of

men. Christoforo and I stood shoulder to s

and grateful was I for his company that ni

the leader was at me with the ferocity of son

beast. I thanked God I was wide of shou

long of arm, and that six men attacking twi

one another's movements. They gave b

paused to think it over. It may have been

draw our backs from the wall, but we stc

One thing I knew, even in the excitcmenl

darkness—and that was that the leader was

Lord Giovanni. For he was not of the siz
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Lord, nor did he fight like him, nor have
Ins strength of wrist and arm. He had not

come himself, but had sent others to do
his treacherous business for him. But
even as I thought of this the man sprang
again to the attack, snarling. It was no
dainty swordsmanship, but wild, savage
swinging and slashing, and the sound of

Chnstoforo's voice jeering at them was
audible above the clang of steel; and I,

feeling the savage joy of it, shouted in

English.

Again they gave back, leaving a little

space.

"The Englishman!" snarled the leader,

and lunged at me so deftly that I was like

to be spitted. But I warded off his stroke

and countered, and as he stumbled back-
ward his headgear fell and his mask with
it. And my heart leaped with joy and re-

lief, for the face under the mask was the

face of Piero Riario.

"Ha, woman harrier!" I said joyously.

NOW I knew My Lord had no part in

this matter and that I had hated him
without just reason. I saw that his nam-
ing of My Lord's name had been a treach-

ery so that in the morning when Betsy
was missing it would have been said that

he had stolen her away.
But now lights moved in the night, and

there were voices, for the neighborhood
was aroused by the din of our fighting.

Uneasiness came to the face of the

Count Riario. "This is the second time,

Englishman," he said.

"Aye, a second thwarting. Beware of
the third."

The lights and voices were closer now,
and suddenly, with a sharp word to his

followers, Riario turned and ran toward
his horses. I did not follow him, and re-

strained Christoforo.

"Nay," I said. "Our task is to guard
this door. The rest is for another day."
Then, behind me I heard the sound of

bolts being drawn and the door opened;
turning, I saw Betsy standing in night at-

tire, lovely against the light of candles
within.

"Bar the door, Betsy," I said, "and keep
safe inside."

"It is safe," she said. "I watched
through the window. Come in, both of
ye, before too many questions be asked."

But suddenly I bethought myself of the

madman we had brought hither and
whom 1 had forgotten in the excitement
of it; I spoke to Christoforo, who ran to

the spot where we had left him cowering.

But Christoforo returned empty-handed.
"While we fought," he said ruefully,

"he slunk away."
To search for him now in the darkness

and in that country would have been fu-

tile, and I blamed myself but did not see

what I could have done about it. So we
went into the room and Christoforo

goggled at Betsy, and I could not keep my
eyes off her face because it was softly

flushed with sleep and wondrous lovely to

look upon.
"What is this?" she demanded.
"It was lucky chance." I said. "We

came hither, leading a madman to place

in thy charge. Which must have been
brought about by some saint who hath
thee in her care. Otherwise thou shouldst

have been carried away by Piero Riario."

"Riario!" she said. "Was the monk
also there?"

" Nay," I answered. "I deem this to be

the private enterprise of Riario, whose
head hath been turned by passion for

thee. He was not urged on by the monk.
He knoweth not that thou art Betsy."

"The monk will know on the morrow,"
she said tartly. "What is this you say

about a madman?"
"One entrusted to us by John-Peter," I

said. "The homunculus brought the

creature to my tent, and questioned him."

"Niccolo Gozzoli!" she said softly. I

nodded. "Niccolo Gozzoli. John-Peter

hath run him to earth at last!" Her voice

sharpened. "And now thou hast let him
elude thee."

"There was little choice in

I said dryly. "What goo
madman be to thee once
Riario's hands'"
She nodded, and looked at

hut with some puzzlement
were a troublesome myster^T
no softening toward me, nordii

words of thanks that we had i

opportunely. Christoforo sne

his nose and eyed me sidewise.

"I thank God," he said, "th

terest in any woman doth not<

hour. There is neither reason

sistency in them, but only perv

grave peril to a man's sanity."

"Hold thy tongue, Christofoi-

angrily.

Betsy smiled. "Christofor

rare gift of wisdom," she said, i

at him kindly. "We women bt

yet not because we desire it

Christoforo, it is because our
divided by a curtain, and whai

or hope or desire on the one si

constantly thwarted and altere<

tradicted by what goes on on
side of it. We open doors into

do not wish to enter, and bar a(

selves doors that lead to our
is some poison descending to us

when she was bitten by the serp

I stared at her hungrily M
there, seeming in her night atti

and more childlike than was hi

and sweeter and softer and m
maid that could give back lovi

But with it all there was a

and a loftiness that made
that she was far above the

mere merchant.
"How canst look so fair'

words were wrung from me—

'

and virtuous when thy life is

contrary?"
She was not angry with me

she sad nor in any wise

"Thou," she said, "art a grt

animal, to whom good is good
evil, and no compromising
Never wilt thou understand
may be evil and evil may be

pending upon how and why tl

good thing or a bad thing. T
wall betwixt saint and Sata

them forever apart, but alwa

complex mingling of the two."

"My mind is not apt at su

sions, Betsy," I said, "but I

well what I want in a woman,
my mother would want ere she

the maid into her home."

SHE laughed at me, but it w*

laugh, not tinged with de

hope, Pietro. thou dost accor

desire," she said, and then wi

ness in her eyes, "but I soreh

Now go thy ways, both of the

"Nay," I said stubbornly,

stay until we see the sun rise s;

thee."

"What of the eyes that see

my house at dawn?" she aske<

in her voice.

"I will lop the ears from ani

speaks evil of thee," I said.

"It would seem, then." she

thine own ears be in grave
]

thou dost think and speak mos
me." Again her eyes held th;

puzzlement as if there were 1

she did not understand aboi *
was troubled by it. "It seems, ht

"I cannot be rid of thee, no m; 11

try. And 1 would not have th I
ano hurt by it."

So she turned, and with ro *
thanks to us went out of the "

sat there until dawn, drowsing o'

went out into the cold of th I
and back to my tent.

I laid me down to recaptui ""

of the sleep I had lost, but »

Lord Giovanni was comm; I

never could be certain of sle-
1

<*

and I was aroused by orders

pany him and a detachment olW
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an expedition of reprisal to

d. We rode hard and My
ell pleased at what he termed
excellent skirmishing. But

urned to camp two days later

lews that threw him into a

without orders, a company of

ventured forth toward Pavia

had ridden into an ambush
by De Levra, so that only a

hem returned alive. My Lord
in his heart at the loss of his

is pride that the Black Bands
a uefeat. He could think of

his revenge upon the Span-
impulsive and headlong as

id not give rein to his temper
n the enemy with reckless

ed before he acted, and no
or the world for that mat-

re adroit at laying traps than

arkness he drew up the bands,

g a portion of them to bait

le sent them with seeming
toward the gates of the city.

such a situation as had given

s triumph a few days before,

anish general pounced upon
portunity.

oops poured out of the gates

nd others emerged from eft-

to right and left so that it

f our detachment would be

and destroyed. But at a well-

nt they fell back as if in dis-

the Spaniards charged after

houts of triumph. Whereupon
seeming disorder, fled head-

>e Levra's men, breaking their

pursued. It was then that

himself leading the charge,

oncealed companies upon the

and even upon their rear,

nemy was all but surrounded.
nds slew to their hearts' con-
vagely and relentlessly.

slain ten of the enemy
ne of his own men who had

the earlier skirmish. My
dly riding upon Sultan's back,
face triumphantly to our
le beside him watching his

ud face, and the boyish ela-

at this success.

ared the encampment a splen-

,de rode out to meet us, and
ode at the head of it. He came
master and leaped from his

Lord Giovanni did the same,
they embraced. And then

sked the particulars of the bat-

y Lord related with zest. So
was General Bonnivet at the

e fury of it that he demanded
that he be conducted to the

so that he could trace with his

own eye the various maneuvers which
had discomfited the enemy.

This My Lord was full eager to do,
and we rode again over the stricken field

strewn with enemy slain, and Bonnivet
complimented My Lord saying thai no
more perfect battle ever had been fought,
and that My Lord was, in truth, a very
god of war. They rode up and down,
even counting the enemy slain in the
massacre. But even upon a field of car-
nage it is the will of God that some re-

main alive. We were passing a ruined hut,

all unsuspecting of peril, when there
arose from amidst its tumbled stones a
man with a great gun, and he aimed and
fired it at us.

My Lord cried out and all but fell

from his saddle, but Bonnivet caught
him and held him.

"Art hit, My Lord?" he asked.
"In the leg," said my master between

his teeth. After disposing of the enemy
soldier, we lowered My Lord from his

horse and found that a clumsy ball,

which weighed no less than eleven
ounces, had penetrated his leg above the
ankle where the greave of his armor left

a slight space above the solleret. Amidst
the blood were fragments of bone and
chain armor—a most ghastly wound.

IN SILENCE, when the litter came, we
carried him back, and King Francis

sent his own physician, the learned He-
brew Abraham of Mantua, to treat the

wound, and I do not believe the King
could have grieved more deeply had the

wounded man been his own son. He
gave orders that My Lord Giovanni be
transported forthwith down the Po River

to Piacenza to be nursed. Under safe

conduct given by the Spanish General
Pescara, and with a strong escort—nec-

essary because he was most bitterly hated
by the people of those parts—My Lord
was floated down upon a barge. The
Black Bands were left leaderless, which
was an evil thing for the King.

My Lord would not permit that I go
with him. but gave me duties to perform.

Also he charged me to write an account
of it to his dear wife, which I did, striv-

ing to allay her fears. . . .

From that day our army was a differ-

ent army. For it had felt that with My
Lord Giovanni present no evil could be-

fall, and all men agreed that his wound-
ing was equal to the loss of a pitched

battle. Even the spirit and discipline of

the Black Bands suffered in his absence,

and I looked forward with foreboding

to the day of the great battle betwixt the

French King and Pescara which, so men
said, would decide the fate of Europe.

I sat, mournful, before my tent when
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M. C. : Yes, little lady, here's your
chance to win 75 SILVER DOLLARS and
two dozen handsome shirts! First

question, for 25 SILVER DOLLARS : "What
make of shirt is this?"

ANN: An Arrow Shirt! I know that

one-and-only Arrow Collar!

M.C.: She's RIGHT! She's ABSOLUTELY
RIGHT! Here you are— 25 bright silver

dollars! The second question, for an-

other 25 BIG SILVER DOLLARS: "Why do
Arrows fit so perfectly?"

ANN: Because of Arrow's special "Mi-
toga" design! They're cut to follow a
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the obese monk came plodding toward
me, his sandals squishing in the mud, and
he was no welcome sight for 1 believed

he was far away. He stopped, and with

false face of sympathy he said, "I grieve

with thee, my son, for the evil that hath
befallen thy general." He cocked his

beady eye and puffed out his flabby

cheeks. "There be those," he said, "who
desire the death of Giovanni de' Medici
more strongly than the Spaniards, and
who grow impatient that he is not killed

honorably in the heat of battle. Is it not
time that a halt be caused to the growth
of his fame? It needs but little more to

persuade the rule of Florence and all Tus-
cany to drop into his pocket like an over-

ripe fruit. But this be high politics and
above my understanding."

"I think," said I, "that thou art one
who would see treachery in the smile of

a baby and plotting in the chirping of lit-

tle birds."

He shrugged his fat shoulders. "At any
rate, my son, you may sleep untroubled.

Count Piero Riario hath left the camp.
It is not wise for a minor man to tamper
with the women of great lords."

"I am glad he has gone," said I. "One
day I should be obliged to send him on a

longer journey."

"I wash my hands of him," said the

monk. "Passion for this woman hath
addled his brains. He is no longer useful

to me. But tell me, my son, how was it

you discovered the plot? How came it

that you arrived so opportunely to pre-

vent the stealing of Bonnivet's mistress?"

"Chance," said I. "Kind chance that

led me thither as I strolled by."

"Was it chance that stayed thee in the

woman's house till dawn?"
"Nay," said I, "it was but what a man

should do to protect a woman."

HE LEERED at me. "Tell me this, my
son. There were three of ye. Thy-

self, Christoforo and another. Who was
this other? Whence came he? Why wert

thou conducting him to the house of

Bonnivet's woman? A madman, I am
told, in whom was no tincture of reason.

What kernel didst hope to pick from such

a shell?"

"It is thou who art the madman," I

said, striving to make a jeer of it, for

I was alarmed that he knew so much.
But from his manner and way of speak-

ing I guessed that he did not know that

John-Peter had found the madman.
1 was reassured upon the point, but his

next question alarmed me. "This

woman," he said, "who bears a French
name, but whose face is not French, and
of whose kinship to her family there is

no record, how comes it thou art her ac-

quaintance?"
"All I know of her," I said, "is that I

carried to her a message from My Lord."
"Methinks thou liest," he said. "1 shall

keep an eye upon her. Aye, an she be

proven to be who I suspect she is, then

1 will approach thee again with an offer.

And if this madman but prove to be

who I suspect he may be, then I will

be in strong position to trade."

"Thy mind doth run again to treasure

and jewels?"

"It runneth to profit. Out of this mat-
ter I shall gain me an abbey for deliver-

ing this maid to Cardinal Passerini—or

secular wealth for saving her slender

limbs from torture. And thou, my son,

are the heart and core of it. I will stick

to thee like a leech."

1 stood up, towering over the monk,
and I curled my lip at him. He gave back
a step as if he feared lest I forget my rev-

erence for his churchliness. To encour-

age him in that thought I took one stride

toward, him, and his beady eyes black-

ened with malice. He spoke no other

word, but scuttled away. . . .

I shall ever feel that had My Lord
Giovanni been present to lead his in-

comparable troops and to restrain the

forwardness of King Francis with wise

counsel the disaster would not have be-

fallen and many good gentlemen who
are dead would be alive. That day of
February 24th will live in my mind -as

the most terrible of my life save only one.
Our camp lay betwixt the walls of the

great park of Mirabello, which guarded
our front from the army of Pescara, and
the beleaguered city of Pavia, and we
were confident, aye, overconfident. We
knew that Pescara's army was in straits,

mutinous from hunger, and suffering

from cold. He must fight or withdraw,
for his conditions were intolerable.

Many tongues were spoken under his

banner, Spanish horsemen under Lan-
noy, Landsknechts under the rebel Bour-
bon, and fanatic Lutherans marching in

what they deemed a holy war. Our own
army was scarcely less polyglot, made up
of sixteen companies of gendarmes, five

thousand Germans, seven thousand
French foot, eight thousand Swiss and
some six thousand Italians, among
which were the leaderless Black Bands.
Now, before the enemy could come at

Lannoy came on safely, followed by
Landsknechts a hundred deep. And then
Pescara, aware of God-sent opportunity,
poured in reinforcements of lances, light

horse, harquebusiers. But lor a time the

French King repelled this attack which
outnumbered him four to one. All might
yet have gone well because of the cour-
age of men fighting under the eyes of
their King—but then, on the flank, our
Swiss crumpled and our Germans were
cut down. De Levra sallied out from
Pavia, and then, suddenly, there was
panic and confusion and dreadful
slaughter. The Most Christian King
fought alone for his life, with lance, with
sword, and none could reach him to res-

cue him. And there, unhorsed, un-
helmed, wounded, bloody, his mouth full

of mud and bitterness, the rash young
King of France was taken prisoner.

It was a carnage. There died the flower
of France: old La Tremoille; La Palice;

San Severino; Richard of Suffolk would
revolt against our King Henry no more.

BUTCH by LARRY REYNOLDS

"I'm not being mean, Butch. If th' cops weren't so close I'd gladly stop"
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us they must first broach the high and
thick walls of the park of Mirabello,

which gave our commanders ample no-

tice of the attack and time to deploy our
troops to best advantage. All night their

sappers, wearing white shirts in the dark-

ness so they could recognize one an-

other, tore great holes, three of them, in

the obstructing walls. Then, in the dawn
our gentlemen, accoutered in armor like

knights ready for a tournament, detected

with sleepless eyes the movement of

stealthy harquebusiers creeping upon us

through the park, with light horsemen
striving to cut their way around to the

walls of Pavia. But our artilleryman, the

great Galliot de Genouillac, opened fire

with his guns, and so dreadful was the

carnage that they retreated headlong.

The headstrong King, enjoying the

premature flush of victory, gave orders

to advance from our good position to

level ground where his favorite gen-

darmes could maneuver, and in that lay

fatal error, because they came between
our cannon and the enemy, forcing the

cannon to become silent. With them rode
Francis himself, seeing himself that day
a plumed knight instead of leader and
king. He rode for glory.

He might, indeed, have been riding to

glory save for the path he chose, that

path which My Lord Giovanni would
never have followed because it made of

his own men a rampart between them-
selves and our roaring cannon. So that

And Bonnivet—that gallant, scheming,
flashing man died with his head upon the

shoulder of the Abbot of Najera. Per-

haps ten thousand of us died. The army
as an army was no more.
Through that day the Black Bands

fought with stubbornness and courage.

But the skill was lacking, the darting sur-

prise, the generalship that had made us

the most feared troops in all Europe,
and great were our losses.

THEN we, the captains, met in shiver-

ing council—what were left of us.

And it was determined that I, being his

close friend, should ride to bear to our
general, the Lord Giovanni, the tale of

what had befallen—and ask him for his

commands and what we should do about
it.

So, wearied as I was and sore, I

mounted my horse once more, and tak-

ing Christoforo for company, set out for

the River Po, hoping there to find some
barge to carry me to Piacenza where lay

my wounded lord.

And then—for in a day of battle a

man's mind is occupied with other mat-
ters than women—I remembered Betsy.

And I knew a fear greater than any I had
ever suffered for myself. Her lodging

had been on the very outskirts of the

great battle whose field swarmed now
with despoilers and looters, with savage

men from the north who would hold a

girl a more precious booty than gold or

gems. Though I be not a mai
imagination, I could sec her, s

and proud anil desirable, scren
struggling in the savage ai

bearded Landsknechl oi unc
"Christoforo!" I cried out.

"Aye, Pietro," he said

waited for you to remember.
chancy maid, and uncanny, bull

sweet withal. May the holy
that no horror hath befallen het!

So. reckless of what enemy
encounter, we rode across the'

field, over the dismembered dea
wailing wounded. So busied' wi

met with their greed that they

us not.

t

r
-

AND so we came to the plao

.house that had sheltered

there was no house, only roof
and smoking rafters and piles <

Amidst this ruin I searched, c;

her name and tearing at the sti

my hands. But she was not tl

anything that I could recogni;

And in my despair I sat and
throbbing head in cold hands
myself up to agony and hopeli

"It serves not," said Christi

a short while, "to sit here till

man dog digs thee in the ribs

dagger to enrich himself with

ings of thy fingernails."

Dully and without will to mo\
I climbed upon my horse and
him as he rode, and after a time

,

and his voice which commonly
and jeering was tender.

"It runs in my mind," he sa

such as she come to no common
nor to such violation as doth rr

mad. Nay. She hath wit and
and, should these fail her, ther

eery. For I do believe she hath tl

of magic at her finger tips. So ta

Pietro. No Landsknechl could c

her. By necromancy she would tl

him into a rooting hog."
Now there was nonsense, y

heartening nonsense. Just as no
lieves that harm or suffering c

to him—which belief is placed ii

God to make it possible for hit

without losing his reason—so*
man believe that nought of evil

fall the one he loves. Therefore

I was sick with fearfulness, ne\

a tiny flower of hope blossome
gloom. And because there was
else 1 could do in her behalf,

most earnestly. And felt the bet

I lightened my own load by pilin

the shoulders of God. Which, i

is how the compassionate Fathi

intended us to use Him.
It was a weary ride upon al!

hausted horses down the strear

Ficinio to the broader Po. We
eaten since dawn, and because
the insignia of the Black Bands
not ask for food or shelter, becai

that land we were hated becau;

cruelties our men had inflicted i

peasantry. So we found shelter

of sty, and I doffed my armor an

down in the foul straw.

I thought of Betsy and of ^

Giovanni, and what disaster th

had brought to his fortunes: I th

my mother, wondering if she

good health; and of my father

business he had sent me to tr£

Florence. It seemed to me he v

discontented with me, and angi

long delay in coming home. I

pleased with myself, and nothir

world seemed right or pleasing,

and ever again my heart comp<
mind to return to Betsy. How
find her? If I found her wha
1 find? I despaired. A future i

she had no part seemed black an

indeed.

Then, suddenly, I slept, and
awakened, Christoforo crouch
corner frying eggs on his breast?

all the men I have ever known
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nergy you expend in fishing

> whether you're content to

ch a bobbing cork or prefer

a trout stream. You will use

of dextrose an hour.

jtening to radio are small

it do you know that in a
at home you use about
trose an hour?

n hill on a pair of skis may look easy, but

xercise as well as good fun. An afternoon

Brail will use nearly 16 oz. of dextrose.

T 'im like a fish, or just paddle around. In either
* > exercising lungs, arms and legs, using up
« he rate of at least 7 oz. of dextrose per hour.

As gasoline is fuel for your motor, dextrose is fuel for your body.
Even just rolling along o quiet road, your body will "burn" nearly
1 oz. of dextrose per hour. Just think what you use in Sunday traffic!

NOTE: In these examples, calorie expenditure

is expressed in equivalent quantities of dextrose
sugar, the immediate source of body energy.

What Do You

Do For Fun?

From Archery to Zither playing, you can have fun
in many ways.

To enjoy your favorite sport thoroughly, you
should maintain your "E. Q.", your Energy Quota.
It gives you power for every movement, every
thought, every breath.

Medical research has determined the amount of

energy you expend in every activity. This may be
measured in calories or translated into quantities

of dextrose sugar, because dextrose is the basic

carbohydrate of the body. It is the natural "fuel"

sugar of the body, the chief source of all energy.

Like any other fuel, dextrose creates energy when
it is "burned" in body tissues.

Read the captions under the pictures on this page.

Whether you just "sit this one out" or take an
active part, you are constantly using dextrose sugar

for energy.

This page is presented for your interest by Corn
Products Refining Company, one of the producers

of dextrose.

• Incidentally, while reading (his page, yon?- mind

and body will have used about Vg oz. of dextrose.

The 100-shooter may use more dextrose, but even
on under par golfer uses about 16 oz. of dextrose
for 18 holes. That's why soft drinks, enriched
with dextrose, renew ^energy at the 19th hole.

Whether you're a jitterbug or enjoy a Viennese
waltz, you're expending energy replaceable
by dextrose sugar. Even in a quiet one-step
you would use about 2 oz. of dextrose per hour.

Serious bridge players fidget on their chairs,

walk around the table . . . expend physical

as well as mental energy at the rate of

about l/i oz. of dextrose sugar per hour.

Even spectators following the ball use about 1 oz. of dextrose

per hour. Tennis players themselves consume os much as 20 oz.

in o match. Many champions nibble candy bars between sets,

becouse most condy contains dextrose, food-energy sugar.

Spading, seeding, hoeing, weeding may be work for some

people, but they're fun for most men when spring is in the air.

You'll "burn" up to 4 oz. of dextrose sugar an hour in the garden.

Nice work if you can get it! But even at rest, you consume almost

1 oz. of dextrose an hour, because you need energy to power
every breath, every move, every thought. © C. P. R. Co., 1947
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Car needs a shine
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If you've never used No. 7 Polish,

you've got a real treat coming.

Just once over cleans away traffic

film, restores the original color

and lustre, and makes your car

sparkling bright. Try Du Pont

No. 7 Polish today.

H2 7 POLISH
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

the most skillful at finding food where
even a raven would go hungry.
We rode down that Lombard valley

shoulder to shoulder in the sunshine, and
though haggard, ragged men cursed us

as we passed, and gaunt urchins stoned
us from a safe distance, we came at last

to Piacenza and My Lord Giovanni, who
suffered great pain but would not be

content until I had described the battle to

him, and that part in it that our Black
Bands had played.

"Had I but been there! Had I but been
there! Curses upon their foul artillery.

He has hit upon a new kind of war-
fare," My Lord said. "It won the battle.

It will win other battles. Pietro, such as

thou and I are fated to vanish. Aye and
all armored knights and gendarmes."
The good Cardinal Salviati sat by his

bedside, his wise, kindly face troubled

and his thoughts upon matters higher

than belching muzzles and pikemen.
"Always and ever," he said, "men de-

vise how they shall slaughter one another
in new and foul ways," he said gently.

"Who is there anywhere who labors to

contrive new ways of gentleness, or to

exalt reason, or bring us nearer to God?
The world is in dire travail. The Turk
carries all before him and marches to-

ward Vienna. When all Christendom
should join to repel the pagan, they fight

with one another."

"There is always the Pope," said My
Lord bitterly.

"Nay, brother, rail not at Pope or

church. The church is founded upon a

rock and will prevail, and the rock is the

teachings of Him who ordained that

there should be peace upon earth and
good will to men. The church is ill, Gio-
vanni, sick with the grievous malady of

wealth and power. Those who rule the

church forget that its kingdom is not one
of lands and cities and principalities and
of armies, but in the great, universal

heart of all mankind. In all lands and
climes there be little priests and monks
and friars who do keep alive the flame,

and live in poverty and virtue. There,

my brother, lives the leadership. At the

bottom and not at the top. The fault is

not with church, but with those into

whose unfit hands has fallen fhe outward
rule of church."
These matters were too high for my

brain, and I feared I tired My Lord, for

the Cardinal had glanced at me warn-
ingly.

"What orders hast thou for me and the

bands?" I asked.

"My wife hath sped to Rome to work
in my behalf," he said wryly. "For it

seems I shall need it. I myself, when my
wound permits, will go to the restorative

mud baths at Abana. My command to

thee, Pietro, is that you go forthwith to

Trebbio, where will come my wife and
son. look well to their safety."

WE RESTED that night, Christo-

foro and I, and next morning, al-

beit reluctantly, we left my master and set

forth on the long journey to Trebbio. For
days we rode southwesterly through a

land where there was neither merriment
nor plenty, for the plague had laid its

foul hand heavily upon the land, and
great wars breed famine and want among
the poor people who, in the end, must
foot the bill. All Italy was divided and
neighbor preyed upon neighbor and
there was no order and no good will. It

caused me to yearn for England, where
we try to arrange things better.

Christoforo was gay and bellowed rib-

ald songs, but as for me, there was no
pleasure in the journey but only heavi-

ness of heart, and black fears and hope-
lessness. For the more I thought about
it the less I was able to hope that Betsy

was still among the living.

We were still a day from Trebbio, and
mountains now lifted themselves on all

sides of us. At midday the smell of ap-

proaching spring was in the air and
Christoforo sang more lustily. Traveling

thus we came to a fork in the way with
one path veering to the right and the

other to the left, and we debated which
we should follow, and while we were
considering it, a splendid buck running
for his life leaped from a thicket and
passed us with graceful leaps. Behind
him dogs gave tongue, and then came
the hunters riding intent upon their

quarry. Without waiting word from me
Christoforo followed them to the right

and 1, not caring which direction we
took, rode after him.
Now it is a strange and wonderful

thing, as I have learned, how small a de-

cision will cause so large a result; and
how, by taking one turn of the road at

a fork a man's whole life will become a

completely different thing from what it

would have been had he taken the other.

In a little time a wide valley opened
before us between the cliffs, and it

seemed a greener valley than any we had
seen. We could see the buck running
freely and- hear the dogs and the shouts
of the huntsmen. Then there was sudden
silence, and the hunters were among the

dogs, beating them back from the trail

—and the buck ran a little way farther

and then stopped and lowered its head
and commenced to nibble at the young
grass as if neither dogs nor hunters were
within miles of it. The dogs stood slaver-

ing and straining, and the huntsmen sat

their horses and looked longingly and
with chagrin at the buck. But they did

not move so much as an inch.

THEN I saw planted in the ground be-

fore them a tiny white cross, and at a

distance another tiny white cross, and
farther along another, so that, as far as I

could see, small holy roods grew in a

line like some hedge or boundary mark-
ing. And neither horse nor dog crossed

this line.

It was a marvel past understanding, so

I rode up to the young lord who led the

hunt and spoke him courteously.

"Ser Huntsman," said I, "what be
these crosses? And, having passed them,
why is yon deer fearless of thee and
these who hunt with thee?"

He looked at me and his eyes nar-

rowed when he saw the insigne I wore,
but he replied with grudging courtesy.

"Beyond this hedge of crosses," he
said, "there is refuge. Aye, for hunted
beast or for hunted man."

"But I see no wardens to enforce it."

"There be none that the eye can see."

"This must be land of a very potent
lord," I said to him.
"Beyond this line," he said, "is neither

sword nor pike nor soldier to bear them.
But 1 had sooner swim a river infested

with foul crocodiles, than to cross this

boundary meaning violence to any living

creature."

"Now here is a marvel," I said, won-
deringly. "Of what is thy fear?"

"There be worse and more permanent
damages to a man than sword hacks in

his flesh," he said.

Then he turned away from me and
commanded his party to leash the dogs,

and they rode away hastily and silently

as if from a spot ridden by a murrain.

Christoforo and I peered after them and
then at each other, and there was no grin

upon his face but only a sort of awe.
"Now what is this?" he asked. "Have

we come to the domain of some sor-

cerer?"

"We have come to something that is a

mystery," said I gravely, "and I cannot
ride on content until I know more."
"Nay," said he, and shivered, "let us

go on our way lest some uncanny thing

befall us. I like not traffic with witches

nor warlocks. For, though they may not

damage the body they be potent to

wound the soul."

But such curiosity gripped me that I

was determined, and I rode forward say-

ing "We mean neither harm nor vio-

lence to any, so we do not violate this

strange sanctuary. We be weary and
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;eek sanctuary ourselves. I

to the meaning of this."

:d me, not liking it at all. We
grazing buck who lifted his

at us with mild, unstartled

[he path climbed gently up-

furry creature came out of

_n beside us and gamboled,

tird upon a bough that my
iave touched, swelled its lit-

^ong.

I asked, for a strange feel-

me, "come to the Garden

some lair of necroman-
lristoforo.

ve saw beside the path a lit-

vhich stood a sweetly carven

I was comforted, for no
in could abide the presence

symbol,

a turn in the path and a

idst of which was a hut of

and before it stood a tall

altogether in white, with

leather. His beard was
lis hair was golden and his

srown. And on his out-

is perched birds of many
[a large bird sat upon his

|emed to me they were talk-

in perfect understanding,

a noble face but not stern,

led very gently at me and

I
birds,

now, little friends," he said.

ne to claim my attention."

me, "Ser Englishman, thou
I expected thee."

id, "I knew not myself that

|ig, or that there was such a

le to."

taken the other turning,"

l, "an invitation would have
lee. So get down from thy

and refresh thyselves."

of the church," said I.

art of the world," he said,

again.

|thy order?" I asked.

fellowship, but of all fel-

lou art upon an island of

vorld at war. See," he said,

:oming."

see who the friend might

|
coming up the path a ragged,

and she came closer and
lie out of big wistful eyes and
less. At first I did not know
ly months had passed, but

then I remembered. It was the girl child
who had been harried by Count Riario
and whom I had rescued from the tree.

"Thou art Beatrice," said I.

"I am Beatrice," she answered softly.

"Thy father, Tasso," 1 asked, "is he
safe and well.'"

"Aye," she answered, "and speaks thy
name often in gratitude."

"Even," said the man in white, "as
thou dost befriend the least of these thou
dost befriend also Him." He turned and
led us into the hut which was plain to

austerity. With his own hands he set

forth wine and bread and food com-
pounded of vegetables, but no flesh or
fowl. His eyes twinkled as he saw Chris-
toforo's face fall.

"It will fill thee and amply sustain

thee," he said, "though no living thing
has died to satisfy thy appetite. Fall to."

WE ATE with zest, for the food was
good and the wine sparkling, but I

was not altogether at ease because of
the maid, who crouched with her back
against the wall and stared and stared at

me, even as she had before the fire on the

night I rescued her from Riario.

When we were finished and she had
cleared away, our host began to speak to

us, and we sat entranced, for his voice

was golden, and his words flowed forth

as if he wove the pattern of a wondrous
tapestry of many colored threads. He
made me to see life as it should be in a

world where no man harmed man nor
beast harmed beast; where there was no
rancor nor hatred nor brutal selfishness

nor lust for power. He spoke of a world
in which every man's platter should be
heaped with food because the bountiful

earth could provide enough for all if it

were but permitted to do so, and wherein
there should be no England nor France
nor Venice nor Spain divided against

one another—but all one people living in

friendship. He spoke harshly of no man,
but gently of all, holding that men are

not evil of themselves, but are forced to

do evil until they come to love evil

—

forced to do evil by a world of chaos not

organized for virtue.

"So," he said, "I have created this lit-

tle oasis of peace as an example, praying

daily and nightly that each year its bor-

ders shall spread an inch or a yard or a

mile, until in the fullness of time it shall

cover the whole world—and bring the

Kingdom of Heaven down from the skies
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ust not die to possess it,

theirs from birth."

e he roused himself. "But

d patiently, "we must deal

s." He glanced at me with

Though this be a secluded

pot," he said, "news doth

y many tongues. Such as

f Beatrice who doth visit

e to time. Thou dost travel

But not without watching

y movements. There is a

e Count Riario is again no
or of thine."

maid, My Father," said I,

erious maid who doth ap-

guises and going by divers

e great battle she vanished
thy knowledge embrace if

dead?"
eassure thee," he said. "It

sniffing monk craves to

lgly as thou. But, Ser Eng-
link thee. Would one so

roitly wise as she be like to

ng upon a battlefield? Or
a time when her purpose
ished, or it became a pur-

ble of accomplishment?
e this woman?"
Id him.

y of thy love?" he asked.

I fear she is not such as

ould welcome," I said mis-

do love her all the same."

, wise eyes studied me, and
t in the brain that lighted

know. "Thou art a simple,

t man, Ser Englishman, but
wits, mayhap, as thou thy-

. Let not thy courage flag

be dimmed."
up and pointed to pallets

trice upon the floor. "Sleep
said. "When thou wakest I

But I shall see thee again,

11 see thee once again.". . .

OKE with the dawn, and the

eatrice came in with food
with downcast eyes. When

ihed we went out to find our
ed at the door.
maid came hesitantly from
d stood by my stirrup. She
iost forlornly.

d," she said, "the way is long
's lair."

come here," I said "—and

||now peace if only for a few
year," she said. And then,

pr eyes again and flushing

grant that I get up and ride

I today? For the stones be
Ir ways run together."

|child up." I said to Christo-
e tossed her as if she were a
iat she sat behind me on the
lut a round arm about me to

|
steady. And so we made off

pwell to the saintly man who
ur host, for before we awak-

departed upon some mis-
ode down the winding path,
ve were about halfway I saw
utz darting from clump to

It is, if a creature may lurch

t the same time. I reined in

for the thing seemed neither
I beast at that distance and in

pht. But when next it moved
flutter of garments. It did not
lo me that something should
flitting and hiding in this place
i 1 swung my horse toward it.

i black beard below a tangled
bite hair, and no light of rea-

Jthe man's eyes but only fear,

jognized the madman John-
jwarf had brought to my tent

h to his mistress and who had
len we encountered the Count
letsy's door.

mim not." said Beatrice. "It is

eione. Ever and anon he comesm his wanderings."
'Pte to him gently, and the fear
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went out of his eyes and he reached up a
claw to caress her foot, and she soothed
him with words until he stood as erect as
his maimed body would allow.

"Niccolo Gozzoli," I said, "dost re-

member me?" But he only trembled and
gazed at Beatrice piteously.

"This madman," said I, "is of some
mysterious value to one who is dear to
me but may be dead. It is a strange thing
that I should find him thus, and there
may be some meaning to it. She may
have future need of him if, as I pray ur-
gently, she be alive. Why doth he not
remain here where he would find kind-
ness?"

"It is a quest," she said.

"How can a madman have a quest?"
"It may be a part of his madness," she

said, "but there is a firm compulsion
upon him to search and he cannot es-

cape from it."

"For what does he seek?" I asked.
"A child," she said softly.

I sat and looked down upon him, and

"Take him up behind thee, Christo-
foro," I said, and my friend and follower
grimaced hideously and held his nose. "A
most unfair and bitter world," he said.

"To the master a soft maid, smelling
sweetly; to the man a hideous, malodor-
ous creature without shape or wits."

Nevertheless he hoisted Niccolo Goz-
zoli and his addled wits to the rump of
his horse and mounted before him.

BUT the marvels of the morning were
not ended because, when we came to

the hedge of white crosses there sat hesi-

tant and fearful upon a piebald ass the
dwarf John-Peter; he glowered at me.

"John-Peter." I asked eagerly, "what
of her? What of thy mistress?"

"I know not," he said. "I left before
the great battle, following the crazy wan-
derings of this madman whom thou didst

allow to escape thee." Then his eyes took
fire. "No thanks to thee if she be not
dead or worse! Where wert thou when
she needed protection on that bloody
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my heart went out to him because some
thread of fate tied him to Betsy, and it

was as if I had found in my path a lock

of her hair or some bracelet dropped
from her wrist. I studied the matter and
it seemed a providential thing that I had
found him again and that my duty to

Betsy was to cling to him until I could

give him to her, if she still lived.

"Niccolo Gozzoli," I said, "I mean
thee no harm, but only comfort. Wilt

come with me so that I can care for thee?

There is one who awaits thee."

The cloud passed from his eyes and
they were eager, and he spoke in that

voice of silver which I remembered well.

"Doth she await me, my mistress?"

"One awaits who will receive thee

kindly," I said.

He turned his troubled eyes upon Bea-

trice as if to ask her to decide the matter,

and she said softly. "Come with him, for

he will not harm thee, and thou canst

trust him even as I do."

day? Aye, when she had need of thee

thou didst fail her, and I hate thee for it."

"Hate me or not," I said bitterly, "turn

thy beast and follow us. For from this

day we three stay together until we find

her or learn her fate."

"Whither?" he asked sullenly.

"To Trebbio." I said.

So, growling in his throat, John-Peter
fell in behind us and we rode on into

country less clement and abounding in

rocks and gorges and mountains.
We rode until noon and then alighted

for rest, and Beatrice produced a bag
ample with food so that we ate and were
refreshed and as we sat I sought for

some word of hope from the dwarf.
"John-Peter." I said, "despair is no

light burden upon a man's heart. Tell

me truly, hast no word to lighten it?"

"An I had." he said, "I would not give

it thee. For she did laugh at thee."

"That I know," I said, "but I cannot
help it. I have but one desire and hope.
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which is to see her alive and to serve her
faithfully with my foolishness."

The girl Beatrice lowered an untasted
morsel from her lips. "Dost love this

lady," she asked, "with all thy heart? So
that thou wouldst die for her?"

"That is the way of it," I said.

"It is a sad happiness to love in that

manner," she said. "To love and to be
thought little of. Yet, methinks, it is

better that love come in that way than
that it never come at all."

I was convinced that no one living

knew so much of love and its joys and
sorrows as I. I did not want to talk about
it further. "Beatrice," said I, "these roads
be familiar to thee. Shall we reach Treb-
bio this night?"

"Nay," she said, "but traveling at our
slow pace we may reach it before sun-
down tomorrow."
"Then tonight," I said, "we sleep in

the hills."

We mounted our horses again, and we
were a strange company to be riding to-

gether through the mountains: a mad-
man and a tattered maid and an English
merchant's son who had been made a
knight without desiring it, and a soldier

who fought for the love of it and for

booty. And a dwarf who had no right

place in the world because of his dwarf-
ishness. I thought of him then for the

first time as a human being like myself,

but denied full fellowship because he
was a thing distorted of stature and com-
ical to look upon. But for all that, he
had a brain within his skull as other men
have, and a heart within his breast. It

astonished me to think of it—that he,

John-Peter, a homunculus, might be
moved by the things that moved a nor-

mal man.
Beatrice told us that we could find

lodgment for the night in an inn some
miles before us called the Barbary Lion.

Long before we reached it there came to

our ears sounds of merriment and mu-
sical instruments and song which grew
louder as we progressed. When we en-

tered the courtyard of the inn we found
gathered around a crackling fire more
than a score of men and women, who
bellowed welcome to us. To me it seemed
that here were gathered the very pick
and choice of all the oddities in the

world, for there was a great giant nigh
eight feet from toe to crown, and a man
all spotted white and blue, and a one-
legged man who was dancing with as-

tonishing great leaps into the air. There
was one clad like a Turk, and a dwarf
with black skin and woolly hair that

stood out around his head like an ebony
halo. There were men and there were
women and a couple of children. But all

were so gay as to warm your heart.

THE huge giant picked up the dwarf
and sat him upon his shoulder and

came to meet us, his enormous, simple
face split by a grotesque grin.

"Welcome, brother," he bellowed to

John-Peter. "I be somewhat taller in

stature than thou but we be of the same
trade, but thou and the noble Hannibal
who perches upon my shoulder must not

be jealous of each other."

Forthwith he snatched John-Peter
from the saddle and plopped him down
upon his other shoulder, and the two
gnomes glared at each other and spat like

a pair of cats, and John-Peter fetched the

giant a buffet on the ear.

"I am no strolling oddity to exhibit

myself to the laughter of unwashed ap-

prentices." he raved. "Somewhat small

I am. but nevertheless a man. Let me
down, thou overgrown baboon!"

"Bid the landlord to broach a cask

that we may warm the inner parts of us

that this fire doth not reach," I said.

So we alighted, and the giant put John-
Peter on his feet, and all gathered around
us to ask the news.
"We be weary," said I. "Let us first

bespeak beds for the night."

"There be no beds left," said the Turk;
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ill. Ye must be content with

Iw beside our fire."

aid a bean-pole man with

rand 1 will sell thee an indul-

ge thy wife and take another,

that hath marvelous power
laid to thee and make her

rly; or a sure ward against

3T boils upon thy posterior.

|Rosina shall tell thy future

act. But name thy desire."

come ye?" I asked. "And

J
destination?"

[om the high carnival in Ven-
journey to Florence," said

indulgences, "to reap the

ime in time of peace. For
France is a prisoner. The

les under his crown and war
jr the time." He looked at

[Even the Black Bands," he
^employed."

i be full," I said, "right gladly

thy company. But this is a

|e. What travelers cause this

jm for the landlord?"

not, save that they be armed
friendly."

jke there came to the door a

young man—no common
Isomeone of rank,

ly caterwauling," he com-
ply. "My ears be deafened
pnce there. Or I will have ye

vith whips."

Jke not arrogance, nor that

places should be harsh to-

belovv them. These good peo-

jt amusing themselves in all

land it went against me that

Jy should lord it over them.
|erect and stepped forward.

be two words to such a lash-

"These merry folk do dam-
If their lightness of heart

ears then stuff them."
fcred at me. "A cockerel!" he

id I, "with sharpened spurs."

comb needs cutting," he said,

dou and cut it," I told him.
aw that the men of our com-
|>nger wore merry faces, but

vere hard and harsh in the

|ght that also caused to gleam
they had drawn from their

Carefree and gay they were,

|ves were hard and they had
to protect themselves often

The youth in the doorway
|rd and peered at me, and his

itent.

aot matters of importance to

he said, "I would accommo-
adly."

"Come to me again," I said, "in thy
first moment of leisure. Meantime, my
friends will strike up a merry lay. Sing
right heartily, friends, to instruct this

gentleman that songs are more pleasant

to the ears of God than threats."

He turned then, with no other word,
and walked back through the open door
and slammed it soundly behind him. Be-
atrice, who stood beside me, plucked at

my arm.
"Ser Pietro," she said, "it is the

younger brother of the Count Riario."

"I care not," said I, "if it be his father

and all his uncles," for I was angry at the

arrogance of him.
"Bethink thee," she cautioned me.

"Why is he here—across thy path to

Trebbio?"
Her words caused me to pause and

consider. In the presence of the brother
of thy enemy it were well to act with
caution. "Though I doubt it," I said to

Beatrice, "it could be an ambush."
"The Count Riario is a vengeful man,

and thou didst rob him of his prey. For
which I give thanks to God."
So I turned to the company and bade

them to sing more loudly to mask any
sounds I might make; and I trod softly

across the courtyard to a window of the

inn and raised myself so that I could
peer inside. There were half a dozen
men, their swords standing against the

wall and their breastplates laid aside.

Their heads were close together as

though they discussed some plan. Among
the men dressed for riding and fighting

was another of different garb, and that

meant everything to me. For it was an
obese man in coarse brown robe; I saw
the great round eyes and the blubber lips

of the monk who boasted that he was
the hunting dog of the Pope!

I went back to the fire and drew Chris-

toforo aside.

"The monk is there," I said.

"The monk!" exclaimed John-Peter.

"Then it is an ambush."
"It seems so to me," I said.

"He must not have Niccolo Gozzoli,"

John-Peter said harshly. "Rather would
I die."

"I know not about Gozzoli," said I,

"but I value highly mine own skin. Now,
shall we steal softly away, being warned?
Or shall we remain to see what comes of
it? These strollers will stand sturdily by
us."

"There is more at hazard," John-Peter

said, "than thy neck, or even Niccolo

Gozzoli."
"Shall we stay or go?" I demanded

shortly.

"The question is too deep for me,"
he said. "We need the advice of another.""

by HOWARD SPARBER

I
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"What other'.'" 1 demanded.
He was reluctant In speak, but neces-

sity compelled him. "In time of need,"
he said, "a wise woman's advice should
be sought."

"Hast lost thy mind?"
"Nay," he said, "there is one here of

great experience."

"Thou art as mad as Gozzoli, John-
Peter," 1 told him.
He was stubborn. "I move not until

thou dost consult Mother Rosina," he
said. "What she decides, that will I do."

It seemed a silly, foolish thing that in

this moment of peril I should consult
with a toothless crone, a wandering char-

latan who cozened pennies from the ig-

norant with spurious fortunetelling. But
John-Peter was set upon it—and after

all, who can be certain that such a
woman may not be able to peer some
distance into the future.

So I strode to where she crouched with

straggling gray hair about her face.

"Mother Rosina," I said, "may I con-
sult thy wisdom?"
"To what end?" she croaked.

"To discover," I said, "if I should flee

or fight?"

Painfully, with creaking joints, she

lifted herself to her feet and, bedraggled,
she followed me beyond the circle of fire-

light.

"Mother," I said, "in yonder inn is the

brother of my enemy, who, or so I be-

lieve, lies in wait to do me a damage. But
more important still, his companion is

a monk who hath dogged my steps since

first I set foot on Italy at Livorno. What,
then, shall I do? Shall I remain and face

it out, or shall I slink away?"
Out of the folds of her black sooth-

sayer's dress came a hand; it touched my
arm and lay there. It was not a yellow,

wrinkled hand, covered with warts and
blemishes. It was not the talon of an
old crone, but white and slender with

fingers that tapered and nails well-tended

and shining. My breath caught in my
throat and dizziness all but overcame me.
For I knew that hand and loved it.

"Betsy!" I whispered. "Is it indeed
thou? Art alive and not dead?"
"Hush," she said.

"My love!" said I. "My dear, dear

love!"

I
COULD think but one thought and
that was that Betsy was here, alive, un-

harmed, and I mumbled her name over

and over again in my happiness, and
clung to the little hand she had placed on
my arm. But she spoke to me sharply, al-

beit in a low tone of voice.

"Enough!" she said, and seemed to

find no pleasure in my presence. "I am
alive and like to cling long to life if thy

clumsiness brings me not to ruin. I saw
Riario's brother in the door. The monk
is with him?"

I felt as if she had given me a buffet

upon mine ear in return for my love and
it hurt sorely. There was no softness in

her nor anything save the cold, gleaming

beauty of a sword blade—and the beauty

was well concealed by the guise she wore.

"The monk is here," I said.

"But here," she said, "is the question

whose answer we must guess. Does he lie

in wait for thee or for me?"
"For me, I believe," I said. "My com-

ings and goings have been open and
overt for any to see and to follow. While
thine have been stealthy and mysterious.

The belief is fixed in his head that I will

lead him to thee."

"Which," she said icily, "thou hast

done. Matters hang in the balance more
important than thy life or mine. Aye.
The future of all Italy, and of Florence

in particular. And of Rome. The Med-
ici Pope hath ridden the wrong horse to

disaster. That disaster must become de-

struction."

"Thy safety, Betsy," I said, "is more
to me than all the politics in Europe." I

was silent, thinking upon her determina-

tion and how stubbornly she meddled in
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high affairs. "Thou dost hate furiously,"

I said.

"And with cause," she answered.
Men speak of hot Italian blood, but to

me that fluid seems cold and deadly, nur-

turing vengeance and keeping alive for

years hatreds which in warmer blood
would soften and fade with the fleeting

of time.

"It is for thee to say," I said presently.

"Shall it be flight or fight?"

"How many be against us?"
"Half a dozen—that I saw. But had I

planned such an ambush I would not
congregate all my men in the inn, but
would conceal some upon the road both
ahead and behind to cut off escape."

Then, interrupting our council, the gi-

ant came to us and towered over us,

holding in his fist a great, knobbed club

such as Hercules might have wielded.

"Messire," he said, "the gate be sealed

against us." He motioned toward the

wall that surrounded the courtyard and
to the opening in it through which we
had entered. "Armed men are there," he
said. "They came creeping stealthily

through the darkness. How many I do
not know."

BETSY looked up at me, and her

young eyes glowed strangely through
the ancient and scraggly locks of hair

that hid her face. "The decision is made
for us," she said with no tremor in her

voice, nor fear in her bearing.

"It is no quarrel of chine," I said to the

giant.

"We be simple folk and honest," he
said. "We love not robbers nor assas-

sins."

Now I be no general, nor ever desired

it; but no man of understanding may
spend weeks and months in talk with My
Lord Giovanni without comprehending
something of the business of warfare.

Therefore I stood studying our surround-

ings as best I could in the darkness. The
campfire of the strolling mountebanks
was in the middle of a courtyard shut in

on two sides by walls of stone, pierced by
the one gate through which we had en-

tered. The opposite side was shut in by
the mass of the inn itself and buildings

appertaining thereto: and the fourth side

was partly wall and partly barns and sta-

bles; before a barn rested two or three of

the great two-wheeled carts common to

that country. I studied all this and found
little to comfort me.

I turned to those around me and said

in cautious voice, "Sing, comrades, and
be merry, so that we be deemed unsuspi-

cious of danger. Methinks there will be

no attack upon us till the fire burns low
and we be asleep."

Then came to me a fragri

not such as My Lord would I

but the best my merchant's
manage. "Look ye," I

"Let it seem that wine 1

us. Ye be performers and
the way of it. Make carnivj
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sire?"
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indulgences.

Then, whilst they behaved
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:

on my armor and Christofo
wise. The clamor must h;

those within the inn, but no I

to rebuke us.

Betsy came to me and si

me, but I dared not touch
spoke softly for my ear aloi!

"We cannot see the end
said earnestly, "nor who sfl

or alive at dawn. But thisj

know, Pietro. Sewn in a bil

rags is a packet. In this pac I

papers and dangerous. The^J
the hands of Pietro Gradenif
tian, who is on embassy i

Give me thy pledge that if ilf
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"What be these papers?"
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not harm thy land of Englanf
"That," I said stubborn
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"I will not tell thee," she

"Then I will not touch i|

swered.

She looked up at me and
mind was fixed and that sl|

move it.

"They be letters," she sail
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to Francis of France, and

t agreements made betwixt

they into thy possession?"
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"Ho, good friends," he said, "the hour
is late. A right blithe evening have ye
enjoyed. Ye must be wearied, and there
be travelers in the inn who wish to sleep
and refresh themselves before they tike

the road tomorrow. Therefore, courte-
ously I entreat ye to cease your cater-

wauling that we all may seek repose."
It was only then that he seemed to be-

come aware of me, and started in sur-

prise, and smiled broadly. "What, my
son? Is it indeed thou? Had I but known
thou wert in this company I had bidden
thee inside to regale thyself in greater

comfort. So thou didst escape the great

battle without scathe! I had feared for

thee, knowing thy rash courage. A wel-
come sight art thou."

"1 thought not to see thee sniffing in so

remote a spot," I said.

"I sniff where the trail leads," he said.

"And would the trail be mine?"
"How could it be?" he asked, brows

lifted in rare surprise. "I was here before
thee, my son. It is more like you followed
me than that I followed thee. I was af-

flicted to learn of the Lord Giovanni's
wound. Thy destination is Trebbio?"
"Where else?" I asked.

HIS bulging eyes roved over the com-
pany until they rested upon John-

Peter, and remained there and hardened
and glittered. "Now this is indeed a sur-

prise," he said softly. "The manikin.
The manikin of Florence and of Fano,
and of divers other places. Not often am
I surprised, and so pleasantly. For when
thou art present a certain other is not far

distant. Ha, Englishman," he said to me,
"have I not said that if I clove to thee

thou wouldst lead me to her?"

I did not dare so much as turn my eyes

to glance at Betsy to see how she was
taking all this talk.

"So thou, Englishman, and the dwarf
did rendezvous in this place. He, by
right of his dwarfishness, a member of

this company of mountebanks. And she?

A drawing together of the three of ye,

perhaps. A girl most clever at disguises,

so that even I have never seen her face

to know it." He grinned at me and oil

seemed to drip from the grin. "Now
could she have disguised herself as

yonder giant? Or that grimacing Moorish
dwarf? Or one of these merry acrobats?"

"Or perhaps," I said jeeringly, "as one
of the horses or performing dogs."

"She hath deceived me with things full

as marvelous as that," he answered.

Then his full, pouting lips became a

thin line as they pressed together, and his

eyes glinted, and before I could step be-

tween—and with a speed incredible in so

obese a man—he darted forward with

outstretched hand and snatched at Betsy

where she crouched with lowered face.

When his hand came away from her it

clutched her headdress and matted,

tangled wig of bedraggled hair. And
there, lighted by the yellow fire, was her

lovely face for a moment filled with con-

sternation; but in an instant she com-
posed herself and was the proud and
fearless lady I had known.

"Bonnivet's light-o'-love," he laughed,

and there was gloating in his voice. "So
I was not wrong. So I guessed it even

then! Oh, well met, Madonna. And,
perhaps, another mystery solved. Aye.

I was swift to the quarters of The Most
Christian King, but one had been before

me rifling his papers. And who but thou,

who have thwarted me heretofore at

every turn? Now can I indeed sleep in

peace with a fat abbey for my pillow!"

So blasted was I by this sudden thing

that I could neither move nor speak, but

only stood and raged inwardly.

"This," he said, "doth put a different

face upon the matter."

Then, before any could stir or think

what to do, he turned and, stepping as

one who hath achieved a great things he-

walked back to the inn and entered and

closed the door behind him.

I thought of My Lord Giovanni and
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what he would do in like circumstances.

It seemed to me, knowing his wisdom in

warfare, that he would act boldly and in

some unexpected manner that would
throw the enemy into confusion.

Here were we, two soldiers, Christo-

foro and myself, and a motley company
of people whose business was to cause
laughter and not bloodshed. We were
pent and beleaguered in a courtyard
from which there was no escape, and by
a troop of fighting men trained to war-
fare. Nor did we know their numbers or
their dispositions. It was no quarrel of

the mountebanks, but they, as well as I,

knew that no mercy would be shown
them by the riders of the Count Riario.

Ill armed as they were, they would fight

for their women and their lives.

OUR case seemed hopeless. I could
not see how we could do more

than resist with what courage was in us

until we were overcome. But there was
a thing of more importance to me than
my life or my death—and that was Betsy.

Desperate as our plight might be, yet

there was a slender chance that some
might escape, and all my plans must be so
contrived that it should be she.

"Betsy," I said, "it seems that here

tonight will come an end to my traveling

in foreign lands. I, who had thought to

die peacefully in old age with the smell

of woolen cloths in my nostrils. But,

somehow thou shalt escape from it. Hold
thyself ready. For in some manner I will

see to it."

She looked up at me and I could not
read her eyes. "It is a sorry end," she

said. "To die in such a spot and in such
a petty brawl."

"It is not a sorry end," I said, "for

any man to die in defense of the maid
who holds his heart, but I am not like My
Lord who covets glory. It will grieve my
mother sorely, and my father will be dis-

tressed having no son to whom the busi-

ness may descend. Wilt write them a

letter and tell them the way of it, and that

my loving thoughts were upon them?"
"If I be alive," she said, "I will write

that letter."

"Stay by the maid Beatrice."

For a moment she was silent. "I have
done thee no good, but only harm," she

said. "Do you not hate me for it?"

"I love thee tenderly," I said.

"My heritage," she said, "has been
hate—not love." Then she reached out

with her small white hand
my hand with it. And
and her voice was more
I heard it before, "I have
men less uoithy of honoi ths

Then, because time was
strode away from her to wb
foro stood singing as gaily a:

'( hristoforo," 1 said to

thou stomach for a ventun
"It was for ventures," he i

did forswear the goldsmith's

come a soldier."

"Come then," said I, "wb
like to have thy fill of it."

So, explaining my purpo*
led the way across the coiui iK^
door of the inn and opened
sword in hand, and step

through the archway into

where sat the monk and y
and his two companions,
against two, for I did nol

monk, which was no great c

astounded at our sudden
leaped to their feet and read
weapons. Now a more knigh

I might have paused to utter

to arrange matters to accon
high gentlemen call chivalr

was a grim business and mi
attended to swiftly.

So I leaped upon them, a

foro was at my side, and aft

member little about it save th

were full and there was
swords and trampling and ta

between grim lips. I thank

my stature and my strei _
Riario was first to go down
stuck in him as he fell and sn

hilt, leaving me weaponless,

time my blood was up, anc

next man could have at me,

table at which they had bet

and hurled it with full force

of the next and it struck him
from a catapult and hurled^ qiee

ward against the wall. Befc

recover from it—if recover hi

done from such a blow—I c

and lifted him squirming ai^jtnces

down upon the stone pavin

body lurched once gruesonv

still. Whereat I turned to

who was all but finished wit

onist—and just in time, fo

crept behind him with dagge

I trust I may be forgiven fi

hand against a churchman

Ui

action

I let

Um Pa

she i

ALL PRE-WAR WHISKEY

OLD CHARTER
He wants you to make a fuss over me"

Collier's for Jt
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seemed necessity for it, so 1 gave him a

buffet that abated his desire to do murder
and left him sprawling under a table.

"Now that was a gay and pretty

bickering," said Christoforo, "and these
gentlemen find themselves most unex-
pectedly in Paradise."

"Or otherwise," said 1, stooping to arm
myself with Riario's sword. " I'heir arms
and armor will be welcome. Go thou
to the door and summon all to come in-

side, for a good stone inn is easier of
defense than a roofless courtyard."
They came trooping in, save three who

remained to watch the gate with John-
Peter to set fire to the hay, but I called

John-Peter to come and leave it to the

others. And I found the landlord cower-
ing in a corner and snatched him out.

"Is there a way out of the back, of this

inn of thine?"

"There is. My Lord," he stuttered.

"Through which horses may pass into

the forest and the hills?"

"And a path," he said, "that circles

hither and thither until it joins the road
to eastward."

"Get three horses swiftly," I ordered,
"and saddle them." And then to Betsy.

"The men outside know not what hath
happened here. 1 know not how many
guard the rear, but not enough to hold
thee back. Thou and John-Peter must
ride, and take the little Beatrice with thee.

Go to Trebbio where thou wilt be safe.

When all is ready for thee to go we will

set fire to the hay at the gate and set up
a shouting to cause them to come to see

what we do. So it may be thou shalt

escape undetected."

So men of the mountebanks led three

horses to the gate in the rear, and I

went out through the kitchen with Betsy
and John-Peter and the maid Beatrice.

There we waited in the darkness until we
heard a great din in the courtyard, and,
over the black roof lighting the sky, we
saw the lurid flames of the burning hay
carts. Whereupon Christoforo and I

ventured forth to see if any barred the

path. But all was silent and lonely there.

I lifted Betsy upon her mount, and
Christoforo placed Beatrice in her sad-

dle, and John-Peter scrambled up and
they were ready.

"Ride softly and slowly for a mile,"

said I, "so that the sound of your horses'

hoofs will not alarm. Then ride till ye be

safe in Trebbio."
"And thou?" asked Betsy.

"I remain with these companions."
She sat straight in her saddle, her pale,

lovely face most incongruous above the

bedraggled, ragged dress that had been
her disguise.

"What thou hast done," she said, "was
well thought of. Aye, your Lord Gio-
vanni could have done no better. God
guard thee, Pietro, and bring thee and
all with thee safe out of it."

"An we win free," said I, "shall I see

thee in Trebbio?"
"That I know not," she said, "nor if

ever I shall see thee again." Her lips

bent in a still, twisted smile. "I seem
ever fated to use thee to thy disadvantage.

It were best if thou should avoid me, if

thou canst."

SUDDENLY I was heavy with fear of

the future, for I remembered what I

had seen in the crystal ball, and how
I saw her lying dead in a room heavy with

smoke. It seemed to me that whatever I

did, however I prayed for her and in

whatever way I served her, it would be

vain in the end. So I dared to lift her

hand to my lips, and then I turned, not

daring to say goodby for fear of the

quavering of my voice. I heard the

movement of their horses, but did not

turn my head to watch as they rode away
into the black forest.

I walked with heavy feet back into the

inn and into the room where we had
fought with Riario and his men, and

there I looked about me, and for a

moment could not remember what was

amiss. Then I said loudly in my alarm.
"Where is the monk?"

But he was gone, nor was he to he
found in the inn—though we ransacked
it from attic to cellars. He had slipped

away, and none knew when. 1 blamed
myself lor it. but what was done was
done. I had thought we had left Riario's

men leaderless, but now. though he was
no lighting man, the monk would take

command of them and show them what
to do. But no longer were matters so

desperate. Their numbers were reduced,
and more in quality than in quantity.

"How many men remain to them?" I

asked.

"My lord," said one of the acrobats
to me, "I be a stealthy man. Give me
leave to go out and spy upon them."
"Aye," said the giant, "Giacomo has

the eyes and feet of a cat."

"I be no lord," I said, "but only a mer-
chant's son who is a knight by merest
chance. Go cautiously, Giacomo, and
return quickly."

"Have no fear of him," the giant said,

"for he will pick you a pocket or slit you
a throat so deftly and so sweetly that it

might have been a shadow." His voice

was warm with honest admiration. "Even
as this Michelangelo is an artist with

brush or chisel, so is Giacomo the most
skillful man of this day at snatching a

purse. He will return safely."

I
WAS in doubt if the arts of thievery

did qualify a man for such work as

this, but I need have felt no incertitude

about it, and my suspense was brief, for

in less than an hour Giacomo returned
grinning, with a naked sword in one hand
and a dagger in the other. "Had I de-

sired," he said vainly, "I could also have
fetched his shirt. There be but four of
them, My Lord, shivering and uncom-
fortable and grumbling, whose orders are

to stir about and make us think there are

more of them. Whatever others there

were have gone." He grimaced merrily.

"And I wished I could have crept into

one of their pockets and slept snugly
without the owner being aware."
"Was the monk among them?"
"There was no monk."
"I like it not," said I, and foreboding

descended blackly upon me.
"We may sleep soundly, thanks to

thee," said the seller of false indulgences.

"We have nought to fear from four."

"Nonetheless," said I, "we shall post

sentries until the dawn. It may be some
ruse. Or worse."

But it was no stratagem. The night

was peaceful, though overlong, for I did

not close my eyes. And in the dawn, as

I stood behind the barricade in the gate-

way, I saw the four mount horses and
ride away, and knew that what had been

a dire peril the night before was no
longer a threat to our safety. But I did

not like it that the monk had vanished. I

prayed that Betsy had ridden swiftly, and
even now was safe within the walls of

Trebbio.

We breakfasted in the inn, served by
the timorous landlord, and then set out

upon our way.
"Ye shall find welcome and shelter

and food in Trebbio," I told them.
So we rode, as ragtag a company as

ever I saw, and as gay and carefree and
friendly, for all that there were cutpurses

and thieves and worse among them; and
I did think upon it that there be degrees

of wickedness, and various reasons why
a man may become a sinner against the

law. Also that an unfortunate man might
be a very great sinner, with crimes to

smirch his soul, but still be a good com-
panion and loyal in his friendships.

With no mishap we reached the neigh-

borhood of Trebbio while the sun was
high, and at the head of my tatterde-

malions I rode up to the moat.
"Is my lady here?" I asked the sentinel.

"I have messages from My Lord."
"She is here," he said. "But who are

these monsters and scarecrows?"
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"Friends," said I. "Admit them to the

courtyard and see to it that they be given

wine and food."

Whereupon I entered the castle and
was shown to My sweet Lady's apart-

ment where she sat with little Cosimo.
She arose eagerly and tremulously as I

entered and held out her hands toward
me and I lifted one to my lips.

"What of My Lord?"
"He mends," said I. "Within twenty

days, or so the doctors say, he will be

sound as ever."

"Only," she said dolorously, "to thrust

himself into peril again. Oh, Pietro, it

is a heavy thing to be wife to such a man
as my Giovanni! I have had so little of

him since we were wed. And there has

scarce been a night when I have slept

without terror that the dawn would bring

me tidings of his death. And now this

battle—this defeat. It hath swept every-

thing away. It hath ruined him."
"Nay," said I, "it is but a setback.

There is neither king nor emperor but
seeks eagerly to give employment to My
Lord Giovanni."
"But pays him not for his services.

Where shall he get money, now that the

French King is a prisoner? How will he
pay what remains of the bands? How
will he pay for the damage they do in

their idleness?"

SHE read his letter eagerly. "He re-

quires that I go to Rome to mediate
with the Pope. He requires that I raise

sums of money beyond my power. I am
but a woman but he requires all things of

me."
Her eyes rested questioningly upon

little Cosimo. "Here is his son," she said,

not angrily, but sadly. "If My Lord
cometh to his death, what patrimony will

he leave for Cosimo?"
"He will not die," said I. "Such as he

are not slain. As for patrimony, My
Lady, thou will yet see thy son Duke of

Tuscany."
"Not through any contriving of My

Lord," she said. "He would rather fight

in some small mountain skirmish than
trouble peacefully to win a dukedom."
Then she smiled, albeit wanly. "Yet,"

she said, "I would rather have him my
husband than any man that liveth, and
have what crumbs of love he hath to

spare for me in his moments of leisure."

"He hath been invited to Venice when
he can travel," said I, "and, if I err not,

will be offered the command of the

Venetian armies."

She shook her head. "Not Venice,"

she answered. "He who trusts Venice
will drink the bitter cup of regret."

Then, for I could not speak of it

sooner: "My Lady, did two maids and a

dwarf arrive in Trebbio this morning?"
"There have been no arrivals but thee,

Pietro."

"But they should have been here hours
ago. Mayhap thou hast not been told of

it. Perchance, being wearied, they are

asleep."

"Thou art the first to pass the gates this

day," she said. "I would know if it were
otherwise."

"This maid was in sore danger and I

sent her hither for refuge, My Lady.
I must make certain."

"Who is this maid, and what is she to

thee, Pietro?"

"Who she is I know not, nor what she

is, save that I love her so that my heart

is like to break."

She rang a little silver bell, summoning
a servitor. "Has any maid come this day
to Trebbio?" she asked.

"But now one arrived," said the man,
"a most ragged and frightened child who
doth demand instant speech with thee."

"See," she said sweetly, "she hath
come safely." And then to the serving-

man: "Fetch her instantly."

So she had come safely through! The
relief of it unmanned me and I could feel

a trembling of the knees, and I was
speechless as I awaited Betsy's coming.

The door opened inward and 1 stepped
toward it hungrily. But it was not Betsj

who stood afraid and hesitant, but
Beatrice, the mountain maid. She cried

out at sight of me and stretched out her
little torn hands, and I saw thai her feel

were bleeding also where they had been
torn by stones and briais

"Oh, Ser Pietro!" she cried piteously,

"Oh, Ser Pietro!"

I had her by the shoulders, shaking her
in my impatience. "Speak, child, speak!"
I cried. "What of Betsy? Why art here
alone?"

"She is taken," said Beatrice.

"By whom?" My voice did not seem
to be mine own, but some shrill noise.

"Who hath taken her? Where is she
now?"

"It was upon the road, Ser Pietro. We
left the inn silently and rode down the

bypath as thou didst order. But then,

out of the darkness arose many men and
surrounded us and dragged us into the

forest unkindly. And the Lady Betsy.

as thou dost call her, faced them boldly,

but I was afraid. And then came the

monk, riding upon a horse, and he did

gloat over her, boasting of how he out-
witted thee. And then they compelled us

to mount horses and ride. But they
placed no value on me, nor watched me
carefully. So I did slip down from the

horse and hide in the woods till I could
come here and warn thee."

"Whither did they ride?" I demanded.
"To the castle of the Count Riario,"

DANGEROUS CURVES AHEAD

The time for bathing suits is here

And it is lamentably clear,

As anyone with eyes can see,

That there is far too much of me.

—Margaret Fishback

she said, "and the monk taunted thy
Lady, saying that first the count should
have his pleasure of her, and then he
would take her to the Cardinal Passerini

who would know how to wrench the

truth from her. He was gay, Ser Pietro,

boasting how he would have an abbey
for that night's work."
"My Lady," said I, and I had ceased to

tremble for I knew what I must do, and
that is always a help, "what men are in

Trebbio?"
"A dozen of the bands," she said.

"Loan them to me, I beg of thee."

"They are thine," she said. "The
Count Riario is no friend to My Lord."
She frowned. "But what is thy purpose?"

"I will have her out of that place if I

have to tear it down with my hands."
"It is madness," she said, "to think of

assaulting a stronghold with a dozen
men."

"I have also my mountebanks," I said.

NOW the child Beatrice stood erect,

and there was pride in her, and her

eyes were upon me again with that look

which I had so often seen there and could

not understand.
"There be more than these to aid

thee," she said.

"What others?" I asked.

"My father, Tasso," she said, "hath a

debt to pay this Piero Riario—and also

he hath a debt of gratitude to pay to thee,

Ser Pietro."

"My Lady," I said, "have I thy permis-

sion to go?"
"Go with God, Pietro," she said, and

then, wringing her hands: "It is always

thus with me. Always it is my fate to say

farewells; to watch the going away of

those I love; to restrain my tears and to

say 'Go with God' when my heart is

breaking, and there is no happiness for

me, but only lonely waiting and fears.

Aye, go with God, Pietro. Go with God."
(To be concluded next week)
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1

14th), is a most excellent story.

has failed to mention certain

|ch would be of interest to your

i

is not at all surprising Conchita

k excellent English, for her par-

spoke English in their home
lent a considerable portion of

|>od at my home in New York
with me in London and she

ed in an American school in

II ring she may seem cold, aloof

in sentiment, but as I know
wonderfully softhearted, affec-

most vivacious woman, and

itica. She is an accomplished

a gifted artist, her sketches

in action equaling Remington

Conchita at 6. . . .

Verrill, Lake Worth, Fla.

f

tide describing the torture and
dumb animal, merely to sat-

appetites, is a disgrace to your
Doris Eastman, Barre, Vt.

IERS BEAR DOWN, TOO!

old wheeze. "How do you get

In elephant? You don't get down
Ihant; you get down off a goose,"

[to be modified, for I note by an
|he June 14th Collier's that even

s Bear Down.
J. Gamblin, Lyndhurst, N. J.

WORD peeves

My ne plus ultra hated word is

" (The Week's Mail. June 7th).

. F/ Carwile, Los Angeles, Cal.

"however." . . .

|Jim Glover, Hackensack. N. J.

"hate." . . .

|ack Slinkmer, Worcester, Mass.

RAH RAH ROWERS

en: Referring to Mr. Leonard
3ry Those Rowdy Regattas (June

. he was in error in stating that

land Yale had never rowed at

Harvard rowed there

arnell, Penn and Columbia in . . .

in . . . 1897 Harvard and Yale
bd there. . . . The reason for these

'oug'ikeepsie was . . . the tempo-
cina of athletic relations between

land Yale in 1894. and the two-
hard agreement to race Cornell,

pciously invited Yale to join in the

.In 1898 races at New London
arvard and Yale were resumed.
H. D. Montgomery, Rye, N. Y.

RED PROPHECY

|RS: I have noted your editorial

Jom Karl Marx in your issue of
In as to the traditional policy of

fnd written about 1853. What I re-

much more fundamental predic-

pat made by Alexis de Tocqueville
bcracy in America (1835) with re-

fa for July 26, 1947

spect to Russia and America, which con-
cludes with this sentence: "Their starting

point is different, and their courses are not
the same; yet each of them seems marked
out by the will of Heaven to sway the des-

tinies of half the globe."

Sincerely yours,

Nathan Boone Williams,
Washington, D. C.

FINANCIAL FEMMES

Dear Collier's: Will you please tell

Lonely Heart Sylvia Porter for us that she

needn't be so isolated up there on the

heights (Wall Street Sex Appeal. June 7th).

There are. to mention only this part of the

country, ten other lady financial writers in

every phase of the work, most of whom she

has met at press lunches and conferences,

and even appeared with on radio programs,
who'll be glad to help her to a more gre-

garious life financially speaking.

Dorothy Brooks, United Press

Claire Reckert, New York Times
Dorothy Carewe, Associated Press

Mildred Diefenderfer, Bureau Chief,

Dow-Jones, Washington
Nancy Ford, Chicago Journal

of Commerce
Wanda Jablonski, N. Y. Journal

of Commerce
(Cecilia) McKay Russell, Financial

Editor, New York Daily News
Helen Vind, Associate Editor, Fortune
Jean Wilson. Wall St. Bureau Chief,

Chicago Journal of Commerce
Mrs. C. G. Wyckoff, Publisher and

President of the Magazine of Wall Street

What we meant was: Sylvia Porter is the

onlx woman financial writer whose initials

are S. P.

DISGRACE TO THE NAVY

Dear Editor: The illustrator of Once
More to the Stars (May 31st) must have

been a "dogface." He doesn't know any-

thing about Naval uniforms. In the first

place an engineering rate is a left-arm

rate. In the second place the screw is up-

side down designating a water-tender rate,

the badge of which was discontinued be-

fore World War II. In the third place the

color of the screw should have been white

and not red.

Morris L. Thomson, MMl/c, U.S.N.R.,

Rock Island, 111.

... or is this the design for the new uni-

form? B. P. Wacker, U.S.N.,

U.S.S. Platte

READER'S INDIGEST

Dear Sir: That part in Fat Heads of

Europe where your Mr. Courtney (June

21st) says you can't throw a potato chip

without hitting one duke, two duchesses,

etc., etc.: Didn't he omit American corre-

spondents from his inventory? By the way,

what is Courtney's hat size?

Sincerely,

Henry Phil Taylor. Chicago, 111.

OUR FAR-FLUNG READERS

Dear Editor: Why don't you publish an

Arabic copy of Collier's which would be

read in the whole Arab Middle East?

Raoul Fananiri, Cairo, Egypt

We are in hopes that all Arabs will learn

to read English, and take their Collier's

as she is wrote.

GLASS BLOWERS

Dear Sir: Read the article on Steuben

Glass (June 7th). Have informed various

members of our Glass Club about this arti-

cle and .they purchased a copy. We are a

large club and while we study "Early

American Glass," we are always interested

in anything fine and beautiful.

Yours truly,

Amy M. Welsh, Cincinnati, Ohio

LITTLE LULU

BULLFROG- DERBY

ENTRIES

"Kleenex jumps up, too!"

Little Lulu says... Compare tissues—compare boxes—and

you'll see why 7 out of 10 tissue users like Kleenex* best!

Soft! Strong! Pops Up! It's America's favorite tissue.

o International Cellucotton Products Co. •T.M.Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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WALTER DAVENPORT

MR. HERBERT HOOVER is still able to

start excited nation-wide arguments; and

he didn't fail to start one with his re-

cent advice to his countrymen to conclude separate

peace treaties with Germany and Japan under cer-

tain circumstances.

Those circumstances, in brief, would consist in

Russia's going on stalling in the matter of all-Allied

peace settlements. Russia has been thus stalling up
to this writing, for the obvious purpose of keeping

the world upset.

Mr. Hoover's recommendation is that we call this

Russian bluff now as regards Japan, and next win-

ter as'regards Germany if the November conference

of the Big Four foreign ministers reaches its ex-

pected deadlock.

He cloe^ not mean that we should pull our occu-

pation t cops out of Ger any or Japan after sepa-

rate peace agreements are reached. His idea is

that we should go ahead and make most of western

Germany (including the British and French zones

if possible) self-supporting, and get Japan back on
its economic feet, in order to relieve our own tax-

payers of the burden of financing these present

poorhouses.

It's a hard-boiled proposal, but we think it is also

a hardheaded one. and deserving of our most seri-

ous attention. After all. this business of siphoning

American wealth and materials into these two pros-

trate nations can't go on forever, if the United States

itself is to survive. And if Russia sees that we mean
to call it off. Russia in turn may become more rea-

sonable about formally washing up World War II.

Let s talk separate peace loudly for a while, and

if that doesn't get results let's translate the talk into

action.

» PubU

• Ed,l|

JOE ALEX MORRIS • Manning Edu I

THIS PRICELESS FBI

f% R NIK(l " JORDAN, the noted
^got up recently at a meeting off
Electric Institute and dilated on the

United States is the most productive
world. We tooled and fed a large parti
war effort. We are living well now.
time we are able to export huge relief

|

to stricken countries.

By contrast, various nations now
Gospel According to St. Karl Marx al

gering along. Russian living standards!

ously low. Great Britain is still tighte

missing its export goals and suffering fro

apathy.

Dr. Jordan in this speech wondered
was so. He came to the conclusion tha

for our exuberant ability to produce is i

Or less than our still considerable fr

government interference in our lives and j

He also reasoned that the Marxist natioil

pled by Marxism itself—Marxism bein]

that government should run everyt

welfare of the whole of society.

They pay off on results in this world, n(|

and promises. Hence, this economist

f

quickest way to wreck ourselves would
for any more Marxism than we now|
thinks, indeed, that we already have tooi

It wouldn't, of course, be feasible to il

such Socialist institutions as the TVA or|

Security Act, and we don't know of any
|

economist who wants to do that.

But it is possible to keep government
|

cling into any more fields of activity; i

what Dr. Jordan thinks we'd better do,

of the results which capitalism delivers I

Marxism is always going to deliver but i)

We can't help feeling that the good
something there, and that the time has

Americans to start worrying about the I il I

still enjoy and to do some lawful battlin|

liberties in proper cases. The more
Marxism in action, the more nearly pi|

U.S. brand of freedom looks.

FOOD THAT GETS III

TARGE numbers of Americans ever sii

*^ have been sending food and other

plies to relatives and friends in Euro|
want to make certain that your help wil

you want it to instead of being sidetracki

thief, we suggest that you communicat
organization called CARE.
The letters stand for Co-operative foi

Remittances to Europe, Inc. It is a nonj

ernment-approved group which ships foe

and woolen packages to designated per«

tria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France

Greece, Holland, Italy, Norway, Poland
all of Berlin, and the American, British i

zones in Germany.
A $10 CARE food package con

pounds of needed foods, and the pac

duty-free, ration-free, and tax-free. Herb
says: "I have had the opportunity to s«

tion on the ground. The service is the

and efficient way of sending packages to

relatives in Europe. In fact, there is no

where there is real certainty that such pa

reach their destination."

An inquiry addressed to CARE, 50 Bi

New York 4, N. Y., will bring you det;

mation.

Collier's for Jul
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•TOmmended AC'S, of correct Heat Range

jy's fuels and driving speeds, help millions to be

»{ Have your plugs checked to be sure that

it the right plugs for today's driving and fuels.

( PIUS
I V I s B E N E R A L MOTORS C R P R A T I 1

fi THIS SIGN

:---

CLEANING STATION
SPARK PLUGS CLEANED AND ADJUSTED "BY THE AC

METHOD" MAY SAVE AS MUCH GAS AS 1 GALLON IN 10 PLUGS



OF THE MONTH

Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer presents

CLARK DEBORAH

GABLE -KERR
SYDNEY GREENSTREET

ADOLPHE MENJOU • AYA GARDNER

KEEN AN WYNN • EDWARD ARNOLD

-"THE HUCKSTERS"
Screen Play by LUTHER DAVIS • Adaptation by

EDWARD CHODOROV and GEORGE WELLS
Based on the Novel by FREDERIC WAKEMAN
Directed by JACK CONWAY
Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.

The book America read and raved about is

a great picture. Frederic Wakeman's best-

selling novel was a bombshell when it

appeared, its romance one of the most

daring and reckless ever printed. M-G-M,
its producers, bought "The Hucksters" for

Clark Gable. Seeing the picture, you'd think

the author had written it expressly to fit

Clark's handsome measurements. It is a

beautiful fit and to make things even more
perfect, Deborah Kerr, whose name rhymes

with star, fits excitingly in his arms.

What is a huckster? We suggest happily

that you turn to this vastly entertaining new
film for the answer. There you'll find Clark

Gable in Hucksterland, impressing swash-

buckling tycoons with his sincere, hand-

painted ties, showing them how to make a

million dollars with an inspired slogan. Yes,

today's huckster lives in a world of station

wagons, martinis and love on the run. If he

doesn't flash a gold-plated lighter, date the

most alluring women— well, he doesn't rate.

And Clark Gable certainly rates!

Gable plays Vic Norman— successful and

handsome enough to be adored, cynical

enough to take a rain-check on love— until

he meets Kay. And Kay— that's Deborah

Kerr—wait till you see her ! She's undoubtedly

the find of the year.

To make every moment of this great story

ring true, M-G-M summoned a roster of

Hollywood's finest actors: Sydney Green-

street plays Evans, the tyrant who enjoys

making money and breaking men; Adolphe

Menjou is Kimberly, the suave advertising

executive; Ava Gardner- is the luscious

torch-singer; hilarious Keenan Wynn clowns

through some of the funniest situations of

his career; and there's Edward Arnold and

many more.

"The Hucksters" is solid, fast-paced, star-

filled entertainment. Director Jack Conway
and Producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr., have

clearly made a best-picture out of a best-seller.
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FICTION PAGE

ROOTS By HAMLEN HUNT 11

They were without home or country. They had only each other.

THE CHAINED GATE By JOHN RICHARD HUMPHREYS 16

There was a barrier between Jack and Fran, hidden but strong.

THE STUDY OF MAN By HENRY BEETLE HOUGH 20

Theoda hadanthropology bad—and Rufus was an idealguineapig.

GUNNER'S GOODBY By ALLAN R. BOSWORTH 26
Prosser was a gunner. There was one last salute he had tofire.
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The Short Short Story.

By CHARLES CARVER 40

MERCHANT OF VALOR
By CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND 52

The Serial Story. Conclusion.

ARTICLES

SPARE THE CHILD By HOWARD WHITMAN 12

A Kansas school gives sensible treatment to the difficult type.

FINIANS ANGELS By ROBERT D'AMBRY 14

The Broadway musical success has hundreds of small shareholders.

THE END OF THE WORLD STRIKES OIL
By CARLETON BEALS 18

Gushers of "black gold" bring an era of prosperity to Patagonia.

YOU BUY THEIR DREAMS By BILL DAVIDSON 22

Designers who barter comfort and beautyfor aches and eyesores.

YANKEE GADFLY By FRANK GERVASI 24

A study of Charles W. Tobey, keen-witted New Hampshire senator.

JAPAN'S AT BATTO AGAIN By WELDON JAMES
But Nippon's baseball is afar cryfrom American style.

THE WEEKS MAIL

KEEP UP WITH THE WORLD

THE WEEK'S WQRK

From OUR READERS 4

By FRELING FOSTER 6

By TED SHANE 8

EDITORIALS: One Cure for Lynching . When Do We Get
an M VA ? 70

COVER By CONSTANCE BANNISTER

THE WEEK'S MAI

FARLEY ECHOES

Dear Editor: The first installment (\

I Broke With Roosevelt. June 21st) it

interesting; well received in neutral q
ters. Its lack of bitterness maki
acceptable and no one can charge its

lication was prompted by sour jr

Congratulate Collier's.

John J. Nangle, St. Louk

Dear Editor: Caesar had his Bru

Christ had his Judas—Roosevelt hi

Farley.

Norman C. Stqll, New York,

. . . The article by James A. Farley is

ment enough against more than two i

for President of the U.S.A.
Gerald B. Hartley. Callahar)

. . . How come you allow a man whe i

ture meant to be a patrolman and 1

1

made a Cabinet member to defile I

ory of his benefactor? No wond
velt didn't ask the man to visit 1

while. George Fanderson, Ch

The Faith of the Irish

'Tis proud I am, I'm Irish, and i

will always sing,

For the Faith that's born in Ii

wondrous Holy thing!

Mary Winifred Kelly, Philadeli

Dear Jim: I have just read your

stallment in Collier's. You andl

should get together and have a g<|

L. A. McGillivray, El Cenf

Dear Mr. Farley: Like the rest o i

tion I am greedily reading your

Roosevelt I „

I rememhw; April 12. 1942. at

munio iftkfast for :he waitr
|

schr, ti s >ou gave the President y

h support." and knou
,nc iThd honesty. I really tooi •>

from you aa aw tir

| t 7S too bad you didn't see fit t *

country have yW story back in th I

In sincerity let me wis"?. you every I

We are proud of you. M
Rev. O. E. Morton, Philadc v)

Dear Mr. Farley: I am a lifeloi

crat, a veteran of World War I a

War II. a stanch supporter of Fi k

Roosevelt and a firm believer in *

your early days as Boxing Con I

down the years and through

paragraphs of your first instal

week. Now, before admitting rr

of you was entirely faulty. I •

(Continued on page 3
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THE MARK OF SUPERIORITY

IN MODERN BUSINESS MACHINES

~77?/s Sym6o/
MEANS EVERYTHING IN BUSINESS MACHINES

modern machines for every need

cost-saving counsel for every business

factory branch service for every user

WHEREVER THERE'S BUSINESS THERE'S

£i

Burroughs
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I\orge Freezer

Model VHF-6

"Shopping" can become a mere matter of selecting from your Norge

freezer. And you can make your selection from foods that were

cither garden- grown by yourself or purchased in money-saving

quantities at the peak of perfection. With a Norge in your home,

you are, in effect, prolonging the season of abundances-making it

possible for your family to enjoy more and better food, at lower cost,

all year round. There arc two styles and four models

from which to choose. "The best dealer in town sells Norge"

... he is listed in the classified telephone directory.

Norge Division, Borg -Warner Corporation, Detroit 26, Michigan.

SEE
Norge products, distributed wotldwide, are

typical examples of the values made possible

by the American system of free enterprise. NORGE
BEFORE YOU BUY

Product, «f

IO«tJ.W»RK!l
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BY FHELIIVG FOSTER
Automatic vending machines are

now being equipped with a device that

makes change, returning in a cup one
nickel for a dime or four nickels for a

quarter when selling a five-cent item.

Those installed in some soft-drink

vendors have increased sales as much
as 25 per cent.

//, the United States today, most
railroads classify their trains as

"eastbound" and "westbound," even
though they may run in other direc-

tions. One such is the Southern
Pacific line, whose trains are called

eastbound when traveling directly

north from San Francisco to Port-

land, Oregon, and westbound when
returning southward.

Processionary caterpillars are so

gregarious that they move and feed in

massive columns with the head of

each worm touching the tail of the one
in front of it. Moreover, before

spinning their own individual co-

coons, as many as 400 make and
enclose themselves in a communal co-

coon, the size of a football, in which
they remain until they emerge as

moths.

Russia now has a cylindrical ma-
chine—four feet in diameter, 16 feet

long and resembling a small subma-
rine—that burrows its way through

the ground at various depths to en-

able its sealed-in operator-explorer to

search for mineral deposits or to study

the soil for construction projects.

Following the custom of awarding
Oscars to movie stars, the Mystery
Writers of America recently started

the presentation of "Edgars" (busts of

Edgar Allan Poe) to the four who
write, in the preceding year, the best

mystery novel, motion picture, radio

series and criticism of a mystery work.

The opera Charles VI, c

by Jacques Halevy in 1843, w;

by a superstition that begai

years later during a present;

Paris. On three successive

someone in the theater dropp

after the singing of the aria.

Kill Him!, which caused the

be banned until 1858 when N
III ordered a revival that he

Empress were to attend. On
their coach was bombed and. i

they escaped unharmed, mar
were killed or injured. The
ance was canceled and, as

known, the opera was never i

again.

Ninety-three members off

trial Workers of the World v

for conspiracy in 1918 in the

court of Federal Judge
Mountain Landis. Instead ol

the guilt or innocence of

fendant on each of four c<

jury returned a blanket \

guilty within an hour, whic

in prison sentences totali

years. Then the judge, lea

a new trial would be sou?

individual fines amounting >

000. A higher court elim

fines and so reduced the sen 1

nearly all of the men wei

1927.

While 33 states in thi

today grant divorces on tl
I

of impotence, only two-
and New Hampshire—gra

wives whose husbands join

sect that requires its mem'
stain from conjugal relatii

Ten dollars will be paid for

cepted for this column. Conlr

be accompanied by their sorntt

tion. Address Keep I p ^ i*!1

Collier's, 230 Park V>e.. N«W

N. Y. This column is c.ip>ri:

items may be reproduced withe

Collier's for Auĝm ^
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Iittle things can make such a big difference in the way your

-/ car runs.

For instance, how long since you have had your spark plugs

cleaned and adjusted, your distributor points cleaned and spaced?

That's a simple service operation that can add a lot of pep and
power. Often, too, a minor adjustment of the carburetor will put

new "life" in your car. And while you're at it, why not safeguard

against trouble with an inspection of the battery, generator and
regulator—the radiator and cooling system?

You'll get more enjoyment out of your car if you keep it in good

condition . . . and that's what United Motors Service stations are

for! There's one near you, wherever you live and wherever you

drive. Look for the friendly United Motors sign. It means com-

petent mechanics, approved methods, original-equipment parts.

VjHITEi>

LOOK FOR
THIS SIGN

ERVIC IT'S RIGHT
NEAR B

Y

^fOTOlMt

Selected independent automotive service stations are authorized by

UNITED MOTORS SERVICE
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
above and to sell and service these products:

DIVISION OF
to display the sign

DELCO Batteries

AC Fuel Pumps, Gauges
and Speedometers

INUTE Brake Lining

SAGINAW Jacks

DELCO Radio Parts

HYATT Roller Bearings

DELCO Auto Radios

DUREX Gasoline Filters

HARRISON Heaters

DELCO Home Radios

NEW DEPARTURE
Ball Bearings

HARRISON Thermostats

DELCO Shock Absorbers

GUIDE Lamps
DELCO-REMY Starting,

Lighting and Ignition

KLAXON Horns

HARRISON Radiators

DELCO Hydraulic Brakes

Coaxed by Connie, Miss Meltzer gives command performance

SINCE a new frontier, to Carle-
ton Beals, may be a jungle, test

tube, armchair or the strato-

sphere, it would be only natural for

him to slip down Patagonia way and
write The End of the World Strikes

Oil (p. 18).

"Besides, I wanted to see an ostrich

brought down by a three-stone bolea-

dora," he confesses. "It looks easy,

but it's a good way to brain yourself

or tangle up your own horse. I know.
Patagonian grass is not long enough
for a cushion. But it was nice to be
in a me-under-my-hat world, as the

Gaucho song goes, where each man
stands more on his own, where folks

will ride twenty or thirty miles out of
their way just to put you on the right

track."

Mr. Beals has always had the rest-

less foot. He was born in Medicine
Lodge, Kansas, back when it looked
like it sounds, and was the haunt of
Congressman Sockless Jerry Simpson
and Carrie Nation. "With such char-
acters around," he says, "what could
I do but travel, taking my family, at

the age of three, to California?"

Since that day Mr. Beals has horse-

backed through Riff country in Span-
ish Morocco, and over the Andes.

He's ducked bullets during revolu-

tions, been held captive by a generalis-

simo, chewed the fat with presidentes

and plainfolks, been in good health in

Mexican back country and Central
American jungle and mighty sick off

Monkey Point, Nicaragua. He's
stopped only long enough to write it

all down, in many books and essays.

This trip, Mr. Beals conveniently
landed in Bolivia two days after revo-

lution broke out, counted many
corpses, saw President Rios' funeral

in Santiago, local-bussed his way
over some of the new Inter-American
Highway, interviewed Guatemala's
Arevalo, and went swimming in Lake
Nicaragua and Lake Titicaca atop the

Andes. In Moche, Peru, he ate red

steamed crabs, drank chicha and
danced the marinela (song writers,

please copy) with old friends of his

descended from the Mochicans, quite

a people about 2,000 years ago.

His nine months down under con-
vinced Mr. Beals that things are

growing so fast there, the southern

end of the continent can no longer be
considered the dead end the Panama
Canal rendered it. "In the new air

age," he prophesies, "it may bl

portant air center, tied to AiJ

and routes to Australia, etc.

it's a new frontier."

THE Beetle in Henry Beetlj

(The Study of Man, p. J
from Mr. Hough's grandda|

W. Beetle, a whalin' cap'n

Bedford, Massachusetts. Ml)

was born there in 1896, is a(
University journalissimo, wi

man first class in the Navj
gence during World War I,

won a Pulitzer prize for a si

press. He was a press

he and his wife went to

Vineyard to take over the I

of the Vineyard Gazette.

"I've edited and been edil

Gazette for 23 years now,'

"My co-workers are loi

friends: our subscribers

dulgent people. Our horrx)

five blocks from the post

we are so far out that red-w|

birds come and sit under o

Three years ago I wrote a

Country Editor, and visiton

to check whether the boc

Mainly they are satisfied."

Besides Gazetteering an

Mr. Hough's loves are bicy;

tha's Vineyard history, sc

mittee manning, and garden

fiend, every time he sells

buys more rose bushes. T
experimentally tried retun

city some years ago. Thi

roots could not be cut. Ba>

to Martha.
'%

This week's cover: C
Miss Marion Meltzer of

City, aged nine—months
frisked with Fuzzy, the p

from the pet shop, until

Bannister got the most ui

sible—and clicked! Glann

zer has been working sir

five months old; is unaf

mals; tried to bite Fuzzy
Dog!); is a good (nonci

The photogenic Miss B
hillbilly from Tennessee,

at photographing babies. •

mama's patience, gets be "

mug disingenuously by ai *

them on all fours till the)

tickles them with a feath «

stick for laughs, and ne
J

them. . . .

Collier's for An i
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the i ce/te from /fisfatrs
SCO- fl

lis the skyfarer's world, called "upstairs." This is where your Starliner treats you to a high and
\f things— to the kaleidoscopic scenes the sun paints on passing clouds—
'hip and courtesies born of trans world training. This is also

flight comfort brings to mind how much more pleasant

ml is than that which earth-bound travelers know—
ore considerate all the way, from our reservation desk's

•ly "hello" to your hostess's farewell when you deplane,

mall wonder that today, from the ground up, flying

is the way to travel and TWA the way to fly.

flight carries airfreight Trans World Airline
—— TWA-Trans World Airline

. . connecting airlines-Niyrthwest Airlines
TWA—route applied for



When you buy a Kaiser or a Frazer car, you do so with the satisfying

assurance that you will find carefully selected dealers, with factory ap-

proved service facilities, wherever you go. What is more, each dealer

carries a well-maintained stock of genuine factory parts, to serve you and

save you time in any emergency. As a member of one of the four largest

automobile dealer organizations in the world, your Kaiser and Frazer

dealer has made service to owners one of his foremost responsibilities. And

he is prepared, with equipment, personnel and convenient location, to

carry out the obligation he has assumed. You will find too, that he is well

qualified to render competent service on other makes of cars. Look for the

Kaiser-Frazer service sign whenever your car requires expert attention.

+ • • • :

:.*•• J "•:»>' ' •
.
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BORDER TO BORDER
—COAST TO COAST/

On* of the four large*' dealer organiiationi

the world stand* ready to serve your not

Largo dots on abov* map indicate lotaflonj

distributors and parts warehouses. Small <

represent K-F dealer* offering genuine fad

parts and sorvico in every state of the Unisr

KAISER F R A Z I R CORPORATI WILLOW U N M C H

[Hup,

> tare
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you like to come with me?"

Their answer to the world's indifference was their love for each other

Ihim in, of course," Jesse
e told his assistant, and
he waited for the old
with his finger the earth

all ivy plant that stood on
was damp enough. The
through the window that
the great bare patch of
ad once been a parade

!e plant ought to grow.
g of the plant and its

bought of his people, his

re had had to reduce the
joblem of the displaced
>, of which he was direc-
|»e form he could grasp
Bh: compare it to some-

s'"Jn his experience as a
the Iowa State Univer-

W a mind that dealt well
^inc. but he was not able

"Pits of dissociated work,
"s ul; he needed an idea of

the whole purpose in order to keep
himself going.

So he had come to think of the
camp outside Landsberg as a capsule,
thick-walled, membranous, a closed
vessel containing seeds, which were
people. They had been rescued from
concentration camps and. captured
cities all over middle Europe; this
place where they were fed and housed
and medically treated had seemed
good to the displaced persons at first—but as months grew into \ears, and
they could not seem to find'their way
back into the world, they grew restive
and frightened and angry, as did Jesse
Moore.
He heard the old man at his office

door, and he thought: What else can
I do? I*ve climbed braided red tape,
hand over hand, but when I get near
the top, someone takes a pair of scis-
sors and cuts. I have to keep starting
over again, and each time it's harder.

I've lost hope; I can't work that way.
Somebody else will have to take over,
because the first of next month, I'm
sending in my resignation. The re-
port I'm working on can just as well
be a final report, to go with my quit-
papers.

"Hello, Mr. Abrams," he said.
"Come in and sit down. Have a cup
of coffee with me."

Expertly, he made two cups of cof-
fee with prepared powder and hot
water from the kettle he kept on top
of the stove.

"That's good," said Mr. Abrams.
"I came to see, what news?"

Jesse Moore looked at Mordecai
Abrams and, in the way he had. he
thought of one as standing for many:
he thought of all the old scholars in
his charge. Then he looked down at
his clouded cup of coffee. "No news,"
he said. "I heard the President made
a speech, but all his proposals bog

down in the Senate. I suppose you
heard, too."

"Still, I hoped," said Mr. Abrams,
and the cup shook in his hands.

Mordecai Abrams had run away
from the czar's conscription, long aeo,
and had settled in what was then
Lithuania, in a farming community.
All his life he had taught a poor coun-
try school. Just like you and me, Paul.
Jesse Moore wrote home to a friend
in Iowa City. Never earned much, but
had a decent life, teaching the young.
His own family grew up, fie had
grandchildren. Now they're all dead
of beatings, or starvation or the gas
chamber, and he (the old twisted root.
he calls himself) is still alive. How or
why, he doesn't know. He thinks per-
haps he'll live to get to Palestine, a
country he has no use for (church
should be separate from state, he uiys.
as in America) but it is a refuge,

(Continued on page 48J
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BY HOWARD
WHITMAN
Out in Kansas there's a school tl

twice as many teachers as ch ;

The purpose of all these peopl

learn and tell others—includin

chologists, teachers and you a

—why children behave like

When children arrive at Southard School they tear the place apart as this shot of the front staircase shows. Note shadow of boys fighting at right. Nobody ii
]

AT FIRST you think it is bedlam. A teen-age
, girl kicks out a window in an upstairs bed-
L room. Two boys spill a bucket of varnish

down the front staircase. Several children display
flaxen streaks in their hair, where they have doused
it with peroxide. A small boy dashes off the veranda
and sets fire to dry grass in the yard. A girl hurls a
teacup across the dining room.

Incredibly enough, this is a scientific laboratory.
Its purpose is to shed more light on the age-old,
baffling question: How do you make children grow
up into better people than their parents were? From
this red-roofed mansion,- the Southard School, in

Topeka, Kansas, have come some of the nation's
foremost discoveries in child psychology—new
ideas of behavior, discipline, personality develop-
ment. Much of the progressive education move-
ment has been built upon Southard's basic research;

and many of the harum-scarum extremes of the

same movement have been debunked there.

The Southard School, a part of the nonprofit

Menninger Foundation, learns about well children

by studying the sick ones. Not the physically sick.

In fact, the children at Southard look perfectly

whole. They may be brats, but they're healthy. Yet
beneath their loose blue sweaters and bright lum-
berjackets they carry the worst kind of wounds.
They are emotional cripples, children who by the

misfortune of lubberly parents and/or cruel experi-

ence are all but done in before they have had a

chance to grow up.
Intellectually the youngsters at Southard are av-

erage or superior. But in the dimension of the hu-
man being we call personality, they are bent and
broken. Some are withdrawn, almost never speak.

Some are wild, brutish and intractable. Some are

as stubborn as mules; some weep at the drop of a

hat. Some suffer from depressions or nightmares.
In its twenty-two years the Southard School has

coped with child disorders which make the problems
we have with our own children seem like very under-
sized potatoes. Yet the know-how which Southard

has developed can help all of us—with Ij

lems, small problems, even with the day-t<|

garies of our "disgustingly normal" childrij

Southard's findings have gone out to <|

institutions, pediatricians and child psytj

from Maine to Oregon, guiding and settinj
J

for the baffling and endlessly complex bij

bringing up children. Its work can be <|

with a laboratory which operates in the,

pure science. Like Dr. Fleming and his

of penicillin, the Topeka doctors are st'J

the initial discoveries; they leave the i

duction to others.

Thus the Southard School, in startlirl

ratio to most institutions for children, hi

many more staff members than it has chf

psychiatrists, psychologists, social woil

therapists outnumber the children two tl

contrast to state and county institutions wl

half a dozen professional workers are swl

hundreds of child patients, the Southafl

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY HANS KNOPF
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lits its enrollment to twenty-five children at

l-and it hand-picks these from hundreds of

Ions, choosing the cases which pose the

problems.

chool is in an old Kansas mansion with

)les and a sweeping white-pillared veranda.

lick from the main highway on the edge of

lits grounds rambling with wild grass.

|ets the feeling of an overgrown family,

iren of all sizes doing pretty much as they

ringing in the old tire that hangs from a
sing one another screamingly around the
strewing newspapers all over the living

|arging up and down the stairs, inscribing

of their rooms with "Hubba Hubba" in

lint.

vas a black scrawl on the wall of the rec-

bom, reading with terseness and simplicity,

stinks." One of the resident doctors. Dr.
Murphy, Jr., doesn't mind this a bit. He

led a finger to remove it. Compared to

lirected at other members of the staff, in-

|r. Edward Greenwood, the director, this is

: to qualify as faint praise,

eting from one of the children, an attrac-

her teens, was, "What did you come to

jjoint like this for, sucker?"
|was there, three of the other girls went on
one evening, finally dragging their bed-

It on the roof of the veranda and going to

There were also a couple of runaways
visit, but this is old stuff and the police

speka are well accustomed to toting the

licks back to the roost,

/get the idea that discipline is nonexistent
jthard School. Or you may say, as a

line did, "I'd like to have those kids for

|eek. Believe me, I'd get them into line."

many visitors think we have a hodge-
Dr. Greenwood allows. "I don't think

aid that impression. What we are trying

I is an absorptive environment."

ye Steps Back to Normal Living

Ibasic to the Southard School method.
in its scientific treatment of emotional

^en the safety valves and let the children

jent-up steam. Step No. 2—if you can
(Southard's extremely malleable method
lula—would be the acceptance of the

what they are: sick human beings. The
Id love they receive at Southard melts

1 defiance which many a child builds for

jhe thinks nobody wants him around,
lis treatment. Psychoanalysis and other

pychotherapy are provided so that chil-

jd out why they are emotionally ill and
[gain the insight which restores their

4 is education, in which wrecked and
>ol careers are reshaped. Mental and
Jlocks (which parents may have mistaken

or stubbornness) are removed so that

learn again. And Step No. 5 is re-

which they are prepared for a return
ring, normal discipline, normal rules in

\o\ and community.
age from five to fifteen, Southard's

le from all over the country and enroll

fnite period. Most of them are ready to

fer eleven to thirteen months. Let's see

rd's experts handle them:
Idren arrive at the school tensed up in-

[a siphons. A slight touch is enough to

stream of pent-up hostility. Southard
"ity out, and thus relieves the pressure
ically the big mansion is fitted out to
ig. The staff fully expect that the chil-

the place up, so they employ a handy
job is to wander around and repair the

/oungsters wreak. Emotionally the staff

Jtive of punishment as the house. I

)f the recreational workers called a

lea-bitten skunk" and he did not wince.
(plied, "Am I as bad as all that?"
lgs which seem like pure cussedness are
11," Dr. Greenwood points out. "The
simply testing their environment. If

lent can keep its lid on, everything
'it."

from the seeming anarchy in the be-
fhildren are weaned back to the kind of
rtiay discipline (Continued on page 41 )
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leave

wolf.

for
chil-

sis,
s*"

1

Aft

Children frequently take out their hostility toward the world by scribbling on walls and blackboards. In
this case "Greenwood" is Dr. Edward Greenwood, school director, who quickly wins the youngsters' love

When a new boy is admitted to the school he meets the staff at a conference. Informality is the note as

Dr. Greenwood, right, questions the child. Lack of tight discipline lets new arrivals blow off steam
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BY ROBERT DAMBRY
Things in Clocca Morra are very good indeed for the backers of
Finian's Rainbow, who are more numerous than the performers

WHEN the musical, Finian's
Rainbow, opened in New
York on a cold night last

January, warming both critic and
spectator with its exuberance, there
were two things unusuai about it.

First, it was an original idea, and
second, it turned out to have more
backers than any other show currently
playing on Broadway. In fact, it was
rumored that almost half the people
in the opening-night audience were
angels. This may have been a slight
exaggeration, but that there are at
least 100 Finian backers is no fantasy.

Officially, Producer Lee Sabuison's
books list only 46 people as having
filled the S200.000 crock of gold
needed to produce the musical, each
putting up sums ranging from S2,000
to S50.000. Actually, the money
furnished by these "big" angels was
in many cases rounded out ~bv sub-
scriptions from "little" angels in
amounts as small as S50.
How some of these little A's got so

pixie as to invest in a musical about
Dixie and Glocca Morra is a tale
nostly of innocents a-Broadway.

It happened sometime last autumn
during the closing stages of a hectic
money-raising campaign. At a mid-
town hotel Authors Yip Harburg and
Fred Saidy, Composer Burton Lane
and Producer Sabinson, all men of
generous proportions, had sung,
jigged and declaimed a half inch off
their ample girths in efforts to arouse
the checkbook in dubious-eyed money
men, but still the till wasn't' quite full.

"A cracked Irishman and his
daughter! Leprechauns! A crock of
gold! Social satire! Phooey!" seemed
to sum up the attitude of many pro-
fessional theatrical backers as' they
backed out the door.
A conference was called. Coffee

and other stimulating drinks were
downed in quantity without any aood
ideas coming up until Lee Sabinson
exclaimed: "We've called on all of the
backers we know. Now why don't we
call on just friends?"
One of the friends Sabinson called

on was Gertrude Appelbaum, pro-
duction assistant to Howard Lindsay
and Russell Crouse, better known to
her fabulous employers and show
business as "Apple."
Apple thought the book, lyrics and

music of Finian's Rainbow were "just
grand." Now the question was: "How
many grand would she have to raise?"
The answer was "Two.'' along with
the admonishment to get it up quickly
as the money was needed to pav for-

th e props.

Apple didn't have two thousand
in cash lying around at the moment,
so she made a few phone calls, wrote
letters and visited a few solvent

fn
.^

nds
:

Her sates ta >k went like this:
"Finian's Rainbow is a great show

Would you like to be an angel and
lose anywhere from S50 to S500 back-
ing it?"

It was sure-fire. The S2.000 rolled
in just as easily as if the checks called
for payment in stage money.
There was a check from a young

lady talent scout who had enlisted in
the Army as a private and had worked
her way up to captain. Another from
the owner of an advertising aeency
who works closely with theater" peo-
ple. A seaman, formerly in the Mer-
chant Marine, put up $50 in the name
of his wife ana daughter. A che,n;>t
in a paper mill in Milwaukee, who had
always wanted to back a play, rushes
his check in by air mail.

There was more money from an
attorney and a buyer in a department
store, both of New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts. There were even checks from
three actors. One was a film plaver.
Charles Korvin. Another was David
Brooks, now doing very well in an-
other Broadway musical. Brigadoon
Of course. Apple bv this time had

done such a good job of selling that
she followed it up with something un-
heard of in approved monev-raisine
circles. She kicked in with some of
her own hard-earned dollars.

^
For many of these folks this is the

first venture into the risky realm of
play-backing. The sinking sensation
and doubt which gripped most of
them before the all-important openine
night are now long gone and forgot"
ten. Today their favorite pastime is
trying to figure out how much they'll
get back in profits.

They dream fondly of Life with
Father, which paid off at the rate of
60 to 1, and Arsenic and Old Lace
which returned 25 to 1. But those
plays were produced in prewar days.
Costs of getting a show on the Broad-
way boards have risen from 60 to 100
per cent. And audiences are more
discriminating and dollar-conscious.
Even a show as successful as Annie
Get Your Gun had to run a year be-
fore its initial costs were paid off.

I happen to be among the lower-
bracket angels. So my "wife, taking
these things into consideration, figured
a return of 10 to 1 as conservati\e:
enough to purchase a fur coat out of
the dyed-skunk class. Park Avenue
thoughts had been causing her pretty
face to glow for several days until the
phone rang one evening. It was
Apple. She said:

"Isn't it wonderful! It looks now
as if you'll get back at least double on
your Finian imestment."
And this with tickets selling six

months in advance! Well, after all. is

skunk bad?

Seven of Finian's angels beam down as David Wavne (kneelin* center) \nita

AeTn?e
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>« (right fore, ondnthe ensemble to show what happens When the Idle Poor Become the Idle Rich
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THE CHAINED GATE
BY JOHN RICHARD HUMPHREYS t

I

t

There was a chained gate in Jack Vanhoven's mind, a barrier against marriage. Fran was on the other side

JACK, the Vanhovens' oldest boy, drove the

car down the highway to the crossing and
turned in the wide gravel driveway of "No-

Credit" Merton's general store. He drove past the

locked red gas pumps and pulled up beside the two-

story building, yanking the hand brake tight.

It was summer dusk.

He sat in the car for several minutes, glaring at

the side of the building, feeling not the slightest ela-

tion at the thought of the night ahead with Fran.

The boards of the building were pearl-white in the

soft gray air, enclosing inner rooms with a silent

intensity: the way, it seemed to Jack, that mar-
riage imprisoned human beings.

He felt depressed and cursed himself, the car,

and everything in his sight. He wanted to curse

Fran, too, though nothing was really her fault. It

was just himself and the damned general thought

of marriage to Fran, or anyone.
He had a lot of fun with Fran, too, maybe more

than he'd ever had in his life before. But he thought

of all the guys he knew who had married their girls

because they thought that fun would go on forever.

It didn't. It never did. And he knew that things

were going too far—now that he'd begun to look

forward too much to seeing Fran in the evening.

He couldn't keep side-stepping the subject of mar-
riage much longer. A clean break had to be made
with Fran tonight, before the thing had him
trapped.

Jack got out of the car, shoving the door shut with

his elbow. He was a tall, large-boned young man in

a powder-blue suit that fitted tightly under his arms
and down along his legs—a suit carefully purchased

at a secondhand store a year before he stopped
growing; and he had not grown in four years. He
had steel-rimmed glasses for a stolid Dutch face,

and eyes like an intelligent work animal's: tamed,
shrewd, restively independent.

He walked toward the rear of the store, his wide
shoulders hunched and gigantically rounded, not

slouched, but forged and drawn to shape by con-

stant work, by a furious strength impounded
groundward to his father's farmland.
Around behind the building, board-covered stairs

slanted to the second floor. Going up he could smell

the food cooked that evening for dinner, and among
the odors, the fumes of a kerosene stove.

Jack stopped at the top in the kitchen light that

came out through the screen door and around him
to edge his shadow and color the wooden, cavelike

walls of the stairway. The kitchen had already been
cleared and the dishes washed. Fran's father, a

short, fat-swelled man, sat at the kitchen table, his

balding head bent under the tiny tin bell at the end
of the light string.

Jack opened the screen door and went inside.

"How-do, Mr. Merton. Fran around?" The room,
behind all its walls, seemed laced with dynamite
charges, wired and switched for Mr. Merton's de-

laying hand. Jack felt sorry for the man.
Mr. Merton had the evening paper spread out

over the table top. He held a large pair of shears.

When he raised his head his eyelids drooped slightly

above his swelling cheekbones, slipping down over
his<eyeballs with weariness and not slyness. "Hello
there, Jack. What's new up your way?"'

"Nothing much," Jack said.

Mr. Merton looked down at the paper. "Just
cutting out my daughter's wedding notice."

Jack said nothing immediately, trying to think

of something to say that would sound just right,

knowing how Mr. Merton felt. Everyone knew:
His oldest daughter, Marion, had married the father

—or perhaps a father—of her baby a month after

its birth.

"In tonight's paper?" Jack said.

"That's right." Mr. Merton finished cutting, and
folded the paper back. The shears glittered in the

kitchen light, the blades flashing. "I'm a sentimental

man. Like to have little keepsakes."
Jack stepped toward the table and asked respect-

fully, "Is Fran about ready?"
Mr. Merton leaned back in his chair and shouted

through the dining room toward the living room,
sounding out the far bedroom where the girl's voice

came back: "Be there in a minute."
"Better have a cup, Jack. That'll be the longest

sixty seconds you ever counted, if I know women."
He stressed the word with a weary contempt. "Just

don't hold your breath."

In a pistonlike movement, Jack sat down at the

table. Mr. Merton got up and went over to the

stove and came back with the pot and another cup
and spoon. He set them down in front of Jack, be-

side the sugar bowl and the can of condensed milk.

There were white rings in the blue-checked oilcloth,

cup-sized. Jack poured his own coffee.

"Where you kids going tonight?"

Jack stirred the coffee without looking up.

"Downtown to a show, I thought." Jack held his

head over the cup to hide anything his eyes might
disclose of the gin-spiked ginger ale, the hot dogs
and marshmallows hidden below the rug on the

back-seat floor of his car. They were well out of
sight just in case Mr. Merton came outside when
they left, and just happened to glance in the back of
the car. The steam of the coffee came up around
Jack's face like Mr. Merton's hot eyes and thoughts
tracking down the truth. Jack moved his head away
from the dark, fuming liquid.

While they drank their coffee, and Jack waited
for Fran, Mr. Merton spoke bitterly of the broken
pavement in front of the store, complaining angrily

of the highway department. But Mr. Merton's mind
didn't seem to be on the road.

WHEN his wife came to the kitchen door and
said wouldn't the living room be more com-

fortable, without looking around Mr. Merton said,

"I'm satisfied right here. How about you, Jack?"
Jack was puzzled as he nodded and said. "Sure."
Then, finishing his coffee. Jack heard someone

running up the stairway. He set his cup down and
Fran's little sister came in the room, throwing the

screen open. She had heavy, brown-paper-covered
books in her arms. She was breathing heavily, faint

sounds of fear passing in and out through her lips.

Quickly, she moved in a divelike slip around
Jack's chair toward the dining room. Mr. Merton
pinned her: "Just a minute. Come here, young
miss."

Jack knew then Mr. Merton had been sitting at

the kitchen table, facing the doorway, waiting for

her a long time.

"Did you hear me? Come here!"

Like a quick, coasting light following so

came through the dining room. She came
behind her little sistei and the girl stepped ;

to one side as Fran stepped into the kitchej

hair curled in dark, fresh ringlets across

head, and she wore a new, red-striped s^

She stepped into the kitchen silence, lo:

thin-figured, with a face more expressive

realized.

Jack stood up, seeing as he arose the r

in the two reflecting faces of Fran and
The father. Jack knew, resented the dark
the girl's forehead, resented even her f

Merton's lips began to move before he
was looking at Fran, trying to control hi

least let's see if you can't get home at a do
and without lying."

Fran's face turned white first, and then

ally red from the throat upward. Her
larger and darker.

She paced rapidly across the kitchen, w
swering, and went out the door. Jack
taking a last look in the kitchen as hi

screen. Fran's little sister stood timidly

ther, the schoolbooks still in her arms,

were large; not with anger. She and
looked at Jack. The screen clapped shut

went down the stairs behind Fran with

he was still back in the kitchen.

BEFORE they reached the bottom of

Fran's sister began screaming and
Along with the crack of Mr. Merton's
heard the jiggling of the kitchen floor an<|

fling sounds of feet. At the bottom of the (

turned around and started back. Jack
arm.
The scuffling stopped and they heard

of the girl go back toward the far end of I

her sobs fading.

Fran's hand relaxed on the banister. Ja

her arm and she turned. They walked
ground, through the darkness, to the car.

her arm. the night air cool on his fingers.

"That's my pop." Her words were pros

tightly with sarcasm, as they always wer

tried to tie her feelings in with a wisecr

deceptively to make people think she wajj

ally tough, beyond being hurt.

Jack got into the car and opened the dd
|

side. She wouldn't get in. "He doesn't hal.

us this way just because Marion got herself
|

What does he think we are? He didn't

'

her. She skipped school this afternoon.

"Let's go," Jack said. He wanted to le

"Did he ask you where we were goin{

"I said maybe to a show."
She glared at the building, and then

and sat down beside Jack. She shut

as Fran took her hand from the handl

water seemed to fall through the hollo<

body and never hit bottom. He aimost

to drive the twenty miles to Lake Mic

could tell her they were through just as
'

show. He could break things off after a

as well.

He had what he later called a "funny ft

they shouldn't go, that (Continued

ILLUSTRATED BY EARL CORDREY
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STRIKES Oil
BY CARLETOIV BEALS

+.«, P'm
It's a great day down at the tip of South America

as boom towns spring up and gushers dot the

sheep ranches. Tens of thousands of prospec-

tors are moving into this forgotten part of the

globe, and there's even a tourist rush under way

^ ..•

The sun broke through heavy storm clouds and momentarily illuminated this Dantesque scene, the face of a glacier at the end
of the South American continent. Here new icebergs are born as sections of the glacier break away and plunge into the sea

CHILE recently drilled the
southernmost oil well in the

world. The derrick rises in

the rolling sheep meadows of Tierra

del Fuego—Fireland—below historic

Strait of Magellan. About the near-by
ports of Porvenir and Punta Arenas,
in bars and gambling joints, you see

booted, sheep-jacketed oilmen, a

breed previously unknown here-

abouts.

"Hell," said one touslehead. "The
whole Isla Grande floats on oil."

Isla Grande, the biggest island in

the Fireland archipelago, is twice as

big as the Netherlands.

A freckled Scotch sheepman spoke
up. His burred accent clashed against

the soft Spanish like changing gears.

"With my own eyes Fve seen chapo-
pote (tar seepage) down near Cape
Ewan. a hundred miles on south."

"They'll be drilling wells right out
in the Loma Bay mud flats." claimed
the other. "Ever see the rainbow scum
at sunrise?"

A half-breed herder rolled a ciga-

rette and wiped his palm on his baggy
' Gaucho trousers. "Oil isn't the half

of it," he said solemnly. "When they
crack the Darwin Range on south,

they'll find every metal known, ura-

nium too. mark my words. Then
watch the scramble."

Fireland these days is full of such
wild conjectures.

A Yugoslav storekeeper in Porvenir
on the strait—and mostly it is a Yugo-
slav town — shook his bullethead

knowingly. "You come like I did 23

years ago to a bleak empty place, and
it's been hard, but look at the little

burg now! The guys who first came
here and called this wilderness spot

Porvenir—Future—knew their onions.

The country is filling up, population
doubled in ten years. And now with
oil and a few other things . .

."

Today Punta Arenas, which started

as a tough Chilean prison colony, is

a singular combination of the primi-

tive frontier and modernity. It is a

cosmopolitan city. Besides Spanish,

Indian dialects and much English, one
hears Russian-, Yugoslav. French,
German, Norwegian, Chinese.
The city has electricity, telephones,

wireless and cable services, an airfield,

paved streets, half a dozen movie
palaces, a regular theater, and one of
the most comfortable provincial

hotels in South America. The stores

are showy and well stocked; there are

restaurants and many tearooms. A
morning daily, Prensa Austral, pre-

sents the latest international cable
news as promptly as does New York.
The Museum of Natural History,

Ethnology and Anthropology is im-
portant and painstakingly catalogued.

The best-appointed British club in all

Chile is found here.

There's a mean, whistling wind
down here, that eternal pestiferous

Patagonian wind that sweeps the

plains free of trees and keeps the

coiron grass combed all one way.
Sometimes in drier Argentina, the

wind brings dust clouds. Sometimes
it whirls down cutting ice particles off

the mountaintops.

Winters Not Too Severe

There's no real hot summer here.

It's kind of chilly always, but you get

in horse racing and football, and in

Punta Arenas you can play golf nearly

all year—the most southern golf

course in the world. Winters here are

not too tough. Now and then there's a

little snow, but it melts right off. Punta
Arenas, the chief port in this way-
south world, has milder winters than

the Connecticut shore line. In upper
Patagonia you often get forty- or

fifty-degree winter averages, few
frosts.

Four centuries ago Magellan, pass-

ing through this area, named it Pata-

gonia
—

"Big Foot Land"—after the

enormous feet of the gigantic natives

he found north of the strait

now are almost extinct. The i

Foot he met swilled down a 1

1

water at a gulp and wolfed

hamper of sea biscuits.

Tourists are much cateret

Venders and stores displa
j

robes, leather goods, carve

and guanaco bones, precid I

beads, and the inevitable I

shells. Muskrat. silver fox. I

and sable furs are on sakj

docks an insistent mestj

droopy mustache, insists

your name and portrait ooj

a sheep skull—or, if you

will etch in a nude mermail
Soccer, tennis and golf tr|

important annual eventsX
away on a snow mountain I

cellent ski refuge and ski n|

local ski club is quite a sal

tion. There are touring ami
clubs, and membership i

pereflicient volunteer tirenl

is considered a social honoj

to the elite, that includes

balls and the right to wcl

uniform and gold helmet.
[

in May is celebrated by

tumes and the hurling of cl

filled with cologne water.l

hilarious and ambitious mj
hold of an ostrich egg cj

Collier's for Ancl

1
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«ck d^iL^e^H
^ J6" ^ ^itional poncho and remain onck during the entire performance. The cowboys are called "huasos"

when one bursts over your pate you
won't forget it.

You can now reach Punta Arenas
by plane in nine hours from Santiago
by frequent steamers from Valparaiso
and Huenos Aires, by air and auto or
train and auto from Buenos Aires
De luxe trains run out of Buenos Aires
for the beautiful Patagonian lake
region. On my train none of the sleep-
ing cars dated earlier than 1943. Trav-
elers continuing south to the Chilean
border are transferred to blue and
silver de luxe busses with reserved
seats—a five-day run to Galiegos. Di-
lapidated touring cars carry on to Na-
tales and Punta Arenas in Chile.

Boat Service to Cape Horn

Buenos Aires runs a special excur-
sion boat that threads the most hid-
den south channels clear to Cape
Horn. Otherwise local visitors must
hire special boats or take passage on
coal boats or the government Coast
Guard cutters.

Back of the central plaza in Punta
Arenas extends the tin-roofed work-
ers' quarters, and mostly the port is a
solid workmen's town: coal miners
from Loreto and other mines five
miles inland, employees of packing
plants, small foundries, garages and
gas stations, carpenter shops, tanner-
ies and so on.

Everywhere there are bars, for here
casual workers, rotos (seasonal work-
ers), miners, prospectors, lumber-
jacks, the sailors of five continents,
and now, oilmen, breeze in to blow
off steam after lonely back-country
stretches. Gambling is illegal but
flourishing, stakes high, and there is

agitation to establish a city-owned
casino like that at swank Vina del Mar
farther north. The dance halls and
casas alegres, with the castoff women
of Buenos Aires, are notorious. As in
sheep and cattle towns in Wyoming
and Oklahoma, the police don't much
bother those who take their pleasures
in a really determined mood. It's all
right to shoot at the stars but not at
your neighbor. It's all right to whoop,
but not in the main plaza.
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"The inflation?" A local store-
keeper frowned at the question.

"Bad
. . bad . .

." he said. "We
cant get things we need. Autos
trucks, hardware are tight, but Chile
is making nearly all her own electrical
goods now. And we always get cheap
wood and coal. Plenty of mutton to
eat. cheap as all get out."
He was certainly right about mut-

ton. In Patagonia, beef is rarely seen
but you eat mutton even for break-
fast. You eat it stewed, hashed, grilled
roasted, pickled; you eat it barbecued'
from pits of red-hot stones. But folks'
are now beginning to cat chickens and
eggs, too. One of the world's biggest
poultry farms now sits right on the
Strait of Magellan.
The nearest oil wells to the new

Chilean fields are 450 miles north in
central Argentine Patagonia: the great
Comodoro Rivadavia field on the
Gulf of St. George at the edge of
sheep and ostrich plains that stretch
west to the great snow-draped Andes
All the Rivadavia derricks gleam sil-
ver on the plain, with fresh aluminum
paint—typical Argentine neatness and
pride.

Now, since the Fireland strike,
many technicians believe the whole
intervening region may produce oil.
Hard pressed for fuel during the war
days, Argentina brought in new wells
fifty miles south of the established
Rivadavia field and boosted produc-
tion 30 per cent. Certainly, also the
eastern folds of the Andes are rich in
oil. The new inland Blue Goose Dome
in Peru is reported to be one of the
world's greatest, and the Neuquen
field, north of Argentina's most beau-
tiful lake country, lies in the north-
west corner of Patagonia.

Chilean government experts believe
also that much of Pacific Coast Pata-
gonia has oil. The oil is deep but ap-
parently is there. The new Springhill
well in Fireland came in at 7,280 feet
—a light oil, rich in gasoline and lubri-
cants.

That strike caused more excitement
than a new comet. Never again, cried
the newspapers gleefully, will Chile

(Continued on page 38J
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THE STUDY 01 MAN
Theoda was studying the customs and culture of the native

ovulation with particular reference to the courting hab-

Ts^afexe'mplifie

P
d by Rufus Nutter, the guy next door

BY HENRY BEETXE HOUGH

THE hammock was faded and slouchy, and

Sere wTe gaps in the adorning fringes; it

was slung between two locust posts on the

l side of the oldest house in the village of Bad-

dow aid from it on any evening yoj>.could.** the

sunset, the Atlantic Ocean, and the early history ot

*«Kfme - murmured Barlow Crane politely,

as he si d down for the fourth time against Theoda

"Son t mind," said Theoda. "I suppose we could

sit somewhere else, but I think it's nicer on this side

°f^h
oSt

d
°tSffi£' say," remarked Barlow^

"I don't get a chance to notice anything. I m too

Ji'.si began to settle gently together.

Barlow's knees rose mysteriously.

"Fm gia

h
d

e

yo
a

u're more comfortable. It's a ridicu-

lous old hammock, but Daddy is very fond of it be-

aule^chairdon't fit him well and th«>
always do-

I think he courted Mummy bagged up on this very

h
TaTowg^^rW been touched off

whh an electric spark, just as Theoda was shoving

d icately to mak? the hammock sway as if rocked

hv an ocean zephyr. The ropes creaked, the reac-

tion from Barlow's swift ascent magnified the

zephyr iSo a squall, and Theoda went over back-

ward bare legs twinkling in the orange twilight.

However, she did not lose her self-possession

Her hst thought as equilibrium slid away was what

on earth she could have said to frighten a big guy

lik

-Oh
r

rm sorry," said he, helping her up, and then

witt.Transparent 'lack of candor, "I was just trying

10JRTyXSS o^iuoWresher courses

in hammock management," said Theoda.

'•Onl/mm'nTgher sensibilities. Yes, I will have

""WhaS'over there?" Barlow inquired, and to-

gether they walked to the white fence beyond which

thp land fell away toward the shore.

That

"

Ltd Theoda without enthusiasm, "is the

home"Jlacc of the Nutters. It's usually just crawl-

ing with them."

:S"ri actually. They settled here

around 1690, whereas we Bearses had waited off the

boat in 1642."

"Why do you call them Nutters?

"Because that is their name," said Theoda She

was looking furtively for signs of Rufus Nuttei,

who had figured so largely and warmly in her old-

Se dreams-though she told herself she had never

ad
"O

e

h I *e. I thought maybe it was their occupa-

tion New England is all strange to me, you know

She knew She had met Barlow twice in the Pa-

cific once when they had occupied the same bus in

HonoluR. for twenty minutes, and once when they

had ea?en C-rations together while sitting in the tad

end of a truck overlooking a nameless atoll

Theoda had been with the USO at the time, and he

Jad been a brawnv military figure. Meeting him

unde such circumstances had done something to

her and the second time had shown how the

world is operated in accordance with a greal
:

design.

He haUed from Butte, Montana, which influenced

he" lot smce-to anyone brought up in Baddow--

everything west of Chicago™™f^^™l
ined him swinging a major part h^mc vie

tnrv in oerson but she learned later that ne nau

ought oS; occasionally. Between engagements he

had found plenty of time on his hands and had

£me
U
,nte?ested

y
in studying the primitive peopl^

Then separated from the Army, he had hnisneo.

Johece and had at last come East for graduate work

at Yate He was becoming an anthropologist by

decrees as Theoda punningly put it.

The had learned something of the science herself

«he and Barlow had corresponded since their second

meeting andThe had no intention of hying tamely

Thome with her memories, like an eagle grounded

afterTsinde flight, so long as she could keep in with

the real thmg. As or Rufus Nutter, it would be un-

fair to encourage him further. He was obviously

not a part of the great design. „

"You could come up for week ends, she saio.

"What?" Barlow was startled.
_

"t mean if you do decide to do your thesis around

an aSSoVological study of our village. I mean-

^'Sng^fthekind has ever been done, so far

as I kno^v
" said Barlow. "It is one thing to apply

!L scienhfic method to a tribal community in New

Suinea and another to apply it to a segment of our

0WS?fitting the nail squarely on the toes," said

Th
"P°l

d
e

a

ase don't confuse me," said ggtow^gi

giving the matter serious thought. His brow tur

r

°"Y
d
es" he said after a long, pensive moment, "I

think I'll do it. Will you help me?'

i^Suefrlllengin^ My approach

will be without preconception. Oh, of course 1

know about New England repressions and taci

turnity and—conservatism. „

"T sunoose we have quite a bunch of that

"Ma, k TwaTn said New England was a finished

place, if I remember rightly.
,

"Let's finish it, anyhow, said Theoda.

TSfc^hiS^-^od^t
frequent SSrfals and stop at the inn, and mean-

"I'il make notes," said Theoda. n

"That's just what I was going to suggest

"Tn fact I'll keep a regular journal, and put in

"^eSd^STand began to instruct Theoda

the subject of his dissertation, to ^e parUcular

had not taken in everything.

i

>

>J

UlUSTRATED BY REN WICKS
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She had reached the point of asking herself, for
the twentieth time: Doesn't he recognize encourage-
ment when he sees it—or haven't I been encour-
aging enough for Montana?
"Do you think you can keep the fundamentals

in mind?"
"Sure," said Theoda. "Anthropology is the study

of man."
"What? Oh, yes, that is fundamental, isn't it?"
"You said it, brother," said Theoda.
"Funny, you don't talk like a New Englander."
"I'm trying hard not to," said Theoda, looking

at him meltingly. "Thanks for noticing."
The next morning he entrained for Yale and on

arriving home from the station where she had seen
him off, and where he had engaged in no warmer
adieu than a mild handshake, Theoda observed
her mother washing dishes. She was about to avoid
the kitchen on the ground of important concerns
elsewhere, but a sudden thought held her on the
threshold.

"Well?" said Mrs. Bearse.
"Let me help you, Mummy," said Theoda, ad-

vancing and selecting an apron from a hook.
"Sure you won't be cabined, cribbled and con-

fined in such narrow surroundings?''
"Not cribbled, cribbed," said Theoda. "It's a

quotation and I consider it very apt. However, I am
broad-minded and more than glad to remain and
help."

"Thank you," said Mrs. Bearse. "I'm afraid I was
giving these dishes a narrow-minded washing and a
broad-minded washing will be better."

"I will make a note of that," said Theoda.
"What?"
"Folk humor in the relationship aspect. It's an-

thropology, you know."
"Oh, is it? Well, these are suds," and so saying,

Mrs. Bearse allowed the broadening of Theoda's
life to drop into the background for a while.

AFTER the noon meal, Theoda visited Snow's
. Novelty Shop and bought a fat notebook with

candy-striped covers. Repairing to the hammock
on the south side of the house, she wrote at the
top of the first page, "Anthropological Journal,"
then sat musingly with the blunt end of a fountain
pen touching her lips. She wished to record the use-
ful performance of domestic tasks by the young
female, this being none other than Theoda Bearse.

While she hesitated and communed, Rufus Nut-
ter approached from the region beyond the fence.
He was so lean that his shadow was hardly more
than a slit in the sunlight. As she glanced at him,
no poetic similes occurred to Theoda. Rufus could
be nice, but he was just like anybody.

"There's a good show at the Elite tonight," he
said. "I could pick you up around seven-thirty."
Theoda's face lighted for a moment, then she

shook her head and muttered, "Unh-unh."
"You had company for the week end?"
"We did. Say, Nutter, why this verbal barrage?"
"Known him long?"
"Practically a lifetime."

"That's good. I figured he might be an old
friend."

"Meaning what?"
"Like me. You and I have known each other for

two-three hundred years, practically speaking."
"Probably that explains my feeling of fatigue,"

said Theoda pointedly.
"Where's he from?"
"Montana. He's a breezy Westerner."
"The glass held pretty steady all week end, least-

ways ours did."

"Well, it was between breezes."
"I guess so. Say, Theoda, remember when we

were engaged?"
"Which time?"
"I'm sorry you asked that. I'd hoped they might

have all run together in a nice way."
"Nutter, take vourself off," said Theoda. "If you

stay around here, I shall have to put you in my
journal, which would be bad."
"What journal?"
"It has to do with anthropology and the scien-

tific method. Its pages will give Barlow Crane a lot
of day-to-day information concerning our local cul-
ture and how the operation (Continued on page 65)

#
^'Nutter," Theoda called, "why don't you go home?"
"There is no way you can get me to budge," he said
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Alarm-clock testing almost caused a Dreyfuss divorce

Designers end menaces like affectionate shower curtains

OF THE 143,000,000 or so peo-
ple who inhabit the United
States, all but 449 take it for

granted that it is man's lot to suffer

quietly such indignities as: (a) colfee

cups that slop over on trains and then
drip interesting patterns onto one's

tie or dress front; (b) shower curtains

that automatically wrap around one
like a damp shroud when the water is

turned on; (c) typewriter keys that

break the fingernails; (d) the crutch,

an instrument of torture which hasn't

changed in 10,000 years; (e) the ring

around the bathtub; and (f) coffee ta-

bles on which one cannot set a cup of
coffee without courting a sharp blow
on the noggin from the hostess.

The 449 exceptions are the men and
women of a small profession known
as industrial design who are paid fab-

ulous fees to correct these things—for

no more idealistic a purpose than in-

creasing the sales of the manufactur-
ers who hire them. An industrial

designer named Raymond Loewy, for

instance, has rendered other railroad

tableware obsolete by coming up with

a new cup, bulging at the sides, nar-

rower across the mouth, which can
slop only a minimum of coffee on
trains—plus a special guttered saucer

to absorb the overflow which might
result from wrecks, derailments, etc.

Another industrial designer named
Henry Dreyfuss has redone the type-

writer so that the keys now fit the

feminine fingernail. Another, Thomas
Lamb, has for the first time built a

crutch which follows the contours of

the hand and the armpit, so that the

agonizing pressure on bundles of

nerves is eased. And other designers
have proved that if the water drains

out of the bathtub in a circular mo-
tion (similar to the sink at a dentist's

chair), a ring won't form on the tub.

In addition to these comparatively
minor items, the industrial designer

(for still larger fees) is imparting the

modern touch to products ranging
from ocean liners and transatlantic

planes to department stores and farm
machinery. In fact, you can't look
around the room in which you are sit-

ting now without spotting a lamp, a~

fountain pen, a spoon, a radio, a uni-

form, a color scheme, or any one of a

dozen other items which ^f
the recent hand of the indu
signer. The application of

invariably seems to result

enrichment of the manufi
the industrial designer)

several million people to

didn't someone think of

It also results in mount
licity for some of the top

who are portrayed in the pi

binations of Leonardo da
ander Graham Bell, and
Henry Dreyfuss, for inst;

confused with the presi<

New York Central bee
signed that railroad's crai

Century Limited. Wa
Teague has blossomed
nomic expert who writi

on the virtues of the fi

system. Raymond Loewy
one of the country's top

As the result of his

Loewy currently poss<

tastic, Loewy-designed,
cars with Plexiglas to

house in Palm Springs,

major part of the inten

a swimming pool; 1

orthodox colonial ho
Point, Long Island; 1

chateau called La C
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enough to be requisite

chasers by the French
during the war.
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Chicago, South Bend,
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United States, Great
South America. His Nev
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EIR DREAMS BY BILL DAVIDSON

ufacturers. The take of the

as a whole, however, is

at more than $25,000,000

hich is, in any language, a

els.

cumulation of wealth has

ably shocked the strug-

eers and architects of the

d some of those gentlemen
ently at the industrial de-

'laymen practicing in our

1 fields." More and more
tects and engineers, how-
ing to work for these well-

ien; and the colleges of the

e beginning to offer such

Carnegie Tech's B.A. in

esign and the University

Bachelor of Fine Arts in

)esign.

vning recognition is ap-

many in the profession

little aghast at the more
glamor boys. Philip Mc-

icecutive secretary of the

ndustrial Designers, for in-

lis to say:

il design has outgrown the

work of a few colorful

i covered the subject. The
industrial design is now

kt it has established itself

kderstood professional ac-

|clear responsibilities and
This is a less dra-

|than the wonder-working
story, but is nearer the

1947."

esigners Come From

amazing thing about all

little over twenty years

no such thing as in-

ign, and today's top

^rs in the profession are

[|er theater people, artists

: of the society of the un-

lenry Dreyfuss, then a

I scene designer, was
City, Iowa, by his em-
Radio-Keith-Orpheum

hd out why a brand-new,
(ecorated movie palace in

plis was drawing nothing
lantities of Iowa atmos-
|r Dreyfuss arrived, he

lowered the prices, ran triple features

and gave away enough dishes to equip
a cafeteria—but still the majority of
the populace wandered past his the-

ater and into an unventilated flea-bag

movie house down the street. Finally,

Dreyfuss decided to make a scientific

study of the matter.

For three days he stood outside his

theater and watched the reactions of

the people walking by. Then he or-

dered his staff to remove the expen-
sive, deep-pile scarlet carpet from the

lobby, and replace it with a plain rub-

ber mat. Almost miraculously, and
from that time forth, the RK.O theater

was jammed.
Dreyfuss simply had discovered

that the farmers and the townsfolk

had been ashamed of messing up that

gorgeous carpet with their muddy
boots and galoshes.

As a result of the bonus check which
he received for this bit of deduction,

Dreyfuss began to cast around for

other products that needed redesign

and an application of common sense.

One day in 1927, an advertising

agency friend of his sent him to a

manufacturer who made a clock that

wasn't selling so well. Dreyfuss looked

at the clock and then began a tour of

the clock counters of New York's

drug and department stores. He
watched people squint at the face of

his clock and fumble with the winders

on its back. Then he saw them weigh

several clocks in their hands and
finally pick out the clock of an-

other manufacturer, apparently be-

cause it was heavier and seemed to

be more expensively constructed

—

which it wasn't.

Dreyfuss went home and began put-

tering around with the clock. He
asked truck drivers and Park Avenue
ladies to wind it, until he found a uni-

versal-size winder that fitted all fin-

gers. Then he set about designing a

simple, easy-to-read face, not too som-
ber, not too gay, since he reasoned

that the clock was the first face you
saw every morning, and the wrong one
was liable to get you off to a bad start

emotionally. To test out these faces,

he lined up ten clocks by his bedside

every night, with the alarms set for

various times from 4 a.m. onward.

This nearly led to a Dreyfuss divorce,

but the correct clock face emerged
first.

Finally, Dreyfuss added a heavy
base to the clock and dressed it up
with colors and sweeping, modern
lines. His new clock went on the mar-
ket a few months later, and neither

the clock nor Dreyfuss has been
topped as a best seller since.

At just about this same time, Walter
Dorwin Teague, an advertising-layout

artist, was asked by one of his ac-

counts, a photographic company, to

try to spruce up the old black box
camera; and Fashion Artist Raymond
Loewy, a French war hero who had
come to this country with 17 cents in

his pocket after World War I, was
called in to design a new type of auto-

mobile fabric and later the entire au-
tomobile. Both turned out sparkling

new products that were as spectacu-

larly successful as Dreyfuss'.

Dawn of the Gadget Era

This was the period when Henry
Ford changed over from the Model T
to the Model A and the country was
embarking on that peculiar American
mania for constant new models in

everything we use. Frightened manu-
facturers began a stampede to mod-
ernize their products. They turned
their backs on their own engineers and
made wild grabs at the new geniuses,

Loewy, Dreyfuss and Teague, like

women in a bargain basement. Other
designers like Harold Van Doren,
Russel Wright, Ray Patten, John Vas-
sos, Ben Nash and Thomas Lamb
rushed to get their share of this pleas-

ant mauling and within five years

enough of them were operating to put

the profession on a very solid basis.

Although the Big Three (and indus-

trial design as a whole) are accused in

many expert quarters of being bally-

hooed into a position beyond their

actual importance in industry, they

have accomplished some extremely
worth-while things. Aesthetically, they

have rid many everyday appliances of

decorative excrescences held over

from the Victorian era. They have de-

signed shapes to fit the function of the

object and have imparted common-

sense utility and simplicity to nearly

everything we use.

A few years ago, for instance,

Henry Dreyfuss was doing some re-

search on Middle Western farms,

when he discovered something about
farm tractors. The tractor then was
sold with a beautiful painted hood
over the motor, just like an automo-
bile. The first time anything went
wrong with the motor, however,
Dreyfuss noticed that most farmers
removed the hood to tinker with the

engine, left the hood lying in the field,

and never put it back. So when Drey-
fuss designed a farm tractor a short

time later, he built it without any hood
at all, and that is the most popular
style today.

In the same way, when Loewy was
asked to redesign a transcontinental

bus, he and his men went out and
rode several thousand miles in busses.

They made notes on the condition of

their aching back c and other assorted

discomforts en route. Once Loewy
asked an old man sitting beside him,
"Would you rather have taken the

train instead of this bus trip?" The
old man then gave his opinion of

busses so profanely that he and Loewy
were thrown off at the next stop.

The result of all this was a new bus
which departed from the eighteenth-

century-stagecoach tradition for the

first time, and tried to answer all the

protests of the drivers, the passengers

and the achings of various parts of

Loewy's anatomy. The new bus, soon
to go into production, is a roomy dou-
ble-decker affair complete with wash-
room, toilet, water cooler, hostess, a

special clear-view "pilot's" compart-
ment for the driver, and new body-
conforming seats which Loewy
worked out with the assistance of or-

thopedic surgeons.

When Teague designed a living-

room oil heater, he realized that peo-

ple feel warmer if they can see a fire,

so he put a little glass door in it so

they could see the flame. Result:

Thousands of people wrote in to pro-

claim that the heater now gave much
more heat, which it didn't.

When Thomas Lamb set out to de-

velop a more efficient handle for

(Continued on page 68)

I

is specially built cars are almost a Loewy trade-mark

Industrial designers are a crew
of fabulous, hardheaded artists

who bring handsome, functional

gadgets to you and large quan-

tities of currency to themselves

DRAWINGS BY PAUL SAVITT
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The independent mind and scalpi

edged tongue of Senator Charles Tube '

of New Hampshire have brought disi

hoth to Democrats and Republicans

have drawn sawdust as often

ii

as

di

pi;

THE speaker of the new and comforta
publican House, Representative Joe
was presiding at a dinner meeting of

leaders recently at the Army-Navy Club
Senator Charles William Tobey of New
shire lives when his wife, Francelia, is not ii

Martin noticed a waiter wandering about
peering into politicians' faces.

"Whom are you looking for?" Martin
from his podium.

"For Senator Tobey, sir," the waiter answi
"Well, he's not here." Martin sang out in

inhibited way. "He's in the doghouse."
Martin's quip brought a salvo of appi

laughter from those Republican .conservati

regard the Yankee rebel as "even more of
Dealer than Claude Pepper" and, therefore, a

thing of a traitor to the traditions and prai

the Grand Old Party. Moreover, many
present had, at one time or another, felt tb
dermic sting of Tobey's tongue.
One victim of the Tobey needle was

Wherry, the Nebraska undertaker who has
a senator and his party's whip in the Upper Hfjji Tobey

At a tactical conference of Republican big""
1

the eve of taking over the new 80th C
Wherry appeared to be overly concerned
the senators were to dress for the historic

He seemed to favor morning coats. The
tion almost caused Michigan's'Arthur Van
who abhors formality, to swallow his cigar

When the clamor of indignation subside*!
undoubtedly with Wherry's previous callin,

mind, slyly inquired whether the "gentleman I k^
Nebraska would mind telling us how he spellsn

ing—m-o-u-r-n-i-n-g perhaps?" Even Bob Taft,

seldom laughs at anything and less frequend

Tobey's thrusts, exploded with glee. WherrM hfenil

laugh. Not too long ago. back in Pawnee Ctf

morning coat was his work jacket—an undai

But Tobey has been relegated to the G.O.P.

tobey, a

i Truman.

bale. /

WofDa
k
eSe

litical kennel less for the pain and resentment

.

by his scalpel-edged tongue—which has dra'

dust as often as blood—than for his consisl

conformism. He has steadfastly refused,

years to vote against his conscience whi

flicted with his party's line on both doi

international issues.

"I am a Republican," he explains, "ani

that my party shall be the majority voice ij

the ship of state. But 1 do not wish its guidai

be in disregard of our form of government a

the principles vital to the preservation of our

of government."

His Credo of World-Wide Democracy ' ^islle«

He is one of those who see democracy f

ened everywhere by such carriers of Cornml

as poverty, poor housing, disease and insecuri

believes that democracy can survive only i

made to work here at home and if America a.'

)

vigorous leadership in world affairs. His

pies compel him, therefore, to vote for highei
]

mum-wage standards, housing for veteran

Bretton Woods proposals for elobal econoij

habilitation and the $3,750,000,000 loan tof

As a result he is in Coventry within the Gjfl|

is anathematized by conservatives in both]

But also as a result of his political behavT
has created for himself a position of unusu

in Washington and prestige in the natio

larly among those who are convinced tha

the New Deal may be dead, there will alv

other social revolution.

Tobey, last year, was the main figure i

the nomination of the millionaire oilman,!

Pauley, for Undersecretary of the Navy,

incurred the displeasure of President Trfl

A few weeks after the Pauley incident Tol

written to the President, calling the latter'sal

to the fact that the grain shortage, then agjl

by heavy shipments to Europe's hungry, wl
ing New England's farmers to slaughter the|

ens. Tobey asked or implied that some
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to the farmers, if possible, before their

:kiiisappeared.

[ ," wrote Tobey, in a Biblical reference to the

o, in a vision, besought help from the Apos-
pJt "is a Macedonian cry."

'II sems to me," Truman replied in a letter,

al >u have been making Macedonian cries or

r since I have been in the White House.
[Warranted attacks on Mr. Pauley almost
good public servant. You have made it

;ly difficult for me to get good men to fill

ssary places in the government. You are

inning your Macedonian cries and I hope
get a lot of pleasure out of them.

e grain shortage) is a matter of chickens or

d if it comes to the decision as to which
kept from starving, naturally, if I make

sion, it will be people. I don't know
that will please you or not."

in his own hand, Truman scribbled across

m of the typewritten letter the command,
nd see me." Tobey, who had won the cor-

e of his own party members for support-

dministration more often than not, stewed
for a while, then published his correspond-
the President. To friends he quipped:

does he think I am! Mae West?"
bey doesn't bear grudges. He is slow to

d quick to forgive. In spite of the Presi-

buff of last year the Yankee rebel was
the President's side in the fight against the

e Bill to exempt the railroads and other

I
rom prosecution under the Sherman anti-

Tobey waged practically a one-man cru-

nst it in the Senate.

I irson in this country," he complained, "and
of consumption will be unaffected by this

to exempt rate fixing and fare fixing from
l ust laws. The bill gives railroads a mo-
I ower in their dealings with shippers and

s and increases the present monopolistic
big railroads over small railroads."

>metimes on the President's Side

Tobey, a Republican senator, who ap-
Truman, the Democratic President, to

I Julwinkle Bill even before it had actually

i b Senate. And he was again on Truman's
n :half of David Lilienthal when the latter's

i le to the Senate for confirmation as chair-

I e new Atomic Energy Commission.
« forms, with Oregon's Wayne Morse and
I > George Aiken, a loosely allied triumvi-

l ing the liberal-progressives of the G.O.P.
te as delicately balanced as a druggist's

ir votes are often decisive. The Senate is

Jretically Republican, with 51 members
for the opposition. Any legislation crack-
on labor, hiking tariffs, reducing taxes or
I what government controls remain comes

r

up against Tobey. Morse, Aiken and as many other
independent votes as they can sway to their side.

The uniformly Republican and conservative Senate
committees may report favorably the kind of legis-

lation they like, but there is no guarantee of passage.
The area of Tobey's influence isn't limited to the

Senate floor. The ex-bookkeeper who once audited
a firm's books for a badly needed SI 00 while com-
muting between Greenville, New Hampshire, and
Boston, is chairman of the Senate Banking and Cur-
rency Committee, one of the three or four most
important in the Upper House. He is also a mem-
ber of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee. But it is in the Banking and Currency
Committee that Tobey's influence is most felt.

Much of the legislation affecting the country's
everyday economic life originates in Tobey's com-
mittee. Through the committee's hopper must pass
all bills regulating the banking and credit systems,
the coinage and printing of money. All appoint-
ments to the Federal Reserve Bank, the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation and those government
agencies dealing with prices, rent controls and hous-
ing—as well as the policies of these agencies—are
screened by the committee before being brought to

the Senate floor for decision. How efficiently or
inefficiently our economic system functions depends
considerably on how well or how badly Tobey and
his committee do their job.

On domestic issues particularly, the Tobey-
Morse-Aiken wing is often strengthened by such
senators as Leverett Saltonstall of Massachusetts,
William F. Knowland of California and William
Langer of North Dakota, and occasionally by new-
comers like Kentucky's Sherman Cooper, New
York's Irving Ives and Vermont's Ralph Flanders.

The presence in the Senate of as frisky a herd of
mavericks as ever snorted defiance on the Republi-
can range drew from an unnamable Republican
old-timer a dire prediction last year.

"I don't share the jubilation on this old Hill," he
said. "We've got just enough of a majority and just

enough power to be blamed for everything bad and
not enough to do ourselves any good. We haven't

enough votes in the Senate to have things our own
way. The place is full of rebels. They'll raise a lot

of hell and keep us in a stew. They might divide us

so badly as to hurt our chances in '48."

Practically every Republican you meet in Wash-
ington lately is "worried about '48," particularly

since the rise in Harry Truman's popularity as a re-

sult of his four-square stand against expansion of

Russia's power abroad and John L. Lewis' at home.
Most of the members of the G.O.P. hierarchy ap-

pear to have appointed themselves their party's sav-

iors in the next Presidential election. Tobey isn't

one of them.
In fact, the only time that Tobey's name has been

publicly mentioned for the biggest job in the world
apparently was in a letter written to the New York
Herald Tribune back in November, 1945, by a plain
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citizen of Southold, Long Island, who identified

himself as Wilson L. Glover. Citizen Glover
warned that failure of the G.O.P. to nominate To-
bey in 1948 would mean another "Republican dis-

aster." i.e.. Democratic victory. But it is doubtful
whether Chairman Carroll Recce and the other
members of the Republican National Committee
will take Glover's warning seriously. Tobey pasted

a clipping of Glover's letter in one of his numerous
scrapbooks and forgot about it.

This is not, therefore, as so many stories about
Republican senators are these days, an assessment
of Tobey as a Presidential candidate. It is merely
the story of the growth of a man, a farmer and a son
and grandson of farmers, into a first-rate politician,

able to exert an extraordinary amount of influence

on our national and international lives.

A Foe of Monopolists and Lobbyists

Tobey was not always the darling of labor and its

political pressure groups that he is today. He has
always disliked and fought monopolists and their

"fat lobbyists with round heads and round bot-

toms," as he describes them, but there was a time
when he wasn't exactly a screaming liberal on do-
mestic issues. And in international matters he was
so completely an isolationist that back in the au-
tumn of 1941 interventionist Frank Sullivan, the
Sage of Saratoga, felt compelled to name "Charley
Tobey" on a team of All-America Stuffed Shirts.

The Tobey of those days used his eloquent tongue,
schooled in classical oratory at the Roxbury (Mas-
sachusetts) Latin School, against Roosevelt, the

New Deal and even his own party's Wendell Willkie.

He accused F.D.R. and Willkie of wanting to have
our boys killed in another "foreign war." Tobey op-
posed the 1940 census as a "snooping attempt" by
the War Department to obtain information for a
mobilization plan, bucked Lend-Lease, convoys,
repeal of the Neutrality Act and whatever he saw
as a "conspiracy to get us into war."
He was cordially hated by the interventionists

who wrote acidulous letters to New Hampshire
newspaper editors, who, in turn, wrote nasty editori-

als on the subject of Tobey. In the roadside me-
tropolis of Center Ossipee, pennies were collected

to buy Tobey a red, white and blue umbrella as a
gibe at his appeaser's stand. But Tobey, with char-

acteristic mental agility, took the edge off the inter-

ventionists' insult when he accepted the umbreila,
by doing a bit of fancy flag waving himself.

"I accept this gift," he said, "in the same spirit of
friendly combat in which, I am sure, it is given. We
all love America and we all wish to see the blessings

that God has bestowed upon America—those things

that have made America great—perpetuated for

ourselves and for future generations. We are all

sincere in our efforts to perpetuate the things we
love in America. It is my judgment that this can best

be done by concentrating (Continued on page 28)

»bey is the complete product of small-town life. Typical is this picture

lcen when he was governor, driving in a countrymen's sulky race

Tobey was a leader in the fight against confirmation of Edwin Pauley as

Undersecretary of the Navy. His stand brought bitter reaction fiom Truman
HARRIS ft EWIHG



GUltfiraR'S I GOODBY
He wasn't an admiral. But there were seven-

teen guns to send him home from the sea

BY AIXA1V R. BOSWORTH
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The four-starred barge
lying off the starboard
quarter, rocking with the
swells, made no move to

tie up to the boom along-
side the Old Man's gig

THE seven hashmarks on Pros-

ser's sleeve were red, and not
the gold of impeccable con-

duct and unblemished record; they

summed up his years, and hinted that

some of the younger ones had been
wild. He climbed two ladders from
the chief's quarters, and was blowing
hard when he dropped his gear at the

quartermaster's shack, port side of the

quarter-deck. Still, it was neither age

nor exertion that made him breathless,

but a lost and empty feeling, a vague
and bewildering sense of being incom-
plete. He had felt this way all morn-
ing.

The battleship rode at anchor. Her
deck was steady as a floor, but Guns
Prosser stood stockily, feet planted

wide from his days in destroyers. That
way, he could tell the ship was alive.

He felt a dozen pulse beats, and heard

her blowers breathing, and under-

stood that wherever men moved, top-

side or below, they were a part of her.

A group went over the port gangway,
rating early liberty. They were still a

part of the ship; she would draw them
back in the morning. But not Guns
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Prosser. Today, for Prosser, made
thirty years. . .

.

He had only to turn in his discharge

papers, and let the quartermaster of

the watch log him out. He fumbled
with the large Manila envelope con-
taining the papers and listened to the

junior officer of the deck—it was Mr.
Jones—calling down to a motor sailer.

Mr. Jones wore gray gloves and
carried a long glass, and had a ramrod
up his spine. He was telling the cox'n
to shove off, make his regular trip, and
return. Prosser suddenly realized he
had missed this boat.

But time wasn't important any
longer, because there was nothing left

but time. He breathed more easily,

hearing the cox'n's bell and a grind of

gears under the ship's side, and the

water-muffled stutter of the exhaust.

A carrier and two cruisers lay yonder
over the port quarter, and the harbor
breakwater pointed a gray finger to

the open sea. Sun was burning away
the fog, but enough remained to

soften the outlines of the farther ships

and give the swinging water a dull,

ponderous quality. After a man had

known the sea so long he could just

look at the light on it and tell the time

of day. Prosser smelled the fog, and
the gasoline exhaust fumes it held

down against the sea. He looked
where the carrier lay. and remem-
bered ships now gone—ships with

cage masts and fighting tops, and
proud names. There was a time when
they called this Battleship Row. . . .

The motor sailer moved clear, and
a bluejacket ran out of the passage-
way and slid to a stop beside Prosser,

snapping his fingers in vexation. He
was a seaman named Mason, a striker

Prosser had had in Number One
turret. He was even younger than
Ensign Jones, and kept his hair neatly

plastered down, and wore whites with

a zipper, tighter than regulations

allowed. Prosser smiled at a memory.
Those days, they would have called

Mason a "sheik."

"Damn that boot ensign!" the boy
exclaimed. "I missed chow to make
that boat, and he sent me below be-

cause my skivvie shirt had a hole in

the neck. He's got it in for me!"
Prosser said, "That's tough," more

in amusement than sympil

handed his papers to thel

master. Mess gear clatterl

and the smell of coffee drill

the deck. A pair of carr|

streaked astern, laying a

against the empty sea.

caught the roar and deepem
ing a brief island of souiw|

of this the quartermaster's

in something like awe. "H«!

Guns!" he said. "Thirty ye
j

a long time."

Prosser grinned, but hi; I

tight. A long time, and enc |

but how could it end so c

seemed strange that he col

salute Mr. Jones and say, "I

to leave the ship, sir?" whe
the last time, when it wa '

irrevocable. It wasn't ri

fresh-caught ensign could

salute, and say, "Permissiol

and see Prosser go down tl <

if it were only an overnight

Permission to leave the

Permission to take off the:''

used to take so long to i[

(Continued on pag\

ILLUSTRATED BY SEYMOUR THOMPSON
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Just to make it a perfect day ... a Milky Way candy bar.

Every bite of a Milky Way is a luscious combination of the

thick milk chocolate coating . . . the golden layer of

eamy caramel . . . and the soft, chocolate nougat center,

hly flavored with real malted milk. All melt together

»u that rare taste blend you will find only in a Milky Way.
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YANKEE GADFLY
Continued from page 25

America's strength in America to pro-

tect America and not to dissipate that

strength to the far continents of the

globe.

"But there are those who disagree;

those who welcome the solemn march,
step by step and speech by speech, that

this country is taking into war. I am
hopeful that the considered judgment of

the people will prevail. . .
."

But it wasn't until a few days before

Pearl Harbor that Tobey really stuck

his neck out. He predicted, at a meet-
ing of Nashua Republicans, that Japan
would "never dare to attack the United
States." The day after the Japanese
made any considered judging by the

American people unnecessary, F. H.
Dobens, columnist, wrote in a Nashua
paper that if "we had followed the flag he
(Tobey) has been flying, the United States

would have been in no shape today to

wage any sort of war."
And some days later, one Mrs. Cor-

rine Athone, a healthy 150-pound inter-

ventionist, allegedly aroused by Tobey's
isolationism, landed a prodigious right

hook on Tobeys jaw as he alighted from
his automobile outside the combination
post office and general store in his home
town of Temple. Tobey was left dazed,

sitting on the roadside.

But what probably hurt Tobey most
was the decline of his personal and po-
litical stock in his beloved Temple, a

town of 202 inhabitants who occupy a

cluster of white, green-shuttered build-

ings where Highway 101 winds through
hills that are green with pine and beside

lakes that are blue, deep and cold. To
Tobey, who bought the old Felt Farm
and settled there in 1903, the year after he
married- Francelia, to raise a family and
some chickens and as many roses,

delphiniums and other flowers as his bill-

fold could afford, Temple is "Eden with-

out the original sin" and the place where
"souls on the way to Paradise linger for

twenty years."

He loved his neighbors and they had
demonstrated both their affection for

him and their appreciation of his abilities

by electing him first as a selectman, then

to the state legislature, the governorship,

the Congress and, finally, in 1938, to the

United States Senate. All of Temple's
141 voters voted for him and gave him a

scroll with their signatures and an ap-

preciation of his career as "the first citi-

zen of Temple."

He Values Esteem of Home Folks

Tobey cherished the good will and
affection of Temple's people as he cher-

ished his wife, his children, his fierce

Protestantism—he's a Baptist with, he
says, "a fondness for the Episcopalian

service too"—and his good name. Years
of struggle to make ends meet in com-
mon with the prudent, penny-wise folks

around him, had knit him into their lives.

On every last Sunday in August since

1908, Tobey had led his townsmen and
folks from towns for miles around in

communal prayer and in singing re-

sounding hymns like O Master Let Me
Walk With Thee and Break Thou the

Bread of Life, Dear Lord to Me. The
services are held yearly on a hilltop well

up on Temple Mountain near the Tobey
home.
Tobey himself hauled an organ from

the town's First Congregational Church
up the hill on a hayrack for that first

meeting long ago.

And on every last Saturday in August,

just before the summer boarders went
home, Tobey, his fellow townsmen and
the menfolk among the visitors rolled up
their sleeves and worked at repairing a

mile or so of road in the vicinity of the

town. They had done this, together, ever

since 1914 and in the evenings after the

work was finished they sat together to a

supper of fried chicken, cold ham,
cheese, salad and fresh strawberries.

There were those years when he was a

struggling clerk in a Boston shoe firm

and commuted from the big city to

Greenville, on the Boston and Maine.
He would take the 5:10 p.m. out of Bos-
ton and at 7:15 p.m. Mrs. Tobey would
meet him in Greenville in a democrat
wagon, drawn by a horse the Tobeys
had bought for $40. Uphill, it would
take the Tobeys 45 minutes to do the

two and a half miles to the house. The
Tobeys arose at 5:00 a.m. so that Charley
could feed the horse, do some chores
about the house and the farm and then

try to beat the Boston-bound train into

the station. There were many hurricane
finishes but, says Tobey now, he never

missed a train—as he has never lost an
election.

Memories such as those must have
crowded upon Tobey, a sensitive and
highly organized man, as he read in the

Nashua Telegraph an account of a visit

to Temple, a week after the Japanese
had proved him wrong, by a reporter

who talked with some of the senator's

old friends.

"We still think the senator is a fine

man," an unidentified gentleman told the

reporter, "but we are strongly opposed
to his present views. He is wrong and
should most certainly admit it now, be-

fore it is too late."

But Tobey's troubles had only just

begun. The Manchester Press Club peti-

tioned the United States Senate to im-
peach him. The American Legion in

Portsmouth attacked him. Nashuans pe-

titioned Tobey himself to resign from the

Senate. Tobey, man and senator, exam-
ined his conscience and felt that he had
done no wrong.

"I am against war," he said, "and will

always be. We are in it now and must
see it through. I have always believed in

international co-operation (he once
stumped New Hampshire on behalf of
the League of Nations) but never in war.
War might destroy our own democracy
without solving anything. We will defeat

Fascism. But we will also, through wide-
spread devastation and the misery and
hunger and disease wrought by war, open
wide the gates to Communism."
Tobey's political enemies—and these

include his fellow senator from New
Hampshire, the ultraconservative Styles

Bridges—attribute his 180-degree turn

out of the calm winds of conformity into

the storm of independence to sheer po-
litical opportunism. Tobey knew, they
say, that he faced an angry electorate in

his campaign for re-election in 1944 and
trimmed his sails accordingly.

"All he did," they say, "was to run
with the wind."

Critics Overlook Political Past

Aside from the fact that a politician's

mission in a democratic society is as

much to follow popular will as to lead it

toward constructive objectives, his crit-

ics' reasons for Tobey's about-face ignore

the senator's political past. He began
political life as a Bull Mooser, a follower

of Theodore Roosevelt. He has remained
a Bull Mooser throughout his career, a
crusader who had to have a cause or
wither.

That's what drew him into the fight

against "demon rum" and made a prohi-

bitionist out of Tobey long before he
ever ran for a major political office. He
campaigned so long against liquor that

only recently has he broken himself of
the habit of holding up a glass of water,

extolling it as the "best of potations"

"And what is your occupation, Mr. Trimble?"
"I'm a bank teller, sir."

"What are you going to do with the $5,000 first prize if you win it?"

"I'd rather not say."

nt .

et»„
•n m

and swallowing it before maki
lie speech.

He is still a teetotaler but I

satiable appetite for ice crc.in

bly strawberry. His voracity fi

has helped to shape Tobey, a

faintly penguinesque contou
ically he is a smallish man wh
the language of his Yankee a
as though butter wouldn't n

well-molded mouth. Actually
houses a tongue with the bite

pion's tail.

Once, at a hearing on whi
fice of Price Administration
continued, the late Senator H

|

Alabama was complaining tr

15 members" of the agency'

board on women's wear, "not
from the South."
Tobey, lips twitching, tun]

OPA official who happened t<

ing and said:

"That's Senator Claghoi
that's muh fren'."

"What's that?" demand
Bankhead.

"That's a joke, Senator,"
him.

Tobey, although he looks
in what some consider a "sar

manner" with a trick of lay

on a visitor's arm and standin

"Well, my boy" attitude, is i

one of the Senate's ablest sho
cently, after a bitter debate
forum with conservative Ser

Reed of Kansas, chairman o:

Interstate and Foreign Comr
mittee, over the Bulwinkle
yielded to his love of publi

by going to the piano, strikun

and suggesting that now th

over, all should join in song,

played was I've Been Worl
Railroad. It brought the

The senator played so vig(

his chair fell out from undei

COLLIER'S LOU FOLLETTE

Leisure Devoted to Ga|

When Tobey isn't bustini

posing increases in rent ceili

ing hundreds of letters from
helping someone obtain a si

from the Army or someone
invalid relative in a public in

is thumbing through seed

Gardening is his only hobb
Tobey maintains his goc

spite of his concern for hi

suffers from heart trouble^
daughter who is afflicted wi

ease known as multisclerosi

til recently, was considere

But a newborn friendship v

Coast industrialist Henry J

given Tobey new hope for 1

complete recovery. Kaisei

also afflicted with the disea:

a young doctor who claim

cure for it and sent the yo

to him. A clinic sponsored I

opened in Washington wi'

doctor in charge. Tobey
daughter to the clinic and
ing.

Tobey also has two sons.

That railbird philosopl

Frank Sullivan, couldn't m
another team of All-Am
Shirts without ignoring the

ord since 1944. And last J

paper PM, which in 1941 r

him as an America Firstei

to raise its hat to Charley
extol him as "one of the

cans in Congress who is ti

in terms of what is good f<

rather than what is good f

lican party
—

"a courage<

sighted Republican senatoi

The End
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A. great favorite for "color'.' . . JaOQcIK *Ju camera

ithwitn range finder

A 35mm. "miniature
1

with fast

lens and shutter. ..and every modern

operating feature you need,

including automatic focusing

device

flakes magnificent

)dachrome pictures...splendid

ilack-and-white snapshots, too,

Lcluding "flash shots any time,

anywhere

1944 m
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Kodak 35 with range finder
- |P .ill and accessory Kodak Flasholder

Wonderful for "flash" shots, in black-

-white or full color. Lens is the brilliant Kodak

Jiastigmat Special// 3.5—Lumenized to cut flare—

ired with highly accurate 1/200 second Flash Koda-

ktic shutter. Coupled split-field range finder for fast,

firp focusing. Automatic film stop . . . exposure counter

double-exposure prevention. Price is extremely

federate for such a fine "miniature." See, also, the

fl lower-priced /' 4.5 model without range finder . . .

stman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

T«c

lor and "flash" shots

|h these models, too . .

.

lak is making more cameras than
jbefore, but the demand is greater,

(Consult your dealer. Kodak Reflex

Outstanding twin-lens

reflex camera.

Brownie Reflex, Synchro
Model—For great snap-

shots day or night.

Kodak Vigilant Junior

Six-20, Kodet lens — < apa-

bility at moderate cost.

Kodak Bantam (//4.5)

Smallest of Kodaks;
expert in color or

black and white.
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Jrely an answer to one simple question.

could you do it?"

Hear this is an instance similar to that

long ago provoked the expression,

I save me from my friends."

lard W. Burgess, Los Angeles, Cal.

| I'm so glad someone else is joust-

side Bertie McCormick whom I

find read religiously.

W. L. Keefe, Chicago, 111.

Htm Farley's "tattletale" article re-

\ me of a group of boys who were sit-

nder a tree near my house recently,

as revealing confidences between a

I himself to the detriment of another

of the listeners got up with a dis-

Iook on his face and started away.
over his shoulder, he said, "Aw,
any, I'm sure glad you ain't my

Blanche F. Reynolds,
South Beloit, 111.

just an ordinary housewife and
to put in my two cents' worth.

heaven's name don't you let his

: in peace? Mary C. Ferris

don't know me from a jack rab-

voted in various states Demo-
Mil Franklin Delano sought the

and have, since that time, voted

an and expect to remain a regis-

(epublican for the rest of my life,

take at least another genera-

store the country from the fraud

|itical chicanery brought about by

rt Furness, San Francisco, Cal.

psevelt was a dynamic personality

esented all that was best in Ameri-
and tradition. During his lifetime

fie hope of the world. Why not let

i dead rest in peace?

Bernard Rose, Montreal, Canada

[Farley serial is the best in a long

lour editor is to be congratulated.

ll Bowdin, Lake George, N. Y.

|r. Farley: You state that the

"never forgave me for putting

[fare above the personal allegiance

lered his due." Was this the same
Bfare for which you showed so

Incern at the New York State

lie Convention in 1942 when you

Jy
engineered the nomination of

Jcal nonentity, John G. Bennett?
)ewey ever thanked you, publicly

^ly, for putting him where he is

Akmakjian, Jersey City, N. J.

[Farley: Your article makes you
blitician but not a patriot. You

J
to a leader and to your party to

lent of loyalty to your country.

ed G. Kossman, Jamaica, N. Y.

Farley: I was tremendously

|
in your article on Roosevelt
way wasn't much news to me
what 1 had heard and felt about
To me you have always been an
pn the best sense of the word. I

mention this—but I am not a

flthough I number among my
i men of that faith. What I am
ay is that it's time this grand

lours got back on its feet. More
lou.

|tT B. Keeler, Cincinnati, Ohio

Wouldn't kid us, would
trying to tell us that YOU

:.D.R. when we knew from the

iF.D.R. had broken with YOU.
fcncredtele enough to think you

>r August 2, 1947

were indispensable when truth to tell it was
high time F.D.R. gave you the gate! Cer-
tainly a fourth term was its own evidence

that E.D.R. lost nothing by disposing of

you!!

Horace Casselberry, New York, N. Y.

Dear Editor: Keen congratulations and
appreciations. Your articles on the New
Dealer are a real service to truth and hu-
manity and common decency.

Anonymous

. . . It>is quite obvious that Mr. Farley
was peeved because he wasn't invited to

White House social functions, hence the

articles. That plus the fact that it's so nice

to be paid for airing one's gripes.

Mrs. C. B. Kaufman, Kenmore, N. Y.

. . . F.D.R. 's refusal to admit this back-

biter to the circle of his intimates was evi-

dently based on sound judgment. Shame
on you!

Richard Dermody, San Mateo, Cal.

Dear Jim: I have just read and enjoyed the

first installment of your story.

Where Eleanor speaks of "Franklin's so-

cial equals" I was enraged, as there never
was a Roosevelt—and never will be—who
is the social equal of even the lowliest Irish-

man. . . . From some small political ex-

perience, I learned that such things must be
endured sometimes to win political success.

Ben H. Thayer, Seligman, Mo.

... As one who has been at least a luke-

warm admirer of James Farley. I can
no longer even respect him for his cow-
ardly attack on a dead President. May I

state also that this is not written by one
who worshiped Mr. Roosevelt, but by a

lifelong Republican who loves fair play?

A. E. Kull, Oklahoma City, Ok la.

... It occurs to me that this statement
should have been made while the late Presi-

dent was alive and able (as he would have
been) to have defended himself.

Pierce Munsey, Portales, N. M.

. . . Jim Farley does not offend—brings

Roosevelt down to earth. Personally, we
knew all the older Roosevelts.

Keep your magazine as it is—unafraid
of poor critics—and I'll subscribe as long
as you do. Clara Louise Lawrence,

Santa Clara, Cal.

Dear Mr. Farley: I have not read your
article but we have heard comments on it

and can believe every word you said in re-

gard to this gentleman's attitude toward
you. . . . Interested

. . . Why I Broke With Roosevelt reminds
me of Kipling's lines spoken by Woodrow
Wilson when he was ill and broken from
working in the interest of peace:

"If you can bear to hear the truth you've
spoken

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to,

broken,

And stoop and build 'em up with worn-out
tools . .

."

Ned Mauston, Los Angeles, Cal.

... I enjoy the articles no matter who wrote
them. I am not Catholic or Democrat.

Mike R. Borton, Miami, Fla.
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SPORTING ODDS

Horse players at Bay Meadows, near San Francisco, in 1940

were astounded to see the odds on a five-year-old maiden named
Green Tea drop suddenly from 90 to 1 to 2 to 1. Not only had the

horse never won a race, it had never finished in the money; yet

10 minutes before post time the electric tote board indicated that

a large chunk of dough had been wagered on Green Tea.

Convinced that a betting coup was in the offing, hundreds of

fans stormed the mutuel windows to cut themselves in. Green
Tea was soon installed a 3 to 5 favorite. It ran a placid ninth.

Most of the chagrined bettors didn't learn until the next day the

source of their "hot tip." A short circuit at one of the $10 win
ticket windows had sent the mutuel machine berserk. Before it

could be disconnected, it had "sold" 187 tickets on Green Tea,

for which no money was received. And the $1,870 had been
automatically recorded—and paid—in the win pool. The un-

witting and unwilling purchaser of these 187 tickets was the

American Totalisator Company, which leases the mutuel ma-
chines to the race tracks and underwrites any losses caused by
mechanical defects.

—Dick Friendlich, San Francisco, Calif.

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum oi $25 for each acceptable contribution lo Sporting

Odds. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Dear Sir: Mayor James Michael Curley,
who was sentenced to jail for using the
mails to defraud, charged that Franklin
Delano Roosevelt was reaching out from
his grave to punish him.
He did his best to degrade the name of

Roosevelt in Boston. While Curley's work-
ers were collecting two hundred thousand
signatures on a half-mile-long petition to

free him by any means, newsboys on Bos-
ton streets were shrieking, "Curley is right!

If you do not believe it, read what Jim
Farley has to say in this week's Collier's,

just out." We've been plagued by Cur-
leyism for half a century. Are we now to

be plagued by Farleyism?

Henry Bolton, Boston, Mass.

. . . Don't destroy our illusion (if you want
to call it so) of this epoch of history by
publishing such articles by a man who is

very evidently trying to promote his politi-

cal ambitions.

I shouldn't read any more of those arti-

cles—they make me fighting mad—and I

am a Republican—what do you know
about that! Mary McC. Buckley

. . . Our late President was a Gentleman,
with all that it implies and more. Kindli-

ness is one of the outstanding qualities of a
true Gentleman, and no one can deny that

Mr. Roosevelt had even more than his

share. That is the one thing Mr. Jim
Farley could not understand. It was his

own shortcomings and he himself that

made the break.

Does a free press mean that anyone can
come forth after a man is gone from this

life and publish his version of a situation,

knowing there can be no reply?

(Mrs.) Elsie N. Machen,
Philadelphia, Pa.

... 1 thought I respected Mr. Farley for

holding his tongue these few years. But
now comes the dawn. Or should I give him
the benefit of the doubt?

Patricia Kiel, New York, N. Y.

. . . The other morning I noticed comment
on the articles and I hotfooted it to the

newsstand to get one. They were out, but

I finally located both issues and have not

enjoyed anything in a long time as I did

these. Already several of the most promi-

nent men here have read my copies, and

I have a waiting list, since they are unable

to get the issues.

C. P. Dickson, Raleigh, N. C.

... I can see where the freedom of the

press is a thing which is an ideal of Ameri-

can democracy but there is also an Ameri-

can custom of allowing both sides to be

heard. Joe Wasser, Monticello. N. Y.

Collier's published part of the "other side"

in a condensation of Frances Perkins'

book, The Roosevelt I Knew, and will pub-

lish other versions in the future.
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THE CHAINED GATE
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something would happen if they did. He
turned on the headlights, and the beams
shot out toward the highway.

For a moment he almost decided not

to go—then started the engine.

"Tallyho," Fran said, but it wasn't

very loud. . . .

A dark blue night, white with stars,

colder than Jack thought it would be,

but warm enough for swimming.
As they drove in, the big cement beach

gates whitened with car light. A sign in

simple block printing labeled the closing

hour: 12.30 a.m. They drove down the

cement auto path that curved at a level

with the sand. The sand was a night-

white near the road, browning and dark-

ening off toward the water and shore.

They drove to the car-crowded parking
place, and from the parking place carried

the rug and paper sacks across the loose

sand toward the sound of the lake.

The sand squeaked as their heels came
down, grains spraying, catching in their

shoes. The wind was a steady, cold pres-

sure on their faces as they circled around
through the couples and groups sitting

and lying on blankets. The sound of a
harmonica came nearer and they passed

a boy sitting alone, playing to himself.

THE harmonica became fainter and
the sound of the waves louder, the

wind colder. When they found the shore

they walked just above the damp mark
of the water until they came to a dark,

private place where they could sit back
in a gully and still be near the breakers.

Jack collected wood for a fire. Fran
spread the rug on the sand, her forehead
ringlets gone and her hair falling straight

and dark around her thin shoulders,

moving with the breeze. All the while he
collected the wood Jack kept thinking of
the best way to tell Fran they weren't

going to see each other any more after

tonight.

He wished the trouble hadn't started

at Fran's house, because now that made
things harder. He knew she was going to

think he liked her less because he'd been
embarrassed, and he knew breaking up
with her now was going to humiliate her

more than ever. And he didn't want to

break up with her but he had to. He
didn't like her less because of her fa-

ther. If anything, it made her seem closer

to him, but she wouldn't understand that.

She might even do something crazy when
he told her how things stood.

Fran was a funny girl, but not like her
older sister Marion. Marion, on summer
nights, used to slip out of the house and
down the back stairs in her night dress;

she'd go out on an impulse, because it

was exciting, and sit in her father's car,

parked in the shed behind the store. Ev-
eryone knew about Marion except Fran's
mother and father. She only stopped go-

ing out to the shed when Fran told her
she'd tell their father if she didn't stop.

Fran told Jack on their first date that

she'd made her sister behave, so Jack
would understand she wasn't at all like

Marion.
But Fran was odd in other ways, im-

pulsive, too, talking of running away
from home to Hollywood—and then a

month or two later saying she'd decided
to become a nun. She wanted something,
Jack wasn't sure what; deciding he
wouldn't be on the furnishing end if it

were anything like marriage.
When the wood was collected Jack

started the fire. He uncapped the two
ginger ale bottles and they each held
theirs in one hand, and their roasting
sticks in the other. The hot dogs split in

the flames, charred, and oils dropped
down on the fire. Marshmallows crusted
brown and black, their centers melting
to a liquid sweetness that burned their

mouths.

When they finished eating Jack pulled

a flaming stick from the fire and they

lighted cigarettes. The bad mood he'd

started the evening with was gone.

Jack broke his roasting stick into tiny

sections, tossing the pieces into the fire.

No one passed near their fire and they
were undisturbed back in the wind-pro-
tected gully. Jack imagined they were
shipwrecked on a desert island. It was a

nice feeling, the same feeling he had
whenever they went out together, like

being the central characters in a movie,
the romantic leads. Then, in the darkness
around the fire, he imagined the faces of
cannibals watching them. He thought of
how he'd protect Fran: like the Bronze
Man, ripping steel doors off their hinges,

pulling limbs off trees for clubs—and
next imagined, even felt, a gun strapped
low around his hips, like the cover men
of adventure magazines.
When Jack got up to build the fire

higher he took large branches in his

that way of questioning, with meanings
that slipped in behind and came quizzi-

cally through statements.

Jack glanced away from her eyes.

"Yeah, why not?"
Fran laughed, but her body was too

tense for the laugh to come freely. "I

don't want any mess like my mother's
got. You know how I mean? You're
pushing up daisies soon enough."
He had to make his stand then, or

never, and Jack took the opening, hold-

ing his breath slightly. "Yeah," he said.

"I don't want to marry nobody myself."

A silence hit all around them, her silence.

She said slowly, "Does it have to be
that way?"
"How?"
"You know."
Jack reached for the bottle of ginger

ale. He drank and set it down again
without answering.

She said, "Gee, it's so bad at home I

hate to live there. I'll give you a guess

'I'd like something pretty much heightened by hydro-
genated vegetable oil with just a dash of riboflavin"

COLLIER S JEFFERSON HACHAMER

hands and, while she watched him, broke
them sharply across his knees. He
wanted to be like the pictures of another

man, the one in the back of the maga-
zines, in the ad, the one snapping a link

chain across the muscles of his chest.

After the fire was fixed they pulled the

rug around until they were away from
the smoke. The fire reddened the sand,

flickering the foot-pitted ground with

shadows. Below, in the darkness, the lake

waves rolled. They drank more ginger

ale, talked, and Jack felt quite happy.

JACK sat facing the fire, and Fran
lay across his lap. He pulled his arms

around her tightly, forgiving himself with

the pressure of his arms for the thought
of ever breaking up with Fran. Her head
rolled- toward his shoulder, the warmth
of her temple pressing against the side of

his face. When she put her arms up
around his shoulders and held him just as

tightly he didn't know what to tell her

because he didn't want to lose the happi-

ness he had when he was with her, while

it lasted.

But when she whispered just under his

ear, their heads still pressed together, "I

don't ever want to get married," he was
instantly wary, sensing a question sound-

ing him out.

He relaxed his arms and her head came
slowly away. He knew it had been a

question when he saw her eyes; she had

what my mother's going through. Oh, I

suppose you can't blame my father so

much. He feels terrible, says he can't

even face the customers in the store any
more. He can't work the humiliation out
of his system, but he's doing his level

best trying to ... on all of us." She
paused. "What you mean is: You don't
want to marry me. Isn't that it?"

The ridges of the flames jerked in the

wind. The wood roared and popped, its

heat pressing against their faces. He'd
had a dozen ways of telling her thought
out, and now was the time. But all he
could say was, "I guess I just don't like

marriage, Fran. Somebody gets pushed
around sooner or later. Somebody kicks

all the fun down cellar."

Fran lay very quietly. "Yep. You hit

the head on the nail. Slip the gentleman
his sixty-four dollars." Then she sat up
quickly, clapping her hands down on the

rug. "Come on. Let's go swimming."
He tried to see her face because he hadn't
liked the sound of her voice: but she
twisted away and stood up. She went
over to her swimming suit, and Jack got
up, brushing his hands together, watch-
ing her back as she moved out of the fire-

light.

They went up opposite sides of the
gully to change their clothes in the dark-
ness, and then came down again to meet
at the fire. Jack reached the fire first.

When he heard Fran coming he turned

and watched her move into the firi

Her eyes had a wild look, as thougl
in the darkness she'd been talking

edly to some ghostly adviser.

She came up beside the fire, tip

across the sand with long, pausing
"Are you afraid of getting nmrrie
"Naw. I just don't like it."

She smiled. "It's got me bulj

too," and she took his hand,
colder than the air. They walk«
to the water together and ran in,

quickly under its cold surface.

THEY swam back and forth,

in chest-high water, teeth ch,

and voices jerking sharply. Jack|

his legs up and down to get warm
body. He didn't like swimming
The water had a strange bla
around the white froth, and bubl

followed his hands. It was like s

on a dead planet's lake where
true light no longer existed. Fra
quiet, answering him only occ
when she spoke, staying too f;

She was a better swimmer than
stayed easily out of his reach. J

lowering his legs to be sure of t

bottom in the insecurity of the

ter and the night.

He was thinking of some w
Fran back to the beach when h
head go out of sight, slipping

down below -the surface as thou
one had pulled her by the legs,

came up again a few yards
bathing cap parting the surfai

a splash. He started toward
moved away, backstroking.

She was laughing but it soun
like her hands splashing in tl

"Let's swim'to Chicago. Come
Fran rolled over in the waterJ

tening bare shoulders and bacj

up, her arms reaching out in

smooth crawl stroke toward th<

of the lake.

Jack yelled, "Fran. Hey, F
go in."

She didn't answer. He loo

face rolling up and down, g<

arms silently dipping and risin

kicked his own legs up and pull

through the water behind her. f|

farther and farther ahead. He
ing her again, and after th

swam, saving all the breath a

he could, keeping track of the

beach while he swam.
He could feel the lake gett

and colder and began to t

cramps. He wondered how
could go and still make it

wouldn't have to be very far

still hear the sound of her feetJ

her no longer, could only
rhythmic froth of her kickii

ahead. He began to think al

not his own body alone sinkir

bottomless darkness—but Fn,

He shouted frantically, "F
listened, no longer hearing
ment in the water. The she
his throat, and the black w
quietly around his body. He
ward again, his big arms slici

the lake that gave way arounc
fingers. The water flooded o
and eyes and along his shoulc

He stopped swimming ag;

heard her voice. "Jack. Whi
ter?" She wasn't far away.
Over to the left he saw he

toward him, her head higl

moving in a slow breast strol

and cap were wet, her fao

marble against the dark wai

dazed and uncertain. "Wh;
ter?"

Jack treaded slowly, his 1<

saving his arms, knowing h

he'd have to handle her. Hi
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Only Zenith gives you these Twin Triumphs in Tone !

i IN RECORDS...

THE SENSATIONAL

COBRA TONE ARM

All America's raving about this revolutionary Zenith development.

tone purity and beauty you've never heard in records before! Entirely

-reproduces tones on a Radionic Wave. No crystals, no magnets, no

I

to change! Magically erases all annoying scratch and vibration. Keeps

irds like new hundreds of plays longer! Comes with new Silent-Speed

.that gently, quietly changes 10 and 12 inch records intermixed ... so

you enjoy a practically continuous flow of music. No other radio— at

any price— gives you this sensational new way to play records!

Shown closed above, open at right, classic design radio-phono-

graph console in beautiful grain walnut finish. CobraTone Arm,

Silent-Speed Record Changer, Standard Broadcast, f-nnfi*
Genuine Zenith-Armstrong FM. Model 9H081 . . ytOa

Your choice of 43 Zenith radios, radio-phonographs, and portables

from $26.95 to $395- * West Coast prices slightly higher.

9̂ IN RADIO.. .

GENUINE ZENITH-ARMSTRONG

STATIC FREE FM

Only Zenith brings you this new way to enjoy the world's finest music

in glorious new fidelity, without a special aerial . . . static free even in storms

.

and yours on both the 50 and 100 megacycle wave bands, to protect

you against any future change in FM wave lengths. AH this in addition

to Zenith's famous tone perfection for your favorite regular

radio programs, and world-wide short wave as well. Compare—and

vou'll see that Zenith gives more quality per dollar in every way!

Get a thrilling demonstration at your radio dealer's today.

COPd. 1947, ZfNITH RADIO CORP.

30 YEARS OF "KNOW-HOW" IN RADIONICS EXCLUSIVELY

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
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fluttered his hands in the water, hoping
she'd believe him. "My toes are cramp-
ing."

She came in closer, worried now, no
longer dazed. "You sure?"

"I think so. Let's head back."
Her eyes blinked and she looked up at

the sky a moment. As she glanced back
her shoulders bobbed quickly toward the

fire on the shore, the water pillowlike

against the side of her head. "Take it

slow, Jack. I'll swim alongside."

After several minutes, the fire as far

away as before, he did not try to raise

his arms above the water. They were
too tired.

He wasn't even sure he'd make it back
until the sound of the waves on the shore
seemed so close that when he put his legs

down they ticked bottom sand.

They walked up and out on the land

as silently as they had returned to the

shore through the water. Jack said, "For
a minute I thought you were heading for

Chicago."
The sand stuck to their wet legs, and

their skin goose-pimpled in the cold air.

They walked into the firelight, into its

warmth, heads down, watching their feet

hit the sand. Fran said, "I lost my nerve.

It wasn't a trick, Jack. I don't want to

get married. I don't."

WHEN they were dressed they sat on
the rug by the fire. Jack lay back

and closed his eyes. His arms didn't feel

as tired now, but he closed his eyes be-

cause he felt humiliated and ashamed.
The smoke of the burning wood blew
lightly around them. He could see Fran
through his eyelids, her head bent to one
side, running a comb through her. hair:

half his own weight, nowhere near his

strength—yet he'd floundered like a terri-

fied baby a hundred yards from shore

and made a fool of himself to get her

back to land.

Fran brought the comb down with a

jerk and raised one hand to her mouth.
"What time is it?"

Jack sat up quickly and pulled out his

watch. "Twelve forty-five."

She dropped the hand from her mouth
slowly and Jack was already on his feet

rolling the rug. They started back for

the car, running down the shore line

where the sand was damp and hard.

Only their car stood in the parking
place, a single, stationary car in the mid-
dle of a sanded emptiness. They got in

quickly, slamming the doors, and drove
down the road to the gate.

The gate was as far as they could go.

The heavy chain links were aglow in the

car lights. Jack glanced at Fran. She
was staring straight ahead, her lips

pressed together.

Jack said, "There's another gate fur-

ther down."
He jerked the car in reverse, wheeled

it back, then sent the car forward. The
second gear was a humming, swirling

sound in the car before he slipped it down
to high.

They swung around, up to the second
gateway, and stopped. In their head-
lights, sections of the heavy chain were
like gold, luminously afire. And beyond
the gates Jack could feel, almost see, a

man sitting behind a kitchen table, hold-
ing a pair of shears in his hand like a

dagger, his eyes above his swelling cheeks
like cups of fishhooks.

Jack switched off the key.

In the headlights they saw the sign

again that labeled the closing hour of the

gate. And under this sign was a second
sign that said that under no conditions
would the gates be reopened until morn-
ing. Jack looked at the sign-and knew how
Marion's husband must have felt the

morning Fran's father walked into the

garage where he worked and told him
what he had to do or go to jail.

The light of the dashboard lay across

their laps and faces. Without turning

his head toward Fran, Jack said, "Well,

that's that."

Beside the gate was a watchman's
office, a small boxlike hut where a light

bulb burned and they could see a part

of a man's head.
Jack switched the key on again and

started the engine.

He felt Fran's fingers tighten. She
said, "What are you going to do?"
"Make a run for it across the sand.

See if I can circle the gate to the high-

way."
"Jack. We'll get stuck."

As he swung the car back along the

road to get a good running start the door
of the watchman's office opened and the

man inside came out. He stopped outside
the doorway, silhouetted by the inside

light.

Jack gunned the motor and headed for

the sand. He leaned over the steering

wheel, his lips pulled back across his

teeth. It was like hitting a wall of water.
The car struck the sand and swerved,
wheels spinning and digging. They sank
in the loose sand and the car came to a
slow, gradual stop. Only the rear wheels
went around and around.

Jack heard the man knocking on the

Jack looked down at Fran, at the top
of her head, at the cigarette smoke coiling

from her fingers. He felt miserable. He
wanted to touch her and knew he
couldn't, any more than he could tell her
not to worry. He didn't feel mad now,
not even trapped. He wanted to touch
her tenderly and tell her not to worry
about her father, because as soon as they
opened the gates in the morning they
could head straight for Indiana and be
married.

JACK stepped over beside Fran and
bent beside her, taking both her hands

in his big farm boy's hands, and he said,

"Listen, Fran
—

"

She jerked her hands away, the ciga-

rette spinning down across the floor.

Still in a half crouch, he watched her go
out the door before he could move. Then
Jack grabbed the door frame and went
out behind her.

He ran across the pavement toward
the gate, gaining behind her. She crossed
the chain ahead of him and he almost
had her there, catching her a moment
later on the highway. They stood in the
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"Now, this outfit was especially designed
for people who have no taste in clothes" UISCHA RICHTER

car window. He turned the engine off

and rolled the glass down.
"What do you kids think you're do-

ing?" The watchman held a large-bowled

pipe casually to his mouth.
Fran pleaded and Jack argued. The

man kept shaking his head, explaining

the regulations, saying, "If we didn't lock

those gates tight we'd be letting folks like

you out all night long. Besides, I ain't

even got the key."

He helped Jack push the car out of the

sand and back to the road. After that

there was nothing more to do but go in-

side the guard's house and keep warm
until daybreak. There was no telephone

in the hut and no place the guard knew
they could find one.

Jack began to get mad—mad at him-
self, Fran, the guard, everything. He
wanted to smash the guard in the face.

There were only two chairs in the hut.

Fran and the guard sat down while Jack
looked out the window at his car and
the heavy chain across the gate. Fran
smoked cigarettes one after the other,

nervously. No one wanted to speak.

At the end of an hour the guard got

up and went over to the door. He opened
the door a few inches and spat out on the

ground; and after standing a moment in

the doorway, went outside, closing the

door.

middle of the road, facing each other

on the starlit concrete. The wind from
the lake moved the fringes of her skirt

and hair.

Jack held her arm tightly. "You can't

walk home. What's the matter with you?
We haven't seen a car come down this

road since we been here." He pulled her

back toward the gate. "Now come on.

Your folks will understand."
She pushed his hand from her arm,

straining against his wrist, her face con-
torted. "Just leave me alone, Jack," she

pleaded.

He took her arm again and she twisted

her shoulders and head away. "I'm the

one that has to face my father. You
don't. You know what he'll think. And
how do you think he'll feel?"

"Honey, I'll marry you if you want
me to."

"Oh, shut up. You don't give a damn
about me. You said so. Don't think this

means you have to marry me. You don't
give a damn about me."

"I just said I didn't like what marriage
turned into. Fran. You said the same
thing." She began to moan and push at

his wrist before he realized how tightly

he was holding her arm. He wanted to

tell her how frightened he'd been out on
the lake, that he'd have gone right on
swimming after her till he went down if

she hadn't come back. Bui he
wouldn't believe that, even listen

saying that now. He said, "I reall

to marry you, Fran, honest. Wh;
have to do or say to prove it? I

wanting to because I think I shoi

cause of being locked in here t

honey. Listen to me."
She began yanking and twisting

end of his arm. "You don'l give

about me. Don't you think 1 kne
"lake it easy," Jack said

Jack pulled and drew her back
the gate while she jerked and
When he reached the chain he li

over, and the chain rattled aga
legs as he stepped over beside he

Fran's face turned up to hin

white reflection in the dark watel
hair, the hair moving, iipplinf-j

wind, her face distorted and w
said, "I hope you get it someday
you get it as bad as me."
He let go of her shoulders,

:

his fingers one at a time and
back. It seemed as though wall;

mortar and board—were ci

down on his head and shoulders
as though he were sinking dovt

body, growing smaller, tighter ar

until the blood in his body swi

pushed thunderously against

and eyes. He opened his mouth
at her, to let it out before he bV

But there was no time for

voice

—

At some moment during the

fury of his decision he stra

chain and wrapped the links

wrists and around between
He threw his feet up against

gatepost and, bending his legs,

out of his trousers at his km
ripped down the back between
ders and the iron chain cut

flesh of his fingers. From far

across the dark rustling lake,

place, he heard his name c

tiny name far away. Head
glasses lost, his bent, bursting

into the post, his heels grim
ment. His legs ground in,

the concrete from itself, but

wrists and arms from his body]

He fell back to the ground
chain before he wanted to or 1|

and did not realize the chain

his hands until he tried to rea

again and the loose, broke:

across the side of his face.

HIS name came closer andl

became as near as her hal

at his coat, and her face. He htl

one hand, each of them htl

other, while he felt over theT
kled ground for his glasses, fil

finally under his knees, still url

put them on with one hand, f

toward the car with the othei|

ran.

Going out between the gatl

of the car kicked at the chai I

went up through his body if

of something he had waited!

to hear, and now that he rl

the note was so quiet and fai
{

frightening.

It was only two o'clock an|

be home in half an hour,

dawn. Everything was fiml

hands were bleeding, his palil

little on the steering wheel. II

of the steering spokes. Franf
with both hands and her heaij

his shoulder. He could A
sound of the kicked, brokc|

frightening like the lake, or
[

else he'd ever known buf rl

imagined hammer click 08

ready in his hands for soml
ever might be coming tow;!

light.

He pressed the acceler*

down in toward the high,

the engine, and at the 01

turned down the lane to\*

The End
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THE END OF THE WORLD STRIKES OIL
Continued from page 19

have its transportation paralyzed in war-
time. Now, whatever happens to copper
and nitrates, Chile will be sitting pretty

and can use its foreign credits for ma-
chinery and consumers' goods instead of

for fuel. There was a gambler's flavor to

the talk, for Chileans, next to the Chi-

nese, are the world's most passionate

gamblers. "Good luck always smiles on
Chile in her darkest moments."

Since it will take years and much cap-

ital to develop the fields, the excitement

has been like that of a boy with a new
Christmas toy who has forgotten he'll

have to scrub behind the ears anyway.
But part of Argentina's loan of 700,000,-

000 pesos ($175,000,000) to Chile has

been earmarked to develop the Springhill

field with Argentine and American tech-

nicians.

Many other things besides oil and the

settlers' movement are afoot in Pata-

gonia. The Argentine government hopes
to have the deep peat beds of Fireland

exploited for fuel. In accordance with

President Juan Peron's five-year plan,

Patagonian hydroelectric, mining and in-

dustrial development is to be pushed. Al-

ready trucks, lurching over bad roads,

are bringing out coal from experimental

shafts in the great coal beds that stretch

for 250 miles south from Lake Argen-
tino—to the south ports of Gallegos and
Santa Cruz and to Chilean Natales.

A railroad is being surveyed from the

coast to the new coal region. Other new
mineral deposits have been located : lead,

zinc, copper, maybe nickel. Aquiles D.
Ygobonne, chief Argentine authority on
all things Patagonian, says there are large

iron deposits.

New industries will supplement the

packing plants and wool-processing es-

tablishments that dot Patagonia and the

strait. Wool textiles, rayon, clothing,

leather goods, shoes, chemicals, soap,

plastics, are some of the first products to

be turned out. A whole new industrial

city is planned for Nahuel Huapi in the

lake region. Thus frontier Patagonia,

now chiefly a sheep and coal and oil area,

in time may become an important indus-

trial zone.

Already several thousand new Euro-
pean immigrants, hand-picked for char-

acter and special skills, have been
shunted to Patagonia. As the region de-

velops, hundreds of thousands of out-

siders will settle there.

Sheep Ranch a Source of Oil

The new Springhill well is at the seat

of one of the enormous sheep ranches.

From Springhill on three sides can be

seen the slate purple water of Magellan
Strait, the four big winking lighthouses

on the First Narrows, the short pipe line

snaking northwest where tankers come.
Small black and white dolphins frisk in

front of steamers rushing in on the roar-

ing fifty-foot tide. The Alacaluf Indians

say the dolphins are children of the

moon, trying to leap up to their mother
who abandoned them to run after the

sun.

Primitive roads—bitten deep by half

a century of sheep drives to the packing
houses, woolsheds and boiling-down

plants along the strait—lead into the Ar-
gentine third of the island and southwest
to Porvenir. Sheep herds along Pata-

gonian roads, north and south of the

strait, sometimes stretch as far as the eye

can reach.

Ostriches, the feathers of which are

prized' for capes, cloaks, bed coverings,

'wall hangings and rugs, are hunted down
on horseback with boleadoras—three

stones in leather thongs—dexterously

whirled about the legs. This implement
was used long before the Spaniards came.
One archaeologist claims it has been

T tell you, *J.fi.°, a man's outlook

is pretty hopeless these days. Ev-
ery year the Administration sees

to it that the dollar is worth
less; and all the while scientists

keep adding years to our lives"

JOHN HUGE

found with human bones and skeletons

of the extinct two-toed horse in ice-age

deposits dating back twenty thousand
years.

Small herds of guanacos, lowland
cousins of the llama, neigh and cavort

across the meadows daintily, with ex-

cited darts of their long necks and small

proud heads.

Small Porvenir, on a magnificent bay
on the east shore of the strait, which
there bends southward, is laid but Span-
ish-Moorish style around a central plaza.

Inner patios, protected from the wind,

grow palms and flowers and ivy. In a

plaza flower bed stands a white marble
black-snouted bear, an animal now
known in the vicinity—perhaps a Yugo-
slav importation. Three times a week a

National Air Lines plane shuttles the

forty-odd miles across the strait to Punta
Arenas—Sand Point.

The gold prospecting region is far

south. A hundred miles below Punta
Arenas, on big Dawson Island, is another

large sheep ranch and the biggest saw-

mill in the region, which buzzes away at

the oaks and coigue, the famous ever-

green antarctic beech. From the trunks

of these mighty trees burst forth large

pink fungi, eagerly eaten by Firelanders

as a delicacy. Farther south on famous
Beagle Canal, with the world's most
striking scenery, are more sheep ranches,

British missionaries and the world's most
southern prison, Ushuaia, Argentina's

Devil's Island, a long, grim, high-walled

edifice.

It is a dazzlingly splendid region: flow-

ering meadows, glaciers, cascades, snow
peaks, great forests, deep-cut fiords—

a

sort of combination of Norway and
Switzerland, and more majestic than ei-

ther. In the vast cathedral-like silence,

sometimes a new iceberg is born with a

crash, a rumble and roar, and the sea

smokes as it builds into crashing surf.

The innumerable islands are often alive

with seals and sea birds and black swans.

The lakes are often scarlet with flamin-

gos.

Some great peaks bear innumerable
glaciers, and their black slopes look as

if they had been clawed by white fingers.

The most massive glaciers are known as

the Twelve Apostles. Perhaps the Ro-
manche Glacier is the most stupendous:
a great slanting wall of blue ice, flanked

by leaping waterfalls plunging through
evergreen forests. If the light is just right,

a dozen spray-born rainbows arch, one
above the other, across the grinding ice

pack.

But Punta Arenas is the main center.

There at the International Bar, Don Gre-
gorio slapped down his gin and tonic and
pushed back his tall silk hat from his

curly chestnut hair. It was the signal for

typical Fireland cracker-barrel wisdom.
Don Gregorio looks Scotch and moves

in English circles, but probably is an
offspring of some Scotch herder and a
Tehuelche Indian woman, handsome
specimens when they are young. It is not
considered polite anywhere in Magalla-
nes Territory to quiz a man about his

past. Don Gregorio was in port for the
winter and an annual binge.

On a remote south shore, he has a
sturdy cabin he shares with two other
gold washers. His operations are simple.

Patiently he smokes his pipe till an an-
gry storm washes up gold-glistening

black sands from some undersea source.

When these have been worked over, he
smokes through to another storm.

Now, at the International Bar, his

stovepipe pushed back, Don Gregorio
waved his big hand vaguely south to-

ward the great snowy Darwin Range,
then vaguely north at the crumpled black
and white ridges of the Paine Cordillera

above Natales, and pronounced sol-

emnly, "There's death in them thar hills."

He was not referring to fellow prospec-
tors who for three quarters of a century
have been leaving their bones about, but
to his belief that there is pitchblende in

the area, and this would ultimately mean
atom bombs, once the heavy white ura-

nium has been extracted from the black

ore.

The uranium legend runs all along the

atstern Andean valleys. Long ago El

Jimmy, notorious early Engl
told a visitor that coal packc
north of Rio Turbio often tur

be pitchblende. It is there the 1

ernment plans to drive in a ra

build factories. Some substan<|

to these tall yarns by the bori

covery of a pitchblende dej
Mendoza, farther north.

News reports that uraniur
reason for Byrd's latest Sout
pedition may have had no ba

where was that expedi
Patagonia's back yard, wat
closely than in Argentina a

two governments hastily

joint expedition, and Argent
second permanent lighthouse <

arctic Continent.

To Australia via South

Byrd's transpolar flight

added to excitement around
nas, which now looks forwanj
ing the jumping-off place

travel from Chile and Arg^
the South Pole to Australia.

have significance for either a]

a peaceful world.

All these new impulses co^

the tip of South America are 1

tion of southward frontier

in both Argentina and Chill

Argentina has built fine road f

throughout the Patagonian
The Argentina Automobile
maintains the swankest auto
in the world and numerous i

in emergency auto parts

stretches within a few hoi
quen and Rivadavia oil fields i

ing.

Chile has had a tougher
late last century she was cut

\

south by the fierce Araucanc
satisfactory treaty was finall|

since then the southward I

ment has gathered drive.

In beautiful half-moon
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He himself is dressed in heavy wool-
ens, bombachos, looking like a cross be-

tween golf knickers and Gaucho or

cowboy pants. "I came in six years back,
lived two winters in a shack without even
a stove. Now Aysen has fine docks and
streets and parks, and I have a big store.

The city now has three mighty good ho-
tels, well, kind of good, and up at Coy-
haique in the back country, there are

three more. You should see the beautiful

lakes, the fine streams—black with ducks
and eight- to twelve-pound trout."

Trails Through Scenic Wonders

Back from Aysen, new roads feed

on into Argentina. The main highway
follows the new split-rail fences along
beautiful dancing Simpson River up the

thrilling Snail Grade through stupendous
forests, past gorgeous lakes and the Vir-

gin Falls. To this name, a local Irish wag
who loves showing strangers around al-

ways appends the phrase, "sooner or

later." Natales, farther south, now a

place of 10,000, has also felt the boom.
Most of Patagonia in both countries

is still primitive and bleak, windy, open-
sky country like our Middle West plateau

country before cities, railroads and new
industries flocked in. Today, Patagonia,

with more resources than quite a few
areas in our own now rich-populated

West, is similarly a new frontier, but
since farm lands are limited in most
places, transformation of the region must
wait upon the organized implantation of

new industries.

This effort is mostly in the blueprint

stage for a future of good intentions. But
the southward push is getting stronger,

and it can mature with new roads, rail-

roads, airfields, towns, schools and in-

dustries. It is too soon yet to measure the

real tempo of the change in the quicken-
ing life of Patagonia, but the blood of
civilization, so called, has at last flowed
into the cold extremities of the great

continental land-giants—Siberia, Alaska,
Patagonia and Fireland—and is pouring
in new life. Folk far south in beautiful

Patagonia believe that because of supe-

rior climate and more resources, their

region is the most practical of all such
areas and faces a great future.

The End
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. . . gives you outstanding smoothness . . . mellowness . . . mildness.

OUTSTANDING



I showed her the magic words on the stand and then passed my right hand over the crystal ball a few times to increase the strength and power of

STRICTLY by will power I beat

back the impulse to toss the

young lady out on her ear. I

didn"t mind so much the amused skep-

ticism with which she brought up her

problem, nor the disagreeable con-

descension with which she discussed

it—but when this girl began carelessly

fingering a ten spot to back up her re-

quest, I almost forgot myself.

Because persecution, ridicule and
suspicion have surrounded my profes-

sion for ages, we practitioners have to

be particularly careful about our eth-

ics. For instance, anyone caught sell-

ing the Power for peanuts, so to speak,

was worse than a traitor. And that

was exactly what my supple visi-

tor was trying to engineer.

I took in the cold, hard eyes, the

sleek, dark hair, the even, predatory

teeth. The hunt does something to

women, 1 thought. It makes panthers

out of kittens. Furthermore, the vi-

brations I received from this girl were
especially bad. A Gemini, I guessed.

I'm a Leo myself—never could get in

step with a Gemini.
"What month were you born?" I

asked her.

"June 14th." The answer was obvi-

ous, but professionally satisfying

nonetheless.

"And you are suggesting," I said,

ignoring the bill in her hand, "that for

the selfish ends of romance I should

deliberately misread -the crystal this

evening when you lure this timid swain
of yours here for a seance?"

"I'm not luring him." She chuck-
led unpleasantly, deep, in her throat.

"He suggested it. And incidentally it's

40

not 'misreading,' mister. Just tell him
the signs say to marry a girl he met at

the Palm Pavilion, a girl who was
wearing a mother-of-pearl tiara. Tell

him her middle name is Diana."
"Namely, you?"
"Namely, me."
I looked at her in horror. I had for-

gotten how tight the web could be
spun, with what devious delicacy it

could be drawn choking-tight.

"But do you believe your friend

would be so much influenced by a

reading?" I asked. "So much that he
would take a step as important as mar-
riage?"

She smiled slowly. "You mean is

he enough of a sucker?" The vibra-

tions I got were very unpleasant in-

deed. "Sure he is. He told me himself

he believed in fortunetellers." She
drew herself up suddenly. "Not that

I don't love him," she said defensively.

"Of course I do."
"Even if he were poor?"
"Of course. Say— !"

"Simply a guess," I told her. "Sim-
ply a wild guess."

There was an uncomfortable pause.

'.'You, of course, do not believe in

crystal gazing—crystallomancy, as we
call it?" 1 lighted a small piece of

incense and made several right-hand

passes over my crystal.

"Don't be silly," she said. But I

caught the same half-ashamed eager-

ness in her voice that I had heard in so

many during my years of practice.

"Please sit over here," I told her, in-

dicating a cushion to my left. "No liv-

ing soul should be to the north of the

crystal during a reading."

"I don't want a reading," she said

—

and moved obediently to the cushion.

Because it was her first encounter with

the occult, I explained what I could as

I made the preparations.

I explained, for instance, about ox-

ide of iron, with its strong affinity for

magnetism, and how it is part of the

crystal. (Mine is a particularly fine one
of Bohemian glass.) I told her of the

tea made of artemisia vulgaris, the an-

cient tonic prescribed by the sorcerers

of the Middle Ages, and of the herb
succory (its leaves always turn north),

which creates magnetism in the body.
I explained that with the moon ap-

proaching full and the sun in its north-

ernmost declination, the conditions

were excellent for clairvoyance.

FINALLY I showed her the four
words, so old their meanings are

lost, although their magic remains,
which were written in raised gold on
the four sides of the ebony stand be-

fore US: TETRAGRAMMATON tO the

north: emmanuel to the east; agla to

the south; and adonay to the west.

I passed my right hand over the

glass a few more times to increase the

strength and power of the vision, then

a few passes with my left hand to

heighten the sensitiveness. The girl

was leaning over the crystal as though
mesmerized. In a low voice 1 ex-

plained about the breathing. Then we
sat silent while the fumes of the in-

cense and the trapped forces did their

work. It did not take as long as the

usual reading.

"I see," I said, "a tired disheveled

woman in a cheap room cooking stew

on a hot plate for three

children. I see a man at

her, asleep, face hidden iii

Wait! There is a gold ringl

ger. I see initials. I think tl

'L,' and 'K,' but the vision^

She gasped, pale as a gj
that's impossible! He's
lions!"

I peered into the sphel

"He was rich. For years th'[

poverty. A disinheritance!

—disillusionment. . .

Suddenly I recoiled frorj

and covered it with a

"There will be no charge f
\

ing," I said shakily. "Soi<

bitter to have the Power,!
Please leave me now. Al
your young man is, don|
here, I beg you."
Her eyes locked with

cally over the wisps of]

from the incense. For al

she was badly frightened.
|

the money toward me,
closed my eyes and sail

padme hum four times slcl

When 1 opened them s

but the ten dollars was
decided to give it to chai>

Necromancers Home pei i

other hand I felt a little

the fifty dollars a younl

given me that morning,

be fireworks when he

hadn't played Cupid as rj

I checked his birth dat

wasn't in me to throw si

brother Leo to that goldj

What's more, it wot
highly unethical.
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SPARE THE CHILD
Continued from page 13

[power

for three

: i man at

1 1 20

I
pale aw

able! He

h should obtain in every home.

|t is this discipline? Certainly it is not

undless license touted in the early

when any curb upon a child's be-

ir was abhorred as a mar upon his

ing psyche. Discipline is training

lity.

'

ithard doctors believe a child

to get within the home a realistic

g for the kind of world he must live

late Dr. John B. Geisel. former

Bof Southard, replaced the old

of license with the theory that

in have a need for discipline. They

y like it. Children feel more se-

rhen they know the rules and are

live up to them. They have op-

ties to win praise. They get a

of accomplishment when they do

p required of them,

child, one of the Southard doctors

s, is like a man driving his auto-

through strange territory. Dis-

is his road map. Too often we
e child loose with no map at all,

len we despair when he piles up in

J,
or gets lost or stuck in the mud.

hant to keep him on the main high-

,i the name of sweet horse sense

Ive
him a map.

jis the kind of discipline children

Jhe Southard School. As children

r the explosive phases they find

b win greater satisfactions by
the rules than by breaking them,

sed to say, "Praise that which is

nore that which is bad." In such
sphere the hellions who arrive at

often are constructive citizens

ey depart.

ard people know that the art of
children is about 99 per cent

f understanding how they oper-

e this incident:

ng woman recreational worker
e kitchen of the big house when

|the children, a belligerent boy of
ame up to her with a meat knife

[ssed it against her arm. "You
ink I'd dare to cut you, do you?"

She could have answered, Bo-
You haven't got the guts to cut

hen most certainly he'd have
er arm to prove he wasn't yel-

she quietly replied, "Yes, I

i'd cut me if you got a notion
boy dropped her arm and

i it
vwith I

a% e
the Po1

b£ me
now-

i«
miii is,

deal of conduct which seems

shocking to the outsider actually is bene-

ficial. The children swear a great deal.

They go around protesting their hatreds.

You hear them shout excitedly, "1 hate

you. Murphy!"
One boy went up to Dr. Murphy and

said, "I'm going to kill you!"
Dr. Murphy, not at all humorously,

replied, "Suppose we make an appoint-

ment for that." and the two of them fig-

ured that a certain twelve minutes on the

following Thursday would be the ideal

time for the killing. (Somehow this ap-

pointment slipped the boy's mind when
Thursday rolled around.)

"It is important that children with un-
resolved hatred have someone to use as

a target. They need someone to hate.

Otherwise they aim this hatred inward
against themselves," Dr. Greenwood ex-

plains. In short, the Southard School
must let the hatred come out and put

love back in its place—an immense job

for which there is no precise blueprint.

How the Urge to Hate Is Cured

An investment of love is made in each
child by the easy, understanding way in

which his rampages or his failings are ac-

cepted. Children lose their "need to hate"

as the weeks and months roll by. They
begin to love Dr. Greenwood because he
loves them. His luminous, happy face

and the way his hand finds a place on
their shoulders make them know that

with the doc, love of children is no act; it

just comes naturally. Once when three

children ran off and slept in a chicken
coop, Dr. Greenwood's only retaliation

was to remain in his office until 4 o'clock

the next day. For the children, just be-

ing deprived of his presence was punish-

ment enough.
The change from sick, antisocial be-

havior to the healthy, democratic way of

getting along with others is a slow but

satisfying process. Children who smashed
and swore in the beginning learn to let

off steam in Dr. Greenwood's "gripe ses-

sions," where, in the best traditions of

the United States Congress, they can air

what, ails 'em. They learn to savor and
enjoy their special rights, such as the

right to help themselves to anything on
the bottom shelf of the icebox during
the snack hour, to toast their own sand-

wiches, to pour their own juice. They
learn to balance their rights against du-
ties, to expect to pay out of their allow-

ance for a window they break or to stay

•o*J Vv/V ^
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home from the Friday night movie if

they raise Cain at bedtime.
All this, of course, is part of the process

of getting well. But sometimes the dress-

ing and binding of wounds is not enough;
sometimes the wounds must be opened
and drained and the cause of infection

removed. •

A few children are given psychoana-
lytic treatment. More are given modified
forms of psychotherapy, in which,
largely by a talking-out process, they

bring the cause of infection to the sur-

face where it can be washed away.
A few years ago a boy came to South-

ard, billed by his family doctor as a

pathological liar. True to form, he told

no less than fifty gaudy falsehoods in

his first three days at the school and he
didn't seem to grasp the fact that he was
lying.

Cases such as this do not clear up by
magic. It took months of arduous and
often discouraging psychotherapy, the

boy sitting down with his doctor and
hashing and rehashing his life's experi-

ences. As with a detective tracing clues

to a crime, there were blind alleys and
false leads and disappointments.

Psychology of a Phony Athlete

But the case eventually was solved:

The boy's lying dealt mainly with his

prowess in athletics. He claimed to have
won all manner of contests, to have cap-

tained dozens of teams, broken records,

won trophies and so on. His mother, it

developed, had been a wealthy socialite

and had married his father during a trip

to Europe in the 1920s. She palmed the

father off as a European nobleman with

three or four titles, though actually he

had been a blacksmith's helper. But in

private quarrels the mother would spite-

fully denounce him as a phony. The boy
loved his father and over the years de-

veloped a method of accepting the lie his

father lived. This method was to live a

lie himself.

Under full illumination, the need for

lying vanished like a bogeyman under
the bed. The boy could face his father's

situation, understand it without justify-

ing it, and go on to shape his own life.

Furthermore, the recreational therapists

at Southard coached him in athletics and
helped him develop considerable ability.

He was soon able to find satisfaction in

the truth about his athletic prowess.
Every morning the staff meet to dis-

cuss the endless, and endlessly new, prob-
lems which the children pose. I sat in on
some of the conferences and was amazed
at the patience with which the doctors,

therapists, teachers and social workers
go after each new challenge. I would
have thought they'd occasionally throw
up their hands and say, "To hell with it,"

as too many parents do.

But the staff were undismayed by the

little boy who seemed preoccupied with

death, who always dressed up like an un-

dertaker; or by the boy who insisted on
staying the same age, who never wanted
to grow up; or by the girl who demanded
punishment, who'd say, "Damn it,

Greenwood, why don't you punish me?"
and then, if a privilege were withdrawn,
would bitterly sob, "You're always pun-
ishing me!"
One purpose of the morning confer-

ence is to integrate the total treatment of

the child. A recreational therapist re-

ports that an eight-year-old boy refuses

to participate in any games. Invitations to

"Come on, get into the fun" leave him
trembling on the side lines, his shoulders
slumped, his arms tucked close into his

chest. The doctor who has been treat-

ing him says. "Don't coax him. Let him
alone. One of his troubles is that he has

beerj 'pushed' by his parents since in-

fancy. Now he is afraid to enter into any-
thing for fear he may not measure up."

Actual schoolteaching at Southard is

as you will find it nowhere else in the

world; often a class has only two stu-

dents, and never more than live. When
children arrive at Southard, the school
principal. Myrtle rhompson, gives them
a standard achievement test to find out
what grade they are best suited for. But
formal schooling is usually the least of
these children's problems. Some have
emotional blocks which make them seem
like morons, yet they have high intelli-

gence and can sail happily through their

schoolwork once the blocks are removed.
One girl was an absolute blank in

spelling. Her teacher took her all the

way back to simplest phonetics in the

hope of getting her to spell easy words
like "house" and "street." But it was not
until her larger emotional difficulties

were cleared up that spelling began to

come as normally as it does to other chil-

dren. Her block against learning to spell

was a revolt against growing up, a resig-

nation from responsibility. But don't

confuse it with malingering. She actually

couldn't spell.

No child is forced to attend classes.

But the long, slow investment of interest

and affection finally paid off one day
when the girl asked, "Will you teach me
arithmetic? (Josh, I don't even know my
multiplication tables!"

Once their emotional illnesses are

cured, the children are transferred to the

regular public school in Topcka. Here
they can make the final adjustment be-

fore they go home. In the final months
some children are also taken out of the

big mansion altogether and sent to live

with private families in Topcka. Here,
under supervision of social workers, they

get back to a mode of family life which
makes the return home less of a jolt.

Being a parent myself 1 could not re-

sist asking the Southard School experts

for a few tips. How can you and I bring

into our homes a healthier atmosphere
for our own children?

"Don't reject your child," several of
the staff counseled. While we may be cer-

tain we love our children, the children

themselves are never positive. They need

From original hostility to Southard's staff members, children usually

shift to strong affection, as here evidenced toward Dr. Morton Bassan

They come and go as they please and
often take whole weeks off at a time.

(The Southard mentors
(
discovered long

ago that you can lead a child to the class-

room but you cannot make him learn.)

Nominally, there is a morning assembly
in the white frame house after breakfast

and then the children who feel like it

drift off to classes. No bell tolls the end
of assembly. If they're having a good
time it can go on indefinitely.

A few years ago Southard had an older

girl whose parents wailed, "We don't

know what to do with her. She absolutely

refuses to go to school." If they thought

the Southard teachers would shackle her

to a desk and pump learning into her,

they must have been disenchanted by
what followed. The girl was allowed to

cut school for two and three weeks at a

time. Her teacher met her now and then

for chats out in the sun or in the shade of

the handsome pin oak in the yard. It

must have tried the teacher's patience

never once to attempt to sell education.

constantly to be reassured that they are

loved and wanted; not by smothering
affection but by long-term attitudes of

tolerance and acceptance. And it is much
more important to play football with the

boy than -

to buy him a $49 football out-

fit.

"But you have to bawl out a child once
in a while. It can't always be sweetness

and light," I protested. Naturally, I was
told. The trick is to bawl out Johnny
without anger. You must get across the

idea, "I love you just the same, Johnny;
it is only what you did that I don't like."

It is perfectly possible to deprive a child

of a privilege, say his Saturday matinee,

without biting his head off and making
him feel that you wish he were dead. As
parents, we're a little like traffic cops,

who have the right to give offenders tick-

ets but certainly no right to abuse the liv-

ing daylights out of them.
"It is far better to praise than to scold,"

another of the Southard experts sug-

gested. That seemed a bit sirupy to me.

Wouldn't the household turn into a

tual admiration society? Onlj il

make it so. I was told. Praise, lik>

things human, is worthless unless

honest. Given when earned, it takei

high value and a child will exert hir

to win it—just as adults go throng
sorts ol exertions for a citation or a

bon. Conversely, the withholding
praise is one of the most effective

|

plinary tools a parent has, but it

skill.

Dr. Albert Preston stressed the

portance in child discipline of a 1

united. "It is terribly confusing for

dren when a father comes up wit

stock line, it's all right with me, bi

your mother.' Each parent should j*

authority. Each should stand b)

honor the other's decisions," Dr
advises. Parents can hash out I

ferences after the children go to b
when they openly lock horns on
plinary measures the children are
and confused—just as you'd be
traffic officer told you a red light

stop and another said it meant go.

From Dr. Mary Leitch came th

gestion that parents watch what thi

about in their children's presence
doesn't mean hush-hush or censi

It means an awareness that childr

perceptive human beings, drawing
ings from all the things they see an

Dr. Leitch told of a small girl wl
ried the following conversation arc

her brooding heart for years aft

overheard it: Her parents were
neighbors that they had sold th

"when our little girl was on the

Overdramatizing the situatior

mother exclaimed, "My goodness
the worst thing we ever did!" Th'

playing on the floor, drew the

conclusion that she was the cause
worst thing" her parents ever did

it was all her fault.

A good rule of thumb, says Dr
is always to assume the child is

to all that goes on—the chances a

What Parents Don't Understi

All of us, the experts agreed, wj

less likely to get alarmed about cj

dren if we knew more about whal
children tick. Shamefully, mos|
know more about automobiles
dios than we do about our offspr|

sometimes are alarmed when
the perfectly normal things all]

expect of them.
Take lying, for instance. Nil

children go through a phase of i

storytelling, or even the outrigrl

of falsehoods. This is because th<

times have a hard time distinguis

tween what really happened a
j

they thought happened. A snl

may tell you he put his jacket a>]

actually believe that he did), the

!

may find it later on the floor of I

A crude accusation of lying doe'

into account the little fellow's I

approach to reality, his learning

ferentiate between the real and !'•

ful.

Finally, I polled the Southar*

experts on what a child needs m(

.

mins? Skates and sleds and veli|

A governess, an expensive nu

the thing all children thirst for i;

intangible. No capsule has yet b

to contain it, and no toy depar

fers it for sale. It is a pedestr

called love.

Sometimes a ten-cent gift,

expected, carries more love tha

of dutiful presents for a bin

half-hour talk, a lively intere

events of a child's day, can be n

laden than expensive tickets

game. Attention to a child's

his ideas (though they seem "s

our smug Olympus) can give

bustness of heart that can be

in no other way.
The End

Collier's for Augu

h hit
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Shades of Magerkurth and Durocher! Before taking his turn at bat, the Japanese Babe Ruth, Hiroshi Oshita, doffs his cap and bows in obeisance to the

JAPAN'S AT BATTO AGAIN
BY WELDOIV JAMES

Baseball's booming in Nippon once more, but its top men aren't completely

happy. They bewail the fans' politeness, and want them to act more like Americans

MR. SOTARO SUZUKI is a pleased man,
for baseball is once more a respectable

sport in Japan. From sand lot to To-
kyo's great Korakuen Stadium, the Japanese again

play with a batto, bara, globu and mito. The picha

throws a man out at fasto on a bunto, the shoto-

stopu throws one out at secondo, and the lefto

plays close in to sardo for a weak batter. It's ball

two, strike three, and you're out, for millions, of

Japanese who don't even know they're speaking

English.

Mr. Suzuki is an amiable little guy who writes

sports for Yomiuri, the biggest newspaper in To-
kyo, and doubles in brass as vice-president of the

Nippon Professional Baseball League. He beams
nowadays at the way his favorite sport is booming,
but he has his worries. The game, he thinks, could
stand a lot more Americanization. Especially on
the money angle, because even with crowded
grandstands the professional teams just don't

make dough. And maybe on a little more color,

01 just how to treat the umpire.
"If only we could produce a Leo Durocher,"

44

said Mr. Suzuki wistfully, recalling with sadness
the Oriental impassivity with which a Japanese
slugger receives the depressing news of "Strike

three!"

"Or," he continued thoughtfully, "if only Mr.
Durocher could lend us a hand while he's vaca-
tioning this year—he could teach us a lot. But of
course that's impossible. Anyway, we're trying

to make the game more American. Our league

slogan this year is 'Follow the American ball.'
"

The Lip would doubtless be struck dumb with
horror by one aspect of the eminently respectable

Japanese game: the godlike status of the umpire.

The Japanese call him "umpiya," all right, but
their own word for that, shinbankan, means "su-

preme authority"—and to Japanese players in the

past he might as well have been Emperor Hi-

rohito himself. Neither they nor the spectators

would have dreamed of questioning or booing
Mister Umpiya. Each batter doffed his cap and
bowed to the umpire when he entered the box and
that little ceremony told it all.

The American occupation, however, may yet

make "rhubarb" popular in Japan. Recently

Suzuki sent a memo to each club president urgi

that the players be encouraged to "give more chs|

ter, show more pep, and quit bowing to the umpij

—to act more like Americans." This has not \|

resulted in American-type rumpuses or "rh|

barbs," but most have quit bowing to the iiinpi

Only occasionally do they slip up, doff their caj

and bow from old habit. Small wonder, at th|

No Japanese pro makes more than 5.0(H) yen)

month—but all the umpires get exactly that. I

the only league in the world in which ail the um
make as much as the top-notch stars.

In the amateur games, especially with colk|

nines, the players are equally polite and ceremo
ous with one another. Before the game begins I

two teams line up between the pitcher's mo'J

and home plate and dott their caps and bow w
military unison. And to heckle or argue with

Honorable Opponent during the game would
unthinkable.

"Gee," commented one G.I., homesick
Brooklyn and Ebbets Field, "when they thro\

PHOTOGRAPH FOR COLLIER'S BY JOHN F. DOMINIS
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guy out at first, you almost feel like the

first baseman ought to bow and say, 'So

sorry!'
"

The professionals have cut out the

team-bowing act, but their game retains

the gray respectability of Nipponese po-
liteness, and the spectators share it. A
couple hundred G.I.s, munching peanuts
and sipping Army-ration beer, yelling,

"T'row da bum out," or cussing the um-
pire, make more noise than the 50,000
Japanese overflowing the Korakuen Sta-

dium, and furnish a colorful liveliness

Mr. Suzuki wishes the appalled Nip-
ponese spectators might imitate.

But Mr. Suzuki is pleased enough to

have the stadium frequently filled. In

Japan's topsy-turvy baseball world, the

amateurs usually draw bigger crowds
than the professionals.

The professional game, frowned upon
by the wartime Japanese government,
was dropped in 1943 and was revived
only last year. The amateur game con-
tinued through the war on a reduced scale

—but good nationalists no longer called

it baseball. They renamed it yakyu,
meaning "field ball."

How Democratizing Is Baseball?

Our military-government people are
pleased by the baseball boom. They don't

think that baseball in itself will make the

Japanese any more democratic than it did

before the war. But compared with the

schools' old military drill, it's practically

Jeffersonian. Our physical-education ex-

perts are actively propagandizing for

more baseball everywhere, working in

particular and with great success to

popularize a one-out game for hurried
city youngsters.

Today, baseball is by far Japan's Num-
ber One sport, outdrawing even sumo, the

Japanese version of wrestling, which the

militarists promoted as the national

game. It remains popular, but even so

the great halls are seldom filled except
during the semiannual national ten-day
tournaments.

Three famous wrestlers last year quit

sumo to become baseball players, on the

theory that the money was better. They
practiced picking up oval stones with
chopsticks for a couple of months, "to
make the fingers more nimble," had their

wrestlers' topknots barbered off in a pub-
lic ceremony of renunciation, and joined

the Greenbergs—a barnstorming outfit

named, of course, for Hank.
But the wrestlers were flops as ball-

players, and they have not been heard
from this season.

Last year the Nippon Professional

League ball games, all played in Tokyo
and Osaka, drew 1,558,615 paid custom-
ers. Very satisfactory, according to Mr.
Suzuki, except that the individual teams

lost money (the league made a lit

five yen 20 sen a customer (then «

cents), the teams were making m<
first few weeks of the season. Th
war inflation caught up with th

not even the Osaka Rings, who
championship, got out of the re<

This year the league tipped pri

yen (now about 60 cents) for

seats, 15 for grandstand and fiv

for the bleachers, and the teams
tendance on the increase, hope
money. They have to buy blac

food for the players, however,
league has to maintain two hoti

kyo and Osaka. The cost of

has soared sky-high, too.

Before the war the American-
handmade Japanese ball sold fi

a dozen; today the league pay'

per ball.

Bats have jumped from fiv

120, and the new gloves, exi

tions of the latest imports the

using, cost 500.

Such prices have given Japai]

ball one aspect that no kid in B
Cincinnati would appreciate. /

keeps a foul ball is considere

The league, ably abetted by N
in his writings for Yomiur
vinced the Japanese fan that

triotic to baseball" to "steal"

into the stands, and a good
fan wouldn't be found dead wii

With true Japanese thrift,

fessional teams use the bal

over until they're deader
letics' chances after the first

Twelve balls are supplied for

six are invariably returned

use, and on occasion all

deemed fit for another match
doubtedly slows up the g;

counts in some degree
hitting of most Japanese ba

Veteran baseball critics

Japanese fielders are pretty

sensationally so, but that few
players are any great shakes a

it isn't that the pitchers are r

only so-so. Most of them u;

twisting sidearm delivery, am
get rattled, instead of slowii

get a grip on themselves, they

and faster.

The outfielders know this,

play close to the infield. Th'
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r players, Oshita oils his own
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trains the professionals have
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ahead of the inevitable mob.
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tion passed the 2,000,000 mark. Only the

postwar paper shortage has cut the

Yomiuri to something under that today.

Another team, "Babe" Oshita's Tokyo
Flyers, is owned by the Tokyo Express

and Railway Company. The "Babe,"
like other players, draws his 5,000 yen a

month from the company all the year

round, though he does no work for it.

"I have a desk, and read there," he
says.

Mikimoto, the Pearl King, has an-

other profit angle. His Kinki Railroad
owns three of the Osaka clubs, the Tigers,

Bears and Rings, and the two Osaka ball

parks as well. His railway cashes in on
extra fares to the games, and he profits

on the park rentals.

Hon. Suzuki's American Ideas

But Mr. Suzuki isn't satisfied with this

setup. He thinks the Japanese game will

improve with better salaries, better con-

tract arrangements, American-style farm
systems—and that these are possible only

when baseball makes money on its own,
no matter who owns the clubs.

"We want to Americanize the game
completely," he says happily. "We've
got to learn to make money from it."

Mr. Suzuki has had this American-
izing idea a long time. During the war,

he recalls, the militarists wanted to ban
the use of English in the game and sub-

stitute "Army terms."

"For 'strike,' for example," he said,

"they wanted to substitute the war-word
yoshi—meaning 'approved.' And for

'out,' the war-word hike (pronounced
hee-kay) meaning 'get back!'

"

Mr. Suzuki's opposition to such non-
sense led to trouble with the secret police,

and, in a way, to the wartime disappear-

ance of league baseball after 1943. Now,
with no obstacles in his "Americanizing"
way, he is all smiles.

He has one other ambition dear to his

sporting heart—to have a crack Japanese
team play an American nine. The near-

est bet is a G.I. team, of which Japan is

full, and Suzuki-san hopes that one of

these days he can arrange a match.

"I think we might surprise them," he
says. The Nipponese might, too. Babe
Ruth must remember to this day the 1934
close call he and Simmons, Foxx, Gehrig
and others of the All-Star aggregation

had in Tokyo. A Tokyo Giants' pitcher

named Eiji "Schoolboy" Sawamura, then

only 17, held the ever-winning Ameri-
cans to six hits, and only Gehrig's eighth-

inning homer (one of 47 racked up by
the Americans in their 18 games with the

Japanese) gave them their 1-0 victory.

Young Sawamura was a soldier during
the war, and went down with a troop
transport torpedoed off Formosa by the

U.S. Navy in 1944. But Mr. Suzuki has

his hopes for more "Schoolboys," and
is happy that now the Army can draft

them no more.
The End
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Continued irom page 11

perhaps. He could teach, and he feels

sure they must badly need teachers there.

"I had hoped, too," said Jesse Moore.
Taking old Abrams as a sample of all

the old men in camp, the director had a

vision, sentimental, perhaps, of what an
old man wanted: time to look back and
consider what he had done, and to see

his children and their children. Old
Abrams would have to watch other

men's grandchildren. Still, he had a right

to a few hours of quiet sunshine, some-
where, the right to respect and the com-
pany of a few other old scholars who
liked to talk. Even here, he tried to teach,

tried to make use of himself and his

knowledge.
"Come back and talk, any time," Jesse

Moore said.

He got up, and watched Abrams
slowly cross the parade ground and go
into the recreation hall, where some of
the young artists had lettered on the wall:

"This—is the corridor where we work
and learn in preparation for the blessed

day when we shall march through the

gateway to our promised land."

They meant a specific gateway, the one
between outside and inside, the one that

finished off the brick wall, and was
flanked with two statues—an old scholar,

like Abrams, laden with his past on one
side, a young pioneer like Saul Weitz-
man, who had helped to build the wall,

on the other. In the first joy of what had
seemed deliverance, the young men in

camp had torn down an old brick shed,

had made tools out of nameless bits of
hoarded metal, smelted over hardly more
than handfuls of coke and charcoal.

They had chipped away the old cement
carefully, and had built the entire wall of
salvaged bricks, wanting to show what
they could do and what they had to offer.

1ATE that afternoon, Jesse Moore went
j through the gate himself, as he had

errands to do in the town of Landsberg.
But before that he had seen a dozen other

displaced persons, persons asking for

help, for news, for courage. "Isn*t the

United Nations going to have a commit-
tee, or something, to deal with us?" they
cried. "Couldn't we get Nansen pass-

ports? We'd go anywhere, it doesn't mat-
ter."

It was strange. These prisoners had a

more elaborate kind of freedom than any
of their rescuers dreamed of. They had
no country, and for the most part, no
family ties now: They would go any-
where that would take them in—Canada,
Cuba, Africa—it didn't matter, so long
as they could work for their food and
make some sort of home; become human
beings, instead of numbers. They did

not want to be guarded, or sheltered, but
only to be allowed to take their- chances
—all over again.

Jesse Moore, who felt his only work
was to break down the walls of the cap-

sule and let out the seeds so they could
get somewhere in the earth, under the

sun, could only give the people who
came to his office a cup of coffee.

"Here," he said to each one. "Have
some."
Maybe it only brought them to his

office more often, but what of it? What
was he there for?

They're good seeds, he wrote to his

friend in scientific farming, or they would
never have survived so long. They've
been tested in terrible ways, and still they
have hope and promise, still they're

alive, and hide other good life inside

them. . . .

Sometimes a relative who had escaped
from Germany in 1938 and settled in

South Africa, or England, saved enough
to send for the remnants of his family,

once he found where they were. Or a

train of reckless, displaced men, strong

and able to work or to snatch what they
wanted, broke out of camp to take their

chances in a still chaotic world. There
were children, without living kin, roam-
ing roads they had never seen before, go-
ing nowhere, never looking back.
"Have some coffee," he said to Hanne

Gruen. He had watched her from the
beginning, and she stood in his mind for
all the young, orphaned, homeless girls.

He thought of her, standing alone by the
wall, combing her hair or reading.

Hanne worried him; she kept herself
to herself too much. Others her age clung
to older refugees, or found lovers or hus-
bands or friends, but Hanne stayed
alone. She would not even let the des-
perate, eleven-year-old Peter Kalakis
(Greek? Armenian? A Pole?) come near

trying to make these people real to peo-

ple who could not believe. Fresh-col-

ored, lively. He's survived, and almost

forgotten, it seems, enough to kill all the

others who were with him. He was not
only political, but from Poland. A real

pioneer type, not too imaginative, but

capable of going anywhere, and putting

down boundary stakes.

There were some others like Saul,

among the young. They married, they

had babies in the camp hospital, they

worked as they could, and gave one an-

other instruction in language, current

history from what they heard on the

radio, manual arts. Their passion was to

establish themselves somewhere, in a

small group, a few couples and a few
strays adopted for luck, so they could
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"But we only want you to play with us until it's time for you to get up
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her. He was a wild boy, who stole, and
fought, and had a hoarse, rough voice,

from shouting obscenities, perhaps. But
he was a warm creature, who had once
been a member of a big family; and now
he was alone. Of all at whom he flung

his wild affection, Hanne was the one he
needed. Captain Moore had thought: If

she'd just comb his hair—or sit with him
to eat. . . .

But she pulled her skirts away, almost
visibly, when Peter came near her. Peter

knew this, and now he often lay in wait,

and tried to trip her with a stone, tried to

yank her thin old clothes, to tear them.

Still she would not look at him.

"I've got to go into town, Hanne,"
Captain Moore said. "Would you like to

come with me, just for a little change?"
"No," Hanne said softly. "No more."
"I'd have liked your company," Cap-

tain Moore said. "I'm sorry I haven't

heard about your passport, Hanne.
How's Saul?"

HANNE was a pretty girl, nineteen,

with brown hair, blue eyes and pale

clear skin. She kept amazingly clean with

broken bits of comb, and a piece of soap
from some charity organization in the

United States. She groomed herself,

Jesse Moore suddenly saw, as if for sale

on an auction block. One female, single,

in moderately good health . . . strong

—

can work.
Hanne shrugged. "Saul is the same,"

she said. "Still wants me, like before."

Saul amazed Jesse Moore. One of
those strong, solid men, he wrote home.

begin to make the family, the village, the

town, the city.

"You won't marry him?" Captain
Moore asked.

"No," said Hanne.
He knew why. She thought one girl

alone might be adopted, might be given

a passport, have a chance to find work.
She was ready to travel alone, and travel

light, and that was one reason she could
not spare so much as a kind word to the

kid, Peter Kalakis. and why she had
fought her love for Saul Weitzman to a
standstill.

"I'm sorry," Jesse Moore said, and
he was. It was too late for Hanne, he
thought now. There was no hope for her.

I've got to resign, he thought. I haven't

done enough. It's too late for a lot of
them.

Landsberg, a pleasant-looking old

German town, where Hitler had written

Mein Kampf, was getting back to nor-

mal, though times, and the occupation,

were hard. There was no coal for parlor

stoves, so parlors with their memorials to

the finer life—sofas, chairs, carpets, the

Bible on the table under the lamp, along
with the other books—were closed off.

The things in store windows were never
for sale. Old men hauled loads of wood
they had gone to the forests to cut.

Still, it was a change from barracks to

see real houses. Captain Moore, home-
sick for Iowa, had been inside many of
them. He went inside one this afternoon,

where his friend. Bill Addison, was quar-

tered. Bill was out, but Jesse had after-

noon coffee with his landlady.

"Such coffee!" she apolo^u.,
American captain. "Seeds! Burn]
You should have come to my ho
tasted my coffee in the old days,

|

some real Torte, made with si

whole cups of butter!"

Even in these houses crowd)
roomers, or bombed-out relativi

Cologne and Frankfort, there W|
life pictures on the walls, and
curtains, and china, some of it I

,

old Meissen, some newer souvei
with gold swastikas for a border (I

cups. Captain Moore put downj
abruptly. "I've got to go along,'

i

HE DID the rest of his erranc
he walked along the sireel

ticed that people wore real clot

Old clothes, to be sure, cut in

ditional German manner, a litt

little big, but of the most dural
rials. The young girls, particula

aged to look smart in tight swe
suits made from clothing that

belonged to men in the househ
There's Hilda Lessing, Jes?

noted grimly. The slender, di

girl was walking out with an
MP and now she wore his rin

was because of Hilda that Ha
came into Landsberg any mori
many of the displaced per*
cleaning themselves up and mal
selves presentable, had gone w
into the town. Many had nev

because they had come in se;

and covered trucks, at nij

Hanne.
Hell, I'll be glad to get b;

and that's a fact, Jesse Moon
edged to himself. I don't 1

here. It's another sign that

through.

On the way back he though
cision he had made to resign,

Hanne: Both things worried
were tied up with each other.

Hanne's father, a widower
with his two children over
eery store in Rotterdam. Nc
have been jealous of the fami
were poor and unnoticeabh
her father worked with the ur

He died in the bombing of

and her brother disappear
noon.

Hanne's friends, warm and
to the motherless child, wei

family next door. The parei|

ligious, kept the holidays,

dren weren't, they were onl
gay, and Miriam was H
friend. Then one day the f;

peared.

Another afternoon, a true)

the store, as if to make deli

the driver got out, Hanne sa

Nazi uniform, but before si

for help, he had snatched r

sidewalk. She found hersel

sands before her, and like t

ready jammed into the cai

truck, bound nowhere, qu
with fear, or screaming r

like sixteen-year-old Hanne.
Toward the end of the

with many others from the c

camps strung in a line arouni

had been taken into the tow

the war factories. She hi

machine with a town girl

Lessing. She whispered '

Hilda; the next time they i

when the American genera

at man's inhumanity to m
citizens of Landsberg wall

camps.
"It was the others," they

"Of course, we didn't know
"They lie! We told the

oners snouted.
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benches where men had been piled. He
made them look at still smoldering
corpses, and smell the smells of disease

and death; he made them examine the

enamel basins from which prisoners had
been fed like dogs.

Hilda had wept.

When she saw the tears, Hanne
thought Hilda would be her friend, and
she often walked about in Landsberg,
looking for her.

When she found her, Hilda gave her a

long cold look, not letting go her Ameri-
can's arm. "Scum!" she said. "Concen-
tration camp scum!"

After that, there was only Saul for

Hanne, and she would not have him. Siie

stood alone, and perhaps heard the others

saying:

"Listen, we're lepers, so far as people
outside are concerned. They hate us, for

reminding them of what happened to us.

If the Americans leave Germany, it will

start all over again, the next day. . .
."

JESSE MOORE let himself into his of-

fice, which was cold and dark. The staff

had quit work hours before. As he
turned on the lights, and saw the files and
the desks and the papers, his heart sank
deeper. All the paraphernalia. All the

paper forms. Everything but the will and
the intent and the determination to get

these people out of here before they died.

He picked up a handful of papers from
his desk, and for most of the names he
had a face, and a story. He tried hard
about this, knowing that namelessness
was the disintegrating acid for the dis-

placed people. It was strange how few
of them ever really knew just what had
happened to them. They were Poles,

Lithuanians, Russians, Germans; they

came from every country; only about a

quarter of them were Jews, but they had
all been so enslaved they were as name-
less as those men who had been chained

to galley oars, or who had built the

Pyramids for the Pharaohs. Some had
been born in this place, others had mar-
ried here, many had died. They told all

they knew to Jesse Moore and his work-
ers, to soldiers who came by, to one an-

other, trying to make themselves real,

even to themselves. They read their pa-

pers. They asked questions. They lis-

tened.

"If you ever get out of here, listen, go
to Bremen. Ask for Peter Kohl. He was
a second cousin. A printer. Tell him
about me. Tell him to try and find if

there are any others—I lost them at Os-
wiecim. . .

."

"I have a cousin in America who sings

on the radio and makes jokes. A rich

man. When I get out, he'll help me, I

know He used to write, send packages
of food and clothes to us. Tell him I'm
here. . .

."

They at least believed what had hap-
pened, and knew it was not impossible,

as so many in the outer world felt. When
a package of canned milk and old sweat-

ers came, the recipient would feel a

strange elation for a few seconds—his

name was on a package, he existed. He
was not wiped off the lists of living peo-
ple. Inside the capsule, they lived as they

could, but it was a barren growth; hope
faded, months went by. People, like

Hanne, gave up, and no longer believed

the rumors of people being allowed into

England to work, or being permitted into

South America, or Mexico.
"You think we're going to get out of

here?" one of the women shouted.

"Hasn't it sunk in yet? No one wants us!

We'll get charity food and charity clothes,

maybe some international talking group
will discuss us, every year: But we'll get

out of here the old, underground way."
She uttered the words with a peculiar

grim downward gesture.

"Hell," said Jesse Moore. "I can't

write the whole report tonight. I'll get

something to eat before I start."

The dining hall was almost empty.
Captain Moore ate something tepid and

institutional-tasting, and had a glass of
water for a change. He had American
cigarettes from the PX and before he
went back to work, he gave one to the
dismal man behind the counter.

"Here," he said, "have one."
"Sure," the man said.

Rare as good cigarettes were, there was
nothing gracious about the exchange.
The air withered graciousness. Jesse

Moore was even glad to get back into the

office, away from the sight of the bar-
racks with their lighted windows, and
from the wind that flapped around him
like a coat. He went to the window to

pull down the blinds.

As he did so, he saw a couple in a vio-

lent embrace. They stood in a moving,
twisting closeness that could not bring
them close enough; there was tension in

their shuddering outline in the pale

first cup of coffee when Saul and Hanne
came and spoke to him.
They had the unmistakable look of

lovers, Jesse Moore thought. The girl

had a translucent louk of happiness, and
she clung to Saul's hand. He was sur-

prised when Saul said, "Captain Moore,
can you help us get married? We want
to, as soon as we can. I don't know what
kind of papers . .

."

Captain Moore said, slowly, wonder-
ing if this were his sign, "I'm very glad
for you two. You'll find it better to-

gether, I know."
Luckily, Saul had a citizenship and it

could be arranged. Captain Moore saw
them married in theChaim Bialik library,

among the gathered books of these home-
less people, and he went to call on the

married couple in their new home, a few
days later.

1
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moonlight that now flooded the parade
ground. When he recognized the figures.

Captain Moore was not shocked. Hanne,
who would not marry Saul, and Saul,

who wanted to marry Hanne. He
watched them until they moved away,
slowly, with that intense, absorbed
movement that meant they would not
separate, that they were only going
somewhere else for the love they had to

have.

Jesse Moore, a heavy-set man of fifty

himself, was not surprised. Aren't mor-
als an affectation for people with coun-
tries, he speculated—countries and
enough to eat, and names?

Turning back to work, he thought of
what was happening to Hanne, because
her hope was gone. While she still hoped,
secretly, she groomed herself, standing
alone by the brick wall. Why should she

marry, become one part of two? Doubly
hard to get passports for two, of different

nationalities. Who would adopt a mar-
ried couple? Or even give them work
to do?

If I could see even a glimmer, I'd hang
on, Jesse Moore thought. I've been here
long enough to know how things go—but
I've got to have a sign. I can't fight this

feeling of complete failure in myself. . . .

It was gray and cold wh.en Jesse Moore
quit work. He would get some break-
fast and some sleep before the clay's com-
plaints and beseechings began to pour
ever him again. He was sitting over the

The barracks, which had once housed
German soldiers quartered on the town
of Landsberg, had all been painted, at

first, and given names. They were named
Roosevelt or Shalom—Peace—so a man
could say to his friend (a man from Si-

lesia), "Come over and see us tonight.

We're in 6-B, Shalom," and it would
sound almost personal, almost like a
home.

ACORNER bed in a barracks was the

most desirable place; someone had
given up such a corner to the young
Weitzmans. With just a blanket or two
hung on ropes, and a bureau, the corner
was a real room, with a wall and a win-
dow. Saul, who was a good carpenter,

had built shelves to hold Hanne's purse
and comb, and his own shaving things,

and a few cans of food and ash trays,

wedding presents.

"Oh. we're snug," Saul said, laughing,

entertaining the first visitors, who sat in

a row on the bed. He and Hanne were
happy, but when Jesse Moore went back
to his office and his report, afterward, he
thought: She hasn't really cut her chances.

Saul's a Danish citizen, actually. Maybe
he'll get into America on the quota.

Maybe she knew that, and that was
why

—

All week long, he looked for a sign,

and saw only the old things. A man, sud-

denly remembering something, stopped

still as he swept the bare earth, and his

face grew lined and old, though

i

only seventeen. One ol the boys
a light with a gang in town, and I'.

lakis smeared one of the barraij

stolen paint. A woman shrieked
her sleep, and everybody in

barracks heard her, and gues
dreams.

"If we could only have a row
selves," someone said.

It was Hanne, alter all, who
Moore the sign. He found herl

in his office one noontime, with

faced Peter Kalakis clinging to

Her face was white, too, with
cision, and she had lost her

translucence.

"Captain Moore," she sai<

here, who's always in trouble

any way wc could make him c

brother for me, or could we
for our child?"

"You're nineteen, aren't yoi
Jesse Moore said. "Saul's

twenty?"
"And Peter's eleven," she sai<]

difference does that make?
someone to look after him.
he started to run away last i

brought him back. He has
nothing—he'd be a wild ani

weeks, starving . .
."

Tears poured down her fac

"But why take this on youi
tain Moore asked. "There
ages
—

"

"No orphanages," Hanne
"Why?" Jesse Moore asked.

'

"I suppose I like this kid,"

angrily. "And maybe I've

brother, a wild animal, somewf
Europe!"

"I remember you had a br

Moore said.

use

ml!

fault

deck

HE THOUGHT about it.

his ivy. For a couple ir~

week to take on a strange,

fore they even had their own
meant taking on an enormo
really. A handicap that might
settling on a farm, or findini

couple, yes. A couple with a

kid—well

—

He said, "I'll come and t

and Saul tonight."

"He sleeps in the next

Hanne said. "Mrs. Krotchi

Peter has terrible nightmares,

so we like him to be near.

After she and Peter had
Moore sat thinking some n

was wearing a shirt of Saul's,

had not only combed, but cut

Suddenly he reached into

drawer, and took out his let

nation prepared for Washin
his angers and his failures.

One seed had got out th

invisible crack in the tough

difference that held these p
they were. Not on the winf

port, or new immigration la

strange, interior way of grow

the seed had escaped. The (

stood alone by the fence, i

hair, had married the man
The couple without a futui

had taken an orphan into

That was the extra thing, tl

promise that made Jesse Mj

much more personal letter

that made his friends and

home say he was hipped on

He came from Iowa, whi

all, a farming state, and he

seeds. Hanne was a seed th;

Only one. Still, thought .

one seed can produce a who

It would grow well anywhe

a chance. . . .

What the hell's the

home? he wrote, the letter

writer jamming in his ha

Statue of Liberty dropped i

to make a fence? Doesn

member these are people ht

The End
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GUNNER'S GOODBY
Continued from page 26

where a gun is something a cop

and not a mistress, beautiful and
ding, shining and terrible and pre-

termission—
ssenger came on the double from
board side. The bosun's mate of

:h sprang into the quartermaster's

'here was a short, warning squeal

pipe, and his voice taking on the

y of the loud-speakers:

i hear this! Lay aft, a-all the

's! Lay aft, a-all the side boys!"

T could feel this, too: the ship

stirring smartly, springing to

He moved inboard, looking

the starboard gangway. The
ran there, wearing undress

pth neckerchiefs, squaring their

ts as they formed a lane. Farther

captain popped out of a hatch

\t some distinguished visitor

—

ays thought of the captain as

4an, although he was not as old

:r, himself. The officer of the

poised and alert,

resplendent with gold leaf came
the deck at the gangway. The
ipe shrilled into a long note,

and high; officer of the deck,

te and side boys snapped into

salute. Guns Prosser caught

and held it without knowing
as holding it, without con-

emembering that he had seen

iony hundreds of times. He
dmiral's face, lean and strong-

id the eyes bright and alive in it;

d the admiral face aft to salute

and then turn to salute the

e deck, and the pipe kept up
as he passed down the lane

ere eight of them because he
admiral—because there was a

h and weight increased with

eight men were required to

a man aboard.

:er of the deck said, "Two!"
nds came down, and the pipe

abruptly ceased. The Old
hands with the admiral and

elow.

Mason growled behind
ow nobody goes ashore until

d calls away his barge! And
1 waiting for me!"
turned suddenly on the

n, and then held his longue.

saying anything. It was no
that old gag about Mason's
to find sympathy in the dic-

t alongside other words.

d learn.

:0U|

L
held iw

otonM

\t '

Co"'

was remembering. There
rst ship, and a young division
" Corley, and Corley had a

jis spine, too. There had been
pr-made blues with a postage-

f,
a suit too tight in waist and

find exaggerated in the bell

Jways a girl waiting, and
ne: a girl waiting at the Sands
i brunette watching the Ferry
ck from Pier Fourteen, a

Be the fountain in the Plaza,

with quiet, patient hands in

]>ot at Sixth and Main. So
K was a Navy, there'd be girls

pre, and young Corleys and
ng the men toe the mark

—

awing their men back in the

to tell Mason something,
use, and he was not a man
lason went to the port rail,

efully to leeward there, and
[ith a wry face.

[Stayed in for thirty years!"
i disgust. "You don't catch
aver. Not me!"
In't answer. There was the
[>arge lying off the starboard
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quarter, rocking with the swells, making
no move to tie up to the boom alongside

the Old Man's gig. Prosser turned toward
the break in the deck, and climbed the

ladder there; he had thought of some-
thing he had to do, and purpose drove
away the lost, empty feeling.

He made his way amidships, and
climbed again, and the two gunner's

mates looked up curiously when he came
out on the flying bridge. They were
ready, with the blank ammo already laid

out for the two one-pounders of the

saluting battery.

"What the hell are you doing up here,

Guns?" Janofsky demanded. "I thought
you'd be halfway to that chicken ranch
in Chula Vista. You don't have to fire

this salute."

"I'm not off this wagon yet," Guns
Prosser said. "Stand by!"

IT WAS the least thing he could do

—

the fitting and proper thing. He stood

in the starboard wing of the flying bridge

and looked down over the after part of

the ship, and back down the years. There
was the lad in the too-tight liberty blues,

and the girls waiting, and Mr. Corley's

stiff back at the gangway. There were the

wild years, and Mr. Corley saying, "Pros-

ser, if you want to make this liberty boat,

you'll lay below and get into a regulation

jumper!" There was the summary court,

and the brig time; the red ink on his rec-

ord, and Mr. Corley back of them all—
Corley riding him, making things tough,

almost driving him over the hill.

And then there was the change, as if he
had grown up, and the First War, and a

crow on his sleeve. There was no longer

the girl at the Sands Street gate, or any
one watching the Ferry Building clock;

the girl was gone from the sun-splashed

Plaza where the fountain laughed at the

tourists, and there was only that one with
the patient hands, waiting where the

shrill-voiced red trains rolled in at Sixth

and Main. . . .

"There he comes!" Janofsky said.

"Here's the stop watch."
Guns Prosser pulled himself back to

the present and looked down at the

quarterdeck. On the port side, Mr. Jones
stood guardian at his gangway. Mason
waited by the quartermaster's shack,

filled with the suspicious intolerance of

youth, and with youth's impatient

dreams.
On the starboard side, the traditional

honors were beginning again.

"I never used a stop watch to time the

intervals of a salute," Guns Prosser said.

He straightened proudly; his voice rose

loud and clear on the wind that whipped
across the flying bridge and snapped
the four-starred flag descending the

hoist. What he spoke was the gunner's

chant:

"If I wasn't a gunner, I wouldn t be
here! Ready—starboard—fire! Away
from my wife and home so dear! Ready
—port—fire! If I wasn't a gunner, I

wouldn't be here! Ready—starboard

—

fire! Away from my wife and home so

dear! Ready—port—fire!"

Seventeen guns. To Prosser they were
more than a salute to that four-starred

flag and the man who broke it wherever
he went aboard a man-of-war: They
were, as well, a salute to thirty proud
years, and an ending to them—they made
it easier to go.

As the mahogany-hulled barge moved
away, he noticed one thing: Admiral Cor-
ley's back was still ramrod straight, de-

spite the years.

And now he knew what he had to say

to Mason, when they went ashore in the

next liberty boat. He'd tell Mason that

if she was the right girl, she'd still be
waiting for him.

The End
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We climbed the curving road until we came to the knoll. There, robed in white, stood the man with the birds. "Welcome all," he said in his deep, ric

CONCLUDING THE EXCITING STORY OF ROMANCE AND HIGH ADVENTURE

MERCHANT OF VALOR
BY CLARENCE BUDUVGTON KEIXAND

The Story:

The events narrated take place in sixteenth-century

Italy. A Medici Pope sits at Rome, trying to control a

country turbulent with internal strife.

Peter Carew, son of an English wool merchant, is

in Florence on business for his father. An honest,

straightforward boy, Peter falls under what he believes

is an enchantment cast by a haughty and beautiful Ital-

ian adventuress, whose purposes are shrouded in mys-
tery. Not knowing her name, Peter calls her Betsy.

After routing a band of assassins in Florence, Peter is

forced to flee the city and enroll in Giovanni de' Medi-
ci's Black Bands, a famous free-lance army.
A cheerfully unscrupulous monk, who boasts of being

the hunting hound for the Pope, follows Peter doggedly,

hoping the love-smitten Englishman will lead him to

the elusive Betsy, who is engaged in mysterious plotting

against the Pope. The monk works in conjunction with

Count Piero Riario, an evil nobleman who hates

Peter because the Englishman has protected a ragged

mountain waif, Beatrice, from Riario's lust.

After a great battle, in which Peter is knighted and
his general, Giovanni, wounded, Peter, Betsy and Bea-

trice, together with some traveling circus performers,

are set upon by agents of Riario at an inn. Peter ar-

ranges for Beatrice and the coolly aloof Betsy to escape

by a back door while he and the circus mountebanks
drive off the attackers.

The next day Peter and the mountebanks come to

Giovanni's castle, Trebbio, only to find that Betsy has

not yet arrived. His worry turns to wrath when Bea-

trice, harried and breathless, rushes in to tell Peter that

the monk and his men have captured Betsy in the

woods; she is being taken to Riario's castle. Without
further ado, Peter resolves to attack the castle with his

circus friends and what few soldiers can be spared from
Trebbio's garrison.

Conclusion

TWELVE men, all that could be spared from
Trebbio, were a woefully small force with

which to attack a stronghold such as the lair

of Count Piero Riario, but one must work with the

tools that come to hand, no matter how inadequate.

The ten that I took from Trebbio were veterans of

the Black Bands, and this was a foray after their

own hearts, because there was promise of booty.
There were, in addition, five men, including the

giant, from the company of mountebanks,
fit to accompany us, and for whom 1 borrc

ter mounts from My Lord's stables.

Niccolo Gozzoli in the care of my mist!

out upon the heels of the ravishers.

The castle, not so large as Trebbio, was (

the top of a rock-strewn hill. It was squl

strongly of rock and surrounded by a wall

which there was but one gate of entry, ll

no moat, but the gate was guarded by

square tower. This we surveyed from the I

ment of a wood upon the mountain sloptj

of miles away. It was formidable.

Beatrice, tiny upon her big horse, sat be <

I studied the strength of the castle.

"Ser Pietro." she said, "this is my fathe:

as well as thine. Long has the count h.i

people and great have been his cruelties,

waited long for the day of repayment."
"Then let us find your father Tasso
"It will not be difficult," she answered

ping her little hands before her mouth
cry, high in note, rising and falling so tha

(

l

the note of some beast in agony. Th.

Mm

ILLUSTRATED BY MARIO COOPER
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repeated thrice. Presently a faint answer
came to us from the westward and an-

other from the south. Beatrice lowered
herself swiftly from her horse, climbed
to the top of an exposed rock and stood

there arms upraised, silhouetted against

the sky.

"One will come to us," she said with

confidence.

We waited, clustered about the pin-

nacle, and presently our horses' ears

twitched and their heads turned curiously

to see what approached. There was a
scrambling, and a bearded, haggard face,

lost in a mass of matted hair, peered at

us from behind a boulder.

"Bruno," said Beatrice, "it is I, and
friends of mine and of my father's."

THE man slithered among the stones

and stood before us, ragged and sav-

age with hollow eyes.

"It is the Englishman," he said sullenly.

"Bruno," she said, "the day has come.
Where is my father?"

"At the caves," he answered.

"Hast watched the road?" I asked.

"Aye."
"Have any entered the castle?"

"Horsemen—six—and a monk, and a

woman and a dwarf, their hands tied to

their saddles."

"They are in the castle now?"
"None has left it, Englishman," said

the mountain man.
I turned to Christoforo. "Place thou

the companions across the road, well

concealed," I said, "so that none may
escape. I go to gain allies."

"Not a weasel shall pass us," Christo-

foro said, "nor a bird. We will guard
well the mouth of the burrow.". . .

Thus leaving Christoforo to his duty
I rode on with Beatrice, and she was silent

and brooding, with eyes deep and dark
as pools of still water in a shaded forest.

"Art angry with me, child?" I asked.

"I be no child, nor am I angry with

thee," she said.

"Thy mood," said I, "is not a happy
one."

She turned her eyes full upon me, and
they were twin mysteries. Her young
face was without smile of youth.

"I be no child, Ser Pietro," she said,

"nor call me such again. I be a woman.
Aye, and compelled upon an errand no
woman may welcome."
"Thou dost not wish to see thy father?"

"I have heard thee named simple, Ser

Pietro," she said, "and simple thou art.

The errand is this: That I must go to the

succor of another woman, more beauti-

ful than I and better loved than I. And
if the errand succeed, then I have aided

myself to calamity."

Now this was a saying too dark for

my understanding, and I have found it

wise, especially in dealing with women,
to make no response whatever when
their words are heavy with some heavy
meaning. If a man pursues such a con-
versation he is apt to hear matters to his

disadvantage. Therefore I rode on be-

side her silently until we came to that

grassy glade in the hills and the tree from
which I had rescued Beatrice when
Riario pursued her with dogs. And here

she looked at me again with brooding
eyes but did not mention what had hap-
pened there. We rode on to that high,

hidden ravine where we had slept that

night, and Beatrice uttered again that
eerie cry to warn of our approach.
We rounded a shoulder of rock and I

saw again the man Tasso—bearded,
broad of shoulder, bandy of leg, and he
held a great pike in his hand. Somewhat
behind him were tattered mountain men
and women, silent ancf menacingly
watchful.

'"My father," Beatrice called in her
clear, birdlike voice, "it is the English-
man come again."

Tasso laid his pike upon the ground
and advanced to meet me, and there was,
strangely enough, dignity in his bearing,

albeit he was so illy clad.

"Ser Englishman," he said, "thou art

welcome today, or on any day. Why
seek ye Tasso in his den?"
"To ask aid of thee in an enterprise,"

I said. "I would serve the Count Riario

as he hath served thee and others. I would
dig him from his burrow and destroy

him."
"Upon what quarrel?" he asked.

"He hath made prisoner of a maid," I

said, "a maid most precious to me."
"It is a reason," Tasso said, "but there

could be better reasons. But thou art

young and it doth suffice for thee. What
strength hast thou?"
"We be a dozen from the Black

Bands," said I, "and a handful of
strolling vagabonds."

His lip twitched beneath his beard. "A
noble army to besiege a fortress," he said

wryly. "Mayhap thou hast more bold-
ness than discretion, Ser Englishman.
But, by St. Bartholomew, I like a rash
man. Also twelve fighting men in armor

fifty men. Among the weapons was one
that gladdened my eyes, for it was a bow
of yew with arrows to shoot with it—

a

goodly English bow standing alone in

this cavern so far from its home. And as

1 perceived it 1 remembered what I had
seen in the crystal ball—the picture of
myself, in armor as I was, but with an
English bow in my hands; it gave me a

sensation that did not please me. Never-
theless 1 took the bow in my hands and
said to Tasso, "With thy permission I

will take this for myself, for I have some
skill with it."

"And welcome," he said.

"How many defenders in the castle?"

"Perhaps a score," he replied. "They
will be hard to come at behind their walls

of stone. Where are thy men?"
"Across the road blocking escape."

"Go thou to them," he said. "I will

be with thee within the hour with such
numbers as I may gather quickly."

I returned to my men and found them

8» » f> s3
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"I'm sorry, but I don't know who's up, or the score, or what inning this is, or

even what teams are playing. I only listen to the games for amusement"
COLLIER'S SIMON KATZMAN

are not to be sneezed at. Also I owe
thee a debt. What strength I can muster

shall be thine to command."
"How many?" I asked.

"We be outlaws and masterless men,"
he said, "and have our food to gain in

ways thou knowest not of. Some be

scattered, but methinks I may gather two-

score or better."

"There is need for speed," said I.

"There will be enough for a begin-

ning," he said, "and others will come in

through the day. Right eagerly, Ser

Englishman, for my men love not this

Count Riario."

"What arms?" I asked.

"Not such as would content thy gen-

eral," he said, "but we be in better posture

than when thou and I first met. When
war is in the land then such as we add
generously to our store of weapons.
Come and see."

First he dispatched messengers, and
then he led me to a deep, secret cave,

where were stored a miscellany of

weapons and a scattering of steel caps

and breastplates. There were pikes and
crossbows and swords and a pair of

harquebuses, though with scant powder
and ball for them—but withal, enough
to arm in some manner a company of

well concealed on both sides of the nar-

row road leading down from the castle

to the broader way that led southward to

Florence. From the spot it was possible

to see the walls and tower of the strong-

hold behind which Betsy was imprisoned
and at the mercy of Riario and the monk.
It was not pleasant to think upon. But of

one thing I was determined—if harm
came to her, not one of those who in-

flicted cruelty upon her should be left

alive.

I
SAT upon a rock with Christoforo and
questioned him. "Have any attempted

to leave the castle?"

"The gates have not opened," he said.

"Nor has there been a sign of life save

smoke arising from the kitchens."

"A thing we cannot know is whether
word of Betsy's capture was sent to

Cardinal Passerini by the monk. It were
wise to act as though we knew it had
been done."

"Aye," he said. "We must take the

place before a man can ride to the city

and return with horsemen to take us in

the rear."

"Are the defenders aware of our
presence?" I asked.

He shook his head. "I think not."

Within the hour, Tasso came
with a score of his followers, grim
and hungering for vengeance up<

lord who had dealt with them so

and we sat down to make some p
battle. I cudgeled my brains to
how My Lord Giovanni would go
it, and what diversions or si

would devise. 1 have ever found
there is some problem to be solved

is of great difficulty, it is an ex

thing to put off a direct headloi

upon it, to pretend to yourself

can find some way of getting at

wise. And that the very e:

thinking about it will very o:

you to hit upon something h

or by inspiration.

Therefore I pretended that

Lord, endowed with his skill,

find no difficulty in devising sc

ness to undo the enemy,
came to me that we might
fenders of the castle to sally foi

the gate and have them at di

but I could think of no bait t<

with until I bethought me th

might be cheese in the trap.

If it were to have any succi

be because Riario was ignor;

numbers. But before I attei

directed Tasso to prepare first

a tree that might be carried

of men and used as a ram to

the gates. And also I req
lacking scaling ladders, a su

young trees should be felled

branches removed so that

would furnish footholds to

Then, a quarter of a mile down
I stationed my men of the Black

too
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WHEN this was done, and
sun yet was high, takin;

foro for companion, I rode at.fi

up to the great barrier.

It was my thought to make it

had but then arrived in reckless

unaccompanied.
So we galloped up to the g

hammered upon it with my
bellowed aloud for admissioi

Riario's name, demanding
to me as if I were one distrai

"An the gate opens," said

Christoforo, "be ready to claj

thy horse and gallop away."
Then I fell to belaboring the

more and to shouting Riario's

such challenges and insults asc

tongue.

I continued this exercise

shouted down to me fn

guarding the gate, and I

peering down betwixt the

battlements, and one of

face of Riario and the ot

the monk.
"Ho," called Riario, "it is

man. What madness is this,

Then he spoke aside and
monk: "He doth desire m
urgently. Can it be, Brother,

something within that he do

"Count Rjario," I called

"right well dost thou know
here and what I seek. C<

darest not hunt even a worna

pack of dogs to protect thee!

me the maid Betsy, and witl

or I will pull down thy keni

stone about thine ears. Com
fight me for her an thou hast

or come with a companion o

panions if that be more to tt

It was the monk v\ho answ

the count. "Nay, my son,"

thy ways and meddle not in

high for thy comprehensior

thou dost seek is no prisoner

Riario, but of Florence it

powers more mighty even th

Go peacefully before evil

'

"He hath been reading

romance," Riario said snee

sees himself some knight-e

quest. Tell me, Brother, c

a lady's glove upon his heln
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ie laughed as at a witty pleasantry

at down into the courtyard.

stoforo touched my elbow and
"I hear sounds within."

jidy then to wheel and gallop," I

and called tauntingly to the

"The tale must be true." I said,

fcou art no true Riario but the

of an ostler. The taint of un-

horses comes down the wind to

Btrils."

aned through the opening be-

battlements and said softly,

|at, thou draper's clerk, thou diest

b"
i there was a creaking and groan-

tie great leaves of the gate; but

foro and I were ready for it, and
to our horses' flanks, and

quickly to flee down the road,

sounded shouts and the claw-

I clatter of hoofs upon the stone

jit of the courtyard. Over my
I saw five horsemen in pursuit.

[>y side, Christoforo and I gal-

adlong down the hill, and passed

juscade, whereupon we reined

i to their haunches, turned them
heels and spurred back again,

(our swords as we charged into

pining men-at-arms. A great

viss by the looks of him. was in

and I drove into him headlong so

lorse reeled and all but fell to the

before his rider could regain

kin the saddle I let him have it

[ear and shoulder. Then there

|ting and confused melee as my
rred into the remaining four

Banks and rear, and in moments
er, with five bodies lying there,

twinkling, darting from the

th, came a dozen mountain
flung themselves upon the

rifle them of arms and armor

|
clothing. It was a sight from
rned away, though, in truth, I

blame those ill-used ones for

(themselves at the expense of

fles. We had reduced the garri-

fe sturdy fighting men, a loss

Jd ill afford. But one thing

[now know for certain, which
Christoforo and I had not come
j a harebrained mission. We
arce and his castle was truly

|d. Tasso's outlaws were jubi-

iy experienced soldiers of the

were phlegmatic as became
(iad accomplished a small thing

tse of the day's work.

od the*
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iSS was falling; hourly more
ain men came trooping in

(were full threescore of them,
ut was a hardy fellow with

S>is heart. Tasso and Christo-

conferring together, saw no
Urther concealment.

men light fires for their

|
said to Tasso, "and the more
tie better. Let the defenders
are in great numbers."
vill light the castle walls," he
though my people have cats'

messenger might escape in

|s to bring succor. Also, Ser
we have a modicum of oil.

| arrowheads in tow and soak
oil we can keep the defend-

Ithrough the night."

|ught of, Tasso," I said.

it ring of axes came to our
were being felled to make

Mrs against tomorrow's at-

three walked around the
ife distance to study the de-
ist such numbers as ours it

Je that those inside could not
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including serving people, no
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'B ithin the walls of the square,
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be too few to withstand our numbers. If

the command were mine I would make
but a pretense of defense of this outer

fortification, nor would I risk precious

lives there: but would at the proper mo-
ment retreat within the main structure

where the defense could be compact and
effective.

"Let us sleep while we may. taking

watch in turn," I said. "Thou, Tasso. and
thou, Christoforo. lay ye down first." . . .

I paced uneasily, thinking of Betsy

within those walls, and painting foul pic-

tures of what she might be suffering at

the hands of Piero Riario. There was
only grim silence in the castle, though
windows were lighted and torches flared

in the courtyard and upon the walls to

tell of sleepless sentinels. I walked
around it'and around until the half moon
thrust its rim over the eastern moun-
tains and climbed the skies, and when
I deemed that three hours had passed I

returned to the fire by which Tasso and
Christoforo slept. Now and again an
arrow, trailing flame, swept upward in

an arc from some bowman to penetrate

window or other opening, and in a great

circle crackled a dozen campfires about
which moved black eerie figures. For
those inside there would be no rest, for

every fire arrow must be found promptly
and stifled lest it bring disaster.

I
AROUSED Christoforo for the next
watch and lay down beside Tasso,

laying aside my armor for comfort, and
hoping that Riario had no firearms to

use against us—as, indeed, events proved
that he had not. After a time, troubled as

I was for Betsy's safety, I slept, nor did I

awaken until Tasso shook me at dawn.
Now our plan was this: That with our

improvised scaling ladders we should

make simultaneous attack upon both
sides and rear of the castle, leaving the

front with its gate and towers unmo-
lested—and that when the defenders
were full occupied thus and their atten-

tion was fixed upon repelling those who
scaled the walls, we should suddenly
bring forth our tree trunk and launch it

against the gates. To this duty I assigned

my Black Bands men. The discharge of
fire arrows was to be redoubled since

there could be spared few to stifle their

flames.

An hour after dawn the outlaws,

shouting savagely, rushed upon the walls

and clapped their ladders against them,
mounting fearlessly. I stood with my
men waiting, English bow in hand hop-
ing for some exposed target and praying
the target might be Riario himself And
suddenly there was smoke pouring from
the upper story of the keep and I remem-
bered that picture I had seen in Betsy's

crystal ball, and here was that picture in

actuality. Which caused, me to think

upon the picture that followed it of the

stone-walled room, smoke-filled and
reeking, and of Betsy lying there pallid

and lifeless. I could not bear the thought.

I shouted to my men to raise the bat-

tering log, which they did with good will,

and I, casting aside my longbow, ran at

their side as they trotted with it toward
the juncture of the gates. Arrows were
loosed at us from the tower, but not a

man fell as the barriers trembled and
splintered under the first impact of the

log's butt. Again and again we battered,

with the wounding of but one man. Then
finally the gates burst asunder and we
charged into the courtyard.

It was as I had foreseen. The defenders
of the walls deserted their stations and
ran headlong into the castle itself, and we
caught but few of them before they
reached this safety.

The courtyard and outbuildings were
ours, but there we were sorely exposed to

the marksmanship of archers who shot
down at us from the battlements, and
more than one man fell until we pressed

close to the stones of the castle walls to

huddle there while the defenders hurled
down great stones and missiles and even
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your kisses
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boiling water upon us. It was an evil

position and untenable for long. I heard
Tasso call for axmen to attack such doors
as opened at the rear, and I, calling upon
my men again, sent them driving against

the great main doors under their arch-

way at the front. A huge block of stone,

pried from the battlements, crashed
down and splintered at my feet, and mis-
siles rained upon us, but the doors shook
and quivered under the impact of the log.

They were strong, built to withstand such
attack, and such was the rain of rocks
and missiles upon our heads that, if we
failed to batter in the doors soon, we
would have to withdraw.

But at the fourth splintering blow the

two leaves of the door parted and were
wrenched from their hinges and we
rushed headlong inside to be met by a

wall of defenders who disputed it with
us there in that narrow way. It was a
grim business of clashing steel and tram-
pling feet and gushing blood and hacked
bodies as we pressed them backward. I

remember little of it, for the lust of bat-

tle seized me. Riario was there fighting

right manfully, but I could not come at

him myself.

HOW long it lasted I do not know, but
at last what remained of them broke

before us and ran for the stone stairway,

and Riario was one of them. Upon the
stairway they made their stand again and
we had to climb up to get at them. But
we drove them backward step by step.

Now I am a big man as I have said, and
stronger than most. In this hour, driven
by fear for Betsy and rage against the
count, my strength was multiplied. Here
was no matter of art or skill or the
niceties of swordsmanship, and I was
careless of what happened to me so long
as I might come to the maid in time.

I pressed Riario and forced him up-
ward, and my men fought that day as

few men have ever fought. Slowly, step

by step we forced them backward and
upward, treading over the bodies of such
as fell. Riario's handsome face was grim
and evil and desperate, for he must have
known that this was the end of him. But
much as I hated him, and wicked as he
was, I must say that on that stairway he

acquitted himself as a man of o
Between gasps of breath he taunt
but I fought silently and grimly.

"Shalt never see her alive, E
man," he panted. "Didst sleep i

with the thought that she was
arms'"

It might have been so, but I

God that he lied in his teeth and
had been, by some miracle. su\i

his savagery.

Now we came to the top of th

way and still we forced them bai

Here more of us could find foe

fight side by side. We drove ini

and then, of a sudden, the few
mained turned tail and tied f<

lives toward the rear of the ca

but Riario, who cursed me v

turned and ran speedily toward
of the big building. And there I

to a door which he thrust open,

fore he could close it my shoul

against it and I thrust it wide
It was a square, bare, stoi

room and standing erect in a a
it was Betsy, wide-eyed and er|

parted lovely lips, and little han
ted into fists. Once she spoke
Riario leaped toward her. havin

thought—to slay her there b<

eyes. He was swifter of foot th

he raised his sword to strike. I,

ation, and because I could not

in time, hurled my sword at

even as his sword fell. And
guided by God, flew straight

so that its point went in bi

blades of his shoulders and
between his ribs in front. He
no sound save an awful gur;

throat and lay prone.

But his own blow had fallen

lay Betsy, white and still upoi

which had been her sleeping

her eyes were closed. But ther!

blood upon her. either of hei

Riario's. My eyes were dim,

the agony of the sight or with t

that billowed through the door
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and lifted her in my arms and
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knowledgeable way she
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the edge,
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r to me."
ixt happiness that Betsy
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survive such a blow, returned to the now
flaming castle where outlaws capered

about great piles of loot and drank mer-
rily from butts of wine rolled up from
the cellars. There Tasso stood brooding.

"Payment will be exacted for this," he

said gloomily. "This Count Riario had
high connections."

"Among the slain or the prisoners," I

asked, "has any seen a fat monk or a

homunculus?"
"There be no prisoners," he said sim-

ply, "and among the dead I have seen

no monk nor homunculus."
"Of that," I said, "I must make sure."

So I searched and questioned, but no
man could remember seeing, during the

fighting nor since, the monk who boasted
that he was the hunting hound of the

Pope. In some manner, during the heat

of the fighting, he must have slipped

away and made good his escape, which
was an evil thing for all of us. For he
would make his way to Florence or else-

where with the tale of this affair; but
worst of all, he survived to continue his

grim pursuit of Betsy. And now the ad-

vantage was with him, for he had seen

her face to know it.

I returned to Tasso and told him the

tale.

"My men must scatter," he said, "for
we cannot stand against those who will

come against us. The escape of this monk
but calls for greater haste."

"I have brought this upon thee,

Tasso."
"A slight matter for us who are used

to being harried like wolves. Who shall

follow a flight of birds? Our booty will

be securely hidden and, when these hills

be safe again, we shall return to it. But
what of thee, Ser Englishman? Thou art

a known man."
"I go to Trebbio," I answered.

"When the maid can travel, if ever

she be able to travel again," he said

broodingly. He waved his hand to indi-

cate his followers. "These must be gone
ere nightfall, before a circle be drawn
around these hills through which they
cannot escape."

I signaled to Christoforo. "Comrade,"
I said to him, "gather the men of the

Black Bands and ride to Trebbio. The
monk hath escaped and will bring down
vengeance upon us."

"And thou?" he asked.

"The maid is hurt, as thou knowest,
and cannot ride. I remain with her."

"A well woman," he said, "is a vexa-
tion; an ill woman is a calamity. I will

see to it that they ride to Trebbio."

THROUGH the remainder of the day
troops of outlaws bent their backs

under burdens of booty, carrying all into

the fastness to be hidden in caves and
burrows, and then they vanished away. I

sat before the mouth of the cave in which
Beatrice ministered to Betsy, waiting and
listening and hoping and fearing. At long
intervals Beatrice came out to me and
each time her message was the same:
"She hath not opened her eyes nor re-

turned to consciousness."

At nightfall Tasso came, and Beatrice

came out and stood beside us.

"This spot will not be safe for thee and
her," Tasso said.

"My father," Beatrice said, "I think
to move her will be to kill her."

"Englishman," Tasso said, "I have re-

paid my debt to thee."

"Right handsomely, friend," I an-
swered, "so that now I am in thy debt in

a sum so great I never can satisfy it."

"My daughter is dear to me," he said.

I understood him. His obligation dis-

charged, it was time for him to look to

his own safety and the safety of his child.

"Go, Tasso," said I, "and my gratitude
will ever follow thee."

But now the child Beatrice stood
straight and gazed into her father's eyes,

and shook her head. "Thou mayest go,
my father," she said, "but I remain."

Tasso glanced from her to me and

a
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frowned, and then, in a manner wholly
Italian, he shrugged shoulders and
spread his hands. He even smiled grimly.

"Had I a house," he said, "I would not
be master in it. Be it so."

"In a day, in two days," said Beatrice,

"it may be possible to move her. Mean-
time, my father, cannot a few men
remain to watch the roads and give

warning?"
"Since," he said with some irony,

"thou hast usurped command, it shall be

so."

Then, among the rocks, I heard a

scrambling, and Christoforo stepped into

view, somewhat shamefaced.
"I commanded thee to Trebbio," I

said sternly.

"Nay, Pietro—thy command was that

some men should go. I be no Trebbio
man. I am thy man. To obey thee in all

things, save one. I am a leech. I cling to

thee. I am a limpet. Command me to

anything save to leave thee, and I obey."
Whereat he sat down beside the fire

and assumed a most comically stubborn
expression of countenance.

"Art a mutinous and intractable

rogue," I said, my heart warm within me
at his friendship and his loyalty. "Stay

then, and have thy throat slit alongside

thy betters."

THROUGH that night the maid Bea-
trice sat sleepless with Betsy whilst I

watched outside, alternately drowsing
and waking. Christoforo snored beside

me. In the morning Beatrice came to me.
"She hath awakened," she told me,

"but is bewildered. There is no fever, the

saints be thanked."
"Did she speak my name?"
"Nay. There is only rambling talk of

letters and of kings and of Venice."

"She will live?" I asked.

"I told thee in the beginning," Beatrice

said somewhat impatiently, "that it was
but a knock on the head."
"May I go to her?"
"Have patience," she said. "When she

is like to know thee I will notify thee."

I sat there through the morning, not
daring to stir lest Betsy should send for

me, and Christoforo entreated me to eat

and drink, but I had no appetite for it,

but in midafternoon Beatrice came to me
saying, "Since noon she has slept natu-

rally. But now she is awakened and is

reasonable."

So I went into the gloomy place and
stood beside Betsy scarcely able to see

her face.

"Ser Pietro," she said almost in a whis-

per.

"Betsy!" I answered. "Will all be well

with thee?"

"Thanks to thee," she said, and I knelt

beside her and took her hand in mine,
which she did not resent.

"I came to thee," I said awkwardly,
"as quickly as I was able."

"Aye," she answered, "quickly

enough."
I hesitated over it, but because I must

needs know or die of it, I stammered,
"Did harm come to thee, Betsy?"

She smiled faintly. "I am as I was
when they took me into that place

—

thanks to the monk. He thwarted Count
Riario who durst not disobey him."

"I shall remember it in his favor," I

said, "when I come to deal with him."
"Ser Pietro," she said, "thou must

away to Trebbio."
"Wherefore?" I asked.

"To bear the packet to Venice."

"Not for all Venice nor all Tuscany
would I leave thee."

"I command it." she said, rising to her

elbow, but sinking back again dizzily.

"Nay," said I as gently as I could
speak. "Thou knowest that I do love

thee, and that whatever thou dost wish I

will perform as well as I am able. But
there is danger here, and I will not leave

thee to it. The monk, of all that were in

the castle, hath escaped. Ere long he will

return seeking thee."

"The more reason thou shouldst go."

"I owe no allegiance to Venice, nor to

Tuscany nor to any country or person
but England and My Lord Giovanni and
thee. And in this pinch my allegiance to

thee is the chief of them."
"I tell thee," she said angrily, "those

letters will ruin this Medici Pope."
"That is nought to me compared to

thy safety," I said.

"I hate thy stubbornness," she said.

"It is the stubbornness of love."

"If I will love thee wilt thou go?"
"I will not buy thy love, nor do I de-

sire any love that is offered for sale," I

told her.

She turned away from me and buried
her face, and I knew not how to deal with

her or what to say or do, so I got up
softly and went out of the tent a most
unhappy man. For it did verily seem to

me that the lass I loved was one who had
no true love ever to give in return, but
only regarded it as a merchant doth re-

gard the wares upon his counter, and as a

commodity to be used to accomplish her
purposes. But she did look, as she lay

there, so lonely and lovely that my heart

yearned most painfully for her.

"Man for man," she said, "thou art his

equal, aye, and better. Have we horses?
How soon can they be in readiness?"

"I will see to it, Madonna," I an-

swered, my head confused by her words,
and that she held me in some small

esteem.

I went down the devious path, but had
scrambled but a hundred yards when I

saw Tasso coming up to me. He waved a

muscled arm to southward.
"They come, Ser Englishman," he

said. "Fifty men. We must away."
"It was for that I sought thee, Tasso.

My lady is fit for travel. She doth de-

mand that we set out for Trebbio."
"No," he said. "Before we can mount

and ride they will have the road—aye,

and messengers will gallop ahead to

arouse enemies against us. The Riarios

have friends to the northward. Before
this day ends, Sef Englishman, they will

be coming at us from north and south.

The mountains are our only refuge."

"Then," said I, "let us into the moun-
tains, though it will displease her." . . .

What we should have done, or how
we should have fared in those long days
of lurking and hiding that followed, had
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"Pardon me, miss, but your ol' man is puttin' on his

bathrobe and slippers and he looks kinda angry'

That day dragged to its end, and yet

another day, and Betsy did not ask for

me nor did she permit me to come near

her. On the third morning I looked up
to see her standing, clothed and natural,

in the mouth of the cave.

"Good morrow, Pietro," she said.

"Good morrow, Betsy," I answered.

"This day," she said, "we journey to

Trebbio."
"Thou art not fit."

"Fit or no," she answered, "that is how
it shall be, even if I must travel alone."

There was something in her bearing,

something, mayhap, that comes of blood
and high birth and so unfamiliar to such

as I, that awed me and mastered me.
Perhaps it was something individual to

her—an indomitable courage and resolu-

tion that were a part of her.

"Thou shouldst," I said out of my
thoughts, "have mated with My Lord,

for he alone is worthy of thee."

Then she said a thing, the first of its

like she ever had uttered to me, and I

knew not what to think of it.

"Art not such a poor stick thyself,

Pietro," she said. "By how many inches

doth Giovanni tower over thee?"

"All men unite to name him the great-

est warrior of our age," I said.

it not been for the skill and knowledge
and adroitness of the man Tasso, I do
not know. He led us through those moun-
tains, hiding us, guiding us where it

seemed impossible for human beings to

travel, as if he possessed the instincts of

some wild creature rather than those of

a man. Never did he lead us far from
the road that wound northward to Treb-
bio and thence to Venice, and more than
once we looked down from some high

spot upon searching patrols.

The mountains were being combed
diligently and with double purpose. First

by retainers of the Riarios panting to

wipe out in blood and cruelty the spite

that had been done them by the killing

of their kinsman and the burning of his

castle; and second by the monk and his

following of Passerini men, bent upon
the capture of Betsy and of myself. I do
not know how many men there were all

told, but it seemed to me an army.
There were five of us: Betsy and Bea-

trice and Tasso and Christoforo and my-
self. At night we slept without fire and
never was there enough to eat, though
Tasso was a rare hunter. Betsy, for whom
I had feared amid such hardships, thrived

upon it. and—if that were possible-
grew more beautiful. Certainly, thus

Ok

close to the things of nature, she bt
more the maid I had first met in out
English forest and less of the enignl
had always been to me. Young (
seemed, and with elements of menP
in her. And that stern impaiici

reach Trebbio and Venice seen

have been laid aside for the time, 1

ceased to urge us to it.

"Betsy," I said to her as we resti

night, huddling together for warn
have never seen thee thus—a simplj

and not a mystery involved in

things."

She smiled at me wistfully. "

think, because never before have I

peace. It is the solitude ot thi

serene hills and the quiet and
that hath here been ordained

"Aye," said I, "the affairs of
far distant from us."

"See," she said, pointing to

ing crag that lifted its face far

"that clean rock hath reared

since Saint Adam and Saint E'

in the Garden, it may be. It will

unchanged, a thousand years fn

She frowned and peered down
lovely hands, by which I was abl

ognize her in any disguise,

to that," she said, "a king or
or a pope lasts but for a day.

deed is done and forgotten befoi

gle grain of rock is altered by
water. It doth make one think

living humans and the mishaps tt

awful to them are but short of li

little importance."
"God works in eternity,

"Man's labor is measured by
"But for all that," she said

"for all the briefness of it, it si

necessary that we do in our a]

onds of time the thing that

lotted to us."

"If the thing be good and b
said, "but not if it be violent

ful. Mayhap today's Pope,
King Francis or today's Empero
do great harm to the world
work to destroy them. But life

and the power to transmit life.

Betsy, that this hour by the

knife thou couldst destroy one

them. How may we say thou

impeded the plans of God? Il

that tomorrow King Francis 01

dan of Turkey would beget a

would live to be a saint and w
benefit to millions. A bad
have a virtuous son. Why
we seek to break the chain of

"Thou art a philosopher. I d(

such thoughts resided in thee."

"Nor I," I answered, greatly

at myself. "I did not think th

purpose nor out of wisdom."
"But," she said, "out of thy

which it may be is higher than

TASSO, who had been abrc

upon our pursuers, came
his face was worried. "They c

cle about us," he said, "and in

we do not starve meantime,

come to us if they persist. Ea

circle narrows."
"Then," said I, "we m

through it."

"Not to the north nor south *

he said. "But by luck and ski

help of the saints we might "

road and escape to the eastw,

thing they will not expect."

Then up spake Beatrice ge 1-

yonder," she said, "I can coi

safe refuge."

So we argued it and m
and upon a night when
obscured by clouds and thi

tied icily we made our serai

ward to the brink of the road

we saw a patrol ride slowly

tened until their hoofbeats

silence, and then, one by om

ows, we essayed the open !

was no concealment, and so

road and the meadow that
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oil out the car from behind

aluminum doors

. . . up at daybreak to fish from an aluminum canoe . . . then cook up your catch on an aluminum grill!

tsjmfm
and hitch on your trailer,

all aluminum, too . .

.

at nightfall you'll sleep in

aluminum bunks . .

.

ear old- and already more and better products... with

a Permanente Metals product

itfOl

ft***

30, The Permanente Metals Corpora-

lenry J. Kaiser, opened another vast

aluminum—Kaiser Aluminum.

175 million pounds of Kaiser Alu-

|te, sheet and strip—were turned out.

.ich as the entire industry produced
Iroductive year before the war!

jnum has been fabricated by manufac-
|ly into the products you see here . . .

but also into aircraft, buses, garden tools, kitchen

utensils, plus hundreds of others.

Light, durable, better looking, they will come to

you in greater volume, sped by Permanente Metals'

integrated aluminum operation . . . which controls

the production of quality aluminum through its

mammoth processing plants at Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, and Spokane and Tacoma, Washington.

Add to these resources an aggressive management

plus experienced engineers eager to meet the

toughest challenges, and it's easy to see why you
can expect more aluminum products—better made.

Get the Manufacturers' names
For the names of manufacturers nearest you who make
the aluminum products pictured or listed above, write:

Permanente Products Company
Consumer Service Division, Kaiser Bid;., Oakland 12, California



Does your radio garbleyour favor-
ite newscaster? That means it's

time to have your set thoroughly
checked by your local radio ser-
vice dealer. He's a good egg and
he does a good job at a fair price.
The Sylvania radio tubes he in-
stalls assure you of the greatest
enjoyment from your set. There
are no finer radio tubes made!

SYLVANIA
RADIO
TUBES

Product of Sylvania

Electric Products Inc.
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The MYSTERY of SELF

Unlock the secrets of selfl
Explore your mental world.
Receive the keys to the bid-
den laws of life. Become the
master of your affairs. . . the
creator of your own happi-
ness. FREE book explains.
Write: Scribe P.C. R.

$h~e ROSICRUC1ANS
(amorc)

San Jose California

HOW THOUSANDS

EASE PAIN
OF SIMPLE PILES

Here's a single soothing preparation
to speed relief from miseries of simple
piles. It's amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—helps prevent sore-
ness—reduce swelling. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists' in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-
cation—also tins and suppositories.

'Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

and safely reached the sheltering hills at

the back of it. Elated at this success, we
made our way up a tinkling brook for

some short distance, when Tasso sud-
denly bade us halt. We could see, as we
rounded a shoulder of the ravine, that

its walls were lighted by flickering flames,

and knew that ahead of us was a (ire.

With finger to lips, Tasso crept for-

ward, and I, clumsy as I am and ill-fitted

for delicate work, crept at his heels. Not
more than a hundred paces from us, in a

sheltered dell, was a cozy fire, and the

figures of two men sat close to it upon
their hunkers. One was a soldier, the

other was a broad, obese figure clad in

monk's brown robe. Tasso's long knife

was in his hands, and silent and serpent-

like he slithered toward them. Then I

saw him rise suddenly, arm uplifted

—

and the gleam of his knife.

EVEN as he struck I leaped to my feet,

and careless of being seen, I ran to

him. There upon the sands lay the sol-

dier, twitching in his blood, and the
monk, round eyes big and white with sur-

prise and terror, hunching there unable
to move or even to stand or cry out.

"So, Brother," I said as I stood over
him, "the hunting dog is hunted."
He somewhat recovered himself at

sight of me and recognition of my face.

"I thought it was the wild men," he said,

"who have no compunction of my
churchly office."

"Whose protection thou dost little de-
serve," I said.

"Come now, my son," he said, his oili-

ness returning, "there have been some
slight differences between thee and me.
But nought that a reasonable man may
not compose. I have made advantageous
offers to thee," he said, "whereby thou
might escape from Italy with wealth in

thy pouch and the maid at thy side."

"Which," said I scornfully, "I re-

fused."

"It will pay thee to listen receptively,"

he said. "Now, by delivering thee and
the maid to Passerini I may win me an
abbey. But even so I remain a church-
man. I yearn for a broader and merrier
life. I yearn for wealth to scatter upon
my pleasures. Even now I can manage
thy escape, and mine as well, an thou
but make a partner of me."

"Betraying thy employers."
"Kings betray one another, and popes

and emperors. Why should the privilege

be denied a simple monk? Knowest
thou the true name of the maid who is

with thee?"

"I know it not nor care to know it."

"Nonetheless she is the key to the

treasure of jewels I told thee of, and she
can be profitable to both of us. The
jewels of the Degli Albizzi."

"Stop thy tongue from clacking," I

said to him, "and hoist thyself upon thy
fat legs, for this night thou dost travel

with us a prisoner."

He shrugged. "I have seen worse fates.

At least I am alive, and while I am
alive I may still do well for myself. Ah,
here be the others. The good Christo-

foro and the brace of maids. A good
evening to thee. Madonna," he said

obsequiously to Betsy.

She did not return his greeting, but to

me she said, "Remember, Pietro, he
stood betwixt me and Riario's lusts."

"Not from chivalry," said I, "but for

purposes of his own."
But for all that, I had a more kindly

feeling toward him as I remembered it.

"Get to thy feet," I ordered, "and be-

think thee constantly that my eyes are

upon thee watching for some foul trick."

We dared not tarry, so, with Tasso
leading the way and I with ready knife

behind the monk, we plodded up the

ravine, nor did we halt except briefly to

rest the women, until the sun rose over
the peaks and it was another day. . . .

We slept until the hour of noon and
plodded onward again, and one more
night we slept in the hills before we plod-

ded on again, led now by Beatrice, who
spoke not at all of the destination to-

ward which she was leading us. And
then, upon the third day we came to a

land where the sun shone, and the trees

were green and sturdy and the grass was
lush, and before me. in long line, I saw a

boundary of white crosses stretching

back into the forest, and I knew to what
sanctuary we had come.
We crossed that line marked by sacred

symbols, and somehow it seemed to me
that a weight was lifted not only from
my shoulders but from my heart, and
that peace surrounded us here, and vir-

tue. Even the grazing deer but lifted

their heads to gaze at us with big, liquid

eyes, for there was no fear in them, nor
in the birds fluttering near us.

"What is this place?" Betsy asked of
me in awed voice.

"Here," said I, "is an island of serenity
in an ocean of strife."

With Beatrice walking sedately ahead,
we came to the curving road which I had
trod once before, and we climbed it until

we came to the knoll. There, robed all in

white as before, stood the man with birds
perched upon his shoulders. Never upon

And this he carried to Betsv s feel

bling at the string thai closed it.

"See," he said with childish gl.

have been faithful to thee I .

I preserved and hidden it, 1
wracked by torture. For thee, m
and my mistress."

And then, the pouch being c|

he poured upon the ground bcforl
gleaming, sparkling stream of wh[
red and yellow and green until it

a heap upon the grass giving
rays of the bright sun.

I
HEARD the monk grunt as if I

been smitten in the stomach. "

lives." he said in a whisper, "thtj

of the Albiz/i!"

Betsy, unheeding the wondro^
of jewels, was bending o\er
lamite. "Niccolo! Niccolo!"
and heartbreak was in her voic

find thee thus!"

"I have been faithful, dear mhl
have been true to my trust. Th<|
not tear the secret from me."

"Better had they done so,

She turned brimming eyes to

doth think I am my mother,"

'Why can't he just take a bath in his toy box?"

human face have I seen such calm nor
such goodness nor such kindness.

"Welcome all," he said in his deep,
rich voice of music. "Even thou, my
brother," he said gently to the monk.
"Rest here in peace, for no harm can
reach thee in this sanctuary." He
stretched out a slender hand toward Betsy
and his lips bent in a rare smile. "I have
long awaited thee," he said.

"Thou hast awaited me, Father?"
Betsy exclaimed.

"Aye, child, waited yearningly for thy
vexed and driven spirit to rest here and
to be refreshed."

THEN a strange thing happened, a
startling, bewildering interruption.

From the door of the little house darted
a ragged, twisted and crippled figure of a

man in evil rags, and this creature threw
himself at the feet of Betsy and clutched

her skirt and bore it to his lips.

"Madonna! Oh, Madonna! My sweet,

beloved mistress. Thou has come to me
at last. My sweet mistress that I love,"

I knew not what to think, for here,

when he should have been in Trebbio,
was the bedlamite Niccolo Gozzoli, not
mumbling like a madman, but speaking
in that strange, harmonious voice which
my ears remembered well.

Then, suddenly as he came, he darted

away upon his bent and broken legs, into

the house, and then out again, clutching

in his gnarled fingers a pouch of leather.

"My mother who was slain w
ther in the sack of the palace,

her little hands over her eyes

"Weep not for me, my mist

Niccolo in a voice of sanity

happiness to suffer for thee. E'

tore my joints asunder I was hi

knowledge I was bearing it for

Now, for the first time si

woman and compassion, sol

child and clinging to me blind

The white-robed hermit p
in his measured, melodious vi

row not, daughter," he said g
hath by his fortitude and
found a greater thing than

body or soundness of mind. !

he there is reserved a fair se

throne of God."
Betsy uncovered her e

flashed through her tears,

der that I hate those who ha>

cruelty and worse?" she de

me. "Dost wonder now that i

been given to the pursuit of

Dost wonder that I have liv

anly, with such pictures as t

fore my eyes, and with the

the blood of loved ones runni

"Vengeance is mine, sail

the hermit said softly,

geance comes never from
from the prompting of the

doth always seek a door of

soul. Thou hast denied tl

and happiness."
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"Am I then, my father, to forgive these

Medici?" she asked stubbornly.

"Thou art not divine but human," he
said, "and such forgiveness is above the

powers of mortal man. But let not sin be-

get sin. Remember thy wrongs, for thou

canst not forget them, but leave the im-

posing of retribution to God."
I heard a babbling sound and looked

down upon the monk, and so foul an ex-

pression of lust and greed have I never

seen upon a human face as he played

with the gems, letting them slip through
his fingers greedily and picking them up
again to feel them with his flesh. The
face of the hermit was stern.

"Man," he said, "rather would I be

thief and murderer than thou, for thou
hast been false to thy vows and recreant

to thy holy calling."

The monk looked up slyly. "Give me
but these," he said, "and thou canst have
thy bliss in an uncertain hereafter."

A spasm of pain crossed the lofty face

of the hermit, as though he felt in his

own flesh some pang, and he sighed.

"My daughter," he said, "come apart

with me."
He took her by the hand and led her

across the sward and into the green

wood, and I remained, standing over the

monk to see to it he filched none of the

jewels—for 1 be a practical man and
cannot abide to see good property lost

by foolishness.

"What is all this mystery?" I said to

him, because I understood none of it

nor what it signified.

"Thou dolt," he said harshly. "Thou
simpleton. Thou half-witted son of a

wild ass of the hills! Thou wouldst not
listen to me, nor be partner to me, and
now we have lost all. During all the

days and nights thou hast spent with her

hast asked no questions, nor sought to

learn her secrets?"

"Nay," I responded. "Her secrets

were her own."
"Then I will tell thee."

'T wish not to learn from thy lips. If

there be anything she wishes me to know,
she will disclose it."

"Fool!" he said. "This maid thou dost

in thy rusticity call Betsy is heir to a
great family—the last of the Albizzi.

Named Clarice after the wife of the Mag-
nificent Lorenzo. Aye, and should the

wheel of fortune turn in Tuscany, wide
lands and houses in Florence and wealth

would be restored to her. And thou,

dolt, doth love her and desire her as some
herdsman of sheep desires the maid of a

village! She is as far above thee as any
star in the heavens which thou might
hope to clutch and wear in thy cap."

TO THIS I made no reply, being, to

my sorrow, in agreement with it. I

thrust him aside, gathered up the treasure

and poured the glittering baubles into

the leather pouch, and thrust it under my
belt. He watched me with avid eyes.

Tasso, who was standing at a distance,

growled and stepped forward a pace. "It

were best, Ser Englishman," he said,

"were I to search about in his liver with

my knife. It will avert future troubles."

"It may come to that," I said for the

monk's discomfort, "but not here in this

place of peace."

I walked away from them and sat me
down on the sward and brooded. I was
conscious of the weight of the pouch of

jewels dangling from my belt and it

added sorely to my heaviness of heart.

Now that I have reached respectable age
I can look back upon my youth and un-
derstand many things that then were hid-

den from me, and one of them is that in

a young man abides a great supply of
that thing called vanity, though he is not
aware of it. It is this vanity that enables
him to hope in hopeless situations. He
believes wonders can happen to him, and
that he has been especially singled out
by Providence for favor. He cannot
down the belief that whatever he desires

will somehow come to him no matter

how impossible it may be. So it had been
with me and my love for Betsy. Always
there had been some remote hope.

But now I despaired. It is one thing to

love a homeless, nameless, mysterious

maid. It is another thing to raise your
eyes to one of illustrious birth. And now,
added to the nobility of her lineage was
what seemed to me enormous wealth.

Also there was my pride. Now, with her

treasure in jewels at my belt it did seem
to me that my wooing might seem to

her to partake of self-seeking and the

desire to participate in that richness.

Gloom beset me and self-pity.

As 1 sat thus miserable I saw the white

robes of the hermit and Betsy's blue gown
come forth from the circling trees. The
hermit left her and went into his dwelling

and she stood there looking about her un-

certainly, as if troubled in mind. The sun
was behind her, glorifying her hair, and
turning her rags into rich embellishments.

IN SPITE of myself I was drawn toward
her as by some magic power of attrac-

tion, and I stood before her, awkward
and unsure.

"Madonna degli Albizzi," I said, and
that was the end of it because no other

words would come.
"The monk told thee," she said.

I nodded.
"Then, Pietro," she said to me, "per-

haps thou will understand much. Mayhap
thou will understand why I have not been
like other women, and why, driven as

I have been, and hating as I have hated, I

have been under compulsion. From my
babyhood I have been taught to hate and
not to love. I have been educated, not

as other women, to be soft and alluring,

but in other, darker arts which would
aid me in the mission which was mine.

To be the enemy and to seek the down-
fall of any bearing the name of Medici. I

have engaged in plots. I have sold my
wits and my beauty to those, who for any
reason, were their enemies. I have plot-

ted for them, spied for them, stolen for

them. I was well taught and I have ac-

complished more than a man could ac-

complish."
"It is not for me to censure thee," I

said dumbly.
"I have used thee to thy disadvantage

and danger."

"I would have served thee in any-

thing," I said, "hadst thou but asked." I

hesitated after this and stared at her

beauty which in this moment seemed
more wondrous than ever before. "Be-

cause I loved thee beyond all else, and
cared not if thou wert worthy of it."

"The loneliness of mountain fast-

nesses, and the still, starry heavens at

night, and the remoteness of the world,"

she said, "are wiser to instruct than all

the great teachers of the world."

"I know not your meaning," I said.

"I learned another thing, Pietro," she

said, "and that is that in all women re-

sides a force stronger than will because it

comes from nature and not from think-

ing. I discovered that all plans and all

intentions must give way to it, because

it hath been implanted in women by the

law of God. There is a reason, Pietro,

why women are created women."
I was bewildered. "And what is this

reason?" I asked in my simplicity.

"They are created women," she said

patiently and sweetly, "in order that they

may love and attract the love of a man,
because only by this can one generation

follow another, and the evils of one
generation be amended by the next."

"That I understand in some measure,"

I said, "but all this thou hast forsworn."
"Look thee, Pietro. A pope lives but

for a span of years. A family lives but

for a few generations. Who is alive today
who may claim the great Alexander as

his ancestor, or Caesar? What great

family is there that carries on forever?

Even the Medici will die out."

"Nothing is eternal save God," I said.

"God," she said, "and the love of man

if
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Who will try to "lift the mug"?
"**i

HI

1QC1 America's Cup, "the old mug." has had mil-

lions spent in its defense and challenge,

though it's worth under $100. Won by the schooner

America, racing against the cream of English yachts,

it came to the U.S. seven years before the name
Corby's came to Canada.

10QQ A great name in yachting and a great chal-

lenger, Shamrock I was soundly trounced- by
Columbia, the U.S. defender. As the name Corby's

went into its 41st year in Canada, international sail-

ing supremacy was firmly established here. But there

were more thrills ahead.

1007 Most recent bid was made by th

j

yacht Endeavour off Providence,

it fared no better than its predecessors,

stayed in the U.S.—Ranger won four strail

races the year the name Corby's read

anniversary in Canada.

1Q II You, like many others, may hope for a Cuj
** ' challenger soon. Who'll build a costly racer

1

is the question, but someone will succumb to »he

greatest sail racing challenge in the world. So rais<- a|

toast to America— the grand ship that first won "tht

nuig" and make it a toast with Corby's. This sociably

whiskey with a 'grand old Canadian name has

special knack in favorites from the bar.
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w'nan and of woman for man,

in thus by Heaven. What, Pietro,

Eh; God's occupation if there were

m r human bodies holding souls to

ivi for Paradise?"

[Tj,: be deep thoughts and beyond
jonrehension," I told her.

3jj I must e'en be simple and plain

understanding," she said. "Canst

Kd this: That it is vastly more im-

Bjhat a woman love a man than

J
estroy an empire?" She paused

;d up into my eyes so that all

iside me quivered with yearn-

C "And wondrously more
ie said.

et I stood, a dumb dolt, know-
jt what to think nor what to

Then, patiently she prompted
10 plainly that even my slow

lit something of her meaning.
i[" she said, "thou hast declared

dost love me. Was it but

[ said, "it was more than words.

^oice of my heart."

st desire me, Pietro, as a man
lat a woman may become his

said, "that is the way of it

|
remember," she said, "the

-to repeat it for my hearing?"

is be few and easy to remem-
"They be only three. To

jthee."

[she insisted.

nee. Betsy," I said obediently.

: a little step closer to me, and
thing that had been in her

deeper and stronger and
I was blinded by the sight

be said softly, "doth that not

: e request?"

so lead," I said, "to another

Bee, not so high above me in

|in wealth."

I some other—say the

ibond maid in thy English

thou didst succor and turn

|ry maid at thy farmstead

—

I
be thy request?"

I answered, "right heartily

I 'I love thee, maid. Wilt thou
Ie, and be mine forever?'

"

lietro," she said more softly,

lid."

at simpleton that I was, I

vhat she was about with so

and arguments, but even yet

slieve it. But thank God for

mhin me that caused me to

^y clumsy arms toward her,

into them and was close

it I could feel the supple
response of her body; and,
|okel I lifted her in my un-
llight so that her lips were
ps and we kissed each other

were village maid and

r

MUitf"

Ntf

,c#P

0jo,

thee, Pietro, as thou hast

to do even against my will,

|ess that is in thee, and the

ie loyalty and the most dis-

|icity. But it did require

high-sounding words and
"jring thee to the point."

t>wn upon her feet. "Dost
L" I asked, still incredulous,

lit stoop to wed with the

jy, an thou wilt have me,"
Iking me as I am with all

i'W or suspect of my con-

were Jezebel herself or
a," I said, "I would forget
or thee."

« by the hand, she led me
rmitage, and the hermit,
ite, came and stood in the
smiled and said to Betsy,
h the twain of ye?"
she said. "But I was hard
e him bid me."

August 2, 1947

"That stands in his favor," said the

hermit kindly. "And now what is thy
will?" He looked at me as he spoke this

question, and I was mute, for I did not
know what I wished him to do.

"Must I ever be the forward one?"
Betsy asked. "Then so I will be. Father,

this backward man desireth to wed with

me."
"What day and what hour?" he asked,

his eyes alight.

"Too many days and hours have
passed, and all too few remain," she said

with downcast eyes. "I be impatient and
desirous. What is thy wish, Pietro?"

"Father," I said, bedazzled by all that

had happened to me, "wilt wed us now?"
"Right gladly, my son," he said and

led us withm where was a little altar and
candles alighted. Behind us came
Christoforo and the maid Beatrice, who
wore a strange, unreadable expression.

But Tasso stood in the door that he might
keep an eye on the monk.
Then Betsy and I knelt before the altar

and the hermit, and I saw her hands

lodging of King Francis. Them must
I take to Venice. After that, my Pietro, I

am thine forever to do with as thou wilt."

"To take to England?" I asked, for

she was a great one of this land, and
that was a point that troubled me, seeing

would be but a simple merchant's wife in

England, and I put that thought into

hesitant words.
"No simple merchant," she said, "but

a knight at the hands of the Most
Christian King. Aye, I will to England
with thee or to Cathay or the Islands of

the Sea."

Then, carried clearly on that serene

air, came to my ears the sound of voices

lifted in song—the voice of men who
sang an air with beat and lilt to it. Faintly

it came to me from the westward—the

marching song of the Black Bands.
Then did I seize her hand and we ran

together like children down that slope to

the barrier of white crosses and so to the

road that led toward Trebbio. And in a

moment, rounding the bend came a com-
pany of My Lord Giovanni's men riding

"But if you aren't a little girl, why are you dressed like a little girl?"
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busied with the fastenings of her hair

which she loosened so that it fell down in

a glorious mantle to her waist. Whereat
I think I must have cried out, for she

looked at me and smiled gaily as if at en-

joyment of some rare humor. My happi-
ness was complete at what she had done
—for. by letting her hair loose about her

as she knelt to take the marriage vows
before the altar, she averred that she
came to the marriage state a virgin.

Then there was reverend silence as the

hermit spoke the words and touched our
heads with blessing palm, so that when
again we stood upon our feet we were
no longer two, but one. And all the glory

of the world flooded through the window,
riding upon sunbeams, and I could not
speak for the joy that choked me.

IT WAS midmorning of the next day.
Betsy and I were walking hand in hand

in that serene oasis. We were as one
at last. She was the Betsy of our forest

—

simple, tender, eyes misty with love.

"Is it true, my darling?" I asked.

"All true," she said softly.

"Hast left all this turmoil and plotting

behind thee forever?"

She looked at me, and her face was
suddenly grave. "Save for one last

obligation," she said. "There are the

letters of the Pope that I filched from the

on horseback, led by one of his chosen
captains, a certain Neapolitan named
Galeazzo. I called his name urgently,

and he recognized me and waved his

hand and called his men to halt.

In quick words I told him what had
befallen and of our need and how the

retainers of the Riarios were betwixt us

and Trebbio. He smiled thinly.

"I am ordered thither," he said, "and
then to Fano, on the coast. My Lord
hath gone to the baths and will journey
thence to Venice to consult with the Doge
who hath offered him full command of

all- Venice's armies."

"How doth his leg mend?" I asked.

"Sweetly," he answered. "Another
month and he will be fit to lead men in

battle."

"Wilt pause," I asked, "until we can be

ready to travel in thy company to Treb-
bio?"
To this he consented and bade his men

be at ease. Betsy and I climbed the slope

again and in the little room knelt to re-

ceive the blessing of the hermit. Then,
with Christoforo and Tasso and Beatrice

—and with the monk for prisoner—we
said farewell to that fair spot and to him
who made it so, and joined the com-
panions. Spare horses carried us on our
way, so that we reached Trebbio with
no mishap, and as we rode across the

drawbridge and into the courtyard John\
Peter the manikin, who had escapee
from Riario's castle and made his way to\

Trebbio, capered about us as though he
had gone mad in his delight at seeing us

again.

Once more I saw my sweet mistress,

and she kissed Betsy upon her cheeks and
gave her welcome. She gave us news of
Lord Giovanni, how he was much re-

stored and was on his way to Venice.
"But he will decline the offer of the
Doge," she said. "Venice be no fit em-
ployer for him, for Venice will never
fight when plotting or negotiation will

serve. It is his intent to go to Fano and
there fit out ships to harry the Turk."
That day came her brother, the Cardi-

nal Salviati, and he was right courteous
and kind to me so that I dared speak to

him of my personal concerns, namely
the mission upon which I had come to

Italy, and the funds due my father from
Florentine merchants.
"For thee, Pietro," he said, "it will not

be safe to go to Florence. Thou hast
enemies. The Cardinal Passerini will do
thee harm. But this other, this matter of
business, is a small thing, and I will direct

my secretary to have it strictly in hand."
I thanked him humbly. "Your

Eminence," I said, "there is yet one other
thing. We have for prisoner a monk, an
evil man, the hunting hound of the Pope,
who, so long as he lives, will be snapping
at our heels."

"He hath been a thorn in the flesh of
many," said the Cardinal sternly. "The
bishop in Milan hath a prison with right

sturdy walls and a cell that he will lend

to me cheerfully. Give thou this monk
to me, Pietro, and I certify that he will

trouble neither thee nor any other until

his spirit hath been chastened and his

body mortified. As for thee, my friend,

my advice is that thou betake thyself out
of this Italy speedily. For there is no
safety here for thee or thy wife. There
is peace for a time, but the time will be
short, and then, I fear me, troubles will

fall upon Italy such as we never have
seen."

NEXT day we bade farewell to My
Lady, whom I never was to see

again, but who was to write the sorrows
of her heart to me in the tragic days that

followed. I took Tasso by the hand and
thanked him, and bent to kiss the maid
Beatrice upon cold lips. And Betsy
kissed her and spoke gentle words to her.

The last I saw of Trebbio was this maid
standing straight, arms close to her sides

gazing after us.

"That maid," I said to Betsy, "sorrows
to see us depart."

"Aye, simple one," said Betsy.

So we rode northward with our escort

and came to Venice where My Lord was
sumptuously lodged at the expense of the

state, and his name was in all men's
mouths and when he went forth he was
the hero of the people. He did not walk
with his old-time vigor, but this limp, his

physicians told him, would soon depart,

and he would be as sound as ever in his

life.

As was always the way with him, he
was in trouble because of the behavior of
the Black Bands when there was no fight-

ing for them to do, and claims for dam-
ages because of their marauding and
looting, which kept him ever in a state of

poverty. But his determination and his

hunger for glory flamed as brightly as

ever. It was his plan now, while no other

employment offered, to become an
admiral and take to the sea, using Fano
as a base, and to prey upon Turkish and
Saracen pirates who harried the sea.

The boyishness in him, and the lust for

life and pleasures, was as strong in him
as before his wound. He was reluctant

to part with me.
"Tarry here with me, Pietro, and I will

make a soldier of thee," he said, clapping

me on the shoulder.

"I have no joy in war," I said to him,
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"and England and my father and mother
call to me."
He laughed gaily. "And thy woolen

cloths," he said jeeringly. "Thou a

knight! Nay, merchanthood is not thy
fate, Pietro. Thou shalt see. An thy
King Henry be half the man 1 take him
for he will roust thee out of thy shop and
set thee to man's work. For though there

be thin peace this day, it will not long
continue, and thy king will have need of

such men as thou hast shown thyself to

be."

"I be a man of peace," I said, but he
only laughed at me, and he was a better

prophet than I.

The end of it was that through his

influence Betsy and Christoforo, who
vowed he would never leave me, and
John-Peter and I were granted passage on
a swift galley carrying orators to Naples
for some high negotiation. Thence we
took ship to Livorno, and these days
upon the sea were happy days for Betsy
and me, during which we grew closer to-

gether and learned each other so that

neither had secrets from the other, and
our love increased with the davs.

An English ship was in that port,

owned by a friend of my father s, and we
were taken aboard her to sail southward
again, past Sicily and through the Pillars

of Hercules. At last we sailed past the

white cliffs and into home waters and
came to anchor in our own Thames
River.

NOW there is the end of my adven-
tures in Italy, all foisted upon me

against my will and by circumstances.
But I did not regret them, because they
had given me the friendship of the great-

est warrior of the age, and the sweetest

wife man ever had.
We landed shortly after dawn and

were driven through London streets to

the house of my father, where I was re-

ceived with joy, and Betsy with wonder.
Nor to my mother's practicality did it de-

crease my wife's charms that she brought
such wealth with her.

Cardinal Wolsey, who knew all things,

heard of my coming, and sent for me and
questioned me upon this and that, and
seemed darkly pleased with the things I

told him. Also the King himself admitted
me to his presence and nothing would do
but I should relate to him my adventures
and how I had been knighted by the Most
Christian King.
"Now. great yokel," he said jovially,

"thou hast a noble wife. Thou art a
knight, made for valor upon the field of
battle. Thou hast studied war under the

tutelage of the greatest general now alive.

Let common men sell woolens. England
hath need of such as thou."

"But, Your Majesty
—

" I started to

protest.

He frowned and I was afraid of his

anger. "Art a knight," he said. "An I

give thee a coat of arms and ennoble
thee, hast thou wealth to support it?"

"My father's business is profitable," I

said, "and My Lady wife, being heiress

to the Albizzis, hath great wealth in

jewels."

"Most excellent," he said. "Leave thy
father to his woolens. Thou shalt serve

me. I create thee baronet, and when
thou hast earned it thou shalt climb even
higher." He grinned at me broadly as is

sometimes his way when he is genial and
harmless. "I have liked thee, Sir Peter,

since that day when thou didst confront
me and shoot thy arrows with such skill."

So, willy-nilly, I took service with my
king, and truth is I never have regretted

it, save that it cost me many • I , i ys of the

company of Betsy.

At her wish we bore the Measure in

jewels to that street where merchants
deal in such baubles; and, being well
advised, we sold them for a gr< at sum, so

that we were rich as many b irons and
earls. And with a part of the >e moneys
we bought lands surrounding our farm
and built upon them a handsome house

over which Betsy presided wondrously.
News reached us from Italy and the

Continent. In May of the next year,

1526, the Holy League of Cognac was
made and war descended again upon
Italy. My Lord Giovanni was recalled

to the service of the Pope and speedily

added to his glory and his reputation for

rash valor.

Then, in December of that year came
dire news: My Lord was dead. In the

very moment of victory, as he turned his

great charger Sultan, he was struck again
in the same leg that had received his

former wound, but in much more terrible

way. and of it he died in great pain. With
rare courage he endured the agony of the

saw when his leg was cut from him.
Then, a confessor being called to him,

he said, "Father, being a professor of
arms, I have lived with the habits of
soldiers as I should have lived like monks
had I put on the dress you wear. Were
it allowed, I would confess before every-
one, for I have never done anything un-
worthy of myself."

In dying" he was in no manner changed
from the sort of man he was while life

lay before him gloriously. He died with
courage, fortitude, and as his confession

wheedled. "Wife, fetch out thy <«
ball, so I may gaze into it as I ga/i s
it in times past."

"Nay," she said, "the crystal bal i

behind me in Italy with all that weil
it. Never again shall I or thouE
traffic with it."

I had never dared to ask about!
now I ventured. "By what art

didst bring it about that I saw pi

the crystal?" I asked.

She laughed at me then, gaily,

thee see pictures," she said, '

thou wert and art a great, simple
that I could command to do my
commanded thee to see and th<

obey."
"Is that all there be to it?"

"All," she said, "that is fit

ears."

Then, for I was very pleased v

self that I had begotten a chil

sidered it a wonderful feat fc

perform, I questioned her as

a hundred times before. For
hearing her tell it to me.
"When," I begged of her,

love me. sweet?"

"I think it was in your forest

fled from the fair," she said

l:'(

"Wait'll you hear this record, Daddy! It's by a new singer named Al
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showeth, a childlike belief in his own
Tightness.

So in a miserable skirmish died my
master and my friend, and the noblest

heart and greatest general of his time.

And I donned mourning for him as

though he had been my relative.

Thoughtful and knowing men have
told me since that had Giovanni de'

Medici lived, there had been no sack of

Rome, nor imprisonment of the Pope in

Hadrian's tower. And that the evils

which rained upon Italy and the church
would not have come to pass had his

genius been there to lead her armies. . . .

A score or more of years have passed

since that day, but I remember him now
as I last saw him in battle, and ever so

shall do.

The little Cosimo who used to play

about my knees hath become Duke of
Florence, which no other Medici ever

was; but he resembleth not his father, so

they say, for generosity is not in him, but

coldness and stealthiness.

To my great rejoicing, somewhat after

Yuletide. I learned that Betsy was with

child, whereat she was as glad as I.

"Wife," said I, for the matter seemed
of import to me then, "I am hungry to

know if it is to be a son."

"It will be," she said, "what God wills,

and I care not which, because it is thine

and mine conceived in love."

"I desire a son," said I. And then I

"That is when I loved thee

Then she laughed at me a;

does almost every day, and s;

it is not so important to kn

loved thee first as to know
cease to love thee."

"And when," I asked qual

that day be?"
"That." she said, "doth d

thy good behavior."

So I have always endeav
have toward her in such

I should not lose her love, £

have been successful, for

thinks, the affection is strong

now that our two sons and
full grown, than at the ver

Which, or so it seems to n

Heavenly Father intended t

should be.

The years have slipped a

traveled far and seen much,
there, in various lands and v

I meet with men who, in

manhood, were enrolled

Giovanni's Black Bands,

matter what wealth or hone

to them, that fact is their cl

it is with me. For to str;

been known to boast, and
about my vanity.

"I, Peter Carew," I say '

fought with Giovanni de

was a captain in the Black 1

The End
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Kl ambition is corrupted by cus-

in authority. Beginning today I

a ity to fulfill. These pages will

I ufus Nutter did the unforgiv-

Htnpugned Theoda's world view,

i
* the same as tearing down Bar-

Hi. He suggested that she drop

fi with the candy-striped cover

farbage burner and reconsider

Hi on to the movies.

Ik's anything which makes me
Band completely furious," de-

Hoda, "it's to have you coming
la ing the part of the canny New

Why don't you go back in-

ftn you look as though you'd

u if?"

Ifwe aren't friends any more,"

that's the most deliberate and

I understatement I ever heard.

Ho you hear?"

4T, and for a while Theoda
pred whether to put him in the

fa way he belonged, but just

! concluded she would stretch

method a little and ignore

|ie duration of the study she

aid his company.
ng, however, she answered
the brass knocker on the

iere stood Nutter, looking
Theoda gasped.

Jhe said. "What did I tell

Bng on your father," said

I pushed past her into the

THE STUDY OF MAN
Continued from page 21

era appetite a little, Theoda thought.

He did not appear the first week end
as she had hoped, but a brief note said

he would surely arrive the following Sat-

urday and would bring Dr. Clifton

whom he had mentioned in his talks

with her. Dr. Clifton, it seemed, was
most interested in the project. Theoda
had no memory of ever having heard
about the doctor.

At the appointed time she drove to the

station to meet Barlow's train, and was
startled to see him assisting an attractive

if somewhat aloof female to the plat-

form. The female was certainly not over
twenty-eight, and she had a lot of shin-

ing brown hair under a feathered beret,

an apple-green suit, and eyes which said

they knew all about this sex business and
dared you to make anything of it. Such
was Theoda's first impression, but on
second thought it occurred to her that

they dared you to make anything of it,

which was quite different, especially if

the eyes were turned toward a male. The-
oda herself was all the other way, and she

felt inferior.

B
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st few minutes it wasn't
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grasped this opportunity.
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of culture and many
ting the conduct of the

ation, even when of age,

o a character known as

Smith."

n for quite a while, and
ages rapidly. Then Nutter
unced that he would have
order to be in bed by ten.

sked Theoda to show him

feet it all down?" Nutter
UL
she said intensely. "You

am

lt

*eal*
or

orning, before dawn, she
led putt-putt of a motor-
that Rufus had started for

mds. There were a good
all of them were com-

len. She wouldn't be
for days, thank goodness,

she often functioned
was bothered. . . .

jomestic tasks performed
smale were astonishing to

iware as she was that the

would be read by Bar-
leoda not only did the

oked. She made potato
was illustrative of eco-
gement, and chicken
was tops for flavor,

some of the flavor went
as scientifically as pos-
het up Barlow's West-

igust 2, 1947

DOING ALL RIGHT

The child today lags far behind,

He's lazy and he's dumb,

You rant;

But can you make a yo-yo wind,

Can you blow bubble gum?
I can7

?!

—Richard Armour

"Oh, Theoda," said Barlow. "Here's
Dr. Clifton. Isn't it splendid she could
come?"

"It's scientifically perfect," said The-
oda, meaning every word and not an iota

more.
"I've heard so much from Barlow

about this whole plan," said Dr. Clifton,

"and I can't wait to see your notes."

"Oh, yes," said Theoda, "my notes."

It wasn't that she hadn't been scien-

tific. The trouble was, she had been sci-

entific in a special way. She would have
given a lot for the chance to do some
last-minute editing, but no sooner were
the crisply mannered doctor and Barlow
Crane appropriately registered in rooms
on different floors at the inn, than the

subject of the journal came up again in

a pressing manner.
Establishing the visitors on the south-

erly side of the Bearse house but not in

the hammock, Theoda produced the
goods. Barlow, to her regret, read the
first entry aloud.

"Saw an albino robin at sunrise this

morning."
It had seemed, at the time, like an ar-

resting and romantic opening, besides

suggesting an agreeable tendency on the

part of the young female to rise early.

Everyone in the West, she figured, rose
before dawn.

"Environment," Theoda ventured
apologetically. "The relation of the in-

dividual to the environment."
"But why an albino robin?" asked Dr.

Clifton, still puzzled.

"I don't know," said Theoda. "It just

was."
Barlow read on and the dope got bet-

ter. He was presently in the midst of a
lot of intensive New England housewif-
ery which went big. Theoda felt a little

shy when it seemed to be going so big,

thinking that maybe she had over-

reached. But no, Dr. Clifton was en-

thusiastic about the authentic delineation

of the function of the female in the New
England home. Theoda didn't care for

her tone of voice, but she had no kick

coming. The New England home was
secondary or even tertiary in her present

calculations.

When the reading of the journal was
concluded, and Dr. Clifton had offered

some concise and unwelcome sugges-

tions, Theoda was allowed to guide the

pair around the village. It wasn't good,
but it wasn't really bad, because Barlow
kept firing questions at Theoda, which
made her the main attraction.

The village was small, however, the

tour was soon over, and Dr. Clifton was
saying, "We've taken too much of your
time, my dear. You must run along or

you'll never catch up with your domestic

tasks."

"What domestic tasks?" asked The-
oda.
"The ones you put in the book," said

Barlow.
"Oh," said Theoda. "Those."
So there wasn't anything for her to do

but go home, and darned if her mother
wasn't beating rugs. Mrs. Bearse owned
a vacuum cleaner but lacked complete
faith in it—which meant that Theoda had
to whang the daylights out of a heavy
nine-by-twelve while she caught glimpses

of Barlow and Dr. Clifton picking their

way along the rippling edges of the har-

bor below the Nutter place.

She did not see Barlow or Dr. Clifton

again until they came to call at the Bearse

home that evening. The conversation

was mainly between her father and Dr.

Clifton, and it ran to Captain John
Smith, arrowheads, and Captain John
Smith. Judge Bearse didn't need any
priming. One word and he was off. The-
oda left herself open to Barlow's atten-

tion, had he been so minded, but he was
concentrating on the patriarchal peculi-

arities, and also on Dr. Clifton.

When the time came to adjourn, The-
oda insisted on walking back to the inn

with the visitors. It was a moony night,

swimming with the raw material of the

soul, but she derived no kind of benefit.

She fretted about Barlow. I can't figure

him, she said to herself. He's evidently

afraid of pursuit by females, but this doc-

tor gal has him looped in a slow walk.

Wonder if by chance he thinks he's pur-

suing her? Something should be done for

that kind of ignorance.

ONLY once did Theoda and Dr. Clif-

ton have a direct exchange of words,

this being when a fishing boat throbbed
into the moon-dappled harbor.

"What's that?" the doctor inquired.

"A Nutter," said Theoda shortly.

"Another what?"
"Just a Nutter," said Theoda irritably,

and Barlow had to break it up.

When Theoda reached home again,

the judge was expressing laudatory opin-

ions of Dr. Clifton who was, he declared,

a well-informed woman. At that, he
didn't half know how well informed she

was, or by whom. The following day,

Sunday, wasn't much so far as Theoda
was concerned. She took Barlow and
the doctor to church, after which they

left her to practice her New England
customs while they occupied themselves

in ways she was left to imagine. She was
glad when they took the evening train. . .

.

Beginning at sunrise Monday morn-
ing, the young female discontinued the

performance of all domestic tasks. Mrs.
Bearse remarked that she had known it

was too good to last. Theoda missed this

practical philosophy, however, for she

was deep in thought, with nothing com-
ing of it until nightfall. In the dusk Ru-
fus Nutter appeared. It had been his

fishing boat returning from the grounds
the previous evening.

"Hello, sweet," he said.

"If you come within hitting distance
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et hit," said Theoda. "Have you

frn how w e parted?"

pin't pay to remember every-

vbe it doesn't, at that." said The-

mind illumined by a sudden
fai t, the reward of diligent think-

brned hv inspiration. She leaned

fan apple tree, her lingers inside

J of her slacks.

It's a peaehv sweater you've got

da."

more of a fuchsia."

1 shouldn't ha\e said what 1

(lit you being the right size for a

An. You'd be swell anywhere. I

: you'd go big out West."

flSnice of you. Nutter." said The-

nd although there can never be

'but friendship between us. and

limited edition of that. I am will-

fake up and let you kiss me. This

ng a general rule, but after all.

|
engaged once."

ner than that." said Nutter, al-

ose to her in the shadows of the

irms around her with gen-

knd kissed her softly and con-

|y, but she was in no doubt,

ihat she had been kissed.

ight. Nutter." she said, for he

erved the purpose of her in-

"We had better call it a day
start fighting again

"

't wait to see him go. for she

'to get to her Anthropological

ind put down something warm
i sex life of the voting female

—

If it to knock Dr. Clifton's eve

[give Barlow Crane a shot in

If he needed awakening, and
lought he did. this ought to do
As in most matters requiring

she resorted to the back porch

a convenient light. The trou-

tiat Nutter had not gone. She
jew lines and. happening to look

there in a posture of sig-

tention. She did not care for

sion.

she said, "you must take a

[on yourself. Maybe this isn't

I
think it is."

n't say anything.

fco home." she said. "Go on.

Dn't you dare!"

|S point Theoda concluded that

unwise to remain where she

[losed her journal and departed.

Iwas not disposed to confront
ional parents with the journal

lthan she was inclined toward
lis present mood, she chose the

the woods.
reluctant to look back, but
footsteps. She broke into a

run. Then she did look back
l she had expected. Nutter was

i good clip. She increased her

When the path turned, she

lind a tree while Nutter went
lie came back.

be could not hope to outdis-

on the straightaway. Theoda
: trees. She leaped for an over-

Iranch. caught it. and swung
She had not been in a tree for

land never after dusk, but she
to handle herself. She went

ntil most of the treetops were
I lex el with her vision or below
larkenmg night was beginning
fed by the twinkling stars. She
Except for the sounds of na-
?s silent.

she called.

|eet."

ire you:"
|ovvn here on a seat o\ moss."
Jn'i you go home or some-

Jer.

you might climb up a tree of
nd look at the view. 1 bet

the roof of the forest un-

»r August 2, 1947

"You ma J think o\ me as being eter-

nally here." said Nutter, "waiting faith-

fully by the path. There is no wa\ you
can get me to budge."

"Blast you, Nutter. 1 despise you."
"How are the stars holding out?" he

inquired.

After a while she went lower in the tree

in order to converse with him more eas-

ily. She was afraid that verbal negotia-

tion would come to nothing, which was
exactlj what it did. Meantime the limbs

were increasingly uncomfortable. She
had tried all the large ones. The moon
rose, proving the hour to be later than

she had hoped. There might be search

parties soon. The thought disturbed her.

"Nutter." she said, "I'm coming down.
I warn vo,u that the future of our friend-

ship depends on how you conduct your-

self, and 1 must ask you particularly to

remember your upbringing and your sa-

cred repressions."

She hesitated on the overhanging

"Why ain't you out where you be-

long—organizing boys' clubs and
fighting juvenile delinquency?'

JON CORNIN

branch, then leaped. He caught her. and
they fell to the ground and rolled over
together among the leav es.

As soon as thev were upright again, he
was kissing her. and the execution was
more earnest and intense than anything

in her experience or fancy.

For a lean guy. she acknowledged
unintentionally, he could make himself

remarkably snim in the clinches.

Golly!

But ultimately the pause came during

which she could assure him of her utter

detestation, and after that, they walked
home. Indian file, along the path. . . .

As Theoda lay in bed. she fumed. If

Nutter thought he could get away with

that sort of thing—and then she forgot

about Nutter for a minute. She sat up in

bed. She grabbed her journal, which she

had retrieved in the woods, and switched

on the light. Smiling demurely, she wrote.

She wrote with enthusiasm. It wasn't so

much a case of making Barlow jealous as

it was of teaching him the facts of life in

New England, drawing him out of him-
self, and avenging those signs of over-

indifference she had been compelled to

notice in him lately,

On Saturday. Barlow and Dr. Clifton
arrived as planned, and Theoda walked
with them to the inn and hung around
while the doctor made allusions to vari-

ous provincial matters, including Captain
John Smith.

"Shall we look at the notes?" suggested
Barlow.

"1 brought 'em along," said Theoda,
producing the journal.

"Even in the prosaic domestic pas-

sages," said Dr. Clifton, "there is a pas-

toral quality which I find refreshing."

But Barlow was way ahead of her, his

eves fixed on the journal. "Zingo!" he
said. "Wow!"

Evidently these remarks were involun-
tary He did not smile as he uttered

them. Next thing, while Barlow held on
to his chair. Dr. Clifton was reading: a

subtle change seeped into her expression.

Theoda judged that things were, indeed.

roused up: she retired to await develop-
ments.

Developments were not long in com-
ing. A little before noon. Barlow ap-

peared at the Bearse house, alone. He
seemed agitated.

"Where's the Doc?" asked Theoda.
"1 don't know. Now please don't ask

me to sit in the hammock."
"1 wasn't s>oin<: to." said Theoda

falsely.

"I'm worried about Ruth. 1 mean Dr.

Clifton. She was disturbed. We finished

reading the journal, and after that she
thought we should take a look at this

N inter person. And then 1 lost her."

"Her or them?"
"I lost them," said Barlow.
"Well, I'm snagged." said Theoda. "So

now she's chasing Nutter."

"I'm sure Dr. Clifton is doing no such
thing."

Theoda regarded him severely. None
of this was as she had anticipated.

"I don't hold with your scientific ob-
servation, brother," she said. "Come on,

you and I are organizing a search."

BUT it wasn't much fun being with
Barlow. After a while they saw Dr.

Clifton walk across a street two or three

blocks away, and Theoda wanted Bar-
low to run after her. He said he couldn't

because it wouldn't be dignfied.

"Let's get this straight." said Theoda.
"For the past twenty minutes or so

you've been forcing me to conclude that

you are really stuck on the Doc."
"1 am." said Barlow stiffly.

"How can you or anyone tell?"

"I don't know. How can you tell when
you're stuck on somebody?"

"That's right." She stopped short.

"How can I?"

"What's the matter now?"
"I'm taking soundings of my inner

nature." said Theoda. "It seems I've

shoaled all of a sudden and I'm trying to

account for it."

"Of course." said Barlow, "w hen I said

I was stuck on Dr. Clifton. I didn't

mean I wasn't fond of you. You're a

very wonderful girl and I'd like to know
you better."

"Thanks." said Theoda. and then it

seemed to her she saw it all. the blue sky
and the Pacific, the broad horizons and
the way home again.

She excused herself, and as soon as

lunch was over set out to hunt for Nut-
ter. But it was he who found her. He was
waiting in the shrubbery at the edge of

the wood path. When she managed a

good view of him she was interested to

observe that he didn't look like just any-
body. He was sun-brown, gray-eyed and
alertly handsome. She did not think she

would like Dr. Clifton to catch him.
"Theoda," he said earnestly, "let's you

and me square up quick. That doctor
woman has been studying me since the

middle of the forenoon, and she's got

ideas that never came out of a book."
"Maybe they did. at that," said The-

oda.
"I'm sorry about what happened." said

Nutter.

"Forget it," said Theoda. "Did I ever

adore you? No. skip it. I never did. and
that's good, because 1 find that adoring
can wear pretty thin."

She conceded inwardly, however, that

she had always been kind of stuck on
him, even when under the impression
that he was left out of the great design.

Then she called out to her mother, "If

Barlow Crane and Dr. Clifton come
looking for Nutter and me, they'll find us

in the hammock."
The End
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YOU BUY THEIR DREAMS

knives and other implements, he dis-

carded the conventional barrel shape
which has been in use for thousands of
years, and devised a handle which actu-

ally fits the contours of all hands, left and
right. With the conventional handle,

Lamb discovered, nearly 50 per cent of

the hand was not used. With his new
grip, you can lift and hold nearly twice

the weight—in a suitcase, a cleaver or a

welding tool.

Before Ben Nash designed a new
butcher-shop refrigerator, the wooden
doors of the old models nearly always
split, from the water that condensed on
them. Nash added vertical grooves to

the door to allow the water to drip off to

the floor—and the door-splitting problem
is no more.
While all this was going on, a couple

of industrial designers in Detroit named
Sundberg and Ferar came up with the

kitchen scale that can be used inter-

changeably to weigh lamb chops and in-

fants: Harold Van Doren designed a

store scale which was light enough to

be carried around and demonstrated by
a salesman, instead of being lugged in a

truck like its predecessor: Brooks Stevens
in Milwaukee weaned road-paving
equipment away from ancient Roman
traditions; Egmont Arens fooled around
with complete, one-piece kitchen units;

and Russel Wright designed a cheap,
beautiful dish which was strong enough
to be heated on a stove or stored in a
deep-freeze unit without cracking.

Dreyfuss, meanwhile, did some effec-

tive things on trains for the New York
Central and Santa Fe railroads. "Every
railroad passenger car," he says, "looked
as if old Mr. Pullman walked down the

center aisle and sprinkled seeds which
grew up into straight rows of seats."

Dreyfuss introduced varied furniture in

club cars, with the chairs facing the

windows, for the first time. "Another
thing," says Dreyfuss, "is that every rail-

road car is really a long corridor, and
man is not designed to live in a corridor."

Modern Art Effects on Trains

To counteract this, Dreyfuss broke up
his dining and club cars into three or

more sections, each decorated like a

separate room. He used mirrored walls

along extensive sections of the car to give

the appearance of extra width, and he
hung reproductions of great modern
paintings in every New York Central car

that fell into his clutches. On the Santa
Fe, which goes through the desert, he
used desert colors and beautiful repro-

ductions of Indian jewelry which he
borrowed from the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art. All this unaccustomed
splendor so confused one inebriated

gentleman recently, that he rode all the

way to Albuquerque, when he had in-

tended merely to see a friend off at Los
Angeles. "I thought," he said, "that this

was the lobby of my hotel."

Dreyfuss made a still greater contribu-

tion in 1938 when he designed the

Twentieth Century Limited—from the

locomotive down to the tickets and
the attendants' uniforms. On that occa-

sion; he finished his blueprints and draw-
ings, and showed them to the top officials

of the New York Central. Three vice-

presidents took one look at the plan for

the lounge car and pointed to the forward
half of the car. "What," they yelled, "is

that?"

"That," said Dreyfuss, "is a dormitory
and shower baths for the porters, cooks
and waiters on the train."

Up until that time, porters traditionally

slept in washrooms; and cooks and wait-

ers in hammocks in the dining car. They
washed wherever they could. Dreyfuss'

proposal, accordingly, was in the nature

Continued from page 23

of a social revolution, but it finally was
accepted by the railroad. A feu days
later, Dreyfuss was visited by a repre-

sentative of the train's crew. "You have
done more for us," he said, "than any
man in the last twenty-five years."

During the war, Dreyfuss designed the

secret war room for the Joint Chiefs of
Staff in Washington, and huge globes loi

the offices of President Roosevelt and
Winston Churchill. Tcague, at the same
time, was laboring for the Navy's Bureau
of Ordnance at the California Institute of
Technology, where he assisted in design-

ing the entire series of Navy rocket

launchers, used so effectively in the

Pacific.

. His work also resulted in improve-
ments on the Navy's basic gun, the 5-inch

38; plus new developments in Navy
blinker lights: plus a civilian medal for

Teague. Loewy's outfit spent the war
years working on camouflage suits, in-

signia, gliders and efficient new medical
kits and flight equipment for the Army.
Early in the war he handled the huge
camouflage job on the Glenn Martin air-

craft plant near Baltimore.

In order to carry out all these changes
in our civilization, the Big Three and the

other industrial designers have swank
offices, reminiscent of high-class beauty
salons, generally in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles. To these the indus-

trialists come with their crying towels

whenever they have a product on their

hands which isn't selling so well. When
the designer takes on an industrialist as

a client, his first task is to smooth the

ruffled feelings of the client's engineers,

until they are sufficiently pacified to re-

frain from knocking his brains out on
sight.

When this is accomplished, the de-

signer puts his own staff to work on the

problem. In the case of the most affluent

designers like the Big Three, the staff con-

sists of a small army of draftsmen, engi-

neers, architects, Tenderers, artists, color

experts, model carvers, assorted tech-

nicians and stenographers, the last-

named of whom would look good in the

chorus line of a Betty Grable movie.

The architects are included in this

array because their technical knowledge

is needed when designers plan t tk.

for then clients and the indusigt

signers ol late are nosing into smjjj

as city planning and prefabricate
ing. (Loewy, for instance, is |U

(

designing modern towns for tM
countrj of Brazil.) Dreyfuss
tains a woman doctor fulltime,

him in matters relating to thi)

bodj
Once the stall is organized oik

lem, it launches into a series

find out what is wrong with I

model and what should go ink
one. Since one of the top deaij

described his profession as
'"

salesmanship. 30 per cent bt
only 30 per cent design." man;
tests are conducted mainK wr
toward the amount of space the

tain in the newspapers. But
turned up some very practical

and suggestions.

Truck Cabs Needed Imr.

The lot of the long-distaj

driver, for instance, always h

uncomfortable one. He drovi

sands of miles in cramped til

and many a driver has drop]
sleep for a few seconds and
the ditch—or not at all.

When Walter Dorwin Ti

asked to design a new truck,

assistants on jaunts of 4,000

around the country in the cabi

They talked to the drivers, ati

drivers ate. and slept where
slept. They noted down every

and then came back to Ne1

redo the truck. The result is

that is big and roomy, with

designed, body-conforming
vent fatigue, and other devi

the drivers from getting o
representative of the truck

estimates that the new cab

dozens of lives this year.

In the same way, Teagui

nation-wide surveys, and til

standardized filling station w|
used all over the country b

major gasoline companies,
vised everything for the coi

'Hmpf! Somebody forgot those delicious minced-lamb
wiches! Now we'll have to stop off somewhere for hamburj
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"Come on, you new car, you house in the country,

you Amalgamated Steel Company petty cash fund!"

Oil

or the

rist—including the all-impor-

of rest rooms. This item

to have increased the com-
mess by several million dollars.

er did the same thing for an-

pany on the West Coast,

enry Dreyfuss designed the

i a new air liner, he built a

model of the plane in an old

it factory on New York's East

nth Street, and hired people to

ts and use the transport's fa-

ll hours at a time. When he was
new-type steamship state-

5 American Export Lines, he
model staterooms in an old

se off Park Avenue, and had
of his staff sleep in them
to test them for comfort. Simi-

y's model of the Constella-

the focus of attention at

Burbank plant, and all vis-

ing such notables as Ginger
Gregory Peck, gladly con-

:rve as guinea pigs and sit in

ir a while.

wy designed his nonspilling

he made several different

ch were filled with coffee and
ries of rocking tables. The
spillage for each cup was
the fraction of a centimeter.

of Color Preferences

sresting scientific knowledge
from all this experimenta-

lally in the field of color

The industrial designers

18 out of 10 people always

|

if they have a choice, al-

some strange reason, green

I the favorite in toothbrushes.
(|ades more quickly than any

;
the designers sneak in neu-
af gray and tan instead and
tes sell just as well as the

as the blue is kept out of

strial designers discovered,

use of yellow-green in the

: and planes is the quick-
nducing nausea—even when
ship is standing still. So

lare scrupulously avoided. In
lie designers use heavier,
Is to counteract the flimsy-

[truction of the plane, and to

feeling that there is some-
libstantial than a thin skin of
Hween you and a 6,000-foot
"ley think the best colors for

earthbound-looking rusts,

ireens. In trains, the prob-
opposite and they use the

rs, like light grays and blues
counteract the feeling of

.W^

l**!*

Co'

:ious use of sand, cream,
i Teague gives the passen-
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gers of the Swedish Airlines the feeling

of warmth as they fly up near the North
Pole. The exact same plane decorated
in blue, gray and cream cools the passen-
gers of the American Overseas Airlines

down near the equator. On one Santa
Fe dining car, Dreyfuss had the problem
of preventing passengers sitting at a

counter from feeling inferior to other
passengers eating at tables in the same
car. He accomplished this by decorating
the counter, and all the gadgets thereof,

with the most luxurious colors he could
find.

All this results, as already has been
stated, in large quantities of U.S. cur-
rency for the designers. It is surprising,

therefore, that the profession should be
torn with dissension—as it apparently is.

The rank and file is sore at the big boys,
claiming that they go too heavy on sell-

ing their own personalities, and not heavy
enough on design.

This, of course, may or may not be
sour grapes.

The entire profession, moreover, is

split into two irreconcilable factions: the
Society of Industrial Designers, Inc. (with

78 members, including Dreyfuss, Loewy
and Teague), and the American Design-
ers' Institute (numbering 350, and in-

cluding Alexander Kostellow, Ruth
Gerth, Alfons Bach, John Vassos and
Robert Gruen).
The Society of Industrial Designers

claims that the American Designers' In-

stitute is loaded with fabric and furni-

ture designers who don't qualify for the

profession at all. And the older Ameri-
can Designers' Institute feels that the

Society of Industrial Designers is block-
ing attempts to make industrial design a

full-fledged profession in order to keep
the field to themselves.

This feuding probably is less serious

than it sounds, since the boys know that

with the American craze for constant
new models there will be plenty of work
to go around for years to come. In fact,

many industrial designers thank the

Deity every day that it is the American
public, and not, say, the British that they
are designing for. In England, auto-
mobile models are changed maybe once
in five years, and one of Loewy's best

British accounts is an office-equipment
manufacturer whose duplicating ma-
chine he redesigned in 1934 and hasn't

had to toixh since.

This manufacturer holds onto Loewy
by paying him an annual fee not to design
for anyone else.

It is when they are haunted by this

specter of possible poverty that the in-

dustrial designers tend to admit that their

own vendettas aren't too serious. "It is

just that everyone else feuds in black and
white," says one of the designers. "Our
feuds have to be in Technicolor."

The End
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ONE CURE FOR L.YNCHI1VG
THOUGH it can be emphasized that lynch-

ing has been on the wane in this country

for years, nevertheless one lynching any-

where is one too many. Are there any further

sound measures to be taken to* speed this old cus-

tom into oblivion?

The town of Hurtsboro, Alabama, took a sound
measure a while ago, as things turned out, though

the citizens may not have realized it at the time.

They elected as mayor a man named Hugh Vann.
One day, after Mr. Vann had been mayor for

some time, an eighteen-year-old Negro attempted

an assault on a white woman. A crowd gathered

speedily, and a rope was knotted around the Ne-

gro's neck. Somebody telephoned Mayor Vann,
who arrived hurriedly in his car.

As reported by the New York Times, Vann ad-

dressed the crowd as follows: "You boys are doing

wrong, and you*ll be ashamed of it. You let me
have him, and I'll guarantee you justice'll be done.

Now I've known every one of you since you were

little, and I don't aim to let you go against your

conscience and lynch a man."
While so speaking, Mayor Vann was taking the

rope off the Negro and shoving him into the

mayoral automobile. The crowd fell back, angry

though it still was.

Vann rushed the colored boy to the county sheriff

18 miles from Hurtsboro. and the sheriff inserted

him in the state prison at Montgomery to await

due process of law.

So one cure for lynching, obviously, is to have

public officials who don't approve lynchl

who have the courage to stand up to lyl

mobs and talk to them in friendly but fearf

ion. Mayor Vann's speech could serve as|

for such harangues.

All of which is another way of sayingl

community, in the South or elsewhere, wbl

ing citizens frown openly on lynching and!

mob violence, is more than likely not to ha|

these unhappy experiences.

It is in communities where the leadinl

are either too timid or too unenlightened

themselves clearly and unmistakably ofl

mob rule that mobs are most likely to sell

from time to time. Anyway, here's to Hf
Mayor Vann. He's a man.

WHEN DO WE GET ART MVA?
rMIHE spring floods along the Mississippi and
^Missouri rivers arrived a bit behind schedule

this year, but they brought the same old damage
and misery with them when they did arrive.

We should think the victims of these river con-

vulsions would be getting pretty tired by now of

hearing about how such things don't happen any
more in the region served by the Tennessee Valley

Authority, the famous TVA. There, the story is

one of successful flood control, more and cheaper

electric power, rising living standards, arrested soil

erosion and so on.

70

So we'd like to put in another plug for a Missouri

Valley Authority—a government agency to take

charge of the 2,500-mile Missouri and its many
tributaries, regardless of state lines, and get them
under TVA-like control in 10 years or so.

Plans have long since been mapped out—several

sets of them, indeed. Without claiming to be ex-

perts, we'd be inclined to favor the plans of the

brilliant and efficient Army Engineers as most likely

to be aimed at solving the problem for the benefit of

all concerned instead of at justifying somebody's
ideology.

Rivalries among states, and among ul

down-river people, have blocked MVAl
in Congress to date. All the while, the M|
been washing 550.000.000 tons of soil

year, and has been doing tens of millionl

flood damage. A lot of potential electric!

just stayed potential: and so has a lot oil

And the Missouri has gone on doing its

in making the Mississippi floods a mel

disaster from St. Louis down to New Ol

When do we get going on an MVA p|

way?

Collier's for AnVugj
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heart of New York. Weekends often find "model" mother Titia and Bryan at a

He ranch. Every day finds them "duded up" with a sparkling smile. For the Cornells

use Ipana—the tooth paste that's specially designed to help keep teeth sparkling bright. Get
started toward a "model" smile yourself—get Ipana Tooth Paste.

It's fun to have a Model for a Mother
Bryan Cornell's whoops and hollers reveal a smile as sparkling

as his "model" mother's

in Bryan, 6 years old. rides the range by day. learns how to help

gums at night. If i/our gums flash a warning tinge of "pink" on
Hi brush—.see i/oitr dentist. Let him decide whether yours is simply
("the helpful stimulation of Ipana and gentle massage."

Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA TOOTH PASTE

for your Smile of Beauty

Isn't Bryan Cornell of New York City a

lucky boy? Those are gen-u-wine Texas

boots and spurs he has. And Oh, boy, look at

that six-shooter!

Lucky for Bryan, too, that his mother is a

successful model. This means he's almost

bound to have a smile that'll lasso the lassies.

For knowing the importance of a sparkling

smile (that's the first thing models learn!)

Mrs. Titia Cornell teaches her son to safe-

guard his smile by following her own dental

routine: Regular brushing with Ipana, then

gentle gum massage.

Well-known as a Television actress, too,

green-eyed, titian-haired Titia makes it her

business to know what thousands of schools

stress— that a radiant smile depends largely

on sparkling teeth. And firm, healthy gums
are important to sparkling teeth. So get a

tube of Ipana Tooth Paste today!

Eleven years from now, Bryan will be the World's Great-

est Pilot (he insists). Long before then, however, his

smile will show the results of his "model" mother's care.

For the Cornells u>c Ipana. the tooth paste that dentists

prefer i to 1 for tlieir turn personal use, a recent national

surrey .-hows!

Follow your dentist's advice about gum massage. So im-

portant is correct massage to sound teeth and a spar-

kling smile that 9 out of 10 dentists recommend il reg-

ularly or in specific cases, a recent national survey shows.

Follow your dentist's instructions carefully — help him

guard your smile oj beauty.
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THE NEW
FULLY AUTOMATIC

Mot&icta

positive heat selector,

thermostat controlled

Fast, constant heat. Heats in a minute

or less! Maintains pre-selected heat

constantly.

all the heat you want
So powerful it produces sufficient heat

to keep an average size room com-

fortably WARM.

«%%
heats when the engine is off

Operates independently of engine

and fuel pump. Does not affect idling

of engine.

,
5te*easy to install in all cars

Fits every make and model car— even

those with automatic transmission.

two models, for cowl-mount and
underseat installation

Both models engineered for thorough

air circulation. Both have efficient de-

froster-blower system.

Mot&iofa
CAR HEATER

Consult your classified telephone directory

for your nearest Motorola dealer.

MOTOROLA, INC. • CHICAGO 51, ILL.
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MR. ICKES DISSENTS

My Dear Mr. Davenport: In

(June 28th) James A. Farley quotec

President Roosevelt as remarking

that by eliminating all other men
the Cabinet, I remained as the onl

be suspected of leaking stories out

net meetings; leaking them specif

the well-known columnist, Drew
Assuming that President Roost'

said anything of this sort to the

Postmaster General, I would like t

that gentleman, and anyone else II JfjVL

be interested, that I never leaked
'

stories to Mr. Pearson or to anyon

do . not do business that way,

have. . . .

Newspaper attacks on me thr

my official years, savage and aim

tinuous as they were, bear witnes

fact that there was no pay-off by t

to me for tips.

Mr. Farley's articles are unfortu

Mr. Farley. He does not write

rounded story of his relationsh

President Roosevelt. To me, it i'

perspective. When he quotes his

chief, it seems to me that his cle<r

tion is to put the President in a b

in contrast with himself. The secc

cle, especially, is studded with qu

calculated to make men who are st

see red. And, of course, a dead mar

position to deny or explain. The qi

from Mrs. Roosevelt in the first

particularly bad, even if Mr. Far

sought and obtained her consent t ts

elusion. Even so, I believe that

require a carefully documented I

prove that there was anything s

about President Roosevelt.

Mr. Farley's friend, the late /

once took a notable walk, but he di<

dignity on a straight and narrow r

Harold L. Ickes, Washington

HISTORY LESSON

Dear Editor: According to The

Work (June 28th), Jim Farley and

may have been rabid stamp colleci

designers, but they were certainly n

historians. The Virginia Dare

F.D.R. designed commemorated a

not a fact. She was, possibly, the fi

lish child born on American soil,

the first white child born on thi

nent.

Snorri, son of the Icelander 1

Karlsefni and his wife, Gudiid, u

here in about the year 1007 A.D

where in the vicinity of Cape Cod.

closely related to Ari the Learned, t

historian of Iceland, and was the ;

(Continued on page 14)
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C^M(>o^ wAdeadeJ, once considered

navoidable, now can usually be prevented by immuni-

When they do occur they are apt to beation.

far less dangerous than formerly. In one generation

Ledical science has lowered the death rates from

Leasles and whooping cough by about 80%. Diphtheria
1900

Lortality is down 95% since 1900. Few now die
1946

'om scarlet fever, and smallpox is almost wiped out.

But only through constant vigilance can these

ains be held. Recently, when diphtheria immunization

ras neglected in some parts of the country, cases and

ieaths in those sections began increasing, yfy Ufi tdUOU>

Have your children

been immunized?

ie first successful vaccination against

1796, medical science has made tre-

srogress toward a safer life for children.

; more important steps in this progress

the relatively recent development of

protect children against other dan-

lmunicable diseases through immuni-

eria immunization began to be used on

idc scale about 1921. Specific measures

for the control of whooping cough have achieved

wide use even more recently. As for measles,

there are substances which, if used after exposure

to this disease, may give temporary immunity or

result in a lighter case. Furthermore, injections

for diphtheria, tetanus (lockjaw), and whooping

cough today are often combined.

Your doctor can tell you how to guard your

children's health by the latest means known
to medical science, including immunization. You
may also find helpful Metropolitan's free Child

Health Packet ... it includes informative leaflets

on immunization, and on the most important

communicable diseases of childhood. For copies

just mail the coupon at right.

TERANS— IF YOU HAVE NATIONAL SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE—KEEP IT!

COPYRIGHT 19*7—METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Frederick H. Ecker, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Leroy A. Lincoln, PRESIDENT

1 Madison Aveni e. !Vew York 10, N. Y.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me Metropolitan's "Child Health
Packet," 97-C.

Name.

Street-

City_ .Stati

/



means Pipe Appeal
A man with a pipe gets extra attention . . . for

there's something so masculine about men smok-
ing pipes. Women find it appealing.

means Prince Albert

A man with a pipeful of Prince Albert

tobacco gets real smoking joy and comfort.

P. A. is specially treated to insure against

tongue bite. It's mild and easy on the

tongue. Try crimp cut Prince Albert — and
you'll see why more pipes smoke Prince

Albert than any other tobacco!

It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N.C.

KEEP1 WITH THE INI
BY FREEING FOSTER

A recent bullfight in Madrid was
unexpectedly turned into a comedy by
a dog sent into the ring to arouse the

anger of a bull that refused to fight.

Shortly, both animals were in such
a belligerent mood that they started a
real battle which was climaxed by the

dog when he sank his teeth in the

bull's tail and held on, until rescued
several minutes later, despite the

desperate efforts of his astonished and
enraged antagonist to shake him off.

Of the 55 countries that now broad-
cast short-wave programs totaling

4,275 hours a week, England ranks
first, its international transmissions in

46 languages consuming 708 hours a
week—with as many as 12 different

programs on the air at one time.

Paraguay today has 18 men for ev-

ery 100 women, a sex ratio from which
it has suffered since 1870 after waging
a five-year war in which the country
lost 89 per cent of its men.

—

By E. C.
Schulze, East Cleveland, Ohio.

At the premiere of the film Trilby

in New York in 1923, the press agent

employed an actress to sit in the audi-

ence and feign a trance, at the end of

the first showing, in which he found
her and called several physicians. Not
knowing the girl had run around the

block a few minutes before, the

doctors were baffled by her pulse and
respiration, making the case more
mysterious. So for weeks, the press

published interviews with psycholo-

gists on the possibility of a person

in the audience being hynotized by a

screen character such as Trilby's Sven-
gali. and the curious packed the the-

ater to see what effect he might have
on them.

Some 50 scale models of g t

structures have been made wi b

picks and cement by a New Y i

tist. Dr. M. Russell Stein. «

their delicate appearance,
I

amazingly strong, an exai

an arch railroad bridge, 53 inc<j

and containing 31 ,000 toothpn
can sustain a load 50 times

i

weight.

In intercollegiate football,,

ord for playing the largest m
consecutive games without a

held by the University of Wa;
in Seattle. Between 1907 and

teams won or tied their 63 gan

a total score of 1,940 to 123.

The first Sunday schools,

in 1780, in t!

of GloucesK
land, gave s

in reading a 1

ing and recei* t

name becau >\

were obliged \

their classes !

day as it was e

day the poor k

were free fro

and able to

The church

no part in e;

ing the mc

and many i

groups long <

it as a menac

sanctity of the Sabbath.

India's most impressive dar

those performed by a group <

ladies in the royal palace in L

Seated on a large carpet,

crossed and hands clas[

"dancers" interpret—solely I

matic movements of their eyi

nostrils and lips—whole
love, hate, jealousy and des]

//; German denazification ccj

cently, most of the members

cast of Oberammergau's lag

sion Play (1934) were founfil

of Nazi activity, the only onl

pletely exonerated being HansJ
who played the part of Judas.

Ten dollars will be paid for each

cepted for this column. Conlribull 1

he accompanied by their source of

tion. Address Keep Up With th*

Collier's, 250 Park Ave- New V'o!

IV. Y. This column is copyrighted

items may be reproduced without p 1
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ELECTRON! PRODUCER

fVENS,
elropolilai

and the

Hour,
'

toverCBS.

|
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. .M& #t&ft <£&

plus standard

ve broadcasts,

music recreated

ional new G-E
toducer. Push-

Sure action

ord changer. 9
ectifier. 18th
ed mahogany
Model417A.

ync> jewt, deateC/

^ From the first notes you'll realize that here is record reproduction

so astounding in its glorious realism that you scarcely believe your own
ears. Even records you've played hundreds of times reveal thrilling new

beauty. This is the magic of the new G-E Electronic Reproducer:

Against a background of velvety silence, the amazing G-E Electronic

Reproducer magnetically recreates the full recorded sound. Of course,

there is no needle to change. The new G-E Electronic Reproducer is

self-protecting, and your records are safer than ever before.

This sensational new reproducer is yours in every G-E automatic

radio-phonograph. Prove its superiority to your own satisfaction. Ask

your General Electric dealer for a demonstration.

GENERAL! ELECTRIC
LEADER IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS

General Electric Company, F/ecfromcs Park, Syracuse, N. V*.

natural color tone radios

performer is Model 326
' nfcjral color tone from both
Wdkords. G-E Electronic Re-
tt, lire-action record changer.
t •< approximately 118 records.

General Electric'* finest

fable radio-phonograph
— Delight in its nat-

ural color tone. Dis-
cover new beauty in

favorite records played
by the amazing G-E
ElectronicReproducer.
Ask to see Model 304.

Master craftsmen fash-
ioned this superb French
Provincial cabinet of
genuine Honduran ma-
hogany. Its de luxe ra-

dio-phonograph brings

you the wonders of FM,
standard, and short-
wave radio plus the G-E
Electronic Reproducer.
Push-button controls.

12 tubes plus rectifier

tube and tuning indi-

cator tube. Model 502.
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Makes It Easy

to Keep Your

NEW CAR Beautiful!

Liquid Simoniz Kleener Cleans

and Shines in One Quick Operation!

Keep your car "looking its best". Millions of motorists find it easy

to do with Liquid Simoniz Kleener. You'll marvel, too, at the way

it brings out the gorgeous brilliance and luxurious color of the

finish. And so quickly! If your car is dull, use Paste Simoniz Kleener

to restore the luster and make it look new again. Of course,

to protect the finish . . . keep the colors from fading, follow

up Simoniz Kleener with SIMONIZ. There's nothing like it to make

cars stay beautiful. Get SIMONIZ and Simoniz Kleener today

—

for lasting, new car beauty.

Sold by grocery, hardware, variety, drug
paint, 5 cents to $1, auto accessory and de-

partment stores, garages and service stations

Also sold in Canada and throughout the world

THE SIMONIZ COMPANY. CMICACO 16. ILLINOIS

Motorists Wise

Creer Williams demonstrates the old writing adage

WHEN interviewing Charles
Baugh for his I Am a Spas-

tic (Collier's, May 18, 1946)
Greer Williams ran into Eugene
Homes, working as secretary of the
District Speech Clinic in Washington,
D. C. Mr. Homes was answering the
phone and talking to people right and
left in a deep baritone voice, the kind
that is pleasant to listen to. "I was
surprised to learn that he had come
into the clinic a few months before,

stammering at a furious rate," says

Mr. Williams.

"When I learned that about one per

cent of the population stammers, it

was evident Homes had found an an-
swer to a personality problem of inter-

est to a lot of people. So I wrote I

Stopped Stammering, p. 52."

Mr. Williams has fooled around
considerably with the human mind.
He was a "medicine" man for many
newspapers before enlisting with the
ski troops in '43. Later he wrote the
training manual Your Body in Flight,

of which 500,000 copies went to the
AAF air crews. Right now he's Con-
sultant in Education for the Neuro-
psychiatric Service of the Veterans
Administration.

WHEN he does an assignment
for Collier's, the pink-and-

white John Groth likes to get in there
and fight, fight, fight. Last September,
Groth was run over by a fullback and
two halfbacks while sketching in the
midst of a Notre Dame scrimmage at

South Bend. In February, in Havana
with the Dodgers, he was felled by a
line drive to the hip off the bat of
Cookie Lavagetto down the third-base
line. It was only in character that
when at Churchill Downs a friendly

horse should crowd Groth against a
stable wall while he sketched away for

Little Man on a Horse, p. 23.

While the horse succeeded only in

breaking Groth's drawing pad and no
ribs, he did scare our athletes' Da
Vinci out of a year's Groth. "Fortu-
nately, however," says Groth, "he
didn't lose next time out. If a horse
kicks you, then loses, the stable peo-
ple blame it on you. You broke the
horse's ankle."

Hazardous as his jockeyings were
on the body, Mr. Groth reports even
worse effects on the pocket. Since he
was on a race-track story, Mr. Groth
felt it imperative to get the feel of the
financial end of the so-called sport,

betting $2 each time he went out to
sketch. "I was out 24 times, and bet

24 times," he totes up. "I tried every-
thing—eeny, meeny, miney, mo, tips

from stable hands, owners, selectors

and the horses. I tried horses' names,
how the horses looked; I had the
woman I love pick, I even tried nu-

: in^

vrorl

merology. I won once,
back for my $2 because
ousness I asked for the wroil
at the ticket window."
The feeling about horses ».

be pari-mutuel because hi

Young, Collier's most vene

ior editor, also paid a vi

horse-fleshpots recently, h

in on the rose-bowery 1/ «

Park (New Jersey) plant i
'

"

the sage counsel of the i

wiseacres, Mr. Young
made 8 bets, lost 8 bets,

been told the track had to i

000 to break even," he
nice to think we'd done

THE day Willard H. Ta
Lady Was a Tramp,

what he calls his first big i

lier's the refuse men of Su

Jersey, where he resides

two daughters and a L
triever named Muffin, went I

"There may be some signttj

this," he declares.

Prior to attaining the

Collier's and Summit, M
attended Michigan and VinJ
versities (he's from St.

sota, is thirty-five), and
time as batch maker with

;

pany, for whom he was als

diter. The latter he de

fancy title for "Hey, Tempk
hell happened to the

Dubbs & Hornblower?"
But chiefly Mr. Temr.

writer largely of sports

which the hero never failed!

home run in the ninth inniiil

the game. "Wish I could 1

1

couple of them to the Polo G

I

proposes Mr. Temple, whil

and forgetting a clubber namj

This week's cover: Boys
"The painting was done in

studio in New York,'
James Chapin. "It is of

liott, age four. The wistl

out of windows into a

was one of the main reason

ing New York and trying

here at Glen Gardner, in

tiful New Jersey hills, in an <]

house and studio barn"
Mr. Chapin attained the a

the hard way. He left public:)

sixteen to work in a bank i

night at New York's Coop
finishing at the Royal Ac
Antwerp, Belgium, where

First Award and Gold MedJ
then Mr. Chapin's work ll

decorated frequently, and isl

many museums and privatl

tions. He's snagged the Tern I

Medal for the "best paintirl

American artist." . . .
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It brings a new thrill to your record listening pleasure. Serving as an ultra-sensitive energy converter,

this remarkable secret formula has made possible the greatest advance in high fidelity

reproduction since the invention of the phonograph. Banishes needle scratch, "talk-back or other

disturbing noises. New static-free Admiral FM (frequency modulation) radio is an engineering

triumph! Hear the sensational model "73" Admiral FM Radio-Phonograph at your dealer,

today. Choice of beautiful walnut, mahogany or blond cabinet with compartment

to hold 144 records in albums, only $28995 (slightly higher in far west and south). ZSfiX

%
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UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPj
Serving Through Science

Welcome to a new world of driving

!

Nowhere in the world will you find the kind of

driving you enjoy on the U. S. Royal Air Ride.

This great tire is the first completely new de-

velopment in tire design since the war. It gives

you an entirely new kind of tire performance—
brings new smoothness to your riding, new ease to

your driving, far greater comfort to your car.

The dramatic new Air Ride principle puts up to

14% more air volume ^t new, lower air pressure

under your wheels. Your ride is actually cradled

on bigger, softer cushions of air that smother

every bump, smooth every mile.

And with its unique design and magnificent bal-

ance, the Air Ride achieves a new high in swift,

effortless car control. Its narrow tread is more

nimble and fleet on the turns, quick to respond

to your lightest steering touch.

So take the wheel on the new U. S. Royal Air

Ride. Discover a new and thrilling kind of driving

on this better, finer kind of tire.

Ride on more air—Ride in more comfort!

The New

U.S.R0YJ
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condition (he is past sixty) is, of
course, silly. Sometimes I feel that if

only he had not failed the algebra
paper in the Dartmouth entrance
examination and so denied the British
navy a chance to bring him up prop-
erly, our lives today would be so
much, much easier.

But there it is. An inevitable day
comes every so often when he com-
plains bitterly that his pension is not
enough to keep him in shoelaces for
one shoe, and by nightfall his active
brain will have evolved yet another
dangerous plan to triple his capital by
Saturday.

Such a day had recently befallen us.

I argued, I pleaded and I lost. I

climbed a ladder because he could not,
and—committed to a course of action
J heartily deplored—went one day
soon afterward to see a Mr. K. Zim-
mer in London.

But for this I would not have met
Jonathan, nor taken upon myself the
thankless task of saving him in the
teeth of his resistance, and almost
against his better judgment, from the
hangman. . . .

"JONATHAN'S daydream about
J Charlotte Inwood that same eve-
ning was improbable enough to be
embellished by any miracle, for he
was making it up as he went along;
but the last thing he would have dared
include in it was the sound of her
hurrying heels on the cobbles below
the open window of his sitting room.
But when the heels stopped at his door
and the bell rang with the three short
rings she had used at about the same
time two nights ago, he realized it

could be no one else.

He was out of his armchair and
making for the stairs in a matter of
seconds. He could not deny the thrill

of knowing she might be in his arms
in a moment, but before he reached
the door he was already preparing
himself for a measure of disappoint-
ment. She was not the sort of woman
to give way to impulse, particularly a
romantic one. She would have tele-

phoned, or done something to give
him, and herself, a time for anticipa-
tion. She was the kind of person who
savored her experiences.

Jonathan was thinking like this
when he opened the door, more than
ready to hear the worst had happened,
that her husband had found out about
them.
He saw her face, as white as her

long white-velvet evening coat, which
was unfastened and showed the white
satin frock beneath.

Then he saw something on the
frock itself. Down the front of it.

From just below the breasts, and al-

most to her knees was a stain: a dread-
ful, sullying smear of blood.
The dreadful shock of fear that she

was hurt passed; it was not her blood,
thank God. She held on to his arm,
and leaned against the white wall of
the narrow passage clutching a small
gold handbag: a white figure with a
red pattern on it.

"Joseph's dead," she said. "Joseph's
dead—d'you hear, Johnnie? Dead—

"

Her voice was not her own.
As he closed the door quickly on

the darkness of the news and caught
her in his arms, she began to shake
with a nervous quivering of her whole
body. She stared at him with eyes in
which beauty had fled before horror;
she muttered her husband:s name
again, and to it added the words which
were to change Jonathan's life.

"1 didn't mean to kill him—" she
whispered. "I didn't mean it. He just
fell down—and there he was, dead.

Iftft

Oh, Jonathan!

—

the side of his head!"
There was no weight in her thin

body as he lifted her, but his heart
was pumping as with great exertion
when he reached the sitting room up-
stairs and put her on the couch. His
mind was very numb; he took a curi-

ous interest in the fact that the red
flowers on the chintz were only a little

lighter in shade than that red, uneven
pattern on her frock.

He touched it with his forefinger,
gingerly; it was sticky, and recent.
Pattern of death, of murder.
He jerked her by the shoulders,

saying, "Charlotte!" urgently for he
knew she must tell him at once what
had happened in that ten thousand
pounds' worth of chromium and
mirrors in which Joseph Inwood kept
his possessions and his wife and
which he affected to call his home.

Jonathan's mind came to life, and
he began to shake Joseph Inwood's
widow violently, loving her with a
fury of possessive, protective love
which, until this moment, he had not
dared to admit even to himself.
She uttered a sound between a sigh

and a choke and he stopped the shak-
ing in favor of comforting arms. She
struggled in them, crying out again
that Joseph was dead.

"You've said that before—you also
said you killed him or some such non-
sense." He made his tone sharp.

"I've got to get away—they'll say I

killed him on purpose—but I didn't!
He could have stopped me—he was
stronger, wasn't he—? He didn't even
put up his hands to stop me. He just

looked at me and laughed and thought
I wouldn't—

"

"For God's sake," said Jonathan,
"pull yourself together and tell me
what you've done."

"I hit him—hit him and he fell

down."
"People get hit and fall down every

day without dying of it
—

" he began,
and stopped. There was, after all, a
lot of blood on her frock.

He caught her panic suddenly in the
tumbling rush of her pouring words

—

Candlestick, candlestick on the table.

"I hit him to stop him talking, to
stop him looking at me like that—he
said filthy things.' Oh, Johnnie! I

couldn't stand it—darling! You will

make them understand that! They
must! It was like a red mist in my
eyes. Hitting him was the only way
to get rid of it. But I didn't mean to
kill him—I swear it."

SHE was sobbing now, clinging with
extraordinary strength to him; he

had to pull her arms from around his

neck to breathe. Words still tumbled
forth, but more slowly.
He had realized she had been un-

happy with Inwood; that had been his
first impression when they had met
casually at that tea party short weeks
ago. But she had not talked about it.

He had felt at once her loyal nature.
But he had not dreamed that In-

wood was as bad as that. He listened
now in horror which a sense of pre-
cious time hurrying them into danger
did not lessen.

How foul a man! His constant,
crawling suspicion poisoning her life:

ugly accusations about other men. a

Jonathan almost collided with the
man and girl as he approached the
corner. He swerved to avoid actual
contact with them, but for one
split second they were face to face
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beastly curiosity about her imaginary

infidelities. And in the midst of his

own lust he would talk like that.

Jonathan swore softly. She went
on with it:

"But tonight he began about you

—

he must have followed me here yes-

terday afternoon. 1 went in to say

good night to him just now—he was
working, staying up late. He—he sud-

denly started asking the usual sort of

disgusting questions. I couldn't bear

it this time. The things he was talking

about were real things—sacred things

—our love on those fat, wet lips
—

"

She shuddered, fighting hysteria.

While she talked Jonathan contin-

ued to struggle against the pity and
rage clouding his mind. There was
need, tremendous and vital need, for

action now, before it was too late; if

it was not indeed already that.

It was obvious she had injured him,

perhaps badly, but if he could be
taken to a hospital quickly

—

"Charlotte! You must pull yourself

together. I'll come with you. We'll

see how things are. He's not dead.

D'you hear? You may have landed

him a wallop, knocked him out—but

it takes a lot to kill a man."
"He's dead!" she said, her voice

strengthened with a sudden urgency.

"You'll do something, Johnnie

—

you'll get me out of this? That's all I

could think about when I tried to

make him speak and his head fell

horribly loose—and dead—on my
lap." She straightened her back and
took a deep breath. . . . "I'm all right

now. Sorry to give way. You—you
go and look for yourself. Here's the

key; I pulled the door to after me."

SHE picked up her handbag from
the floor, gave him the key. Her

eyes were large, piteous with appeal.

"Johnnie, 1 can't go back there

—

yet. I know I shall have to—but in a

little while. The servants are in bed

at the top of the house. They won't

have heard anything."

"What can I or anyone do if he's

dead?" he said more to himself than

to her. "God Almighty, it can't be

true," he added loudly. "You can't

have killed him!"
Her eyes did not move from his

face.

He stood up, gripping the key so

tightly in his fist that it almost cut his

palm.
"All right. You stay here. But get

that dress off."

She seemed to realize then the state

it was in and cried out in horror. "The
blood! It's evidence, isn't it? They'll

prove I did it. Oh, Johnnie, if they

could be made to think a burglar did

it— !" Her eyes were suddenly alive

with hope as she slipped off the long

coat and unzipped her dress.

"A burglar—?"

"Why not? No one can have heard

us arguing, or even known I was in

the house. The library is downstairs

at the back and there are only the

gardens. The Pilkingtons next door

are away and Number 5 is empty!

The servants go up at half past ten

and I didn't come in until a quarter

past eleven. "Freddy wanted me to go

on to a night club
—

"

Jonathan was pleased to notice that

his mind was beginning to function

almost normally again. He under-

stood the significance of what she was
saying. His watch told him it was
twenty-five minutes to midnight.

'"Do something, Johnnie, please!

I'll wait here for you—but hurry,

darling, won't you? And you won't

fail me—?"

(Continued on page 28)
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A Saturday night at the Barn (above). The dance floor is crowded but larger

than in most night clubs. No stags are allowed and cutting in is against the

rules. Adults are not admitted. This means that Rochester's younger set- has

a place that is exclusively its own, for its social activities. Below, a lone

couple dances in a tavern. Such spots formerly used to be full of youngsters

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY HANS KNOPF

Rochester shows how any community can give it

teen-agers a hop-and-pop spot, and let them run it tc

WHEN 15-year-old Stephanie

Packard of Broken Bow,
Nebraska, wrote Collier's a

few months ago (May 10th) for sug-

gestions on what teen-agers can do to

entertain themselves, she started the

editors thinking. (Well, anyway, won-
dering.) The complaint of nothing to

do was a familiar one from bobby-
soxers in thousands of communities.
But right under their noses, in the me-
dium-sized city of Rochester, New
York, the editors found one answer.

"The Barn" is a teen-age center that

the kids really enjoy.

But the Barn is more than just a

gathering place. It's a night club

where a boy can take a girl for a full

evening of fun. Furthermore it is ex-

clusively the teen-agers' own.
Rochester's hop-and-pop spot was

prompted by another letter—this one
from a boy and his sister to the pub-
lisher of the local newspaper, Frank
Gannett. The letter expressed the hope

14

for a night club devoted exclufl

young people.

Rochester had tried the usuj

munity center and the milk

they had failed. As one
senior put it, "We*re not

and we don't want to feel we
saved."

The newspaper asked
youngsters what kind of pli

would like. Their answers wenl

ing. First of all they wanted [

outside of town—a place tol

Secondly, they wanted a comll

night-club and country-club

f

phere. Finally, and perhaps nl

portant. they wanted plenty cl

music and good entertainmenj

Armed with the results of

vey, Mr. Gannett agreed tol

write the cost, and the project|

its way.
A site five and a half milt|

of Rochester was donated.

(Continued on patfe 81

Collier's for August



When they're not dancing or eating or romancing, the kids ward off the
horrid prospect of inaction by playing games. Sometimes, as shown above,
they mimic musicians in a hilarious affair known as the "orchestra game"

itl entertainment is all right, but the youngsters seem to enjoy their own
fluent. Above, Dave Lisk, chairman of the entertainment committee,; crowd with some magic tricks he calls "corny." Below, an all-male

wjpa Rochester's John Marshall High School does some pretty fancy step-

schools take turns at putting on a show of specialty acts each week

The Barn is popular with the boys because it is the least expensive place

for a date. The admission is fifty cents; soft drinks are a dime, and hot
dogs cost fifteen cents. Even a B.T.O. (Big-Time Operator) spends only a

couple of dollars for an evening's entertainment. Below, tired but happy
teen-agers are waiting for the station wagon to take them back to town
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At the beginning we were broke most of the time, spending

our free evenings on the roof talking—talking about us
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WE KNOW SOMETHING THE OTHERS DON'T

BY W. L. KNICKMEYER

—The something was in his first wife's eyes

IT WAS my goodby party. The apartment was
jammed with people I didn't know, and I stood
against the wall, watching. It wasn't just a party,

it was a symbol.
I was cutting off the loose ends.

Tomorrow I'd be married again, only this time to

Nora, and this time everything would be different. I

looked at Nora dancing with Harry Wynne, and thought
how it would be up there in the woods, with Nora. I

looked at Sam Lake being confidential and fatherly with
a babe in yellow, and thought about the four hundred
dollars that was all I had left. Sam I would have to talk to.

And I kept looking for Sylvia. . . .

After a while Ed Hanson came and stood by me.
"Pete," he said, "you're a lucky guy."
He'd never know how lucky. Nora wasn't an actress

and she knew it, and so this time it was going to be
different.

"Yeah," I said.

"She's a lovely girl."

Did he think I was going to argue?
Then his face got solemn. He was getting ready to

make a crack.

"Too lovely, Pete. Too lovely to feed to the bears."

He was a witty guy.

"Okay," I said. "Okay." That was the kind of stuff

I'd listened to for ten years. That was what I was giving

up. It broke my heart.

I thought how it would be. There was the cabin, set

down under a hill, and the Maine woods deep and thick

and quiet all around, and I could smell the clean air and
see the lake, blue and ruffled with the wind.

It was going to be tough, trading the Ed Hansons for
that.

Ed was looking at me, blinking and grinning.

"They tell me you're going to write a play," he said.

"That's right."

He cleared his throat.

"Ladies by Request ran a full two years." he said.

"And Marriage for Three went over a year. But they tell

me you're not satisfied. They were so frothy. So—ah

—

shallow."

He put his head on one side, looking at me.
"They tell me you're going to write a masterpiece."

It overwhelmed him. "A genius," he whispered. "Like
O'Neill, maybe."

"Yeah." I said. "Maybe."
It was the play I'd wanted to write ten years ago, only

better. The play I might have written if I hadn't married
Sylvia. There were things that needed to be said and it

was going to be solid and new and beautiful and I didn't

want to talk about it. Not to Ed Hanson.
It meant too much.
He slapped my shoulder, grinning. "Don't be down-

hearted, Pete. We're all pulling for you."
Like Brooklyn pulls for the Cards.
Ed gave my shoulder another slap and went away,

circulating from blonde to blonde. I watched him for a
while and I was beginning to get sore but what was the
use? It was just Ed Hanson.

I lighted a cigarette and looked at the party. It was
doing all right. Nora was dancing now with a smooth,
curly-haired lad I didn't know. She smiled at me over his

shoulder, and I grinned and waved.
Then Sam Lake came by, waddling. He still had the

babe in yellow and when he saw me he took the cigar

out of his mouth.
I remembered my four hundred.
"Sam," I said, "I'd like to talk to you, if you have

time."

He wiggled the cigar, and winked.
"Later, Pete my boy. Later, when we are not so busy."
He patted the girl's hand and winked again and they

went on. Old Sam. The friends I had at that party I could
count on one finger, but Sam was all right. He'd produced
four plays for me, before the war; we'd been friends for a

long time. I could depend on Sam.
I looked at my watch: twelve thirty. Sylvia ought to

be coming any minute. I put my hand in my pocket and
touched the box.

A square box, with sharp corners, wrapped in tissue

paper. One way to say goodby. . . . For a minute I stood
there, remembering Sylvia: the way her hair was when she

was brushing it, a thick black cloud all around her head;
the little frown between her eyes when she was tired. And
I still didn't quite see how it had happened.

She'd been a nice kid, playing walk-on parts, picking

up a dollar here and a dollar there. That was at the begin-

ning, and we were broke most of the time, spending our
free evenings on the roof of our tenement close to each
other, talking—talking about us. I was writing and carry-

ing bricks and shoveling concrete and writing, and we
were happy.

Then I wrote Ladies by Request, and everything went
to pieces. . . .

Not all at once. It took a while. But Sylvia began* get-

ting better parts, and we were going up together, and then
it was over. She was just another glitter-happy Broad-
way babe.

She had said, "Pete, we can't go on like this. It isn't

working out. We're just—not good for each other."

She'd done it nicely. I had to give her that. Her voice

broke in the right places and everything.

Well, that was Sylvia, and that was a long time ago.

In '41. A lot of things had happened since then. And,
anyway, Nora was different.

But my throat felt dry and the palms of my hands were
moist and cold. I jabbed out my cigarette in an ash tray.

I had to be sure.

She was still with Curly-hair. I walked out and
touched his elbow, and then we were dancing together. I

didn't waste any time.

"Listen, baby," I said. "Are you sure about this? Do
you know what you're doing?"

Her head went back and her eyes got wide. With her
gold hair smooth and slick, and that green dress, and the
pale skin of her shoulders, she didn't look much like

Maine. She looked like Broadway.
"Darling, I don't know what you mean. Am I sure

about what?" (Continued on page 15)

ILLUSTRATED B Y A. H A L L M A N
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This rat received flash burns on his ears during the first Bikini test. He may also This rat was much more severely burned in the overwater atomic
have received much more lethal radioactivity "burns" which wouldn't show Bikini. Test animals are pampered in Navy's magnificent hospital in !

BY EDWARD P. MORGAN
What we have really learned about the results of atomic explosion and what it means to you
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THERE have been a lot of

guesses, some sober, some
wild, about what is going to

happen to this planet if nations start

breaking one another's skulls again.

How perilous is living in the Atomic
Age going to be? Here, two years

after Hiroshima, one after Operation
Crossroads, are some of the salient

facts, the guarded conclusions, the

troubled theories of military men,
doctors and scientists—the people
who know the atom best:

1. Radioactivity equivalent to the

energy emitted by more than 1,000

tons of radium was released in Test
Baker at Bikini, the first underwater
explosion of the atomic bomb.

2. More than a year afterward,

some 50 of the 65 ships in the target

array are still so contaminated with

radioactivity that under accepted
safety standards they cannot be
manned.

3. No way has been found to de-

contaminate a ship or any other object

polluted with radioactivity.

4. Bikini Atoll and lagoon still have
"warm spots" of radiation and are

classed as unsafe for habitation.

5. Fish and algae retrieved after

Test Baker had soaked up so much
radioactivity they could take their

own X-ray pictures.

6. All the pigs and 75 per cent of

the r,ats in Test Baker perished.

7. Radiation has changed the shape
and color of some plant life.

8. Changes in the color of human
skin, and formation of massive, ugly

scar tissue called keloids, some of
which didn't stop growing until nearly

a year after the bombings, were
numerously noted on burned sur-

vivors at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
9. Intensive radiation may spread

cancer.

10. Temporary sterility was caused
in many survivors, male and female,

in Japan.
11. Some scientists fear that strong

radiation might dangerously alter

human cell structure and ultimately

produce freaks.

12. Radioactive particles from the

five bombs that were exploded are still

floating around—harmlessly—in the

upper air. But scientists are seriously

debating what is the X number of

bombs (500? 10,000? a million?) it

would take to overload the strato-

sphere and threaten the habitable

areas of the globe.

13. Whatever X may be, no real de-

fense against atomic warfare is even
in sight.

Scare you? The radiation Test

Baker released was a billion times as

potent as a gram of radium. Much of

it quickly "died" as fission products
from the blast decayed into stabler

substances but a powerful amount of

it still exists. In 1940 there were ap-

proximately 1,000 grams (about two
pounds) of known separated radium
in the world. One microgram (a mil-

lionth of a gram) of it could, under
certain circumstances, kill a person.

Some of the Bikini ships are still so

"hot" that men can't work aboard

them for more than an hour or so at a

time, even with masks, special cloth-

ing and shielding devices. (The radio-

activity of a substance is commonly
measured in terms of a roentgens and
the maximum safety level is 1/10 of

a roentgen a day. This is generally

more radiation than is emitted by the

luminous dials on the instrument
panel of an ordinary transport plane.)

Several of these ships were washed,
scrubbed and hosed with fresh water,

sea water and chemicals. Their decks
were scoured and scraped; their paint

chipped. Applying fresh paint—which
contains lead, which is a shield against

radioactivity—didn't work. Cleansing
experiments continue. So far. nothing
has had any material effect. Two
weeks after the explosion the washed
vessels registered relatively the same
radioactivity as the unwashed. Radio-
activity is indestructible and cannot be

neutralized. The only answer is to

let it peter out of its own accord.

Duration of a "Half Life"

This may be a long process: Radio
sodium, produced in enormous abun-
dance when the Baker blast acted on
sea salt, loses half its potency in 14.8

hours. Scientists call this a "half life."

Radio phosphorus has a half life of

two weeks; radium 1,600 years; plu-

tonium 24,000 years.

These ships are valuable as atomic
laboratories but, although they are

300 to 400 times less radioactive today

than they were on July 25, 1946, as far
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as normal naval uses are cod

they might as well have been

They couldn't even be safely scr

the radioactivity might emerge
somebody's rebuilt yacht, a st(

or a skyscraper's girder!

The clouds of radioactive

which soaked the ships missed

Atoll proper, and practically n

the intensely "hot" particles we

posited on dry land, but the

marine plants, coral reefs, ew

bottom of the lagoon, were

radioactive.

The secret of the self-photo

ing fish is simply that when the

placed on X-ray plates, their
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the films. It probably would

been fatal to eat the fish thei

Professor Lauren R. Donaldsor

versity of Washington School oi
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at, like all other Bikini survivors, is being bled to see whether it has developed Keloids, heavy scar tissue, cover the healed wounds of a Naga-
Radiation kills white corpuscles in the blood of both animals and men saki boy, burned as he leaned on a shovel IV2 miles from the blast

ore from the one nearer the

ut the changes are not con-
epresentative.

iction of the pigment by in-

aviolet light from the bomb
ently explained some of the

anges in the skin of survivors

. Thick and elevated above
the keloids, as the scar tissue

, were pink, brown or white.

ere firm to the touch, some
Some felt warmer than the

ding skin. The Atomic Bomb
Commission observed that

r .formations may present

roblems in surgical treatment

that in some rare cases the

y of cancer might have to be
ed.

xperiments, some long pre-

,e Atomic Age, indicate that

n induces cancer; studies of

effects on humans are incon-

Two strains of mice, one pre-

to have cancer, the other to

underwent Test Able, the

er explosion at Bikini. None
any unusual effects so far.

e, ships were exposed to in-

less radiation than in Baker.)

erility in survivors in Japan
ed on radiation; the sex

e among the most sensitive to

ge number of women exposed
radiation from the blasts

definite menstrual disturb-

Several authorities, including

R. Harold Draeger, who
the naval medical-research

at Bikini, believe however that

tion dose strong enough to

rmanent sterility would also

son.

monsters" have been detected
iffspring of Japanese survivors

specific genetic changes ob-
but it might take several

ions for irregularities to show,
s and plants already have been
produce malformed offspring

sure of their sexual cells to

ve energy. Fruit flies pelted

rays, for instance, have pro-
adically deformed descendants.

!& lor August 9, 1947

After similar exposure of their an-

cestors, rats have been born with claws
on the ends of their noses.

Many bomb victims lost their hair.

It's coming in again, in coarser

strands, some of it gray and curly in-

stead of straight and black. Beta rays

in dust particles fell on the backs of

some Hereford cows grazing at

Alamogordo. New Mexico, after the

first atomic-bomb explosion and
turned patches of their hair white.

Their regular red hair is returning and
no abnormalities have been noted in

the cows or the calves they've had
since.

Pigs are supposed to have about the

same resistance to radiation as man;
rats have more. Six pigs of a total of

20 succumbed in Test Baker before
the ships had cooled enough to be
boarded. The other 14 died within 14

days. Of the 199 rats placed on four
ships, 70 were dead when recovered;

80 more died later. Virtually all the

fatalities were attributed to radiation;

the blast broke the water bottles of a

few rats and they died of thirst. All

the animals used were shielded from
the blast by at least one deck or bulk-

head. Rear Admiral William Sterling

Parsons, Navy atomic-defense chief,

said later the area within a half-mile

radius of the explosion center would
be considered an "intolerable zone"
for both men and ships.

Dr. Paul S. Henshaw, until recently

radiobiologist at Oak Ridge and now
scientific consultant to General Mac-
Arthur, is particularly worried about
the possibility of an atomic war
spreading cancer and also upsetting

the normal heredity progression of
human cells. "Animals receiving

heavy acute exposure of high energy
radiation (X rays, gamma rays, beta

rays, neutrons) died prematurely,

usually in a condition of advanced
age, emaciation or some form of

cancer," Dr. Henshaw said. "We
know that early X-ray workers who
received burns on their hands later

developed cancer, and that physicians

and dentists who have had their hands

in X-ray beams too frequently have
developed skin lesions which later

turned to cancer."

When it comes to genes, the mole-
cules in human cells which determine
hereditary characteristics, including

sex, Dr. Henshaw said there seems to

be no level below which effects are

positively harmless. "When the bullet-

like particles of radiation act on a cell

the intricate organization is disrupted,

and if the cell is able to sustain life,

some of the modifications may bring

about a change that may be passed
through succeeding generations. What
the frequency for these (changes) is

for any dose level is not yet known
for human beings."

Survivors Face Grim Future

The Atomic Bomb Casualty Com-
mission report, which Dr. Henshaw
coauthored with Dr. Austin M. Brues,
observed regarding survivors in Japan
that: "from previous irradiation ex-

periences with both animals and
human beings, there is good reason
to believe that reproductive disturb-

ances, malignancies of one form or
another, shortened life-span, altered

genetic pattern, etc., will in time ap-

pear in greater or lesser degrees."

But in the whole history of the Man-
hattan Project there were only two
deaths from radiation and in Oper-
ation Crossroads there weren't even
any atomic injuries.

Out at Brookhaven, in the middle
of Long Island, 75 miles east of New
York, the U. S. government is build-

ing one of its biggest atomic-research
laboratories. Experts consider it a

safer place to work than an airplane

factory. Satisfied with safety meas-
ures, underwriters asked for no exjtra

premiums on employees' group insur-

ance policies.

But many atomic experts agree that,

theoretically, the whole green areas of
the earth would be threatened by
radioactivity from the explosion of an
X number of bombs, and man might
be driven to live on the icecaps over

the North and South Poles, the only
places on earth that the wind currents

would keep relatively free of contami-
nation. But they disagree sharply
over that unknown X. A few argue
that if 500 bombs were set off in a

short time we would be stepping on
danger's doorstep; others say it would
take from 10,000 to a million.

Many military men, however,
stoutly maintain it's fairy-tale stuff to

figure that radioactivity would be
used in such strength as to threaten

a hemisphere, a continent or even a

strategic city for any length of time,

on two grounds: First, it isn't easy to

deliver an atomic bomb—guided
missiles of supersonic speeds have a

restricted range, and a certain number
of other carriers, like bombers, sub-

marines, etc., would be destroyed be-

fore their bombs could be exploded
—and second, even if an enemy could
make a successful "saturation" attack

with radioactivity, he wouldn't want
to, because it would render the target

area as useless for the victor as for the

vanquished.
Scientists would like to believe this,

but they see modern warfare follow-

ing no rules; atomic weapons would
blast the conflict quickly out of con-
trol.

"One bomb fired in anger would be
the beginning of the end," one physi-

cist said.

Dr. Edward Teller, Hungarian-
born professor at the University of
Chicago, a Manhattan Project scien-

tist and one of the world's leading

physicists, calculated that if the activ-

ity liberated at Bikini were multiplied

by, say, 100.000 bombs or a mil-

lion and released off our Pacific Coast,

the whole of the U.S.A. would be en-

dangered. He admits that it has by no
means been proved that such enor-

mous amounts of energy could be so

released. But. he wrote in the Bulletin

of Atomic Scientists, ".
. . . it is much

more than a fantastic possibility. If

such great quantities of activity

should become available, an enemy
(Continued on page 61
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THE LADY WAS A TRAMP
THE great dog crisis in our family began

when Lady escaped from the house for a

few minutes one crucial afternoon.

"I'm not sure anything happened," Mother said
hopefully to Father when he came home.

Lady, a sleek Irish setter, looked up at Father
with a wicked grin, her pink tongue lolling out and
her tail thumping the floor. Father had given her
to us but he had trained her and she was his dog. He
was always talking about breeding her but had
never found a potential sire in our locality he con-
sidered fit to associate with Lady.
"You didn't see another dog when you found

her?" Father said.

"Well," Mother admitted, "there was a dog fur-

tively slipping away around the hedge."
"What sort of a dog?"
"I don't know," Mother said doubtfully. "A sort

of shaggy, nondescript dog—about the size of a
pony."

Father winced. Frances, the youngest member
of the family, toddled up and tugged at his hand.
"Puppies," she said. "Frannie want a puppy."

"I'm sorry, honey," Father said. He had it all

worked out. If and when Lady's time came, he
would take her to the vet and no one but the vet

would ever see the pups. But the best-laid plans
can go astray, and Lady did turn out to be in an
interesting condition. When the time neared, Father
said, "We'd better take her over to Doc Kinsey."
"You know how lonely and unhappy she is away

from us," Mother said. "Let's wait a day or two."
Lady looked pleadingly at Father and he gave in.

The trip was postponed a day, then another two
days, and on the third night Father was roused from
bed by Mother.
Half asleep. Father instantly assumed the house

was full of burglars. "Phone the police," he whis-

pered hoarsely, and picking up a number-twelve
shoe, he started for the stairs.

"Lady's having her puppies," Mother said.

"Hell and blast!" said Father. "Call the vet.

Where is she, in the kitchen?"
"In your study," Mother said, and Father

groaned. . .

.

A few hours later we all stood in a circle around
Lady, Doc Kinsey drinking a cup of coffee.

"Eight healthy pups," he said and looked dubi-

ously at their muddy color. "Not thoroughbreds,
are they. Hooper?"
"No," said Father, "and we don't want them."
"Best if I take them away now then," the vet said.

' even"Take them away from Lady just after she

them?" Mother cried, looking at kindly ok

Kinsey as though he were a fiend. In vain I

tried to explain that Lady would mourn hei

for a very short time. "She's had them," \l

said, "and she deserves a chance to raise then!

can sell them."
Father came home that night with the bac

of the car filled with lumber, and that eventf

worked in the cellar constructing a pen for the

He talked to himself as he worked and his

came clearly up through the hot-air register

"I have things to do," he said plaintively,

a busy man"

—

crash went the hammer—"I 1

brief case filled with urgent work and I sper

evenings"

—

crash—"building a blasted dog I

crash—"for a lot of mongrels."
Mother smiled at us, looking up from the I

of socks in her lap. "Your father is really s

warm-hearted man," she explained. . . .

The situation became acute when Lady rai

Father came home from work and found W.

downstairs, crouched in the pen, feeding the

from a little rubber-nippled doll's bottle.

"That's the last straw," Father cried, fro

angrily at Lady, who came joyfully up to gree
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rigged up a complicated leash for the

I

so he could take them all walking at once

id to do something—the family was obviously going to the dogs BY WILLARD H. TEMPLE

ron't even take care of her own puppies."
her fault," Mother said. "Besides, the

11 be weaned in another week. Then we
getting rid of them. I'll run an ad in

el."

won't," Father said. "There's an Ani-
iie in town and I'm turning those pups

[e over to the Animal League that night.
i be a sagging, dilapidated old house. An

irridan with chin whiskers opened the
ler was prepared to find a kindly old lady
dogs with a love that passeth all under-

" said Father genially, "I am going to
with eight of the cutest little puppies

aw."

I said the old crone. Father reddened and
s message.

| up, can't yer?"
," Father shouted angrily at her. "Eight
it. I'm giving them to you."
woman said, "Miz Rand, she's sick, she
e to tend to no more dogs," and the door
it closed in Father's furious face,

came home disconsolate. "We're stuck

with those dogs," he said. "I have four kids that

run me ragged, and now I have nine dogs. Who
ever heard of a man with four children and nine
dogs? I'll be a raving lunatic."

"Don't get excited, Norman," Mother said. "I'm
sure there are lots of people who would love to have
those dogs. I've put an ad in the paper and I'll have
the children inquire among their little friends."

Father brightened up and the next night when he
came in he looked cheerful. "Well, children," he
said, beaming, "I know it will be hard for you to

part with the little pups, but that's life. How many
did we get rid of today?" and he patted Frances on
the head.

"Don't wanna give the puppies away," Frances
said. Her big brown eyes filled with tears. "Mean
old Daddy," she said, and ran out of the room.
The cheerfulness vanished from Father's face.

He muttered to himself, then looked heavily at the
rest of us.

"We found three kids," I acted as spokesman.
"But their mothers won't let them have mongrels."

Father got red. "What is this," he shouted, "a
town full of snobs? I had one mongrel after an-
other when I was a kid. Fine dogs. Aren't people
mongrels?- Aren't Americans mongrels? Who's a

thoroughbred in this country except maybe an
Indian? And look what happened to the Indians."

Father was getting worked up. Mother said,

"Supper's on the table, Norman. I'm sure we'll

have some results from the ad in the paper today."

She was right. About nine o'clock the doorbell

rang and a man came in and asked to see the pups.

Father and Mother took him downstairs. He looked
at the eight pups leaping back and forth in the pen,

and then turned a hard eye on Lady. Lady had a

pedigree and Father was very proud of her.

"Pretty coarse type of Irish setter, isn't she?" the

man said chattily.

"What makes you think so?" Father demanded
belligerently. Mother made warning signs that Fa-
ther ignored.

"Bigger than most," the man said. "Not as

streamlined as she should be."

"Oh, no?" Father said dangerously. "What do
you want, a dog, or a toy to put in your pocket?"

"These pups," the man laughed, "are going to be
young elephants."

Father was still smarting over the insult to Lady.
"If you want a canary," Father said, "I can direct

you to a bird store."

And that ended any (Continued on page 49)

ILLUSTRATED BY WILLIAM PACHNEH



The Croatian Cabinet parades at a public function in Split, Yugoslavia. In this Russian-dominated country Americans are received as unwelcon

THE BALKAN FOLLIES
BY W. B. COURTNEY

j

"The Beautiful Red Danube" is the setting for a tragicomic show in which our G.I.s and
diplomats often are pushed around and our planes, flying on official missions, are treated

like enemies. After an extended inspection tour, our correspondent reviews the farce

FOUR hundred million dollars

of your money and mine (the

recent grant to Greece and
Turkey), plus a lot of other things you
ought to know about, are now going
down the Balkan drainpipe: the popu-
larity and prestige of the United
States; the safety of our occupation
forces in Europe; and the faith that

many of the "little people" in this

patch of earth reposed in us.

The Balkans are now a stage for

what is currently the Greatest Show
on Earth: complete with bands, pa-
rades, ringmasters, star performers
and clowns. And we are in it. As
clowns. Yanks over here have named
this show "The Balkan Follies."

The Balkans—Albania, Greece,
Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria and
Turkey-in-Europe—are named after

the mountain range which runs
lengthwise across Bulgaria and forms
that country's only backbone. Alto-
gether they are slightly larger than
Texas, have a population of less than
50,000,000, with an illiteracy average
of 40 per cent— 100 per cent among
the peasants. Albania is the size of
Maryland. Albania is famous in

medical circles for judging its chil-

dren's health by the louse test. Have
got?—then Allah be praised! Greece
is smaller than North Carolina.
Greece is famous for in-again. on-
again, gone-again kings; and bureau-
crats who get fine new cars every time
the nation receives foreign aid for its

starving.

Turkey-in-Europe is smaller than
New Hampshire. Turkey is not fa-

mous for anything since Ataturk made

it give up harems. Yugoslavia is

smaller than Oregon. Yugoslavia is

famous for biting the hand that feeds

it; a habit arising from the table man-
ners of its peasants who hit anyone
slow to pass the borsht, over the head
with jugs, hence their nickname

—

"Jugheads." Bulgaria and Rumania
are roughly the size of Tennessee and
Utah respectively. Bulgaria and Ru-
mania are jointly famous as the

"Jumping Allies"; it's a poor war that

doesn't find them on each side half a

dozen times, often on both sides at

once.

It surprised certain Western Foreign
Offices, after the war, to learn that

Balkanese are really people—and
people, moreover, tired of being a mu-
seum remnant of the feudal age; tired

of being pushed around by rich land-

owners, mauled by cops ai|

living in disease, filth,

poverty and blackest ignoran

The stage setting of the hj
river that draws a 1,750-

across the Balkans. Origir

up to the name made fa

Strauss waltz: The Beai

Danube. Hitler's Shirts

The Beautiful Brown Danu
is being revised to The Beaul

Danube. The Danube is thl

and best inland water highwij

rope. It rises in German
France, bisects Austria, fornl

tial boundary for Czechoslo>|

Hungary, laves northeast Yu|

and is the frontier between

and Rumania.
A politically, commercis

(Continued on page 6
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llTTLE MAN
N A HORSE
BY JOHN GROXH

The life and times of a jockey, as told

and painted by one of Collier's artists

llittle men in the bright col-

lare big men around the

I track, and they've become
lause they're pint-sized. As
Jat Churchill Downs put it,

|as a kid they used to push

because I was so small.

|ig guys are asking for my

it usually starts is this:

(ized kid hangs around the

ably for no other reason

ke likes horses. He gets to

J around the track, too, and
khe jockeys in their flashy

]ier or later someone spots

fmarks casually, "You're a

Why don't you ride?"

^he encouragement the kid

a job as exercise boy and

e half-ton nags about. He
>ps big arms and shoulders.

areful not to develop else-

to be a jock he must remain

J85 to 105 pounds.

ouple years, the kid applies

rentice jockey license and,

well, in time he develops

Irfledged jockey, equipped

with an agent who solicits mounts for

him and cuts himself in for 10 per cent.

Now the kid is eligible to don the

bright silks. It may be the watermelon

pink and gray of the John Hay Whit-

ney stable, Alfred Gwynn Vander-

bilt's cerise and white, or the cyclamen

and blue of the Main Chance. More
likely it'll be the equally brilliant hues

of a smaller stable.

The silks are in all sorts of designs-
polka dots, stripes, bars, stars, dia-

monds and squares. And whatever

silks the jock wears, his mount's

equipment is in the same color

scheme. So is everything about the

stable. The horse's blinkers and blan-

kets, the sweaters worn by the stable

boys, even the appurtenances—pails,

benches, medicine chests—all carry

the owner's colors.

Some jockeys ride exclusively for

one stable, some free-lance, and oth-

ers give first call to one stable, reserv-

ing the right to ride other horses when
not called.

The pay varies. A contract rider

usually starts with base pay of $50 to

SI 00 a month plus a bonus for each

ride. On purses over $5,000 he cus-

Most of the riders' silks and other equipment come from the little old-

fashioned shop of Leon Meyer in Brooklyn, which the artist shows above.

Below, he paints the morning workout at the Alfred Gwynn Vander-

bilt stables, with the Chilean jockey Buperto Donoso in the saddle



Between races, the jocks play gin rummy or lounge about in the jockey room under the high racks of silks

The locker room is a bustling place, as the valets rush about helping the jockeys change /between races

v

tomarily gets 10 per cent,

lancing jock ordinarily gets S

per mount with a bonus of

wins, $35 if he comes in secor

notch rider may make $600
week the year round.
That sounds fine, but itj

profit. The jockey has to pr

own saddle and saddle girths

crash helmet, breeches,

boots, lead pads, whips, gag

ber shirts and a lot more
fact, he supplies everything i

colorful blouse and cap ma
the stable colors. These the st'l

vides, cut in the fine custom d |

G.I. uniform—usually one

big. The jock binds the ca<

head with rubber bands arm

the cuffs to keep the blous

from hanging to his knees.

He and the other jocks mai

liant rainbow picture as the >

in their silks at the start of

but they're just bedraggled II

when they come back to tlj

Collier's for Augus;
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the track has been heavy,

Jvered with mud. The valets

with water and towels and
clean. The silks for the

[have been laid out, and the

the jocks dress.

. one valet tor every four or

fys. These big fellows, who
Primo Cameras compared

|
tiny bosses, bustle about the

am like wardrobe mistresses

eld chorus change. They take

he jocks' racing things and
lies, light their cigarettes and
ds. It's an odd job for the big

kut it pays well.

le a jock work only for the

Ites he's in a race, but his life

bus. Often he's up at six in

ig exercising horses. He
at the track an hour before

face even if he doesn't ride

eventh. He may pilot six or

Junts in an afternoon.

neans. of course, as many
i>f silks. For instance, at Bel-

mont one typical day. Eddie Arcaro

rode Mary Tudor in the first race, at-

tired in the yellow and blue of Lester

Manor Stables: he went out in the

second in sapphire blue and gold fox

on Gallacha for the Foxcatcher

Farms; the fourth race he piloted

Stage Mother in Walter P. Chrysler's

white and red: the sixth in the green

and white of W. M. Jeffords, on Un-
cle Remus, and the eighth riding Jeep

for C. V. Whitney in light blue and

brown—the silks of five stables in

one day's riding, which is not unusual.

Weight is a major problem for the

jockey? A lucky few don't add pounds

no matter what they do, but the ma-
jority do their daily roadwork as re-

ligiously as a fighter training for the

main bout. They pound around the

track well swathed in rubber under-

shirts covered with sweat shirts. If

that doesn't get rid of excess pound-

age, they boil out in the hot box.

There's nothing easy about riding,

particularly on a heavy track. The

jockey who's riding well back in the

pack gets mud shot into his face with

the impact of stones. His goggles cake

up and accidents are frequent. His

horse may bolt and drag him, and only

luck and his crash helmet will save

him from serious injury. The ambu-
lance isn't at the track for nothing.

When a jockey hits the top. like

Longden, Arcaro or Atkinson, he'll

make more each year than the Presi-

dent of the United States. But it's a

long road up. And whether he gets

anywhere or not, he'll always be a

wanderer. This month it's Santa

Anita, next month Hialeah, then

Churchill Downs or Belmont. Or
maybe a fast flight to Baltimore for a

ride in the Preakness.

So there's little opportunity for

home life Some jocks marry and ac-

quire houses, automobiles and babies.

But under racing commission rules,

there's one thing they can't own.

A jockey isn't allowed to own a

race horse.

Above, the jockeys parade their

mounts in the walking ring be-

fore the race. Below, a mud-
caked jock heads back to the

locker room from a heavy track

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR



THE WITCH
BY WILLIAM MORIARTY
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With the lamp in my hand I ran up the steps. The Witch stood there at the corner of the alley!

A story of cruelty punished but scarcely redeemed by remorse

SHE lived in the cellar under the

Greek's. The Greek had a

store in a red-brick building

near Saint Patrick's School on Mar-
ket Street. The store was painted
bright grass green. On one window,
the one on the left-hand side of the

door, lettered in red and blue were
some words in Greek and on the right

window the same words except in

English. It was one of those funny
kinds of Greek stores you see around.
The Greek sold olive oil and spices

and Greek coffee and different things

like that. In the windows he had on
display a lot of cans of all sizes

printed on in Greek, and hanging be-

hind the cans were long strings of
dried figs. And in back of one of the

windows was a big red coffee grinder.

What the store looked like inside

I don't really know. I don't think I

was ever in there. He didn't seem to

have much of a trade and only for

>an occasional Greek dressed up in a

shiny black suit you would never see

anybody going in or coming out.

As for the Greek himself, I don't

remember him much either—except
that he was small and kind of fat and
had one of those big curving Greek
mustaches. He looked like what I'd

guess you'd say was a typical old-

time Greek who had come over to

this country from Greece not too
many years before. We used to pull

his door open and yell in, then slam
it again and run. But he never chased
us. So after a while we let him alone.

People used to say that he was
mixed up in rumrunning and that he
had a room in the back of his store

where he'd sell you moonshine if he
knew you. But if he did I never saw
anybody going there buying it, and
besides he seemed like an inoffensive-

enough man.
They used to say, too, that she was

his mother and that he made her live

in the cellar. But this was all just

gossip and mean lies, because in the

first place you could tell that she
wasn't even a Greek.

I guess he must have been all right,

since he let her live in the cellar under
the store when all those that did the

gossiping wouldn't let her within fifty

yards of them.
This was all when I was a kid and

still going to Saint Pat's. She was old

even then, and so thin and brittle-

looking that you'd be afraid she'd

break in half if she tried to bend over.

Her face was yellowed and she was as

wrinkled and ugly as sin. She used to

wear—winter and summer, it didn't

make any difference—a long black

dress that came down over her shoes

and dragged along the ground behind
her as she walked. The top part of the

dress was shiny satin and she kept it

pinned together at the front of her
scrawny neck with a great big tar-

nished brooch that you could see when
she was thirty yards away. Over her

narrow, bent, little shoulders she wore,
thrown across, a ragged black-lace

shawl that used to keep slipping off.

What her name was I didn't know.
Everybody just used to call her the

Witch.
Sometimes, when I was by myself,

I used to think of the things that peo-
ple said about her and I'd think of her

having to live in the cellar a

sorry for her. I'd even make!
around her to myself. Th£[

married to a millionaire's]

when he died his family hi

her out. Or that she used to [

tiful heiress who had marril

young fellow for love ancl

family had cut her off. an(|

husband died and she was

to go back to them. Crazy '.

a kid with a romantic
would think up.

But no matter what I'd 1

about her, whenever I'd seel

ing along Market Street wij

bag over her back, the s<|

would always happen. Sorrl

side me would choke ancl

afraid. For a minute, I'd stal

watching her. And then

—

was wrong but I couldn't

cross the street without tak

off her and I'd try to keep fr|

ing into a run. . . .

She was a scavenger, I gij

call it. You'd see her with h>

(Continued on page
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most complete line built ... 21 basic models that

nore than 1,000 different types of trucks.
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What the

International Harvester

symbol means:

Products/to save labor, increase produc-

tion ana provide better living.

A lousiness begun 116 years ago with

an important service to mankind — the

ention of the mechanical reaper by

rus Hall McCormick.

A company operated fairly in the in-

terest of customers, employes and stock-

holders.

Twenty-one plants to manufacture In-

ternational Harvester farm tractors, farm

machines, motor trucks, crawler tractors,

industrial tractors, gasoline engines, diesel

engines and home and farm refrigeration.

Two hundred and twelve branches and

company-owned outlets, and more than

9,000 dealers, to distribute International

Harvester products and to supply after-

sale service.

Excellence of product now, with greater

excellence always in preparation.
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INDUSTRIAL POWER— Crawler tractorsVwheel tractors and engines

of proved performance and operating economy.

. • .

T— Farm mechanization, including the new Farmall

pnd implements for small farms. Farmall M illustrated.

International Harvester Company
180 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 1, Illinois

REFRIGERATION — Beautifully designed, efficient ... bringing new

leisure and convenience to the homemolcers of America.

Tune in James Melton on "Harvest of Stars'

every Sunday! SBC Network.
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MAN RUNNING
Continued from page 13

He smiled at her, took her hand and
held it while he reached into the desk for

a flashlight. He found it, satisfied him-
self that the battery had life in it, and
went quickly to the door. She watched
him, a shining gratitude in her eyes.

He carried the memory of it, and her

white, gleaming body into the quiet, con-

cealing night. . . .

To reach Cary Gardens he had only

to leave the Cary Mews by the north exit,

turn right along Brompton Road for

sixty or seventy yards and then right

again. Number 4 was the fourth house
from the corner of Cary Gardens, a
matter of another fifty yards. Thus he
was standing on the high stone porch
within a matter of minutes after leaving

the mews flat.

HE WAITED a moment before put-

ting the key in the lock. The street

was empty, the house dark and silent.

He stepped inside onto the thick carpet

and closed the door softly behind him,
easing the spring of the latch into its

staple so that it made no sound. He
listened, and heard nothing except the

wooden ticking of a large clock some-
where close to him. He pressed the button
of his torch and swept its beam up and
down the square hallway. He knew the

library was at the end of the wide corri-

dor facing him on the right.

He put out the torch lest the narrow,
stained-glass windows on either side of

the front door betray him to a patrolling

constable outside, and made for the

library.

The door of it was open. He stood by
it peering into the complete darkness of

the room. He strained his ears, remem-
bering that the breathing of a man with

a head wound is likely to be stertorous

breathing. But there was none of any
kind—just a flat, unbroken silence.

He stepped over the threshold and shut

the door before aiming his torch toward
the middle of the room. He pressed the

button, and the beam cut into the dark-

ness, a bright sword of revelation.

There was no doubt about the dead-
ness of Joseph Inwood. The angle of

the left arm, the twist of the legs—and in

the left temple was a mortal wound.
A heavy silver candlestick lay gleam-

ing on the creamy carpet a yard away
from the body while its fellow stood on
the wide, black table desk beyond, like a

watchman of the dead.

The scene was unreal; the thought
came to him that this was ridiculously

like the traditional death of fiction: a

millionaire found dead in his library,

murdered by his wife. And that brought
the unreality to immediate, tragic and
dangerous actuality.

Joseph Inwood had been murdered by
his wife. They would say that, however
justifiable, however accidental a homi-
cide it might have been.

He noticed that he was not as alarmed
as he had expected to be; there was less

fear than the circumstances might have
made reasonable. The sight of the body,
the blood a dark patch on the light carpet,

the candlestick—these things were dan-
gerous; but there was comfort in the

secrecy of them. No one except Charlotte

and he knew what was in this room.
He moved into it now, avoiding the

immediate area in which Inwood lay, and
reached the far side of the desk. He
switched on the table lamp.

Papers, documents were spread out on
the red leather blotter; an open account
book, was propped up against the big

silver inkstand. The safe in the paneling

behind the desk chair was half open as

Inwood had left it after taking out the

papers on which he had been working.
Jonathan looked these over quickly,

touching them only by the extreme edges

with his fingernail when he needed to

turn a page. There was much corre-

spondence with the Office of Works
about a bridge; the figures were mouth-
watering. Inwood, Limited, of course,

would not be building it if they weren't,

but nevertheless as an upstruggling archi-

tect himself, Jonathan appreciated the

handsome profit involved.

He went around the table and looked
more closely at the body. The face was
even more porcine than in life; the thick

fleshy cheeks seemed still blown out with
the conceit of its living expression. Swine
to look at, swine to know. . . .

The thought of fingerprints continued
to occupy Jonathan's mind. The candle-

stick for instance had a perfect surface

for them. He took out his handkerchief
and thoroughly wiped the column and the

edges of the candle socket. The corner
of the square base was dark with blood;
he left that as it was and put the thing

carefully down again, fitting it once more
into the small but definite impression it

In one of the safe drawers which he
pulled open, with his handkerchief
guarding his fingers, he found a three-

inch-thick bundle of pound notes
clamped tightly with an elastic band, and
a small leather bag containing quite a

number of cut but unmounted stones

which looked very much like diamonds.
He put it at the bottom of his hip pocket
and wadded it down with the bundled
notes. He pulled the drawer right out of

the safe and put it on the floor.

The other things in the safe, papers
and account books, he stirred with the%
haphazard hand of a burglar in a hurry.

Then he had his brightest idea.

He picked up the fatal candlestick

again, still using the protecting handker-
chief, smoothed out the impression of its

base in the pile of the carpet. He opened
the door cautiously, listened a moment
to the quiet house, and leaving the door
wide and the lights burning, went toward
the front door.

Five feet from it .-he paused with an-

Biztfty

"Why, George! \ou did notice my new bathing suit!" BARNEY TOBEY

had marked in the pile of the carpet.

He switched on the main lights of the

room and began dealing with footprints,

particularly the sharp, circular indenta-

tions of Charlotte's high heels. He
erased them with his fingers.

He looked for traces of blood finger-

prints on Inwood's face and clothing, for

when Charlotte held the head in her lap

she might have got some on her hands.
But he was reassured, and stood up to

face Charlotte's portrait above the fire-

place: the Elmhurst portrait The Actress

at a thousand guineas the square foot

which had hung on the line in last year's

summer show.

IT WAS an exquisite piece of work,
more real than life; a glorified Char-

lotte, the skin even more delicately trans-

lucent than her own, the eyes deeper and
more hyacinth. They looked straight into

his, her love and passion reaching forth

to him. "You'll get me out of this. . .
."

A burglar had done this thing—that

was the best way.
He set to work methodically.

He pocketed Inwood's gold watch. He
found the wallet and scattered its con-

tents on the floor, but kept the three five-

pound notes it contained. Having rubbed
it clean of fingerprints he dropped it in

the wastepaper basket.

other thought for the future mechanics
of the evidence he was creating.

He turned about and went up the

stairs, using the torch to guide him. He
knew Charlotte's room to be one of the

two big rooms overlooking the gardens
at the back, but which he could not be
sure. But there was not much risk

attached to going into the wrong one,

since there were still two floors between
him and the servants' bedrooms.
However, he picked on the correct one

by choosing the door with a small silver

knocker which glimmered in the beam
of the torch. He put the candlestick

under his arm to free his other hand, and,
switching off the torch, turned the knob
slowly and opened the door a few inches.

The familiar aroma of her perfume re-

assured him; he stepped inside.

The long windows were open, with the

curtains only partly drawn and he could

not risk turning on the lights. He went
across to the sliding doors of a large

built-in wardrobe and, with shaded torch,

found a white evening frock. He rolled

it up and put it inside his jacket.

He shut the door after him and went
down the stairs again. He waited a few
moments, listening through the sound of

the big clock for any noise to suggest

movement within the house. All re-

mained quiet; the yellow shaft of light

from the open door of the

steadily. He went out of the

into the pillared portico and
that the street was empty
turned and with his elbow bn
the small side window at a
with the lock. The crack was
as he had feared it might
tinkle of the glass as it fell

satisfactorily muted by the he
He put his hand through thi

found he could reach the kr.

lock with several inches to sp

had the burglar broken in

—

He spent another ten sec<

rapid review of the situatioi

pretty sure that so far everyth

right, but the next stage woi
easy. There would be no
walls and closed doors.

But the time element in thi

crime must be clearly estal

having been now—neither <

later. He could think of no
of doing it but this. He put

torch, grasped the candlestick

took a deep breath. Then he
j

front door wide behind him i

down the step, with a clat

echoed down the quiet

stumbled, recovered himself.

Then he set off along the pa

hard as he could go, pounding
his feet in a flight of noticeable

flight of a man in headlong e:

THIRTY yards from Num
twenty from the corner of

Road he threw the silver

from him as might a panickii

who realizes suddenly that

carrying the incriminating

bounced into the roadway
a standstill there, glittering,

nently unusual object in such

He rushed on, his ears sti

fully for any sound above
running to indicate an interest

needed only one person lyii

somewhere near this stretch o

hear him and remember it

inquiry began.
As he approached the corner

collided with a man and a girl

just coming out of the shade

railings near the gate of a hou
than swerved and avoided actf

with them, but for a split set

were face to face. The man w
startled, he said something wh

than could not distinguish; t

were lost as he hurried around i

of the railings into Brompton
His satisfaction with this

establishment of a witness—of

nesses, for there had been a girl

the chap had been saying a I

night, and who would be able t<

her boy friend's story of a n

man running away from Numb
marred by an uneasy feeling th

seen the young man before so

In the ordinary way of things t

not have mattered, but this was

ordinary way of things; if he ha

young man somewhere, there

a danger that the experience

mutual; but it did not follow tha

remembered it or, if he did, th

recognized him; the moment
brief and the light no stronger

of the summer stars.

Jonathan hurried on. He m
noticed the man months ago io

train, seen him crossing a road

a ticket in a cinema—anywl

time. Nothing to worry aboi

and only to be thought about a;

esting phenomenon, a glimpse

the difficulties a real criminal w<

in the course of his crime if r

man of nervous imagination,

ened his pace a little and look
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Do you know why more people have

picked Ford station wagons than any other make? Here's one

reason: Ford pioneered the station wagon . . . introduced this smart utility

model to an appreciative public. Yes, Ford has produced more cars of this

body type than all other makers put together.
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own station wagon bodies

ountain, Michigan . . . selects the finest

rdwoods for them . . . fashions them with

netmaker craftsmanship. "It's the best looking, longest lasting
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AS A ROOMY 8-PASSENGER CAR

AS A FAMILY UTILITY CARRY-ALL

%eres a

Really two cars in one!

Eight people can travel comfortably in

the Ford station wagon . . . and in real

style! And for light hauling, both rear

seats are easily, quickly removable. It's

the handiest carry-all ever ... a real

family affair!
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Don't slink away

And live with Rover
> /

Use this and soon

You'll be in clover
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.Here's a quick, easy way to make
dull traffic film and grime vanish

—use No. 7 Polish. If you want to

restore the original color and glow-

ing lustre, get a can today.

Pi
N2 7 POLISH

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

...THROUGH CHIMISTKY

shoulder twice before he turned into

Cary Mews. He was safe enough, of
course; even if anyone hearing his

dramatic departure from the Inwood
house had thought of pursuing him, there

had not been time to do so.

He dropped to a walk as soon as he
was in the mews, keeping on his toes and
making his return to the flat as quiet as

his exit from Number 4 had been noisy.

The two must not be connected.

CHARLOTTE was waiting for him at

the top of the stairs, her white coat

fastened to the throat, her eyes dark with
anxiety.

"He was dead," he said.

He knew that she had had no hope on
that point. Her anxiety lay in wanting
to know what he had been able to do.

She hurried into the sitting room ahead
of him, turned and clung to him.
He gave her an account of what he had

done with a minimum of detail. When
he handed her the frock, she said he had
been very clever to think of it, and more,
to have picked the right kind of one

—

the half smile which lightened her face

was the first bright thing of the evening.

He knew from it that her courage would
not fail her.

"I think the burglar theory will work,"
he said, "and if I guess right, someone
will very soon find the candlestick in the

road and connect it with the open front

door— if they haven't already. There
was a chap near the corner. I think he
would see it and yell for a policeman."

"Darling," she said, and was almost
tranquil in his arms. There was no doubt
of her relief and gratitude.

"While you were gone I tried to work
out the time part of it. Freddy and I

came out of the theater just before
eleven. It's ten past twelve now—

"

"What time did you get home?"
"A few minutes past eleven."

"By taxi?"

"No. Freddy drove me."
"Freddy. Then someone knows the

time you
—

"

"Don't worry about that. Freddy will

back up any story we decide on."
She sounded very positive. He did not

know who Freddy was, but he had to

believe her faith in the man.
"You let yourself in, of course?"
"Yes."
That reminded him of her key, and he

gave it back to her. "How long were
you with your husband?"

"I don't know—not long. It's all such
a muddle."
"You were here at a quarter to

twelve."

He got on to the next point, the most
difficult of them all.

"There'll be a gap of nearly three quar-
ters of an hour between the time you left

the theater and your arrival home—even
if you get back there as fast as you can
now and this Freddy chap keeps his

mouth shut, or is ready to say he drove
you around the town before taking you
home—or nearly home—because you'll

have to arrive on foot."

She nodded.
"I know. I've been working it out, and

it's all arranged. I didn't see why you
should have to hold all the baby. You
know I said Freddy had wanted me to go
on to the Paradise—well, I've just rung
him up and said I'd changed my mind.
He's waiting for me at his flat."

Jonathan's alarm was immediate and
violent

"Charlotte!"

"But it's perfectly safe, darling. I

thought it all out. I shall tell him I went
straight up to my room when he dropped
me at the house, got ready for bed, and
not having a book to read, went down
to get one. And found Joe."

"But—"
"I know, Johnnie. You're going to

say that the natural thing would have
been to faint, scream, rouse the house-
hold, phone the police—yes, darling. But

I can easily persuade Freddy that I am
not that sort of person, that it's much
more like me to run away from aWful-
ness and horror—and then realize that I

shouldn't have, and begin to look for

someone to help me put it right."

She stopped his protest before he could
utter it.

"After all, isn't that exactly what I did
do—and came rushing to you?"
He told himself that his real objection

lay in the thought that she was now call-

ing on someone else to carry her flag, on
another man. He struggled against it.

"Suppose the police start asking ques-

tions, checking up with everyone in the

routine way they do in these things?

You're asking this Freddy chap to per-

jure himself in a murder case—?" He
used the word on purpose.

"He'd do that for me," she said.

"You know him pretty well?" The
thought gnawed.
"Not as well as all that, sweetest; you

COLLIER'S HANK KCTCHAH

do pick on the funniest moments to be
jealous."

"And you to be silly, darling. You
really think he'd stand by you if it came
to the point? If the police doubted the

burglar evidence?"

"I do—but I know they won't."

Jonathan had to believe her. She had
arranged, it seemed, to pick up Freddy
at his flat in about twenty minutes, and to

go on to the Paradise from there.

"Freddy who?" he asked.

"Freddy Williams. I must have told

you about him. I've known him for sim-

ply years. Oh, darling, I know I can
trust him, and you mustn't think 'the

worst' so easily."

It was, as she had said, the wrong time

to argue about things like that. And
when he stopped to think a moment,
there must be a number of men who
would do anything to protect her.

"All right," he said. "That covers ev-

erything. By the time you get home in

the early hours the worst will be over.

You'll be met by a sympathetic police

inspector, or maybe even a superintend-

ent, who will ask you to prt

news— if the policem.m (

hasn't already said the mi
either case, the best thing yo
have hysterics, or somethini
have to say anything lucii

matter so much then v, hat \

"I've never had hystt

sounded doubtful.

It was on the tip of his d
that she had never before
band, even by accident. ]

have been kind, even in an
things back to a normal levc

"The police are clever t

also busy," he said instead

be glad that the burglary moti
case into a routine type, to fc

by the routine organization i

into it. Nothing subtle."

"That's all true," she agre

be frightened of them.'

She went into the bedroo
the dress he had brought
turned with combed hair

make-up, and he wondered
her return to outward com
after all, she was the one
world he would back to ho
any situation; that she had
panic in those first awful
the accident—and it was I

was to the final degree in

human being of her finem

and mind could have done
She was warm in his an

her throat, the softness of
"Now we go," he said.

He rolled up the blood
and took it with him when
down to the garage, using

the hall passage. He put her

without turning on the garai

slid back the folding d

oiled wheels and. a moment
in third gear and, taking advi

slight incline to help him
clutch, effected an almost
lent exit into the mews.

After a moment he was
off down Church Street, and b

toward King's Road, Chel:

"Where is his flat?"

"North Audley Street

big chemist place. But i

it. He will expect me to

HER voice was cool;

aloof, fascinating—the

for whom he had fallen so ha
aware now of achievement: tf

awful as it was, had forged I

tween them which must surel *
the strongest bonds which ha

two people together. The
immediate future, was grim v

but if she kept her head, and
the slightest doubt that she \

would heal the rawness of tf

would become gradually un

bad dream fading, and they »
gether for the rest of their 1

all, Inwood had died by she

brought on by his own fouli

lotte's hand had been the ha

not that of a woman freeing h

to another man. And loss by

such a comparative thing; it

pended on who died, and wh<

He was almost cheerful by

reached North Audley Stree

proached the church. The
clock pointed to twenty-five m
midnight; he drew her attentii

"We've done well."

"You have, darling."

"I'll ring you in the mor
neighborhood will be in an up

it and I shall have the excuse

to know that you are all right,

able to tell me the police r<

will be quite natural to tell me
a burglar and so on

—

"

"And if they think it wasn't

"You can say they think it I

"And I shall see you very s

He glowed secretly, but firrr

"Shut yourself up and see i
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Steamboat racing's golden age, an original American tradition, symbolized by the epic duel between the "Robert E. Lee" and "Natchez" in an original painting bv Dean Cnmwell.

The art of distilling gin has reached its "golden age'Mn

Seagram's Ancient Bottle Gin. an American original, a different gin —
a Seagram original

!

Ancient Bottle offers you the first basic improvement in gin

in over 300 years; result of Seagram's leisurely, time-honored

method — an exclusive method.

You can see the difference in its natural color of fine vintage champagne.

You can taste the difference in its man elously dry yet mellow flavor

— flavor that rivals that of the finest imported spirits.

Look for Seagram's Ancient Bottle Gin at your favorite bar or

liquor store. Let that distinctive color guide your eye to the perfect

cooling Collins.

Seagram's

STILLED DRY ^^iW
The original •'ancient"

bottle (left) will, uhen
available, replace the present

standard bottle.

DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN. 90 PROOF SEAGRAM-DLSTILLERS CORR, N. Y.
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three or four days. I'll ring up tomorrow
evening, but you'll have told the servants

not to put through any calls."

"But, darling—I shall want so badly to

talk to you."
He acknowledged to himself the pleas-

ure that thought gave him.
"See you soon," he said as lightly as he

knew how.
She pressed herself against his side

when he leaned over her to open the

door; her hair touched his face. He
found he wanted her very much. Then
he was watching her as she crossed the

road to enter the glass-paneled door of

a small block of expensive flats.

How often in this life did you get a

chance to prove your love, to stand forth

like this and turn aside from your be-

loved's head such a very dangerous
thrust?

And he had turned it. He was morally
sure of that.

HIS thoughts ran smoothly with the

car's rhythm, driving homeward
through the thinning traffic; each impres-
sion fitted into the pattern of all he had
seen and done since she had arrived at his

door. The blood oi> her frock, the pity of
her fear, the hurried, wretched story of
Inwood's brutality of mind. He saw again
the slender beauty of her body as she
freed it of the bloodstained frock.

Frock. It was in the car pocket by his

leg. Drop it in the Thames now? No;
two or three reasons, best of them that

there was no great hurry, and people
seen throwing things in the Thames late

at night were unfavorably regarded by
police and passers-by. Safe enough
where it was. No one ever had anything
to do with the car but himself.

His mind went back again to the In-

wood house. The candlestick . . . the

jewels, money . . . smashing the front-

door side window with his elbow . . .

down the steps, the door gaping behind
him, and along the pavement toward the

main road . . . chucking away the can-
dlestick ... a crash and tinkle of bright

silver on the surface of uneventful Cary
Gardens, and on toward the corner . . .

then, the convenient witness. . . .

Jonathan, who had just swung the car

smoothly into the mews in an accus-

tomed arc, suddenly remembered where
he had seen the young man before.

He was the counter clerk at Har-
good's, the wine merchants in Brompton
Road who sent him a bottle of whisky
and two of gin once in a while; the same
young man who had apologized only
yesterday for being short on his quota.

"So sorry, Mr. Penrose, but we
haven't a bottle left."

So sorry, Mr. Penrose, Mr. Jonathan
Penrose, of. 21 Cary Mews . . . just around
the corner from the shop—drives a black
coupe\ Oh, yes, sir, I could swear it was
him. I said, 'Oh, Mr. Penrose, we nearly

collided,' but he just ran on as if the devil

were after him. And then I saw the can-
dlestick in the road—I heard it fall in

the road when he threw it away. . .
."

You didn't need much imagination. . .

.

Jonathan Penrose drove the black coupe"

straight past the door of 21 and the open
garage next to it, drove past the police

sergeant and the constable who were
standing there waiting for him, and out

of the mews at the other end. He drove
hard, with a weakness in his wrists which
made the car sway untidily.

Out of the corner of his eye as he
passed the lower entrance to Cary Gar-
dens he saw a white ambulance and two,

or perhaps there were three, police cars

at the curb by the Inwood house. But
the two dark blue figures outside his own
fiat were more vivid in his mind.
Keep cool—keep cool—if only this

damned panicky feeling would stop.

How many times had one heard it. "If

only he hadn't taken fright and tried to

get away—he only made it worse for

himself
—

"

But this was not one of those instances.

}

Stay, and tell the truth!

He could say to them:
"All those signs of b

disorder, the papers strewi

the money and the diarr

and the broken window and
stick in the roadway and tto

down the street -I did all

your eyes off Mrs. Inwood,
is the money and the 1

stones
—

"

"Oh, off Mrs. Inwood? Vi

He would have to say:

"Yes, you sec, Inspector
him— not on purpose, you
It was quite an accident
was accusing her of sleepir

Yes, it was true, of course, t

happened, but all the same
mean to kill him when she

on the head with that candle

Jonathan did not take his

accelerator until he reached
Corner. At about that poin
the police had just about
get out a calling-all-cars war
out for a black Talbot, nu
7023. So he stopped the car

denly and got out.

He had walked several yar<

remembered the frock in the

he went back for it, leaning

while he put it under his co
quieting down a little. He the

small suitcase in the dickey
kept extra tools.

He found and emptied it

event and by no means si

eral months as a tool bag,

some semblance of luggage wl

establish his bona fides in ail

hotel; as long as he chose a

He wished he had a hat.

He transferred the frock

case, hiding the action by
back to the pavement, and
set off toward Piccadilly C:

averted as he passed people
unduly troubled by the fa<

were still plenty of them a

there were the less likelihood

one would notice him.
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CHARLOTTE was upperr

mind. He loved her. Chari
be safe as long as suspicion nl
the burglar, as long, in facil

mained on himself. No one ]
were acquainted.

As he walked quickly awa
incriminating car, he began
other dange/. Charlotte woi

Paradise by now, with Fn
delaying her return home unti

had thoroughly absorbed the
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planation.

But would she keep her to

was told that someone c

Penrose had done the mur<

she hold her tongue and let

Or would she, in order to sa

out the truth?

She must not do that. Mus I

would she be able in that morr

prise to see it would do no goi

was as liable as if he had reall

thing himself, that at best h

charged as an accessory after

inevitably the police would
spiracy between the two of the

tried to clear him she woul
worse—fatal for herself—
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nothing.

He found himself praying

would be untrue to all that wa
her, strong-minded enough to

temporary sacrifice, for that

need be if he could get away

ahead to the future when, after
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find a life together somewhi
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ut who could have told the newspapers?"
CRIED ELSIE, THE BORDEN COW

ALll i know," thundered Elmer,

the bull, "is that you and I

were the only ones in the world

who knew about it."

"That's right, dear," agreed Elsie.

"Then," exploded Elmer, "how
come these newspaper columnists

keep asking who is saying wliat

about which bovine glamour girl?"

t's real nice of the col- r
—

-

i

all me a glamour girl," a
"frowned Elmer, "with

low and what I know,

>u going to stop being

Brl?"

being such a worry-

ied Elsie. "Think how
111 be of us at Borden's

Inounce our exciting news.''

Ip Borden's out of this!" snapped Elmer

• . . .. -*
'

CRF4M

•V

"This is our news. And tell Borden's

not to cross us up by bringing out

some doggoned new product just

when our news breaks!"

"Don't worry about that, sweet,"

calmed Elsie. "Borden's just brought

out new Lady Borden Ice Cream.

I
And folks are going mad about it. It

really is fit for a golden spoon. Smooth
as a dream, and rich and luscious

golden cream."

Ihinking about ice cream," commanded

#>*£-**
tfc« ><HATf

Elmer. "Let's think about us, and our big news."

"But Lady Borden Ice Cream is big news already,"

said Elsie. "It's already a great favorite wherever peo-

ple appreciate truly excellent ice cream. At dinner
tables, grand parties—"

"Did you say party?" brightened

Elmer. "Woman, there'll be no
party to touch the one I'll throw

when our big story gets out!"

I'When you throw that party,"

said Elsie, "don't forget to serve

the very newest of Borden's Fine
Cheeses—I'm referring to Borden's

Cheese'n Bacon Cocktail Spread!"

"She talks about cheese," moaned Elmer, "when
our wonderful secret is about to be spilled to the

world. Woman, are you daffy?"

"I certainly am daffy," chirped Elsie, "about that

new'n wonderful Cheese'n Bacon Spread. It's such a

thrilling combination of aged Cheddar cheese and bits

of crisp, broiled bacon. Makes the tastiest sandwiches

ever. And it's perfectly grand spread on crackers."

"Aw," grumped Elmer, "the way you yap about

Watch for the

BIG NEWS
about Elsie!

What's all the

i\ excitement about?

Borden's, it's no wonder those

newspaper fellows got wind of

things."

"But dear, I never breathed a

word," protested Elsie. "I prom-
ised I wouldn't even hint until

you gave the word."

"And when Daddy gives the

word," drawled Beulah, "you'll

hear it—everybody'll hear it—it'll be loud but good."

"Of course it'll be good," said Elsie. "Daddy's one

of the Borden family, too — and you know, if it's

Borden's, it's GOT to be good!"
© The Borden Company
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bourse, but not insurmount-

he initial escape succeeded.

tee hunt had been outwitted

Then they would be safe.

Charlotte keep silent now?
lave that little extra strength

Jrise and horror when they
; knew who had dropped that

In the road?
pave of panic came over him,

of instincts demanding ex-

ile must save Charlotte and

fime, himself. But how? Even
as impossible: all his papers

|
mews flat: passport, check-

thing. No passport, no

Jw far and how long could a

tiout one or the other, or

It, though! There was the

tiey in his pocket. He would
It. Lucky to have it at all, and
|n Charlotte not to pull chest-

he fire; must make it plain to

lie first place it can't be done,
econd there isn't any need to

|>et to Charlotte,

jsion went as suddenly as it

leaving his mind clear again.

It first; find Charlotte at the

|d contrive to let her know
ppened. Make quite sure that

I situation develop in its own
will work for us. Make her

ladise was in Swallow Street,

kened his pace. The suitcase

began to worry him. He de-

ge it in the cloakroom at Pic-

ion, hoping that the clerk

ake particular notice of him.
Station. He noticed with

he cloakroom clerk did not
htest interest in him. He put
in his waistcoat pocket and

later was looking at the

om the opposite side of the

(eet, seeing with satisfaction

as movement in and out of
oors, mostly of people arriv-

parties or couples.

there, waiting for a good
cross the road and merge him-
e of these influxes.

you in," said a girl's voice

. "I'm a member. It'll set

ree quid for a bottle of gin

—

from me, naturally."

I
in a black suit with a long
t skirt and a small hat. She

: shoulders, long legs and very
ings; her wedge heels were
In most. She seemed to be
ie light of the neon strips over
se.

ot?" he said.

on then, ducks. I'll see you
>d time. The name's Sally."

nly a slight variant on the old
ough rather more digestible,

from that, she would have a
ing influence on his entry. And
t forgotten about membership;
>f it would present no great

)bstacle to getting in if he were
it would inevitably draw a cer-

nt of attention to himself,

y do it for him. She put a hand
"n and urged him across the

iting in the dance room was
5 than that promised by the
ie reception hall; it was discreet

int of darkness. The alcoved
the walls and out in the open
:ed only by small lamps. The
s busy, the floor crowded, and
eiling held down the noise and
po smoke so that neither could
t'ou knew this was the Paradise
;olden angels with sprouting
easts who hovered, their backs
ill, in the four corners of the

the room from table to table, to waylay
the dancing couples as they circled the

floor. Time passing pressed on the heels

of his patience.

The girl Sally was chattering at him, a

waiter was filling all the view, a throbbing
drum beat with his pulse. ... He wrote

the word gin, scrawled indecipherable

initials under it and got rid of the waiter.

The girl wanted a cigarette and attention.

He could give her the former, but, of the

latter, very little.

Then with infinite relief he saw Char-
lotte. She was dancing with a dark-
haired man with a heavy, good-looking
face who would be "Freddy." They were
at the edge of the floor quite close to him
now. Her ayes were closed, and she

seemed to be allowing her partner to

carry all her weight. And no wonder.
Jonathan marveled again at her strength

of mind, her sustaining courage. It was
so much easier for him, who had move-
ment, initiative, things to do.

How to get close to her without
causing her to give something away to

her partner in the surprise of seeing him
here?

"Come on, darling," the girl said. "My
toes are itching."

He got up, seeing it as good a way as

any to let Charlotte know he was here.

The girl wrapped herself profession-

ally around him and began singing the

words of the tune, which dealt exclusively

with what love could do for you if you
would only let it. That was true enough,
in several senses of the phrase.

Charlotte's eyes were closed. It was
tantalizing to be within two feet of her

and not be seen by her. Freddy seemed to

be holding her very affectionately, or else

it was that if he didn't she would slip to

the floor. Her white fingers rested loosely

near the collar of the man's dinner jacket.

Jonathan looked at those fingers pos-
sessively; they were his. to love as he

loved the rest of her lovely body.
Then suddenly she opened her eyes

and looked straight into his, as if, he
thought, her spirit aware of him, had
summoned her.

Her mouth parted slightly and her
hand on the man's shoulder moved con-
vulsively, then slackened again. But that

was all.

JONATHAN managed to convey his

need to see her alone by a slight back-
ward movement of his head toward the

foyer. He thought she responded by the

smallest of nods, but he repeated the ges-

ture to make sure she understood.
"Excuse me," said Jonathan, when

they had got back to the table. "I shan't

be a moment."
Sally's eyes hardened suspiciously. He

managed a grin to reassure her that he
was not walking out on her and made
for the small lobby between the main
room and the entrance foyer. He was
not many seconds ahead of Charlotte as

she came into it. He stood facing the

dance floor, watching it crowd again as

the band started up. She came level with

him and paused within whispering dis-

tance. And she had the sense not to look

at him.

"I was seen leaving the house," he said

under his breath. "Police were in the

mews when I got back. I'm disappear-

ing."

Her eyes flickered toward him in alarm
and then away.

People passed between them, and for a

moment they were separated.

"This makes no difference," he went
on quickly. "Don't try to get me out of

1

Id not see Charlotte anywhere.
s anxious again. Something,
might have gone wrong with
' her plan. He wanted to tour

for August 9, 1947
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it—only make things worse— I insist that

you don't. Promise
—

"

Again her eyes, infinitely troubled, met
his, but they gave him the promise he
wanted.

She moved away, either to the ladies
1

room or the dance floor, he did not see
because he tinned away at once to shut
her out of his view. He knew it might
be weeks before he could be with her
again. It was a thought which swept out
o\ his mind even the relief at having been
able to warn her successfully.

He took a chance; the instinct to get
away out of here was too strong to resist.

There was a page boy in the foyer. He
gave him four pound notes from his

wallet to take immediately to the lady at

the fourth table on the left. And half a
crown for himself.

"You see her?"
"You mean Sally? Sure."
"She's waiting for it," he said, to make

surer that the boy delivered it, and went
straight out of the place. He turned up
Swallow Street and through the archway
into Regent Street toward the Circus
again.

Ducking out like that wouldn't matter
unless they found Charlotte had been
there, and their possible contact with
each other established by the girl recog-
nizing him as the "wanted" man from his

picture in the papers. So many "ifs" were
too many. Fear, more than any other
emotion, was the fulcrum of imagination.

But his picture in the papers; that

would add more difficulty to the task of
escape. . . .

This brought an extremely satisfactory

thought. His picture would not be in

the papers for the good reason that no
photographer had ever taken one of him.
The need had never arisen. No girl in-

sisting, no publicity requiring his likeness

for support. Snapshots? One or two,
widely scattered, and poor likenesses at

that. George Wilmot had taken one last

summer—and George was not at all the

sort of man who would assist in the hue
and cry; in fact, he would probably look
on the destruction of a man like Inwood
with approval.

HE FELT a rising of misery as he
thought of George and Sybil Wil-

mot and the fifty or so men and women in

the world who were his friends and whom
he might never see again. He could bear
that; but could he bear the constant
knowledge that, puzzled though they
might be at first by the inconsistency be-

tween what they knew of him and the

news he had robbed and murdered, they
would not find, however hard they
searched and reasoned, any evidence on
which to doubt the truth of it?

He had built up far too strong a case

against himself for anyone to doubt his

guilt, and that was the full truth of it.

He caught himself up with fierce accu-

sation for having forgotten Charlotte.

To be united to her by such unbreakable
bonds, to be able to look forward to a

life with her, albeit not immediately
possible, far outweighed the loss of a few
good opinions.

Then he saw the police patrol car. It

was drawing into the curb twenty yards

away. Its interior was dark, but there

was a glimmer of silver buttons, and a

brief shadowy profile against the side

window of a man with earphones.

It may have been unreasonable to

think that they had noticed him, that they

had recognized him from a police broad-
cast of the wine clerk's description, but

he had perhaps gone through too much
too rapidly and recently to take a calm
view of an alarming possibility.

He turned around and crossed the wide
expanse of Regent Street toward the

opposite pavement with a tingling dis-

comfort between his shoulder blades. He
knew they were watching him He began
to run, hoping that they would regard it

as a normal thing to do in view of the

traffic. He thought he heard the slam
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of a car door. He wanted to look around
but dared not. Why had he let himself

begin running like this? Easier to begin

than to stop. Were they running in

pursuit of him or had the car crossed the

road after him? Wheels whirred down
the slight slope and shut out other

sounds. He turned north, away from
the Circus, and dived helter-skelter into

the short alley leading into Kingley
Street. As he took the corner he saw,

fifty yards behind him, two of them in

pursuit; the dark peaked caps of mobile
police were unmistakable.

But Kingley Street was dark, deserted,

and although he feared at any moment to

meet a patrolling constable, he had a

more sheltered feeling in the narrow
street. He heard a whistle, sharp, urgent,

summoning all who upheld the law. Pelt-

ing up ArgylJ Street, he made for the more
crowded area of Oxford Street and the

tube station. Faces turned toward him
as he passed them but the lethargy of un-

certainty was in their expressions. He
might be a man running to catch the last

tube train; it gave him the few moments
he needed to get ahead of them before

they joined the police chase.

His mouth was dry with the sucking of

air into laboring lungs.

ONE can imagine how Charlotte In-

wood came out of the ladies' room
at the Paradise and went back slowly to

her table. She would have renewed her

make-up and taken another aspirin or so;

Jonathan had been gone about four

minutes. The conversation in the foyer

between Jonathan and herself was safely

past. The shock of seeing him there when
she opened her eyes on the dance floor

had been too awful, one of the worst

moments of the whole thing.

Freddy Williams was reclining com-
fortably on the red plush seat, his hand-
some face as composed as a stone; he
seemed to be enjoying his cigar. He
moved but did not get up when she

reached his side. He looked at her rather

like a doctor analyzing a patient's re-

action to a hypodermic, and said "Well?"

as if nothing particularly exciting had
happened.
"Anyone would think," said Charlotte

with a sudden anger, "you had done

things like this so (Mien th

mean anything to sou any i

He gunned at hei ; the 1

a still woman in movement
the must attractive things he

"It's true!'' she said with

"You're so confident, and !

a man who's eaten a good
knows it won't disagree

loathe you!"
Freddy Williams cons

looked at the end of his <

looked at ( hai lotto Inwood.
"However often I have or

things like this." he said,
'

quite honestly, I have nevei

beautiful, desirable, clever

rescue me from the predhj

which my impulsive nature j

me."
"I deserve every word o

said. "And why I'm not a n
after what I've had to cope \

I don't know. I'm frightene

Freddy. Why am I behaving:

and calmly—and cleverly?"

"Because you are in a situ

has sufficient of the fundi

arouse you to the actualitk

You're alive, as a woman,
thing to fight for, to run ris

the first time in your artifici

that it's happened to you. S<

surprised and tell me w hat EK

Quixote required of you whei

was so nicely settled."

"Someone saw him running

the house, someone who knev

police are looking for him."

Freddy Williams laughed

nodded.
"I thought it was somethin

And he came to tell you nott

him out of the muck?"
"You're very sure of everyt

you, Freddy? Suppose he c

me he wasn't going to be left i

—which is a beastly wort

wouldn't go on with it—that

go on saving me?"
"No."
"But how can you be so po>

"Darling, you don't know y.

in spite of the number of men
you don't know them either,

than is behaving according to

:

tlllK

(

"I let Hanky hold my penny in his mouth—and he lost it
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time you buy a tooth brush . .

.

Choose the design

most dentists recommend

s one design

th best, say dentists 2 to 1

When 30,000 dentists were asked which

of these designs cleaned teeth best—by
| more than 2 to 1— the answers were:
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brushing surface designs
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with no advantages whatsoever. Don't
forget I've seen him twice. Both times
he was looking at you and didn't see me.
And I remember thinking that if I ever

caught myself looking at a woman the
way he was looking at you, I would take
a gun and shoot myself. You own him,
body and soul."

"But if they catch him—and surely

they will—he'll tell the truth."

"He doesn't know it."

"I mean, what he thinks is the truth:

that I did it—accidentally."

"If he told them that—which is the

truth as he thinks he knows it, who on
God's earth will believe him? After this

spectacular run-out he's done! Suppose
he tries to implicate you, where will that

get him? My dear windy little goose, /

am your alibi. Let them try to break my
story."

He laughed again, and she shivered at

the sound with an intensity of pleasure.

"Tonight wasn't the first time you've

—

killed," she heard herself whisper. He
lifted the loose skin of the back of her
hand and pinched it between the nails of
his thumb and second finger.

"But never before because I wanted a
man's wife," he said, "as badly as I want
you."
She looked at the livid blue mark on

the white skin of her hand and shivered

again, aware of another uprush of the

same queer pleasure which this man was
able to evoke whenever he spoke, or
touched, or hurt, or merely was, and she

near him.
The band played a Strauss waltz and

the smoke of Freddy Williams' cigar

eddied caressingly about the breasts of

the golden maiden above their heads.
"And never before," added Freddy in

faint repugnance, "have I killed a man
with a candlestick."

THIS, then, is where Jonathan arrived

in my life, at a time when there was
plenty to occupy us. Things, in fact,

were what even Father called "difficult,"

a word I could not remember him using

before. K. Zimmer was the trouble.

I had just finished a two-hour session

with K. Zimmer, trying to deal with him
in accordance with Father's instructions,

and I had done very badly. It might have
been worse but I had left his small, dirty

office on the first floor, and was down the

stairs and out of the front door before
Jonathan came through the archway
from the street with the police at his

heels. For it would not have been at all

suitable if K. Zimmer, who would have
seized any additional weapon to use

against us, had seen the manner in which
Jonathan came into my life. But the

door of 52 was safely shut.

That archway may have had a door to

it before the war, but the six feet or so

of stone passage between the street and
the actual front door was more a jutting-

in of the pavement than a part of the

house. It also formed a convenient dark
corner for couples without parlor sofas;

there had been such a couple in it when I

arrived three quarters of an hour ago.

It was from this small memory that I had
the idea a moment or so later which I

think saved Jonathan.
At first he was no more than a dark,

swaying figure—a tall man whose face I

could not see, breathing heavily, a hand
against the wall to support him.

He spoke. He asked if this passage
led into the next street. I said no, it was
only the entrance to a house and what
was the matter? Nothing, he said, was
the matter.

To this day I am not sure whether it

was something in his voice, some deep
and subtle contact, between us, a pre-

ordained coming together of two people,

or merely the effect on me of a sudden
blast of a police whistle not far away.
Perhaps the sound acted as the stimulus

to a kind of reflex instinct in me, condi-

tioned as I was by association with

Father, which without conscious thought

demanded that I protect this man from
the hated police who were our enemies as
well as his.

Wherever it came from, I moved at its

dictation.

I joined my hands behind his neck,
pressing myself against him, and told him
urgently to pretend to be kissing me.
He pretended to be kissing me, and I

thought: How satisfactory of him to

understand my plan so quickly.

He held me tightly, further to support
the picture of a loving couple. He was
very exhausted and his heart hammered
against me. I moved a little so that his

back was to the pavement.
Then, a moment later, a torch flashed

on us, held a moment and was gone. That
was all.

"They fell for it," I said at last, and his

arms loosened, dropped to his sides. He
leaned against the wall, and tried to con-
trol his breathing so that he could speak.
Instead of asking why I had helped him
without question, which ninety-nine

other men would have done (and reason-
ably) he said, "Thank you" and left it at

that. Then he began trying to size me up,

and I laughed at what he was thinking, so

"Apart from that," I toll

viously I was very silly to

an accessory after some fa

not know about. You'll
as soon as there's a bit ol
tween you and them."
"Of course—and I am
"If I drop you off at

station?"

"That would suit me \

said in a voice which clea

that Timbuktu would have|
Apart from not wanting

involved in whatever troubll

I had to remember what I wr
ing in the back of the car.

stopped and searched. . .

.

"Look," I said sharply.
|

nothing whatever to do
He was startled. "Of con
"I'm sorry. I didn't mea

you like that. After all, yo
me to get you out of that, t<|

lift, or anything."

"It was a terrific thing

stranger. If you'll stop the

manage all right."

"Where will you go?
somewhere—safe? Someos

n>*A
"It's not going to be easy. They've never seen a bird or a bcc or a £

clearly could I see it. "I'm afraid I'm not
the easy lady who rescues the hero and
dies of t.b. in the last chapter so he can
marry the good girl. It's only that in-

stinctively I rather shy at policemen

—

that whistle and everything. I had to do
something

—

"

I was not sure what "everything"

added up to. But I was realizing where
we were and that K. Zimmer was too
closely upstairs behind me. I went out
onto the pavement and made sure the

chase had really gone past us. I was
thinking "us," I noticed, and felt the first

twinges of alarm at what I had done.
I said goodby and good luck, and an-

other time he should remember that men
are animals too—when one of them
starts running, so will all the others. Or
hadn't it happened like that?

"I think if I had had the nerve to take

no notice of them, they wouldn't have
noticed me. As you say, I ran and they

ran after me. I think it was an ordinary
patrol car, not looking particularly for

me—it was too soon."

Then, to prove myself the wise disciple

of the zoologists, I was dragging him by
the arm into the car, because two men
who looked like plain-clothes men were
coming toward us from the direction in

which the chase had gone.

I started up. drove into Oxford Street

and turned east.

"Yes, of course."

He hadn't. I felt angry
He shouldn't have done whal

done without making a few
arrangements.
"This will do—this corner,

he said.

HE STOPPED in the mu|
sentence because he no

noticed too, that I was drivinl

stead of slowing down to let
[

the car.

"I'm not asking questions,"

'

was that a—well, a local hu

"I think it was, but it couli

evidence of a—well, calling-i

of thing on a national basis."
|

Oh, dear, I thought, and as"

he would be safer in London (|

He hesitated.

"I'm being practical," I said]

as easy for me. I'm going a g(|

the east coast between now ;|

fast time."

The tires hummed, the (I

sweetly, and I was trying to as.<|

that it really was "just as eil

contents of the Austin's bo|

though it was. were worrying

being a complete fool.

"The country," said my pass|

tantly. "A small place

—

"Any small place in mind?
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hat toe, that finger, and that little fish

Made as neat a three rings as one could wish.

So the gentleman cried,
f

'I have a hunch

The water'll be warmer after lunch."

And the lady said, "'That suits me fine!

Let me pass you a bottle of Ballanthie."

<

Great favorite since 1840 ...

it's America's largest selling Ale

Back in 1840, when his ale was ripe and ready,

Peter Ballantine took one drink to judge its

PURITY, a second for BODY, a third for FLAVOR,
and chose for his trade mark the three moisture

rings left by his glass on the table.

Your first glass of Ballantine Ale is more than

a drink; it's a discovery. You wouldn't believe

ale could be so light and so satisfying. And the

flavor! Ballantine tastes like no other ale you've

ever tried. "Wonderful!" Look for the 3 rings,

call for Ballantine Ale . . . today.

Ballantine

i

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N. J.
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Why do more men use Barbasol

than any other shaving cream?

Because women like those
smoother Barbasol faces! A quick,

easy, clean Barbasol shave keeps

you brushless all day — saves

your time, your money and your

skin. For really perfect results

use Barbasol and Barbasol Blades.

FOR TENDER SKIN. The same bene-

ficial Barbasol ingredients that

tame tough whiskers also protect

tender skins; never tighten or dry

them. Better buy Barbasol today!

No brush

No lather

No rub-in

Siz»i larg* 251; Giant S0(; Family 7St, $1.00

"Well—no, I haven't," he admitted.
"A stranger rather shows in a small

place."

"I hadn't thought of that—I'd be more
noticed."

"You would."
"This is ridiculous," his voice was

stronger. "I can't let you in for this—tak-

ing advantage of your kindness, unthink-

ing kindness. I'm a fugitive. Anyone
who helps me will be in trouble. I I'm

a criminal."

"Well," I said, "suppose I haven't
much to lose by helping you?" This was
not altogether accurate; for no reason
whatsoever that I could name I was try-

ing to keep him with me. At the same
time my rational mind was nagging at me
to refrain from any further acts of self-

destruction.

A criminal? He was no more a

criminal than I was; I told myself so, and
did not ask myself how I knew. Perhaps
I realized that to be a criminal was quite

possible without feeling like one; or that

motives and circumstances as viewed in

your own eyes are what make you feel a

criminal, not your acts as seen by others.

THIS one was not feeling like a man
who has committed a crime, even

though he was behaving like one.

If the police had a general search out
for him, it must be for something very
serious. . . . "What have you done?"
"Murder," he said so quietly I scarcely

heard the word. I realized I had asked
that question aloud. It was the one ques-

tion I had not wanted to ask.

I said, "Oh," rather blankly, and he
went on speaking in the same low voice,

looking straight in front of him.
"I tried to make what they will call a

murder look like a burglar's killing, and
it came off too well."

"Murder," I said meaninglessly, "is a

bit of a thing."
"—So you see why I'm not a healthy

contact."

My mind should have made itself up
once and for all. "You get out," is what
I should have said. Instead, I said, "Now
you've started, it won't hurt to tell me a

little more."
He drew his breath.

"This is not the police version, but the

true one. I didn't kill anyone, but some-
one else did, and I believe honestly it was
by accident. It was not murder—I used
the word to put the thing at its worst, as

the world will see it."

I was immediately aware that my
curiosity about him had been violent and
personal.

"If you didn't kill anyone I don't see

why on earth you are running away."
I was driving steadily through the wide

east city streets, which were by now
almost free of traffic; the dashboard
clock showed twenty minutes past one.

"You must drop me," he said earnestly.

"I'm a danger to you or anyone who
helps me. I told you I tried to make an
accidental killing by someone else appear
the work of a panicky burglar. Un-
fortunately I was seen leaving the house
by a man who recognized me and who
was apparently in touch with the police

immediately afterward."

All this was difficult to understand
straight off, but it seemed to me he should
have stayed and explained; he would
have got into trouble for interfering with
evidence in a crime, but to have run away
was about as mad a thing as one could
imagine.

Again my line should have been to

shrug my shoulders, tell him he knew
best, stop the car, and wish him the luck

he obviously did not deserve and get rid

of him.
"Who is the 'she'?" I said instead.

"Your wife?"

He shook his head, and I could feel

him thrusting hard against the floor

boards. His eyes were intent on the road,

fearing the sight of a flashing torch.

"Not my wife—she was his wife."
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"The man who was killed

The rights and the wron,
beyond me; the essence of
however, was clear. He ra

woman very much indeed
I suppose one is always ii

intrigued by the sight of a m
to a woman other than hei

necessarily quite so much a*

be now. It was out of all

the realities. And worse
nothing to curb my cuiiosi

aged it. Obviously. I told

I could get him to tell me ab
in the middle of the night

rather confused -I should I

after him for a little longer, u
me better he might feel like

me.
Thus I was able to give n

idiotic reason for what I wa
But first I must ask him tv

I made them short and
How recent was this killir

good was the police descrii

likely to be? He told me
lieved about there being no
of him in existence. A verba

obtained from several peopli

bit muddled.
A clever fugitive would

places and lie low in them un
appearance, with the carefu

mannerisms of a new identic

the old. . . .

Had this unguilty murde
doubt was planning such a

capacity of character to succ

had not seen much of his f

the profile was good. A st

and chin, a high forehead.

.

began to see the light of an
"I can make you a proposi

"No proposition you
would be anything but so un
you that it's not—" he stopp

~J

Ml"

not convinced that I knew wl

proposition meant.
"It depends," I went on

you've got any money."
That shook him a little,

cautiously that he had fortu

by some in the course of ii

burglar.

"You see," I explained, "at

I'm not on the right side of

self. We could make a dea
"Not on the right side o ""

He was puzzled. "A girl like

paused to ponder how nice c

girl I might be. I held my ton

effort; one day perhaps I wc
to explain to him in simple

there are no longer nice girls i

girls, whatever he had been bi

believe, but merely girls-

more that even they are woi

"What have you got yourst

in?" he asked. I wondered I

would say to any answer I rr

this sort of question from a

There was a pause and be:

say anything, he added, "I'm)

ing to do with me, of course.

I
LET it go at that. I liked 1

It would simplify things if

he saw me as a young wo
tomed to solving her own ei

lems, and most others. Givii

to arrive at this conclusion I s

ever we decide, it's a business

won't be getting something f< ^~f
He nodded finally, and wit

relief in his voice said he wou
would.

I was progressing. He w:

to accept my toughness and i

looking after myself; that I

him and would do so on a bu

I summed it up for him:
"Like you, I need help. In

can keep you safely hidden fo

you begin to build up a new i

what we—what I shall want j (s

may put you in the law's (

something besides a murder
commit."

they ha

tasalsc

ea

kcomme

Ming:

reasons

tar."

hud s
1

•X, I
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[very ready to accept tltat

lope cynically. "I believe

I have to—and after all

or didn't kill the man is

fair. From the practical

jjthe police believe you did.

be my problem as well

id shortly. "You appear,

st me to a certain extent."

j
home.

"rd to. I'll have the whip
\ way."
you would have more to

about me than I would
bu?"

in a nice, hard, clipped

3y what I mean."
Jnt We were on the out-

city now and leaving the

last. I felt it was the

|it my cards generously on
i who closes a deal. So I

|

you've read the papers the

atice quite a story about a

sunting called The Old
Shawl?"
lad. He remembered some

^len last week from Lady
country house—I mean

[the not-unusual method of

first floor."

yone was at dinner," I re-

I unusual for them to take

(picture; there were plenty

able ones. But it was the
»»

Mirror worked it out at

I pounds the square, inch

—

|bd pounds."
Jaily Mirror," he said.

Eat they had reproduced a

flf it, as also had the Times,
iuardian, Daily Telegraph,
and nearly every other

suntry.

I not too easy for the people

! he commented,
[lid, taking a deep breath, "is

|ief reasons why it is still in

is car."

j
forward suddenly, as if to

veen him and it.

said, settling in the seat

Old Woman in a Shawl."

Then he laughed, and I was suddenly
tingling with the most remarkable sub-

dued happiness of heart I had ever felt

in my life. I knew then, in the sound of

his laugh, that he had indeed told me the

truth when he said he had not done a

murder and that equally would he believe

me when I told him, as soon I would, that

I had not stolen the Rembrandt, even
if I had climbed that ladder into Aunt
Florence's gallery and taken it away

—

not stolen it, that is, in Father's view.

THE steel gray of our estuary was
tinged with the first green of summer

dawn when I reached my bedroom. It

was good to get out of my clothes. The
air was warm and still, like silk on my
body. '

From the open window I could see the

masthead of the Peacock in the back-
water beyond the elms two hundred
yards away; I thought of my new re-

sponsibility, this man Jonathan Penrose,
sleeping in the small cabin a few feet

from where the butt of that mast passed

through the main cabin.

I suppose the various good women,
who had done their best to bring me up
properly after my mother died, would
have said that these new pleasurable feel-

ings in me were not nice feelings. But
somehow they gave me confidence. Even
the inevitable interview with my father,

the Commodore, when I would have to

tell him how K. Zimmer had reacted, did

not cause me the dread it should have.

I felt so good I took out my only new
nightgown and let its satin slide down me
deliciously. It was satisfactory to have
put the car in the stable garage, Jonathan
in the ketch, and myself in my room, all

without waking Father, whose trick of

sleeping like an underfed cat at a hole
where a mouse may come makes noc-

turnal movement precarious.

How in the world I was going to play

Jonathan into our domestic scene I had
not as yet the ghost of an idea, but in this

all-conquering mood. I was sure I would
get one. In the meantime he was safe on
the ketch, near at hand, but not too
near. The house could not see the ship,

except her masthead.
If I told Charlie, our man-of-all-re-

sponsibility, that I was keeping an eye

on the boat, he would be grateful that

that part of his routine was being taken
care of. The sheets were cool. . . .

(To be continued next week)

by FOSTER HUMFREVILLE
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{makes productive use of each minute of the day. While you've

wasting time, J^g has already won two games of solitaire"

Help for helpmates

41

"The stem of hubbys pipe is split?'

Says Tex/Donfc be distraught-

Some Texeel Tape -will hold it till

A new one can be bought.

""When wifeywants a picture hung,

Before you whack the tack,

Just place some Texeel on the spot-

'

The plaster -will not crack.

^
"Yes, texeel helps bothman and wife

(K helps the kiddies, too)

For mending, seating, fastening

"Without the aid ofglue.

2S<f. size shown. Also comes

in 10c and 1 5c sizes

*This wondrous tape is quick to stick

And you can see right through it}

It's neat, its strong, it's firm because

The 'stickum's bonded to it.

Qo when you're shopping and you see

This Texeel Tape display

"Why, get a handy roll or two—
"Xbu'll use it evry day !

*

Texeel Tape
TEKCEl HEC U S MT OFF

CELLOPHANE TAPE -STICKS WITH A TOUCH
Industrial Tap* Corporation • Now Brunswick, N. J.

August 9, 1947



New Tire!. . 34
AND AT

NEW!... 34% MORE MILEAGE-AND HERE'S THE PROOF!

In millions of miles of road tests, tires were driven until the

treads wore smooth.

The new Goodyear De Luxe averaged 34% more mileage

than the famous Goodyear tire it replaces. Yes, 34% more

mileage!

If the new Goodyear De Luxe can make a record like this under

test conditions tougher on tires than ordinary driving, isn't it

reasonable t6 believe that it will do at least as well on the wheels

of your car?

NEW! . . . SHARP CUT IN PRICES!

This increased mileage actually costs you less. You not only get

a new and better tire, you get it at a sharp cut in price!

Your choice of two famous treads

The De Luxe Rib
The De Luxe Ail-Weather

THE NEW
AU-Weather T.M.—The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOO



RE MILEAGE
W PRICES

!

\TEST

\LUE

WCA!

NEW'....STRONGER CORD, STRONGER BODY!

The cord in the tough new De Luxe is stronger. This

means a stronger body, means the tread can be made
heavier for longer wear.

NEW'....BETTER TRACTION!

The sure-footed new De Luxe has a wider, flatter tread.

This puts more rubber on the road. It gives you more

traction when you need it most. It means quicker stops.

NEW!... IMPROVED SHOULDER DESIGN!

An improved shoulder design makes the shoulder husk-

ier, yet more flexible. It makes the long-lived new
Goodyear De Luxe wear more evenly. The more evenly

a tire wears, the longer it lasts.

This new Goodyear De Luxe is typical of the year-

in, year-out improvements that have kept Goodyear
America's first-choice tire for 32 consecutive years.

lOiHAN ON ANY OTHER KIND

DELUXE
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New Kind ofFurnace!

"Tends Itself" Without Ashes or Dirt

and Gives WARM FLOORS!

No ashes, dust,

fuel-dirt. Choice

of oil or gas
models.

Sits in the floor
— No basement
needed. Easy to

install, in new
homes or old.

Curtains stay clean, weeks longer! No
fuel dust, ashes, soot, to mess up cur-
tains, rugs, furniture, wallpaper,
paint! Saves hours of work; save
wearing out nice things. Be proud of
your clean house, with a Coleman
Floor Furnace.

Sit in your armchair and laugh at fire-

tending choresl No fire-building, no
fuel-carrying, no ashes to clean out!
Light your Coleman Floor Furnace
in the fall. No fire tending except
turning a valve. No tending at all with
a thermostat.

Order your Coleman Floor Furnace from your dealer now to be sure you have "worm-
floors" comfort next winter. Ask him for free literature or moil coupon to The Coleman
Co. Inc., Dept.CM-61 I.Wichita 1, Kansas; Philadelphia 8, Pa. (Terminal Commerce Bldg ),

Los Angeles 54, Calif.

' The Coleman Company, Inc.,

I Dept. CM-611, Wichita 1, Kans.
Without obligation please send me free

illustrated literature on the Coleman Floor
1 Furnace, for the fuel I have checked below.

Gas D Oil

Automatic Gas and Oil

Floor Furnaces

Name.

j Address.

I Town .State.

THE WITCH
Continued from page 26

bag down by the bridge poking stuff out
of the dump and at night going around
picking things up out of ash barrels that

she might get a few cents on from Red
Cohen, the junkman. One time she used
to go around to people's back doors
looking for any trash they might have.
But she was so ugly and hideous-looking
that people were more or less afraid of
her and they'd send her away with gruff

words without giving her anything. They
might mumble to themselves afterward
that she was rich, and that she had a

hoard buried in the Greek's cellar. But
the truth was that they just couldn't bear
looking at her. I guess she knew it, be-

cause after a while she gave it up.

I remember one time, I must have been
about eleven, she came to our house.
She stood out at the bottom of the back
steps and my mother talked to her
througb the screen door. I was behind
my mother peeking out, scared to death.

She had on that same old long black
dress that dragged along the ground be-

hind her as she walked, and she was so
old and ugly that I was afraid to keep
looking at her. But, for some reason, I

couldn't keep myself from looking at

her either. It was part of that same dou-
ble feeling I always had toward her.

When I didn't see her, I'd think of her as

a pathetic, even a tragic figure, and I'd

feel full of pity for her. But when I saw
her, something inside me would always
choke and I'd feel afraid.

She just stood there at the bottom of
the back steps with her head bent, mum-
bling something to herself. She didn't ask
for anything. But there wasn't any need
of her asking, since everybody knew who
she was and what she was after.

My mother was a fine woman, one of
those bighearted Irishwomen, as sympa-
thetic almost as God Himself. She
couldn't bear to see even a bird hurt
without taking it in and caring for it

until it was well again.

"Ah, the poor thing," she said. And
she asked the Witch to come in.

I was terrified. I turned and ran
through the kitchen and into the dining
room. 1 closed the door halfway, and
from behind it I watched what went on.

MY MOTHER had her sit down at

the table and she made her a cup
of tea. Then she sat down with her and
talked to her in that hearty, good-natured
way of hers, trying to make her feel at

ease. The Witch didn't say anything.

She just kept looking up at my mother as

if she couldn't help being half afraid.

When she had finished her tea, she put
down her cup and stood up awkwardly.
"Now, now, don't be running off with

you," my mother said, pushing back her
chair. And before the Witch could go,

she went to the cupboard and took her
pocketbook clown from the shelf. She
gave her a quarter.

The Witch began to look around the

kitchen with the quarter in her hand,
mumbling confusedly to herself, and not
knowing what to say.

"Aah!" my mother said with a snort,

turning away from her. She was as em-
barrassed as the Witch was grateful.

It was then the Witch saw me! As she

looked around the kitchen with the quar-
ter in her hand, trying to find something
to say, she caught me peeking out from
behind the dining-room door. For half

a minute I stood there looking at her,

unable to move. I scarcely dared even
to breathe. And then, before I could pull

back behind the door in fright, she

smiled at me. That was the only time I

ever saw her smile. And it was an aw-
ful, toothless smile.

"That's a fine boy," she said to my
mother in a cracked old voice. And you
could tell that it was her way of thank-

ing her for the cup of tea an
Her eyes were filled with gr

But it was too much foi

that it was a shameful thn

suddenly I just couldn't he!,

turned and ran. My motht
have a chance to call after i

door slammed behind me l
Afterward, I felt rotten

it. I'd imagine my mother

!

embarrassed with the Wit
run and I'd fill with shame, I

think of the poor old creal

she must have felt, it'd maf
bad inside that I'd have
about something else,

though my mother never
to me about it, I was alway
it before her.

But the Witch never i

again, and that was a lon(

she stopped coming aroun
|

houses.
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WE USED to plague
fully when we were

Pat's. Running after her, n

making faces and calling

from a safe distance, thn
her even—not to hit her
her. I never really had muc
had a feeling of shame i

ing it even while I did it

of the kids did it, so I did it

She never chased us. Sh
let on she even noticed us.

trudging along with her heK."ii
the rag bag she always ha

her shoulder to the Greek's
through a bulkhead in the

But she was afraid of u

tell from the way she'd k
down and try to slink alo

buildings when she'd see us

sensed that she was afraid

only made us plague her all

One day (this was durii

and we had just gotten out

the day) we spied her corr

along Market Street with

over her shoulder as usual,

there was something differe

She had an overcoat on—

a

most fantastic overcoat y
There she came, trudging i

Street in an old Army ov<

green with age, and so big 1

bulky that it was a wonder s

walk under the load.

"Hey, the Witch!" one
shouted in surprise as he sa

"Hey, look at the Witch!"
There she came, with he:

her shoulder and in that big

coat that reached down i

ground. In a way. she was
this was the first time that t

been anything different at

she was such a fantastic

kids could hardly contai

with the cruel joy of a ne\

plague her.

"Hey, the Witch!" the re

took up the shout. "Look ;

And then suddenly, one al

we began to run.

We circled around the p<

creature, hooting and n

noises, with some of the k

and out by her, and all

"The Witch! The Witch!

rich! Hey, Witch! Where'
overcoat?"
She kept on her way, crin.

the buildings and trying no

But she kept watching us

look out of the corners of

she tried to go a little fast

Then Joe Riley, to show
up behind her and made
rag bag. She shied away f

a sudden start of fright. Bi

her rag bag fell off her she

Collier's for A»
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>, a couple of the kids

She gave a little cry and

jick it up. She stood fac-

itened eyes, clutching it

best.

What's in the bag?" the

:r. And, as she started

with us still after her,

s of the bolder kids be-

en running darts by her,

y, still trying to show off,

\g chunk of ice out of the

he yelled and threw it.

it to scare her, but as it

tie air my breath was held.

sningly, on the side of the

Iced her down against the

For a minute, I guess
was dead. And then

run at once,

up. She put her rag bag
joulder, sobbing. And she

ay, crying and rubbing the

,id.

i turned inside me then.

at we had done to the

i

terrible pity for the poor
that I felt sick inside.

ause I wasn't able to face

the guilt of my part

i welled up suddenly into

that I had to take out.

>e Riley. The color had
i back into his face and he
to laugh in a shaky way.
when he saw me coming

vent to put his arms up.

lied him in the face and
[down. And I sat on him
Is face in the snow.
fan it! I didn't mean it!" he
But I didn't even hear
mad. I sat on him and
on the ice and I'd have

tie rest of the kids hadn't

alone afterward, I didn't

for it. I was still sick in-

ne and in a rage with my-
ad done that to the Witch.
iiadn't been what Joe Riley
icularly, it was the guilt of

-not just this once but all

that I had been with the

This time had just been
I had tried to take out the

of my part in it on Joe.

jed home alone afterward
[hadn't made it any better.

[ cared so much about what

I had done to Joe Riley—he had it com-
ing. But when I thought of the Witch
and the thing we had done to her, I could
feel the shame still deeper inside me.

Joe Riley didn't come back to school
for a couple of days after that, and that

night his father was over to my house
raising hell. From upstairs in bed I

could hear him.

"If you don't take care of him, I will!"

he kept shouting at my father.

My father said he would, sure he
would. He came upstairs after Mr. Riley

had gone and came into my room. I lay

in bed without moving, hoping he would
think that I was asleep. But then when I

thought he might go away he said, "Now,
what was it all about?"

I didn't say anything. I didn't know
how to explain it to him, and I felt guilty

and confused, so I kept silent. But,

finally, as he kept waiting there in the

dark for me to answer, I said, "Joe Riley

hit the Witch with a chunk of ice and I

gave him a licking."

My father didn't say anything. I

waited, but he just came over, patted me
on the head a couple of times and went
back downstairs.

I listened to his steps going down the

stairs and it made me feel rotten the way
he had patted me on the head, because
what I had told him and what he thought
wasn't the way it was at all.

THEY started to ride me in school
after that, saying I was in cahoots

with the Witch and that I went down the

Greek's cellar with her nights and did

things with her you couldn't repeat. I

thrashed some of them, but they only
thought up still worse things to say.

A gang of them would get together in

the schoolyard at recess and point at me
and whisper. When I'd come after them,
they'd just laugh and start to scatter.

Or, because they knew they could make
me mad, they'd follow me home after

school at night hooting at me and mak-
ing fun of me all the way. And all I

could do was fume and run around try-

ing to catch them.
So that, finally, in a fury because I

couldn't catch all of them at once and
thrash them to make them see what was
right, I turned and I began to run after

the Witch again with the rest of the kids.

And, in fact, I began to plague her worse
than any of them. I knew it was wrong,
but I was determined that if the rest of
the kids wouldn't let me alone to do what
was right, 1 would really show them how

I
twelve poses. Now would you care to take one with the groom?"

JON CORNIN

have your automobile broke system

cheeked regularly - - and when
service is required, insist upon

WAGNER LOCKHEED
BRAKE PARTS and FLUID
Situations arise in everyday driving that leave no time to think about your brakes

—they just have to "be there!" Now is the time to make sure that your brake

system is ready for these emergencies.

The level of fluid in your brake system should be checked regularly—at least

twice a year. If fluid is required to bring it up to the proper level—it pays to

specify WAGNER LOCKHEED NO. 21 BRAKE FLUID. NO. 21 is an all-

season fluid that functions perfectly under all driving

temperatures. It is used by automobile manufacturers

and recommended for all hydraulic brakes.

In addition to taking care of the fluid level, ask

your serviceman to check your brake system. If any

parts need replacement, specify genuine WAGNER
LOCKHEED HYDRAULIC BRAKE PARTS-
Minor repairs today may save you a major service

expense tomorrow. Wagner Electric Corporation,

6400 Plymouth Ave., St. Louis 14, Mo., U. S. A. In

Canada: Wagner Brake Co. Limited, Toronto.

Brake fluid Should be Checked

Twice Each Year
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What's the lowdown _l^on tall drinks?

Here are three right answers to that question . .

.

first and second, the popular twins: Tom Collins

and Gin Buck ; third, a new contender for the sum-
mer drink championship : the Singapore Sling .

Try all three, because no one drink can please all

tastes. But one gin . . . Kinsey Gin . . . can and
does give better taste to every summer cooler.

Here's why

:

Kinsey is the genial gin . . . superbly smooth.

The dry gin . . . yes, dry as fine champagne.

And 94.4 proof. . . brimming with flavor!

Make your tall drinks with Kinsey Gin . . . and
you can look forward to pleasure all summer long

!

KINSEY
TOM COLLINS

2-oz. Kinsey Gin
juice Yi lemon

1 teaspoon sugar

serve with ice, soda,

decorate with lemon,

orange, cherry.

h GINBUJ
2-oz. Kill

juice of |
2 cubes

serve in

with gin I

Distilled Dry Gin •

100% Grain Neuil

Kinsey Distilling Corjl
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s wrong. Little by little, I

gleader, and in spite of the

i inside me, I was always

lore and meaner ways of

a bunch of us used to put

ether in a corner of the

talk. Some of the kids

t she was rich and that she

lidden away in the cellar,

ould say that she carried it

rag bag with her. One day
off of bravado, but with a

e inside—I made up a plan

the Greek's cellar some
n the Witch was out and
down there once and for

of the kids listened and
lee.

any money, we'll steal it,"

a show of toughness that I

ay, actually, after school,

the fence behind the

ropped into his back yard,

oss the yard in silence with

ad and the rest of the kids

it as we reached the bulk-

e afraid and stopped. We
kids behind me whisper-

one another to go ahead,
moving,

as the kids kept prodding
ahead. I felt like a sneak

t on a show of boldness,

coming with me?" I de-

hisper.

Junteered. The rest of the

Jick, shuffling uncertainly.

jave felt as ashamed and
"Come on." I said again,

"What are you afraid of?"

them my bravery, I started

steps.

of the steps the door stood
put in my head cautiously,

"kness I couldn't see any-
there against the wall, al-

y feet, what looked like an
«ne lamp. I put in my arm
y inch, not daring to move
in I had to, and grabbed.
pre was a commotion in the

me. With the lamp in my
ack up the bulkhead steps.

ood there at the corner of

oved. For a minute, no-
lo know what to do and we
fe looking at her. We were

N
|

death. But she was more
in we were.

s she saw me with the lamp
ier expression changed and
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I to be hers and she had that

her face as on the day the
juing her and trying to take
away from her. Like the

j frightened little kid's face
er bully is trying to take
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he poor old creature's eyes
lad to look away in shame.
elp thinking of how little

[ felt like a criminal caught
some particularly low, mis-
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>in my hands, not knowing
.
vith it, and I felt so rotten
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2
mbaipute her expression changed
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mthpa
B havin8 moved -

se came from the back room
The Greek came to a win-
iddenly, as if at a signal, we
fling, pushing one another
ay, and climbing back over
/e stopped for a minute on
ice to hoot at the Greek and
' bravery. And then off we

were a safe distance away,
rain N«»!

to laugh and talk about it.

r^kids took the lamp and pa-
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raded up and down with it on top of
their heads, making fun of the Witch.
But somehow I didn't feel much like

laughing and talking. And after a while
I took the lamp away from them and
went home by myself. I didn't know
what to do with the lamp, but I couldn't
throw it away or break it. I sat for a
while on the back steps with it. And I

hid it carefully under the steps before
going into the house.

After that when we'd see the Witch
coming along Market Street with her rag

bag over her back and that same old
long black dress dragging along the

ground behind her, the shame would be
like a stain inside me. The kids would
run after her

(
as always, yelling and

themselves. And I'd wonder if she was
one of those mysterious eccentric recluses

like people said, and if she was rich and
had her hoard buried in the Greek's cel-

lar. Or if she was just some poor unfor-
tunate creature who had been born to

nothing, was nothing, and would soon
return to that nothing. But, gradually

—

you know how kids are—I was beginning
to forget her.

And then one night after supper I

picked up the paper and there was a small
piece on the back page about a nameless
old woman being found dead in a cellar

on Market Street. That was all it said.

But my throat gave a leap. The Witch
was dead. I knew right away it was her.

I stayed in the house for a while. And

"Darling, I love you and can't live without youl You are

everything in the world to me! Will you marry me? . . .

There, that will give you some idea of how it worksl"

ERIC PETERS

taunting, and I'd run with them. "The
Witch! The Witch! She's filthy rich!"

we'd yell. "Hey. Witch! What have you
got in the rag bag?" or, "Hey, Witch!
What happened to your overcoat?" But
I'd run on the outside edge of the crowd,
and I could never bring myself to look up
into the poor frightened old creature's

eyes again. . .

.

Then I moved away from Saint Pat's.

My oldest brother got a job and we
moved into a better neighborhood. I was
going to a school uptown and I hardly
ever went down around Market Street

and Saint Pat's, so I began to lose track

of the Witch. Except once in a while I'd

happen to think of her. I'd think of the

way that people treated her, walking on
the outside edge of the sidewalk and turn-

ing their heads away with a look of dis-

taste on their faces as they passed by her.

And I'd think of the things I had done to

her, alone and with the kids, and I'd begin

to fill with shame so that I'd have to try to

think about something different.

I'd remember some of the things I had
heard the older people down around
Market Street saying about her among

then I told my mother I was going out
with the kids. But I took a walk down
Market Street. The old neighborhood
was pretty well run down. The houses
were dirty and needed paint. The streets

were dirty and they seemed narrower
than I had thought they were. There were
a lot of little kids around and they were
ragged and had dirty faces. It smelled
like a slum. I passed by the Greek's and
he was closed for the night. But it looked
to me almost like a different place. The
lettering on the windows was faded and
the paint that had seemed such bright

grass green was chipped and peeling in

places.

There was a drugstore on the corner
of Hadley's block in where Malone's
Market had been just a year before. I

dropped in and ordered a soda. It was a

dingy-looking little place with all second-
hand fixtures. The clerk was alone and I

tried to start up a conversation with him.
But he was five or six years older than I

was and he didn't seem to want to be
bothered talking to a kid. Then I brought
up about hearing something about the
old woman being found dead in the cel-
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lar. I spoke in an offhand way, not want-
ing to seem too curious about it.

The clerk seemed half willing to talk

about it. "Oh, it seems," he told me,
"nobody noticed her around for a few
days so they told the cop on the beat. He
went down and he found the old woman
dead."
The clerk stopped. He didn't want to

talk to me, but you could tell that he
liked to talk about it.

After a minute he said, "Nobody knew
who she was. They used just to call her
the Witch. And everybody used to talk

about how rich she was.
"She was laying in a corner of the cel-

lar on some piles of newspapers she used
for a bed. She had been dead two days
already and her body was all dried out
and the rats had gotten at her

—
" The

clerk was a skinny guy with big eyes and
he described it to me with an awed and
gory relish.

There was nothing in the cellar to tell

who she was. All she had was a few old

pieces of junk and some brass kerosene
lamps that she had kept, for some pitiful

reason, for herself out of her years of
scavenging. That was all.

"Except for one thing," the clerk said.

"They found a cigar box." The drug
clerk stopped. He seemed a little puzzled,
as if he didn't quite know how it should
be regarded.

"She had it all covered over with pieces

of fancy cloth, and she had some old yel-

lowed lace sewed on around the edges to

decorate it. On top there was a card
tacked on. 'For my decent burial,' it had
written on it in pencil.

"In the cigar box, there was a little

better than fifty-six dollars in pennies,
nickels, dimes and some quarters."

The pitifully decorated cigar box with
its fifty-six dollars and the few brass

kerosene lamps and pieces of junk. That
was all.

The drug clerk didn't seem to know
what to make of it and he stared at me
with his big eyes for a minute. Then he
•snapped out of it, and giving me a look
of contempt to make up for having been
bothered to talk to me, he went back to

wiping his glasses.

I sat there for a while without drinking
my soda. It was quiet in the drugstore.

All that could be heard were the move-
ments of the clerk and the sound of some
kids playing up the street. Then I got up
and I walked home in the growing dark.

I thought of the Witch and her cigar box.

Her pitifully decorated cigar box with

its fifty-six dollars, and the few old brass

kerosene lamps and pieces of junk. That
was all.

THEY had a Mass for her at Saint Pat-

rick's. She used to go to the early

Mass there. They bought her a cheap
casket, and the priest said c Mass for her

and they buried her in Saint Patrick's

cemetery.
The Mass was upstairs in the big

church, and there wasn't anybody at the

Mass except a few old ladies down in

front who go to every Mass they have.

I don't know why. but without telling

anybody where I was going I sneaked in

and sat in the last pew. It was an eerie

feeling—the casket in the aisle and the

priest standing on the altar saying Mass
softly in Latin in the big, almost empty
church.

I knelt and I thought of the Witch.
The way she had lived and what she had
lived for. There she was now in her lit-

tle, cheap wood casket in the aisle of that

big, empty, vaulted church with the priest

saying her Mass—the Latin words echo-
ing softly in the hush, and the few pious

old ladies with their heads bowed down
up in front.

I bowed my head and I said a prayer

for her quickly. And then I slipped out

before anybody would see" me.
Coming out into the sunlight, it was

different.

The End
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Observation -lounge car on the)

PANAMA LIMITED
This luxurious Illinois Central train is powcrea
Motors Diesel locomotive on its daily 16'/>~lu.\

miles each way between Chicago and Sew t\
powered by GM Diesels are the I.C.'s other /ami
City of New Orleans, City of Miami, Green Dil
light. Night Diamond, Land O'Corn and Miss I

/K/reTfr-rfveJ'*/riot/pArtfe were ab//7# #40#/'swfy\

Unless you count the mileposts as they
flash by, you can hardly believe the dis-

tance the Panama Limited is covering with
a General Motors Diesel locomotive up at
the head of the train.

The flow of power is so smooth that you
get from here to there almost before you
know it, at a hundred miles an hour a lot

of the time.

The Panama Limited is just one example
of howGM Diesel locomotives have stepped
up schedules on American railroads.

Throughout the country, there are at least

96 different runs made from start to stop
at 60 miles or more — a total of more
than 7,320 daily scheduled miles. There
are more than 23 non-stop runs of 102 to

325 miles in length covered at averages of

60 to 80 miles an hour.

This stepping up of schedules is one of

the benefits which GM Diesel locomotives
have brought to more than 150 famous
name trains on more than a score of rail-

roads — and that is just about all of the
Diesel-powered crack trains in the United

'!K C

mn si

States. And in addition, these GftM :j

,

locomotives are so reliable that soiu

roads report as high as 97% "oifl

arrivals.

No wonder more and more of tM
trains of the nation are being powk
these General Motors locomotives,

In the thirteen years since they fin m
their bow, they have helped the r; ro

reduce operating costs — and in If

passenger traffic, because they mai ti

travel such a pleasure.

'Better trains follow better locomotives"

Electro-Motive Division
GENERAL MOTORS

LA GRANGE, ILL.
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THE LADY WAS A TRAMP
Continued from page 21

of a sale the 'other re-

^^K to Father after our pro-

^^Haser had departed minus a

answered the ad.

t night a change in Father was
i soon as he came home. He
,Iy made up his mind to lg-^l He did not mention them

dinner nor afterward as he
cigar and read the paper.

at into the study to pay the

' be said, and suddenly bobbed
pdoorway. "Didn't we pay Kin-

^^Hcring those mutts!1 He's

^^Hin."
Bed. "I'm afraid tha:

Mil. That's for the distemper

dogs have to be inoculated.

j wouldn't want them all

temper."
Father said.

Jed on this possibility, then

i into the study. We heard his

ling, then silence, followed by
bough he were mortally
: loomed up in front of us

sheet of paper in his hand.
*' he said to Mother.
That's for beef."

In't had that much beef."

Mother said. Tve
scraped beet."

ed at her in horror.

beef?" he said in a choked.
IS voice "Lady eats horse

-

^Bppies wouldn't eat horsemeat."
i was a long silence w hile Father
this. It seemed to leave him

lgrels." he muttered
aped beef."

jost for a short time." Mother
jlingly. "They're puppies and

be coddled. Puppies must

;ng me right out of house
:'." Father shouted. "Scraped
nine o'clock. Maybe the

little peckish right now. eh?
I should run dow n cellar w ith a

if ham sandwiches. W~hen I had
kid you know what they got?
what was left on the p

thing from chicken bones
and they thrived on it. They

- g-test, healthiest dogs around.
a dog who ate pancakes.

(be fifteen."

~ies change." Mother said. "They
were farm dogs getting lots of exercise

All I can do is to go by the most modern
medical advice I bought a book on the

care of puppies."

It rained hard that night and was still

,

pouring in the morning. Mothe
downstairs to feed the dogs and found
that water was seeping in through one
cellar wall. The floe- .: and the

atmosphere damp.
"They'll get pneumonia." Mother

said, and a little later the dogs were quar-
tered in the kitchen. Tl
there when Father came home that night.

unsuspiciously opened the kitchen door
and was swarmed o\er by a deL r

nine dogs. Lady, wanting Father

fection for herself, sent her pups flying

with quick nips.

AFTER a certain amount of order had
.been restored. Father said. "The

thing that is driving me insane is that

Lady doesn't even like these dogs.

They're her own flesh and blood and she
doesn't even like them. She goes off on a

tear and dumps the results in my lap."

"Dogs are that way." Mother said

-o in the book. A mother dog brings

up the puppies to a certain point and then
sends them out to fend for themselves."

Father stared across the table at

Mother. "Sends who out to fend for

themselves?" he demanded. "How much
lending have you seen those puppies
doing?" Father tapped himself on the

chest. "I'm the guy that does all the

fending around here. But I'm through.
No one wants the dogs, we can't keep
them. I called Kinsey today and the

he disposes of dogs now is quick and
painless. Shoots an overdose of nembutal
in a vein and in a matter of seconc
dog is chasing rabbits in the Happy Hunt-
ing Ground. The s er tonight". . .

Dinner was a quiet affair, none of the

children asked for s e

.

Frances
spilled her glass of milk and the fluid

trickled across the table and some ran
down onto Father's lap. He didn't -

word.
A::er dinner. Frances, being the

youngest, went to bed first. Father went
up. as was his custom, to tuck her in and
kiss her good night.

"Don't wanna k:ss Daddy." Frances
said, when he bent over her bed.

"What's this?" said Father, tryir:

joke about it. "Whatfs this?"

Blazing sun and soaking water

leave hair parched and brittle

"Matter of fact. I know a little place around the corner here"

.
- : . - • • - : -

1 8 holes on a bright, summer day can be rough on a man's hair. Sun
bakes scalp oils. Wind dries them. Your s

-
. . -he <tamag«»,

And you fall heir to hair that's dulL brittle, unmanageable. Unless you . .

.

Use the Vitoiis "60-Second Workout'

aa

At drug counters

and barber shops

everywhere.

1 . 50 seconds ;e Vitalis on your 2. 10 seconds
scalp. Feel that stimulating tingle

pure •
- :>fls go to work preventing e falling

dryness, helping natural scalp oils. You get

. . - - -

against summer sun. wind, water. Anc mineral oQ. 100 %
get the most manageable hair i i r.ad! :hy . . . tr.

- N ;

Keep hair handsome

with the

"60-Second Workout"

Vitalis

^s ior August 9, 1947
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SBCUMY
travel
funds

I

American Express
Travelers Cheques

V Safer than cash

V Promptly refunded if lost

V Spendable anywhere

V Good until used

V No identification needed

except your signature

/ Cost only 75^ per $100.

SOLD AT BANKS, PRINCIPAL RAILWAY
EXPRESS AND WESTERN UNION OFFICES

^Scratching
Mosquito- Other Insect Bites

@ €
Relieve the itching caused by insect

bites, athlete's foot— other itching
troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-
less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial

bottle proves it—ormoney back. Ask
yourdruggistforD.D.D.Prescription.

THE NEIGHBORS WILL )

J.OVE ME FOR THIS/ )

3-IN-DNE
OIL

LOOSE OR
BROKEN TILES

Do it yourself . . .

easily and quickly.

Dries hard and fast.

Water resistant.

Hardware, Pj/nt & 10c Sroi

ADHERES TO METAL OR TILE

(PQasQasWssx-]...

WHITE TILE CEMENT

"Won't kiss Daddy," said Frances, and
put her head under the blanket.

Father came heavily down the stairs.

"This is not my fault," he said plaintively.

"The children will have to get used to

the idea," Mother said. "It's hard for

them. Fred, you go with your lather

and help him."
We rounded up the pups and carried

them out to the car. Their bodies were
not large, but they had long legs and tre-

mendous feet. They took to the car like

ducks to water. Father started out the

driveway and the pups leaped back and
forth, barking as they did so. One of
them jumped on Father's head and shoul-
ders, and I had a glimpse, as we passed
beneath a street light, of Father's face
set and stern, with a puppy draped over
his head and neck, chewing his right ear.

We drove in silence to the vet's, Fa-
ther driving the last mile at a cautious
twelve miles an hour because one of the

pups was entangled in the steering wheel.
Father stopped the car, brushed sundry

dogs off his lap and lighted a cigar. "Say
goodby to them if you like, son," he said,

and stared out the window. We sat there

and finally the door of the animal hos-
pital opened and old Doc Kinsey came
down the walk.

"Just closing up," he said, peering in

the window. "You wanted me?"
Father stared at him. "Hell, no," he

said finally, "just taking a ride, just get-

ting the dogs accustomed to the car."

And home we went with the pups bark-
ing and one of them eating Father's hat.

We went into the house and Mother
and the other children who had been very
low jumped up in amazement.
"He was closed up," Father said.

My younger brother let out a war
whoop. We knew then that Father
couldn't do it. That is, we all knew it but
little Frances. She took him literally and
thought the puppies only had a reprieve

from death until the next day. But we
didn't realize how she felt until the fol-

lowing afternoon.

WE WERE all upstairs except Fran-
ces when Mother said, "I haven't

heard a peep from the dogs."
"Maybe they all dropped dead," Fa-

ther said hopefully.

"John." Mother said, "run downstairs
and see if they got out the kitchen door."

John clattered down the stairs, and
then came flying back up shouting, "The
dogs are gone!"
We chased downstairs after him. Lady

was sleeping under the kitchen table, but
the puppies had disappeared.

"Where's Frances?" Mother said sud-

denly, and we started on another hunt.

Mother came in from the back hall.

"Norman," she said, "the leash is gone."
Father had rigged up a complicated

leash for the pups so he could take them
all walking at once. It made quite a pic-

ture, Father holding a rope with eight

dogs attached to separate strands leading

off from it.

"She's gone off with the puppies,"

Mother said.

"Take it easy," Father shouted. "You
take the car. John and Emily, go off on
your bikes. Fred, come with me. She
can't have gone far. My God, with eight

dogs. They're bigger than she is."

We ran up the street. "1 will personally

kill those dogs," Father panted. "I will

strangle them with my bare hands."
"Then Frances will never speak to you

again. Father," I said helpfully.

Father groaned and we ran around the

corner and over toward Main Street. We
were passing Mr. App's hardware store

when he called out the open door to us.

"Your wife just phoned. Asked me if

I saw you over this way to tell you she

found your little girl."

We hurried back. Frances was there

—

but no dogs.

"She was down near the railroad

tracks," Mother said. "The most dis-

reputable part of town."

"Who'd you give the dogs to, honey?"
Father said.

"Men." she said. "Nice men."
All that week ^[u\ she acted as though

she had saved the dogs from a horrible
fate, and Father was the villain she had
toiled. He tried to explain things to her
and got nowhere.

"She'll never like me again," Father
said gloomily.

On Monday, Mother spoke to me. "I

suppose it will blow over in time." she
said, "but right now Frances just doesn't
like her father. She's too young to under-
stand his viewpoint. Your lather is ter-

ribly upset about it. He tossed all last

night."

We expected Father home at five

thirty, his customary time. When he
hadn't arrived by six o'clock. Mother
telephoned the man he usually rode with.

"Dan," she asked, "did Norman ride

with you or is he working late?"

Dan was apparently hesitant over the
phone, and Mother spoke sharply to him.
"Don't act so mysterious," she said.

"Where is he?"
"Well," Dan said reluctantly, "the

truth of it is he asked me to let him off

at the Eagle Bar and Grill."

Mother hung up and stared at us.

"Your father," she said, "has never loi-

tered in taverns on his way home."
Another ten minutes went by and

suddenly the front door ban|
and we heard I ather proclaiming
il somewhat thickly that dog m
best friend. "Damn' tootin'," h<|

in a confidential lone as he strode

along the hallwa)
"You must act as though in>l

wrong." Mother cautioned us

and we sat there with set faces,

THEN Father burst in upon us.l

was .in the back of his I

between his teeth, and his fa

Hushed. And under one arm \sas|

gling puppy.
"Norman Hooper," Mother..

should be ashamed of yourself.*1

'What for?" Father said "il

look after the dogs, the dear hitl

Had to stop in and see if thi

mistreated. Can't have that, un]
Can't have anybody mistreat the

valuable dogs."
Mother stared at him.

Frances gave the dogs-
stopped, horrified by the thoughtj

"Certainly," Father boomed,
those dogs are owned by barroomj
a bottle of beer at each bar and .

after the health of the dog. I inve

each dog personally. Can't hav

valuable dogs brought up on pret.

cheap gin, you know. Not afterl

been brought up on

—

hie—scrapel

COLLIER'S

'Say, morale must be pretty high in the office staff. There
hasn't been a single 'drop dead' suggestion in weeks" s»J

Mother compressed her lips and went to

the telephone again. When she got the

Eagle Bar and Grill she could hear a

juke box in the background.
"Is Mr. Norman Hooper there?" she

said coldly.

"He was," said a cordial voice, "but he

ain't any more. Said he was going to stop

by the Palace."

Mother hung up with a crash. "I don't

believe it," she said. The Eagle Bar and
Grill at least was reasonably respectable.

The Palace was not. There was usually a

fight at the Palace on a Saturday night.

Mother looked at us, then called the Pal-

ace. She hung up quickly and turned to

me. "They said he went from there to

Joe Mooney's. I never heard of that."

"Oh. sure," I said. "Everybody in

town knows Mooney's. It's a bookie
joint."

"A what?" Mother was mystified.

"It's a cigar store in front," I said, "but

in the back room they make bets on
horse races."

"We won't wait another minute."
Mother said, and served up the dinner.

She was shaken. After many years of

being a faithful husband, Father had ap-

parently run off the rails and become a

drunkard and a gambler.

"It's Frances," Mother said. "Your fa-

ther's heartbroken. She's made him a

guzzler and a horse player."

We were solemnly eating dessert when

Nobody said anything. The
wiggled and dropped to the flc

Frances jumped down to hug it.

"My very own favorite pupp
cried.

Father said, "The seventh d-

owned by the fire house, and the

one by one Joseph Mooney, a

maker and a scoundrel of the firs

He left the dog locked in his ne

establishment for twelve hours. I

ened to punch his nose and bro

dog home. I guess we can mam
puppy."

Father sat down in his chair,

still on. Frances came over and e

up into his lap. She sat there

lovingly up at him. "Want Daddy
me," she said.

Father sat back and a big grin

over his face. After a moment
smiled too.

"Norman," she said, "I think tl

barroom pups will be all right,

think you need stop and inquire

them every night."

No one needed to worry abo
dogs. They grew like weeds u

summer sun and eventually »
quite a reputation around town as

dogs and pets. But Mother neve

recovered from the fact that amc
local saloon set they were kne

Hooper hounds.
The End

Collier's for August ' 1W
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Mr. Homes (right) exercises his tongue muscles in class at the District Speech Clinic, Washington, D. C, where
he overcame a speech defect which had made his life mise rable for more than twenty years. Now he speaks clearly

I STOPPED STAMMERING
Defective speech is a tragedy for more than a million Americans,
most of whom don't realize what modern methods can do for them

BY EUGENE
HOMES

A S TOLD T <

GREER WILLIA

T

Susan Hurley uses a mirror to watch her tongue ac- Dr. Richard R. Hutcheson, director of the speech clinic,

tion which gives strength and agility in conversation gives voice instruction to one of his pupils, R. Brewer
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JHERE are aboul
stammerers in this

;incl until a year ago I

of them. I can remember i idi

family car in Staunton. \ ngi

I was five and asking, "Hi
how—?" My nevcr-linishcd

is beyond recall, but 1 have
clear memories of how m
grew into a misery of self-©

ness in the ensuing twenty ye
I stammered so badly that

avoided talking with anyon
my family. Silence was
way out of my difficulty,

continually led to more dillic

the time a high-school kid, bij

I was, told me to get out of
couldn't talk fast enough
with him, so I just hit hi

pretty big myself and usual!

lights, but not that one.

In the last year, however,
speaking up to everyone. W
help, I found a new voice a

much fun out of using it I c

stop. And the thing I'm

to talk about is the knowl
helped me—knowledge thai

put to work to help the wh
of speech cripples known as

ers or stutterers.

Speech is man's Nu
method of communication
fellows. By our speech, peo
their first impressions of o
gence, education, character,

ity and even the state of ourl|

Yet our parents and teach

our ability to speak mainly t

Children learn to talk nori

most entirely by imitation. S

it difficult. Others mimic
things. There's a good chan<

child's speech habits, whate
are, will become fixed in

twelve years. Speech author

that eighty-five per cent of i

mering begins before the age

and nearly all of it is estab'

the time of adolescence.

Because they don't have ai

help them find the key to the

locks as children, a great ma.

merers wind up as maladjustt

and easy marks for exploit;

quacks. I know, because I dk
Like most stammerers, I

idea what started it. 1 was r

my uncle's 200-acre farm nea

ton, with my two older brot

younger sister. My father, i

dean of the School of Eng
University of South Carol!

when f was two and a half y
My mother went back to

school, ft was her wish that I

to go to West Point and be

neer like my father.

If his death or some othe

shock was responsible for n

mering, as is sometimes the

have no memory of it. I had

boyhood, f did my chores

farm, had my fist fights and
spankings like the rest. Whili 1
that I was different from nj
talkative playmates, it didn't

worry me or anyone else at till

An aunt taught me the firJ
at home, so 1 started to schO'B

second. Naturally, my inaIN

talk freely set me apart at p
couldn't recite Jack and Jill vM
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around to check on our

|,
I guess, started my career

lower.

Id talk reasonably well with

friends, I always got all tied

attention of strangers was
lie. In a store, I was afraid

1 1 wanted. I'd get a friend

Ifor me, and he'd explain to

|
r that I stuttered,

was always sympathetic

Ike nor my aunt and uncle

anything about my putt-

1 most parents, they thought

, By the time I reached the

ith grade, however, I was
Alt, as much as I'd like to be

;e other people, I'd never

ielp. But I didn't get any.

astern didn't seem to be
way and, so far as I know,

t I was mentally back-
especially bright in arith-

t A's and B's in all subjects

ammar school. When I en-

hool at thirteen, though, I

as if an overwhelming load

on me. I became self-con-

ferior and didn't see how I

the situation any longer.

pped in Job-Hunting

w

the

t!

when I was seventeen.

ip against it. I tried to get

was no use. My speech
aggressive action. I tried

1 companies in the Shenan-
but I couldn't talk well

e telephone even to get an
lank sent to me. So I went
»1 for a postgraduate course
ng and typing, meanwhile
hool bus for my uncle.

decided to enlist in the

ruiting station in Staunton
to its Richmond headquar-
'hey wasted no time. The
me in and handed me a

I was disqualified due to

nt of speech.

id blow for a physically fit

of nineteen who stood five

nd weighed 175. I returned
rassed. A friend of the fam-
my officer, saved my face,

new the colonel in Rich-
ould take me down to see

. later he did, and this time I

as decided that my speech
sufficient to disqualify me.
uring the first ten months
eograph machine. During

as promoted to private first

my first advancement and,

t more to me than when I

sergeant in 1942. I was
,ch the top in the enlisted

I considered myself a good
e clerk, I was never able to

duties satisfactorily when it

"ressing others, whether of
er rank. My stammering
hard look from officers.

I began my correspond-
'school for stammerers" in a
city. I was still a private
its iittle magazine advertise-

red a free book on the cause
n of stammering. It was the
heard any such good news,
d I lose by writing?

i sent me the book and a
er with a diagnosis blank.
n, of course. 1 filled it out
eek got back a typewritten
pages, single-spaced.

No. 136,626 and, it said,

1 type of combined stammer-
tering with an intermittent-

ndency and a progressive
Wrest of the diagnosis was de-

Jflmg me that for S300 (payable
lment) I could attend the
n| obtain freedom from stam-« )ur to eight weeks. It was a
8 fer, but I was in the Army.
s r August 9, 1947

It puzzled me a little that the school

ignored this fact in the letters to follow.

For three years, hardly a month passed

without a beautifully written "Dear Eu-
gene" letter from the school. One of

them cautioned me:
"You should get plenty of exercise,

sunshine and fresh air and, most impor-
tant of all, do not allow yourself to come
under any severe emotional strain, or

excitement."

The school didn't seem to realize that

the Army took good care of such things.

Always it told me of the next vacancy
in a class and held out such promises

as "You can definitely acquire the gift of

perfect speech." I was told that my fear

of stammering .would end the first day in

the school. All I had to do was say to

myself, "I'm going to the school now and
not wait a single day longer."

Nor did I wait any longer than I had
to, without going A.W.O.L. When I got

out of the Army on points in October,
1945, my mind was filled with hope.
Certainly, I left no room in it for doubt
or distrust.

I was given a new diagnosis saying,

"Yours is a case of genuine stammering"
and repeating all the rest. I made a quick
trip by auto to the school. The head was
most cordial and said, "I'll make a new
man out of you." He had an impressive

office in a downtown building and I didn't

think to ask to see the school. I agreed
to start the course the next week.
When I got back to begin school, I

made my own way to the office, registered

and handed over $300 from my savings

as a G.I. A big limousine took me to my
hotel. The hotel had a four-day limit so

I soon wound up in the school's board-
inghouse. The place was ramshackle, and
the food was pitiful.

The school was a disappointment, too.

It turned out to be a gloomy old hall.

There were thirty-five or forty in my class

and we spent four hours a day there. The
school's only teacher was a woman who
was nice enough, but the training con-
sisted of singing our words in syllables

while swinging our hands in rhythm. Our
main chore was to march back and forth

on the dance floor in platoon front

formation, swinging and singing.

We did have breathing exercises and
lines to practice, such as "Great thoughts
like great deeds need no trumpet." Then
there was "Never be fearful but happy
and cheerful," but it didn't keep most of

us from being utterly discouraged.

Disillusioned Students Quit

I felt like going home the first day. All

of us, however, found we had no choice

but to stick it out. The students began
dropping out fast, nevertheless, after

three or four weeks. I didn't hear anyone
say he had acquired perfect speech, but
at least three out of four stammered bit-

ter things about the school.

Where were all the happiness-ever-

after testimonials, such as the facsimiles

sent to us? In the boardinghouse we
found names and addresses of former
students scribbled on the wall. I wrote
to three of them, and so did some of my
roommates. The alumni replying to our
letters were unanimous in condemning
their alma mater.

After six weeks, without further en-

couragement from the school, I climbed
on the train. I never felt lower or had
less faith in my fellow men.
Of course, it was all my own fault for

having failed to investigate the school
in the first place. I have since learned

that this school is not accepted by the

American Speech Correction Associ-
ation. The Department of Veterans
Affairs has twice rejected the school for

participation in the G.I. Bill of Rights.

The next time I knew better. From a

fellow stammerer, I had heard there was
a speech clinic in Washington, D. C.

—

the District Speech Clinic.

I went there with little hope that any-
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thing would come of it. The director,

Richard R. Hutcheson, asked me to talk

to him without using my hand. I

couldn't. He made a phonograph record-

ing while I tensely labored through:
"M-m-my name is Eu-Eu-Eugene

Crosby Homes. I a-a-a-m I am m-mak-
ing this recording to hear m-myself talk

and to uh-uh-uh-recognize what is

needed for improvement of m-my voice."

Mr. Hutcheson played it back and I

said, "Pretty buh-ad." He said yes.

I asked if there were any chance for im-

provement and he said he wouldn't make
any promises but there could be; it was
all up to me. He suggested that before I

decided about taking any training I take

a look around the clinic.

I did, and saw various classes being
conducted. I was impressed that every-

thing was in the open.
The next day I returned to the clinic.

I learned a three-month course would
cost $187.50. To my surprise, I was told

I could get it under the G.I. Bill of

Rights.

I started at the District Speech Clinic in

February, 1946. The course of thirty

hours a week was not easy, but it made
sense. The speech therapist to whom I

was assigned said that I had to be re-

educated in speech from the beginning,

using normal voice training as the basic

method. The trouble was that I had a

voice with a stammering defect built in,

so to speak, and the object was to rebuild

one not associated with this defect.

Building Correct Speech Habits

The first thing the teacher did was put
me on a sixteen-day "silent period."

During this time I was not to say any-
thing to anybody except as she directed.

A lot happened during this period.

Over and over, she hammered me on
two points. Slow down. Relax. Speak
slowly. Take it easy. At the same time,

she showed me the correct positions for

sounding consonants. I discovered that

it wasn't the vowels

—

a, e, i, o, u—but the

consonants—like p, b, m, y, ch—that

gave me trouble. The way to say a word,
I learned, is not to concentrate on the

consonant, as a stammerer frequently
does, but on the vowel sound. All you
do is assume the correct position for the

consonant and get on with the vowel.
Take p. It's simply an e said with the
lips touching.

I was like a baby just learning to talk

—one sound, one syllable, one word at a

time. 1 exercised my tongue to give it

strength and agility. Some in my class

were actually required to wrap paper
toweling around their tongue and haul
it about by hand. I learned what to do
with my breath while speaking. It's a
matter of controlling and timing the out-

put of air.

The teacher drilled me on one tip that

seemed more important than anything
else when I became tired and nervous. If

I felt that impulse to stammer, I was not
to try to force the sound, as stammerers
habitually do. I was to stop and wait it

out, then continue in an orderly fashion.

"I see what you mean now," I told

the teacher when I came off "silence."

For the first time in my life I understood
what happened when I opened my
mouth.
From then on, normal speech was

simple enough. The class got lectures

on fear of stammering. "What is there

to be afraid of?" demanded the director.

"Go ahead and stammer. You've done
it all your life." When you do it on pur-
pose, just to analyze it, you get a sense

of mastery.

To overcome my fear of talking to

strangers, the clinic sent me out to strike

up conversations. Timidly, but with in-

creasing confidence, I became garrulous
with bus drivers, waiters, ticket agents

and the cop on the corner. Some were
surprised at my questions. Standing in

front of the Earl Theater, which has a

sign about fifty feet high, I asked the

doorman, "Where is the Earl Theater?"
He probably thought I was crazy. I

was—crazy with a feeling of pride and
pleasure in my new-found voice. After
eight weeks I was placed in a class for

normal voice students. I noticed an
amazing thing about the correction of

my stammering. My voice seemed to

have dropped from a rather tense second
tenor to a good, resounding bass. I am
convinced that, as the result of training,

I have a better voice now than the aver-

age person who learned to speak nor-
mally, as it were, by ear.

As a result, my life suddenly became
pretty full at the age of twenty-six. I

continued at the clinic with a public-

speaking course in the evening and be-

gan going to business college mornings.
My administrative experience as a mas-
ter sergeant began to pay off when the

clinic hired me last summer to work
afternoons as a sort of executive secre-

tary. Virtually my whole job is talking.

The telephone rings continually. It is a
satisfying experience to pick it up and
talk naturally to all comers.

"I think he loves me, but he
never comes right out with any-

thing I can put on my finger!"

When a friend suggested that I had a

story to tell, I first thought that I

might be accused of becoming a sort of

crusader—perish the thought. It hap-

pens, however, that I don't believe the

real salvation of 1 ,400,000 stammerers

—

one per cent of the population—lies in

the District Speech Clinic or any of the

many professionally qualified speech
clinics elsewhere.

These clinics have done much for in-

dividual stammerers and other speech de-

fectives—places like the Institute of

Logopedics at the University of Wichita,

Kansas, and the National Hospital for

Speech Disorders in New York City.

Anyone should be able to obtain the

name of the one nearest him from the

American Speech Correction Associ-

ation. It has an office at the State Uni-
versity of Iowa, Iowa City, and another

at the Indiana State Teachers College,

Terre Haute. With greater teamwork,
more trained personnel and some na-

tional support, these clinics could do
much more.

But Dr. Loren D. Reid, director of the

University of Missouri Speech and Hear-
ing Clinic, has pointed out: "Few will

agree upon any list of so-called facts."

Many authorities, for instance, con-

sider stammering and stuttering to mean
essentially the same thing. Others say
stammering is a hesitation in making
a sound and stuttering a repetition of a

sound.
One of the mysterious facts about

jny

stammering is that it hits boy
like six times more often thai

female speaks earlier, easier

than the male," said Dr Reid
Scientists have searched

psychology, psychiatry, neui

chemistry, language, hcredi

vironment for the causes of

and have developed man
"Yet," said Dr. Reid, "fundi [#
agreement still exists."

Stanley Ainsworth, sup

Speech Correction at Im
Teachers College, found that

ing speech clinicians used fot

ent methods or combinations
in correcting stuttering. T.

agreed that the patient shoulc

feel more secure, be persuade
his attitude toward his speec
how to rest and relax while s

be given voice training to brt

habits of speech. There see

great need for standardizatio

known and what can be
stammering.

But the real answer, it se

lies in the early training of

parent and teacher. Parent
well to heed Dr. Wendell Joh
of the Journal of Speech Dis(

professor in Iowa State's Ps

and Speech Clinic.

In a study of stutterers a

terers, Dr. Johnson found tha

relatives frequently had st

former as stutterers before t]

hesitations and repetitions

erly be termed a speech defe

of this came all manner of w
disapprovals, serving to mak
self-conscious and to fix the h

Dr. Johnson observed, f

that parents of stammerers wi

be perfectionists in table mar
liness, toilet habits and obe
other words, their children w|

to no great shocks, appa
simply too much pressure

adult standards as babies.

A Word of Advice to l\

"The child," said Dr. Rekl
gling to learn a vocabulary

[

quire skill in using it. While!
so, parents should be carefj

attentively, to participate inf
and in general to reassure hiij

a member of the family in

ing. And this advice, comingl
clinicians, is worth its weigrl

After the parents hand thef

to the teacher, Mr. Hutche
sized, "the real responsibilit|

upon the public schools,

rection teachers and supervisl

trained to help with the pre]

defects in our schoolrooms,
way can these hundreds of til

children with speech defects If

"Speech defects can and
If

corrected in the elementary

is at this time that the childii

is being molded into a semblai

it will be ten years hence,

mentary teacher should have
|

knowledge of voice producj

rection of speech defects is

child welfare that has
neglected."

To that I can add, from my
a profound amen. The edul
partments of many states arl

in the problem, it seems, but r

able to do anything about it I

where it is of greatest impel

level of the lonely little guy il

defeat from his first social encl

Jack and Jill. Why should A
have to wait until he is a mil

try to find someone to tea<|

ABC's of normal speech? Wr|
all children be taught how to |

out of their voices?

Talk is cheap. But I'm biaf

it's a precious skill.

The End

Collier's for Aug



You can't help feeling proud when your home turns out to be headquarters for a 'teen-age'

crowd. You can pat yourselves on the back for being good parents and for having a grand

youngster. And you can congratulate yourselves for having bought your Stromberg- Carlson. It

does such a whale of a job for the youngsters, and for your friends, too. Each beautiful Stromberg-

Carlson is built to a single ideal. It must neither add anything to nor subtract anything from

music itself, whether you listen to records, FM, or standard broadcast radio. That is the most

you can ask of any radio or radio phonograph . . . and it is the most difficult quality to find.

t l ^
e main radio in your home

THERE IS NOTHING FINER THAN A STROMBERG-CARLSON
9)1*4 7. STROMBCRO-CARLSON COMPANY. ROCHESTER 3. N.Y.— IN CAHAOA, SI ROMBERG - CARLSON CO., LTD., TORONTO

INCTIVE "AUTOGRAPH"... THE CHARMING "SALEM CHEST"... TH E GRACEFUL "EMPIRE"... THE HANDY "VAGABOND"

,1'mlfct a few of the new, exciting Stromberg-Carlsons! They are available in a broad range of prices, with a distinguished model for every room.

..RLSON COMPANY • RADIOS. RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS. TELEVISION . SOUND EQUIPMENT t INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS • TELEPHONES. SWITCHBOARDS t INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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"New Freedom Gas Kitchen"*. . . Clean, cool and "shipshape" — with its space-

saving fold-up seats and sliding panels in the breakfast nook. But even more important

are the many ways it saves you work! Saves shopping because a new Servel Gas refrigera-

tor stores enough food for a week. Saves dishpan drudgery because a new automatic

Gas water-heater supplies enough really hot water for a do-everythin

Saves cleaning — thanks to a special ventilating system that removes

vapors at their source. As for the greatest work-saver of all . . . just lo|

automatic Gas range! Make it the start of your "New Freedom Gas Kit
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RE were two of them
owing by the crossroads.

« headlights shimmered
in the distance, and then the

closer and he saw the arching

yellow blossom, and caught

hiff of their perfume as they

Acacias. Always it had
nnected with acacias—the

acacias drifting across the

e night.

on going to get her at the

I Joe asked him. Joe was
'orward on the seat, cleaning

with a match.
home already," Steve said.

t brought her and the baby
noon."

s taking care of her?"

woman who lives on Frank-
. I forget her name."
Munsey," Joe said. "Yeah,
ight. Bea had her both times,

da old-fashioned, but she

lot about babies."

i's what Helen said." Steve
the road.

the beginning the acacias had
rt of it. from the night they
really been alone. They had
blaring music of the college

Td driven into the hills, and
: had shut off the motor, and
L stillness closed in, sealing

in a private world, he had be-

are of the faint scent of aca-

ging in the air.

know, it's funny," Steve said.

t's funny?" Joe was carefully

up his pipe.

way the weather's changed in

week. When I took her to the

it was winter. And now look.

ss is getting high, and pretty

mustard will be blossoming."
ushed tobacco off his paunch,
boy, don't I know it. Bea's

unding me for days to pull the

in

01 Gi

Hi
Win

nodded. There had been aca-

, a year later, on their honey-
when they had fled from the

horns to the cabin in the

One night, as they had lain

whispering, cut off from ev-

by the darkness and the si-

ielen had sat up suddenly
lim. "Steve," she said, "do
ell them?" And he realized

night wind, moving over the
s bringing the scent of acacias
me unseen grove below,
e three years that followed, it

n like that each time the aca-
omed. They had taken long
the hills at night, saying little,

s of each other, of being
d the world remote.

"By the way," Joe said, "Bea was
asking me what color hair he has."

Steve studied the road. "I don't

know," he said slowly. "I don't even
know whether he has any hair or not."

Joe took his pipe out of his mouth.
"You saw him, didn't you?"

"Only once, right after he was born.

I was worrying about Helen just then.

She didn't have such an easy time of
it, you know."

"But didn't Helen tell you when
you visited at the hospital?"

"I guess I wasn't thinking about it

much when I was at the hospital,"

Steve said. "I went to visit her, not the

baby."
"Well, I'll be damned." Joe sucked

on his pipe. "Come to think of it

though. I was a little that way myself
at first. They're not really yours till

you get them home." He looked
across. "Do you feel like a father?"

Steve shrugged. "How does a fa-

ther feel? I passed out cigars; I got

slapped on the back, and listened to a

lot of cracks about walking the floor."

Joe leaned back in the seat. "I guess

it takes time."

"Maybe. I'm beginning to think this

being a father is a kind of make-be-
lieve state of mind that people think

you should get into. It's like being 'the

average taxpayer.'

"

"Well, I don't know," Joe said. "I

think it takes time."

Steve swung the car around the last

curve, and saw the lights of the little

town up ahead. "How long is it be-

fore they can get up and around and
take drives and things?" he asked.

"Oh, a few days. It's not like an
operation, or being sick."

A few days. Saturday night, then.

They could drive up Canyon Road
as they had done last spring after the

noisy party at Bill Hannig's. The
ranch above the lookout point had a

grove of acacias. If only he could

bring her a blossom tonight, on her
first night home. They came into the

business district, and he peered into

the windows of the flower shop. Did
they sell such things in stores?

"If you're thinking of buying flow-

ers," Joe said, "I wouldn't do it. Ev-
erybody brings flowers. How about
candy? Have you bought her any
chocolates yet?"

"No."
"Buy her chocolates, then. Bea was

crazy for 'em after being on a diet."

Chocolates, he thought, are public.

It was just what he didn't want. But
if he said no.it would mean explana-
tions.

"I guess I could get her some," he
said.

They stopped at Arnold's and he
bought a three-pound box.

At Myrtle and Bryant Street he let

Joe out. He put the gearshift in low,

but Joe kept standing there with one
foot on the running board.

"You know," Joe said seriously, "I

think the thing you've got to watch
most with kids is not to spoil 'em.

Now if he wakes up in the night, and
it isn't time for his bottle, just let him
cry. Of course you want to check
first and see if his pants are wet, but
if he's dry

—

"

He kept nodding. It had just oc-

curred to him that there was an acacia

in the hedge three blocks below the

house. A sprig would be enough and
it was almost dark. . . .

HE SWUNG into the gravel drive

so fast that he almost hit the

rear of Mrs. Munsey's car. Swearing
quietly, he backed out and parked at

the curb. As he hurried across the

lawn, he hid the little sprig of acacia

under the box of chocolates. Mrs.
Munsey met him at the door with an
upraised hand.

"He's asleep," she whispered. He
saw she had her hat and coat on.

"You're leaving?"

"I was just waiting till you came.
The bottles are in the refrigerator,

and there's a bottle warmer on the

kitchen table. All you have to do is

put a little water in the bottom. . .
."

When she finally left he tiptoed to

the bedroom door.

"Hi, Steve." Helen was sitting up
in bed. Her blond hair, brushed and
shiny, hung down to her shoulders.

He slipped the acacia and the choco-
lates on the low bedside table, and
came over and kissed her.

"Ten days." He sat down on the

bed. "You know. I think I'd make a

rotten bachelor." He drew her against

him. Her comb and brush and pow-

der were back on the dresser, and the

room looked right once more. Of
course the crib was there on the other

side of the bed, but that had been
there before, too. The only difference

was that now there was something in

it.

"I brought you something," he said.

He leaned over to pick up the acacia

and she saw the box.

"Candy! Steve, you're a mind

reader. I'm literally starving for

chocolates."

He gave her the box and a peculiar

coldness spread through him as he
watched her eager fingers slip off the

wrappings. "There's something else,

too," he said.

She looked up at him, smiling quiz-

zically.

"This." He held up the acacia. She
started to take it and a sharp cry came
from the crib.

"Oh." She turned quickly to the

other side of the bed. "Oh, good
heavens, it's after six. Imagine it. The
first night home and I forget to feed

him." She leaned down and picked

up the bundle in the crib.

"Look at him, Steve. Look at his

legs, how long they are. Don't you
think he's going to be tall. Steve?"

He nodded, but he wasn't thinking

about it. He was thinking about the

way the acacia had crumpled under
the twisting bedclothes and tumbled
to the floor. He was thinking that

even though there might be rides in

the early spring nights again, they

would never be the same. And as he

looked down at the clenched fists of

this creature who had come between
them, he knew one part of his life was
over.

"Don't you want to hold him?" she

asked. "Steve. Steve, what's the mat-
ter?"

He reached out. Carefully, like a

man undertaking a strange and diffi-

cult task, he picked up the baby.

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BY JAMES LEWICK]
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When the party

ends up in the kitchen with

good friends around you and

Schlitz on the table . . . that's the

perfect end of a perfect evening.

As you set out the Schlitz and

slice up the ham, even the most

modest kitchen becomes a place

where guests like to linger . . . while

the beer that made Milwaukee

famous adds its own friendly

flavor to the passing moments.
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The Beer that made
Milwaukee Famous
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THE A-BOMB'S INVISIBLE OFFSPRING

fe hard or even impossible

I delivering a single bomb
ory.

,ot even impossible to im-

effects of an atomic war
eatly perfected weapons

the survival of man."
endorsing that warning.

lembers of the Federation

ientists go further to esti-

0,000 atomic bombs were

six months' war. danger of

lelayed. destruction would
100,000 to a million bombs
surely make life, as we
and die, they say.

lists hold that explosion of

hs could start a kind of

m of contamination that

n all the earth's green belt.

* Warren, medical director

iologist of Manhattan Dis-

ni, inclines to this theory.

Its Supporting Facts

[lent is that every time a

||ot" areas would be built up
Plants, which withstand

(better than animals, would
Im the air, water and soil.

|ied they would return it to

Succeeding generations of

yield radioactive tomatoes
js. Stock feed would be

ie same way and eventually

ig radioactive steak and
oactive milk.

bonsense? Query Dr. War-
sand he'll ask if you remem-

were at Krakatao. This

;land volcano blew up on
883, in a 36-hour paroxysm

a mass of rock material

I more than a cubic mile in

[height of 17 miles. Ashes,

I volcanic stones—and dust

over a great area, fogging

Jandung, 150 miles away.
Ijrrents caught the finer parti-

lied them completely around
ausing brilliant sunrise and
in widely scattered parts of

i months. The dust continued
dearth for years.

rakatao theory" is too far-

|pat Test Baker in San Fran-
Jget Sound, the Mississippi.

kan or the East River and
you got? The prospect of
:a key American city in one
temporarily but for an in-

a day when a south wind
au sneak in and lay a bomb
lery in New York Harbor.
]>n blows 10 million tons of

mud and fragments of fish

;
column 2.200 feet in diame-
I feet into the air. From the

|:olumn a tidal wave 100 feet

Dut onto the Brooklyn, Man-
Jersey shores, under a cloud
Bother cloud kites into the
active rain falls from both,
pushes them north, drenching
vith powerful radiation from
|kinds of "hot" fission prod-
sntaminated area might be

i long.

: after Test Baker, naval sur-

fctected weak radioactivity in

jfrom 60 to 200 miles away.
(radioactivity from Test Able

in about seven days in the
s.)

fe boils over rafts, tugboats.
|ehouses, the whole water

not a single skyscraper
lethal rain deposits frag-

Jftops, window sills, chim-
|
the streets and sidewalks of
Everybody on Manhattan
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Continued from page 19

Island not killed or maimed instantly by
the blast would have to be evacuated in

an estimated two hours to escape the

radiation. People entered Hiroshima
within a few minutes after the explosion,

without suffering serious radiation sick-

ness. Members of the Crossroads expedi-

tion bathed safely in the lagoon the day
after Test Able.

But after Test Baker it was five days
before some of the ships in the target

array could be boarded. Why? An air

burst shoves most of the fission products
more than 40.000 feet into the sky; a

water burst scatters them over the im-
mediate area.

There would be panic. (At Hiroshima
bridge railings were leveled, not by the

blast but by fleeing citizens.) Nobody
could tell exactly how much radiation

he'd taken. Radioactivity can't be seen,

smelled, felt, heard or tasted. Ticking
boxes and hard rubber tubes like fat

fountain pens—Geiger counters and
ionization chambers—can detect charges
in a given place but they'd be small help
in the initial frenzy.

Manhattanites would suffer two kinds
of radiation poisoning, direct and in-

direct. Those exposed to the explosion
would be penetrated primarily by gamma
rays, receiving what would amount to an
intense X-ray burn. Other survivors,

just by breathing the air, eating the food,

drinking the water, touching the door-
knobs in the area would absorb particles

giving off alpha and beta rays. A man
might pick up deadly poisonous plu-

tonium fragments through a cut on his

hand. (In present bombs only about
1/10 of the plutonium atoms explode; the

other 9 10 are scattered around with the

rest of the fission products.)

The odds would be fifty-fifty that

victims receiving 400 roentgens of radio-

activity would die within a month. (No-
body knows exactly what a 100 per cent

lethal dose is, but it would probably be
between 800-900 roentgens.) Death might
come in a few days or not for weeks.
There is no cure; no satisfactory way has
been found to expel radioactive particles

from the body once they get inside.

Gradually the victims would develop
headaches and mental depression. They
would become fatigued, lose their appe-
tites and begin to feel weak, as the radio-

activity gave them anemia, destroying the

blood-forming organs in their bone mar-
row, lymph nodes and spleen.

Survivors would of course get far

better care than in unprepared Hiro-
shima, where penicillin and blood trans-

fusions would have saved many who had
sublethal doses of radiation but died of

complications. The armed forces are

training a select group of officers as

"atomic firemen" so they'll know how to

detect radioactivity, how to move
through it with a minimum of danger,

what sort of protective clothing is best,

how to clean it or dispose of it and what
first-aid measures are best. Several uni-

versities, including Rochester, Chicago,
and UCLA, where Dr. Warren is now
establishing a medical school, are plan-

ning similar training courses.

Trying to decontaminate Manhattan
after a successful water blast would be

as hopeless as attempting to sweep away
the Sahara's dunes with an ostrich

feather. Say they took a block at Thirty-

fourth Street and Fifth Avenue and tried

to clean it. They might "cool" the street

by washing debris into the gutters and
then covering the pavement with a thick

layer of wet dirt to keep radioactive dust

down. But workmen entering the block

would track in more radioactive particles.

They might try to clean the Empire State

Building by "skinning" it—chipping

away a thickness of its outside surface.

As they chipped they'd get active dust on

themselves, on their tools, drive it on into

the stone—and scatter it onto the street

again.

Could it be that, ostrichlike, we've had
our heads stuck in the sands of disbelief

about the bomb and arc just beginning to

realize its potency? "Remember," one
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission official

said, "we exploded the bombs in Japan
at a particular height to minimize after-

effects. Now we know what someone
could do if he set out to maximize them."
It took the brass hats at Bikini time to

grasp that fact, and some haven't grasped
it yet. Officers argued the point with
scientists. "How can it be so bad," they

wanted to know after Test Baker, "when
a lot of the animals are still alive?"

"Follow them around," one scientist

retorted, "and watch them drop."
One fine day before Hiroshima, a

junior scientist walked into the office of
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, then director

of the Los Alamos laboratories of the

Manhattan Project, and suggested the

bomb be exploded near the ground so

fission products would mix with the dust

and debris, contaminate the city and kill

more people. Oppenheimer threw him
out.

The doctor's reaction betrayed an
anachronistic American attachment to

fair play, even in warfare. He was
wrestling in deep torment with the ex-

cruciating problem of how we could em-
ploy the bomb with fullest effect without
being accused by the world and ourselves

of surpassing the Nazis and the Japs in

barbarism. Before President Roosevelt
died, he stressed again and again that

bizarre aftereffects of the bomb must not
be exploited but shunned and that, if and
when the bomb were used, it must be
made to behave as much as possible like

any other bomb, only with more wallop.

Test Reveals Public Opinion

We've found out since that it has a be-

havior all its own, but we haven't con-
vinced ourselves that it's true, and as a

result Americans as a whole are flounder-

ing in a mixture of complacency and
confusion. Recently the Social Science
Research Council released the results of

a nation-wide poll it conducted under the

sponsorship of Cornell University on
public reaction to the atomic bomb.
One question asked, "Do you think

the U.S. will be able to work out an
effective defense against the atomic bomb
before other nations can use it against

us?" Dated shortly after the Bikini tests,

56 per cent of the answers said yes.

Twenty-five per cent said, "Don't know,"
and only 19 per cent said no. Another
question was, "How worried are you
about the atomic bomb?" Fifty per cent

replied, "Not at all," and only one eighth

confessed they were decidedly worried.

When London was being mercilessly

punished by Nazi V-l rocket bombs, a

favorite story making the rounds con-

cerned a man from Limehouse named
Jenks, who was asked, a little petulantly,

how he managed to remain so calm under
the raids. "It's quite simple," he replied.

"There's always the chawnce the thing

won't get launched properly. If it does,

there's a good chawnce the R.A.F. or the

Royal Artillery or the barrage balloons

will knock it down. And even so, it might
not 'it London at all. If it does, it still

might not find my street. And even if it

does that, it remains for it to find my
'ouse. And of course, if the bloody thing

should by chawnce 'it my 'ouse, I shall

be down at the pub, 'aving a pint of

bitters."

A stouthearted stoic, Jenks, but that

won't keep his beer from becoming
radioactive next time.

The End
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BY MARXISE JOHN

This is the story of the

evening Millicent came

,a****

MILLICENT sat befor

ing table, brushing

slowly, rhythmically

her windows the silver light of di

the small new leaves of the applet

had always loved these trees,

comforting when she was alone [

spacious, too-quiet room.
All that life in this room had I

over now. In four days she wou|
toring school and then to

would never come back here ag

for long. Today had been gradi

and she had gone to high school I

time. Tonight she was going to I

the-year party at Dodie Willi£|

with Buff.

Buff was tall and thin and
in a way you never noticed,

he had come here to live with I

parents, two years ago, they ha]

erywhere together.

"The Salter grandson is a I

boy." That was what everyone s|

dependable." Yes, Buff was dl
Her family approved of him a|

her friends, which was more
She wondered, in a mood thai

the color of the dusk outside, if
|

marry him when she grew up.

they would have a life of digc

curity together.

I do not want security,

fiercely, brushing her hair v|

whacks; I know security too we
The chapel chimes began to]

the chimes from the grandfatf

downstairs repeated the melody.]

sounded every fifteen minutes,

roofs of the small town and ne

They were like voices admon
sisting, saying that life was beii

fifteen-minute bites.

Millicent stood up, and the

long, black net dress rested on
the daring, low-cut dress her Con
had sent her. Dark red sequins

|

light as she moved across the re

There was a knock on the dc

but demanding as always, and ;|

net came in. She had run this he

years, yet she always seemed 1]

truder. "Buff is downstairs," shej

sure to thank Mrs. Williams

Millicent picked up her everl

and ran down the deep wide sl[

was in the hall.

Millicent's father, an aloof

loved stranger, stopped playing I

came out and shook hands with I

looks very pretty in that dress, dl

ILLUSTRATED BY WENDEL
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ie always called Buff by his

in a teasing way.

i, sir," said Buff, crimson with

rient. Millicent smiled at him
lembering the kisses he had

He had kissed her twice—once

e arbor on the night of the fall-

nd once on the top porch step

that her father could have
jndismayed. Still, the memory
is pleasing.

[arriet doesn't like this dress at

ent said, laughing. "But I just

s so startling. Do you really

r
ser," he said hesitantly. "But I

ess." He would never like any-
nventional, untried,

her brought her short white

er small new fitted suitcase—

a

present—and kissed her

''oftti

nt can

ilia

room 1

A %

noticed

live wi

SOD IS

tveryoK

uff was

of him

as mort

e of dip

:r

itytoo

begat

grand!

.e melcN

N they were on the dark porch,

said apologetically, "At the

: Grandmother and Grand-
e scared about my driving the

old had to come." Harold was
eur, an old man who had ac-

I them on every drive they had
together. The car was digni-

dark, a perfect car for old

[illiccnt hated it. She spoke to

sat beiii nirteously, hating him, too.

bruibfled into silence.

slid slowly through the after-

lness of the streets. The well-

»f the apj
ldmarks of the town looked

wasaloi

us to Millicent, as if she were
n through someone else's eyes,

the corner where, when she

e, she had fallen from her

o d had lain in the street, her

to mingly twisted and hurting

ck here i "he other children had parked
and come up slowly, help-

jt Red had thrown his bike

h
gely, the new bike he loved so,

run to her. And afterward,
couldn't walk for so long, it

led who sat beside her during
scesses—Red, the best baseball
Elm Street School, whistling

otbeyft whistle for her, singing the
jiew songs.

always known all the songs. He
the harmonica and the piano
else could. He made music

real and meaningful; not like

she had to practice: To A Wild
mtella.

jutside. i

n8 was it since she had seen
tad stood behind her this after-

n they had all graduated. She
•Id at him and spoken, but the

been empty. He had become
. He was no longer the boy
talked home with her, the boy
ent her the biggest valentine in

^ne box at school,

nade her remember all these

hadn't thought about for so
s it that tonight was an end

ing, a time of saying goodbys?
you drive down Oak Street,

uff said to Harold. She knew
t want to go through town and
»le see him with Harold at the

fell, she thought, why doesn't
himself? Well, why don't you

own self? she asked fairly.

ked over at Buff. He smiled
d said, "It's a nice evening."
aid anything meaningful or im-
U was as if he were ashamed of

waste

«i the

an *
rJ

playu

udsij

8 the new moon," Buff said,

back beyond a haze of dark-

er my left shoulder," Millicent
"Right for wishing." She
eyes and wished. "I wish

ays been here, Buff," she said.

e were younger, we had fun."
I'd been here, too," he said. "I
mown you always."
the nicest thing Buff has ever
J, she thought. It made her feel

for August 9, 1947

sad in a wonderful way. Maybe he did

think things, but just couldn't say them.
She said quickly, "Our house was full

of people then, all kinds of people. In the

winter, after we'd been slioing, I could
bring as many children back with me for

cocoa and cookies as I wanted to." She
was bragging now. "I used to know
lots more people than 1 know now."
"What happened to them? Did they

move away?"
"No, they're still here. I don't know

what happened. I just don't see them."
Like Agnes and Rose and Nancy. She

hadn't really been close to Nancy for

years. When she was young, she and
Nancy played dolls under the apple trees

and made doll clothes up in the attic.

Nancy made the most beautiful clothes

—

muffs, coats; and underclothes with lace,

even buttonholes. She had given Milli-

cent a whole set one Christmas for Vir-

ginia, her best doll. Nancy had stopped
school last year to study dress design at

the Industrial Arts. Millicent saw her
now and then, but when they met they

spoke across a continent of differentness.

The car passed the entrance to the

street where Nancy lived—and where
Red lived. It was a zigzag street, a place

of many children. It was really not a

street at all, but a crooked, hedge-
bordered lane. The houses were tidy

and incredibly small and wedged tightly

close upon each other. They had tiny

front porches, all with swings, and tiny

front yards, two of them bare as a play-

ground, the others lavish in spring with

red and yellow flowers. She had loved
that street so, as a child. She would
often ride her bike down there at twi-

light, and walk slowly through the lane

to hear the friendly shouting, the rich

warmth of living. It was a gay street.

In Millicent's house, doors were shut
softly; quietness was more natural than
noise. In the zigzag street, neighbors
yelled back and forth, women sang. And
there were always voices talking as you
went to sleep—not just the sound of
chimes to accompany your thoughts.

HAROLD drove soberly through the

town at twenty miles an hour.
As they reached the town limits, he ac-

celerated to twenty-five, as he always
did. Buff looked over at Millicent and
winked and whispered, "Speed demon."
It was an old joke. They laughed com-
panionably, and then sighed. They both
wanted a low-slung convertible with the
top down, which they would take turns

driving as fast as it would go.

They passed the picnic grounds that

had seemed so far from town when she
was young. Those wonderful picnics . .

.

Even then, though, she had felt the lack

of freedom and adventure. Most of the

other children could eat all the hot dogs
they wanted; they had pop instead of
cocoa. They didn't have to wear rubbers,

even when the ground was squishy.

They could go wading even in March.
No heavy sweaters for them; no carry-

ing a blanket, in case the ground was
cold.

"You'll be going away in two days,"
Buff said.

"Yes. It's like going away to summer
camp, only I'll be studying all the time."

"Will you write to me, Millicent? I'd

like to hear from you."
"Why, yes, Buff, but you'll have to

write first."

"Of course, but I'm not very good at

letters."

No, he wouldn't be, Millicent thought;
he could never be easygoing and free

about anything.

"Maybe I'll see you in the fall," he
said. "My college is very near yours,

you know."
Oh. no, Millicent thought. When I am

away, it will be different. Then I will

have adventurous things happen, and life

will be dynamic; and Buff wouldn't know
what to do. Maybe he wouldn't even
like me, then. Maybe I'll be a night-club

why use

a toothbrush

ess efficient
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bent like a dentist's mirror

to reach more places
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singer and know gamblers and people
like that.

"Maybe," she said aloud. A hurt look
went across his face, absorbed by his

pride almost before it was born. In that

second, he seemed more alive than ever

before, and very dear. She almost loved
him, then.

The car drew up a small hill, and there

was Lake Erie in the distance. This view
over the meadows and beyond the woods
was as well known to her as the look of

her own hands. There was a freighter

going by, far out on the lake—just as she
always hoped there would be, and as

there always was. She drew her breath

in sharply, as if against all disappoint-

ments everywhere, and gave herself over
to her inner happiness.

"Dodie is sure excited about her

party," Buff said, making an effort at

light talk.

"Yes, I know." She knew every detail

of Dodie's party. They had planned it

together and it had seemed important
then. But it didn't seem important now.

THEY swung into the lake road. Now
the cottages began, the lights, the re-

sorts. Five miles up the road past all the

garish lights and cabins, was the secluded
place in the forest where the Williamses
had their camp. Not for them Inlet

Harbor, with the gambling house down
by the shore. Not for them Camelot
Beach, with its cottages set so close to-

gether, its pop stands, its noisy paths,

its dance hall—forever forbidden, even
for one dance. The dance hall was an
open-sided pavilion with soft, many-
colored lights and gay music—happy
music, music that reminded you of old

things and promised you new things,

music you heard as you went by. For
you had to go by; you could never stay.

The lights of Camelot Beach came
near.

"Buff," Millicent said, seeking his

hand, holding it, not as one holds a boy's

hand, but as one holds a talisman, a
lucky stone, "do you suppose we could
stop at Camelot Beach for one dance?
I've always wanted to so, and I'm going
away in four days. Would Harold tell?"

"No, Harold won't tell. I guess we
can. Harold, pull up here, will you,
please? We're going to dance a dance."
Harold smiled, as if he enjoyed being in

a plot for joy. The car slowed, drew in,

found a space beneath a willow tree.

Millicent shrugged aside her coat and
delved into her purse for powder and
comb.
They went up the few steps, and Buff

bought tickets. The lights of Camelot
Beach Pavilion dimmed; there were just

soft blurs of blue and rose and yellow
now. Buff put his arm around her, and
they skimmed out onto the floor.

Buff was a conscientious dancer. He
did all the things at just the right times

—

the twirls, the dips, the regular waltz.

—

but with no joy. It was correct, but not
as dancing should be. She looked up at

him and said, "You were nice to bring

me in here. I've wanted to come for

three years." Around them were the

grown-up people from Cleveland, the

girls in black dresses from the girls' col-

lege, the tall, wonderfully evil-looking

boys from the men's school.

"That'.s my cousin Patsy over there,"

Buff said. "The girl in the blue dress.

She's afraid I'm going to tell she was
here." He laughed. The cousin and
her date, a man in a tuxedo, came close.

There were exclamations. A little knot
formed around Millicent and Buff and
the cousin and the boy named Mack.
"Come on back and meet the crowd,"

Patsy said.

Then the lights changed, blue-violet

all over. The orchestra began to play

Coax Me a Little Bit, quietly, persuad-
ingly. Millicent looked across at the

small, brightly lighted throne where they

played. And there was Red—-a different

Red—at the piano. She looked at him;

he saw her, and waved, and went on
playing. Patsy and Bull and the crowd
began to edge over to a corner. Red
stood up at the end of the number and
said something to the man playing the

drums. He seemed much more grown
up than Buff, confident and competent.
Then he came over to Millicent and said,

as if it were just this afternoon he had
double whistled for her, "May I have
this dance?"
The lights changed, and disappeared

except for the small spotlights that

played around the room. Millicent and
Red began to dance.

Millicent was not Millicent now. She
was just part of the ever-changing lights,

the breeze blowing in, the music and the

dancing. She remembered suddenly, as

one remembers summer is near at hand
with all its old delights, that she had
never danced with Red before. She had
skated with him, long ago, on ice skates;

she had played with him, back in the

fourth grade.

Red edged up to the orchestra. "Play
It Might as Well be Spring," he said. He
was showing off now. She knew it and
placed her arm more possessively on his

back. They went round and round, not

speaking. Millicent tossed back her hair

of the dancing, in the kiss. S11

back against the porch and
leaned up against him, and he
again. They did not speak, bujj

lence was not like Buff's silent^

were silent because there was
to say.

Red reached up to a low brU

tightened his fingers around it.|

tall and lean and free.

"It's good to see you, Millice.

good night for me. I think l'n

get the job. It's a damned
too." He was talking to her

talks to a woman. The way
and looked, the way he was, «

I

excitement. He lighted a cigsj

stood there looking at her. lu
the look he had had when she c i

valentine. This was adult—a
i

praising a woman and finding

able.

Someone came out on the p:
them and called to him. He lea

i

shadowing Millicent, and kis

more, lightly, before they wentj

They were all there in that I

noise and music—all the girls
|

from the zigzag street. Nancy 1

playing Sioux City Sue over i

"Hello, Nancy," Millicent

4

idiic
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"What do you mean I can't play ingenue
parts? I've been playing them for thirty years"

at the pauses; Red hummed with the

music, but they did not talk.

"The half-hour intermission is coming
soon," he said, finally. "Why don't you
come over to the cabin with me and say

hello to everyone? We've rented a cottage

out here for the week."
"All right," she said, "I will."

"I'm being tried out tonight on piano,"
he added, looking toward the orchestra.

"I have pieces now and then, but I want
to show you the cabin. We're having
a house party."

Out of" a dream, she said, "I must go
tell Buff." They danced up to the steps

where Buff and his cousin and the others

were standing, and Millicent said,

"They're having a house party, Buff. I

want to go over for a while. I'll meet
you and Harold under the willow in a

little while." Buff started to follow, but

a dark-haired girl caught him by the

sleeve. Millicent and Red were walking
away, down through the grove that was
overgrown with cottages and filled with

the yelps of children and dogs, the high

voices of people strolling on the beach.

There were the friendly far-off sounds of

guitars being plucked, the throaty, mean-
ingless, but suddenly meaningful voices

of women talking softly to men.
They went up steps toward a brightly

shining doorway. Red drew her back,

out of the revelry, under a quiet, new
moon—and kissed her. Even to her,

greatly unknowing, it was not a young
kiss. There was something of the night,

fitW

iuiC

L

"Hello, Millicent," she answ »Je

pausing in her playing. But

ferentness was gone; they wer .,

again under the apple trees. Tf I

of one of the girls was there,

with them, enjoying everything

was there—Eleanor, who had
in the country with her when
nine; and Bub, who had been t

skater in the sixth grade; and
who had told her that babies di<

out of suitcases; and Ned and
"Why don't you stay here

Millicent?" Nancy said. "Tl

extra bed. Mrs. Prentiss car

and say you're staying."

mother leaned forward and
Aunt Harriet thought Millicent

at Dodie's for two days. M
wouldn't even have to telepho

THREE of the girls came anctt

arms around her. "Sing f<l

way you used to, Mill," they si

to Nancy's soft playing she beg; 1

her favorite, Blues in the Nij
1
.

looked around at them as if

wanting to be allied with therr <

part of their magical group.

"We're going to swim out to

tonight," one of them said, "it's i

silk."

"Some of us take off our s

other one whispered, "the w;'i

wonderful that way. Stay with

Red was beside her, tall andj

unknown—unknown, yet famil
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something to sing about . .
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new "Dutch Boy" Blended Paint!

from the dazzling Bright White ... to the fresh,

|sp Tints ... to the gay, glossy Trim Colors . . . it's an

citing new kind of "Dutch Boy" paint for your

le. In colors and white... it's blended just right to

beauty-bright. Blended by the master hand of the

itch Boy" with all his years of experience in brush-

away the years from American Homes.

Blends for 3 -Way Beauty Protection

louse paint is required to do three different jobs. And
Inding brings you three different kinds of paint . . .

I
Bright White; (2) Sparkling Tints; (3) Gay Trim Colors
' each designed to do its job right.

Jo wonder the new "Dutch Boy'

as it stands out.

Blended paint stands

Jo higher quality paint has ever carried the "Dutch Boy"
:1. It's backed up by over 30 years of continuous outdoor
it tests . . . the longest research project of its kind.

Bo remember . . . when it's time to paint . . . your home's
: friend is the "Dutch Boy" blend.

I to Stay White.

" Bright White is self-

he surface continually re-

. permits rain to wash
overs exceptionally well;

ng white exterior finish.

2* Tints Blended to Stay Right

Crisp and lively are these

"Dutch Boy" Tints . . . spe-

cially blended to assure last-

ing, uniform colors and keep

their sparkling good looks.

3* Trim Colors Blended to Stay Bright.

"Dutch Boy" Sash and Trim Colors

add the finishing touch to your
home's protection. They're blended

to hold their gloss and stay bright.

Ideal for garden furniture, too.

Special "Dutch Boy" Blended Primer: An undercoat of great sealing and hiding

power, that holds fast. When used under a topcoat of "Dutch Boy" Bright

White or Tints you get a superior two-coat paint job, even on unpainted wood.

JADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS "DUTCH BOY" WHITE LEAD

Harmed*8 Yourfib^

Picture your home in the "Dutch Boy's"
beautiful new blended paints. Preview your
color scheme from this handy, miniature-

house display at your "Dutch Boy"
Dealer's Choose from distinctive com-
binations of brilliant White, lovely

Tints, smart Sash and Trim Colors.

FREE Color-Scheme Booklet/ Over 40 full-color illus-

tration] show you how to style your home for lasting beauty

with the new "Dutch Boy" Blended Paint. For your free

copy, address Dept. 17, care of the nearest office listed below.

...... Mail Coupon Today

National Lead Company, Dept. 17 (Address nearest branch)

New York 6; Buffalo 3; Chicago 8; Cincinnati 3; Cleveland 13; St. Louis 1;

San Francisco 10; Boston 6 (National Lead Co. of Mass.); Philadelphia 7

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.); Pittsburgh 30 (National Lead Co. oi Pa.).

Please send me a free copy ofyour new color-illustrated booklet: "Blended" Beauty
For Your Home.

Name.

Address.

City .Zone. . State

.
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"Give me AO POLAROID* Sportglas for driving, fishing, sailing, ski-

ing! These sun glasses cut out dangerous, confusing glare reflected

from roads, water, snow and ice. I also like the way they let you
see things in their true colors. Wear AO Polaroid Sportglas and you
won't be missing a trick!"

SMART N£W STYLING . . . Ful-Vue (high) temples and
curved frames to give more "eye-coverage"! High-
polish laminated plastic lenses! Demi-amber frame
for men and women; Resort Red. Seashore Blue, Mint
Green, and Ivory Sand for women.

^^ with case

Margaret Young
Clamorous Powers Modal

How AO Polaroid Day Glasses Filter Reflected Glare!

A Bright light from the sun strikes a surface.

D Some rays bounce off as glare; others reflect

to the eye as useful "seeing""""
rays, show color and detail.

f Ordinary sun glasses dim
both glare-light and useful
light. Glare remains to hide
detail, to dilute true colors.

Q AO Polaroid Day Glasses
reduce annoying glare, reveal
detail, transmit undiluted color rays.

American IP Optical
COMPANY

IF ITS MARKED WS ITS SMARTLY STYLED, OPTICALLY CORRECT
^Br «T.M. Reg. U.S.Pat. Off. by Polaroid Corp.

multiplication tables they had learned
from the same blackboard when they
were young.
She thought, and knew the thought as

another excitement because all that was
happening to her was exciting. I could
even marry him. I'm old enough. And
we would go away and he would play in

a band and I would come in and maybe
sing all the songs, the way I've always
wanted to. And we would dance and
then I'd go back and just wait and wait

for him. And he'd come home to me, to

a cottage like this.

He drew her out onto the porch. The
others went back to the piano and began
to sing another song. He pulled her into

his arms and kissed her again, a man's
kiss, a knowing kiss. All memories, all

loves, all little joys were there. There
was bitterness, too, and yearning.

He could ask her to marry him now,
and she would say yes. And they would
live in a zigzag street someplace and
wash clothes in hot soapsuds and hang
them out to dry under a bright, hot sky
of fat clouds.

BUT he didn't ask her. He just held
her so close she could feel his heart

beating. He took her face between his

hands and looked at her again. "Milli-

cent, Millicent," he said, as one learn-

ing a rhyme. "Millicent Hathaway
Andrews." And then he smiled and
kissed her once more.
She heard Buff's voice coming nearer,

up the little stretch between the cottages,

saying over and over, asking of the

darkness, "Millicent? Millicent?"

A moth skittered across her cheek.
Somewhere, out of the night, she heard
a woman's low laugh—intimate, reveal-

ing. A man's voice answered, sensual as

satin.

As if from a magnet that held her,

she turned and walked slowly to the

steps, saying, "Here I am, Buff." She
could not leave him there in the dark,

saying her name.
He came up the steps quietly, a set

smile on his face," his hands at his sides.

"Hi, Buff," Red said. There was im-
patience, almost condescension, in his

voice.

"Hello, Red," Buff answered. "How
goes it?" And then, turning to Millicent,

he said, "We have to go, Millicent. It's

awfully late."

"Millicent's going to spend the week
end with us, kid," Red said; and Milli-

cent looked quickly at Buff to see if he
would object to being called "kid." She
saw the muscles of his jaw tighten just

a little in the shadowy light, and saw his

arms straighten just a little at his sides.

"Dodie's family would be worried,"

he answered quietly. "They're expect-

ing us."

"Why don't you sort of run along and
tell them she's not coming?" Red said.

"That wouldn't be very nice, Red,"
Millicent said. "I couldn't do that."

"You could if you wanted to," Red
said slowly, waiting for her to answer.
"Buff here," he went on, nodding at Buff

and smiling in a way that suddenly
annoyed her, "Buff here could tell them
not to expect you—tell them you
couldn't make it, or you changed your
mind, or something. It's up to you."

"Yes, I guess it is up to you, Milli-

cent." Buff said in a voice quieter than
the skittering moth.
How Buff must hate this, Millicent

thought. It's like a scene in a cheap
movie. Buff stood perfectly still, isolated

in quietness, waiting. Then he turned

and started down the steps. "I'm going
back to the car. I'll be there if you
decide to come along," he said, simply.

"So long, Red."
Red was swaggering a little, very sure

of himself. Suddenly she felt very proud
of Buff, marveling that she had not felt

this pride before. He was alone among
them—Red and Nancy and the others

—

but he asked no quarter in his loneness.

THE

til to

terna

trains.

Why, Buff was more her

than Red would ever be.

never known it before?

against the porch railing

whistled a bar of Blues in

her. She stood for a mom
thinking of the small
gaiety, the joy.

Then she walked across

the steps. This, too, is lov

this feeling I have for Bi
more important than the o

"Say goodby to even
Red," she said slowly. "It'i

ful." She ran down the

"Wait, Buff," she called

She did not look
silent Buff through the

gathered the hem of her d

dusty path. The sequin

now, less sparkling. She
back fiercely, as if she

against a thousand things,

way to the car, under the w
The dance pavilion wa:

shape now, its lights

heart unstirring. She drew

for comfort against the

night. He paused under a **
came up to her. She said t ^ccei

explain to you about ton ™
couldn't make you unders si 21 in

"Shut up," he answered, •*'

You've done enough for hi, a

KD

He put his hands on her

shook her. A teacher ha
like this once in the fourt

had deserved it then and s

now. Buff was impersonal
It was as if the last persor

had left her.

She gathered her long si

tectingly around her and perm

tightly folded hands, as shi

a child, noiselessly: I wi

laugh instead. . . . But the 1; . r:

of her, an embarrassing wl

Buff put her hands into

in a tight voice, "Look,
sorry about everything,

through school and have a fan, Qi

you a phonograph and a \

you can stay out at this dar

Beach all the time if you \ 3. AH

laughed a laugh as strife
whimper had been.

He guided her gently to

He woke Harold, who hadfconly
behind the wheel, and sa sever!

h

itters 1

andTui

Austria

•; Euro

Nei

tl

tively, "Please get in back,

going to drive. Millicent

front with me."

BUFF started the car, <

fully, surely, swiftly. El

the night were the ever-my|
of a freighter on the lake,

the shore were the sounds
of voices, sweet, sweet. E1

1

going by, being left behinc'

Buff slowed the car and I

a searching look. There w
look, and understanding,

know, darling." He said

brokenly, but it was there!

cent knew that he did truly 1

J

he was shut into the tight-

his own silent loneliness,

over and touched his cheek
|

are all kinds of love, she

this is a good love. Buff r|

I need him, and we will

gether. And maybe I can I

him so our life can be like e|

life and yet be our own, tol

They flew on past the sll

the little farms, the restless ll

Beach was far behind tben|

Buff stopped the car.

sleeping, too. They were I

gathered her into his arms a|

awkwardly—the third kiss,

all meaning—all words that 1

"Thank you, Buff," she

He looked so happy. SH
how she would always love 1

1

of happiness on his face.

The End
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THE BALKAN FOLLIES
Continued from page 22

d"Danubia" would domi-
Sea, Aegean, Dardanelles,

ie eastern half of the Med-
approach to Near East oil.

eUsh international oil poli-

want to run your cars,

ces, trains, the Middle
ssary to America today as

osylvania. Unification of

the hard, essential core of

srating march west,

supercolossal plot of the

ibia" is being courted by

g ranch of the Baltic Sea

e partnership of Czecho-
d. If Danubia and Baltica

ong hearts of all Central

eat as one. Both are tem-

it an aid to wedding—lent

bor, and known in the

ates as a "shotgun"—adds
nces. The fence of the Big

dy extends from the Baltic

Success of the match
a complete double fence,

ezed at in these days of

The courtship is frowned
lain, a distant Uncle who
ood and business relatives

ere also are three obsta-

come before the wedding.

Characters in the Cast

I'dem bums" of the Balkan
and Turkey, who have

signers—meaning us. The
is a pair of pain-in-the-

3s, Austria and Hungary,
betwixt ranches that still

and Baltica apart. Aus-
the European gateway to

•; Hungary's Budapest,
)rt. Neither of these is, or
ilkan. Or, rather, wanted
overwhelming choice of
cent of her people, Hun-

I up. A Hungarian official,

,
told me this was because
was there with troops,

cs, while Uncle was there

ime only,

j^however, Uncle has guns,

vhy top military and diplo-

mat Austria has a

if picking up her skirts and
-Atlantic than she has of
treaty at the forthcoming

eting of the Big Four Min-
you read that agreement

lied for an Austrian treaty

is the day you will know the Big Neigh-
bor feels ready to prove his immense
kindness for the Austrian people by mov-
ing his Danube door farther westward
and Europeanward, from Budapest to

Vienna. But the dimming eyes of these

two old ladies continue to peer anxiously
out the back window of the Balkan Fol-

lies—still preferring cowboys to com-
missars.

And that introduces the third, or lala-

palooza, obstacle. The Yanks—or neph-
ews, whom the villainous Uncle sent over
here to watch his affairs. Thereby, he un-
wittingly furnished the Master Director
with the wow comic hit of the show.

Like most successful impresarios, those
of the Balkan Follies are jealous of their

stagecraft tricks and secrets. Our de-

scription of the action, thus, is necessarily

based upon personal familiarity with the

Balkans, firsthand observations of play-
ers and spectators, interviews with both,

and official documents and records. The
performance is continuous, varied, and
dispersed according to sectional tastes.

Something going on in each ring all the

time. Purely for their own amusement
the Yanks have named certain acts.

This one, for example, which takes

place in Austria, they call The Gallop-
ing Poll! It is played by the Russians
throughout their zone of occupation,
with a male and female chorus that, faces

washed and hair combed by executive
order, every morning dances off from lo-

cal headquarters like a merry flock of
brush salesmen, humming, "Capitalism,
Here We Come!" Each is armed with
American Lend-Lease pencils and pock-
etfuls of questionnaires. Every Austrian
family is questionnaired once a month.
The Russian writes the answers. He
never lets the questionnaire out of his

grip-

The questions show the paternal in-

terest of the Soviet Union in all good
Austrians, like "Has your uncle in Linz
an umbrella?" If some yokel wise guy re-

marks that nothing ever comes of these

questions—except the uncle in Linz had
his umbrella stolen a week after the

questioner's last visit—he is laughingly
told how the Russians do their best to

make life easier for the Austrians, but
the Yanks won't co-operate. Besides,

haven't the Russians, on their own, re-

stored local war-damaged monuments
and works of art and culture? There is

nothing like the sight of a reconstructed
opera house to cheer and gladden fam-
ilies who live in brick-heap caves in what

"Gee whiz ! I wish you had made the aces wild"
HERB WILLIAMS

ON HOT STICKY SUMMER DAYS...YOUR

HAIR NEEDS EXTRA - SPECIAL CARL

!

When broiling summer sun bakes

and dries your hair— leaving it so

stiff and hard to comb—so hard to

keep attractive and neatly groomed
— don't settle for just any hair

dressing when you can enjoy the

EXTRA ADVANTAGES of Kreml.

This highly specialized hair tonic

gives you your money's worth!

KREML NEVER SMOTHERS HAIR DOWN WITH DUST-CATCHING CREASE

Kreml contains a special combination of hair-grooming

ingredients, which is found in no other hair tonic.

That's why Kreml keeps hair handsomely groomed

longer throughout the hottest, stickiest summer day

without ever looking or feeling greasy.

WHEN HAIR IS SO DRY IT BREAKS AND FALLS !

Kreml is simply great to lubricate a dry scalp.

And if the sun dries and scorches your hair so that

it breaks and falls when you comb it— Kreml

helps 'condition' the hair in that it leaves it

feeling so much softer, more pliable.

At the same time Kreml removes itchy loose

dandruff and leaves scalp feeling so cool, refreshed

and alive! Make Kreml a daily 'must' this summer
for that handsome, clean-cut look from morn
till night—for a more 'hygienic' scalp.

A product ofR. B. Stmkr, Inc.

For Better-Groomed Hair—A More 'Hygienic' Scalp

August 9, 1947
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WALKER S DE LUXE w # straight Bourbon whiskey, 6 years

elegant in taste, uncommonly good— a Hiram Walker whiskey.
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SCIENCE BEATS

WEATHER INSIDE

WATCH CASES

Amazing new mainspring

completely overcomes

rust danger

When watches keep erratic time or sud-
denly stop and can't be -wound, the

cause often is mainspring failure. Steel

mainsprings frequently lose power. Or,

weakened by rust, they break.

Yes, mainsprings in closed watch
cases can and do rust. High humidity
weather with a sudden drop in temper-
ature sets up a miniature rainstorm . . .

forms a tiny pin point of rust. And tliere

is where the spring breaks.

But now Elgin Watch Company sci-

entists have developed "Elgiloy" metal
and from it a miracle mainspring: Dura-
power*. The DuraPower Mainspring
eliminates 99% of repairs due to steel

mainspring failures. It will not rust!

And it retains its resiliency indefinitely,

gives a steady flow of power for greater

accuracy through the years. Only Elgin
watches including Lord and Lady Elgins
and Elgin De Luxe have the DuraPower
Mainspring and at no extra cost. Look
for the symbol "dp" on the dial. Also
at repair shops for replacement in many
previous Elgin models.

•Patent Pending

Mmf
"IVhod guess when J took this picture

shed be a famous opera star some day!

Thanks to NuAce Snapshot Mount-

ing Corners, I've kept this memory safe

a\\ these years'

NuAce Corners are quick, easy to use, and

attractively embossed. They stay

glued, but permit instant removal

of the snapshot. Ask for NuAce,
the better Mounting Corners, at

5c and 10c stores or at your

favorite film counter. Available in

1 2 colors for only 1 0c per pack-

age of 100: 60 for 10c in gold

or silver.

AC! ART CO., READING, MASS.

BmRErTSLOSTOJtD/tMJfiED..

nuApe
|Si'«ii«o«w»i

Snapshot Mounting Corners

woo. It is staged whenever a Yank turns

up the wrong garden path in pursuit of a

whistle-fraulein, or jumps the wrong
fence to swipe cherries—for, except at

road blocks, zonal boundaries are not

well marked.
The Russians don't toss a wandering

Yank back over the line, though it may
be only six inches away.

Instead, a Russian MP jeep is sum-
moned to take him home in style—and
time. He is given the conspicuous seat

of honor. Sirens roaring, six or eight

Russian MPs hanging on, he is given

a jolly ride—not inhospitably direct to a

Russian control station, but round and
round the whole town or area, up and
down the busiest streets—real interesting

ones, half a dozen times—and through
all the crowded market places. He sees

all; is seen by all. The ceaseless siren

makes sure that people on back streets

come running.

Some observant Yanks noticed that

many Russian sentries examine the "gray
tickets"—the pass for the Red zone

—

upside down; evidently, being unable to

read does not bar a man from guard duty
in the Soviet army. Only color blindness

does. So numerous Yanks who itch to go
a-rovin' cut themselves a gray ticket,

any old cardboard will do, write tributes

to their Red buddies on it. sign their So-

cial Security number—and set forth to

see if something jolly will happen.

Records of Yugoslav Inhumanity

Probably the gayest time of all is had
when our courier planes land in Bucha-
rest, Sofia, Budapest or Belgrade Of
these, Zeman Airport at Belgrade takes

first critical honors. Incidentally, Yugo-
slavs are the only ones, enemies or Al-

lies, who since the war's end have with

official deliberation murdered in cold

blood Yank airmen in unarmed trans-

ports and Yank G.I.s in ambushes near
Trieste; also there is abundant Intelli-

gence testimony that more Yugoslavs
have been killed or sent to lingering

death in concentration camps by fellow

Yugoslavs since the war than by Ger-
mans during it.

Yugoslavia: Lend-Lease aid received

from the United States, over $32,000,000;
reverse L-L from Yugoslavia to the

United States, 0. UNRRA aid received

by Yugoslavia, $400,000,000; about 75
per cent from the United States. Yugo-
slavia is a word meaning "country of the

south Slavs." But to anyone who has
slept both in its best hotels and on the

floors of its village huts, as I have, Yugo-
slavia is the lower Slobovia of the Li'l

Abner cartoons.

Zemen Airport is known to Yanks as

"Hotfoot Field." For it is at Zemen the

Yanks revel in the Balkan Follies equiva-

lent of an old-time Minsky and Sliding

Billy Watson, lathering with stable

brooms, shaving with buzz saws, mani-
curing with chisels, shampooing with
mucilage; while native railbirds line ev-

ery vantage spot.

When and as the American plane ar-

rives, it is surrounded immediately by
heavily armed soldiers. Its door cannot
be opened until the Yugoslav and Soviet
High Inquisitors make their dramatic ap-
proach. This may not be more than an
hour, unless they are having tea with girl

friends, or unless it is one of those days
of extreme temperature which the climate

of Belgrade can produce. Once a crowded
plane was kept sitting on the apron 4
hours and 20 minutes, with an inside tem-
perature of 125 degrees Fahrenheit. The
guards saw to it that no one opened the

door for a breath of air, or that no mush-
heart from the airport brought out cold
drinks for the bakees.

After the Inquisitors have boarded the
plane and minutely scrutinized all cre-

dentials while the Americans remain re-

spectfully seated, action starts a-popping.
Like the dangerous characters they are

supposed to be, the Yank passengers are

driven out and lined up in one column,
the crew in another. E.ich column is

headed, flanked, tailed by tommy guns
and bayonets. The sergeants yell, "Hep!"
and off they march the crew to a control
room, where they are fed an excellent

lunch of U.S. Army or Lend-Lease ra-

tions—and kept under lock, key and gun
until departure time. The passengers are
marched into the Presence.

The Presence holds court in the custom
shed and is usually a Yugoslav captain,

who is changed from time to time—only
partly to prevent his murder, mostly to

reward aptitude or punish lack of it. One
Presence who, on the coldest day Bel-

grade has known in recent years, kept a

planeload waiting only 35 minutes, is

learning a new trade in Rumania—how
to dig salt from mines—by hand.

While the truly gifted Presence who
thought up that four-hour scorching (a

Captain Baum, who ignored with monu-
mental good nature every crude Yank in-

vitation to "step out from behind that

counter and take off those seven tommy
guns, you so-and-so!" and who once ran
bawling to his office when a lad from
Brooklyn reached oyer and socked him
anyhow), is now an important minister
of the government.
When the passengers are herded into

the shed, and enough guards set in all

doorways, the Presence strolls in to see

if any of the arrivals merit his personal
touch. Ransacking of pockets, papers
and baggage of ordinary Yanks he leaves

to apprentice Presences. Should there

be a ranking member of the American
Legation in Belgrade, or a big shot from
Washington, the Presence does his star

turn.

There is no such thing as "diplomatic
courtesy" at Zemen—for Yanks. Diplo-
mats' belongings are dumped upon the

counter for a microscopic grubbing. Em-
ployees hurry from all over the building

to witness the proceedings, because it is

by his twitterings and chaffings over each

item as he turns it inside out
the insulting slyness of his

of Ama ican MPs, that a Prej

utation hinges.

Most Yanks concede th

marks the smash-hit climax t

lies. Still, it must come as

American faith in our nationa

learn that a few of them do n
ate its monkeyshines. Like tha

who, in a secret report to W
stated: "In no other country
ness, anarchy, and the subjee

people to a regime of terror

force so clearly evident as in 'i

No self-respecting nation shoi

submit to humiliation of its c

its prestige like that imposed
in Yugoslavia."

A far more engaging revi

Balkan Follies was voiced by
chief of staff in Hungary, durii

view with ex-Prime Minis!

United States had petitionee

for landing rights for our
aircraft in Budapest. Hungar
ious to grant them. Lesser oi

ting nowhere, the Prime Mir
directly to the Red chief. It

interview. The marshal, dep

Hungarian's laok of a sense

simply pointed out the pay-t

him:
"It is utterly impossible for

Union to permit the use

within five hours' flying time t

and two hours' flying time ol

your main ones in Hungary a

hostile nation!"

Mr. Ferenc Nagy is in Amer
But the Follies go on. For

know their comic operas they

hint, a sort of sneak preview

and better Follies to follow—

a

Director would like to do 'em.

ing in the biggest of all. Its

world. Its theme—the future

—Freedom: You've Had It!

The End

\
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A British noncom outlines the route each MP patrol must folio I

guarding Vienna's four sectors, Russian, British, American and Fnl
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ir Travel

iuys You Two

mportant Things

Air travel gets you to where you're going in the least

possible time— comfortably and economically.

But there is a vastly important by-product of traveling

and shipping and sending mail by air: the enlarge-

ment and maintenance of one of our strongest guaran-

tees of peace—the nation's air transportation system,

the greatest in the world.

The cost of maintaining such a system solely for

readiness in a national emergency would be tremen-

dous. Yet there must be one. That the cost is not on

your tax bill is due to typical American enterprise

and self-sufficiency— and the fundamental place of

air transportation in the nation's everyday personal

and business affairs. ^^

m
r.

THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE UNITED STATES

Air Travel Strengthens America

You get there quickly, comfortably and economically when you go

by scheduled Airline. Fares as well as express and freight tariffs are

now lower than before the war. Air Mail is only 5p. So, travel, mail

and ship—by air! Call the nearest Airlines office or your travel agent

for reservations. This advertisement is sponsored by the nation's

scheduled Airlines and leading aviation manufacturers.
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This gully, endangering the ranch buildings, illustrates what happens when a watershed fails to hold the rainfall

THEY KICKED US OFF OUR LAND
BY LESTER VELIE

Overgrazing by cattle and sheep on the high range land has so choked the rivers

and reservoirs with good soil that the West's lifeblood, its water supply, is imper-
iled. It is, a world authority says, "a race between education and catastrophe"

Contrast the above picture with this excellent range land on which proper care has maintained the high, thick grass
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In the vast spaces of God's country
you can see other pieces of the "race

with catastrophe" in action. At the

corner of Fourth and Central in the

heart of the Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, business section, for instance, you
can look up at a river bed. The river

bed above you is that of the some-
times mighty Rio Grande, and it tops

the town's business section by four

feet. In the spring some 300,000 gal-

lons of silt-laden waters churn over

the river bed each minute, and as the

district engineer, Hubert Hall, puts it,

"If the water ever gets through the

levees, it will go right down through
the town." '

The river is lifting itself by its own
silt so fast—more than a foot a decade
—that Albuquerque and the valley are

beginning to wonder whether their

Rio Grande is becoming another Yel-

low River. The white man's treatment

of the Rio Grande Valley is "a more
complete example of "regional suicide

than most people ever imagined," J.

Russell Smith, the geographer, ob-
served.

The race with catastrophe is sensed

also by New Mexico's neighbor, Utah.

So washed and blown away has that

state's limited usable soil become, so

widely have "gangster grasses"—poi-

sonous and other weeds—moved in on
the nutritious grasses of former years,

that scientists of the University of

Utah this spring raised the question:

"Is Utah Sahara-bound?"
In Los Angeles, in Phoenix, Ari-

zona, and in the many Western towns
and valleys nurtured by the river life-

lines that stretch from the mountains,
alarmed men raise another version of

the race-with-catastrophe question. In

the semiarid West, water is a resource

more precious than the gold for which
men crossed the mountains in the first

place. Someday the last newcomer will

cross the Rockies to make a home in

the West, because there won't be
enough water to support more people,

more factories and more irrigated

farms.

Take the case of Los Angeles.

When the town had a scant 50,000

population around 1900, it got along
nicely on water from the Los Angeles
River. Today 2.000.000 Angelenos
must look 200 miles for water, to the

Colorado River, impounded at Lake
Mead behind the Hoover Dam. Los
Angeles spent $240,000,000 to tap the

water (and power) of Lake Mead, and
the federal government spent about
$165,000,000 more.

Silt Is a Major Problem

Future generations will marvel at

this monument to the energy of our
times, but unless some changes are

made they won't derive water or

power from it. For lying behind con-
crete that will outlast the Pyramids,
Lake Mead is living on borrowed
time. Inexorably, day after day, the

Colorado River deposits some 14,000

carloads of silt on the floor of Lake
Mead. Each year the man-made lake

is filled with enough Colorado River
silt to cover 137.000 acres a foot deep.

At this rate the Lake Mead reservoir

will be so filled in 100 years that Los
Angeles and other towns will have to

look to other reservoirs for water and
power.
The lesson of the choking reser-

voirs, of the eroding grasslands and in-

creasing floods is plain: If education
is going to win that race with catastro-

phe, education had better get going.

But the Westerner who should be
the star pupil—the stockman whose

(Continued on page 80)
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Poor range produces poor cattle, as demonstrated by this photo of stringy cattle

on an overgrazed cheatgrass range. Some stockmen have still to learn this primary
lesson of their industry. Overgrazing also threatens the West's water supply

U.S. FOREST SERVICE

Photos above and below are a lesson in cause and effect. Above is an overgrazed
range during a rainstorm. It shows how nibbled-off grass allows topsoil to wash
away. Below is Mt. Pleasant, Utah, after a flood of mud and rock, washed down
from eroding uplands, had moved down Main Street instead of a scheduled parade
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THE WEEKS MAIL
Continued from page 4

of Magniisson, the scholar, and Thorvald-
sen, the sculptor. His parents lived here

for three years before returning to Green-
land and Iceland together with 160 other

Norse colonists.

Myrtle Lovell Gillis, Watertown, N. Y.

SOUNDING BRASS

Dear Editor: Re Buttering the Navy Brass

(June 21st): As an ex-Navy officer, I won-
der who died and left Lewis H. Conarroe
his commission.

To defend the few (?) as nice as our
author, it may surprise him that there was
an ordinary boot (Gene Henry) at Pearl

Harbor, who, upon being appointed for

Annapolis, became the academy's first six-

striper. He didn't get there because of

whom he knew, but what he knew.

Lorraine J. Salvatore, Bronx, N. Y.

. . .'"Fearless" Lt. Conarroe! You can have
him! And 1 don't think there are 12,000,-

000 or even 100 others who would stoop to

writing such trash.

Now I am an ex-Army sergeant and, of

course, I "hate the Navy" (like hell, I do).

They took us there and they brought us

back. They did a swell job. And the "brass"

helped plenty. Or did fearless lieutenants

do it all? R. M. Bailey, Dallas, Tex.

... I have been a member of the naval re-

serve for over thirty years and have been

through every rank and rate from a second-

class petty officer to my present rank of

captain. I served two years in World War I

and five years in World War II, and most
of this service was anything but "swivel

chair" within the continental limits of the

United States.

Mr. Conarroe would have us believe that

all the so-called "Trade School boys" are

indeed a special breed of cats, that they are

overpompous, overbearing, overproud
snobs, and that they spend most of their

waking hours, when not libating, in devis-

ing ways and means of (a) humbling junior

officers and enlisted men, and (b) crucify-

ing all reserve officers who have not had
the Congress-given privilege of graduating

from Annapolis.

While the article is intended to be a bit

of humor, I am sure it will impress the

average civilian with the conviction that

our Navy is in very bad hands indeed with

such "characters" abroad and with such

"goings on." No wonder Congress is to-

day chopping off needed funds from naval

appropriations at a time when there was
never a greater need for the public to have
confidence in our Navy and its officers.

Pierre Boucheron (Captain, U.S.N.R.),

Fort Wayne, Ind.

THE FACTS OF LIFE

Dear Editor: Nina Wilcox Putnam's Un-
masking the Mosquito (July 5th) says that

mosquitoes carry on their courtship in

much the same way as some people: That
is, the males hang around on the Cilicidae

equivalent of street corners, whistling at

trim-ankled females as they flutter past.

I seem to hear a mother mosquito's ma-
ternal advice to her daughter, setting her

straight on the facts of life before daughter

sets out on her first solo flight past the

neighborhood bog:

"Now, daughter, if those loafers whistle

at you, just keep right on going. Say to

them, 'DDT and Flit may give me a fit,

but whistles'll never hurt me.' But don't

go running off with any of those males.

What? How can you tell if a friendly mos-

quito is a male? Just invite her to share a

lifeguard with you. If she says, 'No,

thanks, never touch the stuff.' get on your

way. She's a he. All males are vegetarians.

Remember, daughter, before you have

anything to do with any male, first make
sure he's got a good-sized account in the

blood bank!" Must buzz off now.
Bob Hawk, New York

LARD Hti

Dear Sir: The article,

rope, in which W. B. Coil

tells of Europe's money!
quite revolting and
considering the plight ol
makes one wonder if AmJ
supporting those parasiM

be slighted, some publicit-j

to the Fat Heads of

Earl Eugene Kil»

... I read it three time

amused at the clever wordl
ney—the second time, I f

sick at the pictures he p;|

time, I became obsessed I

hate and anger that sucii

lowed to live. Compassic
nal gratitude for being

j

horrors of war—none of I

greed, gloating, snobbery-]

MargiI
South Gl

. . . Yes, long before Wo
seen misery and hunger
alas, I have also seen hi

enced it right here in thej

Ed LamberI

... I served in "England"!

in the "Army," of course,]

man at "Colonel Kilian'sJ

"Replacement Depot," I

see "Brass Fat Heads,"

uniform and great respect

Warren Lisk,

HANSEN'S Dl

Gentlemen: I wish to ex]

ciation of the patients at

Elsie McCormick's artid

Again (June 7th). Too ol

public is inclined to regj

with Hansen's disease as

some creature who thrc

heavenly curse for his chosl

has forfeited all claim to |

Miss McCormick sought

tient from the standpoirf

average citizen. But it is

of normalcy that the patil

have created out of their lil

them off from their fellov i

much more than the av«

achieve normalcy in the fa

prejudice, ostracism and i:l

Harry RicpII

Patients' Federatioil

GREEN ON GR

Dear Editor: John Jan

knows very little' about gel

on page 78 of the May 3l|

"golfer" about to make a|

a green. The ball cannot I

green but must be picked

I

from the fairway near the
f

Virginia L. ShermaI

"Too bad you v/j

shooting for this

Cartoonist Jarvis' knowled]

is limited to the five days he\

before he was relieved of h\

duties by a female kangaroo

Collier's for A
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Ibout going up to Maine."

eyes. "About leaving

hard suddenly.
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J*** done for me?"
IOie
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°me

public jtried, for a year. I'd have
But nobody even gave

fwKn • Her mouth twisted.

bu don't have to worry
*
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neuoi

5 was in her voice, too.
luw
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1 orce, and a stretch in the

B had done it in one. Just
• sing pushed around had

CotW .answers.
for bea a>

"We'H get along."
-homo:

tly, "We'll show them.
Uobta

ni Pete!"
' it, I was finished. There'd-

Waring kicking around,
parties, making with the

§ be finished.

1 "We'll show them."
ut in—Harry Wynne, it

minute I stood there in

the swarm and I was up
Idling the big snowflakes
iftly, slowly, in a thick

g to the silence,

lvia and I had stayed up
ave been different. It had
the last, that we never saw
pt at other people's cock-
aybe up there we could

of it and looked around,
as on the trail of a new

" ake was chucking the yel-
h). Too

r (j,e chin. And over close
tO It

fan i my neck prickled. She'd
^ coat and she was standing
11 a a white dress that went

claim ij

in one sleek line from the top to the bot-

tom, and her hair black and cloudy and
a little frown between her eyes.

My hand touched the square box in my
pocket. Here it was. The kiss-off.

I walked toward her, and when she
saw me she smiled.

"Pete," she said.

I said, "Sylvia." I didn't smile back.

It was the little smile she gave me, the

one that said: You and I, Pete, we know
something the others don't.

The others were lucky—or maybe
smart.

"Old Sylvia," I said. "What's a party
without Sylvia?"

She said, "At first I thought I wouldn't
come. But I had to." Her eyes were
steady and dark and serious. "I—hope
you'll be very happy, Pete."

There was just a hint of hesitation in

it, a kind of quiver. That girl wasn't an
actress for nothing. Be brave, Sylvia.

Smile with an aching heart. She was hit-

ting it for all it was worth.

FOR a minute she almost had me. I re-

membered how it had been with us,

right after we were married. I remem-
bered that night in Ricardo's, with the

red tablecloth and the platters of spa-

ghetti and the red wine, and Sylvia in

white then, too, and her eyes dark and
shining. And I could hear her saying,

"We won't be like the others, will we,
Pete? We won't let it get away from us."

We were in love then and we were
happy and maybe a little bit crazy, and I

said, "No. We won't let it go." And her

eyes were dark and happy over the spa-

ghetti, and she was wearing a thing that

id given her at her throat, a kind of

iocket we'd got out of a popcorn box.

I thought about that night, and for a

minute she almost had me.
Then I thought about later. Cham-

pagne instead of red wine. Diamonds

—

*i right, listen a while, but don't get any ideas about joinin' them"
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FREE
REPAIR
SERVICE

WV» «r«» m>#
asking you to buy
a ZMPPO Lighter
If you own a Zippo lighter which is

not in perfect operating condition,
Zippo will consider it a favor if you
return it direct to us for our free re-
pair service, as we have never charged
for the repairofa Zippo regardless of
its age or condition.

We guarantee quicker service than
you have ever received on anything re-

turned for repair, regardless of what
it is or what it cost.

We are the originators of this free
service on lighters and we are always
anxious that any Zippo we have ever
manufactured gives its owner good
service.

There is absolutely no handling
charge. We prepay return postage.

ZIPPO MFG. CO., 5 Barbour St., Bradford, Pa.

Its new-its safe f

It sure kills fleas f

"We're in harmony, all right—'specially
with our master! We had the flea mar-
ket cornered, but he saved us!

"He knocked out the fleas with Ser-

geant's ONE-TWO -scrubbed us with
SKIP-FLEA Soap and followed it with
regular SKIP-FLEA Powder dustings.
They bring fast relief every time!"

SKIP-FLEA Soap and Powder are
only two of Sergeant's 19 reliable dog
rare products. Each one is the result of
over 73 years of thorough research and

practical testing. Ask for the
new 50c economy size of

SKIP-FLEA Powder.
• Is your dog getting the atten-
tion he needs? Sergeant's new
FREE Dog Book is full of interest-
ing, helpful advice on dog care.
Ask for it at drug and pet stores,
or write Sergeant's, Richmond 20,
Virginia.

SetqeanVs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

and even the diamonds not enough

—

she'd look at them and say, "They're nice,

Pete," and that would be all.

I thought about Sylvia, the party girl,

and I was okay again.

She said, "Do you remember Ricar-
do's, Pete?"

"Sure," I said. "How could I for-

get that wine? Like he'd drained it out
of somebody's radiator."

Her lips got tight and I thought maybe
she was going to slap me. I grinned at

her.

THEN somebody grabbed my arm and
it was Sam Lake. "Pete, my boy" He

winked at Sylvia. "Run along and play,
Sylvia," he said. "I want to talk to this

boy."
I wanted to talk to him, too. I raised

an eyebrow at Sylvia.

"I'll see you later," I said.

She said, "Yes. I want to talk to you."
The way she said it, it wasn't going to

be a love scene.

I turned to Sam. "Well, Sam, what's
on your mind?"
He moved closer and got confidential.

"How you fixed for dough, Pete?"
In a mind-reading act he'd've been

sensational.

"About four hundred, maybe, when
everything's cleaned up."

"Pete," he said, "you are a careless
feller. What do you do with it?"

"You know how it is, Sam. The money
comes and the money goes."

There was this thing and that thing

—

and Nora's ring hadn't come in a box of
popcorn.
Sam shook his head.
"You have not got sense about dough,

Pete. You have got four hundred smack-
ers. You are getting married. And you
are quitting show business

—

"

Where did he get that idea? I said, "I'm
going to write a play. Remember?"
He shuffled his feet and the cigar went

over to the other corner of his mouth.
He didn't look at me.
"You have told me about this play.

On four hundred smackers you are going
to be profound. Significance you have
got to have. So how long will it take?"

I nodded at him and grinned. Old Sam.
He was practical. He went to the heart
of the matter.

"That's what I wanted to see you
about," I said. "Four hundred isn't so
much. I thought, maybe, a little ad-
vance

—

"

Sam looked hurt.

"Now, Pete. Could I take such a
chance? For O'Neill, maybe, yes. But
you are not O'Neill, Pete."

I stared at him. He was a practical guy,
all right.

"No," I said. "That's what they tell

me. I'm Pete Waring. I'm brilliant. I

glitter so I keep myself awake nights."

"Sure. Every time you get up from
your typewriter you have got a smash.
You are a genius, Pete."

Anybody who made money for Sam
was a genius.

He went on: "You see how it is, Pete.
You must forget this nonsense. If you
want to go to this—this bear place, I will

advance you, say a couple of grand, and
you can have a nice little vacation. Then
you come back and do me a play."

He meant it. My hands were cold
again, and there was a tight knot inside

me. I thought about the play. I thought
about the years I'd wasted already. If I

didn't go this time I'd never do it.

I said, "You mean I've got to play it

your way. You won't let me have any-
thing."

Sam spread out his hands. "No dice,

Pete. Such a chance I couldn't take."
The friends I had at that party I could

count on one finger, with plenty of room
to spare in case I met a new one.

"Skip it," I said. "I can get along."
Sam patted my shoulder.

"Don't be rash, Pete. You think it

over. You do me another one like La-

dies by Request and we will both make
plenty of tomatoes."

I felt myself trembling a little inside

and my hands opening and closing.

"Skip it," I said, and walked away.
I saw Sylvia on the other side of the

room and I started toward her. They were
dropping away one by one, and the hell

with them. I still had Nora, and I had
the play. And whether it was four hun-
dred dollars or a bag of peanuts didn't
make any difference. I had to do it.

The party was cooling off. People 1

didn't know were leaving, drifting out in

couples. A fluffy little babe in pink
bumped into me, heading for the door.

"Leaving?" I said. After all, it was
my party.

She gave me a look. She had clear
baby-blue eyes and looked about nine-
teen.

"Who the hell is this guy O'Neill, any-
way?" she said. "He sure gives lousy
parties. This one stinks."

She went out with the curly-haired Joe

"Rumors?" I repeated.
"About you writing a

one."
"Well?" I said.

"Well, what?"
"The cracks, baby, the i

"Where's your sense of
you see how comical it

tired and I was mad and
it. "Ask anybody. Ask
Get Sam to tell you."

Sylvia was frowning.
Sam?"

I told her. She looked
"Sam Lake said that?

I shrugged. "Sam's a
,

She thought about it foi

"Well," she said, "may
I looked at her. But _.

wasn't she? She was pla>

character. What did I exj

cry?

"Maybe he is," I said.

Something was thumpi
mering inside me, trying ti

"I have good news for you, Frederic—your grand
father cut you off without a cent, so you can stop worry-

ing about what you'd have to pay in inheritance taxe:

and I stood there looking after them.
They were the lucky ones. They could
leave.

Then I went to where Sylvia was stand-

ing. There was one more loose end to cut.

Then it would be over.

I said, "How do you like the party?"

She made a smile you could have poi-

soned the soup with. "Oh, it's a lovely

party, darling."

And for a while we didn't say anything.

I wasn't thinking about the party, and I

guess she wasn't either.

It was different now, and yet every-

thing was still there between us. We'd
been married and we'd been divorced.

But no matter how final the decree was,
there was something left.

And I kept remembering things. Like
the time Sylvia'd gone away from the

cabin and got lost and I tracked her in

the snow. On our honeymoon that was,
and after it was all over and we were sit-

ting by the fire, she'd cried and I'd held

her, with her hair soft and sweet-smelling

against my face.

It was going to be funny, to be up there

with Nora.
I looked down at Sylvia. "What's on

your mind, baby?"
She said, "I've been hearing rumors.

So I wanted to find out."

there was no point in talkir

shoved my hands into my
leaned against the wall and
party cool. I saw Ed Hansoi

and coat on and a blonde i

What he wanted with the sp

know.
He saw me and waved.
"So long, pal," he called,

me to the bears."

Witty to the end.

THERE were others goi

then I saw Nora coming

other room with Sam Lai

Sam and came toward us,

her hair bobbing up and

eyes were happy.
She stood there in front o

was bubbling.

"Oh, Pete!" she said. "D;

happy!"
"Fine," I said. "What p

"Well, it's—" She stoppt

had to be flustered, I didn'

started again:

"It's Mr. Lake. He's just

part in Mr. Wynne's new
small part, of course. But 1

chance I've been waiting for

Sylvia made a sound, but

at her. I looked at Nora, a

Collier's for Au
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"THE UNFAITHFUL"
A Warner Bros. Production

Makes mag ic with Bugs Bunny. ^.^^ j J

Premium Sinclair Oil Gives

Your Car More Power!
A rabbit out of a hat is standard magic, even when the rabbit is

famous Bugs Bunny. More power out of your car is something

you get with the magic performance of premium Sinclair

Opaline Motor Oil.

Tests prove Opaline Motor Oil gives your car more power

because it contains special chemicals developed by Sinclair to

clean carbon, sludge and other power-stealing deposits from

the motor.

Premium Sinclair Opaline cleans as it lubricates.

It gives your car more power—saves on gasoline and

oil. Ask for premium Sinclair Opaline Motor Oil

where you see the Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign.

1947, PREMIUM

SINCLAIR OPALINE
e<r« U & Poi OH

MOTOR OIL
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SWEEPING

Reduce

Germ Laden Dust!

Eliminate Sweeping

Compound!

Dustless brushes used
with Arbitrin sweeping
fluid eliminate up to 97%
of germ laden dust and re-

duce sweeping costs 20%. Arbi-

trin fluid, poured into a metal res-

ervoir in the brush back, filters through
the tufts and keeps dust down as you
sweep. Dustless brushes are used in

thousands of schools, factories, offices,

stores, and institutions. There is a Dust-

less brush to fit your needs. Write lor

sizes, styles and prices today

Milwaukee Dvttleit Brush Co.
530 N. 22nd St., Milwaukee 3, Wis
Please send facts about Dustless brushes

Name

Street Address

;ity, State

INCREASE your income in spare time taking care of
new and renewal subscriptions lor this magazine and all

popular publications. Write to—
Independent Agency Division

The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company
250 Park Avenue. New York, N. V.

How to give

TIRED EYES
a quick rest

MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

Eyes tired? You can rest them
quickly. Put two drops of

safe, gentle Murine in

each eye. Instantly

your eyes will
feel soothed,

refreshed.

IS MIIINE?

Murine is a
safe, scientific

blend of 7 important

ingredients. It relieves

discomfort of eye -fatigue

immediately— makes you feel

ready for work or play in just a
few seconds. Gentle, soothing Murine
helps thousands. Let it help you, too

!

MURINE
FOR YOUR EYES

minute I didn't get it. I was tired, I guess.

A little slow on the uptake.

I said. 'But we're getting married to-

morrow. We're going to Maine."
She was shaking her head.

"Of course we're getting married, dar-

ling. But I can't pass up a chance like

this, can [?"

I'd been in a fog, but it was beginning

to break up. I looked around and saw
Sam. He wasn't watching us. The cigar

was cocked high and he had a pleased

little grin and he just stood there alone
being satisfied with himself.

A practical guy. He went right to the

heart of the matter.

Nora said, "Anyway, I don't think I'd

like it in Maine. With the wolves and
all—"

I looked at her. "Bears," I said.

"Well, bears, then." She was looking

at me without seeing me. She said, "I

have my career to think of
—

"

Now she had a career. I glanced at

Sylvia. I was a lucky guy with women.
"Hell, baby," I said. "You said you

were through." I could hear my voice,

thick and scratchy, with dust in it.

NORA was impatient. "That was dif-

ferent. Nobody ever even gave me
a tryout before. But now—you see how
it is, don't you, darling?"

I saw how it was. She made it plain

enough. Something inside me kept get-

ting tighter and tighter. I held it down.
"Sure," I said. "I get it."

"And it will be even better this way.
We can have a nice apartment, with a

study for you, and you can see all your
friends

—

"

She was serious about it. It was all

settled. I stared at her.

"Baby," I said, "you're a little con-
fused. I'm going to Maine if I have to go
on a bicycle."

I let a little of it out into my voice:

"And if you're smart you'll go with me."
"What do you mean?"
I told her what I meant.
"You can't act, and Sam knows it. He

just wants me to stay in town and do
another play for him."

Nora's cheeks got pink. Her eyes had
sparks in them.

"Well!" she said. "Of all the con-
ceited— ! Let me tell you one thing, Mr.
Pete Waring. You think you're such a

—

such an O'Neill, but that precious play of

yours will never see Broadway. And I

wouldn't marry you if you were the

last—"
"Skip it," I said. I shoved my hands

down hard inside my pockets. "Just

skip it."

She looked at me for a minute, very

haughty. Then she sniffed, once. Then
she went away.

I wished I could heatfc
going to say to her.

But the party was ovei'

going now. They'd taken

could, and now they wet
Sylvia, beside me, s.ml

I shook my head. I v

door and made like a hos
was a little crooked, th.

' 'By, Pete, old man.
"Good luck, kid

"Send us a bearskin

Goodby, all you
Goodby and the hell w
Wynne, smooth and eleg

her nose in the air. Sam
Sam stopped in the d
"Pete, my boy, you it

stubborn."
He was the last one. I

and shut the door after h

Then for a couple of

stood there, leaning ba
door with my eyes closed,

see the cabin, with the hi)

it and the woods stretel

for miles.

It was going to be funn
alone.

After a while I opened
It wasn't over yet. There
She was standing in the

room, watching me, fro\

hair was a black cloud ar

I went across and swiu
dio. I turned off all the

Then I was ready. I went
in front of her.

"Okay," I said. "It's

wasn't even trying to kee

She gave me a cool lii

all of a flutter, darling."

"Come on," I said.

She raised an eyebra
line, isn't it? I'm still wail

"Waiting for what?"
"To see what you're

Her voice was as cooi as

were her eyes. She was a

in a lovely smooth cool •

wasn't a crack anywhere.
"I'm going to Maine,'

going up to the cabin, an

write a play." I gave her

;

gag, isn't it?"

"It could be. But you w
Pete Waring—not on fout

lars." She laughed a liti

Four hundred dollars."

My jaw muscles were

ache. I said, "That'll buy a

Sylvia looked at me.
was thinking didn't show

"You know," she said,

almost believe you really n

I put my hands on
ning I'd been getting madi

and holding it in. Now I c
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lie eyebrow went up again.

lecause it isn't going to be a

llliant Pete Waring show. It's

Veal."

I think you can do it?"

|
step closer to her, looking

a't married you," I said; "if

|n for the parties and the glit-

swank apartments we had to

have done it a long time

" She was still wearing the

las my fault." She was wear-
1 and somehow I had to

fiy voice a little.

lu'd have trouble understand-

the party girl. Sylvia, the

babe of Broadway." I

hard. "Maybe you can un-

|s, then: I'm through. To hell

iter. To hell with Broadway,
[with you."
|l cracked then. But good,
[fires burning in her eyes, and
ame up and smacked against

1

[she said, "I'll tell you some-
voice had cracked, too. It

little. "I'll tell you the real

He tonight. I thought maybe
ged. Waked up."

|
my face where she'd slapped
khed.

i! You're as blind—and self-

bid stupid, as you ever were.
pur life! / got glitter-happy!"

again. It didn't sound like

it was funny.
|ame because I thought—well,

Jig. So goodby, Pete, and the

Jou, too."

Kd up her wrap and started for
"Her hand was on the knob

le out of it. Something was
knd hammering inside me, try-

lout, and I knew now what it

III there. All I had to do was
|nd put it together.
I said. "Wait, Sylvia." She

]th her hand on the door, and I

ax out of my pocket and went
I put it in her hand. "From me
I said.

finute she looked as if she were
tolrowitat me.
Pent," I said.

"'for August 9, 1947

She hesitated. Then she opened it.

The tissue paper floated down to the floor

and she opened the box and stood there

looking down into it, and something hap-
pened to her face.

"Pete," she said. "Pete." Her face

sort of dissolved and ran together.

I said, "Wait. I guess I've known for a

long time. But tonight it got clearer and
clearer. Even when I was mad, even
when I was chewing you out. And now 1

know."
It was all there: the first year, the hard

year, the good year. And then, Ladies by
Request. Champagne. Diamonds.
And who'd bought them? Who'd been

the monkey on a stick?

Me.
"Sylvia," I said. She was still looking

into the box. "Listen to me. All the time
I kept trying to tell myself it was you,
something inside me knew different.

Champagne. Diamonds. I was the one
who went crazy, Sylvia."

SHE looked up then and she was smil-

ing that little smile, the one that said:

You and I, Pete, we know something
others don't. And the others I could only
be sorry for.

"I never wanted diamonds," she said.

I nodded. "I know. But I thought
they weren't good enough. So I kept buy-
ing bigger ones and more of them—

"

She put a hand on my arm, lightly.

"All I ever wanted, Pete, was—well,

what we used to find in a box of pop-
corn."

She stopped smiling. She was serious

all over.

"I'm coming with you," she said.

"Wait, Sylvia." There was something
else I had to say. "Listen. About Nora.
It was different, it wasn't like at Ricar-
do's. Nothing was ever like that. It

wasn't
—

"

"Hush," she said. "I'm coming with
you."

"But I'm broke. I've only got four
hundred

—

"

She put her hand over my mouth, and
she was wearing white again and her eyes
dark and shining, like that night at Ri-
cardo's.

"I've always liked beans," she said. She
added, "Besides, I still have your damn'
diamonds—

"

And that's about all. Except that, be-
fore I kissed her, I took the locket out of
the box and hung it around her neck.
I'd had to buy fourteen boxes of pop-
corn before I found what I wanted. But
I'd finally found it.

Exactly what I wanted.
The End

Any flight with Johnnie Walker

aboard is certain to be a pleasurable

one. For this prize scotch ... so gen-

ially smooth ... so agreeably mellow

. . . makes memorable every fleeting

moment.
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can't be everywhere all the

time these days. If occa-
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you call . . . call again.
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Come to

St. Louis
IT'S COOL

at Hotel Lennox. Every room is air conditioned.

IT'S COMFORTABLE
at Hotel Lennox. Good beds. Luxurious baths.

Courteous service. Fine foods. Radio in every

room at no extra cost.

Rooms from $3.50 (a few at $3.25)

Be in the Center of Things At

"UNBLOCK" tf<^
DIGESTIVE TRACT

And Get Genuine Relief That

Makes You Feel Really Good Again
Don't expect to get relief from headache, sour stom-
ach, gas and bad breath by taking soda and other alka-
lizers if the cause of your trouble is constipation.

In this case, your real trouble is not in the stomach
at all. But in the intestinal tract where 80% of your
food is digested. And when the lower part gets blocked
food may fail to digest properly.

What you want for real relief is something to "un-
block" your lower intestinal tract. Something to clean
it out effectively—help Nature get back on her feet.

Get Carter's Pills right now. Take them as directed.
They gently and effectively "unblock" your digestive
tract. This permits all 5 of Nature's own digestive
juices to mix better with your food.

You get genuine relief from indigestion so you can
feel really good again.

Get Carter's Pills at any drugstore today. "Unblock"
your intestinal tract for real relief from indigestion.

New Sulfa Drug
Formula For

Athlete's Foot
New Powder Preparation Highly Effective

At first sign of Athlete's Foot—itching, cracked or
raw skin between toes or on the feet—use Dr. Scholl's
Sulfa Solvex. It contains the miracle drug,
Sulfathiazole. Quickly relieves intense
itching, kills fungi on contact.
Aids healing of red, raw, ^*
cracked skin between toes ^^fl
and on feet. Only 50^ every- ^fl ^m*^9k
where. Use exactly as directed. ^H ^^^^Ha

MScholl's
Sulfa Solvex

IlN CREASE your incomein spare time as a Community
Representative for this magazine, if rite to—

Independent Agency Division
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company

2S0 Park Avenue. New York, N. Y.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quick-

ly, once they discover that the real cause of their

trouble may be tired kidneys. The kidneys are

Nature's chief way of taking the excess acids and
waste out of the blood.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains.leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 50 years. Doan's give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

THEY KICKED US OFF OUR LAND

livelihood is threatened by deteriorating

grasslands—is hard to teach.

When the son of a stockman brought
home some of the lessons in range con-
servation that Colorado A & M was
teaching him his father rose at a meeting
of the West Divide Cattle Growers As-
sociation at Collbran, Colorado, to pro-

test indignantly that the boy had come
home with a "notebook full of radical

ideas and figures on range management."
"We stockmen are free lancers, the

lords of creation. We've done things as

we pleased so long, it's hard to get out of
old habits," a Grand County, Colorado,
stockman told me.

In their drive to force the sale of 145,-

000,000 range-land acres to a closed shop
of ranchers at 9 cents and up an acre,

other stockmen insist that self-interest

will prevent ranchers from harming their

own land.

"True conservation comes from the

individual, not from a government bu-
reau," Bill Wright, president of the

American National Livestock Associa-
tion, said. "Self-interest will see that the

land is taken care of."

This "self-interest" line had whiskers
back in 1 879, when cattlemen tried to stop

Congress from establishing a cattle-in-

spection agency to protect the public

against diseased meat. They argued that

pleuropneumonia, then rampant among
Texas steers, didn't exist except in the

minds of horse doctors. And anyway,
enlightened self-interest could do what
bureaucrats could never hope to accom-
plish by regulation. (P.S. Congress dis-

agreed, set up the Bureau of Animal
Industry.)

Bill Wright runs some 9,000 cattle at

Deeth, Nevada, and is a clean-cut, out-

of-doors figure who talks with the

straightforward, earnest air of a man la-

boring under a great wrong.
"Sure the lands are being depleted un-

der the present setup (cheap grazing un-

der Taylor Grazing Act permits)," he
said. "But if a man owns land he'll pre-

serve it. A man who'll spit in the gutter

won't spit in his own living room."

Farmers Acted to Check Floods

Spit is an ugly word, but uglier still

are some of the facts. So badly did ranch-

ers misuse their own lands, their literal

"living room," on the Wasatch Moun-
tains in Davis County, Utah, that farmers
in the valley bought out the lands and
turned them over to government reha-

bilitation experts to prevent further dev-

astating floods.

In Weber County, Utah, farmers have
incorporated to buy out upland ranchers

to protect their irrigation water supply,

and many other towns, among them Salt

Lake City, have taken similar steps to

protect their watersheds. Should grazing

lands now policed by the government be

sold to private owners, dozens of towns
would be forced to buy them back to

protect their water supply, Governor Lee
Knous of Colorado said. "It would be

an impossible task," he added.
Many Western stockmen are conscien-

tious about keeping up their ranges.

Conditions on some private ranges in the

northern Great Plains (eastern Montana,
the Dakotas, northern Nebraska) are

reportedly several hundred per cent

better than they were in 1936 and, ac-

cording to one government expert, are

"probably better than at any time since

the nineties."

In two outstanding instances, ranchers

have pooled their resources to restore sick

lands. In Fremont County, Idaho, wool-
growers joined hands to put their grazing

lands on a sustained-yield (restore what
is grazed) basis. At Miles City, Montana,
the Pumpkin-Mizpah (co-operative) As-

Continued from page 73

sociation of ranchers pooled 100.000
acres, took an inventory of forage re-

sources and now administers the lands
as a community range. And there are
other heartening instances.

Under the soil-conservation program
launched in 1935, farmers and ranchers
can organize conservation districts and
get government technicians to help pre-

serve their land. Such districts have al-

ready been formed in three fourths of the
total farm area. This, however, is only a
beginning, since conservation perform-
ance varies widely from district to dis-

trict.

But Americans are relatively late start-

ers in applying conservation lessons that

other nations learned long ago. When
American soil experts raised the alarm
several decades ago that our Western
range' lands were being destroyed by
overgrazing, their warnings made a
greater impression in Argentina than
they did in America. Argentina sent for

American experts'to organize a rigorous
system of government range control.

Argentina wants no dust bowl on the
Pampas.

But here in the U.S.A., we have much
to do to save this richest of all continents
for our children.

Most sorely needed is a unified govern-
ment command in the fight against the
forces of soil destruction. What we have
now is a bureaucratic patchwork of seven
major agencies and dozens of smaller
units, often working at cross purposes.
There are the U.S. Forest Service of the

Department of Agriculture and the

Bureau of Land Management of the De-
partment of the Interior, both adminis-
tering grazing lands. There are the Soil

Conservation Service, the Bureau of Rec-
lamation, the National Park Service, the

Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Office

of Indian Affairs.

In this setup, jurisdictional rows are a

natural. Intent on intragovernment poli-

tics, the individual agencies sometimes
are easy prey for minority pressure
groups. For instance, so busy was Har-
old Ickes in trying to take over the Forest

Service when he was Secretary of the In-

terior, that the big stockmen had no
trouble in taking Ickes and his Grazing
Service over via the advisory-board route.

Government reorganization looking
toward a unified conservation command
will take time. In the meanwhile, funds

slashed from conserval
•should be restored. We n

does no good to create coi

reaus with one hand and taJ

ing money away with th

Taylor Grazing Act, which
Grazing Sen ice to consei
lands, has been practicall)

slashes in the Service's hud;

est Service, one of the old

effective of the conservatioi
also taken a body blow with

of $11,800,000.
'

Congress
huge sums for the Reclam
to cope with the effects of

tion—floods. What about

An Unwise Congressioi

Eastern and Middle Wes
men have permitted the

committees in the Senate a

go by default to Westerner
two things. It opens up
gressmen to the toughest so

—that of their own constit

creates the illusion that o
has an interest in public hint

concern the whole nation,

is not a Western interest, nc

interest, nor a New Deal int uyi
"We are tired of being be

by a bunch of Communist
reaucrats. We don't want
slice of Russia," J. Elmer
president of the American N
stock Association, protested L K>

A list of some of these

"Communists" might sur|

Presidents Calvin Coolidge
Hoover did the preliminary
within which led to the pa

Taylor Grazing Act. Presid

the groundwork for the N
Service which was created i

row Wilson Administratio "i;™

everybody knows, Presk " co "

Roosevelt was the "Karl I

whole conservation idea

But some big stockmen h

in a few years conservation

decades to enact. On the

public lands at least, they

beat the grasslands into dus

If, as the stockmen say. it

can to conserve our forest 1

lands, in a very few generatii

un-American to eat.

The End
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President Truman doesn't sit around in his socks. Gen-

eral MacArthur doesn't sit around in his socks. Pro-

fessor Einstein, Chief Justice Vinson, Clark Gable . .
." Gardner re*

HE KIDS GET A NIGHT CLUB
Continued from page 14

i\H

project was completed,

jarking field and all. The
is an adaptation of the

lset hut. It is 56 feet wide

long, with a 20-foot wing.

of concrete and glass

tractive awnings gives the

ppearance of having cost

more than the $30,000 it

and furnish. The hut it-

about $5,000. The rest

ovements.

[g is insulated and air-con-

Ide, the Barn carries out

tif of its name. Electrified

is furnish dim lighting. The
at one end under the hay-

ft-drink and sandwich bar

ther.

floor, larger than in most
s circled with a low rustic

Tables for four surround
r.

Board of Governors

ique feature of the Barn is

entirely by the youngsters

board of governors, corn-

presidents of the student

[each high school in the

full control. These fourteen

imeet regularly to establish

|ake the rules. They plan the

ge the dance bands, deter-

lission charge (which is now
ce) and supervise selling the

jr responsibility also includes

he rules are followed.

Irnan of the committee is

en-year-old Beverly Corbett,

jirshall High School in Ro-

!
is open Wednesday, Friday

ty evenings as a night club
Ible for other social functions
Ihe week. On a typical Sat-

ttig, the youngsters start com-
9 o'clock and within a half

kce is usually filled to capac-

of the youth committee are

r August 9, 1947

on hand to greet the couples as they

enter, show them to their tables and gen-

erally to make everyone feel at home.
Arthur Shaheen, eighteen, president of

the senior class at Aquinas Institute,

Rochester, explained some of the rules:

"We don't allow stags or cutting in on
the floor. Some of the fellows object to

this but the way we figure it is that every-

one will have a better time if he knows
he can bring his best girl and not have
to worry about any roughhouse stuff."

After each dance set the boys crowd
around the self-service food and soft-

drink bar, which is operated by a conces-

sionaire. He keeps a crew of six

jumping, stoking the furnaces that supply

the energy for dancing. The kids con-
sume prodigious quantities of French
frieds, popcorn and sandwiches. On an
average night they drink 150 milk shakes,

60 bottles of chocolate milk, 480 bottles

of soda and consume vast amounts of ice

cream and sundaes.

Although plenty of free professional

talent has been supplied, the mainstay of

the entertainment is the kids themselves.

Dave Lisk is in charge and he arranges
for one high school a week to put on a

show of specialty numbers. "The stuff is

pretty amateurish," he says, "but they

seem to like it."

All in all, the youth committee is

getting excellent business experience run-
ning the night club. They are very anx-
ious to get it on a paying basis as quickly
as possible. The newspapers are under-
writing the cost for the time being, but
the committee is getting a percentage of

the gross from the concessionaire. This
is being set aside weekly and the commit-
tee hopes the fund will be large enough
within a year to provide the working
capital needed.

What Rochester has done any other

community in America can do. For a

trifling cost, as such things go, teen-age

youngsters can be taken off street corners

and out of undesirable surroundings
where they are now forced to go for en-

tertainment.

The End

I here \e only on& Kl^nex
Hold a Kleenex* Tissue up to a light!

You won't find lumps, or weak spots.

You'll see Kleenex quality come smiling

through ! Each tissue always the same

. . . with that special quality of soft-

ness . . . strength . . . you depend on in

Kleenex, your favorite of all tissues.

And only Kleenex gives you the

Serv-a -Tissue Box. You pull a Kleenex

Tissue, and up pops another !

America Favorite l\eewc
Liked best in a nation-wide survey

by 7 out of 10 tissue users.
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THE TRAIL'S BLAZED, MR. TRU
IF THE so-called Truman Doctrine is to be

more than a collection of big, bold words, it

cannot stop at merely wishful preventive

measures in Greece and Turkey. The whole of

Europe must be taken into consideration, not piece-

meal, but as a unit no less compact and economi-
cally integrated than the United States. Only
through some program of federation that will per-

mit collective effort, and do away with trade bar-

riers, blocs, spheres of influence and competitive

armament, can the Continent be restored to health.

Secretary Marshall knows this and says it clearly

and honestly.

The one alternative is progressive pauperism and
a steady increase in the mean, narrow nationalism

that makes for hate and war.

The criminal stupidity of present-day Europe
may be measured by imagining the existence of a

similar situation on this side of the Atlantic. What
if each of our forty-eight states maintained its

own army and navy, its own currency, its own
foreign policy, and had frontier regulations that

barred the free movement of people and goods?
What if this or that state claimed authority over

the Mississippi, the Ohio or any other river that

flowed along its borders? And yet New York, Penn-
sylvania and California, to mention only three, are

82

larger, richer and infinitely more self-contained

than many European states.

The idea is not a new one: European union has

long been the goal of the more unselfish Continental

statesmen. The movement had great impetus after

the first World War, but it was shattered by the op-

position of Britain and France who figured mistak-

enly that a weak, disunited Europe would be a

peaceful Europe. Had federation been achieved,

70.000,000 Germans could not possibly have im-

posed their unilateral will on 270,000.000 non-

Germanic Europeans, and the German state would
have taken its proper place in the Continental order

as a partner, not a master.

The Charter of the United Nations recognizes the

principle of nationalism. The Western Hemisphere
and the British Commonwealth are organized in

accordance with that recognition. With the crea-

tion of a United States of Europe, what might
well follow would be a United States of Russia

and a United States of Asia, all welded into a

harmonious whole through the United Nations.

Under the eloquence of Winston Churchill, the

Pan-Europe movement was near to being galva-

nized into new life. A few months ago the far-

visioned Englishman said: "What is Europe
now? It is a rubble heap, a charnel house, a

breeding ground of pestilence and hal

nationalistic feuds and modern ideol

tions distract and infuriate the unha(|

populations. Evil teachers urge the

old scores with mathematical precisioi|

guides point to unsparing retribution

way to prosperity. . . . Without a Unl
there is no prospect of world governme|
urgent and indispensable step toward

tion of that ideal."

Following Mr. Churchill, Prime Mill

reiterated his statement that "Europe m|

or perish.*' In France. Blum. Herriot,

other leaders have taken strong positionl

of the plan, and Count Richard C|

Kalergi. head of the Pan-Europe moverrl

favorable majorjties in the parliaments!

France, Italy, the Netherlands. Belgiuml

Ireland. Switzerland, Norway and Swei|

President Truman, therefore, is not cj

blaze new trails. A beaten road stretl

him. Not to take it means a continuancl

floundering with its ill effect on public (I

taking it he faces forward to three greall

the initiation of a real American foreij|

curb on Russia's expansion, and an end

in America's economy. Ge(|
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oiv at less than prewar prices—the
lire that outwears prewar tires

ch Silvertowns in all popular sizes

I than before the war. And yet they

Bar tires. For several months, issues

ne have shown, on this same page,

Bar owners who have kept actual

I mileages. Others are shown above.

mmple No. 74: 42,375 miles in taxi

Hi\. Howell, manager of the City Cab

Wk, Fla., writes:

Hity cabs in operation and several sets

Hch Silvertowns in service. To date we
Mangle tire failure. The mileage record

ids 42,375 miles, and we believe this set

50,000 before recapping. No other

tire in our experience has given us better service."

Typical example No. 69: 23,304 miles in hos-

pital service— tires still look new! Orrie Ewart, of

Port Huron, Mich., is employed by St. Clair County,
and his duties consist of transporting hospital pa-

tients. He says: "B. F. Goodrich Silvertowns don't

skid on wet roads like others. I've driven the set you
see in the picture 23,304 miles since last December,

and they appear as if they were newly purchased."

Typical example No. 57: Best tires she ever

had in thirty-three years! Says Mrs. Eugene Guest

of Lithonia, Georgia: "I purchased three B. F.

Goodrich tires last year. When these tires were put

on, the speedometer reading was 21,246. It is now

51,636, and there is a lot of good wear left in them.

They are the best tires I have ever had, and I have

been driving thirty-three years."

Not only do these tires cost less than before the

war, but your B. F. Goodrich dealer will give you

a good allowance on your old tires if they're still

good enough to be used or recapped. The B. F.

Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

B.EGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER



They Live

Again . .

.

The Fearless

Men and Women

Whose Daring

Drew the Map

of America

Across the

Wilderness . .

.

In Lines

of Their

Own Blood!

Gary Cooper

and Paulette

Goddard in

Cecil B.

DeMille's

"Unconquered"

In Technicolor

With a Cast

Of Thousands
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is just another wishful story, but

thousands who read between t

is an expression of a heartfelt ho

can find music that will explai

selves to people abroad, and tlj

finding, they will cease to fear,

with us in the rebuilding of a

world, physically and mentally,

urges the singing and placing of
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Dear Sirs: In Double Trouble
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best double-play combination!

league. Up to and including Ju

White Sox had made 62 dout:
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Yankees with 51 in 50 game.
1

;

where was Cleveland? Way d1
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had 48. You publish this or I'l I

Virginia Parsons. Davet

Yes. but will they make them i

as they did in May?

SPARKY
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14th) is a grand article whicfl
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Mount Olympus. Every mom<
perils will live vividly in my

ever. I was on the TBS copyin

for the records at the time
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They forgot one thing . .

.

In planning their fire insurance, they forgot how large a

part of their home investment was in the furnishings.

So after they had a fire, insurance rebuilt their house.

But inadequate coverage on the contents of the house left

them a long way from having a livable home.

Don't make this costly mistake! Check up on your

household goods and personal effects now. Hartford's In-

ventory Booklet makes this easy—write for a free copy.

Then ask your Hartford agent or broker about Hartford's

broadened policies that give maximum protection to your

furnishings as well as your house... against fire, windstorm

and many other hazards.

j

•^rfnTmnTTmrrr

luck can be bad luck
is made ill by food served in

you'll want to pay medical

Hartford's low-cost Compre-
fersonal Liability insurance can

to take care of that in vari-

iits. Covers damage claims too.

w-

Who'll pay for all this?

If your home is damaged, your expenses

while in temporary quarters may run

far above normal. Hartford Additional

Living Expense insurance pays these

extra costs!

T mm

Education guaranteed

This school will be completed because a

Hartford Contract Bond guarantees it.

Contract Bonds have assured perform-

ance of contracts for almost every type

of construction— private projects, public

buildings, even the Hoover Dam!

\RTFORD
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
ACCIDENT andINDEMNITY COMPANY
LIVE STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY

Writing practically all forms of insurance exceptpersonal life insurance • Hartford 15, Connecticut

d * Jit
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"... IF HE PLAYED his cards right, I'd be more than interested. But
that hair! Looks uncombed, dried out, and— sure enough, loose

dandruff, too. He's got Dry Scalp, all right. I'd be a dummy not to

tell him about 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic!"

tfa/r foots better. .

.

sca/p fee/s better...

w/ienyoif c/ieckOrySea//?
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SAME MAN . . . BUT what a difference! 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic can do

as much for you. Just use a few drops every day. Your scalp

feels better . . . your hair looks better . . . stays neatly in place

all day long. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic contains no alcohol or other

drying ingredients ... is fine with massage before every shampoo.

It gives double care- ... to both scalp and hair . . . and it's more

economical than other hair tonics, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC
£"«• »«>• '"•

°jfr.

Use^d by more mefi todby tfian any other hair tonic

KEEP UP WITH THE WOHIl
BY FRELING FOSTER

America's oldest legend, still widely
believed, is that the Pilgrims aboard
the Mayflower made their first landing

in this country on December 21. 1620,

on a rock in what is now Plymouth,
Massachusetts. Actually, they first

came ashore on Cape Cod the previ-

ous November 11th. The rock story

is not substantiated by any historical

records and did not start until 121

years later.

A new system of odor analysis en-

ables chemists to give any odor a

fundamental formula number as iden-

tifying as a personal name. The testing

kit has 32 vials, four rows of the basic

odors—(A) fragrant, (B) acid, (C)

burnt and (D) caprylic—in eight grad-

uated strengths. Thus, an odor having

the number 8-7-5-5 is a mixture of the

8th vial in Row A, the 7th in Row B
and the 5th in Rows C and D.

Since first produced in 1919, Aaron
Slick From Punkin Crick has been
the most popular play among Amer-
ica's small-town dramatic clubs. Al-

though few professional performers
have ever heard of this amateur
comedy, it has been staged in about
25,000 communities and seen by some
10,000,000 people.

The possible severity of hiccups is

shown by a recent case in which an
attack caused the death of a man in

four days and twelve hours. In an-

other case, a woman has had three

attacks since 1941, each of which,

after a duration of six weeks, had to

be stopped by a phrenic nerve oper-

ation in order to save her life.

A comparison of the suicides com-
mitted in this country during 1921

and 1946 shows two important
changes in the relative frequency of

the methods employed. Of every

1,000 men and 1.000 women, the

number who took poison decreased

from 144 to 70 among males and
from 325 to 204 among females, while

the number who chose hanging in-

creased from 171 to 276 among males
and from 94 to 246 among females.

One of the incredible cii

ticed by some of the Ila-sp

pies of central Africa

which obligates a woman,
to become the wife of
husband of a deceased
even when it means that

leave her own husband an

For more than a year, a
j

pany allowed to operate in (

Russian zone has devoted

weekly newsreel to pictur

scriptions of war-lost

100 of the 350 shown |
been recognized and cla

tives.

Blood spots left at the

crime are sometimes diflic|

cover when they have fallej

paper or colored textiles!

cases, the blood may so J

dye in them that the stains !l

same color and, therefore^

ally invisible.

Among the nine planets]

the only one that rotates
"

west, and the only one

covery in 1781 is recorded

having been known since

ning of history.

When losing a daught

marriage, native families

not only require compensa
loss of her services, but al

mand a service payment fr«

band for each child she pr

The 88 chief ruling prif

dia. or those who rate salii'<

more guns, use a total of '
I

tive titles, one of the fa\ or

by many of them being Kii

Other modest titles are S

Emperor of the Earth, Ncl

Nobles, Wisest Man of

and Greatest Conqueror oil
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ie Farmer thought he had Johnny on the Spot.

Why," he asked, "is Philip Morris so much

ter to smoke?"

'Because Philip Morris is the ONLY leading

jigarette scientifically proved far less irritating

the nose and throat," Johnny replied.
"
Less

ritation means more enjoyment. That's why

the Philip Morris smoker really gets what other

smokers only hope to get . . . better taste, finer

flavor, perfect smoking pleasure !"

Yes, if[s true ... if every smoker knew what

PHILIP MORRIS smokers know—they'd all change

to PHILIP MORRIS, America's finest cigarette.

TRY A PACK TODAY/

l
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PHILIP MORRIS
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lot Heat in 90 Seconds
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CREATES ITS OWN HEAT...

NO WAE7 FOR ENGINE WARM-UP

...FITS ANY CAR

ONIY *29?S
Hnt imoll inttaMotion cttargo

2 MUMON USMS SAY . ."90-Second Heat! That's up to 7 times as fast

as ordinal heaters! It means quick comfort even on shortest trips— to
work, to store, school, movies !

"

NO OTHFft CAft HfATfft can use the exclusive South Wind "sealed name"
principle. Burns fuel from the carburetor in a patented, sealed metal
chamber. Fumes go out the exhaust. Its safety has won the seal of
Underwriters' Laboratories. Easy to install ... no hose to cut ... no
extra thermostats to buy. Get your South Wind now! On sale at auto
supply stores, car dealers, garages and xjM*^ x.
service stations coast to coast, south /ifn>\ fho'teaVof *hl°un£r"
WIND DIVISION. STEWART-WARNER CORP., » I Ul '

; J writer.' laboratory
iimimiDniie t ,>mi.Ki. T^^y Piovod on million* ofINDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA. ^T^ cars and trucks I
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90-$£CQNO CAR HEATER

COMING I I 'Cvr»tombg?lt '— a Luxury Hoofing and Von-

rMtotmr; Sytfom for Wctor Con and Motor ' aniports $°9.50 Plu» Installation

MR. DALE CLARK—who is

really Ronal Kayser, of La
Jolla, California—thinks

the important things in a writer's life

are those that never happen. "So the

fellow is inspired to make them hap-
pen on paper," he claims.

It is hard to believe Mr. Dale's life

is as prosaic as he insists. Born in a
small Middle Western town in '05, he
was a spindly nonbaseball kid, and
soon turned to the printed page. Then
he turned to the farm, to earn the

money to turn to the city. In time he
dabbled in teaching, lumber-yarding,
reporting, special investigating, house-
to-house peddling, with a side line of
photography, gun lore, hunting, the

Civil War, and the assassination of
Lincoln.

"I seem to hang onto anything just

long enough to dig a fiction piece from
its background," he admits.

Mr. Clark illustrates with The Long,
Hard Grind, p. 74: "I'm strictly

a dub player, and also an official of a

club that sponsors an annual West
Coast tennis tournament. By neglect-

ing my official duties entirely, I found
enough in my chitchat with the vari-

ous personalities of the game to root

a story."

Mr. Clark believes an author's suf-

ferings are in direct proportion to the

noise his typewriter isn't making. Mr.
Clark's machine, equipped with shock
absorbers and blood catchers, is

hardly rust-covered. Many short and
long bloodletters, and a new novel,

The Red Rods, have oozed from it and
curdled human blood by the bucket.

To prove Mr. Clark's life is not en-

tirely vicarious, a couple of years ago
the San Diego, California, homicide
bureau credited him with investigating

and solving a real-life murder case:

The Canyon Skeleton Case, as the

papers named it. "It is perhaps some-
thing of a novelty for a detective

writer to crack one in which he didn't

make up the clues," he opines.

FRESH back from Hollywood trips,

both the Messrs. Kyle Crichton
(The Coast Demands Long Pants,

p. 16) and Corey Ford report a serious

threat to Mr. Samuel Goldwyn's title

as Chief of Aberrations. The chal-

lenger is Bunny McLeod, attractive

wife of Director Norman McLeod.
The best Mr. Goldwyn has been

able to do recently was his gracious

presentation of $10,000 to Danny
Kaye to start a bird's nest for Danny,
Jr.; and his racing out on his tennis

court crying: "Let's throw up to see

who plays who!"
These malaprops pale in the daz-

THE

WEEK'S

WORE
Miss St. Petersburg,
Miss Florida—Mia
America? Eula Ann
(Mickey) McGehee

zling confusion of Mrs.
bunnyisms. "I may be
cried not long ago, "but I'm]

from it!" At a prize fight she
j

out
—

"that fighter there—t!

looking fellow!"—then when]
knocked out, she mourned: 1

ble with him is he was muscle I

While present at what she de
a "Wonderful party! Ever
the room was there!" durin

freshments, she was heard
"This is the best salad I ever i

whole mouth!"
It was only natural for Mj

ton to receive a post card fro

cently, saying: "Miss you as
|

if you were here!"

MURRAY HOYT (No
Small, p. 66) hung

home town of Worcester,
setts, from 1904 to 1922,
to give the place a chance
and prosper. After grad
Middlebury in '29, he
coached basketball and
Waterville, New York.

"That took me nicely i

pression," he recalls. "With
logic, my wife and I gave
paying jobs for most un,

ing careers. We went in for a

great suffering. In place

apartment, we had to accept

on a Gulf beach of Florida

and on Lake Champlain in

had to be satisfied with swii]

blue waters, sunning,
and golf—instead of night c

1

Recalling everyone has tc

troubles, Hoyt bravely preti

as he lead it was okay, and

up from juveniles, through

the fortune-founding magaz
Hoyts have built a persoi

since on Lake Champlain,
Middlebury as a permanent
to show it pays to suffer.

This week's cover: Chan!
In his endless quest for beat ,

i

camera aesthete David Pe %
pened on hundreds of lova|

with their personal paintbo

Petersburg's Tides Beach

(School for Charm, p. 22)

excessive make-up gave h

look belying her nineteen

Peskin sent Eula Ann (Mi

Gehee, left front of cover, a

crowned Miss St. Petersbur

her face before snapping t f

Three weeks later, Eula

Florida, and will try for

America crown at Atlantic

kin's Advice to Would-Be P

icas: Meet me! ... Tt

ftwv',

toe an,

Get in a
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**«"•"*»« «p«r in the hills where the big bass automobile. And it's all happened here in the
hf» air is rnr\\ n»irk r^.'n^
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/̂ rin ,,bite and the air is cool with pine

Get in a new Nash "600" and you'll be there
tonight. Just snuggle down in the big soft seat
and watch the road start flying backwards.

m-t
lie curves straighten out and the bumps un-
inkle up ahead. The hills lie down and the
Ty day turns sparkling fresh.

k— your speedometer shows you're get-

;

an incredible 25 to 30 miles on a gallon
s at moderate highway speed!

vhat's happened anyway?

i the dust and the noise? The swaying
ie wheel tugging?

^happened— since you last bought an

This car is builr a new way. Welded (not bolted

together)— a single unit body and frame, free

of dead weight and noise-making joints.

New, easier steering is here . . . and coil

springing on all four wheels . . . new sound-
proofing ... and the famous Nash Weather-
Eye automatic "Conditioned Air" System!
And a Nash can even sleep you tonight with
Convertible Bed equipment. Just yawn
and so-o to bed!

in it any ir»nd*>r the swing today is to Nash?
Smart people like this new kind of car—and

the new kind of solid, friendly dealer who sells

it. See him today about the brilliant new Nash
"600" and the Nash Ambassador.

You'll be ahead

with

NASH MOTOM DIVISION, NASHKltVINAJOK CO«f., DHKOIT

55'rttSAO^



Wherever there is a Bell telephone office,

you will find it operated and managed

mostly by home town people.

For the Bell System is made up of many

hundreds of local units, each serving its own

community. So the telephone company

isn't something big and far away but close

to your home and your interests.

This means compact, efficient operation

and it also helps to keep a friendliness and

a neighborliness in the conduct of the

telephone business.

The Bell telephone people in your com-

munity aim to be good citizens in all

things, in addition to giving you good and

economical telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONI
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Chief Bear-on-the-Water, of North Dakota, records a Mandan tribal song for Dr. Duncan Emrich, head
of the Library's Archive of American Folk Songs. Files hold over 30,000 blues, ballads, spirituals, etc.

"I feel I live here," says Pearl Kinghi
doing research on history of Scoth

THE sheer weight of erudition

turned loose upon the public

daily from Washington is cal-

culated to make the earnest citizen

feel like a dreadful dope. Country
lawyers whose contributions to the

common good were once confined to

diatribes against sin and the rascals of

the opposition are elected to Congress
and suddenly sound off with easy au-

thority on cartels, atomic fission and
the social implications of proletarian

art.

Overeducated mental cases, unsus-

pected of having a thought in their ad-

dled heads, break out in a rash of

scholarship that actually adds to the

world's wisdom. Such performances
make brooders wonder whether they

are descended from a long line of

lightweights. But despair not. You,

too, can be omniscient as all get out
if you use the free, rich resources of
the Library of Congress, the nation's

brain and the most fascinating build-

ing in Washington.
Don't go away. This Library is not

a bleak, austere monument to musty
books. It is a lively squirrel cage that

exerts a profound influence on next
month's news. A prize crop of crack-
pot customers gives it a whimsical air,

which is nurtured by a stream of crazy
questions only Americans, in their in-

finite ingenuity, can dream up. The
Rare Books Division counts among its

treasures not only the Gutenberg Bi-

ble but also a complete collection of

Horatio Alger and dime novels. The
latest Betty Grable movie is an ac-

quisition considered as significant cul-

turally as a first-edition Beowulf, and

even low, low-down blues are re-

corded and kept on file.

More war secrets were discovered in

the Library than a regiment of in-

trepid spies ever uncovered in the

field. Here, too, baffling mysteries

await solution. There is, for instance,

the strange case of Gennadius Yudin
and his incredible library. When
Lenin was exiled to Siberia by the

Czar in the 1890s, he wrote his epic,

The Development of Capitalism in

Russia, at Krasnoyarsk, an isolated

village. Lenin's only reference sources

were the books owned by Yudin, an
obscure merchant. Nobody yet knows
how Yudin, who was neither wealthy
nor a man of letters, managed to ac-

quire the 80.000 volumes the Library
bought in 1907 as the basis for its ex-

tensive Slavic collection.

Before getting hopele

among 26,636,804 items,

bookshelves and 15,000,C

cards, it would be well to i

Library's origin and chief ]

the Legislative Reference!

Founded in 1800 to gather
j

material for Congress, tnl

went along in pedestrian

more than a century, satisfi

as a repository for books
ments. Little effort was m;

ate or interpret the holdir

All that was changed,

:

dramatically, in 1914,

brary became a forceful,

scenes adjunct of the gover

Legislative Reference Ser

tablished to keep Congress I

the score in domestic ami

tional affairs, which were

The Gutenberg Bible is always guarded by a policeman. Other rarities include a complete set of Horatio

Alger novels. Nucleus of the present Library was Thomas Jefferson's collection of six thousand volumes
Leslie Dunlap, Assistant Chief of

ence in the Bibliography Division, i



that no man could possibly

| touch with them. In effect,

vas saddled with Congress'

Irk.

•right idea —the inspiration of

|n's "Old Bob" La Follette—
magically the ponderous
government. The L.R.S. is

ndispensable to senators and
Hives that they forgot parti-

tics last year and joined to

Ithe core of the La Follette-

\y Reorganization Bill, called

observers on Capitol Hill

important piece of legisla-

during that session,

of government had been

j for years that Congress was
iown by the archaic, un-
imittee system. The Re-

bon Bill reduced the SI

fees to 15 in the Senate and
House. This was done by
more responsibility and

: to the expanded L.R.S., the

i's best friend.

lator in a Quandary

Senator Klaxon is up to

hips in work as a hypo-
fiemner of the Senate Juuici-

littee. when he gets a hurry
some fence-mending in his

fey. A campaign manager
a little personal-appearance

J
that calls for the senator

[a speech at the opening of
factory in the morning, a

hour-long discourse on
|nal affairs at a chamber of
luncheon and an Onward-

ird-with-Know ledge address

Jiversity in the evening, the

(tomorrow.
lator's first impulse is to say
lith it and take to the hills.

| looked at a book since he's

/ashington. The trip home
away from his commit-

jfor two days and while his

prned a zillion federal and
will be passed. What does

|bout new trends in canning
3n? And as to international

Russians holler blue mur-
appens to make a crack that

jjeir sensitivities. May even
international incident.

J

great white light hits him.
pked cry of relief, he lurches

Ine and calls L.R.S. He ex-

problem. He turns away,
pvered brow and mixes him-

le senator boards his plane
£ng evening, three complete
ailed notes—one for each

\t delivered to him. From
lenator will be able to corn-

lie tributes to the Good
t:uss the World Crisis and
Challenge to Education.

|e is happy, the senator's

irs and when he returns to

(.he is caught up with his

|ie abstracts of new federal

laws L.R.S. periodically
all congressmen and the

^ourt. An obscure re-

L.R.S., having completed
Assignment for the senator,

the next job.

reflects more accurately
^xity of our laws and the
of scholarship going into

the annual calls Consress
l>n L.R.S. In 1925 There
quests for information and

|A decade later the count
2,000, and last year there
than 20,000. Senator

Jguished scream for help
I that could be tossed off by

a grossly underpaid staff worker. The
government's study on cartels, a field

demanding exhaustive knowledge, was
done by a girl staffer earning the

munificent sum of $2,000 a year.

The best legal minds in the govern-
ment, considering new legislation, get

an analysis of the law from L.R.S..

which investigates its constitutionality

and ultimate effect. It may be added,
parenthetically, that the opinion
handed down is seldom disputed by
the courts or the public. When the

Reorganization Bill was submitted for

appraisal, four researchers examined
hundreds of clauses in 48 hours and
came up with every objection—and
a lot more—subsequently offered on
the floor of Congress.
A typical long-range study made

recently by L.R.S. was the effect of
the atomic bomb on navies, with Pro-
fessor Bernard Brodie of Yale, an
outstanding authority on armaments,
a special consultant.

If the White House should call

tomorrow asking for a comprehensive
survey of the Palestinian question,

L.R.S. within 24 hours would have on
the President's desk a digest of Jewish
and Arab historical claims to the

Holy Land, going back to the Old
Testament and the Koran. It would
discuss the political aspects of the

problem, the economic and cultural

benefits brought by the Jews, the

psychological impact of DP (Dis-

placed Persons) camps and a confi-

dential file on the Grand Mufti, the

traffic in illegal immigration and the

present military situation. It would
be material for an authentic book.

Secrets Don't Leak Out

"We know what the news will be a

month ahead by the nature of the re-

quests we get from Congress and
other agencies," Dr. Ernest S. Griffith,

director of the Service, says. "A good
many politicians, lobbyists and re-

porters would give their eyeteeth to

get a line on what we're working on,

but there never has been a leak in this

department."
Some clients, like Senator Forrest

C. Donnell of Missouri, prefer to do
all their own research, but the ma-
jority of the People's Choices rarely

see the special reading rooms reserved

for their use, depending on the staff to

do all their digging! It is just as well,

perhaps, that the august congressmen
do not appear in person. There might
be some embarrassing cases of mis-

taken identity. For every library

draws droves of odd characters labor-

ing under the delusion that they are

unappreciated geniuses, and since the

Library of Congress is the largest in

the world, it is a haven for queer ducks
beyond compare.
A familiar figure to employees is an

old man, well past 80, who is con-
spicuous for a flowing white beard, a

gaudy bandanna around his head,

pockets crammed with junk and a

bulging knapsack. He comes every

night and fills out interminable refer-

ence slips for a bibliography. The
slips are then stuffed into the knap-
sack. The bibliography never will be

published, of course. Then there is the

Negro who claims direct descent from
Hugh Capet and studies the genealogy
of the French royal family for hours
on end, against the day he will succeed

to the throne.

The staff quickly learns how to han-
dle readers who obviously are de-

mented. There was a young man who
appeared every day without fail and
handed Lucian Herndon, an attendant

(Continued on page 19)

Most visitors are engaged in serious research, like Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yama-
moto, of Hawaii. He is a premedical student, while she is studying English his-

tory. They are shown here hi the Main Reading Room. Since anyone over 16
may use the Library, however, it has its share of crackpots and unsung geniuses

Many congressmen do their own research. Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona, for

instance, has used the Library ever since his first term in 1912. Other solons

prefer to let the Legislative Reference Service do the digging. This branch of

the Library provides anything from notes for a speech to the history of cartels

r
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PEACE Al QUIET

BY FRANK OROURKE
Rogers didn't know what he was getting into when he tried to buy
the Svenson place—and he didn't know what was getting into him

,
i

JOE ROGERS dragged himself from bed
at high noon, sloshed indolently through
his ablutions, and after cooking and eat-

ing a lumberjack breakfast in the green-and-
white-tiled kitchen and doing setting-up exercises

consisting of scratching his ribs, he strode from
his newly acquired cabin to the shore of Lake
Lutefisk, prepared for sun, swim and swooning
with delight over the magnificent peace and quiet

of this Minnesota lake region. He gave the lake

and surrounding woods a sweeping, panoramic
look and thought warmly of yesterday's conver-
sation with the real-estate agent in Brainerd.

"Mr. Rogers," the agent had said, "welcome
to the lake region."

"Mr. Nordstrum," Joe said, "how come you
haven't bought that last piece of property for

me?"
"Now don't worry," the agent said placatingly.

"It belongs to the Svenson family and I haven't

had time to approach them yet. But I fixed that.

We prepared the_Sorenson cabin for your own
use, and it's right next to Svensons'. You can get

acquainted with them and buy it yourself."

"Everything else taken care of?" Rogers asked.

"Yes, sir," the agent said. "We have rented all

the other cabins for the summer, up to Septem-
ber first."

"Right," Rogers said. "Now look, I want
peace and quiet this summer. Nobody knows
about this deal, do they?"
"Not a soul," the agent said. "Your lawyers

bought all the land, as planned, without suspi-

cion."

"Quiet up there?" Rogers asked.

"Quiet!" the agent said eloquently. "You'll go
mad with quiet. You'll drive into Waniss just

to hear people talk."

"Okay," Rogers said. "I'll get settled and close

the Svenson deal. Then I don't want to be dis-

turbed for the summer. Understand?"
"Perfectly," the agent said, regarding Rogers

with admiration. "If you'll pardon me for saying
so, Mr. Rogers, you are certainly a young man to

be so brilliant in business and—to put it bluntly

—have so much money. How old are you?"
"Twenty-seven," Rogers said. "To put it

bluntly, I'm not brilliant. My father left me the

dough. I'm trying to spend it before I get mar-
ried and have a brat and have to leave it to him
to waste. Our family blood is getting thin."

"Oh," the agent said. "I take it you don't like

marriage. Why, I've been married
—

"

"You take it! Let's head north!" . . .

Rogers grinned happily at Lake Lutefisk and
the land around it. It was all his but one hundred
feet and one cabin. His plan was nearly com-
pleted and needed only a few days' acquaintance
with this Svenson family, a- little talk, the men-
tion of hard cash, and then he would buy the

Svenson land and own all the -land around the

lake. Then he would build his de luxe resort on
the north side, and his twin camps for under-
privileged boys and girls on the south side. Ev-
erything was working out -beautifully. Rogers
flexed his arm muscles and grinned at the blue
water.

Then came the shots.

Rogers made a clean dive behind the nearest
pine tree, and sat up owlishly a moment later.

I've got no enemies, he thought. Nobody's pot-
ting at me.

He got up and peeked around the tree. He
heard another burst of five or six shots, evenly
spaced. A jay flew past, swearing fluently, and a

squirrel ran up a near-by tree and sat on a limb,

washing its front paws- and cussing with the ra-

pidity of a machine gun. Rogers lost his smile

and most of his good humor. He said, "Peace
and quiet!" and headed toward the sound of the

gun.

He walked about fifty feet through the trees

and saw the cabin loom up; and behind the cabin
in a clearing he saw a girl aiming a long-barreled
.22 revolver at a target. She was just reloading
and facing the target—a cutout silhouette of a
jackass propped against the overturned bole of
a sawed tree.

She raised the revolver deliberately, assumed
an excellent target position, squinted profession-
ally at the silhouette, and squeezed off another
string. Rogers was losing his temper but he
watched the bullet holes appear in a nice shot
group on the nether hip region of the jackass.

Then he thought of his peace and quiet, and
came from the pines and stopped three feet be-

hind the girl.

"Target practice?"

She whirled, holding the revolver up, and
glared at him. Rogers reached out and gently

pushed the muzzle toward the North Pole.

"Please, some other way," he said. "Target
practice?"

She looked at Rogers slowly. She said po-
litely, "Yes, target practice- Why?"

"I'm just north of you," Rogers said, equally
polite. "I heard you snooting."

"Good ears," she said tersely. "Glad you
dropped over to tell me. Come again sometime
—next year."

She turned away. Exercising "great self-con-

trol, Rogers said, through his teeth, "I heard
you shooting. It makes a loud noise, your
shooting. I'm up here for a rest. Peace and quiet,

you know. Do you always shoot in the morn-
ing?"

She turned and faced Rogers again. She shook
her head. "Yes, it does make a loud noise. I

usually shoot much earlier—about seven."

Rogers frowned. She frowned right back.

Rogers said, "I'm sleeping late, until noon.
Couldn't you shoot in the afternoon?"

"I could," she said. "But I won't."

"You won't," Rogers said. "You couldn't

shoot in the morning on some other lake, could
you? Say, about a hundred miles from here?"

"No," she said. "I couldn't, say, shoot on an-

other lake. Do you own this lake?"

Rogers said, "Well—no."

"Or this land and cabin?"
"No," Rogers said. "I wish I did. Then I'd

—

"

She was glaring at him now. She was a small

girl with chestnut-colored hair that was tangled

all over her head. She was stocky and square-

shouldered—but that could easily be the camou-
flage effect of her coveralls which were five sizes

too big. She was barefoot and her toenails were
painted green; her feet were very dirty. She
glared and then lost her politeness and said

loudly: "Then you would do what?"
Rogers said, equally loud, "I would kick you

fifty feet per jump. I would kick you clean to

hell-and-gone off this lake."

"Why don't you just kick yourself the devil

right off my land?" she said,

north where you came from, andi
there about fifty years. I'm shoot
ing at seven. Maybe earlier,

to that?"

"I say," Rogers said bitterlyj

bought a lot of things. I wish

this stinking lake and all the
i

quiet they don't have on it,

"Get going," she said ominc
"You wouldn't dare

—

"

She raised the revolver, con:

the cold appraisal of a meat hu
"Well," she said. "Well."
"I'll go," Rogers said "But 1*11

1

"Lot of skunks around here,"

"Just raise your tail and I'll re

"One question," Rogers
"Just where are you from?"
"From right here," she said,

isfy you?"
"It does," Rogers said. "Yo«

Nobody else could be so stub

so ill-natured."

"You covered a lot of grot

managed to insult me, my
and my brothers. My brothers 1

happy to discuss Swedes with
;

date. Let us say very soon."
"Your brothers," Rogers

course?"
"Bigger'n you," she said

grow 'em midget size up here.'

"You scare me to death,"

day."
"It was," she said. "Don't wa

run."

TURNING, Rogers walk
trees, his back goose-pimp]

own land when the horrible

him. He cupped his hands
She was silent, and then sai

"Would your name be Sv

"It is," she answered.
What else?"

"Nothing," he said weakly.

Rogers walked to his new!
He said, "Will I ever keep m;

Svenson, last piece of land

it! She's a Svenson, she's g
hates me, she might never se

He* called the real-estate

sons next door to me—

"

"Yes, sir," the agent said

yourself? Quiet enough?"
"You didn't say one was
"Too many to enumerate,"

"That's Hulda. Did you n*

nicest girl around here. Sh
most men."
"Got some brothers, hasn't

"Eleven," the agent said

like puppies."

"All of 'em big?" Rogers ast

my size?"

"Well, no," the agent sail

about six-six and weigh two-fo:

"Nice quiet boys?" Rogers

fight?"

"Why, no," the agent I

somebody gets fresh (Con,

4
Rogers watched the girl raise the revolver and squeeze off another string. He began to lose his temper and started toward b|

ILLUSTRATED BY CARL BOBERTZ
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THE COAST DEM,
LONG PANTS
BY KYLE CRICHTOI*

Everybody agrees that baseball on the Coast is too big for its minor

pants. But a lively debate rages on how to fit it into the major-league

IA*HM
At a game in Wrigley Field, between Los Angeles and Sacramento, baseball fan Eddie Bracken gives a bit of advice to Broadway Bill Schuster of tl i

WHEN Mr. Clarence (Pants)

Rowland, president of the

Pacific Coast Baseball
League, first demanded that his circuit

become a third major league, it was
held in some quartets that Mr. Row-
land symbolized a type who would
insist that Terre Haute was necessarily

larger than Indianapolis because it lay

farther to the west.

It was felt, in short, that California

had gone to Mr. Rowland's head.

Few would deny that Los Angeles and
San Francisco were amply large

enough to be considered major-league
cities but there was great doubt that

such excellent communities as San
Diego and Sacramento were capable
of upholding such a reputation. Not
to mention Portland, Seattle, Oakland
and Hollywood.

But the first hoots of derision soon
gave way to a conviction that Mr.
Rowland might very well get his wish.

The National Association of Minor
Leagues gave its blessing; the directors

of the Pacific Coast teams ranged
themselves solidly behind the good
man from Dubuque, and a committee
of the majors was appointed to ponder
the question. Just when it seemed the

honeymoon was to be inaugurated
with orange blossoms and organized
shouts of delight, a shower of rocks,

old shoes and insults fell on M. Row-
land right in his own back yard.

"Thank you for this great load of

nothing," yowled indignant voices

from Los Angeles. "It is decent of

you to place us permanently in the

company of Long Beach, Tacoma and
Palo Alto but we should much prefer

to do mortal combat with somebody
our own size such as New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston. We
want to be either in the National or

the American League and to hell with

our dear friends in Portland and
Seattle."

For years back there have been
rumors that various major-league
clubs were going to move to Los
Angeles or San Francisco. Donald
Barnes, when owner of the St. Louis
Browns, stated publicly that it was his

intention to shift his franchise to Los
Angeles just as soon as the war was
over and transportation by plane was
feasible. Every month or two it is re-

ported that Sam Breadon has inten-

tions either of disposing of his St.

Louis Cardinals to West Coast inter-

ests or of sneaking the club away
under cover of night with the purpose
of landing on the western shore him-
self.

That would be swell for St. Louis
but if you took either L.A. or San
Francisco out of the Coast League
you might as well kick it into the

Pacific Ocean; it would be killed.

It has been stated that when Mr.
Rowland first came west to take over

the Los Angeles Club for Philip Wrig-

ley, he got himself immediately sus-

pect in other Coast League cities by
observing that Los Angeles deserved
big-league ball. He has now reported

that he was grievously misquoted in

the matter and what he had intended
saying was that Los Angeles was now
in a big league, meaning the Coast
League.
"Major league, our eye," say his

detractors. "Take away Frisco and
L.A. and what have you got—Joplin."

Look at the Statistics

This is the sort of talk that got men
filled with daylight in an earlier era

and it is refuted in detail by Mr. Row-
land and his defenders. The Rowland
thesis runs in this fashion: In the strip

from San Diego to Seattle live 13,000,-

000 people. In ten years it will be

25,000,000 (says Rowland!). In 1945
the Coast League drew more attend-

ance than the American Association

and International leagues combined.
In 1946 the Coast League drew 3,718,-

653, with four teams (San Francisco,

Oakland, Hollywood and Los Angeles)
each drawing over 500,000.

Here are the population figures in

the Coast League (estimated):

Los Angeles (including Hollywood
and surrounding area) 3,675,000. San
Francisco (including Oakland and
surrounding area) 2,385,779. Port-

land 650,000. Seattle 631,000. San

Diego 481,000. Sacrament
"We're a major league ri|

says Mr. Rowland. "Then
in this league that have a I

$150,000 a year. The big 1

been trying for years fl
O'Doul but he's making i

out here than the majors
him. [It is reported that

'

bonuses and stock deals O'l

ages around $40,000 a ye
(

Francisco.] The major-M
mum salary is $5,000.

makes that out here. As s

get major status and canj

good players, attendances!

and salaries will grow. Wfl

to offer two hundred m;|

jobs that aren't available nf
"In 1900 when this, col

75,000.000 people, there wef
jor-league jobs; now with :

000,000 population the job

risen to 400. That means I

ambitious young fellows p|
into professional football f

ball because they feel thel

men before they get a
\

chance."
The anti-Rowland facti|

this with an elongated sn;

"It's dandy that everyb|

ting a nice minimum,
doubt," they say sardoaj

why doesn't he also say th|

on the New York Yankees!

more than the entire team il

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BT HARRIET ARNOLD



:ity? And what's this about

be growing and salaries grow-

jey had a crucial San Fran-

Angeles series in May this

|Los Angeles that broke all

J
Do you know what it was?

—

• an eight-game affair played

s. Wrigley Field was jammed
(Sunday double-header with

\
all over the place and they

p. What's big league about

jwldn't that also blow up the

hat Los Angeles and San
are ready to play with the

York and Chicago boys?

1 cry the anti-Rowlandites.

eles is the horse-racing and
iter of the world because

kbout it in a big way. Get
|-league park in L.A., grab a

[or American League fran-

watch the mobs march in.

low a movement on foot to

aliseum, which seats 105,000

ball), but most disinterested

|
feel the fanatics have gone a
• with that suggestion. They

I that the Coliseum was not

baseball,

ltd and his followers insist

3oast is important enough
nd on its own feet but what

fchind the fight is the baseball

As it stands now the major
ive the right to draft one

each team in AAA classi-

br a price of $10,000. This
forces the minor-league

ell their best players. They
them or take the chance
latched in the draft for the

$10,000 price,

bancisco was particularly

|
year when they lost Ferris

: Philadelphia Athletics for

Irice, and San Diego was not
Iwhen the New York Giants
ack Lohrke. Fain was con-
jleast a $50,000 property by
nd San Diego felt that if

have kept Lohrke another

year he would have been in the same
class. San Francisco is worried now
about losing Bob Chesnes. their sensa-

tional right hander. and Sacramento
has similar thoughts about FitzGer-
ald, their hard-hitting catcher.

"How can you build up the loyalty

of the fans when you're always losing

your best men?" demands Rowland.
"If we had the forty men who were
either drafted or we were forced to

sell last season, we'd have the nucleus
of a good major league. Look at the

players who have gone up in recent

years—the DiMaggios (Joe and
Dom), Ted Williams, Bobby Doerr,
Johnny Pesky, Joe Gordon, Vern Ste-

phens and many other fine players."

This is a strong point and seems to

place Mr. Rowland on firm ground
but his opponents will have none of it.

"When the Coast League is on its

own, how is it to get all these great

players?" they ask. "It will no longer
have a tie-up with the National or
American League and accordingly
will have to develop its own farm
system. What prospect with any sense
is going to fall for Pacific Coast al-

lurements when he can get that big

sugar in the present majors? It would
take years before salaries on the Coast
would permit anybody getting Di-
Maggio, Feller or Newhouser dough."

The Right to Invade

There is great public confusion on
the right of the present majors to in-

vade the territory of other leagues.

Mr. Rowland states that the majors
have an agreement that no team in the

majors can leave the league without
the unanimous consent of all the other

clubs. That provision was put in at

the time of the agreement between the

National and American leagues after

the bitter fight of Ban Johnson and
the American leaguers to get recogni-

tion. Just to make things doubly sure,

the Coast League now has a similar

agreement by which unanimous con-

sent of all clubs is required before a

Coast League team can consent to

make a deal with a major-league club
on territorial rights.

"That's a lot of phooey," say the

anti-Rowlandites. "They can agree till

they're blue in the face but it makes no
difference. There is a cardinal law of
baseball which gives the two present
major leagues the right to draft terri-

tory anywhere in the limits of con-
tinental United States. If one of the

majors wants to put a club in Los An-
geles or San Francisco all it has to do
is pay a 'reasonable' price for the

local territory and move in.

"Donald Barnes wasn't just talking

for effect when he planned to move
the St. Louis Browns to Los Angeles.
He knew what he could do. And did
you notice that crack by Bill Veeck
when he had the row with the munici-
pal authorities about the Cleveland
Stadium? He said he'd take his club
somewhere else. Well, he knew what
he was talking about, too."

Prior to 1946 a major league could
enter minor territory by paying the

minor league $5,000 and paying the

minor-league club "reasonable com-
pensation for damage." The rule

adopted last winter dropped the

$5,000 provision and established that

both the minor league (all the clubs)

and the' minor-league club shall be
paid. A seven-member board of arbi-

tration was to set the damages and its

decision was to be final. That might
cost the invader a bundle of money
but it will be noted that it doesn't pre-

vent him from invading.

Old-timers recall that there was a

revolt back in the twenties against

major-league domination and for a

period of about five years the draft

law was not operating. Mr. Rowland
refers to it as "one of the most pros-

perous periods the Coast League ever

had," but others are not so certain.

The minor leagues were finally starved

out for lack of playing material.

However, this would have little

17

bearing in any case on the present
problem because conditions are now
much different. With the far-flung

farm systems of the majors there is

little material lying around loose in

the minors. The Pacific Coast League,
as a third major unit, would have
tough sledding in the beginning.

"You have to crawl before you start

walking," says Mr. Rowland. "We're
not worried about the future. We're a

minor league now because they drain
away all our talent."

Five Years of Growing Pains

In line with this view Mr. Rowland
admits that a period of five years or so
will be needed before his circuit can
get full major stature. There would be
a marked reluctance on the part of
the present majors to any proposition
which allowed the Coast League to

begin drafting players from the Inter-

national and American Association
leagues. With the partial exception of

the Milwaukee club, the American
Association franchises are owned out-

right by the majors.

"This would be a pretty picture,"

say the cynics. "The Coast League
want to become the third major circuit

so they can avoia the snatch of the

National and American leagues and
then they turn around and begin grab-

bing players from the AAA affiliates

of the majors."
But Rowland is on very solid terrain

when he endeavors to beat the major-
league invaders to the draw before
they can ruin the Coast League. Port-

land and Seattle can certainly not look
upon any change with pleasure. The
more hopeful Angelenos who yell

loudest for competition with the pres-

ent majors speak blithely of a new
Coast circuit. However, if Los An-
geles were taken out, it would seem to

mean the end of Hollywood as well.

In the first place Wrigley's Los An-
geles club is merely permitting the

(Continued on page 81 )

|

Zipay of Sacramento greets his teammate Averett Thompson as he
plate for a homer. Zipay then duplicated Thompson's feat

Clarence Rowland, president of the Pacific Coast League, scans the crowded
stands of Los Angeles' Wrigley Field. It's a major-league crowd, he says
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I
Saw*

For years psychiatrists have warned us about our mental
health. Books and plays have embellished the theme till

thousands of normal people have begun to fear for their

minds. Here a noted writer takes a levelheaded look and
advises, "Take it easy, brother. You're not going nuts"

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY GEORGE KABGEB

SAY . . . you look worried. Been miss\
sleep lately.' Biting your naih '

li-

your drinking? Had three beers la\

didn't yon.' Tsk . . . tsk! You're in a b\

brother. You'd better see a psychiatrist be\
blow your top.

"What's that? Psychiatrists give you a Ini

Whee-e-e! You've really got it bad. D]
know that's just your unconscious fear
found out? Quit fighting it. man . . . you c

what your parents did to you in your cra<

"By the way . . . those heudaches? You
often? No? Uh-huh . . . that's your versit

you will . . . you certainly will . . . the wc
going.

"How do I know? Sa-a-y, I can ready
book. 1 can spot a psychoneurotic a mile t

the way 1 see your case is like this. He,

libido, all repressed. And here's your
crawling with frustrations. No wonder
life is all out of whack. . .

.'

Silly talk? Sure, it's silly.

But an awful lot of people are indul^

listening to it with the utmost seriousness

that a number of leading psychiatrists are \

to worry about this genie they have let o

bottle.

They have been warning us for years

sad state of our mental health. They have
ing us what marvels psychiatry can work t

breakdowns and crack-ups—or to cure th

they occur.

Now they are waking up to the fact

of people have taken their words only ti

They find that a powerful lot of us haVe
queer ideas about mental illness and abo
try—ideas that drive some of us to si

don't need while making others desperai

of the psychiatric treatment they very

quire.

A few psychiatrists have, in fact, co

to the view that, far from curing us of o
and anxieties, they have actually created

of emotional disorder—a neurosis abou,

an anxiety about anxiety. One of thi

Charles Burlingame, chief psychiatrist of

Hartford Retreat, recently braved the li;

broached the subject publicly.

"Throughout the country," he warn
dreds of thousands of persons, satiated wi

ficial knowledge of the psychological ii.

of life and literally preoccupied with
j

terminology, are beginning to interpret e\
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thought and feeling in psychological tern

"The result is inevitable," Dr. Burlinj

tinued. "There are only 4,000 psychiatr

country. The vast majority of those se<

chiatric advice will never have the oppc

get within speaking distance of a psychic

to receive the assurance that no profoun

is budding within their personalities, wt

doubtedly all that most of them need."

There are other psychiatrists—many
who "pooh-pooh" this theory. They say "- nad o

a distorted smattering of psychiatry n

anyone sick; that you've got to have an

emotional disturbance to cause a breakc

Still others—off the record—echo a

beyond Dr. Burlingame's position.

Park Avenue practitioner puts it in

"The trouble is we've scared the li

out of people. The cancer people k

eryone to 'thump that lump' ... to

swelling or irritation and thus insu

tion of cancer, while it is still curable. '

thump a lump and find it's cancer, thai!

you've got something to work on. A
thump a lump and it turns out not to be

amount of thumping will make it cance

"But when we go around encouragin

take their psychiatric pulses . . . that's

ferent story. Yelling 'thump that lump' I

woman with a perfectly normal set ol

simply telling him to worry about his w

are the only branch of medicine that car

diseases we are supposed to fight. And
doing it . . . with the aid of a lot of arc

write books, produce movies and screa

radio."
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There are times when everyone feels de

worried—but this is only normal humWtitmL
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j/orried doctors are correct. At least five

ng books of the last two years have been
'educating" the layman to the wonders

atry—and, incidentally, to teaching the im-

ible how to be tenth-rate amateur psyehia-

|dio, too, has been running over with high-

sychiatry. Besides the frankly psychiatric

and the only slightly disguised "advice"

iseling" hours, psychiatry and psychiatrists

fiany a mystery or drama script. As for the

ras, how they do love to explain the hero-

Jbles in terms of hysteria, neurasthenia, deep-

flelings of guilt and compulsion neuroses!

tapers and magazines have done a lot of

kg" too. The old Advice-to-the-Lovelorn

[have changed their patter. No longer do
"Worried" to "marry the brute and give

Id a name." Nowadays, as likely as not,

Jain a lack of boy friends as an "Electra
' or a "fixation upon the father ideal."

avies have really gone to town, with even
|operas garnished with a sprinkling of five-

ibols straight out of Freud, Jung and
fe've had Lady in the Dark, with the lady a

Ist's patient. We've had Spellbound, where
" was a psychiatrist. Then came Shock,
psychiatrist was a nasty old villain who

jver up his murder of his wife by labeling

vitness as insane.

prists, naturally, deplore such extrava-

Through their professional associations

Jational Committee for Mental Hygiene
bombarded the movie moguls with their

ch of the psychiatric scare-mongering that

upon the public has come from psychia-

iselves. Many of the books and articles

[are being condemned by some psychia-

found to bear the by-lines of other mem-
he psychiatric brotherhood. The movies
ao great trouble in digging up psychiatrists

[is "technical advisers." And within the

Ir two the radio has blossomed forth with
]id of program, featuring highly drama-

prepared by or even delivered by rec-

|sychiatrists.

Much for the Sponsor's Stomach

|ch "mental hygiene" program (fortu-

jjed by its sponsor before it hit the air

rted with a solemn, two-minute build-up
portance and authority of its psychiatric

Then came twenty-four minutes of

ion in which the principal character

]be a young man who went around kill-

hero had disposed of two maidens and
lit in the act of axing a third, there came
! fade-out. Then, rising with the notes,

I the voice of the psychiatrist, who glibly

phat the reason our hero wanted to kill

lat he had once, as a child, been tied in a

|

a young girl—a barn which had been

lerican Psychiatric Association, when
Approve this mess of dangerous balder-

lantly refused—and with good reason.
|programs, hardly less misleading, have
le air.

Dse mind-doctors who have never par-
these "educational endeavors" seem to

busual knack of saying things that land,

fg, in the newspapers, usually under
headlines as "MENTAL ILLS SKY-

ING. WARNS NOTED PSYCHIA-
In the face of their gloomy statistics and
Iredictions, it is small wonder that some
fared silly.

can you tell whether or not you're
la breakdown? How can you be sure that

I in the "zone of normal"? One way is to
lat everyone is a little bit neurotic. Ev-
letimes feels depressed, fights with his
at the kids, worries and has strange

|ie difference between the "normal" and
ite for a crack-up is a matter of de-
to judge this (Continued on page 42J

vorrying about your worries is likely to
kto an endless tunnel of neurotic fears

>r August 16, 1947
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STRONG BOY BY D. D. BEAVCHAMP

The dog listened through
two choruses of Lute's

song and then bit him

Every time Miss Seymour came in sight Lute would be lifting

something—maybe picking up an end of the bunkhouse, or

sauntering across the yard with a bridge timber on his shoulder.

But he wasn't much when it came to lifting his voice in song

MY UNCLE LUTE was the

strongest man in Clear-
water County, and when I

was twelve years old I wanted to be
like him.

I asked my father how to go about
it and' he told me. He told me to go
out in the corral and pick out a calf

that was little enough so I could lift it,

and that every day I was to go out and
lift It, and the bigger the calf got the

stronger I would get, and by the time
it grew up to be a beef steer I would
still be able to lift it, and I would be
as strong as my Uncle Lute.

That sounded logical to me, so I

tried it. I picked out a calf I could
handle easy to start with, and every
morning for six weeks I would go out
and lift it. Then I would come in the

house and double up my arms and
look at myself in the mirror. I could
see I was getting strong all right. The
only trouble was the calf seemed to

be gaining weight faster than I was
getting stronger, and the way things

were progressing it began to look like

by the time he grew up to be a beef

steer I wasn't going to be able to

budge him.
It was discouraging. I told my fa-

ther about it, and he didn't have any-
thing further to offer, so I finally took
the matter direct to Uncle Lute.

He was working at the forge down
in his blacksmith shop when I talked

to him.
I told him what my problem was,

and the trouble I was having pick-

ing up that calf. My Uncle Lute
was a very understanding man.
"Any reason you want to get strong

so quick, Bub?"
"I want to pick up a beef steer for

Mary Louise Stacy," I said.

Mary Louise Stacy was in my grade
at school. She was my girl except she
did not know it. She had pigtails and
freckles.

"You figure that will impress her?"
Uncle Lute said.

"I expect if J picked up a beef steer

for her she*d let me carry her books
home from school."

"And I expect you'd be pretty

proud of yourself, showing off for her
like that," Uncle Lute said.

"I expect I would," I said.

"Bub," my Uncle Lute said, "right

there you have touched on a very
vulnerable spot, so to speak."
He picked up a horseshoe off the

anvil, bent it out straight with his

bane hands and tossed it into a corner.

Then he spit on the floor. He was the

strongest man I ever saw.

"Pride," my Uncle Lute said, "go-
eth before a fall."

Then he told me the story of him-
self, and Mr. Sheridan Corby, and
Miss Corrinne Seymour. . . .

At the time, Uncle Lute was work-
ing as foreman on the Emory Stevens
ranch over near Moose Creek. It was
a cattle ranch. It was also a dude
ranch; and besides the dudes Mr.
Stevens had a string of bucking horses

and Brahman steers that he rented

out to rodeos. Uncle Lute earned sixty

dollars a month and found. He was
happy until the first time he laid eyes
on Miss Corrinne Seymour.
Or maybe he was happy until the

first time Miss Corrinne Seymour laid

eyes on him, because Miss Corrinne
Seymour saw my Uncle Lute before
he saw her. She saw him the first day
she got to the ranch. Mr. Stevens had
brought her out from the train in the

station wagon, and when they drove
in the yard Uncle Lute was holding up
the front end of a Model-T truck while
somebody put a jack under it. It made
his muscles stand out, and he was
something to see. He was six feet one.
He had shoulders on him as broad as

the back end of a brewery horse, and
he was holding up the front end of that

car like it was made of cardboard.
Miss Corrinne Seymour let out a
squeal like she had sat on a tack.

"Who is that gorgeous creature?"
Miss Seymour said.

Mr. Stevens looked around. He
thought she was referring to a horse,

or maybe one of the dogs.

"What creature?"

"The one who is holding up the au-
tomobile," Miss Seymour said.

"Oh," Mr. Stevens said, "you mean
Lute Harkness. I have heard him
called a lot of things," Mr. Stevens
said, "but this is the first time I have
ever heard anybody call him gor-

geous."

"I think he is simply magnificent."
"He is as strong as a bull, if that's

what you mean," Mr. Stevens said.

"And I have even heard some people
say that he is almost as smart."
"He is simply the most marvelous

thing I have ever laid eyes on," Miss
Seymour said. "I can hardly wait to

meet him."
So Mr. Stevens drove over there

and Miss Seymour met my Uncle
Lute, and vice versa.

It sort of caught my Uncle Lute off

base, so to speak. He shifted the

Model-T to one hand and tipped his

hat. Miss Seymour said she guessed
my Uncle Lute was probably the

strongest man in the world and she
was simply thrilled speechless. My
Uncle Lute was speechless too. He
did not say anything. He just stood
there holding up the front end of the

Model-T and looking at Miss Sey-

mour with his mouth open. He was
still standing there after Mr. Stevens
drove her on up to the ranch house,
and his mouth was still open. He was
sunk.

THE way it turned out he was not
the only one that was sunk. Mr.

Stevens had had lady dudes on the

ranch before, but he had never had
one like Miss Corrinne Seymour, and
she almost disrupted the organiza-

tion. She had big blue eyes and honey-
blond hair, and she did not measure
six ax handles across the beam when
she was dressed in pants. There were
sixteen men working on the ranch and
Miss Seymour met them all, and after

she met them they were all sunk. They
took to wearing white shirts to work,
and shaving during the week, and they

hung around the house so much Mr.
Stevens said the place. looked more

like a country club than it did

Send a man out to mend a fi

he'd forget his hammer and
ters and have to ride back. Sei

out to move a herd of cattle

forget his saddle blanket. It

ful.

This state of affairs conti

about two weeks, and Mr
going crazy, and then the

rowed down to two peop
them was my Uncle Lute,
one was Mr. Sheridan Corb'
My Uncle Lute did not

Sheridan Corby. He did not

before Miss Seymour came,
she came he did not like h

than he had before. Mr. Coi
dude wrangler. A mail-order

He wore embroidered shirts ;

pants, and he did not do
around the ranch except lo

sitting on a horse when he wi

with the lady dudes. At night

play on the guitar and sinj

songs. He was not strong

Uncle Lute.

ON THE other hand U:

could not play a guita

only song he knew was on

learned in a saloon down in

which he did not consider tl

a song you would sing to i

Miss Corrinne Seymour.
My Uncle Lute thought a

seemed to him that maybe
carry the battle into the enen

so to speak. Miss Seymour
him that she liked moonligh
sic, and Uncle Lute figured

nothing that Mr. Sheridi

could do that he could not

He paid five dollars for a m
a pawnshop in Moose C|

took three lessons from
down in McKelvey's J

he went to work on it.

He did his practicing awi

ranch, figuring to keep
ability as sort of an ace

Every night he would sai

ride two or three miles

sagebrush and sit down wil

against a rock to play

seemed to him he was mi

erable progress until one
the ranch dogs followed

sat with him. The dog lis

cle Lute go through two
The Cowboy's Lament
him.

It was sort of dishe;

the day Uncle Lute was
the tack room and saw
Corby working out with a

dian clubs and a bar bell,

likely that Miss Seymour,

Mr. Sheridan Corby that sl|

strong men, and Uncle Li

that maybe the best thing i\

would be to sort of stick

last, so to speak, and utilizi

had given him. He decidec

his music and in the future

himself to picking up heav

show how strong he was.

He took to staying aroun

house most of the time

time Miss Seymour came
Uncle Lute would be lil

thing. Every day he would

picking up a corner of the :
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house, or sauntering casually

e yard with a bridge timber

shoulder.

s getting sort of hard pressed

,ew things to lift when one
moved the blacksmith shop,

my Uncle Lute to move the

was walking up through the

it when Miss Seymour
and engaged him in a

. Uncle Lute was carry-

ing that anvil under one arm like a

loaf of bread, and while he was talking

he kept sort of tossing it back and
forth from one hand to the other.

"Isn't that anvil terribly heavy?"
Miss Seymour said.

My Uncle Lute looked down at it as

though he was surprised to see he was
carrying it.

"I had completely forgot about it,

ma'am," Uncle Lute said.

Miss Seymour squealed and batted

her blue eyes at him.
After that Uncle Lute carried that

anvil around until he almost wore it

out. Mr. Sheridan Corby was still

working out with his Indian clubs and
his bar bells and one day he was out
walking with Miss Seymour, and they
met Uncle Lute carrying the anvil.

My Uncle Lute could recognize an
opportunity when he saw one.
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"I would like to roll a cigarette,"

Uncle Lute said. "Would you mind
holding this?" and he held the anvil

out to Mr. Sheridan Corby.
Mr. Sheridan Corby was anxious to

show Miss Seymour how strong he
was getting and he grabbed hold of
the anvil. It took him right down to

his knees. After that Mr. Sheridan
Corby gave up his bar bells.

(Continued on page 15)

9U mind holding this while I

ette?" Uncle Lute said. Mr.
rabbed the anvil, eager to

Seymour how strong he

litook him down to his knees
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work out on the sands with multicolored plastic beach balls. These

, resembling free ballet, get the kinks out of the body muscles.

\, graduates show the results of weeks of hard work at the school, as

se in evening dress, which they carry with ease, grace and loveliness

ALL came about because
[lovely girl who posed for a

Dorida publicity stunt didn't

Vhat to do with her hands.
Iflutter and she placed them
pre. everywhere, as the cam-
Iced. The director decided
ig must be done about it. The

the St. Petersburg Charm
dedicated to teaching the sun-

I beauties the principles of

poise and pose, and to easing

plations of the school's spon-
ert A. Ady. who is St. Peters-

|rector of public relations. For
for training, the gals agreed

for Ady's publicity stunts and

such sponsorship, naturally,

)1 opened with a scream, amid
dus twittering of 420 charm-
girls, aged seventeen to

W>, from 42 states and five

countries. All attended in

kuits, and the classes met on
K of Tampa Bay for ten suc-
leek ends.

|directors, three chaperons, a

an clerk and a personnel di-

3k charge. They divided the
three groups. according to

the school launched its

tulcating curriculum. This
ied into three parts—poise

Jure, hair-do and make-up,
^graphic posing,
ind posture included ballet

(ice. and an unorthodox bit of
pditioning exercises. The
vied under a maze of wire,

| to under a lusty order to

"and took the low hurdles,
Ihem with grace. They v\eie

tw to smile without freezing

into a stiff grimace and how to dress

to hide bowlegs and to get more beau-
tiful chest contours. And how to

walk without bobbing about like a

Mexican jumping bean.

In the latter the publicity-minded
director demonstrated true genius.

Some schools teach the sinuous glide

by having the student balance a book
on her head. Too much bobbing, and
the book falls. That, reasoned the

director, was out of character for

Florida, which has gained little re-

nown in book publishing. So the St.

Petersburg girls walk about balancing
home-grown Florida grapefruit pre-

cariously on their heads. It taught
them how to walk and it advertised

Florida's great citrus industry. Double
play for publicity.

The hair-do and make-up experts

found their greatest problem in

eradicating teen-age affectations and
mannerisms. And the director of pho-
tographic posing had to teach his

students all the little tricks of display-

ing their best to the lens. Now, when
a cameraman poses one of these

Charm School graduates, she instinc-

tively clicks her heel to opposite in-

step, bends the knee slightly, squares
shapely hips and tosses a shoulder-
back torso into position. Just like a

professional.

At the end of the first course, every-

one was happy. The girls, always
beautiful, were now glamorous. Mr.
Ady. once a nervous wreck, was calm
and complacent. And cheesecake
devotees were thrilled.

So the Charm School will open its

doors again this fall, and a new class

of awkward lovelies will learn how to

be charming. ***
The obstacle course, lifted from Army conditioning exercises, puts the stu-

dents through a maze of chicken wire on hands and knees. At a fast pace, too

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY DAVID PESKIN
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MAN RUNNING
BY SELWYN JEPSOltf

CONTINUING A THRILLING ACCOUNT OF FLIGHT FROM THE NOOSE

The Story:

One night beautiful Charlotte Inwood,
wife of wealthy Architect Joseph In-

wood, rushes to the London apartment

of her new lover, Jonathan Penrose.

Charlotte's evening gown is streaked

with blood. Frantically she tells Jona-

than that her husband has found out

about their affair, and that she has just

murdered him.

Jonathan, desperately in love with the

woman, walks the short distance to the

Inwood mansion. Breaking in, he ob-

literates possible fingerprints and takes

money and jewels from the safe in the

library where the murdered man is lying.

Then, further to throw suspicion away
from Charlotte . and onto anonymous
housebreakers, he races out of the house,

throwing the- murder weapon, a candle-

stick, into the gutter.

Rounding a corner near the house,

Jonathan is recognized by a man, a wine

clerk. Now he knows he will have to

disappear, but his resolution to protect

Charlotte is strengthened. Bringing her

a fresh gown, he drives her to the apart-

ment of a man named Freddy Wil-
liams, who, she says, will take her to a

night club, thus providing an alibi.

The police have discovered the murder
and are looking for Jonathan; in the

meantime, he checks a bag containing

the bloodstained gown in a tube station.

Meanwhile, in a night club, unbeknown
to Jonathan, Freddy Williams, Char-

lotte's real lover, is registering amuse-
ment at Jonathan's noble action. "That's

the first time," he tells her, "I've ever

murdered a man with a candlestick."

Pursued by the police, Jonathan races

down an alley and almost into the arms
of Eve Gill, the "I" of the story. Eve
is in London attempting to sell a valu-

able Rembrandt painting which her

crusty old father, Commodore Gill,

talked her into stealing from his wealthy

sister-in-law.

Eve feels sorry for her fellow outlaw

and decides to drive Jonathan to the Gill

country house in Kessingland. When
they arrive early the next morning, she

hides him in the Commodore's boat, the

Peacock, which is moored near the

house. Eve goes wearily to bed.

II

THE bright sun of morning on
my eyes awoke me. In his dis-

tant workshop Charlie, our
man-of-all-responsibility, was bang-
ing a heavy piece of metal against an-
other heavy piece of metal, but the

clangor was muted into a musical
sound by a quarter of a mile of marsh,
trees and hedged gardens.

The noise which moved me, how-
ever, was the three knocks of Fa-
ther's stick on the floor of his room.
They meant he was ready for his

breakfast; this was the first signal of

his day, and there was always a brisk-

ness in it which sometimes meant
merely that he was hungry, other
times that he was going to attack the

day with more vigor than usual.

Even on quiet days I do not spend

a lot of time getting up, but this morn-
ing eight minutes covered brushing
my teeth, tidying my hair, putting on
a bathing suit and sandals, and pick-

ing up a short towel coat from the

cupboard as I made for the stairs.

I beat the Commodore's breakfast

tray by several seconds. It had barely

reached the first baize door from the

kitchen in the hands of the newest of

Mary's tryouts from Kessingland vil-

lage when I reached the Long Room
on the ground floor whence Father
conducts the affairs of household and
estate.

The Long Room was shining with

sun, its ancient oak glimmering
warmly. And the Commodore, sit-

ting up in his bunk, along the panels

of the east wall, eyed me sharply.

"Ah!" he said. Usually it was
"Well?" or "Go away" or "Where the

hell's my leg?" The "ah" showed
me—I admit to my satisfaction—that

he had been worrying a little about
me.
"When did you get home?" he in-

quired.

"Rather late."

"I didn't hear you."
"I didn't want to wake you."
"Very thoughtful. I wasn't asleep.

You know perfectly well I
—

" He
stopped. Not for anything would he
confess that he cared what happened
to me. "—perfectly well I wanted to

know what he paid for it."

He knew I had failed, of course. If

I had succeeded, if K. Zimmer had
turned out to be all that his friends

had promised, I would have waked
him up to tell him so, whatever hour
of the night I had come home.

His breakfast tray arrived. I took
it from the girl and put it on his bed
table.

"You didn't leave it with him?" he
asked.

"I did not. If I had left the picture

with him you wouldn't have seen it

again, or any money either."

"What did he offer?"

"Nothing. He said he never pays
a penny for anything before he has a

market for it."

"Nonsense!" He brought down his

spoon with an angry crack on the first

of his four eggs. "You mishandled it!

I should have gone myself. Women!"
"I can see you climbing that lad-

der into Aunt Harvey Gill's gallery

with one leg," I said.

"I'm not talking about ladders! You
went to see this brute with a straight-

forward proposition and foozled it!"

Straightforward was not the word
I would have chosen.

"Listen," I said. "He wasn't an art

dealer at all. He's a cheap crook with
ideas above his station. He wanted to

get hold of it without paying for it.

He wanted to know all about me, and
who was I 'fronting' for, and who did

the 'job,' and so on—

"

"I hope to God you didn't tell him."
"I did not," I said. "I told him to

mind his own business. He might

deal, he said, if things were put on a

'proper basis.' Must know who the

principals were. Must have the 'goods'

handy, so if a buyer came along he
could show them. Mustn't be rushed
—wanted a day or two to think it over.

Comeback at the end of the week and
bring the 'goods,' to deposit with

him."
"Hum," said Father. "You should

have walked out o.n him."
"That's exactly what I did. But I'm

worried. I think there is going to be
an unpleasantness. Zimmer looked at

me in a very funny way. He said he
was of the opinion that the police were
wrong in believing it was an outside

job! They might be fooled by that lad-

der at the gallery window but he
wasn't."

FATHER growled in his throat. He
wished to wash out the false start

with K. Zimmer and plan a new attack

on the problem. "Rot. What does it

matter what he thinks? The police

are right. The ladder was the way it

was done, wasn't it?"

"Yes. But it was used to make an
inside job—in the sense it was family
robbing family—look like an outside

one. I think you had that idea."

"Don't quibble. I'll do without this

Zimmer and think of some other way.
Your Uncle Harvey meant me to have
that picture when he died. It was a

way of leaving me a bit of capital, and
I shan't rest until I've fulfilled his

wishes. Just because that bloody sec-

ond wife of his tore up his will
—

"

I was sick of the story. "Father, will

you please listen to me! K. Zimmer
only has to ask anyone in the village

at Pakenhurst a few questions about
who was staying in the neighborhood
that week end to spot me as having
been there. It wouldn't take him more
than a quarter of an hour to find

where I came from."
"You mean—hum—that he would

then be in a position to—ah
—

"

"Yes," I said, "to blackmail the

picture out of us—out of you rather

—and then where would you be? I've

never seen a meaner-looking man."
"If he comes anywhere near here,

I'll shoot him."
"Maybe. And—maybe you won't.

For one thing your policeman friend

Billy Bull wouldn't like it."

"Sink the rotter in the marsh mud

—

five minutes, and not a sign of him."
"All right, but don't forget his hat

—it always floats." I made for the

door and was outside before he real-

ized it.

"You come back here!" he bawled
in his quarter-deck voice. I know
when to go back, even though I was
in a lather to get to the Peacock and
Jonathan.
"You know," he said energetically,

"the insurance company might be per-

suaded into the market. With that

woman's claim against them they'll

want to recoup as much as they can.

For instance, if they pay her twenty

ILLUSTRATED BY WENDELL KLING
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"Drive over to Lowestoft and fix up a
crew!" Father said from his bath
chair. My first instinct was to argue
with him but I had a second thought

thousand. Now suppose they could
buy the picture at fifteen they could
resell at twenty-five—they could go to
a legitimate market with it—they'd
only be ten thousand out of pocket.
That's good business. At least it might
be worse—

"

I cried out in alarm that I refused
to walk into any insurance company
with that thing under my arm and
nothing to save me from instant ar-
rest but my parent's instructions to
outsmart the managing director.
He stared at me without seeing me,

and in the grip of another bright idea
said with great conviction:

"We're fools. The place to sell it is

abroad. France—Belgium. Or Hol-
land. Why not Hollaed? That's where
the fellow came from who painted it

wasn't it? Holland—"
I escaped finally from the room

with the word "Holland" in my ears
and with my heart in my mouth be-
cause one of the inevitable sequences
in that plan would be to sail across the
Channel in the Peacock. And it would
not be easy to argue him out of it; in
fact I wouldn't try, for it was the best
he'd had yet. If there was one place
where he had more "friends" than an-
other, it was Amsterdam—the black-
market people, in fact, who played
when he felt like a little smuggling.

I went via the kitchen. Mary was
making bread. I told her I was going
to swim and would make my own
breakfast in the Peacock afterward.
For once she let me through into the
larder without an argument. I began
stocking the basket with a dozen eggs
and a large chunk of butter. I could
raid the chicken houses for more eggs
later on. There was the tail end of an
excellent ham; last week's bread
would have to do. I nearly filled the
basket and left the house by way of
the dairy, scooping a pint jugful of
cream off the top of one of the setting
pans as I passed.

I
HURRIED circumspectly through
the kitchen gardens, detoured by

the hothouse for a mixed picking of
peaches and nectarines and made for
the estuary beach along the wood path
south of the house. The water blazed
silvery gold through the trees and at
last I came in full sight of the ketch.
The Peacock sat there in the shimmer-
ing backwater, white and still like a
bird resting.

I took the sculls from under the
bank where I had hidden them last
night, floated the praam dinshy and
pulled out to the ketch. When I
climbed the ladder and stood on deck
listening, my heart's beating seemed
audible outside me. The little ship
was silent except for an occasional
grumbling creak from the rigging.

Perhaps he wasn't in the cabin.
Perhaps he had taken flight and fled,
had swum the seventy yards to the
bank and was now shivering in a ditch
somewhere in the blue haze of Kes-
singland Marsh while he waited for
the short darkness to come again to
shelter his aimless flight.

No, dear God! Please let him be
down there—I know so certainly that
I can help him that it is like a thing al-
ready past and done, when he won't be
running away because there is no need
any more. . . .

(Continued on page A9)
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They watched as I dialed the number. Hurry, I thought. It's getting warmer in here. The door will break soon

SIGNED BY JOE CRADL
BY ROBERT RICHARDS

It was the best story he would ever write—and the last

MARY is a wonderful girl.

They don't make many
like her any more. "Call

me up, Joe," she said. "Tell me about
it, as soon as you know. It'll be a fine

job. I'm sure of it."

If I had known what was going to

happen that night, I would have. I

would have called her in a hurry.

But of course I didn't suspect any-
thing. I just closed the door, pulled

off my shoes and flopped across the

bed. The telephone was there, close

to my ear, but I didn't touch it.

It was a fine job. It was swell

—

probably the best I had ever had. It

paid good money, and there was a fu-

ture to it. "You're all right, Joe." the

sales manager told me. "We won't
worry. You'll be one of our top men
before the year is out."

I stared at the ceiling, rubbing both
fists into my eyes. I was going to sell

refrigerators. Okay. What was wrong
with that? It was good dough. Plenty.

They were good refrigerators, too.

None of this cheap stuff. The ice trays

didn't stick; the cubes popped out.

There was something else even
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more important. I could jump Al
Spade now. I could tell him to go
bump his head on a rock.

Someone knocked on my door. I

knew from the steady pounding that

it had to be answered. "It's unlocked,"
I called. "Walk in."

It was Jerry Lawrence, the bell cap-
tain, and he was grinning. I had lived

in this narrow room for almost seven
years, and we were old friends. Jerry

had never put the squeeze on me, even
during the times when stranded
strangers were hitting his hand with
.twenty-dollar bills.

It was the last night that either one
of us would spend inside the Grafton
Hotel, but we suspected nothing.

"How about the new job, Joe?"
"In the bag. I'll start on Monday."
"A good job?"
"One of the best," I said.

"There was a girl here," Jerry said.

"A nice babe, Joe. She wants you to

call her. She said, 'Tell him to ring

me just as soon as he comes in.'
"

"Did she have black hair and blue

eyes?" I asked. "And a way of lifting

her chin when she talked?"

"She had a way of lifting a man's
blood pressure," Jerry said. "When
she left, it was all that I could do to

keep from running out the door."
"That's Mary," I told him. "That's

Mary all over."

"Well, better give her a call, or I

might beat you to it."

"I will," I answered. "Just give me
time. Lots of time. I've got problems
to think over."

That Al Spade. I wanted to decide

just what I would say to him. It would
be something mean, something that

got under the skin.

Jerry Lawrence saw that I wanted
to be alone and that he wouldn't be
invited to taste my bourbon, no mat-
ter how long he waited. He slipped

quietly outside, and closed the door.

I stared over at the telephone again.

Mat y was waiting on the other end of

the line. Mary was sitting there, with

a smile in her voice, ready to tell me
that I had done the right thing. All I

had to do was to pick up that pipe and
get a shot in the arm. Her voice was
like warm water, or Moselle wine. It

steadied my nerves. After talking to

Mary, I would be able tl

I looked at my watch.
[

Al Spade had gone on tbl

been working more thf

now, bent over his d(|

World Press. He was|
with his stylus, I knew
it tight and terse.

I'll call Al first, I toll

then I'll call Mary. Aft
the guy that fired me. il

and say, "Okay, are yoJ
I'm in another racket."

I wanted to irritate]

laugh in his face. 1 ha

the telephone, but 1

1

wouldn't do it. I didn'tl

Al Spade was a qui
with straggly black hail

glare in his eyes behiil

rimmed glasses. Hel
World's night news mi|

was tough.

I had gone to see Al I

after my trouble. I til

that I could straighterl

should have known bl

have turned around <|

(Continued on
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PEACE AND QUIET
Continued from page 14

with Hulda. Seems like I remember once
last summer when some city guy—

"

"Listen!" Rogers said. "Are you in

cahoots with the Svensons?"
"Me," the agent gasped. "Not me!"
"Didn't have time to close the deal!"

Rogers said. "Didn't have time, my hind
foot. You knew they wouldn't sell, so

you left the dirty work to me."
"But

—
" the agent said.

"I just wanted to tell you I'm wise,"

Rogers said. "And what's more, I'll buy
their land if it takes all summer. And if

you open your big, fat trap to them or
anybody else, I'll come to town and beat

out your brains with a ball bat. Under-
stand?"

"Yes, sir," the agent said meekly.
"Maybe I didn't explain all the details."

"Goodby," Rogers said. "Go shoot
yourself."

ACAR drove into the yard and large

feet stomped on the grass—soul-

shattering and immense in their weight.

Rogers went to the porch and waited. A
young towheaded giant was purposefully

rounding the cabin. He possessed shoul-

ders of unbelievable width perched on a

barrel of a body, with legs like oak trees.

Topping this display of the body beauti-

ful was a round, moonlike face with a

crooked nose, huge ears and blue eyes.

"Hello," the giant said. "I'm Lars
Svenson. You the guy botherin' my sis-

ter?"

"I'm the guy," Rogers said.

This bland confession of guilt con-
fused Lars Svenson. He said, "What's
your name?"

"Joe Rogers. Speak your piece."

Lars noted that Rogers was only five

and a half feet up but almost that wide,

not in the Svenson class, but pretty well

put together. Rogers' nose was crook-
eder than Lars'.

"Your nose," Lars said. "How'd you
bust it?"

"Fight," Rogers said. "With fifteen big

Swedes, all of them meaner and nastier

than you, all of them former Minnesota
tackles."

"Ya?" Lars said. "What happened?"
"I killed thirteen," Rogers said evenly.

"Ate the last two."
"Aw," Lars grinned suddenly. "You're

all right, Joe. Hulda said to whack you
but I think better I apologize for her

bothering you."
"Well," Rogers said. "Well! Lars,

come in and have a drink."

Over two beers in the kitchen. Rogers
said. "I was a little nasty myself, Lars.

I'm sort of nervous and when she started

shooting, I lost my temper. Then I found
she had a temper of her own."
"Bad one," Lars said mildly. "Against

eleven boys the only girl has to have a

temper to get along. Joe, I think if you
came over and apologized, she would
apologize and we could be good neigh-

bors."

"I'll do that," Rogers said. "Uh—your
other brothers around here?"
"We work in this area." Lars said. "I

run a resort on Gull Lake across the
highway. Come over any time."

"I will," Rogers said. "I sure will."

"You bought a nice plac%," Lars said.

"I hope you have a nice summer."
"I will," Rogers said. "But I like lots

of room, Lars, and trees. Have you ever

considered selling your place?"

"Yes," Lars said thoughtfully. "The
only trouble is, all of us own it and have
,to aaree before we can sell. That was in

Dad^s will."

"Oh." Rogers said. "Well, we can talk

about it later on."

Lars finished his beer and said, "Got to

go," and Rogers went outside and said,

"I'm glad we didn't act like a couple of

fools, Lars."

Lars grinned. "Hulda likes to dance,
Joe."

"Thanks for the idea," Rogers said

solemnly. "I'll look into it.". . .

When Lars drove away, Rogers made
swift and cunning changes of plan,

thought unhappily of Hulda Svenson,
short and stocky in those dirty coveralls,

and decided it was worth the time and
trouble. He cut through the woods and
knocked on the back door of the Sven-
son cabin. The door opened and Hulda
looked at him and tried to frown, and
Rogers grinned and then she had to grin.

"All right, Mr. Rogers. I apologize."

"It was my fault," Rogers said. "Let
me apologize."

"Lars saw you, didn't he?"
"He sure did," Rogers said. "I was

scared to death."

"He is big," Hulda said. "Come in,

Mr. Rogers. We'd better start from
scratch. My name is Hulda."

Rogers said, "Call me Joe."

Hulda brought beer and glasses and

tizing female he'd seen in months. He
hoped she would fix her hair and try to

impersonate a woman when he took her
out. Those coveralls could hide a mul-
titude of faults in addition to the ones
he could see.

"I'd better push off," Rogers said. "See
you about eight tonight?"

"I'll be ready," Hulda said. "And I

won't shoot this afternoon. You get

some sleep.". . .

Rogers was pleasantly surprised that

night, and the next five nights. Hulda in

coveralls, with floppy hair and dirty feet,

was one thing. Hulda dressed for danc-
ing was another. Hulda had her hair

combed and brushed in thick, shining
waves around her face, which was clean

and pink with natural color and only
a suggestion of lipstick. And Hulda in a

dress was different. The coveralls were
traitors, Rogers thought, when he saw
her that first night. Hulda was short,

that was true, but she was slender and
certainly not a keg-or a splinter. And her
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they sat in the kitchen and said, "Skoal!"

and grinned at each other. Hulda wore
the same coveralls and her feet were just

as dirty.

"Lars said you bought the Sorenson
place," she said, "and you needed rest.

I'm sorry about the shooting."

"You go ahead," Rogers said warmly.
"I'll send for my guns and we can prac-

tice together."

"That would be nice," Hulda said

warmly. "You'll be a good neighbor,

after all."

"Uh," Rogers said. "Lars told me you
enjoyed dancing."

"I do," Hulda said.

"Would you—?" Rogers began.

"I would," Hulda said.

One thing about Hulda, Rogers
thought, she wasn't coy. She was study-

ing him frankly and making up her mind;
and he decided the scales were tipping his

way. It was probably because he was a

half pint like herself, lost in the midst of
the towering Swedes.

"I like you, Joe," Hulda said. "I didn't

think I would, but I do."
"I like you, too." Rogers smiled. "I

know we'll get along fine."

What limits a man will drive himself
to, he thought darkly, to buy a hunk of
ground. Hulda was the most unappe-

legs were not oak trees like Lars', but
rather on the order of saplings, and her

feet were really small and neat in slippers.

Rogers said, "Well!"
"Let's go," Hulda said, taking his arm

and going down the steps to his car. "I

haven't been out for a week."
"What's the matter with the guys up

here?" Rogers said. "Are they blind?"

Hulda smiled. "The coveralls fool a

man. don't they?"
Rogers swallowed a grunt and nodded.

"They sure do."

"Let's stop at the Rainbow first,"

Hulda said. "Then I'll show you around.
We can drop by Lars' and meet some
more of my brothers if you'd like."

"I would," Rogers said. "By all

means."
Doing dirty work was so much nicer

when a man had something presentable

to dance with: and most of all. talk with

through the long night hours. Hulda was
a fine dancer and spoke authoritatively

on an amazing variety of subjects. Rogers
found himself enjoying the process more
than was necessary, and by the fourth

night was hating himself for his ulterior

motives. But he didn't weaken. He
would get that land and keep Hulda's
friendship, he decided, if he was smart
enough to pull the right strings.

By the fifth night Rogers'
sessor of pertinent inform
owned a big resort on Gu|
needed more help when the <

began, but the other brothJ

tremely busy and Hulda sect]

it her duty to act as watc|
family cabin. Lars wanted
him at the resort and Rogel
lently that Hulda owed Larsl
and could repay it in no othe

these facts in hand. Rogers \\

and spun his web with care -

On the sixth night Rogerp
family party at Lars' and
cases of beer Rogers got L;

the beginning of his spade*
|

said. "Hulda's a nice girl. La
a lot."

Lars grinned happily,

you, Joe. You make a nice c|

Rogers changed the subj)

with finesse. "I hate to see

herself in that cabin. You
her over here, don't you?"

Lars nodded. "The guei

comin' next week, Joe.

Hulda." Lars sighed and dr
|

"Well, shucks," Rogers
"I've got plenty of money,
I bought the cabin for a fail

Hulda would more or less

over and help you, wouldn'l
"Ya," Lars said, brighi

golly, she would, Joe." Li
"But maybe she wouldn't at

"Eleven of you," Roge
"One of her. Can't you ink

"That's right," Lars saic

Joe. Would you do that?"

"Name your price," Roi
can always rent your cabiil

people."

"Shucks," Lars said, eqi I

"You name a price."

Rogers reflected on price

:

properties around the lakl

cording to my cabin, I'd

sand, Lars. Is that fair?"

"Fair?" Lars said. "Thsl
fair. Joe. Do you mean it?'!

"I sure do," Rogers saidl

agree and I'll make out th<jl

thing to help a friend, La

ROGERS walked to the I

. Hulda and looked at 1

moonlight. "Three." Roge|
flies with you, Hulda."

"It does," Hulda agre|

fun tonight, Joe."

Rogers felt strange quaH
Hulda looked beautiful in

He said, "Tomorrow nighl

Hulda nodded dreamill

you wanted peace and quiJ

you'd better rest one nigll

He was suddenly awal
that he had not kissed ri
was the sixth night. Rogq
if you don't want to

—

"

"I didn't say that." Hil
was thinking about yof
quiet."

Rogers had her hand,
j

know, and then he was
thusiastically and Hulda
in kind; and after a defil

of the moon across th|

stepped back and said,
|

good night, Hulda."
Hulda murmured, "Gel
Rogers hit all the trees!

Dancing with Hulda anl

Hulda were definite tj

Hulda was something el;[

into a forest fire and a sll

Once more. Rogers thol

refuse to buy the cabin
f

eluded Hulda in the sale|

"No. Absolutely not,"

self. And then the humor|
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chuckled. The trapper had fallen into his

own trap. He wondered if he ought to

tell Hulda a few things-the next day. And
then he thought, better wait. She might
think, when she learns everything first,

that I was kidding her just to buy the

property. And besides, think of those

brothers. . . .

Rogers was awakened much too early

and far too abruptly by shots that seemed
to come from his front door. He leaped
from bed, stumbled over the nearest chair

and cussed groggily, threw on his bath-
robe and paddled unsteadily through the

cabin and opened the door.
"What the—?" Rogers roared. "Why,

Hulda. Now, Hulda!"

HULDA was standing spraddle-legged

on his veranda with the long-bar-

reled .22 revolver waving carelessly

before her stomach. Hulda had no moon-
light in her eyes, no softness in her

mouth. She wore her dirty coveralls, her

hair was floppy, and she was mad.
"You!" Hulda said. "You rat!"

"Hulda," Rogers said. "What's the

matter?"
"What's the matter?" Hulda said.

"You ask me what's the matter, you

—

making me fall
—

" Hulda sniffed and
stiffened her voice: "Listen, Joe Rogers, a

certain real-estate agent from Brainerd
came by Lars' place after we left last

night. He was a little tight. Lars men-
tioned something about selling you our
cabin because"—Hulda laughed scorn-

fully—-"you wanted to help us out. The
real-estate agent was a little mixed up, I

guess, because he told us all about you,
Joe Rogers."

"Hulda," Rogers said feebly, "don't

jump to conclusions. Don't—

"

"Why, you—" Hulda said. "I actually

believe you would have married me to get

our land."

"Why not?" Rogers said. "I was go-

ing to
—

"

"You would!" Hulda cried. "And all

the time I thought you cared a little bit

—

and all you wanted was my cabin."

"Let me straighten this out," Rogers
said desperately. "You've got it wrong,
Hulda."
"No, I haven't," Hulda said thickly.

"And let me tell you this, Joe Rogers.
Don't ever come on my land again, and I

wouldn't sell you a square foot of it for

a million dollars if I was starving."

Hulda was close to tears. She stamped
one foot on the porch and shot five times

into the air. Rogers leaped two feet and
came down digging for cover. "I hate

you," said Hulda as she ran through the

woods toward her cabin.

Rogers was awake now, wide awake.
He was also mad. He went to the phone
and called Brainerd, and when the real-

estate agent's secretary said, "Hello,"
Rogers snarled, "Where's your boss?"
The secretary said nervously, "He—he

had to go to Minneapolis on business this

morning."
"He did, huh?" Rogers said. "All right,

baby. When he gets back, tell him he
could go to Australia and I'd still find

him. Get your pencil ready. I want you
to send some stuff out here. And I don't
mean this afternoon, or tomorrow. I

mean this morning. You ready?"
"Yes, sir," the secretary said.

. Rogers muttered, "Turn me down, will

she? One way to answer that. Only way.
Fight fire with fire."

"I beg your pardon, sir," the secretary

said timidly. "Five bundles of fire?"

"No!" Rogers roared, and started dic-

tating. . . .

Rogers counted six carpenters and two
big trucks filled with creosoted posts, the

twenty-foot kind, spool after spool of
barbed wire, kegs of staples, posthole dig-

gers, and sacks of cement and plenty of
sand and gravel. The carpenters placed a

dozen smoke pots on the porch, and the

foreman handed Rogers a shiny new
shotgun and said, "Here's your gun, mis-
ter. Jim is bringing the shells."

"Fine," Rogers said. "Fine. Now,
boys, I've got a little job. Where's that

surveyor? You the one? Okay, now
look, this is what I want you to do—

"

At five that afternoon Rogers walked
quietly through the trees and looked at a
newly added piece of scenery. "Very
nice," Rogers said. "Very, very nice."

The scenery was a fifteen-foot barbed-
wire fence which not only ran from the

water's edge to the road along the Sven-
sons' line, but invisible to Rogers from
where he stood, ran also on the south
side of their property from the lake to

the road. The Svenson land was cut off

from the remainder of the lake with effec-

tive completeness.
Rogers tested the wind with his fore-

finger, estimated location and velocity,

and placing a smoke pot on the ground,
canted it toward the Svensons; then he
pulled the tape and watched with great

satisfaction as yellowish-white smoke
poured from the pot and began creeping
to the south. The smoke cloud spread
and . hung low, passed the fence and
crawled sinuously toward the Svenson
cabin. The cabin disappeared and Rog-
ers heard a shriek of surprise, followed
by loud cries of anger, followed by a car-
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load of husky coughs. Smoke-pot smoke
was nasty smelling and eye-irritating and
made everybody want to get about fifty

miles away from any breath of it.

"Won't sell," Rogers said smugly.
"We'll see."

Rogers returned to his cabin and
waited half an hour. Then he carried

another smoke pot close to the fence and
got it fuming nicely. The sun was low
and Rogers rummaged around his cabin

and found the sawed-off thick end of an
old pool cue which he hefted thought-

fully. He went to the front porch and
waited He didn't wait too long; the

steps pattered down his driveway and
rounded the corner.

She was coughing and her face was
dirty, and her breath, plus the remnants
of smoke, was coming in large, greedy
gulps. She planted her hands on her hips

and glared at Rogers.
"Hello," Rogers said politely. "Doing

road work?"
"You skunk!" she said thickly. "That

smoke! What's the idea? Stop it right

now. Who do you think you are? I'll
—

"

"Hulda," Rogers said. "Whose land

are you on?"
That stopped her for a moment, but

only a moment. She said, "And that

fence. I can't walk along the lakeshore

any more. And building another fence

on our south line on the

Wait till 1 tell them. Yoi
smart

—

"

"Tut, tut." Rogers said n

and quiet. Hulda. Remcml
and shoot your revolver al

Let me play my little game
"Listen, Rogers," Huld;

ingly. "For the last time, if

can come up here and tell

and start this sort of thir

brothers
—

"

"Better get 'em all," Ro
fully. "Lars was here,

haven't you?"
"I'll get 'em all," she sa

better have those fences c

this smoke in about twer.

"Or you'll do what?" I

"I'll—" Hulda said. 'Tl
"Exactly," Rogers said

do nothing and like it. ba
my fence and I'll have yot
the smoke, I'll play witl

please. Show me a law sa

a retarded pyromaniac, di

that? Hit the road," Rog
"Remember you started 5
"And I'll finish it," Hu

wait."

Rogers gave Hulda eno
home Then he checked
gun, opened a box of she

smoke pot, and went out;

falling. He started the s

stood behind a large pine

the shotgun at thirty-se

straight into the air. He
porch until eight o'clock

another twenty-five shot'

fresh smoke pot.

1IGHTS gleamed in the

u Cars filled the yard. I

lowed, surmounted by a

voice from which w
drifted to Rogers' ear.

:

higher voice's plea seem
him up and throw him to

ers found himself rathe

tenacity and spirit. At rr

another twenty-five shot:

rest before making a f

one a knock sounded. R
the yard light, loaded the

limit, and opened the doc
They were grouped arc

a chummy semicircle, ele

of them were bigger tha

all of them were scowling

the shotgun and said, "W
Lars said, "Now look 1

Rogers told a small lie.

called the sheriff. A mi
castle. Something you w
"Hulda told us to tell

and then bogged dow
said
—

"

"Lars," Rogers said

we can strike an agreerr

I are not compatible, I f

be compatible. There i

edy. Sell me your cabin

Then you can take Hul
woods and buy her anot
her shoot herself into ol

"Nope," Lars said

won't sell."

"Very well, boys,'

grandly. "Back to you
The war goes on until

me and apologizes."

"Now you look here-

"Goodby." Rogers sa

Lars looked at his

fists balled up, then 0)

order won the night. L
you guys."
They crashed away

Rogers said, "Lars, waij

got me wrong."
Lars hesitated.

"Look." Rogers said

I'm kinda stupid. Lars

land around the lake, a

dating Hulda, I was a

to engineer the deal. Bi

wrong, Lars. I fell in
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and then I was afraid if 1 told her and
we made plans, and then she found out,

she'd think I was doing it just to get the

land. You sec?'*

"Honest?" Lars said.

"Honest," Rogers said humbly.
Lars was silent, and then he said, "We

should kinda watch our tempers, Joe.

We're both a couple of dopes. But what
can you do now?"

"I'd like to tell Hulda," Rogers said.

"You don't have to sell me the land, Lars.

Just go over and hide her gun, so I can
tell her without getting shot."

Lars said, "All right, Joe. But I don't
think it'll do much good."

"Thanks, Lars," Rogers said.

"You got any ideas?" Lars said. "Any-
thing nice and soothing to tell her?"

"Well," Rogers said, "maybe I can
drum up something. Thanks for the tip,

Lars. Now get over and hide that gat.

I'll give you ten minutes."

ROGERS hesitated at the corner of the

. Svensons' front porch for a cautious
peek, and drew back in alarm. Hulda
was perched on the top step, armed with
a five-foot club. She was snuffling to her
self, "Hide my. gun, will they? I'll get

him with my bare hands—if it takes all

summer."
Rogers swallowed hard. "Hulda?"
Hulda bounded from the porch and

came running, flailing the tree limb like

a hatpin, taking a wild swipe at Rogers'
head. Rogers ducked and made the best

tackle of his career, catching Hulda at

the ankles and upending her, then twist-

ing around and grabbing the club and
throwing it far away as Hulda crashed
on top of him with shrieks and a great

deal of sudden fingernail work on his

neck. Rogers got a hammer lock and
turned her until she lay immobile.

"Hulda," Rogers said, "I want to tell

you something."
Hulda stopped screaming and went

limp. Rogers was not. taken in by this.

He said, "I know that one, Hulda. I'm
holding you just as tight."

"Go away," Hulda said. "I hate you."
"I only wanted your cabin and land,"

Rogers said, "so I could own all the land
around this lake. I own every inch now
but your property."
Hulda said, "You can't hold me all

night, you—you monopolist."
"I want to build a super resort," Rog-

ers said. "On the north end. I'm going
to build camps for underprivileged boys
and girls on the south end. I've got too
much money, Hulda, and no way to

spend it. I didn't mean t

was going to tell you.
"Bah," Hulda said.

Recognized movemen
were useless. Rogers
thought. He held Hulda i

timidly, "Mother."
Hulda started telling R

origin of his species.

Rogers sighed and said

Hulda gasped, "It's I

legged
—

"

"Cellophane," Rogers
"Bellboy, melancholy, btl

"Are you nuts?" Huld
a little.

"Ah," Rogers said,

derness."

"You are nuts," Hul
"Tambourine," Roge

ingly. "Lavender."
Hulda relaxed in his

j

her head. She said, "A
the language in terms c

thought?"
"You cooled off a little

"In the face of su

speechmaking," Hulda s>;

damned good hammer
otherwise?"
"They do work, don'
"What works?"
"Those ten words I j

Rogers said happily.
'

to be the most beautifu
in the English languaj

someplace—and when
them, you're supposed
act like a lamb instead

Do you feel like listeni

'Til be a—" Hul
thrown everything at

more Memorial. I can't

der why. What was
something. I liked that.

"Oh," Rogers said,

breech. "That was the

"Love," Hulda said

say it?"

"If you'll get up ai

Rogers said, "and pou
you how I meant it."

Hulda said, "Did yo
about those camps for

thing?"

Rogers said, "Of cou
sometimes you are sb

position, or place, to te

Let's go inside, please

Hulda smiled, a smal
ment of her mouth
mind the beer."
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"Well, I'm sure you will think of something

nice to say, Alfred, and you can tell us next
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front of a taxi, or walked across to Hol-
land's Bar for a quick one.

I'll go up and explain it to Al, I said.

That's all I need to do. What else? I'm a

man, and he's a man. He won't club me.
I'll just walk in and say, "All right, Al, I

missed the boat last night. I was drunk.
I'm sorry."

It was a foolish thing, a hopeless plan,

but I did it.

I had walked into the high white build-

ing, with its smooth floors and bronze-
plated walls. The elevator man stared at

me. It was almost midnight and the cor-
ridors were deserted.

"Do you work here?" he asked.

"I did," I told him, my heart was do-
ing push-ups. "It's all right. I'm going
to see a friend."

That was a lie; a laugh. Al Spade was
no friend of mine. I was a nobody to Al.

I didn't matter. I was less than an apple
core shoved under a rug.

The elevator man punched the correct

button, but he scowled.
"We ain't supposed to do it," he said.

"The sign says if you come up nights,

you gotta work here."

"They know me upstairs," I said.

"You've got nothing to worry about."

IT WAS true. I had worked for Trans-
World Press just the day before. I was

one of their newsmen for almost ten

years. Not in this great building. Not
with a desk man's stylus in my hand, or
seated close to the constant noise of the

teleprinters. 1 had covered City Hall, and
sometimes the police run.

I had walked inside only on Fridays,

to pick up my check, but I was part of
Trans-World just the same. You remem-
ber the Higgins snatch job? Well, I got a
seven-minute beat on that. If anyone but
Al Spade had been on the desk, I would
have been signed to the story. Al gave it

to his rewrite man. To Spade, all leg men
were dirt. They were just nothing.

I stepped off the elevator and looked
through the open doors into the big news-
room. It was almost empty. One re-

write man sat lazily scanning the early

edition of a morning tabloid. A tele-

printer operator slumped against his idle

machine, his head pillowed on his arms,
snoring.

Al Spade was seated in the slot, edit-

ing a book of copy. He never looked up,

but he knew I was coming. Don't ask
me how. Maybe he's equipped with per-

sonal radar, like a bat.

I didn't get to say, "Hello, Al." My
mouth was open, the words were formed,
but he beat me to it.

"What d'you want me to tell you, Joe?"
"Nothing," I said, sitting against the

edge of his desk. "Nothing that you don't

want to tell me."
The rewrite man put aside his tabloid

and stared at me. The teleprinter opera-

tor quit snoring, but kept his head on his

arms. The newsroom was almost silent.

1 had never known it to be so quiet.

Al Spade frowned and rocked back in

his chair.

"You do," he said. "You damned well

do. You want me to tell you that you're

sick, Joe. That you need a rest. That's

what you want. That's why you came
up here. Well, I won't do it."

"I'm not sick," I answered. "I've

never claimed it."

"And you weren't sick last night," Al
said. "You were drunk. Joe. You were
in somebody's bar, under the table."

"I was," I admitted. "I don't know
why. It's the first time it ever happened,
Al. The cork just flew up and hit me."

"It hit us, too," Al Spade said glumly.

"It bounced so hard that we were uncon-
scious for about thirty minutes. The
mayor was shot, wounded in the shoulder.

So what? So I didn't know anything

about it until I read the rww^
was on the wires, of course,

the AP someone else's v,

World didn't know anythingl
"It was bad," I told him.

f

claiming that it wasn't bad,

Al Spade slapped the

side of his hand. "It was worse
he said. "As far as you're

|

Joe, it was fatal."

The rewrite man had pret

turn to his newspaper. An i

nervously fumbled a wasteba|
were both embarrassed, but
had expected this.

Then Al Spade got dirty,

tossing them in, low and har
out to hurt me. "I'm not

Joe," he said.

"No? And why not?"
Then Al let go. He had

for this, I guess. He had
there, with his eyes on the flcl

it all stowed away, hoarded
[

"I'll tell you why," he sai|

you for your own good, Joe.

not a press-association man.
known it. I've tried to tell thl

they're hardheaded. That's wrl

signed you to a story. It's no|

Joe. You just haven't got it.

"I've been at it for ten y<|

him. "That's a long time."

"It's too long," Al answer^
for your good, Joe, like I

You ought to be happy that

this way. Get yourself anot
out of this business."

"You're telling me all this]

me happy?" I asked. "Is tl

Al? You want me to smile?]

"I want you to use you|
Spade said. "You're smart
I know that. You just got

wrong snowball. Get anoth

something else."

T WANTED to hit him. l|

JL done it too, I would have
and clipped him, but then

that he had ulcers. You cai

with ulcers. I turned and vj

"How was your friend?|

elevator man.
"Lovely," I said. "I'm

tomorrow and push splint^

nails."

I was headed for Hollail

Mary was waiting outsidej

me.
"What's the matter, Jcl

other jobs in the world." sh]

I guess women never undo

man feels about a job after I

like a leg, or an arm, or the

back. It isn't easy to let it
g|

"I'm washed up." I told

to my ears, baby. Down tl

"That's not the way
here," she said. "From hi

look just like the man thatj

marry."

'

Mary reached up and ki

We were standing in the il

sidewalk, outside the Trans]

ing, with people pushing a

side. It was dark, but I sho

embarrassed. I should ha

red, or ducked behind my t

but I didn't. I wanted to i|

"Not now," Mary said, ai

away. "We've got to fine]

job.

Then the next day we hel

refrigerator man. Mary is|

lumber company executiv

her about it. She bought
and took my old hat to

That's the kind of a girl nl

went over to see the reftj

I liked him, and he liked

job.

w

tow

t

"Call me as soon as yoi
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The frankfurt that's

Q TENDER BEEF . . . JUICY PORK & "^

KNOWN FROM THE WEST COAST TO NEW YORK •0

fad
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ilK-E
FAST*

There's taste delight in every succu-

lent bite of these plump, juicy frank-

furts. And to bring them to you at peak
flavor and make identification easy

—they're now packed in cellophane

—sealed and branded with the name

Swift's Premium. Highlight your din-

ner menu with these luscious links to-

night! They're so easy to prepare, you
can serve 'em at a moment's notice. Get
Swift's Premium Franks protected in the

new flavor-saver cellophane package!
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FORD-TRAINED MECHANICS...

"M'For-r-rd's engine needs toonin', Laddie," Mr. MacDonald told the

Ford Man, "but the job must be worth m'while!"

"Then you've come to the right place!" said the Ford Man. "We have

Ford-Trained Mechanics who know your Ford like a book. The job'll be

done right—so you should have no additional expenses later on!"

FACTORY-APPROVED METHODS...

"But the job must be done fast," said Mr. Mac-
Donald. "Labor's dear these days, y'know!"

"You'll get speed, too!" promised the Ford
Man. "Factory-Approved Methods take care of

that! Our men know the best and fastest ways to

go about the job. Now, that's a real saving,

isn't it, sir? Time means money, y'know!"

*v M **

SPECIAL FORD EQUIPMENT . . .

"Aye, you're makin' sense!" replied the Scots-

man. "But how can ye be cer-r-rtain the work
will hold up?"

"Ah! Step right this way, sir," said the Ford
Man. "Here's some of our Special Ford Equip-
ment—designed especially for Fords. We use it

to check that the work is done completely, and
right! In the long run that saves you money!"

**• *«*#

GENUINE FORD PARTS
-

itJRwii
»

"Now, before I buy, I'll have ye know I want the

best parts put in m'Bonny Ford!" warned Mr. Mac-
Donald.

"Oh, come now! " laughed the Ford Man. "Cer-

tainly you've heard of Genuine Ford Parts! They're
what we use. They save you money three ways:

They're mode right . . . fit right . . . and last longer. That's money in

your pocket for a long time to come! Do we get the job now?"

"Hoot, Mon!" cried Mr. Mac-
Donald. "It's a bar-r-rgain! I'm
ready to agree wi 'ye . .

."

~2fc<^^
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had said. "No matter how late it is, Joe,
be sure to call

"

I looked at the telephone and then
back at the ceiling. I didn't call her, but I

didn't call Al Spade either.

I wanted more time; I had things to

think over.

The telephone rang, but 1 didn't pick it

up. I jumped away, as if it had fingers

and could touch me. It was Mary. I

knew it was Mary, but I couldn't talk to

her. I didn't want to talk to anyone. I

would wait until morning.
I walked into the bathroom and closed

the door. The telephone kept ringing, as

if determined to bring me back, but I

refused to go. I would talk to Mary
tomorrow. I pulled off my clothes and
twisted the hot-water tap of the shower.

I stood beneath the needle spray, and
the heat felt good. It almost relaxed me.
After a few minutes, the telephone
stopped ringing. Mary had given up.

I returned to bed then. I slipped into

a pair of pajamas and crawled beneath
the covers. Normally, I'm an uneasy
sleeper. I lie in bed with one eye open.
But that night I felt as if my head were
tied to the pillow. I fell asleep as if I had
been drugged.

EVEN now I don't know what it was
awakened me. It wasn't a scream, I'm

certain of that. It wasn't any noise at all.

It was just a feeling. I opened my eyes
and stared around. Something was
wrong. I knew it.

I climbed out of bed and switched on
the light. Then I smelled smoke, and
sensed the heat. I heard a woman sud-
denly sobbing.

"She went to sleep with a cigarette," I

told myself.

It was nothing too serious. Nothing to

get all worked up about.
Then someone in the corridor, almost

outside my door, screamed: "Fire! The
whole hotel is afire."

It was a soprano voice, thin and
frantic.

The voice was wrong. It had to be.

This was the Grafton. A modern hotel

in a modern city. It was fireproof. There
was a sign, with neon letters at least ten
feet high, that said so. I knew, because
I used to read it when I was walking home
from work. On a clear night, it was legible

from five blocks away. The sign said:

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.
I ran to the door and pressed my hand

against it. The wood was still cool to my
touch. It meant that I could open the

door in safety. I pushed it away from me
several inches, and stared through the

crack. Smoke was curling up the stair

well, near the elevators. A corridor door
had been left ajar, and I could see the

orange flames, silently and patiently

forcing their way out. In another
moment they would be feeding on the

bright rug that ran the length of the hall.

A woman stood beside the elevators,

watching the flames. She kept pushing at

the down button, as if she fully expected
the cars to come. There was a small,

curly-haired boy in her arms. He looked
at me with his great, dark eyes but he
wasn't crying. He was too stunned to

cry.

An old woman and man leaned against

the elevators' iron grilling. They ap-

parently had run down from the floor

above, and both were gasping.

"We can't make it." the old man said,

but he wasn't excited. He just sounded
exhausted. "We're trapped, Laura.
There's no fire escape."

"Come with me," I called.

Even now. I don't know why. There
was no reason. There was very little that

I could offer. I had no idea of what might
be done to save them. I think that I spoke
because of the look in their eyes; I

couldn't bear it.

"Come on in here!"

The old couple turned, like sheep in a

pasture, as if they had been trained for

this moment, and hurried inside my door.

Perhaps they believed, alt

must have known that it wa
that I had discovered a fire

The curly-haired child

then, but his mother did noti

would not even look at me.
stood there, pushing at the

"They'll come," she to|

"They must come."
I walked over and grippe

stepped quickly because the
J

ready working its way up
floor. "Are you mad?" I as!

elevators aren't running.
You've got to come with mei|

"And be trapped?" He
were wild, like a rabbit's

middle of a country road,
unsteady. It's odd, but I ca

face now. I can't see her fe

I see only her eyes. They qi
spoke.

"No," she said. "I won't
j

"You'll suffocate within a I

if you stay here," I told her.|

will die."

She reached past me, pti

down button again. I took
|

forced her around. I starte

ward my door. She came
testing. The boy began op
He pushed his face deep intc

neck. The shock had wor
was afraid.

When they were inside,

door and hurriedly ripped I

my bed. There was no esta

I worked almost without
wanted to keep out the flar

possible.

The old man had recapti

"May I help?" he asked.

Together, we tore the sh<

uneven strips. I soaked the

tub, while the frightened wo|
The boy had stopped cr

cross-legged on the floor.

"It's simple," I told the

keep my voice calm. "I'm
|

these rags into the cracks
I opened the door long el

it tight with the sodden clotll

no transom to worry aboi|
thick wood with my hand,
warm. The fire was gainirj:

THEN I crossed the roor

the two windows that lcl

the street. Down below, a c|

beginning to gather,

watchers waved and shoull

me feel better just to know ll

there, although it was obv:[

couldn't help us.

"Lie down on the flc

those in the room. "We're cl

up, and they may get a Ia«f

think they will. Lie face del

your nerve. It'll be a lon|

the flames break into us.

hope."
The blue-eyed woman bl

She stretched out on the f
J

shoulders shaking. She wal
couldn't have been past th[

pretty too, in a quiet kind ol

I touched her softly on tl|

ahead and cry," I said,

us."

The boy refused to 1|

mother, but remained on
his thin legs crossed. M
solemnly at the thick-skin I

The old woman was toug|

her wits about her. She
husband. "We'll be all

she said. "Don't you wc
"Lie quietly," I told

move around."
Then I saw the telephol

table beside the bed. Al Spl

I must call Spade. He rl|

about this.

It wasn't my worry nowl
It would be better to rem;j

with my nose in the rug. L(
consumed that way.
But I couldn't do it; I col
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g up then. He banged
er and the noise of it

I should have known
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near the window and
The crackling noises
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"It's Mary," I told myself. "What'll 1

do? What'll I say?"

I crawled back beside the bed and
reached for the telephone.

It was Al Spade. His voice trembled.

"Are you in there, Joe?"

"If I wasn't," I said, "could I answer
this phone?"
"We just heard about it," Al said. "The

alarm was late. I'm sorry about what I

said. I was a fool, boy."
"Never mind," I told him. "Give me

dictation."

"Don't be an idiot," Al said. "You
scram out of there, but fast."

"Sure," I said. "I'm a bird, Al. Or a

helicopter. I'll jump from the window
and float."

"You mean you're trapped? You can't

get out?"
"Would I be here if I could run?" I

snapped back.

"But you still want to give us some
notes?"

It was a good story; a big story.

Stunned though he was, Al Spade would
never pass it up.

"No notes," I told him. "This is my
baby, Al, all the way. I'll dictate."

"All right," Al said. "I'll put a man
on."

I was scared. I was all weak inside, but
I did it just the same. I lay there on the

floor, with the rough carpet scratching my
chest, with my mouth drying up by the

minute, but I described what was hap-
pening inside the Grafton Hotel. I told

them how five of us were crouched in one
tiny room, just waiting to die. And I told

about the other things, the sounds, the

heat and our reactions to them.
Al Spade was listening on an extension.

"It's great, Joe," he kept mumbling.
"Lord, what a job! It'll be the best thing

that Trans-World ever moved on its

wires."

WHEN it was over, I was tired. I

wanted to close my eyes. "You get

out of there," Al said. "There must be
some way, Joe."

There wasn't, not unless the ladders

came, and both of us knew it.

"You signing me to that story?" I

asked.

"I am," he answered. "I'm reading the

lead now. By Joe Cradle, it says."

I hung up then. I didn't want to talk

any longer. The boy was sobbing again;

his mother couldn't keep him quiet. . . .

We were luckier than some of the

others. They finally got a ladder up, and
the firemen pulled us out.

I knew most of the firemen, and they
were good to me. They patted me on the

back. "You're all right, Joe," they said.

"You're about the only guy in there who
used his head."
The mayor, wounded shoulder and all,

was watching the fire. He walked over

and shook hands. He said, "We're proud
of you, Joe."

I was proud of myself. I felt all swelled

up and light inside. I ran to a public

telephone booth and dialed Mary's num-
ber. I had to tell her about it.

But when she got on the line, I forgot
everything else.

"I did a good job, Mary," I told her.

"What d'you know? Al Spade just told

me I did a good job—he's giving me a

by-line."

Mary's voice was glum for a moment.
"Now you'll never want to sell refriger-

ators," she said.

But Mary was wrong, and Al Spade
was right. I always knew that Al was
right when he said that I wasn't cut out
to be a newsman. One scoop wasn't
enough to turn the trick. . . .

Mary and I have been married more
than a year now. When they mark up
those refrigerator sales, I'm always near
the top.

You probably think that I'm bragging.

Well, it's like my new boss says. I

guess I've got something to brag about.

The End

Of America's leading cigarettes, PALL MALL—and only PALL MALL

— is "Outstanding"! ... For PALL MALL's distinguished length is the

outward sign of a basic superiority. "Distance lends enchantment"

— and the greater distance PALL MALL travels the smoke . . .

filters it through PALL MALL's traditionally fine, mellow tobaccos

. . . gives you outstanding smoothness . . . mellowness . . . mildness.

OUTSTANDING
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HFE WITH
MR. POWELfc

This is Father to the life, as portrayed by William
Powell in the movie version of Broadway's stage hit

At age fifty-five the well-gr<

screen smoothie departs frorrBi!

pl;i> the lead role in Life wit|L'

ALTHOUGH the Oscars for the

and so forth of 1946 h.ive bar
L to gather dust on their winn

the wise boys and girls in Hollywood
picked a winner or two for 1947. One
say, will be Life with Father—and a

most sure to be William Powell, who st:

picture was made last year on the Wai
Mr. Powell is now back on his home
Metro.

Also he has his hair back to normal
a redhead for several months while tl

being filmed. Mrs. Powell campaign!
weeks to have her husband retain his i

manently. He refused, on the ground it

him look like Van Johnson.
Powell racked along for years at Mi

about fifty pictures and becoming kn
Thin Man. Five years ago he asked N
Life with Father for him, and was ti

Then Warners paid half a million fc

plus a percentage of the box office. Po'

be lent to Warners, and was.
Powell is the son of Horatio W. and

ell, both Pennsylvanians. His father

countant and Bill was born July '.

Pittsburgh. He first saw the light ol

years later, when his parents moved to

His first contacts with the stage werf|

old Bijou Theater in Pittsburgh. Th
haunted the gallery and fell in love

sion of musical-comedy stars. It had
understood at home that he was to beo
and he almost got a split personality trjl

whether to become an actor or an attc|

In 1907 the family moved to Kansai
young Bill started in high school, wi

chief love interest in a school play, fel

his leading lady and told the family, h
could become a lawyer. His father tr

ently, and he was kept at his studies, h
University of Kansas and condemned
of college, plus three years of law coui

Contemplating this appalling futu
love again and decided to revolt. He (I

the Kansas City telephone company alj

and started saving for an acting co
York. He needed $700 for this, and t

to wait a few months. After five mon
the boy discovered he not only had n
owed his old man $50.

A long but successful letter to a

finally won him a $700 check, and hi

the acting course in New York, his

casting that no good would come of

months of training—during which he
sas City sweetheart forgot each other-

part in Rex Beach's The Ne'er Do N

salary was $18 a week, and when the!

shortly after, he was getting $40 and wj

you-so, Dear Parents" letters home.
Throughout his early stage career I

hard way—which was the only way.
"I remember one company I pla;

said, "that possessed only one silk ha
eral members in the cast appeared in t

"As the hero of the piece, I always
off at the left stage, stuck the silk hat

sion of the audience and stood theri

time. In the meantime, the hat had
out of my hidden hand by a stage ha
backstage to the opposite side just in

it into the villain's hand. The villaul

into the scene in the same silk hat

minute before.

"Also, we had a 'crossover beard.'

plays where it was impossible for a

around backstage to reach the oppos;

other entrance. We usually had to pi

ferent roles. I had to play the juveni

juvenile's father. I would make my i

side of the stage. I had to get over £<|

immediately, to enter as the father, y
have time to run around the scenes t

"Out of the audience's sight, on th

a rack of all sorts of beards that epi

on by wire hooks over the (Contiiim

Collier's lor Ail
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he film in the familiar yellow box

Jhooting some snaps" is as carefree as the occasion

—

when your camera is loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film.

That's because Kodak Research has put all the thinking,

planning, and experimenting into the film itself . . .

So with Verichrome you get clear, sparkling snapshots

—

snapshots you're proud to show, and keep to remember
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Unlike some of the neighboring Indian tribes, the Bororos are friendly to visitors from outside and, though usually shy, willingly pose for the photo

AT HOME WITH THE JUNGLE GIANTfl

A veteran explorer calls on the primitive Indians of

Brazil's Mato Grosso and witnesses their weird tribal

customs. It's a trip through a land of nightmares

BY SASHA SIEMEL
AS TOLD TO GORDON SCHENDEL

Make-up time for two Bororo belles, who paint themselves with daubs of yel-

low and black for a tribal ceremony. Fish oil and charcoal are the cosmetics

AMONG the Bororo Indians of
Brazil's Mato Grosso it is

L the man, not the woman,
who suffers the pains of childbirth!

I witnessed this biological impos-
sibility while visiting the tribe several

years ago with my wife and a native

helper, Rosando. The Bororo village

—a collection of single-family coni-

cal straw huts grouped about the

large community hall, which also

serves as a dormitory for bachelor

youths—was hidden in deep jungle

on the bank of the San Lorenzo
River. We were welcomed by its

dignified, if naked, chief—clad only

in his headdress of red, blue and
yellow macaw feathers, a necklace of

gleaming tiger teeth, and a head-to-toe

red paint job—and as we dismounted
from our horses we heard agonized

moans and shrieks coming from a

dilapidated straw hut. Indians rimmed
the doorway, staring inside.

Noticing our immediate interest, the

chief led us to the hut.

Just inside lay a male Indian in a

hammock, writhing and jerking con-
vulsively, and screaming at intervals;

he was obviously in almost unbear-
able pain. The Indians standing about
stared at him dolefully, murmuring
and shaking their heads in sympathy.

I could see no wound on the naked
man. I asked the chief, employing a

groping phrase or two of my limited

Bororo, what was wrong. He replied

in Bororo, and Rosando, at my side,

interpreted:

"The chief says, 'The man is having

a baby.'

"

At that moment there was a slight

commotion behind us. Three women
had just come out of the thick jungle,

one carrying a baby. The
Indians instantly broke int

and a hubbub of obviously c

latory expressions, all direct

man in the hammock, th

father. In the meantime th

timidly approached her

silently exhibited the naked
boy, then disappeared into

interior of the hut. There I

cited babble of laughter, a

pressed gifts on the new fat

accepting them as his due, la

his hammock, now quiet,

hausted and pale from the o
No one had paid the sli

tention to the baby's mothei

A half hour later 1 saw hei|

newborn infant tied to I

silently serving supper to hei

who lay in his hammock, li

convalescing.

I later learned that when
woman feels childbirth ne<

forms her husband, then slii

out of the village to have h
attended, in the underbru
a couple of village women
and the baby back.

In justice to Bororo ma
add the reason for their b

They believe they are mal

birth easier for their wivi

bearing the pains for them.

The Bororos are giant!

them over six feet tall. Th
frequently are beautiful,

a high level of primitive ci

ethnologically they are a ci

cause—unlike the score c

other Mato Grosso tr

Bororos have jealously kep

ancient culture and their I

(Continued on pagi
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Dependable

AMERICA'S FAVORITE SPARK PLUG
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Farming is America's greatest single enterprise.

The welfare of the nation depends upon it. More

people are engaged in it than in any single in-

dustrial classification. While farm workers are

fewer than pre-war, farm production is at an

all-time high. Mechanized or power farming has

made this possible; has revolutionized modern

farming; has increased and diversified the aver-

age farm's output, many fold. Here is where

spark plugs play an exceptionally important

part in the daily lives of the users. Particularly

noteworthy is the fact that Champion Spark Plugs

are the overwhelming favorites in cars, trucks,

tractors, stationary engines and other power

farming equipment, because they're dependable.

FOLLOW THE EXPERTS
DEMAND NEW DEPENDABLE CHAMPIONS FOR YOUR CAR

CHAMPION ROLL CALL Harry Wismer's fast sportscast every Friday nighi, over the ABC network CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY, TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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PHOENIX HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

WHEN THE

AUTUMN LEAVES ARE FALLING

Enjoy the golden days of Quebec's Indian

Summer—an ideal season to hunt, to fish or

to wander through the beauties of Quebec's

hills and valleys. Comfortable, modern inns

and hotels in picturesque locations, welcome
you with traditional French-Canadian hos-

pitality. For maps and booklets, write

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC TOURIST BUREAU.
QUEBEC CITY, CANADA.

WRITE THE PROVINCIAL PUBLICITY BUREAU,
PARLIAMENT BLDGS., QUEBEC CITY, FOR IN-

FORMATION CONCERNING
THE UNSURPASSED INDUS-
TRIAL OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR
PROVINCE.

LA PROVINCE DE

uebec

RELAX! YOU MAY NOT BE NUTS
Continued from page 19

degree, there are several good rules of
thumb.

If your worries and fits of temper and
spells of depression come occasionally

and then disappear, you probably have
not too much to worry about. Especially

is this true if you know why you hit these

low spots; if there's a good reason be-

hind them. After all, a guy whose girl

has just jilted him or whose business has
just failed has plenty of cause to feel

down in the dumps.
But suppose you get these "spells"

more and more frequently? Suppose you
find yourself flying off the handle at lit-

tle things, and then can't understand why
you blew your top, once it is all over?
Suppose you catch yourself taking of-

fense needlessly or staying away from
people or kicking your wife in the shins

because she trumped your ace? If you're
going that way, brother, then maybe you
ought to see a doctor.

Imaginary Symptoms of Neuroses

Not necessarily a psychiatrist, how-
ever. In the first place, there aren't

enough to go around. And in the second
place, their labors have been compli-
cated by the enormous number of per-

fectly normal people who think they
recognize the symptoms of neuroses in

themselves.

Sometimes the results are just plain

silly ... as when scores of two-beer-limit

drinkers saw The Lost Weekend and
came tearing into hospitals, calling them-
selves full-fledged alcoholics and beg-

ging for the cure.

Sometimes it is much more serious.

In a Middle Western high school within

the last year, it was found that an entire

clique of young girls had been indulging

in sexual adventures. Shocked parents

demanded the prosecution of the young
men who had led their daughters astray.

But when school officials investigated,

they found that it was the girls who had
been the aggressors. One young lady

suavely explained she had heard that psy-

chiatrists advised that "a little sex is the

best cure for your repressions."

Reputable psychiatrists, it should be
quickly stated, don't give such advice.

Yet this is one of the commoner public

misconceptions that the good doctors
have done all too little to disprove.

A rather beautiful young lady recently

pitched herself into oblivion from one
of our taller buildings. She left a note

saying, "I'm too much like my mother
to make a fit wife for any man."

Without question, she was a case for a

psychiatrist. Normal people, by defini-

tion, don't commit suicide. But instead

of getting guidance and insight from a

competent professional, she picked up
a whale of a lot of misinformation and
brooded upon it.

Between such extremes lies a host of

people who have been encouraged to

complicate every simple problem of life

by attacking it with psychiatric weapons.
(These people differ vastly from those

whose problems are deep and basic

—

such as those described in Collier's re-

cent article on the Southard School,
Spare the Child, August 2, 1947.) There
is, for example, the mother of fresh little

Johnny, aged six and about as naughty
as any healthy six-year-old is capable of

being. What Johnny probably needs is

an occasional light spanking and a lot of
loving and attention.

But Mama, whose name is legion, is

too busy watching Johnny's reflexes to

supply either need. Half the time she has
her nose b.uried in tomes on child guid-

ance. The rest of the time, when her
energetic offspring finally manages to get

her attention by slinging the Sunday
china through the windows, she is des-

perately wondering whether to apply the

methods described in Chapter Six or to

follow the outline of Chapter 1

After a few years of "psychoanalyzing"
both herself and her little incubus, John-
ny's Mama realizes that she has a lull-

fledged "problem child" on her hands.
When Mama doesn't haul Johnny oil

to a psychiatrist, she often goes herself.

The head of one expensive private men-
tal hospital has developed a neat formula
for handling such cases. As soon as he
can determine that they suffer from no
deep-seated mental or physical com-
plaint, he accepts them for treatment on
the theory that the best thing for both
mother and child is a short period of

separation. Mama is then given an inten-

sive course in how to handle her little

darling. As soon as she has unlearned
her collection of fancy and conflicting

theories and learned what nature is re-

puted to teach most mothers via instinct,

she is discharged and returned to her
family.

For every amateur .-psychiatrist who
"analyzes" himself into a breakdown,
there is another who goes around seek-

ing others as victims. These carriers, the

Typhoid Marys of amateur psychiatry,

are even more dangerous.
Consider, for example, the young lady

psychologist (not a psychiatrist, mind
you, but a psychologist) in a New York
school. When an eight-year-old boy was
reported by his aging and overworked
teacher as "unmanageable" and "mal-
adjusted," his case was sent to the psy-
chologist. This young lady, steeped in

her reading of Freud, proceeded to search

for the cause of the lad's trouble. When
she found that the kid cut the heads off

paper dolls, she thought she had some-
thing. When, under her constant prod-
ding, the obliging youngster confessed
that his grandfather had cut the heads off

several people, she knew she had some-
thing. "Obviously," she concluded, "the'

lad was burdened with guilt."

The kid's parents were called in and
told that they had a "problem child."

They immediately started running their

vastly amused little brat around a course
of psychiatric clinics. At the three-quar-

ter-mile post, a sensible psychiatrist

finally broke through the parents' anxie-

ties to reveal that there was nothing very
much wrong with their child except a per-

fectly normal impulse to tell a good story,

and even stretch the truth a bit if it

pleased his audience.

Dangers in Psychiatric Jargon

Almost every physician can certify to

the dangers, the far from imaginary dan-
gers, that arise when patients have swal-

lowed a mess of psychiatric jargon they
cannot digest. Many severe diseases first

show themselves through symptoms such
as headaches, stomach pains, nervous-

ness, dizziness, nausea or insomnia. The
normal patient avoids rushing to the doc-
tor every time he notes a symptom. But
continued attacks usually bring him
around for a checkup.

Increasingly, however, physicians are

coming across cases which have ignored
these clear danger signs despite long per-

sistence, simply because they have heard
that they are the common physical com-
plaints of neurotics who really have noth-

ing "organically" wrong with them.
When such people finally discover that

their troubles are very real indeed, their

disease may have advanced far enough
to require prolonged treatment or an oth-

erwise unnecessary operation.

At the opposite pole are the patients

who have been so thoroughly sold on the

deep significance of their slightest neu-

rotic traits that they refuse to believe that

they are only slightly off the beam. Such
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,ndcr from doctor to doctor,

tention. Unable to get to a

,t, many of them end up in the

quacks unscrupulous faith

|dvocates oi strange semircli-

, and all that host of others, on

border line of medicine, who

ore interested in probing the

,cketbook than his mind.

ie psychiatric scare-campaign

orm of astronomical statistics.

J Health Bulletin, foi e.xam-

,ly warns us that "13 per cent

Jren between live and fifteen

,p behavior difficulties requir-

ional assistance.

ne third of all children under

of age." it tells us. 'are pre-

avior problems which, if not

:orrected. will lead to personal

ilemmas."

;earch Council on Problems

informs us that "2. 250.000

drink to excess. Seven hun-

jfty thousand," it adds, "are

Idicts."

iel Blain, chief of the Neuro-

Division of the Veterans Ad-

recently stated in Mental

[at "8,000.000 Americans are

jlti some form of mental dis-

jonality disorder."

we really riding to bedlam on

"T vave of neuroses? Are we all

"
or heading for a crack-up at

ted rate?

other . . . there is good reason
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what lurks behind some of

or opei itistics that are being fed to

chiatric fraternity, which sel-

on anything, has been almost

in playing up the mental dis-

covered through the draft

lich occurred among soldiers

uring the war. Dr. William

.r, for example, recently ad-

JAmerican College of Physi-

imenting on the Army's

ie said: "It surely reflects . . .

of living had not prepared

ican youths for such de-

irobably indicates a critical

s of the American family. It

ajor challenge to American

-and under the headline

Seen in Neurotic Ills"—Dr.

words seemed shocking in-

:same Dr. Menninger. three

(testifying before a Senate

libout the psychiatric dis-

the Army, was careful to

se figures in infinitely more
|rms. "Many of these indi-

then said, "are in better

health than when lhc\ entered the Army,
a great majority are symptom-free, and
few have required further hospital care.

It is sale to assume that a high percentage

of the individuals discharged from the

Army for neuropsychiatric causes are

working in civilian life and that, indi-

\iduall\ and collectively, they are essen-

tially wo different from other members
of community life."

Psychiatrists shout about the 1,750.000

men rejected for service on psychiatric

mounds—a figure six times higher in

World War II than in the first World
War. But they seldom add an explana-

tion that the draft cut far deeper in this

war than in the last, affecting older age

groups and tearing husbands from fam-

ilies. Nor db they seem to make much
allowance for the fact that most of the

men drafted in the first war never were

screened by psychiatrists at all.

They Don't Tell the Whole Story

Like grim prophets of doom they bring

forth the shocking news that 327,000 sol-

diers and sailors were discharged during

the war for psychiatric reasons. But one
looks in vain for the further explanation

that this was only about 2 per cent of the

armed forces or that some men were in

combat for periods longer than the entire

span of America's active participation in

World War I.

When consideration is given to these

factors, the scare-figure of "8.000.000

mentally diseased Americans" begins to

seem just a mite less frightening. For
that gigantic total is not the result of a

careful census. It is derived simply by
extension of the draft statistics to the en-

tire population.

Included in it are millions who hold

down jobs, marry, raise children and live

to a ripe old age without ever going off

the reservation. They may all suffer

from "personality disorders," they may
be neurotic, overtimid. overbold, occa-

sionally depressed, undersexed, over-

sexed or badly inhibited. But the vast

majority of them will never end up in

a padded cell-

If all of these people—including you
and me. Dear Reader—could get some
psychiatric attention, there is not the

slightest doubt that many of them would
be far happier, far more effective in their

jobs and far less irritating to themselves

and their families and friends and neigh-

bors. But the realities of simple arithme-

tic make that impossible. In all America,
there are only about 4,000 psychiatrists.

Nearly 2,500 of them are holding down
jobs in mental institutions. That leaves

only 1,500 certified psychiatric special-
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Kentucky's finest straight Bourbon
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THIS WHISKEY IS 6 YEARS OLD • STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • BERNHEINI DISTILLING COMPANY, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY.

ists available for sonic 140,000,000 of the

rest of us. Obviously, the psychiatric

specialists cannot even see all ol us.

much less cure us it we need a cure.

It is true that there arc 600,000 pa-

tients in mental hospitals—and there

would be more if these hospitals were not

too overcrowded to accept them. Yet a

substantial and growing proportion of
these patients are suffering from the dis-

eases of old age—senile dementia and
hardening of the arteries. A good pari

of the apparent increase in our mental
hospital population is due to the fact that

more people live longer nowadays— long
enough to develop degenerative diseases

of old age. Careful studies, especially in

the Massachusetts State Hospitals, indi-

cate that, except for the aged, there has
been little it any increase in severe men-
tal disease in the last forty years.

But when we leave the psychotics and
turn to the people with emotional dis-

turbances, the neurotics, what do we
find? Once again, the figures can be made
to give almost any answer you are look-

ing for. .If, you spend your lifetime as

psychiatrists do. interviewing and treat-

ing disturbed people, you tend to get a

very special and very dismal view. You
emphasize the 8,000»0()0 you think are

sick. You tend to forget the 133.000,000
who never come to your attention.

As Dr. Burlingame has put it, "It's

about time we told people that at least

90 per cent of them—maybe more—are

within the normal zone. Sure they worry.
Sure they have bad dreams, think evil

thoughts, get pie-eyed now and then.

But show me the man who doesn't have
these troubles—ever—and you will be
showing me a real candidate for psychi-

atric treatment."

It is precisely because so many of the

symptoms of emotional illness are also

the symptoms of physical illness that the

scare campaign to emphasize our mental
ills is so dangerous. Here is a list of six-

teen most common complaints of neu-
rotic veterans, compiled by Dr. Maurice
H. Greenhill of Durham, North Carolina:

Weakness
Depression
Irritability

Sensitivity to noise
Dizziness

Excessive perspiration

Dislike of crowds
Fatigability

Restlessness

Anxiety dreams
Loss of appetite

Palpitation

Tremor
Insomnia
Nausea
Backache

All of these symptoms may be signs of

neurosis, of deep-seated emotional mal-

adjustment. But they may also be the

warning signals of physical disease.

So take it easy, brother! Chances are

you're not headed foi a hri

Even it you are, remember that

not too main places in this conn
you can see a psychiatrist.

But can a doctor, an ordina
help you.' Thai depends on t

I here arc still some doctors
emotionally disturbed patier

brush them oil as "cranks," hypi

acs or nuisances But these ar

ingly in the minority, there
reason to think that mild cases
sis can get just as good a break (s

a better one) from a general pr;

Dr. Denker Proves His P

This was demonstrated recen

to the chagrin ol some psvchial

study by Dr. Peter J. Denker
chiatrist at New York's great

Hospital. Dr. Denker careful
all the reports he could rind c

suits achieved in treating nei

psychiatrists and psychoanal;
and abroad. In several thoua
he found specialists claiming i

or improvement rate of betwe
cent and 70 per cent.

Then Dr. Denker went to tl

the Equitable Life Assurance S
took 500 consecutive cases of p
were receiving insurance corr

because they were incapaciti

neurosis and were unable to wc
were not border-line cases. A
had been ill and totally incapai

work for at least three monl
their claims were allowed, and <

were treated by general practiti

Surprisingly enough, Dr.

found that 44.6 per cent of the

were able to give up their insur

pensation and return to work
year. Another 27 per cent acl

parent cure in between one and
Thus general practitioners we
restore to normal life 71.6 p
these 500 emotionally sick pec

10 per cent remained on the sic

five years.

Such figures do not mean,
that there is no need for ps

Far from it. We need thous;

than we now have. And ai

practitioner worth his salt

when he has done his best for

and when he must, if he only c;

patient over to a specialist. Bu
ker's figures do show that simr

therapy, reassurance and treal

"family doctor" can often wor 't

So relax, brother. Don't let

figures scare you.
The odds are all in favor <

maining just as normal as an;

remain in a pretty wacky wor
you do catch yourself heac

breakdown, talk it over with y
doctor before you buy your:

way ticket to the nearest loon

The End
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"I don't want to seem unkind, son, but I think

it's time voir started to nibble a little grass'
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untainted by the white man. Shy of

meeting white men. they nevertheless are

friendly to the rare visitor, in contrast

to the Chavantes and Yanayguas, who
waylay and murder strangers.

But their fantastic tribal customs
would convince a visitor from the civi-

lized world that he had stepped into the

land of nightmares!
The Bororos probably number no

more than 2.000, scattered in a couple of

dozen villages. Nomadic hunters, living

on wild animals and fish killed with bows
and arrows, plus wild fruits and roots,

they construct their villages with no idea

of permanence. When they have ex-

hausted the game in the vicinity, they

leave and seek an untouched part of the

jungle, usually building on a riverbank.

They make no attempt to grow food.

They do keep dogs for hunting.

Conventional Native "Costume"

The Bororos daily daub themselves a

uniform red from head to foot with the

pulp of a wild fruit called urucum, both
for decoration and for protection against

insects. They cut their straight black

hair in a long bob with bangs. They
pluck out all other hair on their bodies,

including their eyelashes. Each has his

lower lip and the septum of his nose
pierced for insertion of monkey-bone
ornaments.
They consider themselves neither nude

nor immodest. Once they have under-
gone the tribal initiation rites at puberty
—rites not unlike a fraternity "hell

week"—the girls don a two-inch square
of cloth, suspended apron fashion from
a string around the waist. And the boys
wear a ba, a small strip of reed formed
into a funnel; a "full-dress" ba, for cere-

monial occasions, has a two-inch "flag"

attached.

The two important men in a Bororo
village are the chief and the medicine
man. The chief is usually the largest and
strongest male and the bravest hunter; he
keeps his position only so long as he re-

tains his physical superiority. The medi-
cine man, however, is invariably the

shrewdest person in the village.

The medicine man attends seriously ill

members of the tribe and predicts the

exact time when his "incurable" patients

will die. To maintain his professional

reputation, he then commits murder

—

and does so many times during his life-

time.

I witnessed one typical instance. The
patient was a husky male Bororo, about
twenty-five, who contracted pneumonia
on a hunting trip.

With the sick man's family and friends,

I watched the medicine man's first "treat-

ment." A grotesque figure—his face
painted black, gleaming white bones in

his nose and lower lip; his feather head-
dress and skirt of loose palm fronds wav-
ing—the medicine man shook his gourd
rattles and contorted about the sick man,
who squatted glumly on the hut's earthen
floor, his chin on his knees. The medi-
cine man shouted and wailed at the evil

spirits that had invaded the sick man's
body, and blew in his patient's ears and
spat in his face to force them to loosen
their tenacious hold.

After nearly an hour of this, without
any visible improvement in his patient,

the medicine man halted his performance
and came out of the hut. Dramatically
he looked around into the circle of awed,
waiting faces clustered about the door-
way. Then he raised his left hand toward
the sky:

"Meri, meri. meri . .
." he counted on

his fingers. "Three suns he will see.

Then he will die!"

There was a gasp from the sick man's
wife, and then a low, howling moan. The
others looked frightened.

AT HOME WITH THE JUNGLE GIANTS
Continued from page 40

The medicine man savored for a long
moment the fear of the unknown which
he had inspired. Then he strode

brusquely through the group and disap-

peared into his own hut.

At sunset on the third day, the sick

man. though flat on his back, was still

alive. When the medicine man arrived,

he was in the hut only a moment before
the sick man's wife and children filed out,

at his orders. In the last-lading twilight,

1 made my way behind the hut and
worked a small opening in the thatched
straw—enough to see into the dim in-

terior.

The medicine man muttered some-
thing and quickly squatted astride the

man's chest. He slipped a rope under
the man's back, tied it across his chest,

and inserted a short stick under the knot.

Then, raising his voice to shout at the

stubborn evil spirit—and, incidentally, to

drown out sounds of the sick man's cries

—he quickly tightened the rope by turn-

ing the stick, tourniquet fashion. In a
few minutes the medicine man came out

"See!" he exclaimed, as he exhibited
the insects. "That's what made your knee
ache. I got them out!"

The medicine man's cure for snake bite

consisted of similar nuimho jumbo. And
most of Ins snake-bite patients recovered.
But this is due entirely to the lavs of av-

erages. Only one out of four snakes that

bite is poisonous, and only one quarter
of the poisonous snakes discharge a dose
large enough to be lethal.

I he medicine man's racket naturally
is well paid. No game brought in from
the hunt can be eaten until he exorcises it

of its evil spirit— in return for which he
always selects the choicest cut for him-
self.

Bororos do not believe in any Happy
Hunting Ground. Life after death for

them is an unhappy, forced wandering
about with .the hope, or evil spirits, a wan-
dering in which they successively inhabit

the bodies of frogs, snakes and alligators,

eventually progressing to become deer,

the legendary ancestors of the tribe.

On one of my visits, I saw the funeral

'We look at things differently, I suppose. You can't forget that curly-haired

sergeant, and I cant help thinking of those poor old American taxpayers"

COLLIER 'S HANK KFICHAM

of the hut and in a loud voice summoned
his patient's relatives.

In an oratorical manner, the medicine
man informed the gaping relatives that

he had struggled mightily to oust the evil

spirit: that he finally had succeeded in

driving it out. However, just as he had
predicted—and at this point the old ras-

cal fairly oozed triumphant self-satisfac-

tion—the sick man had lived to see only

three more suns. He was now dead.

Executions are the province of the

medicine man. He alone decides whether

a baby is too weak to grow up into a

strong Bororo, and he carries out his own
decisions. A mother who gives birth to a

child before her preceding child can walk
must hand over the newborn to the medi-
cine man to kill.

One baby, plus the entire family's

household goods, is all she can carry

when the tribe travels.

The medicine man uses spectacular

trickery (and psychology) to effect his

"cures." I once watched one treating a

Bororo for a "pain in the knee." which
was probably rheumatism. He first

pranced around the patient, yelling and
making menacing faces at the ailing knee
in order to exorcise the evil spirit within.

Then he squatted and applied his mouth
to tbs knee. After vigorously sucking at

it for minutes, he rose and spat out a
mouthful of ants.

of the chief's son. The death, as usual,

had occurred during the medicine man's
final visit (and at the predicted hour).

The funeral ceremonies extended over
eight days.

Immediately after the medicine man
had announced the boy's death and left,

the parents and their relatives and friends

grouped themselves about the corpse,

and the wake began. To the accompani-
ment of wailing, snorting of wooden bass

flutes and barking of calabash trumpets,

the child's father—his hair cut close to

his head to show his bereavement

—

recited his dead son's virtues, and the

mother slashed herself with a sharpened
mussel shell and smeared her body with

her own blood, while women relatives

jerked her hair out, a few strands at a

time.

At sunset, the noisy wake stopped, and
the corpse was wrapped in a palm leaf

mat and carried to the public playground.
There it was buried shallowly, under 10

inches of earth.

Each evening at sunset, for a week the

dead boy's family chanted beside the lit-

tle mound and poured water over the

grave. The grisly purpose of this water-

ing was to hasten decay and loosen the

flesh.

On the morning of the seventh day, the

hope were summoned with shrill blasts

of a bamboo whistle. The medicine man,

t

in a horrendous painted mask
male assistants went through
stamping nance, symbolically i

hope to show themselves
As the dance progressed, f

assistants withdrew and. dropj
lours, imitated the lunging and
ol a tapir thus becoming
lives nl the hope.

The medicine man and the
dancers now began, with much
arms and shouting, to drive t hi

back to force them to res* a
corpse. And the hope, sne
lunging about on all fours,

backed up toward the village

a sudden signal, the hope caj

the medicine man's other ai<

into horses by dropping on all

the now eager hope jumped
backs and galloped back to

son's grave. They quickly di |p

squatted about the little m<
clawed at it with their hands
moment, however, as it was i

bolical.

While the dead boy's paren
tives, together with the rest o
watched silently, the medicine
a large fire and flung into it

deceased's belongings, so th

happy spirit in company wit

could not return to haunt t

Then, with more incantations
cine man placed his palm-lea
cloak on the boy's grave, and

Early the next morning bef<

Iage had awakened, the five I

represented the hope dug up
ing corpse, scraped off all th

be disposed of by vultures) a

and dearticulated the skelei

they placed the bones in a lit

the center of the village p
topping them with the skull. ;

quietly, for the tribe always
pretense that it doesn't know t

of these five hope.

Rites Over a Prince's B s

When the village awoke t fin

bones all prepared, the dead bo II

and her women relatives da ed

bodies with a black paste o ifai

and fish oil, and the men pa a
faces with black arabesques nd

bodies red. They squatted iia

about the dead boy's bones.ula

colorful feather headdress onMi
and began the all-day bakor(*,a
neral sing. They halted at sur It.

In the dark, the medicine la

his ten black-faced aides sc ped

child's bones into a little b |«

jumping into five canoes, p dlec

lently up the river into a qui I

walled by dark jungle grovi.

maneuvered four canoes into a)>ui

cle surrounding the fifth. The )ne ij|

in each canoe raised an aigi w
roarer, the sacred noisemakerfced'il

for burials

Unwinding these—a bull-r rer it

thin-edged, two-foot stick at A
two yards of rope to a longer iskj

as a handle—the Indians, a)*-

from the medicine man, simi

flung the edged sticks in the i

means of the handle sticks, be

swinging them about their 1

first, the rotating blades ma'

roaring sound; then, as the

faster, the roaring became hij

While one man whirled his si

notes were of a deep, omin
tural bass, another achieved

more angry note, a third bee

and demanding, and the fou

his tempo rapidly, so the vc

whirling blade changed from

bass to a shrill scream and bat

The men started wailing ag;

in a lamenting tone, then tl
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Leadership Without Question

What is this Dodge leadership? Well, for

one thing, it's the first car in history to give

you the full combination of Floating Power,

All-Fluid-Drive and Full Floating Ride.

Another leadership is the thing called style.

People like the looks of the Dodge very much
indeed. Even when there were only a few

in the country, many folks thought they saw

a million.

There's nothing for you to do but get the

truth of these things for yourself. Dodge has

been 'up there' for a long time. Come along

with us.

Lowest Priced Car

with Fluid-Drive
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You make it like this !

Instantly in the cup! Just add boiling water— that's

all ! And sniff that grand aroma

!

M)U love It like this f

It tastes so good! It's such rich, full-bodied coffee!

You never tasted finer

!

/-and you sleet? like this i

Imagine a coffee so quick, so rich and delicious,

that lets you sleep even though you're affected by
caffein in ordinary coffee! Instant Sanka is 97%
caffein-free

!

INSTANT SANKA

COFFEE
The only instant coffee that's caffein-free!

Drink It and Sleep!

A Product of General Foods

rose and became angry, menacing, the

tempo of their chant speeded, and the

bull-throated moaning and the shrill

screams of their whirling trige became
more demanding, more threatening. And
in the midst of this, the masked medicine
man suddenly stood up in his canoe. Lift-

ing the basket containing the boy's bones
high in his hands, with a final scream of

defiance at the waiting hope, he hurled it

into the black water.

I have visited several Bororo tribes

and always have been impressed with the

craftsmanship the men display in mak-
ing their weapons, ornaments and tools.

They are painstaking. Using a chipped
mussel shell for scraping and leaves of

the lixeira tree, which are like sandpaper,
for polishing, they will devote two days
to making a single arrow. They decorate
their bows with colorful feathers, fur

and inlaid mother-of-pearl. Their six-

foot arrows have bone or hardwood
heads, and they use several types—one
with a device making it whistle in flight.

Women Skilled in Domestic Crafts

The women weave the cloti that is

used for hammocks, their own little

aprons, the shawl-like slings in which
they carry their babies, and the base for

the tribe's beautiful feather cloaks; and
the women also do all the other work,
including digging for roots, securing wild

fruit, berries and palm hearts, collecting

firewood and, of course, anything else

necessary for the personal comfort of
their lords and masters.

Bororo girls are betrothed e< rly, often

when only eight years old, althaugh they
do not marry until several years later.

When a youth decides upon his bride to

be, he calls on her parents with a gift ^nd
discusses the matter. If the parents can-

sent, the couple become engaged. Wr en-

ever the young man wants to set up
housekeeping, he calls again with ano her

gift, and the girl's parents deliver her to

his hut.

However, neither girls nor boys are

required to remain chaste until marriage.

And Bororo fathers have no compunc-
tions about selling an unmarried daugh-
ter's virtue to a visiting prospector or

cowboy. But if the girl should present

the tribe with a blue-eyed or kinky-

haired baby, the medicine man quickly

disposes of it.

The average family has no more than
three or four children, due to the high

infant mortality rate and the tribe's ruth-

less custom of infanticide, eliminating

the weak and the imperfect as well as the

racially impure. However, Bororo par-

ents are kind to their children, and a

Bororo male is proud of his fatherhood
and always ready to point out his sons.

I once witnessed a naming ceremony
for a baby boy. (Girls aren't named:
they are considered merely adjuncts of

the men.)
Before dawn, the parents, their rela-

tives and friends prepared the youngster,

just able to toddle, by daubing him from
head to foot with a resinous pitch, then

coating him thickly with small, soft red

and white breast feathers of egret and
macaw.

Just at sunrise, the medicine man took

the birdlike little toddler and sat him
down facing the sun, with a circle formed
by the Indians. Then he pierced the little

boy's lower lip with a sharp, bone-
pointed instrument decorated with bright

feathers. Then he intoned, softly:

"Piadudu . . . Piadudu ... I name you
'Hummingbird' . .

."

And the entire company, in a soft, gen-

tle chant, repeated after him the name
the medicine man had chosen:

". . . Piadudu . . . Piadudu . .
."

One of the odd sights of a Bororo vil-

lage is the domesticated macaws, the

noisy, four-foot parrots whose brilliant

plumage seems exotic even in the jungle.

The Bororos keep these birds not for

eggs or meat, but for their feathers, which

they use in headdresses and beau

finely woven feathei cloaks. Ami as

suit the squawking macaws mi:

naked as the Indians, and as uglyu
plucked, long-necked birds can
The Bororos are expcit hun

though their only weapons are

arrows. Infinitely patient in

game, they often creep up to wi

feet of their quarry. They win
hours on a riverbank until a
swims close enough to be im
an arrow.

I attended a big celebration 01

in honor of the slaying of a tiger

the women barbecued the can
a big fire, the men stayed their

with palm beer. (When the

carved out of the clustered lea

top of a palm, the sweet sap
the cavity and ferments. The
method of imbibing is athlel

shinny up the tree with a hollo*

dip this in the liquid, and suck

much palm beer as they want, then

down the tree.) I also passed aro (

bottle of rum, so by the time we i]

to eat. all the men were feeling hap

Everyone sliced a chunk of meal

the carcass and gorged himself

palm hearts, cassava-root ca

fruit.

The chief arose suddenly
squatting circle around the

sonorous voice he began recitini

portant events of the hunt,

called on the other hunters,

gave his full-blown version of

inflating the part he and his

played, of course. The women
dren listened, awed, standing

the background. Afterward,

ting men all rose for the dance.

The musicians assembled
community hall—with bass fli

bash trumpets and an odd-lo<

rinalike instrument of mussel

ctioi
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Dramatic Action in Tiger Dai

I s»

I Stan

for he

Bat, som

n. and m

fcrtoclo

Mas! or

he awoke

d by the

•as still a

The opening of the dance
by an Indian who suddenly ran

village from the edge of the jungle ,

tically imitating the tiger's mating

an enormous trumpet. As he

forth his spine-prickling roar, a

Indian plunged into the firelight. \

the skm of a large tiger and a mi fc' al'

of the tiger's head.

Then, while the trumpeter

roaring, the Indian in the tigei

and ran in sudden breathless

wove about in sinuous, grai

ments that were an astonisl

ble imitation of a tiger. The
was climaxed by a re-enactmi

afternoon's hunt, in which the

the tiger skin repeatedly chari

visible enemies, and bit at the
"

shot into him, and finally "died.'

Abruptly the big bass flutes br
snort, the calabash trumpets bar

the Indians with ocarinas b

shrill-voiced shells.

Twoscore painted and befeal

roro men, with gourd rattles

hands and anklets and bracelt

tling seed pods, began a slo'

circling about the fire—sta

ing crab fashion from heel

ing from side to side—at the

chanting in a weird, stirri

Abruptly the women, outside

began dancing an accompanime
ing arms, striding forward six

ward the circling men, then ba

The Indian in the tiger skin, «

circle, still pranced and roi

charged.

After watching for an hour

wearily sought my hammock or

of the village and crawled u

mosquito netting. I woke up

tarily near dawn. The big bass fl

still snorting, the ocarinas were

and the barks of the calabasl

hoarsely staccato.

The End

m.

&
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MAN RUNNING
Continued from page 25

ief as real as the bright day
od—as if the present were

I re, and with this feeling

o bnviction of ultimate right-

s :y-

tly down the companion
lain cabin door, opened it

sping under a rug on the

I ith an arm crooked so that

inder the side of his head.

was easy and quiet. Last

I not seen his face except

i look at him.

i her women have noticed

I leep reveals more of him-
I >st other times; the strength

:ss of him, the intelligence

:y, the fundamental good-

iS is there to see if you are

|
of him in relation to your-

1 I saw. For one thing he
a paragon; he would be a

if you were not careful,

here is much sense in the

ng lines in jaws, and broad
e-set eyes and all the other

s of the man who weakens
women. This one had a

ose with two thin white

e bone was close under
yes, I thought, were prob-
ray. He was long in body
only exceptional point in

hat, as I say, I liked the

nd this had not happened
the same extent.

ly standing there reached
fcp for he stirred, made a

iroat, somewhere between
pan, and moved his mouth.
|her to close the door and
leakfast or stay here to be

: he awoke. He would not

a pleasant consciousness.

fced by the fact that in his

[was still a stranger, while
he had ceased to be one

(ally early; which was the

]
suppose I would have to

that I had a secret heart.

idenly that his eyes were
the haze of first-waking

Then they focused on me,
pween his eyebrows wrin-
frown. His lips moved

and spoke a name. But it came out of

his sleeping and was not mine.

"No," I said as amiably as I could.

"I'm Eve Gill."

Then the shock of full consciousness

struck him. Memory with fear, all the

dreadfulness of the night before flooded

his mind, his face, his eyes. He moved
violently, throwing off the rug and sat

there in shirt and trousers looking very

rumpled but not at all unappetizing.

"You're the girl
—

" he began and
broke off to look at me. He was seeing

me, of course, only as a factor in the situ-

ation, which irritated me almost as much
as being called by someone else's name.
Then he was in a hurry wanting to

know what had been happening while he

wasted time in sleeping like that.

"Nothing at all in this part of the

country," I told him, "but I wouldn't like

to say the same about the parts you left."

"The papers
—

" he looked around the

cabin a little wildly.

"Don't reach the house until after ten.

It's now twenty to nine. We won't talk

until we've had breakfast," I said. "You'll

find a bathroom through there. There's

a razor and so on in the cupboard over

the basin. Can you shave in cold water

—

or would you like to wait until I've

heated some? It doesn't take a minute—

"

"Cold is fine, thank you." He was
pulling himself together, deciding to take

up life again in the best way he could,

with attention to ordinary things. It was
the right thing to do, of course, but there

were people who would have taken

longer to make a start at it. He had back-

bone, even if his feet ran a shade too

readily.

I left him then, and went to the galley

where I was grateful for our rule that the

Peacock's dry food stores must be kept

up even in harbor. I made coffee, ome-
lets, and large slices of toast for the

honey, the salty heather honey our bees

find in the wild flowers of the marshes,
and without which I cannot feel the day
has begun properly.

When I took the tray to the cabin
Jonathan had finished in the bathroom,
and looked better already. I was able

to see him as he must have appeared
before last night: a man of good back-
ground, ability and assurance in what-
ever his job might be, who dressed well

but without too much attention to the

affinities between tie and socks or shade
of shirt in relation to suit, matters about

"Psstl Comment on the new coat"

jS5*

//
Let's not mix our Geology

with - er - ah - girls \"

was saying: I was discussing igneous

Basalt . . .You know, Nick, that IS a

striking shirt, if I may say so. That
waist, for instance . .

.

NICK : Yeah! That's the Arrow " Mitoga"
trade-mark design. Follows your body's

lines, see? Another thing about Arrows,

Sir: they tote that Sanforized label.

Means "fabric shrinkage held to 1%."

NICK: Girls? Bu-bu-but, Sir! I wasn't

doing anything wrong.

PROF: Perhaps not, my boy. But Nancy
and er— that Jean devoted my lecture

on Mesozoic Tectonics to observing you
and discussing you—audibly. And favor-

ably, I might add.

NICK: Ah— those kids! They talk-talk-

talk-talk.

PROF: Quite so, Nick. But I dislike my
discourses on Basalt structures to be

broken by hoarse confidences anent your
"good looks"— as they were. They ad-

mired your shirt collar, too.

NICK : This? Why, it's just an ArrowCol-
lar, Professor. All the smart dressers wear
'em because they're the best lookers.

PROF: Is that so, now? But—er— as I

PROF : Does it, really? Nick, perhaps one

day would er—indicate the establishment

where one purchases these fine shirts.

What? You'll take me there yourself?

GOOD! Thank you, my boy! Perhaps
my girls will then pay a little attention

to my lectures

—

NICK: "Pay attention!" Professor,

they'll CLIMB ON YOUR DESK! That's

a promise

!

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

ARROW SHIRTS
$325 . $395 . $475
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The snowman who came to dinne

He rolled in along about last January.

He was onlv going to stav for dinner . . .

But then he found out thev always served

that cool, delicious Goehel Beer.

So he"s been hanging around ever since.

GOEBEL BEER
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Inen show considerable pas-

ned at the sight of food.

I'm hungry!" he said, and 1

as the first entirely natural,

everyday thing I had as yet

y-

ickered over me with some
thought, of me as a person,

as the provider of the food
badly. I felt, without need,

legs were rather noticeably

ature of me. There were
n, the towel coat being just

t as the bathing suit, which
suppose, have been shorter.

i my great pleasure he no-

y's peculiar and particular

alone would have been
ut him in the very small

pie for whom I feel affec-

i about the bees and the

ut the house, about Father,

:, the village, the backwater,

and altogether generally

it went on in this quiet cor-

I did not dilate, however,
imodore's occasional out-

i crime beyond saying that
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"All right. It's like this. You asked
me for a job and I had one going. They
would have to believe it. The name you
are calling yourself as far as I am con-

cerned is, let's say. Singer—Alfred
Singer. If you don't like Alfred

—

"

"It'll do," he said. "Go on."

"So however much the police describe

you in the papers, and they can't publish

a picture since there isn't one, how am I

or anyone else to recognize you? De-
scriptions like that fit thousands of

people. What motive could I have in

sheltering you?"
He thought a moment, frowning.

"I wish I really knew what it was,"
he said, more to himself than to me.
My motive 'was the last thing in the

world I wished to discuss with him, so I

said briefly, "Let's stop moiling over my
side of this. I told you last night we
need help over this picture affair."

We ate nectarines. I could see what
was in his mind now. It became too much
for him to hold, and the words came out:

"I hope to God she's all right."

I said as casually as possible, "Why not

talk about last night a bit? It won't hurt

me and it may help you—getting it off

your chest."

jf his early days in South
and again created excite-

at I could see Jonathan was
|
The Old Woman in a

jnd it difficult to reconcile

Ices in which he had found
with which he was now

pitly determined we were to

]low which darkened even
vhich filled the cabin, its

Id not be denied much
lought it best to turn to it

. you," I said. "If you feel

kbout things, please won't
[you know you are as safe

In be, and that, I am going

ft would do you good."
: me with haunted eyes,

^ou do, except in the most
se? I must get on, out of

I can. Every minute I

with you, you are more
lived."

ghtened. Wouldn't it take

g? I would say you asked
offered you a job and you

J
You mean to do with that

(That would be as bad a

nothing! This ketch has
lo look after it. You know
|ts, don't you? Everybody

do. I've sailed a bit.

|as this." He looked at me

iugust 16, 1947

He looked at me; he was obviously by
nature a reticent man.

But it was too late to distrust me.
"You see," he said, "she's all alone

now. I've had to clear out and leave her
to it. I'd meant to keep close, in the back-
ground, and see her through the worst of
it. He wouldn't let her have any friends

—

his damnable jealousy was always taking
care of that. His friends won't care what
they do to her. And she's sensitive,

terribly sensitive. . .
."

Selecting another nectarine, and again
casually without looking at him, I sug-
gested he should begin at the beginning.

After another pause he did so and,
once started, the whole story came tum-
bling into words. The cabin, which until

then had held only the two of us, filled

with the presence of Charlotte Inwood
and his absorbing interest in her, his

devotion. I felt suddenly far away from
him, as though the table between us
widened swiftly like a vast plain, making
me smaller and smaller in his conscious-
ness.

I listened with all my ears, not daring
to interrupt with questions lest I break
the preoccupation in his recent past
which enabled him to talk so unre-
servedly. He was so sure their love affair

had not been noticed by anyone; he clung
to this as the one straw to save her from
the flood of their disaster even though he
drowned for lack of one for himself.

"So you see," he finished, "how shock-
ingly difficult things may turn out for her.

Although I can't see how, they may find

some evidence of my knowing her. As

things are I might have been doing so
badly as an architect that I had to knock
someone on the head for what he had on
him—or in his safe. And being an archi-

tect I might logically have chosen a

millionaire building contractor. That
will be the police explanation."
"Are you—I mean were you doing

badly as an architect?" I asked.
"Not very well. I've only been out of

the army a few months -and I'm a free

lance in a world of combines and govern-
ment industry."

"I don't know you very well, of course,

but wouldn't murder for profit be rather
out of character? And apart from that,

don't architects have a good deal to do
with builders? I'm trying to reassure you
about Charlotte. Won't the police be in-

clined to look first for a business con-
nection between you and Inwood? He
doesn't sound a pleasant type. You may
have quarreled with him—

"

"He was a perfect swine," Jonathan
said. "He was asking to be murdered by
someone."

"There you are. That will come out
and I'm sure they'll decide there was a
business connection. The chief point is,

of course, that lf.ck of motive isn't likely

to be bothering them when there's such
direct evidence against you—the wine
merchant seeing you. It's when they can't

see who did it that they look around for

a motive which will lead them to the

criminal."

"I see the point. You seem to know a

lot about these things."

"Naturally," I said in my gun moll's

voice.

"Oh, yes—" He looked at me, puzzled
again because he could not reconcile me
with a life of crime.

"Another thing," I went on. "If this

Freddy Williams man is really a friend of

hers, and he seems to be if she can rely

on him to the extent of asking him not to

give away the fact that she wasn't with
him all the evening—well, she isn't quite

alone. He'll see her through."

THIS thought, which should have
pleased him, did not. I can't say I ex-

pected that it would; but I couldn't resist

putting it forward. I was beginning even
then to feel that Charlotte was not quite

the helpless clinging vine he liked to

think she was, and I suppose I was watch-
ing out for every opportunity to under-
mine his feelings for her. After all, I

already knew I hated her worse than
poison.

There was an interruption; the flat

phut-phut sound of Father's motor-
driven bath chair, which became louder

as it neared the beach, meant he wanted
me for something. I told Jonathan to

keep quiet where he was. Father couldn't

come any closer than the beach unless I

fetched him in the dinghy.

I went on deck. The bath chair stopped
at the end of the path, before the pebbled
slope down to the water. He only wanted
to say something. He said it in his best

quarter-deck voice:

"Take the Daimler and drive over to

Lowestoft and fix up a crew! I want to

cross tomorrow or next day!"
My first instinct was to argue, but I had

a second thought; this was really exactly

what I wanted. I waved acknowledg-
ment; he started up the little engine and
phut-phutted back to the house, and I

went below again.

"By tonight," I told Jonathan, "you'll

be an accredited member of this ship's

crew, and by the day after tomorrow, if

not before, you'll be somewhere off the

coast of Holland. On Saturday, when
we're in Amsterdam, I'll find you some-
where to live. You can then jump ship.

You'll have enough money to look
around for a job and start a new life."

His reaction to the plan did not sur-

prise me. He looked blank. Theoreti-

cally it solved his problem, if it came off.

But on the other hand when faced with it

he did not want to put himself out of

///
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th what was happening. She

g hard at his heart.

n unkind impulse to slap him,

ame it. I prepared to leave,

to be back before teatimc. . . .

:ed into a blue linen suit, got out

ler and drove to Lowestoft to

er his crew. The Daimler is

irmous for a two-seater but it

think in. You feel as though
orses are galloping along in

u on silent hoofs, drawing you
on a floating cushion which

gto do with the road. Thoughts
tly after them, objective and

it about Jonathan's story and
did the more awful it seemed,

kid not help feeling that the un-
|infatuated idiot now brushing
.11 ship navigation with the help

sacock's bookshelf was alto-

good for this world, but that

Ian he should leave it by way of

bund his neck for a murder he
lone. For at worst that was
M happen to him; at best he
utterly ruined as Jonathan Pen-
tect.

juld be his reward, if he lived

splicing was part of the act he put on to

convince people, including himself, that

he was a man of the sea. He sported

bright red, dangling mustaches and a

grating voice as dry as the oakum he had
never hammered beneath a caulking iron

(though one suspected he had spent a

considerable period of his early life pick-

ing it).

"Mafeking," I said presently. "Father
wants another crew. A week's trip."

"I thought your old man had settled

down for a bit."

"You know him."
"Yes, I know him. Of course I can dig

up something. . .
."

My view that Mafeking Bostock was
the right person to go to at this moment
was confirmed as the conversation pro-

ceeded. He carried most of it, and him-
self away with it, becoming increasingly

ready to admit that when it came to look-

ing for the man who really wielded power
in the town and harbor of Lowestoft, you
need look no farther than the bench on
which he was sitting.

Before he could pause and remind
himself that man is like to vanity, I put

the suggestion, heart in mouth, that if he
could provide me with a seaman's papers

Gentleman's Agreement

CHAPTER ONE

ABRUPT AS anger, depression plunged through him. It

k was one hell of an assignment.

"You'll find some angle," John Minify said.

"It'll need an angle all right." He squinted his eyes and

looked oS put Minify's shoulder as if he were taking the

measure of some palpable thing there.

"Take your time on it." Minify spoke without urgency.

"I think you might turn out a great job."

Philip Green nodded, not in agreement with the com-

fortable words, but in affirmation of his own estimate of the

pll, for once, they've followed the book exactly as it was written'

CARL ROSE

I? Would he be able to link

Charlotte again when they
Iking for him, to live with her

Jlment of their mutual love?

eem to me to be that kind of
le good reason that Charlotte,

rr, was not that kind of girl.

1 could not see her in the first

prying Mr. Joseph Inwood for

lotives generally found in a

)unts the world well lost for

I went so far as to think

I cling to the world and its

ps with everything she had in

for all she would care, her
it could feed his gallant

worms of disillusion,

was putting forth its best

bloater, rope and dead sea-

I the encouraging sun. I left

ufte yard of the Red Lion, and
to find Mafeking Bostock in

^ttage on the North Quay.
I knows us well; there is noth-
Bdn't do for us if he's in the

Hand him at home. In darned
Hand striped city trousers of
Bity he was sitting on a bench
vay, splicing a rope. He was
Hthe loose ends of rope as

Bfe depended on them. I did
t, although I knew that the
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for which the rightful owner had no
further use, it would enable me to raise

one member of the needed crew myself,

leaving only two to him. He accepted

the idea at once, with a wave of the hand
which implied that nothing was easier.

In point of fact, of course, nothing is

usually more difficult.

Twenty minutes later I had a neat little

packet in my handbag which would go
most of the way toward establishing

Jonathan as John Hobhouse, of 12

Station Villas, Hailsham, who had spent

the last twelve years, including the war,

on various ships of various lines and
companies, mostly in Pacific waters.

Judging by the dates in his certificate, his

home, if indeed it had not long ago
ceased to be that, could not have seen

anything of him for years. I wondered
where he was now, that he had been able

to part with these precious documents.
The remaining two men would report

to the Peacock at Kessingland this after-

noon, which did not give Mafeking much
time to pick out a couple of victims who,
being sufficiently in his toils by black-

mail or debt or whatever other lever

came to his hand, would serve on the

ketch without curiosity and leave her
without troubling their memories about
where she had been.

Afterward I went shopping for John
Hobhouse. The chandler's shop in the

harbor district had all he needed for the

moment: secondhand but very clean
dungarees, a heavy woolen jersey and so

on.

I stowed it all out of the way at the

back of the Daimler, and bethought me
of my own needs. Miss Vandelte had
not made me any underclothes for ages.

It was this almost chance notion to go
to see her which I like to think brought
about another turning point in the story;

this and again the fluke of circumstance
that Sophie, Countess of Inderswick, had
not yet sent for her new nightdress.

I knew it must be Sophie's the moment
I saw it on its puffy silk hanger, cascading
its white satin against the purple flowers

of Miss Vandelte's workroom wallpaper.
Sophie was the only girl I knew who

went to Miss Vandelte and was both rich

enough and shameless enough to have a

nightdress like that, with the lace in the

places where the lace was.
While I looked at it, thinking the sort

of thoughts which it started off, I came
naturally enough to Charlotte again.

Charlotte in her white dress, her ruined
white dress. Stepping out of it in Jona-
than's flat, and Jonathan remembering to

bring her another one. . . .

The purple flowers on Miss Vandelte's
wallpaper were swimming together in the

queerest way.
No woman, and Charlotte was a

woman whatever else she might be.

would have failed to notice the state of
her frock, no matter how frightened and
upset she might be, and she would have
done something about it at once; she
would never have left the house in it.

And after all had she been so upset?

Hadn't she thought up the burglar idea

and been aware of her need for an alibi

before she reached Jonathan?

IN SHORT, she had not been consistent,

and I could explain it in one way only.

She had continued to wear the frock on
purpose.
Why?
Because, by appearing like that at

Jonathan's door, not only distraught

but bloodstained, she had deliberately

shocked him into acceptance of anything
she wanted him to believe.

I did not know why. But it was a

question to which the answer might
possibly produce quite a different picture

from that which Jonathan believed to be
true.

At'the very best it suggested one most
important likelihood: that Charlotte had
not banged down the candlestick on
Joseph's skull with as great an innocence
of intention as she had led Jonathan so

readily to think.

The wallpaper refocused.

"You were saying, Miss Gill?" I hoard
the dressmaker's voice.

"Look, Miss Vandelte. Would you be
very shocked if I said I wanted two com-
plete sets of everything in black. Black.

with pink here and there if you feel your
conscience pricking you?"

"But with pink it is much worse," cried

Miss Vandelte happily. "But you are so

young for black. And for the country,

with your light frocks, and summer just

beginning."

"I think I shall be spending the next

few weeks in London. I've a sort of feel-

ing I'm going to have to be quite sophisti-

cated and move around among people
where that sort of thing would be ex-

pected of me—" Yes, I would go myself
personally to London even if only to take

a look at Charlotte. I might find what I

expected to find; what I wanted to find.

The bank was within two minutes of
closing but I got inside before they shut

the door and had them transfer five

hundred pounds to my credit at their

Piccadilly branch.
I drove home faster than I had ever

driven.

After leaving the main road I turned
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road by a short cut along a

marsh track which brought

uary a hundred yards from
off which the Peacock lay.

>ut of sight of the house and
ifely in three trips to carry

new kit from the car to the

led out to the ketch.

lad to see me, and surprised,

id how far I had managed to

fishing him as a seaman. He
by the John Hobhouse

rs, which were of course

t. The clothes fitted him,

showed signs of cheerfulness.

sense of urgency. I wanted
ire to get to London without

first I had to have as much
as possible from him about
had left, while on my side I

much as possible into the

I told him about Charles,

be sailing as engineer, corn-

crew with the two further

would be arriving this after-

ust say, if asked why he had
board so soon himself, that I

him with Mafeking Bostock
e looking for men.
zed suddenly that all this

It in being out of touch with

,t meant with the situation in

m came into his voice:

ship at Amsterdam, how can
icate? You're the only per-

ly link I can use."

write," I said. "Eve Gill,

, Suffolk. If John Hobhouse
address on a post card, I can

|e English papers and a chatty

d then. It would be per-

|)uld be fine," and he added
"If only you could see Char-

bomment; my intention to see

ras a matter entirely for my-
jid again that he still did not
I was doing all this for him.

(fget we made a bargain," I

ag off the question.

Iiory I took with me was of a

JHi man with sun shining on his

Ihe skylight, and troubled eyes
Wk, doubtful even to suspicion,

was the swaying of the dinghy
Bed across to the dock, but for

ft in my life I understood that

Hi. can really have a sinking

Hive minutes with the Com-
. cefly to make sure he did not
in his plans for Holland.v is fixed up. Bostock had
I the spot, so I brought him
He. The other two will report
H>n. I'll look after things here
re away."
ittngs?"

ftrvey Gill, for one. If we
pared on a trip at the same
Ion after the picture was

>t stolen.'" he scowled at me.
hat she calls it—and no
the police."

H me. Billy Bull rang up this

tt tightened. Billy Bull is

|nt of the East Suffolk Con-

Ihas sharp eyes. "What's the

Jink I'm frightened of Billy

lid, and did not add that I

more reason than he sus-

ts to shoot snipe next
I said he was welcome, al-

ight have to look after him-
ou are going to be here, you
ive him breakfast."
and went upstairs to pack,
went at it slowly, even to
: of the things I would need

I it took less than an hour.
I

I

time until Father was on

board the ketch. I decided on a small
black hat dominated by a soft but so-

phisticated black ostrich feather, a hat
which sometimes I felt had set me back
too many guineas; at other times I did
not, and this was one of them, for it was
the kind of hat which might bolster up
the ego when things were getting it down,
a not unlikely situation as I imagined
the problems with which I was tangling
myself.

A hammering echoed from Charlie's
workshop next to his cottage, and I re-

membered that he would be one of Jona-
than's companions on the Peacock. I

could spare the time to walk over there.

Charlie, whom no one ever calls Bed-
dington, which is his surname, is a queer
one according to the village, which does
not understand him. He is an educated
man, but taciturn even among the Suf-
folk people, who as a rule do not care
for conversation. Also, he is twice the
size of the biggest of his brawny tribe.

When I was little he was like a mountain
to me, and although I am now grown up
and five feet six and a half inches tall, I

LET THE BUYER BEWARE

Show window manikins
Have slenderer xannykins.

—Richard Armour

have to stand well back when I am talk-

ing to him if I want to look him in the

eye without risking my neck. And he is

thick the way an oak tree is thick. His
other characteristics of note are an in-

ventive genius, continuously devoted to

useless ends of a mechanical nature, and
a tenacity of purpose in anything to

which he puts his hand, which most peo-
ple end by calling damned obstinacy. He
is on the Commodore's pay roll as "Chief
Engineer," largely because both of them
like to know the other is around, enjoy-

ing a great but silent admiration for each
other. For me, I like to believe that

Charlie will do anything in the world for

me, and to start Charlie on something is

rather like taking the brake off a steam
roller at the top of a hill. You know it

will get to the bottom all right, but you
also know that the brake isn't going to be
any good if it meets something on the

way.
He was squatting without his shirt like

an animated bronze in the doorway of

the workshop, bashing a sheet of iron

with a five-pound hammer, forcing it by
sheer strength into a shape it had no wish

to be. Pieces of disintegrated tractor
were heaped around him. Leaning against
the bench was the canvas bag he always
takes with him on the Peacock.

I had to shout his name above the din
before he realized I was there.

"I'm not going to Amsterdam," I said,

"but you'll have all the help you'll need
without me. Crew of three. I've just

put one of them aboard. He knows a
bit about engines and small ships, and is

generally intelligent."

"Bostock's men?"
"Yes. Hobhouse—the one I men-

tioned— is likely to be the best of the
three, a cut above the others. He'll want
to be friendly."

"Aren't I always?" he asked defen-
sively.

"Well, he's an educated man."
"Which means that he'll assume the

police are looking for me as well as him."

I
HADN'T meant anything so awk-
wardly likely. But Charlie is very

shrewd; it's no good trying to fool him.
"Maybe," I said, "but he'd never let

you know he was assuming anything
about you."
"You fancy this bloke?" Charlie

lammed the hammer down on the piece

of iron, not maliciously but to disguise

his interest, which is constant, in my
relationships with his sex.

"I like the look of him. He might do
as a permanent member of the establish-

ment. That is, if Father doesn't take
against him for some reason. I'm going
to London for a few days, but you need
not mention that to Father. In case of
emergency you can reach me through
Aunt Florence."

He nodded, and I went back to the

house a little comforted by the thought
that I had probably succeeded in putting

Jonathan under Charlie's faithful wing.
It eased the tension a bit, and I realized it

was nearly two o'clock and that I was
hungry. I ate salad and cheese from a

tray by the fish pool, feeding choice bits

to a carp named Albert, the pool's elderly

inhabitant.

The old house and the older wood, the

flat marshlands and the wide hazy sky,

this was my place and most of me. Far
away to the south, London sprawled,

man-made in another world, slowly
building again where man had laid it in

ruin; dirty, dangerous, nothing to do with

me or my people, but where I had chosen
to fight my very private war. I did not
know the ground nor the hazards. I felt

unarmed and unprepared for their un-
known elements, and the more so when I

had to sit still like this and could con-
template them.

I finished lunch, and took, the tray back
to Mary. I spent twenty minutes checking
over the Daimler, filled the tank, and the

time was still only three minutes past

three. I was getting desperate, and began
to toy with the notion that I would start

now and chance trouble with Father.

I took a firm grip on the impulse and
went up to my own room. I did my hair

and put on the black hat and felt

stronger and a little more patient.

At ten past three the motor of Father's

chair started up. I ran to the end of the

corridor where the window looks down
on the courtyard. Father, accompanied
by the two maids and Fred the handy
man, all loaded with gear and equipment
and odds and ends he would need for the

voyage, was on his way to the beach. On
his knees was a flat brown paper parcel

about the size of Rembrandt's portrait

of The Old Woman in a Shawl. . . .

At four thirty-one I swung the Daimler
around the sharp corner of the turnpike
on to the main London road and put my
foot down hard.

I stopped at Saxmundham a little be-

fore five, to buy the noon editions of the

three London evening papers. I could
see the headlines from ten feet away.
Joseph Inwood may have had only a little

fame in the financial columns on the in-
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was alive, but he had cer-

the front pages with the

I
dying.

,
to the car and digested the

of the same story. There

ay differences between them,

having had little time to

details, the "personal angles"

i
involved, and to do any in-

their own. At this early

ance, the chief actor in the

i
Inwood himself, was seen

the reference books,

nterview the widow and the

nan of the Inwood Corpo-
iled up to the time of going

lich must have been around

|accounts also agreed in say-

, Inwood was prostrate with

Jder doctor's orders.

[
the stories was a paragraph

|tt the police were anxious to

Ir. Jonathan Irwin Penrose,

appeared last night from his

J-
from the scene of the crime;

(been discovered abandoned
jirning near Hyde Park Gate.

intensive search is being

he police throughout the

no trace of him has been
i the time of going to press.

|ies' police forces have been
Penrose's full description,

lollows. . .

."

fright thing I could find any-

unhappy story shone out
Ithe description of Jonathan.

pt a single one of his features

Id recognize, except that he
Jverage height and that his

brown.
night" editions were in

\o buy them at Colchester at

six. They added what is

\" to the story. Charlotte
now "the beautiful Mrs.

II known in cafe" society,

lage of the arts has been the

If many struggling writers,

Musicians"; and, in another:

aable world has long ac-

landsome Mrs. Inwood the

well-deserved title of 'Mayfair's best-

dressed woman.' " But apparently no
one had succeeded in seeing her since she
had become a widow. Joseph came in

for a number of wreaths designed in the

best cliche manner for departed money
men: " a powerful figure in the city" . . .

"will be long remembered for his spec-

tacular rise to fortune in the great build-

ing combine to which he gave his name"
. . . and, "a businessman whose wide
interests, both at home and in the colo-

nies, made him an almost legendary
figure". . . . "Certain industrials showed
weakness, notably a marking down to

53/6 as against yesterday's price of 55/9
for Inwood Corporation's Ordinary A
shares. This was attributed to the sudden
death of the chairman. . .

."

Nowhere, as far as I could see, was
Joseph Inwood referred to as a human
being. None of it solved my problem;
indeed, the complexity of the world to

which these people belonged seemed
worse than ever.

The search for Penrose, said all three

papers, had been intensified, and now
embraced the whole country; ports, sea

and air, were being watched. The police

were keeping the wine merchant's clerk

away from the press. The case was
simple; the young man's eyewitness evi-

dence of the wanted man's flight from the

scene, including the jettisoning of the

murder weapon, the candlestick, was
circumstantial but sufficient. Superin-
tendent Jupp, "the man who solved the

Doverside murders," was in charge of the

investigation.

On the wider road below Colchester

I kept up a high average as far as the

London outskirts at Woodford. It took
me half an hour by the northern route

into town to reach Kensington and, after

two inquiries, found Cary Gardens at ex-

actly half past seven.

I parked the car near the Brompton
Road end, locked it and made an un-
obtrusive approach on foot. I could see

which was the "murder house," as the

reporters called it, from a comfortable
distance. Normally it would be a quiet

road, the big houses respectably and
solidly aware that they were sheltering

^><

a dear, Spencer, and keep Russia out of it until the coffee'
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the best people. But this evening things

were different with Number 4. People
clustered around it, staring with expres-
sionless faces. Five or six cars were
drawn up at the curb, there were two
policemen on the steps, and two more
dealt with a steady stream of sight-seers.

The journalists were easy to identify.

The police let them hang around the

door, and most of them dangled dead
cigarettes from their mouths; three had
cameras hung around their necks, and all

had tired but patient faces.

I crossed the road and joined the group
of people who stood by the gardens
where they were moved on less often.

They stared at the house and discussed

the murder. I was as much on the out-

side as they were but it was worse for me,
worse even than for the waiting news-
papermen who had their livings to make,
for, in all this crowd, against the police,

in the face of the whole country's cer-

tainty that Jonathan had killed the man
who had lived in that house, I stood
alone, the only one who knew enough of

the truth to try to save him.
I knew Charlotte had killed her hus-

band. I knew quite well, when I faced
it, what I had to do. I had to make the

police give up their Jonathan theory and
think about her. That was all-—except,

of course, if I wanted Jonathan for my-
self I must never let Jonathan find out
what I had done—if I wanted him for

myself. If I wanted him? Did I? If I

didn't, why was I standing on this pave-
ment in front of Number 4 Cary
Gardens?

I expect I could have gone on thinking

round and round that question for some
time, but it was just then the front door
opened and four men came out. At the

same moment the police car nearest the

house moved up the few yards which
brought it opposite the door, and the

four men, about whom I had no time to

notice much, because the reporters sur-

rounded them instantly, started to climb
into the car.

The reporters were being insistent. One
of the four appeared to be saying a few
reluctant words. Notebooks flapped

open; they were not going to be allowed

to get away easily.

I ran to the Daimler. The four, or at

least some of them, were Scotland Yard
higher-ups, and, as I saw it, they would
have to get out of that car again some-
time, somewhere, and while obviously I

had no chance of getting near any of

them in this crowd, I might have one at

the other end of whatever journey they

were making, probably to Scotland Yard;
my main thought at the moment was the

police and how to get close enough to

put an idea into their heads, and it in-

stinctively set me off in the main direction

of these difficult and exclusive men.

BY THIS time I was in the Daimler,
which, mercifully, was headed down

the street the same way as their car, and
when it pulled away from Number 4
there was only a gap of fifty yards be-

tween us. I closed it sharply, confident

that no one had taken any notice of my
dash away from the house instead of

toward it. Or at least the detectives had
not, and they were all that mattered.

We turned into Fulham Road, and
drove sedately westward. There was
plenty of traffic, without being too much,
and I could safely keep a van and another

car between them and me. I began
wondering more anxiously about the

likely difficulties at Scotland Yard. I had
to find or create a way into the present

situation which did not connect me per-

sonally with it. I must not have any
visible or invisible and detectable link

with Jonathan.
I felt a hot wave of panic and despair

sweep over me, and I think it was at that

particular moment I realized fully and
completely, for the first time, how diffi-

cult this job was going to be. It was a

peculiarly vivid and unforgettable real-
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ization which even now I can still feel.

In the same way, I remember the next

few seconds, when the panic wave sub-

sided as suddenly as it had risen because

the police car most unexpectedly turned

into Sloane Avenue and stopped twenty

yards or so down it. This caught me un-

awares, and I almost stopped too. I drove
past them, leisurely. One man got out.

• I watched in the mirror as he touched his

hat, and the police car drove on. Now
I could stop, which I did on the opposite

side. One of them alone in Sloane Avenue
was a gift from heaven compared to any
or all of them in some unreachable Scot-

land Yard fastness. I let the police car

go, switched off the engine and took a

very deep breath, a luxurious in and out

relaxing of tension. I had not the faint-

est idea what was going to happen next,

but I did not feel as I had felt a moment
before, that I would be quite helpless.

I
DID not even have to move in my seat

to watch him in the mirror. He was an
ordinary man, in an ordinary dark blue

suit, with a blue shirt and dark tie.

He was looking at his wrist watch and
making up his mind about something. He
started to walk. I let him reach the

corner of Fulham Road, and then started

up, picking him up again on the far side

of Fulham Road. He was walking the

way the police car had come, and I won-
dered a little if he had remembered some-
thing he had forgotten to do, or just

thought to do, at the Inwoods' house?

But I was wrong, happily and thank-

fully wrong.
He went into the saloon bar of the

Four Feathers. He went straight into

it, not doubtfully after a look at the pub
to make sure which door he wanted, but

like a man who knew the place because

he had been there before. I knew him
better than ever. He lived at Sloane

Avenue House, and this was his "local."

A man in a pub at the end of his day's

work was even better than a man alone

in Sloane Avenue.
I took off my hat, for hats are not

worn—particularly black-feathered non-

senses like this one—by habitues of pubs.

I put it carefully on the seat by the side

of me and slid out of the car.

He also had taken off his hat. He was
at the bar, with a pint of beer, and the

tables and sofas were three-quarters oc-

cupied. It was a warm evening.

There was not quite room for me on
his left, but when I edged into the space,

it widened and I was in; I was next to

him. He glanced at me casually, and I

did not look at him except so cornerwise

that, he could not have seen. He was
about forty. He had a round, ordinary

face, of the sort you would say people

would not look at twice, which I thought

was probably an advantage to him, for

he could then more easily look twice at

them. Against this, of course, was the

possibility that among the people who did

not look at him twice were the younger

and prettier ones of my sex and things

might be dullish for him in that sort of

way. A disadvantage to him in his off-

duty hours and indeed almost a danger,

if it happened that one of such a kind

wanted to get at him for her own pur-

poses.

He was now looking at me for the

second time, which was, no doubt, ac-

cording to the book. But within four

seconds, as I was ordering myself a glass

of cider, there was a third time, and I kept

my profile exactly in his line of sight.

I drank a little cider. He drank some
beer. I fished a cigarette from the case

in my handbag. It is, I'm afraid, a gold

cigarette case with my 'initials in the

corner in sapphires—very small sap-

phires. He reached into his pocket for

his lighter.

Bending over the flame, I thanked him
with my eyes.

"Lovely case," he said.

I trilled prettily. "Won't you have a

cigarette?"

"Thanks, no." He seemed to search
for something further to say.

"Since I've imposed to this extent," I

plunged in, "could you tell me of a decent
place to eat around here? I'm just in

from the country, and my aunt seems to

be out."

He hesitated, then took the plunge.

"I'm going to Carletta's, if you'd like

to try it. It's Italian, and they give you a
good escalop."

I hesitated the proper moment before
I said yes, thank you, you're very kind.

Then he said that he had been waiting
for the newspaperman who generally
looked in about now, but there would be
one on the corner by Carletta's.

Of course he wanted an evening paper
to see what it said about the Inwood case,

and in its last edition at that, and I should
have known it. I said I was not so hungry
that I couldn't finish my cider and wait
till the newspaperman came, and added
that I knew enough about the male in-

habitants of London to understand his

need to see an evening paper.

After a moment or so the newspaper-
man came and sold several copies of the

Standard. My detective bought one,

I patted his hand lightly and told him
that honestly it was as old as the hills and
I only wore it for driving to keep the sun
out of my eyes. I hoped he could not
diagnose its ruins sufficiently to see it had
never known a brim. . . .

I sat opposite him at a small table in

Carletta's and allowed him to question
me with simple curiosity about myself
and what I did to occupy myself. This
went on for nearly the whole length of the

meal, with various depressions into

superficial byways. I let him do it at the
risk of allowing him to think that I was
being a bit too ready, as a nice girl, to talk

about myself to an almost complete
stranger, but it was a risk worth the gain
of having him thus put himself in a posi-

tion where I could ask him questions if I

wanted to. And I was going to want to.

In the meantime he filled out his view
of me with clarifying details. It must
have made quite an unusual picture, both
pleasing and provocative, for it looked as

though I had somehow escaped discovery
by the vulpine, less-ordinary-looking

male's who seemed to abound in the
neighborhood whenever he met a young
woman who was not entirely repulsive to
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glanced briefly at the headlines and, fold-

ing it neatly, put it away in his outside

pocket. I caught a glimpse of the story

on the right-hand side of the front page
before he put it away.

"Shall we go?" he said. "It's only a

short walk."
"I've got a car outside. I think we'd

better take it."

His eyes widened a little at the sight of

the Daimler, and I went around to the

driver's seat while he opened the door on
the pavement side.

As we settled and I turned the ignition

key, he shifted, saying timidly that he

thought he had sat on something.
"Oh, my God!" I said. "You beastly

man!"
It is true I had brought that extrava-

gant black hat with me in order that at a

vital moment some gentleman might fall

for my charms in it, but I had intended

that he should use his eyes for the pur-

pose.

He realized acutely what he had done,
and I smothered my agony with the com-
forting thought that even in death it had
probably achieved its object. No man
who has sat on your hat can ever again

regard you dispassionately. No, the poor
thing had not died in vain.

the eye. He deduced that I was a success-

ful farmer's daughter who still preferred

trees to houses, sheep to miniature
poodles, cider to gin, Brahms to boogie-

woogie. And finally, he discovered that

I was aware of how a man thought and
felt about little things, which, of course,

is the sort of discovery to make a man
realize sooner or later that you are the

pearl he has been looking for ever since

he was born. This was when I said, as he
put sugar in his coffee:

"I know you are dying to look at your
paper. If it hadn't been for me, you would
have been able to read it all through
dinner."

"I wouldn't dream of it . .
."

"Please, I'd like you to."

He hesitated, looked pleased and
pulled out the Standard. I occupied my-
self with my powder compact, to show
that he was really free of me, and he un-

folded the paper. He read the story care-

fully. Twice he frowned.
"Has something gone wrong?" I asked.

He was just a little far away as he
answered. "No, not wrong, but I realize

now how these people will turn a guess

into a fact if it makes the story go the way
they want it to."

"You're being very mysterious. What

<xtJ

in
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the papei a little so that I

headlines; looked at them
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afraid."
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each other. Quarreled about something,
but not so loudly the servants could have
heard. But there's not a shred of evi-

dence of any previous contact between
them. Nothing."

"Oh, well," 1 said, as if the point was
of no real interest, and added, "What's
Mrs. Inwood like?"

"We haven't seen her yet. She's com-
pletely knocked out by the business. The
doctor wouldn't let us go near her. Any-
way, she was out—she was at the theater

and went on to supper afterward. She
didn't get home until after the crime had
been discovered. She won't be able to

tell us a thing."

"I was only thinking that if I wanted
to know about a man's friends and ac-

quaintances, apart from his business

ones, I'd ask his wife."

He smiled. "1 do hope I haven't started

up your female intuition."

"I don't think I've got any," I said.

I knew that whatever else he did, or

didn't do, about the Inwood case, he
would ask Charlotte Inwood if she had
ever met or heard of Jonathan Penrose.

But I had done better than I realized,

for a few minutes later, when I was think-

ing that I was ready to call it a day, he
reverted abruptly' to the case. "These
business and social big pots," he began,

"can be pretty terrible people. The degree

of tyranny over the small fry which peo-
ple like the Inwoods manage to exercise is

very considerable. You know, I don't

believe one of the many people we talked

to today really cares that Inwood has

been murdered—for Inwood's sake. For
their own, yes. You could see the worry
behind their eyes about what the effect of

his death would have on their own affairs

and fortunes. His solicitor kept wanting
to see Mrs. Inwood. It was most im-

portant, he said. He wanted to convey
his condolences immediately. What he
really wanted was to make sure she

would let him go on handling the In-

wood estate. Then there was Inwood's
chief partner. He was in a hurry to get

back to the city to watch the stock-

exchange movements of the corpora-
tion's shares."

I
HAPPENED then to say a very lucky

thing. It had no thought behind it at

all. I said, "I don't suppose the servants

are worrying. They can always find just

as good jobs if the staff is reduced or the

house sold or something."
"Yes," he said, "and they aren't losing

any time. Mrs. Inwood's maid is leav-

ing tomorrow. It's true she gave notice

a fortnight ago, but when I suggested she

should stay on to see her mistress through
a difficult time, she said she saw no rea-

son to. She's a decent-looking girl too."

"Did you ask her why she gave no-
tice?"

"I did. She answered by asking me if

that had anything to do with the murder.

I couldn't see that it had and let it go.

She finally muttered something about
murder or no murder she wasn't going

to be treated like dirt. I shouldn't won-
der if she had good reason."

"I've often wondered what it would be

like to have someone to dress me and
mend for me and do my hair. My fa-

ther," I lied, "is always saying I can
have a maid of my own. And she could

do other things in the house that never

get done, like mending his socks."

The dear man fell into it up to his

neck; it gave him the chance to bind the

beginnings of our friendship.

"As I said, she seems a decent friendly

girl. She might do for you if she hasn't

fixed herself up. Her name's Ellen Good
—the Inwood telephone number is not in

the directory, but I've got it here. I think

if you say I suggested you should get in

touch with her, she might play."

"Thank you very much," I said. "I

might do that." I wrote the number he
gave me in my little book. I said, per-

haps too, he had better let me have his

name if I was to mention it.

"Smith," he said, aware I

progressed a further step, foij

ouslv give him mine. So I
j

Eve Gill.
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ls no sleep left in me, and
a bath and went down to

for something to eat. If

»ticed how late, or rather,

[come home, she did not
aving long ago grown ac-

customed to the Gill habit of treating

day and night as interchangeable.

At a quarter to nine, I put through a

personal call to Western 3012, for Miss
Ellen Good. Jessie, at the post office,

wrote down the number, her thin old

voice full of curiosity as she repeated it,

for it is not often that I make a call.

And if I do, she likes to know some-
thing about the person I am going to

speak to. Usually, to please her, I tell her,

such as, "Jessie, I want to talk to my
Aunt Florence." But this time I just

gave her the name flatly, Ellen Good, and
left her curiosity unsatisfied.

At ten past nine, she came on the line

saying indignantly that the people at the

other end seemed very stupid, and was I

sure I had the right number.
"Let me speak to them, Jessie."

Rather grudgingly, she let me; but I

knew she was listening in—and would
continue to do so until I had finished.

"Hello?" I said. "Miss Good, please."

A rather thick male voice asked what
I wanted with her.

"Who are you?" I asked sharply.

"What did you want with Miss Good,
please?"

"That," I said even more sharply, "is

nothing to do with you. Will you please

fetch her. This is a personal call on a

personal matter."

THERE was a pause. I knew by now
that I had a policeman on the tele-

phone and could guess the next question.

"Are you the press, miss?"
I was ready for it. "The press? You

mean a journalist? Of course I'm not.

What is going on? I was given this num-
ber as being one where I could get in

touch with a woman called Good. I un-

derstand she is leaving her present job

and may be able to take a place as lady's

maid with me. I am Miss GUI, of the

Marsh House, Kessingland. If Miss
Good is available, I would be grateful if

you would ask her to come to the tele-

phone. This is a trunk call and the time
you are wasting is costing me money."

"I beg your pardon, miss. I'll get her."

While I waited I could guess that Jes-

sie, with a hand over her mouthpiece,
was hissing a whisper at her daughter
Milly that Miss Eve was going to have a

lady's maid, and whatever next? And if

she wanted one, why couldn't she find a

local girl as would be only too glad to

learn so as she could get a real good place

in London after?

"Yes?" said a girl's pleasant voice sud-

denly. "You wanted to speak to me,
madam?"
The policeman had obviously broken

the ice for me.
"Oh, Ellen Good? Your name was

given me—" I told her who I was, trying

to make myself sound like an employer
of lady's maids but not an oversuperior

"This little rain-maker has saved me from many an
embarrassing situation when my magic failed me"

GEORGE HAMILTON GREEN
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CAPTURED FLAVOR
JW"< NEW YORK STATE

Sprightly . . . aromatic
— not a whit TOO tart

. . . not a touch TOO
bland— just the glorious

captured flavor of New
York State grapes—dry

light body . . . pleasing

after-taste. Perfect for

summer's lighter foods

—long frosted cobblers.

THE TAYLOR WINE CO.
Vineyardists and

Producers

Hammondsport, N.Y.

TAYLOR
FROM THE FAMOUS CELLARS AT

HAMMONDSPORT, NEW YORK
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ONE-TWO /

Use SKIP-FLEA .'

"Fleas won't fight where I can bite,

Chief. They land a low blow, then
scoot into corners I can't reach 1

"Let's give "em the old ONE-TWO
—a bath with Sergeant's SKIP-FLEA
Soap, followed by regular dustings

with SKIP-FLEA Powder. They K. O.
fleas fast and leave me feeling like a
champ. Ask your druggist for the

new 50c economy size powder today I"

FOR TICKS . . . Sergeant's amazing new
TICK KILLER rids your dog of ticks easily

and quickly—even the large swollen kind.

This brand-new product is- another result

of Sergeant's continuing research and ken-

nel testing.

SerqeanYs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

one, and said that if she hadn't found a

new place, I would like to see her. Her
answer had a note of doubt in it. She
wasn't sure she wanted a new place. She
was rather upset just now, what with
what had happened, and was going home
tonight, to Catford, to stay with her

mother. And who had given me her

name?
I did not answer that one, but said,

"I can quite understand you need a rest.

I would be in no hurry for you to

come, and quite willing to pay your
wages for a few weeks while you have
your holiday. It's a nice house, and you
would like the people here. They say
I'm easy to get on with." 1 laughed a

friendly laugh. "I gather that would be

a change for you."
"That it would," she agreed. "But

really. I don't know that I
—

"

"Look," I said with finality, "I shall

be near Cary Gardens just after lunch.

About half past two. I'll drop in and
we'll have a talk. I'm sure neither of us

will regret it, and you were so well rec-

ommended. And after all, you can still

say no. So, at half past two, then."

If she saw any impropriety in a

would-be mistress dropping in for a talk

in the very home of the mistress who was
being left, she did not have time to voice

it. She had no alternative but to agree.

"All right," she said, and no doubt told

the guardian policeman that she was ex-

pecting Miss Gill at two thirty and it

would be all right to let her in.

I
PUT the telephone in its cradle; my
heart thudded. I had found a way into

the house and was a considerable step

nearer Charlotte. The plan forming in

my mind would be difficult to achieve,

with many snags at the beginning. But
they were at the beginning. Once past

them, I thought I would be all right.

I went to the living room where, after

several trials, I wrote (on the best Marsh
House notepaper) a letter from myself to

whom it might concern, to the effect that

Dorothy Simpson had carried out her

duties as my lady's maid for the last four

years with honesty, efficiency and sobri-

ety, and was only leaving me because she

wanted to be in London near her family.

I dated it a month back, and folded it

into one of the Commodore's thickest

crested envelopes.

Ordinary Smith had indicated, by talk-

ing about Ellen Good leaving Charlotte
in the lurch at such a time, that she had
not found anyone yet to replace her, and
I hoped desperately that this was so.

I went upstairs and packed another
suitcase, this time with the quietest and
dullest clothes I could find. A black,

rather long-skirted frock with a narrow
white collar and cuffs, a two-year-old
black coat and skirt, three plain blouses,

two pairs of low-heeled black court

shoes, both rather worn, and I had the

foundation of Dorothy Simpson's ward-
robe. Black stockings, aprons and sensi-

ble underthings I could buy when I got

back to 'town.

It was better now that I could feel that

I was making progress again, and I car-

ried the suitcase down to the car with a

sense of having a certain degree of con-
trol over the immediate future. I had
one more thing to do before I set off

again; to make sure that as little time as

possible was lost in establishing contact
again with Jonathan.
Mary was about to make cherry jam,

and was irritated by having to think

about something else even for a moment.
But I made her understand that I was
going to stay with Aunt Florence for a

little while, and that it was most impor-
tant that I should get any letters with for-

eign stamps which came for me. So,
would she please forward them to Thur-
loe Square as soon as they were delivered.

And I didn't mean only those in the Com-
modore's handwriting.
Then the blow fell.

"You'll get one from hint all right,"

Mary said. "He was in one of his tan-

trums just before they left. But don't

you take no notice, ducky. He'll have
gotten over it by the time he conies

back."
"Something I'd done? I suppose he

wanted me for something and found I'd

disappeared."
"It wasn't you disappearing so much

as one of them men you'd got from
Lowestoft disappearing. Charlie came
looking for him. couldn't find him any-
where. I dessay he took one look at the

Commodore and didn't like the idea of
being locked up like in the same boat
with him."
There was a solid, unswallowable

lump in my throat. I tried to keep my
voice even:

"Oh, dear, Mary! One of them disap-

peared, did he? Which one?"
"I never heard Charlie give him a

name, but it was the first one, the one
you brought from Lowestoft. It seems
he slipped overside, and swam ashore
when.no one was looking."

"Oh, dear," I said again, and managed

I couldn't do anything afa

would keep away from
as he would keep away frc

He knew he had lei me dot
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to get out of the kitchen before my knees
gave out completely.

1 found a chair in the hall, and sat there

with my head swimming giddily.

He hadn't been able to do it—to leave

England and Charlotte. I could see him
thinking it out. I could even understand
it; the foolish, trustful idiot. His seaman's
papers would be the deciding factor. He
had a lot of money and a new iden-

tity—on paper at any rate.

He would make for London, of course.

The change of mind, the reversal of plan

—a plan which, after all, had been mine,

not his—would take him all the way
back. He would hang around where he
could watch the situation, ready to step

in should anything go wrong as far as

Charlotte was concerned. Just what he
could do, beyond giving himself up and
insisting on his guilt I don't suppose he

had considered. He only knew he
couldn't face the idea of hiding away in

Holland while the police might be stum-

bling on the truth.

I was quite sure I was going to be
physically sick; but the nausea subsided

and I went slowly to the car.

And I was not going to 1

with it.

That was all there was
now why people go crazy

become voices crying in w
spend lifetimes trying to l

think is a wrong, even if

with them.
It's the sense of justic

badly. Affront it, arouse

let us rest.

That was what was tl

me. I did not care whet

Jonathan again in my Life

Inwood was not going on

to be at the cost of his life,

now, and so much more s

I went back to Londc
drove I half expected to

long figure trudging the r<

I came around a corner,

cause my heart hoped it

irony of it would have

would have made me lai

hadn't laughed, or evei

God knew when.
But I did not see him,

(To be continued n
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YOUR reporter has just observed
his silver jubilee "in aviation" by
searching the nation for people

and planes and things discussed in this de-

partment over the last six years and
never finished. This review covers only
the more significant events to which we
devoted a lot of space at the time. Some
have happy endings, some progressed
beyond expectations, and others just

folded up quietly. The following list of
Wing Talk dates is accompanied by a
synopsis of the situations, then and now:

August 2, 1941: A nice lady in the

Navy Department is rounding out her
sixth year at a job entitling her to wear
from two to three stripes, if she were a
naval officer. She is Mrs. Joy Bright
Hancock and though twice widowed by
airship disasters is Naval Aviation's most
enthusiastic supporter and has been since

1918 ... A year later she joined the

newly organized Waves. Thorough and
competent, Joy Hancock worked hard
and today is four-striper Captain J. B.

Hancock, entering her second year as

director of the Women's Reserve of the

U.S.N.

October 21, 1944: Three years ago,

Stanley Hiller, Jr. (then 16), designed a
small helicopter, which he named "The
Hiller-copter." In August, 1944, he at-

tracted nation-wide attention by making
sensational flights from streets, stadiums
and his Berkeley, California, driveway.
Among the many who flocked to his

workshop was Henry J. Kdfser, who
made a typical Kaiser on-the-spot deal;

joined forces and promised construction

of a Berkeley factory with young Stan-
ley to develop bigger types . . . Kaiser
later withdrew. Stanley Hiller, Jr., is

now president of United Helicopter, In-

corporated, at Palo Alto, California. He
emphasizes he has not abandoned his

Hiller-copter program but due to the

"economic situation" has shelved plans

for production of a promised personal
two-seater and is concentrating on a

larger machine for industrial purposes.

Stanley's father, a West Coast steamship
company executive, is a member of his

son's board of directors.

September 29, 1945: Irish, pretty and
twenty-one, Priscilla (Pat) Handy makes
good copy as the first and only woman
helicopter flight-test observer. She has

spent more than 100 hours riding in the

nose of Sikorsky helicopte

for the AAF, and recordu
formance from treetop

Her announced ambition i

helicopter pilot after the

Handy soloed on May 28th '

more than 22 hours at the i

still works at the Sikorsl

Bridgeport, Connecticut, heil

However, Pat isn't America'!

helicopter pilot. Miss Anrl
twenty-four, of Southport,]

a former Wasp with 1,5

hours, soloed a Bell helic

previously. Miss Shaw wo|
helicopter license on June
Number One in America,
helicopter pilot in the woj
Reitsch. of the late Thirdl

years ago come October 2]

Reitsch established a world!

ord (feminine division) fj

when she flew the 67 miles
J

to Berlin. That record still I

puted, but her record as ij

Nazis has been the subject c
j

tioning.

September 21, 1946:

of Captain Richard F.

vivor of the TWA Constell}

near the Reading, Pennsyli

on July 11. 1946, in which

companions, checking-out

liner, died; and his contni

speedy discovery of the c[

his aid, given while critict]

fully injured, the cause of f

have long remained a mysti

Brown, after more than al

pitalization— his right aril'

tated at the shoulder and

extensive skin-grafting—re

for duty in a few days,

courage and skill he disjl

crisis stamp him as being

to TWA in an administr
|

visory capacity.

January 11, 1947: The A\
America's only all-rocket

the first time on Decei\

with twenty-three-year-bld

(Slick) Goodlin in the cct

June 19th last, after c|

rocket-propulsion flights,

of a long and costly testirjl

tended to culminate in the
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an hour and an altitude of

Slick revealed his resignation

disagreement" with Bell Air-

of money to continue the

sting work on a private con-

the AAF thought it had a

)lace Bell's civilian test crew
engineers,

icians and
ith compa-
ow in AAF

?9, 1947:
uctor John
\an Mateo,
originates ef-

! of teach-

jfe Dominie
[to fly. The

•se baker is

\way to his private license;

\n of money to buy the solo

. Sequel now comes from
llk's author, William Flynn,

Itor of the San Francisco

everal weeks after the piece

Collier's, Argo Lardinelli, of

3, also a deaf-mute, walked

j flight office and, via notes,

[tructor Leavitt. When John
rdinelli produced the Wing
By checked Leavitt's picture

before him and, satisfied,

instruction. Leavitt says

[bit as sharp as Dominic."

1947: That aged, supersonic

\ne May, forty-two, is left

\ised on the hot, dry-lake

\u> AAF at Muroc, Califor-

for taxi tests, then take-off

Skystreak, new jet-pro-

• test tube built by Douglas
e Navy. Gene May, father

f

the oldest twenty-one, has

ning spectacular—too much
|ro/n the ship to risk it with

He made his taxi tests,

powerful General Electric

j

the many new and strange

he ship and finally roared
: early' morning of May

j
scientific report on the sci-

Jfak, ad-libbed, was: "Boy,
|n hardly hold her back!"

The 145,000-pound, four-

Douglas C-74 transport-

once on order by Pan
vays as the postwar DC-7
puly 1, 1944), will not en-

1 service. The war's end cut

Army contract, which in

ie price so high as to make
Douglas to offer it com-

ut ten of these wonderful
I flying about the world for

port Command.
Mixmaster, projected by

tZbtf^t

R NEELY

successor for the DC-3
has been tabled to await
pments in the jet-propul-

Mixmaster as an Army
bropellers mounted aft the

Mind driven by extension
K:d to two Allison liquid-

lilt buried up front in the
"eged 432 miles an hour on
K t from Long Beach, Cali-
Vajiington, D.C., late in 1945.

Despite this impressive performance and
the more impressive money-making pos-

sibilities of a commercial version, Doug-
las saw jet propulsion on the way and
plunged into building America's first jet

bomber, the XB-43 Jetmaster; outwardly
similar to the XB-42 but powered by two

jet engines instead of

piston engines, drive
shafts and propellers. It

first flew in May a year

ago, but Douglas is

dropping no hints yet of

plans to make a DC-8
out of the Jetmaster.

Likewise tabled if not

definitely dead in its

originally -announced
form (Dec. 22. 1945) is

the Republic Rainbow
air liner. Calculated by

Republic engineers to fly 400 miles an
hour with 40 passengers at 40,000 feet

and 4,000 miles nonstop, the Big Four
was under construction for American
Airlines (20) and Pan American (six or-

dered; 12 optioned) when American sud-

denly canceled its contract on February
21st of this year due to "present condi-

tions." That automatically shot the price

out of bounds for Pan Am, as Republic
just couldn't build six for the originally

quoted price of $1,125,000 apiece. The
Rainbow was extracted from the AAF's
experimental four-engined photo-recon-
naissance plane, which Republic built

and flew on February 12th last year.

Army guys will get a good idea of what
both the C-74 and the XF-12 might
have been as the Globemaster and the

Rainbow, minus, of course, the luxurious

interior appointments required for pas-

senger service.

June 7, 1947, Wing Talk (Where's
Grandma's Airplane?) left North Ameri-
can Aviation with production suspended
on its neat little four-seater Navion for

business and personal flying ($7,750 fly-

away-factory at Los Angeles Municipal
Airport). Late in May, the company de-

cided to discontinue its production—in-

sufficient demand—though it had built

1,110 Navions from April 1, 1946, when
it was introduced, to April 14, 1947, when
production was suspended and, as of

May 20th, had delivered 841, mostly to

the business-executive market. On June
24th, North American sold the design

and production rights to Ryan Aeronau-
tical Company of San Diego, it being

North American's choice over a number
of bidders.

Renowned for its wartime design and
production of the Mustang fighter,

Mitchell medium bomber and Advanced
Trainer, North American happily re-

turned to its contracts for jet combat air-

craft. T. Claude Ryan also is happy, for

his company is back in the commercial
plane-building business again. In the past

25 years, Ryan has built air-mail and
cabin planes, trainers and sports planes

and Navy jet fighters, but his most fa-

mous of all is Lindbergh's Spirit of St.

Louis.

"Grandma's Airplane" closed with the

report that the aircraft industry was con-

sidering the Commerce Department's of-

fer to try to get $5,000,000 from Congress
to help finance technical problems which
even collectively the manufacturers could

not afford to undertake. Without indus-

try backing, the Department stood little

chance of obtaining the money. On June
23d, the personal-airplane manufactur-
ers announced they had voted against

participation in the proposed research

program.
The airplane manufacturers have post-

poned until next spring the National Air-

craft Show first held last November in

Cleveland, scheduled this November for

Chicago, and to be an annual event here-

after. The personal-plane producers felt

that a postponement to next spring would
provide more opportunity to plan a dis-

play of new models "not now in readiness

for public showing."

iU-writer's admissions
Abetted by my mascot, Tex,

1 make my desk, my throne—

The numbers that I often call

Are Texceled by my phone.

My boxes 'm'and ' out" axe taped

So there'll be no mistake ;

The Texceled frame of Penny's pic

'Reveals no ugly break

.

The -wire that connects my lamp
Is Texceled to the wall ;

The papers that I chance to tear

Tex mends for once and all.

I must admit rny prejudice

(And that my Texcel's free,-)

"Xet Texcels ^stickum's" bonded on

,

As all good tapes should be

.

25c size shown. Also comes

)». in WC and )5e sizes

*— l
^V^TApc

>o when you're shopping and you see

This Texcel Tape display,

"Why, get a handy roll or two—
l&u'll use it ev'ry day

! ''

Texcel Tape
TEXCEL REG 11.5 PAT OFF

CELLOPHANE TAPE - STICKS WITH A TOUCH
Industrial Tape Corporation - New Brunswick, N. J.

ILLUSTRATED BY PAUL SAVITT
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NO SUM
TOO SMALL

BY MURRAY HOYT

A heart-warming story for every

man, woman and child who has ever

wanted a particular thing more
than anything else in the world

Ali

I used to watch old Duffer put his head down to be petted by Jeanie. Duffer never paid any attention to anyone else who came near his pasll

THE whole thing took place in two weeks
during the year Jeanie Williams was thir-

teen years old. For her they were two hard
weeks. By the end of those two weeks, when the let-

ter came saying that the thing Jeanie had hoped for

was to be given to someone else, she was changed.
You did not see the change; she was the same quiet,

polite, serious person. But you felt the change. She
wasn't a little girl any more after that letter came;
she was older, more mature. She was a small adult.

The first day of that two weeks I met her in front

of my house. Her face was serious as always, trying

to hide the way she felt, but her eyes danced and her
step was so light it was almost as if she were danc-
ing.

She said, "Look, Uncle Red—look at this."

She handed me a little magazine called Horse-
manship. She pointed to an ad which said that a

woman in Massachusetts wanted to find a home
for a hunter she wanted to retire, where it would be
cared for well and treated with kindness and affec-

tion. The woman could not keep it because she did

not have stable room and had acquired a younger
horse to take its place. She did not want to sell it

because she wanted the right to check carefully on
the character of the person who got it, and to re-

ceive reports on how it was being treated. She also

wanted to control absolutely any later transfer of
ownership.

Jeanie had been reading the ad as I read it and
she said very softly, almost reverently, "It says

'kindness and affection.' " Then she looked full at

me and she added a little louder, "It sounds almost
as if she was describing me. It seems almost as if

I'm the one she's talking about."
I said, "Are you going to apply, Jeanie?"
She said, nodding eagerly, "Oh, yes. Dad and

Mother say I can. It's the first time they've ever

agreed to anything like that. I told them that if I

got it, the money I've saved toward a horse could
go for tack, for shipping the horse up here and for

the expense of taking care of him. A year from now
I'll be old enough to get a summer job that will give

me the money to keep a horse another whole year."

I watched her walking away primly, I

to school. Under the primness I couldl

terrific excitement that made me expect
f

second her walk might become a dance.

I watched her and I thought that prl

and Mildred Williams, her parents, coj

well have said anything but yes.

But I knew that it was a mistake. I kil

rific hurt that was coming to Jeanie whel

was given to someone else. That magazil

in horse circles all over the United Statc|

reasonable to suppose, even before the

that Jeanie would be the chosen one. .

Kids long for things inexplicable to il

Jeanie's case it was a horse. Literally,!

anything else in the world, Jeanie wantecl

wasn't the "Daddy, buy me a pony," si

that all kids go through; it started wll

very small, when Mr. Brown used to pul

Duffer's back to ride from the barn to|

gate, and it grew and grew.

She believed that if you wanted a

ILLUSTRATED BY VINCENT GUISE
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enough and worked hard enough for it,

you'd get it. And she never lost faith

that sometime the good break would
come. She was a religious little kid, as

much as any kid thirteen years old is re-

ligious, and she believed that God would
not let her down in this matter because
He alone could know how much it meant
to her.

We who lived near her were rooting

for her because she was a nice kid,

friendly in spite of being a little on the

quiet side, and because I suppose Ameri-
cans always root for the underdog.
We were practical and we'd seen an

awful lot of people with a faith as clear

and shining as Jeanie's taste the deep
bitterness of disillusion.

She asked for a horse her sixth Christ-

mas when she made out her list for Santa
Claus. It was the only item on the list.

Joe and Mildred explained to her that

a horse was a very expensive present,

that Santa Claus probably knew they
had no place to keep a horse, and nothing
to feed one. They suggested that she ask

for other things in case Santa Claus
should feel it best to substitute.

She said, "But he won't do that, be-

cause a horse is the only thing I want."

THERE were some grand presents

on Christmas Day. Jeanie was very
polite ^nd appreciative. But she grew qui-

eter and quieter all the time they were
giving out presents. When they were all

through, she disappeared and they knew
she had gone somewhere alone to cry.

Joe felt horrible. If there'd been any
way in the world he could have swung a

pony for her, he'd have done it then.

But he was a college professor in the lit-

tle Vermont college at Mead. During
the depression, college professors took a

cut and he just didn't have the money to

swing it. In addition Mildred had had a

lot of hospital expenses when the sec-

ond child was born, and they were ex-

pecting another baby. Joe was paying for

his house. And to add to everything else,

that house was in a development re-

stricted to household pets. It didn't help
much to know that all those things were
true when he also knew that Jeanie was
somewhere alone bawling her eyes out.

She never asked for a horse again. In

fact beginning about then she developed
the habit of not asking for anything she

wasn't positive she'd receive. She'd go
to amazing lengths to hint around and
find out whether the answer would be
yes before she actually asked. She
seemed to dread being refused. That
first time must have been very bad.

Joe and Mildred sat back after that

and waited for Jeanie to forget the horse
business, and they thought this was hap-
pening until the tin box appeared on her

bureau. It had a piece of b'rown sticker

tape pasted on the cover and on that was
printed hors munne. Inside were her
two bankbooks, started by the two
grandmothers when she was born, a dol-

lar her grandfather had given her for

Christmas, the quarter which comprised
her last week's allowance, and a penny
which she had found in the big chair

after the insurance man had called.

Mildred called Joe in and showed it to

him. He looked at it thoughtfully. He
asked about the penny and she told him.
He said, "No sum too small."

And Mildred said, "But, Joe, the

amount is pitiful and absurd compared
to what a horse would cost. She's so ig-

norant of what she's up against. She's

going to be so bitterly disappointed.

We've got to make her see just how im-
possible it would be for a little girl to

save that much money."
They waited until the time was right,

and then Mildred had a long talk with
Jeanie. She explained that Jeanie could
not buy a horse for much less than a

hundred and fifty dollars. She tried to

make her understand how many one-
dollar-and-twenty-six-centses it would
take to make a hundred and fifty dollars.

Jeanie listened to her and seemed to

understand, but the box remained on the

bureau, and the next time Mildred
looked there was more money in it.

They didn't always know where Jeanie
got the money, unless they asked her.

But we neighbors knew. It became
noised around that Jeanie would, at fif-

teen cents an hour, do practically any-
thing after school and Saturdays within
her strength and ability. And there were
a surprising number of errands to be
run, trips to the store, hickory nuts to be
shucked—things like that. She'd take the

nickel or dime, and she'd thank you
primly and then she'd start to walk away.
Only after a few steps it would be too
much for her and she'd run, as if she
could hardly wait to reach that tin box.

Mildred saw her put the money in,

once. There was really a little ceremony
to it. First she opened the box and stirred

the contents a little with her hand. Then
she held the new piece of money a foot

or so above the box to make it clink sat-

isfyingly when it dropped in. After she
dropped it, she carefully closed the lid

again.

She loved every horse within a mile of
home, and some a,lot farther away than
that. This included several specimens of
flea bait definitely not worth loving by
any but Jeanie's all-embracing standards.

And all the horses loved her. When she
was a little kid still, I used to watch her
from my window make a beeline for old

Duffer's pasture fence. And he'd trot

right over and put his head down to be
petted. She'd stroke him and lay her face

against him, feel his soft nose. And when
he grew tired of this, she'd follow him
around and squat beside him to watch
him eat. You'd see her lips moving and
you knew she was carrying on a one-
sided, animated conversation with him.
When she was called back to the house,

he would follow her to the pasture fence

and stand looking after her as she made
for home with that sturdy businesslike

walk which is peculiar to small children.

Duffer never paid any attention to any-

one else who came near his pasture.

AS THE time passed between her sixth

z\_and thirteenth years, her character

began to take shape. I believed, and Joe
and Mildred agreed, that wanting this

one thing as much as she did probably
had a considerable effect in forming it.

She was a gentle kid, never cruel. She was
quiet, and while she had a grand smile

and you knew when she was happy, she

was never boisterous in happiness. In

fact all emotion, especially hurt, she hid

very successfully from grownups, seem-
ing to prefer to fight it out all alone.

She had a lot of friends but no very

close companion as most girls that age
seem to have. She was extremely affec-

tionate. She was perhaps more affec-

tionate toward her parents than the

average child, and the rest spilled out lav-

ishly among the horses she knew, and
among all other animals of her acquaint-

ance indiscriminately.

The Fergusons' horse, Perry, Jeanie

rode a lot and fussed with a lot. Mary
Ferguson was afraid of it, and Perry was
not always completely sold on Mr. Fer-

guson. The result was that occasionally

they could not catch their animal and
had to come to Jeanie for help.

Jeanie would walk out there into the

pasture and she would call with that seri-

ous, grown-up manner of hers, "Perry,

you've been a very bad boy. Now yoii

come here this instant."

And Perry would come. He'd trot

over with a happy little whinny and
docilely allow the halter to be slipped

over his head, though a few minutes be-

fore he had been galloping from one end
of the pasture to the other with a great

show of heels when anyone tried to ap-

proach him. This I saw with my own
eyes. Why it was so, I don't know, un-

less a horse has some way of knowing
who loves him and who doesn't.
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going out to Helen Blair's

> as ten. Helen Blair lived a

jliks outside town and owned
ig horses. In the summer
both horses and instruc-

jb' camp on the other side of

: "he rest of the year she gave

|e at home. Trust Jeanie to

t a setup like that. The cou-
' I'd been out there the place

i be infested with little girls,

ng, saddling horses, and
i around a ring. And look-

i polite condescension when
tack" was and what "post-

from Jeanie that, to the

[jo liked riding and horses,

club out there. And they

. When they didn't have
lesson, they hung around

lit most of her time out there.

lie used to spend hours just

pe stalls brushing the horses:

talking to them,
i getting up early and doing

|»iano practice before school.

room work at noon, then

e'd ride out to Helen's on
|In the evening she'd study

I early so that she could get

icing the next morning.
jut there once and compli-

her riding. She thanked
But I watched her eyes,

ing past me at two girls

below who owned their

rgans. If I ever read lone-

sging in anyone's eyes it

away I knew that with

kg, the lessons, the having
horses come to her, was

|
But there was a big. lonely
having her own horse to

aver, could ever fill.

her once in a while how
I was coming along. Sorne-

|y, "Oh, pretty good." But
would tell me something

|I would know that she

|
to someone about it. That
was during the war when

\fe dollars to the Red Cross.
It didn't seem right that I

|ping all this money when
was giving plasma and

|ers. It didn't seem right."

ild sense the sacrifice it

ajor setback to her hopes.
ie Red Cross three times

and she bought war-savings stamps. But
the stamps could go into the tin box,
which was very heavy now. It was the

same box that she had used right along,

but now the hors munm had been
crossed out and over it written, in a little

girl's hand, horse money.
By the time she was thirteen she was

official baby tender for the neighbor-
hood. The money always went into the

tin box.

In a way it was too bad she liked ice

cream and all kinds of sweets as much as

she did because if she hadn't, saving
would have been a lot easier. There must
have been some pretty hard-fought bat-

tles behind that serious little face.

BUT always the tin box won out. There
were only two things that she would

spend money on; one was movies which
had horses in them (and she saw all of
those) and riding lessons at Helen's.

Mostly she was able to get her dad or
her mother to pay for the riding lessons

but sometimes she could not, and then
she very reluctantly tapped the fund. By
that year when she was thirteen, she had
almost one hundred dollars.

That was the year she began to grow
tall. She had been a chubby little thing
earlier, but suddenly she began to shoot
up and all her hems were let out in a des-

perate effort to keep her properly
clothed. I had expected she would be
displeased at this sudden shooting up-
ward, but I found her philosophical.

"It's much easier to mount now, Un-
cle Red."
That thirteenth year was when the

pin-up boy appeared on her wall.

"It made me feel old," Joe said. "Here
was my daughter starting to put up boys'
pictures. It made me feel darned pe-

culiar. So when the time was right I

said to her, 'I was in your room today.
Jeanie, and I noticed that Roy Rogers is

your pin-up boy.' And she said. 'Oh,
Daddy, that isn't Roy Rogers' picture.

That's a picture of Trigger, his horse.'

"

That was the year she found out about
an old Morgan that could be had for one
hundred and twenty-five dollars and she
hinted around to find out whether Joe
and Mildred would lend her the extra
twenty-five dollars to buy it.

That was a fairly tough decision on all

concerned. Joe could have stood tire

twenty-five without any trouble, but the

upkeep he just wasn't financially able to

handle. By that time inflation in the

United States was a healthy urchin, and

(
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SCREAMED THE HLOrVPE

!

"I'M ON the wrong train.'" she told

me. "There's no Bond Street on
my line, yet I distinctly heard you
tell that handsome young man to

change at Bond Street."

"NO MAM," I said. "I told him to

change to Bond Street— Pipe To-
bacco, that is— made by the Philip

Morris folks, (iave him some of

mine to try in his pipe."

3. "HE CERTAINLY seems to l>e enjoy-

ing it." she said, watching his

happy expression as he smoked.
She sniffed the fragrant aromatic
tobaccos. "Smells nice, too."

"I'D BUY SOME for my husband,"
she mused, "only" . . . "Only
what"? I prompted. "Only I'm
single'." And she said it loud
enough for him to hear!

)BOND
STREET )

...-fbr <
-fragrant" /
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It11 look better when we get the house built"'

M-ugnst 16, 1947

Made by the PHILIP MORRIS PROCESS 1
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least seventy-five dollars

: (which Jeanie called tack)
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I how impossible it was once
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They knew where she
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discouraged. I guess I'm
old lady before I get my
it will be so late it won't

|good."

: you aren't going to give up,

"No, I'm not going to

\t jaw seemed to stick out a

i said it, though that might
imagination.

the way things stood when
|isement appeared in Horse -

I have said, by that time
new about Jeanie and her
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i. people brought her the ad.

Hied.' It was a nice straight-

I" with only a few misspelled

ng had never been Jeanie's
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feliie could not describe either
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4|n she went looking for a

pent two or three days on
trouble finding one near

w stable, but she stuck to it in

P< te little way and finally she
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succeeded. You went into her room and
you found lists of horsy things she'd have
to buy. The mail contained at least one
catalogue for her every day.
You watched the excitement in her and

your heart went out to her because you
knew that she was building up to a dis-

appointment which would shake her

through and through, which would hurt
her worse than she had ever been hurt in

her life. You sensed that. You wished
there were some way you could protect

her, you could help her— yet you knew
of nothing anyone could do.

When people talked to me downtown
I found myself sticking up for her. One
man said to me, "That is the luckiest

thing I ever beard of. Sitting back and
having a horse turned over to you."

I said, "I don't call it luck. In the first

place it hasn't been turned over to her

and probably won't be. But if it should
be. it still isn't lucky. She's fought for it

for years. She's had some tough breaks.

A good break should be about due her.

If she doesn't get this particular horse in

this particular way, she'll get another one
in a year or so because she's working for

it all the time. It's the same sort of luck

you might accuse a prospector of having
when he's studied and worked for

months, even years, and finally finds the

came It wis a short letter. It thanked
her for her application but it said that

under the circumstances, since she had
neither stable nor pasture, the horse
couldn't very well be turned over to her.

You didn't have to ask her what was in

the letter. She drew into herself, and be-

fore she finished reading, her face was a
mask. She stood there with the letter in

her hand for a little while and once Joe
thought she was going to drop it. But
then she very quietly handed it to him.
She wouldn't let them see her eyes.

She said, and her voice was thin and
high-pitched, "Well, I'll have all these

things ready anyway, when I do get one."
Her voice didn't sound very natural. She
was around for the next few minutes but
after that they couldn't find her for a
long, long time.

I
GUESS Joe felt almost as badly as she
did. He came over to see me, ostensibly

to get any ideas I could give him, but I

guess in reality he needed to get it off his

chest. He told me that Mildred had
phoned Helen for the same reason.

After Joe went back home I sat in the

living room thinking about it. I thought
about the hours of baby-tending and the

running errands, I thought about the

money gradually growing in the tin box

ACME
LOAN

COLLIERS

"Frankly, Mr. Trevor, we deal with a wealthier class

of people who can afford our high interest rates'

gold a little quicker than he expected.

It's one of those breaks you make your-

self."

The guy looked at me surprised. He
said, "Okay. You don't have to get so

vehement about it. If you say so, it isn't

luck."

Maybe I was touchy because I hated

to see it happen to her. Sure she would
get a horse in another year or so. To an
adult a year is not very long. To a child

it stretches away endlessly. When you're

thirteen, a year is a long, long time. I

wanted her to have the horse now.
It was during this period that Joe heard

her praying. He went in to tuck her in

for the night and open her window, and
before he stepped off the carpet he heard
her talking. Her eyes were tight shut and
she was asking God to help her, to guide

her. She had done everything she could
do: now she needed help. He tiptoed

back downstairs without going into the

room.
She didn't say much about the mail

but she went down to the post office

every time a train came in, if she was
free. And when she came home from
school her eyes always went to the table

where Joe and Mildred left the incoming
letters.

At the end of two weeks the letter

on the bureau. I thought about Duffer
following her across the pasture. I

thought about her catching Perry when
nobody else could lay a hand on him. I

thought about her first pin-up boy, about
her seeing National Velvet five complete
times and parts of two others. She was
just a little girl who wanted a horse very
badly. And pretty soon I didn't feel

very good inside. This had been her big

chance. She had had faith, and having
faith she had dropped her guard. Now
she was hurt as she might never be hurt
again. For my money it was a damned
shame and if nobody could do anything
about it at least a try could be made.

I picked up the telephone. I put in a

person-to-person call to the lady in Mas-
sachusetts. The operator said, "I am
sorry, sir. there will be a delay. That
same call has just been put in by another
party."

So I sat around and waited and I be-

gan to feel no better fast. I knew Jeanie
would be away somewhere alone by that

time, and little pictures of Jeanie in the

past five years kept passing before my
eyes.

After a while the phone rang and they
told me that they had my party.

I told the lady who I was, and then I

started in. I told her about Jeanie; what
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she looked like, all the things I knew
about her. 1 told her about those first

rides on Duffer, about that first Christ-

inas, about Duffer following her around,
about Perry, about the way she mothered
all animals, about the tin box and its

slow, slow accumulations, about the

money to the Red Cross, about the ca-

pacity to love some horse, pet it, make
over it, more than any horse was ever
loved or made over before.

I said, "You want care and affection

for your horse, you can never find them
in such quantity anywhere again." I told

her everything. She didn't interrupt me
much. When I got through her voice

sounded a little different. She thanked
me for calling and then she told me
something about the horse. His name
was Topper. He was a grandson of Man
o' War—by Thunderer out of a range
mare. He was thirteen years old but still

very sound. The only strings attached to

her offer were that he must not be hunted,
or ridden for hire, and must never be
sold. If the person who got him could no
longer keep him he must be returned. She
said that Topper liked to be petted and
would stand for hours and be curried. If

he liked ' you he would follow you
around. I gathered that Topper was lone-

some, now that his place had been taken
by another horse.

I said to her, "They're two of a kind.

Jeanie has been lonely for a long time,

for a horse to love. And Topper is

lonely for a mistress to love him."
After that I hung up. When I got the

bill later, the calk cost me eight dollars

and thirty-five cents. I figured I never
spent eight dollars and thirty-five cents

that I begrudged any less.

I
FOUND out afterward that Helen had
called just ahead of me. That Massa-

chusetts woman must have learned an
awful lot about Jeanie in an awfully short

time; though maybe we duplicated to

some extent. If I had known about Hel-
en's call I wouldn't have put in mine be-

cause I would have felt that as one horse

woman to another, she could probably
swing more weight than I could. I was
just a guy who wanted to see a little girl

get her horse.

Joe said that Jeanie was very quiet all

evening. In the middle of the evening the

phone rang and it was a telegram for her.

It said: topper is yours, am starting
HIM OFF BY VAN YOUR EXPENSE EARLY
TOMORROW MORNING. MAY I COME UP
SOMETIME AND RIDE WITH YOU? And it

was signed by the lady in Massachusetts.

Jeanie didn't mean to show how she

felt any more when she knew the horse

was hers than she had when she had
thought it never would be. But she came
tearing into the living room, her eyes

big. Her whole face shone. Her whole
body was light, as if she were hardly

touching the ground.
They called me over and she had

calmed down by then; but I have never
seen anyone look so quietly radiant as

she did. Joe said that all the next morn-
ing she whistled and sang. He said she

was so happy that it was all around her

like a halo. It wasn't that she had ever

been unhappy; she had always been a

happy kid. It was just that she had
wanted something very, very badly and
now she had it and she was so happy
she couldn't begin to contain it.

It had to show itself somehow and so

she hummed and sang and whistled all

day.

At ten thirty that night Helen called

and said that the horse was there and
was grand; big and lovable. The next

morning I took them out before break-

fast, because Joe's car wouldn't start.

She got out there and she walked into

the stall and up to his head, and he whin-

nied a little, softly, and nuzzled her with

his velvety nose.

And she stroked him and held her

cheek against him.

The End



I LOADINGISA'SNAP"!

I

Slide open the drawer.

Insert film magazine.

I
Close drawer — shoot!

SHOOTING IS A JOY!

What you see, Revere
captures, in natural-

ns-Iife, color movies.
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Revere Eight "88" Camera

With F 2.5 Wollensak Anas-
tigmat coaled lens. $77.50.

Renere Eight "99" Turret

With F 2.8 Bausch 4 Lomb
Animar coated lens. {110.

Thrilling home movies easier than ever . . . with the new Revere

Eight Magazine Camera! Capture for "keeps" in natural color

motion those priceless scenes—children at play—vacation fun-

happy family occasions—sport events—at slightly more cost per

scene than snapshots. Then show your movies at their brilliant

best on a Revere 8mm Projector.

The Revere Magazine Camera is so simple to load, a child

can operate it. It has five speeds, including slow motion and

single frames for titling and trick shots, ratchet key that winds

easily as a watch and many other fine features. With F 2.8

Bausch & Lomb Animar coated lens, $127.50, tax included.

See Revere Home Movie Equipment at your dealer today.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16. ILL.

!wwJ ™/«y^j/ fy.rcutiive ^ffaAxrl of (fmtn t tuiwe KMfwArm'iU

LISTEN TO REVERES RADIO SHOW FEATURING JAN AUGUST
EVERY SATURDAY, 5:45 OVER MUTUAL NETWORK. COAST TO COAST

. . . and the new Automatic Overlap

Revere Eight "85" Projector

With 500 watt F 1.6 coated

Trims both ends of 8mm or 16mm
film in one stroke, ready for

built-in scraper. Then automatically

overlaps and bonds in one

THE WEEK'S MAIL
Continued from page 4

21st), you stated that you had printed arti-

cles on what to do before. I haven't taken

your magazine long hut 1 have never seen

any such articles. Maybe the youths (anil

we are) of America should spend their eve-

nings in juke joints, liars and night clubs

getting drunk on alcoholic beverages.

Unhid Fan ClJUBS FOB 1 1 t n \<,i rs of
AMERICA, Shrcveport and Bossier City, La.

We suggest the United Fan Clubs, etc., read

The Kids Get a Night Club in the issue of

August 9th.

POLES APART

Dear Sir: In The Week's Mail of June
21st, Cartoonist Bandel Linn claims his

Zzydd Corporation puts out an eleven-foot

pole for use on people you wouldn't touch

with a ten-foot pole. Didn't Ed Wynn use

such a device on the radio years ago?

Mary Atherton, Arlington, Vt.

. . . Linn stole his pole from Colonel Stoop-

nagle and will be sued. . . .

Henry Crepe't, Georgetown, Conn.

Linn disclaims lunatic infringement on the

ten-foot pole. He says Wynn's pole was a

twelve-footer, and was made of wood. His

Pole is living and from Warsaw, Stoop-

nugle's pole is a twenty-footer and for use

on people you wouldn't touch with a ten-

foot pole—twice.

. . . Bandel Linn's Zzydd Corporation

which sells Dull. Sickening Thuds for peo-

ple to fall to the floor with has nothing on

my outfit—the Aaabcco Co. which gets top

billing in my phone book. My best sellers

include: A Streamlined Incubator for

Breeding Contempt; a Joke Merry-Go-
Round Stopper for people who are always

at their Wits' End; and a Collapsible Cage
to store Wild-Oat Stocks. My Little

Handy Set of Knitting Needles is just the

thing for Eyebrow Knitters. We also have

a summer sale on our combination Rod
Sparer & Child Spoiler; Depth Plumbers;

and Vest Pocket Scales, for those who like

to weigh their words.

Our August Special is a reduced rate on

our Interplanetary Telegraph, should you
want to thank your lucky stars!

Robert Q. Lewis. Aaastoria, N. Y.

FLAG ETIQUETTE

Gentlemen: The flag on the July 5th cover

is being carried backward. The American
flag should always be carried in the direc-

tion of the Union Jack, as the blue canton

containing the 48 white stars is known.
John C. Harrington, Brooklyn, N. Y.

... A flag is never carried flat—Never!

G. B. Nutter, Bexley, Ohio

. . . On the cover of the July 5th edition

the people in the picture do not salute the

flag or remove their hats. On pages 18 and

19 there is a similar picture and they also

do not remove hats or salute. They even

ignore the passing of the flag in the parade.

Pfc. William Saunders, El Paso, Tex.

HEALTH, HAPPINESS, ETC.

Dear Sir: Have done hypnotic work as a

hobby for a good many years but have

never found anyone who dared to defend

the marvelous possibilities of hypnosis in

therapeutic work before. (Do As You're

Told. July 5th.) I have proven practically

every point brought out in the article which

is most ably written.

1 would like to add one observation of

my own: There is no time nor space in

mind which is Universal, and our subcon-

scious mind, as a spark of the Universal, be-

comes what it knows itself to be. When the

conscious activity of the mind is in sleep,

thereby removing race ideas, inhibitions,

environmental suggestions and evolutional

fear-creating experiences, the subconscious

mind can and docs draw frorr

versal, under the guidance of an

operator, for all thai ii need

feci health, happiness and pro

knows itself to be and therefM
JOSI PH (l MIKSUN, South I'.iv

UPS AND DOWNS

Dear Sirs: I am writing thiil

forget my inner hcavings by re]

lier's aboard a ship at sea.

a cure for seasickness '

Jack Winsier, Cap

Why not try Mark Twain's

under a tree"?—with Collit

OLYMPIC BATTI

Gentli men: I disagree

Emil von Elling as coniende

of U.S. Olympic coach (Oh

July 5th). At Baton Rouge,

of LSU Tigers, we have the gr]

coach in the world (also a go]

coach), namely, Bernie Moore,
f

Bob Lyons, Ne

BRASS SOUNDII

Dear Sir: You mentioned th

roe kept himself from mutiny

Off My Sea Chest (Butter

Brass. June 21st). Allow
that the thought of a .45

his heart might have had

with keeping him from muti

Lt. Clarence .

Corpus

BUNNY WABBITS

Dear Sir: I'm going to fra

June 28th cover and when
much as mentions rabbit hu

I'm going to show it to him.

heart at all. I'll bet we have !

Saturdays together! Now
me a cover "humanizing"

bowling balls?

Mrs. Robert Miller, i

. . . Good to see a cover that!

cheesecake—but a little "hum!

Am I sick of the female figger
j

Mike Lefcourt, Woj

. . . What the devil does y<

June 28th mean?
Rita Roberts, I

The rabbits are crying becaiL

man scarecrow is so stuffed

vegetables he can't move.

. . . Missed the dispossessed

at the Ski Resort you ment

Week's Work of June 28th

give me an idea of what it loc

Joan Smith, \

Herewith our Jan. 26

Ifcratky

St Ro

lie and I

E
to New

* alone t

hated
t

«• Foil

felirsi

This
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LIFE WITH MR. POWELL
Continued from page 38

|d bow off at the left side,

jssover beard,' snap it on,

collar, and hobble back
kge as an old crippled man.
he opposite side, I would

|ely entrance as my own fa-

ied activity, however, was
continuous, and he almost

j he landed a part in Within
lis was a success, and during

[t, wooed and wedded Eileen

tier member of the cast.

i
Powell later presented her

his only son, William, Jr.,

| at Warner Brothers studio,

magna cum laude from
jlowing his service with the

, during the war.

j
Within the Law, Powell
lock-company shows and
\d tours.

to Broadway

got back on Broadway,
Iced fairly steadily, winding

Love, which ran for two
ie his last stage appearance

{11 fortune set in again. So
depression. He had been

|
nine years. His career to-

two hundred plays.

fall of this year, Powell
|a Broadway bar one eve-

uk. He was "between en-

lieaning out of work. Jack
i in there drinking with Al

|Ty-day motion-picture pro-

rrymore stared piercingly

demanded that Warner hire

thinking it but a whim of
(told Powell casually to

ar a film test. He did, and
ilm career,

fct movie work got a sort

i-no reaction, but he got

lifter when an accident to a

|in When Knighthood Was
him in to play Francis I,

He made good in this and
|as on his way to Europe
[d Dorothy Gish and Ron-
make Romola. He took

lade and toured the Con-
ig to New York several

|me along to go to Holly-
it, and he's been there

|r of duty was with Para-
ge created the role of De-
fence. Following this he

Irs. His first marriage had
|ce; he now met and mar-
ibard. This marriage also

picture for Metro, he
Miss Myrna Loy. They

tether that Metro teamed
tame to be known as The
les. But before the series

T>, Powell played in Reck-
late Jean Harlow. The
romance, cut short by

|illowed.

ng years built Powell into

e and Miss Loy became a
for wholesome married
H got hundreds of letters

Urn for setting such a fine

(asking for advice. One
|ines, Iowa, wrote to Pow-
ried fife was unhappy and
When her husband mis-
Dated, she told him, "That
filliam Powell would treat

movies." To which her
Is replied, "Well, you're

r. Powell built himself

Je" in Beverly Hills con-
iown gadget. Every room

ugust 16. 1947

had a phone, and the master, by flipping

a bedside switch, could hear what was
being said anywhere on the premises.

No one could get near the place without
being sighted, and his arrival signaled by
alarm bells. All the doors in the house
were opened by electric motors, actu-

ated by foot buttons.

The outside architecture was a com-
bination of Regency, Beverly Hills,

Gothic and early Chester A. Arthur. In-

side, every room was in a different period,

and William Haines, an actor turned
decorator, neafly went nuts. His triumph
was the master bedroom, done in wine
red.

There were several bars, one of which
could be converted, by pressing buttons,

into a grill room, with a spit rising from
the floor, charcoal burners popping out
of closets and a pantry sliding mysteri-

ously out of a wall. The salon was
convertible either into a motion-picture
theater or a guest bedroom—and occa-
sionally, when the controls went wrong,
into both simultaneously.

To open the gates into the grounds
Powell had to work a radio-eye gadget
in his car.

Sometimes the control wouldn't work,
and all hands had to wait for a corps of
electricians to be escorted to the scene by
the Beverly Hills Police Department, with
sirens screaming.

When the house was finished, it was
discovered there were so many bars that

there were not enough bedrooms. The
master built an annex, with four com-
plete bedroom suites. So many guests

showed up that a bar shortage developed,
and the whole thing became a vicious

circle. Mr. Powell suddenly tired of the

whole idea and sold it to a family with
several small children.

Dislikes Best-Dressed-Man Role

In 1938, Powell underwent a serious

operation and was out of the studio for

seventeen months. This mellow period

was interrupted soon after he went back
to the studio and began to appear on lists

of best-dressed men as the "suave type."

He grew to have a dreadful hatred of the

word "suave," and gave out interviews

ridiculing male fashions.

"Anyone who steps out socially in

Hollywood garbed according to Hoyle,"
he said, "only attracts attention to him-
self and is usually mistaken for a private

detective."

He made a fetish for a while of going
around in any weird assortment of cloth-

ing he happened to find in his closet.

He carried this to the extent, one after-

noon, of turning up at a swimming party

in a business suit, derby hat, gold-

headed cane and spats. Nobody noticed.

Peace of mind returned to Mr. Powell
almost at once.

In 1939, back at work after his illness,

Powell met a young actress, Diana Lewis,

a New Jersey girl twenty-three years his

junior. They fell in love and were mar-
ried in Nevada, January 5, 1940. They
live in two homes, one in Beverly Hills,

the other on the desert.

In the early days of Palm Springs,

Powell bought a modest home a couple
of blocks off the highway and made pets

of a small family of tarantulas, which
were trained to menace strangers and
visitors to whom Mr. Powell took a dis-

like. Palm Springs has since become a

dusty desert Coney Island, and Mr. Pow-
ell, now mellower, has abandoned the

little fellows to their own devices.

If he does win that Oscar, as the wise

boys think, that still won't satisfy Mrs.
Powell. She has other ambitions for

him. She wants him to become the yo-yo
champion of the world.

The End

New worlds

of listening pleasure for you
The Crestwood, with RCA Victor FM,

newly designed record changer and the famous tone of the

FINEST TONE SYSTEM
IN RCA VICTOR HISTORY

This is the symbol of the "Golden

Throat"—RCA Victor's exclusive

3-way Acoustical System. This

thrilling development is explained

technically in a booklet attached

to RCA Victor instruments.

Hear Robert Merrill sin/; "Music

America Lores Best." Sundays, 2

PM, EDT, on your NBC station.

Victrola radio-phonograph 612V3

plays on AC with the roll-out unit

open or closed. 4 record compart-

ments. It's at your RCA Victor

dealer's now. styled to blend with

mahogany (above) or (at right)

with fine walnut furniture.

ONLY RCA VICTOR MAKES
THE VICTROLA
"Victrola"—T.M. Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.

Like all great entertainers, the Crestwood has

an air of distinction, authority — that quality

of musical tone called "presence." Its balanced

"Golden Throat" tone is the heritage of RCA's

27 years of radio and electronic research com-

bined with Victor's 48-year musical leadership.

In one convenient roll-out unit is your com-

plete radio chassis and your record changer!

For radio, you have RCA Victor Frequency

Modulation, FM at its finest; standard and short-

wave also. For records, you have a newly

designed automatic changer with RCA > ictor's

exclusive: permanent pickup, the Silent

Sapphire. Records sound better, last longer.

Hear the new RCA Victor Album of Kreisler

favorites and judge for yourself!

DIVISION OF

JiCA l/ICTOM
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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IT WAS the oddest feeling, running into

Joe and Edith Conroy after all these

years. Mary Haver came down the
clubhouse steps the first day of the state ten-

nis tournament, and cried, "Joe! Edith! You
haven't changed a bit."

This was almost true of Joe. He wore white
flannels and a T-shirt and carried a brace of
rackets under a bare brown arm. He was only
a little balder and thinner than the halfback
whose ninety-yard run won the homecom-
ing game in 1935. Edith, who had been the
prettiest girl on the campus, had changed.
She had grown heavier and, well—dowdy.
Mary Haver said, "Darlings, you're staying

with us. Yes, you are. You know we'll love
having you. Why, Charley would be furious
if you two came into town and went to a
hotel."

The Havers lived in a perfectly huge, but
old, house on the hill above the Yacht and
Tennis Club. Joe and Edith came up in a taxi,

after dinner. Edith exclaimed over the house
and the upstairs room, so large that a tester

bed was insignificant in it. The window faced
over the blue water and colored sails of the

yacht basin.

"Oh!" said Edith. "It's marvelous. The
view! It's perfectly sumptuous." Even the
vine at the window was perfectly marvelous
and sumptuous, and Mary felt that Edith was
overdoing it. It was a relief to get downstairs
with the men.

Joe was calling Charley "Chuck," and they
were talking about Joe's ninety-yard run,
which Charley had watched from the bench.
He could not remember the name of the
player whose forward pass had fallen into

Joe's arms.
Listening to him, noticing his waistline,

Mary felt a little pity for a husband trying

to recapture a lost and gleaming moment, a
moment that had been Joe's after all.

Joe turned and gave her his old slow grin.

"It's been a long time, Mary. You'd be sur-

prised what an old man I am in a fifth set

nowadays. I have to beat these kids in a

hurry or not at all."

Looking flustered, Edith said, "It's just that

he's been so terribly busy. He wasn't sure he
ought to take the time off for the tournament,
and at the very last minute it was touch and
go finding anyone to take the children." She
rattled on and on about the two children.

Edith was tired from the train ride, and Joe
remembered he had two tough singles

matches tomorrow. Mary walked with them
to the stairs. She came back to find Charley
slumped in the study, brooding over Mcln-
tyre vs. Hamwell, 106 Atlantic Reporter, 134
Maryland 315.

"Charley," she said, "do you know I

wouldn't have recognized Edith? If I'd just

met her alone, I mean."
"You're absolutely right," said Charley

with his lips; his eyes remained on the page.

Mary went upstairs and sat for a while con-
sidering herself in the mirror. She had never
been a raving beauty in college. On the other

hand, she had not let herself get, well, middle-
agish. She actually did not look thirty-one.

Wasn't it odd how things sometimes turned

out?

JOE was to play at eleven in the morning.
"We'll drop you at the club," Mary said.

"I've some shopping to do. Edith, there's a

simply breath-taking sale at Browley's."

Looking at Edith, she decided that exactly

the right hat could still work wonders. She
wondered how Edith had ever let herself lose

interest in clothes.

"I'd love to," Edith said, flushing. "Oh, but
I'd miss the match. No, I guess not."

Mary felt a twinge of pity for Edith Con-
roy; she was such a pale—almost negative-
reflection of her husband.
Wearing a newly bought picture hat, she

got back to the club in time to see Joe's final,

sharply breaking service go past a helplessly

"Joe! Edith!" Mary greeted them from the

clubhouse steps. "You haven't changed a bit"

swinging opponent. Joe came ovel
warm and relaxed ami boyish undei|
visor. Looking at him, Mai
mcntarily blocked in her throat.

He was scheduled to play again :

so they ate lunch on the clubhouj
Edith had disappeared down thef
suppose she gets nervous watching]
Mary said.

"She promised to get the kids
shells. They started a collection

sent back from the Pacific."

Charley Haver had spent the wjl
Washington desk. "You were ril

worst of it, weren't you?" Mary sif

"My part wasn't so bad. We
courts at the base—crushed c«l

didn't want to talk about the war I

soon they were reliving college, th<|

and the proms.
Little haunting lights came int

as he remembered and laughed, 1

wondered if he recalled kissing hcl

of the junior prom. It hadn't meal
the time, and it was before he bl
steady with Edith, but she wondcf
And she found herself thinking}

nament will be over tomorrow.

THAT night was dull. Charley
with tickets for a show, but jl

being out late would be bad for his
[

ley took the wives to the show, and|
best laughs by wishing Joe hadn't
"It's just a game," Charley said.

'

why he has to make such a grind

"He makes contacts," Edith
earned ten thousand dollars his

of school, selling bonds, and it

football contacts."

"He isn't selling bonds now, is 1

. "There was a war. Contacts
thing when you're getting st

That sounded almost as if Joe
ribly, successfully busy. Edith
meant it that way. She seer

Charley's attitude.

He noticed and soothed, "Let'sj

tact with a quick one on the Adni
There, in the dim glamorous l[

circled the floor with Charley, 1<|

nearly her pretty, campus self. Oi|
quickly, she hadn't danced for so

In the finals the next day Joe
he couldn't lose for a while; b<|

first two sets it was painful to »J
twenty-year-old boy across thel

slamming away Joe's sharply bouj
and undercut, skidding bac

youth won the third set handily.]

five-all in the fourth, and Joe's fa

gard under his visor. Mary call

arm. "He's got to do it now. He's ij

a hurry, or he can't win at all. Coil

Edith sat tight-lipped, saying noth]

the court, Joe took to a man-lril

house serve. He got forty-fifteen

ble-faulted twice, and lost that g]
won the next.

It went on and on, agonizing

twelve-ten when at last he put

lob over the boy's head. Joe
enough stamina left to grin when
to the side lines and put the big si

|

Edith's arms.
"Come on," Charley said.

*

into a hot shower."
But Joe was incredible. By thtl

driven home, Joe was able to i

upstairs ahead of Charley,

after the two men, and then sll

Edith who was clasping the big t j

arms.

"Aren't you proud?" Mary cr
j

other woman's middle-aging

strangely reserved mask. AfteiJ

Mary said weakly, "I suppose y<l

it. You probably have a whole*

Joe's cups."
"Yes. I wish they'd give sorrJ

tical for a change—like a new[

rug. God knows, we need one.l

She turned her face from her ol<P

her shoulders trembled with sobii

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS

VWl
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STRONG BOY
Continued from page 21

developed into a

competition, with

n Corby's music stacked

Jncle Lute's weight lifting,

tossup as to who was going

the end.

vhen my Uncle Lute started

of himself. Up to that time

of taken being strong for

Miss Seymour having blue

ley-blond hair, but the way
squealed and batted her

,
him every time he lifted

;avy he came to the con-

he was something special,

d looking around for more
ess her. That was what led

ill.

came about was it was get-

ward the end of the dude
>y that time it had got to a

leither Mr. Sheridan Corby
e Lute would let the other

on, it

. Ightaway

th-e ki

itibti

»ert

i&hcd

USH)|

ore he

ocnn

one out of his sight for fear he would
take some unfair advantage, like maybe
proposing marriage. They did not have
much time left to work in, and they were
not taking any chances. Wherever Miss
Seymour went you could see my Uncle
Lute and Mr. Sheridan Corby going
with her, and what caused the trouble

was Mr. Sheridan Corby tried to double-

cross my Uncle Lute and get Miss Cor-
rinne Seymour alone.

Afterward my Uncle Lute said it was
a dastardly trick, and he was sorry he
had not thought of it himself. The way
it was, Mr. Sheridan Corby and Miss
Seymour and Uncle Lute had a date to

go horseback riding one morning. That
was all right, except during the night Mr.
Sheridan Corby sneaked down and
turned all the saddle stock loose except

two horses, and when my Uncle Lute
showed up at the corral Mr. Sheridan
Corby and Miss Seymour were all ready

HEtan

HENRY tOLTINOFF

•; H

SPORTING ODDS

\en Hack Wilson first came up to the Giants he was a

for a good curve ball. The pitchers soon discoverd his

ess and curve-balled him to death. One day, with men
and third, one out. McGraw flashed the double-steal sign

ck, at bat, missed it. The opposing catcher, however,
it and signaled for a pitchout. He grabbed the wide
sd rifled the ball to second base. The second baseman

lie put-out and fired the ball back to the catcher. But the

ver got there. Hack stepped in and belted it out of the

(rounds.

pGraw, furious, went at Wilson as only McGraw could.
listened meekly, and in a momentary pause he interposed
rely, "Gee, Mr. McGraw, I couldn't resist. It was the first

ball I've seen in this league."

—Robert Farrell, Chicago, 111.

: shortly after the rum of the century, the semipro teams
mar and Benson, Minnesota, battled through nine innings
breless tie. Then in the first half of the tenth Benson got

lielman, the Willmar pitcher, slapped out a scratch single
h last half of the inning, and the next batter, O'Toole,
»'d one into center. Thielman, exhausted by the tight
ne staggered into third and collapsed as O'Toole dashed
r the bases close on his heels. Unable to pass Thielman,
mk lifted him in his arms and carried him to home plate.

pire allowed two runs, giving the game to Willmar.
li iad been a fatal dash for Thielman. He was dead, of heart

—A. Kenneth Ellis, Lakewood, R. I.

U^S will pay a minimum of ttS for each acceptable contribution to Sporting
fc Udresj Sporting OdcU, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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"people will say
I married you
foryour money

"I don't see why. Everyone knows
you married me for my charm, my
manly good looks, my —

"

"Be serious, Jim. You say that if any-
thing happens to you, I won't have to

worry because there'll be a regular
check coming in every month."

"That's right, Sue."

"And that we can look forward to a
permanent vacation some day, on a
comfortable retirement income?"

"Absolutely correct."

"Well, people will certainly think I

married you for your money, because
it must take a lot of money to guar-
antee all that . . . doesn't it?"

"Not for your brilliant husband."

"Jim, please stop teasing and tell me
what this is all about."

"Okay, honey. All those things are

made possible by Mutual Life's 'In-

sured Income' Service. The Mutual
Life representative showed me how
to team up my life insurance with

my Social Security, so we will get

maximum benefits from both of

them. And the plan just fits what
you and I need. You're protected

against first-of-the-month bills . . .

and meanwhile we're building to-

ward a comfortable retirement."

"Why Jim, that's wonderful. People
won't say I married you for your
money—they'll say I married you for

your brains/'

Why not hare the Mutual Life representative in your community explain

"Insured Income to you? There is no cost or obligation for this service.

free SoeuU SecccUty helps
How much do you know about the Social Security for which

you are now paying? If you are a resident of the United

States, we invite you to mail coupon for easy -to-read booklet

explaining your future benefits from Social Security. Included

is a convenient file for official records you will need to avoid

costly delay in collecting your Social Security benefits.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK

34 Nassau Street

New York 5, N.Y.
'tu>*—tt-

Alexander E. Patterson

President

I would like your free Social Security helps.

NAME ACE

HOME ADDRESS.

OCCUPATION CS -17

VETERANS: KEEP YOUR GCVEWMEM" LIFE INSiJR/ .JCE!

** il



SHE SAYS, "HOW HICE!"

HE SAYS, "RIGHT PRICE!"

TOGETHER THEY SAY

There s always less work and less worry

when Norge joins the family. The refrigerator, for fafl

defrosts itself automatically . . . the electric ran]

turns itself on and off . . . each appliance performs

with a zest and an economy that save time and

Your home, once it is Norge-equipped, takes on new

new glamour . . . life itself is fuller, freer, fin<

"The best dealer in town sfells Norge". . . you will find

in the classified section of your telephone hook.

Norge Division, Borg-Warner Corporation, Detroit

SEE

Worm rooms, warm hoart* !

REFRIGERATORS • ELECTRIC RANGES • WASHERS • ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS • GAS RANGES • HOME HEATERS • HOME & FAR*
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and my Uncle Lute did not

to ride on.

ne, Luther," Miss Seymour
eridan says that if we wait

ch up a horse we will not

our ride."

Lute did not say what he

t Mr. Sheridan Corby be-

ild not use those sort of

t of Miss Seymour. He un-

he had been cold-decked,

like there was nothing he

t it. until he happened to

the other corral. It was
the bucking horses that

had rounded up to ship

deo at Cheyenne. It gave
an idea of how to impress

Seymour.
I excuse me for one mo-
Uncle Lute said, "I will

ur looked over at that cor-

rs and her eyes got as big

bar glass.

you're going to ride one of

j

broncos?" Miss Seymour

i day's work," Uncle Lute

not exactly true. Strictly

ly Uncle Lute was not a

, and under ordinary cir-

would not have gone near

uckers for wages, but his

old of him and there was

lat terribly dangerous?"
|said. "Aren't those horses

lisly wild?"
look his hat off.

|ncle Lute said, "the horse

lade yet that I would not
^eer pleasure of being in

presence."

ute had sort of stolen that

||he had been reading, but
Miss Seymour's eyes

Rer than they had been
acted as though she had

||Mr. Sheridan Corby was
|e neighborhood,
liss Corrinne Seymour
that is the nicest thing

ler said to me."
peak your damned neck,"
Corby said,

pte did not pay any atten-

pidan Corby.
to state further," Uncle
there is not anything on

|four feet and wears hair

at get astraddle of to go

i

including a bear."

("ope off his saddle, and
corral and dabbed his

1st horse he came to. It

Tiamed Watermelon, the

|Mr. Stevens owned. Un-
him down tight to the

nd blindfolded him and
saddle on him. Then he
>pe, took a short grip on
aced himself,

lady," Uncle Lute said,

lat out of the same book,
forward and lifted the

let a horse get his head
buck, and Uncle Lute

itermelon get his head
ut of that corral like he
through the park. Miss
not understand it and
xplained it to her.

ng muscles in the arms,"
, "and I expect there is

rth strong enough to get

I don't want him to."

squealed.

Uncle Luke said it was
rides he had ever taken,
by kept them out for six

that my Uncle Lute's
ut and the horse would
did not work out that

ute held out. It almost

gust 16, 1947

broke his arm, but in the end it was worth
it. When they got back to the ranch
Miss Seymour asked my Uncle Lute to

call on her that night, and she made it

clear that she did not want Mr. Sheridan
Corby along. My Uncle Lute was very

proud of himself.

That night after supper he went up to

call on Miss Seymour and they went
walking in the moonlight. It seemed
obvious to my Uncle Lute that he had
eliminated Mr. Sheridan Corby as a com-
petitor, and it occurred to him that it

might be appropriate to mention to Miss

W,"'/,
•'«",

"What's he crying for, Lulu-
belle?" "He doesn't like to

play in the sandbox, Mama"
COLLIER'S ED N0FZ1GER

Seymour the thing that he had had in

mind for some time. He had been saving

his money to get two hundred dollars for

a honeymoon in Yellowstone Park. One
more payday would make it, and that is

the thing he thought he would mention to

Miss Seymour.
"Ma'am," Uncle Lute said, "next week

is payday, and when I get the money in

my jeans there is a question I had in mind
to ask you."

Miss Seymour took hold of his arm
and snuggled up close to him.

"I cannot imagine a question that a

great big strong man like you would be
going to ask poor little me," Miss Sey-

mour said.

"It is somewhat personal," my Uncle
Lute said, "and it will have to wait until

after payday."

"I just simply don't know how I can
stand it till then," Miss Seymour said.

Then she reached up and kissed him. . . .

After he got paid Uncle Lute counted
his money and he had two hundred and
twenty-seven dollars. He sent into town
for five pounds of chocolates and a new
shirt, and that night he was down in the

bunkhouse combing his hair before he
went up and talked to Miss Seymour
about the honeymoon in Yellowstone
Park when Mr. Stevens came in.

"I understand," Mr. Stevens said, "that

you went out for an early morning canter

on one of my bucking horses last week."
"Yessir," Uncle Lute said, "I got to

admit I did."

"Have any trouble?" Mr. Stevens said.

"Nossir," Uncle Lute said, "I didn't. I

held his head up for six hours and he
didn't buck a lick."

My Uncle Lute was very proud of him-
self.

"I have some news for you," Mr.
Stevens said, "he still will not buck a

lick."

Mr. Stevens did not sound as though
he was very proud of my Uncle Lute.

"I shipped him down with a rough
string to Cheyenne," Mr. Stevens said,

"and do you know what happened?"
My Uncle Lute said he did not know

what had happened.
"I will tell you what happened," Mr.

Stevens said. "They put him in the chute

and saddled him, and Mickey Conley got

on board him, and when they opened the

gate he come out like he had spent all his

life pulling a milk wagon. He would not
even crowhop."

"Well, I'll be damned," Uncle Lute
said. "You mean I broke him?"

"That is exactly what I mean," Mr.
Stevens said, "and you are going to more
than be damned. You are going to be
sued." He started getting red in the face

and his voice got louder. "That horse
was worth two hundred dollars to me as

a bucker. The way he is now he's not

worth the powder to blow him to hell.

If you get what I am driving at."

"I get what you are driving at," Uncle
Lute said.

He dug down in his pockets and
counted out the two hundred dollars he
had been saving for a honeymoon in

Yellowstone Park.

At the time Uncle Lute considered it

only a temporary setback. Since he did

not have the two hundred dollars he
could not mention what he had in mind
to Miss Seymour, but he figured that in

four months he could save up the two
hundred dollars again, and he would
write to her and tell her about the honey-
moon in Yellowstone Park, and they

would be married in the spring. The only

trouble was that two months after she left

the ranch Uncle Lute heard from her and
it seemed she had got herself married to

Mr. Sheridan Corby in New York. He
was playing and singing over the radio

there.

MY UNCLE LUTE stopped talking,

and I thought about it for a while.

It seemed to me that if Miss Corrinne Sey-

mour was the sort of a girl who did not
know her own mind, and would not wait

until Uncle Lute had saved up two hun-
dred dollars again he was lucky not to

have married her, and I said so.

"Do not jump to conclusions, Bub,"
my Uncle Lute said.

He walked over to the corner and
picked up the horseshoe he had straight-

ened out and bent it back into shape.

Barehanded.
"I found out later that she was worth

two million dollars," Uncle Lute said.

"Let that be a lesson to you."
The next morning I did not try to pick

up the calf. I talked to my father again,

and when I went to school I saw Mary
Louise Stacy and told her I was going to

start taking guitar lessons, and she let me
carry her books home from school.

The End

BrijoY

BETTER
HEARING

"Eveready" "Mini-Max" batteries give

you more power because their flat-cell

construction doesn't waste space! You
get better hearing longer through more
hearing hours between battery changes.

WAR SECRET! This rugged, efficient

construction made possible the proxim-
ity /use—No. 2 in wartime importance.

Today, it helps you get more from
your hearing aid! Ounce for ounce, the
greatest energy producer—size for size,

the most compact . . . penny for penny,
the most economical, "Eveready" bat-
teries are for sale at your hearing-aid
dealer's. Get them by name.

EVEREADY
TRADE-MARKS
MINI MAX

FREE1
Just off the press,
"Progress Toward
Better Hearing" .

.

Write Dept. C 23
HEAR|Nfi .fl|D BATTERIES

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Admiration
POCKETCHIEF

A Man's Handkerchief "^~

» ... real value . .

.

"^^
individually wrapped.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY IN „—- BETTER DRUG & CIGAR STORES,

25c»-15c • 20c 50c _
UNIVERSAL

HANDKERCHIEF

P"«VEX
DOT

«M'!Oin o*

Kills the fleas

Quicklfl

Keeps others off

for Daft.

Pulvex also comes with ROTENONE.
the original formula. BEST FOR CATS.

Either Kind

125*4 50*

INCREASE your Income taking care of subscription* for
this magazine. Write to

—

Independent Agency Division
The Cr«wett-C«llier Puklisfcinfj Cimpiny. 750 Park Avenue, New Turk 17. N. T.

EYES TIRED?
Two Drops
Quick Relief
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

Prove to yourself that gentle,

safe Murine brings instant re-

lief to tired eyes. Put two
drops in each eye.

. . . Then feel that

cleansed, re-

freshed sen-

sation.

WHAT
IS MURINE?

Safe, gentle
Murine is a scien-

tific blend of seven
ingredients that cleanse,

soothe and refresh the deli-

cate eye tissues that are irri-

tated from wind, light glare, dust,

close work or lack of sleep. Murine is

economical, too, for so little goes so far. \

MURINE
FOR YOUR EYES
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Kinsey highballs can't be beat

To take the edge off August heat

!

Any highball will help get your mind off the

heat. But a Kinsey Highball makes the process

more enjoyable . . . because Kinsey is an espe-

cially smooth, delicious whiskey. And so rich in

flavor that neither soda nor ice cubes can dilute

its excellent taste. Here's how:

Pour one jigger of light, flavor-full

Kinsey into a glass full of ice cubes.

Add ginger-ale. soda or plain water . .

.

and get set to beat the heat!

Couldn't you go for one of those tall, tempting

and terrific Kinsey Highballs right now? Well

. . . what arc you waiting for?

KlHSBY
the

unhurried

whiskey

for

unhurried

moments

Si i

11

-

A BLEND.
86.8 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits. Kinsey Distilling Corp., Linjield, Pa.
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THE NATIONS BRAIN
Continued from page 13

l reading room, reference slips

th utterly meaningless scrawls.

»vould give him a book, any

the fellow would read it. qm-
avely, until nightfall. An old

:!aims she is squaring the cir-

for recondite mathematical

then proceeds to draw nothing

lines on pieces oi cardboard.

t nut is the gatfer from Balti-

;ets Alger books and promptly

kf our users arc eneaued in

Farch." Willard Webb' chief of

ild Reader Division, observes.

Imit. though, that sometimes
to tell a genius from a crack-

ily restriction we make is that

st be sixteen years old*'

Might Stump Quiz Kids

s been in the Librarv since

gthe war he was a lieutenant

manding the 718th Tank
tached to the 7th Division in

e says the years he spent an-

ions in the main reading

splendid preparation for the

ar. In his time, he has ex-

root over the phone, read

mused housewives in the

;etting dinner and has settled

room controversies ranging

to Latin quotations. He be-

•ert in heraldry and the Civil

in self-defense. It was easier

tly looking up references,

house for all sorts of screw-

the Library last year an-

.041 phone calls. 16,156

tters and prepared 28.694

s and references to material

staff uses 32,000 books for

nee but admits the good old

nac contains more answers
her volume. There is only
on imposed on questions,

gal advice will not be given.

t, anything goes—and the

me up with some dandies,

ns were sung at President

neral and who were Wash-
bearers? What weather can
this time of year in Cale-
ere can the nearest teacher

found? What is the relative

)f baldness in men and
t are the ingredients in a

and how come the Po-
uddy? The pupils of lona

drt Myers, Florida, have
eleton of a mule and want

it. Where can the teacher

|g annoyance are national
h invariably provoke a del-

ies. The staff knows, of
juices of the posers and
them into the main reading
lis callers to do their own
"itten requests for contest

gnored.

conviction that eventually

a call for every shred of
i the library. A man speak-
nglish once showed him a

„ of a safari, taken in 1890,
> ie figure, said it was he and

see the book in which it

Webb recalled having
while glancing at an old
iyber Pass a few months
pure happenstance, for

ibliographical reference to

it Webb dug up the book
who grumbled because he
halt hour lor it.

occasion a reader asked
Dutch theology written in

>ok had never been drawn
. but now it was gone. The
tizzy until it was discovered

fc

that another reader was studying it at that

verj moment.
1 he worst pests are those who bounce

in jauntily, rattle oil a string of false

leads and expect librarians to know what
t hex want. A youth recently asked Webb
for a book entitled Confessions of a

Confederate, written by a man named
Smith who was secretarv to Jell Davis

and made impertinent remarks about the

boss. Webb put his hand on the book
instantk even though it was I he Diar\

of a Rebel War Clerk, written by one
Jones who never was Davis' secretary.

Kver\ library inevitably is cluttered up
with vast piles of literary rubbish that

cries for the furnace, but the value of

saving everything was highlighted dur-

ing the war. In 1902 a Methodist mis-

sionary in Burma donated to the Library

of Congress his diaries, which were filled

with little more than dreary accounts of

endless rain. They proved to be of ines-

timable importance when the Allies in-

vaded Burma, the wettest spot on the face

of the earth, and were scrounging fran-

tically for any weather report.

The two huge buildings opposite the

Capitol were such storehouses of vital

information that the O.S.S. moved in for

the duration as a time-saving measure.
The Chinese air force consulted maps of

its own country, a gift from the Emperor
of China in 1840. that could not be dupli-

cated anywhere in the world. European
city directories, gathering dust in forgot-

ten corners, saved hundreds of American
lives in street fighting. Railroad time-

tables, kept through sheer force of habit,

spotted targets for air attacks on marshal-

ing yards and depots.

Important German advances in the

use of sulfa drugs were first made availa-

ble to the Army through Library opera-

tives attached to forces in North Africa.

The Navy would have cracked up count-

less ships on unknown reefs in the Pa-

cific if not for old navigation charts

owned only by the Library.

Researcher Trailed by Gestapo

Few undercover agents came through
with more top-secret stuff than Manuel
Sanchez, who worked directly for the

Library in Africa and Europe from
April, 1943. to May, 1945. Sanchez was
trailed by the Gestapo in Lisbon while

he completed files of German technical

books and newspapers.
"What good are old newspapers?" you

may ask. Well. sir. during the last two
years of the war. German casualties were
so heavy that local papers were permitted

to print death notices only of officers.

The Allied High Command, working on
the predictable proportion of ofiicer cas-

ualties to enlisted personnel, could make
an accurate appraisal of the man-power
drain on the Wehrmacht that had a di-

rect bearing on strategy. In all, Sanchez
sent back 66.508 items, including the

prized Dizionario di Politica, which was
distributed only to high Fascist leaders.

The founding fathers never envisioned

the tremendous scope of activities the

Library was to embrace when they au-
thorized its establishment in 1800. The
nucleus was Thomas Jefferson's collec-

tion of 6.487 volumes. This he sold to

the government, amid loud outcries

against the cost, amounting to S3.69 a

book. The Jefferson collection was vir-

tually destroyed in 1814 when the British

razed the Capitol, where it was housed,
and in the fires of 1825 and 1851.

When the influx of books threatened
to burst the Capitol apart at the seams.
the present main building of the Library

was authorized and completed in 1897.

It immediately was apparent that this was
the most unique building ever erected in

Washington. An appropriation of S6,-

Model 70—6-shot

Bolt Action Repeater

270 Silvertip

Cartridge

YOU DON'T WANT
TO MISS THIS

When you head into the big woods
this Fall after deer, elk or moose,
pin your faith on Winchester rifles

and ammunition.

If it's deer you're after . , . choose the
deer hunter's ideal, the Winchester
Model 64 Lever Action Deer Rifle.

Easy to carry and quick to shoot.

Pistol grip and semi-beavertail fore-

arm shaped to hand.

Want the finest Bolt Action Game
Rifle in the World? . . . choose the
Winchester Model 70. Built in ten
different calibers suitable for every-
thing from large game down to small
game and pests.

Want the perfect saddle gun? . . .

choose the Winchester Model 94
Carbine. Ideal for hunting in wooded
country or on canoe trips.

Ask about these and other Win-
chester rifles at your dealers. All

big game rifles call for Winchester
Super Speed cartridges with con-
trolled expanding Silvertip bullets.

tK.CC* Don't go another
day without our new folder on
today's Winchester Center Fire
Rifles. Address Desk 62-B
Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., New Haven, Conn., Divi-
sion of Olin Industries, Inc.

Model 64 Deer Rifle

6-shot Lever Action
30-30 Silvertip

Cartridge

WANTED •

Sportsmen to cooper-

ate with farmers, and
join Local and national

organizations for
game conservation
and restoration.

WmCH£ST£H
TRADE MARK

ARMS & AMMUNITION MADE FOR EACH OTHER

RIFLES • CARTRIDGES • SHOTGUNS • SHOTSHELLS
FLASHLIGHTS • BATTERIES • ROLLER SKATES

AND OTHER PRODUCTS
August 16, 1947
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Yes. •• he's used to the best!

He pays $6*00 for his Bolex camera...

...yet only 5$ for the best sparkling water!

mm Yes, Yes!
Makes drinks taste better—costs less!

YES . . . it's bonded for quality by a famous surety company.

YES ... it gives you a dime-size bottle for a nickel!
Product of Pepsi-Cola Company

Sole U. S. Agent Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc., New York, N. Y.

200,000 had been given the Armv Engi-
neer Corps for the job—and $200,000
was returned to the Treasury. Old brass
hats and public watchdogs haven't
stopped vibrating yet from the shock.

In 1939 a modern, air-conditioned an-

nex, with more floor space than the main
structure, had to be addeil to handle the
overwhelming How of material, which
increases by 2.500.000 items annually.

Counting the $787,715.06 the Library
turned in from copyright fees and the

sale of index cards, it cost the public less

than $5,000,000 last year. It would have
been a bargain at twice the price. In addi-

tion to the duties it performs for the

government, the Library of Congress
saves all other libraries an incalculable

sum by solving the profession's most dif-

ficult problem, the cataloguing and in-

dexing of books.
Any iibrary is only as good as its sys-

tem for getting material into the hands of
readers. A source that cannot be found
in the index file or picked off a shelf

quickly is worthless. In this highly tech-

nical operation the Library of Congress
gives understaffed institutions a tremen-
dous boost by cataloguing all books un-
der 40,000 basic subject headings and
selling the cards at three cents apiece. It

has 165,000,000 such cards on file and
also maintains the Union catalogue of
7,600,000 titles, which tells scholars and
researchers where any material they need
can be found in the United States.

Among the Library's most competent
1,500 employees are the fifteen men and
women who process acquisitions. All
have the equivalent of a master's degree,

several have Ph.D.s. they have a reading
knowledge of at least two foreign lan-

guages and they perform their highly

skilled work for $3,400 to $5,200 a year.

Like all their colleagues, they accept

such meager pay because they are nuts
about books.

Cataloguing a new work is a task that

would make most of us whimpering
wrecks. Let's assume someone has writ-

ten With Patton Through France. An
entry is made out in the author's name
and another is filed under the W's. Addi-
tional cards are made for Patton. Geo. S.,

Jr.; U.S. History—Army 3d: Third
Army; World War II—Campaigns,
France. Suppose the book has an ap-

pendix giving officer rosters, casualty

tolls and decorations. Each requires a

separate heading. The book also con-

tains a history and military evaluation of

the Maqui resistance movement in sup-

port of the Allied armed forces. That will

have to be listed under "Maqui," "Re-
sistance" and "Underground." You
wind up with twelve cross references for

one book.
This nest of libraries within a library

makes books only a part of its business.

A staggering venture in talking books for

the blind recently was completed when

Tolstoy's monumental War|
was recorded in its entirety

required 1 19 two-sided reca]
each side inns 2s minutes,

than two d;i>s of unintcirupfl

to hear the book through,
hi a i \ ol talking hooks can
by any blind person and
charge except foi shipping.

In this maze ol .istonishiri

you can look at the rare-bfl

priceless collection ol mcunal
printed before January 1,1

early Americana, walk dowr
of stairs and hear hot jazz N
would blow the fuse oil a juU

Preserving American Foi

The Music Division is pre-

only for its manuscripts but

ing recorder of folk songs
More than 30.000 blues,

uals, hollers, hymns, tales

some never heard more tha

distant from their origir

saved from oblivion by
Lomax and Dr. Duncan
Lomaxes, pioneers in the fi

jails for some of the mafej

wax. and Dr. Emrich now
Southwest to record old

they are taken to the

people who remember the

12,000 albums of autheti

music were sold to the

It is inconceivable that

note will not visit the

to consult its unrivaled re

are 500 special facilities

projects, including 222
where an author can keep

books and all necessary al

for his work, except a blofl

Books are perishable, bu|
constantly is assuming a

brant function in governr

free exchange of knowle
stocking destroyed and loo

libraries, distributing to <

surplus books used in warl

and compiling critical reviil

and publications for circul|

eign countries by the Stati

"We must discriminate,"

Evans, the chief librarian,

!

an impulse to rescue the lib

past and the imperative ne 1

the literature of the present.]

One of those little incidcl

vinces the staff it is not isolf

turmoil of current events

September in Berlin. A rab
j

the Jewish New Year ritual I

villa of a former Nazi bij

out the first prayer books vj|

his congregation had seen

and said: "We will now
shana services by cour

brary of Congress."
The End

"I know they look perfectly harmless, but wait until you try to ligh

'

Collier's lor A «*

I
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THE COAST
DEMANDS LONG

PANTS
Continued from page 17

Hollywood team to operate. Los \n-

geles controls the territory and can kill

Hollywood oil whenever it chooses. Even
it it joined the National or American
leagues and kindh allowed Hollywood to

continue, the Hollywood club would
have little success as a minor-league team
facing the competition of the majors.

That means the Coast League would
have to pick up two new members to

replace Los Angeles and Hollywood.
The same late would probably overtake
Oakland it San Francisco joined the Na-
tional or American league. Who could

Rowland recruit to make up the four

teams lost?

So the race is on between Mr. Clarence
(Pants) and his Coast League friends and
the vultures who would like to descend
on their little gold lode. If he can get

his third-major-league status, a sigh of
relief will chase all up and down the

Coast among the magnates who are now
making fortunes out of modest invest-

ments. Upon analysis, that seems to be
the meaning of Mr. Rowland's endeav-
ors. If the Coast League were not afraid

of a territory raid it would be stupid to

bother with major-league rating.

Small Parks Do Good Business

Hollywood sits in a little bandbox park
holding around 12.000 and makes a mint.
They make it whether the team is in third

place or last place. Seattle and Portland
do very well in parks that will never be
pointed out to visiting foreigners as pub-
lic monuments. Rather than have this

little picnic ruined they are eager for

major-league status although it will (or

may) mean larger pay rolls. If they lose

L.A. or San Francisco to the present ma-
jors, it will mean disaster.

"You fellows are always so interested

in figures." complained Mr. Rowland
testily, when mention was made of
the matter of salaries. "You just hear the

big ones back there, you don't hear
the others."

That is probably true but a Bob Feller

trapped in Sacramento would furnish

one of the saddest pictures ever limned.
There are many angles to the problem,
and the fact that Philip Wrigley owns
the Los Angeles franchise may be one
of the most important. He has been
quoted as saying that the third major
league was an excellent idea.

Dom DiMaggio has chimed in with
the following comment: "I have discov-

ered no difference between the class of
ball played on the Coast and in the ma-
jors. Both seem alike to me." Dom is a
loyal native son and a great ballplayer

but as a discoverer it is hardly possible

he would ever have qualified as a Balboa.
There is a difference, a great difference;

the only question is whether the gap can
be narrowed after a length of years when
the Coast League travels alone.

The battle raged anew at the time of

the All-Star game in Chicago when Mr.
Rowland proposed his five-year provi-

sional period during which the majors
would agree not to draft Coast players,

thus permitting them to build up a play-
ers' list and qo work on the ball parks.

Leonard J. Roach. Los Angeles County
Supervisor, was there with another dele-

gation saying. "Nuts to the provisional

period and the Coast League! We want to

play with the big boys right now." The
baseball fathers held their heads and
ducked, putting the matter over till De-
cember. And that's how it stands at the

moment with Clarence (Pants) Rowland
and his dream.

The End

relaxes you from today .. .

prepares you for tomorrow
When you select a mattress, make no

mistake in this important purchase. Go to a

good dealer in whom you have complete

confidence . . . Ask to see Spring-Air.

Examine it closely.

High quality, precom-
pressed cotton felt pad-
ding (upholstery) cush-
ions body from spring
contact, gives surface
softnessand luxury "feel"
to a Spring-Air mattress.

CONTOUR COMFORT

feel

ticking, grips,

, look at the design,

tailoring. Sit on it,

it... test it in any way you wish. Then

ask your dealer to tell you the "real

inside story" about Spring-Air "Controlled

Comfort" and quality. It's the same as used

by thousands of fine hotels and good

hospitals. A good dealer knows bedding

...be guided by his suggestion.

SPRING-AIR COMPANY • HOLLAND, MICH.

A* °LL*(nw»Q

d by '+\A""* Guaranteed by *<

i Good Housekeeping
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The first 1H turns of spe-
cial Karr spring coils
give soft, luxurious sup-
port to all body contours
and special buoyancy to
lighter parts of the body
such as arms and legs.

SUPPORT COMFORT

Firm support to heavier
portions of the body is

provided by the middle
section of the"hour-glass"
spring coils, where spring
tension and compression
strength are greater.

SLEEP COMFOII1

As many as nine different
types of spring coils. sci-

entifically located
throughout, keep edges
from sagging, prevent
side-sway, maintain flex-

ibility . . . give sleep com-
fort year-in, year-out.

IRRESISTIBLE COMFO
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BETTER HEED MR. HOOVER
THERE are writers and commentators who

make more or less of a profession out of

snooting and sneering at everything ex-

President Herbert Hoover says for publication.

What these Hoover-baiters' motives are, we
wouldn't know.

His comments on the Marshall Plan for the eco-

nomic rejuvenation of Europe seemed especially

cogent to us. Evidently they struck President Tru-
man the same way, since the President proceeded
to name a total of three groups of prominent and
respected persons to carry out the Hoover recom-
mendations on the Marshall Plan.

The ex-President's position in the matter is sim-

ply this: With the best will in the world, a nation of

140,000,000 people cannot indefinitely feed, clothe

and warm some 375,000,000 Europeans. We should

do what we can to help Europe out of the postwar
wreckage, but first we should find out what we can
safely do. On no account should we bleed ourselves

white, because in that event we would go down in a

general crack-up with the rest of the world.

Mr. Hoover also wants the Truman Administra-
tion to be frank with the people as to just what this

)robable expenditure of 25 billions in the next five

or six years will mean to Americans. It will not en-

tail simply a lot of bookkeeping transactions with

dollars, pounds, francs, etc. It will, more impor-

82

tantly, involve shipping huge amounts of food, ma-
chinery, clothing, fuel and so on out of our own
country under a sort of peacetime Lend-Lease ar-

rangement, with no prospect of ever being repaid

anywhere near full value.

All this may necessitate voluntary cuts in our
own consumption, especially of food.

We ought to get something in return if we can;

and Mr. Hoover believes we can. He says it will

give us a chance to stock-pile imported strategic

materials—tin, manganese, mercury, chromite.

nickel, for a few examples—in exchange for some
of our relief goods. He urges that we seize all op-

portunities of this kind, instead of just softheart-

edly and softheadedly giving our substance away.
In contrast to these common-sense Hoover sug-

gestions, we have the wild talk of Henry A. Wallace
and his codreamers about throwing 50 billions to

the winds in world-wide relief in the next decade,

the recipients to include governments which will not

co-operate, as well as those which will.

We hope the Truman Administration will string

consistently along with Mr. Hoover's ideas in all

this and will give the Wallaces the consistent brush-

off. If we are to undertake this colossal job of

boosting Europe out of the worst consequences of

the worst war in recorded history, we should at least

go about it in a businesslike way.

A MONUMENT

TO THE EASE

"» \BI
'
Kl III. perhaps the greatest I

"the most colorful baseball player o|
not feeling too well these days, and son

things have been done in the way of

some compliments and such while he is|

joy them. Babe Ruth Day, celebrated ij

tion's ball parks early this season, wasi
very nice things.

Wouldn't it be a good idea, though, u]

than that, and in a way which would pie

above all other ways?
The erstwhile Sultan of Swat has re

what is known as the Babe Ruth Found
a charitable outfit which its creator hop
lot of baseball gear for youngsters wh
their own, and will in other ways fost|

terest in the game.
Wouldn't it be feasible for organiz

major and minor, somehow to system^
butions to the Babe Ruth Foundation
could become well enough heeled

founder's dreams on an appropriate

Perhaps a percentage of box-office rej

be kicked in on a specified day each
]

the Babe Ruth Foundation could
World Series takes. Or something of th

We can think of no finer monument tfj

than this—and of no better builder of
J

will for professional baseball, which coi

extra good will at this stage of its for

about some action, soon?

PLEASE NOTE

IW1HE Right Honorable Winston* cently remarked that the Labor gol

driving Great Britain to ruin. Conceil

was a political impulse behind Mr. Churl

ment—though we must say we can't see f

bor government has done Britain anyi
Anyway, one R. O. Eaton, of Ll|

County, read about the Churchill groa

in hand, and wrote the following to

Times' famous letter column.

Remembering Mr. Churchill's recent ut
j

interesting to note what other great men ha |

William Pitt: "There is scarcely anythin J

but ruin and despair."

Wilberforce in the early 1800s: "I da

the future is so dark and unsettled."

Lord Shaftesbury (1848): "Nothing can

ish Empire from shipwreck."

Disraeli (1849): "In industry, commerce

ture there is no hope."

The Duke of Wellington on the eve

(1851) thanked God that he would be "sparl

ing the consummation of ruin that is gatll

us."

Your correspondent, come to think
J

been hearing for several decades now fr.l

persons that the world and particularly J

States were headed for the dogs for a va|

sons. Things aren't too bright at the mcH

with the prop wash from the late war s

around our ears.

But the dogs, on the other hand, are I

for the world to get to them, and muj
hungry by now.

Collier's for Augvf
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'ERE HE WAS, trying to get away from
:-i „.u, Tl

without realizing it. When you do offend

this way you may find yourself on the social

black-list. Bad news like this travels fast,

and is hard to live down.

Ask Yourself This

Isn't it foolish to take chances when Listerine

Antiseptic offers such a simple, wholly de-

lightful precaution? Simply rinse the mouth
with it before any date where you want to be

at your best. Almost at once your breath

becomes fresher, sweeter, less likely to offend.

While some cases of halitosis are of sys-

temic origin, most cases, say some author-

ities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of

tiny food particles clinging to mouth sur-

faces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such

fermentation, then overcomes the odors fer-

mentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., 5/. Louis, Mo.

e any date . . .

ANTISEPTIC

;n

f or ora I hyg tene

\

7
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HERE HE WAS, trying to get away from

an attractive and popular girl whom
he had spent half an evening trying to meet.

She, happy in his arms, was unconscious

of it all unril he led her to a seat, excused

himself abruptly, and walked out of her

life forever. She was hurt and puzzled; hurt

because she was beginning to like him im-

mensely; puzzled because she was not accus-

tomed to being treated that way by any man.

And, ordinarily, she wouldn't have been

so treated, but tonight it was a different

matter ... for a reason* that she would be

the last to suspect.

It Could Be You

That's what often happens to a girl when
she gets careless . . . could happen to you. Any-

body—you included—can have halitosis

(unpleasant breath)* at some time or other

without realizing it. When you do offend

this way you may find yourself on the social

black-list. Bad news like this travels fast,

and is hard to live down.

Ask Yourself This

Isn't it foolish to take chances when Listerine

Antiseptic offers such a simple, wholly de-

lightful precaution? Simply rinse the mouth
with it before any date where you want to be

at your best. Almost at once your breath

becomes fresher, sweeter, less likely to offend.

While some cases of halitosis are of sys-

temic origin, most cases, say some author-

ities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of

tiny food particles clinging to mouth sur-

faces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such

fermentation, then overcomes the odors fer-

mentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., 5/. Louis, Mo.

Before any date . . .

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for oral hygiene



MIDRIFF SAGGING?
WIFE NAGGING?

STAND UP FOR YOURSELF

WITH A

SUPPORTER BEIT
3 */

*R»g. U. S.
Pat. Off.

BRACE UP WITH A BRACER! This com-
fortable 2-way stretch Bauer &
Black supporter belt gently tucks

your tummy in, your shoulders go
up and back, your clothes drape
smoother. You look and feel

loads better, for Bracer offers real

relief from fatigue!

FOR GREATER COMFORT, Bracer fea-

tures a newly designed top that

snugs up to you without rolling

—

special tubular leg bands that
won't crease, curl or roll— roomy,
self-adjusting fly-front pouch.

FOR AIL-DAY WEAR, Bracer is per-

fect— so roomy, comfortable, con-

venient. See it soon . . . $3.50.

BRACER ROYAL* has a wider, cooler,

more porous waistband that offers

you more supportive action .

.

. $5.00.

'S/taeez
SUPPORTER BELT

At department, men's wear,

surgical and drug stores

BAUER & BLACK
Division of The Kendall Company,
2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 16
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WHAT OLYMPICSI

Dear Sirs: It's all very well i

chances in the 1948 Olympic
vidson does in Olympic Feve

but it seems to me the mo
question is will there be any

pics, and if so, what will be

The way things look now,
|

know if Russia will veto the I

herself and the teams of her

'

nations'? If Russia does de

will the atmosphere resemb

last unhappy Olympic games I

in 1936?

Instead of foot races and I

atmosphere might be more
such events as Vaulting Iron i

Hop. Skip and Sidestep, the

Race, Swimming in Blood and
'

the Atom Bomb. Obviously, 1

will dominate the Walking Ra

In the past, the Olympic
their numerous battles on and <

ing fields, have often acted as a i

to let off international steam,

ing the '48 games serve the san

but I wouldn't want to be held rc

for what would happen if an

javelin thrower's spear should ac*

strike a Russian athlete in the sh .

B. F. Phillipson. Remset

PALESTINE

Dear Editor: To solve the Pal

lem painlessly, let the Jews ol

subscribe 5500,000,000 or

and buy part of Palestine fron

The United States bought

Alaska. Let the Jews and Aral

out between them. No blc

sary, just a bargain sale. 1

keep Russia out of it.

F. Northrup, i

HYPNOTIC W/

Dear Sirs: Mr. Mannix's at

on hypnotism (Do As You're

5th) could well be expanded to

an explanation of Communis!

Surely the Germans, and their

in ruthlessness, will not havft

the possibilities of such a

ment. When people of int

normal judgment can b

jag on a drink of rather insipid

sometimes travel over sever

shouting they are pixilate

explanation?

And as action cannot be c

against moral convictions, ittl

apparently sound and upstanc

are a bit wormy after all.

W. K. Harding, Toron

{Continued on page I
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ft PLAY MAMA is all important topic when IRENE DUNNE and

1 George Stevens huddle on the set of Mr. Stevens' production,

Bnfcer Mama. Screen version of the Broadway stage hit co-stars

IRA BEL GEDDES, OSCAR HOMOLKA, PHILIP DORN.

THIS LOOK from the beautiful, beckoning eyes of LARAINE DAY costs

JOHN WAYNE his heart in RKO's Technicolor production, Tycoon, stir-

ring saga of conquest in the Andes. Miss Day appears as a South Ameri-

can aristocrat who is irresistibly drawn to a man she should not love.

BEING FUNNY is serious business. JAMES STEWART and Producer

ROBERT RISKIN map playing of comedy sequence in Magic Town. Script

girl sits in to make notes. JANE WYMAN co-stars in Mr. Riskin's inde-

pendent production, which has had Hollywood preview audiences cheering.

XG^UT, comedy stars EDDIE CANTOR and JOAN DAVIS make
H night clubbers give in, in this scene from RKO's forthcoming

Kf lou Knew Susie. Based on the song made famous by Cantor,

Hs a bumper crop of good lookers, hit tunes, and a riotous story.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE

RKO
RADIO
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THE FIORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY • CHICAGO • MAKERS OF FINE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

BY FRELIIVG FOSTER

One of the few animals able to de-

ceive humans to achieve a purpose is

the elephant. Being susceptible to

stomach cramps, for which it is given

a bucket of gin and ginger, the animal,

after one or two cures, often develops
such a liking for the liquor that, hop-
ing to get more, it will feign cramps
as many times as it can fool its keeper.

The recent film, Caesar and Cleo-
patra, pays particular attention to his-

torical accuracy. For instance, in the

moonlight scene, beside the Sphinx,
the hundreds of stars in the sky are

shown in the same positions, accord-

ing to astronomical calculation, in

which they were seen above the Egyp-
tian desert in the year 45 B.C.

Under a British law, a private in-

dividual is permitted to sue those in-

volved in promoting certain kinds of

public entertainment on Sunday, and
also to keep the amounts awarded by
the court. As this law is ambiguous
and little understood, many unknow-
ingly violate it and thus are sued. In

a recent case, the plaintiff received

$4,000 from a man who had staged

several wrestling bouts and $3,400

more from a newspaper which had
carried his advertisements.

America's oldest fire burns today in

the fireplace of a log cabin near Sa-

luda, North Carolina. Started 166

years ago by a couple who found it

easier, in those days before matches,

to keep a fire alive than to kindle new
ones, it became such a local institu-

tion that succeeding generations of

the family have kept it burning ever

since.

Not long ago, the death of a woman
in Guanajuato, Mexico, disclosed her

strange obsession—to collect and thus

rid the world of innocent objects that

had caused death. Upon learning of

such a tragedy in any country, she

would purchase the article, which
might be, for example, a rug that had
caused a fatal fall or a picture that

had dropped on and killed its owner.

Over a period of 50 years, she col-

lected some 15,000 of these items,

which cost her about $125,000.

Although the first ten amendments
to the Constitution of the U.S. were

submitted to the states in 1789, they

were not ratified until 1939 by Con-
necticut, Georgia and Massachusetts.

By 1798 in Philadelphia,

the horse and buggy on thJ

had caused such a decline
|

attendance that the clq
tained, and held for 33 ye

permission to stop all Sund
lar traffic by hanging larl

across the city's principal stq

Buddy Kerr, shortstop ol

York Giants, holds the rl

fielding in professional basl

tween July 26, 1946, and!
1947, he played in 68 gj
fielded 384 balls without an]

Australia's independeL
roads now plan to adoptjj
gauge, which means p
18,000 of the 24,000 mi
that are using other
chaotic situation, which
sengers and freight to be)

from one system to anothi

as four times between
has existed for 94 yearsJ
economic loss of $2,400,C

will cost to correct ne

000,000.

Lidice, Czechoslovakia
ing rebuilt on its old s£H
June 10, 1942, the NariT
the ground, murdered its IS

boys and deported its 301

children in the belief that 5

1

the town had harbored tl

of Reinhardt Heydrich.

Deducting invalids, the

poor and children under fiij

population of this couni

about 100,000,000 person!

potential patrons of mot]

theaters. Of this number, ;1

000,000 rarely if ever go to
j

Since 1 925, some fault i|

beneath Jerome. Arizona, I

this 5,000-population tow

more than eight feet.

While recently explor

underlying Dent de Cr
tain in the western Alp

Frenchmen descended
greatest depth ever reac

ologists.

Ten dollars will lie paid for

cepted for this column. Conlrff

be accompanied by their sour*
|J

tion. Address Keep Ip ' i"

Collier's, 250 Park Ai.-

N. Y. This column is eopjru\'

items may be reproduced withe I
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Whose youngsters are going for a drive?

are the children of some well-known people . . . see if you can identify their parents.

lelinda and Stephanie are the daughters of a dark-haired screen

fcy who was born in New Jersey, and first appeared on the stage

fher father in a play called "Jarnegan." You probably remember
, for her roles in "Private Worlds," "The Woman in the Window"
irlet Street." Her newest is "The Macofnber Affair"—a Bene-

eaus production released through United Artists,

now lives in Holmly Hills, Calif., with her daughters and famous
husband, Walter Wanger. She drives a new, bright green conver-

always gets her gasoline at the "Ethyl" pump because, "If

ct your car to run its best, it's just common sense to use the

aline."

«*"% l!*

£-sf

*» *-A

2»This bouncing baby girl is the pride and joy of a man who studied

law, but became.known to millions of radio listeners as the "Ole Pro-

fessor" of the "College of Musical Knowledge." He is heard each
Saturday over NBC—9:30 P.M. EDST.
Born in Rocky Mount, N. C, he was cheerleader at the University of

North Carolina. His present band of twenty-five members is a far cry

from the small group that toured from town to town for eight years

looking for a break. Now he lives in Coldwater Canyon, Beverly Hills,

Calif., where you might see him driving his gray sedan 'most any day.

He uses "Ethyl" gasoline because, "I want my car to run in the groove."

Charlie's mother has made good in Hollywood by playing tough
such pictures as "Murder, My Sweet," "Stagecoach" and

[Angel." She started out as the leading lady of B pictures, but
ablished as a top-flight A-picture star—and her newest is

Kill," a feature production of RKO.
back and forth from her home in Hollywood to the studio

-managing to combine a successful career and motherhood.
|j:ed if she uses "Ethyl" gasoline, she replied, "Is there any othe^

i|S used 'Ethyl' so long and it runs my car so well I can't imagine
other gasoline."

LOOK FOR THE

"ETHYL"
TRADE-MARK

Read this to see who their famous parents are:

If you are able to name even one of these people,

you are doing very well. Children rarely resemble

parents closely enough for positive identification

...and certainly the knowledge that papa or mama
uses "Ethyl" gasoline is not much of a clue.

Today millions of car owners prefer "Ethyl" gas-

oline. . . among them the parents of the children

pictured above. They are : 1. Joan Bennett 2. Kay
Kyser 3. Claire Trevor.

These celebrities look for the "Ethyl" trade-mark

when they buy gasoline for the same good reasons

that millions of other car owners do. They want to

get the most out of their cars.

So they watch for the yellow-and-black "Ethyl"

emblem which oil companies place on pumps con-

taining gasoline stepped up with "Ethyl" antiknock

compound— the famous ingredient that improves

performance. Ethyl Corporation, New York, N. Y.



Looks

so good

around

your nee

Van Heusen's low-set collar does it!

We slope 'em low— all of them!—for extra comfort and

smartness. You choose the collar models you want

—

We've got them, in shirts that are tops for style and

quality—and planned for good looks around your neck.

All Sanforized and laundry-tested—a new shirt free if your

Van Heusen shrinks out of size! Phillips-Jones Corp., N.Y. I

%*T
New low-set collar models look

better, feel better, fit better.

Whites: $3.25, 3.95, 4.50

Stripes: $3.95, 4.50

Former sun salesman Frank L.

Harvey cuts himself a piece of

nostalgic Florida cheesecake

EVEN though he now lives in

Morristown, New Jersey, and
writes ad copy and stories in

New York, Frank L. Harvey thinks

he ought to start running toward the

arctic the minute his breezy account of

hurricanes, Demon from the Dol-
drums, p. 28, hits the stands. Being
an ex-Daytona Beach publicity man,
Frank knows how Florida Chamber
of Commerce men react to big winds.

Oddly, despite his daring, Mr. Har-
vey is still sensitive regarding his Flor-

ida sun-selling days, especially gibes

about them. He bitterly denies having
(a) a press-agent personality that

would turn Cab Calloway's brass sec-

tion green with envy, (b) a slightly

myopic squint from peering into the

bottoms of Martini glasses, and (c) a

tendency, should anyone mutter
"cheesecake" under his breath, to

snatch a camera and shout hoarsely:

"A little higher, please, Miss—ah,

that's much better." Harvey insists

that he (b) can see quite readily into

any kind of cocktail glass, (a) that he is

decidedly shy, and that (c) if he had
in the past photographed young ladies

in the scant, it was purely to satisfy

Northern editors.

Less defensively, Mr. Harvey ad-

mits there are ways to trick the tourist.

Among Handy Floridian Publicity

Gadgets were (a) the Constant Ther-
mometer, which registered 75 degrees

(in summer it was a cool breeze off the

sea; in winter, off the shore), and (b)

the Hurricane Moderator. "This
trusty device hangs from the walls of

all Florida hotels, tourist cabanas,
chambers of commerce, and real-es-

tate offices," he reminds us. "Its elec-

tronic cells, microswitches and secret

pacifiers turn the strongest wind into

a Cool and Bracing Breeze. Should
anything more emotional come along,

naturally it never hits during the In-

comparable Winter Season. Besides,

the New and Completely Modern
Florida Hotels are proof against any-
thing except A-bombs." Even though
he has renounced cheesecake, the pho-
togenic Mr. Harvey is madly saving

ulcers and gilt-edged annuities. He
hopes someday to return to his home-
town Daytona Beach.

SINCE authors these hot dog days
are off vacationing, Miss Peggy

Mann (Smiling Girl, p. 71) got away
for Stratford on Avon to take the

Shakespeare course before we could

buttonhole her. Her father, Harvey
T. Mann, however, informs us she left

for Plymouth swamped in hurly-burly

and baggage. He belie

landing at Plymouth
a lot simpler.

Mr. Harvey further i

first detected his daug
come a writer when at i

a hammer which he «
nail, completed the

back, smugly remarkin
my hand up, I do it right.*

manner of speech stru

most expressive.

With Miss Mann
miles away, Mr. Manni
Peggy Mann verse, wr

When we dance round \

tree,

Of course it gives us go

But those who have no(

Haven't any good glee.'

OUR demand for

found Ernest
through the brush alo

and rivers of the Willal

hard by the Haycox ha
the Failing Building, Po|

gon. Crawling with Mr.

a former Oregon goverftj

were tracking down pn

of first land claims, first (]

trails and roads. Now ani

come on a modern vf

kitchen midden—rusted i

modern coffee cans, cam I

pers, beer bottles, wartim I

had de-zinged, etc.

junk pile, they discove

tion of a grist mill, bii

Canadian voyageur m
hundred years ago. Ben I

they located a water wt,

some collector's shovel,

years is not a long time

Mr. Haycox informed us

century covers the comp 1

of a state from bow-ans

fare to that final attrib

tion: the pinball macbJB *fansof

How did our week-e

come to write Affair's

"It was the first of the i

cox says. "Bills. Got

worried it around. \

This week's cover: Tb
j

Music Wherever They

;

train window, Artist Ji

saw teen-agers cutting *l

nic, to music from a pi

His own shoulder-strap]

ing at the time in his

gave Whitcomb a romal

tion, posed by models
|

son and Joe Martin.

Collier's for Ai *
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Understand Rivalry andyou understand America

tY is Dad forgetting his stiff back to grow the best

in town. Rivalry is Mom's determination to make a

cake than Mrs. Brown. From county fairs to quiz pro-

s, from baseball games to business, rivalry is in America's

. a thrill and a challenge. We've outdistanced the world

we like to outdistance each other,

rake the American Oil Industry, made up of more than 34,000

lual firms of all sizes. In this competitive business 1,250,000

make their living in oil production, oil transportation,

ig, research, marketing.

Here rivalry spurs progress— finds ways to provide Americans

with finer petroleum products at the lowest prices in the world

. . . better gasoline, lubricants and fuel oil . . . better things from

petroleum in a hundred fields— chemistry, medicine, farming,

manufacturing.

The result— better health, a chance to go more places more

easily, more comfort . . . more . . . constantly more, for you.

the he's a plus FOR you
in petroleum's progress

filling," oil wells Today's tankers speed at a rate 50'

o

i underground. faster than 20 years ago. 650 corn-
's such as this, panies engage in oil transportation
rtion companies by tanker, barge, pipe-line or rail,

a's oil reserves. Result— better service, lower costs.

Keen competition in refining tech-

niques has developed finer fuel—for

planes like Jet P-80 and your car.

Some 400 refiners are responsible

for over 1200 different oil products.

Over 20,000 distributorsand jobbers
compete to serve you. Example: fuel

suppliers chart daily temperatures,
forecast your needs according to

weather, work to keep you supplied.

225,000 service stations compete
for your favor. Each vies with his

neighbors in serving you. Over half

a million people are engaged in this

familiar phase of the oil business.

Prepared for the Oil Industry by the American Petroleum Institute—Copyright 1947-
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with the amazing new way to play'records

New for 1948 ... an exquisite Mahogany radio-phonograph console

with the sensational new easy way to play a record invented by Philco.

On radio and records, its tone is superb. A great value at its

low price. See the Philco 1260 at your Philco dealer now.

PHILCO
rav/lOUo

'Prices slightly higher Denver and West.



H
pid from Chicago Heights now plays guitar in his own restaurant in New
. Ihe others in this jam session are: "Pee Wee" Russell, clarinet; "Wild Bill"
son, trumpet.; Johnny Blowers, drums; and Morey Raymond, bass fiddle

THE STORY OF
EDDIE CONDON

November 1C, 1905, Albert
t Condon was born in Cood-
Indiana, where his father had

t to conduct a saloon. The boy's
: ear never grew or had a drum.
B grew up with music. He could
Turkey in the Straw before he
I say mama. Most of his three
bers and five sisters sang or
i an instrument. By the time
was in high school in Chicago

jits, he had taught himself to
piano, the ukulele and the

i with the banjo that he got
ret professional job with a jazz
touring Iowa, Wisconsin and

esota. That was in 1922. Ever
then, Eddie Condon has been
musician, working first chiefly

Ihot groups in Chicago and later,

128, moving to New York, whereW has his own club.
z had been in and out of New

cars before Condon and
Tier Chicagoans arrived; it was
lered of no value. It could not
pd in hade; its appeal was
and its margin of profit nar-

rovy. It went to Harlem and re-
mained there.

fn New York, Condon by instinct
and interest became a free-lance jazz
missionary; he talked executives of
recording companies into dates; he
selected and rehearsed the musicians
himself and played with them. He
was responsible for the first record-
ing by a mixed group of white and
Negro musicians; he knew Harlem
as he knew the South Side of Chi-
cago, he listened particularly to the
Negro pianists, James P. Johnson,
Willie the Lion Smith, and Thomas
Fats Waller.
He was unswervingly devoted to

jazz; with quiet, stubborn fanaticism
he proselyted for it. lie staved away
from the contamination of big bands;
sometimes he made a living, some-
times he didn't. "We bled to death,"
he once said of those years. "We
gnawed at one another's wrists."

Prostitulion mothered jazz in New
Orleans; prohibition fostered it in

Chicago and New York; repeal threw
it into the street—Fifty-second
Street. Its name was changed; it was

called swing, a term used by jazz
musicians to describe the growing
pattern of intercommunicative. inter-
dependent, spontaneously created
music which builds up, as a band im-
provises chorus after chorus on the
basic chordal structure of a standard
tune or theme; when the pattern is

clear and exciting the band is swing-
ing.

Swing was played on Fifty -second
Street in small, dark basements for
people who drank watered whisky,
inhaled bad air, and considered them-
selves the patrons of a fresh fad. It
began in Adrian Rollini's tap room,
on Forty-eighth Street near Eighth
Avenue, where Wingy Mannone
played Isle of Capri. It spread to
the Onyx on Fifty-second Street,
where the Spirits of Rhythm and
Stuff Smith played, and where the
ropes had to be put up when Maxine
Sullivan moved in and began to sing
Loch Lomond.

Louis Prima opened at the Famous
Door across the street from the Onvx
with "Pee Wee" Russell; later Count
Basie came to town. Then swing hit

the entire nation; it was a fad, it

could be exploited.
The bands got bigger and bigger,

the music was more carefully
arranged, more mechanically "hot."
Jazz was more forgotten, more
neglected, more a luxury for those
who liked to play it than ever before.
It was then that Eddie Condon began
to work seriously and persistently for
the music in which he believed. With
the help of a few friends he set out to
win recognition and respectability
for jazz. He succeeded. He talked,
he argued, he pleaded, he demon-
strated; he organized, rehearsed, and
led some of the finest white jazz
groups ever heard. He won serious
critical acclaim for the music; he
built a concert audience for it; he
labored patiently and constantly for
it; he even gave his identity to it.

People referred to him as "Mr Ja
This is Eddie Condon's story, hut

it is also the story of jazz music: and
there is no better place to begin it

than with Eddie Condon's first meet-
ing with one of the immortals of
jazz—Bix Beidcrbecke—in 1922.

EDDIE CONDON AND THOMAS SUGRUE • STORY ON NEXT PAGE



At Nick's restaurant, "Muggsy" Spanier (above) takes
a hot chorus while Ernie Caceres, Freddie Ohms and
Irv Manning (rear) look on. Crowds are large (right)

though there is no dancing. Other regular players in-

clude Joe Grauso, drums, and pianist Charlie Queener

Jazz music began in Basin Street and took almost two generations to be-

come respectable. The first of a series about the men who fostered its

remarkable rise, living—and playing—pretty much as they pleased

THINGS hadn't changed in

Chicago Heights; the Con-
dons continued to make a lot

of noise, most of it in 4/4 time. One
day Pee Wee Rank, a drummer, called

me from Davenport, Iowa. "I've got

the greatest band you ever heard," he
said. "You can't miss playing with us

in Syracuse. Meet me at the LaSalle
Street Station in Chicago tomorrow
night at eight o'clock."

He sold me. At eight o'clock the

next night I stood in the station and
watched Pee Wee come at me with
three other guys. One was a kid in a

cap with the peak broken. He had on
a green overcoat from the walk-up-
one-and-save-ten district; the collar

was off his neck. He had a round face

and eyes that had no desire to focus

on what was in front of him.
Pee Wee introduced us. "This is

Bix Beiderbecke."

I've made a mistake, I thought. I'm
stuck with this clam digger for two
months.

"Hello," Beiderbecke said. He was
shy. Great talker, I thought.

The other two guys were Wayne
Hostetter and Johnny Eberhardt. Eb-
erhardt was the saxophone player;

Hostetter played clarinet and violin.

, Nobody said anything about Beider-

becke's instrument; I was sure he
hadn't intelligence enough to play

anything but a comb.
"We have a couple of hours before

the train leaves for Syracuse," Pee
Wee said. "Bix wants to go to the Col-

lege Inn and see Louis Panico."

The College Inn was in the Sherman
House, a smart hotel. Louis Panico
was playing trumpet in Isham Jones'

band. He was only eighteen, had writ-

ten Wabash Blues, and was getting

$350 a week. They'll never let us in, I

thought. This corncobber probably
has heard Louis on a record and hasn't

any better sense than to think he can
march in wearing that cap. I fell back
and walked with Hostetter.

"Is Beiderbecke our cornet player?"

I asked.

"By way of understatement, yes,"

Hostetter said. "Wait until you hear

him play. You'll go nuts."

I can believe it, I thought. What
kind of music have these guys heard?
What is their standard? How can a

guy in a cap and a green overcoat play

anything but a Boy Scout bugle call?

We walked right into the College

Inn. Pee Wee and Beiderbecke pushed
their way to the band stand. I spotted

Panico about the time he saw Beider-

becke. His face lighted up like a drunk
on Christmas Eve.

"Bix!" He leaned over to shake
hands, and the boys in the band
looked around as if free drinks had
been announced. Beiderbecke must be
something, 1 thought. But what?

Louis played his Wabash Blues and
Hot Lips. My eyes were just getting

used to the glare when Pee Wee said,

"Bix wants to go to the Friars' Inn."

Well, I thought, they let us in here,

why not the Friars' Inn? The Friars'

Inn was a flashy cabaret for big spend-
ers. For music it had the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings, the famous white jazz

band. If any of the Rhythm Kings
spoke to Beiderbecke he was some-
body, cap and all. We walked in and
kept on going again, right up to the

bandstand.
The players fell over themselves

greeting Beiderbecke. I thought: Have
I got to buy a cap to make good?
"How about sitting in, Bix?" one of

the players said.

When Bix Made Piano Magic

Beiderbecke smiled like an embar-
rassed kid. Then he got up on the

stand and walked over and sat down

—

at the piano. "Clarinet Marmalade,"
somebody said. Bix nodded and hit

the keys.

Then it happened. All my life I had
been listening to music, particularly

on the piano. But I had never heard
anything remotely resembling what
Beiderbecke played. For the first time

I realized that music isn't all the same,
that some people play so differently

from others that it becomes an entirely

new set of sounds. That was the first

time I heard the New Orleans Rhythm
Kings, but I actually didn't hear them

at all; I listened to Bix Be l

When we rushed out to

train I was completely confij

ing to get to sleep in an up]

I kept thinking: What aboij

net? Can he play that too?

The next day we got up al

came into Cleveland. I begif

der again about the cornet.!

my banjo and began to pracj

hardt dug up his saxopj

doodled along with me. Fl

derbecke took out the mo]
cornet I had ever seen. He [ I

lips and blew a note. The s('i

out like a girl saying yes.

Eberhardt smiled at nl

about Panama?" he said,

shivering and licking my inj

ing the last of the note.

"All right," Beiderbecke |
ama."
By itself, so it seemed,

'

Collier's for Augus !
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i rhythm. At last I was play-

j
so far as I was concerned,

Ion forever.

fuse, I was the happiest kid
'.Every night I played with
"lambra; when I heard his

ling could possibly bother
|x o'clock each morning I

i
him out of bed to play the

Jne.

|Bix," I would say, "just for
ile. Then you can take a
pas as amiable as a pup. He
Bt the big grand piano and
ie hour—Eastwood Lane's

: Sketches and McDowell's
played his own way, with
rasing. The way he voiced
' D7 chord was the joy and
fly life. The way he dressed

Ispair.

jlrobe consisted of two suits,

tr the job and a baggy outfit

to wear in between. He had one pair
of shoes, a few shirts, and a couple of
four-in-hand ties. The green overcoat
and the cap with the broken peak
completed his ensemble. Nothing new
was ever added. Bix couldn't be both-
ered. He had other things to do.
At the back of the Alhambra Ball-

room there was a ski-ball concession.
Bix decided that it was his destiny,

during intermissions, to beat the game.
He put a large part of his salary each
week into trying; he ended with two
Teddy bears and a box of chocolates.
We were paid forty-five dollars a

week; we found a speak-easy where
we could get beer for ten cents. This
was the most economical deal in Syra-
cuse—ten beers for a dollar.

Hostetter figured it out by calculus.
"We can get loaded every night," he
said, "but Bix will have to cut down
his contribution to the ski ball."

"Oh, I can lick it," Bix said. "I've
almost got the system now."
On payday we visited some of the

other bars. Hostetter, who was a chi-
ropractor, had charts of all the parts
of the body, including a blowup of the
eye. This he took with him when we
visited strange speak-easies. After the
first drink he put it on the bar.

How to Embarrass a Bartender

Invariably the bartender became in-

terested. Hostetter explained that it

was a system for telling fortunes by
examining the eye.

Pretty soon the bartender asked
Hostetter to have a look at his eye.
Dave leaned over the bar and stared
for a long time. Finally he said,

"H'mmm, I see that you have had a
social disease."

That was the end of the examina-

tion; we got drinks on the house for
the rest of the night.

There were a lot of canals in Syra-
cuse; one night Hostetter and Bix
stopped as we were crossing one of
them on a bridge.

"Let's throw Eddie in," Bix said.

"Sure," Hostetter said. "We can al-

ways get another banjo player. Be-
sides, his spine has too few vertebrae
in the cervical area and too many in
the lumbar. He'll never grow and will
live to be past ninety and become a
burden to his family."
They grabbed me—I was five feet

six, and weighed a hundred and ten

—

arid held me over the bridge.
"Will there be any punishment for

this?" Bix said.

"Not unless it can be proved that he
is a human being," Hostetter said.

"He sings," Bix suggested.

(Continued on page 38,)
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tY ERNEST HAYCOX

l't trust this new welter of emotion. She

t trust it, but she couldn't stand against it

LUSTRATED BY EARL CORDRET
Her thoughts were restless; vivid images flashed through her mind

JND quitting time of this

try hot day the five execu-

tes of Traung Company,
narrow office behind the

|tion at the end of the big

in to remind Margaret of
vindow models slowly los-

the heat. Jim Daniels lay

chair, with his feet on the

is face, with its expression
vonder, turned toward the

|had not stirred for at least

Gordon McVeigh, in the

I office, was talking over
I but his glance came across

bom to her with its pri-

p-know-what-I'm-thinking"
She'd have to tell him he
hope to be secretive in an
with women; they were

Ith supersensitive antennae
1 waving across the air to

^lightest emotional change,
her copy from the type-

W in a new sheet and saw
rise impatiently from his

|alk out to the water cooler,

back to the room while he
le stood at the window to

the rooftops of town to-

lls. His neck was brown

—

I

layer of brown—and the

hands were the shade of
|le. He wore a coat almost
3r his shoulders, an old

coat he no doubt hated
Ind he stood with his hands
pts and seemed once more
"linking. He was the sales

^turned after a three-year
I it was clear to her that he

|

difficulty locking himself
js particular prison.

|ngle and thirty. Margaret
he understood how im-

se two facts were to the
is office, how they secretly

W wanted everything to
put when she drew away
ed, "I think I'm afraid"

|r August 23, 1947

searched him, and weighed his casual

words and gestures, and matched
themselves with him, and matched
him with others, and tried to detect in

him some preference for one of them,
until all this was a mass of cobweb
cords around him. Probably he didn't,

though men had many techniques, one
of which was to pretend they knew
utterly nothing about women. He
liked to play the punchboards in the

lobby, he smoked something called

Old Nestor, and one of the girls of

the office had seen him coming out of
a shop with an outboard motor in his

hands; he had been dressed in a sweat
shirt and faded overalls.

She thought these things while she

typed. She felt damp and fretful and
unbecoming; a small ache in the cen-

ter of her back made her lift her shoul-

ders and she discovered that Jim
Daniels had turned from the window
and was watching her. She gave him
her automatic courtesy smile and put
her eyes on her copy. It was a curious

thing; she typed for the better part of

ten seconds and began to feel the sen-

sation running over her, the delayed
shock, the growing strangeness, the

rough sudden piling up of something
that was like fear or excitement. She
ignored him but she had his image in

the corner of her vision and when he
left the water cooler and walked to-

ward her the sensation gathered in her

again.

He stopped at the corner of hei

desk, his hands still in his pockets.

She noticed the flakes of hazel in his

otherwise brown eyes, the soberness

on his face, the small pressures around
his mouth. Impulse hadn't brought
him here, she thought; he had been

thinking about her.

"This," he said, "is one hell of a

day."
"What's wrong?"
"That office was built for an Indian

sweat bath."

"It's just summer," she said.

"It's just a lot of things."

"You'll get back into the swing of it

again. It takes a little time."

"There's not that much time, Mar-
garet."

He watched her with his quiet in-

sistence; his intention was a message
coming out of him to her, and when
she identified it she felt the plain sen-

sation of fear. He must have noticed

it on her face, for he checked some-
thing he quite clearly had intended to

say and walked back to his office.

A small guilt went through her and
it was a hard thing not to look toward
Gordon McVeigh's office. He had
seen this. Everybody had seen it. It

was nothing, of course, nothing at all.

She finished her letters, closed her
book, and, at five o'clock left the

building, walking the twelve blocks to

her apartment. She put a potato in the

oven to bake while she took her
shower.

GORDON came at about eight to

take her for a ride. He looked re-

laxed, in good humor; he took good
care of himself and it was a matter of

pride with him to maintain an even
disposition, to accept both good and
bad luck with something of a sports-

man's indifference. They drove out to

the Butte, followed the looping road
to the summit, and parked with the

auto faced outward toward the town
six hundred feet below. Long dotted

lines of lights marked the crisscross

streets; the over-town area was a solid

glow, with a searchlight idly swinging

back and forth to scan the starred sky.

A small wind came through the win-

dows. She kicked off her shoes and
rested back on the seat. Gordon bent
over and kissed her and withdrew, let-

ting well enough alone on a night such
as this. He had nice judgment.
"Hot in your cubbyhole today?" she

asked.

"I sweated off two pounds."
"You don't need to lose weight,"

she told him.
They were comfortable with each

other, never under the strain of mak-
ing talk. He took her hand and held it

with the gentle way of a man wanting
to savor the pleasantness of her near-

ness and yet not wanting to force it.

She sat quite still and the strange

vague thing which was not quite terror

jumped unexplainably through her.

She was thinking of Jim Daniels, not
of Gordon.

She said, "Jim seems to be having a

hard time."

"He's changed since he's been
away," Gordon said. That was a brev-

ity she understood, for Gordon's kind

of man was smooth and casual and
never out of key. He didn't like Dan-
iels, who could be rough and blunt,

and cared nothing for finesse. Yet he
would make no comment; during all

their engagement he never had be-

come possessive. She closed her eyes

and, with the touch of Gordon's hand
on her hand, she tried unsuccessfully

to put Jim Daniels out of her mind.

It was as though she stood in a wide
field and watched a black cloud roll-

ing toward her so swiftly that she

could not run; it came against her, and
its raw, windy blackness surrounded
her and she cringed and yet felt strong.

Gordon said, "You're tired to-

night."
' "Yes."

He switched on the engine and
turned home. When he brought the

car to the front of the apartment he

bent toward her and waited for her

face to come around. She delayed that

turning for the briefest of moments,
which was a thing she had never done
before. She was sorry for it and knew
he had sensed it as he bent to kiss her;

the kiss was one of those perfunctory

things which had no magic in it and
when she got out of the car she had
the depressing thought that there

never would be magic any more for

them. He said, "See you tomorrow."
The air within the apartment was a

stagnant pool of unpleasant odors.

She undressed, pulled a sheet over her,

snapped out the reading light and
stared into the darkness. She had been
so pleased with the sort of life she'd ar-

ranged for herself. How could it be

that she, never wanting more than she

(Continued on page 30)



HOW TO HAVE
ANCESTORS

BY JAMES MJGAJtf

You, too, can own a Founding Father on

easy terms. Go to your corner genealo-

gist now for a demonstration of these

practical, useful forebears—but don't

be finicky about skeletons in the closet

THE Founding Fathers of the nation made a
sad blunder at Independence Hall. They
clean forgot to set up an American peerage.

It was a cruel disappointment to some of the people
waiting outside to see the new rules and regulations.

They predicted that the United States would be a

flop without dukes of Hoboken and hereditary bar-
ons of Brooklyn. They had been touting George
Washington for king.

To get even for this deliberate slight, the frus-

trated monarchists invented genealogy. If the in-

fant republic wouldn't hand out any titles, they
would find ways to make themselves into home-
made peers.

The new knighthood" got under way with the

Society of the Cincinnati, founded in 1783 by re-

i tired officers of the Continental Army. The idea
was to keep the family brass hat polished by pass-

ing membership from fathers to sons forever.

When the story broke, the ex-enlisted men blew
their tops. They founded a strictly nonhereditary
club named the Society of St. Tammany to give com-

16

bat to the officers. The issues of this remote feud
have been lost, but Tammany is still in business.

Next to the Chinese, who practice it as a religion,

Americans are the leading ancestor-worshipers in

the world. They are not only eager to acquire an-
cestors, they can hardly wait to become ancestors

themselves. The Cincinnati became Revolutionary
ancestors as soon as the last shot was fired. The
Native Sons of the Golden West was founded in

San Francisco in 1875, before most of its prospec-
tive charter members were out of three-cornered

pants.

Ancestor-transference fell on lean times between
the Revolution and the Civil War. Not until 1876,

on the centennial of independence, did citizens re-

awaken to the importance of being well descended.

In that year the Sons of the Revolution was
founded.
The Sons aroused a slight wave of genealogy, but

the trouble with organized ancestor-worship was
that it was still a stag party. The bottleneck was
broken in 1890. In that year the Society of the

Daughters of the American Revolu| ^
founded. The ladies had crashed the

business.

The D.A.R. was an instantaneous sm;

dozen more distaff ancestor regiments

vated in the nineties. By 1900 there wei#
many ladies wearing Revolutionary med;«

had been troops in the Continental Aim> ty

the Daughters had tripled Lieutenan 5

George Washington's peak strength of 3

and were issuing cards as fast as the *

genealogists could process them. Todd

150,000 Daughters, and the organizatic

scratched the surface.

Over 45,000,000 living U.S. women
for the D.A.R. The historian Edward CI

timated that there were 1,200.000 "reb«H

the Revolution out of a population of *

But only about 75,000 men actually A

against the British.

However, an ancestor didn't have to fi •'

get a lady into the D.A.R. The organiza n-
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scendants of almost everybody who
|
American colonies between 1776 and
ig that the ancestor wasn't a Tory of

j)ty that he can still put his finger on his

The official membership qualifications

admit progeny of cops, town council-
i contractors, patriotic preachers, con-
nectors (in the case of Quakers), village
ax collectors, deer wardens, judges and

Ijtions makers and gunsmiths, "observ-
i surveyors, draft-board members, "pa-

Jen, plain "patriots,'* hog watchers and

also admits daughters of men who
itutes to go fight for them. One such
of a Connecticut citizen who paid to
r-old boy fill his place in the town vol-
The lad marched off and was killed in

n at White Plains. The patriot who
had seven sons, of whose female
e D.A.R. rushing material and some
boy who fell at White Plains did not

live to sire any Daughters of the American Revo-
lution.

The lineage claims of the Daughters are printed

in 165 volumes of Revolutionary genealogies,

drawn from the D.A.R. master files in Washington,
which contain over 200,000 pedigrees. The thumb-
nail biographies of the ancestors in these lineage

books make instructive reading.

For instance, the great grandfather of a D.A.R.
member from Georgia is credited with having sold

"powder and flour to the troops." Another non-
belligerent ancestor was "a patriot and juror." One
ancestor got his daughter admitted on the strength

of his record as "a constable and sealer of leather in

Chesterfield, Massachusetts." A Boston progenitor

"assisted in raising troops for the defense of the

city." He would be called a draft-board member
today.

The daughters of Peter Tufts belong because "he
was a patriot and aided in erecting fortifications of
Dorchester Heights." Another forebear was "Judge
of the Court of Common Pleas." Stephen Bean

was "a surveyor of highways and a constable." One
ancestor tossed neutrality to the winds by signing

"the Declaration of Independence of Albemarle
County, Virginia, 1779," three years after the na-
tional Declaration. One Daughter belongs on the

record of a gent who stuck to his duty as "hog
reeve of Bridgewater, Massachusetts," throughout
the seven-year struggle. "Reeve" is the old word
for keeper.

The D.A.R. charitably overlooks mistakes in

tracing the family fine. It gave an early member-
ship to a lady who was pridefully descended from
Hezekiah Royce, a volunteer at the Battle of Ben-
nington. Genealogists later turned up with the news
that there were two Hezekiah Royces in that part of

Vermont. The second was a malignant Tory. He
was the one who was related to the lady. The
Daughters chuckled over the revelation and did not

court-martial the impostor.
Many Daughters have hitched up big teams of

ancestors. This tendency toward safety in numbers
is practiced by some (Continued on page 46,)
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"Business is only pretty good now. It

should be better this winter. I came
from Finland ten years ago; most of my
customers are Finns and I like it here/'

KUSTI MAKELIN, BAR AND GRILL

"Business stinks. I don't seem to get
any breaks, and people are so unreason-
able. I just have no luck„ Look, I burned
myhands at home using lye in the sink."

SILVESTRO CONTI, TOY AND NOVELTY STORE

Unemployment, small-business failures and layoffs are hitting veters

harder than the rest of the nation. Even a mild recession will doubl

the pressure on them and add ammunition to the arsenal of demagogs

BY JOHN KORD LAGEMAN1V

READJUSTMENT for G.I.s means just one
thing: jobs. Two years, one boom, and

i seventeen and a half billion Veterans Ad-
ministration bucks after V-J Day, how well are our
veterans readjusting? The answer is like a sock on
the jaw.

Well over 1,000,000 employable veterans are
without work of any kind.

This is an improvement of about 500,000 over
March, but 2,500,000 more who are now in schools
and job-training will soon be competing for jobs
against an increasing number of older and more
experienced job seekers.

About half of the 1,000,000 G.I.s who became
their own bosses (in business or farming) will be out
of business by next Christmas. Two million, possi-

bly 4,000,000 job-holding veterans are marked for
the ax in case of general employment cutbacks. No
slight intended; just lack of seniority.

Altogether six to eight million—roughly half the
total of all World War II veterans—are in danger
of becoming what Veterans Administrator General
Omar N. Bradley calls "economic DPs."
The evolution of G.I. Joe into Citizen Joe is a

service, the experience they did have war
half forgotten, and seldom related dir

problems of actual management. As
I

perience, success in war had little to do i

cheap and selling dear. After all, the

and Marines weren't in business for pro
"You sit here and watch 'em come

dreams," sighs a loan counselor at oa
gional VA. offices. "It's the infantry
center all over again. Not more than i

G.I.s in a hundred know what they're

;

Only this time they're asking for it."

But if most ex-G.I.s didn't know
getting into, they soon found out—tl

A man whose previous business exr,

sisted in selling goods over the count
didn't help him juggle inventory, keep i

counts, hire efficient help, or wan
credits from banks, wholesalers and :

New expenses kept cropping up,

hadn't figured on like advertising, sp

spoilage, insurance and lawyers' fees.

Small business, they discovered, has i

a gamble. Even in "normal" days befo
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matter of time on the job. A veteran out of work
may become a veteran with a vengeance. A veteran
making a living becomes a lot of other things—

a

breadwinner and taxpayer, a union man or em-
ployer, a barber, banker or farmer, an ordinary
guy taking his chances with everybody else. Suc-
cess or failure in the readjustment of 14,500,000
veterans—almost a third of the population when
you include their immediate families—boils down
to these simple terms:

How many veterans have employment now and
what are their chances of making it stick?

How many veterans are unemployed now and
what are their chances of getting jobs?

Of the 12,000,000 veterans who are listed as "gain-

fully employed," 10,500,000, or slightly over two
thirds of all World War II veterans, are holding
down full-time employment. The other million and
a half work part time as students or on-the-job

trainees. Can these 10,500,000 hang on to their

jobs?

"When the storm breaks, it's going to rain veter-

ans," one employer says. General Bradley is more
specific: "Veterans are the least secure of all job

holders today. Even a mild recession could add a

million or more to the unemployment rolls."

Why? Many factors enter into the final answer,

but the common denominator of them all is time

—

time to make up on the job the 1 to 6 years they lost

in seniority and experience. Similarly, lack of ex-

perience among veterans who went into business for

themselves has been a determining factor in at least

90 per cent of their failures.

Being your own boss had a great attraction for

men living under military discipline. In the Army,
one out of every three, in the Navy one out of every
five, said on entering civilian life they wanted to go
into business for themselves—despite the fact the

majority had never had any experience.

Considering their age and the time they spent in

18

third of new firms survived less than

half lasted less than four years.

Today, the number of firms has soai

the pre-Pearl Harbor high of 3,500,000

cess of actual need or chance of profit,

of overloading began to show this sprinj

ness failures doubled last year's rate,

rate among veteran-owned firms, alwa

per cent more than the average, is risinj

The smaller the business, the slimmer^

Four out of five failures are in venture

or less employees. Veterans, with an a

ness capital of $4,000 or less, fall intc

vulnerable majority.

No Quick Road to Fortune in Tr 1

Of all veteran enterprises, trucking vj

the costliest flop. Plenty of veterans wr J

thing they could save or borrow into a i

truck found themselves out of business

really got started. Profits seldom paidjj

repair bills. In Pennsylvania, a veteran
|

to beat repair bills by buying only tht

ment sank his entire savings and loan J

trailer truck. On his first haul, he blev

and went into the hole while he tried

for a new one.

Scarcity of merchandise also hit the
,|

"Half the G.I.s in our area who starte J

pliance stores have either gone out oj

are having mighty hard sledding," saysi

of Elliott and Evans, wholesale district

trical appliances in 20 northern Ohio
explained it was largely because theyl

merchandise. "Our old customers get
f

we can't give special rights to newcoj

they are G.I.s."

As latecomers in the scramble ba<f

business, veterans also have had to talk
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. jusc of locations, distributorships, and

Tiei pay higher rents and higher prices for

nvcories.

Soke climbing upstairs on an escalator go-

£ said a California veteran who sold his

Bfbefore going in so deep he couldn't pay

cf loan. In California, there are 36,000

reitirants today than before the war.

us ess, the veteran found, the unexpected
, b>pens—and with his small capital, he

r when it would throw him. During the

lOige, veterans swarmed into the frozen-

Hgs where meat was still available. For a

jj:hey cleaned up. But the lifting of OPA
the flow of fresh meat wiped them out

man. Few had enough capital to con-

meat or grocery stores,

igraphy can upset the best-laid plans.

a Middle Westerner who married a

id girl, borrowed a thousand dollars to

loeshine and repair shop near her home.
jt fine during the summer. But receipts

lost nothing during the winter months,
ankees," the veteran explained to the

sy put on their rubbers in November,
;e them off till June."

the G.I. was usually long on inge-

bright ideas often backfired, too. A
services to make life easy for the

irang up in door-to-door deliveries and
In almost every large city, veterans

>ping services which would save the

le trouble of fighting her way through
ires. But these conveniences began to

ive, once the novelty wore off. Besides,

'ives found that shopping wasn't such a

sr all. They missed those crowded
the thrill of spotting a "bargain."

that figure from V.A. for a total of 12 months, and
this enables him to hang on a little longer. So far
600,000 in business and farming (mostly the latter)

have tapped these benefits, and 155,000 have run
through them altogether. In May the National
Association of Credit Men predicted that business
failures would soar as soon as more veterans ran
through their self-employment allowances.

In the normal course of events, then, at least two,
possibly three, out of five veterans who set up shop
for themselves will be out of business by next Christ-
mas. As A. M. Sullivan, associate editor of Dun's
Review, points out, "Thousands of new concerns
are untested under competitive stress and have yet

to fight their way through a bad season or two." It

wouldn't take much of a recession to knock the
bottom out of most of them.

Farm Subsidies Won't Offset Price Slump

As for the million veterans who went into farm-
ing, very few have been able to make ends meet so
far without drawing heavily on government bene-
fits. When high farm prices drop, even these subsi-

dies won't suffice to "keep 'em down on the farm."
Congress, however, has been more than liberal

in encouraging the movement back to the land.

Over a period of five to ten years, a veteran who has
served three years or more may qualify for $4,320
on-the-farm subsistence allowance, $1,040 self-

employment allowance, and $160 guaranteed in-

terest on a farm loan—a total of $5,520 of V.A.
funds. This doesn't include V.A. and Department
of Agriculture guarantees on money the veteran
may borrow to buy a farm.
How much this contributes to the veteran's last-

ing readjustment or long-range chance to earn a liv-

ing is doubtful. Eighty-five per cent of the V.A.s'

PENDABEE
"Business is bad now in summer, but
it probably will pick up in the fall. Who's
spending money on a dog today?"

JOSEPH LENIHAN, PET SHOP

"With fur sales coming, business has
picked up a little. Everything is sky high
... I lost five years in the Army and it's

rough getting started all over again.
But on the whole, I'm satisfied."

HYMAN MERNICK. FURRIER

find success stories, too, among vet-

l/ent into business. But almost invari-

le among the older veterans who merely

fe they left off during the war. To many

J
G.I. loan provision has given a boost

ft credit on longer terms. But this does
\t the government is "backing the vet-

aess" as many nonveterans have as-

in still has to be borrowed from a bank
way; on business loans up to $4,000,

I Administration merely guarantees the

far, under the Bill of Rights, the
lade only 72,000 such loans averaging
each. This represents a very small
lated total of half a million or more

« gone into business—as distinguished

lers were considerate and frequently
pral—within the accepted standards of
ice," says a V.A. loan official. "They
ay a veteran from getting into some-

lb. he had no chance of success."

1 thousands of G.I. loan applicants who
town—for perfectly legitimate business

I many whose old feeling of estrange-
\e civilian was hardened.
lers say they handle other people's
\n't take too many risks," was one vet-

reaction. "But the generals handled
lives, and they took risks—plenty."

of reasoning sounds plain silly to the
i managed to do all right. But it's am-
le arsenal of demagogy if the veterans
the cards are stacked against them,
ent has, however, made self-employ-

available to all, whether they managed
Joan or went into business without it.

3se business nets him less than $100 a
le difference between his earnings and

self-employment benefits are claimed by farmer
veterans, most of them in nine Southern states

where farm income has always been lowest and the

outlook least promising. Many of these veterans

have been running through their self-employment
benefits first, then switching to on-the-job training

payments—a practice which suggests to V.A. ex-

perts that many of them "are receiving $100 a month
to remain idle."

"Veterans (with little or no farm experience)
should be informed that agriculture has been over-

manned," reports a survey by the Committee for

Economic Development. "In a developing econ-
omy, it has been shrinking and will continue to

shrink." As it shrinks, the veteran will be the first

to feel the squeeze.

After two years of peace, veterans are still the

youngest and least experienced, and therefore

the most vulnerable of businessmen and farmers.

The same applies to wage earners. Two thirds are

in their twenties. Their average age is twenty-seven.

Less than a third returned to civilian life with re-

employment rights that bound employers to rehire

them for a year. By now, most of these legal rights

have been exhausted. Almost half of the G.I.s had
never held a real job, and wartime skills seldom
paid off in getting one.

For most wage earners, that meant starting at the

bottom of the ladder as unskilled or semiskilled la-

bor at low pay. For many a veteran with G.I. no-
tions of the fabulous ease and affluence of civilian

fife, the letdown was hard.

In many cases, there was a more substantial rea-

son for the veteran's restlessness: the disheartening
contrast between his heroic achievements as a fight-

ing man and his limited prospects as a wage earner.

In any case, veterans in industry have been none
too happy in their jobs. In Detroit, personnel man-
agers representing most of the city's industrial plants
estimated that "67 per cent (Continued on page 80j
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FEVER
BY SAMUEL W. TAYLOR

The woman was to be a pawn in a passionate game. Win-

ning it was the end that had consumed the prospector's life

^^^GAIN, that day, he struck a pocket, and the

Z^L ' fever came over him, tightening his chest

mt^KLi until his breathing was labored, causing his

hands to quiver, and bringing to his mind hot ideas

which made him ashamed of himself.

He was cutting at the gravel face of the tunnel, fol-

lowing the ancient creek bed between the overlaying

sandstone above and the original granite bedrock
below. Shoveling the gravel into the wheelbarrow
to take it out to the sluice box, he felt the point

of his shovel sink into the granite floor. There was
a round hole in the granite, worn millions of years

ago by a rock circling around and around with the

motion of the water. And he knew what he would
find in the hole, for gold is heavy; and in tunneling

under the hill the past summer and fall, following

the gravel of the ancient creek bed, he and Dresder-

lein had found two others like it.

He scooped the pit out carefully with his hands,

picking out the pebbles and putting the gravel and
black sand in a flour sack. The pit was about eight-

een inches deep. At its bottom was nugget gold,

gleaming dully among the sand and pebbles in the

light of his lamp. He resisted the impulse to pick

this out by hand; he wanted it to show in the pan.

He cleaned the bottom of the pit carefully with a

teaspoon, scraping every loose grain from the

smooth granite. Then he tied the sack, dumped the

wheelbarrow in the tunnel, put the sack on it, and

trundled it out of the tunnel.

It was getting dusk, and raining steadily as it can

do day upon end in northern California as winter

closes in. He was glad of the cold rain on his face.

It quenched the fever and washed away the thoughts

that made him ashamed of himself. Water dripped

from the live oaks overhead, and ran down the

twining trunks of the wild grapes dangling jungle-

like from the trees. Carefully cut back from the

trail was the poison oak, thick and solid on both

sides.

On rounding the shoulder of the hill he saw the

cabin in the little grassy hollow. There were a few

orchard trees about the cabin, pruned by deer and
the trunks scarred by bears. The cabin and the

poison oak had combined to keep Dresderlein from
the gold for twenty-seven years.

There are many little grassy hollows in the moun-
tains of the Pit River watershed, and one looks much
like another. In coming back, trying to find his lost

mine, Dresderlein had seen the cabin; he knew
Harry Gorman had built it since the mine was lost.

And Gorman, fencing the land and protecting it

from being burned off, had allowed the brush and
the poison oak, of which Dresderlein had a super-

stitious fear, to take over. Dresderlein, prowling the

mountains year after year in his quest, had often

stayed at the cabin, within a stone's throw of his

goal, without ever penetrating the poison oak
around the shoulder of the hill. Ironical, too, that

Harry Gorman had gone broke and moved out

without knowing he could have been a rich man.
The command car wasn't back, and the man with

the wheelbarrow muttered, "The old fool." aloud.

He eyed the yellow road winding steeply into the live

oaks across the hollow. It would be tough going
from the highway, even with the command car.

Water was eroding a gully down the left-hand track

'of the road; there were nine miles of it—unim-
proved dirt road ravaged by the elements since Gor-
man went broke and moved away—from here to the

highway. Even in dry weather it was impossible for

anything but a military vehicle with high centers and
four-wheel drive. This would be the last trip before

spring. He hoped Dresderlein wouldn't forget the
salt again. The old fool, chasing after Effie Pound,
at his age.

At the front stoop, the young man shouldered the

sack of gravel and went into the cabin. Of course
Dresderlein would make it back okay. Even after

dark. Dresderlein had spent half a lifetime after

that mine, he deserved his share. It was good that

winter was closing in; the old fool wouldn't be able
to see the girl again until spring; he might come to

his senses—if he had any to come to. Dresderlein
wasn't normal; who would be, going through what
he had?
The young man eased the sack to the plank floor

and lighted the oil lamp. He was just under six feet

tall, and solidly built. He brought in a washtub, full

from the eaves' drippings, took a copper gold pan
from the shelf above the stove and began panning
the gravel from the sack. The fever rode him again,

the hot gold fever, as with each pan he washed the
sand away from the heavy gold. He could have
sluiced this gravel from the pit, but he wanted to do
it the slow way, picking nuggets out of the pan with
his fingers. When he was through he weighed the
gold; the fever was riding him. What if Dresderlein
never knows about it? he thought. And then, shrug-
ging, he put the gold with the rest of it, in the honey
can behind the stove. The can sat there day in and
day out, awaiting the time the two partners should
divide it equally. If you couldn't trust your partner,

then the very word had no meaning.
The young man realized he was wet and chilled

through. He made a fire, stripped, put on dry over-
alls and shirt, hung up his wet clothes behind
the stove and began making supper, listening for the

command car. He was eating when he heard the

whine of the engine. His spirits lifted; he didn't like

to think the price of his honesty was in that honey
can. When he went out he realized he'd heard the

engine because the rain had stopped rattling on the

shakes. It was snowing.

THE lights of the car swung into view from the

live oaks, dipped into the hollow, and the vehicle

pulled up before the house.
"Damn" near thought I was going to be a rich

man!" he called, crossing to the car. Then he
stopped in surprise as the figure got out the right-

hand side. It was a girl. Dresderlein walked around
from the other side.

"You know Effie," Dresderlein said, a bit defi-

antly. "We was married this afternoon. . . . Effie,

you go on in. Ray will help fetch in your stuff."

The girl lowered her eyes as she crossed to the

open door. The young man shouldered the steamer
trunk in the back of the command car. Dresderlein

took the yellow suitcase and the hatbox. "I guess
you're surprised," the old man said. "I been seeing

her all summer. Met her at church."
"Yes, I know." One thing a man couldn't do, in

the mountains, was conceal his doings.

"And never mind what people say about her,"

the old man said defiantly. "She's my wife. The
Lord brought her to me."

"Congratulations. Did you bring the salt?"

Dresderlein guffawed. "Did I bring the salt!

Ray, I had plenty else on my mind!"
"I'll go in for it tomorrow."
Later, the young man lay in his sleeping bag

above the single room of the cabin. A ceiling had
been built over half the room to provide storage

space above. For a while, after supper, there had
been the un'spoken question of what the sleeping

arrangement would be. The young
gested the overhead storage space for I

to the obvious relief of the bride and

had shifted the provisions to one side I

for the sleeping bag, and tacked two
to the rafters to hang over the end.

Lying above the room on one elbow

he wondered why Dresderlein had married

old man's fanaticism; the girl's past i

Light came through the cracks from belt

could see her, most of her. The mirror bl

the table they used as a washstand, and s

'

ting before it, brushing her hair. Wa''

was amazed at the way her hair caugb 1
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amp. He'd thought her hair dark, but
It loosely it was a deep rich red. Watch-
lection in the mirror, he wondered what
"
res were.

sidewise, timid, uncertain. Her hus-
e droned on in prayer. She looked about
jof privacy in that single bare room. She
of the vision of the man above, and
appeared below the crack she wore a
•'hich molded her figure.
:fore the mirror, she began plaiting her
braids. Her bare arms gleamed white
the light. When she moved out of his
and there came the soft crackle of

»{>r August 23, 1947

wild grass ticking from one of the bunks, the
young man mashed the glowing end of the ciga-
rette between thumb and finger and lay back on
the sleeping bag. "You dirty rat," he said to him-
self, slowly and viciously.

The old man's voice droned on for half an hour
more, and then there were stifled groans as he got
up, chafing his cramped knees, and the lamp went
out. . . .

There were eight inches of snow next morning,
and it was coming down steadily. Effie went to the
mine, wearing waist overalls and a man's shirt. The
young man mucked the gravel in the tunnel, the girl

wheeled it out and the old man ran it through the

Lying above the room, Ray watched the girl and
wondered why Dresderlein had ever married her

sluice. The girl went to the cabin at eleven, to fix

lunch. She worked during the afternoon, and went
to the cabin at four to fix supper. The young man
wheeled out a load to the sluice. "It's not necessary
for your wife to work."
The old man continued shoveling the gravel from

the apron into the sluice. "I want to do my share.
The both of us can't more than keep up with you. It

wore on me, you doing most of the work."
"Well, okay. But it's (Continued on page 1A)
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HE CLICKED FOR YEAR
BY HARRY EDWARD 1VEAL

George William Harris, only 25 years younger than photography itself, has taken pictures of Presidents

and newlyweds, kings and housewives for more than half a century. Here are the high lights of his career

SHORTLY after George Harris opened his

photographic studio at 1313 F Street, Wash-
ington, D. C, in 1905, President Theodore

Roosevelt summoned him to the White House and
said, "Mr. Harris, can you make a picture of me
with members of my Cabinet all in one group?"

Harris hesitated. "Well, Mr. President," he said,

"I'm not sure. You see, it would be a pretty big

group in a small room, and . .

."

"Mr. Harris!" Teddy interrupted. "I'm amazed!
That's no kind of an answer. When anybody asks

you if you can do anything in photography, tell 'em
'Certainly I can!' Then find a way to do it. Then
do it!"

George Harris says that has been his motto all

through the more than 50 years that he has been
taking pictures of the great and the photogenic.

He made the picture, the first of a President and
his Cabinet in the Cabinet Room. When he printed

it he discovered that the President had sat farthest

from the camera, so that perspective made him the

smallest figure in the group. Harris later took other

photos in which Teddy was more prominent, and
profited by this lesson in composition. He also

learned something at firsthand which changed some
of his ideas about T. R.

"At that Cabinet meeting," he says, "ten of the

greatest men in America sat around a big, long
table. The President turned to Elihu Root, his Sec-

retary of State, and said, 'What's on your desk?'

Mr. Root told him. Then the President asked every
man around the table for his opinion on the matter,

and by the time they gave their advice the President

told the Secretary what to do. Until then I always
had the impression that Roosevelt did everything
without asking anybody's opinion.

"I was very impressed with that Cabinet meeting
because Mr. Loeb (the President's secretary) told me
I was the only outsider who had ever sat through an
entire Cabinet conference. I went back to my stu-

dio, bought an oval table, and once a week we have
the heads of our departments gather around and dis-

cuss the problems of the week!"
Over the years the problems discussed at that oval

table have been varied. For, as spark plug for the

firm of Harris & Ewing, George Harris has trav-

eled over the world to capture on film, the wrinkled,

the smooth, the weary, the bright, the famed and the

unknown faces of humanity. For more than 50
years his clicking shutters have caught history on
the wing. Today he has more than six million nega-
tives in his priceless files and as a craftsman he' has
earned the admiration and respect of photographers
around the globe. Master of his art, Harris is also

a top-notch businessman, employing 120 men and
women in the studio where he started with four.

In the early days Harris' technical problems were
tougher than a 50-cent steak. There were no flash

bulbs, no photoflood lamps-—only daylight, and
sometimes very little of that. Speedy shots indoors
were practically unheard of. One day he was called

to the War Department by William Howard Taft,

then Secretary of War. Taft wanted Harris to make
some new portraits in his office. Harris had taken
several shots when the telephone rang and Taft an-
swered. As he talked, Harris made five pictures.

Preview of a Presidential Smile

In the fifth shot Taft gave the photographer one
of his famous grins. When he hung up, Harris

thanked him, and Taft said, "Why shouldn't I smile?

That was Mr. Roosevelt telling me I've been nomi-
nated for the Presidency. I guess you'd smile, too,

young man!"
Harris treasures the pictures, which he calls "The

evolution of a Presidential smile." They were prob-
ably the first "candid-camera" photographs.

Presidential faces appeared frequently in George
Harris' view finder. He has filmed them all from
Teddy Roosevelt to Harry Truman, and considers

Teddy the most dominant personality he has ever

photographed. Calvin Coolidge was one of his most
friendly subjects. Coolidge used to walk down F
Street every evening. On one of his strolls he no-
ticed the new building just nearing completion on
the site of Harris' original studio. Harris was en-

larging the business. A few days later he asked Har-

ris when the new building would be open.
I

told him and added jokingly, "Why don't yc{

in as my first customer?"
The President surprised him. "All right

time?"
An appointment was made and Mr. Cooll

rived promptly with Colonel Edmund Staj

the Secret Service. Harris took 50 exposure!
President, 30 of which Coolidge approved

f
ally, something never done before by a Chii

tive, Harris says.

As he left, Coolidge paused in the es

be photographed with Starling and Han-
treasures that picture.

The most-photographed man, according i

ris, was "Uncle Joe" Cannon; the best Pr

subject, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Among i

he has photographed he considers Mme.
tine Dumba, wife of the onetime Austria

sador to the United States, the most beaut
Calvin Coolidge was the most gracious,

anything to help you," he says. "She'd asj

liked her dress, and if you didn't she'd go c \

She was the easiest to photograph—a love

The First Lady who did most to boc
toward his place as king of the camera
Woodrow Wilson.

President Wilson invited him to attend I

Peace Conference after the first World Wai 1

was one of a big group of photographers
the others he made pictures of various notal|

he alone decided it would be a good id

portraits of all 86 delegates to the conferenc

ever, he soon found himself so enmeshed
matic red tape that it began to look as tho

go back home without the photographs.
Remembering Teddy Roosevelt's advicl

a way to do it, then do it!" he asked Mrs. 'I

she would like an album of pictures of all

gates. She was delighted with the idea and $
j

the way for him. The job took six weeks, b(

visited the homes and offices of all 86 aj

home with a prize collection, most of wH
been used in newspapers all over the wol

The first candid camera shots: William Howard Taft was hearing Theodore Roosevelt tell him he'd been nominated for the Presidency. "You'd smile, too,
j

Collier's for Augus



was autographed by the delegates and

y Harris to Mrs. Wilson,

had a chance to pay back her kindness.

ilson had become ill and the capital was
rumors that he was in no condition to

Chief Executive, that he was paralyzed,

uldn't even manage to write his name,
rris went to the White House and made a

ure of the weary President at his desk,

official document. The picture showed
ilson's left arm was useless but that he

a pen firmly in his right hand and could

. Wilson was shown standing beside her

teadying the paper with her own left

Kas offered $1,000 for publication rights

jtograph. Mrs. Wilson asked that he not

|He turned down the offer and held the

jbsequently Mrs. Wilson prepared a

tides for a national magazine and asked

| the photo. Of course he gave it to her.

ice's Aide Wasn't Too Helpful

jjways gets a kick out of photographing
'is most interesting royal subject was the

/ales, later King Edward VIII. "I re-

(•y well an experience I had with his aide.

camera in the old Belmont House and

I

the prince to appear. When he came
[he walked into a room where there was

I told the aide I'd like to pose the prince

|oom where the light was very good. The
4o! You'll photograph the prince where
be. You can't order him around.' The
, the conversation. He said to the aide,

jrapher knows where he can best make
I'll go wherever he wants me.'

"

lents the fact that he never took a pic-

vard's father, George V. He had more
jportunity which he passed up for no
He first met the ruler when President

jilson visited Buckingham Palace in 1919.

sne of some sixty newsmen and photog-
ie party. By the time they reached Lin-

l, en route to London, the reporters had
|rds and no time or water to shave.

^ondon they rushed to the palace look-

|e an angry mob than a crowd of news-
iritish general led them to a side door,
tesident and Mrs. Wilson went through
|es. The side door was locked. The gen-
ped two policemen, lined up some of the
Kters and gave the command, "Break
?or!" They lunged against it. The door

The bronze doorknob fell at Harris'
[kicked it away. Montague Glass, who
|iim, let out a howl.
" Glass yelled. "This is probably the
time a bunch of American reporters
ik into Buckingham Palace—and you
he way the best souvenir of the whole

lined up to meet Their Majesties.

|fs, approaching the king, said, "Your
had no water to shave and I want to

' our appearance."
liled, stroked his beard and answered,
all right. I haven't shaved today my-

friends Harris made at the Versailles

pas David Lloyd George, then British

Iter. The Harris eyes twinkle when he
[bout Lloyd George and Prime Minister
Australia, who was quite deaf. Like
af-hearing persons, Mr. Hughes fre-

|things at the wrong time. One day, in

a serious conference session, Hughes
jyd George and in a loud voice asked
ig which had happened the previous

l't the first time Hughes had raised ir-

jstions at inappropriate moments, and
lilson, who sat next to Lloyd George,
lly upset.

f't you straighten him out?" Wilson

rge nodded. At the close of the day he
'Mr. Prime Minister, I'm having a

prepared for you, to give you a de-
Iverything that will happen at the con-
Jrrow, hour by hour. I hope you will

,1«»1

thanked him and the next day he
rt quietly as (Continued on page 68;

August 23, 1947

In 1911, Harry Atwood landed his Wright plane on the White House lawn after a 550-mile flight. Harris got the picture

In his youth Harris took a turn on the stage. Billie Burke (Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld) "sat" for a Harris por-

This photo shows him as a female impersonator trait, as did—and still do—almost every famous person
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Mme. Konstantine Dumba, Austrian envoy's wife.

Prettiest woman he ever photographed, Harris says
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THE FIVE

DRESDEN

ANGELS
BY ERNEST L. MEYER

The story of a humble miracle

ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN VICKERY

MY FATHER'S career as newspaperman
had taken him to numerous cities in sev-

eral states. Our family moved from
Chicago to Milwaukee, then to Denver, back to Chi-

cago, then to Dubuque, back to Milwaukee, and in

between there were sojourns at Appleton, Wiscon-
sin, and Lincoln, Nebraska. Mother had packed
and unpacked the family furniture at least a hun-
dred times. Because even when we lived in the same
city for years, we rarely stayed long in the same
house or apartment. During one stay in Chicago, we
moved early each summer from some cheap flat on
the far North Side to a stone house on a fashionable
boulevard. The house, which still lives in my mem-
ory as a mansion, was owned by a wealthy friend

of Father's. Each summer this friend traveled

abroad for four months and turned his house over
to us. We would move in each June, storing our own
furniture, and in October move out again to some
humble home on the outskirts of town. Moving and
storage costs were low in those days, and Mother
figured that she saved a tidy sum in rent, and also

that we ought to be happy in so grand a home where
each of us—think of it—had a room for himself.

Yet I do not recall that we three children were ever

at ease in the mansion. We called it the Mustn't
House, for we mustn't dirty the walls, mustn't handle
the rare books in the library, mustn't touch the cut
glass, or the scores of tempting curios. It was al-

ways with a feeling of release that we escaped each
fall to a flat and our own battered belongings. Even
Mother, I am sure, must have relaxed, for it is no
easy thing to play the everlasting watchdog.
These endless upheavals plus other worries left

their mark on Mother. When she was still in her
thirties her hair was snow-white, though she never
lost the fresh, pink smoothness of her cheeks. Her
own aging did not, I am convinced, disturb her
nearly so much as the wear and tear on the house-
hold furnishings. A large part of them, especially

the linen tablecloths and a great assortment of silver

and china, had been her mother's. Each of our many
movings, no matter how carefully we packed, took
its toll of breakables, and each breaking seemed to

cut, painfully, just another little thread that tied

Mother sentimentally to the old country. The linens
and drapes, of excellent quality, came through the

ordeals in fairly good condition; even the mendings
and patchings of later years did not totally destroy
the original essence. The patches were like new
shoots on an ancient tree; the root, the core was
still there, and that—to Mother—was what mattered
most. A bit ot the old life had survived in the new.

The five Dresden angels caused her the greatest

anguish. They were so fragile; they had none of the

immortality quality of angels at all. They were made
of Dresden china, and each angel had a pair of
golden wings. Although none of them was any larger

than a man's thumb, they were exquisitely fashioned
and tinted, and very industrious. One was playing a

harp. The second, an instrument that looked like

—

though it couldn't be—a banjo. The third, with
stylus in one hand and white tablet in the other, was
inscribing something which one hoped, piously,

would be the Ten Commandments. What the other
two were doing I have totally forgotten, yet I am
positive, knowing a little about Dresden though
nothing about angels, that it was something en-

tirely orthodox.
The casualties among the angels during our jour-

neyings were terrifying. One had lost a hand and
another the best part of a foot. Little chips were
missing from the others' anatomies. Each maiming
made Mother sigh and shake her head mournfully.
The set of little angels had been a wedding present,

and she had discovered after quests in the stores of

many cities that they were irreplaceable. On our last

removal from Chicago to Milwaukee, Mother dis-

covered that the harp player had lost an entire

golden wing. Mother's stricken face, plus her prom-
ise of a dime if I found it, made me lug the barrel of
excelsior, in which the china had been packed, to

the basement. I scattered the heap on the floor, and
went through it patiently. Though I worked an hour
I found nothing, perhaps because a dime is really

too small a price to set upon an angel's golden wing.

Heaven, no doubt, has its own rigid scale of values.

THE five Dresden angels, chipped and maimed
though they were, now occupied Mother's perch

of honor on the parlor mantelpiece. It was during
this summer that the miracle happened.

I recall that on the afternoon of that day there had
been no portents at all of the wonder to come,
though there were, to be sure, indications of a de-

lightful evening. Early that afternoon I heard
Mother answer the telephone, and when she had
hung up she called me.
"Go into the cellar, please, Ernst, and find a sack.

Then go to Steinmeyer's and see if you can buy some

With infinite care Fritz von Pagel placed our old

sets of angels before my mother. "Herr von,Pagel,"

she said joyfully, "I do not know how to thank you"

red cabbage. I need at least five firm heads
meyei 's have no red cabbage, then go to all

stores on State and Chestnut streets until
j

five heads."
"live heads of cabbage is an i

said.

"Herr von Pagel is coming," Mother i

"He arrived in town this nun ning and wou|
have supper with us. He is bringing cv<

but he was unable to find red cabbage
too early in the season, though I have seen <

and there. And that, as you know, is

gericht."

Fritz von Pagel and his favorite dish!

of the coming feast lent agility to my
dashed for the sack, remembering that

mysterious man. He was enormous, odd
with a bulging middle and long legs. I

that many years ago in the old country,
|

a student, he and his three brothers
great landed estate. The sudden oppc
luxury after years of stern discipline

four brothers' heads. They bought re

ings and blooded horses. They enter

and lavishly. Money flowed like sand
fingers. Soon they had spent everything, (

last copper. They sold what remained oft
erty and sailed to America. In the next I

one of the brothers became an import
ment official. Another committed suic

ended as a sheepherder in Montana. Anj
Well, Fritz von Pagel was sometin

sometimes down. He was a promoter of
j

estate enterprises. Sometimes they failed,!

during one of his lean seasons that he 1

us and fell in love with Mother's cooking,
speculations succeeded, he lived flashily i

hotels. Yet occasionally in these grand
|



I
us for the sake of old times and Mother's

At the moment Fritz von Pagel must be

His visit tonight implied affluence, for he

lie to us without hampers bulging with

. a sack in the cellar and joyfully took the

Steinmeyer's. But they had no red cab-

ent to Schultz' on State Street. Schultz

:ious heads, and he took a personal in-

ly quest when I sketched for him briefly

ing plight of a millionaire without enough
Ho eat.

leads? Well, I'll give you these two. and I'll

faun and Zwilling. You just wait a minute."

lie back from the phone triumphantly,

two heads of red cabbage and Zwilling

jl thanked him and dashed away. At last I

cabbages, large and firm and shining,

led the trolley again with the sack over

tier.

|N I got home, Fritz von Pagel had just

Ven up in a taxi; Mother was helping him
(leap of things. I took the cabbage into the

le back, shook hands happily with Hcrr
1 helped disgorge wealth from the cab.

: baked ham. A great frosted torte and
irzipan cookies. Cans of caviar, Sardel-

loked goose breast. A strong cheese, a

quefort, and a round brown crock of

A hamper of assorted fruits. A bottle of

a gallon of old port. A couple of huge
(els. A box of cigars.

for an army, I thought. But Mother
fer. Fritz von Pagel used to board with us.

le Rotkraut?" asked Fritz von Pagel anx-
len we had carried everything iuto the

"I got it downtown," I said proudly. "Five heads.
I went to three stores, for it is not in season."

Fritz von Pagel beamed at me, rubbing his hands.
His shaved head, set atop great shoulders and pros-
perous paunch, looked like an eg;.' balanced on a
pumpkin.
"Famos!" he said. "You have clone well. 1 have

just come from a long trip out West and for months
I have dreamed of your mother's red cabbage,
which melts in one's mouth. So, then,

here is something for you."
He fished into his coat pocket and

handed me a package. There was a belt

in it. made from a rattlesnake's skin. I

thanked him and ran out to show it to

Willie Eckhardt, who had nothing half so
astonishing.

When Father returned from the office

he came stamping in from the porch.
"Anna," he said in pretended fury to

Mother, "this is really too much. These
things cannot go on. Even in the street

I could smell such a symphony of fra-

grance, including Rotkraut, that presently
you will have the whole neighborhood
besieging us with their tongues out.

And all the dogs in the world, too."
"One of the dogs is already here, Georg," said

Fritz von Pagel, rising from his chair in the corner
and coming forward. "Though he has the appe-
tite of a horse."

"Ach, Fritz! This is splendid. What a surprise,"

said my father, shaking his hand. "Something tells

me. Anna," he added shrewdly, "that with our cab-
bage tonight we shall have a tiny morsel of meat,
perhaps."
"A whole ham," Mother said. "Herr von Pagel

came loaded down like Santa Claus with a moun-

25

tain of gifts, ^nd I have asked Dolfee to come
downstairs ancil share supper with us."

"Then," m\ father said, "one ham will not be
enough. Ernst, my son, run quickly, buy an ox
or two, and--"
"Nonsense—an eighteen-pound ham!" cried

Mother. "There will be plenty. Besides, Dolfee's
wile and h>s son have gone to Elkhart Lake for a
week. He is all alone, and I thought

—

"

Fritz von Pagel groaned dismally and
s.iid, "Say no more, Frau Meyer. Maybe
if you search the cupboard you can find

a dry crust or two to save me from col-

lapse. I shall gladly starve myself for the
sake of that lovable devil, Dolfee."

"And who is it that takes the devil's

name in vain?" said Dolfee, who had come
quietly down the back hallway steps and
into the kitchen. "Well, well, Fritz von
Pagel. What a happy reunion! And unless

my nose fails me, your Leibgeric lit is sim-

mering nicely on the kitchen stove. That
divine aroma, Anna, wafting up the hall-

way, made me realize suddenly that heaven
is not a throne room but a kitchen, and all

the cherubim are chefs."

The men went to the front porch for a

sip of cognac, a rare treat in our home, while my
sister Else and I helped Mother set the table. We
used the very best linen tablecloth, a thing of glory

from the old country, with only one mend in the

niddle, which could be neatly concealed by the

centerpiece of fruits.

"And napkins for the guests from the lowest
drawer in the bureau, the good ones," Mother or-

dered. She struggled with herself for a second,
and added, "You can put a clean napkin in Papa's
ring, too." (Continued on page AS)
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I passed Mr. Groves on the stairs to my room. Then hearing him knock on Charlotte's door, I sat down and waited to see what would hapi

MM RUNNING CONTINUING A THRILLING ACCOUNT OF FLIGHT FROM THl|

BY SELWY1V JEPSOX

The Story:

One night in London Charlotte In-

wood, beautiful and wanton wife of

wealthy Joseph Inwood, rushes to the

house of her newest lover, Jonathan
Penrose; her dress is covered with

blood. Frantically she tells him she has

just murdered her husband. Desperately

in love with the woman, Jonathan goes

to her house and takes steps to make the

murder seem the act of anonymous
housebreakers. However, on leaving the

scene, he is recognized. Chased by po-

licemen, Jonathan literally runs into Eve
Gill, the "I" of the story, who is in

London attempting to sell a valuable

Rembrandt painting which her crusty

and eccentric parent, Commodore Gill,

had talked her into stealing from his

stingy sister-in-law.

On an impulse, and because they are

both outside the law, Eve drives Jona-

than to the Gill home in Kessingland

and hides him on the family yacht. She
is suspicious of the story he tells, rightly

suspecting that Charlotte had an accom-
plice and is using the love-blind Jona-

than quite ruthlessly.

Already growing fond of Jonathan,

Eve drives back to London where she

manages to scrape up an acquaintance

with a detective on the Lnwood case

named Smith. Returning to Kessing-

land, Eve finds that the Commodore has

taken the yacht to Holland, where he

plans to sell the painting. Jonathan,

whom Eve had fitted out with seaman's

papers, has jumped shif. —apparently un-

able to bear the thought of being so far

away from Charlotte.

Having found out liom Detective

Smith that Charlotte's maid is leaving

the supposedly grief-strick : n widow, Eve
calls the maid and arranges to interview

her. Eve's plan is a daring ">ne. Signing

her own name to a letter recommend-
ing the services of a mythical lady's

maid, "Dorothy Simpson," she packs

her bag with plain clothes and sets off

once again for London.

Ill

I
RANG the bell marked VIS-
ITORS of Number 4 Ca:y Gar-
dens and stood there; it was

like the moment when the dentist's

secretary comes into the waiting i oom
and you know you are next. I occu-
pied myself by looking at the broken
window through which Jonathan liad

thrust his elbow. There was no one to

interfere with me. The outside police

guard was no longer on duty, and al-

though there were two or three sight-

seers passing the house slowly, the

reporters seemed to have given up, or

had not yet come back from lunch.

A policeman opened the door. I

addressed him in a confident tone.

"My name is Simpson," I said. "I've

come to see Miss Good, from Miss
Gill. She telephoned this morning and
arranged the appointment."

"Miss Gill?" he said. "That's all

right." He eyed me carefully just the

same. The old black suit and the
somber hat I had bought provided him
with an innocent-enough picture. He
stood aside and I was in the hall with
the grandfather clock which had
marked the fatal minutes Jonathan
had spent in the house.

"Mrs. Inwood's maid is in the base-

ment sitting room," said the police-

man. "Through that door there, down
the stairs, first room on the right."

I walked the length of the hallway,

past the wide staircase which led up-
ward to the first floor and Charlotte,

in seclusion after her emotional storm,
avoiding people, and keeping the po-
lice at a distance just in case they asked
her any uncomfortable questions.

This door on my right would be the

room where she killed her husband,
and where Jonathan had worked so

efficiently to disguise the fact. . . .

Yes, I was inside now, at the heart

of the thing, almost one of the small
group intimately concerned in the

drama. Almost. It depended on El-

len Good.
I opened the door of the servants'

sitting room with just enough of a

conspirator's air to startle her. She

had pleasant eyes, and I knl

that it was going to be all n|
"Ellen Good?" I started J

"I'm sorry I had to deceivl

tie on the telephone this ml
we had to get past these si

men. I'm from the Londol
She was even more starl

my goodness! Madam sakl

count to talk to the reportel

"I don't want you to. ThI
idea at all. It's Mrs. Inw<|

to talk to. And I want to

We're prepared to pay fori

morning I said I was re;|

your wages for a few wee!]

which it's only right you si

after the shock you've sufft!

"It isn't only the murue
len Good. "She's quite

make you want a holida

never want to maid anothe I

long as I live."

Her eyes were on the I

pound notes I had taken

bag. I put them in front oK

"To get an exclusive si

kind we don't rely just cj

view. One only gets their <l

want our own—mine,

thought of a way to get <j

you'll help a bit."

"It depends," she saidl

"I won't do anything wrol

(Continued on pagi

ILLUSTRATED BY V'ENDELL KLING
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How to make two wishes come true

IE FIRST wish— the world with a

fence around it—is easy. Here it is.

I

second wish — a cocktail as glori-

flavorful as a Four Roses Old
^ioned-is next to impossible to make

l true

.

..unless you make your cocktail
vour Roses.

r, only by endowing your Old Fash-
»n I with the distinctively mellow and

delightfully different flavor of Four Roses
can you achieve the perfection which

places this cocktail in a niche above all

other Old Fashioneds!

• • •

Fine Blended Whiskey — 90.5 proof. 40%
straight whiskies 5 years or more old;

60% grain neutral spirits.

Frankfort Distillers Corp., New York City.

FOUR ROSES

AMERICA'S MOST
FAMOUS BOUQUET



DEMON FROM THE DOLDBOMi
BY FRANK L. HARVEY

Spawned in the quiet of the doldrums, the infant monster begins to whisper,

to moan, then to roar with insane glee. The hurricane, a whirling devil, is

loose, "tie lurches westward, and heaven protect whatever is in his way„

As the twister approached, winds of nearly hurricane velocity whipped the trees and surf of the bay-front residential district. Miami got set fori

ONE day last fall Florida was
suffering from the worst case

of hurricane jitters it had ex-

perienced since the 125-mile-per-hour
killer flattened Miami in 1926.

A big twister had been spotted in

the Caribbean and was boring in on
the mid-section of the state, where
$150,000,000 worth of little green or-

anges, tangerines and grapefruit clung
precariously to the trees. As everyone
knows, there is a very limited demand
for green oranges the size of golf balls,

and if the wind hit as advertised, that

Florida gold would never reach
Northern breakfast tables.

But that wasn't all.

This hurricane was no midget. It

was the kind you read about in books
by Nordhoff and Hall—a real stem-
winding, breech-loading hellcat. It

had been cooking for nobody knew
how many days in the lower Carib-
bean and now—while it was still 500
miles offshore—Navy reconnaissance
pilots reported the winds had reached
125 miles an hour. By the time the

storm hit. the coast it would be whis-
tling Dixie and maybe lugging a cou-
ple of million tons of sea water in the

giant suction cup under its evil "eye."

In the morning, reporters arrived

and began putting out the feverish

word. One enterprising gentleman of
the press flew into the center of the

whirlwind and broadcast a play-by-
play description of its antics. If any-
body entertained hopes that we were
dealing with something less than a

jet-propelled whizzeroo, the broadcast
laid them to rest.

"Listen to her bellow!" the news-
i man shouted. "From where I sit the

ocean looks like frothing milk. I can't

even hear the engines. Frankly,
friends—I'm scared stiff!"

This made people on the Florida

west coast feel just dandy—particu-

larly the citizens of Tampa—for the

Weather Bureau followed immedi-
ately with an announcement that the

hurricane was headed straight for that

city and would arrive about midnight.
Tampans promptly dived for cover.

Two thousand folks on Davis Island

in Tampa Bay slammed their storm
shutters in place, grabbed the family
heirlooms and took off for high
ground. All sorts of wild rumors be-

gan to circulate. The hurricane had
jumped to 200 miles an hour, had
lifted a large fishing boat out of the

water and carried it several miles

through the air. A mammoth tidal

wave had been sighted which would
sweep fifty miles inland. The death
toll would certainly reach at least

50,000 by morning.
As night fell, Tampa braced itself

for the worst. The town was jam-
packed with doctors, nurses, state

troopers, national guardsmen, salvage

gear, jeeps, sulfanilamide and canned
soup. Every Floridian who amounted
to anything was present, except Gov-
ernor Caldwell, and he was issuing

hourly benedictions over the Talla-

hassee radio.

And then, as the hands of Tampa
clocks crept to the zero hour of mid-
nigtit and citizens gnawed feverishly

at their fingernails, the hurricane hit

—

with all the devastating force of a
lightly thrown cream puff!

"The tropical hurricane," mumbled
the radio self-consciously, "has
reached Tampa Bay. It is not so vio-

lent as was expected. The wind ve-

locity is 50 miles an hour."
To call this announcement an anti-

climax is an understatement. The peo-
ple of Tampa felt very much as a

boxer might feel if he climbed into the

ring expecting to meet Joe Louis and

discovered Baby Snooks in the oppo-
site corner.

Nobody will ever know exactly

what happened to the "powder-puff
hurricane" of 1946. At four o'clock

in the afternoon it was roaring like a

million tigers, but by midnight it was
meek as a kitten. That's how it is with
a hurricane. You can never tell. The
savage killer that ripped into Miami
in 1926 was practically the twin of the

Tampa twister—eight hours before it

arrived. But the Miami hurricane
didn't fade out. It literally tore the

city to pieces, killed 450 people, seri-

ously injured 5,000 more, caused $85,-

000,000 in property damage and left

20,000 persons homeless.

Most Terrible of All Forces •

No other force in nature can rival

the power of a tropical hurricane.

Floods, earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions rolled into one can't match
the destruction that these whirling

juggernauts have left behind in their

age-old forays on land and sea. At
peak velocity a tropical twister builds

up 1,000.000,000,000 pounds of pres-

sure. Shortly after the Bikini test, W.
J. Humphreys, retired U.S. Weather
Bureau official, computed that a

full-fledged hurricane generates more
energy than 1,000 atom bombs ex-

ploding simultaneously!

The blast that hit the Florida Keys
in 1935-—the most vicious wind ever

recorded in the Western Hemisphere
—blew all wind gauges away, but sci-

entists estimated by formula that it

was traveling more than 200 miles an
hour! The '35 blow sliced off every-

thing in its path like a giant razor

—

trees, light poles, houses, railway

tracks, bushes—everything. As a

newsreel man described the aftermath

on the following day:

of the houses were bare

ground. There wasn't evi

stick left!"

Where do the big winds
Their principal spaw

that vast stretch of wi

known as "the doldrums,
in the Atlantic Ocean bdj

Cape Verde Islands and the)

dies.

All through the blazing si

doldrums glitter like a mirrt|

peaceful sky. The cries of

carry for miles in the equal

and scarcely a breeze ripples!

sea. And then, in autumn, ai|

change occurs.

Yellow cloud mountains

the horizon. Haze films th

the sun glares through it,

'

red. Sudden thunderstorms

with moisture. And then,

on the edge of the stratosphi

ous wind begins to blow,

bation period is past. The

ground is ripe to hatch its d

Over thousands of squat

lukewarm ocean a columi

heated air begins rising—sic

—leaving behind a partii

into which cooler, heaviei

gishJy pours. The wind al

the updraft, washes it away

air rushes to take its place

umn has become a gian

chimney, greedily sucking:

from miles of empty ocear

Now a delicate pressure

sure exerted by the earth

tion—gently nudges the sol

of the chimney. Rising ail

begin to twist, to move in

ward spiral which quickens

momentum. Gradually

draws tighter. The swirlini

(Continued on pagt
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had, and never knowing there could be
more, now felt the keenest regret for an
excitement she now understood she had
missed? She knew nothing about Jim
Daniels, nevertheless he had touched her
with his discontent, tearing her own illu-

sion of contentment apart.

She was motionless and uncomforta-
ble and seemed to run a temperature.
She had lost her security, she had lost

her way and was confused. There was
a feeling in her—such a strange, chaotic
and eager feeling—that some great thing

was to happen; yet her mind, always
practical, warned her that this was only
an illusion. People got tired, even of
security and pleasant routines; they
rebelled and dreamed of a world full of
wonders. But they always came back to

what they had. She told herself this, but
couldn't make herself believe it. Her
thoughts were restless and vivid; heated
images flashed through her mind. Her
body felt heavy and strange. She was
afraid of herself.

SHE woke with excitement, she sang a

little in her shower, she brought a gay
mood to the office. It was as if she were
living on her toes, looking forward; she
was happier than she remembered being
in a long while, and now, to keep her
eyes on Jim, she found herself going
through those little evasions and subter-

fuges that other women used on other

men. He was restless throughout the

morning, he made his frequent trips to

the water cooler and she sensed—be-

cause she wanted to sense it—that he was
actually aware of her. But he ignored
her, and as the afternoon wore on, her

feeling of some good thing about to hap-
pen wore away and she grew irritable at

him and at herself. Indecision rocked
her back and forth; she thought herself

foolish and inconstant and she decided
she had misjudged him entirely yester-

day; he wasn't interested in her. . . .

Shortly before five he came to the

water cooler again and paused there for

his drink, and again looked through the

window with his abstracted manner; and
then with a brusque swing he left the

window and came directly to her desk.

She drew a deep breath, every short-

tempered impulse fading before the re-

turn of a sweet and keen excitement. She
had visualized this scene and had de-

cided how it ought to go. Sh
casual, she would go on wuh

J

for a moment, she would
with her courtesy smile,

that way. She lifted her
ately and dropped her ha
so obviously waiting for

didn't come; she couldn't

face.

He tried to keep his voic

she noticed the unsteadiness 11

you have dinner with me?"
"Yes."
"Tonight? I could pick yt ,

six thirty. I know where you
"Yes," she said and, kno*

fke would be watching thii

looked at her copy work »
lated impatience, hoping he

enough to understand it. Ht
casual nod and turned awa;

forward to read what she ha

for a moment she couldn't I

tention to it; she had to

power not to look across t

office. At five she got out i

crowd; she didn't want to tn

She had only a half hour
bathe, dress, put a comb thro

and to take care of her nai

She worked swiftly, with

purposes to arouse this mar
challenge to her, he put her •

summoned up in her the n*

desires to please him, to mate

equal to whatever danger or

might offer her. It was anot

yet she felt no weariness ai

buzzer sounded she went qi

door and opened it.

There he stood.

"Would that restaurant

river be all right?"

She said, "I'll get my hs]

him in the doorway while i

her bedroom. She started I

hat before her mirror, th

mind and carried it back

room and stood in front of bl

adjusted it. She said, "Is it
|

He nodded and watch

straight-on inquisitive inter]

got the strongest feeling thai

a far quicker man than he <l

his mind caught the subtletkl

she attracted him and she kl

what he saw. He showed it
[

arm and turned her out of t

-

mmi

Yeah, but can you make mud pies?"
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closed the door behind her. "How do
you manage to look so well, after such a

day?"
"It can be arranged, if it seems desira-

ble."

"That encourages me."
"I have the idea you don't need en-

couragement."
They got into his car and drove

through the town's condensed heat and
its heavy, ill-tempered traffic. They
turned down to the river road and idled

along it, with the cool breeze from the

water coming upon them. He said, "The
office is a gossip mill. I was afraid I

might embarrass you when I stopped at

your desk. Did I?"

"No. But if you were bothered about
it you could have called me on the phone
at home."
He said nothing for a short time. She

turned to look at him and noticed he had
his attention fixed on the road, that his

expression seemed again to take him a

long distance away. She had never
thought him a handsome man; he was of

the rough and direct sort, she guessed,

who valued the deed more than the rea-

son and who probably had too much im-
patience to care for long thoughts. Yet
in profile he revealed a trace of uncer-

tainty; he seemed to be both aggressive

and doubtful.

"No," he said, "I wanted to do it

openly. There's Gordon."
The shock came back and little stream-

ers of fear traced out her nerves; the

keen excitement had returned. He had
thought about her, and wanted her to

know how much he had thought. She
looked down at her folded hands and
wondered if she were ready for any of

this. She sat quite still with her wonder,
with her own gentle scheming.
He turned in at the tavern built at the

edge of the river and found a table on a

porch overlooking the water. The sun
had fallen over the hills, the early shad-

ows of the river were changing from a

misty lavender to an opal gray along the

willows. They ordered, they had wine,

they ate.

"This is comfortable, Jim."
"I tried to think of a place you might

like," he said. "It's all been carefully

planned. I worked it out at the water
cooler."

"Oh," she said. "Then I'll have to ask

the usual question. Why me?"
He made a small gesture with his

hands, shaping up a thought. He had
been quiet, with no great amount of

expression on his face. It

pose, a hard face to read,

laxed and she saw the be;

smile, and the flash of

eyes. She said quickly,

mind."
"1 don't think there's

this man-and-woman thing,'

turn around, I look at the

you—and then there's nobo
seen many women's hands
nothing. I see yours and ev

ever thought about women
there, in your hands. What
you and makes me want
Gordon? What comes ai

between us? Nobody km
—but there it is. I feel i

feel it."

"If you hadn't seen m*
"there would be another
where—and you'd see in h>

you wanted to see. You'd
all this to her. There's no
just two people meant foi

world without end."
"Then you don't feel yoi

are the only two people?"
She looked down. She

herself and she avoided
"It could be something
We've nothing to go on.

each other. This—this sort

much too fast."

THEY said very little el

meal, but her lifted spir

wonderfully on—the well-l

pact upon her whetted sen

flavors and sounds about hi

thickness of emotion. She
was hungry, she was gay—\

ing of the end of this, and r

ment caring. They went bi

and drove idly along th

winding through the hills.
'

shortest phrases, and long

and none of the talk see

from anything that had bee

They reached a high clear i

looking the city and drove
it. He said, "Is this all rigb

"Yes
He snapped off the ignit

lights and settled back. Y
cigarettes and offered their

She shook her head, ai

pack away, forgetting that

to smoke.
He said, "I'd like to kiss*-: Che

She had looked forwar
She had thought she woul
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facing the problem and arguing over it;

but there was neither argument nor de-

lay. She turned and met him as he came
along the seat; she fitted herself into his

arms and raised her mouth and took the

stinging shock of the kiss and felt it surge

along the receiving channels of her body,
and in the single detached place of her

mind she heard her inner voice saying:

/ hope—/ hope so much.
She wanted it to go so well—she

wanted to think good of this, she wanted
him to think good of it. She hung to

him, her tissues soaking up the moment;
somewhere a solitary warning made its

faintest sound in her head. She tried to

ignore it, but the sound kept on and
finally she drew away from him.

She touched her hat; she reached for

her purse. She murmured, "This gets

pretty fundamental."
"Yes."

"I think I'm afraid."

JIM started the car at once and backed
around the meadow to come upon the

road. She laid her hands in her lap and
the glory faded before a doubt and her

thoughts, struggling back to their cool

place, gave pise to a quick self-hatred.

She was shallow, she was cheap. On
their first meeting she had waited to be

kissed, knowing nothing of what was in

his mind, knowing nothing of her own
lasting desires. She had been greedy and
had let it sweep her away; she who had
scorned the casual affairs other women
sometimes talked about now found her

own standards falling apart. She was
angry at him for the easy way he had
asked for his kiss, and at her own readi-

ness to give it. She was shocked by her

eagerness, and by the discontented want-
ing he left within her.

She had these thoughts all the way
home; she was locked silently within

herself. When he stopped the car before

the apartment she opened the door.

He said, "You know, of course, I'm
trying to break it up between you and
Gordon."

"You're doing all right," she said. "But
what do you think about? Only this sort

of a thing? I mean—who does the work,
who worries over the world, who believes

in the things in the copybooks? Is this

all—just you and I trying to fill ourselves

with something for one night, trying to

pretend nothing else matters ever, and
that this is all right because it's us?—And
that it will go on forever—one sensation

after another, one delight after another,

until we're dead?"
He said, "There's time later for all the

tears you and I are going to shed."

"You said there wasn't time enough
for anything."

"Tonight's been short, hasn't it? Any
happiness is short. We're afraid of it.

We think there's something wrong with

it."

"Is this happiness? There must be more
to it than this."

"Why do we always ask questions

when it comes? Why can't we take it as

it is and believe in it?"

She said, "Your mouth- here's lip-

stick on it," and left the car.

She brewed herself a cup of coffee and
got ready for bed, and sat on the edge of

her bed and drank her coffee. The phone
rang. She let it ring, knowing it would be

Gordon; she didn't want to hear his voice

now. She put aside the coffee cup, rolled

into bed and turned out the light. She
tried to bring Gordon close to her.

She summoned all his good qualities and
she searched him for those things which
had meant much to her—so much that

she had been willing to marry him. But
he didn't march out of the growing mist;

he was unreal, he was fading, he lost force

to her and became only another man.
Quite unexpectedly she found her eyes

wet; she had to tell him, she had to hurt

him.
But what was to be said? She lay on

the bed with tremendous things unlocked

and ungovernable within her, feeling her
hopes and her loyalties swinging toward
a man of whom she knew so little. He
had promised her nothing and she hadn't
asked for anything. Lying with these

strange new anarchies in her head and
these new pains running through her

—

pains that frightened her because she
waited for them and was proud of them
—she wondered at herself and didn't

know herself.

Gordon came to her desk somewhat
before twelve. "Lunch?"
"Where?"
"I'll meet you at the Dorchester in

twenty minutes."
He was in the lobby waiting for her

with his smile and his nice courtesy, but
there was difference enough in him to be
noticeable to her. She knew he felt some-
thing was wrong. They found a table in

the middle of the large and crowded,
noisy dining room. She noticed how
neat and how precise he was in his dress,

and found this a less admirable trait than
it had seemed before. His mouth was
smaller than Jim's, his whole face was
gentler and more considerate, but when
she looked at the lines around his eyes
and lips, she thought she saw a dryness
of sentiment, which caused her to wonder

and I would still be wrong for each
other."

"You're entirely certain?"

"Yes. You know I'm not impulsive."

He said, "This isn't a good meal—not
at all a good meal." He caught the

waiter's eye and got the check and paid
it. He looked over at her, much too
proud to wear his feelings openly. "I'm
sorry. Nobody knows about those
things, do they? Is there anything I could
do about it?'.'

"I'm so terribly sorry."

"No," he said, "I don't think you are.

This thing fills you up so much you've
really got no room in you to be actually

sorry for me." He was tired and restless

and he gave her a critical glance, trying

to understand her. "Everything seemed
fine," he said. "It just went on as far as

I could see. It would have been wonder-
ful." He made several small lines on the

tablecloth with his thumbnail and stared

at them. "How do you know you love
him?"

"I don't know."
"Then what have you got?"

"I don't know that either—but it's

something we didn't have."
"You're sure it's.good?"
"No," she said. "I'm sure of nothing."

I was young once myself, always been sort of ashamed of it, though"
JOHN MILLIGAN

if her old loyalty to him had made her

blind, or if her new loyalty to Jim made
her unkind.
He said, "You look nice. What are we

eating?"

They ordered and they went on with

small, fencing talk. He had something to

say but he waited for her to create the

opportunity for him to say it. He liked

smoothness, he hated to press, he had a

deep feeling against immoderate display.

But when he saw no easy opening, he
asked his question direct:

"Is it Daniels?"
"I don't know. But it's us anyhow. I

mean, for us nothing's possible now."
The food came and the waiter hovered

over, them a moment and went away.
Gordon said, "Would you like some of

this sauce on that salad?"

"No."
He said, "When did it happen?"
"Last night."

"You were out with him last night, I

suppose. Could I say something, Mar-
garet? Your conscience-isn't hurting you
for anything that happened, is it? If that's

all it is, I don't mind. Well, I mind, but
people make mistakes."

"I don't think I have a conscience."

"You've got a very good conscience,"

he said, with a degree of sharpness.

"I don't know a thing about him," she

said, "yet if I never saw him again you

He rose and drew back her chair.

Walking to the lobby with him she knew
he would never again quite feel the full

trust he once had had in her. She had
meant certain nice things to him, but this

raw change had come upon her and he
disliked it and drew back from it. She
thought: I wish it would come to him

—

then he'd know. She stopped in the lobby
and quite unexpectedly she got an im-
pression from him that gave her self-

confidence and took away from her the

feeling of being adrift. It was such
a brief thing, but in that flickering of a

moment she saw on his face a preview of

what he would be when old—that smil-

ing, courteous expression of a man look-

ing upon a world he didn't understand,

feeling no heat, remote from passions he
never had experienced. She turned from
him quickly.

She walked up the stairs to the mezza-
nine and along it toward the powder
room. Women sat on the mezzanine
lounge chairs, alone or in pairs, and as

she went by them she looked at them with

her deep-stirred curiosity. For whom
were they waiting and what did they

want—and were they strong, or weak,
and what price did they put on them-
selves, and how lonely were they, and did

they dream, or simply sit as unlighted

candles, and were they afraid of what
they were, or did they wait in open re-

bellion for the first man's
eye?

'There were two girls in

room, and one of them had
many cocktails She was a

with a milky skin and a sol

would soon be fat. She st

long mirror, slightly swayin
stared at herself and cr

whimpering gusts. The otfaj

politely exasperated. "My
put a cold towel on your face,

you home this way."
Margaret got out her com

stick; she watched the cryin

her deepest interest.

The crying girl said, "I d
don't go home."

"Yes, you do," the other

"George will say I got you j

he'll give me hell."

"The apartment's stinkin'

the crying girl, "and there's a
and all I've got to look forwai

dinner, and he'll come home
I want to go out he'll crab
we'll go to bed and lie there a

other. Don't do it—don't evi

"Put a cold towel on your f:

"I mean it. A girl traps

be old and sloppy in a couj

thought it would be wonderfi

not. You'll get fooled too.

sight—you know there's no
You know what fools you,
Don't let it—don't ever let

"You're a tramp. Get
gether. I wish I'd never b;

"I'm not a tramp."
"You're a tramp. Put a

your face."

Margaret left the room,
silly scene, this girl and b
But it wasn't really silly,

a tragedy.

She was back in the offi

one and worked steadily

through the afternoon and
pulse to look toward Gordoi
whose thoughts had been so

who had waited for his gl

thought of him possessivi

wanted to be thought of

sessively, no longer cared,

was broken. She found hei

to look toward Jim's office

impulse angered her and sh«

go home at five o'clock.

IN HER apartment, cookin
wondered if a woman w«

swinging toward the stronge:

was a hard thing to believe Mm
that no woman would ever

would always be swinging,

meal, both legs folded benea

alcove seat; she was loose a

her house coat and she felt

was more than freedom fro

was more like a freedom to

herself. It was strange wh;

came out of this break. Sb,

Gordon and maybe—and si

it with a livelier interest—stl

Jim Daniels. The little cry]

be right. It could be a trap

walked into because she <l

passion would bring everyj

sary thing with it.

She washed and put aw;i

She walked idly around til

picking up things and puttirj

She looked at her clothes in
,

washed out a pair of stockii
|

a magazine and settled he

stuffed chair. She tried to il

in the magazine but present
j

aware of the street noises
J

window and of the loudnej

trie clock's ticking. She

magazine and looked abij

and suddenly fear went thr

its painful sharpness. Shj
She couldn't be free. She

was waiting for the phone I

It was the house buzzer t|

walked to the wall and lift|

and heard Jim's voice com.
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lg one telephone is a fairly sim- buys the installers' supplies and tools

—

taking it possible for the Bell

to install telephones at a rate

lg 25 a minute every working

Is for a lot of skillful teamwork
tern Electric—supply member of

Telephone team.

;rn Electric manufactures the

les, wire and other equipment

—

delivers all these things where and when
needed throughout the nation.

That's just a small sample of team-

work by Western Electric.

Teamwork on a vast scale goes into

manufacturing, purchasing and distrib-

uting all kinds of telephone equipment

and supplies and installing central

office switchboards.

Western Electric has ahvays been an in-

tegral part of your Bell Telephone ser-

vice—helping to make it the world's best

at the lowest possible cost.
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l.Wash face with soap and

water. Rinse! 2. Soap face again.

Do not rinse ! 3> Apply Palmolive

i Brushless Shave Cream immedi-

ately, smoothing it upward into

beard. This way, you get the full

benefit of Palmolive Brushless

Shave Cream's beard-conditioning

effect! Then, shave!
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with its fuzzy unnaturalness. "I took a
chance," he said. "Come for a ride?"

She said, "Wait ten minutes and come
up."

She was excited again and the same
rapid scheming came to her; she dressed,
she touched up her hair and her lips. She
stood before the mirror and stared

closely at herself as she made her small
last changes. She walked to the middle
of the room and stood there with so many
puzzled, candid thoughts running back
and forth through her head. I'm con-
fused, she thought. I've lost my way.
How can I know what it is I'm going
through? Does anybody ever know?

She opened the door for him when he
knocked. He stood in the hall and seemed
something like a stranger who doubted
he was at the right address. He gave her
a close glance, and for a moment he re-

minded her of herself—the same need in

him, the same rebellion, the same
wonder. He passed her and stopped in

the room and looked around. His voice

was entirely matter-of-fact. "It's a nice

place."

"Sit down."
"I thought." he said, "we might take

a ride. It will be cool."

"We had a ride' last night."

"Have we got a rule against two rides?"

he asked.

"Look," she said, "I don't know you.
You make me a terrible woman. You
touch me and I break up with another
man overnight. I can't help it, but what
are we to call that sort of thing? I don't
even know what you're after—I don't

know if you're honest, if you want me for

one day or forever. I don't know, yet I

threw over a good man. I don't like my-
self, Jim, and I don't like you. What can
we be proud of? We're just hungry peo-
ple kicked around by something bigger

than we are and it's making fools of us.

If you can do this to me now, maybe an-
other man can do it a year from now, and
I'll ditch you as I did Gordon. I ought
to send you away."

HE WATCHED her with his intent

steadiness. An expression moved
over his face and lighted his eyes for a

moment and he turned and went to the

window; he took hold of the cord on
the Venetian blind and idly switched the

shutters up and down. His back was very
broad and he recently had been to a bar-

ber, the new edge of his scalp white
against the otherwise brownness of his

neck. "What are you afraid of?"
"It's too much, too strong. It came

too suddenly, it knocked me over. Where
are all the nice little things—where's the

security—where's the faith we ought to

have in each other?"
"You want it proper and right," he

said. "You want the copybook rules you
asked me about last night."

"Everybody does. Even the wildest

people wish they had the copybook rules.

We've got to break it up, Jim. You've

got to keep away from me.|
pulled down into something
He still had his back to he

in the slowest and gentlest

the same things, Margaret
right. Everybody walks
dark. It's like a black nighj

into one another and slide

sees anybody. Then I toil

something warns me to re

I lose you." He turned arc

many trips do you think
water cooler before I had

|

to come to your desk?"
She looked at him with

rushing through her. "Yo|
too?"

"I was," he said. "It carl

fast for me—just as it did fori

so skeptical nowadays, so <l

cated and smart that we don'l
comes like that. We thin

something else and we susp

We put a funny name to

it look bad."
The answer was so sir

ness of it so instant and so <

was in his hands and at hi

was he in her hands and
She smiled, she believed

lieved in herself. She toi

was sweetly insolent with
He was nice—he was decej

"Do you suppose ever]

through this? Is it the way i|

pens?"
"You ought to know.|

Gordon."
"Oh, no," she said. "It

—never. It was like a
This—this is pretty rough.'

"I know," he said. Thd
and he said something that

f

her and left its warm glov|

her to him completely,

the same softness, almo
luctance. "It's real. That!

us afraid it isn't so. It's I

dream it ought to be, a

dare believe it will happen I

moved toward her and lookl

this all right now, Margaret!
"Yes," she said. She wa|

be kissed, to go tumbling i

lent stream again. Every!

complicated when people I

simple things apart—things|

the tide rolling in. He
anxious not to be misurl

knew he had shaken her in al

man had done; the knowkl
so clear in his eyes. He w:J

and proud of her, but he

discipline upon himself bee]

She said, "We can, talk

Jim," and made a small mil

shoulders, restless at hiij

making it clear that she

When he put his arms on
swift and passing thought:

ful it was to walk through
|

come out safely.

The End

COLLIER'S "Paw's makin' a rockin' horse for Junior"
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Ballantine

hoy there mate, I see the sign

That tells the world of Ballantine

Three rings, three cheers, we're headed right

For home and Ballantine Ale tonight. "

ft-

Great favorite since 1840. . . it's

America's largest selling Ale

Back in 1840, when his ale had ripened,
Peter Ballantine took, one drink to judge its

PURITY, a second for BODY, a third for

FLAVOR, and chose for his trade mark the
three moisture rings left by his glass on the table.

Fill up a glass yourself— and enjoy ale that is

at once agreeably light and thoroughly satisfy-

ing. As for flavor, Ballantine tastes like no
other ale you have ever tried. "Wonderful!"
Look for the 3 rings; call for Ballantine Ale.

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N. J.
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You can Pull more

than you can Carry!

OLD DOBBIN of today is a motor truck—a "MECHANICAL

horse." The modern wagon is a Fruehauf Trailer. "Hitch" them to-

gether and you at least TRIPLE the work your truck can do.

Loads go up tremendously when you adopt the Truck-Trailer method

with no increase in driver costs and with very little more expense for

fuel. Maintenance cost on a Fruehauf is negligible—and it will outlast

several motor trucks.

Most important, your truck and driver need never stand idle for

loading and unloading—the Trailer is quickly detachable.

There is a Fruehauf especially for your type of hauling . . .

Get the Trailer Story Before You Buy a Truck

BROTHER JAZZ
Continued from page 13

"Irrelevant, inconsequential, and in-

competent as evidence," Hostetter said.

"He still has two dollars in his pocket,"
Bix said.

"A point for the defense," Hostetter
said.

"He makes forty-five dollars a week
and we can borrow all but his room
rent," Bix said.

"Reprieve granted," Hostetter said.

They lifted me back over the bridge

and set me on my feet.

"Give us the two dollars," Dave said.

I handed it over and we went back to the
ten-for-a-dollar place and split twenty
beers among us.

We ate in a self-service restaurant,

where the customer paid a fee, and was
free to eat anything that didn't eat him.
The napkins were of good quality and
rather 'dainty in size; we didn't buy any
handkerchiefs while we were in Syracuse.

Just before Christmas the band broke up;
Johnny Eberhardt and I went back to

Chicago; Bix Beiderbecke headed for a
job in New York City.

After a Rugged New Year

I was at home for the holidays. After
a quiet New Year's Eve with several

thousand people, I boarded a train for St.

Paul nursing a hang-over. I was rejoining

Peavey's Jazz Bandits, an outfit I'd

played with before.

Peavey, the perfect man, met me at the

St. Paul station. With him was Johnny
Lane, manager of the Arcadia Ballroom;
they had a hired limousine; I got between
them in the back seat and tried to shake
quietly. Lane pulled out a pint of whisky.

"Better have a drink on the New Year,"
he said. "That is, if you drink."

"Well," I said, "I don't mind breaking
a rule for a special occasion."

Sixty seconds later I was alive. I be-

gan telling Peavey about Bix.

I kept it up for weeks until Peavey
finally surrendered. "I'll write and offer

him a job if you'll promise to stop talking

about him," he said.

"I don't want to be a bore," I said,

"but what is the point in playing instru-

ments four or five hours every night un-
less we have a musician in the band?"

Bix finally answered Peavey's letter.

He wrote in pencil on the back of a penny
post card. "I will come to work for you
for $75 a week." Originally he had put

down sixty-five; there was a smudge
where he had erased the six, but it was
still plainly visible unde/ the seven.

Peavey handed me the card and
watched me fidget. "I don't think I want
him in my band," he said.

We toured all that summer through
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Ontario, then

took a job at the Roseland Dance Gar-
dens in Winnipeg. Our music wasn't bad,

but I couldn't forget Bix. I kept thinking

of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, too,

and of Louis Panico's cornet. Chicago
was full of hot music; King Oliver's Cre-
ole Jazz Band was playing at the Lincoln
Gardens; every cabaret on the South
Side kept an outfit worth hearing.

"I think I'll go South for the winter,"

I said to Peavey.
"To Florida?" he asked.

"No," I said, "to Chicago."
"Remember me when you go to con-

fession," he said. That was the last I saw
of the Jazz Bandits.

Back in Chicago, I played high-school

and college party dates and got work in

some clubs. That summer I took a job
with Wop Waller at Lake Delavan, Wis-
consin. We were housed in a bowling
alley converted into a dormitory; I slept

in Alley 4. The food was good, the swim-
ming was excellent, the canoes were sea-

worthy. It was Lazy through Dinah that

summer. I never slept less or felt better.

As I packed up to leave

a new idea nudged me. The
I had met during the sumraei

me but they had a different

"Who is Proust?" I ai

day.

"What does he play?"
That was it. Education

you couldn't see, but it was
ing able to throw a curve,

get some for myself. It di

bottles, I figured, so it ca

Back in Chicago, I went
Allerton House. My bn
had a banjo now and was
dates. We found two other

and formed a quartet, di

numbers with bands. One of

was Herbie Kaumyer; later

his name to Herbie Kay,

?p YO

heT

Bix Beiderbeck

chestra and married his

named Dorothy Lamour.
I started studying at the r,

Reid, a retired professor. S

dozen boys and girls in ad«

self; I w(as due at nine in the

I had to take a bus to get

grim, but I had something

Who was Proust?

I began with French, En

matics, and some other stuf

time to do homework anc

time to sleep. I arrived at

with my eyelids taped

tions were asked, and
began writing their a

into the kitchen, light

the pilot of the gas stove,

of the window. "What am
I asked myself. "I can st

some sleep, and be just as

way I don't get any sleep,

stupid." But I kept going

ahead of me was Proust.

That winter I ran into

row, who was addicted to t

Mezz knew the leader ol

Ike Bloom's Rendezvous

Street. He got jobs for bot!
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YOUR DOORS

m THE FAMOUS MAUORY
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I OR COMBINATION— Your screen
Ire are USELESS if they remain
Jor short periods. It's so simple to
sed with the new Mallory Door
of nerve-wracking door-slam-

|
germ-laden insects out— keep

: heat in! The rugged Door
mechanical, absolutely non-

ces positive closing action,
ning! Operates on Chrysler
Bg. Light Duty
men aioi'el for

Hon and light
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_V constructed.
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I types. $19.50 pilot the doors
of the world
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steady and pleasant work. Everyone was
friendly with the hand, and the hand was
friendly with e\er\one else. We did our
best to help the tone of Mezzrow's
phone We put cigarette and cigar butts,
ash trays and damp paper naplins into
the bell, but the\ didn't help.

Bix came to town that spring. Charlie
Straight hired him to plav at the other
Chicago Rendezvous, on" North Clark
Street. E\ery day he walked to the Aller-
ton House and played the grand piano.
Jim and I sat listening to him~b\ the hour,
as hopped up as if we had been blown
through an opium pipe. My schoolb
stayed on the table, unopened.
One day Bix saw them. "What are

these?" he asked.

1 explained that I was getting an edu-
cation. He looked perplexed.
"What are you going to do with it?"

J. "It you can't read music, why
do you want to read books?" He
down at the piano.

"B\ the wa>." 1 said, "who is Proust?"
He hit a chord, listened to it. and then

said, casually. "A French writer who
lived in a cork-lined room. His stuff is no
good in translation."

I leaned over the piano. "How the hell
did >ou find that out?" I demanded.
He gave me the seven-veils look. "I

gel around. " he said.

He was having the usual trouble with
his pivot tooth: it was in front, upstairs.
[and it frequently dropped out. leaving
!
Bix unable to blow a note. Wherever he
worked, it was customary to see the ooys
in the band down on the floor, looking

;
for Bix' tooth. Once in Cincinnati at
five o'clock in the morning while driving
over a snow -covered street in a 1922
E^ex with "Wild Bill" Davison and Carl
Clove. Bix shouted. "Stop the car!"
There was no speak-easy in sight.

"What's the matter?" Davison asked.
Tve lost my tooth." Bix said.

They got out and carefully examined
the fresh snow . After a long search.
Davison sighted a tiny hole:~in it he
found the tooth, quietly working its way
down to the road. Bix restoredit to his
mouth and they went on to The Hole in
the Wall, where they played e\er> morn-
ing for pork-chop sandwiches and gin.

It was natural for Bix not to get the tooth
permanently fastened: he couldn't be
bothered going to the dentist. It was
easier to look for it.

He ran into some of Jean Goldkette's
boys while he was at the Rendez\ous.
The\ were playing a prom date at Indi-
ana University: Bix had a strong follow-
ing there, led by a piano-playing student
named Hoagy Carmichael. Bix w as asked
to go down and play the date with the
band. He turned up at the Allerton
House in the usual dilemma—no tuxedo.
Jim and I put him together: Jim's jacket

and trousers and shirt, nn studs and tie.
|

For good measure and the cool sprint; 1

nights we ga\e him a topcoat and a hat
A few da\s later he returned and

.-ht us the borrowed articles. There.
a tuxedo, complete with studs, tie'

and shirt. But the tuxedo was not Jim's,
the shirt was not his. and the studs and tie

lot mine. The topcoat and hat were
also different from those we had given
him.

"Did you ha\e a good time?" we asked
politely.

"1 don't know." Bix said.
That spring. Bessie Smith also came to

town: we went to hear her at the Paradise.
a battered joint which had been slept in
by e\er\one but George Washington.
Once I turned to Bix and said". "How

do you think Bessie would sound in that
co: s-lined room of Prou»:

Bix didn't hear me. He was leaning on
the table. e>es glazed, listening to Bessie.
His pivot tooth had fallen our I picked
it up and handed it to him.

Between midnight and dawn in those
da\s. you met all sorts of people in Chi-
cago. You might be sitting quietly in a
speak-eas\ and be informed that for the
rest of the e\ening. drinks were on the
house: Capone. the owner, had wandered
in. ordered the doors closed, and settled
down to enjoy himself.

Drummer Too Good at Crosswords

Once Dave Tough played in a cabaret
j

which had a clientele composed almost
exclusively of baseball players, gangsters
and detectives. It was managed by an ex-
prize fighter named Jake, who weighed
three hundred pounds and was addicted
to crossword puzzles.

One night in the bar Dave helped him
with a couple of words. From then on.
Jake grabbed him every night and asked
him alt the words. If Dave got stuck.
Jake would reach across the table, put his
six-pound hand on Dave's shoulder, and
say, "Come on. think!" So Dave worked
the puzzles at home in the afternoon and
went to work prepared: anything else for
a drummer weighing 108 pounds would
ha\e been suicide.

One night after finishing the puzzle
and grabbing a double rye at the bar.
D.i\ e w as hurrying to the bandstand. An
inconspicuous-looking man standing in

front of him didn't move.
Dave put both hands against the man's

shoulders. "Get the hell out of my way!"
he said.

One of
looked at

sat down
don't care

latYo
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AT NEW LOW PRICES
The new 1947 Emerson Radios and
Phonoradios are more selective,
more sensitive-with BETTER
Style. Tone. Performance and Vat
ue—as your nearest Emerson Radio
dealer will gladly demonstrate. See
and hear the new Compacts, Port-
ables. Phonoradios. Phonographs
and Pocket ReceiversNOW and you
will KNtOV^ why their popularitr
is so worldwide!

Emerson 3-Way Portable Ratlio Model
536. Plays on AC and DC current and self-

contained batteries. NeNv circuit design
gives super po^er and magnificent tone.
Handsome, sturdy carrying cabinet and all

modern engineering features . -SO|~kQ^
less batteries «J *~/

the boys on the bandstand
Da\e with admiration as he
at the drums. "I guess you
how long you live." he said.

"Or aren't you afraid of Bottles Ca-
pone?"

Bottles was Al's kid brother. Da\e

Super-Powered

COLLIER'S

-And now it gives me great pleasure to present a
man who needs no introduction. I give you James—

I

mean Robert Baxter—No. Braxton—Mr. James Braxton'

Emerson Portable Phonograph Model
542. Complete all-electric phonograph with
exquisite tone. Plays 10-inch and 12-inch
records. More tubes—more engineerins de-
velopments—give you far greater perform-
ance! Sturdy cabinet \*itb -^Q fT|95
carrying handle . . . 39'
EMERSON RADIO ft PHONOGRAPH
CORP. • NEW YORK 11. N. Y.
World's Largest Maker of $mall Radio
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— without the slightest

trace of sweetness!

Yes, Fleischmann's Gin is "dry"

dry . . . 100% dry! That's one of

four big reasons why Fleischmann's

makes America's most delicious gin

drinks. Reason Two: Fleischmann's

has a superbly delicate, light taste!

Reason Three: Fleischmann's is so

very, very smooth! Reason Four:

Fleischmann's priceless mixability

provides the perfect base for Tom
Collins, Martinis, all gin drinks!

distilled
dry gin

played the set involuntarily; he shook
enough to beat the drums in perfect time.

Once when Jim Lannigan was playing

at the Friars' Inn, some of the Capone
mob came in and took the place over for

the night. The other customers left and
the doors were closed; the band played,
and the hoods drank.
One of them noticed Jim's bass fiddle.

The bidgc on its underside caught the

light and made an attractive target

The hood kept looking at it. measuring
the distance and cocking one eye. Finally

he took out a revolver and fired at it. The
bullet hit the fiddle on the seam and the

whole back opened up. The band kept on
playing; the hood asked Jim how much
the fiddle cost, and stripped oil enough
from his roll to buy a new one.

In all of the joints, the bands kept on
playing no matter what happened,
though sometimes the drummer would
hold his bass drum over his head to keep
it from being smashed. Muggsy Spanier
saw two people killed in front of him
one night; he kept on playing but he was
so nervous -that afterward he couldn't

remember what tune it was. His clothes

were so drenched with perspiration he
had to change even his shoes.

All this was educational, but North-
western did not accept such credits. When
spring came and Bix arrived, I got to Mrs.
Reid's later and later, and finally I did not
arrive at all. Next year, I said to myself,

I will find out about Proust.

For about a year, Bix played with
Frankie Trumbauer at the Arcadia Ball-

room in St. Louis. Then he went to Hud-
son Lake, Indiana, with a combination
of the best hot men from the Arcadia
Ballroom and Jean Goldkette's band at

the Graystone in Detroit.

Three Old-Maid Moonshiners

He and "Pee Wee" Russell, a tall,

mournful-looking kid, lived in a cottage

near the lake with three other guys. The
place was always a shambles. The only
commodity kept in sufficient stock was a

local whisky, purchased in large quanti-

ties for five dollars a gallon from three

old-maid hillbillies fifteen miles away.
Bix and Pee Wee were without a car.

It bothered them; they couldn't visit the

old maids when they wanted to. One day,

having received some pay—usually they

owed it all—they went to La Porte to buy
an automobile. Bix found a 1914 Buick
which could be had for eighty dollars. It

ran around the block well. "This is it,"

Bix said to Pee Wee.
They drove back to the lake and hid

the car in a side road. Just before starting

time that night they sneaked off, got into

it and drove to the pavilion. As they

reached the entrance and caught the at-

tention ol the boys on the

motor stopped. It refused to

owners had to push it to the cott.

Next da) they got it going and|
to \ isit the old maids Hallway

I

Buick went dead I hc\ had td

farmer and hire him to tow it by
j

a garage.

I he cai was delivered next da
cottage "Park it in the back ya
said to the man who towed it

garage. It never ran again. It hi
mirror, and the owners used it wh|
ing.

Ten years later. Pec Wee wasdl
the ( oast with the I ouis Primal]
dctoured to icminiscc at Muds<|
and found the cottage. The ear

in the back yard, on its wheels bi

with rust.

Pee Wee pointed it out to

boys. "I own hall of that." he
In 1927 I was singing at th

Inn, and Bix was playing wl
Whitcman, who had an outfit a>J

as himself. Late in the fall the!

Balaban-Katz circuit, opening at|

cago Theatre for a week.
After the show I met Bix and

to a speak-easy. Bix played th]

and some of the other Whiten]
joined in. There was some sindj

by the Rhythm Boys—Al Rinkl
Barris, Bing Crosby. They we]
looking lads, slightly young.
One night ' called for Bix b|

and he said, "We are going to a

in Cicero. Some big shot ha

Crosby. He is going to send a cl

The three of us stood outsidq

ater and waited. Finally a long,
|

drove up to the curb, and we we
get into the back seat. At the Gr
we were greeted with open
bulging hips. There was a lot ofl

and talking, and pretty soon B|

the piano and Crosby was singiri

the time I began to worry aboil

drowning, the long black car|

and we were put into the back :

The guests waved us off wit

open arms and bulging hips.

As we drove along, Bix said
|

"Lovely party."

"Lovely people!" Crosby enj

After a while I said to Bix, "R|

the guy you kept telling to shu]

"Sure," Bix said. "Why didrrl

him down? I'm too good-natut|

"I thought you'd like to

name," I said.

"The hell with his name!" Bil

"His name is Capone," I said|

Capone."
"Lovely people!" Crosby rejl

Poor Bottles! He was alwa|

pushed around.
(To be continued next w\

FLEISCHMANN'S
DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN. 90 PROOF.

THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORPORATION, PEEKSKILL, N. Y.
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This time we brought the salt, pepper, ketchup, chili sauce, TabascJ
Worcestershire sauce, pickles, olives, and toothpicks. We forgot the sanjj
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e Storm

| darkens . . . lightning crackles—soon

ie deluge, blotting out all visibility !

per—your Pennsylvania Railroad train

ither as it comes . . . the good with

you've temporarily lost one horizon

[you've gained another, new and

lutiful, inside!

those two famed all-coach stream-

The Trail Blazer, New York-

and The Jeffersonian, New York-

Washington-St. Louis—and the Liberty

Limited, Washington-Chicago, proudly

welcome you to Pennsylvania Railroad's

grand postwar coaches.

So roomy . . . only 44 seats to the car

!

So magnificently lighted . . . fluorescent lights

four times stronger, yet soft and . . . shadowless.

So much easier riding . . . credit that to the

improved undercarriage and those new light-

weight but sturdy steels.

Your window is a full 6 feet wide, the largest

we've ever made... and the washrooms like-

wise are extra spacious, each with two

toilet annexes and three washstands.

Even your coach doors admit you with an

ease never before known—they're electro-

pneumatic and open at a finger's touch.

From the ground up, from door to door,

these postwar coaches invite you to enjoy

not only new comfort, new riding ease, new
beauty—but an utterly new experience in

dependable low-cost travel. So step aboard ! . .

.

to a comfortable seat reserved for you at

NO EXTRA COST!

Pennsylvania Railroad
P t*J^JI+mAJ\ )s*s*i? •



Typical university fashions are Shetland sport jackets, flannel slacks and all-white shoes.

Fancy waistcoats are making their debut on the campus, worn with odd jackets, flannel suits

At Eastern colleges the single-breasted, shawl-collared dinner jacket is preferred. In the West,
the Middle West and the South, students prefer the double-breasted jacket with peak lapels

fau mi
BY HENRY L. JACK

When college classes are resumed

here's what the smartly dressed

will be wearing on and off the

WE DON'T want to be puritanica

matters but it looks as if the boys
turn it on this fall, and fix up like

The uniform of our national Army was
ment. But it did little for the spirit. Any
who has shuffled around in o.d.'s can be

wanting a sport coat that would shame thi

Just look at these sport coats, for e

Shetlands in fancy weaves and stripes and
blind the eye. For contrast, they will be

slacks in gray flannel, tan gabardine and o
classes the uniform is slacks, sweater (loud

(thunderous!); brogues, moccasins or all-w

When it comes to a big-time date oral
town, they restrain themselves out of fear i

and stick to suits of dark blue worsteds. 0]

flannels and Glen-plaid Saxonies. Then t

sink to normal with plain shirts, inconsp;

regular town shoes and a snapbrim hat.

What will really amaze you is that co

tastes differ in various parts of the country. I

jackets are cut long with natural shoulders

ter vents, and the three-button single-breaste
1

preferred. Trousers are narrow and cut si

you'd think that in the Middle West whi

thick-chested, heavy breathers they would li

row-shoulder business, but not at all. Out th*

two- or three-button single-breasted coat

shoulders and slight waist suppression. The

and Southwestern gentlemen turn out to be

ones—cotton slacks, casual jackets, sport

moccasins. And get this, will you—the

dark gray flannel suits, the Middle Westei

medium gray, on the West Coast light gray

In dinner jackets the East likes the sin;

model with shawl collar, but the rest of
sticks to the double-breasted midnight-blue
peak lapels. Most sections prefer patent-It!

fords, but the dudes of the West Coast are ni

patent-leather moccasins. At swish affairs i

schools, they go in for midnight-blue tail co;

Our old friend the camel's-hair polo cc

for a graduate college course, but you will a|

ing raglan and box-style tweed overcoats,

lar is the "university hat," a welt-edged, sr

khaki color, reminding the young men of

past. A shaped "campus cap" is worn in the

Other important items are solid-color

striped Oxford shirts with button-down or|
lars, English foulard ties, striped rep ties, knl

both plain colors and stripes, woolen ties!

prints, narrow leather and Western-motif t

striped suspenders, natural-color pull-ovel

with crew or V neck and long sleeves, heal

type sweaters, knitted cardigans and sleeJ

overs. Crew socks of heavy white wool ?i|

but when the lads want to burn the joint up tl

Argyle socks in colors that would knock yol

The young gentlemen in the East wear a
[

pin in their ties instead of the old tie clasj

their necks are mufflers of solid-color woolj
cashmere, and their gloves or mittens an|

knitted wool. Wowsie!

42 Collier's for Augu: I
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1IW

>per. It lasted all evening,

four hours. Now and then

||a pause, as Father warned:

\ben ist kein Eilzut>—life is no

in We have the whole night

And another pot of Roi-

\eritif thus far has been most

said Fritz von Pagel, who
Bed away his third helping.

accepting another thick slice

ham and his fifth glass of

"We can always adjourn later

tie at Sentinel's Tavern. Say
X{ pigs' knuckles in jelly or a

ISauerbrciicn."

] laughed, for she knew these

Ithey were shining with bliss.

Id cooked the red cabbage in

|on pots, flavoring them with

vinegar and crisp bits of ba-

Ibowls of the long, glistening

Ished one after the other. The
[lmost gone. The ca\ iar, Sar-

goose breast had been mere
Iters before the meal started.

redible, but the platters were

|ty. I did not, of course, keep

|l am certain that Dolfee and
Pagel had each consumed at

|pounds of ham and half a

jbage. Father, never a great

third, and we children kept a

pen for the tone and marzipan
[the very end. Mother brought

fee and the assorted cheeses

Irnickel.

|itz von Pagel leaned back,

Jigar, and said, "When such

|o more, men will be no more.
Vikings, hearty, earnest eat-

Icorrupt and decadent as the

^h, when I read of their feats

|y eyes go dim with sadness

louth puckers with desire,

becoming a race of bean
c. I have seen with my own
happening. In the big cities

rting something new—cafe-

call them, and maybe you
these abominations even in

You run in line like a ma-
|luck up food from the coun-
shelves. And what food!

|tds, a little leaf of lettuce with

ponful of potato salad on it.

peas. A real man can eat

of lettuce just as an appe-
mouthful. On eighteen peas

raise a race of rabbits, and
|>it eats slowly, as befits one.

nibblings may very well be
re you."
moodily into his wineglass,

bned. "Well, let us drink a

(bages—and kings. Kings of

And to our hostess, the

clinked glasses. Mother,

, joined the toast, before she

ar away the debris from the

e gathered the empty dishes

rnfully, I thought. Perhaps
some wild hope that there

little warmed-over cabbage
w's lunch.

ther rejoined us, Fritz von
pted some casual chatter to

way, Dolfee, you said

hen you first joined us that

e. Something about heaven
en."

Dolfee laughed. "Just idle

t the Lord being the High
II the seiaphim sauce mak-

THE FIVE DRESDEN ANGELS
Continued from page 25

'g

it. It made me remember
Then, turning to Mother,
gel added, "What I remem-
ur little set of five Dresden
Meyer. Not sauce makers,
r little things, for all that. I

r August 23, 1947

recalled how you cherished those figu-

rines. So tonight Dolfee's remark about
angels made me wonder whether you
still possessed the charming group. I

prow led in your parlor and. sure enough.
there they were on the mantelpiece. It

was really like meeting some old friends.

And what pleased me was that aftei all

these years they are in such excellent

health, so wonderfully preserved. But
then, to be sure, ansjels are indestructi-

ble."

Mother shook her head. "There you
are wrong. Hen von Pagel," she said.

"If you had looked closely you would
have seen they were badly chipped, with
pieces missing. It was onh a leu years
ago that the harp player lost a wing."

Fritz von Pagel opened his eyes wide.

"But lieber Himmel, Frau Meyer, I did
examine them closely. And I assure you,
you must be suffering from a queer delu-

sion. There was no wing missing. Of
that I am positive."

"In another moment you will have me
believe that 1 am totally blind," Mother
said. "I shall fetch the harp player just

to show you."

"No. It was no miracle. Such things

do not happen." Mother said, looking

tixedh al the angel. "It was a little trick

played by one of you here tonight, lor 1

dusted the angels only this afternoon and
they were my old damaged set. Oh, I

know \ei\ well thai the one who played
this trick meant it kindly, and 1 should
be grateful. Yet 1 beg whoever it was
please, please give me back my old set ol

angels."

"But this is fantastic," my father said.

"I know that for many years you have
searched in vain for just such another
set. and now you . .

."

"I agree. There is no logic at all in it."

Mother nodded. "But there is something
besides logic, Georg. It is hard to ex-

plain. The five Dresden angels were a

wedding gift from a dear sister. Yet
they were more than a gift. They came
to be a sort of daybook, a journal of our
many queer adventures in the New
World. Oh, this all sounds very foolish."

"Please go on," Fritz von Pagel said

gently.

"Well, then, it is like this. When I

look at the angels, many things come

"I don't see how she gets her housework done.
She spends all of her time in the garden!" GARDNER RCA

She got up and went into the parlor.

There was a silence, then something like

a little scream.
Presently Mother stood in the door-

way, the harp player in her hand. Her
face was bewildered.

"It is true what you say," she said in a

whisper. "The wing is there. And the

missing parts of the others, too—the foot,

the hand. All the little chips vanished. I

cannot
—

"

"A miracle!" shouted Dolfee. "An
authentic resurrection. Never have I

heard before of the resurrection of an
angel. That makes it a double miracle,

and I shall write a story on the heavenly
magic in the Meyer home that crowned
a mundane feast of ham and cabbage."

"I have heard somewhere," my father

said, "that when a certain kind of lizard

or salamander loses its tail, the animal
promptly grows a new one. If a simple

salamander can perform such a feat,

surely it would be no trick at all for an
angel."

Mother walked slowly over to the ta-

ble and sat down. She set the tiny harp
player in front of her, and the new wing
gleamed bravely under the light from
the chandelier.

back to me, good and bad. Do you re-

member, Georg, when the little cherub
with the writing tablet lost his foot?

"Yes, I thought you had forgotten.

That was almost fifteen years ago when
Ernst here was still a baby. That dread-
ful, hard year in Chicago. You had been
out of work for months, and it was April,

and your birthday, Georg, and nothing
in the house. So I took one of my finest

tablecloths, of pure linen, and went out
and sold it. It would never be missed, I

knew, for you never notice such things.

And there was enough money for a de-

cent noon meal and a small bottle of
cheap wine and two cigars, my birthday

gifts to you. And we tried to be festive.

I will say you tried very hard, Georg.
But in the afternoon when I was cleaning

house and you were just sitting there,

waiting, waiting, I felt a great fear. How
many tablecloths were there to sell?

How many pieces of silver? And the

simple jewels that my mother left me?
If they all went—well, what would follow

later? So I thought as I went stupidly,

blindly about my work.
"And it was then—oh, you must re-

member, Georg—that the doorbell rang,

and there was the boy with the telegram.

And you quickly opened it, and you
cried loudly and happily: 'Anna, won-
derful news! That position as editor in

Dubuque is mine. .And they are wiring
money immediately for all our moving
expenses. Anna, think of it!' And I

stood there so weak with sudden joy that

I dropped the little angel 1 was just dust-

ing. The angel with the writing tablet.

Its left loot came oil. and in all the ex-

citement I stupidly stepped on the frag-

ment and crushed it.

"That is how it was, Georg. And ever
after when I looked at that angel, even
in the bad days, 1 felt cheered, for the
memory of that happy moment came
back. Well, little angel, 1 said to myself,
it is sad that you lost a foot—but how
much sadder if we had lost heart."

MOTHER stopped; her eyes were still

lowered. She had spoken as if she
were in some sort of trance, and I looked
at her in astonishment because never be-

fore had I known her to make so long a
speech.

My father patted her hand and said,

"Go on, Anna."
"There is really nothing more, Georg.

The memories are not all so happy. There
was a day when I dropped another angel
and a hand came off. That was in Den-
ver, and 1 was really not to blame, for I

worked in a kind of mist. It was the time
our baby Meta died. . . . No, Georg, that

is not a happy memory, and I do not
dwell on it, but there are others, so many
others. Good and bad, because that is

the way it has been with us. All that I

want you to understand is my silly feel-

ing about those old Dresden angels.

They have been so tied up with our lives,

so much a member of the family, you
might say, that it is like losing a living

part of oneself. . . . Now call me a silly

old woman."
Fritz von Pagel blew his nose. It

sounded like a trumpet blast. "Frau
Meyer," he said, after clearing his throat,

"I confess it was I who played the trick,

but my intentions were kind. It was last

year, when I was abroad, that I chanced
to be in Dresden. And it was there, in a

very old shop where I had gone to pick

up some trifles for my wife, that I saw in

a dusty corner the exact duplicate of
your set of angels. And I thought to my-
self: This is splendid. Those are the

figurines that Frau Meyer had in Mil-

waukee when I boarded there, the very
ones that were so chipped and broken.
Someday, I know, I shall return there,

and I shall perform a miracle. And I

bought them. . . . Ah, what a sad miracle

this was tonight! But I did not know. . . .

Gott set Dank, I have preserved the old
ones."

He reached into his coat pocket and
carefully extracted a handkerchief. In

it were the chipped, the footless, the

handless, the wingless five Dresden an-
gels, and he placed them with infinite care

on the tablecloth.

"Herr von Pagel," my mother said

joyfully, "I do not know how to thank
you. This—this

—

"

"This calls for a fresh glass all

around," said Dolfee, reaching for the

port. "And a toast to the angels, the re-

cording angels, who keep diaries of even
the little things in the lives of the humble.
Potztausend! I am babbling like a friar

of the Faith."

After the toast we all made a great

ceremony of restoring the angels to their

perch. Mother placed the five old angels

in a circle on the mantelpiece. And
around them, in a larger circle, she
placed the five new angels. The new, the

shining, the strong, guarding the old, the

weary and battered. Perhaps that is as it

should be.

The End
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HOW TO HAVE ANCESTORS

ancestrophiles of the Mayflower Society.

There were 50 Mayflower passengers
who had children; they have about 90,-

000.000 living descendants. In self-de-

fense several Mayflower families have
set themselves apart from the thundering
herd by legally proving that they are de-

scended from all fifty Pilgrim Fathers.

This is as distinguished as you can get in

pedigree circles.

The Victorian English ran high genea-

logical fevers when they came into

money. The record for pedigrees was
scored in the 1850s by a nouveau riche

Scots family named Cowtart. They re-

spelled it "Coulthart" and christened

their new stately home the same, so that

they became the Coultharts of Coulthart.

Then they hired a genealogist to get them
into the next edition of Burke's Peerage.

According to his account, the family

had originated in the third century, when
a Roman legionnaire named Coulthardis

signed a marriage contract for the daugh-
ter of a Pictish chieftain. The promising
young warrior had been mentioned in the

writings of the Roman historians, Taci-

tus, Livy and Suetonius.

From this take-off the Coultharts be-

gan begetting. One of their menfolk was
an artillery captain at Bannockburn.
Another Coulthart was a Royal Navy
officer at the destruction of the Spanish
Armada in 1588. So it went down
through history.

Exposing a Phony Family Tree

A bemused pedant read the Coulthart
epic in Burke and his brows ascended in

amazement. Some time later a little book
devoted to the Coulthart genealogy came
onto the stalls. Among its points were:

(a) Marriage contracts were unknown un-

til the thirteenth century; (b) Tacitus,

Livy and Suetonius had not mentioned
any Lieutenant Coulthardis; the scholar

had read all of their works to make sure;

(c) Artillery was not in use at Bannock-
burn; (d) There was no Royal Navy in

1588. The Coultharts switched back to

Cowtart and began all over again.

In America the bull market in ances-

tors leveled off after the female invasion

of the nineties. The next high came in the

1920s. The pedigree prospectors of those

bonanza days tried to sink their picks

into William the Conqueror, who had a

hundred million descendants by 1925. He
had operated widely in France and Brit-

ain, so that scores of authenticated line-

ages were all ready to be plugged into the

customers.

The Conqueror is still the champion
ancestor of them all. Some genealogists

were disappointed that they could not

peddle Harold of Wessex. He had an
even bigger potential market in the

United States because he had lived in

East Anglia, from which came many of

the original English colonists in North
America. But Harold had a fatal lack of

sales appeal; he had been the English

leader against William the Conqueror's

invasion in 1066, and had lost. Nobody
wanted a loser.

If William I is the Most Popular An-
cestor, then Brigham Young is the An-
cestor Most Likely to Succeed. The
Church of the Latter-day Saints has the

most nearly perfect lineage archives in

the world in its Salt Lake City church

office building. There are 5,000,000 card-

indexed names which lead to files of mil-

lions of family charts.

George Washington disqualified him-

self in the ancestor stakes by having no
children. Franklin and Jefferson had
children, but for some reason or an-

other, never became popular as ances-

tors.

The case of Abraham Lincoln is

unique in genealogy. Lincoln has only

Continued from page 17

two living grandchildren, making it im-

possible to crash his direct primogenital
table. But thousands of people are

pleased to claim distant consulship to

the Great Emancipator. This is a breeze
for a genealogist. If the researcher can't

splice you into the Middle Western Lin-

coins, he may be able to tap a bloodline

running fiom the l.inkhorns of Norfolk
right into your veins.

World War II launched 14.216.097 fu-

ture ancestors. In two generations it will

be almost impossible to avoid being de-

scended from the brave girls and boys of
'41. By the third generation, it will take
the massed research institutes of the

land to prove that none of your eight

grandparents served.

The most unsociable ancestor club is

the Order of the First Crusade, 1096.

confined to those descended from "the

seven leaders of the First Crusade. 1096."

A lawyer named Howard Kellogg James
founded it in Alameda, California, in

1934. Up to then, the deepest dive that

any group had made.-into genealogy was
that of the Runnymede Order, a Phila-

I

in the now defunct 1 vening T
was the Winchell column of j

It was started in 1S7(> by Olivet

Holmes Here and in the agon
ot the Register, ancestor hun
pounded their riddles ol linet|

cent insertion in the Register w
Sarah (Ring) Berry was the thii

Moses ( ass, Sanbornton. N. H
the Sarah Ring, born 10 M
daughter of Miriam (Jones) ai

Ring'
Is there a reader so hardhe;

he does not want to sing out,

her!" and make this advertiser

happy?
Virginia is second only to b

setts in pedigree collecting. iQJ*

really to matter among the fir* jU
of Virginia you should have
strung all the way back to a

manor house. Revolutionary a

too commonplace in Virginia

nial lineage has an annoying
originating with indentured sc

felons.

An old spoilsport named

Ml

"You've been overdoing your hobby, Sangster. What you need is a 1
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delphia bunch who traced themselves

from the Magna Charta barons of 1215.

James crowed, "I went 119 years behind
the vaunted 'Barons of Runnymede.' "

Eighty-three men and 154 women pro-

duced their ancestral visas and $20 to

join the Order of the First Crusade, 1096.

All the names on James' mailing list

were direct descendants of Richard War-
ren, a Mayflower boy. James had traced

a clue off Richard Warren back to Rob-
ert of Normandy, the frivolous Godfrey
of Bouillon. Edgar Atheling, or another

of the seven knights who had hightailed

off to Jerusalem after they had heard
Peter the Hermit preach the First Cru-
sade.

By a literal interpretation of the Mal-
thusian theory of population, the Order
of the First Crusade should be open
to about 500,000,000 direct descendants

of the seven knights, or about one fourth

of the human race now alive. Unfortu-
nately Howard Kellogg James didn't

have all their addresses.

Boston is the national hotbed of gene-

alogy and the home of the trade paper

of the industry. The New England His-

torical and Genealogical Register. At one
time Boston even had a daily newspaper
gossip column about the long dead and
gone. Notes and Queries, a department

Thomas J. Wertenbaker, of

got himself read out of Virg

circles 25 years ago by publish

called The Planters of Colonic

Professor Wertenbaker made
tive study of the family trees ol

Virginia clans. He proved that

present-day families in the

ion are descended from En;

gentry, while three more fir

originated among obscure squ

Pedigree hunting has becorr

ular to escape invasion by qu<

professional genealogists are

searchers, but the patent-medi
of genealogy is busy peddlin

cated family trees. The com
mercial practice is to adverti

common English surnames;
among them, write in for you

You get a booklet which may
be the chart that fits you.

If your name is Lee, for ir

odds are astronomical agai

your correct genealogy. The I

family at all, but a vast crowc

descended from several thou

lated English Lees. Lee, or

"meadow" in old English. Wh
men began to adopt surnai

commodate a sixteenth-centu

parish records were to be kef
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ask the first DeSoto
er you meet what he thinks of his new car.

will probably say, as did the sweeping

prity in a national poll,"DeSoto is the best

I ever owned, regardless ofprice? Drive a

DeSoto yourself and you'll know why.

ieed ii

&*>

ip-Toe Hydraulic shift and gyrol Fluid Drive

let you drive without shifting
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No old-world fortress, this— rather a meeting

place for free Americans. It is an armory of the

new National Guard.

There are hundreds more like it in the cities

and towns of America. Each is a headquarters

for local units of the National Guard of the

United States. Here, America's Modern Minute

Men keep keen and fit— ever ready to defend

the nation. Here, they learn the arts of war so

that Peace may be lasting.

But— more than that: the Armory is the warm
heart of its community. In disaster, it is the

nerve center of relief . . . does willing duty as

an emergency hospital . . . and gives shelter

to the homeless.

It is a civic center, too. The Armory plays

gracious host to town meetings, c

rallies. It welcomes athletic contests, \

dances. It is hotel, restaurant, auditc

Activities born here bring wealth to a

Yes— all this is the National Gua
Its great bulk may seem grim like

of long ago, but its welcome mat is

For it is your Armory, your headqu

a symbol of the strength of a great p

Listen to "National Guard Assembly," with P*

Wednesday Nights, ABC /VerwoWa

The National Guard is a Federally supervised
the states- Strength, composition, training .

are under the guidance of officers selected by fH
ment There are National Guard units in *

Hawaii. Puerto Rico and the District of Coli

National Guard helps guard the peace."

-nd rr

tetyfi

For full information about the new National Guard,

contact the officers of your local unit, or write the

Adjutant General in the capital city of your state.

I

The National Gu
th 4- & OF THE UNITED STATES
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id deaths, farmers all over

fed themselves for a pasture.

inister Clement Attlee ("at

"), the late George Apley
Welsh), and Vivien Leigh

If your name is Lee and you
ition to share some of the

of General Robert E.,

t Ching Lee, the laundry-

e as good a claim as yours.

ate genealogist is a schol-

He is not much interested

ndant type of genealogy,

rson looking for a noted an-

ur grandparents were born

|d States he can fix you up
lutionist or a Pilgrim eight

ten, and the proof will be

o hold up in court.

prefer the descendant

gy, which is an ancestor in

ndants. This form gives

orkout, since he selects an

ant and runs down all of

the present day. Then he
harts in a book and the

supposed to come and

genealogists get a big kick

aeing after missing persons,

|/e jumped from the family

as a hundred years ago.

a long-missing ancestor

kturbs the genealogist's cli-

|y if they have collected all

er's estate and are suddenly
ith 89 litigious cousins in

ive an equally valid claim

tribal societies were thrown
ast year when a genealogist

ho had been missing since

Ebenezer Alden, the great

e famous backward beau,
benezer had gone to Cuba
unting expedition in 1741.

ie from him; after seven

s, his relatives had him de-

id whacked up his farm.
ed and five years later a
tamining an Alden line in

jf New England, came up
at Ebenezer had returned

1751, and apparently never
»ok up his relatives. Eben-
;eeded to marry twice and
hildren. The result of this

le the John Alden descend-
exclusive.

get to be worldly and
When they throw open

Ies, skeletons are likely to

(eves and murderers thrive

f a lusty family tree. Un-
rs are a persistent problem

"Nine to go: one with mustard and relish, one with
mustard, relish and onion, one with just mustard, one
with mustard and onion, one with just relish, one

—

"

STANLEY BERENSTA1N

if the descendants are squeamish. In

such cases, genealogists have been
known to invent a father and a marriage
date, but this changes family names and
makes untidy work for the scrupulous
researcher.

One of the greatest American families

is descended from a great-great-grand-

parent who had no father of record. The
descendants have not tried to cover up
this eighteenth-century oversight. They
have a fine time laughing at the undistin-

guished descendants of the respectable

branches of the tribe. Genealogists must
be very careful about putting such dis-

coveries in a lineage book because they

can be sued by all the descendants who
want to profit by Great-great-great-

grandma's frailty.

Daughters in a Dilemma

Personal matters are touchy and so

are many historical truths about colonial

ancestors. D.A.R. members do not like

to be reminded that most of them with

military ancestors are descended from
paupers. But they must establish eligibil-

ity by showing a name on a Revolu-
tionary pension roll. In order to get a

pension in those days a veteran had to

prove that he was "indigent."

The Mayflower passengers are an-

other historical scandal. They were not
Puritans, but Brownists or Separation-

ists, and they believed in public owner-

ship of property and equal shares in the

product of labor. W. E. Woodward, the

historian, says, "If they were here to-

day we would call them Communists."
Genealogy is a tough profession. Go-

ing down into the ancestor mines is cold

and dirty work. An ancestor detective's

happiest moments are spent in genealogi-

cal libraries. Today no proud city can
do without its local genealogical collec-

tion. The ancestor sleuths are very
chummy; they help one another run
down suspects. They write hot new dis-

coveries in the margins of old library

books, and every so often a genealogist

will spring into the air and rush across

the reference room, carrying an ancestor

to a colleague.

One of the most brilliant American
genealogists was the Reverend Aaron
Thorneycroft of Scituate, Massachusetts.
When he retired from his pastorate in

1887 he devoted all his time to finishing

the Thorneycroft lineage, which was al-

ready the talk of the pedigree world. The
reverend was rumored to be forging di-

rect links between Adam and Eve and
the Thorneycrofts.
As his notes appeared each evening

in the Transcript, the Back Bay teemed
with excitement. Thorneycroft had long
since driven past John Tilly of the May-
flower and was rampaging in Tudor
England, unearthing ancestors with mas-
terful ease. Thorneycroft was the Babe
Ruth of genealogy; he called his shots in

the Transcript each evening and the next

day knocked out another ancestor.

The reverend was momentarily
checked at Runnymede. Wiseacres on
Beacon Hill predicted that he would
never get past the thirteenth century. But
Thorneycroft called the signals for an
end run and carried the line through an
old family across the Channel in Caen.
He stiff-armed the early Egg Kings and
broke into the clear on Watling Street,

the Roman road in the west of England.
The generations sped by under his nimble
feet as the reverend made his epic back-

ward run. The clergyman raced through
Spain and came in sight of the Holy
Land. Lights burned late in the Back
Bay as his fans opened their evening

papers and realized that Thorneycroft
was only ten yards from his goal.

Then silence.

The next word came a few days later

in the Globe. The police had detained a

demented old man from Scituate, who
had been found haranguing an idle mob
in Warburton Street. He had been
quietly remanded to the custody of

friends for removal to a nursing home.
The police said he had been laughing un-
controllably and crying over and over,

"Everybody is descended from every-

body else!"

The End
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Cousin James caught Mama as she came down. He was laughing. "Carrie," he said, "a woman don't take a whip to a man unless she loves

A GOOD WHIPPING BY JOHN
RANDOLPH PHIL] I

AFTER Papa died, Cousin James
came down from Sugar Creek

L to live with Mama and me.
Folks considered this proper enough,
because Papa and James Pedigo had
been double first cousins. Some folks,

though, remembered that Cousin
James had courted Mama, too, before
Papa cut him out.

Grandpa Pedigo told Mama that

James would be our salvation if we
could keep him sober.

Well, Cousin James turned out to be
a caretaking fool. He made our little

river farm bloom with better crops
than Papa had ever managed to grow;
he had more and fatter hogs for

butchering, and he raised more veals

for the market. At this time he was
thirty-two years old, just the same age
as Mama, and he was one fine-looking,

great big man, the biggest in our
county, the strongest, the nerviest.

And the hardest worker. Cousin James
was understanding, too: He under-
stood Mama and he understood a

twelve-year-old boy like me. And he
stayed sober for a year and a half.

hoiks said he could hold more
liquor than any two men in the county,

but Cousin James told Mama and
me that, with him, drinking was a

thing of the past. Just didn't pay, he
said. A man was a fool. Especially,

he added, a man who had been
blighted in love.

"You talk so foolish," Mama said.

"The chestnut trees got blighted, but
they didn't start drinking."

"Funny thing," said Cousin James.
"I was talking to a dead chestnut tree

the other day. A boy chestnut tree,

and seems like once he was in love

with a girl chestnut tree on the next
ridge. But another boy chestnut tree

moved in and he had a river farm
and—"

"Jackie," Mama said 'to me, "run
shut up the chickens for the night."

,She was a slim, trim little person and
when she blushed she was lovely and
she was blushing now.

"That's what started the blight,"

Cousin James said, as I went out.

"This chestnut tree I'm talking about
sickened and died and all the others

caught the disease and now there ain't

a living chestnut tree in all these hills."

The next Saturday Cousin James
disappeared and did not show up
again until Tuesday. He was as high as

a Georgia pine as he came singing up
the road.

Mama waited for him grimly. "You
need a good whipping, James."

"Sure do, Carrie. Sure do. But
I'll work like hell the rest of the week
to make up for it."

And he did. You never saw a man
pitch hay the way Cousin James
pitched it. By nightfall Wednesday he
had worked the poison out of his sys-

tem, and from then on he went
through that hay like a brush fire in

the foothills.

"A man's a fool," he told Mama on
Friday. "I'll never touch the stuff

again."

"I'm so glad, James," Mama said

warmly. She looked very pretty that

night, with a ribbon in her hair.

BUT Cousin James disappeared
again the next day and we didn't

see him again till late Monday. All day
Sunday and all day Monday, Mama
kept telling me that when he came
home Cousin James could just take his

foot in his hand and get back in the

road. But when he showed up, she

fixed him a hot supper and gave him
half a gallon of cold buttermilk to

drink. I guess I realized then that

Cousin James could do just about as

he -pleased and that Mama would
never run him off the place. I realized

that Mama was in love with him.
That summer was something. 1 tell

you! Every Saturday, Cousin James
disappeared and didn't come back
until late Monday or early Tuesday.
Then for the rest of the week he pun-
ished himself by doing the work of
two men. By the next Saturday noon
he had worked the remorse out of his

system and considered himself a good
citizen again and off he'd go.

But Mama quit fixing hot suppers

and cold buttermilk for him. She got

mighty grim about the whole business.

I felt something was going to break
and I was right. It almost broke one
hot Tuesday noon when Cousin James
came rollicking up the hill.

Once again Mama said, "You need
a good whipping, James!"
He stood before her, big and tall and

strong, proud of his strength and
proud of his reputation for strength

and looked down at her. An eagle

looking down at a sparrow. He
chuckled, that amused, tolerant

chuckle he had when he was drinking.

"Yes, Carrie, I need a whipping.
But, Carrie, who will give it to me?"
Mama whirled on her heels, her

black eyes flashing, her cheeks red as

fire. Cousin James turned to me.
"Come on, boy, we've got work to

do. I'll be all right before sundown."
And he was. We did more work

that week than we'd ever done before.

Cousin James swore off again. A man
was a fool. I must look at him and
take warning.

Saturday, right after breakfast,

Cousin James disappeared again.

Mama and I went to town to buy
groceries. And while I loaded the car,

Mama went to Fayette's Hardware
Store. In a few minutes she came back
with a tightly wrapped package under
her arm. I noticed then that Mama
had a grim look about her.

Cousin James was jolly and full of

himself when he came home Monday
at noon. He had brought me a cap
pistol and -Mama a box of candy.
Mama let me keep the pistol, but she

threw the candy in the kitchen fire.

"James! You need a good whipping,

James!"
He was mad about the candy, but

he could still laugh. He was still the

eagle. "You mentioned that before,

Carrie. I know I need a whipping.

I need the boss dog of all the

whippings that ever were. But, Carrie,

who is going to give it to me?"
"Meet me in the back yard," Mama

said, "if you're man enough to stand

up to a woman."

A moment later she was in I

yard herself with that haidwj
package in her hands. She f

apart and out came a bl

whip. In her hands it was
a living, beautiful thing wj

and symmetry in every one oj

and curves.

"I'll show you who can gi

whipping. You're already i\

and a liar, and if you run y
coward!"

"Stop it!" Cousin James slj

THE blacksnake whip fl.i

and grazed his chin. Coij
backed up. Anger and 1

j
blazed in his blue eyes and in|

instant he was cold sober.

But he didn't retreat ano
He just walked through thej

and the lashing of that whin
had the butt of the whip in bl

now and she cut the should
J

shirt to shreds, but he kep

The whip sang again. Bit

over Cousin James' browl

shoulder and ran down hi

naked chest. And still he kep
j

Then he caught the whip.

!

it out of her hands, and flur
\

"You finished, Carrie?"

gently.

Mama began to cry. Coil

picked her up, tossed her irl

caught her as she came dj

was laughing.

"Carrie." he said, "a wo]
take a blacksnake whip to

less she loves him. Lord, I

good!"
"Who'd even think of lo1

!

Mama cried. "But I showei

could give you a whipping.

"You sure did," said Coi|l

"Lord, I feel good!"
That was twenty years agji

day Mama and Cousin Jam|
my house. I offered him ;

'

"No." he said. "Guess it,

sort of gets out of the lJ

twenty years. Little bitty wj

her blacksnake whip. You|

that, Jack?"

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BY ERNEST CHIRIACKA
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MAN RUNNING
Continued from page 26

ron't have to."

|she said, and I knew I had my
i door. I asked briskly:

Irs. Inwood found anybody to

(place?"

lie tried, but the agency didn't

lody. It's my belief they didn't

]She can't keep anybody for

a few weeks, except for

he's the butler, and Mr. In-

fet. The others haven't been

le at all."

^'s simple, Ellen. All you have
Mrs. Inwood that you have

(ho might suit her, and would
i see her?"

at me doubtfully.

Her glance moved over me.
her doubt vanished at what

[it it did not increase,

lit the letter I had written this

tie examined it cautiously.

|a very good reference." Her
envious. "But—but you're

Jorothy Simpson.'

"

|s forgery!" she said.

as a pause in which she tried

>ut. I held my breath. Finally

4o. Not if you're Miss Gill, it

her eyes off me to look at

pounds, and as clearly as if

>ken I saw her decide that she

tlotte Inwood no kind of loy-

that lady got herself into the

^as what she deserved. In the

she found she had helped
hieress to justice . . .

led up the notes and folded

Jy.
putting them in her pocket.

lyou know, miss, about being

lad?"

that I can't guess—or you
I won't let you down. I

|I reached out and solemnly
inds.

ged that she should tell her
>ut me the moment she had
id telephone to me at once.

)orothy Simpson" and the

|uare number on a piece of
gave it to her. I told her I

by the telephone until she
promised she would not be
ive, because she planned to

atford about then. She was

all packed and ready to go, but she
agreed to break her journey at Thurloe
Square to spend half an hour coaching
me in my duties.

She had no doubt now that I would
get the job.

"You see," she explained naively, "you
can think quick, you're nicely spoken

—

but not too la-di-da—and you look quiet.

People like her, and in fact all those as

think they can't look after themselves,
always look for a maid to be quiet. And
speak only when spoken to."

I left the scene, more than content
with the progress I had made, and picked
up the car where I had parked it out of
sight of the house.

I
WENT straight to Thurloe Square,
and lay on the couch in the living room

with the telephone on a table at my el-

bow. Aunt Florence had gone to Har-
rods for the afternoon and the house
was silent; but I did not sleep in spite of
having so much to make up.

The cloakroom ticket went on worry-
ing me. If I saw Jonathan before the

police did, which I doubted, I might get

hold of it—provided he had managed to

keep it.

The telephone rang suddenly, making
me jump. My heart was thudding so

loudly I thought Ellen Good must hear
it at the other end.

"Madam," said Ellen sedately, "will

see you at ten o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing. She will be expecting you."
"Thank you, Ellen. It's very kind of

you to have spoken to her. I'll be there

punctually. You've told the policeman?"
"Yes," and she added, "see you later,"

with just enough casualness to rob it of

any significance.

When she arrived I told her to keep the

taxi, as she had her luggage on it, and that

I would pay for it. Her first words were
encouraging. She thought Mrs. Inwood
would take me on. She couldn't manage
for herself and she needed someone to

fuss over her
—

"as part of the act," said

Ellen.

"Act?" I seized on that. "What act?"

"Bereaved widow, at the moment. You
see, she's always playing a part, mostly
for her own benefit, but she loves an
audience. You see, she's that selfish."

"Surely she loved her husband? It

can't be all put on?"

:
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Ellen came as near shrugging her

shoulders as an English girl could and
remarked that her late mistress wasn't

one to neglect the buttered side of her

bread.

"He is—that is was—stuffed with

money. She always needs money. She's

got seventy-three dresses, five fur coats, a

dozen suits, and more nylon stockings

than anyone in London. Each pair in its

own Cellophane box. And underclothes!

You've never seen such lovely things.

She's got a Frenchwoman in Acton who
works for no one else."

And for twenty minutes, while I made
tea and we drank it in the kitchen, she

gave me a picture of Charlotte Inwood
as seen by her maid.

SOMEHOW it failed to tell me any
more about her than I knew already,

which was little enough. I realized that

this was due more to Ellen's limitations

of interest than of opportunity for ob-
servation. Clothes filled the girl's mind;
she knew much more about that vast

wardrobe than the woman who wore it.

I tried twice more to find out what she

knew of Charlotte's relationship with her

husband and met the same rather vague
belief that she knew "how to manage"
him and get money out of him when
necessary. She had "lots of friends" and
went out and about continuously, had a

"smart, society life," and did not discuss

it with her maid. In short, Ellen's atti-

tude toward Charlotte was one of sarto-

rial envy uncomplicated by curiosity.

Hopefully, however, I brought the

conversation to the fateful night.

"You were there, of course, when they

found him?"
Yes, she had been in bed when the

night bell began ringing in the passage
outside Mr. Groves' bedroom on the

top floor. It rang and rang all the time

Mr. Groves had been putting on his

dressing gown and going down to open
the front door. At first she had thought it

was Mrs. Inwood who had forgotten her

key.

It had been a policeman at the bell.

She had looked over the banisters and
had seen him. He'd had a silver candle-

stick in his hand. She had recognized it at

once as one of those from Mr. Inwood's
desk. He'd looked funny, carrying a

candlestick. She'd known for certain then

that something was wrong. A few mo-
ments later they had found Mr. Inwood
dead on the floor of his room, the back
room where he worked when he wasn't

at the office.

"They wouldn't let me in, so I didn't

see him myself." She was regretful. "But
Mr. Groves told us his head was terrible.

Thank God I'm going home. They don't

murder millionaires in Catford."

She drank two more cups of strong tea

while she told me as much as she could

think of about the job of being Mrs. In-

wood's lady's maid. I listened carefully.

It sounded tricky in places. Finally, El-

len went on her way, bubbling with ex-

citement at a proper holiday in prospect,

assuring me with her goodbys that even

if I found Mrs. Inwood a bully I would
surely have a wonderful time with all

those beautiful clothes.

Aunt Florence came in shortly after-

ward and hoped I had had a nice time,

but hadn't I started the day rather early,

without any breakfast too? I realized

that I would have to give her some rea-

son for using her flat as a hotel, even
more than I usually did, and said that I

was starting a job tomorrow. She was
pleased. It would make me less involved

with the Commodore. "I'm so glad,

dear. I know you don't need the money,
but you're quite right to want to be inde-

pendent. If you're working he can't keep
rushing you off in that dangerous boat of

his, and so on. What sort of job is it?"

"Well, it's difficult to give it a name. It's

a sort of research job. I shall be able to

tell you more about it once I've started."

"I do think science is so useful," said

Aunt Florence comfortably
young man in the drug depai
working for his B.S. in the <

enterprising. I've written tc

Briggs about him . .
." Anc

again. 1 was able, however
the conversation the news I

be out to dinner and slartini

probably tomorrow. .

At twenty past eight, whic
be about the right anioun
tered upon Detective lnspe<

Carletta's.

His round cheeks went p
saw me. He got quickly to

ing trouble with his chair, ai

for starting his meal withou
"Quite honestly, I didn't

moment you'd turn up."
I opened my eyes at

went gratifyingly pinker
you I would if I wasn't

else. And I wasn't."

"Even so," he said, arra

"I didn't think you would,
any real reason," he added \

modesty, "why you should.

I did not propose to spoi

or my purpose, by giving

We discussed what I

decided on wing of roast c

potatoes and a green salad,

bottle of wine, quite a goo
ton of '43, which the Gei
sumably overlooked at

coffee I said that I wanted
a brandy for him and
liqueur, a Benedictine for

I found no difficulty at

to the man and letting

as the evening went on
danger to Jonathan had inc

dred times since last night,

ing like the uneasy haste

yesterday to get him to t.

case.

And when he said wit!

"You know, I am very gi

for bothering to waste y

this," I did not, as I mig
done, despise him a little

"grateful for small favors'

which I do not believe any

likes to have around, even

to put her on that pede:

always leading herself to b-

to be.

If this goes on, I told

begin to have a bad
making use of him.

3
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MY REWARD for k|

subject of the Inj

finally came. He began on
j

neither now or ever after c I

me of trying to pump hir

"We nearly caught Penij

Luckily I had just swall

Benedictine, and I neithi

looked as startled as I fe

"Only nearly?" I asked.

"Can you keep secrets;!

"I got used to them du;J

used to drive a car for t

sent agents to organize Fn i

Even my father thought

for the Ministry of Food.

I

He nodded and said 11

that women did not seel

same urge as men to bols|

feriority complexes by

when they got hold of

ceeded in principle to pu]

same category by telling

Jonathan had been seen

Romford. Unsuccessful!;'

"He got away, but mil

course. We have a bettel

him now. He seems top

change of clothing."

"You're sure it was he '!

"Yes. And we're not i

story, because we don't w t

we've spotted him. He
\

constable in Romford
food. The constable w;l

cious about him in a rj

strolled up to have a

Collier's for ll

ki:

far of, i

M
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tsof
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red to him it might be Pen-

e man suddenly bolted when
iomeone was taking an inter-

Very silly thing to do. of

d Detective Inspector Smith
explain the psychology of

as it affected both pursuer

in nearly the same words I

Jonathan a few hours ago.

t the innocent do not run.

ty sure he's making for
" my friend went on.

s glad he thought so. Only
fool would leave the east

g he had got to it. in order

ndon where the crime had
ted; only a complete fool

:, and the best of detectives

ow how complete that was.

thinking over," continued

th. "what you were saying

ial types and the crimes they

ely to commit, and I must
at I've learned about this

seems to show that he's a

not only to architects in

don't rob with violence, if

ly're a very honest lot—but
aved out of picture with his
ir "

|ery promising. "Yes?"
brilliant career as a stu-

big second prize just before

|a design for a new Argen-
ient building, competing
the best architects in Eng-

[lerica, and did very well as

ence officer in the enemy-
Iranch of M.I. at the War
]ur, until last night, in fact,

lead rather than his muscles
life. It would be interesting

|t changed his pattern. The
harder on him than ever,

hold quite rightly that a

intelligence should have
He won't hang any faster,

|t he'll hang in greater con-

ake, his ordinary eyes

I saw something new in

more often hidden.

ry keen on your job, aren't

He looked at me shyly,

[small boy I wanted to be a

]»ere are quite a lot of us

vay I do. We're not police-

jnt. It's difficult to put into

|;et into a kind of hot, burn-
I hear of. or see. one man
age of another and getting

because he doesn't mind
[rules while the other tries

|ding to them. It outrages
sense of justice, I sup-

dangers, though, hasn't it?"

i get too enraged by wrong-

doing, mightn't it spoil your judgment in

seeking the right wrongdoer?"
"I don't follow."

"I would be afraid of reading facts

wrongly in anxiety to satisfy my anger,"
I explained. "Afraid of trying to prove
guilt at all costs, even to punishing the

innocent."
"Anything for a prosecution? No.

your sense of justice doesn't disappear
with the anger. Once you've caught your
criminal you find yourself wanting to

give him the benefit of the doubt. Natu-
rally, you get the careerists, as in every

other kind of job, who think the more
successful prosecutions they are responsi-

ble for, the quicker the promotion. But
it doesn't work, thank God. . . . We are

being serious, aren't we?"
More serious than he thought. But I

did not come down to cases. There would
be a time for that, and it was not now.
In the meantime I had learned what I

had hoped and believed I would learn:

that he was an honest man.
He would not shut his eyes to the pos-

sibility of Jonathan's innocence if I ever

managed to bring him evidence of it.

"Inquest tomorrow morning," he said.

I
HAD forgotten the inquest; of course

there would be one. Tomorrow morn-
ing? 1 had a moment of panic. I tried to

remember about inquests and what hap-
pened at them. There had to be a verdict

as to cause of death. A coroner sitting

with a jury could find that Joseph Inwood
had been murdered and name the mur-
derer—couldn't he?—if the police had a

strong enough case.

"What will happen at it?" I asked as

casually as I could.

"We shall ask for the usual adjourn-

ment, after formal evidence of identifica-

tion. That way, cause of death won't be

gone into until the coroner sits again on
the case. It's no good going off at half

cock, even in an open-and-shut case like

this one."

"I see," I said. "So Mrs. Inwood will

be well enough by tomorrow, you think,

to deal with things?"

"I doubt it, from her doctor's ulti-

matum that she mustn't be disturbed for

at least a week."
I toyed for a moment with the attt ac-

tive thought of asking him if the doctor

might not be exaggerating Mrs. Inwood's
condition, if she was able to interview a

new maid tomorrow morning.
It was time to break up the party. He

wanted to pay the bill for both of us. but

I insisted on paying my share. He wanted
to be masterful, but did not quite know-

how; he gave way to his fear of doing the

wrong thing, and the moment passed.

We stood on the pavement outside.

"The Daimler's around the corner," I

A**%

(don't know them either, but what have we got to lose?"
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-
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From thumbprints and abuses

.

254 size shown. Also comes in 104 and 154 sizes
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.
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liut if you -warffc the improved brand,
** You've got to make quite sure

The brand name Texcel Tape is on

The roll that you secure ."

Texcel Tape
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CELLOPHANE TAPE -STICKS WITH A TOUCH
Industrial Tape Corporation - New Brunswick, N. J.
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Magnificent tweeds turned by a master tailor into a beautiful, basic, city-country suit that will live forever. Its remarkable play

of color . . . quiet, precise tailoring . . . unobtrusive Talon skirt fastener ... all serve to emphasize its absolutely perfect quality.

Tailored . . .Tweed . . . and Terrific! Nothing less-than-the-best in this beautiful suit. Even the faster)

hidden in the skirt placket is a Talon fastener . . . unvaryingly dependable, completely

secure. Yet—and this is important to note—the same Talon slide fastener,

so carefully chosen for this $225 costume, is so inexpensive, so widely used,
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bers came for her after

Failing even this, Ordi-
had interviewed her,
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e sense of urgency, of
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out being hated by him, 1
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y question of nervous
iven over five hundred
ss than nine hours in the
ast forty eight. But no
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daughter of Commodore Rupert Gill

should have cried herself to sleep on ac-

count of the sound of a word.
But I was young and healthy-. I woke

up at half past six to a bright morning
with a rested mind full of practical con-
siderations. The wheels were at last going
to revolve, and the guessing and worry-
ing would be easier once I was at grips

with the thing. I had one major thought.
I had not given "Dorothy Simpson" the

right sort of start-off as far as her appear-
ance was concerned. She was still too
much like me.

I could see in the dimness of the fu-

ture a possibility looming that one day I

might have to become Eve Gill among
the people who had seen Dorothy Simp-
son and that it might be very awkward if

they recognized me as the lady's maid.
So far only two people had seen me as

Dorothy: the policeman who had let me
into Number 4, and Ellen Good. The
first would shortly drop out of the picture

and would be unlikely to reappear in

it, and the second knew the secret anyway
and, being a party to it. would not give it

away. And she had left the scene.

First of all, clothes. This would be all

right. I had begun on the right principle

of ordinariness. Second, general appear-
ance; 1 thought I could get into the habit

of stooping a little, keeping my head
forward, allowing it to droop a little, and
let my arms hang rather limply with
hands away from my body. I would alter

my normal stance without straining mus-
cles which might get tired. Third, facial

appearance.
I set to work. I scraped my hair back

into a low bun, flattening it and straight-

ening its curls by dampening it; as long
as the bun was well pinned together it

could not escape easily. Next, I soaped
my face well, rubbed it until it shone,

and then applied a thin dusting of Aunt
Florence's white-mauve powder. By
slightly compressing my lips, which with-

out lipstick almost disappeared in any
case, I completed the dullest and most un-
attractive face imaginable. It seemed to

me to look like fifty thousand other faces,

and that no one would favor it with a

second glance.

Fourth, I searched the many odds-and-
ends boxes which stood about on pieces

of furniture all over the house until I

found what I was fairly certain of find-

ing, a pair of Aunt Florence's steel-

rimmed reading spectacles, probably
discarded years ago as her eyes came to

need stronger lenses. Apart from the

further great change they gave my face,

they made my eyes look larger and rather

blank. At the same time they made ob-

jects farther than a yard away become
blurred enough to cause me to peer rather

than look at my surroundings, which
would match the drooping head effect.

LOOKING at myself, I was reasonably

^ sure that if Aunt Florence or the

Commodore were in the same room with
me, I could count on their not recogniz-

ing me. Unless, of course, I spoke.

I experimented. 1 could whisper, or

croak, or put my tongue in my cheek as I

spoke, but none of this seemed right.

Finally I tried talking through my
nose, at the same time pitching my voice

high. The result seemed very satisfac-

tory, a series of squeaky and extremely
adenoidal sounds which were, however,
still perceptible as words and sentences.

Moreover, they matched the droopy,
dopey appearance.

In the meantime, Aunt Florence's day
was beginning. Her daily "Irish Peggy"
was letting herself into the basement
door, and there would be breakfast and
getting Aunt Florence off to Harrods.

I dressed in the black suit, put the

spectacles straightly and primly on my
nose, drooped, and knocked on Aunt
Florence's door with proper timidity.

She stared at me and asked at once if

I was Peggy's daughter Iris. I clenched

my nose muscles tight and said that that

Who
in the red caboose?

YOUR passenger train conductor is a familiar figure . . .

but did you ever think about a freight train requiring

the services of a conductor?

From his "office" in the red caboose, the freight train conductor

directs the handling of as many as 100 freight cars that make
up his train. He makes certain that cars are dropped from the

train at their proper destination and others picked up, that

the products they carry arrive safely and in good condition.

The Erie Freight Conductor gets a quick, concise picture of

his train from a teletyped control sheet. This list tells him the

contents, consignee and destination of each car. The same
information is flashed by teletype to stations ahead, and to a

central office in Cleveland.

With this teletype control system, the Erie can quickly tell

shippers the present location and scheduled arrival of their

shipment.

Modern, up-to-date methods such as this are responsible
for the Erie's reputation among shippers everywhere for

efficient handling, dependable service.

Erie Railroad
SERVING THE HEART OF INDUSTRIAL AMERICA
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WHY IS BUDWEISER THE MOST POPULAR BEER

THE WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN?

Where but in America could you find

che wide variety of fine foods that add

so much to our standard of living?

Where but in Budweiser could you find

the distinctive taste that brings out

the flavor of fine food, yet never loses

its own identity? It is the universal

association of Budweiser with good

living that makes it, even at its

premium price, the most popular beer

in history . . . year after year after year.

Every sip tells you why.
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with a thicker chest and
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3 to the first floor, and said
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ber that Madam has had a

re shock."

I said. "The poor

le door with deferential

ird her voice for the first

a little tremble of excite-

the moment for which I

Id waited.

]»ed; the floor was littered

newspapers and opened
: impression was of white-

-walls, carpet, furniture,

Kharlotte Inwood herself,

eyes were the only dark
rge room. Later, when I

: at it without Aunt Flor-

ae whiteness showed vari-

|and even of shade, from
ite to almost cream, so

hio monotony. The foamy
|for instance, which cas-

folds from the ceiling,

V2ls the telephone, but the

Isle on which it stood by
lof white roses was a flat

Ickest of carpets entirely

T>or had a creamy texture

there were flecks of silver

pcade curtains. It was a
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g, however, she had hid-

lely in it, and wore no
Jirawn from the horrors
|the ugly world, her per-

" that I could see noth-
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ing and negative by the
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m about me.
iced at me only briefly
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at the bowl of white
ide table. She conducted
a voice which was al-

asking me perfunctory
my age and previous ex-
ea her the letter of rec-

ut she waved it away
beautiful, slender hand.
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I was to see that she was fighting bravely
to avert complete collapse.

"I must have someone. I'll try you
for a month. I think I pay £160. Mrs.
Marshall will arrange that."

"Thank you, Madam," I said through
my nose.

"You may start at once."
"At once, Madam?" I pretended to be

a little flustered.

"I told you I can't go on like this.

Your friend Good showed a very great

selfishness in leaving me at this moment.
The least you can do is to realize it and
make amends for her."

"Yes, Madam, I understand. If I could
have a day off next week, perhaps, to

fetch the rest of my things from Suffolk?

I have only a suitcase in London."
"I don't care what you do or where

you go next week as long as you're here
now. Ring the bell—twice. Mrs. Mar-
shall will show you your room and ex-

plain things to you. What did you say
your name was?"

"Simpson, Madam." The bell push on
the end of its cord lay on the bed a foot

from her hand. I pressed the button twice.

"Simpson. I must try to remember it.

Come back immediately. I have to get

*-"
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"My grandfather can remember
way back when humans started

fooling around with the atom"

COLLIE IS JOSEPH SERRANO

up. At least into negligee," she sighed

profoundly and I thought she was going

to burst into tears. "Some awful police-

men are coming. As if I could possibly

be any help. They're so inefficient.

What's the time?"
She could see the white crystal clock

on the bedside table much better than I

could; I peered at it, however, and told

her that it was ten minutes past eleven.

"He's coming at twelve. Well, he'll

have to wait, that's all. I shall never be
ready. I'll see him in my sitting room.
That's through the door over there. The
other door is the bathroom. I like the

water at a hundred and four degrees.

Tell Groves to keep him in the hall until

I send for him. Mrs. Marshall, this is

Samson. She's a friend of that girl Good,
and I only hope she doesn't prove as un-

grateful. Oh, and, Samson, I forgot to tell

you. There is one thing I will not in any
circumstances tolerate. I will not have
people trying on my clothes—any of

them, you understand?" Her voice was
much stronger.

"Of course, Madam." I hoped my tone

was the proper mixture of humbleness
and surprise that anybody should imag-

ine me capable of such heinous imper-

tinence.

Mrs. Marshall led me out. Her atti-

tude remained formal during the next

quarter of an hour while she was show-
ing me my ten-by-six bedroom under the

roof and generally inducting me into the

belowstairs life of Number 4. Finally

she said, "I hope, Samson, you'll be com-
fortable—and give satisfaction."

I tried to tell her my name was not

Samson but Simpson, but she merely ob-
served that as Madam preferred to call

me Samson, it would have to do.
In the meanwhile 1 was thinking that

my first impressions of Charlotte were
much what I had expected them to be; in

short, I had expected to find that she was
two-faced and able to get away with it.

Downstairs, however, after I had been
introduced to Groves, Molly the house-
maid, and a parlormaid with the stern

name of Havelock, I found myself alone
in the back part of the hall at the door of

Joseph Inwood's room. This time it was
half open, and since the constable on
duty at the front door was sitting with his

back turned to me, I went in; I was im-
mediately struck by the way a portrait of
Charlotte seemed to dominate the large

room.
I took off my glasses and stood for

several moments studying it, the cool,

assured beauty of the exquisite face, soft,

folded hands on the black velvet dress.

There was a small plaque at the bottom
of the lrame with black lettering on gold:

The Actress, by George Elmhurst,
A.R.A.

I realized at once, although I had real-

ized it upstairs but with much less force,

that Charlotte's performances of the

stricken widow followed immediately by
the spoiled society darling engaging a

new maid were of very considerable vir-

tuosity, but they had revealed nothing of

the real Charlotte. Her hands, according
to Elmhurst, were just as soft and small
as I had noticed them to be, but with the

strength and ruthlessness of character
and personality he had discovered in her

eyes. Not "Mrs. Charlotte Inwood" but
"The Actress"—she became infinitely

more formidable than I had realized.

Jonathan, for instance, crazy about her

to begin with, would have had no chance
against her.

I saw vividly the kind of woman he
had told me about, the clinging, desper-
ate, haunted girl who had flung herself

into his arms that night in blind flight

from the consequences of a momentary
outburst of violence.

My mind reverted to the impending
visit from the police. It would be either

Chief Inspector Jupp or my Ordinary
Smith, and I wanted very much to know
how it went. She must be worrying her
head off lest they had caught Jonathan;
the number and condition of the newspa-
pers around her bed told of more than a

mere interest in the world's obituary on
Joseph Inwood.

1UCK continued with me. After I had
j drawn her bath, making sure with the

thermometer that it was exactly a hun-
dred and four degrees, and had helped
her out of bed, she said, "It's not fair of
them. I shan't be able to stand it. Oh,
why do I have to talk about it—a need-
less torture. Samson, I want you to stay

in here, near the sitting-room door, and
when I cough twice—like this—you will

knock and say that the doctor is here.

The man will have to leave then."

I thought that it must be the first time
in history that a would-be eavesdropper
had been so neatly made respectable.

While she bathed, I tidied up the bed-
room and arranged the sitting room so

that she could lie on her cream and gold
Empire sofa and have the policeman's
chair with its back to the bedroom door.
As an afterthought I put another chair

close to it in case there were two of them,
and was pleased, although a little scared
when Groves came through on the tele-

phone (I realized that it must be linked

with some internal system) to say that

Chief Inspector Jupp was in the hall,

accompanied by Inspector Smith.
I told' him that I would let him know

when Madam was ready to see them, but
that she was still in the bathroom.

I watched her at work on her face in

the triple mirror of the white dressing
table. It was an instructive moment.
Her hand hovered over the lipsticks and
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lei t them with reluctance; she ignored
the rouge pots, and used a minimum of
powder. She v\as torn between a desire
to be a beautiful woman condescending
to permit two strange men a glimpse of
her stricken soul, and a slightly less at-

tractive woman who was in the hands of
her doctor and ought not to have this in-

trusion inflicted on her. I saw her decide
with good sense on the latter, and helped
her to find a small jar of brown eye
shadow which she used with a precise

and sparing finger tip under her eyes as

well as on their lids. Anybody could see

now that she had not slept since the trag-

edy.

She chose a black negligee, straight and
high-necked, which made her skin paler
than ever.

I left the sitting-room door an inch
ajar, and picked up the telephone by the

bedside. Groves answered somewhere
below, and I said Madam would see them
now.

CHIEF INSPECTOR JUPP had a
small, growling kind of voice. He was

sorry to break in upon her at a moment
like this, but if there was the faintest

possible hope of'help in shortening the

murderer's days of freedom

—

Charlotte replied so faintly that I could
scarcely catch the words.

"First, then," said Jupp. "Can you tell

us what money and valuables were in Mr.
Inwood's safe? Was any of your jewelry
kept in it, for instance?"

Charlotte was afraid she had no idea
what was in it.

"I have my own wall safe in my bed-
room, hidden in one of the wardrobes.
My jewels are intact."

"You see," Jupp explained, "we often

trace a man by the stolen property he
tries to dispose of

—

"

Charlotte sobbed in an anguished
voice, "I shan't rest until the man pays
for what he has done—for this awful
crime. . . . Oh, Joe, my poor, poor Joe—

"

There was a moment of sympathetic
silence.

"We're doing our best, Mrs. Inwood,
to bring him to justice," Jupp told her.

"You may be assured of that."

"But how long will it be—?" Char-
lotte's voice indicated clearly that she
would not rest until vengeance and pun-
ishment had been exacted.

"A few days, perhaps hours," said the

chief inspector with a certainty which
made me shiver; it must have shaken her

too, for she was silent.

Detective Inspector Smith spoke for

the first time, and what he had to say

made my heart turn over.

"Although so far we haven't gone into

the possibility," he began in his quiet

way, "it seems not unreasonable to sup-

pose that Penrose may have had some
connection with Mr. Inwood. Do you
remember Mr. Inwood ever mentioning
the name?"
That was almost exactly the thought I

had been at pains to put into his head at

dinner last night. I waited for Charlotte's

reaction; it was not a line of inquiry she

would care about. It may have been my
imagination, but was there a very slight

edge in her voice?

"Again, I am afraid I can't help. As I

told you, my husband did not discuss his

business affairs with me."
"Penrose," Ordinary Smith went on,

"you are quite sure you had not heard
the name?"

"Quite sure," said Charlotte and to my
ear she should have answered a little less

firmly and after a pause for memory-
searching. But were the detectives' ears

as sensitive to these nuances as mine?
Then Jupp came in with the second of

my carefully planted seeds. "It's a bit

puzzling, not knowing as much about
Penrose as we would like at this stage, to

find a man of his education and calling

committing murder like a common
housebreaker who loses his head, or even
being a housebreaker in the first place."
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"The more I think abou
certain I feel that there m
nection." said Ordinary.
"But it was robbery will!

"I hat's how it ended. Hui

begun differently."

"He broke into the ho
"With another motive

pose he had been refused
Suppose he imagined he
some injury by Mr. Inwo
"You seem to be sup;

deal," Charlotte put in,

there was no doubt about
in her voice. It could ol

been attributed to the inr

of her poor Joe. "I feel just

do that he had never hcan
Did they notice the

Two minutes ago she had
been a great deal about
her husband had not talk

yet now she claimed to

had not known a particula

But if they did not notii
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it looks like a police car,
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o bring me something on a

sole, I think, and fruit—

ttle of the white wine."

1, Madam."
ot moved, and still seemed

1 her thoughts. She stirred

n, with a secret impatience;

came to a decision, re-

hen accepted it.

" j're downstairs, vou mieht
' change line through to me
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re was another white tele-

HI

ble by the sofa.

am. I dare say Groves will

to do it."
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animation. "Don't stand
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wed me the simple mechan-
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oard in a cubbyhole of a

W the stairs. There was
ne, with an instrument on
d itself, a dial, and seven
sion sockets to any of
oming call could be con-

tting the plug in the ap-

et and turning the handle
f the box. This rang the

strument concerned. The
umbered and on the wall

le numbers.
ticed, was "Mrs. Inwood,"
iwood" took second place

It struck me as significant,

c a different impression of

p between the millionaire

rom that which Jonathan
Undoubtedly Joseph In-

n a tough and selfish egg,

:ougher and more selfish

might be debatable,

ained that both "One" and
rallel instruments, so that

could speak either in her

r sitting room, while Mr.
went both to his study
his bedroom. Each paral-

had a bell, so when you
die the signal went to both

I listened carefully to
' ig it might be important to

jut the plug into "One"
shed over a small lever,

Mrs. Inwood was thus

J
sctly with the exchange,
board cut out.
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nig

gone from the front hall, an incoming
call would be taken by me here. 1 hold
the call by keeping this control switch
upright while I ascertain whether it is de-
sired that the caller should be put
through."

I thought I would look deeper into his

disapproval. "I see.'
-

1 said. "And with
the plug left in the socket like that, a

newspaper, for instance, could get

straight on to Madam before it could be
stopped. Surely that's wrong. Mr.
Groves?"

"It is not our place to question the wis-

dom of Madam's wishes," he said stiffly.

I had a feeling that questioning the

wisdom of Madam's wishes was one of
the butler's chief preoccupations.

"I am so sorry for her," 1 went on.

"It's impossible to imagine such grief.

How can she go on, alone, without him?
Such a terrible, terrible death! Oh, Mr.
Groves, she's making such an effort—

I

think she's wonderful!"
Mr. Groves was not looking at me.

All he said was "Yes."
At this moment the switchboard bell

uttered a small tinkle. We both looked
at it, and both heard the very faint noise
in the diaphragm of the earpiece, the

sound of a dial being swung, seven mini-
ature clickings of different lengths. These
were almost immediately followed by a

faint ringing tone.

Mrs. Inwood was ringing a number.

THE butler's lips disappeared alto-

gether. He regarded the earpiece with
what seemed to me to be an extremely
disagreeable expression in which there

was also thwarted curiosity.

If I had not been there he would have
picked up the earpiece and listened—
with difficulty, because it would be very,

very faint—listened to whatever conver-
sation took place between Charlotte and
whomever she was calling.

And if he had not been there, I would
have done exactly the same thing.

Secretly, separately, our curiosity in

no way appeased, the significant ques-
tion was in both our minds.
Whom had she wanted to talk to, and

why had she seen fit to try to obtain the

number herself rather than ask someone
to get it for her?
We went decorously downstairs to

lunch. It was a serious, ample meal in

the basement room where I had had my
first talk with Ellen Good. Mr. Groves
sat himself at the head of the table, Mrs.
Marshall was at the other end. I was
placed at the butler's right hand, and
properly deduced that as personal maid
to the mistress of the house I ranked
third in belowstairs society.

Cook, Havelock the parlormaid, and
the housemaid Molly were by no means

k

'
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colorless women, but it seemed that they
were not expected to contribute to what
little conversation passed between the
head and foot of the table. This could
with advantage leave me out also.

There were two roast chickens be-
tween the six of us. The housemaid got
two drumsticks.

While I ate, I tried to think up a way of
getting closer to Groves. Apart from the

fact that Dorothy Simpson was not the

sort of girl to stir a man's heart, even an
elderly man's, he had an ingrowing reti-

cence which came probably from his long
habit of discretion as a "good servant."

It was tantalizing to sit within a yard of
his head knowing that in it there was
probably more knowledge of Charlotte in

relation to the dead Joseph than could
be found anywhere else in London. I

needed it badly.

I would value his opinion, but I did not
see how on earth I could ever get it except
by revealing my identity, purpose, and
indeed the whole complicated business.

And I was not prepared to go to that

extreme; I did not know anything about
him, or whose side he was on.

No, if there was any confiding done, it

would have to come from him, and that

looked very difficult to start. I studied

him and could see no chink in his armor.
Mrs. Marshall was the first person to

mention the crime. She observed that the
inquest this morning had been adjourned.

"Naturally," said Groves, and Mrs.
Marshall subsided. The others, momen-
tarily brightened by the turn of the con-
versation, went back to their plates.

Groves seemed a stern man, but why the

censorship? I thought I would try to

find out, and said diffidently, "I'm glad
I'm new here. I wouldn't like to have
had to give evidence in a murder trial."

"Begorrah! And who's going to give

evidence?" squeaked the housemaid in

alarm.

"Well, Mr. Groves for one," I said.

"He found the body."
Mr. Groves took notice of me at last.

He was frowning at me crossly. "That
will be for the prosecution to decide.

The police constable was actually the

first to go into the study. His evidence
should be sufficient. In the meantime,
Samson, we do not discuss this very ter-

rible affair any longer here."

"Oh, I'm sorry, I'm sure," I said. The
rest of the table looked covertly at the

butler, disliking him for his refusal to let

them talk about the only thing in the

world they wanted to talk about.

I decided I could risk his displeasure
in the chance that he had an inkling, at

least, of the truth and might betray him-
self.

"My trouble is that crime is so interest-

ing. I wasn't meaning to be personal, so

to speak. I say to myself: Why should an
architect, a well-educated gentleman like

this Penrose seems to be—why should he.

of all people, want to break in and kill

Mr. Inwood? Just for money, for valu-

ables in the safe?"

THERE was a hush of pleasurable an-
ticipation in what might prove, if it

was allowed to continue, a deliciously

speculative and exciting discussion; but
the butler snorted at me with a mixture of
anger and something else. It was the

something else I wanted to know about.
"A most ridiculous theory!" he said

crossly. "We don't wish to hear it. Get
on with your lunch, Samson."

I bridled as I thought a timid person
roused might bridle.

"My name's Simpson," I said, very
much through my nose, "and if it's so
ridiculous, why is Inspector Smith asking
the same question?"
That got him.
"And how, may I inquire, do you hap-

pen to know what questions Inspector
Smith is asking?"

"I heard the inspector mention the
idea to Madam this morning. It was only
an idea, I'm sure. He wanted to know if

she knew of anything to show the mur-
derer was a friend of Mr. Inwood, or had
some personal connection with him.
They thought it was funny too, for an
architect

—

"

"Eavesdropping!" said Mrs. Marshall
in a voice of ice.

"That's a very cruel and unjust thing
to say!" I protested. "Mrs. Inwood told

me to listen at the door, in case she
couldn't stand it any more, poor lady, so
I could come in and interrupt. I am not
in the habit of eavesdropping! If this is

the sort of thing I'm to expect—really!"

I was watching Groves carefully. He
was concentrating on something other
than my bad behavior; he had heard
neither Mrs. Marshall's accusation nor
my rebuttal of it. He looked at me.
"And what did Madam say to the in-

spector's suggestion?"
"She said she had never heard the

name of Penrose in her life, from her
husband or anyone else," I said.

He nodded slowly, and I thought I

must be imagining the faintest of quirks
which moved the corner of his mouth.
"Of course not," he remarked with

sudden amiability. "The police are all

the same. They're never satisfied with
simple explanations.' And now we'll fin-

ish our lunch, please.". . _.

"Yes, Madam," I replied.

I did not summon lno\es|
to restore the switchhoaid s J
I did so myself. I waited pat[
two minutes latei had rm l.

warded. She tried the numl
The soft sound of the di|
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"Before we know it you'll be promoted to

university president or Secretary of State!"

Afterward I explored the house in a
circumspect way, marveling at the costli-

ness of everything, but found little of

interest or importance so far as my pur-

pose was concerned. All was quiet on
the Charlotte front and she was presumed
to be resting.

Speculating about that telephone call

she had tried to make, I went up quietly

to the telephone cupboard. The plug was
still in the socket of "One" extension.

Had she managed to get through? In the

hope of finding out, I pulled out the

plug and moved the switch to the per-

pendicular.

Nothing happened just then but after

about ten minutes I heard the switch-

board bell ringing and dashed to it.

The white disk over Number 1 was
down. I picked up the receiver. Char-
lotte wanted angrily to know why she was
no longer connected to the exchange and
who was that anyway. 1 told her it was
Simpson. "I mean, Samson, Madam."
"Have you been using the phone?" she

demanded.
"No, Madam."
"Well, get Groves and tell him to give

me the outside line at once."

"Very good, Madam."
"Have you fetched your suitcase yet?

Then fetch it and be back by six."

three quarters of an hour
Number 1 was still connect']

change.

I changed quickly into thej

tied on one of the smal
aprons, and went down agai

eye—and ear—on the telei|

reached the hall I heard a i

letter box. The evening pa

it. I was looking at them,

there was no stop-press pan
that Jonathan had been caj

Groves found me. He held

for them and glanced at t

stories of the unsuccessful

"Madam will want to

once," he decided. "T
her, Samson."

"I should have thought il

her, in her state, to be remii

experimentally, "but you kr

Groves, I'm sure."

"I'm glad you think so," I

and added in a more friem

I had heard from him )j

there's something in what >

son, and we worry about he

but she gave definite instruc

should have all the papers

let me know how she takes
|

the man is still at large." H
at me closely, as if wonder
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"Yes. Madam." But I stayed at the
window, and made my back more intent

than ever. 1 could feel her eyes on inc.

"I'm sure he can't be," I said. "He
wouldn't mind being seen if he weren't,

would he? At least, he wouldn't hide in

those bushes like that, I'm sure. He'd be
on the pavement, not in the gardens."

I felt rather than heard her moving be-

hind me, and I went on quickly:

"There! Now he's gone altogether!"

Charlotte stood behind me; she did
not come to the gap in the curtains.

"For God's sake, Samson, you're giv-

ing me the willies!"

"Oh, he's gone," I said. "He went off to

the left. It's too dark to see." Then 1

added, as if in afterthought, "A tall man."
"A tall man?" she repeated. Her voice

was low.

"Without a hat. Madam. A detective

would wear a hat, wouldn't he? Quite a

tall man. Just one of those snoopers—
1 think it ought to be stopped."

I turned to look at her. Her self-con-

trol was again remarkable. The moment
1 turned, she did also, and went back to

the dressing table.

"If you're a neurotic," she said, "you'd
better say so, and I'll get another maid."

out of her room, closing the door. I

stood holding my breath in the thought
that if the police visit this morning had
made her want to get in touch with some-
one outside, this new alarm might make
it more necessary to her than ever.

1 ran downstairs. The hall was empty
and I was able to get into the cupboard
and shut the door without being seen. I

switched on the light in case anybody
came, for to be in there in the dark would
be more than suspicious.

1 picked up the receiver. She had not

wasted a moment; the dialing tone was
already muttering its secret summons.

This time it was answered. 1 glued

the earpiece to me until it hurt. But I

could just hear a man's voice, thin and
far away: "Yes?"
For a bad moment I was afraid I was

not going to be able to hear Charlotte's

end of the conversation, but I realized

she was probably recovering from relief

at having managed at last to establish

contact, and it was like her not to want
to show it.

"I've been trying all day to reach you."
It was his turn to pause. I realized aft-

erward that those two hesitations were
almost more significant than what they

"No thanks, Aurelius, I'm on the chariot" GERALD GREEN

"But, Madam, I'm sure there was a

snooper
—

"

"Brush my hair
—

"

"Yes, Madam."
I went over to her and she handed me

one of her gold-and-tortoise-shell hair-

brushes.

"I'm sorry. Madam, if I scared you,

but he looked
—

"

"I said brush my hair, Samson!"
"Yes, Madam." I brushed it, wanting

to twist it around her fair neck and stran-

gle her with it. I waited a few seconds
before I shot the bolt finally home. Then
I dropped the hairbrush with a crash on
the glass top of the dressing table and
half screamed: "Oh. Madam

—

it must
have been him.' They say they always
come back to the scene of the crime!"

That broke through her defenses, if

only for a moment. She snatched up the

hairbrush and whacked me across the

front of my thigh with it in one furious

movement.
"Shut up," she said through her teeth,

"and get out of my sight before I lose

my temper with you!" In the same in-

stant she took hold of herself and her

voice quietened: "My nerves are quite

enough on edge without having a hysteri-

cal girl on my hands. I'll ring for you
in the morning when I want you."

"Yes, Madam," I said, and cowered

said to each other. T did not think that

his was one of relief, however.
"Are you there?" she asked anxiously.

"Is this—sensible?" he said.

"I'm the best judge of that. In any
case, they have gone. They had a man
keeping out undesirables, but he went too
this morning, after I'd seen them. I

thought 1 had better get it over."

"if went all right?"

"Yes, of course. They wanted, natu-
rally, to know if Joe or I had any deal-

ings with him. Of course I said / hadn't,

even if Joe might have."

"They did, did they?" He was not
very concerned. Charlotte, however, re-

assured him to reassure herself. "It wor-
ries me a bit, but it's quite logical that

they should have noticed it wasn't a typi-

cal thing for someone like him to have
done. Look. I'm sorry, but there's some-
thing else—a reason I must see you."
"Not yet."

"Freddy—"
"Shut up!" he said sharply.

•Freddy? This was the first clue, and in

a moment I had identified him. He was
the man she had gone to after the murder,
the man she had told Jonathan would
support her alibi for the critical time, if

she were ever questioned about it.

My first reaction was disappointment:
1 had expected some factor I had not

65

known. Then, as I listened, I realized

she must have told Freddy wasn't his

other name Williams' must have told

him quite a lot more than seemed either

necessary or sale

After his swift reaction to her use of
even his first name, she promised him
that the telephone was perfectly secure,

because not only had she got his number
for herself, but she was alone in her bed-
room and all the servants were down-
stairs at their supper. She went on to

insist that she must see him, that some-
thing had happened for which she had
not been prepared.

"Nothing can have happened which
hasn't been foreseen," he said

"How can you say that? You know me
well enough. I wouldn't insist if it weren't
necessary."

"My dear, what a woman regards as
necessary

—

"

"Let's not argue. 1 shall come, say,

between midnight and half past, after this

house has settled down. I can come and
go without anyone in the world knowing.
Your downstairs door is locked at eleven,

when the porter goes for the night. I'll

ring your street bell and you can come
down and let me in."

"No," he said. "I told you. Not before
I am satisfied all the song and dance is

over."

"Oh, for God's sake!" Her voice, small
as it was to me, was full of urgency.

"Quietly does it," said Freddy Wil-
liams. "You say the telephone is safe.

Go ahead. What's eating you?"
"No telephone is as safe as that

—

"

"You're losing your nerve. You've
shown plenty so far. Now you're panick-
ing. I know the signs."

"All right," she said. "Listen. // is

certain now that they will catch him."
He paused before speaking.

"They promised they would, I sup-
pose."

"And he's making it as easy as possi-

ble for them."
"I don't believe it. He's damned in-

telligent, according to everything you've
told me."

"In every respect except one—he can't

keep away from me."
"He hasn't much choice about that.

He'll have to."

"So you'd think. But then you aren't

his type, darling, and you don't know
what it feels like."

"1 think you're getting windy."
"Am 1? Now I'll tell you that he is

outside this house now, or was, five min-
utes ago."

That shook him into momentary si-

lence, then: "But why?"
"I just said you wouldn't understand.

You haven't one of those things in your
breast which beats and throbs and is sup-

posed to provide normal people with
the emotion of love."

"Quit fooling, Charlotte!"
"Who's to shut up now?"

HE SWORE at her. She laughed. "You
mean he's hanging around to see

if you're all right, or something?" he de-

manded.
"Or just to see me."
"He must be crazy!"
"About me. And that is no condi-

tion to be in when he has his sort of
problem."
"And you have your sort of problem."
"Ours," she said.

"So what?"
"So, I want to see you. I think we

ought to do something about it."

"All right," he said. "Tomorrow night.

At half past twelve, as you suggested."

"No. Tonight."

"I said tomorrow," and he rang off.

She said, "Hullo! Hullo!" and jiggled

her receiver so that the bell in the switch-

board tinkled. Then she hung up. I

waited, but she did not dial again. I put

down the receiver and left the telephone

cupboard to digest what 1 had heard.

It was, in effect, of considerable im-
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this

toothbrush

proper care

HBRUS

bent like a dentist's mirror

to reach more places

portance and it looked as though, all

things being equal, I now had twice as

good a chance of forcing the truth into

the light of day as I had had ten minutes
ago.

Freddy Williams. I had almost forgot-

ten him. It was dilTicult to imagine what
he was like from that miniature voice in

the earpiece, but one thing was fairly

clear. Even if he was ready to help her

out of the worst hole in which her kind
of widow could find herself, he was no
Jonathan to fall a bedazzled slave at her

sainted feet. He sounded as if he was
accustomed to giving as good as he got.

In the meantime I was elated. I had
forced a situation. Charlotte had not
doubted for a moment that I had seen
Jonathan, and listening to her while she

tola Freody Williams about it I had
almost believed it myself.

What would she do now? Freddy
Williams refused to see her until tomor-
row. Would she wait? She had said they
ought to do something about it. Was
that a' vague thought, rising from her
anxiety, or had she some plan to counter
the danger of Jonathan's imminent ar-

rest?

I would be around at midnight, just

in case.

I went down to supper, which had
started in the servants' room: kippers,

bread and cheese, and cocoa. Compared
with the midday meal it was livelier, ex-

cept of course for Mr. Groves who was
dissecting a kipper with characteristic

precision and taking no interest in the

conversation between Havelock and
Hewson, the chauffeur.

I was able to wonder if kipper and co-

coa would make me as ill as seemed
likely and how Mr. Groves was getting

on with his problem. I could see that it

was still with him. Twice in the course of

one kipper he stopped, with knife and
fork idle, to stare unseeingly in front of

him. I was impatient. I had not the sort

of mind to be content with this method
of gradual accumulation of small facts

in order to build a big one.

After perhaps ten minutes, the butler

wiped his mouth on his napkin and with

the air of a man who has made up his

mind about something, left the room.
Mrs. Marshall watched him go.

"Poor Mr. Groves," she sighed. "He's
taken it to heart, I'm afraid. He was very

devoted, as a good servant should be."

The others, none of them particularly

anxious to be good servants and thus run
such risks, agreed with conventional

murmurs of approval, got on with their

suppers and began to talk about the fu-

neral, which was on Monday. The chauf-

feur wanted to take bets on the number
of cars in the cortege, but Mrs. Marshall

was quick to reprove him.

My mind was on Mr. Groves, how-
ever; it had no room for anything else.

THE best excuse to leave the table I

could devise was to say I was sorry

but I wasn't hungry, it must be because

I was overtired, and without waiting for

Mrs. Marshall's permission I went out

after Mr. Groves with the feeling that it

was a moment of crisis, and if I could get

at him now and somehow make him talk,

I would find out what he was up to.

But it was not going to be so easy as

that.

The light was on in his pantry and the

door was half open. Mr. Groves was
brushing his hair at a long narrow mir-

ror fixed to the back of a cupboard door.

I stood in the half darkness of the pas-

sage between the servants' room and the

kitchen, and watched him. He had not

much hair, and what there was of it al-

ways seemed like the rest of him, to be in

a state of utmost orderliness, but he nev-

ertheless brushed it now with slow,

smooth strokes until he was satisfied that

each hair lay with inescapable exactitude

in its proper place. He rubbed the toes

of his patent-leather shoes with a yellow

duster, straightened his tie, and stood re-

garding himself critically inI
I was fascinated. This was al

decision he had made at thi

ble, and I could not guess to

leading. If he were going out
wouldn't he have changed
clothes?

Then as he looked at himi

began to move as if he wei

which in fact he was doing;
sound. He stopped, adjusi

sion to an even sterner s

began again. I realized thai

hearsing.

He raised himself to his fi

pushed out his narrow chest,

butler and became the mi

speech flowed . on, his foreb

into a heavier frown. Sud
out his right hand, forefinger

and came to the final po
rangue of accusation. Th
cusation.

His hand dropped. He
to what the other said,

other. ... He made a ge
eloquent hand, a complete
the answer to his accusati

dismissal, for he knew the ti

was no possible denial of it.

Now he was listening agi

a series of expressions froi

ous disbelief, through surpi

to a final thoughtful, care!

tion in which he put his le;

chin and nodded slowly in a

luctant agreement with
which was being made to

laxed his forbidding expr
mitted himself to smile with

.

of his shoulders which said

words: "Oh well, in th

course
—
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AT LAST, the rehearsal w
ilHe was satisfied with it.

lapels and closed the cupbc
quickly into the empty
waited for him to leave the t

I knew Mr. Groves' sec

tion to his problem. He was
the police.

No, it was really quite sir

Mr. Groves was no lc

Charlotte Inwood's butler;

her particular and private b
I had a faint feeling of

on Mr. Groves' account on
not put a finger, but I had i

feeling of pleasure. This v

This was better than an im;

than in the bushes, better

Ordinary Smith's specula

than all the indirect attack

vise. This was tangible a

would deal with it, of course

other, probably by paying u

grace, for she was rich enc

it. Mr. Groves was no fo<

know exactly how much a:

to turn the screw.

But it would shake her s>

to its roots to know, and sh

to go on knowing all the ti;

was yet one more person

her link with Jonathan.

I saw Mr. Groves go s

front stairs. I passed him
way to my own room,
him knock on Charlotte's d

on the stairs leading to tl

Quietly I sat down close in

banisters. They hid me sul

Charlotte's door to see Gr
came out without being see

He was with her nearly a

hour. It seemed an age ai

it I was on tenterhooks )i

others come up the stairs s

have to leave them at the cr

At last he came out. He c

quietly, his face away fron

turned and stood for a mor
light of the wall bracket

bedroom and sitting room
templating the future. r

showed in a wide grin, i

grin, for his face was not i
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o a cheerful, slightly more
e, and he went downstairs

whom fortune has suddenly

th favor. Yes, he saw a rosy

, he did not know how short

This was Friday. In less

ha lys from now, almost to the

jroves' future turned from

ind ceased to concern him.

was to happen in the inter-

line

j iserved the butler's satisfac-

n urge to see how Charlotte

The moment he was out of

>re, I went to her, knocking

htm the door at the same time,

if there was anything she

SuMot-water bottle—a glass of

LH

al pa landing at the bedside table

a. Ti nd on the telephone. She

id and dropped her hand.

ere very dark, her mouth
anger at my interruption

:a Jhore ominous than when she

)mp'« ne with the hairbrush.

accn ig when I want anything,"

wtkt /ill you please keep out of

JlSir

11 his

ni&r

ni!e»

loor hurriedly. I had learned

could not have guessed if I

o think for a moment. She
iriated by this new difficulty.

d telephone to Freddy Wil-

o add another good reason

ti as soon as possible.

that she was a strong-

sh and utterly competent
was also true that she could
unless there was a man on
her, to play the scene with

late, share and match her

)w, in the same way that she

Jonathan onto the stage in

she required Freddy Wil-

second. That is how I read

oment; later, of course, I

[jjvt'jjBje had even more right than

lure's demand to bring

n uel
le drama.
she was going to talk to

the telephone. I ran down-
: a time, but on this occa-

|

/self balked. Mrs. Marshall
at inconvenient moment to

the cr

empti

weed out the faded flowers from the big

bunch in a bowl on the Elizabeth chest
in the hall. The sight of her brought me
to a standstill, breathing fast and feeling

rather silly.

"Well, well," she said, "I thought we
were overtired."

"I feel better," I replied weakly. "1 was
hoping there was some bread and cheese
left over."

"Ask Cook."

I
HAD to go belowstairs and eat bread
and cheese I did not want, while

Charlotte had another argument with
Freddy Williams to which I was not able

to listen.

But I worked it out that even if he
went on saying, "No, tomorrow," there

was a likelier chance than ever that she

would try to see him tonight. She had
had a bad evening, and I could under-
stand her almost physical need to see him.

I finished my bread and cheese and in-

spected the locking arrangements of the

basement door. Two bolts and a lock;

the lock could be held back by pushing
down a button. The bolts moved easily.

I would not be able to leave the house
until after Groves had locked up, about
half past ten. However, I would still

have ample time before Charlotte

thought of moving. . . .

At a quarter to twelve I was at the

wheel of the Daimler parked up the street

from Number 4. The car was far enough
away from the house to be unconnected
with it, but not too far for me to be able

to see if anyone came out.

While I waited I loosened and combed
my hair, put away the spectacles, and
treated my face generously to rouge,

powder and lipstick. I spoke a few sen-

tences aloud to get my voice back to

normal, and went on waiting.

At ten minutes past twelve I saw Char-
lotte appear on the pavement in front of

the house. She was dressed in black and
seemed to be wearing a black scarf over

her head and tied under her chin; she

made an inconspicuous figure.

She walked away from me toward Ful-

ham Road I let her reach the corner

before I started the car and went after

her.

(To be continued next week)

by HOWARD SPARBER
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Absorbi

kills Athlete?

ffiyf on contac

This picture, magnified hundreds of

times, of the parasitic growth which
causes Athlete's Foot was made
before contact with Absorbine Jr.

This growth lives on stale perspira-

tion products and dead skin . . . the
real cause of the pain and misery of

Athlete's Foot.

This is a picture, same magnifica-
tion, of the Athlete's Foot organisms,
after contact with Absorbine Jr. See
how this parasitic growth has wilted

and died. No longer ca.n it irritate

delicate nerve endings and cause
that maddening "itchiness" and ex-

cruciating pain!

Cracks warn of clanger

Warmth and excessive per-

spiration between your toes

invite Athlete's Foot! This
common summer condition
irritates the tender skin often

to the point where it cracks
and flakes away in moist
shreds, Then the ever-present
organisms which are the
cause of Athlete's Foot, mul-
tiply and attack the raw flesh

through the open cracks!
Every step is "agony!

Drench those cracks

Apply Absorbine Jr., full

strength, night and morning,
at the first sign of cracked
skin between the toes. It

kills the Athlete's Foot or-

ganisms on contact. To guard
against re-infection: Don't
share towels or bath mats.
Boil socks at least 15 min-
utes to kill the organisms.
Disinfect your shoes. In ad-
vanced cases consult your
physician.

Absorbine Jr. also benefits you four other important ways:

1. It dries the skin between the toes, discouraging
future attacks of Athlete's Foot.

2. It dissolves the perspiration products on which
Athlete's Foot organisms thrive.

3. It cleanses and helps heal broken tissue.

4. It relieves itching and pain of Athlete's Foot.

Daily hygiene! You can help ward off Athlete's Foot
by applying Absorbine Jr. to your feet every Hay! Cool-

ing and refreshing after bathing. Absorbine Jr. has also

been famous for more than 50 years for relieving mus-
cular aches and pains. At all drugstores $1.25 a bottle.

W. F. Young. Inc., Springfield, Mass.

Absorbine Jr.
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HE CLICKED FOR 50 YEARS
Continued from page 23

the business progressed. Lloyd George
was congratulating himself on the success
of his idea when Hughes suddenly
blurted out another question. President
Wilson blew up.

"I thought you told me you had
straightened him out?" he said.

The Prime Minister went to Mr.
Hughes, slapped him on the shoulder and
shook his head slowly. "Mr. Prime Min-
ister," he said, "you won't read, you can't

hear, and I don't know what the hell I'm
going to do with you!" That, says Har-
ris, made everybody laugh, including
Hughes, who got the point.

Later, Harris was allotted five min-
utes to photograph Lloyd George. They
talked for two hours. The reason: They
discovered they were both born in Wales.
George Harris came to the United

States -in 1881 from Dowlais, Wales. He
was then nine years old. As a youngster
he went to work in a Pittsburgh steel mill

and joined an amateur theatrical troupe.

One day the troupe visited a local pho-
tographer for a group picture. When the

man arranged the actors, Harris objected

that the picture would look stiff and un-
real. The photographer sarcastically sug-
gested that Harris pose them himself if

he knew so much about it. Harris did.

The picture was a humdinger. The pho-
tographer was so impressed he hired

Harris to get subjects to pose in more
natural positions while the boss clicked

the shutter.

Followed the Trail West

In 1889, when Harris was 17, he had
learned enough about photography to

take a photograph of the Johnstown flood

for newspaper publication. Shortly after-

ward he went to Arkansas and opened a
small studio. But everybody was head-
ing west in those days, so he soon pulled

up stakes and joined the trek to San Fran-
cisco, where he landed a job making news
pictures for a studio.

In 1902, when the Hawaiian volcano,
Mauna Loa, was due to erupt, the San
Francisco Examiner sent Harris to get

pictures. "It didn't really erupt, but it

boiled over," he says, "and I got the
shots."

When he returned to the Examiner of-

fices he found the editor pacing the floor,

mad and disgusted.

"What's the trouble?" Harris asked.

"Trouble! Old Senator Hoar just

kicked off. I've sent wires all over the

country trying to get a picture of him
and I can't nven get answers!" He paused
and shook a finger at Harris. "Look," he
said, "if you want to make some real

dough, go out and take pictures of all

the famous people you can find and sell

'em to the newspapers."
Harris didn't take the advice imme-

diately, but he remembered it. He went
to New York and worked for nearly
three years as a photographer on Leslie's

Weekly. When he had some capital laid

aside he communicated with Mrs. Mar-
tha Ewing, a color artist in the San Fran-
cisco studios where he had worked. He
suggested that they go into partnership

in a new studio. With Mrs. Ewing he
made a survey of several big cities, in-

cluding Washington, to decide which
promised the most business. One eve-

ning at dinner in Chicago, Harris tore a

menu in two and gave one half to Mrs.
Ewing.
"You write the name of the city you've

selected, and I'll do the same," he sug-

gested.

They exchanged halves. Each had
written "Washington.

"

They visited various locations in the

capital, counting the number of people
who passed given points during the day.
They settled upon 1313 F Street as the

most likely spot. The studio
|
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GOOD SCOUTS

i: Re the Boy Scout cartoon

1. As far as I know there is no
;,i hat is worn on the back: there

on the belt though. 2. The
=chief is tied at the ends (not

square knot. 3. What is the

is worn on the belts next to

4. I'd hate to be the scout

idlf

On!
ng his merit badge sash other

ial occasions. 5. It would be

e
jh, F the scouts also wore shoes.

Ii a
-

be da

4AN Schwarz, Pittsburgh, Pa.

LAMENT FROM KOREA

We are not as fortunate as

ationed in Japan, as we are in

nd of the line. Today, hap-
' your May 17th issue and my

drawn to your cartoon show-
myself spending their leisure

riental cabaret. This I think

eople at home,
allowed to associate with the

n, not allowed to consume
r beverages, and it is a very

,ee a white woman or even a

d stateside.

town at all, which by the way
way and is hoofed back and
nothing to do. not even a Red
go to. and all native restau-

rets are "Off Limits."

ny J. Feil. Taejon, Korea

E SPACE SNAIL

In your June 7th issue the

cartoon of two men in the

I space ship read: "You cer-

pense of speed when you're

Biles an hour." Unless I miss

tether 150,000 miles an hour
pen more like it.

jfould be slow. Do I see what
IjS ahead and a spiral nebula

|o indicate the space ship as

nterstellar space? At 1,500

[it would take over two years

p, which is the nearest planet

Joes come the closest. Mars
as far. One more thing:

Ijloose chunks roving around
i a speed of 50,000 to 180.000

['ou possibly make that ship

W?
Jill Lincoln, Cullman, Ala.
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fint, all right. Bill.

IELIOPHELIO

[Messrs. Herrick and Pfeiffer

a fairly useless article in

lyth (July 12th).

in Medical Association rec-

ply of sunshine for a low
_fc as may be suffered by
lins and hospital radiologists.

I
is nothing more beautiful

American baby (from 3 to

ful dark coat of tan, racing

sand beach.

lessrs. Herrick and Pfeiffer

ple.xions of a couple of ma-
bles!

r.JL Hay. Rochester, N. Y.

I makes a man look younger
Ian look older. As a special-

1 have found that the drying
i emphasizes the pore sizes

aman's delicate skin with a

that brings out every tiny

|irn is accentuated by using

If you insist on cultivat-

awn skin tone—use less and
3, preferably a thin liquid

>» >ugusi 23, 1947

lotion of the filmiest consistency. Inci-

dentally, the sun's rays help clear up acne.

Richard Willis, New York, N. Y.

. . . Every year, shortly after Decoration
Day. I start to look and feel like the guest

of honor at a cannibal picnic. On July 4th,

it has long been a family custom for the rel-

atives to gather round and peel me like a

banana. From then on, each year, I zeal-

ously store up vitamin D until, come Labor
Day. I'm fit as a fiddle and twice as brown,
secure in the knowledge that no cold germ
can touch me in the coming winter.

This year. I'm tanning as usual, but the

old esprit d'epidermis is gone. If I catch

pneumonia this winter, blame it on those

busybodies, Pfeiffer and Herrick. They had
to open their big mouths! In a brown study.

Peggy Murray, New York, N. Y.

THE OLD HA-HA

Dear Editor: Thanks for the editorial One
Laugh—$2 (July 12th). I've read the facts

of this instance (in which a man was fined

for laughing) but your publication has been
the first to express an opinion of this fla-

grant disregard of our unwritten, highly

prized right of any American doing what
he. or she. wants to do. like breathing, snor-

ing or even (tsk, tsk!) laughing.

I'm glad no one got arrested for crying.

It could have happened a couple of times

while I was overseas if there was such an
ordinance. M/Sgt. James F. Kunze,

Barksdale Field, La.

. . . One Laugh—S2 missed the point en-

tirely. If you will underscore the quoted
words of the police chief "—when there

was nothing funny to laugh about—" I be-

lieve you will have the crux of the situation.

Our Federal Constitution guarantees

every man the right to make an ass of him-
self but it does not bestow upon him the

right to annoy others with his braying.

William A. Bell, Decatur, Ga.

PESKY CRITTER

Dear Sir: After your Hal Newhouser
cover (July 19th) I understand why he
baffles so many batters. Obviously the bat-

ter can't see the ball—or Newhouser for

that matter—behind that big foot he sticks

up in front of himself before each pitch. He
didn't by any chance get that stance from
that half-pint photographer I thought I saw
giving Hal advice on a proper pitching pose

before making the cover down here last

spring? Joe Gonzales, Lakeland, Fla.

// is not unusual for the modest Peskins to

give athletic ligltts instruction in How To.

Inepts like Johnny Lujack and Stan Musial
think they Know How until the Peskins

show up—with their cameras. In this case.

Hy Peskin hud every qualification to give

Newhouser a pitching lesson. At Brooklyn
Evening High this one-man gang was man-
ager and member of the baseball, football,

track and soccer teams. Climax of his daz-

zling career was a 7-0 shutout he pitched

for the N. Y. Daily Mirror over the Brook-
lyn Eagle at Ebbets Field.

**
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Add to Regular Oil in Crank-
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Engines.

KARBOUT
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GUM SOLVENT

For a Quick Clean-Out of

Gums— Eliminates "Ping"

—

Restores Lost Power.
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crat or Gillette Milord
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He's the fellow who keeps your
radio on the beam-your local
radio service dealer. His motto is

excellent service at a moderate
price. Does he live up to it? Well,
next time your radio sounds con-
fused, when it begins to deliver
two programs at once . . . give him
a call. You'll find that he prefers
Sylvania testing equipment and
Sylvania radio tubes. They en-
able him to do the very best job!

SYLVANIA
RADIO
TUBES

Product of Sylvania

Electric Products Inc.
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Without Painful Backache
When disorder of kidney function permits poi-

sonous matter to remain in your blood, it may
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 50 years. Doan's give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Now you con eat your onions. Sis,

And never lose a single kiss.

Just chew B-Wise, and then "By Gum,"
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REFRESHES THE BREATH...

AFTER ONIONS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO

GUM PRODUCTS, INC. East Boston 26, Mass.

yon going, hon, when you get to New
York?"

Alicia, startled, said she did not quite

know.
"The Music Hall is nice," the lady said.

"They got a swell show there. I seen it

twice. Maybe he'll take yon to the Mu-
sic Hall," the lady said. She chewed a

while busily on her chewing gum. Then
she added, "If he don't have much
money, you know, you could go to one
of them Chinese places to eat. You get

dancing and stage show and everything.

And plenty of food."
Alicia said that was a very fine idea.

But privately she did not plan on the

Music Hall at all. Or a Chinese restau-

rant either.

A small place, rather. Secluded, and
French. With checker-clothed tables,

and candles. And piano music coming
from the back. They would sit and hold
hands, in love. And drink wine. A small
bottle of red wine, with wicker weaving
around the bottom. She would take the
empty bottle home.
And when the place began to crowd,

he would say, "Let's go, Alicia." Help-
ing her into her coat he might squeeze
her shoulder a little. Sometimes he would
do that. Then they would walk outside
together into the warm autumn evening
air. Autumn and evening. And they
would sit on a bench in Washington
Square Park while night drifted in. They
would sit there together, and talk to-

gether, and then stop talking. . . .

"Would you care to look at my maga-
zine?" the lady said.

Alicia jumped a little. "Thank you. I

prefer to look at the scenery," she said.

Actually she did not look much at the
scenery at all. She had made this trip so
many times, Boston to New York and
back, that the scenery all looked the

same. She had stopped seeing it.

But when, suddenly, the train slowed
down beside some stretch of water, and
stopped, Alicia saw the scenery again.

Directly below was a beach, a sad and
rocky little strip, but a beach, with gray-

yellow sand and a smooth old twisted

tree trunk, skeleton-bleached. Very lit-

tle waves came slipping over the sand.
Ashamed little waves, with a faint mus-
tache of foam.

BUT Alicia's imagination began to take
hold. The beach became long, and

white and empty. And the waves rolled

in, green and crashing wild. And then,

running down the sand, she came. Her
hair flying back with the the wind caught
in it. And, of course, he was behind her.

Running. And caught her. Caught her,

and of course, kissed her. Kissed her.

When the train began to move, Alicia

looked back as long as she could, and it

seemed that she saw herself standing
there, with his arms around her.

"What's your boy friend like," the lady
said, "if you don't mind me asking?"

"He's—very nice."

"Tall?" the lady said. "Tall and dark,
maybe?"

Alicia looked straight ahead, frowning.
"Or maybe blond?" the lady said.

Alicia said, "Excuse me." She got up,

holding her coat like a child in her arms,
and walked down the aisle toward the

cubicle at the end of the car which said:

Women.
.Women. Looking into the mirror then,

bracing her feet in the shaking car, and
combing her hair, she saw herself not as

a girl at all. But as a woman.
The face staring back at her out of the

mirror, plain. A plain girl. A pity. But,

remembering him, she smiled, and there

in the mirror, smiling, was suddenly

—

woman.
Always before when she thought of

herself, thought of herself in his arms,
or walking along on the street beside him,
always before she was—girl.

Carefully she combed her hair. She
felt tall inside, being woman.

After a while she unlocked the door

and went back up the aisle, walking tall.

She saw how the men looked up at her.

All the eyes of all the men in the car. it

seemed, were staring at her. A strange
excitement rose within her.

She walked on past where the lady sat,

reading her magazine, chewing her gum,
and went instead to the end of the aisle

where a seat was empty. She folded her
coat very carefully, placed it beside her,

and turned to the window, smiling.

The smile stayed with her until the

train reached the station, then it sank
away.
The lady passed by her and bent over.

"Have a good time," the lady said.

"Thank you," said Alicia.

"Your fella be at the train to meet
you?" the lady said.

"Yes, he will," said Alicia softly.

"I'd like to get a look at him," the lady
said, warming a little. But Alicia sat

there, saying nothing. The lady shrugged
and went away.
When the car stood empty, Alicia rose,

through her, shivering, del:

train rolled on, out of the

from the city.

The conductor came by
ticket. "Have a good time i

miss'" the conductor said.

Alicia, startled, looked U]

nodded.
"1 knew, the way you v

the conductor said. "In tc

friend, I'll bet."

"Yes," said Alicia ple.isa

The conductor winked,
her return-trip ticket bac
Then he moved on.

And Alicia sat there all

But soon she got up and
the aisle to the cubicle at t

car. She stood staring up
Women.
Then she went inside, loj

behind her.

She started to comb her

she combed it, trying

chilliness which was cr

T wish some feeble old millionaire

and, walking tall, she went down the

aisle, out of the train, up the long and
crowded ramp into the station.

She went straight to the information

booth.
"When does the next train leave for

Boston?" she asked.

"Five minutes, miss, track thirty-two."

So Alicia walked over to track thirty-

two, down the steep flight of stairs from
the station, and into the train.

Smiling, she went up the aisle, walking

tall, seeming not to notice the people

around her. She found herself a seat

alone, folded her coat very carefully,

placed it beside her, and sat there staring

out of the window, smiling.

And as the train started to move, she

began remembering, sweetly remember-
ing. How he had kissed her there at the

station. Right in front of thousands of

eyes. Kissed her. And the smile spread

for like the rain on a qu

the chilliness carried tear

She looked into the mill

Alicia, softly smiling. Bu«

mirror was Alicia no lonj *

Then, from the girl loc

mirror, there came a

sob.

"No," said the girl

mirror. "No," and she

cried there for a long

rolled on, back to Boston

the cubicle, softly crying

But it seemed that the &

on the wind, cleaned as

after a while she wipe

washed her face in cold

and dried it on a rough r

Then Alice unlocked tl

tall, she went out among
sat in the train.

The End
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From kindergarten to college you show off your fashion knowledge

with Bear Brand socks. They rate you top-of-the-class for ankle appeal!

You'll strut on "clouds" in these whiff-soft socks of
angora, wool, spun rayon. White and heavenly pastels.

Bright as a lollipop- these candy-stripers of cotton and
spun rayon with elastic tops.

They're young and bright in saucy stripes with elastic
tops. Smooth, soft cotton with a talent for wear.

New blazers for the smart young man. Scuff-Stop* heels
make them extra long on wear.

She ioes the fashion mark in these ankle-huggers with
turn down cuffs. White, dark and rainbow-bright colors.

For the teen scene, smartly ribbed cottons to wear
straight up or cuffs down. White and colors.
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radio service dealer. His motto is

excellent service at a moderate
price. Does he live up to it? Well,
next time your radio sounds con-
fused, when it begins to deliver
two programs at once . . . give him
a call. You'll find that he prefers
Sylvania testing equipment and
Sylvania radio tubes. They en-
able him to do the very best job!
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Electric Products Inc.
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you going, hon, when you get to New
York?"

Alicia, startled, said she did not quite

know.
"The Music Hall is nice," the lady said.

"They got a swell show there. I seen it

twice. Maybe he'll take you to the Mu-
sic Hall," the lady said. She chewed a

while busily on her chewing gum. Then
she added, "If he don't have much
money, you know, you could go to one
of them Chinese places to eat. You get

dancing and stage show and everything.

And plenty of food."
Alicia said that was a very fine idea.

But privately she did not plan on the

Music Hall at all. Or a Chinese restau-

rant either.

A small place, rather. Secluded, and
French. With checker-clothed tables,

and candles. And piano music coming
from the back. They would sit and hold
hands, in love. And drink wine. A small
bottle of red wine, with wicker weaving
around the bottom. She would take the
empty bottle home.
And when the place began to crowd,

he would say, "Let's go, Alicia." Help-
ing her into her coat he might squeeze
her shoulder a little. Sometimes he would
do that. Then they would walk outside
together into the warm autumn evening
air. Autumn and evening. And they
would sit on a bench in Washington
Square Park while night drifted in. They
would sit there together, and talk to-

gether, and then stop talking. . . .

"Would you care to look at my maga-
zine?" the lady said.

Alicia jumped a little. "Thank you. I

prefer to look at the scenery," she said.

Actually she did not look much at the

scenery at all. She had made this trip so
many times, Boston to New York and
back, that the scenery all looked the
same. She had stopped seeing it.

But when, suddenly, the train slowed
down beside some stretch of water, and
stopped, Alicia saw the scenery again.

Directly below was a beach, a sad and
rocky little strip, but a beach, with gray-
yellow sand and a smooth old twisted

tree trunk, skeleton-bleached. Very lit-

tle waves came slipping over the sand.

Ashamed little waves, with a faint mus-
tache of foam.

BUT Alicia's imagination began to take
hold. The beach became long, and

white and empty. And the waves rolled

in, green and crashing wild. And then,

running down the sand, she came. Her
hair flying back with the the wind caught
in it. And, of course, he was behind her.

Running. And caught her. Caught her,

and of course, kissed her. Kissed her.

When the train began to move, Alicia

looked back as long as she could, and it

seemed that she saw herself standing
there, with his arms around her.

"What's your boy friend like," the lady
said, "if you don't mind me asking?"

"He's—very nice."

"Tall?" the lady said. "Tall and dark,
maybe?"

Alicia looked straight ahead, frowning.
"Or maybe blond?" the lady said.

Alicia said, "Excuse me." She got up,

holding her coat like a child in her arms,
and walked down the aisle toward the
cubicle at the end of the car which said:

Women.
.Women. Looking into the mirror then,

bracing her feet in the shaking car, and
combing her hair, she saw herself not as

a girl at all. But as a woman.
The face staring back at her out of the

mirror, plain. A plain girl. A pity. But,
remembering him, she smiled, and there

in the mirror, smiling, was suddenly

—

woman.
Always before when she thought of

herself, thought of herself in his arms,
or walking along on the street beside him,
always before she was—girl.

Carefully she combed her hair. She
felt tall inside, being woman.

After a while she unlocked the door

and went back up the aisle, walking tall.

She saw how the men looked up at her.

All the eyes of all the men in the car. it

seemed, were staring at her. A strange

excitement rose within her.

She walked on past where the lady sat,

reading her magazine, chewing her gum,
and went instead to the end of the aisle

where a seat was empty. She folded her
coat very carefully, placed it beside her,

and turned to the window, smiling.

The smile stayed with her until the

train reached the station, then it sank
away.
The lady passed by her and bent over.

"Have a good time," the lady said.

"Thank you," said Alicia.

"Your fella be at the train to meet
you?" the lady said.

"Yes, he will," said Alicia softly.

"I'd like to get a look at him," the lady
said, warming a little. But Alicia sat

there, saying nothing. The lady shrugged
and went away.
When the car stood empty, Alicia rose,

through her, shivering, deli|

train rolled on, out of the]

from the city.

The conductoi came by
ticket. "Have a good lime i|

miss'" the conductor said.

Alicia, startled, looked ii||

nodded.
"I knew, the way you

the conductor said. "In t<

friend, I'll bet."

"Yes," said Alicia pleasaj

The conductor winked
her return-trip ticket bac

Then he moved on.

And Alicia sat there all

But soon she got up and
the aisle to the cubicle at t

car. She stood staring up
Womin.
Then she went inside, lo

behind her.

She started to comb her h

she combed it, trying hard
chilliness which was creepi

'1 wish some feeble old millionaire would take me away from!
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and, walking tall, she went down the

aisle, out of the train, up the long and
crowded ramp into the station.

She went straight to the information

booth.
"When does the next train leave for

Boston?" she asked.

"Five minutes, miss, track thirty-two."

So Alicia walked over to track thirty-

two, down the steep flight of stairs from
the station, and into the train.

Smiling, she went up the aisle, walking

tall, seeming not to notice the people

around her. She found herself a seat

alone, folded her coat very carefully,

placed it beside her, and sat there staring

out of the window, smiling.

And as the train started to move, she

began remembering, sweetly remember-
ing. How he had kissed her there at the

station. Right in front of thousands of

eyes. Kissed her. And the smile spread

for like the rain on a qu

the chilliness carried tear

She looked into the mil

Alicia, softly smiling. Bu

mirror was Alicia no long

Then, from the girl loc

mirror, there came a a
sob.

"No," said the girl looj

mirror. "No," and she b*

cried there for a long till

rolled on, back to Boston

the cubicle, softly crying

But it seemed that the

on the wind, cleaned as

after a while she wipe

washed her face in cold

and dried it on a rough r

Then Alice unlocked tl

tall, she went out among
sat in the train.

The End
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FEVER
Continued from page 21

not necessary," the young man answered.
"We'll do our share. And she's my

wife."

The young man wheeled the barrow
into the tunnel. He'd noticed, on climb-

ing down from the attic that morning,
that both bunks had been occupied dur-

ing the night. . . .

The young man gave up his night-cap

cigarette, for fear the gleam shining

through the crack would warn her that

she could be seen. He liked to watch
her brush the lush hair, and when she

moved out of view he waited a little

breathlessly until she reappeared in her

nightgown. He knew that the old man,
kneeling at the bunk facing the wall with

eyes tightly closed, never had had the

pleasure of watching his wife prepare
for bed.

The first night the young man had
done the human thing in watching. The
second night he told himself he wouldn't.

Within a few days it was part of his life,

and each night he noticed little things

about her he hadn't seen before. She
was beauty: he had almost forgotten

beauty during the long summer and fall

when the gold fever ate up all other

emotions.
Her eyes, he'd found, were a deep

blue-gray.

DRESDERLEIN'S lost mine was one
of a thousand legends in the Califor-

nia gold country. Twenty-seven years

ago. he and a young fellow from the city

named Walser had spent the summer
prospecting together. Walser furnished

the grubstake, Dresderlein the experi-

ence. On their way out of the moun-
tains that fall, they made the strike—an
overhanging outcrop of sandstone, gran-

ite below, and between the two a stratum

of gravel from an ancient creek bed.

The gravel carried gold, and the fever

came on them. They ran out of food
and shot a bear for meat. It wasn't until

snow fell that they realized they weren't

prepared to winter it. They cached their

gold, concealed the diggings with tree

branches and leaf mold, and started out.

In those days there were no roads within

forty miles.

What they went through became a

story known to everyone in the moun-
tains, for Dresderlein told it often: How
they got lost in a blizzard. How they ran

out of food. How their matches got

wet. How Walser wanted to lie down
and die. How Dresderlein kept him go-

ing. How Walser finally collapsed.

When Dresderlein stumbled into a

ranch house he was raving, a walking
skeleton. He was put to bed, and the

rancher followed his tracks through the

snow up the creek and into the hills to

Walser's body. The tracks showed how
the two men had wandered in circles.

On recovering, Dresderlein became a

pest talking about his experience. It was
on his conscience that Walser had died.

Nobody blamed him. He left the coun-
try. It was six years before he returned

to look for his mine. Because of Wal-
ser's death, he'd turned to religion.

He found himself allergic to poison

oak he hadn't been previously. He took

the allergy as a curse. And he didn't find

the mine. With the passing of \ears it

joined the thousand other legends of

lost gold.

Ray Brighton had teamed up with

Dresderlein for a summer of prospecting

partly because of the crld man's experi-

ence, partly because Dresderlein was

, down and out. Brighton had stumbled

onto the old diggings entirely by acci-

dent; from that day he knew what the

gold fever could be. A man begrudged

the time it took to sleep and eat. The
thrill of finding the old rawhide pokes

had little to do with their value. Gold

was an end in itself. For the first time

he felt that he understood Dresdeilcm.
The memory of having made a strike

would keep a man going forever. . . .

Ray Brighton didn't have much to say

to the girl. Watching her prepare for

bed night after night had made her, in a

curious and remote way, his wife. He
shared the intimacies of the prepara-
tions with her. Yet she didn't share them
with him. He felt he knew her very well,

but she didn't know him at all. She was
part of his secret dream world.

For her part, she was reserved. She
wasn't a person to make small talk easily,

and neither was he. One day when she
brought the wheelbarrow into the tunnel
to be loaded he noticed that her eyes
were on the stub of the cigarette he'd

just tossed away.
"Cigarette?" he asked.

She shook her head. "He doesn't ap-
prove."

She wheeled the barrow out, and he
lighted another cigarette. He saw her
silhouette appear against the light of the

tunnel mouth as she came in again,

Soon she was laughing, squealing with

delight as she went down for six and
caught Brighton with thirty eight points

in his hand. He hadn't realized that he'd

nevei really seen her smile before. He
hadn't known how pretty her mouth was
when she was happy, or how her eyes

could sparkle.

THAT night broke her reserve. She had
a quick mind and was fun to talk to,

once he was past her stillness. Now they
knew each other. But Brighton didn't

have any foolish thoughts. She wasn't

for him. She was company. He'd been
lonely. There was no companionship in

Dresderlein. The old man had two sub-

jects for conversation: he would talk

mining, and, if given the slightest open-
ing, would drift into a religious tirade.

Etlie was a human being. That was all.

Brighton would have liked any human
being, right then. . . .

They ran out of salt in January.

It wasn't so bad for a few days, and
then food didn't ,seem to satisfy the ap-

petite. The young man split a willow
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illegally. Lehigh pondered, thought hard and conceded that

he was right. But now what to do? A penalty wouldn't hurt

Lehigh since they already had the touchdown. So they decided

to start the second half all over again. They did so. Lehigh won.

—Kyle Crichton

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum of $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sporting

Odds. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

stooping under low places of the rock

ceiling, trailing the barrow. She deliv-

ered it and stood aside, and he handed
her the cigarette while he shoveled the

barrow full. She gave it back to him,

moist from her lips, and took the barrow
out. This became a habit, and a secret

between them. Ray Brighton didn't feel

guilty about fooling the old man; the girl

was having a tough enough time of it.

He did, however, come to feel guilty

about the touch of her fingers as the

cigarette changed hands. He had no busi-

ness touching her, even that much. The
touch would mean nothing to her: it was
his own fool fault if it meant something
to him. He'd have to quit watching her

at night. He'd been away from girls too

long. He wished he hadn't worn his

gloves out. With gloves, their fingers

wouldn't touch.

By the middle of December they had
exhausted the reading matter in the cabin

(except, of course, that Dresderlein had
his Bible). There was nothing to do in

the evenings. The young man played sol-

itaire: Dresderlein read his Bible; the

girl mended socks and sewed buttons on
clothes. One night Brighton asked her if

she played gin rummy. Her eyes came
alight, and then the lashes lowered and
she turned to her husband, timidly hope-
ful.

Dresderlein's eyes had come up from
his Bible. He looked at her steadily. Then
he said, "You need some amusement."

from the creek, bent the halves into

snowshoe frames and strung them with

strips of deerhide.

"I'll hike up to the highway in the

morning and catch a ride in."

"No." Dresderlein said. "I'll go for the

salt. My own blamed fault we run out."

He couldn't be argued out of it. There
was no reasoning with him when it came
to a matter of proper division of labor, of

each doing his rightful share: Brighton
had concluded the only reason Dresder-
lein had married Eflie was to keep up his

end of the work at the mine.
Dresderlein started oil next morning.

"I've got to admit he can handle snow-
shoes better than I can," Brighton said.

"He'll make the highway in time for the

afternoon bus, and he can ride it back
in the morning and be here tomorrow-
afternoon before dark."

He hadn't had to say that; she knew it

as well as he did. He and Eflie went to

the mine. He mucked the gravel, wheeled
it out to the apron, and she sluiced it. In

midmorning she came into the tunnel

ana borrowed his cigarette. As she
handed it back he caught her eye and
they both smiled self-consciously. She
had come into the tunnel to smoke, as if

Dresderlein were watching outside.

That afternoon as they put the day's

gold in the honey can he thought of the

pocket he'd struck while the old man had
been away. The can was there behind
the stove, containing all the gold, the

old man's dream ol a hlctin

lein had lefi it without ,i

And he'd left his wife.

I hey played urn iiimmyl
He couldn't keep his mind

f

Once as he handed hei

hands touched and he Ic

eyes. She seemed almost fr

lowered her lashes He fel

She doesn't have i<> fear me\
"How about some taff

|

gested.

Brother! Can you mS
"Sine: if you'll pull it. l{

any because he well, his tl

"Why did you marry himl
out, and he said quick

i

your business."

She got up and went to
|

nailed on the wall. She
candy on the stove when
know about me. I wasn't]

I had a baby."
'

1 hat's your business,

"You were in the Am
what it's like. He was
when I met him. We v

married but there wasJ
Maybe that sounds silly. ti|

he just couldn't get time

county seat for a license,

for overseas and sent bac

got a pass, and we arra

but we never did. We mis

and he went overseas."

didn't come back. Mayk
say I am, but my only

the baby didn't live. 1 do

I'm telling you this. I ha\

bod\ else. Even him."

Brighton was laying th

solitaire. He felt he she

thing, but didn't know whJ
"You asked why 1 mar

said. "He was different,

me. A girl with my reputa

place, well—I came to hat

man thinking you're easy,

ferent. And he needed
worried about you doin§

work. He had to have a v

his end."

"But you didn't know
be."

She bent over the cand ^/jt

she was blushing. He arcBfTl;

to the stove. She turned i

sidewise, looking up an
"Oh. You mean the g

married him I didn't kno
You two have kept your
He felt she was tell)

"You're okay."
Thanks. Ray. It does

I wanted you to know. O
matter."

RAY pulled the taffy. SI

. plate and marked it o

a knife. When she tool

cool, he went out w ith her

looking at the white stars,

while the candy cooled in

she brought it in. broke i

they ate some of it. laughi

hung to their teeth. Ti

silent again, and finally

it's time to hit the hay."

"Yes; it's getting that

"You'll be worth a

money by spring. You ar

"I suppose so," she sai

"Haven't you made ar

She shrugged. "It's ju

a honey can. yet. And ht

what gold means to him

lifetime getting it. he's d

long. I don't think it n

him. It's a goal in itself,'

"He's a funny duck.''

absently. "I didn't meai

"It's all right. I know
gets up in the middle of

'
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That's the size of the job
American Railroads are doing to
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Railroads are moving...

more grain than ever before...

more tons of freight more miles

. . . than ever before in peacetime

...AND EVEN BREAKING SOME OF

THEIR WARTIME FREIGHT RECORDS/

are moving an almost unbelievable

irght across the nation. In the first four

k year they topped even their wartime

fords! And more tons of freight are

•miles than ever before in peacetime!

• :e carrying this greater tonnage with

^though thousands of new cars have

Jrvice, and 100,000 are still on order,

* Jming fast enough to replace those

i» artime.

This record-breaking volume of freight is being

hauled at charges which average just a little more

than one cent for carrying a ton of freight one mile.

This is less than 15% above 1939 levels.

But railroad wages are more than 50% higher

than in 1939. Fuel and material costs are 60%
higher than before the war.

As a result, in this year of biggest peacetime

business, railroads are earning an average return

on their net investment of only about 3%.

That's just about half the earnings the railroads

need, if they are to keep on making the improve-

ments in cars and engines, tracks and terminals,

signals and shops, which will keep freight moving

at a rate to meet the nation's needs... to bring

better service to you!

•
Send for a free copy ofthe new booklet, "You and Your

Railroads." Association ofAmerican Railroads, Room

951, Transportation Building, Washington 6, D. C.

AMERICAN RAILROADS
THE NATION'S BASIC TRANSPORTATION
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" We'd better go to your house . . . they want to be alone with that new

Alfred Newman Album!"

FOR YOUR CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC LIBRARY:
"Alfred Newman Conducts"—operatic and light

concert music with full Hollywood Symphony
(Album M-201). "Melodic Rarities of Chopin"
—seldom-heard selections brilliantly played by
Earl Wild (Album MZ-2).

fry

RECORDS
MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION, ELGIN, ILLINOIS
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'Mr?. Crandall, down the street, wants you to play the Blue D
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flashlight and opens the honey can and
just sits looking at'the gold. The look on
his face. The first time, it sort of gave me
the creeps."

"I didn't know that; I guess I'm a

heavy sleeper. Say," he asked, "do I

snore?"
"Sometimes, a little. And you talk in

your sleep."

"Do I? What do I say?"
Her eyes lowered. "Oh—just foolish

stuff."

He knew, then. "I talk about you."

"I didn't say that."

"You don't have to. I dream about
you." He drew a deep breath. "Well,

good night."

"Good night."

He sprang up and caught the rim of

the ceiling edge. But instead of swinging
his legs up and over onto the shelf, he
hung there by his hands a long moment,
then released one hand and swung slowly

around toward her. "Then he's heard
me talking about you, at night. He must
have, if he gets up."

"I suppose so," she agreed. "But what
a man says in his sleep doesn't mean any-
thing."

He dropped to the floor, staring at her

with such intensity that she moved back
a half step. He said with slow certainty,

'He killed Walser!"
"What do you mean?"
"It adds up. The whole thing makes

sense, finally. Why did he bring you here,

except for me to fall in love with you?
He hasn't touched you. You were bait

for the trap. He knew it had to happen,
with us marooned here for the winter.

He's watched us falling in love. He's
heard me talking about you in my sleep.

And tonight he left us here together."

"Ray, I—think we'd better not talk

any more tonight."

"He left you here with me!"
"He can trust me. He left the gold

here, too."

He put his hands on her shoulders.

"You know how I feel about you. And
you feel that way about me."

"Please, Ray," she pleaded. "That's

unfair."

"You do!"
"If I do, there's nothing to do about

it. Maybe that's why I told you about
myself. I didn't want you to have the

wrong idea. I'm his wife."

"You've got a piece of paper which
says so. You were married to the soldier

without the paper. You've never been
his wife."

"He trusts me, Ray."
He laughed harshly. "Like hell he

does! That's why he married you, be-

cause of what people say about you! He
wanted a girl who was easy, stranded for

the winter in a cabin with a young man.
I tell you it's all part of it!"

i i

"Ray, I don't like to hi

like this. There's no sense

"There's sense to it il

gold! I know what gold 1

And he's been after it all

He's going to kill me, and
"Ray, you've no reasoi

"We'll soon find out
arms about her and kissed

mained motionless, unn
was more of a rebuke
struggled; and then with a

she yielded to him and tM'ifl.

gether; and then gently sh<

away. He reached for thewnean
table, put his hand over

The flame gulped and wenl

darkness the windows
against the snow outside.

"Ray, it has to be good i

"Be quiet," he said sharp

fool I've been! What a blin

do what 1 tell you. Go ov

of the room and sit down
I'll show you how much 1

and just why!"
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HER silhouette pass

she went to the stove,

onto the ceiling shelf. As hi

accustomed to the gloom,
room grew into shape. 1

sound, no sound at all, unti

door burst open and with

Dresderlein charged in.

He was holding a flasl

hand, a revolver in the othi

of light fastened accusingh

bunk built against the left-

strode toward the bunk, b

fury, and was almost tc

stopped, realizing it was en

moved to the other bunk,
J

forth from one to the othej

"Back so soon?" Brighl

The light came upward i

mans eyes. "You dirty rat!

yelled. "You've got her i

As the revolver came i

out. The old man hesitat

swung around the room
upon her sitting beside th

Brighton swung down fr

kicked the door shut. He
table and lighted the lamp,

stood spread-legged, his fi

bewilderment in his eyes,

dangling loosely from ont

volver from the other.

"Did you get the salt?" I

The old man's eyes ca

dered. "But—I—"

"But you saw me kissing

The old man stiffened,

you! You've broken up n

revolver came up.

"That was just to b

Brighton said. "I didn't v

ing pneumonia out there

taker.
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re there. You had to be.

e crouching in the brush at

ioIIow, watching through

You didn't go to town
:r intended to. You were

me—just as you killed

roped for a chair and sat

he muttered. "Walser

pt on. I was almost gone.

\ry him
—

"

at side of the story. Let's

tier. Curious, isn't it, that

wandered in circles until

Vnd then your tracks went
stream and followed it

from the city. He was
ou. He followed you in

stronger. You wore
en you followed a stream

nan with experience knows
Slow a stream if he's lost.

at, while you led him in

fell.

pdn't let yourself think

i tried to justify it to your-

p lot of praying. If it

conscience, why did it

rs to start looking for the

y," the girl said. The old

led on the chair, mumbling

ime he looked himself in

said savagely. "He's

lg lying to himself for

years. He tried to hide

It all came to me tonight,

jld fever is. It's made me
that I wouldn't like to

' the fever's burned every-

jf him."
the old man muttered.

lose years. I'd found it.

me suddenly," Brighton
"When you told me he

;o gloat over his gold. He
g about you in my sleep.

all in love, and that's the

brought you here. That
he married a girl with

It explained why he
you; his conscience

m. It explained why he
the salt. He knew we'd
!*d insist on going for it

ogether. No jury would
ore than that, it justified

n mind. And he got the

old man brought the

j
his temple. Moving his

:, Brighton knocked it

Jt blasted loudly in the

single room. The young man put the

weapon in his waistband.
"That's no way out," he said. "But

there is a way. There's one way to clear

yourself and get peace. Confession.
Admit the whole thing, if only to your-
self. Get it off your chest. That's some-
thing good for the soul. It isn't so much
telling others as it is facing yourself. You
wouldn't let yourself admit you were
consciously planning my murder. You
arranged the circumstances and refused

to. think about the inevitable result. You
knew I loved your wife, yet you insisted

on leaving us together overnight. Yet
how did you justify not going to town?
You refused to face things. The fever

was on you. . . , Effie, get him that note-

book and pencil. I think he'll feel better

when he gets it all down."
While the old man sat at the table,

writing, Effie said to Brighton, "What are

you going to do?"
"I'm pulling out, with my share."

"Could you make another pair of
snowshoes? I'm going, too."

"Will you want—this?" asked Dres-
derlein brokenly, indicating the paper

Brighton looked at the girl, at the pain

in her eyes. "I think not," he said. "You
keep it."

WHEN they left, late that night, the

old man was on his knees praying
happily, out from under the burden of his

secret at last.

Ray Brighton and the girl pushed awk-
wardly through the snow on the home-
made snowshoes, following the brushed
strip indicating the road. An hour later

they were on the ridge above the hollow.

The lamplight showed yellow in the win-

dows of the cabin below.

"I think he can live with himself a

little easier, now," Brighton said.

"I was glad you didn't take his con-

fession, but—why?"
"He's paid quite a price all these years.

As long as he's admitted to himself that

he as much as murdered Walser, the

thing is washed clean so far as I'm con-
cerned. Let him get whatever it is he
wants out of the gold—it's already cost

so much." They trudged on through the

soft, dry snow.
"Are you going to divorce him?"
"Of course." Then her eyes came up.

"Do you want me* to?"

"You know I do. It will take a year,

but I can wait. I'll do that much penance
for some of the thoughts / had. The gold

fever is a terrible thing."

They pushed on together toward the

highway.
The End

"The Ice Follies are all right, but for year-

round insulation, give me Agdorp's Circus" JACK HARKOW
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Preferred...^/* moments

When the chef turns about and proudly proclaims to

hungry onlookers that it's time to begin picnicking in

earnest . . . then you're on the brink of a mellow moment.

And what better way is there to get the last full

measure of contentment out of such a rare moment
than to enjoy the smooth and mellow flavor of

Hamm's Beer?

For Hamm's is made for mellow moments—made
smooth and mellow the way you, and millions more,

like beer. Hamm's has been this way for 82 years—the

favorite of those who want nothing but the finest.

Ask for Hamm's Preferred Stock Beer.

See for yourself how truly smooth and -*i
mellow it is. ^O
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DEMON FROM THE DOLDRUMS

\r, to moan, and then, as the gale

itself around a definite \ortex.

t monster roars with insane glee.

^as hatehed. The whirling de\il

westward by the trade winds

|ed to fury by the earth's rota-

monster lurches through the

weaving and bobbing like

jnk boxer. He smacks an is-

is wanton fist, scattering palm
es and people like dry leaves.

Jthat area of low-pressure calm
maelstrom—sucks up a great

green water and sends it thun-

ead, and heaven protect what-
lens to be in the way.

past 60 years, during which ac-

rds of hurricanes have been
Weather Bureau, some 380

whirling demons have been

i the doldrums and in the sec-

chery off the coast of Yuca-
lately only about half of the

reached the United States

BCtive force.

Hurricanes Strike Hardest

fncanes—those which occur in

come from the Caribbean or
lexico. The most dangerous

vever. are those which form in

Ic doldrums in August or Sep-

Ihese storms swerve northeast-

jy drift out of the clutch of the

; and meet the prevailing w est-

tieir average pathway cuts

"jFlorida Keys and hits land
3ensacola—one of the most
imered cities in the nation,

blows wander vaguely about
on rare occasions, make a

jp. Cold, high-pressure air

them off. Warm, low-pres-

Jttract them.
vicious speed of its cir-

the hurricane travels very

vhole. The average forward
12 miles an hour, whereas

if the revolving funnel may
200.

|knows how many thousands
nave been killed due to ig-

the physical make-up of a

After the first half of the

eeze passes over and the eye
^ging a stifling, windless calm,
come out of their houses,

|e hurricane has departed

—

struck by the second half of

ig funnel, from the other di-

lis the danger from high wind
Idebris, the hurricane's most
Ipon is the "storm wave"

—

}g mountain of water which
under the center of the blow
pressure at the eye. This

J
referred to erroneously as a

f'
(tidal waves are caused by

arthquakes, not wind), races

darning.

leat Hurricane of 1780 which
7est Indies from end to end,
ve swept over the island of
rowning 50,000 people. In

of hurricane water boiled

coast of Texas at Galveston
receded 6,000 people were

|ly, the big wind always loses

e force soon after striking

sea-born monster and gen-
pwer by feeding on moist
phere which it turns into

the whirling wind. Once
por and broken up by land
the hurricane begins to

fearsome things sometimes
vever, before the monster
during the last century a
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Continued from page 28

tropical cyclone pushed all o\ the water
out of the northern reaches of Florida's
Indian River, held the bottom bare for

hours while inhabitants scrabbled busily

in the mud gathering stranded fish, lost

anchors and gear from sunken hulks
Maxwell Hall, a veteran U.S. weather-

man, writes o\' a hurricane he observed
in the Lesser Antilles which drenched
the countryside with hot water—a phe-
nomenon which Hall attributed to the

terrific temperatures built up at the vor-

tex of the gale.

Buys Ballot, a Dutchman, formulated
the rule by which all hurricanes operate.
It is called the Law of Storms and is

based on the fact that any person stand-
ing with his back to the wind in the
Northern Hemisphere will find the pres-

sure slightly lower on his left. For this

reason all hurricanes north of the equa-
tor spin in a counterclockwise direction.

You can observe this phenomenon your-
self by watching water swirl down the

drain or smoke rise from a catnpfire

(they twist counterclockwise).
Another old-time hurricane specialist

describes the law in a slightly different

way: "Any body moving on the earth's

surface is deflected toward the right."

The basic force which makes both of
these "laws" operate is none other than
the rotation of the earth. Since rotational

forces in the two hemispheres cancel out
at the equator, no hurricane has ever
been known to cross over "the line."

The hurricane is a ubiquitous creature,

with hatcheries in various parts of the

globe—but always within the hot calm
zones close to the equator. Carib Indi-

ans call the monster Hurakan, God of

the Great Wind. Filipinos call it bagnio,
Australians willy-nilly, Chinese tai-fung

—the word from which our modern "ty-

phoon" has been derived.

Wherever you find this revolving mon-
ster or whatever you choose to call him,
he operates in the same way. He is borne
over water in the shape of a giant invis-

ible doughnut. The low-pressure center,

or eye, is a calm windless hole which
varies from 3 to 50 miles across. The rim
of the doughnut may be 50 or 400 miles

thick, with wind velocities between 75
and 200 miles an hour. The wheeling
winds rise 30,000 feet above the earth's

surface.

Sitting snugly at home in Chicago or

Buffalo—far out of the path of the big

breeze—you can't get very excited about
a hurricane. But if you were living on a

lonely Caribbean island you would know
what a Miami woman meant when she

said: "Waiting for a hurricane is like

sitting in an electric chair for hours, won-
dering when the current will be turned
on."

If your island retreat didn't happen
to have a radio, it would pay you to

study up on hurricane lore—or you
might wake up one morning and find the

monster breathing down your neck.

First come the storm swells, powerful
oily undulations which roll out swiftly,

many miles ahead of the wind. They
cross the horizon in long unbroken
ridges and strike the beach with ponder-
ous slow-spaced crashes, often in the

midst of a calm. Storm swells come
every 20 seconds, thus differing from
ordinary ocean waves, which break only

5 seconds apart.

After the arrival of the swells the tide

begins to overflow its normal limits.

Strange flotsam clots the beaches.

The actual coming of the storm is

heralded by torn-up scraps of cirrus

clouds, which come winging over the

horizon at great altitude. A luminous
gray haze builds up underneath, grows
dark and coppery as it approaches, and
the sun turns smoky and red.

This is the hurricane! You are lucky

indeed if you can observe it from a

snug cellar on a high ridge, sale from
the screeching wind and the boiling wa-
ter.

Fortunately for people who live on
the United States coast line, the U.S.
Weather Bureau has organized the most
perfect hurricane warning defense in the

world. Their matter-of-fact promise that

"no tropical disturbance of serious pro-
portions will ever reach our coasts with-

out being reported well in advance" has
always been fulfilled.

During the hurricane season—June to

November—meteorologists send up ra-

dio-equipped balloons from strategic is-

lands which bracket the path of any
possible storm. These balloons carry deli-

cate instruments which transmit temper-
atures, pressures and humidities aloft by
dot-dash code. When indications of trou-

ble are detected, the word is instantly

flashed to a network of weather stations

from Brownsville, Texas, to Washing-
ton. D.C., by teletype.

If the disturbance is not severe, or if

it wanders out to sea, the Bureau wisely

confines its public statements to routine
"advisories." But if the low-pressure area

creeps across the weather map toward
the U.S. coast, the trackers instantly

spread the alarm. Newspapers and radio
stations are given precise information on
the intensity, rate of forward motion, and
extent of the storm. Citizens who live in

its path are urged to take all possible pre-

cautions. Storm warnings are hoisted by
the Coast Guard. Red Cross units are

alerted. Weather planes are dispatched
into the storm area—or even into the

eye of the monster—to collect data of
value to coastal defenders.

Phone Rings and Rings and Rings

And then, just as the harassed weather-
man is practically cross-eyed from star-

ing at his isobars and barographs, the

telephone begins to ring.

"This is Miss Ida McTwitty," bleats an
anxious voice. "I live in Sandcrab Junc-
tion and I was wondering if I would have
time to take my dog out for an—er—air-

ing, before the storm arrives."

A moment later another befuddled
character calls up to inquire if there is

any way of tying on the roof of his house
so the wind won't blow it away.
From now on, the phone jangles like a

fire alarm.
Finally, mercifully, the wind blows the

telephone lines down.
Meanwhile, in cities, villages and

farmhouses for hundreds of miles

around, the populace goes on a whole-
sale wing-ding. Bars and liquor stores

do a sellout business. Flashlights, lamp
oil, candles and groceries disappear like

magic from shelves and counters. Enter-

prising salesmen scurry around shanty-
town peddling "hurricane pills," which,

for a dollar a bottle, are guaranteed to

produce immunity to any sort of at-

mospheric disturbance.

Some people fear hurricanes as they

would the devil—particularly newcom-
ers who've been filled full of horrendous
yarns—but the great bulk of Florida

folks really get a kick out of the big

breeze. They wouldn't admit it, of course.

But when the radio begins to crackle

its warnings, and the red flags with the

black centers go up, you don't find Flor-

idians weeping and gnashing their teeth.

You find them peeking expectantly

through their storm shutters. They've
grown used to the old demon from the

doldrums. He scares them and some-
times ruins them, but they can't deny he's

a great showman. Nobody has ever yet

complained that the old hellion put on a

dull performance.
The End

It's time for a

dog-to-man talk
There's nothing wrong with a dog's
life as long as he stays well, hut lately

I've been feeling lower than a dachs-
hund's knee. My difficulty is worms,
and I need your help.
My pals tell me that the fast, reli-

able way to clean out .those critters is

to use Sergeant's SURE SHOT Cap-
sules. They're thorough, safe — and
sudden death for worms.
Puppy Capsules are specially made

for worming pups and small dogs
weighing less than 10 pounds. They
are another of the 19 dependable dog
care products made available by Ser-

geant's continuing clinical

research.

• Do you have a copy of the
new Sergeant's Dog Book? It's

full of good ideas on dog train-

ing and care — and it's FREE,
Get it at any drug or pet store,

or write to Sergeant's, Richmond
"^ **

\ 20, Ya.

SerqeanVs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

! II

Monkey

Sonny seems to know already what
Mother's known for years. He's getting

the toilet bowl clean the quick, easy,

sanitary way—with Sani-Flush. A clean

toilet bowl simply can't have an odor.

Sani-Flush removes stains and film that
harbor germs and cause odors. It dis-

infects— works chemically. Just
sprinkle Sani-Flush.

Good in hard or soft water. Won't
hurt septic tank action.

Sold everywhere. Two
economical sizes. The
Hygienic Products Com-
pany, Canton 2, Ohio.

EVERY HOME
NEEDS IT
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Advertising

' Machine *

Prints &
Illustrates

l c Post Cards
r H tt ! Learn how thousands of merchants
and business men are boosting sales in spite of

ftroduct shortages with lc messages— printed
n a few minutes on gov't postcards— with
amazing new, patented CARDMASTER. Your
"todays" Ideas for specials, read by prospects
next morning. Not a toy, but a sturdy, adver-
tising machine, built to last many years. Low
price, sold direct. Guaranteed, five years.

(run NAME We 'n send free Illustrated
Otitis Hfl lilt book of money - making
ideas for your business and complete, unique
advertising plans. Rush your name today.

CARDMASTER COMPANY
4546 Ravenswood, Dept, 38-C, Chicago 40, III.

"UNBLOCK" tfigS:

DIGESTIVE TRACT
And Get Genuine Relief That

Makes You Feel Really Good Again
Don't expect to get relief from headache, sour stom-
ach, gas and bad breath by taking soda and other alka-
lizers U the cause of your trouble is constipation.

In this case, your real trouble is not in the stomach
at all. But in the intestinal tract where 80% of your
food is digested. And when the lower part gets blocked
food may fail to digest properly.

What you want for real relief is something to "un-
block" your lower intestinal tract. Something to clean
it out effectively—help Nature get back on her feet.

Get Carter's Pills right now. Take them as directed.
They gently and effectively "unblock" your digestive
tract. This permits all 5 of Nature's own digestive
juices to mix better with your food.

You get genuine relief from indigestion so you can
feel really good again.

Get Carter's Pills at any drugstore today. "Unblock"
your intestinal tract for real relief from indigestion.

New Sulfa Drug
Formula For

Athlete's Foot
New Powder Preparation Highly Effective

At first sign of Athlete's Foot—itching, cracked or
raw skin between toes or on the feet—use Dr. Scholl's
Sulfa Solvex. It contains the miracle drug,
Sulfathiazole. Quickly relieves intense
itching, kills fungi on contact.
Aids nealing of red, raw,
cracked skin between toes
and on feet. Only 60f. every-
where. Use exactly as directed.

DcScholls
Sulfa Solvex

,le -DOT™
i£* POWDER

& Guaranteed by™
l Good Housekeeping,

Kills the fleas

Quickly!

Keeps others oil

for Daft.

Ivex also comes with ROTENONE,
the original formula. BEST FOR CATS.

Either Kind

1 25* & 50*

SUFFER
MISERY of SIMPLE PILES?

Read This Good News
Here's a single soothing preparation

to speed relief from miseries of simple
piles. It's amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—helps prevent sore-

ness—reduce swelling. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists' in tubes with perforated

pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-

cation—also tins and suppositories.

*Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

THEY'RE STILL EXPENDABLE

of veteran job holders are dissatisfied and
don't know what they want to do."
The result has been a long siege of

"job hopping" which further weakened
the veteran's security in his job. One
automobile plant reported recently that

out of 14,000 veterans it processed over
a two-year period, only 2,300 remained
on the pay roll, and 85 per cent of these

had been company employees before
the war. Last year, industry as a whole
counted 1,500,000 veteran "quits"—

a

turnover rate 2 to 30 per cent higher than
among other workers.
Now that new employment is getting

harder to find, job hopping is on the

wane. But its effects will begin to show
as the labor market contracts still fur-

ther and foot-loose employees find them-
selves automatically the first to be laid

off. When this happens, many a veteran

will have few special benefits to fall

back on.

Already 7,500,000 have drawn on the

unemployment allowances they're enti-

tled to at the rate of $20 a week for 52
weeks. Over 300,000 veterans have ex-

hausted them altogether, and expirations

are now running as high as 40,000 to 50,-

000 a month.
The million-odd unemployed veterans

are about 7 or 8 per cent of the total vet-

eran labor force—not bad at first glance.

But it's 2j times the unemployment ratio

for other workers, and the difference is

costing taxpayers over half a billion dol-

lars a year in extra unemployment bene-
fits.

The nearly 2,000,000 veterans now en-

rolled in school are working hard, but
they haven't begun to earn a living. Since

the war, prospects for college graduates

have been excellent, and this has encour-
aged many a veteran to postpone present

employment in hope of better jobs later.

Many large corporations who prefer

to hire college-trained beginners for

executive and managerial jobs have been
filling openings that accumulated during

the war. These first two years, they've

scooped up just about everything that

flowed from our fountains of knowledge.
But their cups are filling and near to run-

ning over—just as graduating classes are

beginning to swell with ex-G.I.s.

Employers Demand Experience

As early as last March, the Veterans
Administration reported employers were
requiring more experience and were "par-

ticularly reluctant to hire recent school
graduates." Only top honor men or

specialists had their pick of jobs last

June. Placement bureaus in most col-

leges and universities reported the rest

had to take what they could get, and av-

erage or below-average students were be-

ginning to find the pickings pretty slim.

Most of the G.I. students still enrolled

in schools will hit a labor market already
saturated with college graduates—many
with a year or more head start in job
experience. Even if good times continue,

they'll be lucky if more than half are

absorbed within a year after graduation.

Another great pool of potential unem-
ployment is the 750,000 veterans taking

on-the-job training in farming and indus-

try. Officially, they're counted among
the gainfully employed. Actually, they're

still candidates for regular jobs. For not
less than three months and not more than
two years, the government adds up to

$65 a month to the pay of single trainees,

$90 to trainees with dependents. The
most a trainee, single or married, can col-

lect from both the government and his

employer is $175 or $200 respectively.

The idea, of course, is to ease young
and inexperienced veterans into a regular

job. But the employer is under no legal

obligation to keep him on at higher

Continued from page 19

wages, once the government checks stop

coming in. The assignment of trainees

to employers is in the hands of slate, not
federal agencies, and their zeal in pro-

tecting the trainees' best interests has
been uneven at best.

Often they have been used as "cheap
labor." Veterans assigned to learn the

cleaning and dyeing business have been
found still pressing pants after months
in "training." On farms, trainees out to

learn farm management are often used
as mere hired hands.
The Veterans Administration keeps no

record of how many trainees finally wind
up on the regular pay roll, but research
experts doubt that more than half of
them do. For the rest, job training has
merely postponed unemployment.
The real unemployment, then, hidden

and apparent, is not a million-odd but
closer to 3,000,000. How to provide jobs

for these men, how tq keep the employed
veterans working, that is our readjust-

ment problem. It is, by all odds, the
greatest postwar challenge to "free en-

terprise."

So far, we've been lucky. With busi-

ness booming and jobs plentiful, there

didn't seem much to worry about. There

NEXT WEEK

COLLIER'S
will report on two years of

Veterans Administration under
General Omar Bradley. How
has the great field commander
come through the toughest

battle of his life? Who is

sniping at his leadership? Can
politics defeat his aims? Read:

CAN

GENERAL BRADLEY

WIN THIS ONE?

BY

DICKSON HARTWELL

wasn't either—up till a few months ago,

when people began talking "recession"

so hard it became an obsession. About
the same time, veterans' centers all over

the country began reporting a growing
sense of disillusionment and frustration

among veterans, a reopening of old

wounds between ex-soldier and civilian.

"We go away and the country is a hell

of a lot better off without us," gripes one
G.I. whose filling station had just gone
on the rocks. "When we get back they

say nothing is too good for the boys.

What they mean is 'Try and get it,

sucker.'
"

Over at the Veterans Administration,

General Bradley, who does not panic

easily, admits the very idea of a reces-

sion, "mild" or otherwise, scares him to

death. In a recession he sees the very

palpable danger of throwing down the

H

i

drain the tears, sweat, and billk

spent on readjustment, ol turnin

erans into "economic DIN.'' and
the country into political fad
could make a shambles of oui

racy. "We cannot," he has n
warned, "let the veteran fall

economic disaster without risk

ble results."

These words reflect the sinki

tion experienced throughout thi

Administration at the very rm

the word "recession." After

the precarious position of the \

business, industry and agricu

of General Bradley's top eco

visers reported: "It would
especially before the widely

recession sets in, for V.A. to

aid of other interested agenci

than bear alone the public on
having solved the veterans'

problems."

May Ignore Ideological Li

Right now, it is performance
tics, that interests the veterar

danger is that he may not care

whether the label reads "demo
not—so long as it works. M
grew up during the first

About the time they were
strike out on their own, the pa
"Greetings from the Presk

wonder they griped.

"Many objected to the An
first place because they never

they were in it," says Genera
who ought to know. " 'Defei

mocracy' was simply a politica

we had so seldom made it foi

economic expression of life."

Those same men came out

with very little savings, and

they spent every cent of it on n

and furnishings and the accc

of civilian life. Since they've b

ing, high prices have more than

with their earnings. They we

to the hilt to buy homes, I

businesses, often at twice their

It's not going to make any sen

to be asked to go on meetin;

ments on these inflated homes,

businesses out of reduced inci

income at all.

Federal spending is not the

Already the V.A. is costing i

000,000 a year—about the s

national budget in 1939 and '.

every tax dollar we pay. Even

cession would hike this tax bill

billions.

"We cannot appropriate pre

veterans," says General Bradl

welfare and their readjustmer

directly to the economic well

whole country." Nor would a

of government benefits bribe 1

iceman to take the brum of

ment. The maximum we coi

taxes to dole out among six ti

lion veterans could never give

than bare subsistence. It cou

for them the kind of living th

earn for themselves—and can

given more time without a g

nomic setback.

Economically, many vet<

found "you can't go home

least not in two short years,

integration into the nations

can be measured by facts t

these breadwinners for a thin

tion are still on the outside

Give them time and the

chance to try and to fail and 1

and they'll do all right. So

only gotten one foot throug

There's going to be hell to

door is suddenlv slammed shi

The End
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to see Europe
eneath you.

led and ready
the most of
te abroad

!

Here's how
it works!

He boarded Flagship at

N. Y. Friday afternoon,

arrived London Saturday
morning. Returned Sun-
day, two weeks later, ar-

rived in time for work
Monday morning. Had 1

5

full days in Europe.

Read this typical

experience of an

American Flag-

ship passenger.

\ . . and imagine! I saved more than $100.00"

NO TIPS! NO EXTRAS! FREE MEALS! FREE COCKTAILS!

when you go the American Flagship way

• Yes, thousands are discovering

that Europe is merely a few short,

pleasant hours from the U.S.A.—via

American— the airline with expe-

rience of more than 14,000 trans-

atlantic flights. It's so much faster!

You save at least a whole week on

your round-trip travel time.

You'll enjoy every minute of your

American Flagship journey. For you

travel at the comfort level—"above

the weather." It's the smoothest,

fastest way to cross the ocean—in

wintertime—or anytime!

This new, fast way to Europe now

makes it possible for you to spend

your two-weeks vacation abroad.

It's ideal for quick business trips!

See your travel agent or American

Airlines for full information and help

in planning your Flagship trip to

Europe—now!

|S . . . Lots of

|

and do Eu-
nybody with
vacation

—

|w days—can
Isure-full trip

|es are aston-

Choice of

(convenient
-every day

trr'rrrwif-^r

•crrrh i-j..
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Valuable international air

travel guide. Tells you how
easy it is to make a European
trip by air. Answers all ques-

tions about reservations, bag-

gage, clothing—everything
you need to know in planning

your trip. Send for it today

!

American Airlines, Inc., Department C
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Kindly send me your compli-
mentary booklet, "The Easy Way to
Europe."

Name.
(PLEASE PRINT)

Street.

City_ -Zone. .State.

AMERICAN OVERSEAS AIRLINES
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC. • AMERICAN OVERSEAS AIRLINES, INC.
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T^T^ DOUBT about it— a new era in Ameri-

T^ki can capital-labor relations began when
A^H Congress overrode President Truman's veto

of the Taft-Hartley labor bill and thereby made it

law. Already you can notice a change in the eco-

nomic and social weather.

We think it will prove to be a change for the bet-

ter. What the new law does is to put employers
and labor on an equal footing when it comes to

bargaining about wages and working conditions,

and to cut down some of the powers given to labor

leaders by the Wagner Labor Relations Act of 1935
—powers which too many of their possessors had
taken to abusing.

Now that the atmosphere has been cleared to this

extent, how can all of us best adjust to the new era?

Nobody that we know of is suggesting that the

labor moguls and their lobbyists and attorneys
haven't a perfect right to fight for repeal, revision

or court weakening of the Taft-Hartley Act. We're
glad, in fact, to see them putting up these fights,

while forgetting the wild talk about general strikes

and civil wars with which they peppered their con-
versation before Congress voted on the bill.

That gives a cue to all the rest of us, we think.

How about letting the new law have a fair chance
to prove that it isn't an overly harsh piece of legis-

82

lation; and, more important, how about getting rid,

as rapidly as possible, of the notion of the class

struggle which has been preached in this country

for so long?

This idea that there is an irreconcilable conflict

between employers and employed has done more
than any other one thing, we'd guess, to impede pro-

duction, foment and prolong needless strikes, and
stir up senseless hatreds among Americans.

The worst of it is that it is a false notion. The
truth is that the interests of capital and labor are

identical at almost all points.

Capital craves profits, true. But capital must have
profits if labor is to get better and better pay and
working conditions. On the other hand, it is to

capital's life-and-death interest to keep labor well

paid, so that labor can buy capital's goods.

The class-conflict idea is an ancient Marxian im-
portation from the Europe of 80 years ago. It is now
preached most enthusiastically in this country by
the Communists. The more enlightened labor lead-

ers realized its falsity and danger long ago, as did

the more enlightened employers.

In this new and, we- think, healthier industrial

climate brought in by the Taft-Hartley Act, let's do
ourselves the supreme favor of giving the class-

conflict hokum the final boot. We'll never regret it.

LET'S HAVE

YiTI HOPE the banking fraternity

I

•* seriously certain goings on at tj

Square, long Island, New York. Natioi
This institution, which does family I

distinguished from business banking,
in some startling innovations.

The old-time dreary and awesomp
was thrown overboard. In its place,

Square Bank installed, among other tf

dren's department, featuring a lollipo

child making a deposit: a parking lot I

baby carriages; carillon music to checrl

tomers; and a television hookup, for J
signature confirmation, between boo]
tellers.

Our reaction is: Why not similar refo

provements in family banks evcrywl
should any bank have a funereal V
puss tellers and officials who make
you were committing some kind of sac

proaching them for a loan?
We aren't bankers, but we have

that kind of stuff has scared huge an

and profitable business away from
bank, down the generations. Stores

customers by bulldozing them, or m<|

by making them uncomfortable, or bail

pretending that barbering is some kin]

art.

vVe can't see why banks shouldnl
themselves, too, and get informal—whil
remaining as shrewd as ever in the con|

affairs.

TAXES AND TH!

URGE TO WOl

m MR. E. B. TILTON. president
** Manufacturing Company of Ml
something sensational the other day.

a combination salary and bonus thatl

paid him a total of about $36,000 forf

suddenly notified the company that he

no pay for the last two months of 194'J

His reason: "Additional compensatl
centive where a large portion of it mil

over to governmental agencies wher^
will be wasted."

Warming up to the subject, Tilton I

this dance:

Too large a portion of the income of
|

payers is being used for governmental

For example, under present tax regul|

with two dependents who earns S5.000 \

one month each year to support the poll

and dead beats of the entire world.

We have to have taxes, and we hav

politicians. Not all politicians are la

beats, and by no means all goverr

wasteful or unnecessary.

Nevertheless, we think that Mr.

something which needed to be saic

dramatically.

Taxes can go so high that many a ml

to feel that it is useless for him to ex(|

and energies to the utmost. Society losl

some able man comes to feel that way,

himself loses.

In vetoing the recent tax-cut bill, PI

man got off some remarks about howl

just piecemeal tax reductions, but an ol

our entire tax system. Let us hope thf

gress and the Treasury Department i|

this job they will bear the E. B. Tiltl

sistently in mind. Incentive-crippling
[

around the corner in this country—if|

are not already here.

Collier's for An)|
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MAN TO MAN
A Thriller by Julian Ward
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OF THE MONTH

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents

KATHARINE PAUL

HEPBURN • HENREID

ROBERT WALKER
*"S0NG OF LOVE"
A CLARENCE BROWN PRODUCTION

with

LEO G.CARROLL • KENRY DANIELL

HENRY STEPHENSON
Screen Play by Ivan Tors, Irmgard Von Cube

and Allen Vincent and Robert Ardrey

Produced and Directed byCLARENCE BROWN

This month finds us in a romantic mood,

for the screen has given us a brilliant and

sensitive enactment of one of the most

wonderful (and certainly the most lyrical)

love affairs of all time.

In "Song of Love" M-G-M brings us

the story of the devotion of two young

and ardent composers for the loveliest and

most gifted piano virtuosa of her day. She

was Clara Wieck (played by Katharine

Hepburn), and the young composers were

Robert Schumann and Johannes Brahms
(played by Paul Henreid and Robert

Walker).

For her ears both geniuses wrote immortal

music ; for her heart, both men would cheer-

fully have given their lives. Yet their three-

way friendship was often incredibly gay.

When you get a vital threesome like that

together in an absorbing triangle, you're

very likely to have something exciting, some-

thing touched with greatness. This has it.

Katharine Hepburn is sincere and con-

vincing. Paul Henreid is at his suave and

continental best. Robert Walker does a

superb job.

"Song of Love" would be a triumph even

with a minor cast of supporting players, but

M-G-M largesse has given it Leo G. Carroll,

Henry Daniell (as Liszt), Henry Stephen-

son and many others.

Possibly other directors or producers

might have done great things with "Song
of Love", but M-G-M gave it to none other

than Clarence Brown, whose sensitive and

beautiful talent was so wonderfully evi-

denced in "The Yearling".

To the quartet of screen writers—Ivan

Tors, Irmgard Von Cube, Allen Vincent

and Robert Ardrey—go our felicitations.

"Song of Love" is far and away the Pic-

ture of the Month—and that makes this the

most romantic month of the year.
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ull have

news

lore

flames

out!

Speed is a creed with newsnien. They

flash the news to you as fast as it happens.

The Bell System helps make that speed

possible. It provides the local, long dis-

tance and radio-telephone, telegraph, tele-

typewriter and wire-photo facilities over

which the news is channeled to presses

and microphones.

Keeping these facilities in top con-

dition is the job of skilled telephone

company technicians. They work 'round

the clock and the calendar with the news-

men in order that you may
have a "front-row seat"

for the passing parade of

world events.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Clean out rust with

DU PONT Cooling System CLEANSER

Here's a safe, sure way to clean out rust and

scale— to avoid engine overheating. Just

pour a can ofDUPONT COOLING SYSTEM
CLEANSER into your radiator, run the en-

gine for 30 minutes or more, and drain. No
reverse flushing needed. No fussing with the

hose or flush gun. A clean cooling system

paves the way for top engine efficiency.

Then keep out rust with

DU PONT Acid and Rust INHIBITOR

After cleaning out the radiator, you can

keep it free from rust all season by pouring

in a can of DU PONT ACID AND RUST
INHIBITOR. It prevents rust forming, and
keeps out acid, too.

Avoid radiator leaks with

DU PONT Cooling System SEALER

You can stop leaks quickly and securely

—

and make the cooling system LEAK-PROOF
—by pouring in DU PONT COOLING SYS-

TEM SEALER. It will not clog the radiator.

R EG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTKY

KEEP UP WITH THE WOE,
BY FRELING FOSTER

To attract tourists as in prewar days,

Scotland is reviving the tale of its

Loch Ness Monster, a giant dragon-
like animal said to inhabit this High-
land lake. Since its "discovery" on
May 1, 1933, a thousand persons have
claimed to have seen the monster. Yet
an organized group of 20 men spent

six weeks in a fruitless search for some
trace of it. Today, a circus still offers

$100,000 for its capture, and a news-
paper will still pay S500 for a genuine
photograph of the alleged creature.

The magic mirrors, which distort

images—making short people tall,

thin people fat, etc.—and which are

found in amusement parks and penny
arcades, are complex optical instru-

ments. By the scientific arrangement
of numerous curves on their surfaces,

they are made to produce hundreds of
odd effects, the most incredible being

that of one such mirror when two peo-
ple stand before it. One is reflected

normally right side up. while the other

is cut off at the waist, the upper part

of his body being replaced by a second
pair of legs extending upward.

As late as 150 years ago, England
considered suicide a crime as serious

as murder and, therefore, a person
found guilty of an unsuccessful at-

tempt to take his own life was liable

to execution by hanging.

—

By Pauline

Hathaway, Pelham, N. Y.

The covered wagons inl

pioneers of the West begij]

the continent in the 184

made obsolete, as con

posed, by the coming of thi
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'
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eighth month.
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—

\
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the volume of domestic il
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60 per cent of which w ]

countries.

At the present time,

including the United S\'

gaged in atomic-energy

which, it is estimated,

some 125,000 scientists a;

ing about $500,000,000 a '
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STATE reports indicate that a defective vehicle is involved

in at least 15 per cent of all fatal motor car accidents.

The way to keep your car out of this "danger class" is to have

a complete safety check-now! Brakes should be checked and
adjusted, brake linings inspected, and the hydraulic system put

in good order. Headlamps should be properly aimed, with re-

placements made on all worn or defective parts. If shock ab-

sorbers are causing a rough, uncontrolled ride, they should be

serviced.

Safe drivers know they can depend on United Motors Service

stations for automotive service at its best . . . competent

mechanics, approved methods, original-equipment parts. Look
for the friendly United Motors sign in your neighborhood.

Make it your service headquarters.

LOOK FOR
THIS SIGN

IT'S RIGHT
NEARBY

Selected independent automotive service stations are authorized by

UNITED MOTORS SERVICE
DIVISION OF
to display the sign

OELCO Bafteriej

AC Fuel Pumps, Gauges
and Speedometers

INLITE Brake Lining

SAGINAW Jacks

DELCO Radio Parts

HYATT Roller Bearings

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
above and to sell and

DELCO Auto Radios

DUREX Gasoline Filters

HARRISON Heaters

DELCO Home Radios

NEW DEPARTURE
Ball Bearings

HARRISON Thermostats

service these products:

DELCO Shock Absorbers

GUIDE Lamps
DELCO-REMY Starting,

Lighting and Ignition

KLAXON Horns

HARRISON Radiators

DELCO Hydraulic Brakes

\,

I
i
i

,
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Keene Crockett assumes the role of Knight in Armor

THE other day the Collier's typ-

ists were typing at summer
speed, the editors editing, and

Miss Maggie Miles, Mr. Walter Dav-
enport's most able secretary, was on
the phone saying sorry, Mr. Daven-
port was rilled up on articles about
the Mean Rainfall in Ethiopia, when
in clanked a knight in armor. There
was a scream, contributed by Miss
Miles, and the great publishing wheels
ground to a stop, while everybody
took a delayed double-take. What the

disappointed contributor talking to

Miss Miles said on hearing her scream
is not known.
When everybody gathered around,

it turned out the gentleman in the iron

pants was Keene Crockett, an actor,

and he was modeling the very latest

in Middle Ages metallic cloth, so Mr.
Jumbo Karger, the photographist,

could get some contrast shots for our
magnetic article on the twentieth-cen-

tury variety: Good as Gold, p. 34, by
Ruth Carson.

It seems that Mr. Karger had rented

the Personal Tank, which weighed 50

pounds odd and was worth $1,700
(cheap considering its wearing quali-

ties), from a theatrical costumer. He
chose Mr. Crockett to model it be-

cause of Crockett's knightly patience,

humor, and husky 185-pound frame.

It took him over two hours to install

Mr. Crockett in the glorified tin can,

the armor having nine pieces, which
fitted over a 10-pound suit of chain

mail, which in turn fitted over Mr.
Crockett's unmentionables. "There
were no zippers," Karger explains.

Proudly, Mr. Karger then decided

to show Crockett to the boys at the

office. He hailed a cab. When the

cabby got his eyeballs back into place,

he assisted in pushing and shoving
Crockett aboard, no mean feat since

modern cabs aren't built to lug knights

to the lists. Crockett crashed in finally,

sprawled catty-cornered across the

cab. Karger sat on the floor.

Followed a long series of passers-by

registering double-takes and fleeing

for Bellevue, and a battle at 250 Park
Avenue with an unarmed elevator

man who insisted Crockett would have
to ride the freight lift. "A freight ele-

vator for Sir Lancelot?" snorted the

statuesque Karger. "Nuts!"
Crockett, while he did find the

clothestrophobic confines of armor
like a Turkish bath (he lost 5 pounds
on the job), cited advantages. He sees

armor excellent for elbowing through
crowds; and the helmet can be re-

moved to make coffee in. The entire

ensemble might house a homeless Vet-

eran, after attaching a 11

for stormy weather. /I

should be carried to avoid
Armor might be just the

Joe Louis in, provided al

escape hatch is cut in thil

way, Joe can be kept swinl

utes without knowing t|

had fled.

rIS only natural Ca I

and Lieutenant Heinle!

lot you on that Flight inf

by space ship on p. 18. B(l

planning such a trip ev|
hood, talked it over as

Annapolis ('29), and arol

in the subject of rocketsf
Heinlein started dreail

ning up to Mars in his bl

Butler, Missouri. Since)

ridden everything earthj

a breeches buoy to a b. i

was disabled and retirji

Navy before this war.

ver miner and politico, ; I

lances on a ranch in the]

California. He avoids

tography, the stars, serf

theorizing, chess, red Pef
figure skating, and he\ I

talk about Captain Lanij

The captain's from
gave up farrnjng in /I

when a harvest of 2,501

from one acre of Illinoil

broke the town market
[

In August, 1924, he joiii

and wound up shooting

entifically," he says, aij

Pearl Harbor, then sperj

December 7, 1941, patnl

tie line. "After that I plj

he confesses. "Got the

own destroyer at Sij

watching U.S.S. Hutchiji

torpedoes explode on il

At present I'm still plugjif

this time placing Navy
horses still unborn."
He has been nominal

Forces to be chairmacjl

Army-Navy Radar C<J

brass-hat brain trust

Atomic-Age Navy.

This week's cover: G
Men. "The station is

township on the Chicaj

and St. Paul," explaii

Ekman. "The would-b

my neighbor's kids—

R

pulling the wagon, and

taking it easy. The 'See

is not on the station w;

vention of mine. Other

is just as is.". . .
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yriad rainbows have smiled

across a storm-dulled world . .

.

a oae so full of radiance as

which holds a promise for her

just such sudden joy, her

tond will reflect her heart's

The engagement ring-stone

he one apart, and chosen

for her. It need not be of many

(for color, clarity, and cutting

( will contribute to its beauty

and value. Be sure to seek the

i Ivice of a trusted jeweler.

DeBeers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.,

and Associated Companies.

Ci-OU R CARAT $95 TO $210 6F& ONE-HALF CARAT $230 TO $500 *U# ^^ CARAT J600 TO *' ,65

The prices obeve »er unmounted quality stones were averaged from a great many stares in April, 1947. Add 20% Federal tax.

TWO CARATS $1400 TO $7900
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Wind wont wait

!

Opportunity knocks once with a picture like this!

Nothing— not even a picture opportunity— ever

happens twice in exactly the same way. And if you
miss . . . well, it's unfortunate, but it's final.

You can measurably increase your chances of

catching split-instant pictures by loading with wide-

latitude Ansco Film.

For this latitude — this ability to "get an image"

despite minor exposure errors—gives you a margin

of exposure safety.

Make every attempt to expose accurately, of

course. But remember that Ansco's wide latitude

was designed to improve your chances of getting

good exposures. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.

ASK FORAnsco FILM & CAMERAS



GENERAL BRADLEY

I THIS ONE ?

After two years as boss of the Veter-
ans Administration, General Omar
N. Bradley has won several cam-
paigns, lost some battles and is now
being sniped at from the rear. A re-
port on his successes and setbacks

V-J DAY, mounted on the
phite charger of public opin-
M, with the backing and
pf Congress and the Presi-
-star General Omar Nelson
barged headlong into the
Administration ~to attack

Jittedly was the finest exam-
listrative breakdown seen
Bradley was hailed as

>|of the G.I.—the veteran to

be. A man of courage, integrity and
brilliance, he was a top field com-
mander in Europe, and one of but
three names on President Truman's
list—the others were Marshall and
Eisenhower—with sufficient prestige
to undertake the task.

Today, two years later, king-size
Bradley has been cut down to a man-
size, harassed administrator who has
been struggling with a job about as

impossible as teaching a herd of ele-
phants to ice skate. No longer is

Bradley so apparently the heir appar-
ent to our highest military post: Chief
of Staff. Congress still believes in him,
but with some reservations. His pres-
tige with the ex-G.I. is still inspiringly
high—except among those thousands
who have been caught in the V.A.
snafu. His personal staff is still loyal;
if he resigned in protest or disgust,

PHOTOGRAPH FOR COLLIER'S BY ALLAN GOULD

three fourths of the key V.A. person-
nel probably would leave with him.
But the honeymoon is over. Glory,

honesty and a chest covered with fruit
salad are no longer enough. There is

now forthright and mounting criti-
cism of his handling of the affairs of
18,300,000 veterans, who with their
dependents are one fourth of the peo-
ple. And even more significant are

(Continued on page 2$)
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OLD SN.

IT BEGAN on a warm, sunny mc
commodore was sitting on the

porch looking over the delightflj

sparkling water and trim sailboats stirrinl

moorings. He sighed with deep content [
followed the club launch plowing out

thirty-foot cutter and he nodded af
the man brought his launch neatly alor

boat.

The commodore knew that the tall figur

on Slick Chick's deck talking to the launch
Jerry Downes, a sound young man wh(j

that there was no purpose in devoting any i

to business than was necessary to suppor
More young men, the commodore felt, sh«)

Jerry had done; get into a business thai|

only an occasional executive decision

cient secretary to run it the rest of the tir

a man more time afloat. How was it th

worded it? Men must go down to the

there was a clear call that could not
Basic, the commodore mused. Absolut
mental.

A puzzled expression came over the cor

benign features as he saw Jerry jump
launch. Now why was he coming ashore?

like Jerry to forget anything that would
getting away for the day in his cutter,

launch came to the float beneath the porcK
modore saw a scowl on Jerry's face.

"Forget something?" the commode
down.

Jerry looked up and nodded. "Linda
from the office to remind me that 1 have

|

to meet some people interested in the Hoj
dammit."
"Farm?" the commodore snorted in dl

Jerry sighed. "When I'm not there Lin|

anything."

"Indeed? Then get rid of her, my bo I

of her immediately. A yachtsman cann<|

girl who keeps him too busy ashore."
Jerry looked as if he had just been stal

good friend. "Get rid of Linda?" he bleall

cow. if I can ever make a human being o|

want to sign her up as mate for life!'

The shock of Jerry's words on the c<\

was considerable. He did not believe irf

patibility of women and boats. Becaf
younger years the commodore had also b|
with and engaged to a beautiful girl. A]
lovely girl named Clarisa. At the time

dore had also owned a very lovely yaw!

wont to recall in reverent detail the fine <1

that yawl, the sweet turn of her bilge, the
f

she showed her heels to larger craft and
J

seemed she would almost try to slip ht

and sail up to the float when the comnj
peared. The commodore had loved hisf

man should love his boat. Nothing hi

more natural than to try to teach Clarisa
\

yawl too.

So he had persuaded the girl to help w I

fitting-out. Clarisa had mended one j[

thumb twice with a caulking mallet. falNl

fleshly varnished deck and otherwise Jul

get the feel of the varied richness of a y\
life, when, to the commodore's amazemfil

told him in words not altogether customal
fined young lady of the period to take I'l

boat and go marry a sailmaker's dauf
wanted a briny honeymoon. The coml
course, had made the only decision a t|

man could make. In vindication he coull

that Clarisa had subsequently married a[

yer, who had been compelled to devote h|

everlasting struggle to become a promine

tion attorney in order to support the

Clarisa had borne him. To clinch his I

Linda balanced dangerously against l'

motion. "Hey!" Jerry said. "Where are M

Collier's for Auc
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BY JAY WILSON

The power of love being what it is, 'tis a wonder there are any

sailors left on the seas. Or any women left waiting on shore

i tore always emphasized that this unfortu-

tht in considered himself completely happy.

lijtilj >roof of the fool's paradise in which a

istini :ould keep a man was unnecessary, he con-

ontea

» out he commodore looked down into the np-

ed j|
ace of Jerry Downes and felt a vast pity

tlyili xtn grow within him for this fine but mis-

oung man. He spoke softly and gently, as

illfij! lid to avoid further unbalancing an already

iliuo mind.

lan i is a very great surprise to me, Jerry. Uh . . .

n; 111 aware of your sentiments?"

suppo owl returned to Jerry's features. "The only

,i
it girl is aware of." he growled, "is that life

t and life is real. Eary to bed and early to

ss a man healthy, wealthy and . .

."

kill a man," the commodore said.

ould only get her to come sailing," Jerry

"It would open her eves to what living

tf
e
"

Absoli p sadness came over the commodore as

Iked away. He, too, would have liked to

da go sailing with Jerry—but for an en-

Ferent reason. Land was a woman's ele-

a woman could keep a man ashore she

mare him and mold him to her way. 'But

nan got a woman on a boat, all the flaws

ne nature came to the surface and he could
she really was.

the commodore would have been the first

nt it he would have been the last to deny
a had eye appeal. She was diminutive and
>he had soft brown hair and wide gray
filled a sweater so pleasingly that one was
:rlook the firm set of her small chin.

irtedii
'erry arrived at his office. Linda greeted

a smile that was almost bleak. The com-
ould certainly not have accused her of at-

sorcery or subtle wiles.

ght you'd try to slip away again." she said.

h thing," Jerry muttered. "I just forgot."

rget everything except that damn' boat."

ghed. "We're doing all right here at the

t we?"
ak smile became a little bitter. "We're
ight? When are you ever here? The sign

ay say that you're in the real-estate and
business but it should have a little one
eneath it that says, 'Ha-ha!'

"

are the Williams arriving to go out to the

ace?" Jerry asked hastily.

illiams phoned that he couldn't make it

rrow." Linda said sweetly.

ItSS

jsioi

[then

'15 it

10 tilt

Id no!

thepoi

ice.

eH

there L

:r,my'i

mncn

here."

st been s

i on the

I

believe

>ats.

d

id to

,ii I"

headed for the door. There were times

man needed to be alone. "In that case,"

think I'll . .

."

lad him by the coattails. "Oh, no you
u'll sit right down at your desk and go
leed to the Ferguson place. Then you'll

see Mr. Fuller; he wants to review his life

After that you'd better drop over to the

; and see if they've recorded the Hodge-
yet. And this afternoon you can check
ose fire insurance renewals to see where
1 recommend increases."

ig, Jerry sat down at his desk. In a mo-
la's typewriter began to clatter trium-
erry glanced sideways at Linda. Her lips

pressed in a complacent, self-righteous

She sat quite erect in the approved typ-
re: both feet square on the floor, spine
ith both her stern and her bosom thrust

in their respective directions. She was
fetching. Jerr\ sighed heavily. If only
Id relax a little. If only she would see

leasant chap who only wanted to enjoy
y that harmed no one.
opped typing and frowned. Her eyes
ength of Jerry's lean, disconsolate figure
finally on his rumpled, sandy hair. For a
e weakened. For a moment she thought:
1 with it, I'll take him the way he is. Then

or August 30, 1947

her lips compressed again. She wasn't going to

make the mistake Beryl Whitaker had made.
Beryl had been soft and had taken Freddy Whita-

ker along with his boat. It hadn't been long before
Beryl's warm, buoyant nature had changed. "There's
a patented galley ventilator on the piano, a spin-

naker under the desk, and nine miles of Manila rope
in the clothes closet. It's like having him bring his

mistress home." Beryl said bitterly, "except that I

can't shoot her." Two months later Beryl, coming
home from an afternoon bridge party, had tripped
over a hatch cover Freddy had left in the front hall

during her absence. When Freddy returned home a
little later that evening Beryl had gone. Arranged
to resemble a human body under the covers of her
bed he had found the galley ventilator, the spin-

naker and the rope. The note on the bed had read,

"Try sleeping with these, too. Forward mail to
Love's End Hotel in Reno. Beryl."

A girl, Linda thought grimly, had to be practical.

Love was love and fun was fun but there were also

such things as eating and a home to be built and
security for the future. She wanted her small feet

planted firmly on solid ground, she didn't want to

bounce around on something that stood on end
every time the wind blew.

At this moment the commodore entered the

office.

To all outward appearances he was a genial old
gentleman with not a care in the world. Linda
could not help but return his smile. Jerry regarded
him curiously.

"Jerry, my boy," the commodore said, "I've de-
cided to sell Smugglers Reach. Will you handle it?"

Jerry grunted and shook his head. Smugglers
Reach was a desolate stretch of shore some twenty
miles down the coast. "Sorry, Commodore. We
couldn't touch it."

Immediately Linda bristled. "Why can't we
handle it?"

"What would be the use? No one would buy it

... at least not at a price that would make it worth
the eflort."

Linda snilled. "In real estate today," she pointed

out, "there are very few Louisiana Purchases. Small
agencies that are successful take what they can get

and as much of it as they can. 1 think we should ac-

cept the listing."

"Look," Jerry said, "there isn't even a road to

the place so you can get a prospect out to it to show
him around."

"Still, someone might be interested if you adver-

tised it," the commodore interrupted. "And you
could sail the prospects down on Slick Chuck,
couldn't you?"

Slowly Jerry smiled. "Why—yes. I could at that,

couldn't I? I hadn't thought of it quite like that."

LINDA was regarding the commodore thought-

j fully. She thought she could see what this

was all about. Snide, that's what it was. And Jerry

sitting there making believe he hadn't known the

commodore would come in and then gilding the lily

by putting up a little resistance. It would be the

easiest thing in the world to get phony prospects to

say they would like to see Smugglers Reach and
then sail them down ... or say he had sailed them
there. As if Jerry didn't have enough excuses to

go off in that boat as it was.
"On thinking it over," Linda said, "I think prob-

ably it wouldn't be worth our while to accept the

listing. It probably would be just a waste of
time."

Jerry grinned. "In real estate today there are

very few Louisiana Purchases. Small agencies that

are successful take what (Continued on page 11)

ILLUSTRATED BY EARL OLIVER HURST
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WHO TIED A KITE TO FOOD PRICE

/

"Not I"

"Notl"

"Not I"

"Not I"

says the food processor—the packer and canner.

says the middleman—the wholesaler,

says the storekeeper,

says the farmer.

'

The Yankee dollar buys less than
half the pork chops and roast beef it

bought before the war, and about two
thirds of the bread and milk. The
American market basket (food for

three based on national average
prices) now costs $635 yearly as

against the $340 of prewar. How
come, since the land swims in abun-
dance—more beef, more wheat, more
dairy products than in the best war
years—the sort of abundance that

should, according to the rules, spell

lower prices?

Let's call the middlemen and the

farmers on the carpet and find out.

The meat packer speaks up.

"Suppose we start with a thousand-
pound steer. In Chicago last June, it

cost me 26 to 28 cents a pound on the

hoof. But I don't sell all of the steer

as meat. I dress out (i.e. reduce to

meat) about 55 per cent of the carcass.

Of course I sell the hides, and glands,

everything I can, even the fine hair in-

side the steer's ear—for paintbrushes.

But when I'm through, believe it or
not, I'll be getting about $44 per

hundred pounds for meat which cost

me (after dressing out) about $45 a

hundred. No, I don't lose a dollar on
every hundred pounds of meat I sell.

My returns from hides and by-

products make up the difference and
give me my profit.

"The profit? About 1+ cents on
each dollar of sales. Here's proof:

Last year. Swift and Company sold

$1,300,000,000 worth of meat and
other products and made, after taxes,

$16,000,000—which means 14, cents

per dollar of sales. It isn't my profits

that put your prices up," the packer
concludes, "you do it yourself when
you bid against others for the farmer's

supply of meat."
Let the middlemen speak up.

"We're going to show you who got

those price rises of the last year," they
say. "Take butter, for instance. In

January. 1946, the average cost of a
' pound of butter was 54 cents. Of this,
4"1

cents, or 77 per cent, went to the

farmer. Last May, the price of butter

was up to 68 cents a pound, a 14-cent

rise from January, i946. Where did

most of this advance go? To the

farmer. He got 10 cents of the in-

crease, and we got four. And if you're

good at figures, you'll probably see

that he was still getting 77 per cent of

the price. The 23 per cent of the dollar

we middlemen got covered the cost of

assembling the butter or milk, trans-

porting it to market, delivering it to

door or store, all of which required a

variety of increasing wages.

"Let's take some other price in-

creases," continue the middlemen.
"The retail price of milk rose from
15 cents to 18 cents a quart from
January, 1946, to May, 1947. The
farmer got 2\ cents of that increase.

I got a quarter of a penny. Want to

look at some more? Meat prices, for

instance? The price of pork products,

including lard, rose 18 cents a pound
between Januarv of last year and May,
1947. Who got most of it? The
farmer, of course. He got 12 cents of

that 18-cent rise."

How about the storekeeper?

"Look at me," says the A. & P. in ads
in 2,000 newspapers. "My net profits

over the last five years haven't aver-

aged more than a cent on the dollar."

But many dollars make
many cents. So huge is

the dollar volume that

profits for storekeepers,

packers, bakers, middle-
men are the largest in his-

tory. Here and there some
wholesalers and store-

keepers are making a kill-

ing with the highest prices the traffic

will bear. Yet, on the whole, the food
distributors can defend themselves
agajnst charges of profiteering.

Can the farmer?
Retail food prices have jumped

about 90 per cent since 1939, but the

prices the farmer gets have leaped 150
per cent. Of the dollar you spend in

the grocery store, the farmer got 40
cents before the war and the middle-
men and retailers, 60 cents. Now the

farmer gets 55 cents.

The farmer has never had it so

good, not even during the high-cost-

of-!iving days of World War I. His net

cash income is more than three times

that of 1939. Since 1940, America's
farmers have been squirreling away

BY
LESTER
VEEIE

money in the bank at the rate of a
billion dollars a year, and now have
deposits of 10 billions plus some 5

billions more of savings in govern-
ment bonds. Soaring rural real-estate

prices have doubled the value of farm
property. The farmer has less to fear

from the sheriff than at any time in

his history, for in addition to these

higher farm values, he has sliced $1,-

500,000,000 from his mortgage debt.

And besides, the farmer has the
peace of mind that comes from know-
ing he can't lose—no matter what

—

for another 17 months. To encourage
the farmer to produce without stint

and without fear of price collapse, the

government pledged itself to support
basic farm prices for two years after

the official end of the war. (The sup-
port program has resulted in at least

one screwball situation. When farm-
ers used several hundred thousand
dollars' worth of DDT to blitz potato
bues last year, it cost the government
$80,000,000. So great was the potato
yield, that the government had to buy
up 100 million bushels to support
prices. Then it destroyed part of what

it bought. On most other
farm products, prices are

so high above support lev-

els that a repetition of the

potato episode in corn,

wheat or hogs is un-
likely.)

Here the farmer comes
to his own defense.

"Why pick on me when the good
old law of supply and demand is going

my way? What do you expect me to

do when 60,000.000 employed Ameri-
cans and hungry foreigners bid up the

prices for my products? And besides,

you know darned well that war or

peace, we farmers dance to the tune

the government plays."

Here the farmer has put his finger

on a basic cause of the postwar food
debacle. If you watched government
officials handle our food during the

war, you wouldn't have to be a star-

gazer to predict a clean-up for the

farmer and trouble for everyone else

dining peace.

Boiled down, wartime food han-
dling came to this: Officials so feared a

food glut and tumbling prl

the war (remember World I

that they kept their eye on o]

to end the war with empty
f

bare shelves.

Looking back, it can be I

four grave strategic errors w
mitted which, added up. ll

wartime aftermath of highj

America. Worse still. \var|

bungling forced us to

promises to feed allies andj

peoples after the war and
cally spiked our chief politi|

food—in the nonshooting
being waged to save westei|

from Communism.
Fear of surpluses was the I

calculation from which the <|

errors stemmed. They werl

(1) We failed to build stol

to carry over surpluses fronl

wartime production of m«[
tables and other produce.

(2) We waged a great dr|

up our unprecedented gra

by feeding them to hogs, ca

ens.

(3) We failed tragically

postwar relief needs would

|

than those during war and
for them.
At Atchison. Kansas, therl

cave. As a scenic wondeil
class all of its own. but n[

of its stalagmites and its

The cave's scenery consistl

storase lockers and rustinu

tion ^machinery—$2,000.01
Desperate War Food Adnl
officials started to make al

box of the cave in 1944 whil

time flood of fruits, vegetl

and meats swamped privJ

facilities. But they started tl

today the cave is a monun|
of the great food bungles

The cave-icebox was thfl

result of the following devl

With Pearl Harbor, some tl

food officials urged that thl

to do was to build more st<|

to prepare for the great w<|

production that was to corl

private storage and warehf
try remembered (like all c|

try) the great surplus of stT
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war days, and being prac-

uelched these planners as

lers and theorists."

en the country's farmers

their sleeves and began to

record quantities of meats,

ucts and vegetables in 1943

| there wasn't enough storage

carry over surpluses for a

iy. There was nothing for

ns to do but store the food in

lies. Which they did. Even
reds of cars of eggs and other

were left over—and were

to fertilizer.

later we couldn't fulfill our
iveries to our allies. Desper-

British sent Herbert Mor-
America to scrape up meat
ungry country. But when he
the cupboard was bare. A

ional committee reported:

jf the fundamental mistakes

tr food program was the fail-

ipand cold-storage space in

vith the increased production

rmers were asked to make."
e cold-storage bungle, costly

was a minor-league boner
with the big-time food

ot the war: the studied, sin-

gle-minded determination of wartime
food administrators to use up all our
grain, all our meats as we went along
and to finish the war with bins and
shelves as nearly cleaned out as pos-
sible.

Tables of statistics, particularly on
farm production, don't make best-

seller lists. But to the sleuth who's
trailing the villain who made food
prices what they are today, the war-
time farm figures provide fascinating
clues.

Take wheat. In the fall of 1942, our
bins groaned with a record "carry-
over" (surplus left over from a year's

harvest) of 630,000,000 bushels. This
was a precious nest egg, the size al-

most of a normal prewar harvest.

Conserved, it could have provided
postwar food for the hungry abroad
and a drag on price inflation for

Americans. What happened to the
nest egg? In two years it was cut in

half, and by 1946, it had all but van-
ished. All this, while a phenomenal
run of good weather was providing us
with the greatest wheat harvests in

our history (well over a billion bush-
els yearly).

Where did the wheat go? Shockingly

enough in the light of the later need,

the wheat went down the gullets of
livestock and poultry.

Livestock are usually fattened on
corn. I asked a leading government
livestock expert why wheat was fed

to cattle during the war.
"Impossible!" he said indignantly.

"Wheat is never fed to livestock."

Cattle, Hogs Feast on Wheat

And yet government statistics now
disclose that in 1943 we fed almost
half a billion bushels of wheat to

cattle and hogs. And in 1944 and
1945, about a third of a billion bushels
went down animal gullets yearly. (We
built up huge numbers of livestock

during the war, 40 per cent more hogs
and 30 per cent more cattle.)

How did this gorging on grain by
animals come about? Government
officials planned it that way.

Farmers were subsidized to feed

grain to cattle to provide more meat.
From the fall of 1943 almost to V-J
Day, the government bought wheat at

the going market price, and sold it at

50 cents a bushel less to farmers to en-

courage such feeding. Farmers also
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received a price premium fo, pro-
ducing bigger steers and hogs.

In vain a minority of food officials

pleaded, "Spare the grain. You can
feed four to six times as many human
beings with grain, as grain, as you
can with grain as meat—and you'll

need grain after the war."
Policy makers paid no heed; instead

encouraged civilians to eat more meat
with subsidies which kept prices down.
(The government spent $2,000,000
daily when price ceilings were on to

absorb higher livestock costs and keep
retail meat prices stable.) The result

was that Americans ate more and
more meat, consuming 150 pounds
per capita as against 123 pounds be-

fore the war—when the American diet

was already the envy of all the world.

From this bare-shelf policy fol-

lowed the third great miscalculation:

"Relief after the war? Why, there'll

be so little need for it, we'll be able

to do it with our leftovers. And any-

way, where's the money coming
from?"

But postwar relief needs went be-

yond anything our food administra-

tors dreamed. This time it wasn't only
(Continued on page 62)

One of the reasons food
prices are high today is that

we wastefully fed grain to

cattle, pigs and poultry dur-

ing the war. That's what
happened to this stack of

wheat, 75 feet high, 175 feet

in diameter at the base and
worth $1,000,000. Today
American animals are fat;

European people starve



I STORMY WEATHER
BY ANN MAVLSBY

The skies were dark above their marriage

THEY remembered the island as a perfect

jewel far out in the ocean, all sparkling sap-

phire water and golden sand. They loved

islands; they told everyone there was nothing like

an island for a vacation. Nowhere else could one
get such a complete sense of isolation. And this was
their favorite island of- all, completely unspoiled.

They had spent two weeks there three years in a

row, but last year Charles' brother had got married
and they'd gone to Wisconsin for the wedding, and
the year before, they had gone to Canada.
So this year they were returning to the island full

of happy expectation, almost as if they were going

to a dearly beloved home. It was a disappointment,

of course, that the Brookses had backed out at the

last moment; the Brookses were such fun. But per-

haps it was just as well, Helen thought. With the

Brookses along, they'd be staying up late every night

and drinking too much, but alone—oh, it would be
like a second honeymoon. Helen pictured them
lying languorously in the sun all day, communing
silently together, their city-white bodies drinking

in health and vitamin D. Charles would go back
to New York full of renewed vigor for his work,
more in love with his wife than ever. . . .

It was a pity that it wasn't fair weather when they

left New York. Helen never boarded a train with-

out vague thoughts of possible collisions; signals

could get out of order, she thought, as
«J

of her household gadgets. The day they 1
j

was pouring down. It lashed at the wine]

train, and the lush green countryside co i

only through a translucent curtain. HelH

of washed-out culverts and short circuij

would naturally have considered her feal

so she kept them to herself and began
j

crossword puzzle, although she found i[

cult without her reference books.

The rain was almost a cloudburst I

walked from the train to the boat, and
ing into one corner of their staterooftti

years they had been with congenial coil
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sys the first year and the Brookses the
third—and they had spent the four hours
trip playing bridge and drinking. If it

sunny day they could have sat out on
ing the sun and the wind and the lapping
water against the steamer. But, as it was,
lothing to do but remain in the state-
amuse themselves as best they could,
esumed his reading while Helen recalled
» of other crossings. A couple of hours
suggested they get that pint of bourbon
suitcase, but for some reason Charles
ike drinking. And somehow Helen in-
ie considered the suggestion in bad taste.

Helen hoped that working the puzzle together, they
might be able to recapture the thing that had gone

Helen had a sudden impulse to make a drink for
herself, just out of irritation, but the thought passed
quickly, and she looked at her husband fondly,
thinking how too bad it was that the weather wasn't
fair, poor Charles deserved better weather than this
for his pathetically short annual holiday.

There was a kind of pact between them that either
could interrupt the other's reading at any time.
Charles often interrupted her to read a paragraph
that had particularly amused him, and Helen always
put down her book to listen, even if she were in the
middle of a sentence. And sometimes it was Helen
who found something she couldn't resist passing on
to Charles. So when she now spoke to Charles, it
was with no sense of being tiresome.

'I just
(

can't wait to get there," she said brightly.
"H'm," said Charles without looking up.

HER remark, she realized, did not deserve an an-
swer, but she did wish Charles would talk to

her. She wanted them to be gay and merry to-
gether on this first day.

"I wonder if those cute people from Connecticut
will be on the island this year," she remarked some
time later.

He looked up this time and shrugged his shoul-
ders. Why was it she couldn't think of anything
more fascinating to say to her own husband?

Years ago, before she had even dreamed of being
married, she had wondered what two people could
have to talk about together year after year. She
had an appalling thought that she might run out of
conversation after she'd been married a week. But
she'd forgotten about it long before she married
Charles, and had remembered it only some months
later when she realized with what pleasure she and
Charles read together, Charles stretched out on the
sofa, she curled up in the big wing chair. Why, it

was easy!

Of course these evenings of reading had be-
come more and more infrequent during the last
few years. This was the sixth year of their marriage,
and during the last two their social life had doubled
and tripled and quadrupled as Charles went up in
the firm and spent more time with the partners.
So-and-so would invite them to dinner, and they
would invite So-and-so back, and they would
meet new people at the dinner parties and would
be invited to more dinners, and their circle of
acquaintances had thus grown larger and larger
like the waves made by a stone thrown into a pool.

In odd isolated moments it occurred to Helen
that it would be pleasant for them to have a little

more time to themselves, but she was so busy with
little things all day that there wasn't much time to
think about this. Besides she was rather proud that
Charles was so popular, and that she perhaps had
helped him. In spite of the fact that she had no
special gifts—she played the piano a little—it was
evident that other people liked her, and the fact that
they did made her feel lively and gay when she was
with them. The men liked her liveliness and gaiety,
and their wives liked her because they saw in her
no threat to their homes. She was no glamor girl,

and besides it was clear that she was in love with
Charles and had no designs on their husbands.

She loved Charles, and he had the most wonder-
ful disposition in the world. It was actually true
that they had never quarreled, even at the bridge
table where she must often have tried his patience

—

for she was timid about bidding and never dared
go to slam unless she had all four aces and practi-
cally all the kings and queens under them. Neither
of them played tennis or golf; neither of them
was a strong swimmer. All their tastes were sed-
entary. Of course Charles liked popular music
better than any other kind, and on the radio pre-
ferred dance bands to symphony orchestras, but he
was a darling about asking her to play the piano

—

even sometimes when they were alone. She didn't
practice much any more, but she could still per-
form The White Peacock and some Brahms waltzes
quite well, and Charles was obviously proud of her
when people complimented her. He could never
get it through his head, though, why she couldn't
play a popular song and make it sound like Cy
Walter or Teddy Wilson. She tried, but she had no
talent for improvisation, and her attempts always
sounded flat and dull.

ILLUSTRATED BY C. C. BEALL
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Charles finally put down his book and smiled at
her. She smiled back lovingly.
"We must be almost in," he said, looking at his

watch. "We're three quarters of an hour late."
"I suppose it's all this rain."
"It's certainly been a dismal trip. We'd better

fly back when we go."
"But it used to be such fun! It would be different

if it were a nice sunny day. Let's go out and see if
we can see anything."
The island was there, straight ahead, and Helen

had a small perverse feeling of elation, of imminent
joy in the two weeks ahead. But the little island
which had always seemed to hold out its arms to
them in welcome stood forlorn, dour and drenched
in the downpour. No little bright-sailed boats scut-
tled across the harbor; they were tied drearily to
their moorings. No dungaree-clad vacationers
stood on the Point waving to friends on board.

Helen and Charles went soberly back to the state-
room and put on their raincoats.

"Nice weather for ducks," said Helen laughing,
in an effort to strike a cheerful note. She had a way
of repeating bromides deliberately, putting them in
quotation marks to make sure it was understood
that she knew they were bromides and was saying
them to be funny.

But, although she had been doing this for years,
she realized only now, from Charles' perfunctory
laugh, that it wasn't amusing at all. It was a poverty
of language, an inability to think of a new comment
to make, that made her repeat these old saws.
The hotel room was small, and everything was

damp and cold to the touch, but Helen flew around
unpacking the suitcases, hanging up clothes.
"Maybe they're getting all the bad weather over

today," she said hopefully.
"That trip was an awful punishment," Charles

said, coming over to her and putting his arms
around her. "It got me down for a while."
She knew he was apologizing for his mood on the

steamer, and the cloud lifted from her spirits. She
hugged him.

"It's the weather, too," she returned. "Let's go
over to the Oceanside bar before dinner."

"Right. Maybe a drink would cheer us up."

THE Oceanside had been their favorite bar in the
other years. There were many more attractive

bars on the island, and several less expensive. They
could never have explained the charm the Ocean-
side held for them, but after trying most of the other
drinking places they had returned there for good; it

had been the scene of many a merry evening with
the Brookses and the Coverleys and dozens of other
people. Lee (for Leonora) Brooks had, in fact, told
them just before they'd left New York, "Go straight
to the Oceanside and have a drink for me!"
You walk down a ramp from the street to a dank,

airless room which, when they had last seen it, had
been decorated like the cabin of a whaling ship. But
this year they found it unpleasingly redecorated.
The walls had been painted a garish Italian blue,
and there were "cute" touches in the lamp shades
and the bar itself, and on the doors of the retiring
rooms were painted the words His and Hers.
"Never mind," Helen comforted. "It still smells

me same."
The Martinis weren't as dry as they used to be,

but Helen didn't care. She was excited. She and
Charles hadn't been in a bar alone together in years,
and with the warmth of the Martini she felt that the
two of them were bathed in a sweet, loverlike inti-
macy that made her want to tell him all kinds of
things about herself that they had never got around
to discussing. The trouble was she couldn't think
of anything just yet; it would probably come,

jlsn't this fun?" she asked him delightedly.
"Yes!" The enthusiasm might be spurious, but

she appreciated his trying.

They looked around at the other people. One
young man at the next table—he couldn't have been
a day over twenty—was holding forth on the sub-
ject of the bringing up of children. At another table
a mother was fishing a piece of orange out of her
old-fashioned glass and giving it to her four-year-
old daughter. There were several tables of girls with
mo men, and Helen's heart went out to them.

"Darling," she told him, "every time I see groups
of girls taking their vacations together, I want to
jump up and down because I have you!"

Charles squeezed her hand.
"Now look at those three over there." She nodded

toward a table in the corner. (Continued on page 69;
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Space ship (upper cenler) has left base on moon (up-

per left) to service interceptor rockets and is now
speeding up to overtake rocket in 24-hour orbit. Rock-

ets are similarly serviced in 12- and 6-hour orbils,

these ligures indicating the time it lakes each rocket

to circle the earth. For illustrative purposes this

drawing is deliberately oul of scale since the relative

size ol the earth actually would be much smaller
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ch rebels (it's as if you
] elevator that was falling
nd you are suddenly sea-
iacesick."

Basts three days, the nau-
bnd we even begin to en-
pderful freedom of being
pi like a fish through the
lody. mass or vehicle in

fightless, no matter how
|vitational field it may be

is being accelerated by

cquainted with the crew.
is in his middle thirties,

\F jet-bomber pilot. His
is an Oxford accent and
an assistant astronomer

mON BY ROLF KLEP

at Greenwich. The chief engineer
speaks Basic with a strong Brazilian
accent. There are many accents
aboard—Russian, French, Texan—
and as many backgrounds.

There is one odd uniform aboard
and you have trouble placing the
wearer's accent. His uniform actually
means "Ph.D in physics"; he is an in-
spector for the U.N. Atomic Com-
mission.

The Jupiter was doing a mile and
a half per second when she went into
free flight. After that she slows—
you can't feel it—as she rises up to the
change-over point where the pull of
the moon eases and the earth takes
charge. From there on she falls
toward the earth—and you still can't
feel it; you continue to float "through
the air with the greatest of ease." By
the time we are close to the earth, we
are doing about five miles per second.
You feel heavy again, for short bursts
only, while the captain uses his rocket
jets to bring her into a circular orbit
around, and only a few hundred miles
above the surface of, the earth.
Radar recognition has been ex-

changed, both with the ground sta-
tions and with the U.N.S. Saturn, the
ship we are to relieve. The Saturn
goes on her way, accelerating from
her orbital speed of about five miles
per second up to a speed of seven
miles per second necessary to make
the long, hard climb up to the moon

NEW,MEXf

Calm scientists report this is no fantasy, that within our gener-
ation a space ship, based on the moon, could be used by the
United Nations to patrol the world and stop future wars before
they start! Here is a preview of such a patrol.—The Editors.

base. The Jupiter takes over the rou-
tine of patrol.

Her main job is to service the free-
orbit, guided missiles which circle
the globe just outside the atmosphere.
These guided missiles are unmanned
rockets, looking much like the Ger-
man V-2s of World War II but carry-
ing in their war heads atom bombs
instead of TNT.
The Jupiter is atomic-powered;

these atom-bomb rockets are not.
Their jets are fired with old-fashioned
chemical fuels, possibly liquid oxygen
and wood alcohol, for they need less

power and cruising range. Their jets
are fired only in testing, in minor
corrections of course and speed, or

—

God forbid—should the Security
Council find it necessary to order
them to blast an aggressor nation off
the face of the earth.

These rockets circle through the
sky without power of any sort. This
may seem strange, but they are actu-
ally artificial satellites, tiny moons of

the earth. What holds the moons up?
What power drives them? Once in
place, with proper heading and speed
(about five miles a second near the
surface of the earth, less as you go far-
ther out) a body will circle the earth
indefinitely without using power.
These rockets are the "prowl cars"

of the peace patrol. As few as a dozen
of them can form so tight a network
over the globe that no spot on earth is

ever more than an hour away from the
swift punishment of the Security
Council.

The shortest time in which a satel-
lite can circle the globe is about an
hour and a half, but we can select any
longer period we wish by placing the
satellite—or "prowl car" rocket—far-
ther out (higher "up" from the point
of view of people on the ground).
Let's consider a rocket with a two-
hour period and let's arrange it to
circle north and south from pole to
pole, instead of around the equator.

(Continued on page 36)
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"Pee Wee" Russell's facial contortions (above) are said to fascinate the crowd
almost as much as the notes he forces from his clarinet. Jam sessions usually
include jazz musicians from all parts of the city. Below, Ed Hall does a clari-

net solo, backed up by "Wild Bill" Davison's trumpet and Eddie Condon's guitar

BROTHER
LlfJU

THE STORY OF
EDDIE CONDON

Jazz had a hard struggle in New York. Amid
high jinks in Harlem and falderal with the

400, the McKenzie-Condon Chicagoans
managed to stay alive—but it was a peril-

ous living even with the help of Fats Waller

BY EDDIE CONDON
AND THOMAS SUGRUE
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Red Mckenzie, of the

Mound City Blue Blowers,

i brought me to New York in

1 928. We lined up a night club job and
sent for some of the boys we'd used

on records back in Chicago: Frank
Teschmacher, Bud Freeman, Jimmy
MacPartland, Joe Sullivan and Gene
Krupa. We called ourselves the Chi-

cagoans. But the club job never ma-
terialized.

We didn't realize how little chance
we had in New York. Violins and soft

saxophones were the fashion. The
only place we could play was in our
rooms, at our own request. Krupa set

up his drums and we played every

night until the complaints began.

One day Pancho, a society band
leader, said he was sending Jolly Co-
burn to interview us about a job.

Coburn arrived and seemed glad to

see us. "Pancho is going to Newport
to play for the debut of Princess

Miguel de Braganca's daughter," he
said. "He'd like you to come along as

an alternate band; he thinks it would
be an interesting novelty."

"I think it will," McKenzie said. "It

will be the most interesting novelty

Newport has ever had."

The Eastern seaboard must have
been drained of blue blood for the

Braganca party. Every name was a

foot long; I was surprised that any-

one ate with his own hands. The af-

fair was held in the country club; the

only common things there were cham-
pagne, caviar and musicians. Even
the servants were pedigreed.

The Braganca guests were all out-

of-towners; those born in the United
States were pretending it was a sordid

mistake, an unhappy mischance. The
musicians were supposed to help the

pretense with Viennese waltzes. I

looked around; Krupa was adjusting

a tom-tom. The artillery was ready.

"Well," I said, "let's give out with

some of that old-world atmosphere

—

Clarinet Marmalade."

Eight seconds later ever

room was staring at us

smiling; he liked it. So di

The guests couldn't talk \

were playing too loud: b<

we pushed them out of the

at the champagne. "Exi

demonstration of the freec

heard one matron mutter.

"Lady," I said, "will yo

glass while I get some cavi:

"Extraordinary creature

but she took the glass and t

I got some eggs.

Next day I met Pancho
lobby. "How did we do?'

"You were a hit," he sai

smiled. "One of the ladies

was just like having the

town again.

"She was old enough to

she was talking about," fr

Back in New York our
out. Musicians came to

brought liquor but never f

then I discovered a simple

modern society: You can
self to death on your fri

for one thing—you'll die <

tion first. When you're br
get all the whisky you v

anywhere you go, but doi

sandwich; it lowers the sc

friendship.

Five nights a week I w
lem, early or late, whether
ing or loafing. I stumble<

called Pod's and Jerry's, i

at 133d Street and Seve

which specialized in fried

piano players.

One night I went then

Tough, who was in town
"Who's the piano player

me.
"Joe Sullivan," I said,

livan, sitting between us,

cently at Tough. Toug)

arm. "Every light has

he said. "I like both."
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unique style. After his

Drk at the Cotton Club was
ke Ellington dropped in to

James P. Johnson was often

ce, eating fried chicken, lis-

d beating time.

a "cutting" joint—by five

the morning, pianists from
>wn were taking turns at the

each trying to outplay the

jne or ten in the morning be-

yone left; hitting daylight

r hours of smoke and gin

p, was like walking into a

pquently I went broke in the

had to ride the subway
I had a job I would be in

clothes—tuxedo—and the

ins on their way to day la-

ne hard looks.

)ate for Recordings

l's Paradise on 135th Street

tarlie Johnson's band, with
Davis on trumpet, Happy
on tenor saxophone and
fford on drums. Somebody,
ought to put this music on
Is too good to miss. I went
'eer, of the Southern Music
then a subsidiary of Victor.

dubious when I outlined

I want to use Davis, Cauld-
tafford," I said, "with some
mine—Jack Teagarden,

n, and Milton Mezzrow."
gave in and set a date.

e I'm Gonna Stomp, Mr.
and That's a Serious Thing,
nasters were cut, Mr. Peer
ed me. "You were right

nusic," he said. "It is ex-

in all I should say this has
iteresting experiment." It

:

1 I got out in the street
1 ed what he meant. We had

to m
at us.

irst mixed recording date
' >nal label, using both white

musicians.

Ifterward Mr. Peer called

Bice and introduced me to

Mr. Adams had a mus-
i problem. The problem

ry creaui (feller, my favorite piano
elassaci Southern Music Company

,
rest and an investment in

:t Para wjj was having alimony
jdwto become indifferent to his
tut." he

i rding dates—he didn't get
if the lac Qed, so he didn't care.
having ti . has recommended you as

and enterprising young
1 enough) ,ent on "\ye would like

g
about, »rtaice the task of finding

^ York oi delivering him to the stu-

w came ti veil-rehearsed band."
: but

neve ^ difficult. I hadn't yet
lasunp wny should he let me dis-

for the sake of the South-
company?

! y you seventy-five dollars

it," Mr. Adams said,

oment I would have at-

produce Herbert Hoover
ar for seventy-five bucks.
1 said.

Adams said. "We know
an locate Waller. He's at

1

i in Harlem rehearsing a

amlW' low. You can find him
; et

and Sc ernoon. The date is four
>w; that will give you time
i band and rehearse it."

]
went th s at Connie's Inn as pre-

en'

lowers
the

5 a
week 1

was m ,0

'

.bet**

If*.
1

like
bo*

«ro
Ioe

ier'i'"'

floor show, Hot Choco-
plil ing rehearsed. The score

and Andy Razaf, and in-

Misbehavin' and Black
ter it went downtown to
th Waller and Louis
the cast.

r a pause in the rehearsal;

then I introduced myself to Fats. "Earl
Hines told me to look you up," I ex-
plained.

"Ol' Earl?" Fats said. "Well, that's

fine. How's ol' Earl? I'm so glad to

hear about him. Sit down and let me
get a little gin for you. We'll have a

talk."

He was so amiable, so agreeable, so
good-natured, that I felt ashamed of
my mission; but 1 performed it. A re-

cording date? He'd be delighted, he'd
be proud; just any time. In four days?
Fine. At Liederkranz Hall? Wonder-
ful. At noon? Perfect.

I telephoned Mr. Adams.
"Very good," he said. "We shall

expect you at noon on Friday. You
had better stay close to Waller."

I did, but every time I opened my
mouth to say something about getting

the band together or discussing the

numbers to be played Fats said, 'Tine!
Wonderful! Perfect!" and handed me
another belt of gin. We were in per-

fect accord on everything. Nothing
happened.

At the end of the first day I was not
overly worried except in the matter of
my capacity for gin. Obviously it was
suicide to match Fats drink for drink.

I began to duck and sidestep. All dur-
ing the second day and the second
night I kept trying. "Fine! Wonder-
ful! Perfect!" Fats said whenever I

mentioned the recording date. "Now
let's have a little gin and talk about
it." The third day I was desperate; as

night came on I kept talking and Fats

kept handing me drinks. There was
still no band. "After we get the band
together what shall we play?" 1 asked
Fats.

"Why, we'll play music," Fats said.

"Now let's have a little drink and talk

about it."

Things grew faint and finally dark.

When I woke I was lying on the wall

cushions at Connie's Inn. It was half

past ten in the morning. On another
cushion Fats was curled up. I stag-

gered over to him. He opened his eyes

and smiled.

"It's half past ten," I croaked.
"We're due at the studio at noon."
He sat up, stretched and yawned.
"That's fine! That's wonderful!

That's perfect!" he said. "Now we've
got to see about that band. Look
around for some nickels so I can make
that telephone go."

Fats Finally Gets Busy

He went to the phone booth and
made three calls. By the time we fin-

ished washing and straightening our

clothes three musicians had arrived:

Charlie Gains, a trumpet player;

Charlie Irvis, a trombonist; and Ar-
ville Harris, who played clarinet and
alto saxophone.
"What are you going to play?" I

asked, though by now I figured it

didn't matter. Mr. Adams would
throw me out on arrival.

"You mean what are we going to

play?" Fats said. "Man, you're with

us. Where's your banjo?"

"But I'm not supposed to play with

you," I said. "I only came to make
the date and help you get the band
together."

Fats looked hurt. "You mean you
don't want to play with us?" he said.

"I would love to play with you," I

said. "My banjo is at the Riverside

Towers."
"We'll stop and get it," Fats said.

"Charlie, get a taxi."

We piled into a taxi and headed
down Seventh Avenue.
"Now here is what we are going to

(Continued on page 56,)

Jack Teagarden, trombonist, and "Hot Lips" Page, trumpet player (above), share
a really joyful appreciation of jazz music. Teagarden was one of the group which
made the first mixed recording date on any national label, using both white and
Negro musicians. The rhythm section (below) often takes solo breaks when a man
like Johnny Blowers cuts loose on his drums. His accomplice in this paroxysm is

Morey Raymond, who plays bass. Both are regular players at Condon's night club

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY MARTIN HARRIS
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The quiet English countryside was to play host to an appalling murder that afternoon
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MAN TO MAN
BY JULIAN WARD

usually commit murder
cause it is the only thing

eft that they can do. They
everything else first and

| a last resort.

soper certainly tried ev-

i first, but it was no good.

I there was only one thing

I to do. He had no choice.

Willett said, "Well, I

I have to go over to Hill-

anny Cooper felt his heart

He knew now that he

it murder. And so he got

i chair and said, "I'll walk
j, Tom," and took up his

: window seat where it was
new then, at that moment,

sun set he would be a

Vnd it meant nothing to

»as nothing left for him
: it. It was something he
)id.

said to him, "That's

boy," and took up his

Id, "Well, thanks for the

I'll be seeing you around

j days. Be good."
Lucy," said Johnny.

| the tea."

le two men went out of

I into the afternoon sun-

Jalked side by side down
with the scent of cab-
drying hay sharp in

alked, Johnny Cooper
self: If he had not said

g to Hillbourne I might
one it. But now I shall

worked out that I do it.

, slight man, perhaps a

average, and about as

Willett, though much
t. He was a thinker,

e liked to read books be-

r in a deck chair in the
e liked to hear violins on
was, in fact, usually too
ever to make much

« world. He was not at

f man you would expect
urder. . .

.

own the lane, Tom Wil-
"What time does the

Seven, isn't it?" And
per said, "Yes, seven.
ndays."

them walked on side by
the high, dusty hedges,
Cooper noticed tall fox-
ng like patient onlookers
of the road. He noticed,
there were blackberries
chem out to Tom.
fctt said, "Yes. A good
[kberries. I'm very fond
/ and apple pudding. I

usually make at least one each year."

Johnny Cooper nodded. He said,

"I'm very fond of them myself."

He was thinking about his feelings

for Tom Willett. He decided that he
did not hate Tom Willett. At least,

he did not particularly dislike him for

what he was or for what he did. He
was all right in his own way.

But he hated him for being there.

It was his presence there which made
Johnny's life impossible. He thought:
Why can't you go away? You don't

belong here. Why can't you go some-
where else and leave me alone?

The two men walked on down the

lane and Johnny felt Tom Willett

walking by his side and hated him for

it. He felt the hatred burning like a

small fire of red-hot coals inside his

mind. At the end of the lane the two
men climbed a stile and took a foot-

path that led away upward into the

hills.

As soon as they were clear of the

road Tom Willett began to sing in a

loud baritone.

"Oh. Shenandoah, I love your
daugh—ter! A-a-way, you rolling

riv-er," he sang—and, in a clear, thin

tenor, Johnny Cooper joined in; he
had a good sense of harmony. They
slowed down their steps until they

beat the time of the slow tune, and
Tom Willett swung his stick and
slashed at the heads of the wild flowers

as they passed.

He was a big man, with heavy arms
and legs, and a big. barrel chest which
seemed to make him walk with a
heavy, pounding, slightly bowlegged
strength as though he were crushing
down the ground beneath his feet. He
had a plump, reddish face and a brown
mustache which gave him a sporting,

horsy air. His expression was con-
tented and seldom showed any change.

By profession he had something to

do with engineering. It was a good
job and he seemed always to have
enough money in his pockets, and to

be able to take Friday or Monday off

to make a long week end whenever he
felt like it.

He walked up the hillside now with

an untiring, steady tread which spoke
of determination and capability.

Johnny Cooper, a little out of breath

himself, was aware of it. He felt Tom
Willett made him look a bit of a dope
—perhaps one might even say a fail-

ure. But. he said to himself, there was
a way of wiping that out. When they

reached the place on the hill he was
going to make things equal once and
for all. He said to himself: I will do it.

I've got to do it now.
When he thought about doing it he

felt his stomach contract into a hard
knot inside him. It was a terrible thing

to do. It was a terrible and amazing
thing to do to take another man's life

away from him. It was the most terri-

fying thing that anyone could ever do.

It was one of the things which towered
above ordinary living like a great,

cloud-topped mountain. It was as

huge and terrible as Mount Everest.

Death and Mount Everest—two vast,

majestic things which soared beyond
the sight of man, unknown, unknow-
able, and magnificent. Johnny Cooper
saw himself standing far above the

earth, the world spread out far below
his feet, alone, remote, and powerful.

He held death in his hands.

They walked on, climbing higher

and higher up the hillside. There were
no fields here, but only spiky grass,

rabbit warrens, and small wind-swept
bushes, bent and twisted by the gales

of bygone winters. Tom Willett said,

"Jackson, the baker, wants to sell me a

pup from his litter."

Johnny Cooper said, "Does he?
What are they—spaniels?"

Tom Willett said, "Yes, spaniels.

But I don't want a spaniel. I want a

mongrel. Mongrels make the best

house dogs. I had one once, a cross

between a collie and a terrier. It was
a wonderful house dog. But of course

mongrels are a tossup."

"Yes, I suppose so."

TOHNNY COOPER thought: I shall

J come back down this hill alone

—

walk back down this slope alone.

There will be no one with me. I shall

leave Tom behind me and he will

never come back, and I shall never

find Lucy talking to Tom again. Lucy
will talk only to me after tonight.

He began to make his arrangements
inside his head. He knew exactly the

spot where he was going to do it. He
could see the spot in his mind. He
could see it as clearly as if he had a
photograph enlarged to an immense
size in front of him. He could see the

gate which led to it, and the pathway,
and the stiff grass growing up between
the loose stones. If he concentrated he

felt that he could even count the stones

themselves. There was no detail which
he did not know.
He knew the time too, the precise

moment at which he must do it. He
knew it to the smallest thousandth part

of a second—the one swift, isolated

instant at which he must shoot out his

hand and finish it, finish Tom Willett

forever.

As he thought of it his legs trem-

bled and the sweat stood cold upon his

forehead. He took off his hat and

walked with it in his hand, letting the

wind blow through his hair and
breathe upon his flesh.

He thought, then, of what he must
say afterward. There would be ques-

tions—hundreds of hostile, traplike

questions. But he knew what he would
say. He had only one thing to say. It

was an accident. He would just keep
on saying the one thing. It was an ac-

cident.

They would say he had a motive.

That was true, but a motive was not

proof. And there would never be
proof. No one would ever be able to

say for certain what had happened up
here in the hills. Only he would know,
and he would say that it was an acci-

dent. He would say that it was an ac-

cident as long as he lived.

They plodded on up the hillside.

They were nearing the top now and
the wind beat upon them and pushed
against them so that they had to walk
leaning forward against it. They
passed scattered groups of moss-
grown rocks which seemed to have
pushed themselves up through the

earth like great lizards seeking for air.

Higher up a soiled-looking sheep
looked down at them, seeming lost

but uncaring. No doubt one place was
much the same to it as another.

Tom Willett looked at his watch.

He said, "I shall take the bus back, I

think. It gets dark earlier now. I shall

have walked far enough—I don't walk
enough these days."

Johnny Cooper looked down from
the hilltop over the countryside below.

The village lay there, sheltered by elm
trees. The trees lifted their feathery

tops above the slate roofs and hid

them. Only the church tower stood out

hard and square among the soft leaves

of the trees. The road wound between
the open fields and disappeared in

among the trees and houses and
emerged again like a snake on the

other side. There was a market square

in the village, but from the hillside it

was hidden. Johnny Cooper worked
in the market square. He worked in

an office on the first floor of an old

building facing the church. He sat

there every day writing out details of

life policies, and fire insurance and
annuities and what have you. It was
a good job in its way, quiet and steady,

but it got you nowhere really. There
was no quick money in it, and life was
a little disappointing sometimes com-
pared with what he had once thought

it would be. But then there were al-

ways books for consolation.

A few minutes later the track that

they were following turned round the

(Continued on page 63)

ILLUSTRATED BY CONCETTA CACCIOLA
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Armed with his camera, a photographer.flies

to James Bay for a rendezvous with the^great-

est concentration of wild jeeese in fl^e world

V

WHEN the brief arctic sum-
mer draws to a close, great

flocks of blue geese rise

from their nesting grounds on Baffin

Island, north of the Hudson Strait,

and begin the long migration across

Canada and down the United States

to their winter quarters in the delta

country of the Mississippi.

So far as naturalists know, they
make but one stop; they drop down
by the thousands at James Bay, at the

southern end of Hudson Bay, and feed

for several weeks in the lush marsh
grass of the open tidal flats. During
this period the James Bay area has the

greatest concentration of wild geese

in the world. Most of them are blue

geese, or "waveys," as the natives call

them-, but there is also a large sprin-

kling of the more common white
Canada goose.

Canadian and American sportsmen
have long known of this gunners'
paradise but did almost nothing about
it because James Bay is uninhabited
and virtually inaccessible except by
canoe in the summer before the geese

arrive, and by dog team in the winter
after the geese have gone. No one
hunted there except the Cree Indians
who spend their summers near the

Hudson's Bay Company posts.

A couple years ago, however, Tom
Wheeler became interested. Wheeler
operates a small fleet of airplanes out
of St. Jovite, Quebec, about 80 miles

north of Montreal, with which he flies

hunters, trappers and prospectors,

with their equipment, in and out of the

Canadian bush. When he has spare
time, he's out in the bush himself on
hunting trips. Wheeler decided to

have a go at the geese in James Bay.
He loaded food, sleeping bags, guns
and ammunition into a seaplane and
with two friends set out for the north.

Five days later they returned with a

planeload of geese and thrilling tales

of their hunting adventures.

Last year Wheeler set up
camp of three tents on Goi
six miles upstream from Jan

and far enough inland to b<

reach of the tidal floods. A
stove, sleeping bags, canned I

other supplies were flown in.

Forbell, an experienced han
bush, and Palma Denis, an
camp cook, were placed in ch
four Indians were brought
Rupert House, a Hudson's B
pany post 40 miles away.
Indians became guides for

only because they were his,

and were not to be treated

ants.

They were proud hunters
race, and whatever game t

they would keep.

The party I accompa
camp included two other

ers besides myself—Dr
Galvin, a noted surgeon, am
Post, a Wall Street banker. T
after geese; I was after pict

From New York the tri

easy. We made Montreal
Guardia Field in two
reached St. Jovite from
one of Tom Wheeler's plai

an hour. Tom's broth

Wheeler, a serious hunter,

at St. Jovite, and at dawn
ing we took off in a seaplai

fueled at Lake Deserren,

bush, and again at Val d'<

ing gold mining camp on
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The Indian guides make their own decoys, shaping them of mud with their

hands and placing a single white feather at an angle on top of the mass
The guides build blinds of willow boughs and marsh grass, and I

squat down in them until the geese have been lured in. Then|
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uld, but it was tough going,
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g a single white feather at

on top of the mass. Here
they stuck a willow bough
ground, bent it over and

it with a pointed white bag.

stance of fifty feet the setup

actly like a group of white-

lue geese and a few snow
in the grass.

the blinds were ready we
them and sat down with a

tremendous splashes. The
ans squatted on their

in the deep grass off to one
only their heads showing,

ut the time mud and water
verflow the top of my rub-

a big flock of geese ap-
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e Indians' heads vanished,
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y had been, with now and
of them letting go with a

nough, the geese were re-
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; straight for our blinds. As
ired overhead I lifted my

I camera, and Doctor Galvin
round and raised his gun.

Post, and everybody ex-

Wheeler, an old hand at

began shooting. But no
rom the sky. The Indians

id Harry Wheeler yelled,

|i must have moved." I care-

H'eler has a small fleet of

with which he ferries

Goose Creek. They usu-

loaded down with geese

fully put my camera back on the one
dry spot on my lap.

"You see," said Harry, "when the
geese answered the Indians' call they
came in high to look the place over.
But someone moved and they were
scared away. Besides, they were much
too high when you started shooting."
The Indians ducked into the grass

again and began cackling and hooting,
and another huge flock of geese ap-
peared, coming in low from the north.
Somebody fired, and two birds were
dropped. The others wheeled, but the
Indians broke out in a perfect frenzy
of yapping, hooting and cackling, and
three of the birds turned and glided in

over our blinds. I snapped my camera
like mad, the others shot rapidly, and
all three geese were added to our bag.

This sort of thing went on all morn-
ing. There was never a long interval

between flights, and enough birds were
on the wing to satisfy any hunter.

All of us except the experienced
Harry Wheeler thought we had had an
excellent day, but Harry said no, the
wind had been from the south, which
doesn't make for good goose shooting.

The best time is when a cold wind
blows from the north under an over-

cast sky. We had that on the third

day of our stay. Flock after flock of
birds came in on the norther, some
flying in the undulating V formation
so familiar to goose hunters, others

flying in a long single file. Thousands
sailed overhead in a never-ending pro-
cession, cackling and hooting.

Toward the end of the day we saw
what all hunters of wild fowl long to

see. A great throng of geese rose from
the marshes and swept low over our
blinds like a howling storm. To a

man the hunters stood up in the grass

and fixed shot after shot until the

whirlwind had passed.

This single day well repaid the dis-

comforts we had undergone. Geese
hung high in the trees around the

camp, and we were ready to return on
the plane, which was scheduled to pick
us up at high tide next day. But the

airplane failed to arrive, and for five

days we paced the short stretch of dry
land between our camp and Goose
Creek, while the cold became more
penetrating and our spirits sank lower.

Finally, on the fifth day, the plane
appeared. A fresh party of hunters
emerged, well dressed, clean and eager
for the shooting. While our plunder
was being loaded we grabbed at what-
ever cigarettes they could spare and
gave them a lot of expert advice.

We landed first, on the return trip,

at Rupert House, the Hudson's Bay
Company post only 40 miles across
the marshes from the camp on Goose
Creek. There we refueled and took
off for Val d'Or. And when we arrived

at St. Jovite to spend the uight in Tom
Wheeler's popular but unpretentious
hotel, Gray Rocks Inn, the little town
looked like a metropolis and the hotel

like a palace. That night we feasted

on some of the wild geese that had
fallen to our guns, roasted by Mrs.
Wheeler according to her own recipe:

"Skin the birds, don't pluck them.
Stuff them with a dressing of dried
bread crumbs, salt, pepper, butter,

finely chopped onions, some raisins

and some chopped walnuts. Fit the

birds into as small a pan as possible,

and sprinkle lavishly with chopped
bacon. Place the pan in a hot oven
and cook for 15 minutes at 500
degrees. Then pour in dry sherry
until you can see it between the birds.

Cover the pan, reduce the oven heat,

and cook for 45 minutes. Use the pan
juice for gravy, and serve the birds

with this orange sauce, cold: Take six

tablespoonfuls of currant jelly, two
tablespoonfuls each of orange juice,

lemon juice and port wine, three table-

spoonfuls of sugar, and the grated

rind of two oranges. Add salt and
pepper to taste."

Two of the Indian guides display a beauti-

ful specimen that was bagged at James Bay
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INTINUING A THRILLING ACCOUNT OT flAGWl FROM THE NOOSE

Crusty, eccentric Commodore Gill pre

lovely daughter Eve to steal a valuable!

which he feels should belong to him- -fron

sister-in-law. Attempting to sell the paintiJ

don dealer one evening, Eve encounter
Penrose, who is fleeing from the hou
Joseph Inwood—and from the police.

murdered in his library; a witness has

leaving the house. Actually, Jonathan
gaged in making the murder seem the wor
in an effort to shield Inwood's wanton
lotte, with whom Jonathan is in love.

Eve drives Jonathan to the Gill country

singland and hides him.

Finding no market for the stolen paint

the Commodore takes it aboard his yacht I

Holland, where he believes he can sell i|

who was to go with him as a seaman, disar

Rightly suspecting that Charlotte Inwool
complice in the murder of her husband,

j

Jonathan quite ruthlessly, Eve poses

Simpson" and, disguising herself, goes to I

wangles a position as lady's maid to Char)
While the hunt goes on for the lovesiJ

Eve learns more of the truth concerning

wood's murder and his wife's character,

on an extension, Eve overhears Chariot
one Freddy Williams; Eve realizes

cold and heartless man, is Charlotte's real I

Groves the butler, suspecting Charlotte'!

Jonathan, threatens blackmail, Charlotti

pay a midnight call on Freddy Willia

out of the house and her disguise; her

down the street Slowly she follows Cha

rv

CHARLOTTE walked quickly f.

was prostrate with shock. A
she hailed a taxi, got in and sh

It set off at a fair pace, with me after ij

mental note of its number, ADP 995,

several times to make sure I would n

case it might be useful one day.

Brompton Road, Park Lane, and rigbj

distance, then left into North Audi
stopped at a small block of flats. SI

the driver as I drove past, turned ttal

pulled up, and a moment later put an ey

edge of the wall of the corner house.

She stood on the pavement in the lig;

lamp looking up at the flats; then she n
put out her hand to ring the bell—foi

time, I decided. If Freddy was exj

was in no hurry to open the street doc
1

course, his flat was near the top and 1

way to come down.
The next moment she went right in

way and out of my sight. I waited, bu
reappear. I walked briskly past the

long windows on the third floor had li

and one single one on the top; the n
the front of the place was concerned a

dark. I strolled back to the door and wi

managed to read the names by the side

or ten bell pushes in a brass plate set

arch of the door, the name "T.F.W."

appeared against Flat 3. Well, I knew d

lived. But otherwise I had come to ano

inconclusive moments which so irritati

were up there discussing matters whfc

much my concern while I had to stan

on the pavement in a state of ignorance

Just as I was about to turn away fn

the latch clicked, making me jump, f

by the surreptitious way the door began

it was Charlotte already on her way oi

But it was a blonde who stepped in

an angry, sobbing blonde.

It is queer how quickly one's mind'

sometimes it knows a thing for certain

real evidence to support it; I knew t

been with Freddy Williams when C
arrived and spoiled her evening; si

turned out, to hide in a passage son:

Charlotte had been safe inside the flal

I did not make way for her, so she

at me. She glared. I said (Continued

I was listening to their conversation wi.

an alarming shaft of light froze me agif

ILLUSTRATED BY WENDEL
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rough knotholes is one way to save money. But
Duy trucks, there's a better way.

trucks that fit your job . . . "Job-Rated" trucks built

[For proof, look at the facts:

Dodge "Job-Rated" truck (175 basic chassis

iesigned to fit a specific hauling or delivery job. It's

! loads it will carry.

insure performance with economy your Dodge
lave "Job-Rated" power . . . the right one of seven
^e truck engines.

safety, and for long brake life, your Dodge truck

Job-Rated" brakes of the right type and size.

lasting dependability your Dodge truck will have a
" frame, transmission and clutch. Axles, gear ratios,

tires will be "Job-Rated." All will fit your job.

add up to benefits you can't afford to overlook:

ig operation . . . and dependable, longer-lasting

trucks. And, to enjoy these benefits, see your Dodge dealer
now . . . for the truck that fits your job.

TRUCK SERVICE, TRUCK PARTS IMPORTANT, TOO!

Your Dodge dealer is interested in

your continued satisfaction: First,

by selling you a truck that fits your
job; Second, by giving you depend-
able Dodge truck service; Third, by

providing you with truck parts that
are identical with original Dodge
"Job-Rated" truck parts. This is the
Dodge way . . . your protection
against costly delay.

fe^° N LY DODGE BUILDS JH-BrtuC TRUCKS
BASIC CHASSIS MODELS TO FIT 97% OF All HAUUNG NEEDS

( LIGHT DELIVERY UNITS TO BIG, HEAVY-DUTY HAULERS )

DODGE TRUCKS
FIT THE JOB ... LAST LONGER
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CAN GENERAL BRADLEY WIN THIS ONE ?

Continued from page 11

the small, backbiting anti-Bradley stories

which now fly unchallenged around the

Washington buzz-buzz.
Because he is head of the biggest

agency of our government—disbursing

seven billion dollars a year, 20 per cent

of federal income—Bradley is on the hot

seat automatically. No man in such a po-
sition could avoid criticism even if he had
not inherited the effects of a thousand
mistakes—some almost calamitous. In-

deed, the remarkable fact is that until a

few weeks ago Bradley was rarely cen-
sured. Then suddenly it began to snow-
ball.

Recently Bradley has been accused by
the House Appropriations Committee of

presenting sloppily prepared, "unrealis-

tic" budget estimates. He has been criti-

cized for not providing better arms and
legs for amputees; for inability to get rid

of bumbling bureaucrats who infested

the old V.A.; for failure to streamline

clerical work with modern office equip-
ment; for his unwillingness to let the

American Legion "help out" with his

problems; for failure to build new hos-

pitals; for not sending checks to thou-
sands of G.I. Bill college students; for

creating a blizzard of paper work and
for "criminally mishandling" the vital

records of hundreds of thousands of vet-

erans.

Less often now do you hear Bradley
praised for the magnificent improvements
he has made in V.A. medicine, and for

withstanding heavy political pressure

from everyone but President Truman.
The V.A. is big and rambling and hard

to control. Figures illustrating its size

and complexity could be used to frighten

junior statisticians. There are now about
1,300 offices staffed by more than 200,000
employees. Last January, an average
month, the V.A. received 12,927,522
pieces of mail. That month 4,000 V.A.
contact representatives held 2,394,786
personal conferences and kept an addi-

tional 178,000 outside appointments, a

total average of more than 30 a working
day. In addition they answered questions

on 928,727 phone calls. One day 17,000
veterans came to a single office to ask
questions.

The V.A. is so immersed in paper
work, as Bradley's critics like to point

out, that there are 15,000 separate forms
on which information can be compiled.

If each form could be filled out in five

minutes it would take a competent
worker a month to get them all filled in.

"It's the world's greatest paper pachy-
derm," said one circus-minded critic.

Good Record in Tape-Cutting

To speed service to the veteran, Brad-
ley and his deputies have done some
notable tape-cutting. It once took two
weeks to certify a vet as eligible for

education or on-the-job training; now it

requires two days. The paper work re-

quired every time a patient entered a hos-

pital has been reduced from three or four

hours to 60 minutes or less. Dependents
of World War I veterans entitled to death
claims formerly had to wait months for

an exhaustive investigation before receiv-

ing any payments. Now minimum pay-
ments are made within a week and
additional payments made retroactively

if investigation proves they are deserved.

Tops among Bradley's achievements is

the V.A. medical program, which is so

revolutionary as to be unbelievable.

Three years ago V.A. medicine was a

joke in the profession. In one Army hos-

pital a poll of the medical and surgical

staffs failed to secure a single affirmative

reply to the question, "Would you take a

postwar position in a Veterans Adminis-
tration hospital?" Today every one of

these men would be proud to practice

V.A. medicine. One Minnesota specialist

recently remarked, "If I don't get tied up
with the V.A. I'm going to lose profes-
sional standing." This miracle was
wrought by the considerable persuasive
powers of Major General Paul R. Haw-
ley, V.A. medical director. He crusaded
the medical profession and convinced it

that Bradley had the green light from
President Truman and Congress, that he
was willing to set medical standards as

high as the profession would provide per-
sonnel for, and that he and Bradley
would cut their own throats before they
would cut those standards by so much as

one degree. Physicians were at first skep-
tical, but gradually they were persuaded
that this was a real opportunity.
Here is the way Bradley's program

works: The V.A. employs as part-time
consultants leading specialists and pays
them $50 a day (peanuts for many of
them) with a $6,000 annual ceiling. When
one of these consultants visits a V.A. hos-
pital he examines the patients in his field

have built new hospital facilities for these

additional patients would have cost $17,-

000,000. The average V.A. general medi-

cal and surgical patient used to be
hospitalized 40 days; now it's 20.

The part-time consultant is the key to

the extraordinary care which the V.A. is

able to provide. To provide them costs

$10,000,000 a year, or around fifty cents

per year per veteran. But to replace these

specialists with full-time but run-of-the-

mill doctors would cost at least $14,000,-

000 annually. Despite this there are

ominous signs that already this medical
program is in danger.

Each co-operating medical school ap-

points a Dean's Committee of prominent
physicians to supervise without charge
its relationship to V.A. Among other

functions these Dean's Committees
screen and select the young physicians

who are to have the advantage of a year

or more resident work in V.A. hospitals.

In June, the Dean's Committee of

Vanderbilt University sent an emissary

COLLIER'S "Boy, oh, boy! I can hardly wait until next season!"

and instructs the hospital staff in his diag-

nosis and the reasons for his prescribed

treatment. In addition he gives lectures

to the staff on recent medical develop-

ments, using patients—to the great de-

light of the vets—as subjects.

Key V.A. institutions are large enough
to include a wide variety of cases, and
the hospital staffs thus have access to ad-

vanced medical knowledge which here-

tofore was available only to a limited

number of doctors in the largest cities.

With such instruction our younger doc-
tors should become among the best

equipped in the world.

A great surgeon said the other day, "A
doctor can learn more medicine in one
year in a 250-bed V.A. hospital than he

could in five years in general practice."

And there is a further important divi-

dend. When these clinical sessions are

held by the selected consultants, practic-

ing physicians in near-by communities
attend. Thus the results of improved
knowledge are immediately translated

into hospitals throughout the country.

The results of Bradley's medical pro-

gram have occasionally been spectacular.

In Minneapolis, for example, with 1.800

beds the pre- Bradley regime treated some
4,900 patients annually. In the first year

under Bradley, through better and more
efficient care, 12,527 patients were
treated, a jump of 250 per cent, with

exactly the same number of beds. To

to Washington to inform Dr. Paul B.

Magnuson, head of V.A. medical re-

search and education, that they wouldn't
deliver a single resident doctor for the

500-bed Thayer Hospital in Nashville on
the agreed date, July 1st, because the

V.A. was not living up to its bargain.

The 500 beds required for the projected

resident program had shrunk to 370

—

because the hospital staff had been cut

from 700 to 540 and thus could not han-
dle 500 beds. This was the result, said

the V.A., of essential economies. But
rather than compromise with its stand-

ards Vanderbilt abandoned the project.

Today the V.A. has 6,500 such beds,

which it says it is unable to operate and
it claims to have no staff for 7,878 new
beds which soon will be ready.

Congressional economy drives pose

the greatest threat to the V.A. program;
politically it is more important to see

that a lot of people get something than
to insure that a smaller number get

something worth while.

Conditions charitably described as un-

pleasant are not new to the V.A. When
President Harding, in March, 1923,

picked Bradley's predecessor, Brigadier

General Frank T. Hines, to run the Vet-

erans Bureau, he cautioned Hines to

watch the pennies. Hines was conscien-

tious to a fault.

In 1939 Hines was boss of a $600,000.-

000 program which cost only $87,000,000

a year to administer. But
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pital program. This is a remarkable
record, marred only slightly by the per-

sonal intervention of President Truman
in changing several proposed sites.

There is, however, a constant show of
political pressure, and it cannot always
be dissipated. In the vast reaches of New
Mexico is a town named Silver City
where there is located an old Indian out-

post, Fort Bayard. Here, with great

reluctance, the V.A. operates a T.B. hos-

pital. Nurses refuse to work in such an
out-of-the-way place, and the V.A. is able

to keep it staffed only by promising that

no tour of duty will exceed 30 days.

Political Heat Defeats Plan

The V.A. is enlarging its T.B. facilities

at Albuquerque and recently announced
that it would close the hospital at Fort
Bayard. Immediately there was turned
on a blast of political heat which caused
Bradley quickly to change his mind
about the undesirability of Fort Bayard.
This hospital will continue to be oper-

ated, under the most difficult of condi-

tions, until things cool off. But Bradley
doesn't often lose.

Where critics find Bradley really vul-

nerable is in his handling of veterans' in-

surance. Here Bradley is caught in the

middle between loyalty to a subordinate
and the inheritance of what proved to be
the biggest paper-work snafu in the his-

tory of government. If there is any single

factor which could shake the confidence

of World War II vets in the ability of
the V.A. it is the handling of National
Service Life Insurance. For most of
them it is their single lifetime hope
of safe-guarding the economic security

of their families.

There are scores of thousands of vets

at this moment who have been paying
premiums regularly but who have been
notified that their insurance has lapsed

—

some, like lohn C. Berron of Greenwich,
Ohio, after paying a full year in advance.
There are men who have died and whose
beneficiaries have been paid but who
are still being dunned for premiums.
There are thousands upon thousands

of men who have written asking what the

hell, and then waited two, three, and
four months without receiving a reply.

These conditions prevail today, two years

after Bradley took over! The latest avail-

able figures show that the V.A. has piled

up 1 , 1 87,262 separate payments from vets

which haven't been identified or matched
with any known insurance policy. This
could mean that some $6,000,000,000
worth of insurance policies was balled up.

A few veterans are screaming bloody
murder, but not threatening—not yet.

Indeed some of their most piercing yells

lay bundled in the unanswered letter

files of the V.A.—where they are aging
into mere burps of indignation. On May
15th, letters, other than current corre-

spondence, which were waiting to be an-
swered totaled 358,719.

The manipulator of this singular enter-

prise is Harold Walker Breining and he
has been in the insurance end of the vet-

erans' organization and a civil servant
for twenty-six years.

Breining has been unkindly described

by one* of his detractors as a "plush-

bottom bureaucrat." "Plush-bottom" is

an unnecessary slur on his embonpoint
and does not reveal the heartily cheerful
disposition beneath. His standing as a

bureaucrat, however, is without peer. As
one observer put it, "He has that essen-

tial faith which enables him to rise above
a crisis, knowing that if -he hangs on long
enough eventually everything will come
out all right." Recently Breining gave
typical reassurances to a reporter who
was inquiring with some concern into

what he believed to be the most unholy
governmental mess of all time. "It isn't

as bad as it seems," Breining smiled.

"We'll have it all cleared up in a few
months."

If everything goes well, Breining will

get it cleared up, of course. Between
March 15th and May 15th, with the aid

of a special and intensive effort, the na-
tional backlog of unmatched records was
reduced by some 200,000. At that rate

they should certainly be out of the way
fairly soon, if it wasn't for the sad fact

that improvement isn't universal. In New
England, for example, instead of gaining

on the pile in two months of effort, they
somehow fell behind by 3,000. This un-
happy circumstance occurred in a num-
ber of centers. Only amazing efficiency,

such as shown in New York, where the

backlog was reduced by nearly 50 per

cent, made the national picture one to

which Breining could point with opti-

mism.
To listen to the V.A. apologists, the

blame for this and other conditions of
snafu rests in large part on the Army
and Navy, which in response to pressure
from parents and wives stepped up
planned discharge rates from between
300,000 and 672,000 a month to 10,000,-

000 in a year. In addition, the armed
forces did such a thorough job of in-

forming dischargees of the rights of
veterans that practically every man dis-

pany to help him solve his problem but
he does not do so. He has two commit-
tees of insurance executives but he has
been largely content to admire the im-
posing names on one, the insurance ad-
visory committee. He has utilized the

second and smaller committee -a group
of actuarial specialists—to assist him in

preparing mortality tables.

When the American Legion proposed
in the fall of 1945, and again in January,
1947, that a team of experts from insur-

ance companies advise local V.A. instal-

lations in the handling of their vast

insurance problems — with insurance
companies bearing the entire cost—the
idea was turned down. The V.A. had its

own specialists in the field.

What really throws insurance opera-
tions into a tail spin is the receipt of pay-
ments from veterans who send a money
order with a letter reading, "I'm enclos-

ing $7 for my insurance for June," signed,

Bill Smith, with no other information.

Bill Smith may even have moved several

times in the past year and sent such pay-
ments to different V.A. offices. Without
knowing the policy number and other
simple data it is.- a difficult and in some

^
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charged came out hollering to the Vet-

erans Administration to give him his due
—one out of four filed a pension claim,

for example. Another reason—and this

is certainly valid—is that the bottom of

the man-power barrel had been scraped

several times before the V.A. got around
to hiring personnel—what was left wasn't

much and wasn't good.
Bradley's famed decentralization pro-

gram is also blamed. When Bradley took
over he broke up the country into thir-

teen branches, which he compared to

Army corps commands, and declared that

henceforth his deputies in those branches
would have complete operating authority

within their areas. The Central Office

in Washington would be responsible only

for policy making and supervision. It

seemed like a great idea but snipers in-

side and outside the V.A. unfairly con-

tend that all Bradley did was to create

thirteen more places for papers to accu-

mulate. Nevertheless the insurance in-

undation was so great that it had to be
decentralized or face a breakdown.
The problem of veterans' insurance

is complex beyond belief, not merely be-

cause it involves records for some 20,-

000.000 people but because it is different

from ordinary insurance in that premi-
ums usually are paid once a month in-

stead of once or twice a year, a fact

which magnifies the work, and the

chances for error, beyond ordinary com-
prehension.

But, experts maintain, it could be im-

proved if Breining would permit changes.

He could call upon any insurance corn-

cases an impossible job to match these

payments up with the policy and prop-
erly credit them.
When told of this situation, one of

Breining's insurance-committee mem-
bers, an official of a large private com-
pany, snapped back with: "Just put such
payments in an envelope and return

them to the sender with a card saying

that the V.A. will accept no remittances

which do not include complete data.

That will show vets you mean business.

Then they won't treat you like a piggy
bank."
What Breining did was somewhat dif-

ferent. He devised a four-part form with

three inserted carbons. Two of these

pieces of paper go to the veteran telling

him politely that the V.A. has his money
but doesn't know where to put it and re-

questing that more information be re-

turned on the second form. The third is

an index card and will, if the vet com-
plies, be used eventually to match his

remittance with the master premium
card. The fourth form the V.A. appro-
priately calls a dummy card. It is placed

in a special file as permanent evidence

that the V.A. on such and such a date

received a payment from one Bill Smith.

More than 10,000,000 veterans have
dropped their insurance—not a few be-

cause they feel the V.A. is too inefficient

to entrust with money. Recently the V.A.
has been urging these vets to reinstate

their, insurance. The American Legion
has disclosed cases of men who have re-

peatedly tried to get their insurance re-

instated and have received no reply. One

man tried for seven montl
by mail how to go about it

killed in an auto accident

and three small children

poorer today because of V.
Such occurrences are ba

tragedy, though, is that bee
surance muddle the confide

eran is being shaken, not or

important asset he can get

—the insurance itself but

hopeful structure of the

ministration. He is still

General Bradley won't let

he's beginning to wonder
ley isn't in over his head.

Not the mildest of Bi

are the service organization

can Legion, the Vetera]

Wars, and the other smalle

of which are effectively

veterans get their due, a

more. The largest of th

are against Bradley fum
cause they don't want a

eral—or any other general

service—running the V.A.I

civilian—a veteran, of cou|

erably one whom they yT
choice in nominating.
The American Legio

believes that the V.A. is

in its hospitals on a divisio;|

services, through which
co-ordinated the work of
teen, post exchange, cl

and entertainment and n

patient services. It includ

of co-ordinating the effor

unteer groups as the Red
can Women's Voluntary S
Aid societies and a half-cj

organizations that stum
selves to "serve" the I
with whatever they thin

him. The American Lef|

willing to operate this fi

would permit it.

How Legion Supervis

When the V.A. was he

Hines the Legion super
hospitals—in fact, ran so

to the point of deciding

tory patients would be

to attend movies.
The Legion assisted sol

one Southern hospital wa|
a single medical officer

central office in ten years

visited only twice in ten y
ative did such assistanc

post commanders—and t

other veterans' organi,

would dictate the me*
given some patients. Th|

to Legion headquarters p
but it happened just the i|

larly. When Bradley took

that a post commander I l?LQ"j

out a surgeon in front of

cizing his technique. Br

the veterans' organizatior

would be no more of that

Under heavy fire at

Bradley's hospital-constn

The record is bleak. It si

past two years construci

on only seven of 74

hospitals.

Only one hospital ha

and that was begun
over.

If all Bradley had warl

struct some buildings cl

operating rooms, labora

ties such as kitchens an

didn't care in whose ec

them, he could have had

pitals running by now.

over he found a belatec

program under way. Plai

institutions were based <

dated ten years ago. H )j«,

changing rapidly with I

velopments. A decade

rooms were used main

ihisbi

(•actio

Jpai
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"*n People are sayinq—

"It's the best-looking

automobile we've seen!" 8&*Jm

< this beautiful new Chevrolet will convince you
Id-action matches its appearance. There's solid

yery part. It's designed, engineered and built to

mr performance, Big-Car comfort, BIG-CAR
liT LOWEST COST, over a long period of years!

•lave heard men and women every

-

Bi special enthusiasm of this bigger-

Booking Chevrolet for 1947!

Ask them why they prefer it to other cars, and
they will tell you that one reason is the surpassing
Big-Car beauty and luxury of its Body by Fisher—

a

feature found elsewhere only on much higher-priced
cars.

They will also tell you that Chevrolet rides more
comfortably, performs more efficiently, and serves

more dependably than any other automobile in its

field. And, of course, this is because it's the only car

in its field combining such Big-Car features as the

gliding Knee-Action Ride, Positive-Action Hydrau-

lic Brakes and Valve-in-Head Thrift-Master Engine.

Moreover, they will tell you that Chevrolet gives
them these Big-Car advantages at substantial savings

in purchase price, operation and upkeep, which is

the real reason it is famous all over the country for

BIG-CAR QUALITY
AT LOWEST COST. . .

.

Yes, people do speak of

the new Chevrolet as

the best-looking automo-
bile and the best auto-

motive investment they've

seen. And that, in itself,

is mighty good proof

that it will pay you and

your family to make
this car your own!

ile are saying- "ITS THE NEW CHEVROLET
M jor BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST!"

1
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
DETROIT 2. MICHIGAN
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"If you want to learn about Chemistry, pack the books—
if you want to learn about women, pack the Essley Shirts!"

EVERY young man should know that

a good "line" is more than verbal.

SHOULDER-LINE, chest line and

waist-line speak for you, too—and in

an Essley they say flattering things!

HAND-CUTTING, the traditional

way to make fine shirts, is a secret of

Essley 's success. Sanforized* fabrics,

tailored by Troy Craftsmen, is an-

other. But here's a clincher . . .

THE TRUBENIZED* COLLAR keeps

Essley flattering—right through your

longest day or date! It can't crumple,

won't wilt—and is twice pre-shrunk

to stay true to size!

AND YOU DON'T have to give the

shirt off your back for an Essley . . .

$2.95, $3.50 or $3.95 will do!

•Reg. U. 8. P»t. Off.

Esslby Shirts
SPORTSWEAR PA J AM AS

EssWy Shirt Company, Inc., Empire Stale Building, New York City

tivcly brief surgery such as an appen-
dectomy.
Today, perfection of surgical tech-

niques makes possible single lifesaving

operations which tie up an operating
room four or five hours. One of the most
modern hospitals in New York has only
half the operating space it needs; when it

opened, it had more than enough. The
use of streptomycin, penicillin and scores

of new compounds and tests requires

much more elaborate laboratory facili-

ties than were considered necessary even
five years ago.

So Bradley courageously scrapped the

old plans and organized a committee of
architects and doctors to establish cri-

teria for the new hospitals. He called on
the help of Army Engineers, who proved
to be unduly optimistic about pushing
through the building program. Mean-
while, he got caught in an ascending
price spiral and had to ask Congress for

mqre money. To get reasonable bids he
had to advertise as much as three times
with four months elapsing between each
ad.

But the most serious delay was caused
by the fact that to design and draw the

plans for a major modern hospital takes

ten to twelve months.

Alibis Don't Build Hospitals

The mumbo jumbo of official expla-

nation covers these facts, of course. It

doesn't build any hospitals. But this is

not so serious as some of the veterans'

organizations might have you believe.

The Legion has loudly complained that

many thousands of vets are without
medical care because Bradley's construc-
tion program has bogged down. That
isn't true.

Latest available figures show that

106 veterans with service-connected cases

were waiting to get into hospitals on
April 1st, along with another 5,000 whose
cases were presumed to be service con-
nected. Many of these were waiting, not
because there were no facilities but be-

cause they wanted to enter a particular

hospital. Nevertheless, Bradley could
care for all of these hapless vets if he
were willing to cut quality. Rather than
do this he is taking the rap for construc-

tion delays.

Rumors that Bradley has spent mil-

lions on impractical artificial limbs are

false. One really encouraging aspect of
the V.A. program is the invention and
perfection of new prosthetic devices-
artificial limbs—which will be of great

value to vets. Most people have the im-
pression that a new arm or a new leg is

in fact just that. It isn't at all. Artificial

limbs become helpful only after long and
patient schooling in their use; they are

invariably cumbersome and often pain-

ful. Only the most rudimentary progress

had been made in their development in

the last generation.

Financed jointly by the Army and the

V.A., and starting from scratch, a com-
mittee of the National Research Council
has been co-ordinating and supervising

experimental work involving, among
others, Northrop Aircraft, Incorporated,
University of California, and University

of California at Los Angeles. After less

than two years—at $1,500,000 a year

—

the tangible results appear negligible. But
much of the essential and undramatic
basic research is completed and the next
twelve months will likely produce devel-

opments which will be hailed as miracles.

For the first eighteen months Bradley
operated the V.A. with the freedom of a

man who has been given a blank check
on an unlimited treasury. The only
thing he didn't have to worry about was
money. But with the new Congress he
was abruptly checked. He was asked to

explain why he was spending what. This
abrupt shift has caused considerable

whimpering among Bradley men in the

V.A. Suggestions of inefficiency, of fail-

ure to meet scheduled goals, are an-

swered with dark but
the "economy wave"
blame. This is only pa
There are also com|

V.A. lacks the personnel
that ceilings placed on
V.A. employees by the

Budget have made n
cuts and the closing of he
the ceilings imposed up t

example, were never rea<

which was also free to

of personnel needed,
people indicate othcrwi
bed has yet been closed i

personnel ceilings.

The V.A. has a fina

the debatable question i

pleasantries as movies,
canteen and post exchanj

in V.A. general hospii

available in private ho:

the V.A.'s 1948 approp
have been severely cut b;

cuts were made, but
twelve months the V./
gram will have more m<
and more employees t

past year.

Friends of Bradley h
cerned lately lest the

similate him the way
thousand years assimil:

vaders. The most alan
they claim, is the break

ley's Division of Co-on
trol, a reporting office

Bradley with accurate ai

formation on the vast i

tivitiesof the V.A. Origi

was set up to report dir

and the excellent an
monthly analyses which
described by managemc
vital importance in ena
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one observer, "The bun
Bradley now. They've t

Bradley is no politick

what he thinks and so

He has repeatedly beei

antagonizing Congress
taliatory cuts in his

doesn't hesitate to remi

it wasn't his idea to spei

a year on veterans. No
the benefits the mo
sists he won't cut q
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Continued from page 4

NG TURKEY

n How Are Things on Oki-

12th) Mr. James writes, and 1

' ve still got tons of boned tur-

2m sland,' said a young military

fiicer. 'It's good food, and we
)kinawans at a penny or two

what do you think happens?

it, laugh a little, thank us

-and use it for fish bait!'
"

pou! Boned turkey! Tons of

r two a pound! And they use

it! Who is responsible for

ie people who destroy thou-

of potatoes in this country!
' ig on for a voyage, most
' men make a few purchases

My purchases along this

nerally of a few tins of my
e and one or two tins of

. And what do I pay for the

i, not pennies, a pound! And
and I EAT it!

President Truman, Secre-

General MacArthur, and

I m
nest

the bre

.ierican Merchant Seaman

THER WHIPPER

ifCc-s

ngoS

naui

Greetings from a state fa-

rodeos, in fact, this year

showing of the "Daddy of

it, boy, howdy, that rodeo

must be the great-grand-

'm referring to Dark Horse

9th).

>e a fair rider, but I've never
1

tat I could rake a bronc and
especially if I were wearing

your boy had on in the il-

d of the usual Paddy Ryan
Also, we boys out here

out with a pad under an

He. One more favor, please.

see his friend, the arena

isqualify our hero, Slippers,

ithout his chaps. The rules

ou know, and how did that

to his right hand?
Larabee, Cheyenne, Wyo.

:t«.

"

red to
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SOME CHANGES MADE

You Buy Their Dreams,
Davidson listed a lot of

by industrial designers to

lured items more useful to

[i have a little list of my

: Messrs. Loewy and Drey-
ittention to a cheap, foun-

|

cleaning-fluid reservoir to

torn your clothes? I'd like

pt hear) noiseless freight

at about a train air-condi-

liat doesn't go in reverse,

kin in winter and warm it

gazine printed in luminous
the dark when the other

iideatfBsleep? A toaster that pops

§ removing the hazards of

ither that, or one that can
Ds on the ceiling and do a

like an electric razor with

er to apply lotion as you
Kz, an ash tray that empties

I furnace, and self-launder-

is
real

*

tooot!

lion one of those postwar
luipped with a driver who
ting for it on rainy nights;

Ihe sawdust left in pencil

1 1 suppose they are in the

I, along with a dictionary

Jlling so ignorant people

mce and Claude Stroud,
New York, N. Y.

ess pitcher

e photographer who took
Newhouser (page 16, July

' agust 30, 1947

19th) chose an unfortunate fraction of a
second to squeeze the shutter release. It

looks as though Newhouser's arm were off

at the elbow!

H. D. Barlow, Manchester, N. H.

That was the day Hal threw his arm still

clutching the ball.

MAGAZINE OF THE AGES

The Editors: Andrew Roberts' Stay East,

Young Man, Stay East! (July 19th) about
the real-estate beating the veteran is taking

in Los Angeles is a wonderful article.

I have read Collier's since I was eighteen

years of age and consider it one of the

great magazines of this century. As long as

you continue to print subjects related to the

suffering of the little man, you shall com-
mand the trust of your great mass of read-

ers. George D. Waters,
Los Angeles, Cal.

CASTING DIRECTOR

Dear Editor: Your serial Merchant of

Valor is the best story that I've read in a

long, long time.

Three cheers for its author, Mr. C. B.

Kelland. His clever manner of writing

packs romance and excitement into a six-

teenth-century setting. Incidentally, Mario
Cooper did a most beautiful job of illus-

trating Mr. Kelland's novel. If skillfully

produced and directed, it could become the

best picture of the decade! How about Cor-
nel Wilde or Vincent Price for the screen

part of Peter Carew, June Haver or per-

haps Veronica Lake as Betsy, Elizabeth

Taylor as Beatrice, Errol Flynn as Gio-
vanni De' Medici, and Basil Rathbone as

Christoforo? Charles L. Fellencer

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION

Dear Editor: In Unmasking the Mosquito
(July 5th), Nina Wilcox Putnam says,

"Here are the lurid details of the private

life of the gallinipper." I always thought

the gallinipper was different from the mos-
quito, that it was much larger and had
longer legs and was harmless.

Re Spear That Tiger (June 28th), there

are no tigers in Brazil and the picture

shows a jaguar that has spots. Tigers live

in Asia and wear stripes.

Mrs. F. M. Le Pla, Palatka. Fla.

Webster: Gallinipper. A large mosquito or

other biting or stinging insect. The Bra-

zilians refer to their jaguars as tigres.

Spots or stripes, what does it matter, if

you've been eaten by one? Besides, stripes

are all the mode this year.

KFRU SHALL RING TONIGHTI

Dear Mr. Davenport: Re your interest-

ing City Without Secrets (July 19th):

May we let you in on a Columbia secret?

Although radio news writing has only re-

cently been made a part of the curriculum

at the School of Journalism at the Uni-

versity of Missouri, we will attest to the

fact that students at the school have been

preparing radio news for station KFRU
for the past 12 years. The news bureau at

KFRU is entirely manned by journalism

students.

Full college credit is given students for

their work in the KFRU news bureau.

C. L. Thomas, Sec'y,

Station KFRU Inc.

BURNED UP!

Sir: "There is no such thing as wind burn;

it's plain sunburn slightly accentuated by

the absence of protective perspiration,"

says the debunking physicist of NYU (De-

bunking Expedition by W. E. Farbstein.

May 31st).

Please ask him if he ever experienced a

prolonged night flight in a fast open cock-

pit airplane sans windshield, or canopy.

Would HIS face be wind burned?

H. C. Drayton, Cambridge. Md.



"Times have changed!" says the knight
|

lie admires the golden background and
ladies of today. He is fascinated by the|

of this new nontarnishablcuses met

AS GOLD

BY RUTH CARSON

This new thread looks like real

metal but is much better for

dresses, bathing suits and dra-

peries. It's rather expensive

now, but watch for the gold rush

ROSE MARIE REID, a popular California
designer of bathing suits, has a man-

i bites-dog story about a movie star and
one of her suits. The star is Rita Hayworth, and the
suit is plenty glamorous, too, looking like spun
gold and making even an average figure look di-

vine. The news about it is that Miss Hayworth's
movie studio telephoned Mrs. Reid's design studio

and said, "Please, may Miss Hayworth be photo-
graphed in that suit?" thus reversing the usual order
of requests, since stars are constantly besieged with
pleas to pose in this creation or that.

The thing that made this suit desirable above all

others is simply a thread. But such a thread! It is as

golden and beautiful as the gold in the most perish-

34

able evening brocade you ever owned. But it isn't

gold. It takes to water like a fish, it can be dry-
cleaned, it can be used in a hundred different things

from tablecloths to bathing suits. It's still as good as

gold; in fact, better—for it doesn't tarnish.

The gold mine from which this thread comes can
also yield silver and copper, or any color, for that

matter. The trick is a thin strip of aluminum foil,

coated on both sides with clear plastic, stuck to the

aluminum with an adhesive tinted in any of these
precious colors. The results are threads that look
like metal, though the only metal thing about them
is an aluminum core that doesn't show. They're
touching up a lot of things with glamor, but they
came about in a most unglamorous fashion.

PHOTOGRAPH FOR COLLIER'S BY GEORGE KARGER

A firm named Dobeckmun (for the gd

that its three founders were the Mesa
Becker and Munson) specializes in mal
aging material from films like Cellophanl
like aluminum foil. Having worked theiif

plain cigar pouches through gaily print
hold anything from your moth balls to yd

they invented the zip tape on your cigaJ

age. This involved laminating, or pres
films together.

Experimenting further, they discoJ

aluminum foil, sandwiched between twd
transparent plastic film, could be slit inl

narrow as l/64th of an inch, making an]
metallic-looking thread for weaving,
besides the silvery look of aluminum,
produce gold or copper with no more ale

coloring the adhesive used to glue the sal

gether. So they added metallic threads tol

ness, selling them for embroidery wotf
making braids that went into belts, trii

such.

The war slowed further progress for aj

since the war, designers have snatched
f

ball and started running in all directic

Rose Marie Reid was one of the first. Bil

of the gold thread for embroidery, she

it was seaworthy enough for bathing
f

promptly talked a manufacturer into rl

her twenty yards of gold cloth and twentT

at equally fabulous expense. The resultil

suits, making you glimmer like a minnow I

fish as you slither through the water, a<|

headlines, as well as the figures of su<J

Rita Hayworth and Lucille Ball.

Several movie studios have stocked th

first suits sold by the hundreds even a|

$89.50. Now at a mere $25 per, Mrs. R|
tically in volume business, making suits <

fabric overlaid with gold.

It used to be that anything with a meti

it was strictly for winter and for for

wrapped in black tissues between wea
be prayed over on opening, in the hope I

be no tarnish. Metallic fabrics had othe

too. They were expensive. They ha

unpleasant odor. The metal threads

abrasive to the other threads, and they

in weight.

The new miracle yarn having wip

handicaps, even to lowering cost somewl

ers have become light-handed with it fol

son of the year. Fleck a white tweed »I

you have a handsome col

or winter. Put a fine hi|

gold in a beige cotton,

material for a lovely sil

ning dress, or a distincl

any time. Clare Potl

Simpson, Howard GreJ
Capezio—name a Whol
American designers, ancl

most of them gilding sol

whether it's slippers, ni|

or dinner gown.
Your house can have I

glitter, too. Twenty or II

ture makers have used itl

in their new fall upholsl

h

years Dorothy Liebe|

weaver, and setter of fab

has used gold, silver

threads in her weaving, mixed with i|

"There's nothing new about that,"

"Through the ages, metals have beenl

fabric. Look in any museum. But I havl

appetite for gold in my stuff. I've spent!

France for metal yarns, only to have tl

I've even written to China, trying to gel

So when Dobeckmun asked her to bef

for them, bribing her with a guaranfej

metal thread she could use, she took

was like putting candy in a baby's hanl

The refurbished Royal Hawaiian Hoi

lulu has Liebes shades at the windoJ

colored half-round slats of wood la«|

with brilliant yarns of (Continued (I



mlerful Stars of "It's A Wonderful Life" and "The Yearling" Magically Together for the First Time!
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Written and Produced by ROBERT RISKIN • Directed by WILLIAM A. WELLMAN

A William A. Wellman Production • Released by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
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. . . may I suggest

you ask for

this precious pre-war

Bottled in Bond

Kentucky bourbon now ?

bottled in bond

Distilled before the war and bottled in bond

under the supervision of the U.S. Government.

i

FLIGHT INTO THE FUTURE
Continued from page 19

Each time the rocket makes one lap the
globe turns through one twelfth of its

daily rotation. If it passed over New
York at noon, by 2 p.m. it would have
gone completely around the earth and
would then pass over Kansas City; two
hours later it would pass over Salt Lake
City. In the same four hours it would
have patrolled over portions of Siberia,

China, Burma and India, not to mention
Little America and the North Pole.

We can select orbits of longer periods

by using, for example, 24-hour, 12-hour
and 6-hour satellites. The 24-hour orbit

rocket has the amusing trick of staying

always on the same side of the globe! It

lives a life of permanent frustration; if it

starts a lap over Ecuador at noon, then at

midnight it will be on the far side of the

globe—only to find that Ecuador has
swung around there to meet it!

Moon Base Could Direct Rockets

These prowl-car rockets can be di-

rected by remote control from the space
cruisers, from ground stations or even
from the base on the moon. Security

doctrine calls for them to be controlled

by the space cruisers, under the orders

of the Security Council's military general

staff chief.

The Jupiter is now in an orbit just out-

side the orbits of a spaced group of
prowl-car rockets; her speed is a trifle

slower than that of the rockets. One of
them slowly overtakes and passes her.

The space ship captain uses his jets to

increase speed slightly. He jockeys his

ship, using radar, automatic pilot and
sheer talent, until the speeds and courses

of the ship and the rocket missile are per-

fectly matched, with the rocket a scant

hundred yards away. The general alarm
sounds and the loud-speaker shouts, "All

hands! Recovery stations."

They are about to bring the rocket

into the ship. Space-suited men in fish-

bowl helmets float in a cluster around
the air lock. One of them, carrying a
sort of crowbar, enters the lock. Out-
side—you watch him through a viewport
—he doubles up against the side of the

ship, then shoves off, as if from the side

of a swimming pool, and dives toward
the rocket. There is a line on his waist,

the other end fastened to the ship.

The man inserts the crowbar gadget
in the war head of the rocket and locks

it in place. There is now a mechanical
obstacle stopping the sequence of events

necessary to trigger the atom bomb. Then
he hauls over a heavier line and makes
it fast to the rocket. He waves and re-

ports "Ready" by walkie-talkie radio

built into his suit.

The bomb-bay doors are open; the

rocket is warped inside. The bomb bay
is itself a giant air lock; once the rocket

is inside, men can work on her without
space suits. Apparently there isn't much
to be done. Some of her fuel has escaped
through relief valves and must be re-

placed; there are routine checks and tests

of all her gadgets, mechanical and elec-

tronic. This is an "honest" rocket; her
radar ground checks have shown her to

be on time and on station since her last

inspection, save for minor variations eas-

ily attributable to the disturbing pull of

the earth's tidal bulges. They prepare

to cast her adrift again.

When the bomb bay is open, a giant

lazy-tongs nudges the missile away from
the ship until she floats free, and clear of
the Jupiter's jets, secured to the ship by
one line. There is a wait, until the naviga-

tor assures the captain that the rocket is

tracking on station in her proper orbit,

then the line is cast loose and hauled in.

The Jupiter's jets are fired briefly and she

drifts away, to rendezvous with and serv-

ice the missile in orbit B-16.

Let's leave the space ship
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Its story starts in
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to discuss uses for

rockets. Some alert

Army Ordnance officers, picking through
the debris of German factories and
dumps after V-E Day, had found enough
parts of V-2 rockets to assemble a goodly
number. When they examined the clev-

erly engineered jet engine, they realized

that we were years behind the German
rocket experts; we had whole new tech-

niques to learn before we could build
our own first long-range rocket. The
Ordnance officers promptly shipped a
hundred V-2s to White Sands.

Progress in Conquest of Space

Army Ordnance hired General Electric

to do the engineering of assembly and
firing, thus neatly and quickly educating
one of the country's major engineering
staffs in the subject of big rockets. Then
they invited the brother services to join

in the firings. The empty war head, or
cargo space, was offered as a high-alti-

tude research laboratory, and Dr. E. H.
Krause, head of rocket-sonde develop-
ment at Naval Research Laboratory,
with its 20 years of high-altitude pioneer-

ing behind him, was asked to organize the

joint effort. Krause called in scientists

from universities all over the country to

meet with officers of all services, their

civilian scientists and contractors.

This collaboration enabled the Army
and Navy to proceed along comple-
mentary lines in developing the super-
rocket leading to the conquest of space.

When we run out of V-2s, sometime in

1948, the Navy will be ready with a

better rocket, the Neptune, built for re-

search—not bombardment. It will have
a top speed of better than a mile and a

half per second—enough, you will re-

member from the account of the mythi-
cal U.N.S. Jupiter to make the trip from
the moon to the earth. It will carry
scientific instruments twice as far out
into space as the best the V-2 will do.

Thus the joint operation started only
two years ago has already produced a

better rocket than the V-2. Following
the Neptune, the Air Forces can be ex-

pected to offer a still better space prober.

Each service is developing and testing

guided missiles, at Wendover, Nevada,
at Point Mugu, California, at Wright
Field, at the Naval Air Material Center
at Philadelphia and in the laboratories of
many contractors. From the 3,000-mile

missile, we progress to the ocean-span-
ning missile, then to the permanent-orbit
round-the-world missile—at which point

these lines of development also converge
on the space ship.

The End
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Autumn time is football time
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delicious minty flavor

is longer lasting.
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^•EXT Saturday, Sunday and Mon-
I^M day (the Labor Day week end)

I something new in aviation will be

born at the 21st annual running of the

National Air Races at Cleveland, Ohio

—

genuine midget airplane racing. The races

were carefully planned and will be care-

fully controlled; they are under capable,

experienced management and high-class

and dignified sponsorship. They are in-

tended to fulfill the need for more
thought for light-plane design and to pro-

vide spectators with the opportunity of

witnessing skillful piloting at its best

around a tight, two-mile course.

Programmed as the Goodyear Trophy
Race and carrying a total of $25,000 in

prizes with $8,500 as the winner's take,

the contest, since its announcement last

fall, has liberated pent-up talent all over

the nation. Through the winter, spring

and early summer, pilots and engineers,

obscure and prominent, have been at

work in back yard and cellar designing

and building sleek, tiny 200-mile-an-hour

single-seaters. At least 20 are due to show
up at Cleveland. Another score, planned
for the event, couldn't be finished in

time. The inducement stands for at least

three years, however, and the sponsoring

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
doubtless will extend the trophy's life if

the initial objectives appear to be in sight

at the end of that period.

The Professional Race Pilots Associa-

tion is working closely with Goodyear in

preparing the specifications for eligible

planes and pilots and exercising control

so thai the midget-plane development
program will be constructive as well as

entertaining.

Art Chester, of Los Angeles, an old

hand at building and flying small racers,

is president of the outfit and is right in

there with a homemade midget of his

own named the "Swee' pea." It weighs

520 pounds, cost $5,000 to build, and is

154 feet long, with a wing span of 17

feet 5 inches. It has a butterfly V tail like

the new Beechcraft Bonanza executive

plane eliminating the need for a rudder

and it cruises at 120 miles an hour. Art,

like other builders in Wisconsin, Michi-

gan, New York, Ohio, North Carolina,

Iowa, California and Maryland, is shoot-

ing for 200 miles an hour.

Art and his group have laid down hard
and irrevocable rules for the midgets.

Right off, they specify the engines must
be government-approved types and must
not exceed 85 horsepower. Furthermore,
they are not to be monkeyed with. This
keeps out the "hot rod" artists. The
PRPA doesn't want engines flying to

pieces in the air before, during or after

the race.

While dubbed by one segment of avi-

ation as wild men for risking their lives

for a prize, racing-plane builders and
pilots are credited by racing fans with
having brought about many innovations

and refinements in their never-ending
quest for more speed.

For the further development of land-

ing gear design, the wheels and struts

must be fixed, not retractable. This elimi-

nates weighty mechanism that sometimes
fails and necessitates a precarious landing

on one wheel or no wheels at all. To
prevent some pilots from using office-

chair casters to cut down weight and
resistance, wheels must have a minimum
diameter of 10 inches. To preclude any
possibility of a pilot skimping on his fuel

supply, all contestants must have at least

10 gallons in the tank at the start.

Pilots must carry parachutes, safety

belts, shoulder straps and crash helmets,

little items left out in the past by some
skippers because of weight and space
problems. And to prevent courageous
but inexperienced prize-money seekers

from giving the new little "industry" a

black eye, no one will be allowed to com-
pete if he has less than 200 solo hours.

Further, all midget-racer pilots must have
had at least two hours in the ship and
must have made at least five take-offs

and landings. If the midget-plane pilot

has never raced before, he must fly his

plane at least eight consecutive laps of

the prescribed course.

The midget race, to be spread over
three days with four 20-mile heats on
Saturday, two 30-mile semifinals on Sun-
day and the final 50 miles on Labor Day,
is limited to men only. This was regarded

as "discrimination" against women pilots

by Miss Marge Hurlburt, of Painesville,

Ohio, about whom we wrote in the May
17, 1947, Wing Talk in reporting her
world's speed record of 337 miles an hour
made in a Navy Corsair fighter.

Marge had ordered a mosquito built

for the race and. if prohibited from flying

it herself, would have designated a male
pilot and would have continued to work
for women participation or for a separate

race for women midget-racer pilots next

year. But Marge was killed on the Fourth
of July at Decorah, Iowa, while stunting

before a holiday crowd as a member of
an aerial circus she had just joined.

DOWN in Santiago, Chileans and for-

eigners are welcoming "home" the

Caballero de los Andes. It has been sev-

eral months since big Americano Warren
B. Smith has been seen in that attractive

South American metropolis or at his fa-

vorite fishing spots where he was usually

to be found when not in the pilot's chair

of a trans-Andean air liner.

In 1942 the Chilean government be-

stowed, upon Captain Smith the title

"Knight of the Andes" on completion of
his 1.000th crossing of the Andean Cor-
dillera. Then on April 17th last year, an-
other big crowd gathered at Santiago's

Los Cerrillos Airport to hail "Smitty" on
the completion of his 1,500th flight over
the highest mountain range in the West-
ern Hemisphere. But in March of this

year, after his 1,608th trans-Andean
flight, Smitty went North to get ac-

quainted with the new Douglas DC-6s
his air line, Pan American-Grace Air-

ways (Panagra), had ordered and also

for a long overdue vacation.

Now he's flying the new Sixes for Pan-
agra out of Miami on the new through
service to Buenos Aires via the west coast

of South America, but his stay in Santi-

ago is short. He must keep the 21-hour
schedule established for the Sixes be-

tween Miami and Buenos Aires and get

back home in Miami to Mrs. Smith, even
though, after twenty-one years, she is

now used to the life of a wife of an air line

pilot.

Once upon a time, the crossing of the

Andes was a high aeronautical achieve-

ment for both machine and man. Un-
der clear skies and in calm air, it can be
made at 14,000 feet if you know your
mountain passes and don't turn up an in-

viting canyon like some less alert and
less fortunate airmen of the past. In

turbulent air or on a cloudy day it meant
and still means the crossing is made at

around 19,000 feet, but for many years

now both man and machine have been
well equipped to meet and overcome the

challenge of the terrific Andes.
For passengers, too, it used to be a

great adventure. Flying in trimotored

Fords, the east-west crossing, in particu-

lar, had its limitations. Head winds of

more than 100 miles an hour often caused
Captain Smith's Ford not only to stand

An Andes crossing in a

Ford trimotor was grim

still but even fly backward. \
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JOHNNY THE

lie Director thought he had Johnny on the Spot.

'Why," he asked, "is Philip Morris so much

getter to smoke?"

"Because Philip Morris is the ONLY leading

igarette scientifically proved far less irritating

the nose and throat," Johnny replied. "Less

rritation means more enjoyment. That's why

the Philip Morris smoker really gets what other

smokers only hope to get . . . better taste, finer

flavor, perfect smoking pleasure !"

Yes , it^s true ... if every smoker knew what

PHILIP MORRIS smokers know—they'd all change

to PHILIP MORRIS, America's finest cigarette.

TRY A PACK TODAY/

i

PHILIP MORRIS
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MAN RUNNING
Continued from page 26

softly: "So our Mr. Williams has been up
to his dirty tricks again?"
Her blue eyes would have blazed if the

melting mascara would have let them.
"What d'you mean?" she demanded

sharply. "Who are you?"
"Oh, nobody in particular," I said, "ex-

cept I've had my disappointments, too."

"Maybe you're another of them? Who
was that woman?"

I shook my head. "I'm not one of the

party. She was no friend of mine."
"She is of his, all right. The moment

he looked out of the window when she
rang and saw her, he went into a positive

jitter—for him, that is. He doesn't show
what he's feeling, much."

"That's the first thing a wolf has to

learn."

"Threw me out like last week's wash-
ing. Oh, for heaven's sake, why am I

talking to you!" she said, returning to

her anguished heart and outraged vanity.

"You go to hell," she added and strode

off down the street with her head in the

air and her high heels smacking down on
the pavement. She had magnificent legs.

The main point she had made for me
during that brief encounter was Freddy
Williams' interest, and the kind of inter-

est, in our sex. I had used the word
"wolf" almost without thinking; it

seemed to me I could not have chosen a
better one.

I
DROVE the Daimler back to the ga-

rage, spent a few minutes in the scul-

lery at Aunt Florence's getting rid of
make-up (which always goes on easier

than it comes off), and reconstituted as

Dorothy Simpson, returned to Number 4.

The basement door was as I had left it;

once inside, I released it and shot the

bolts top and bottom. No one could
know the new lady's maid had been any-
where but in her attic since bedtime.

Passing the first-floor landing on my
way up I saw that I had a better oppor-
tunity than I would get again to search
Charlotte's rooms.
The obvious point of interest was the

bureau in the sitting room, a modern but
delicate piece in some smooth-grained
whitewood. Its flap was down, as I had
last noticed it. I pulled the heavy inner
curtains as quietly as possible and lighted

the reading lamp on top of the bureau.
I went through the papers methodi-

cally, drawer by drawer, keeping them
in their original order. And in order they
were, which told once again of the or-

ganized mind behind her exhibitionist

temperament.
Unpaid bills, paid bills, broker's let-

ters about investments, personal letters,

insurance policies on jewelry, passport
(which told me she was thirty-two), a
small packet of letters dated two years

ago from a woman called Elise.

Only one drawer, at the bottom of the
right-hand pedestal, was locked. With-
out much hope, I pulled the drawer above
the locked one completely out, to find to

my delight that there was no division be-

tween them and that the contents of the
lower one were as accessible as if I had
the key to it.

There were, I suppose, about fifteen to

twenty bundles of letters of different

thicknesses, tied neatly with the tradi-

tional ribbon, each a love affair, each a

record of this or that period in her career

as an attractive woman. I went quickly
through the bundles, taking out the top
letter or so of each for a clue to the writ-

er's identity, and closer reading. "Joe's"
bundle held only five. They were short,

and more businesslike than loverlike; they
came to the point without any nonsense.
The shortest said: "Dear Charlotte, if you
will not live with me without marriage,

you had better marry me." Occasional
paragraphs in letters from other packets

suggested that she had not often insisted

on that condition. Poor Joe! He had mar-
ried her and look where it had got him,
besides her bed.

Finally I came to a thin packet of four
letters from Jonathan. My fingers trem-
bled as I turned it over and then put
it in my pocket. I could not, of course,
read them. Silly of her not to have de-
stroyed them after the murder, such com-
plete evidence of the one thing she was
trying to hide; Groves would have liked

them. Well, when she remembered them
and looked for them, she would think he
had got them and they would have an
acrimonious discussion on the question.

I checked the bundles once more for

anything from Freddy, but if it was that
way with him and her, and I thought it

probably was, he had not so far—sensi-

ble man—written to her about it.

I left the bureau as I had found it and
turned to the rest of the room. There
was nothing more of any interest.

Natural enough. Habit. Or had the car
made me think I was? . . . Yes, it had.

I knew that car. It was my car. It was
the Austin. That slight rattle of a brake
rod or something which even Charlie
hadn't been able to trace, and the ticking

of the valves when the engine is idling

—

of course I knew it!

By this time I was out of bed and put-
ting a dressing gown over my pajamas
in the dark. More or less feeling my way,
I barefooted it along the passage, down
the stairs, and into the late Joseph In-

wood's bedroom which I chose because
it had long windows and a balcony above
the street.

I opened one of the windows without
making too much noise. The light was
not good, but it was not so bad that I

could be mistaken about the car. It was
the Austin all right. It stood there per-

haps fifty yards away, almost to a foot
where earlier I had waited in the Daimler
for Charlotte.

"You mean you've stuck it out here for three years just to get
material for a book? My dear—prepare yourself for a shock!"

C0LL1ER-S LARRIE HARRIS

Satisfied that I had searched the rooms
as far as my amateur methods would
take me, I went up to the attic, taking

off my shoes at the top of the stairs,

where the carpet ended and the linoleum
began. That was at twenty-five minutes
to two. . . .

I woke up, not completely, at four (a

church clock struck a few seconds later)

listening to something, not in the house
but outside in the road—the sound of a

car. So far as I could tell, it had just

driven past the house as I became aware
of it. The sound receded, then the car

turned at the corner; I heard it reverse

once, and come back, again passing the

house, and halt with the engine running,

some way up the road. Then the engine

stopped, and I lay there in a kind of half-

asleep state, wondering why that engine

had sounded familiar. I knew I was not
in my- bed at home, but at the same time
was not quite alive to where I actually

was. For a moment, that is. When I real-

ized this was Number 4 Cary Gardens, I

decided the car might have brought Char-
lotte home. If that was so, she had had
a long session with Freddy. But she knew
where she lived, and while the car might
have stopped at a discreet distance from
the house it wouldn't first have been
driven up and down the road like that.

And anyway, why had it waked me up?
A dozen cars must have passed since I

went to sleep. Had it a familiar sound?
Lots of cars sound alike, don't they?

But why had I thought I was at home?

First of all I thought it must be Char-
lie, looking for me. Something had gone
wrong. So much could, while the Com-
modore still lived the way he did, with
things like the Rembrandt occupying his

nefarious mind. But if it were Charlie,

he must have done some remarkable de-

tective work to have found me. No.
Couldn't be Charlie. Couldn't be.

It wasn't. It was Jonathan.
Jonathan, after a period of circum-

spect waiting, began getting out of the

Austin, my Austin. First his long legs

swung out on to the curb, then the tall,

thin rest of him. On the way his hat

was knocked back from his bony fore-

head and if I had been in any doubt, that

was the end of it in the brief moment be-

fore he pulled it over his eyes.

"Oh, my God!" I said almost aloud.

"Now what?"
I watched him come slowly along the

pavement toward the house while my
heart thumped and thudded. He looked
over his shoulder only once on the way;
in his cautious, indirect approach he had
satisfied himself that the road was empty.
He seemed to be wearing clothes I had
not seen before. He was not at all the

figure of a fugitive I had been imagining,

the exhausted, bedraggled, hunted sleeper

in ditches. In fact he looked almost natty.

A new suit, a car, papers as John Hob-
house. I thought if the police could see

what I was seeing, they would not be so

confident that they were going to catch

him. True, it was a stolen car, but only if

/ said so. When had he taker!
Austin's stall in the stable garp
have been empty for days-
He was standing down therl

up at Charlotte's windows at

end of the balcony. If I had whit
name in the quietness he w<||

heard me. But I thrust down i

tion. His reaction to finding

house would have been int

watch, but Charlotte's, if and
discovered he was here, wouk
so. What was he going to do

J

come all this dangerous way ji|

at her darkened windows?
He had not. He had even ha 1

sight to bring small stones with
took one from his pocket now
it accurately upward. It hit the ,

a sharp click which must have
way toward waking her. Jonati
another stone, then after a sh<|

third. Nothing happened.
It suddenly occurred to ml

might not have come back ye)
midnight outing. It was beginii

fight; people would soon be a

Jonathan threw the fourth
taxi stopped at the bottom of

dens. We both heard the pij

flag going up, and a moment II

one began walking quickly ur.1

ment, a woman by the sound oi

Now Jonathan had stopped
stones; he crossed the road inl)C

ter of the privet bushes on the

gardens, and Charlotte in herj

and head scarf came in sight.

I would have appreciated tH
the situation more under oth i

stances. My fictitious Jonati I

bushes had suddenly beconj
crouched below the balusf
watched between the stone su

He recognized her and ca I

the privets as she reached the
J

did not scream; her nerves we I

perhaps. I heard her startler

voice. They were out of my
under the porch roof. I alsci

voice, low and indistinct, therj

of her latch key. It was risl|

him into the house, but she

ternative; she certainly coulci

view him on the steps. I mil
landing and the top of the staij

not turned on any lights yet.

bring him up to her rooms? I

crept down the first flight, to til

looked cautiously over the b|(

THE hall was dark, but I

again; they seemed to be s

inside the closed front door
chance the danger, which I t

past for the moment, that sh>

on a light; putting my weigh

the thick carpet of each treat

to it, I went down half a d

Charlotte was saying son

which I heard the end:
"—no, darling, no. I proi

must know where I can find

get in touch with you if nec<

"I don't know where I s

long," he whispered. "But I

place at the moment, reall)

More important still, that

functioning if ever you net

manage to come, somehow,
the personal column of the t

addressed to 'John' making a

I must be able to see you
—

"

"Ssh—not so loud, darlinj

derful to know you're all righ

graph—addressed to 'John,

so sure you will be able to c

"Only one thing can stop

that happens, I dare say it w

papers. . .
."

"—so frightening, all this s

you, all those policemen e

darling! You mustn't take
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coming like this. Promise me, never

again. But when I think it's safe
—

"

"South America!" I heard him say.

"Why not?" she said softly. "Now,
please dear

—

"

She opened the door, letting in an
alarming shaft of predawn light that

froze me against the wall of the stairs.

But neither of them was looking in my
direction. Jonathan looked up and down
the road and went out. She began to

close the door very quietly while I leaped

upward into the harboring gloom of the

landing and my place against the banis-

ters at the foot of the second flight of

stairs. I waited until she was in her bed-

room before I went down again to the

telephone cupboard.
The dialing tone was loud. After a

moment Freddy answered it in a filthy

temper. She had waked him up. What
the hell was it this time?

"I've seen him," she said. "I know
how to reach him."
"Then that's going to be all right too,"

he said with a swift change to amiabil-

ity. "It's going to be all right."

"Yes. I thought you'd sleep better for

knowing."
"I shall."

"Good night again, darling."

"Good morning, ybu mean—and it is a

good morning."
They laughed, both of them; a small,

distant laughing together to confirm their

certainty and relief that it was going to

be all right now.
Going to be all right now, was it? All

right for Jonathan, so she had told him;

and all right for Freddy and herself and
all concerned. I did not quite see, though,

how it would work out; it seemed too
general a state of all Tightness to be

quite practical. However, nobody could

deny the excellence of her playing in the

hall scene. It had had verve, attack, and
never once had she let control pass from
her hands. Jonathan had not even asked
how she came to be out and about at four

o'clock in the morning.
Jonathan . . . ! I twisted in my narrow

iron bed and consigned him to perdition.

I never wanted to see him again! He
could go to South America with her for

all I cared. Pinching my car to come to

her, facing capture and a rope just to

make sure she wasn't worrying!

A damnably irritating brute of a man.
... It was a good thing I didn't really

care for him and only wanted to see

justice done. How could I care for him

—

wrapped in her arms in the darkness of

the hall? A fine reward for all I had done
and was trying to do for him.

South America! She hadn't the faint-

est intention of going to South America
or anywhere else with him. He was like a

child in a happy dream which must be-

come a nightmare before he awoke.
I wondered where he had managed to

hide himself so safely. . . .

THE next morning about eleven

o'clock, Groves had another private

session with Charlotte. This time he was a

bare five minutes with her, and he left

the house almost immediately, his bowler
hat at a jauntier angle than suited either

him or it.

As for Charlotte herself, in Mrs. Mar-
shall's acid tones, she was "becoming
more herself." She rang her bell often

and made everyone, including me, jump
through their various hoops.

Mr. Groves did not come back until a

quarter to one; he was so deliberate in

the way he mounted the stairs, as if he
were walking through long wet grass,

and so definite was the smell of whisky
in his wake, that I felt he must have spent

quite some while celebrating the sudden
rise in his income. Indeed, only a fairly

drunken man would have chosen so un-
original a hiding place as under his

mattress for the large Manila envelope
containing two hundred pounds which
presently I counted (very roughly) while

he was at lunch in the basement.

After lunch I helped Charlotte survey
her wardrobe, bringing out frock after

frock.

The only comment Charlotte made in

the course of this which could be said to

have had anything to do with the death
of her husband was, "Thank God I've

enough black to see me through."
If she had any contact with Freddy

Williams that day or the next, Sunday, I

did not know about it.

The next day, Monday, the day of the

funeral, she remained incommunicado
all day, saw nobody, ate sparingly, and
in short resumed her stricken widow-
hood for a while.

I
EXPECT Groves was disappointed
with the will, which gave him a measly

fifty pounds after ten years' service, but
since Charlotte was the residuary legatee

to the tune, according to belowstairs gos-

sip, of nearly half a million pounds, I did

not suppose he was worrying.
So they buried Joseph Inwood with

suitable pomp, drank a noticeable

amount of his liquor, and life went on.

For Charlotte this meant another after-

bedtime outing. I did not learn about it

until next day, when I found a pair of

ing just to substantiate my Dorothy
Simpson character was a waste of pre-

cious time.

How wrong I was!
Before I left London I rang up Detec-

tive Inspector Smith at his flat; it seemed
a long time since Eve Gill had had din-

ner with him, and I did not want him to

forget me.
We had a friendly talk, which began

with an earnest plea on his part that we
should meet at (Marietta's, and ended by
my saying that perhaps before the sum-
mer disappeared he might like to come
up to Kessingland for a week end, if he
could spare the time. He thought it a

wonderful idea but wouldn't count on
it, because nice things like that didn't

happen to him. In between these two
points I said I hoped he was not working
too hard and it was remarkable, wasn't
it, how long that man Penrose was keep-
ing out of sight? But perhaps the papers
weren't fully in the picture?

"I'm afraid they are," he said. "I wish
we could publish his picture."

"Can't you find one anywhere?" I

asked sympathetically.

"It isn't that. We've constructed a fair

enough likeness, but we aren't allowed

"Bessie's son Ralph would be perfect for your Edythe. . . . They're
both crazy about Bach, and each was a Yeoman, Second Class!"

JOHN RUGB

black lizard court shoes under the bed
which had not been there the night be-

fore. Also she slept soundly until noon.

I felt safe in assuming she had spent

some of the night with Freddy Williams.

In the meantime Jonathan was still

news. The police were "redoubling their

efforts." There was a second leader in the

Morning News on their lack of success.

Were there too many constables in mo-
torcars and not enough on their feet,

pounding the pavements? And so on.

The only other point of interest worth
recording for that day was a little piece

of information I learned from the house-

maid, Molly. Molly's Irish nose was out

of joint because Mr. Groves had sud-

denly taken against the way she made
his bed.

"I told him in that case, why, he could
make it himself, maybe, and he said he
would indeed, and that's what he is doing
—making it hisself. Now what do you
say to that!"

I did not say anything to it; the real

reason for the butler's fussiness was his

secret; and mine, of course.

At last the evening came, and with

Charlotte's permission and the rest of the

household's knowledge, I went off to

fetch my trunk from Suffolk on the un-

derstanding that I was to be back not
later than six o'clock tomorrow, Wednes-
day, evening. I left the house a little re-

luctantly, afraid I might miss something
and feeling that perhaps this trunk fetch-

to do more than circulate it to police sta-

tions. You see, if a person sees a picture

before identifying a man in the flesh, his

evidence wouldn't mean much. The de-

fense would say he was recognizing the

man from the picture, not from his mem-
ory of him."

"Oh, I see," I said. "You've got a wit-

ness who saw him near the scene of the

crime? I was being very dense."

I heard Mr. Smith catch his breath.

"Dense!" he said. "If the criminal

classes were as dense as you are, my
friends and I would be out of a job. Will

you please forget what I said, and you
said, about witnesses?"

"Of course," I promised, and we said

goodby.
I had taken a risk, but the jolt I had

given him removed any danger there may
have been that he would forget me. I still

had a strong feeling that I would need
him; the Kessingland week-end idea had
been more than a casual piece of con-

versation.

AS EVE GILL again, if only for a day,

^1 drove home, arriving just after

eleven that night. This time, since I put

the Daimler away in the stable instead of

leaving it in the covered yard, I saw the

empty stall where the Austin should have
been. It reminded me most uncomforta-
bly of Jonathan. But what did I care?

Somewhere, he was managing quite well

without me.

Mary was still up. Her £

brought me to a mental stand;

"There! I knew you would
Mr. Bull said you had forgot

me he was coming, you bad gi

all right—he rang up this moi
said the Commodore had said

|

be able to give him breakfast."

By this time I was remetni

promise to look after Billy Bi

came over to shoot snipe on
—which was tomorrow.
"Can you manage fresh b

for him?" I asked her. It was
I did not want to have to cope
Bull or anybody just now.
They say he is very efficie

they judge him by the amoun
perceptible in East Suffolk, th

right, or again it may be that E
has lost its capacity for crim>

know whether he is a simpl
genius—or both.

Until that morning I had noi

to decide whether his month
weekly trips to see us were <

attractiveness of our marshes I

shooting or were part of his r

trol duties, he knowing more
Commodore than he let on or

modore realized. The thin

reason I was always doubtful
though he announced sometii

fifteen-year gap between twen
forty is not too wide for

among modern men and wort
never given him encouragemei

IP

HE CAME punctually at eij

much too small for him,
big man. With him was a dog
seen before.

He shook me warmly by the

ing, "Good morning, good r

smell grilled bacon how are

Eve you look lovely in white tb

dore's away I understand but

no matter at all. . .
."

He sat down opposite me ai

stood disrespectfully just insid

dow, staring at us. Billy Bull s

sit," whereat it curtsied slightl

tinued to stand, no less disrc

To be named Fido cannot havi

its disposition.

"If," said Billy Bull, sudd

rupting himself in a recital o

hunting experiences in Kur
would content himself with

sional case of brandy, a bolt

a few dozen pairs of nylons-
dropped as he saw mine rev<

prehension 1 could not hide.

"He?" I said very stupidly.

"Please don't try, Eve.

have a swine of a time with

sort of thing. Look. I'd get

they knew I was talking to yi

—if they knew what I know."
I waited patiently, not look

If I did not yet know much ab<

Superintendent Bull, I thoug

at least that he could not be

long. But I was wrong again,

quietly as I did. So finally I si

"I know when I'm being st;

"That's good," he commen
don't as a rule. Tigers always

"I'm no tiger."

"And no dove either. I

look like an angel."

"Who has gone wrong, of

I look very depraved?"
He broke cover at that, an>

me not to try to be clever-cle>

it didn't suit me, and anyway
did I want than a plain hint?

"Am I to tell him 'All is di

fly at once'?" I asked.

"You can."
"Don't be a silly Billy Bull

take the slightest notice."

"All right!" he said energetit

him that my chief constable

letter from Lady Harvey Gil

hurst in the County of He

Tell him that the chief consta

it over to his chief superinte
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WEAREVER

William Bull, O.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.—
that's all me—with instructions which
went: 'I dare say the woman's mad but

you'd better look into it for what it's

worth. You know Gill, don't you?' I

said, 'Yes, I know Gill and of course the

woman's mad.' But I didn't tell him how
well I know Gill and how likely it is the

madwoman has hit the nail on the head.
And I didn't tell him either that I like

Gill very much indeed and his daughter
better. I suppose he has taken the damn'
thing to the Continent and is selling it for

as near twenty thousand quid as he can
get. That's what they say it's worth."

I
FELT sick but I managed to say it

had always been regarded as a mistake
on my Uncle Harvey's part to marry
again, and it was generally felt that in

doing so he had found himself in the

family vault sooner than might have been
expected; so soon, in fact, that he had
not had time, apparently, to make a will.

Billy Bull interrupted me:
"In which will, according to Lady Gill,

his brother Rupert—according to his

brother Rupert—might have been be-

queathed The Old Woman in a Shawl, by
Rembrandt van Rijn. It seems," he went
on, "that this point of view has been ex-

pressed by the Commodore on more than
one occasion since his brother died; re-

gretfully it is not shared by Lady Gill.

The reluctant conclusion must be reached
that stealing the picture would be pre-

cisely what he would do after cajolery,

importunity and threats had failed to

achieve his purpose."
"All very good evidence," I said, "to

prove all over again what a horrible

woman my poor uncle died of."

"An absolute shocker," Billy Bull

agreed, "but in her P.S. she wonders why
her niece Eve should spend the night of

June twenty-second in Pakenhurst vil-

lage in secrecy, for that niece did not con-
sider it necessary to pay her respects to

her aunt at the Grange during the time

she was there."

"I was staying with Nanny Brown!
I never go near Aunt Harvey Gill if I can
possibly avoid it. Anyway, the picture

was taken on the twenty-third."

He looked at me and shook his head.

"You oughtn't to have known the

date," he said.

"I've got a good memory. I read the

papers."

"Won't do, Eve, won't do. I know
you, and you're not much different from
other women when it comes to dates.

But apart from that you were in Paken-
hurst on the twenty-third if you spent
the night of the twenty-second with your
Nanny Brown. There were fingerprints

on the metal reinforcing plates at the

top of the ladder—and on the window."
"Not my fingerprints," I said.

"No," he agreed, smiling amiably at

me, "you wore dark brown doeskin
gloves. The local man found a few fibers

from them in rough places on the rungs
of the ladder. Wonderful thing, modern
microscopy."
My mouth was dry. Brown doeskin

gloves . . yes. Where were they now? I

felt dizzy with the dangerous implica-

tions of this thing which I had prac-

tically dismissed from my mind with the

coming of Jonathan Penrose. It had
seemed so unimportant . . . doeskin
gloves. Oh,my God, I said to myself. If

he arrests me, what will happen to Jona-
than? I shall be absolutely finished. . . .

Please, no!
"Shall I answer it?" asked Billy Bull

conversationally.

What was he saying? I stared at him.
Then through the turmoil of near panic,

I heard the telephone ringing in Father's

room.
"No—it's all right. I'll answer it," I

said, and added with a miserable attempt
to appear able to continue the fight, that I

wouldn't try to escape.

At first I did not register what the ex-

change was saying. The words did not

convey anything at all, until I heard
"Rotterdam." I came to, and said I hadn't
quite understood, would they please re-

peat what they had said. My heart was
in my mouth.
A personal call for Miss Eve Gill from

Rotterdam—was Miss Gill available,

please? I said she was speaking. Would
I please hold on. I held on, turning to

look into the other room. Billy Bull was
lighting another cigarette.

Father seldom uses a telephone unless

he has something important and imme-
diate to say. I hoped he was at his bright-

est and quickest, for he would have to do
a lot of reading between the lines of what
I would be able to say with Billy Bull

within earshot.

"Eve?" exploded his voice in my ear.

He might have been telephoning from
the village, so clear was it. "Can you
hear me?"

"Yes."
"Are you alone?"
"No." My relief was heartfelt; he was

in a security-minded mood.
"Billy Bull?" he asked. "All quiet?"

jn*

"If you had it to do all over
again, would you still marry me?"
COLLIFR'S CHAS. MACDONALD

"Yes," I said. "No."
"What?"
"No."
He paused, then said: "Is it bad?"
"As can be, I think."

"Guesswork?"
"More than that."

"Well, it doesn't matter," he said.

"I'm glad you think so. / don't. From
where I am it seems quite the other way."
Then he said something which made

me gasp, and the blood began to circulate

in my limbs again.

"I see," I said. "Would you like to

leave the next bit to me?"
"Why?"
"Oh, just because. I like to see a thing

through to the end."

"Just as you like, my dear. Give my
regards to Billy."

"I shall do no such thing," I said

roguishly. "Someone's listening."

"I thought he might be. Well, there it

is. Head him off. You'll know how."
My parent's tone held that characteris-

tic note of carefree confidence which is

particularly noticeable when I am meet-

ing his troubles more than halfway.

On this he rang off, and I addressed the

dead telephone with: "Well, goodby, dar-

ling, and I meant what I said at the dance,

you're too young and I'm not old

enough."

I went back to Billy Bull, hoping
my end of the conversation had sou:

sufficiently innocent to have put ou
his head any notion to check the call

"I've been thinking," I said, "about
brown doeskin gloves theory. It m
be that you have a case, what with
and other things."

"I'll finish where I began, and re

what all this has been in aid of:

shake him out of his belief that he
get away with any jiggery-pokery he
pens to think up. As things are, he'll c

unstuck one day, there'll be a mess,
you'll be somewhere in it." He pai
and took my hand. "If that happe
and 1 was officially involved as I certs

would be since you live in my divisii

think I—well, I—"
I could not do much more after

than hold his hand tightly to me
promise him I would do my best wit!

Commodore.
"I'll tell the chief that one can't be*

tain of anything but I think he's ri

assuming Lady Gill must be nuts."

We went out of the French
toward the car, Fido reluctantly

way for us.

"Or," I said, "would it be possibl

the chief constable to write to my
and say that he has looked into hi

legations—that's the word, isn't it?-

finds there is another explanation
he feels she should have given wei;

before committing libel to paper—

'

"He might say something like

there is such an explanation," said

Bull cautiously.

"Oh, I was going to give it

Suppose, for instance, my father

come sick of her constant refusals to

the picture examined by expert vi

and decided that he had the right

his mind put at rest, and so took
into his own hands and submitted it

self to the three best judges in Hoi
"That's quite silly, I'm afraid,

would it put his mind at rest, or

him less likely to be guilty of stealin;

to know it was worth eighteen, inste

twenty thousand? It might turn out

worth twenty-five."

"But if he found, as he had sus

that it was worth ten?"
"Ten thousand is a hell of a chi

money. He would still cry his eyi

surely."

"I didn't say thousand. I said ti

pounds, or perhaps thirty. I don'
what a Rembrandt fake is worth,
much as a good copy of an ac
ture, I dare say."

Billy Bull had stopped in mid-

"A fake? Why should the Comm
think—"

"Rembrandt," I said, with the

modore's words still in my ear, "p:

altogether about seven hundred pi

in the course of his life. There ar

thousand of them in America alone

sort of thing would make me suspi

wouldn't it you?"

BILLY BULL swore fiercely. "<li

the damned ingenious cock-an
stories I ever heard! The only
chance he'd have of getting awa
that would be if it actually dii

out to be a fake. Pipe dreaming
help. You haven't a thing to laug

"But I have. You see, it is a faki

"What!" He glared at me. He w f

lieved, glad, but felt somehow hP
been tricked. "How did you knov I

swear you didn't know when I begi'

you. You—that was it—the teleprie

He shook me. I could not corjh

about that.

"You deceitful, beastly girl! Wb
he tell you?"

"That three of the best men on tr

ject have just agreed independent!

if Rembrandt had ever done a pic

an old woman in a shawl, whicl

doubted, that certainly wasn't it."

He dropped his hands from my
ders and then laughed. He Looked
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g, he looked at me and then at the

rshes stretching away to the estuary

id the sea.

"Snipe!" he said.

Fido watched him with foreboding

ile he took his things from the car. I

jd I would walk as far as First Mile

ith him.

We set off, Fido drooping along at our

:1s.

You would have thought that that had
in enough for the morning but some-
ig else came up.

Billy Bull, of course, took no notice of

ie sound of hammer on metal coming
>m Charlie's workshop by the side of

cottage. Billy Bull didn't know, as I

I that Charlie was on board the Pea-

:k in Rotterdam harbor, and that the

noise was odd, to say the least of it. No
one but Charlie ever used his workshop.

OR a moment I thought Charlie must
have stayed ashore, but in the next re-

d that even without a man short in

crew, he was essential to the engine

om.
Billy Bull was telling me about a new
ember of the Watch Committee to

horn the chief constable objected as an
llectual with too great a fondness for

ning; I was listening half to him and
to the hammering. It was a noise so

ical of Charlie that it continued to

e me uneasy.

When we were level with the cottage,

about sixty or seventy yards from it

we walked along the dike toward the

ad track called First Mile, I caught
t of the back of a car through the

lf-open double doors of the workshop,
do not know how I kept on walking
hen my impulse was to turn round
id start running to the cottage. But I

as with Billy Bull, I was with the Chief
iperintendent of the East Suffolk Con-
bulary. I had to continue in outward
lm by his side.

There was not the faintest chance I

ras mistaken. It was the Austin.

I managed to keep my eyes off the cot-

ge, but I could not shut my ears to the
und of hammering nor my mind to the

ificance of the Austin being there

istead of in its stall in the garage.

It was like walking on the edge of a
ipice, with soft ground crumbling at

ry step. Very vividly I could imagine

\ Bull's reaction if he ever found
Jt what I, whom he thought he was res-

ing from a parent's evil influence, was
ing. I wondered if the Commodore had
'er reached such heights, or depths as
is—had taken an important police of-
:ial within fifty yards of a murder sus-

for whom the whole country was
rching—and said no word.
I had an idea the Commodore would

be envious if he ever heard, but that was
no comfort at all.

At the beginning of First Mile I

stopped and said, "Well, good hunting."

Billy Bull took my hand affectionately

and said he would be back by half past

one, not a minute later.

"I wish," he said, "there were more
like you, Eve."

I tried not to flinch.

Somehow I managed to keep my feet

from running, and approached the cot-

tage as nonchalantly as I knew how. Be-

tween my shoulder blades I could feel

Bjlly Bull's suspicious eyes as he watched
me, as he cunningly allowed me to betray

not only my guilty knowledge but the

man they hunted. . .

.

At the workshop door I dared to look
back. He was a distant figure almost lost

in the haze which still lay like white mus-
lin on the green velvet of the marsh.

I stepped inside. The Austin's near-

side front fender was perched on the

bench while Jonathan in overalls was
straightening a large dent in it with a

round-headed wooden mallet. He was
whistling a tune just recognizable.

He looked up, saw me and dropped
the hammer.
"Good morning," I said. "Did you

hit something?"
He muttered vaguely about a gatepost,

and went on looking at me guiltily. 1

wanted to burst into tears, either because
I was so furious I could scarcely see or so

relieved to find him here.

"I owe you a lot of explanation," he
said. "I couldn't find you anywhere. I

didn't like to question Mary about you.
She would have wondered what business

it was of mine. Charlie said he was sure

you would approve of my staying here
instead of the Holland idea."

"Oh," I said. "Charlie did, did he? I

presume he's in a position to judge?"
"Yes. I think so. I—well I told him

about—er
—

"

"About everything?"

He actually laughed. "I had to. He
sdd if I didn't he would strangle me and
drop me into the estuary and no one in

the world would give a damn. I saw he
was concerned about your part in it; oth-

erwise I think I would have let him go
ahead. He's a very good friend of yours,

you know. He said that since you had
made up your mind to help me, he
wouldn't question the sense of it."

Charlie had been right, up to a point.

But he had not realized the extent of

Jonathan's weakness where Charlotte
was concerned, had not known he was
likely to try to keep in touch with her. I

could see how easily Jonathan must have
agreed with this change of plan which
allowed him to stay in England.
"You do understand, don't you," I
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id, "that her safety depends on no one
:overing that she knows you, and you

low her?"

"But of course. That's the essence of

whole thing."

"Will you promise me something?" I

;ed, and at once wished I had not; it is

a bad line to take with anyone.

"I owe you more than a promise."

"Call it a suggestion from me. Look,

don't do it again. You might hit some-

thing larger than a gate post—and it

would take more than a mallet to

straighten out the damage."
He was standing close to me. I met his

eyes as steadily as I could.

"How did you know?"
I countered with a question, a question

of more importance than any I had asked

anyone since the thing began.

"Did you ask her where she had been

at that hour, whom she had seen?"

He stared at me; a jaw less firm than

bis would have dropped. "Good God!"
le said. "What don't you know—? I

—

#ell, I assumed she couldn't sleep, had
jone for a walk. Most natural thing to

10. But what do you know about this?

\bout my seeing her?"

"Much more than I wanted to know,
or your sake, and very much less than I

lope to know before I've finished, for

nine," I said, and realized that I had
irought our relationship to a point of

langer which I had known from the

•eginning must one day come.
He sat down on the running board of

le car and looked at me as if he were
;eing me for the first time.

"What have you been up to?" he said.

"I'm not going to tell you—yet."

"You're interfering in something that

oesn't concern you! I know that! And
won't have it! You—you—

"

"My name's Eve—

"

PHERE was a pause. If I was not red

L in the face, I felt I was. He was, cer-

Ijnly.
"I'm sorry," he said. "I don't pre-

:nd to understand. But I've a right
—

"

["And I've none," I spoke quickly. "It

only that I think I see something, the

uth of something, more clearly than
>u do—more than anybody else does, at

e moment. Of one thing, though, I am
>solutely sure. You won't hold it

ainst me in the long run, although be-

een now and then you can and will

!te me, but there it is. I'm working for

u-"
"As long as you're not working against

lotte."

ere came the flat faraway bang of a

gun. He glanced questioningly to-

the marshes.
at's a policeman," I said. "He's

had breakfast with me and is now
ting snipe."

Snipe? A policeman!"
"Exactly. And he has no more idea
10 is staying in Ship Cottage than the
in in the moon."
'Charlie said you generally know what
a are about."
What else did Charlie say?"
'Quite a lot. Among other things, that

ou had decided to lend me a hand it

•s no good trying to stop you."
'Then you have no further objec-
ts?"

I have a thousand, but I realize I'm
* in a position to raise them. You've
<>e all that can be done for me."
I'm glad," I said.

felt better still when a few moments
|5r I had left him I found the cloak-
r m ticket I wanted so badly. It was

re 1 had hoped, in the waistcoat of
suit he had been wearing that night
which now hung on a nail behind
oor of Charlie's attic. The date was

it, too, scribbled in pencil but per-
tly legible.

:>nathan was still busy in the work-
7«b, but I left the cottage by the back
*r just in case he saw me.
was learning some perfectly horrible

hiits.
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Sam Page was coming along the road
from the village with our newspapers; he

saw me, stopped and asked if I would
mind taking them with me if I was going

up to the house. His rheumatism was bet-

ter, thank you. There was one paper still

in his basket—the Telegraph. He rode

on to the cottage with it.

I unfolded the Marsh House copy of

the same paper; there was no message for

Jonathan in the personal column, but
one day there would be, one bright morn-
ing like this she would send for him.

IF I had not* come straight from Kes-
<singland, from home, and known that

Jonathan was securely hidden away in

Ship Cottage there, I would have been
alarmed at the sight of the police car out-

side Number 4.

As it was, I was only acutely curious.

The house was in a buzz of excitement

about something. I heard Havelock's
voice raised higher than was seemly, and
Mrs. Marshall's only a shade quieter in

tone, coming from the kitchen. Some-
body, a woman, was shouting on the tele-

phone in the front hall. I wondered what
Groves was thinking of, to let such dis-

turbance run riot unchecked. I pulled off

would be more suspicious for me to be
in there with it shut, and slid my hand
under the mattress. I explored from top
to bottom, first from one side and then

from the other.

But the Manila envelope was no longer

under the mattress.

As I stood there, wondering, I heard
quiet footsteps coming along the lino-

leum of the corridor.

I went to the open door in two strides,

and stood a few inches inside the room,
with my back to whoever was coming,
as if I had just arrived there myself and
had gone no farther in.

To my instant alarm, a voice I recog-

nized said:

"Who are you and what are you doing
here?"

I swung around, keeping my back to

the window, which faced west and was
full of dangerous sunshine. I blinked at

Ordinary Smith through my spectacles

and said adenoidally: "Oh! You made
me jump, you did! I'm Mrs. Inwood's
maid—I—I was just standing here, think-

ing he'd never sleep in that bed again,

poor man, or brush his hair in front of

that mirror
—

" I sniffled and put a hand-
kerchief to my eyes and nose.

iHifro

T could even put 'em on tighter than that if I wanted to!"
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my hat, made sure my hair, encouraged
by twenty-four hours' freedom, had not
crept loose, and went into the kitchen.

"Suicide— !" I heard Havelock saying.

"What troubles did he have, I'd like to

know? An' he didn't love the old boy all

that much, if that's the idea."

Four white faces turned to me; Mrs.
Marshall's, Cook's and the two maids'.

Mrs. Marshal] had been crying. I looked
from one to another.

"She doesn't know," said Mrs. Mar-
shall.

"I've just got back
—

"

It seemed to me they all spoke at once,

each wanting to be the breaker of the

tragic but nevertheless dramatic news,

and out of the spate of words I seized on
a few which made sense, which told me
why Mr. Groves was failing to keep or-

der in the household.
Mr. Groves was no longer here. Mr.

Groves was dead. Mr. Groves had fallen

in front of a train at Leicester Square sta-

tion. Last night. At half past ten. He'd
seemed so much more cheerful the last

two days— The police had just been able

to identify him, with Hewson's help.

Madam had notified the police just after

lunch that he was missing, when every-

one was so worried he hadn't come in

last night, hadn't slept in his bed . . .

"I feel awful," I said, and left them.
"Hadn't slept in his bed," had given

me a thought. I hurried up to Groves'
room, leaving the door open since it

"Sit down and tell me about it," he
said with a dreadfully put-on sympathy,
undoubtedly a vital tool in his trade.

"Sit down here?" I said. "Oh no, sir,

not here, I couldn't!"

Thank God he was not looking at me
with any particular interest. Perhaps my
disguise was really good; perhaps he was
thinking hard about something else,

about Mr. Groves, of course.

I dared to interrupt:

"Surely it—it wasn't suicide—the po-
lice—you are the police, sir? You know
it wasn't suicide

—

"

"Do we? We haven't had much time
to find out about him."

"No, of course not—what with the

first murder still on your hands, as it

were."

He looked at me now.
"First murder? Is there a second one?"
"Oh, dear, I didn't mean that

—
" I

sniffed hard and long, keeping the hand-
kerchief busy. "Of course, it must have
been an accident if it wasn't suicide,

mustn't it? There have been cases,

though, haven't there, sir, of people be-

ing p-pushed under trains?"

"Why on earth should anyone want to

push this wretched man under a train?"

he demanded.
"Perhaps he knew too much about Mr.

Inwood's murder. I thought—I—oh, sir,

don't take any notice of me. There'll be
lots of witnesses to say how he fell, won't
there, sir?"
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"There's only one man who could tell

us anything worth while
—

" He stopped
again.

"I don't think you can help us," he
went on, dismissing me.
"Thank you, sir," I said, and escaped,

my knees so weak that I was glad my
room was near. I locked the door and
sat on the bed, lighted a cigarette and
tried to calm myself.

That sudden meeting with my Mr.
Smith on top of the news about the butler

had nearly broken my nerve. My heart
felt as though it would never beat nor-
mally again.

That money. The envelope had gone
with remarkable rapidity considering

that the news of his death had only been
known a very short time.

It looked as though Charlotte had
known earlier than the rest of the house-
hold that her butler was dead.

I was shivering. Of course she had had
to get the money back. She could not
leave it there for anybody—Mr. Smith,
for instance—to find.

She had not written that check until

the second interview with Groves, the
day after he had first shown her what was
in his mind. Between those two inter-

views she had seen Freddy Williams.
Even as she wrote it, she had known how
temporary would be the inconvenience
and expense of being blackmailed by her
butler.

The^muscles of my jaw were tight and
aching* I had wondered, hadn't I, what
they had meant by their phrase, "It's go-
ing to be all right"?

Well, I thought I knew now.
But how sure was I, from the police

point of view? Evidence? They would
say, "Where's the evidence?" A man re-

hearses a speech in front of a mirror, but
of course you don't hear what he says.

He spends fifteen minutes with Mrs. In-

wood and comes out looking pleased.

Next day he sees her again. He goes to

the bank with the check. He puts two
hundred pounds under his mattress. Did
he? Where is it? It would be my word
against hers. And when all is said and
done, who are you? I fancied someone
asking. Not "Dorothy Simpson." Oh,
your name's Gill? What are you doing
here, pretending to be a maid?

I dared not imagine what they would
say—and do to me when I tried to explain

that. I would be nearer the dock of the

Old Bailey than either Charlotte or
Freddy Williams, and Jonathan would be
in it with me.

I realized with an awful frustration

that to know a thing is not necessarily to

prove it, and in spite of everything I had
done so far to pull Jonathan's chestnut

out of the fire, it was still in it, hotter than
ever, and my fingers had already been
badly burned.
The fact that in Groves' murder was

promise of the same fate for Jonathan
himself was beginning to put me into

wild alarm. Charlotte had told Freddy
Williams, hadn't she, that it was going to

be all right about Jonathan because now
she knew how to get in touch with him?

A KNOCK on the door set my over-

strung nerves in a jangle; I asked in

a strangled voice who was there. Mr.
Smith answered, there was a word he
wanted to say to me.

"I'm all undressed!" I cried, nasally,

and pulled off jacket, blouse and skirt in

a frenzy. I could not face him.
"I won't come in," he said. "I can

say it from here just as well."

"Yes, sir
—

"

"It's this. I am giving you advice as a

police officer. You might find yourself

in trouble with us if you go about spread-

ing rumors with regard to the way this

man met his death. It was either suicide

or accident. There is no possibility of

foul play."

I had a spark of satisfaction. If there

was no possibility of foul play, why this

heavy warning?
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"Yes, sir," I said. "I didn't mean any
harm, I promise. I quite understand."
"Be sure that you do," said the voice of

the law, through the closed door.

I sat in my underthings and stared at

the wall while it dawned on me that al-

though I might not have exhausted the

possibilities of close contact with Char-
lotte, I might be spending the precious
time in other ways to greater profit.

For one thing I must keep watch over

Jonathan—and the personal column of

the Telegraph.
And there was Freddy Williams, loom-

ing so largely now that his shadow lay

everywhere I looked. It was no good pre-

tending to myself. If I wanted to get

quickly to the heart of the business, it

was through him now, rather than Char-
lotte, that I might do it.

It was obvious from every point of
view, in fact, that Dorothy Simpson had
done her job.

This brought me to Dorothy's trunk,

still sitting by the unpaid taxi driver out-

side, and I hurriedly put on skirt and
jacket again. I was glad that in my eager-

ness to find out the meaning of the police

car I had delayed paying off the taxi.

Having decided that Dorothy Simpson
must go, she could go now, instantly, in

a matter of moments.

I
GATHERED up the few bits and
pieces of her modest belongings, threw

them into the suitcase and ran out of the

attic, along the passage to the stairs. Mr.
Smith heard the commotion and put his

head out of the butler's room.
"I'm not staying in this house another

minute!" I shrieked at him hysterically.

"People dying right and left! It's not
safe!"

"You know best," he said, and re-

turned to his searchings.

Relieved to know that he meant what
he said about my being unable to help in

their inquiries, I hurried down the stairs,

banging the suitcase now and again
against the banisters to emphasize a pan-
icky departure. I hoped Charlotte heard
me; it would lend color to what she was
told about it later.

I burst open the kitchen door.

"Mrs. Marshall," I cried shrilly, "I'm
giving notice here and now and I'm off,

and if you girls know what's good for

you, you'll do the same! Who's going to

be next? Have you asked yourselves that?

Personally, I don't care because it's not

going to be me! House of Death, that's

what it is! A House of Death!"
I slammed the door before anyone

could do anything about it, and ran out

of the back door and up the stone steps

to the pavement. The taxi was still there,

the driver seeming glad I had returned.

"Liverpool Street!" I said lou
case anyone had followed me to the
ment door, and jumped into the cab
back of my nose was hurting abomi
on account of having had such
noises forced through it while half c

I put the spectacles in my handbag
When we were safely in Fulham

I told the driver I had changed my
and gave him the Thurloe Squa;
dress.

"Don't blame you, miss, clearing

there."

I realized that the tragedy of
would be in the evening papers b
and that Dorothy Simpson's views
spells and "houses of death" were
shared by large numbers of people.

The taxi driver helped me up th
with the trunk.

A minute later Aunt Florence
home from Harrods. She said,

dear, don't tell me you've lost th

though I'm not surprised. I felt

wasn't you." I said I was afraid I h
it and here I was again to use her
like a hotel.

"Eve, I think you are splendid
so bravely, with such unconcern!

But am I splendid enough?
dered.

I had some sort of a plan formi
After dinner I dressed up to the

my ability, in my nice gray evenin
over one of Miss Vandelte's fi

rangements. I shook a pair of
from their Cellophane wrappin
added luster to my legs. My b
its twenty minutes' brushing, ha<

ered nearly all its natural effervi

in fact it was a little beside itself

let out once more, and produ<

aureole effect that I had not noti

fore.

I quite liked the look of my f;

that it had been brought out froi

the Veil of mauve powder and givi

ble assistance in the matter of col

It was getting on for ten o'cloc

would have to be moving. I tried!

cognac. The trouble lay in the

that there was any bliss in my ig

about Freddy Williams. I kne
that was definite. I tried to add it

was nocturnal of habit in that 1

love and killed butlers and g|
seemed to be more active after d;j

before. He lived in a bacheloil

North Audley Street and he c|

quite without consideration for

finer feelings.

That was about all. It was not f i

picture, even through the golc f
cognac: however, if I chanced I

and my few last shreds of virtue.B1

probably manage.
I went upstairs for my evenl

Collier's for August
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purse, kissed Aunt Florence good
ight, and walked around to the garage

jrthe Daimler.

drove to North Audley Street and
;ed in the same place as before, just

nd the corner.

ghts showed that the room on the

floor which I believed to be his sit-

g room was tenanted. The two win-

dws were wide to the summer night, the

irtains undrawn. I could only hope
at he was alone; if he were not, then«whole plan would fail,

•he

. inals

my :

,ped'

lett d

e fatefulness of the moment was in-

capable. The musical pings as I

opped two pennies in the public tele-

lone across the street were like the first

lals after zero hour of the first battle

small war.

dialed the Inwood number, and
Charlotte would answer it herself

r I was working to a close timetable,

it I heard Mrs. Marshall's voice.

'This is Simpson, Mrs. Marshall.

ast put me through to Madam."
rs. Inwood is unable to speak to

ne, 1 am afraid, Simpson, and cer-

not to you. She was very upset

she heard about your exhibition

afternoon."

'm sorry to hear that," I said, "but
iportant that I should speak to her."

Marshall sniffed,

suppose you've changed your mind
iut leaving. Well, I'm sure I don't

iw what Mrs. Inwood—"
cut her short, saying in Dorothy's
est, nosiest voice: "I don't care what
know or don't know, and I haven't

iged my mind. Connect me with

Inwood—

"

eally!"

Don't bother to go off the deep end,

I put the plug into the socket marked
le

1

and tell her I have something very
fent to say. Very urgent. And I shall

tan ringing her up until she does speak
Ine, see?"

'Well, I've never heard—such a way
alk! You'll be in serious trouble if

:

dare to threaten us!"

Not as serious as you'll be in if I
Florence; k speak t0 Madam at once."

jie muttered angrily, and I heard the

click as she held my call and spoke
lotte on her extension. After a

ait she came back on the line.

Vladam will not speak to you," she
with satisfaction, and rang off.

sed her, although I was not unpre-

, and had two more pennies ready

p of the box. I put them in the slot

nd In

neto

) the cal|

lg aboi

jj iucb

lilehalii

handl

Fulhaal

inged nqj

oeSqi

HC0KM.

enough?

and dialed. She had to answer it. I gave
her no time to ring off again before she

heard enough to make her think twice

about it.

"It's a police matter concerning her," I

said, "which she might prefer to talk

over with me."
She digested this indignantly, but spoke

again to Charlotte. There was a click,

and then Charlotte's cool voice, "Yes,

Samson?"
"I can't talk as long as Mrs. Marshall's

still in the telephone cupboard."
"Oh? And why not?"
I explained very briefly about the

switchboard's weaknesses and added,
"Poor Mr. Groves knew about it."

THIS produced the desired effect; she
paused, before she said, "I have rung

for Mrs. Marshall. Well, Samson, I sup-

pose you want to apologize for your
ridiculous

—

and selfish behavior."

"Yes, Mrs. Inwood, in a way. I was
never one to shirk my duty, I hope. You
see, it's about that Mr. Penrose."

"About—whom?" she said calmly.

"You know who—Mr. Penrose."

"Oh, of course. The—the murderer
—

"

she said the word with the right amount
of horror.

"You see, I feel I ought to go to the

police
—

"

She interrupted to speak away from
the telephone, "Mrs. Marshall, I wanted
to tell you not to wait up any longer. I

am quite all right now. You go up to

bed." After a pause she said, "You were
saying, Samson?"

"I thought it only fair," I said, "to let

you have a chance of deciding for me
what I should do about it."

"About just what?"
"About knowing how they could find

him."
"Good heavens! That is important in-

formation, isn't it? Surely you should
tell the police at once, instead of dis-

cussing it with me?"
I had never admired her so much.
"Yes," I said. "I suppose I should.

Thank you, Mrs. Inwood. I'm most re-

lieved, really I am."
If I had been she I would not have

dared leave it so long before I took up
the conversation again. Suppose I had left

it at that and rung off? But she knew I

wouldn't, and even she would want a

moment to recover from the discovery

that she had a second blackmailer to deal

with.

Finally she said, "As a matter of inter-

When we found out how much of a demand there was for

used cars we started manufacturing them as a second line'
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t, Samson, how will they be able to

id him, in your opinion?"
' "Well, I think if they advertised in the

jwspaper—in the personal column. Of
'e Telegraph, for instance. A message,

mean, addressed, say, to 'John,' asking

to be at a certain place at such and

a time. I think he'd turn up all right

sap."

re was another pause,

see," she said. "What am I sup-

to say to that?"

laughed as unprettily as possible.

t's rather for me to say, isn't it? Mrs.

ood, I've been thinking. You remem-
r you said how you hated other people

•anng your clothes? I thought at the

Se, it's easy for her. For why? Be-

she's got all the nice frocks and
and suits and underclothes as any-

could possibly want. Now I'd like

in that position, Mrs. Inwood, I

would. Then again, Mrs. Inwood,
you hit me with that hairbrush, I

it, if that was my hairbrush, my
ly gold and ivory hairbrush with my

st on the back and all, I wouldn't use

lor beating my can't-answer-back la-

s maid—but then, I had to laugh to

I self, even if my leg was hurting cruel,

ause after all it wasn't my hairbrush

toto me sireei. ne puuea ine cur-

i across both windows and came back
with his thick black eyebrows
together. He looked at me a mo-

,
then said quickly, "I am afraid it's

it for us. I'm very sorry. It's

aably rude of me, but you'll have
i along."

ided him my glass and got up from
tee; he put down the glass by the
:

the other. I said nothing, making
expression blank. He stared at me
ously. I picked up my coat and purse.

'

it weren't that a very large sum of

ey is involved," he explained, "the

money one could use to put on
: shows and not notice it, I wouldn't

to you."
to yourself?" I asked brightly,

mind, you forget I shouldn't be
at all."

returning my brandy glass to

cktail cabinet.

hat's nonsense," he said. "Will you
a telephone number or some-

have yours in case," I said, and

But she hung up before I could finish.

I took it as a good sign.

I had to move quickly. She was still

connected directly to the exchange line

and would not have to go downstairs to

the switchboard before being able to ring

Freddy Williams, but she would give her-

self a few minutes to collect her thoughts

and decide how to handle him. One thing

she would be quite certain about, he
would raise all kinds of hell; a man who
is just recovering from one murder is not

in the best state of mind to hear that he

may have to commit another. I thought
I could bank on that.

However, I did not walk but ran across

the road, and slowed down only for the

short time it took me to get past the

porter of the flats, which I did with an as-

sured but friendly, "Good evening," con-
veying the impression that not only did

I know to which flat I was going but
that I was expected there. The clock in his

little office pointed to ten minutes to

eleven.

I stepped into a small self-operating

elevator and pressed the third-floor but-

ton.

It arrived with a grunt at the third

floor and I crashed back its doors with
relief and found Freddy Williams' door

kept waiting." 1

I
STARTED off for the top of the stairs,

he just behind me to the elevator, leav-

ing the door of the flat open. His arms
came around me, his lips seeking mine.
I kept my head back.

"Telephone me at ten o'clock to-

morrow morning," he said, "and if you
forget the number you'll find it in the

book. When I said this was a matter of

money, it was absolutely true. I might
be able to do a show."
He stepped into the elevator, closed

the doors and rattled downward. I

turned and went quickly back to the flat,

through the door, across the hall and the

width of the sitting room and stepped
behind the drawn curtains, squeezing my-
self flat against the wall in the corner by
the side of the open window.

I heard the street door below open and
close. The first sounds of them came
from the elevator, and then, startlingly

near and sudden, Charlotte's voice ten

feet the other side of the curtain.

(To be continued next week)
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it was silly me thinking what and
1 not I'd be doing with it. But that

a't mean I wouldn't like more than
King to have a brush like it, and an-

r to match, and a mirror and little

5
s and pots all the same, with a pretty

ing table to put them on—and a

»i, a pretty bedroom, and the bed-

. »i in an elegant house instead of a
Jiiledown cottage my mother left me,
i )ut enough money to mend the
os, they're that old. It's always
"jy, Mrs. Inwood, it seems to me.
( can't do anything, can't buy any-
li

, can't have anything, can you, with-
ine needful?"

i
see," said Charlotte again, and then,

flfflnllfl'FPose you'll be wanting to discuss

yiPrttvith me in person?"
I es indeed, Mrs. Inwood," I agreed,
xietime I would like to very much.

,uhei*onight?"

i tiv?r'
not ton ight. I am very tired."

"
ell, so am I, Mrs. Inwood, and that's

• I don't sleep well at the best of
The slightest noise wakes me up."
I gather," she said. Under the

m of her tone I could hear the

H, I'll ring off now, and call you
tomorrow, maybe. You mustn't

, because I'm sure we shall be able
ange—

"
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ten yards along the corridor. I put my
finger on the bell in two short jabs, which
I hoped would indicate the arrival of

someone expecting a welcome.
The seconds sped on leaden feet while

I listened in a horrible anxiety. If his

telephone rang now—before he opened
the door, before I could get inside—or

had it already rung?
I did not hear him come to the door.

Suddenly it had swung back and there he
was, a big man with pink, heavy but regu-

lar features and tight, curly black hair.

I smiled at him as dazzlingly as I knew
how and at the same moment stepped
quickly past him, saying, "Thank you

—

where's Izzy?" And I continued a rapid

and undeviating course toward the open
door of a sitting room across the small

hallway.

"What's all this?" he said behind me.
"Izzy? Who's Izzy—and who are you?"

Well into the sitting room now, I

turned around on my heel so that my
skirts swished and swung, and faced him
with wide and puzzled eyes.

"Why, Izzy Brown, of course! This

—

this is his flat?"

He was looking at me carefully; his

eyes left my face, traveled downward
then upward again, missing nothing of

me; they were the eyes, if ever I saw them,
of a man to whom women were more

important than any other subject or com-
bination of subjects.

"You mean, this isn't Izzy Brown's?"
"It is not." His voice was a heavy

voice, like the rest of him, and it reached
into me as I think it was supposed to do.

"Oh, my God!" I said, turning from
him abruptly. "Not Izzy's? But this is

Flat 3—22 North Audley Street?"

He shook his head. He had decided, I

saw with great relief, that I was the sort of

girl whom he didn't mind making a mis-

take about an address.

"Not 22," he said.

"But, oh dear, what must you think of
me, stamping in like this!"

His eyes and his rather full lips smil-

ing assured me that he was thinking I was
a nice piece of goods. He had the crud-
est mouth I had ever seen.

"Well, now," he said, "I wouldn't think

badly of you unless, of course, you felt

you couldn't wait even a minute before
you set off to find Number 22 and Mr.
Izzy Brown. If you did that, without
even a short drink for the road as it were,

I should immediately think very badly
of you."

While he was making this little speech
of welcome he brought a cocktail cabinet

into action by opening its lid, so that an
intricate array of glasses, bottles and
decanters sprang into the ready position.

"Oh, my!" I said. "What an elegant

affair!"

"Neatly accepted," he returned. "What
shall it be?"

I
STOOD by his side, close by his side,

and surveyed the battery. "I see a

beautiful bottle there," I said, pointing,

and turned my head to smile at him in a

friendly fashion.

"I expect Izzy Brown hides his best

cognac when you're around," he said,

and laughed.

"Izzy Brown," I replied, "is a very rich,

kind gentleman and if a girl wanted his

fine maison of even eau de vie de Danzig,
as a short one for the road, he would
give it to her—but with an almighty roar-

ing noise, for he is a very mean, rich, kind
gentleman."
"Which makes me wonder why you

should be bothering about him at this

time of night."

"That's quite a story," I said.

He poured fine into two balloon
glasses, and as he put the cork into the

bottle, the telephone rang. The smile

left him.
He walked across to the table by the

fireplace, picked up the receiver, listened,

and said, "No, tomorrow"; listened a

few moments longer and then repeating,

"No, tomorrow," with great firmness put
the receiver back on the cradle. He re-

turned for his brandy.
"Quite a story, is it? Let's sit com-

fortably on that settee, and you tell it to

me. I don't know Mr. Brown, so it won't
hurt him, and it might help you. How
do I know you loathe Mr. Brown's in-

sides? Well, it's the sort of thing I do
know, and besides, there's a very good
sign of it in the fact that you made a

mistake in the address."

"Oh?" I said, looking up at him as a

girl does when she knows she is in the

presence of her mental superior.

"You see," he explained, steering me
to the settee, "we have a machine in our
minds, in the subconscious, which works
overtime at making us forget what we
don't like consciously—all the unpleas-

ant things."

"Oh, dear. I shan't do very well on the

stage if my subconscious makes me for-

get where people like Izzy Brown live,

particularly when they've said how much
they want to help me. You see, he's going
to put on a show, and

—

"

The telephone rang again. This time
Freddy Williams frankly scowled at it. It

went on ringing.

"Why can't business people learn to

stop work at six!" Reaching out a long
arm he took off the receiver and put it

Marsha] Blucher, famous general of

the Napoleonic Wars, whose revolu-

tionary shoe design gave new comfort
and support tp his footwearyinfantry.
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No harsh laxatives for me

T

If you have trouble keep-

ing regular, think twice

before you resort to harsh

laxatives— which irritate

the digestive tract and

impair nutrition

!
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lemon and Wafer keeps

you regular

Most people find that
the juice of a lemon in

a glass of water— when
taken daily first thing
on- arising — insures
prompt, normal elimin-
ation day after day. Not
a purgative, lemon and
water simply helpsyour
system regulate itself.

>
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It aids digestion—
supplies vitamins—
and alkalinizes too.

Lemons are among the

richest sources of vita-

min C; and they also

supply valuable
amounts of Bi and P.

Over 12,000,000 now
take lemons for health.

!\

KEEP REGULAR THIS HEALTHFUL WAY!

Lemon and water helps the system function

normally. It gives best results when taken

every day. Give it time to prove its value and
establish regularity for you. Not sharp or sour,

lemon and water has just enough tang to be

refreshing-clears the mouth, wakes you up.

Take it every morning-first thing on arising.

JUICE OF ONE

FRESH LEMON

IN A GLASS

OF WATER

FIRST THING

ON ARISING

>r,

LEMON and WATER
— first thing on arising

on the table. It cackled futilely. I could
not hear what it said, but I was as near
certain as I could be that it was a wom-
an's voice. Freddy ignored it, and began
talking easily about how wrong it was
that the show business could not be run
decently, without all these off-stage in-

trigues. Personally, when he came to put
on a show he would make sure things
were arranged differently. A girl with
talent would have her chance without
having to discuss it with men like Izzy
Brown at eleven o'clock at night. He
stopped abruptly, and said accusingly:

"I don't believe there is such a chap as

Izzy Brown! You've heard about my
show and you thought you'd try a new
method of approach."

I jumped to my feet and blazed denial

at him. How the hell did I know he was
putting on a show? I didn't even know
his name! And if he didn't believe there

was an Izzy Brown, "here's the telephone
—you ring Mayfair 8754!"

HE TOOK the receiver away from
me quickly, made sure the line was

dead, and put it back on the table, not
on the instrument. It was eleven. Could
I play him for another twenty minutes?

"Let's forget Izzy Brown,"
placati'- '

(1

and myself together, saying, 'No, xxv\

not even if he really is going to
show.' "

I finished the brandy and
]

him the glass. "So now for Izzy B
and my poor neglected career."

I started to leave the settee. He
hand on my wrist and held me. I lo

at it, at the black hairs and the srtpth

knuckles between.
"You don't need Izzy Brown," he

"If you can interest me in ten mi
casual conversation, you can do liter

than that. I can give you a note tolin-

glass."

"Finglass!" I cried. "You know
glass?" I took off my coat and thr

on a chair; I straightened my frock,

down as close as possible to him,
sighed the word "Finglass" again.

"Who was pulling herself togethei

asked with a laugh which was mor
a giggle; it frightened me more tha

anything else about him with its

self-assurance.

"I said you could be exceedingly
Why don't you just beat me? Fin
My God!"
"Time enough," he said, and his r

came down on mine. I let him ki

while my stomach turned over anc
in a fretful nausea. When he

furniture ... or work

1 UU IC pU5iUH.IV 1 I 1511 lv.ui u:_, . 1 &aiU.

"Do you practice clairvoyance profes-

sionally? No. I know what the trouble is.

You know more about women than most
men, and you don't bother to hide the

fact. If the women don't like it, they can
lump it. But you're safe really, because
none of them believes you know about
her."

"Please go on," he said. I thought it

must be quite a week since he had se-

duced anybody, he was so pleased with
himself.

"You can be gentle and diabolically

cruel," I said, "but neither because you
can't help it."

"If only more people would under-
stand that," he remarked, as much to his

brandy as to me, and then looked at me.
For a moment his eyes were naked and he
was not smiling. I had got under his skin

a little.

"Shall I tell you some more?" I asked.

He nodded again.

"You never have the slightest difficulty

in making any woman you want let you
make love to her. You have proved it

so often to yourself that it's a bore. And
when I came and said I would stay for a

drink instead of going off to Izzy Brown's
straight away, you knew I would fall too.

Of course you were quite right. Probably
it would have gone according to form if

I hadn't begun pulling you to pieces

—

I nursed the brandy glass in my I

hands; he sat down close to me ag ft,

thigh against mine and told me in lis u

'

:

stance the downstairs and upstairarr-
was the same. His friends call* fan

Freddy. ^T"

MEANWHILE I felt I could ilw
his hot leg pressing againsine -,

moment longer—so I did a turn b ar >(*.

down the room, getting to know iipjaf
j

and contents and talking about he
blesome it was to be ambitious,

he think Felicity Cunningham wa;

stage name or should I change it

on and so forth, while he sip

brandy and watched me as he i

horse in a paddock.
"Felicity," he said, lingering

name, "do you know you're the

I think I've ever met?"
• I resisted the wish to comm
oddly enough I would also be th

things went the way I was planti

should. I was not enjoying myse
ever. Charlotte might have bee

furiated with him for hanging uj

that she had decided to leave hii

her calculations; my reading of

havior pattern—that she could

her scene alone and this man
only person in the world with w
could play it—might be terribb

Collier's for August
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i n which case I was going to find some

1

lifficulty in getting out of this flat with

II my clothes on. . . .

H "Your caged tigress is most attrac-

jive," Freddy Williams broke into my
;

^iabblingi "but you're making me dizzy.
'

"Tit down. We can still talk about your

areer."

I threw myself on the settee in what I

oped was careless abandon and laughed

Mt him. "Nobody has ever told me so

i-blank that I was boring him."

A number of things seem to be hap-

er.ing for the first time tonight," he said,

nd put his arm around my shoulders.

A bell rang. My heart leaped. A door-

dl. in this flat. I watched his reaction,

brandy glass in his other hand
ped halfway to his mouth.
'"
o the devil can that be?" he said,

put the glass on the table. Even if

had been a disinterested onlooker I

have seen he knew perfectly well

it was. He was very, very cross.

The bell rang again, two long rings

1 M^d after a pause by a short one, a

he was expected to recognize and

*ti." he

ID do

note to

u know

pal h

"•iswer.

Blast it to hell!" he said under his
;

:

*i eath, and went across to one of the

ten windows from which he looked
into the street. He pulled the cur-

across both windows and came back
with his thick black eyebrows
together. He looked at me a mo-
then said quickly, "I am afraid it's

night for us. I'm very sorry. It's

lably rude of me, but you'll have
along."

ided him my glass and got up from
;ttee; he put down the glass by the

the other. I said nothing, making
expression blank. He stared at me
>usly. I picked up my coat and purse.

it weren't that a very large sum of

:y is involved," he explained, "the
money one could use to put on

shows and not notice it, I wouldn't
to you."
to yourself?" I asked brightly,

mind, you forget I shouldn't be
|e at all."

was returning my brandy glass to

:ktail cabinet.

lat's nonsense," he said. "Will you
me a telephone number or some-

have yours in case," I said, and

53

bent down to read it on his dial. Now he
must, must, say the thing for which I had
planned so carefully. Surely he was not
going to let her see me? At last, to my
infinite relief, he spoke:

"I think if you don't mind, the tactful

thing would be for you to avoid being

seen. The front door is closed, and
I shall have to go down to let them in. I

shall bring them up in the elevator. If you
could wait at the top of the stairs over

there until you hear it start to come up,

and then walk down, you won't have to

meet them."
"I hope there'll be room for them all

in that little box of a thing."

"Please don't tell me, Felicity, that

you nag?"
"Well!" I said. "What do you expect?

How about Finglass? All my hopes
dashed to the ground for the sake of

some shameless girl with a late night

date—like me."
"Don't you trust me?" he asked in a

shocked tone. He was wonderful in his

belief in his ability.

"Not an inch."

The bell rang again, just over our
heads.

"She's wild about something, isn't

she?" I remarked. "Not used to being
kept waiting."

I
STARTED off for the top of the stairs,

he just behind me to the elevator, leav-

ing the door of the flat open. His arms
came around me, his lips seeking mine.
I kept my head back.

"Telephone me at ten o'clock to-

morrow morning," he said, "and if you
forget the number you'll find it in the

book. When I said this was a matter of

money, it was absolutely true. I might
be able to do a show."
He stepped into the elevator, closed

the doors and rattled downward. I

turned and went quickly back to the flat,

through the door, across the hall and the

width of the sitting room and stepped
behind the drawn curtains, squeezing my-
self flat against the wall in the corner by
the side of the open window.

I heard the street door below open and
close. The first sounds of them came
from the elevator, and then, startlingly

near and sudden, Charlotte's voice ten

feet the other side of the curtain.

(To be continued next week)
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ihe trouble with you men is, you've just been swayed by the evidence"
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He'll be a "big mon on the campus". . . with

these back-to-school hits by Hickok. Each stands
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GRAY HAIR
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BY
LOUISE UEE OUTLAW
Like a loose thread, it could commence un-
raveling the fabric of Lillian's marriage

WELL, this is the ejHfT I know it now, with
this gray hair in'my palm. Someone ought
to write an essay about gray—"the sub-

dued arrogance of gray." That's a good phrase.
Maybe I ought to take up writing. "Lillian Carstairs'
book was spun of/heartbreak." No, that's hammy
Bill would say that's hammy.

But it won't matter what Bill would say—after to-
night. Not after lUell him: "Bill, I want a divorce

"

I won't tell him whY; I'll never tell him that one gray
hair made me leave him.

Usually it's a blondTvair. Will I be the first woman
in history to ask for a diWce because of a gray hair—my gray hair? \^

I know how he'll take it. He'in^Uk up and down
wave his hands, look at me with husSiark. green-
flecked eyes. He won't believe me. He'll arW, he'll
plead, he'll swear he loves me

—

^\
He loves me, all right. He's never stopped lovinV

me. even through all the other loves. That's why it's
best for me to go now, while I'm fairly well pre-
served

—

How arrogantly this damn' hair cut its wav through
my top wave! Arrogantly—as il it knew'it would
soon increase and multiply. Beget: Tr-pkusto beyet
To be"e>-a"Talling stomach? Heavy hip^TT'rovrs^
feet^^Tdouble chin?

^-^Ves, they'll come, the demons, because thev have
- to come. Even to Nonnie. Even to Felice. Yes, e\en

to Marcia.
But Bill won't see me growing old; he won't look

at me and remember how I looked when I was
twenty. I'll never give him the chance. Let him
watch Nonnie or Felice or Marcia urow old. Maybe
he II marry one of them. And then he'll be old first—
Of course, it doesn't matter with a man. I've got

to be honest with myself. A man like Bill can lose
every bit of his hair, and (Continued on page bO)
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that you can get a beautiful

little ice chest that is ideal

for keeping on hand a boun-

tiful supply of pure, crystal-

clear ice for every cooling

need . . .for chilling bottles

quickly . . . for relieving

crowded refrigerators . . .

for that extra supply of

hard-frozen ice cubes?

Inexpensive, too!

This is just one of the many
new, post-war services the

progressive Ice Industry is

providing for better living.

You ought to know about
them all. Just get in touch

with your local Ice Company.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES

1706 I Street, N.W., Washington 6.D.C.

play," Fats said suddenly. He hummed
a simple, basic pattern of rhythm and
melody. When we had it memorized he
explained what each of us was to do.

"You got that, Charlie?" he said.

Both Charlies said yes. They had it.

We stopped at the Riverside Towers
and I got my banjo. At ten minutes
before twelve we walked into Lieder-

krantz Hall. Mr. Adams was waiting
for us.

"I see you are punctual," he said to

me. "Congratulations." To Fats he
said, "Well, Mr. Waller, what is it to

be this morning?"
"Well, Mr. Adams," Fats said, "this

morning I think we'll start with a little

thing we call Harlem Fuss. It's a fast

number. Then we got a little ol' slow
thing for the other side we call"—he hesi-

tated
—

"the Minor Drag."
"Excellent," Mr. Adams said. "Let's

begin with Harlem Fuss."
We set up our instruments and Fats

repeated his instructions. He played the

theme for us; as soon as I heard him I

knew why we didn't need drums—his

left hand would take care of the bass.

"Ready?" Fats said.

"Let's go," one of the Charlies said.

The warning lights flashed, and we
took off, every man on his own, with Fats
holding us together. When we had fin-

ished, Mr. Adams came out of the control

room. We listened to the playback.

All's Well That Waxes Well

I had a difficult time believing what I

heard because it sounded wonderful.
I looked at Mr. Adams. He was smiling.

"You see," he said to me, "what care-

ful rehearsal will do? You have per-

formed your job excellently."

I walked over to Fats. "What are we
going to play for the other side?" I whis-

pered. "What is the Minor Drag?"
"We drag the same thing in a minor

key much slower," he said.

So we did. When the masters were cut

Mr. Adams was delighted.

"I wonder, Mr. Waller," he said, "if

we could have some piano solos now?"
"Wonderful!" Fats said. "Perfect!

We'll have some piano solos." Without
moving from the bench he made Handful
of Keys and Numb Fumblin'. Handful
of Keys turned out to be the most popu-
lar of all his recorded piano solos.

"We must have some more of these

dates," Mr. Adams said. "This is an ex-

cellent example of the wisdom of plan-

ning and preparation."

After that, the Southern Music Com-
pany, with careful planning and prepara-

tion, brought out the record on a Victor

label with the titles reversed: Harlem
Fuss was called Minor Drag and Minor
Drag was called Harlem Fuss. I got my
seventy-five dollars plus recording fee.

The panic was on for us early in 1929.

You could make a million dollars in any-
thing but jazz that spring. We ate from
hand to mouth and it was somebody
else's hand.

Red Nichols said he wanted to take a

band on toyr through New England dur-
ing the summer. Would we be it? We
said we would; Red couldn't spoil our
music all by himself, and he was going to

pay us $125 a week. We got Bud Free-

man in from Chicago and collected Pee
Wee Russell. Dave Tough agreed to play
the drums. We got Max Kaminsky of
Boston on cornet. Mezzrow and I com-
pleted the outfit. While we were rehears-

ing, Bert Lown, who had an agency in

partnership with Rudy Vallee, asked us

to play a club date at the Gedney Farms
Country Club in Westchester.

"Are you sure you want us?" I asked.

"This is a hot band; we don't play so-

ciety slop."

BROTHER JAZZ
Continued irom page 21

"They'll love it," Lown said. "It will

be a novelty."

The day of the date we spent the after-

noon listening to Fats Waller and missed
the train. We piled into two taxicabs and
eighteen dollars later by the meters ar-

rived at our destination. We were an hour
late and in bad shape.

The entertainment committee met us

and escorted us to the locker room. We
were supposed to be dressed in tuxedos
and we were, except for the accessories.

Kaminsky wore white socks; I had on a

red four-in-hand tie. Nobody had a drink
left and none was offered us. We were
beginning to shake. Tough went to the

entertainment committee.
"I'm sorry to tell you this," he said,

"but unless we have a drink we cannot go
on. We have had a harrowing experience;

our lives were, nearly lost in a taxicab

while coming here."

Without a word the chairman of the

committee went to a locker, took out

Like the Negro of the same name,
Joe Sullivan is a jazz pianist

a bottle of gin and handed it to Dave.
"Thank you," Tough said, "your kind-

ness will not go unrewarded."
We ducked behind the lockers and

gulped. Then we went upstairs and
played. The complaints began at once.

There were three generations of West-
chesterites present; the kids wanted Tiger

Rag, the middle-aged group wanted Alice

Blue Gown, the old folks asked for

Strauss waltzes. One committee chair-

man came up and said, "I used to play
drums at Yale. Trouble with your man
is he doesn't syncopate enough."
"He didn't go to Yale," I said.

Nothing pleased anybody—the music
was too fast, too loud, too slow, and
where was the melody? Finally we de-

cided to turn our backs on the audience,

and enjoy ourselves.

After a while McKenzie and Josh Bill-

ings came in. They joined us on the

stand. We began playing the blues, Bill-

ings picked up a megaphone and sang,

improvising as he went along. It was a

final insult to the audience:

/ crashed this party thinkin' I would
have a good time,

I crashed this party thinkin' I would
have a good time,

I'd sell it for a nickel and a high price

would be a dime.

We finished and went back to town. I

waited a few days before calling at the

Lown-Vallee office to collect. I fig

there had been complaints and I wa
to give Lown a chance to consider
objectively. Finally I walked in and ;

his secretary to announce me.
Lown started talking as I entered|

office. I managed to sneak in a
about pay.

"Go to the union and try to get it!'i

screamed.
I reminded him quietly that we we

jazz band and that I had explained
j

to him before accepting the job.

"You are a gang of hoodlums!')
shouted. "You have no relation

whatever to music! No band in his

has ever drawn so many complaints!
insulted every decent person in

Chester! What's more, you lost the

count for us!"

"We played for dancing," I

"That's what we were asked to do.

insulted nobody."
"Your appearance was an insult-
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Some of Fats Waller's best per-

formances were almost impromptu

who were the two Chicago gangster

brought with you?"
I met McKenzie later on at Pli

speak-easy.

"Lown won't pay us," I told him
lost the season's contract for hi

sides, he says we brought two CI

gangsters with us."

Red put down his drink and st

me.
"You and Billings," I explained.

"Wait for me," Red said. "I'll

back."

I followed him into the street,

don't know where the office is!"

lered.

He stopped and waited for me.
"Point for me," he said. "Just

I led him to the office. He walktj

the receptionist, found Lown ar

a lunge for him.

"Who am I?" he yelled.

Lown retreated. "I don't kno
said nervously. "I never saw y;
fore."

"Then how do you know I'm

cago gangster, you mango-head'
Kenzie screamed.
Lown tried to say something bj

Kenzie hit him with two hundred"

a minute. He ran the total inlj

figures, ending with, "And the nel

you call somebody a Chicago gl

get it straight! I'm from St. Louisl

We were all the way back to Pl'f

Collier's for August 3j
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eak-easy before we realized we still

dn't collected any money for our work
Gedney Farms, not even the eighteen

liars spent for taxi fare.

guess people just don't like jazz

I said.

>n't worry," Jimmy Plunkett said,

what happened to water. For
mds of years people wouldn't drink

fear of getting poisoned. Now they

so much of it they think they can

jng without whisky."

10 thinks that?" McKenzie said,

is still looking for a fight.

He people who voted for prohibi-

Jimmy said.

akett's was at 2051 West Fifty-third

under the elevated. All sorts of

ess was transacted there; the tele-

rang constantly, bands were or-

at the bar, and everybody drank.

Mr. Dorsey Gets a Shave

)ne day Tommy Dorsey came in dur-

the afternoon. He had a radio pro-

in in half an hour.

I'll have to drink in a hurry," he said

I immy Plunkett. "I need a shave."

laybe you need a drink more than

Ineed a shave," Jimmy suggested. He
I
a practical man.
Dinniy looked in the mirror. "I need
ave," he said. "I'll have to skip to

barbershop."

anding quietly down the bar was
rjy O'Connor, a former wrestler

gnarled fingers and an 184-inch

, He was from the Dorsey home
'Kin Pennsylvania.

Nothing of the sort, Tommy," he
"You'll not have to stir from this

need that shave," Dorsey said,

so happens that I myself am now
e profession you intend to patron-

O'Connor said. "I am a barber."

; reached into a vest pocket and took
, straight razor,

will take but a minute," he said,

my, run some of that draught beer."

y ran some beer, and O'Connor
some salt into it. A fine head of

formed. O'Connor scooped suds
put it on Dorsey's face,

that bar rag around his neck,
y," he said to Plunkett. "I don't

to soil his shirt. Now, Tommy, just

mrhead back and relax."

few minutes it was over, and Dor-
tunned, bleeding, but shaved, was
ig upright with another drink in

nd.

it one thing, Tommy," O'Connor
"Give me a shot of that gin,

y." He poured the gin over his

and rubbed Tommy's face,

est after-shave lotion in the
" he said.

sey finished his drink, had time for

x, and left for Radio City in ex-

condition.

Isea Queely, a steady patron, came
night with two black eyes. Jack

, another jazz man, studied them a
then he said, "Chelsea, what you

ire some leeches. I'll get them for

t the drugstore." Bland returned

y with a small box.
erything is set, Chelsea," Jack said,

lean your head back against the
id I'll put one on each eye."
Isea was amiable. He leaned back
ck took a leech from the box and

it on his right eye. Chelsea tried

e. Jack kept him against the wall
ched for the other leech. Chelsea
his mouth to holler,

is point Jack dropped the other
He miscalculated. It fell in Chel-
louth.

t it out before it dies, Chelsea!"
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pvening with alcohol,
ne we went on the road with
For three dreary weeks we

New England and New York

's for August 30, 1947

State, then returned to New York City.

There was no doubt about it, the East

was not ready for jazz.

McKenzie was around. "Let's get a

drink," he said. "I have plans."

We went to the nearest speak-easy.

Red tasted his drink. "Would you
wear a jersey and a cap and play for

Mrs. Vanderbilt's dinner parties?"

"I'd rather play in a jazz band."
"Jazz is a luxury. Too bad it's such

good music. The poor man likes it, but

only the rich man can afford it."

"I guess I wouldn't mind a cap. Bix

used to wear one."

"A jersey and a cap. A jersey has

horizontal stripes. I hate them but the

society folks think they are cute. They
won't let you play at parties without
them. So you'll do it. Good!"

"At last I've reached the gutter. I'd

never have known it except for the com-
pany."
"Blow your nose and order another

drink." Red grinned. "We're going to

play jazz. It'll be disguised so the dudes
won't know it, but it'll be jazz."

Rome had a fiddler while it was burn-

ing. New York in 1929 had the Mound
City Blue Blowers. We played for cock-

tail parties, dinner parties, parties at

night, and parties in the early morning.
Our hosts were Jimmy Cromwell, Mary
Brown Warburton, Mrs. Graham Fair

Vanderbilt, Larry Doyle, George Preston

Marshall, the various Munn families,

Billy Leeds, Marjorie Oelrichs, and a lot

of week-end millionaires who were broke
or dead a year later.

Making Society Jazz-Minded

One night we played for a party at

Mary Brown Warburton's, across the

street from a church. An orthodox mu-
sician was entertaining at the piano.

"Mary," McKenzie said to the hostess,

"would you like to hear somebody really

play that instrument?"
"Isn't he playing it?" Mary asked,

looking at the pianist.

"He thinks so," McKenzie said.

He called Joe Sullivan at Riverside

Towers.
"I can't come," Joe said. "I haven't

subway fare."

"Jump in a taxi and we'll meet you
outside," Red said.

Thirty minutes later McKenzie lifted

the incumbent from the piano stool and
Joe sat down. He went into Sweet Lor-
raine.

"You're right," Mary said to Red.
"Where did this man come from?"

"I made him up," Red said.

The guests gave Joe an ovation and
crowded around the piano. Billings took
the opportunity to snatch a few bottles

of champagne. He walked across the

street to the rear of the church and hid

them behindawall. McKenzie was horror-

stricken.

"How could you do such a sacrilegious

thing?" he said to Billings. "Don't you
realize that is sacred property? What do
you want to do, get all of us sent to hell?

Are you an agent of the devil?"

Billings was shaken. When we left the

party he retrieved the bottles from behind
the wall. I thought McKenzie was go-

ing to break them in the street but he
didn't. In the taxicab he gave Billings

another tongue-lashing. I have never
heard such language. Billings began to

weep. By the time we reached Riverside
Towers he was on a crying jag. He left

and went to his room, sobbing and mut-
tering repentance.

"I don't know what the world is com-
ing to," McKenzie said, opening one of
the bottles and pouring himself a drink.

"People have no respect for sacred things

any more. Imagine stealing champagne
and hiding it behind the church!"
He drained his glass and filled it again.

"This is the best wine I ever tasted,"

he said.

(To be concluded next week)
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Finest Tone System in

RCA Victor History— This
symbolizes the "Golden Throat"
—RCA Victor's exclusive 3-Wuy
Acoustical System. It is

explained technically in an

illustrated booklet attached to

RCA Victor instruments.

Victrola radio-

phonograph 65U
plays od AC.

You spend less...

61 IH0r6 I this compact table set

has automatic record changer and the famous

Twelve 10-inch or ten 12-inch records

are changed automatically—you enjoy

almost an hour's concert or dance. Has
the permanent, "Silent Sapphire" pickup

—no needles to change. Records sound

better, last longer.

<L^0ierfea&<ie0.
/

RCA Victor 66X3—
Comes in walnut veneers,

walnut or ivory -finish plastic.

When you're in New York, see the radio and
electronic wonders at the KCA Exhibition Hall.

Open—free to all. 36 West 49th Street.

You have the advanced engineering,

master craftsmanship you naturally ex-

pect from the world leader in radio and

electronics! It's an outstanding value,

with the true, clear beauty of the famous

"Golden Throat" tone system. Listen to

RCA Victor's new album of hits from

The Student Prince, and judge for your-

self! At your RCA Victor dealer's now.

Shown at left is one of many superlative

table radios; gets overseas as well as do-

mestic programs, has tone control, place

for phonograph attachment, and the ex-

clusive "Golden Throat" tone svstem.

T. M. R.g. U. S. Ptt. Ofl.
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Ever wisfi yon were

IOU remember him . . .

He was the lucky fellow who found a magic lamp. It

gave him everything he wished for—from diamond-

crusted palaces to a sultan's daughter as his bride.

You've probably wished a lot of times for a miracle

like this to happen to you. Maybe not for out-of-this-

world treasures, but for something that will take care of

the things that are bound to come up.

Like medical expenses, or college for the kids. Or mayb

just for the nice, safe feeling it gives you to have some

extra money put aside for the future.

Though no magic is involved, there is a way to give yoi

this security. The Payroll Savings Plan. Or, if you're noil

eligible for the Payroll Plan but have a checking

account, the new Bond-a-Month Plan.

Either way, it's almost unbelievable how quickly your

money accumulates.

Where else can you get such a safe, generous return

on your money ($4 for every $3)? It's so simple—so

easy, you hardly miss the money that you're saving.

And don't forget at the same time, you're making more!

Next to a magic lamp, there's no better way than this

to make sure your future is secure.

Save the easy, automatic way

. . . with [).S. Savings Bonds
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THE GREAT EXPERIENCE
BY WILLIAM FULLER
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A SHORT
SHORT STORY
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LMO YOUNG sat at the bar
and nursed his beer. The
pay-off, he was thinking. If

i ain't the pay-off! You spend

ft bur long years in the Army thinking

(j
jjw swell it's going to be to get back

the old hangout. You don't let

i e ink on your discharge papers dry

] (fore you drop by the old place for

slap on the back, then some good
ious talk with your old side-kicks,

what do you find? You find a bar
esome as a preinvasion beach ex-

it for some lush moping in his

lurbon at the far end. You find a

w bartender with a puss looks like

'd swallowed a green apple. You
jd seventeen-cent beer. You find

romium fittings now, and a plate-

iss window with Place de la Con-
de written all over it, like the

it was some fancy clip instead of
honest, neighborhood gin mill,

er! The pay-off.

at's the way Elmo's thoughts

:. running when Herbie Shultz
into the bar. "Herbie!" he

ted, happily looming beside the

man and shoving forward a
hand. 'Old Herbie!"

io help me," Herbie said as Elmo
ped his hand. "Elmo! I haven't

n you in
—

"

Four years. Four years and three

nths. Quite a little war we had.

Ite a little experience," he said

jvtjd iestly. "We used to say in the

*iy, we'd say
—

"

erbie rubbed his fingers. "Yeah.
\ guys were telling me. Most of
n have been back a year or more."
"bie sat down at the bar. "A beer,

jrv," he called to the bartender,

lmo sat beside him. "Boy, it's

d to be back. I remember one
>t on Leyte, we're sitting around
<C.P. and—"
Say, Marv," Herbie said. "Wil-
is gets three for four today,
it've I been telling you?"
m flash in the pan," said the bar-
ller. "An erratic character. They
It make 'em any more like they
|l to. You take George Sisler,

there was a boy."
isler!" Herbie said. "Cobb leads
eaguc seven years and you give

"iisler!"

y Cobb ever hit four one five,

Iisler?'"

at about Fitzsimmons?" the
at the end of the bar asked. "Old

"B
f My boy."

iasebull, jerk!" Marv shouted.

|(Jj |, not fighting!"
:

" this a free country or isn't it?"

an asked. "I'll take bourbon
ater. Easy on the water."
eorge Sisler never hit four one
Herbie said.

ineteen twenty-two. St. Louis,"
' said icily.

rbie turned to Elmo. "What do
ay, Elmo?" He spoke to Marv.
'sa man, Marv, used to settle all

aseball arguments. A walking
book. Old Mister Baseball".

do you say, Elmo? Does
: Sisler hit four one five in

twenty-two?"
o shifted uncomfortably on his

'•\'lool.

yyour

[turn

le—so

han this l

"I wouldn't know," he said.

"Elmo," Herbie said. "What's the

matter with you, Elmo?"
Elmo felt the story of his great

experience welling up inside him. He
knew that now the time was ripe for

the telling. Now, among familiar

things, among people who spoke his

language, was his big chance to make
someone understand how it was with

a guy in war.

"It's like this," Elmo said slowly.

"A guy changes. A guy changes all

of a sudden, sometimes, in war. All

of a sudden, sometimes, he gets

slapped in the face with the truth,

and he changes. Maybe the stuff is

coming over thick and the guy next
to you gets his. Maybe it comes to

you then. Maybe you happen to be
watching a handful of kids—their

bellies swollen and their legs thin and
spindly—holding out tin cans for the

leavings from the company kitchen.

Maybe you look at their eyes. Maybe
it comes to you then. With me, it

came like this: We come ashore at

Ormoc, see—and we're moving up
the Valencia Valley, fast. Two regi-

ments abreast and one in reserve.

My outfit gets the word to look over
the terrain on our flank. We move
out—"
Marv cleared his throat. "You in

Manila?" he asked Elmo.
"I was there." Elmo said. He felt

his hands growing clammy as he re-

lived his great experience. "We move
out to the flank," he said hoarsely.

"A couple of miles out we run into

this barrio, this village
—

"

"I hear they had a pretty fast league
in Manila after the war," said Herbie,
"what with all them pros they had out
there in the Navy and the Air Force,

and all."

"I guess so," Elmo said. "The
point runs into fire on the outskirts of
this barrio. The old man brings up
his heavy MGs. The—

"

"It must've been tough, boy," Her-
bie said. "It must've been quite a lit-

tle war." He turned to Marv. "I fell

you what I'll do, Marv. I'll give you a

chance to break even. I'll give you
Philadelphia and two points tomor-
row and take the Red Sox."
Elmo stared at his beer. He was

conscious of a frightened, choked-up
feeling in his chest.

"I'll take a fin's worth of that,"

Marv said.

ELMO'S great experience was a
livid, painful thing within him. He

moved next to the man at the far end
of the bar. "The old man calls up his

heavy machine guns," he told the man.
"He lays his base of fire. He sends for

me. He tells me to take my squad
wide to the right."

"This is a lousy joint," the man said.

"This joint is from hunger. Bourbon
like after-shave lotion and a baikeep
that don't know baseball from the

ring. Place de la Concorde. Place de
la Residue!" The man scooped up his

change and left.

Elmo stood. He felt the muscles in

his cheeks knotting. His legs felt

numb. He walked stiff-legged through
the door. He walked ten yards along

ILLUSTRATED B Y CHARLES

the sidewalk, then turned into the al-

ley between the bar and the adjoining
building. Halfway down the dark and
littered alley he stumbled over a brick.

He picked it up and went back to the

Place de la Concorde. He stood be-

hind Herbie. Herbie and Marv were
arguing about Sisler and Cobb again.

Elmo stood there and listened for a

moment. Then he said, "You want to

watch this. You might enjoy it."

He took a long, slow windup and
hurled the brick at the plate-glass win-
dow at the front of the room. The
brick hit dead center. There was an
entirely satisfying shatter of glass as

the window completely collapsed.

Elmo sat down and finished his

beer while Marv called the station.

THE cop was over in five minutes.

"All right," the cop said wearily,

"who's pressing charges?"
"Him." Elmo said, pointing at

Marv. "I just tossed a brick through
his window." The cop thumbed
through his notebook. His feet hurt

and he was very tired. "You got any-
thing to say before I run you in?"

.
"Yeah. I'd like to explain why I

tossed a brick through that window."
The cop sighed. "Go ahead."
"I'll have to start at the beginning,"

Elmo said.

Herbie said, "I'll be running along."
"Oh, no you don't," the cop said.

"You was here, weren't you? You're a

material witness, ain't you? Have
a seat, brother."

"We're moving up the Valencia
Valley, see?" Elmo said. "Two regi-

ments abreast and one in reserve.

We're moving fast
—

" He felt the

clamminess come into the palms of
his hands again as he got into the

story. His voice was hoarse with his

efforts to give them the great experi-

ence so they might live it as he had
lived it—and understand its impor-
tance as he understood its importance.
Then the story was over. No one

spoke for a moment. Elmo looked
around the Place de la Concorde. Ex-
cept for the shattered window, Elmo
suddenly realized that the old joint

looked pretty natural. Seventeen-cent
beer, maybe, and a little new eye-

wash, but hell—Elmo figured—things

change. They change and there ain't

a thing a man can do to keep them
from changing.
"You pressing charges?" the cop

asked Marv.
"I got to have a new window,"

Marv said.

"How much you figure that window
is worth?" Elmo asked him.

"It's worth forty-five bucks."
Elmo reached happily in his pocket.

He counted off five tens and tossed

them on the bar. "And four beers,"

he said.

Marv drew the beers. He slid three

of them down the bar to Elmo, Herbie
and the cop. He took the fourth one
himself. Elmo raised his glass. "Here's
to Rogers Hornsby," he said. "Cobb,
.410 in nineteen twelve. Sisler, .420 in

nineteen twenty-two. Hornsby, .424

in nineteen twenty-four."

The four of them drank to Rogers
Hornsby.

H A W E S

"You want to watch this," Elmo said.

"You might enjoy it." He took a wind-
up and hurled the brick at the window
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THE GRAY HAIR
Continued from page 55

women will still crane their necks and
stare at him and do everything but drop
their handkerchiefs as he goes by. It'll

be the same when he's eighty.

There's nothing worse than being a

woman. Nothing in the world. When
you're twenty, when you walk down the

street, and the men whistle and watch
your legs, you think the world is a full-

length mirror, reflecting only you. You
toss your head, and a man comes run-

ning. You stamp your foot, and a man
kneels before you. You say, "Yes" or

"No," and a man quivers. You deny
him, and he cries.

You don't think about the days that

will come after, the days when you will

dodge the sunlight because it shows—too
clearly—the gratuitous lines, the dulled

eyes, the wrinkling neck. When you're

twenty, you don't know the demons are

waiting for you.

I hate everyone who is twenty. Be-
cause I'm thirty-eight today and I have a

gray hair in my palm which I've plucked
from my head. . .

I
AM thirty-eight today. Now all I want
to do is go somewhere and be quiet

and grow old. Perhaps Arizona. Last
year in Arizona—what peace! The quiet

got on Bill's nerves, but it soothed me. It

made me able to face another year. The
green, green grass, the fanleaf palms
against the salmon skies, the scrolled

clouds that made you want only to lie

and look at them.
Yes, Arizona would be nice. I might

even take a typewriter with me, try to

write something. But writing's intro-

spective. . . . Maybe plastics. ... I could
make plastic cigarette boxes. . . .

Daft—absolutely daft—the women
will say. They'll be thinking of this place

—this big, cream-colored, shaggy-rugged
duplex. They'll be thinking of the view
of the river from the bedroom and the

smug-faced doorman outside. They'll be
thinking of my clothes, and they'll won-

der what will happen to the mink. "You
can't wear mink in Arizona, my dear,"

they'll tell each other.

How they'll ache to know what will

become of my clothes—my big ware-
houses of ammunition!
God, I'm tired of ammunition! I'm

tired of rushing to Carnegie's for the

latest in alligator umbrellas. I'm tired of

silk gabardine bustled suits. Bustles!

Bustles are for the young, for the small-

waisted, bright-eyed, unwittingly flirta-

tious young. Last year's fashion was
off-the-shoulder dresses—the year before,

short skirts. Oh, I can go back fifteen

years and tell you what the fashions were.

I've been tied to them; I've been a check-
signing slavey to them, even while I was
using them to fight off this day, this mo-
ment, this gray hair.

If Bill had stayed in Florida—if we'd
stayed in the blue-and-white bungalow
on Orange Street, right in back of the

crocodile farm! There's a snapshot of

us somewhere—Bill looking like a coun-
try editor: shirt sleeves rolled up, limp
cigarette in hand, green eyeshade over his

scowling face. Me in a nice little S5.9S

mail-order percale. Me, with my hair

just washed, loose and glossy, and no lip-

stick on my mouth. . . .

If we'd stayed there, we'd be comfort-
able, middle-aged people now. We'd
wear bedroom slippers in the evening and
put the milk bottles on the porch. We'd
have children to worry about. . . .

But that's not getting me anywhere.
Bill wouldn't have stayed put. He was
too charming even then, before he had
the whipped-cream suavity. He was im-

patient with Orange Street. He wanted
me to have things. Things— 1935's er-

mine cape— 1938's pink Cartier boxes

—

I940's duplex. The hand-tooled books,
the original Renoir, the French lingerie.

I've got plenty of things, but I've got a

gray hair. too. I'm tired.

Can I hold out another year? No. . . .

This is the last. This is the year of

FTc&i

"Hello, Alice—er-r—are you sure it's all right for me to come in?"

BARNEY TOBEY

\

\

There's

Snerin.

Due

'This is the way I like to sail: right side up" CARRETT PR

Marcia. And next year it will be Sophia

or Claudia or Barbara. I've got to be

honest with myself.

That time last year, before we went
to Arizona; that could have been the end,

too. It was Denise, that time. Denise,

white-skinned and curving and red-

headed. Dimpled knees in a bathing suit,

dimpled elbows in an evening gown, dim-
pled cheeks when she smiled. And all the

dimples for Bill.

"Good Lord, I don't care a thing about
her!" That was what he said, while I sat

there cool-eyed and looked at the tug-

boat on the river. My tongue and my
head were wise; only my heart was a

corkscrew.
"Are you sure, Bill?" I said. "Would

you like a divorce?" It was the first time

I'd ever said the words. I was tired that

day. I was tired of having Denise "pop
in" for cocktails, for dinner, for the um-
brella she "forgot" the week before. I

was tired of watching Bill watching De-
nise.

"I love you, Lillian," he said. "I've al-

ways loved you—and I always will. De-
nise—she's just

—

"

Yes, he loves me. And Denise was
"just." And now Marcia is "just."

I Here'sMy
:edcim

fnnts to get i

from it all...

wHO was it the year of the ermine
cape? It was Hallie, blond, brown-

eyed Hallie. That was the year I began
to go to the beauty salon twice a week.

Then, as Hallie was followed by Connie
and Connie by Laura, I knew there would
be no growing up for Bill. I knew, but I

was ready to fight for him. I had the

strength then; I could almost enjoy the

battle. Oh. I can't say watching him at

a cocktail party was much fun. Watch-
ing his eyes get that yearning look. But
I had ways of fighting, in those days. I

got svelter and smarter. I had to; there

was so much competition. I found that

little Hindu man who taught me all about
relaxation; I wonder if he kept the wrin-

kles away—or was it nature smiling at

me? Anyway. I did a good job. All the

Swedish masseuses did a good job: all

the manicurists and permanent wavers
and facial experts did a good job. And
it paid off. in little ways. Bill saying:

"You're the loveliest woman here." Lit-

tle, important ways.

How I prayed there wouldn't
more Hallies or Connies or Laur
hoped he'd start to grow old. Oh, n I

—but more subdued. I hoped he]
a paunch, a little, unobjectionable
man paunch. But he didn't. Here|
in his latest photo, smiling from my I

ing table, and when I look at him I

There's a man whom I could fall ij

with.

I know that through all the en|
ments of slender thighs, piquant
and curving cheeks, he loves me. Bl
got to be honest with myself. Wo|
love me if my waist were thirty-t

stead of twenty-seven?

AND I mustn't forget Marcia.
. twenty-two and she is dark a

ish. She wears pixie hats. Her cheJH
winesap red and her eyes are litffc

ished mahogany. I can see her c

I know why Bill is playing Trista

and over on the phonograph.
No, I can't fight nature any

Maybe I'm a fool to give in. B
most women are permitted to gr
with their men. To sit on front

in Orlando or Milwaukee or Phila

and rock and rock.

A gray hair. Hello, gray hair

you are in the palm of my hand i

cause of you I simply can't go on
as if you belong to me. I don't f

a svelte young woman. I can't g
another cocktail party. I can
gently and watch Bill watching I

I can't look at another "creatk
signed to make me forget my bird.

I want to be thirty-eight, an om
thirty-eight. I want to be free of rd!«

I want to forget to cream my w ».,

night. mi sid
The telephone. Bill saying I f

make it for dinner? Bill speakii

a booth in some little Westches
Well, does it matter? I'm free nov

Hello? Hello, Maurice? Yes

rice, 1 want it for three o'clock.

I don't care if it's the Queen of I

I tell you, it must be today. It'

ter of life—what? Yes, a tint,

tint. I found a gray hair today
Carstairs can't stand gray hat

rice. I've got to he honest nvV/K1

The End

Collier's for August <
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There's the only Goofy,

who is more confused

than ever.

There's Jimin y Cricket, who's

full of fun -and fancy free.

, Bill"!*]

nil"-

EDGAR BERGEN DINAH SHORE
in the flesh with his radio singing and narrating the

pals Charlie McCarthy tuneful story of Bongo-
Bind Mortimer Snerd. the little circus bear.

with

Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse and Goofy
and introducing 3 lovable new Disney characters

Bongo, Lulubelle, Willie the Giant

Released throvgh RKO Radio Pictures ©wdp

All these songs

and more, too, will

be ployed by

MUZAK

on Oct. 9th.

FUN AND FANCY FREE'

"LAZY COUNTRYSIDE"

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE"

"SAY IT WITH A SLAP"

and others you'll be

humming soon.

-5$^
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1400 MILES FOR $12!

COMVCITTIBU

Choose any model of CROSLEY you wish and

you II get o car (hot weighs about Vj os much

and operates for about '/j os much as heavier,

more cumbersome and expensive outomobiles.

Miss Helen Hermanson, 659 Washington St., New
York City, drove from Florida to her home (over

1400 miles) ond spent only $12 for gas and oil!

In the Convertible (or Sedan) you get o really

modern cor with ample room for four husky

people (like its 6' 4" producer) plus luggage.

Designed to be "the safest cor/' requires less

than your half of the road.
The CROSLEY

PICKUP (left) offers

the most economical

tra nsporta (ton for

service calls, light

deliveries, country

places, forms, etc. Hos full quarter-ton copocity; all-

steel construction; roomy cob; full drop tailgate.

And every Crosley has the startling COBRA
(COpper BRAzed) -4-cylinder, vaive-in-heod steel

engine thot weighs only 59 lbs., yet delivers

26.5 horsepower, 35 to 50 miles per gallon,

50 miles per hour cruising speed.

Sedan lists $849 at factory . . . taxes extra

CL FINE (LCUL
For Information and literature, write: Crosley Motors,
2532-CD Spring Grove Ave.. Cincinnati 14, Ohio.

Fast Relief For

Tender, Hot Feet
Eases New or Tight Shoes Almost Like Magic!

Use soothing, refreHhinf? Dr. Scholl'fl Foot Powder
on your troubled feet. You'll marvel how quickly
it relieves tender, burning, perspiring or odorous
feet . . . how amazingly effective it is for easing new
or tight shoes. Helps prevent
Athlete's Foot by keeping the
feet dry. Sold everywhere. For
FRKK sample, write Dr. Scholl's,

Inc., Chicago 10, Illinois.

Dr. Schof/s
FOOT POWDER

WHO TIED A KITE TO FOOD PRICES?
Continued from page 15

ALWAYS

Kingsbury Pale

Beer is a favorite of

those who demand

a better Wisconsin beer

—

noted for its rich, zesty flavor

and uniform quality. Year

after year the same fine beer.

KINGSBURY BREWERIES COMPANY
Manitowoc t Sheboygan, Witconsin

^Aft/STOCflAT OF*

Europe that lay in ruins, but Asia as well.

This time Europe's factories and fields

had taken so bad a beating that recovery
would be much slower than after the first

World War. Besides, after World War I,

unscathed Asia, Japan, Korea, the Philip-

pines and French Indo-China swung into

action with food shipments to Europe.
This time the Far East shipped no food.

It pleaded for it.

With the war's end we shed all ration-

ing (except sugar) and settled down to

unrestricted eating. In February, 1946,

our unpreparedness for peace caught up
with us. President Truman disclosed

that "more people face starvation and
even actual death for want of food today
than in any war year and perhaps more
than in all the war years combined."
Former President Herbert Hoover,

chairman of the President's Famine
Emergency Committee, pleaded with
Americans to make sacrifices. In words
echoing his immortal "prosperity is just

around the corner," he predicted that the

famine would be over by July when crops
were harvested.

More than a year later in its "Food
Report" of June 21, 1947, The American
Institute of Food Distribution said:

"We are now up against a Europe in an
even worse fix than a year ago, to say

nothing of Asia which is in such a mess
that no one is paying any attention to

what foods will have to be sent there."

Less for Europe's Hungry to Eat

During Europe's 1946 ordeal we
welshed on promises to ship wheat and
meat, because we didn't have it. Equally
bad, we killed OPA so that soaring prices

here forced the governments of starving

people and private relief agencies to cut

down food buying. The United Jewish
Appeal estimated early this year that its

relief costs had advanced 40 per cent

since last summer, which meant that they
could distribute 40 per cent less food to

hungry people unless they raised addi-

tional money here. And the Army came
to Congress for more in occupation funds
for the same reason.

Because we failed to do our share of
the feeding job last year, Europe's re-

covery has been delayed, and the politi-

cal situation has gone from bad to worse
until, as Secretary Marshall's plan indi-

cates, only a large-scale relief offensive

costing billions of dollars will do the job
that adequate food alone might have
done earlier.

"We're trying to hold the political line

in Europe with food—with belly di-

plomacy," one Washington official said,

"and it presents a problem in food lo-

gistics, the problem of getting food sup-
plies to the political front. There's an
ideological war going on, and we must
make decisions of the same general char-

acter as if it were a shooting war.

chenille, hemp and wool spiked with

copper and gold—a magnificent, tropi-

cal-looking business. She's working with

manufacturers of casement cloth, mak-
ing an airy, silvery screening for win-
dows. There's stiffened, gold-shot fabric

for radio grilles; brilliant-colored, tweedy
cottons flecked with gold for upholstery
and draperies; and more coming up.

Many creators of fabrics are working
with the stuff. We've seen taffetas striped

with it; ginghams given enough body to

become upholstery and drapery mate-
rials; an exquisite, airy length of white
rayon gauze banded with gold, copied

"Where do we want to concentrate our
resources? Trouble is, we're planning to

ship out just enough to fight a good one-
front war—but we'll scatter it over
several fronts: Europe, Asia, India.

"We could fight a good two-front war
without any nutritional danger to the
American people, but it would take a

food dictator to do it.

"If I were that food dictator, here's

what I'd have to do:
"First, I'd decide that we could step up

our last year's grain shipments of 16,-

000,000 tons by about 50 per cent. Where
would the additional 8,000,000 tons come
from? I could pick up two or three

million bushels by ordering the milling

industry to use wheat more intensively in

making flour. The flour would be a shade
darker, and the millers would want to

shoot me. Then I'd whack the distilling

industry, cut down on their corn and
barley and probably pick up another
million tons that way. The remaining
tnree or four million tons- I'd simply have
to bid away from the American house-
wife, and that would mean higher prices.

"We need rice badly for Asia; and I'd

have to battle the cereal manufacturers
and the brewers to take about half a
million tons away from them. It would
be necessary to cut down our use of fats

and oils as well to send more abroad,
and this might mean some food rationing

again. And to get more grain to the ports

we'd have to take freight cars away from
American manufacturers and slow up the

deliveries of iceboxes, baby carriages and
many other goods.
"Where would the money come from

for all this?

"Well there's $350,000,000 of post-

UNRRA funds available. Greece and
Turkey have a loan of $400,000,000.

We're paying the bill in occupied coun-
tries. France, England and other Euro-
pean countries have loans from us, and
some other countries have the cash to

buy, if we would only sell to them."
(Foreign governments can only buy the

food we allot to them under a system of

export controls administered by the De-
partment of Agriculture.)

"Chances are we won't have a food
dictator," the official went on. "But if

we don't fight an effective food war of

some sort, the alternative is a Communist
Europe. And that means we ourselves

might become an armed camp—with all

the costs in money, lost liberties, and food
restrictions, that might involve."

So much for what we should do. What
are we doing?

Actually we may ship less food during

the next 12 months than we did during

the last crop year. Government crop
experts, tallying up the damage done by
spring floods, flashed the news on July

10th that our phenomenal run of luck

with bumper crops had run out. The
basic corn crop on which the production

GOOD AS GOLD
Continued from page 34

from a museum piece and as lovely as

anything out of India. In fact these metal
threads have roused interest in India, for

possible use in saris. Many an altar cloth

is untarnishable, now, because of them.
Someday, maybe, the same can be said of

an admiral's gold braid.

Various kinds of metal threads have
been devised, from broad strips to elastic

yarns wound with a coating of metal.

There's a boucle yarn twisted with gold

that would make a knitter's mouth water.

The yarn makers' mouths, in turn, are

watering over the fact that there are an
estimated 10,000,000 home knitters in the

of livestock, poultry and dairy proj
depends would be 675,000,000 bi
lower this year than last.

Although the corn carry-over frorJ

year is over 400,000,000 bushels, 1
may have to be diverted to feed livJ
and poultry. This would leave leif

shipments abroad. As corn prices

farmers would send their hogs to mj
The flood of livestock this fall

lower meat prices temporarily,
1948 meat prices could be higher
ever.

This summer, food prices were bj
ing a hot political potato and promif
become even hotter in next year's

paigns.

Republicans, alarmed at public
blings over the death of OPA
high prices that followed, have lai

a counteroffensive. "It wasn't I

OPA that sent food prices spiral

was food shipments abroad," theyj

The Administration Viewpoi

To charges that foreign shipm<
keeping prices up, Administration]
pions have two answers:

(1) Sixty million employed Am]
and their families are eating 26
more beef (per person) and 21

more pork than before the war.

consuming 28 per cent more chiclj

per cent more milk and cheese,

cent more oranges and lemons, foi

as much canned juices and vegj

and 30 per cent more coffee.

(2) Most of this huge new eal

come from increased food pro(

Shipments abroad are relatively

It's true we shipped one third

wheat production abroad last y<

only 2 per cent of our meat
shipped, and of the 23 billion p(

food we produced, exports took
billion pounds, a modest 10
Curiously enough, governmei
point out, our food exports are ji

"normal." They make up appro;

a quarter of all our exports, the

they did, say, in 1929.

Administration spokesmen coi

added a third argument. The
ship abroad provides a strong prcl

our own economy, maintains farj

and delays the recession that ecc

have been predicting.

"Think of the terrible drop
prices if food shipments were cj

Administration official pointed
"If exports were cut you'd see

congressmen would come runnij

to boost exports to keep prices

other said.

No matter who wins the politil

ment one thing is certain—it 1<

high food prices for another ye]

news the American housewife
in her grocery bills.

The End

land. They promise them sul

speedily as possible. Meantimi((

one big manufacturer of swi

coming out with some beautil

colored and flecked with metaj
you have three hundred buck

you can have a whole suit custc

The End
The picture on page 34 wo
Bonwit Teller, New York Cii\

interior designed by William

drapery and upholstery fabric

all; hostess gown by Dorin
lounge slippers by Capezio; foi^

and coat by Ceil Chapman.

Collier's for Augus M
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MAN TO MAN
Continued irom page 23

er of the hill and the village was
from view. They were divided

the village by the swelling slope of

, and from where they stood there

thing to see but the wide spread of

russet squares of plowed earth,

en oblongs of pasture, with here

ere in the middle distance an occa-

farmhouse with its yard and its

road running in between untidy

« were

nd

'
fea|

at puli

:0PA

, have 1<

tasn'tthn

:c5 spiral

,'

thejl

Via

these were far away. They were

ere on the hillside, shut away from
id Johnny Cooper saw that it was
time to do it.

ig barked and soon they saw it, a

retriever running down the hill

ve them. For a moment Johnny
thought someone would appear,

it.

I not counted on meeting anyone
in the lonely hills. His plan was
if there were anyone walking in

when he came to the place he
n.

, the dog yapped excitedly and ran
en shipme

}wn the slope, crossing their path
limitation

f them. It was obviously alone,

3ly after rabbits, and not con-
ioyedArj wj tfj people. It ran on and dis-
Jln 8 '*>

! fed lower down the hill among
land Il[ ubs.
the war may Cooper walked on. They were

:

more chid » Very close to the place now. He
ad cheese, at Xom Willett, tramping along
lemons, f« fe empty pipe pointing upward
es and vej etween his teeth, his stick gripped
coiee,

| iyS arrri) ancj his hands in the
jje new e*

s f his flannel trousers.
i food pr«

i relatively f k{ the back of his mind, like an old
one toil tograph reached down from a

iroadlistj a cupboard, Johnny brought out
| our met re—the memory of the first time
23 billion po Jom Willett.

xports took
(
Uy had been sitting reading the

nodest 10 [ [i the bar of the Crown in the mar-
foveniM L-e, and the stranger, Tom Wil-

aportsareii foe in through the swing door
ake up appro |stained-glass pattern. He had his

exports, thtjid stick then, just as now, and he
Ito the bar without hesitating, as

pitai»a%e knew his way—not only there,

iment. The™

es a strong
[

but anywhere else he might chance to

find himself.

Johnny Cooper had watched him then,

wondering who he was. He was notice-

able in the bar. He had a townsman's
air among the country people, wearing
his clothes for show and pleasure and not

simply from' necessity.

He spoke to the barmaid with his pipe

still gripped between his strong teeth, and
the barmaid smiled and let her eyelids

fall, i

Johnny Cooper found later that

women always looked at Tom Willett

like that, staring at him for a moment
with interest and then looking away with

a tiny fear.

Lucy did it, although she told Johnny
that she was not interested in Tom. She
said, "He's all right. I hadn't thought
about him much, but he's all right."

She insisted that that was all Tom was.

She kept saying it every time Johnny
asked her. "Oh, he's all right, I suppose."

But Johnny watched her and doubted.
Once he said to her, "Now look here,

Lucy." He took pains to make his voice

sound stern. He said, "Now look here,

Lucy, I won't stand for any nonsense
with Tom Willett."

She put her hands on her hips and
looked at him. She said, "Oh, dear! Won't
you really?"

He said, "No. I've told you; I won't
stand for it."

She said nothing but stood looking at

him. And then she turned around and
went into the house and slammed the

door, leaving him alone in the garden,
knowing that he had done no good and
feeling a fool. He knew that he had done
a foolish thing—not in what he had said,

but in pretending to a strength which he
did not possess. He knew then, perhaps
for the first time, that he was a weak man
and he was ashamed.
He hated her for a long while after

that, but in the end he went back to her
humbly because he could not live with-

out her. He despised himself for it but
he could not live without her. . . .

He was still angry with himself and
ashamed as he remembered it now,

ession u

by HOWARD SPARBER
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"Will you play with us, Daddy? We need a horrible ogre"
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Memo forMothers
x,

"With.youngsters back in school", says Tex,

"This lesson starts the term:

Some Texcel Tape is swell for hooks

To hold their covers firm..

,l

You're troubled -when the children tack

Their pin-ups to the -wall ?

"Well, if there's Texcel in the house

They'll need no tacks at all.

''It's fine for loose-leaf hinder holes,

For pages torn in two;

Xfcs also great forMothers who
Have mending jots to do.

25c size shown. Also comes

in ?Oe and 15c sizes

x

'The stickum's' bonded to the tape,

So Texcels well-behaved

.

lis strong and so the need for strings

Is consequently saved

.

qo when you're shopping and you see

This Texcel Tape display,

"Why, get a handy roll or two —
you'll use it evry day

! ''

Texcel Tape
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dging up the steep path behind Tom
[Uett. The thin grass had given way
Jrock and loose stone now, with only

i of dirty, sick-looking weeds sprout-

here and there. The path passed

veen two isolated rocks and came
gate which had once been painted

but was now a drab and blistered

m.
fom Willett unchained the gate and
Led it. Johnny Cooper watched him
p. His plan started with the opening

he gate, for on the other side of the

i was the place he had chosen to do
t he had made up his mind to do.

^>m held open the gate to let him pass

ugh and Johnny asked himself

ther Tom could have guessed what
itended to do. Perhaps he knows all

[ime and intends to walk behind me.

laps he has known all along,

at Tom closed the gate, chained it,

again took the lead as was his habit,

path here no longer climbed the hill

skirted it and was level, and Tom
ptt began to walk briskly along and
ig again:

nd when I told them,
idah dee diddy dee

ley wouldn't be-lieve me,
ley wouldn't be-lieve me."

even kissed her and that was good fun
too.

But then things changed suddenly. She
no longer wanted to play tennis all the

time. Instead she lay in a hammock and
smoked and watched him. And one day,

when he kissed her, he felt her body cling

close to him with a sudden fierceness,

and, for a moment, he was frightened,

and after that he could never see her, or

even think of her, without wanting to

touch her, and when he touched her
sometimes she would pull herself away
from him and laugh, and sometimes she

would press herself against him with all

her strength and search for his mouth
hungrily with her lips.

And from then on he knew no peace,

no peace at all. He longed for her all

day and all night, and his mind went
dizzy when he thought of her—of the

smooth roundness of her shoulders, and
her waist which had the sad, slender

strength of a tree still young and still

thrusting eagerly toward the sun, and the

rich, womanly swelling of her body. And
as he looked at her his heart pounded and
his tongue dried up in his mouth.

Thinking of her now he drew in a

sharp breath as though he had felt pain.

Tom Willett looked around and said,

"What's that? Did you say something?"

i

•CI!

vuntn

"I don't think that lake was any mirage" VIRGIL PARTCH

falked and sang with the contented
man in good health, who doesn't

|in worrying, and who has had a

leal. He sang, not so much for

>ut out of good humor.
iy Cooper walked half a pace
lim, as was his plan, and watched
5 thought of Lucy, too, and his

It tight against his teeth and his

rembled afresh. With his eye he
the distance left to the spot
had chosen. It was a matter of

Jff. It was only the distance that
• of steps would cover—a hun-
hundred maybe.

liked along, watching the dis-

>w less and less with every step,

lght of Lucy and pictured her
long yellow hair falling thick

[r shoulders. Once he and Lucy
merely good friends, almost

ler and sister. Indeed there had
>e when, like a brother, he had
>wn impatient and resented her
igging along wherever he went.
id grown accustomed to having
him and never made the effort

of her.

useful too, always ready to
ime, as hard and quick as a
jer, and always eager to walk
or argue, or simply to listen

tnd sometimes, at dances, he

I for August 30, 1947

Johnny looked down at the ground be-

fore his feet. "No," he said. "I didn't."

Tom Willett walked on. "All right,"

he said over his shoulder. "You don't
have to bite my blasted head off." He
took his stick from beneath his arm and
began to twirl it round his fingers, round
and round like a drum major. "They
didn't be-lieve me," he sang. "They
didn't be-lieve me."
Johnny took a quick pace and came

up closer behind Tom Willett. He said

to him in his mind: The trouble with you
is you want everything. And you push
people down if you can't get it.

As soon as he said "push" he felt his

throat contract as though the word had
hurt him. He walked on behind Tom
Willett, close enough to touch him, and
he could see now the place he had chosen
lying ahead, no farther than he could toss

a stone or a pebble.
He said to himself: In a moment

—

by God, in a moment. . . . He clenched
his fingers into the palms of his hands
and felt his knees jerking loosely beneath
him.

In a moment

—

He thought of Tom Willett's car going
past him in the evenings with two faces
glimpsed for an instant before it was
gone. He thought to himself: Why should
he have a car when 1 haven't? He thought

of Tom Willett's car coming late to

Lucy's little house and standing there for

a long while, the headlights off and only
the side lights bringing the hedge out liv-

ing green in the purple darkness, standing
there while time went on and on, and
then at last the headlights flashing on
again and sweeping in a yellow fan across

the countryside as he drove away, leav-

ing the light burning in Lucy's window in

the dark house.

He thought of the many nights when
he had gone to Lucy's house, tormented
by desire to see her and touch her and
speak to her, only to find the house
empty and Lucy gone out.

And he thought of how he had gone
home and up to his own room, from the
window of which he could see Lucy's
house standing dark on the hillside, and
how he had sat there night after night,

watching the house and waiting for the
lights of the car bringing her back, and
hearing the church clock strike time after

time as the hours went by, and knowing
that each time the clock struck, the
watching and the waiting and the won-
dering would grow worse. Often as he
sat there he would tell himself to go to

bed and not be a fool, but the dark house
on the hillside drew his eyes and he could
not look away. He must know when she
came back to the house. He must see the

car come and the headlights burn out,

and he must sit watching while the

church clock, struck the quarters, each
with its own small tune, until at last the

car drove away and then he must watch
the light in Lucy's window until that

too went out in the end, and only the

moonlight lay silver on the sloping
tiles. And then, and only then, could he
turn away and lie down upon his bed
and nurse the wound in his heart that

was like a long knife stabbing through
and through.

HE THOUGHT of those nights; he
thought of the days which followed

them when he went to her house angrily

and she would sit smiling at him, and
Tom would be there too, sprawled in a

chair with his thick legs stuck out before
him and his pipe in his mouth—Tom
Willett with his huge shoulders and his

good-humored thoughtlessness. "That's
right, old boy. What about organizing
a pint, old boy? Old boy—old boy—

"

Johnny Cooper looked about him.
This was the place.

The path here ran along the edge of

a quarry for a matter of twenty yards.

There was no wall and no fence, but only
the sheer drop of jutting rock far down
to the quarry below. A string of railway
trucks stood like a small toy train on the

siding below in the quarry. Johnny
Cooper raised his hands and pushed Tom
Willett with all his might.

For a moment Tom Willett's heavy
shoes scrabbled on the loose flints of the

path, and then, with outstretched hands,
he toppled slowly outward.

For a moment his body seemed to
hover in mid-air. And then he started to

fall, sprawling, reaching for the safety of
the rock with his hands. Quickly, Johnny
Cooper drew back from the gaping edge.

As he fell, Tom twisted himself in the

air and his chest hit the stone edge of the

path. For another moment he remained
checked, and then the weight of his body
hanging below the ledge dragged him
down and he began to slide down into

the emptiness below. His outflung hands
trailed palm downward through the
loose stones on the path. Johnny
Cooper shrank back against the hill and
watched the hands with their bent fin-

gers dragging through the shifting stones
like small rakes furrowing the ground.
He saw them turn up the flints and he saw
the flints fall back and lie still behind
them. He saw Tom Willett's head slip out
of sight below the sharp rock of the

path's edge above the quarry.
And then the fingers stopped.
The hands clamped upon a narrow
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ridge in the rock's surface and stayed still.

He watched the knuckles grow white

with the strain of gripping and he shrank
back against the hill.

The hands stayed still. Only the hands
and an inch of wrist were there, reaching

up over the edge of the quarry. He stood
stock still and sweated and watched
them.

"Johnny! Johnny!"
He heard the voice come back from

the empty space below the ledge. It was
shrill and stifled. He stood frozen and
terrified, his head sunk between his shoul-

ders and his eyes staring with the whites
showing.

"Johnny, for God's sake
—

"

He saw the fingers bend tighter against

the ridge in the rock and the knuckles
grow whiter and whiter as though the

bones were bursting out through the

flesh.

THEN, slowly, he moved forward and
knelt down on the path and leaned

forward until he could see over the rim
and down into the quarry. He could see

Tom Willett hanging there. He looked
down into Tom Willett's face. He saw
Tom Willett's mouth open and twisted

like a crying child's. And he saw Tom
Willett's eyes looking back at him. He
felt his own heart turn over and beat
against his ribs like a thickly padded
hammer.
Tom Willett looked up at him and

screamed, "Johnny! Johnny—

"

Johnny Cooper closed his eyes. He
could not bear to look either at the

quarry below or at the face looking up
at him.

And then he opened his eyes and
reached down and took hold of Tom Wil-
lett's collar and began to pull.

He bent his arms until the muscles
cracked but he could not lift the weight
beneath him. He could not raise it an
inch. He knew he could not. He shouted
to Tom, "Pull!" But he saw that Tom's
grip upon the rock was not sufficient.

The clutch of his fingers on the rock gave
him no leverage and he could not help
himself. Johnny Cooper let go of his

hold on Tom's collar and pulled himself
back from the edge. He heard Tom Wil-
lett gasping, "1 can't hold on—quick—

I

can't hold
—

"

Johnny Cooper stood up and looked
around him for a rope, for a plank, for

anything.

There were only the bare rock and the
flinty stones.

He looked down at the gripped fin-

gers at his feet. He said to himself:

Why should I do anything? Why?
WHY—?

But he knew at once that he could not
watch Tom Willett fall. He knew that

he could not watch anything fall—not
even a dog or a sheep or a dying bird. He
said to himself: Weak! You fool, you
weak fool! You weak, helpless, stupid

fool!

He began to sob in terror and tears

started to his eyes. He took a wild step

without purpose or direction. His foot

hit something hard and metallic. He bent
down and saw a piece of iron standing up
a quarter of an inch from the loose

stones.

He scrabbled round it with his fingers,

flinging back shingle like a dog digging
in the earth. He saw a small iron rod
driven into the rock. Once it had been
part of an old railing, but it had been
broken off a few inches from the rock
and bent back close to the stone.

Tom Willett screamed, "I'm going

—

I'm going—:"

Johnny Cooper shouted, "Don't let go!

Hold on!" and put his hands around the

iron rod. There was just room for both
his hands with the fingers overlapping
like a man's grip on a golf club. He
tugged at the iron rod and it was as firmly

embedded as the rock it sprang from.
He shouted, "Hold on, Tom. Hold on!"
He saw one of the fingers gripped on the

'They've got some wonderful fur sales in the city tomorrow!"
COLLIER'S BARNEY T'l

ridge of rock slip a quarter of an inch. He
shouted, "Hold on! I'm coming. Hold
on!"

Stretching out on the path, he slithered

his body along, feeling with his feet until

he found the edge of the rock. He pushed
his feet out over the rim and began slowly

to lower himself.

As he felt himself without the strong

support of the rock, fear struck like ice

through his brain. He began to whimper
with terror, his cheek pressed against the

sharp flints.

But the iron was strong and hard be-

tween his hands and he pushed his body
out and over the cliff. Panic clutched his

throat like a rope strangling him.

He was hanging over the edge of the

cliff now. close beside Tom Willett. Only
the top of his head and his arms were
above the ledge. He gripped the iron rod

with all the power of his hands. The iron

bit into his fingers but it was strong and
immovable.
He looked at Tom Willett hanging

from the rock close by his side. He said,

"Tom—Tom—

"

Tom Willett turned his head toward
him, and Johnny saw his face was purple

and the veins stood out like worms be-

neath his skin. He saw Tom Willett's

lips writhe in an attempt to speak, but
only strangled gasps came out. Johnny
felt foul-tasting bile run into his mouth.
He knew that he could not watch Tom
Willett let go and crash down hundreds
of feet onto the jagged rocks in the

quarry below. He knew that if Tom let

go he would let go himself. He would
not be able to face life alive and alone if

he watched Tom Willett fall.

He began to shift one hand from the

iron rou to take hold of Tom, but as

soon as he relaxed his grip he knew that

he would fall. He gripped the hard iron

tighter with both hands and put out one
foot with a vague idea of supporting

Tom upon it. But he knew at once that

that was no good either.

He thought: If I could lift him an inch

or two he would pull himself the rest.

He's strong

—

He crossed his ankles and hooked his

feet together, one over the other like a

man climbing a rope. He shouted to

Tom Willett, "Stick your foot between
my ankles. Quick. Stick your toe in

between my legs. I can hold you."
He saw Tom bend his head and look

downward. He heard Tom's feet scrab-

bling along the cliff face. Then he felt

Tom's toe touch his calves, feel I

and then force its way between hisj

ankles. He saw the wormlike
Tom's forehead bulge and writ

then he felt the weight pressing)

ward. At once his fingers were
the roughness of the iron rod. HiJ
body was pulled and stretched as[

on a torture rack. He thought:

hold him. I can't hold him.
heavy.

He shouted, "Quick, Tom. Ge|
God's sake. I can't hold you."
He felt Tom Willett's body

ward. Pressing down with
against Johnny Cooper's loekee

he had heaved himself upward
foot. He was no longer hangirl

the full extent of his arms and hisj

but was bending his elbows, hauhf
self upward.

TOM lay for a moment gathc

strength. He was immense^
still, even though he was exhaust]

body smothered Johnny and pr<|

cheek against the sharp rock,

grunted. And then he felt Tod
himself higher and felt his hai

down over his own on the iron r|

other jerk and both Tom Willetfl

were fastened like steel trap

Johnny's fingers round the iroij

They pressed in, squeezing
fingers into the jagged iron

felt the blood running hot

palms.
And then he felt Tom Willetl

body slither slowly upward over

[

A steel-tipped heel kicked him i

eye but he was not aware of

And then he was hanging frcj

empty air.

As soon as Tom Willett's wtl

shifted off him the strength s<

pour out of his body. He felt

made all the effort he was capablj

was too tired to do anything elsf|

gers were numb and without

feeling.

He let the breath run out offl

and began to loose his fingers,

ceasing in his hands was like sic

over aching eyes. He began
He did not care any more.
He wondered idly for a mo|

he did not sink down. And tr

a hand upon his coat, lifting hirl

He closed his hands about theT

again and began to pull himsell

almost against his will. Hel

Collier's for Augus •



I
jcles of his arms knot like ropes be-

th his skin. He felt himself rising.

I then he found himself sprawling on
rough pathway. He lay there without

zing, his feet still in mid-air above the

rry.

ior a long while both men lay face

uward upon the path, dragging air

their lungs like men who have run a

;
race. And then, slowly they sat up.

om Willett pulled a handerchief from
jacket and began to mop his face,

dell's bells," he said. "That was
s enough."

hnny sat with his head upon his

t, gulping in his breath. He looked

tTom Willett but did not speak.

jm Willett took a cigarette from his

et and lighted it. He sat luxuriously

1 the jagged flints and sucked at the

itte.

hnny said, "Give me a cigarette,

^m Willett gave him one.

phnny," he said, "did you push

iinny pulled at the cigarette and
M out over the edge of the path into

ptrauarry and down at the little toy train

icks in the sidine below.

es," he said. "I did."

m Willett nodded and blew smoke
gh his nostrils. "Lucy, I suppose,"

id.

„„„, mny tapped off ash carefully against

te. "Yes," he said,

n said, "You'd have swung for it,

)y."

i|night have. But I don't think so.

Id have been an accident."

sucked at his teeth. "What a

he said. "You'd have swung sure

are eggs. You'd have swung for
1—you'd have swung for a fancy

:e that. Good God, it's amazing!"
For a

and ml

! pressing
1

jen wq

trod,

retched a'

e thought: limy Cooper looked at him
him.

Tom.

the felt anger. And then he could
raise anger inside him. He felt

he had been pumped out and
apty.
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Tom Willett said, "If you want her

back you can have her. If you want her

that bad—

"

Johnny Cooper flipped his cigarette

end over the cliff edge and watched it

twirl away out of sight. His last puff of

smoke hung twining above his head. He
said, "No, I don't want her. Not now,
I don't."

It was true. He did not want her. He
began to think about her and all she had
done and he knew he didn't want her

and would never want her again. It was
as though bandages had been removed
from the eyes of a blind man, and instead

cy( darkness he saw everything suddenly
standing bright about him. He saw Lucy
like a stranger and he did not want her.

He said, "I tried to murder you, Tom."
Tom rubbed his soiled hands along the

sides of his trouser legs. He said, "Yes,
you did, old boy. Well, what do you
know about that?" and sat staring at

Johnny Cooper.

LATER that evening they came into the

u Red Lion, both drunk and unsteady
on their feet. They leaned against the bar
and kept saying to the barmaid, "Roll it

out, Jeannie. We're celebrating." And
then they would burst out into raucous
laughter.

Many of the older men in the bar re-

sented the uproar and looked at them
with annoyance.
The barmaid told them to behave or

she would have to fetch the governor.

She said, "And my name's not Jeannie.

What are you supposed to be celebrating,

anyhow?"
But they only went on drinking and

slapping each other foolishly on the

back.
"We've saved each other," they kept

shouting. "Saved each other from a ter-

rible fate."

And then they would giggle with
laughter and tumble helplessly against

the bar.

The End

rjB'
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e of the girls, dark and vivacious and

>ut thirty pounds overweight, was ap-

ently telling a story to the others. Two
the girls were probably sisters, al-

ugh she couldn't see the face of the

I with her back to her. Helen thought

y looked very ladylike in their print

«s and white cardigans and their

pigtails tied with red ribbons. The
girl wore sloppy dungarees and a

shirt open at the neck, and her

hung lankly down her back.

dw do you think they all came here

:ther—and, if so, can you understand

the fat one is with them?"

HARLES glanced carelessly over and
shrugged his shoulders. It was evident

such speculation bored him, but

;n persisted.

>>Iow which one of them do you think

the best chance of getting married?"

larles glanced over again.

don't know what the one with her

to us looks like."

ell, I think she and the other girl

iters. They're dressed rather alike,

yway, then, which of the two?"
Fatty."

arles! You're fooling!"

0. It's a nice face. Got some spirit

Nice teeth, too. Nice eyes. Blondie
like a cold potato."

ut she's neat, and you like neatness,

you've always said you disliked fat

pn!" Helen pursued the subject as

fere
a really important matter,

ts," said Charles inelegantly. "You
me a question and I answered it.

do I care about three strange

l sitting in the Oceanside bar?"

ell, I like people. I'm interested."

>u like people!" he exclaimed in

Helen thought was exasperation,

's a silly thing to say!"

irritability behind his remark un-
1 her, and for a moment there were
in her eyes. The whole day had
Wrong. Somehow her self-esteem

ipped away from her little by little,

s she considered that its vanishing

lue to Charles' putting her in the

1, she felt a hard knot of resent-

t n the pit of her stomach.
If would not speak again until

Is did.

I watched her husband remove a

Jte from his package, and as he

iit

on the table, shaking down the

b, she reflected with irritation that

s always tapped the cigarette more
tcessary—twelve or thirteen times,

ver did any tapping herself, and
dthough she had just declined one
fsked for a cigarette so that she
ave the pleasure of lighting it just

|ne from the package. Later, when
fingers she removed a piece of

hacco from the tip of her tongue,
iced that Charles was watching
she wondered if perhaps he hated
ture as much as she disliked his

She had just lowered her finger

her dress when she caught
eye watching it, and suddenly
ed.

disgusting!" she exclaimed. "Do
8 wipe it off on my skirt?"

p laughed too, and the tension
ken. He gave her his pocket
chief, and she vowed privately to

Jrself of the habit,

d the end of the second Martini
iversation became for the first

L" tlly spirited, and they felt so re-

liat they ordered a third. They
Guy's for dinner and had

clams and broiled live lobsters,

himself came out of the kitchen
them. It was pleasant to be

red, and Helen felt that every-
ld turn out just beautifully,

picture that they had both seen
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Cim'-
1
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mi

was being shown at the one movie theater,

and because there was nothing else to

do they walked several blocks through
the rain to a new place Guy had told

them about, the Whaler, where there was
some music. Helen had expected to

drink beer, as she usually did when she'd

drunk more than two cocktails before

dinner, but there was no beer, so they

each ordered a Scotch and soda.

The music started up as soon as they

had qrdered: a good pianist and an in-

different violinist, who played old popular
tunes in a rather bored manner. Charles

seemed to be satisfied, so Helen refrained

from mentioning the fact that the violin-

ist's intonation left something to be
desired.

Charles, full of a sense of well-

being after a good dinner, was in an ex-

pansive mood, and he talked about what
they would do when the weather
changed. They had never gone out in a
fishing boat, for example, nor had they

couple of friends of Charles' whom she

disapproved of, and hadn't she welcomed
them into her home without ever giving

the slightest indication of her feelings?

Why, I'm feeling peevish, she thought;

I should be ashamed. As if it weren't

bad enough for me to be a dull com-
panion

—

Presently Charles went over to speak
to the musicians, and when he came back
he was smiling slyly.

"Now, don't talk," he said. "I've got

a surprise for you. They're going to play
something you like!"

Helen beamed expectantly, and in a

moment the musicians had launched into

the Flight of the Bumblebee.
She couldn't help it; it was a reflex

over which she had no control. But she

laughed, laughed aloud as she seldom
did. And because she wanted desperately

not to laugh, and tried to stifle the sounds
—for the sake of the musicians as well as

Charles—she became hysterical, and

"Suppose it isn't practical! It's still the biggest five-dollar bill ever printed!"
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been through the historical museum. He
wanted to do things this year, get to know
the island better, might settle down here

sometime. His enthusiasm was con-
tagious, and Helen was as eager as he to

explore the island, but it occurred to her

that Charles was just the least bit pomp-
ous whenever he talked of the future.

Oh, she was glad he could be so self-

confident, sure of his eventual partner-

ship in the firm, but—oh, dear, she was
ashamed of the disloyal thought. Why
shouldn't Charles be a little arrogant,

when he was the white-haired boy? He'd
already gone twice as far as most of his

classmates.

"What was the name of that friend of
yours?" he was asking. "The one who
got drunk at the reception."

"Oh. Hilda Hawley."
"That's it. Well, if I remember cor-

rectly, she said her old man owned quite

a lot of property on the island. Maybe
you should look her up sometime."

"All right." She couldn't do any such
thing, of course. Hilda had been her
best friend until her marriage. Charles
had said simply and firmly that he
couldn't stand her. So she had given up
Hilda, seeing her only for lunch occa-
sionally and finally not at all. She hadn't
thought of it before, but it now occurred
to her that it had been unreasonable and
tyrannical of Charles. There were a

when the tears ran down her cheeks they
turned into real tears because of shame.
"Oh, darling, I'm sorry!" she said

finally, when she could speak at all. "I'm
awfully sorry!"

"Well, I should think so, making a

scene like that. May I ask what was so

amusing?"
"Oh, Charles, it isn't as funny as you

think. It was just that I was expecting to

hear something very different, like All the

Things You Are or If I Loved You or one
of the songs we both like so much." She
was weakly drying her eyes, and she still

felt a tiny dangerous spark of hysteria

waiting inside her to be set off if Charles
should say the wrong thing.

"But you like classical music! You
don't usually go into hysterics over it!"

"I know, Charles, but the Flight of the

Bumblebee!"
"You don't like the Flight of the

Bumblebee!"
"It's all right, darling, but it's been

kicked around so—you know, on the

radio. I'm sorry. I'm all right now.
I'll have to think of something to say to

the musicians."

"No. I will apologize for you. I shall

tell them that my wife is feeble-minded."

Of course she had been wrong, but it

was horrible to hear Charles being so

stuffy. He was always so affable, so

charming, so unruffled. She wished—oh,

how much she wished—that Lee and Pete
Brooks had come with them!
When she went to sleep she prayed

that it would be a lovely clear day tomor-
row. The island weather was capricious;

you could never tell when you went to

bed at night what the sky would look
like in the morning. The stars might be
twinkling brightly at midnight, but an
hour later a fog bank might blow in, and
in the morning the sky would be gray.
When she awoke, the rain had dwindled

to a drizzle, but the wind was still blowing
southwest and no one saw any sign of
its clearing. Charles announced that he
wasn't going to shave until after break-
fast, which was most unlike him.
He ordered prunes and cream, ham

and two fried eggs, blueberry muffins
and marmalade and coffee. Charles
always breakfasted with a lusty appetite

of which Helen had often boasted to her
friends, but this morning she wondered
if he realized he was beginning to have
a roll of fat around his waist. His father

had a corporation, and Charles really

ought to watch his figure.

Helen felt virtuous, having ordered
simply orange juice, toast and coffee, al-

though there was no need for her to diet.

In fact, she had very little appetite at any
time and djdn't really care about food at

all; anything would do. She had never
dared confess this to Charles, who was
something of a gourmet and rather de-

spised people to whom roast beef was
roast beef no matter how it had been
cooked. Eating, to Charles, was an art.

It was funny, Helen thought, how
Charles' two enthusiasms were literature

and food, whereas hers were music and
painting. It had not occurred to her be-

fore that they were perhaps not so per-

fectly mated as they might be.

A FTER breakfast Helen wanted to buy
/"\.some post cards, and she selected ten,

all brightly colored and showing gay
young people lying on the beach or sail-

ing in the harbor. When Charles went
off to the lending library Helen returned
to their room to address the cards.

"Lee darling," she wrote, "the island

is as lovely as ever, although we've had
rather bad luck with the weather so
far. . .

." (Funny, they hadn't been here
twenty-four hours yet, and she was writ-

ing as if they'd been here a week.) "Cock-
tails last night in the Oceanside bar, and
lobsters at Guy's, just like the old days.

But it isn't the same without you and
Pete. Love. H. and C."
She knew that if the Brookses were

here they would all be sitting on the twin
beds engaged in some mad form of ex-

citement; they had spent many a hilari-

ous rainy day with the Brookses. Helen
had supposed right along that some
peculiar chemical reaction set in when
the four were together, a chemistry to

which each of the four contributed. It

was a blow to find out now that it had
always been the Brookses to whom they
owed their fun. It was, in fact, shock-
ing. It meant that the Brookses could
go anywhere, and be with anyone, and
still be the center of all the crazy activity.

Worst of all, she realized that Lee and
Peter must have something together that

was lacking in Helen and Charles. And
this was an appalling revelation.

She thought back to the time of their

marriage, when no two could have been
more thoroughly in love than they. What
had they possessed then that was so right,

that had somehow been lost during the

six years of their marriage?
They had had scarcely any money in

the beginning, but neither of them
minded being poor. And Charles had
talked to her about his work—why, it

must be years since he'd even mentioned
one of his cases to her. And she had
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listened in admiration, proud of that

legal mind of his, and pleased too that he
thought her an intelligent listener.

Could it be that he had found her less

than intelligent, that it wasn't true—as
she had supposed—that with his increas-

ing duties had grown a greater need to

relax at home? This was something that

needed thinking about; it couldn't go on.

Perhaps they could talk it over sometime
when the circumstances were just right.

On the beach some quiet afternoon.

"Something has happened to us," she

could hear herself begin. "We've lost

something that we've got to get back."
When Charles returned from the lend-

ing library he brought four books and a

jigsaw puzzle, and he looked cheerful.

"Just the thing for a rainy day," he
explained heartily.

They hadn't worked a jigsaw puzzle
since their early poverty-haunted days,

when they couldn't afford any other

means of entertainment. It made Helen
feel very fond of him that he should have
thought of it. • Working the puzzle to-

gether, they might be able to recapture

the thing that had gone.

IT WAS fun at first, even though it did

go slowly. She had a knack for being

able to select the right piece for a certain

spot without having to experiment first,

while Charles used the trial-and-error

method, yet they both worked at about
the same speed. But presently Helen
became conscious that the tune Charles
was whistling was the first four bars of

In the Gloaming, over and over. At
first she was amused and fascinated, and
then she whistled along with him so that

she could steer him safely into the next

four bars and let him finish the song. He
did finish the song, but all unconscious of

his wife's machinations, when he began
the song again he went over and over the

first four bars until Helen thought she

couldn't bear it. She had a strange urge

to be violent, to tear her hair or smash
something. Instead she calmed herself.

"Darling," she said gently, "how would
you like to change the record?"

"Huh? What'd you say? Oh. What
was I whistling?"

"In the Gloaming."
"I'm sorry I'm getting on your nerves."

His mouth made a straight line.

She had done it again—injected a dis-

cordant note into their relationship. Oh,
why couldn't she have held her tongue?

What if he had been whistling monoto-
nously? Hadn't she always loved his

jaunty off-key whistle when he came
home every day? Hadn't the very imper-

fection of it endeared him to her?

The whole day passed like that. There
were only moments in which she felt they

were on the old affectionate basis, and
most of these occurred when they had
been drinking, so that Helen could hardly

wait till drinking time. They had cock-
tails before lunch as well as before

dinner, and Helen felt that Charles was as

eager as she to induce these periods of

easy companionship. The next day
passed in the same way, and the next.

The islanders said it was the rainiest

August in the island's history. There
seemed to be no end to it. It was very

bad indeed for business.

It was very bad indeed for Helen.

When she was occasionally away from
Charles she brooded over the intangible

thing they had once, shared, the thing

they had lost, and thought a great deal

about the talk they would have on the

beach when at last the clouds blew away
and the sun was shining. She wondered
if things would have been different if

they had had a child. Charles always
said there was plenty of time, but per-

haps children were what kept people
together.

After seven days of rain Helen at last

awoke to a blue island day. She and
Charles dressed hurriedly, eager not to

waste a moment of the sunshine.

It was almost heartbreakingly beau-

tiful. The sky was cloudless. Al
trees were green and shining. The
gray-and-white houses looked scrul n

They walked down to the water
gloried in its lambent blueness. The \

was so dazzling that Helen's pale k

squinted against its impact.

Charles was in a fine humor: affe< r

ate and ebullient. He made little

all through breakfast, and unde
stimulation of his wit she found
responding. After breakfast he d
ately put his arm around her. and in

of everyone walked thus along the

to the hotel. This, she thought,
day for us to have our talk.

They packed a lunch to take

beach, and Charles poured some
bon into the vacuum. It was li

times.

On the beach they collected sh<

they used to. (They always thou;

were going to take them home, b
year at the end of their holiday

end by leaving them on the mantel
Then they lay down on their bad
their eyes closed, and felt very 1:

Helen thought she must guar
moment carefully and do nothing
turb the sweet serenity of the mo

Later on Charles went away I

one of his comical sand men, an
he worked he whistled the first fo

of In the Gloaming over and over
lighted Helen; it made her feel m
toward him. Carrying a tune, she

affectionately, was the one thing

world that Charles didn't do pe
For no reason at all she thought
Hawley and how she'd made a

herself over Charles at their rei

coming repeatedly back from th

bowl to kiss the bridegroom un
positively embarrassing. It m
been pretty boring for Charles

had always been a terrible man
of course, and considered other

husbands fair game. Helen \

why she had ever liked her.

WHILE she lay watching •]

she gloried in the vigor t

him so active on the beach when
self could lie there all day with'

ring. She thought affectionately|

great family of his, so lively

How lucky she was to have mar
of them! She believed she actu;

strength from Charles; he had p
two.

He called to her, having just

up an absurd pun. She laughi

edly, and then found herself i

one even more ridiculous,

stimulated her! She would beiot

without him. And this was whaS
been looking forward to, these I
days on the beach. How glad »
that the Brookses hadn't comefi

Loving him as she did at this W
she knew she would be safe nowB
ing up the subject of the lackn

marriage. She waited until he call

and when he came he lay dovp
her and looked at her with sue

his eyes that her heart turned

"What a glorious day!" he i

"And what a glorious girl! I 1<

He spoke the three words as

just made a great discovery.

"And I love you too," she

"Darling—

"

But what was there, after a

to him about? What were tho'sl

feelings she'd had that some in

wrong between them? What u

that she could put her finger ortfci

made her feel their marriag
jeopardy? Why, she couldn't

a thing. She must have I

Nothing had been lost, certai

as they could look at each oth

and feel like this.

"What is it, dear?"

She laid her cheek against tb

and looked at him adoringly.

"Nothing. I'm just happy.'

The End
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OLD SNAKE IN THE GRASS
Continued from page 13

can get and as much of it as they

We'll accept the listing with thanks

we'll run an ad in the city papers

omorrow."
Linda contrived a smile. "Well, at least

:'s nice to have you show some interest

ithe business. Of course, that will be a

ard bit of property to sell, so if anyone
Hould show any interest I think I'll come
long to help. Keep everyone's mind on

'ie business at hand."
Chuckling to himself, the commodore

ft the office. Everything, he thought,

'as working out splendidly. Linda had
l
alked right into it. One trip to Smug-
ers Reach on a foul day would be

Sough to open Jerry's eyes to the nature

f woman. The commodore chuckled

1 more as he walked down the street,

ould get George Otis to answer the

George was an old sailor who had
woman trouble and who would be

ted to help a young lad like Jerry

off a lee shore. The weather reports

forecast when sailing was likely to

e most unpleasant,

am," the commodore told himself

lacently, "an old snake in the

:

"JO IT was that one morning about a

week later Slick Chick, with one reef in

!r mainsail and only her staysail bent

forward, nosed down the coast into a

id that drove slanting rain and spray
;i« the faces of the four oilskin-clad

>ple huddled in her cockpit.
™i * Conditions, the commodore thought

f * ipily, could hardly have been more
It ™ Id. The damp cold was creeping
tuilei )ugh his oilskins and water had gotten

i!e m m into one of his boots. Only a true
i other br could find any relish in being out
Wen i a small sailboat this day. He glanced
itt. iinda. Her face was small beneath the

wester and he noted with satisfaction

itchinii she was cold. Jerry was sailing Slick

vigor i ck as easily as possible, to lessen the

ctiwhei lomfort for Linda as much as he could,

wl lit wouldn't do any good. She was
nd to become waspish before the day

lively i fYer. The commodore did feel sorry

have ma ferry, though. The disillusionment in

she acta t for him today was going to hurt.

time and sparkling days of good sail-
rould eventually heal the wound and

Jerry would look back upon his narrow
escape from matrimonial chains with

gratitude toward the commodore.
The commodore was also pleased with

his old friend, George Otis. When he had
arrived from the city that morning and
Linda had suggested that perhaps an-

other day would be pleasanter, George
had made his weathered old face look

something like a carved coconut and said

there was never anything especially

pleasant about buying real estate and if

he couldn't get to Smugglers Reach on a

bad day he wouldn't be interested in the

place at all.

For a moment there, the commodore
had been afraid that Linda would back
out of going along. But Jerry had so-

licitously suggested that she remain be-

hind and that had been that. Linda had
come.
The commodore would have been

even more pleased had he known how
completely Linda had made up her mind
to have nothing further to do with boats

again if she ever got ashore. But he
would not have been surprised. He would
have pointed out that Linda was running
true to feminine psychology as he knew
it. What would have surprised him, how-
ever, was the fact that Linda had also

made up her mind that Jerry was going
to have nothing to do with boats any
more in the future, either.

But Linda was amazed at the compact
neatness and comfort of Slick Chick's
cabin. It was as modern as tomorrow.
The chrome galley and enameled ice

chest were immaculate and glistening.

The china and glassware shone in their

racks. The two berths were deep and
wide and the sheets on them were snow
white where they were turned down over
the blankets. There was a place for ev-

erything and everything was in its place.

Linda's brows went up. For the first time
she realized that to Jerry sailing was not
just a means of escape from work but an
end in itself. She decided that the only
reason he didn't spend more time ashore
was that he had everything he needed
right here. Linda could see the work
Jerry had put into his boat to achieve per-

fection. By the same token, if he could
be lured ashore, the furnace in his house
would never be out of order nor the lawn

Alt Nvd LOiMtu ! jj
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ever rank. Linda's domestic soul quiv-

ered.

And there were books on the shelves

over the berths. Half of them dealt with
boats and navigation but the other half

were the same kind she liked herself, a

mixture of serious works and mysteries.

To Linda's mind came the picture of
Jerry's loose-jointed frame sprawled out
on his berth as he smoked a pipe and read
those books. Her domestic soul quiv-

ered again. She saw herself in a Cape
Cod-type cottage with Jerry. She saw
him mowing the lawn and putting up
screens and painting eaves. She saw her-

self stretched out beside him on a couch
before a fireplace with her head on his

shoulder while they both read until it was
time to see if all was well in the nursery
before retiring. Tnside the heavy boots
she was wearing, Linda's toes curled de-

liciously, and the determination was born
that in her life with Jerry there would be
no boots. There would be only slippers

she could kick off under the breakfast ta-

ble so she could slide her feet up along
Jerry's shins when she fejt like it. The
only problem remaining was that of
making Jerry want her more than he
wanted his boat.

A trickle of cold water ran down Lin-
da's back from the collar of her oilskin

coat and she hated the sea and Slick

Chick with a ferocity that would have
delighted the commodore. She glanced
with detached cynicism at the commo-
dore and George Otis, who sat huddled
across the cockpit from her, sensing that

in some way both of them were against

her. She suspected that Mr. Otis was ex-

actly what he was, a phony prospect.

She reasoned that the purpose was to get

her out on enough unpleasant days to

discourage her from coming along any
more and that, after that, Smugglers
Reach would be a convenient reason for

Jerry to go sailing any time he wanted. A
grim little smile flickered momentarily
at the corners of Linda's mouth. All

three of the men, she felt, had made the

mistake of underestimating her capabili-

ties.

Rising to her feet, Linda climbed up
out of the cockpit to the narrow, wind-
ward strip of deck between the cockpit

and the rail. She swayed there, balanc-

ing dangerously against the cutter's

movement.
"Hey!" Jerry said. "Where are you

going?"

"I'm just going to move around,"
Linda said. "Find out what kind of a
sailor I am."

"Listen, be careful. Get hold of some-
thing before you . . . Hey!"

THE instant the water closed over her

head, Linda regretted her act. The
water was much colder than she had
thought and her oilskins and rubber
boots were heavy. Panic seized her. She
struggled desperately to rise against the

weight that was pulling her down into the

icy depths. She tried to call Jerry's name,
and swallowed a strangling mouthful of

water.

In all Linda's life nothing had ever felt

so wonderful as the sudden crushing

strength of the arm that encircled her

and the thrashing power of the body
close to her fighting to the surface.

Gasping and gulping air into her lungs,

she heard Jerry's voice rasp, "Idiot! And
slop hanging on so tight. Swim, dammit,
swim! Kick your boots off!"

Somehow, as Jerry supported her and
at the same time swam hard to keep him-
self above the surface with the weight of

his oilskins which he had not had time to

shed, Linda managed to get her boots

off. She could see Slick Chick, with the

commodore at the helm and George Otis

at the sheets, just coming down-wind to-

ward them. Slick Chick shot by and Mr.
Otis tossed a life preserver. Linda and
Jerry clung to it while the boat came
smartly up into the wind again and,

pointing high, nosed up slowly toward

them. Mr. Otis knelt on the deck hanj
onto the lee shrouds with one hand
extending the other out toward them|
"Dammit, girl!" Mr. Otis snap|

"that was a fool thing to do!"
"It was an accident," Linda

through chattering teeth as she came
the rail.

"People who can have those kind|

accidents have no business ab(
boats," Mr. Otis growled.

Linda could have hugged him for

ing that so Jerry could hear it as he
over the rail. But she nodded hui

"I know it now. I'll never be a sailor,

"Balderdash," Jerry said. "Get b«

I've got dry clothes that'll be warm|
another pair of boots in the cabin."

Jerry followed her below and ci

the companionway hatch after him.
got out of their oilskins. Now,
thought, was the time. While he wa?
breathing hard and looking at hei

way he was as she stood there wil

wet clothes molded to the curves o|

body.

THERE was no pretense when
stepped up to him and put her

around Jerry's neck. Earnestly an
cerely and enthusiastically she wi

work on him. She felt him trembl
then his arms went around her an
feet left the cabin flooring so thi

water dripped from the ends of her
gling. stockinged feet.

"D-dar-r-ling!" Linda gasped,
careful! You almost lost me once
A big, wide, spreading grin cam<

Jerry's face. "Baby," he said, "I

think that'll ever happen again."

Linda nodded. This was the t:

get things settled. "It's the last ti

ever step on a boat where those
happen," she said. "From now o
stay ashore, darling. We'll work a:

and love on land where . .

."

Jerry placed a finger under he
and looked down at her. "You're
funny face," he said.

Before Linda could make up he
whether he meant it literally or

lively Jerry stepped over to a loc!

began bringing out dry clothes,

decided he probably meant it li

He tossed some clothes on one ber

some on the other. "There isn't 91 ^j
tain," he said, "but we can kei

backs turned. Get into those dry <

They'll be too big but they'll be
When Linda and Jerry emerge

more in the cockpit. Jerry took th

from the commodore and said, "V
break out the jib. commodore? M
please shake the reef out of the m

Both these old salts and Linda
questioningly at Jerry.

"Lh . . . my boy," said the comi
with a trace of anxiety, "we're pr;

rail down now. Don't you think

carrying about all the canv;,

should?"
Jerry laughed. "Slick Chick'H

Let's get her going."

Linda remembered that Jerry h

tried to tell her that a boat was al

nearest thing to a living creatii

had ever achieved. At the time

had sniffed disdainfully. But
seemed that perhaps there was so

to what Jerry had said. Under f

tional canvas Slick Chick seemed,

declared war on the sea. She he

over and buried her lee rail. Wat(

and hissed along her deck to the,

coaming. But she was driving h

the oncoming seas; punching t

ciously into smothers of spr

whipped back along the deck.

Linda saw the commodore
Otis watching both Jerry and

Slick Chick sailed. She saw 11

look of admiration come into th

Mr. Otis. She saw the trace of a

the commodore's eyes.

"Jerry, you'll take the stick

of her," the commodore said.

Linda shivered. She was f
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puzzled. She heard Jerry laugh

. "Hell," he said. "She isn't even

raining. Linda can handle her."

IfAnd before Linda knew what was hap-

ening, Jerry had reached over to where

(B sat on the other side of the tiller and
'ad taken both her hands in one of his.

j'hen she was grasping the tiller. Jerry

'jrinned. "Here you are, Linda—she's all

lH>urs!"

Linda squealed with fright as Jerry slid

way along the cockpit seat. The com-
iodore's jaw sagged. Mr. Otis blinked
rhd then slowly began to grin.

1 Linda squealed again. She gripped the

*||fer until her knuckles showed white.

Miere, through the tiller, she could feel

e surging power of the cutter. Slick

•'nick seemed to her to be rushing

wough the seas at a fearful pace. "Jerry!

*u come back here!" Linda bleated

inticallv. "I— I don't know what to
f !"

"It's time you found out, ' Jerry said

^artlessly.

'Durn you!" Linda wailed. "I'll drown
all! You come back here! I... Look

It!"

\\ huge wave hit Slick Chick hard on
-%weather bow. The cutter shuddered;

Tay blotted her bow from sight. Then
'-* seemed to shake herself and with a

Id, leaping surge smashed through the
1Wiat had hit her. Linda felt the living

ver under her; it was something in-

tely more powerful than herself. An-
B sea rushed at the cutter. Jerry slid

'Jr and put his hand over Linda's on
tiller. He moved it gently and this

: Slick Chick eased over the sea in a

||, twisting roll.

Gentle her," Jerry said, and moved
y-

lentle her, Linda thought bitterly.

itle this damn' boat! Oh, by all

ns! Fury filled, her, replacing fear,

d drive Slick Chick to the bottom of

Sea and Jerry with her. She'd sail her

lat the mast would come right out of

savage exultation filled Linda at the

d of the wind tearing at the rigging

slamming the taut sails. She began
el just how to move the tiller so that
: Chick would plow through the seas,

ving spray high and smashing solid

hard. Something, Linda felt, would
to give.

ily nothing did give and Linda be-

came aware of the fact that gradually,

without knowing it, she had been easing

Slick Chick through the seas. Sailing her

more and more smoothly. A tingling ex-

hilaration went through Linda. The cut-

ter's immediate response to the slightest

move of the tiller thrilled her. Without
knowing it the grim look had faded away
from her face. Her lips were parted and
her eyes began to sparkle.

"Take it easy," Jerry said. "You can't

learn everything in one day."
No, Linda thought, not everything.

But you could learn a lot. You could

learn that when you sailed a boat you
couldn't have everything your own way.

You could learn that by yielding a little

here and being a little firm there, you
might lose some but you gained a lot

more. When you allowed yourself to be-

come a part of something else it became a

part of you, and the sum of the two
blended into one was greater than the

sum of the two apart. When her hand on
the tiller gentled the cutter she could feel

the power of the wind gathered smoothly

by the curved sails and transmitted as

through her own body to the swift hull

beneath her and it was as though she and
the cutter were a living whole.

IT WAS the way, Linda knew in that

moment, that all things should be. The
way it should be with her and Jerry.

She looked at Jerry and smiled and he
grinned back and then Linda knew that

what she wanted of life, Jerry would give

her, even as she would give him what he
wanted.

"Jerry," the commodore said, "there's

Smugglers Reach. Time to come over on
the other tack and head in."

Mr. Otis snorted. "The hell with Smug-
glers Reach. This cutter is what I want."
He looked at Jerry. "Give you fifteen

thousand for her."

Quickly Jerry glanced at Linda.
"That's almost a house and lot right

away, baby," he said. "How about it?"

Linda didn't have to stop to think.

"When it's time for a house and iot we'll

work for it the way we've worked for

Slick Chick," she said," "together.". . .

Which are the facts upon which the

commodore bases his belief that he is a

very wise old snake in the grass without
whose help Linda and Jerry would never
have found out the answer to it all.

The End
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OF CANCER RESEARCJ

AS MOST of us know or should know, cancer
is one of the most murderous of diseases,

and as a general rule it can be cured only
if caught at an early stage.

It is so insidious in some of its forms that few
of its victims suspect the truth about their troubles

in time for their physicians to be able to render the

best possible help.

Cancer in all its varieties killed 181,600 Ameri-
cans last year. Stomach cancer alone got 38.000

—

and this form of the disease is commonly not de-

tected until it is too far advanced for surgery to do
any good.

It is estimated that 17,000.000 Americans now liv-

ing will die of cancer eventually: and that one third

of these could be saved by methods of treatment

which arc well known already, IF qualified physi-

cians could go to work on them soon enough.
What we need—what the human race needs— is

a cure for cancer that will be as reliable as the cures

we now have for diphtheria, syphilis, most forms
of pneumonia.

While it is true that we can"t buy a cure for can-
cer by simply laying out large sums of money, as we
bought the atom bomb for some $2,000,000,000, it

is also true that cancer research is not nearly so well

financed as it ought to be.

The American Cancer Society is trying to raise

S
I 2.000,000 this year for its unremitting war against

the disease, but it can allot only about one fourth of
this sum for research. Other agencies are forever

fighting cancer and conducting research with what
money they can round up. From time to time, emo-
tional and entirely worthy appeals like Walter
Winchell's Damon Runyon Cancer Fund help con-
siderably.

Were not trying to slur any of these endeavors.
They have our very best wishes. But we would like

to inquire whether it isn't possible to enlarge cancer
research by several hundred per cent, in the hope
of conquering the disease that much sooner.

Here is an idea which has walked into Collier's
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office, and which we want to pass along for general

discussion:

As every U.S. taxpayer knows, this country, two
years after the end of the shooting part of the war,

is still carrying on enormous relief and rehabilita-

tion activities in many parts of the world.

One of these jobs consists in relief work in the

U.S. zone of occupied Germany, and in all of Japan.

Budgeted for that job is the rather husky sum of

S645,000,0OO with which to buy assorted supplies

for civilians in those areas.

These supplies are to be sold to consumers there,

and are to be paid for in local currency—marks in

Germany and yen in Japan. Obviously, the U.S.

government can't spend that money anywhere ex-

cept in Japan and Germany.
Well, then, it is suggested, why not set up big can-

cer-research projects in Germany and Japan and
finance them with part of these funds?

Suppose $100,000,000 were to be earmarked for

such projects out of the total of $645,000,000. That
would pay for around 10 times as much cancer re-

search as is now being carried on in the United
States. Or. to say it in terms of time, we could
finance as much cancer research in one year by
this method as we can finance in 20 years at present

rates of expenditure. In five years, we could carry

out a program which normally would take 100

years.

We don't like to sound a defeatist note in this

connection; but if 100 years' worth of cancer re-

search won't produce a cure for cancer, maybe
there never will be a cure.

There are several other obvious advantages in

this plan, it seems to us.

For one, it wouldn't cost the American taxpayer

an extra thin dime. The research projects in Japan
and Germany would be financed by a clever shift-

ing of money which the American taxpayer already

is destined to spend.

For another. German and Japanese scientists

would probably be attracted to these local projects

in considerable numbers—meaning that the ta

which they employed so energetically for war
poses would be given a peaceable and constru
outlet.

For a third advantage, the Germans and
nese would realize that, in respect to cancer res

at least, they were paying their own way in

part, instead of depending wholly on U.S. ch
That ought to restore considerable self-respej

these conquered peoples, which should be a

all around.

Large cancer-research projects abroad,

should be attractive to some of our young
promising research scientists who would like

j

around and see something of the world outsidi

own country.

As we understand the matter, Congres
action would not be necessary to put this pla

operation. It could be got under way by corn|

action of the State and War Departments, wi
co-operation of General MacArthur in Japaj

of General Lucius Clay in Germany.
Outstanding cancer specialists in the II

States could supervise the setting up of the pri

and our information is that some of them wo|

more than glad to do so.

The result would be an all-out attack on
the most dreaded and mysterious of all di

an attack manned by the best scientific b
three countries and amply financed. In the

specific for cancer might be developed.

As indicated above, we're not dogmatiz
this subject, or waving the arms and shoutiij

the thing has got to be done or else.

We're not sure that it is feasible. But on th

hand, we can't pick any serious flaws in it

We do want to toss it into the U.S. forj

general debate, discussion, analysis and
and to ask that this plan for at least $100;

worth of cancer research be carefully cor

by anybody and everybody who has anythi

structive to contribute to the argument.

Collier's ior August
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all the heat you want

So powerful it produces sufficient heat

to keep an average size room com-

fortably WARM.

heats when the engine is off

Operates independently of engine

and fuel pump. Does not affect idling

of engine.

easy to install in all cars

Fits every make and model car—even

those with automatic transmission.

two models, for cowl-mount and
underseat installation

Both models engineered for thorough

air circulation. Both have efficient de-

froster-blower system.
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HEAT ON THE RANGE

Dear Sir: It seems to me that Lester d

(They Kicked Us Off Our Land. July

after what must have been a whin
trip through the Cow Country has!

sented his report of a "phantom" w; h

tween the Stockmen and ALL
PEOPLE OF THE LAND. Such
torted view must have been obtained it

cool rooms of some fine hotel, nil hermi

in the real hinterland, where a few coittls

with real Westerners and real livejo

people and inspection of the range
| he

knew anything about it after he lookl a

it) would have dispelled some of thfo;

in which he has wound himself.

George M. Melton. House of

sentatives, Helena,M
. . . Congratulations! The facts bright

out in your article are the more she in

because men in our Congress paid b; o*

crnment funds are out to wreck gc:rr-

ment lands of our tremendous West.'Tiis

is nothing short of treason. . . .

Rachel Peeples Rogers. AtlanuGn.

'

. . . The public lands of my native stii

Arizona are in a deplorable coni>n

through overgrazing and the cattle lus-

try. by its own shortsighted methods, |bi

only going to ruin the country but go-

ing to kill itself off. Already most jthe

top soil is gone, sheet and gully eik

are rampant, and the perennial grasslar

about gone. About the only thinjths

grows well are those things that catt pi

not eat such as cholla and burro wee...

Jack O'Connor, Tucson, «m

. . . This grab, by the so-called stoc len.

is just another Johnson County Cattlf v'a:

The only difference is that they are jar

congressmen this time instead of gu

J. A. Shaw, Dubois.

. . . The sheep herders seem to hav for-

gotten the days when the cattlemer/erc

their bitter enemies, and continusiv

killed the flocks, cut off the watei ;ur-

plies and called them stinkers with capi-

tal S. The public-land menace to WiJ

the West's problem, and God help tl fe

tility of the soil if the cattlemen once^ore

get control.

Cranston Thomas. Tamr

. . . You Easterners who are auth

on everything from cotton sharecrcHl

to soybean production—swinging ha

agricultural economists—have the ;|wtf

to it all. . . .

F. H. Sinclair, Sheridan, jfy
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Q. Why see a doctor when you're well?

A. Health is more than an absence of disease. A medical

examination permits your physician to determine

whether you are as healthy as you can be, and should

be, to live and work at your best. Or if you are below

par, the doctor can often catch and correct trouble

before a breakdown occurs. Most people should have
such examinations once a year. In certain cases, and
for people over 65, more frequent checkups may
be desirable.

Q. Are "Fifth Column" diseases

A.

threatening you?

Diseases such as high blood pressure, cancer, tuber-

culosis, heart ailments, and diabetes may develop to

a dangerous state without any warning symptoms.
But they can be detected by your physician, helped,

when necessary, by blood tests, urinalysis, X-ray,

fluoroscope, electrocardiograph, or other diagnostic

aids. Annual examinations will usually lead to the

discovery of "fifth column" diseases in their early

stages, when modern medical science can do most to

control or cure them.

Q. What about your daily living habits?

As part of your physical examination, the physician

will probably check your daily living habits. He
may ask about the amount and kinds of food you
eat, whether you are getting sufficient rest and
exercise, or how you use your leisure time. Knowing

your daily habits and your attitude toward life may
enable him to advise and guide you to better mental

and physical health. By faithfully following his

instructions you can do a lot to help assure yourself

a longer, happier life.

To help you protect and preserve your

health by observing sensible habits

and simple precautions, Metropolitan

has prepared a leaflet on selecting

foods and one on general health

habits as related to age. Send for

your free copies today.
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PA meansfipeAppeal
No wonder he's making such an impression. He's got the

rugged masculine appearance of men who smoke pipes

!

meansftinceAlkit
It's Prince Albert for "something extra" in

smoking joy and comfort! Rich tasting, mild,

and cool ... and easy on the tongue. P. A. is

specially treated to insure against tongue bite!

Try it—and see why more pipes smoke Prince

Albert than any other tobacco!
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CIGARETTES TOO I
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AND TASTy !
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BY FUELING FOSTER

Bowling is today the most popular
participant sport among American
women, the number playing weekly
having increased from about 3,000 to

3,500,000 in the past 30 years.

Probably the only race ever won by
a horse while in an upside-down po-
sition was run at Dargaville, New
Zealand, on February 2, 1931. Ridden
by Joe Parson, this thoroughbred,
Brampton, was within 40 feet of the

finish when it suddenly stumbled and
fell with a force that caused it to roll

over several times and then slide

across the line, with its clinging

jockey, a split second ahead of the

horse that came in second.

—

By Ar-
nold Gozur, Auckland, New Zealand.

Astrology has grown so fast in this

country in the past generation that its

present annual "take" has been esti-

mated as high as $200,000,000. More-
over, this alleged science now has
nearly 20 branches, among them being
Glandular Astrology. Sexual Astrol-

ogy and Astrological Physiognomy.

//; 1749, a cynical Londoner who
claimed Englishmen were as credu-

lous a'children made a large bet that

he could convince them that a man
could climb into a quart bottle. Using
a fictitious name, he rented a theater

and advertised that he would perform
the trick there three days later. By
curtain tin e on the night set. all seats

and standing room had been sold at

double their price and the near-by
streets were jammed with those who
had to be turned away. Naturally, the

man did not show up—and soon col-

lected his bet.

Since Alcatraz became a federal

penitentiary in 1933, nine inmates

have won their freedom by studying

in the prison library the law pertaining

to their case, filing a petition for a writ

of habeas corpus and then proving to

the judge before whom they were

taken that their imprisonment was
illegal.

A crusade to "save sinful

York" was undertaken in 1903

evangelist John Alexander
who had built the town—Zion. II io

—as headquarters of a new rel

Carried in eight special trains, h

3.000 of his followers descends

Madison Square Garden where,

middle of Dowie's first sermoi
vast audience walked out in di

After two weeks, during which h
three small meetings daily anft
people distributed literature to ;H
lion homes, the Zionists left, h

accomplished nothing on this e>

tion which cost $300,000.

0'.

or,

the

the

litis

i.e

When the Spaniards conquerel
livia in the J 6th century, 20.0|

them established a colony in

(altitude 13,600 feet) where, owj
the thinness of the air, they notf

suffered from oxygen deficienc;|

were unable to keep infants alb

fact, for more than 50 years, n(

born among them lived longer

two weeks, and the colony the

had to maintain its size by recr

young Spaniards from lower levl

The world's largest private yd

the Savarona, which was built iif

many in 1931 at a cost of $4,51

for the late Mrs. R. M. Cadwalal
Philadelphia and which is no

presidential yacht of TurkeyT
though having only 13 stater|

this steamship is 408 feet long,'

4.700 gross tons, requires a crev

and has an average operating i

$25,000 a month.

//; Mexico, some prize-fight I

jai-alai courts and similar

arenas are enclosed in steel i|

to protect the contestants from
and other missiles hurled by I

tors to give vent to their fecling|

Ten dollars will lie paifl for each
ceptcd for this column. ' ontribulio|

be accompanied by ihcir source of

tion. Address Keep Up With the

Collier's. 250 Park Ave.. New Yorl|

N. Y. This column is copyrighted

items may be reproduce!! without pel
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» General Electric's finest

table radio-phonograph —
Delight in its rucur.il color

tone. Discover new beauty

in favorite records played

by the G-E Electronic Re-
producer. See Model 304.

A magnificent performer is Model 326
with its natural color tone. Amazing G-E
Electronic Reproducer. Sure-action record

changer. Stores approximately 118 records.

-"" Matter craftsmen fashioned this su-

perb French Provincial cabinet. De luxe

radio-phonograph with FM, standard, and
short-wave radio plus the amazing new
G-E Electronic Reproducer. Model 502.

rflU #t&f£ /tyecfr /&<rtd /wA0ducZfat< ve> £wt,

says: LILY PONS
. . . star of Columbia Records, ap-

pearing in the United Artists' release

"CARNEGIE HALL".

IMAGINE hearing recorded music recreated in the living

beauty of natural color tone. This perfection is yours to

enjoy at will through the enchanting magic of the G-E Elec-

tronic Reproducer acclaimed by Lily Pons. It's ready for you

now in this great new General Electric FM-AM automatic

radio-phonograph.

This superb instrument also brings you genuine FM virtu-

ally free of static, fading and station interference, as well as

standard broadcast and short-wave radio. You'll hear both

radio and records as never before— in natural color tone.

In its graceful 18th Century period cabinet, General Electric

model 417A possesses lasting charm for the eye as well. See and

hear it at your General Electric dealer's.

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
^ ^ 170-F9

LEADER IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS
Generof Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

natural color tone radios

Wonderful FM plus standard and short-wave broadcasts, and

recorded music recreated by the sensational new G-E Electronic

Reproducer. Push-button tuning. Sure action automatic record

changer. 9 tubes plus rectifier. Storage for approximately 120

records. 18th Century-inspired mahogany cabinet. See Model 417A.

Copyright (947—Generol Electric Co , Syrocuse, N. Y.



AMAZING
CLEANER
FOR NEW
CARS

''A>£

Try this safer, easier way to make the

finish more beautiful than ever!

SIMPLE TO USE . . . Goes on Quickly . . . Wipes Off with a Shine

Motorists agree . . . when you clean that new car or any car

with a finish in average condition ... it is worlds safer and

easier to restore the luster with Liquid Simoniz Kleener. All you

do is put it on . . . let it dry . . . wipe it off. You'll be amazed how

the finish shines, how much more beautiful it looks with this one-

operation wonder Kleener!

IS YOUR CAR

EXCEPTIONALLY DULL?

You can bring back the full, origi-

nal beauty with Paste Simoniz

Kleener. It's easy to use, thorough,

fast-acting and safe always!

V:

Motorists Wise

SIMONIZ MAKES THE

FINISH LAST LONGER!

Always apply world famous SIMONIZ
to protect the finish ... to keep colors

from fading ... to make your car stay

beautiful. Insist on SIMONIZ and Simoniz

Kleener— there are no substitutes!

THE SIMONIZ COMPANY. CHICAGO 1 C, ILLINOIS

Sold by grocery, hardware, variety, drug, paint,

5 centj to $1, auto occessory and department stores

—

and by linoleum dealers everywhere. Also sold in

Canada and throughout the world.

SIMONIZ
IUE MARK » ; .

KEEPS NEW CARS... NEW LOOKING

Above, Miss" MacVicar, neb-
ula, 1944; at right, Miss Vick-

ers, first magnitude star, 1947

WITH fifteen years of active

service behind him, Robert
S. Allen should be aware of

the dangers of brass poisoning (Too
Much Brass, p. 13). All his life he's

been a fighter with word and gun.
Born in Latonia, Kentucky, on Bastille

Day, 1900, he enlisted in the Regular
Army at sixteen, ate dust with the

cavalry on the Mexican Border till he
went overseas.

Refusing a regular Army commis-
sion, he postgradded by scholarship at

Munich, reported the Hitler Beer Hall
Putsch and Trial for various Ameri-
can newspapers, then came back home
to work for the Washington Bureau of

the Christian Science Monitor. He
got the sack when he and Drew Pear-

son took the Washington brass for a

sleigh ride on the best-selling Wash-
ington Merry-Go-Round.

After co-founding a widely syndi-

cated column of the same name, and
polishing off further brass in addi-

tional books, Allen went to war, serv-

ing with General Patton as Assistant

G-2, Chief of Combat Intelligence. He
got his eagles from Patton in April,

1945, and lost an arm in Germany
about the same time, emerging from
the war with many decorations. Right
now he's back peppering the brass and
book-writing in Washington. His
Lucky Forward, a history of Patton's

Third Army, is coming out this month.
"I feel the welfare of the Army, and

therefore the security of the country, is

being seriously handicapped by the

conduct and antics of certain brass

hats," Allen says. "They clearly are

devoid of a true American concept of

their functions as military men. Our
country has grown great and mighty
because throughout our history we
have pursued the sound democratic
course of employing our military for

protective purposes and not to run the

nation. In the interests of the military

themselves, it is vital they be kept in

their place—to put it bluntly. That is

what Too Much Brass is all about. It

is not antimilitary in any sense. Its

purpose is to bring in the open a very
grave national problem."

THINGS have been on the up and
up recently for Martha Sawyers

(Lifting the Lid, p. 24). She hates fly-

ing, so Collier's dispatched her by
plane to the Andes, where she com-

pleted a series of paintings,

tudes up to 15,000 feet. "I fouil

happiest when I lay on the grj

that height," she says. "It ga^f

feeling of safe footing."

While dangling around the ]

peaks busy at her task, Miss
got herself invited to a condd
Rising at dawn, Miss SawyJ
party breakfasted on biscuits

ion soup, climbed on their Ind

nies and began riding straight!

so it seemed. Tvliss SawyerJ
guest of honor, got the only)
saddle in the party; the rest

dian saddles: with backstops.

After she had slid off the

her horse for the 88th time, sc

mercifully changed saddles wl
Sawyers. Then when the ponil

to slip from under the passen|

erybody dismounted and
their hands and knees to the td.

world where they eventually

and lay gasping for breath.

A dead horse had been lefl

on a volcanic peak, and xond|
winging in from as far as 90 i

lunch. When the condors gc

they couldn't take off, the ide

take aim and bang away.
"Unfortunately, mine hosll

cited just about the eighth bif

Miss Sawyers, "and fired. Eifl

lion birds took off. We wa.

hours but they never came ba

Going down was like slidil

the Empire State building
|

grease storm.

This week's cover: It's a M
Back on May 6, 1944, Colli

covered the yummy Martl|

Vicar, and picture-profiled

Percenter by Amy Porter) as

I

wood possibility. Now, as]

Vickers, glittering Warner
star, she returns. During nil

ing roles, Martha only screal

fainted while being pursued!

men, gorillas and panther peel

as she was about to be screal

Howard Hughes tapped herl

Big Sleep: she played Laureil

hardboiled schizo of a youcj
Now it's all cheesecake and!

Martha. She's five feet, foil

tenderly unmafrried, lives witl

Pa, likes to sketch, play pial

pong and tennis—a "just fcl

sonality. . . . Ted|

Collier's for Septembel
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IN RECORD PLAYING

4utce>

It's new! It's beautiful! It has everything! New pull-out

phonograph makes record loading easy. New high

speed changer plays up to 12 records automatically.

New static-free FM radio with tilt-tuning dial.

Choice of walnut, mahogany or blond period cabinet

with compartment for 144 records in albums. See

it . . . hear it ... at your Admiral dealer, today.

Walnut Only $289'^ (Slightly higher in west and south.)

/

»V

' fy.

-Hi*

...«—

le tone arm brings a new
I

to your record listening

ke. Uses no coil, no crystal,

lament, no special tube,

pes needle scratch, "talk-

or other disturbing noises.

s records like new for hun-

|of plays longer.

FM-AM RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
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Best reason for buying the smart new furniture cushioned with Airfoam is—y* -

can't wear out its comfort ! This superbly restful latex cushioning keeps its plump buoyant softness for life; doesn't fla e

out or hollow down in years of use. That's because Airfoam contains millions of porous air cells that "give" just encf

conform to body curves. The result is floating-on-air comfort that insures complete relaxation, in chairs and sofas of era

good looks. Fine furniture cushioned with this marvel of Goodyear Research awaits you now at better stores— an(

less than you think ! Goodyear Chemical Products

Division, Airfoam Dept., Akron 16, Ohio.
i

Airfoam— T.M. The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company

GOOD/fEAR
THE GREATEST NAME IM RUBBER

A

•Vv»

AIRFOAM MEANS LUXURIOUS CUSHIONING IN FURNITURE, MATTRESSES AND ALL SE



oune mman," Father said, "do you want a job?" "No," said Henry. That was Father's first experience with Henry's loquacity. He swore under his breath

I This is not the familiar story of the rich squire's son and

the farmer's innocent daughter. In fact, it's just the reverse

THE FARMER SEEKS A WIFE
BY MURRAY HOYT

ALL my father wanted beginning

M July 22d that summer when I

P» was twelve years old was to
1 b Slateledge ready by August 3dp Vice-President Coolidge was

to visit us. His letter came July
Mr. Coolidge was an old class-

- of Father's, at Amherst. His
*je was down below Rutland at

Riouth. He had been elected gov-

ernor of Massachusetts, and later

Vice-President of the United States.

When Father had written tendering

the invitation to visit us in our new
home, he had expected that all the

work would be done by the beginning

of July. Being city bred, Father had
no idea how long such things took.

But when Mr. Coolidge's answer
came, there was still a lot to be done.

especially in the matter of plumbing.
Father had ordered two of those mod-
ern septic tanks that had just come
out, but they hadn't yet been installed.

They were sitting in the front yard.

He said to Mother, "Dammit, Levia,

we've got to have everything ready.

You can't ask a Vice-President of the

United States, even a Republican, to

walk down the path
—

"

During the evening of the day the

letter came. Father burst into the

kitchen after he had come upon Henry
Warner kissing my sister Anne out
near the chairs overlooking the lake.

Mother and I had talked about Henry
and Anne a lot previous to that, but
Father hadn't thought Anne would go
seriously with a farm boy. so he had
closed his mind to the matter until he

11
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discovered it himself. That was his

way: He had to discover things for

himself. You couldn't tell Father
anything. Once he believed a thing,

he could ignore someone telling him
the opposite more completely than

anyone else I ever knew.
He began to stride up and down the

floor. Mother, who was sewing,

glanced up.

Suddenly he shouted, "Dammit, I

won't stand for it. You hear, Levia.

I won't stand for it."

Mother said quietly, "Sit down,
Farnsworth."

Father paused in mid-step and
squinted at her suspiciously. Mother's

eyes remained placid and innocent.

Then he told her about Henry War-
ner and Anne.

UNLIKE most men who are given

to occasional family shouting,

Father did not shout because of anger.

He shouted for two reasons: when he
was unsure of his facts, or unsure of

the way they were going across. The
volume of his shouting was in direct

proportion to his doubts in these

matters. He tried to convince by sheer

force of sound.
He shouted, "I will have no child of

mine marrying a low-income farmer,

a—we might as well face it—a hick."

"You married one yourself, dear."

"And I
—

" But he was trapped. His

loud tones took on the hurt, plaintive

quality of a man who, when he is

meeting the enemy head on in honor-
able conflict, finds himself kicked in

the pants.

"Now, Levia, that was different. I

took you away from all that. A
woman goes to the home of her hus-

band. Anne would be exiled in coun-
try poverty."

"I was," Mother said.

Father fell back to his last line of

defense. His body slumped, his head
bowed. For a long moment he stood

still. When at last he spoke, his voice

had 'the musical resonance of an or-

gan's low notes. "Very well, Levia,

what I think does not matter. I must
not forget that I am a retired has-been
now, whose counsel is worth nothing."

Usually this was effective because
Mother loved him very much and her
heart was as big as all outdoors. She
would listen to none of that "has-
been" talk.

Mother snipped the thread with a

little click, gathered up her sewing bas-

ket, and started for the living room,
detouring around the toolboxes which
the plumbers had left in front of the

kitchen sink. She paused near the

door. "So I am a hick, am I?"

Father's roar split the air. "I never
said that! Why—"

But Mother had closed the door
with a crisp little bang. Father had
a handful of his bushy hair in each
hand, his face lifted in supplication

to the ceiling.

"Mortimer," he said to me, "though
your mother is a very remarkable
woman, women do not always react

with the same sane reasonableness

you find in men." He followed
Mother into the other room to try

again.

As far as Father was concerned, one
farmer was exactly the same as all

other farmers, just as one Chinese was
the same as any other. If you pinned
him down he would admit that all

farmers probably weren't hicks, that

the graduates of agricultural colleges

might be all right, even that some
farmers must be getting rich, judging

from the prices we were paying. But
he made these admissions as if he
didn't expect to meet any such farm-

ers himself. In exactly the same way
he admitted that probably there were
Republicans who were politically hon-
est and wise, but you could see he
didn't really deep-down believe this

thing which common sense told him
he ought to admit.

If all Father's ideas had been as un-
sound as this one about farmers.

Mother would long since have been
making all the family decisions. But
in matters which had come within his

actual experience, Father was practi-

cal and very shrewd. His trouble
stemmed from generalizing even more
than most people about matters out-

side his experience and then closing

his mind. It was something we had to

face from the beginning in our house-
hold, just as some households face

chronic gambling or drinking.

When Father retired, Mother ma-
neuvered him into buying Slateledge,

a point that jutted out into Lake
Champlain half a mile from the main
road. They hired an architect to sub-

mit plans for doing over the house
which was already there, and plans for

building a small guesthouse near by.

THEN Father began to look for

people to work for him. He had
bad luck. All the men he asked would
"change work," but they wouldn't
work for wages at a time when the

farm work needed doing.

But most of them said, "Henry
Warner would be just the man for you.

He's handy." So Father drove our
new touring car over to the Warner
farm.
"The Zebulon Warner farm," he

told Mother. "These farmers don't

even show any sanity about naming
people."

We found Zebulon Warner's son
Henry out in a field riding a manure

spreader. Father beckoned to
|

but he linished the load befoi I

drove over next to the fence E

stopped. He didn't get down.
Father called, "Young man, d< m

want a job?"
"No," said Henry.
That was Father's first exper jq

with Henry's loquacity. He swoi
der his breath, got out of the

walked over to the fence and begl

talk. Father could be very persil

when he wanted to. When he firj

his arguments he paused expect)
Henry said nothing.

Father went over the argt

again. Still Henry said no i

Finally Father said, "Well, u
man, will you do the work?"

"Yes," said Henry.
Father looked exasperated b

|

kept control of himself. He si

time and the rate of pay. The
drove away. On the way
Mother, who had been silent

long time, said, "Anne, did yoil

many wild strawberries when ycl

out to pick them, just before]

young man changed his mind
working at our place?"

Henry appeared for work thij

morning and I heard Father
Mother about it with that baffll

that the people of rural Vermc
ways engendered in him. "I tol

about those stone steps down
beach. I explained it all prett)

fully. He just stood there look

me. So I told him the whole j

again in a different way. And
just stood and looked at me.
said, 'Do you think you can do<
He said, 'Yes.' Would he hav
gone on standing there foreve

hadn't asked him that?"

Mother said tartly, "He woulcj

(Continued on page 5S)

ILLUSTRATED BT ERNEST CHIRIACKA

We must have made a peculiar picture as we went out the door. We crossed the porch and suddenly Father shouted, "Now then, put up your hands, all of
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TOO MUCH BRASS
Congressmen—and some distinguished military

leaders—are fed up with lobbying and talking

out of turn by Army and Navy officers. Here a

veteran Washington correspondent who also is

an ex-Army officer gives you the low-down

•'v

!Y ROBERT S. ALLEX

iyi

[on B^HE Army and Navy took a painful shellack-

ing in the recent session of Congress, and
IL they have only themselves to blame. Con-

; tlwssional leaders are rapidly becoming fed up with

e ng harangued and high-pressured by certain gen-

:M\s and admirals.

This growing resentment is not confined to civil-

i id ranks, and its importance can be gauged by the

n< raged reaction and uneasy concern it has caused

eft he most distinguished levels of the military itself.

look V notable, and little-publicized, recent instance

ifihe former was the resignation from the Marines
*.: :iBrigadier General Merritt A. Edson. He quit be-

:. . ise, as he expressed it, he could no longer counte-

:lice "the assumption of power by the military

; »»Vashington."

i:aqrl am a military man and proud of it," Edson de-

red. "But when we reach the point where the

itary are directing, instead of supporting, our

r'ljntry's policies, we are far along the road to los-

. what this country has always stood for. It was
: ause of this trend of events that I finally reached
very difficult decision to resign from the Ma-

•:s and return to Vermont."
The official silence that greeted Edson's blunt

it is very significant. A native Vermonter and
;duate of the state university, Edson enlisted in

Marines in 1917, won a commission, and after

rid War I, made the Corps his profession. In

rid War II, he won the Congressional Medal of

or and was promoted to general officer,

ast spring, General A. A. Vandegrift, com-
dant of the Marines, personally selected Edson
ead the Corps' Plans and Policies Division.

s agency is comparable to the elite OPD of the

y's General Staff, and its directorship is given

to the Corps' brightest brass. Also, Vande-
made strenuous efforts to dissuade Edson from

g, but resign he did and is now head of the

mont State Police.

iat explains why no brass hat of Army, Navy or
rines had one word to say regarding Edson's
urst. There was nothing they could say about
or his views.

* concern of the highest military levels over
Congressional and public resentment against
tary meddling in national affairs is evidenced
everal equally significant incidents that brought
n by General Dwight D. Eisenhower, soon to
e as Army Chief of Staff to become president of
mbia University, and General George Mar-
, former Chief of Staff and now Secretary of

the capital, the two great leaders are distinctly

class by themselves so far as the military is

erned. Marshall and Eisenhower are univer-
regarded as statesmen in the finest sense of that

. Congress differentiates sharply between Mar-
1 and Eisenhower and most other generals and
irals.

isenhower did his whipcracking on the labor
In an unpublicized directive (War Depart-

t Circular No. 344) he sternly ordered the Army
ipe down on this hotly controversial question,
d "Policy with Respect to Statements Con-
ing Strikes, Lockouts and other Industrial Dis-
s,

' the directive declared:

ier's for September 6, 1947

"The responsibility for handling labor relations

is vested in other government agencies, and it is not
the function of the War Department to pass judg-

ment on, or otherwise to inject itself into, questions

of this character. Wherever possible, the Army
avoids any form of involvement in industrial dis-

putes and under no circumstances does it take sides

in them. Therefore, Army officers will refrain from
public statements expressing opinion on the merits

of a controversy or which may otherwise be con-
strued as partial to one side or the other."

Marshall administered his spanking in the form
of a pointed lecture to brass hats at the War College.

He bluntly told his former colleagues that they did
too much yapping about Congressional budget
pruning and not enough honest elimination of waste
and extravagance. If there were more sincere

economizing by the military, he declared, they
would have far less difficulty obtaining appropria-
tions from Congress.
"You have not put enough effort into the problem

of reducing military costs," Marshall said. "You
err when you submit dogmatic requirements. It is

useless to say that political leaders fail to give you
what you want unless you can assure the public that

you did your best in keeping down estimates.

"You must realize very clearly that it will become
more and more difficult to obtain military appro-
priations from Congress that swell the budget dis-

proportionately. The Army has never put sufficient

effort into preparing studies on its budget which will

make military requirements clear to civilians."

Result: Slashes in Appropriations

Both the Army and the Navy had plenty of rea-

son to rue this obtuseness in the recent session of
Congress. They paid for it in deep slashes in their

appropriations.

The Army's would have been a lot deeper if it

hadn't been for Eisenhower's testimony before the
powerful House Appropriations Committee. He
succeeded in soothing some ruffled feelings and in

retrieving some of the ground lost by less able
Army spokesmen.
When Eisenhower was rushed up to the commit-

tee, Congressional leaders were in a fighting mood.
They and their constituents had been subjected to a
deluge of Army lobbying and propaganda. The
attitude of the committee members was expressed
by Representative Albert J. Engel, six-term Michi-
gan Republican, veteran of World War 1 and father

of a son who fought in Patton's Third Army.
"The War Department's lobby," Engel hotly

charged, "is downright vicious. It ranks with the

worst 1 have ever seen here. If a private corpora-
tion resorted to some of the practices that seem to

be standard on the part of generals in meddling and
interfering with Congressional business, the execu-
tives of that corporation would be thrown into jail.

"At one committee hearing I caught General
Richards (Major General George J. Richards,
Army budget officer) signaling witnesses on what
to testify. 1 had to order this general to behave him-
self. On another occasion, during a debate in the

House on an Army appropriation, an assistant of
General Richards sat in a gallery sending notes to

members on the floor. I got up on the floor and
raised hell about this. That put an end to it.

"There has also been a flood of propaganda,
most of it inspired by the military, to the general

effect that we have reduced budgets arbitrarily and
recklessly. That is absolutely untrue. This commit-
tee sincerely desires to give the Army and Navy
whatever funds they need to maintain strong and
adequate establishments. But we insist that waste
and extravagance be eliminated, that the military

fully justify their vast appropriation requests as all

other government agencies are required to do, and
that they give us the facts without trickery, camou-
flage and propaganda. We are responsible to the

people who bear the burden of these huge expendi-
tures. The military is serving them, not bossing
them or Congress."
Eisenhower made no defense of the Army's lob-

bying antics. Instead, he gave the committee un-
qualified assurance that the Army would bow
uncomplainingly to the will of Congress.
"We have presented to you," he said, "our re-

quest for the funds that we think we need. This is

the best judgment of the War Department at this

time. But I want to say to you that the War De-
partment recognizes the constitutional responsibili-

ties of the Congress. When the Congress has made
its deliberate judgment on the portion of the na-
tional income that can be devoted to the mission of

the Army, the War Department will live within the

decision that the Congress has made.
"There will be no recriminations and no com-

plaints by anyone within the War Department. If I

hear of anyone acting or speaking to the contrary
there will be another in his place when it comes to

my attention. I believe in the American system and
the American way of doing things."

The declaration unquestionably helped the Army
appreciably in this instance. But, unfortunately,
there are very few Eisenhowers among the military

and it was not possible for him to race up to th©
Hill every day to undo blunders perpetrated by
other Army brass.

The hostile attitude toward the military that re-

peatedly manifested itself in high Congressional
quarters was one of the most significant behind-the-

scenes developments of the recent session. It is par-

ticularly significant for two reasons: The present

Congress is a very conservative body and usually

the military fare best under such circumstances; and
the hostility was of a personal nature. It was not
organized and there was no antimilitary bloc. It

was merely that leaders and members developed a

high personal sensitivity to the aggressiveness of the

military in national affairs.

Leaders such as Senator Styles Bridges, New
Hampshire, chairman of the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee, Representative Daniel A. Reed,
ranking Republican member of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and Representative Clare
Hoffman, Michigan, chairman of the Committee
on Executive Agency .Expenditures, publicly

voiced their displeasure.

"Many of us in Congress feel the military talk

too much about policies," said Senator Bridges.

"Also, they are distinctly out of their field when,
they lobby for the passage (Continued on page 76)
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THE DEVIL IS

BY CHARLES B. CHILD

Inspector Chafik wondered
how many men had been
clay in the lovely hands
of Khurrem the Dancer

THE little man who entered the Cabaret of

the Great Caliph, behind the fashionable

Saa'dun Quarter of the modern city of

Baghdad, stood for a moment in the shadows, as if

he were shy of this walled garden where patrons sat

in booths discreetly screened by flowering shrubs.

He looked at the stage where an orchestra of vari-

ous wind instruments, strings and drums was play-

ing varying rhythms, while a slender girl sang a

single note and then surrounded it with an ara-

besque of grace notes. It was music without har-
mony, but the man had not a Western ear and found
it pleasing. As the girl began to dance, he walked
down a path between the high wall and the shrubs
and entered a booth so unobtrusively that the soli-

tary occupant did not notice him.
Inspector Chafik of the Criminal Investigation

Department carefully dusted a chair and said as he
sat down, "If the thoughts of men were public, one
would be justified in raiding this place. And even
you, my dear Abdullah, would see the inside of a
cell."

The tall, gaunt man hastily looked away from the
stage, but seeing the smile lurking in the dun-colored
eyes of his companion, he raised a hand in protest.

"Sir, my concentration was purely of a professional
nature

—
" Sergeant Abdullah began, and wriggled

in his seat when the Inspector interrupted:

"The purity of it is what I doubt. The girl is in-

deed gifted." They both looked at the stage where
the dancer turned full circle with swiftly moving
feet and made of her body a reed rippling in a hot
wind of passion.

Watching her, Chafik wondered how many men
had been clay in the flowerlike hands of Khurrem.
His records at headquarters described her as a
Syrian, but many details of her life were lacking and
this was irritating to the tidy mind of the little man.
He said, voicing his worry, "She has danced in

Cairo, Beirut and Teheran. Her lovers are always
military men or government officials and she ignores
others although they are often wealthier. An odd
thread in the pattern, for surely a woman of this

profession is solely interested in money?" He
shrugged and then said, "But on the record one
could not refuse her entry into Iraq. A suspicion is

not a fact, and you, Abdullah, will now report to
me only with facts."

The sergeant answered as if reading from his

notes, "On your orders I have watched this woman
for a \s\ck. Her favor goes to Major Ali Rasim of
the 2d Mountain Brigade. He is infatuated and sits

nightly in the booth at the top right corner of the
garden, where she often joins him."

Inspector Chafik turned his sleek head, the black
hair oiled and brushed until it had the sheen of silk.

The lights m the garden were dim, but he could see
a man in the booth. Major Rasim was the younger
son of an aristocratic Baghdadi family and the bri-

gade with which he served was oiganized for fron-
tier defense. Chafik lighted a cigarette and said,

"This is a matter for Military Intelligence. We, as
the political and criminal police, are solely inter-

ested in civilians."

"Among the civilians, sir, Mohammed Shaalan
is captivated by the girl

—

"

"Shaalan, Mohammed. Eldest son of Ibn Shaa-

lan, a sheik of the Muntafiq." The Inspector was
quoting from his records and as he partly closed his

eyes he could see the card on which the particulars

were entered. "Rich," he went on. "Spends more
time in Baghdad than on his father's estate. Weak-
ness, women. Arrogant. Hot-tempered. Is the man
here?"

"In the booth opposite." Sergeant Abdullah
looked across the cool garden and then said, "He
has gone now, but he was there when you arrived.

The girl ignores him."
"Other men?"
"They are as bees around the queen," Sergeant

Abdullah said.

"A queen bee," Chafik said, "has an unattractive

appearance and is often swollen with eggs. One
cannot say Khurrem is unattractive. Or swollen,"
he added, watching the girl who had finished her

dance and was now bowing to the applaui

drew back into the shadows as the dancer J

stage and walked lightly to the booth where
Rasim was sitting.

"The names of the other men—" began &
Abdullah.
A woman's scream ripped the perfumec

of the night and was followed by a moment
lence, broken only by the croaking of frog; a

irrigation ditches squaring the lawn. A !

<

scream ran in mocking echoes within the hig ;*
and as panic gripped the crowd Inspector

said calmly, "Tell the police at the doors to

body out. It appears there is entertainmenl

at the Great Caliph tonight." He vaulted thel

and ran for the booth Khurrem had entere|

one brief glance he turned to the men who c

at his heels. "Return to your seats," he saic
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fc are already here." His voice, not overloud,
the quality of a whip.

. iitering the booth, he looked at the girl who
ched against the shrubs with gloved hands to

, f

ace; her eyes were black pits. She was about to
am again when the little man caught her wrist

,, slapped her cheek. "It would be wise to forget
srics," he said. "I shall have many questions

i ;k."

[hurrem whispered, "See, see! Oh, God the
* »iful! The major—

"

lank interrupted, "Bodies have no rank or title.

'/ are all equal before God," and going to the
looked at the man in military uniform who
Idled low in a chair, his chin on his breast,

louth open.
om the base of the neck at the right shoulder
cted the wooden handle of a knife. A small

patch of blood stained Major Rasim's light summer
tunic. The Inspector ignored the knife and put his

hand on the man's heart. Casually, voicing

thoughts, he said, "It was to be expected he would
be dead, with the knife in such a spot." Lifting his

strange, ageless eyes to the girl, who was now quiet,

he continued, "Such a thrust could be made v\ ith

the arm of the killer lovingly around his neck. It

could also be made by one standing behind on the

path between the bushes and the wall. Was your
arm around his neck?"

"I? You suggest
—

" Khurrem straightened her

slender body and said in the husky voice of anger,

"My arm was not around his neck. I entered the

booth and thought he was sleeping. He drinks too
much and you can see the whisky on the table. I

spoke to him and then I put my hand on him." She
covered her face with her hands.
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"If the thoughts of men were public," Chafik said,

"one would be justified in raiding this place. And
even you, Abdullah, would see the inside of a cell"

"And then you saw the knife," Chafik prompted
gently.

"Yes, I saw that. And only half an hour before

we sat and talked."

"So he was killed when you were on the stage and
all eyes were on you. Even I was watching you. But
what did you see from the stage? Surely you sang
for your lover?"

"The booth is in shadow. One cannot see into it

from the stage. And who says he was my lover?"

There was a challenge in the question, and throw-
ing back her cloud of hair Khurrem looked at the

Inspector with hatred tempered by fear.

He answered softly, "I know many things about
you and will know more. Come to me tomorrow
and bring your passport. The name is Chafik J.

Chafik." He turned to Sergeant Abdullah who had
just arrived with a squad of police summoned from
a near-by station. The sergeant was ordering back a

man who had roughly pushed his way through the

crowd, but the Inspector said, "Permit Mr. Has-
soon to pass. He has a right here." He had recog-
nized the owner of the cabaret.

"What is this? What is this?" demanded Has-
soon. hugging his hands to his breast and contort-

ing his thin body into a gigantic question mark. "I

have always had a respectable cabaret," he said.

"You, Inspector Chafik, know I give good entertain-

ment without vice. Now a woman screams and the

police gather like flies on a festering wound—

"

"There has not been* time for the wound to fes-

ter," Chafik said mildly, and moving aside from the

body he asked, "You know him, Mr. Hassoon?"
"Major Rasim!" The shrill voice sank to a whis-

per as the proprietor peered at the body and pro-

jecting knife. "Murder? Oh, Compassionate God,
what wickedness has this woman caused?" He
turned so quickly on Khurrem that Chafik thought
he was going to strike her and caught his arm.
"Why do you think the woman is the motive for

the crime?" he asked sharply.

HASSOON was calmer now but his voice was
edged with anger as he said, "A woman who

sings and dances is as honey to men. When she gives

her favors to one the evil begins. Perhaps I am in

the wrong business," he said looking with distaste

from the dancer to the body. He took a handful of

salted melon seeds from his pocket and politely

offered them to Chafik, who bowed his thanks but
preferred his cigarette. "As I have told you, I make
every effort to keep the atmosphere of my cabaret

clean," Hassoon went on, "but I have often looked
on the faces of my guests and- found them lustful."

He took the husk of a melon seed from his mouth
and placed it tidily in an ash tray.

Chafik said dryly, "We appear to share the same
opinion. As you are so observant, my dear Mr.
Hassoon, can you tell me who was particularly

jealous of Major Rasim?"
"There were many, but I have noted one man

who looked at him with hatred—but I must be

loyal to my guests even if I dislike their ways."
"Major Rasim was also your guest. You must

not withhold information."

"True. The name I was about to mention was
Mohammed Shaalan."
Chafik gave Abdullah a warning look because

the sergeant had said, "By God and by God!"
Then the Inspector said quietly, "Let us go to

your office, Mr. Hassoon. Abdullah, look for the

son of Ibn Shaalan and if he is still in the cabaret

bring him to me." He gave the corpse a brief

glance. "Obviously the killer took the precaution

to wear .gloves, but of course test the knife for

fingerprints. Detectives are more fortunate in fic-

tion." Inspector Chafik added sadly. . . .

In the office behind the stage, where there were
also dressing rooms for the entertainers, the little

man sat and wailed. He lighted the inevitable

cigarette while Hassoon munched melon seeds

Presently the sergeant ushered into the room a

sharp-nosed, swarthy man who was dressed in the

tine cotton and silk robes of a tribal Arab. I he

gray headclolh which shaded his face was bound
with a cord of braided goat's hair making a double
ring about his head, and as his robes swirled Chafik
noticed the holster of a (Continued on /></,sv 65J
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How jazz music moved from a speak-easy

called the Stork Club to the august en-

vironment of Town Hall, with station

stops on luxury liners and bread lines

Conclusion

THE Stork Club was an old brownstone on
West Fifty-eighth Street just west of Sixth

Avenue. We went to work there in the fall

of 1931. We hadn't yet met the owner. After our
first set, McKenzie went out to the vestibule and
paced the floor. He needed S500 to save an insur-

ance policy and he didn't know where to get it.

As he walked and smoked he became aware that

someone was watching him, a man dressed like an
Oklahoma horse trader.

"Do you like this place?" the man asked.

"How could I like it when I can't get enough
dough to keep an insurance policy that will take

care of my family in case someone hates my sing-

ing and puts a hole in my head?" Red said bitterly.

"How much to you need?" the man asked.

"Five hundred dollars," McKenzie said. "Do
you sing here, too?"
The man reached into his pocket and took out

a wad of bills. Red stared. The roll was two stories

deep.

"Take a thousand," the man said, handing him
the roll. "You may need it."

Red peeled off ten hundred-dollar bills. "That's
a lot of dough to be carrying around," he said shak-
ily, handing back the roll. "If the guys who run this

joint see it you may have to leave it behind when
you go."

"I think I'll stay," the man said. "I own the place.

My name is Billingsley. I hope you'll be happy here;

the customers seem to enjoy your music."
McKenzie was a different man when he came

back. "I just met the most wonderful guy in the

world," he said. "His name is Sherman Billingsley.

He's our boss and I want you lousy bums to treat

him with respect."

Joe Sullivan and I were living in a two-room gar-

den apartment at the rear of a building on Fifty-

fourth Street between Park and Lexington. We had
birthdays in the same section of November. We de-
cided to celebrate them with parties; Joe's was first.

"We can begin at half past two, right after we fin-

ish work," I said.

"We need a piano," Joe said. "I can't have a
birthday party without a piano."
We found an upright for sale. It was old, bat-

tered and parched; the price was ten dollars. We
hired three Negroes with a truck. I telephoned a
piano tuner and asked him to be ready to admin-
ister to a sick piano.

The piano tuner was waiting when we got there.
He took the front off the upright and worked for
hours. It was so old and so dry that he was afraid
to bring it up to standard pitch for fear it would
explode, but when he finished, it was in tune.

BY EDDIE CONDON AND THOMAS SUGR

The guests were on time; it was easy not to be
late at two thirty in the morning. Since it was Joe's

party several of the guests were pianists; they took
turns at the upright. Later Fats Waller dropped in;

for a while he and Joe alternated at the keyboard.
We toasted the first day of Joe's twenty-sixth

year with Billingsley's brandy. After that I remem-
ber little.

Our guests finally left and we went to bed. We
woke up in time to get dressed and go to work. I

walked into the living room. There had not been
much disorder and some of the girls had cleared
away the glasses and emptied the ash trays. But

something had happened which now slowl

called. Two dozen of the best hot piano pty

town had been banging on the upright for fs

tinuous hours, with the front off to get voluri

membered a piano hammer sailing past rl

while Fats was playing, and another landinl

lap. They had snapped off under the impaf
left hand.
Now I saw piano hammers all over the fll

on the chairs and in the lounge. One of ttf

hanging from a picture. The boys had I

beaten the upright to death. I walked ol

looked at the corpse. Some of the hammf

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY MARTIN HARRIS
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inging out, broken but not snapped off. Others

i sre still intact. I tried the keyboard. There
eren't enough notes left to play an octave.

Just before Christmas, the Stork was padlocked
federal prohibition agents. In a few weeks it re-

ined at Fifty-first Street and Park Avenue and
s went into it. We worked until spring; then Mc-
:nzie got restless and joined the Whiteman band.

1 sat around New York with my teeth in my
outh, playing parties and club dates, making an
casional record, changing my clothes in Plun-

:tt's icebox, keeping alive on free steaks at the

lyx, thanks to Joe Helbock.
One night I walked in and found Jimmy Dorsey
Jerry Colonna at the bar; Helbock was mixing

for them.
'd like to ask you to join us, Eddie," Dorsey

id solemnly, "but we just decided on a new sys-

n. Each night one person will buy all the drinks;

light that person is you."
Fine," I said. I turned to Helbock. "Joe," I

ask the boys how they'll have their water, hot

d."

een sessions at the piano Joe Sullivan used
and talk with me. "Eddie," he said one night,

1 think the public will ever make an honest

out of jazz?"

feeling bitter; my rent was overdue.
e is no such thing as an honest woman," I

"There are just women who get higher prices

other women. Jazz is in the lower brackets."

the spring of 1933, McKenzie left Whiteman;
Mound City Blue Blowers reorganized and re-

ned to the Stork Club. In November repeal came
we were out of a job again.

South of Harlem, the headquarters of jazz was the
(mmodore Music Shop. It became a meeting
Lee for jazz enthusiasts. One of these was Paul

Q]{nith, an illustrator, art director, aviator, adver-
t ng executive and amateur guitarist.

Sometimes Milton Gabler, proprietor of the
' >p, asked me to assist him in identifying the per-
i mers on a certain record.
n'o company ever bothered to list the personnel
a popular or jazz record; the only way to iden-
' the performers was to ask a musician who had
n on the date. I listened to Gabler talk about the
atness of jazz, its recognition as an art by the
pie of Europe, and its future in America.
Do you think it will be recognized here before

j

0Vtt
tl)tirdie?" I asked him once.

le shrugged his shoulders and smiled; his eyes

boys tow ^e '°°k of a kid sunk in a dream.

I

jidfjlt's recognized now," he said. "It's just a mat-
b| of spreading it to a larger number of people.
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Over here we never think anything is recognized

until the entire population takes it up; then we get

tired of it and call it common and look for some-
thing else. You can't do that with an art; in fact, I

don't think an art is ever popular; there aren't

enough people with taste and understanding to

make it popular. It's the cheap imitations of art

that are sold by the million."

That summer we rehearsed a band for the Onyx,
which had suffered a fire and was being redeco-

rated; Jack Kapp of Decca let us use one of his stu-

dios. By August the band sounded almost musical;

it contained a couple of men I hadn't previously

known. They were Mike Riley, a trombonist, and
Ed Farley, a cornet player.

Bandstand Clowns Try Pie-Throwing

We opened and I found out about Riley and Far-
ley. During rehearsals they had conducted them-
selves as musicians; an audience transformed them
into clowns. They poured water over each other,

scuffled, mugged, and did everything but play mu-
sic. Manny Klein, a cornet player who dropped in

for a drink and saw the slapstick, went out and
bought a lemon-meringue pie. He gave it to Riley

and said, "I dare you." RUey took the pie and hit

Farley in the face with it. After that it happened
every night. I called them "Lemon Meringue" and
"Custard."
When the clowning started I left the stand and

went to the bar. No matter how low you fall, I

thought, there's always room underneath. But -a

man isn't compelled to step down. I didn't. I was
fired.

McKenzie and I moved to an opposition club
across the street, the Famous Door.
One morning early in 1936, I woke up with a

blazing pain which filled me from my neck to my
hips. They took me to Polyclinic Hospital, and six

doctors tried to diagnose the trouble. One of them
was Dr. McGrath, who had been a surgeon for fifty

years.

"Please, Doc," I said to him, "operate here." I

drew a finger across my throat
The blood count on my white corpuscles was

high, indicating infection. It was decided to operate
immediately. I was put behind a screen.

They gave me ether and operated. My pancreas
had burst and its juice was dripping into my abdo-
men, trying to digest whatever it touched. Half of
my appendix was gone. No one had any hope
for me.
When the operation was finished I was wheeled

into the death room, a small cubicle where a man

inductor ot^^Sus

m1

can pass out without bothering his fellow patients.

My temperature went to 106 and I began to sink.

The fever lasted for three days and three nights.

I was rubbed with whisky and wrapped in hot blan-

kets. When McKenzie found out about the whisky
massages he brought a bottle from the Famous
Door.
"What's that for?" Miss Roach, the nurse, asked.

"It's to rub Mr. Condon with," McKenzie said.

Miss Roach sniffed. "We use only bonded
whisky!" she said.

McKenzie stared. 'To rub a guy with?" he said.

He opened the bottle and he and Bunny Berigan

and Joe Bushkin drank it.

There was no chance for me, but Slovak, an in-

tern friend of mine, kept trying. I was given ex-

treme unction, the church's last sacrament for the

dying. Then my temperature came down, my mind
cleared, and I began to get well.

Fifty-second Street was booming when I got back
to work. After the Famous (Continued on page 68)
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THE VOICE OF

ALBANY'S SUE

LAST year, the Republican r -

I
jority leader of the New Y<1

I State Assembly decided 1

1

there was no chance for advancem t

in his job and announced that he m
retiring to become dean of one of i

schools at Cornell University. M
mediately thereafter, on March

]
1946, a wake was held for the politil

corpse in a touching testimonial cl
ner at Albany's Ten Eyck Hotel,
printed program of the dinner bore 1
likeness of the corpse, with an I

scription underneath, reading: "«
done, thou good and faithful servail

Governor Thomas E. Dewey st<S

up, patted the good and faithful sti|

ant on the back and allowed as hovq

would be missed, but that the polit

world's loss was the academic w
gain. Lieutenant Governor Joe
Hanley then got up and echoed
boss' sentiments, and Irwin Stein;

the Democratic minority leader of

Assembly, brushed a tear from
cheek and delivered an oration on i
worthiness of his former opponent J
That was less than a year and a la

ago. Since then, the corpse—LnM
McNeil Ives by name—has develoM
remarkable signs of vitality,

months after he was buried politi

Ives was resurrected when De
could find no other Republican in

state to throw in against for

Governor Herbert Lehman in the 1

senatorial election. Two months ai

that, Ives was elected. Thirfl
months, to the day, after the wakB
the Ten Eyck Hotel, he broke frB
man-senator tradition by leading!
bate on the floor of the Senate I
scoring victories over Robert J

phonso Taft of Ohio.
As a result of all this, Ives is b ig

hailed in various authoritative q*
.ters as (a) Dewey's spokesman in«
Senate, placed there to duel skillfjj

with Taft and Senator Arthur w
denberg, in the Dewey Presideial

offensive; (b) the most influeiil

freshman senator to grace the Cajol

in the memory of a half-dozen W h-

ington correspondents; (c) the
|

Republican Vice-Presidential caB
date if Dewey is stopped at the G.B
convention, and a Middle Westeer

like Taft is chosen to head the tkjft

and (d) the next governor of

York, with a good chance to bejfc

Republican nominee for Presidei in

1952 or 1956.

Much of this, of course, is ope/jj

dispute by other experts, skeptics

Democrats, who claim that Ives i;

a skillful spokesman or an adv

man for Dewey, but merely is a st

who takes his orders by direct

phone line from the supposedly 5

Man of Albany; that he exists

Vice-Presidential candidate only

carefully planted rumors of Tafl

lowers who are trying to spli

Dewey camp; and that his pr

position is based mostly on his re

tion as a friend of labor, and if he

Senator Irving M. Ives, here posed before the statue, The Driller, in the Museum of Natural History, Washington, has
won orestiee amone h is colleagues as a labor expert and a man very close to Republican potentate Thomas E. Dewey
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Senator Irving M. Ives has been no-

tably successful in talking like a lib-

eral and voting like a conservative.

The result: prestige for himself and
a flock of assorted votes for his

political mentor, Governor Dewey

BY BILL DAVIDSON

ues to alienate labor as he seems to

ve done since he came to Congress,

will have a tough time getting

to anything.

These items are highly controver-

and either—or neither—side may
one hundred per cent correct. There
one point, however, about which
ere is no argument wb.atev.er. It is

:nerally agreed in Washington that

tall, good-looking, 51 -year-old

s has bounded from the limbo of

ded politicians to a position of

most unprecedented power for a
1 sshrnan senator.

This showed up for the first time

len the 13-man Senate Labor and
lblic Welfare Committee met one
iy last spring to begin consideration

the labor legislation which eventu-

y became the Taft-Hartley Bill.

«

Mr. Taft Was All Smilesita

a

Robert Taft was the chairman of
'" at committee and Ives was its low-
JEHr-ranking junior member. Taft came

all smiles, and handed out printed

pies of the stringent labor measure
K

lich he personally had drawn up in
11 njunction with Senator Joseph H.
« 111 of Minnesota. "All right now,"
1 ^ Isaid, "let's get to work and start on
x (»eone of my bill."

I At this point, according to other
II k lators present, Ives said, "There are
* ot of things in your bill that I don't

l f'ee with, Senator. So I've brought
«

' !>ng copies of my own bill."

nic fraft was struck speechless by this,

Ball turned a flaming shade of

"Your bill?" Taft asked finally,

tone calculated to chill the wet
)ts behind the ears of the freshman.
'Yes," said Ives. And while Taft
kked on helplessly, the junior sen-

from New York passed out type-

ten copies of his bill.

Tom that point on, the junior

itor from New York led a combi-
ion of four Democrats and three
ral Republicans to a series of 7 to 6
tories over some of the sterner pro-
ons of Taft's bill. Later, he fought
again on the floor—until he went
a series of spectacular reversals

imably due to party pressure)
wound up on Taft's side. Many
*rts consider that once he joined
t's side, he became the keyman in

passing of the Taft-Hartley Bill

President Truman's veto. No less

ten Republican senators admit-
y looked to Ives for a lead on how
'ote on the bill, and even Taft's
ile confirm that if Ives had voted

overriding the veto, the Taft-
tley act would not be law today,
"len you check over this list of
influenced senators, an interest-

fact emerges: Nearly all of them
from the Eastern industrial states

would be Dewey supporters in the
Republican Presidential show-

n. One begins to wonder, there-
if they vote with Ives merely

because he is known as a labor expert,

or because he actually does speak for

the heir presumptive to the Republican
nomination. Ives emphatically denies

any pressure or instructions from
Dewey, or even any contact with him,
since he came to Washington. This

may be true. There is, however, con-
siderable evidence on the other side of
the argument.

For instance, even though Ives

always has been courteous and re-

spectful in his committee work and
debates, the chances are that if he
weren't in very close touch with a

powerful figure like Dewey, he would
have been given the same freeze treat-

ment accorded to other freshman
senators who got a little too active in

their first session. Ives, furthermore,
did confer with Dewey at least three

times during the debate on the labor

bill—at the Gridiron Club dinner in

Washington on May 10th, at the New
York State Young Republicans con-
vention at Schroon Lake, New York,
at the end of May, and at the Hamil-
ton College commencement a few
days before the veto battle.

One of Ives' closest acquaintances
in the Senate said, during the labor bill

debate, "Ives is not a free agent. He
is troubled terribly right now." An-
other senator points out that several

times Ives argued violently for a point

on one day, and then meekly voted
against it on the next. He mentioned
specifically page 4264 of the Congres-
sional Record for April 28th, where
Ives put up a tremendous fight to have
the labor bill split up into four sepa-

rate bills, and pages 4389 and 4392
of the Congressional Record of April
30th, when he abruptly changed his

mind and voted for the single bill.

This senator attributes Ives' changes
of mind to nocturnal telephone calls.

A top Dewey aide in Albany readily

confirmed these long-distance con-
ferences. "The telephone," he said,

"is a wonderful thing." One of the
Capitol telephone operators reports
that official calls from Albany get top
priority on any of the three overtaxed
telephone extensions allotted to Sena-
tor Ives—even if one of the extensions

happens to be connected with the
White House.
Whether he is playing Dewey's

game or his own, Ives is playing it

very shrewdly so far—for Dewey.
While Ives is occasionally scorched by
the Old Guard Republicans as "just

another damned New Dealer," and by
the unions as "a traitor to labor,"

Dewey merely says, as he has before,

"Ives is to the left of me." He then
proceeds to gather in the liberal votes

produced by his hand-picked senator's

talks, and the conservative votes that

result from his own pregnant silences.

During this session Ives has spon-
sored two other pieces of legislation

that undoubtedly are based on hu-
manitarian motives, but follow the

same pattern. His bill for a federal

PRESS ASSOCIATION, INC.

One of the most elaborate of political wakes was given Ives in 1946 by Oswald Heck,
left, and Governor Dewey. A year later Ives was a potent freshman in the U.S. Senate

commission against racial and reli-

gious discrimination in employment is

exactly the same as the mild New
York State bill that didn't cause any-

body any trouble, and brought several

hundred thousand Negro, Jewish and
Catholic votes into the Dewey Repub-
lican fold in 1946.

The second of these bills came
about in a strange way. In 1943, dur-

ing the battle of the Warsaw ghetto, a
tiny, six-year-old girl named Elza
Friedrych saw her father and mother
slaughtered by the Nazi SS troops.

Then she was spirited away and hid-

den by members of the Polish under-
ground. When the war ended, two old

friends of Elza's parents—Helen and
Isaac Shatzkin of New York City

—

determined to find the little girl, adopt
her, and bring her to the United States.

Inequity in the Quota Law

They spent large sums of money
locating Elza. Then they had her
transported to a boarding school in

Sweden, and Mrs. Shatzkin flew to

Stockholm to complete the adoption
arrangements. There she ran into a

fantastic State Department situation.

Because Elza had not been precocious
enough to register as a displaced per-

son in December, 1945, when she was
all of eight years old, she was ineligi-

ble to enter the United States under ex-

isting quota regulations.

Mrs. Shatzkin raved at every level

of the State Department—but to no
avail. Then, in desperation, she came
to see Senator Ives in Washington. The
result was S830, or the Ives War Or-
phans Bill, which is designed to permit
any war orphan under 14 years of age
to be admitted to the United States,

just so long as an American citizen will

adopt him.

Because of his feelings in matters
like this, plus a tremendous amount of
personal charm, Ives always has been
able to stampede the women delegates

at every convention at which he was a

candidate. He is a slim six-footer, with
graying hair and deep blue eyes, and a

beautifully resonant speaking voice.

Ives comes from pre-Revolutionary
Dutch-English-Presbyterian stock. He
was born on January 24, 1896, in Bain-
bridge, New York, a tiny village in the

Susquehanna Valley about halfway
upstate, which is surrounded by milk
cows and Allegheny foothills. The
cows provided his father, a feed and
grain merchant, with a comfortable
living, and the mountains furnished

inspiration for his mother, a former
schoolteacher and minister's daughter,
who was determined that her only son,

Irving, should either become the Pres-

ident of the United States, or a Presby-

terian pastor somewhere in the valley.

"I want," she used to say, "his voice

to be heard."
Irving's voice was heard considera-

bly—in school plays, in the dozens of
public-speaking courses his mother
made him take, and on the tennis

court, where he cussed out pretty

Elizabeth Skinner one day, and ended
up by marrying her a few years later.

(She died early this summer after 27
years of marriage.) A platoon of 5th

Division infantry listened to Lieuten-

ant Ives' voice over the sound of shells

during the six months of the Saint

Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne offensives

in World War I. And then, when he
returned to Hamilton College in 1919,

to finish up his junior and senior years,

a lot of other people heard him.
He was captain of the tennis team, a

basketball forward, the president of

his class, a member of the debating
team, a baritone (like Dewey) in the

glee club, the favorite leading man of

the dramatic clyb, a Phi Beta Kappa
and the editor of the yearbook. In his

spare time, he sounded off with extra

fortitude as a cheer leader. And back
in his freshman year, he led a wild

campus political campaign which net-

ted 14 adult votes for Charles Evans
Hughes in the Presidential race of

1916.

During this early period, Ives did

some surprising things for a man who
now is a pillar of the Republican party

(Continued on page 63J
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'He said you were a four-flush

slapped him," Myra said. I began
'Kiss me," I said. She did. Sevei

1

y

YOU TOO
CAN BE A
GENIUS
BY W. L. KNICKMEYER
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id In this case, genius was 10 per cent inspiration and 90 per cent Myra

I'T WAS the same old thing. I looked at Myra Stewart sit-

ting across the table from me in Harry's Bar, and why
I'd had to go and fall in love with her I couldn't guess.

But there it was. Not that she wasn't nice looking, with her dark
hair done in a topknot and that little nose tilted up and the way
her chin was, soft and round, with a dimple in it.

She looked all right, and she was a fine girl and I liked her.

Only, she had these ideas.

She said, "After all, Herb, you've been out of the Army for

over a year,
(
now."

Was that something to complain about?
"Sure," I said.

"But you haven't done anything!"

What did she want me to do, pick a fight with Molotov?
I said, "I won eighty-five bucks in a crap game last night."

"Be serious, Herb." She leaned toward me across the table.

She was earnest, intent. "Haven't you any pride? Haven't you
any ambition? Look at James Wyatt."

I didn't want to.

"I'll have to look at him all week end," I said. "What was the

idea of telling him we'd come to his damned farm, anyway?"
"It isn't a farm—it's a perfectly beautiful estate on Long

Island."

"Oh," I said. "So that's it. I'm supposed to be struck all of

a heap."
Her lips tightened. "It wouldn't occur to you," she said,

"that you might have had a Long Island estate yourself, if you'd
tried."

I made a noise in my throat. "Are you trying to tell me
James Wyatt worked for that place himself?"

Myra blushed a little. "Well—maybe he did inherit it. But
you have to admit he's running the business by himself. A big

publishing firm like that!"

All he did was sign his name where somebody told him to.

He wouldn't know a book if he met one in one of his favorite

bars.

"Okay," I said.

"I'd be ashamed," Myra said. "You started out together in

college—and now look at you! Working on a newspaper—the

fifth one since you left school!"

The difference was, my old man hadn't left me fifty-one per

cent of the stock in a publishing outfit. I said, "Okay, okay.
Forget it."

I'd been hearing that kind of stuff ever since college. James
this and James that. James was captain of the debating team.
James was editor of the yearbook. I played a little second-
string football and basketball, and a pretty sharp game of poker.

When the war came along, James was a lieutenant in the A.G.
section of Corps Headquarters, and I was an artillery sergeant.

And now it was starting again.

I was pretty tired of James Wyatt.
"Forget it," I said. "Let's talk about something interesting,

like: When are we going to get married?"
Myra's face tightened up again. "Not until you've made

something of yourself," she said. "I don't want to marry a—

a

bum. A newspaper bum."
So now I was a bum. I stared at her, and I was mad. I said,

"Maybe you want to marry James Wyatt."
I said, "I'm damn' tired of hearing about James Wyatt. Any-

body can publish a book. If he could write one it'd be different.

But he can't even write his name without using both hands."
I kept on staring at her. She was beginning to burn. Her

mouth trembled a little and her topknot bobbed and swung.
"Oh!" she cried. "I suppose you could write a book?"
I hadn't thought of it, but why not?
"Why not?" I said.

Her jaw dropped a little.

"Herb! Do you mean—?"
Why I did it I don't know. I was just mad enough not to be

able to think straight. At the time, it seemed like a good idea.

'"Sure," I said.

"A book! Herb Waters! And I never suspected— !"

Neither had I. I leaned back in my chair and looked non-
chalant. Myra just gawked at me. Then what the literary lads

call a trace of suspicion came into her eyes.

"Just where is this book?" she said.

I made my second mistake. "Right here in my pocket."
She sat up straight and reached across the table. "Let me

see it."

"Oh, no. I couldn't do that. It would disturb what we lit-

erary men call the current of inspiration."

Myra looked at me. Her eyes were big. Awed.
She said, "Is it—finished yet?"

"Not quite."

"How much longer will it take?"
I might as well make it good. "Oh," I said, "a few hours

—

maybe a day."

She reached across the table again and caught my hand.
"Herb," she said, "I'll marry you just as soon as you finish it!"

Her eyes were shining.

Mine weren't. I swallowed a couple of times. "Swell," I

said. "Fine." I swallowed again. "That's just dandy."
Myra nodded happily. There were dreams in her eyes, now,

plenty of them. (Continued on page 10)
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GOLF'S

BAD BOY
BY TOM SIXER

The petulant Frank Strana-

han probably won't be the

choice of the wise money in

the coming National Amateur
tournament. But he's sure to

be the center of attention

FRANK STRANAHAN, the

golfer, is the luckiest young
man in America—he is lucky

to be alive. How he came this far

without being clipped by a cleek is a

mystery. He has irritated spectators,

infuriated competitors and almost

caused the British to reject the Mar-
shall Plan. What has undoubtedly
saved him is a federal law prohibiting

a spectator from shooting a golfer in

a trap.

His tours of England and Scotland
have done as little for Anglo-Saxon
amity as the Battle of Bunker Hill. His
first venture among the heather saw
him firing his caddy in a fit of rage.

Since a Scottish caddy has the same
approximate standing in the commu-
nity as a Presbyterian dominie, this

was regarded as sacrilege, and London
papers muttered darkly that if Strana-

han were part of the American loan

they might need to reconsider the deal.

Last April, Frank returned as a

member of the Walker Cup team and
conducted himself so admirably that

several Englishmen ventured to speak
to him. This, naturally, couldn't last.

He remained over for the British Am-
ateur and on the very first hole of his

third-round match with George Mor-
gan, a virtual unknown from Glas-
gow, he did it again.

Morgan knocked in his putt for a

par four and then tapped in Frank's
ball, the Scot's way of conceding a half

on the hole.

Stranahan flabbergasted the gallery

and remote parts of the British Em-
pire by asking for a ruling. In short

he wanted credit for winning the hole
because Morgan had hit his ball. The
stewards ruled against him, and the

English press thereafter wanted no
part of him. He lost next day to Wil-
lie Turnesa, the eventual winner, and
returned home amid a chorus of ironic

cheers.

"A braw sort o' lad," said the Scots
dourly, "but a bit daft."

But he was back again in July play-
ing in the British Open. All he had to

do on the 72d and final hole to tie

Fred Daly was to sink a shot from
110 yards away. He smacked it,

the ball arched high in the air, hit the
green and rolled straight toward the

cup. The crowd let out an awful hol-

ler, the cheers ringing loud and clear.

Stranahan galloped hopefully up to

When Stranahan won the semifinals of the Western Amateur, the girls, his best gallery support, crowded abou lii

find the ball three inches from the cup.

His face fell.

The story now verges. According
to reports in the American press the

British were honoring a courageous
warrior who would not be downed by
adversity. Frank followed with a lit-

tle speech in which he said he had
beeu a bad boy but would be a bad
boy no longer and furthermore he
loved each and every one of the British

race (Cheers).

Or Were They Bronx Cheers?

However, Vic Ghezzi, another title-

seeking invader, had a sourer view of

the proceedings.

"You don't think they were cheer-

ing that shot, do you?" he asked
Frankie. "They were yelling because
you missed it. That was a holler of
relief."

Ghezzi was serious but it wouldn't
do to interpret his sharp remark as an
indictment of British sportsmanship.
After all Bobby Jones, Walter Hagen,
Gene Sarazen and Lawson Little had a

grand time collecting British cham-
pionships. The natives were fond of

the visitors and still talk endearingly
of Jones' brilliant triumphs over there.

But mention Stranahan, and the hair

rises on the backs of the lions in

Trafalgar Square.
As a golfer, Stranahan is the most

egocentric, monomaniacal character

who ever swung a mashie. His sole,

constant, obsessive ambition is to be

the "best golfer in the world." As a

young man he sat down and consid-

ered his assets: no financial worries,

no job to tie him down, a fine set of

muscles and a mind that gets hold of

an idea and crushes it. He is a rich

man's son who has taken the golfing

veil. Furthermore, he gets his determi-

nation from his father, Robert A.
Stranahan, multimillionaire manufac-
turer of Toledo, who is himself a crack
golfer and still ranks high among the

seniors.

Not since Papa Feller began buy-
ing machines to build up little Robert
into a great pitcher has anything ap-

proached the Stranahans. The boy's

notions concerning food, drinlai

exercise border on the eccW
Stranahan drinks no whisky oip
he has never tasted coffee, lttl

a root beer or a strawberry poor
wild night, but milk is the stap lb<

erage in his diet. Nor does he :m

He is a prodigious consumer
nanas, oranges, apples and raw

tables like carrots. Lifting 250-

bar bells is his idea of fun.

Jim Ferrier, the P.G.A. chat*

tells of the time he had dinne*
Frank during one of the CaJSi

tournaments. "As soon as we sa to'

Frank opened a brown pape sj

and pulled out a raw carrot."' n

calls. "While munching on f t,

ordered four shrimp cocktai' i

three glasses of milk. Nothir «

The waitress turned a bit p;

backed away a few paces as sh|

down his order."

Stranahan firmly believes hi;

monastic simplicity will lead tl

ing greatness. He practices mcl

tireless Ben Hogan, constant!

perfect physical condition an

hi

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY JOHNA PEPPER



If somewhere with somebody vir-

iUy every day in the year. Golfing

ory fails to record what part, if

sobriety and bulging biceps

^ed in the gallant championship

Jes of the past. Frank, however, is

remotely concerned with history

—

the present and the future. He
ws that milk was not a basic part

Hagen's diet; that Jones never

ted a bar bell in his life; that Sara-

wouldn't be caught dead nibbling

carrots.

tc also knows that, strangely

igh, poor boys win golf titles, pro

amateur. Dick Chapman is the

wealthy amateur champion since

prime. And virtually every pro

is an ex-caddy. Yet Stranahan to-

is the amateur most likely to chal-

the supremacy of the pros,

amateur has had such a build-up

decade and a half. His brilliant

his sharp tongue and lack of re-

nt, and the jockeying with specta-

always have him on the spot in

tournament. He'll be a major at-

on once again when the amateur
gathers shortly at Pebble Beach,

Monte, California, for the Na-
il championship. Ted Bishop is

lefending champion and Marvin
1" Ward, who recently defeated

lahan for the Western champion-
probably will be the choice of the

jmoney. But Stranahan will be the

tr of attention.

le top pros insist Stranahan right

is like an incubator egg 20 days
. He's on the verge of breaking

t)f his shell and becoming a big

;er. His 1947 record bears them
He finished second to Demaret
ied with Nelson in the Masters
gusta and was only a stroke off

inning pace in the British Open,
ational Amateur this year could
show that would launch him on
ling spree.

|anahan's approach to the final

I at the Masters was characteris-

le trailed Demaret, the leader,

Te strokes. Picard told him he still

j
win it. Frank agreed, but added,

iltake a 66 to do it." It seemed a

prodigal waste of time to point out

that Nelson, Hogan, Chick Harbert
and a few others who played golf for

a living were closer to Demaret than
he was. That night Stranahan ate an
early dinner and whisked his pretty

girl friend to her home. He tossed the

weights around for an hour and prac-

ticed putting on the carpet of his hotel

room for two hours. An hour's prac-

tice the next morning on woods and
irons and he was ready to tee off.

He shot a brilliant 68 to tie Nelson
at 283, a new amateur record for the

Masters, and finished in front of 50
of the country's finest golfers. He re-

proached himself endlessly for not ty-

ing Demaret. Significantly, he wasn't

too downhearted to go to the practice

tee and bang away for another hour in

the gathering twilight.

Plays Strictly for Medals

Stranahan convinced himself last

year that he was ready for the best. He
won the Western Amateur, Great
Lakes Amateur, North and South
Amateur, and Mexican Amateur, do-
ing poorly in the National Amateur,
of which more later. Against the pros

Frank won the Kansas City and Fort
Worth Opens, and finished no lower
than fifth in six other open meets. Ac-
cording to his own bookkeeping he
would have finished sixth among the

money winners had he been allowed to

accept prize money. As it was, he col-

lected medals and left the cash for the

pros. He could easily net $20,000 as a

pro this year. He doesn't want to join

'em, he wants only to beat 'em.

Money, as you may have gathered,

is not one of his worries. His father

picks up the tab. Years ago he tried

to persuade his strong-willed son to

go into business. No dice. Now Frank
joins the pros in January and stays

with them all year, detouring during
the summer long enough to compete
in all the major amateur events. Oth-
erwise, he's a fixture along golf's gold
trail. He travels by motor usually and
has an awful time at hotels. When the

bellhops see him coming they yell,

;'s favorite conditioning exercise is tossing the weights
Here he's revealed ''cleaning" a 150-pound bar bell

"Head for the woods, men. The bar-

bell boy is here."

Frankie is the first to admit he's still

in the doghouse in England but re-

ports progress on this side.

"Had 'em on my side for the first

time last winter," he says proudly. "I

think it's the bobby-soxers."
We can personally vouch for the last

part. The bobby-sox brigade rallies

behind him faithfully, trails him
around the course, surges in for auto-
graphs on the 18th green and even
stands worshipfully by while he bangs
away in interminable practice sessions.

Being a handsome brute, the gals

troop along with him in a match as if

it were a country picnic. By the end
of the day he is hard in friendship with
a few of them and occasionally dinner
dates result. That's when the ladies get

disillusioned. Just when things begin
to get interesting, Frankie hoists him-
self aloft, looks at his watch, says,

"Gotta get my sleep, you know," and
departs. This leaves the ladies with a

lot of evening still on their hands.
Frankie was dismayed in his early

days when he found the gallery was
against him. They evidently resented
his money and were eternally rooting

for some ex-caddy who was reared

around the coalyard. Frankie naively

asked the sports writers to soft-pedal

the fact that he was solvent but all that

got him was a belligerent lack of co-

operation among the newsmen.
His appearance and demeanor also

antagonized the patrons. As he comes
out to the first tee, Frankie walks ram-
rod-straight, taking long deliberate

steps, something between a strut and
a swagger. He is five feet ten and has
long chestnut hair that falls daringly
over his forehead as he plays bare-

headed. He has deep brown eyes,

square shoulders and a picture phy-
sique of 175 well-scattered pounds.
His slacks are impeccably tailored and
his solid-colored polo shirts fit him as

tightly as Mabel's girdle, giving his

impressive biceps a chance to ripple.

What really started him on the way
up in public approval was his match
with Smiley Quick, thirty-seven-year-

In his hotel room the tireless Mr. Stranahan devotes
much of his time to polishing up on his putting game

23

old Public Links champion, last year
in the Western Amateur at Duluth.
Smiley was the sentimental favorite.

Talkative and colorful, Quick had had
the spectators in his hip pocket all

along, entertaining them with dire pre-

dictions of Stranahan's fate. Smiley
began giving Frank the "treatment,"
obviously figuring his pampered rival

wouldn't know how to meet the chal-

lenge.

The match quickly settled into the

golfing counterpart of a barroom
brawl. They began standing in the line

of each other's putts, moving about
while the other player executed a
shot. The Emily Post of golf, whoever
that is, would have been horrified. On
one occasion, having the upper hand,
Quick told Frank, "All your millions

won't help you now." Stranahan, an-
other time, putted out and went on to

the next tee, leaving Quick to putt out
alone.

"I'm going to put the spurs to you
now," Quick said, as they teed off.

"With what?" snapped Stranahan.
"It won't take much with that swing

you've got," retorted Smiley.
This sort of thing, unprecedented in

championship golf, went on for 38
holes, by which time the gallery had
eased off of gritty, leather-tough

Smiley and was rooting for Stranahan,
who had shown he could protect him-
self with brass knuckles or pillows.

Going to the 39th hole, Quick said,

"I'm going to end this match now;
then I'm going to take care of you out
behind the clubhouse."

Stranahan's answer was a 12-foot

putt for the birdie that ended the over-

time match on the 39th hole. Quick
walked over, shook Frank's hand
quickly, and disappeared. That was
the last trace of the Stranahan-Quick
feud. Anticlimactic as it was, Strana-

han bounced right back from that vi-

cious battle to defeat Ward, two-time
National Amateur champion, in the

championship match which also went
into overtime.

A month later, in the finals of the

Great Lakes Amateur in Chicago,
(Continued on page 61J

The Stranahan grip. Exercise and
golf have developed powerful hands



The Tarabucan women of southern
Bolivia have a "special occasion" hat
made of felt, trimmed with sequins,

coins and tassels. Little do they
know that its adaptation by Laddie
Northridge in black felt, trimmed
with tassels and felt strips, is being
worn at the fashionable Stork Club

The fanciful creation on the right

is the famous Cholo hat of Bolivia

and Peru. Painted a glossy white,

it acts as a reflector of the sun's

rays. Walter Florell reflects a fu-

ture note in an off-white beaver
felt with bands of bright green and
fuchsia satin encircling the crown

LIFTING THE LIS
BY MARTHA SAWYERS

On a recent tour of South America, Martha Sawyers was fascinated by local

millinery designs and sketched these hats for Collier's. Back in New York

the sketches inspired leading hat designers with the results shown here

Kii

Collier's for September 6!



Around the Peruvian side of Lake
Titicaca, Indian women wear the

above hat to shade their eyes or

hide from wolves. In T. Azeez, a

Park Avenue jewelry store, Peter
Bondi's version in felt, trimmed with
ostrich tips and lace, would cause
any American wolf to look twice

A legacy of the Spanish Conquista-
dors, this suede helmet is worn by
both sexes of the Tarabucan Indians.

"For Ladies Only," Florence Reich-

man made a velours helmet that en-

hances the charm of our Rockefeller

Centervisitor. The colorful trimming
is velvet, gilt braid and pompons

I^HE G.I. covered his head with a steel bucket

J
for protection, but he also used it as a chair

m and often as a washbasin. The silk topper
9 s magicians as a rabbit hutch. But in the Cor-
i as of South America, the Indians wear a varied
•rtment of lids for more obvious reasons: To at-
a the opposite sex; as a tribal designation or spe-
lt )adge of distinction; to provide warmth or to
* rain and sunlight.

1 Sucre, Bolivia, the women advertise the fact
Whey are in mourning by looping the crown of
'« hats with some pompon gimmicks. Striking
n re cheerful note, the men and women of Pisac,

wear a flat-funnel hat with a base of woven
;r; The underside is covered with red llama felt

oss of silver or gold braid is stitched onto
le'lack round top.

Jays the man wears it only on ceremonial

ten**'

occasions such as weddings or fiestas. Most of the

time he sports a snappy felt model of modern classi-

cal pattern. Machine-made of llama wool and glue,

it costs the equivalent of 25 cents and looks like it

after the first rain.

With the exception of Carmen Miranda's crea-

tions, the most famous of all South American hats

are those worn by the Cholos of Peru and Bolivia.

In the lower altitudes of Peru, the stovepipe crown
is of almost normal height, but when we reach the

Bolivian Andes, it becomes affected by the altitude

and shoots up into the thin air to a height of 15

inches. Banded by a narrow black ribbon which is

sewn into a butterfly V-shape on one side, the hat
becomes a class symbol of the vast majority of
Indians in the Andes region.

The female city slickers of La Paz, Bolivia, are

partial to felt derbies which are manufactured in

Spain. Shaped like our own derbies, they are pro-

duced in many colors and are worn straight on the

head except by the more modish teen-agers.

The hat paintings shown on these pages are

part of the collection I brought back from South
America for Collier's. Four were selected for

adaptation by leading American millinery design-

ers. The results were not only attractive but the

silhouettes of the Indian hats are strikingly similar

to those which American and Parisian milliners are

showing as the creations which all self-respecting

women must wear for fall and winter.

Since it's a well-known fact that contrary to our
South American sisters, the primary, secondary and
last purpose of our hats is to attract the roving eyes

of the opposite sex we'll know that our designers

have done their job well when the familiar low
whistle greets the appearance of these bonnets. ***

._
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It was just as well that in the dim light, neither the warden nor the mounty could see the look of righteous malevolence in JefFs eye when he saw the blooc

BY EDMUND WARE
Jeff Coongate, master of the art of poaching, reforms—slightly, that is

EMERGING from a dream of
pursuit by game wardens—

a

figment too often duplicated
in the reality of his life—Thomas
Jefferson Coongate, the one-eyed
poacher of Mopang Forest, sat up-
right under a dripping cedar. He
fought his way through layers of sleep
which hung upon him like the folds of
a collapsed parachute dipped in alco-
hol and winced at the afternoon light.

He knew at a glance exactly where he
was, but as yet, not how he had got
there. From where he sat, Zack
Bourne's cabin was less than a mile up
the shore of Mopang Lake, and that,

then, must have been his destination.
There were signs that the object of his

excursion had been the illegal slaying
of game.

Old Jeff's rifle lay beside him on the

wet moss. In the pocket of his macki-
naw rested a bottle of rum which went
by the brand name of Dark Hazard.
From the song in his temples and the

savor of his mustaches, the one-eyed
poacher concluded that he had been
drinking. Moreover, he became aware
suddenly of a unique and startling

hang-over symptom—the sensation of
someone kissing the back of his neck.

At first, Jeff did not dare look around.
The kissing was rhythmic, damp and
musical, and he believed it to be an
illusion which would pass, along with
the brown mists of rum. Yet, while
in memory he retraced the steps which
had brought him low, the kissing lav-

ishly persisted.

Earlier that spring day, Jeff re-

called, he had strolled into Sim Pease's

store in the hamlet of Privilege to

see if his Spanish War pension check
had arrived. Sim Pease, storekeeper

and postmaster, said, "Nothing doing,

old-timer. You're about three days
previous."

"They might've made a mistake an'

sent it early."

"The treasurer," Sim said, turning

up the radio on the counter, "has
never been known to make a mistake
of that kind."
Over the radio, a horticulturist was

giving an address on the treatment of
potato seed prior to planting. Jeff re-

called being bored by the subject mat-
ter.

"Who cares about potatoes," he
asked Sim, "without venison gravy to

pour over 'em? Turn that dan]

off—no, wait! Hold her stea|

as she is!"

An announcer had broken
|

the latest news on a man ht

was then in progress in the wi|

areas to the north and west

pang Lake. Until then, Jeff C\
had been scornful of efforts

the fugitive, an escaped til

named Creeper Conway. To J|

could track a bug across a dil

the efforts of the law had
[

shameful. But the current i|

brought incidental tidings

sweetest kind.

Two bloodhounds, the nel

said, had been on the trail of |

Conway for several hours.

(Continued on page 81

ILLUSTRATED BY PAUL HAMLIN
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TO EVERY JOB
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' ANNIVERSARY OF INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
1947 — Forty Year* of International Truck
'ice to Industry, Commerce and Agriculture.

Few hauling jobs are alike. Trucks
must be specialized. International Deal-
ers and Branches are specialists in

truck hauling problems.

There are 21 basic models in the

International Line, the only complete
line built.

Engineers at International's four

great truck works are masters at spe-

cializing these 21 models into more
than 1,000 different types of trucks.

That's one reason why more heavy-
duty Internationals have served Amer-
ican commerce and industry for 16
years than any other make.

Here are two others:

1.The InternationalTruck Point Rating
System, which enables International

Dealers and Branches to determine the
payload that may be economically
carried by a given truck in any specific

operation.

2. Specialized truck service by Interna-

tional Dealers and Branches.

Yes, truck specialization and service

specialization are outstanding Interna-

tional features. For any truck prob-
lem, see your International Dealer or
Branch.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
180 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago 1, Illinois

Tune in James Melton on "Harvest of Stars"—NBC Sunday!

ATIONA I '
wTr„rlr

INTERNATIONAL

Other International Harvester Products . . .

FARMALl TRACTORS AND MACHINES
INDUSTRIAL POWER • REFRIGERATION
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I lifted the Commodore's revolver and, taking careful aim, put two shots through the back window

*m /fW
/Sj.//v'/£-^ j

The Story:

Eve Gill is prevailed upon by I

crusty, eccentric father, Commodib
Gill, to steal a Rembrandt paintinL

which he feels should belong to l|a

—from his wealthy sister-in-law. A r

failing to come to terms with a shly

London art dealer, K. Zimmer, one <
ning, Eve encounters Jonaihan F*>

rose; Jonathan is fleeing from the hcie

of millionaire Joseph Inwood, who
murdered in his library. Jonathan, >

has been having an affair with Inwo<

wanton wife, Charlotte, has been

tempting to make the murder, w
Charlotte has confessed to him, seem|

work of anonymous burglars.

Eve drives Jonathan to the Gill

try place in Kessingland, where she

him. The Commodore, who has sail

the Netherlands to sell the Rembr;
telephones Eve and tells her the pai

is a forgery.

Returning to London, Eve mana
scratch up an acquaintance with

tive Smith, who, although he hi

inkling of the Jonathan-Charlotte

tionship, is hunting Jonathan in co

tion with the murder. Realizing

Jonathan is being ruthlessly usi

Charlotte, Eve disguises herself as
"

othy Simpson" and obtains a posi

lady's maid to the supposedly

stricken widow. Soon Eve finds out

Charlotte is in cahoots with her

lover, Freddy Williams. Groves
butler attempts blackmail and meets

a fatal "accident" engineered by the

brutal Williams.

In order to continue the war of di

more effectively, Eve leaves the In\

household and telephones Charlottefc

her plaintive lady's-maid voice, Ev>

mands blackmail money. Then, c

ping her characterization of Doi
Simpson, Eve walks into the apart

of the mysterious Williams "by mist

She poses as an aspiring actress,

licity Cunningham." Williams att

to seduce her, but Charlotte, u:

the telephone call from her maid,

rupts his advances by ringing the d

stairs doorbell.

"Leave by the back stairs and ca

in the morning," says Williams ;M><

goes downstairs to open the door.Sui

Eve slips back into the apartmen tnd

hides behind drapes as Williams, gry

at Charlotte's intrusion, ushers the

widow into the apartment. Eve lens

to their conversation. . . .

DARLING, don't!" It *»

Charlotte speaking. "Yt'i

hurting me!"
"When will you learn that w n I

say something I mean it? I sai to

morrow. This is the second
you've done this."

There was physical pain in J
lotte's voice. "And for the sam<|

son—exactly the same reason.

—please
—

"

"Something's happened to pi

wind up you. I know, I know.'
"For God's sake give me a

I heard glass against glass,

gurgle of liquid.

"Freddy," she said, "it's happ til

again. I don't think I can stand,

know I can't. It's torture! All >ve'

again! Freddy— !"

"What is all over again?" Fd<

demanded.
"Groves

—

"

"If there's anything in the pf!d

that can't happen again, it's youMit'^

ler. I ought to know." He lad*

unpleasantly. "I am extremely!

ously angry with you for comint
again—the second time I've sair

ILLUSTRATED Bl|

WENDELL KLIN (I
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hiie iidewoll tires at extra cost,

when available.

r
un ahead—in the car that gives you

)f everything you want. Whether it's

c, taking the children to school, shop-

3r driving home from the office—the

spent in your Mercury are hours of

lotoring enjoyment.

m

ride easily in its broad, deep easy-chair seats.

Mercury is handsome—with a sleek modern

look outside that's matched by an equally

attractive interior. Every detail is designed

It's so easy to handle, hugs the road so

safely, levels out the bumps so gently, slows

down to a stop so surely. Mercury is thrifty,

re room— for luggage and passengers

is big all the way through—more

space whenever you need it—more

nd-stretch-out comfort. Six people

More style—smarter interiors

to blend into an all-over beauty that makes

Mercury one of the most stared-after cars on

the road today.

Mercury is thrilling to drive and ride in.

More pep— and a smoother ride

too—giving you more mileage, more depend-

ability, month after month, year after year.

You owe it to yourself to see and compare

this new Mercury. It gives you everything

you want

—

and more.'

MERCURY — DIVISION OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY
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Dad felt lazy

So hired Sonny

Used this polish

Made easy money
\ \

The easiest and quickest way to get rid

of dull traffic film is to use Du Pont
No. 7 Polish. It saves time—saves

work—produces a brilliant shine in

half the time. Try a can of No. 7 today.

fiUPDHi

H2 7 POLISH
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

IHJOUGM CHCMISTHY

weren't to. Just because you have an
attack of nerves and see ghosts

—

"

"You don't understand. It's someone
else—doing what Groves did—black-

mail
—

" She was sobbing by now, dry,

strangled sounds of a woman at the end
of her tether.

He hit her. I heard the sharp smack of
his hand on soft, thinly covered flesh.

She cried out and he hit her again, order-

ing her savagely to stop being sorry for

herself and tell him what had happened.
"Don't—don't!" But he hit her a third

time. I held my breath. It was ridiculous

to feel sorry for her; after all, I had ar-

ranged things so that he would be in a bad
temper when she came and I ought to be
glad my plan was working out. All right,

I was glad.

IT WAS high time, however, I told my-
self, that the swine realized he wouldn't

get much out of her if he beat her up any
more.

"Freddy—Freddy—" she said, and I

marveled to hear the fear, the misery and
humiliation in that voice of all voices.

An actress? Not at the moment. They
say there is no fellowship among women.
No, I hated Charlotte as thoroughly as

ever, and this was the most important
moment, so far, but I nearly wrecked the

whole thing by almost stepping out from
behind those curtains and throwing some-
thing at Freddy Williams.

"Let's go back to where you came in,"

the man was saying, with a shade more
reasonableness in his tone. "Someone
else has stepped into Groves' shoes. A
friend of his he let into his—and your

—

little secret?"

"No—but it comes to the same
thing

—
" She struggled for control of

her voice. "Freddy darling—oh, you hurt

me so
—

"

"You make me sick," he observed. "I

thought you had guts of a kind. You
started off well enough, too."

"I'm afraid I love you too much. It's

—

it's very weakening for the morale."
"All right. You love me too much.

That's my fault of course."

"I'd rather you hit me than despised

me."
"The two go together. Hurry up. I'm

bloody tired. I never realized murder
could be so exhausting. Who's the black-

mailer and what's his angle?"
"It's a girl—a wretched, half-witted

creature of a maid I took on when Good
left. At least, she doesn't seem quite so

half-witted—"
"A girl!" He sounded relieved, almost

amused.
"Sly, cunning, nasty— she frightened

me much more than Groves did. He was
at least polite about it."

"What does she know?"
"She heard, and I think saw, Jonathan

the other night. She's not in the house any
longer, thank God. She ran out after

Groves—died."

"Does she know about you and me?"
he asked.

"I don't think so. I don't see how. Ex-
cept—"

"Except what?"
"No. It's nothing. No, she can't pos-

sibly know about you."
I realized she had thought better of

telling him about the switchboard at

Number 4. She had got herself into

enough trouble. In any case, she could
not be sure I had listened in to her con-
versations with him. She preferred to

think I had not.

"She feels she ought to go to the po-
lice, I suppose?"

"Yes, the same sort of line that Groves
used."

"It's the usual one, I believe, although
I've never used it myself. It's quite un-
necessary as a rule, if the setup is sound.
What stage is this in, so far?"

"She obviously wanted me to stew in

my own juice for a bit. She said she
would ring me tomorrow. I don't know
how much she'll want, but I think she'll

tell me soon. It's awful, Freddy. I can't

face it! Oh, Freddy, I'm so miserable."
His temper gave out again. "For God's

sake almighty!" he shouted. "Do you
realize, you little cow, that you're saying
you have another one on the plate for

me? How many more people are there
who've seen or heard this or that and
will expect to cash in on it? Your damned
all-powerful vanity is at the bottom of it!

You think you can never make a mistake
—that no one will dare to oppose you or
take advantage of you." He got his

breath. "When in hell's name is it going
to stop?"

"Don't forget, darling, you started it.

You killed—"
This time he must have struck her in

the mouth. The name vanished in the

blow and her whimpering cry. He went
on without stopping:

"There's Penrose still to be dealt with.

Who comes first in the new series?

Haven't you made a list? In order of
priority. Shall I notify London Trans-
port, so they can have the mortuary am-
bulance at the right station at the right

watch for it, though I don't thir

be expecting it."

"That was in my mind. Unless <

it carefully she'll be likely to turl
the rendezvous too. I prefer to dtj

problems of that kind one at

Your Jonathan will be enough lr

mouthful. For God's sake, Chi
you seem to think this sort of l|

easy!"

"I don't! It's only that you'reo
afraid."

"Maybe. But I'm not careless,

any place you could give him fo j

dezvous without actually putting
j

to it but which he would know
somewhere you have met him
It really doesn't matter where it

i

as you can pick him up with a car
j

"Where / can pick him up?"
"Yes, you."
"No, no! I couldn't! You can'li

to!"

"Seems to me," he said coldly, /o

losing sight of realities. You nevm
do you?"

I do not know what he did

BUTCH

tofcr

by LARRY REYNLD

COLLIER'S "I tol' him he could. He has t' get up at six-thirty"

time? What a waste of petrol, going up
and down—surely we could fix to do the

whole lot together. . .
."

"Darling, darling! You mustn't
—

"

"I'm not as tough as I thought I was,

either." he remarked, and I heard him
filling a glass.

This! I told myself, breathless against

the wall, is the truth. Just a little more,
Freddy, just a little more.

THERE was a silence. Then he said,

"Penrose, obviously. You can pay the

girl for a bit and we'll have time to see.

But he is in a different category. Marked
'urgent' in fact. They mustn't catch him.

Not now. I couldn't stand the worry. And
no more train suicides."

"No, dear. No more train suicides.

God! You've made my lip bleed."

"Serve you bloody well right."

There was another short silence.

"Wanton," he said.

"Yes, darling. Isn't it lovely?"

"I can't think if you do that."

"Do you want to think?"

"Of course I want to think!" he said

sharply. "That message must go in to-

morrow, for the next day's issue—Fri-

day."
"The girl will see it. She's bound to

she gave a sharp, muffled sen

voice went steadily on:

"I let you off Groves, but froi

you are going to do your share I

I've never set eyes on the man i<i

if I could recognize him wouk -

with me? Of course not. It's ou I

be expecting, risking his neck f<l

"Where—where would I ta I

"I think I know that part of l

waiting. You would stop thepar.

him to get out, and then as si

was out you would drive off. od.

I'm tired!"

"Let's go to bed," said har

abruptly in a voice I scarcely r oeni

as hers; it was like a child's.

"I wondered when we'd com o IB

he muttered. "Oh, well
—

"

And before I had fully real :c

was happening, a door to m I

opened, the lights went out, an he*

closed.

I remained listening where I ps; *

was little or nothing to hear,

perplexed and disappointed, ust i

that, in the middle of a sentei :
'<

and certainly halfway througl i u

sion of the utmost importance hi

gone to bed.

I waited five minutes, or wb

Collier's for Septemb
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\>ox office

MONGOL'S two big fea-

tures are winning the

applause of men who

know their business.

First, the one and only

Woodclinched Corn-

plastic lead steals the

show— glides smoothly

. . . stays sharp longer

. . . proves 8 times

stronger than the aver-

age person needs!

Then, MONGOL'S fa-

mous metal - gripped

eraser takes the bows

— makes cleaner cor-

rections . . . leaves

no blurs.

Yes, MONGOL'S get-

ting"^ best cheers

of our lives!" Ask

yourStationerySup-

plier, he'll tell you!

MONGOL
I! I! li I! II I II II

FIBER
LEADERSHIP IN FINE WRITING MATERIALS

SINCE 1849

five minutes; probably it was less than
three, and then satisfied that they really

were in the next room, that the communi-
cating door was tight shut, and the eve-

ning over so far as I was concerned, I

came out. The room was very dark and
I was glad I had earlier taken a good look
at its geography. I went carefully but
without lingering to the hallway, closing

the sitting-room door after me slowly.

It was pitch dark now and I dared not put
on the light, for I was sure the door on
the left would be another door into the

bedroom; I thought I could hear the low
murmur of their voices beyond it. How-
ever, I was not going to stay in the place

a moment longer than it would take me
to feel for the knob of the main door and
turn it, even if by putting my ear to their

door I might perhaps make out an occa-

sional word.
I was in a bad state, with now and

again an uncontrollable trembling; I had
had just about enough.

I stood in the corridor, where a low-

power bulb gave me light at last, and de-

cided I must risk the click the door of

the flat would make if I closed it fully.

The alternative of leaving it open seemed
the worse, for Freddy Williams would be
certain he had shut it properly after Char-
lotte's arrival. So I pulled it gently but

steadily until the tongue slipped over the

edge of the staple and sprang home. It

sounded terribly loud to my tense ears.

I ran quickly to the stairs and down the

three flights to the entrance lobby, ready
to believe that I heard him running down
the stairs behind me. But all was quiet.

I slid back the spring lock of the street

door and stepped into the welcome fresh-

ness of the night air; I kept close in to the

wall as long as the pavement was within

view of the windows above.

I reached the corner and turned it,

feeling like a swimmer who has gained
the beach after a long hard fight against

an outgoing tide.

WHAT more did I know now than I

had known when I went in? Noth-
ing. I had known all that, hadn't I? But
with an element lacking which made all

the difference: certainty in many things

which so far had been suspicion and in-

tuition; for instance I was certain now
that Freddy Williams and not Charlotte
had killed her husband. She had prob-
ably been present, for otherwise she
could not have played her act with Jona-
than, bloodstained frock and all the rest

of it. Her slender arms and soft white
hands might be guilty of that murder, but
they had not swung the candlestick. Fur-
ther, Freddy Williams had twice con-
firmed that he had killed Groves, and I

had heard enough of their future plan to

know that he proposed to kill both Jona-
than and Dorothy Simpson, separately

and in that order. It was odd to think that

I was Dorothy Simpson. But they would
have some difficulty in finding her, un-
less I let them. No. She had done her
part well; as a final contribution forcing

Charlotte to Freddy Williams' flat at the

time and in the circumstances I had
chosen.

But would what I had heard be re-

garded as admissible evidence according
to the law?

I thought of Billy Bull. If I told him
the story—or told my Mr. Smith, or
should I go to a lawyer?
By this time I was within a few yards

of the Daimler and so busily occupied
with my thoughts that I awoke rather

abruptly to the sight of a man with his

hat over his eyes who leaned against the

fender and watched me approach.
"Thought you'd never show up, sister.

The boss wants you."
"Does he?" I said. "And who's the

boss?" But I was trembling again and my
mouth was dry. Freddy Williams? I was
so thoroughly frightened of him that I

could expect any cunning from him.
"Come on, sister, don't act dumb." He

moved up to the door of the car as I

opened it. "I said, the boss." He dropped
his voice. "Zimmer—

"

I stopped trembling, and heard myself
laugh.

"Zimmer—you said?"

He slipped past me into the back seat.

It was slickly done. I saw that he was
undersized and thin-faced.

"You drive, sister. I'll show you the
way."

"Yes," I said, suddenly angry in the
reaction from fear; this seemed only ir-

ritating and a stupid waste of time after

what had been filling my mind. I started

the engine, revved it unkindly and drove
off in what in any other car would have
been a roar of acceleration. As it was,
we merely went fast very soon. "Yes," I

said again, "I'll drive, but I'll show you
the way."

"Hey!" he said loudly. "Turn left at

the bottom."
I swung the car to the right and

streaked toward Hyde Park Corner.
"Sister," he said in my ear, "you're

going to get into serious trouble. I'm
holdin' a rod behind your sweet neck and
if you don't calm down I'm liable to drill

in the subsequent crash; for a
thing, I knew that whatever had

i

K. Zimmer's orders to him th«

been nothing about murder, an>

third I thought it unlikely that h
had a gun.

Finally, near the Knightsbridf (

his nerve broke. "Say that again, i

quested, almost mildly.

"I didn't say anything. I don't LI
you smoke, though."
"You said you'd never heard Zi

mer."
"That's right. That's what I sal

don't let it bother you. 1 expect||

other people haven't heard of
ther."

"Your name's Gill," he said,

lowed you from Thurloe Squa|
we'd got the address from that

maid at the Kessingland place. SI

gotta be Gill an' you can't fool m>|

this car around or
—

"

I laughed. I made it a gooc
hearty laugh. He began to swcr
rather filthy manner and demar
wasn't Gill, who in hell was I? II

answer him. He climbed over tl

/ / / //„/-./:- /

COLLIER'S "Now it's only three more days left to get a tan"

a hole in you. Turn this car around! I've

got a rod an' I mean it!"

"I hope you'll be able to produce a fire-

arms certificate for it," I said. "The po-
lice are bound to ask if you've got one."

"What's that you're givin' me?"
"They let you go to the pictures too

often as a kid," I said. "The wrong sort

of pictures. I'll tell the magistrate so

when I give evidence. Perhaps he'll re-

mand you for a medical report. You'll

probably get away with it, if you go on
the way you're behaving now. Unless, of

course, you have previous convictions."

"For gosh sake, shut up and do as

you're told!" he cried.

I whirled the car around the Artillery

Memorial on a squeal of protesting tires,

bouncing him from right to left and back
again.

"You don't mind Chelsea?" I asked.

"It's more convenient for me. I know
Inspector Smith very well. He'll give you
every attention."

"Zimmer said
—

"

"You tell Inspector Smith what he
said. I've never heard of the man."
"You—what?"
I took no notice while he wrestled with

his problem. I was quite sure that what-
ever else he did he would not drill a hole

in me; for one thing I was driving fast

enough to insure that he would get killed

btleof the seat and slid down
squinting at me nervously.

"Only another three minutesjl

"Do you know that this will bihel

time I've ever charged anyone vitJ

tempting kidnaping, assault, ill|al

session of arms, using obscene
disturbing the peace, and sie

much worse I've just thought
"Stop this car," he said. "LeP

of here! Zimmer's nuts anywa
I laughed again. He reache fo

wheel in a kind of miserable p
jabbed him hard with my e! w

grunted and became extreme!

talking at a great rate about hclhi

always getting into trouble bee ftse

pie took advantage of him, of is

nature, his weakness for wantii fc

his pals.

"Here we are," I said. "Chel

Station."

He was out of the car and rupir

a hare before I had stopped. I
p

ing all over. I sat there griming

wheel with both hands; the Ipe

over the police station was blupd

I tried to focus it in an effort l <

my nerves.

I had a wild and yearning th gl

in a moment Ordinary Smith w Jd««

out of that door, see me here al,M

ing across the pavement, woul(W

Collier's for Septemb «.
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For more, than 100 years the Conestoga or

"covered" wagon, an American original, was

the chief form of land transportation in

opening the American frontier.

CRtNCHl

I
Americans always find new frontiers for thought as well as action.

Take the idea: "Gin is gin." No longer true since Seagram

developed the first hasic improvement in gin-making in over

300 years.

It's Seagram's Ancient Bottle Gin, an American original,

a different gin.

Different in its naturally golden color. Different in its smooth

body. Result of Seagram's leisurely, time-honored method.

What all this means to you is the most refreshing, cooling-est

Collins in the world.

Seagram's

^~^ DISTILLED DRY^J ^^

DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN. 90 PROOF SEAGRAM-DISTILLERS CORPORATION, NEW YORK

The original • 'ancient"

bottle (left) ti.HI, u hen

avuitablc. replace the present

standard bottle.

»!(•'
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KAYWOODIE REMEMBERS WHEN-

First Electric

Street Railway 1885

The Kaywoodie organization

had been making pipes for 34
years when the Hampden and
Baltimore line in Richmond,
Virginia- inaugurated the
world's first electric railway.

Kaywoodie has grown with the

popularity and serviceability of
Kayu-oodie Pipes.

HOW TO TELL THE

GENUINE KAYWOODIE

LOOK FOR THE CLOVERLEAF

and brand name on the stem

Super Grain
Shape No.23C

S5

KAYWOODIE
backed by (be record

of 9S years

The smoke of Kaywoodie pipes, tested

by our research laboratory and indepen-

dent chemists, is c«oler than the tem-

perature of your mouth; pure; mild.

No surprise to Kaywoodie smokers!

It has always been so, when authori-

tative tests were made. The smoking
quality of Kaywoodie pipes is due to
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dear, you've been right all the time. Why
didn't you tell me? Of course Jonathan
didn't do it; you're all in—it's our turn

now."
But of course he did not, being snugly

at home in bed, asleep and not even
dreaming about me.

I sat a moment or two longer, recover-

ing a little, and thinking of what had just

happened.
So K. Zimmer had come to life, had

he? Anyway, it would take him a day or
two to work out what he wanted to do
about it. That was all that mattered at

the moment.
I wished I were less sleepy, but I had

had more brandy in the last two hours
than I was used to, by several glasses. I

let myself into Aunt Florence's, warmed
some milk and took it up with me, slipped

off the gray frock, kicked off my shoes

and lay on the bed trying to think about
tomorrow and all that had to be done.

AFTER having breakfast with Aunt
.Florence, I sent her off to Harrods.

Then I shut myself in the living room and
made some telephone calls, the first to

Kessingland. I rang to ask if the Peacock
was home yet. Mary answered.
"No, Miss Eve, not yet. Jim was up in

the clock tower ten minutes ago, and
they're not even in sight. I sent him up
there, wanting to know about lunch, and
so on."

"Everything all right?"

"Yes, dear."

"I shall be home this evening, I hope
for good."
"Hobhouse says to tell you he has put

the Austin back in the stable. He says it's

all right now."
"Is Hobhouse with you?"
"No, dear. He was in last night for

his drop of milk. A nicely spoken man,
I thought. He'll be company for Captain
Charlie. Jim says he's all right too, and
Jim takes a lot of pleasing. Jim's been
teaching him about the sheep, maybe as

a beginning. We wanted an extra man,
they all say. I'll have something in the

larder for you."
I caLled Charlotte and told her peremp-

torily to draw five hundred pounds in

one-pound notes and wait for further

instructions about delivery—it might be

a few days. But she'd better be ready
with the money.

I added, to make sure she was not try-

ing to believe that Dorothy Simpson
could be ignored as an amateur, that of

course in the final settlement, whenever
that should be, I would give her back the

four letters "he" had written to her but
which were now in my handbag. I heard
the gasp of horrified surprise, and rang
off satisfied that her morale was beyond
reviving for a while.

Next, I woke up Freddy Williams,

or rather half woke him up, for he
was characteristically heavy-headed, and
wanted to know who and what in a mut-
tered, disagreeable undertone.

"Felicity!" I said brightly. "You
haven't forgotten Felicity Cunningham.
After all, it's only three years since we
met—or it feels like it."

"Oh—ah
—

" he said, and I could hear

a prodigious yawn.
"Wake up! It's nearly ten o'clock. Did

she keep you up so very late? And did

you fix it up?"
This, as I had hoped, upset him; he

had fixed up several things last night, but
nothing I was supposed to know about.

"Fix what up?" he said, more alertly.

"You silly man. Whatever piece of

business you pretended was to be dis-

cussed. So that you could put on that

show. I suppose I'm very tactless, but
are the chances of a job any better—a
show with a place in it for your Felicity?"

He laughed again and paused to con-
sider in the light of morning how he
stood in the world compared with this

time yesterday. It must surely seem bet-

ter to him. The basis for assuming so
was sound; every murder he committed

on her behalf bound her more closely to

him, a woman already infatuated with

him, a woman who would be worth, so
they said, nearly five hundred thousand
pounds.

"Yes," he said finally, "I think there's

very little doubt, now, that I shall do a

show, maybe two shows."
"At the same time?" I said in reverent

tones.

"Who knows? It might be the way to

break in."

"When—when—" I asked breathlessly.

"I mean, how soon can I see you? I'm a
horrid, forward hussy, and ought to be
ashamed of myself! The trouble is—and
you know perfectly well what it is—oh,

Freddy, I don't care whether I get to be
an actress or not, but I— I would like to

see you again."

"And I would like to see you," he said.

"Show or no show?"
"Show or no show. So I'm going to be

very sensible and cool-headed and say,

before it's too late and I'm forever lost:

Goodby, Freddy darling."

"Hey, wait a minute. I don't eat young
women."

"I don't like the way this has hit me.
It's too much like the—the real thing, and

first impressions of my new friend

without such prejudices. Once tin

pressions were in his mind, it wo
matter, of course. In fact, one
best friends was Bull, the chief su|

tendent of the East Suffolk Consta
so it just showed, didn't it? Inde
Bull often came to lunch on Sund
he might meet him and see for

that the Commodore could like a
man and without reservations.

I could not forget the sordid

ceitful reasons for which I had ma<
like me, and I felt like a beast,

hoped, some good would come o:

him.

I put through another trunk
time to Billy Bull at Norwich, am
certain that he would, in point o
come to lunch on Sunday week.

"I'm flattered," he said. "Usi
don't wait to be asked over."

"I know, and I was thinking it

and unkind of me. You're a good
of mine, Billy Bull. For heaven
don't think you can't come ovi

whenever you feel like it as we I

only lhat sometimes I want to be
ess."

"I understand, my dear. You're

COLLIER'S "Well, Admiral, how's it feel to be one of us?"

you're the wrong man, my dear Freddy!"
"What about lunch?" he said in a prac-

tical voice designed to bring me to my
senses and at the same time tempt me
into saying to myself: "After all, I can
keep my head at lunch, can't I?"

"No," I said in a stifled voice. "No . .

.

I'll ring you up—maybe. Are—are you
likely to be free sort of—any day? If I

feel . .
."

He chuckled, but he did not crow, and
said, "Any day this week, any day next

week—except Tuesday. I may have to

go out of town on Tuesday. The best

time to ring me is about eleven in the

morning."
"Yes," I said weakly. "Goodby."
"Goodby for now."

I
PUT down the receiver. I might be

wrong, but it looked as though he had
put aside Tuesday for Jonathan's murder.
That gave me four days.

I telephoned Chelsea Police Station

and asked if Inspector Smith would speak

to Miss Eve Gill. He would. I asked
him about the week end after next. Could
he come to Marsh House? He sounded
stunned, but pleased.

Yes, he'd love to.

I made sure not only that he would
accept but that he would not mind com-
ing as plain Mr. Smith because for some
silly reason my eccentric father was
prejudiced about policemen, and I

wanted the old gentleman's favorable

nice, you know. I'll look forward
day week. I'll put a circle aroum
on my calendar. A red-letter da

"It may well be that," I said, an

he would not hear the shivering
j|

tion of the thought behind it.

My third trunk call went to

Countess of Inderswick. She \\

ting roses in the garden, but they|

her to the telephone.

"Eve darling!"

"I've been in a bad spot, Sopb|

can just see the way out, I think.'

"A man!" said Sophie delighti

"A man," I agreed, to save tim|

suppose it was true. "Lots of i

phie. Some of them will be an ad

Marsh House the week end after i

Will you come for the Sunday?'
"Do I have to bring the Earl?'

"No."
"Goody-goody."
"One other thing, Sophie. D< io

member years and years ago, v a

were terribly young and actuall <

for a living—all of eighteen mo is

in fact-—and you used—"
"Of course I don't remem

things. I married the Earl to for

didn't I?"
"—you used to be able to do

shorthand
—

"

"A kind of shorthand!" snorti

Briggs, and I could see her red h

as she jerked her indignant head

dred and twenty-two words a r
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was the fastest girl in my year—I mean at

shorthand
—

"

"And at earldoms. But what I am try-

ing to say, and this isn't airy conversa-

tion, please if you think you need to,

practice the shorthand between now and
Sunday week, and bring your little book
with you and some sharp pencils."

"How lovely and mysterious! What-
ever for?"

"No, Sophie dear, no questions yet.

Please? You'll come?"
"Of course. But you'll tell me soon?

You know suspense makes me lose

weight."

"Tliat wouldn't hurt you."
"But it would infuriate the Earl. His

mother was a Gaiety Girl."

I looked up Stevens, Rogerson and
Stevens, dialed the number of their dusty

offices in Bedford Row and asked for

Mr. Rogerson, Jr., who was of my gen-

eration and not old enough or articled

enough to put an equalizing "Rogerson"
in the firm's name. But there was noth-

ing he did not know about the Gills and
their possessions. At least, he knew all

the respectable parts, which at the mo-
ment was sufficient for my purpose.

"Donald, this is Eve Gill. Can you
lay hands on the plans of the Marsh
House estate, easily I mean, while I hold
on? There's an argument about a meas-
urement—not a legal argument, so don't

get in a state."

"The papers are in the family box. It

will take me a minute or two. What meas-
urement do you want?"
"The distance from the southwest cor-

ner of the house to Ship Cottage."
"As the crow flies?"

"Well, as the footpath crawls or walks
or whatever footpaths do. It's nearly

straight."

"Hold on," he said.

I held on.

He came back to the telephone.

"Fourteen hundred and twenty-four
feet," he said, "by the footpath. It's

shown as straight, but isn't there a bend
in the middle I seem to remember? Al-

though it wouldn't make any great dif-

ference."

"Thank you, Donald."
That was enough of the telephone.

MY PACKING did not take long. I

fetched the car, put my bags in it

and drove to Harrods.
Aunt Florence was not deviating from

routine and I found her at a small, ele-

gant table among the armchairs in the

large, silent beige lounge, dealing with
today's correspondence, which was as

heavy as always.

"I'm just finishing, dear. Why didn't

you tell me you were coming? But it's

just as well. I'd like you to meet Mr.
Eskewing, in the sports department. His
little girl—"

I said hastily I was ridiculously busy
because I had had a message from the
Marsh House, some housekeeping prob-
lem or other which meant I must hurry
home. I had come to say goodby and
thank you. And there was just one
thing. It was probably a silly question,

but where had she bought that radio set

she had given Father last Christmas? "It

was here, at Harrods?"
"But of course, dear. Don't tell me it

has gone wrong! Mr. Haslett would be
most upset. They got it in specially be-

cause Rupert said he particularly wanted
to play records and get South America
and ships at sea and all sorts of things.

Mr. Haslett said
—

"

"No, Aunt dear, it's working beauti-
fully. It's only that I don't understand
one of the gadgets, and if I could have a

word with Mr. Haslett, who may remem-
ber the set, if he's still here

—

"

Mr. Haslett was most helpful. Not only
did he remember the radio set Aunt Flor-

ence had bought for Commodore Gill,

but remembered it in the intimate way a
good technical salesman should. He was
able to tell me that I was quite right in

thinking that the letters MIC over two of
the many little holes in the back were an
abbreviation for the word "microphone"
and that if the knob on the left of the

front panel was moved over to the ex-

treme right, a position which was also

marked "MIC," the set could be used as

a microphone amplifier.

"In fact, Madam," said Mr. Haslett

proudly, "you could use it as a public-

address system."

"If we had a microphone?" I suggested.

"Exactly, Madam. You would put the

leads of the microphone into the terminal

holes you noticed in the back of the

chassis."

"Tell me about microphones. Can I

buy one?"
Mr. Haslett waved his hand at a show-

case and in a moment was demonstrating
microphones, explaining their simple

mysteries, their characteristics and pe-

culiarities. For the best and clearest re-

sults you spoke about six inches from the

instrument; the same volume control

used for radio also decided the volume
of the voice coming through the micro-
phone circuit to the loud-speaker.

"Or voices?" I asked. "I mean, sev-

he was a good Harrods man; he said:

"Five hundred—well, I don't see why not,

Madam. There's nothing against it, tech-

nically."

I was feeling much better.

"Good. I'll take that microphone—
and the booster and five hundred yards of
the er—screened stuff."

His face fell. He infinitely regretted it,

but he had not so much as that in stock,

it really was an exceptional amount, I

understood? Furthermore, it came in

hundred-yard rolls, and that meant four
joins, soldered joins if the screening was
to be effective. He looked harassed. I

said, "Oh, dear, couldn't you please try?

Mrs. Webster was sure you would do
everything you could. It is most urgent
and important. I have to go up to Suf-
folk this afternoon. If I could have it by
three o'clock

—

"

"It will be a considerable weight."

"I have a car."

To disappoint Mrs. Webster was out
of the question. He took the plunge.

"We'll do pur best, Madam, for three

o'clock."

I wrote a check for seventy-odd
pounds while he made out an order. It

COLLIER'S

'Your father lives in constant dread that the

man next door will return our lawn mower" GREGORY D'ALESSIO

eral people could be heard at the same
time?"
"For that you would do better with the

omnidirectional type," he said, with the

technician's happy disregard for the lay

mind's limitations. "A good one costs

twenty guineas, but a very fine job. This

one, for instance
—

"

"Ah, yes," I said, "and is there any
limit to the length of the connection be-

tween it and the set?"

"My word, yes! Not more than five

yards." He was horrified. So was I; my
heart fell with a sickening disappoint-

ment; then he added: "Unless, of course,

you use a screened cable, and a booster

amplifier."

"Oh," I said, brightening, "I see."

"This sort of thing
—

" He pulled out
a small, silvery drum, its outside being

made of firmly woven metal thread. It

looked very professional.

"With that," I asked, "I wouldn't have
to worry about the distance between mi-
crophone and set?"

"No worry at all. It's expensive, of

course—one and six a yard. But with this

booster"—he held up a small box

—

"you'd be safe over any distance—fifty,

sixty yards—any distance you liked."

I swallowed, and said sheepishly:

"Er—five hundred?"
He looked startled. He was thinking:

What a silly girl! Why doesn't she move
the radio nearer the microphone? But

was a lot of money, but it was the best

material I could get and if it did what I

needed it to do, it would not be too
much.

I hoped from the bottom of my heart

the Peacock would be back soon. I could
do without the Commodore very well,

but I doubted if I could manage without
Charlie. This sort of thing was just up his

street.

Next I went to Piccadilly underground
station to retrieve lonathan's attache

case. It was an anxious moment, al-

though needlessly so, while the clerk

took away the ticket to find the matching
counterfoil among the racks of bags and
suitcases. But it was such vital evidence,

indeed the only tangible, provable evi-

dence, so much an Exhibit A if ever there

was one, that if anything had happened to

it . . .

I paid the small sum owing on the de-

posit charge, carried the oil- and dirt-

smeared case to the car and sitting safely

inside, pulled back the button on the sin-

gle spring clasp and lifted the lid an inch

or so.

White satin glimmered. A dark, ir-

regular smear stained a four-inch patch
in the upper folds, and Charlotte's per-

fume sweetened the air with heavy fra-

grance. I closed it, pressed down the

catch, and lifting the back seat, made
room for it among the spare inner tubes

and so on; it looked quite at home there,

and would take some finding even if

one knew what to look for.

Mr. Haslett had done all he had
to do. The packages were carried
to the car and he gave me a short,

cise lecture on what to remember
installing the microphone.
So at last I set off for home, with

days in which to persuade lonatha
to accept any invitation to come ai

murdered which might appear for big
tomorrow's Daily Telegraph. Alsc§
was doing arithmetic with days, I

count on only eight in which to pr>

to justify having spent that chunk <

life savings on satisfying the rules c|

dence.

r?
WAS good to be home again, l (un

pack and put away my things, «

with the windows of the dining m

wide open to the warm dusk, the c;

lighted, their yellow light playing
black wood of the table and glitt

the silver.

A great deal had happened to

I had set off for London ten days
was emotionally and physical!
hausted, and in no condition to m<
crisis I had planned. If I coul
control it, guide it, use it, I would
ished. Looked at then, as I force

self to do, objectively and critic;

seemed an impossible thing I was <

Nine human beings, most of them
complete strangers to me and u;

to one another, occupying distan

tions not only in space but in relatii

had to be brought together in

corner of England at an exact hi

in precisely organized circumsta
order to save a man from the

quences of one act of romantic I

I was plain frightened. I was
ened of being hated by people
when they found, as they would,]

had deceived and cheated them
frightened of Father, who woui
me every kind of hell for getting)

up in such an unsavory busines]

failed. If I succeeded, of cou;

would probably commend me as
,]

to his teaching. I was frightened

lotte, of her cold self-interest coi

with her madness where Freddy
was concerned—and I was part

frightened of Williams in a physii

But above all and everything I w;

ened of losing lonathan, becaus
ever hard I tried, I would not be
save Charlotte entirely from the!

quences of what she had done ai|

cessory to murder.
The healing peace of the even

rapidly vanishing under the imfl
these thoughts, and I pulled mys«,»«

from them by reminding myself tit J

athan was not far off, that apart on

desire to see him which had be I

ging me quietly ever since I ach

home, there was something of np<

tance I must try to find out fr i hi

without letting him realize what e «

telling me.
So I fetched a scarf and walket 3 i

Cottage by the footpath wh
through the thick belt of trees pi

the house from the north wind
There was a light in the do

room and the front door was op
athan was sitting in a chair by «

of it, smoking a pipe, reading a h A *

looking for all the world like a

taking his ease after the day's v, k.

I whistled to him, to give hin

see me and realize who I was.

"Well, what's the news?" h

"I've been worrying about you.'

"That was nice of you."
"I realized after you left on

day that I hadn't really the fair st

what you were up to. I tried to it

but somehow the point got lost

I've been worrying."
Not so nice of him, I thoi it

leaned on the wooden fence ac k>

across the marshes.
"You mean, I might be inte aim
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now you're trying to help, but what

ju do? It's an inescapably fixed

fction. You haven't been trying to

jle that wine-shop chap? Upset his

} of whom he saw? That's frightfully

kerous, getting at a witness. If he

[the police
—

"

never even occurred to me. Be-

there are other things apart from
fane merchant—other evidence. No,
spent a certain amount of time with

fnemy."
looked at me anxiously,

he police?"

kodded. I said I had even had lunch

with one of the men in charge of

ATHAN was impressed and hoped
heaven I had been careful. "Tell

lo they know about Charlotte and
That's the crux of it. Do they?"

don't think so."

lank God!"
ot yet, anyway."
they don't so far, they never will,"

id with conviction. "She's safe."

bu're very sure, Jonathan. No one
about you two?"
shook his head. "We have known
other such a short time—only six

I up to the time of the—accident.

"Crawford Street? But that is in the

West End, isn't it?"

"It's off Baker Street, which is not
strictly speaking the West End. No.
Honestly, you're expecting more than the

worst; it's the impossible. We arrived

separately, we left separately. It was an
ideal place, and it was the only place we
ever met in public."

If it was in my mind to tell him before

I left him that evening all that I had
found out, the whole story of Charlotte

and Freddy Williams, I discovered I

could not do it. Every waking thought
he had was about her, and if he dreamed,
she filled his sleeping hours; he was like a

sick man too ill to stand an operation,

and I—well, I was the bad surgeon with

neither courage to take the risk nor con-
fidence in my own skill.

I knew that the Daily Telegraph to-

morrow morning would force me, how-
ever frightened for myself, to tell him the

truth, literally in order to save his life.

We said good night at the cottage wall

and I went on alone to the house, de-

pressed and disheartened.

Lying in bed in the darkness, with the

window open, I saw the masthead light

of the Peacock like a low, yellow star at

the mouth of the river; she would lie in-

side the bar for the night and reach her

^ "You haven't quite hit it yet. Take the rest of the day off; go
home and sleep it off, and sock out another layout in the morning"

JOHN RUGC

til

dn't meet in places where we would
i by people who knew either of us."

ee. And you did not meet often?"
ly every day," he said nostalgi-

She was wonderful, a busy per-

ethat."

telephoned you to make dates?"

ally. In fact, I think always. She
ring me about ten, and let me

if she could manage it."

ineone may have heard her tele-

ng," I suggested. "One of her
Its."

'iybe. But so far as I remember
:ver used my name, and it was

' a very short conversation, such
hay be a bit late today'—or, 'I'm

: can't make it at all.'
"

». That sounds as if you had a
i neeting place."

;
had. A caf£ cake-shop place."

I that's just what I mean," I said

h. "Anybody who knew you may
-een you without your knowing,
'ie who may suddenly remember."
s

. Not in a small, out-of-the-way
<e that one."

> ack in the middle of her shopping
4 expect, where all her women
i spend their mornings."
ler friends shop in Crawford Street,

n fashionable end of it at that,

1 be very surprised."
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harborage about eleven in the morning;
I fell asleep comforted in the knowledge
that Charlie was home and would be able

to help me. He would understand. I

might even be able to talk to him about
Jonathan and perhaps straighten out
some of the conflicting desires and mo-
tives which seemed to be making me
more and more woolly-minded at a time
when I wanted all my wits about me.

But before I could see Charlie and in-

dulge myself with the luxury of healing

confession, I had the Daily Telegraph to

look forward to.

I contrived to meet Sam Page again on
his way to the cottage, and was able to

see our Telegraph, identify the message
before Jonathan saw it, and thus be with
him within a few moments of his having
read it in his copy.
He was standing at the door with the

paper clenched in his hand, an expres-

sion of anxious determination creasing

his forehead.

"Good morning," I said. "I came to

tell you that the Peacock is nearly home
and—whatever's the matter?"

"Nothing, nothing
—

"

I opened the Daily Express, and pre-

tended to search it.

"You frightened me," I said. "I

thought it might be something in the pa-
per—or is it only in the Telegraph?"

"Charlotte needs me," he said. "I don't

think anything has gone seriously wrong
though."
He showed me the message, and I read

it again:

John. Please meet me at the usual place

at four on Tuesday. I need you.
"If it was trouble she would want to see

me sooner than that, wouldn't she?"
"1 should think so, yes. But if it's not

urgent, ought you to run the risk of going
at all? You're so safe here."

"I must."
He had satisfied himself, of course, that

her need was a personal one, a beloved's

need to see her lover, and his emotion
was a fine mixture of pleased ego and tri-

umphant male. Risk? Any risk was
worth taking while he felt like this.

Oh, God, I thought, how can I even
begin?
"Do you think," I began, however,

"that because you don't figure on front

pages any more the police have forgotten

you? It will be weeks and weeks be-

fore—"
"You forget I've made one trip to

London and back."
"That was at night, and the fact re-

mains that you were incredibly lucky."

"I shall be lucky again. I realize I was
a bit mad to have gone as I did, on the

chance that I might be able to see her.

But my chief mistake was in using your
car—I might have involved you badly if

they'd caught me in it. I would have said

I had stolen it, but even so
—

" He shook
his head. "This time I shall go by train,

or bus."

"Either way would be equally sensi-

ble, or stupid. That's exactly the sort of

thing they are waiting for you to do."

He shook his head.

"Thanks to you I'm John Hobhouse,
and can prove it."

"For how long?"
"Long enough."
"Oh, dear!" I said. "You really are an

obstinate idiot. You believe just what you
want to believe, don't you?"

"Like the rest of my species. Look at

you. You believe that I shall get caught
because you've made up your mind that

I'm being a fool about Charlotte. It's as

clear as daylight."

"I'm extremely glad of that. It makes
things easier for me to tell you some-
thing which ought to convince you of it.

I should have told you days ago, but I

hadn't the courage and I wasn't abso-

lutely certain. Let's sit down somewhere."

I
SET off for the dike wall, where the

long fine grass was soft below the crest,

and sheltered from the land breeze. He
followed. We sat on the slope of the bank,
and I started at once by saying, "How
much did she tell you about Freddy Wil-

liams?"
"That he was an old friend who would

help her to the extent of giving her an
alibi for the short time she was home that

night—she had been to a theater with
him."

"I thought she had to be so careful

about a jealous husband? The theater?"

"Williams was a friend of Inwood, a

friend of the family. If you're trying to

make me jealous
—

" He laughed easily.

"You're a funny kid," he added. "You're
so very young in some ways."

I dug my nails into my palms in an
effort to control my fury. I counted ten,

and then another ten; anything I told

him while I was angry would mean less

than nothing in making him believe.

"Williams," I said at length, "may have
been her husband's friend, but she was

—

and is—having an affair with him."
"Nonsense," "he remarked, without

heat.

"Williams," I went on, "was not pro-
viding her with an alibi. It was the other
way about. She was providing him with
one, and with more than that. She pro-
vided him with someone to fake a bur-
glary to account for the killing and in

doing so did even better; she provided a
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Quixote, who is quite happily per-

ng the part of murderer-in-chief

, place. Charlotte did not kill her

nd. Freddy Williams did it, in a

n rage, I think, without premedita-

in a quarrel probably about her.

iy Williams killed Joseph Inwood
ie came to you pretending she had

it, and persuaded you to help her."

er a startled movement, Jonathan

iring at me as if either he or I had
suddenly mad.
I rushed on in a kind of vacuum of

:tual assertion and insistence that

s was true and he must believe it.

tad been with him the night you saw
Vhere else at that hour? You're so

about her you can't see how obvi-

1 this really is. Her butler, Groves,

to blackmail her and she went to

ms about it—and Groves had to be

d of. Yes, he was killed too

—

» proof would be difficult. They
lurderers, Jonathan. Murderers!

ilked with Williams. He's an in-

le, ruthless, brutal creature with a

idous conceit in his own infallibil-

jticularly with women. Charlotte

ee straight when she's with him, or

way from him. He obviously wants
Dney. For the first time in his life

i a chance of a huge fortune com-

"I hate you for a blind fool!" I said.

"Don't you see how silly your story

is?" he asked with infuriating patience.

"You weren't there when Charlotte came
to my flat, with his blood on her dress, in

a state of abject fear and desperation.

Even if love blinds me as you suggest,

and God knows I would like to think she

hadn't killed him, I know a real emo-
tion and a true situation when I see it."

"Do you, do you?" I said. "Isn't it

that you won't admit the possibility that

someone else killed him because that

would mean she loves that someone to

such an extent that she would do any-
thing to save him. Fooling you, for in-

stance, .into believing she had done it.

You would rather she was a murderess
than unfaithful to you."

"Charlotte is utterly incapable of the

guile, the wickedness necessary to such a

deception," he said with magnificent sim-

plicity. "Incapable technically, intellec-

tually and morally."

"Oh, my God," I whispered. "She hid
Freddy Williams from you—and you
from him. Was it her husband she was
so afraid of when she took such care to

meet you only in secret? I don't think so.

She's afraid, terribly afraid, of Freddy
Williams because she can't do without
him."

IMY by HOWARD SPARBER

"My daddy keeps himself so clean that he never has to take a bath"
• III

brces'

{way with very little trouble to

. He doesn't mind killing. He's a
nyway. And now you're the only

Ji left to him. He can't rely either

ir final success in keeping out of
»

' of the police or on your silence
n Charlotte's share in the death of
> when they catch you. So you're
frilled too. It's the only solution,
a step necessary to put them—and
itarly himself—into lasting safety,

know all the details of the plan,
message from Charlotte is the
of it. I wis waiting for it. I

was coming. She will meet you
you to some place where he

—

"

ized that Jonathan was getting to

[01111
,

1 must believe me!" I cried desper-

| know I don't," he said. "How
I I suppose you've a motive for
'go do this, but it's beyond me at
npent. If I were conceited enough
ii you—you had fallen for me and
r'ig to keep me here, for yourself,
& make a little sense. But although

.
«!een involved together, consider-
Hjolved, you scarcely know me well
to feel like that about me."

"s for September 6, 1947

He smiled at me with dislike and said

that on the contrary he knew all about
Freddy Williams, who was no more than
a good friend of hers. She had made r.o

bones about it and often talked about
him. I held my head and struggled for

some revelation of mind or instinct which
would show me how to break through the
wall of his impregnable faith.

"I think I had better be moving on,"
he added. "Things are a bit difficult,

aren't they?"
"But you're safe here!"

"Under false pretenses. I've given you
a right to criticize, or rather to question
my good sense—where she is concerned,
and I shouldn't have done that. It's not
your fault. I—I don't want our

—
" He

searched for a word and could not find

it. He knew that in some ways it was
more than friendship, but in others less.

I was beaten and knew it. Perhaps I

should have presented him with a slower,

more circumstantial picture of my dis-

coveries, instead of exploding the thing

at him like that in the panic of the mo-
ment. All I had done was to outrage his

lover's feelings. I faced him contritely.

"I'm sorry. But please stay here. I

won't start this sort of conversation

again. You are safe here, as safe as you
can be. You're already establishing your-
self as John Hobhouse in a small group
of people. That's a beginning, isn't it?"

"Of course. But
—

"

"Another thing. Suppose they do catch
you during one of these sorties? You
realize exactly what it will mean? They
are absolutely convinced you're the mur-
derer."

'They won't catch me. Anyway, I'll

have a story. Shock, amnesia—I have
until Tuesday to work out the details."

"Where did you get money, identifica-

tion, clothes when you were in a state of
amnesia—producing shock? Oh, Jona-
than, I'm not a policeman, but it must be
very easy to upset any story which isn't

true, once you can subject it to a few
simple, common-sense questions."

"I have until Tuesday," he said again.

"I'll leave Hobhouse and the money with
Charlie and stick to the simplest version

I can devise. The lost memory follow-

ing shock is obviously the best one."

"I agree there," I said. "You might get

away with it. Always providing the Char-
lotte connection does not come out."

He shook his head. He was unshaken
in that belief also.

"My luck will hold," he was saying.

"And of course I'll stay if you, and
Charlie, will let me. But I will be leaving

sooner or later. I—we—will be going
abroad, you see." His tone betrayed his

excitement. "That may be what she wants
to see me about. She may have a plan,

even a date—she'll need to get me a pass-

port. There are all sorts of details to talk

out."

I searched his face for some sign that

a seed of doubt had fallen in the ob-
stinate ground of his martyr's mind and
that between now and Tuesday it would
burgeon and take root. If only he would
want to take up the argument again with

me in Charlotte's defense. . . .

He went back to the cottage, and I

trailed after him. He was not actively

disliking me yet, but I knew he did not
care to talk to me.

I
WALKED to the beach with a sick

and heavy heart. Presently I took off

my clothes, swam a little, and then lay in

the sun with nothing on, so that the heat
burned into me.
A mutter of sound in the morning air

became a gradually more certain thud-
thud of the Peacock's auxiliary engine,

until I could see her masts above the far

bank where she approached the last curve
of the backwater. I dressed and went
back to the house, wanting a little more
time alone before I had to face other

people, in particular the Commodore,
who might be in one of his moods after a

fruitless voyage.
We had lunch together, however, in the

Long Room, a cheerful meal at which he
told me all about his adventures with the

Rembrandt among the experts. The dis-

covery that Aunt Harvey Gill's golden
swan was a goose had delighted him.
He finished the story by saying, "Well,

that's that. I've put the damn' thing in

the cupboard under the stairs at the mo-
ment, but it's most important she should
have it back. I suppose you wouldn't care
to hang it up in her picture gallery again
one dark night."

"No, I wouldn't," I said.

"I want to know it's in her possession
again, and I want forty-eight hours no-
tice of when that is."

I asked him why, but he refused to say,

putting on his mulish expression.

"I feel I have had enough of it," I

said, and told him how K. Zimmer had
tried to lure me into another business

talk on the subject.

"Surely you don't propose we should
keep it indefinitely, do you?" he asked.
"A dud Rembrandt—in this house? No,
its proper place is with that bloody
woman, and I shall look to you to see she
gets it. 1 don't give a damn how you do
it, except I dare say you'll see the sense of
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ing her in a position to prove we
even if she knows we did."

to promise to see what I could do

it, for soon, next week end in fact,

Id be asking him to do things for

r at least to do and say nothing to

sre while I did things myself not

in the usual routine of a normal
party.

s reminded me of the influx of

he must expect to see, so I broke

wsto him.

said he wouldn't mind, and we
the best of friends. But I thought:

and blast the non-Rembrandt!
if I ignored Father's wishes and
rot in the cupboard among the

s and stringless tennis rackets, I

till under a moral obligation to

tBull to tidy up the matter if I

To return it somehow to Aunt
>y Gill would do that.

i day, Monday, Tuesday.

NG about for hours before I had a

ice to see Charlie without going

3 Ship Cottage and upsetting my-
contact with Jonathan, but finally

e I did not show up there, Charlie

ooking for me.
u're thinner," he said. "You've
ussing," he decided. "It's this Pen-
tjsiness, I suppose."

tell you about it very soon, Char-
iromise. In fact I've been wanting
the time you've been away. It's

lifficult and I couldn't trust anyone.
i its to go away—to see the Inwood

•

could prevent him going, per-

make ourselves his enemies for-

iuld stand it."

ild I, though?"
lade a movement of his vast shoul-

leaning I knew my own business

I want to know," I said, "is if he
my signs of doubt about going, or

position to discuss the thing. As I

e done what I could to shake his

Charlotte Inwood, and with truth

me, I may have been more suc-

than I think."

"I'll keep an eye open. If he goes to

her, he goes. Is that it?"

"Yes, Charlie. It's important, too, that

I should know the time he leaves and
how he proposes to travel. If he's caught
en route, there must be no way they can
find out we've sheltered him. The Com-
modore, of course, doesn't know about it,

and wouldn't like it."

"Neither would the police, nor any of

us after they got through with us," he
remarked, and left me in the abrupt way
he has when he considers a subject has

been exhausted, which is often sooner
than the other person likes to admit.

I continued to keep out of people's way
for the rest of the day, but I could find no
inspiration for improving the Jonathan
situation. I thought feebly of writing him
a letter, and even began one, but the

words looked as meaningless as they had
earlier sounded.
The alternative to convincing him of

the truth kept me awake until almost

dawn, and when I did sleep it was largely

due to telling myself a fairy story in

which a miracle occurred wherein he
suddenly saw the light and came to me
to hear the truth again, this time with

grateful comprehension and a desire

never to leave me as long as he lived.

But there was no sign of this miracle

all next day, Sunday, and that night also

I had very little sleep, but not on ac-

count of Jonathan's pigheaded chivalry.

This time it was the Commodore.
At about three o'clock, when sleep

was deepest and the night at its quietest,

three sharp, shattering explosions star-

tled me into simultaneous consciousness

and movement, so that I found myself
standing in the middle of my room in

alarmed and complete wakefulness, real-

izing that Father had let off his .45 old-

fashioned, long-barreled, silver-plated

revolver at least three times in one rapid

burst of fire.

I flung myself downstairs to the Long
Room.
There was a half moon low in the

southern sky which shone through win-
dows, across halls and rooms and filled

the house with more light than if it had
been fuller but higher. The smoke of the

Commodore's fusillade hung blue and

ed
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acrid in the Long Room. I shouted some-
thing from the doorway before I went in,

for I wanted to be sure he recognized me.
"Eve!" came his brisk, "action-sta-

tions" voice from the bunk. "Take this

and get after him! Middle window!
Missed the bastard!"

The revolver came slithering and glit-

tering along the polished strip of floor

between the two lines of Persian rugs

and stopped at my feet. I picked it up, a

hateful, heavy, unmanageable weapon in

my hands, and asked, reasonably I

thought, before going near the middle or

any other of the open French windows,
whom he had been shooting at.

"How in hell should I ' know?" he
barked. "Don't stand there!"

THE household was all awake and vo-

cal by now. I heard Mary crying out,

asking what had happened, and the

alarmed voices of the maids.

I went into the garden. The big lawn
stretched smooth in the moonlight to

the shadows of the cedar trees. The
flagged path to right and left was empty.
There was dew on the flagstones, but

the light was not good enough to see if

there were footprints in it. There seemed
to be none on the silvered lawn, where
they would have shown. More to be
able to tell Father I had investigated than

because I was convinced as yet that he
had really seen someone, I went along the

path toward the small gate at the corner

from which I would be able to see the

courtyard and most of the stable build-

ings the other side of it. The gate was
open, but then it as often was as not.

Nor was there any sign of him in or

near the courtyard. I stood there in the

shadow of the house, holding the gun in

both hands because it weighed a ton, and
listened. My heart sounded very loud. A
wether's bell tinkled faintly across the

marshes. I was enjoying my first mo-
ment's coherent thought since that sud-

den awakening. Having rid myself of the

possibility that Jonathan might have been
wandering in or about the house, I was
reminding myself that in all these years of

open doors and windows day and night,

we have never had the slightest reason to

doubt our freedom from burglars, sneak
thieves, gypsies and the like, when sud-

denly I remembered K. Zimmer. I re-

membered, too, the incident of the other

night, when that little man had tried to

bully me. This might easily be the se-

quel. Hadn't I realized at the time it was
unlikely he had been choked off for

good? K. Zimmer had seemed to me to

be unusually greedy and determined;

those who usually dealt with him might
be able to rely on the honor system
among thieves, but we were outside the

ring—strangers and amateurs.

Furthermore, I had refused his original

terms and later threatened his messenger
with the police. He would steal the pic-

ture from us without the smallest com-
punction.

The Commodore's target thus assumed
a possible shape and reality.

Then I heard an unmistakable sound.

It came from the road, "our" road which
connects us to the main road, and as far

as I could judge it was about a quarter of

a mile away; the sound of a car engine
starting up.

If K. Zimmer's friend had failed to find

the parcel in the cupboard under the

stairs, or the Commodore's gunplay had
#

frightened him away before he could
even begin to look for it, then it was a

thousand pities!

I began to move at that moment, and
to move fast, and did not pause except
once briefly at the door of the Long
Room to say, "I think it's K. Zimmer and
I know what to do."

I did not wait for comment, which I am
sure there was, but hurried to the cup-
board. I knew the picture would still be
there; not only was it the last place any-
one would dream of looking for it, but I

was as sure as I could be that the man

had got no farther into the house than a

step or so inside the Long Room win-

dow; he would never have guessed some-
one was there, someone so lightly asleep

and so heavily armed.
The picture was there all right. I

dragged it out—a small, flattish, brown-
paper parcel, and ran down the hall with

it, snatched my leather jacket from its

peg in the cloakroom and continued
along the passage to the back door, out
into the courtyard and across to the sta-

bles. There were lights all over the house
by now and I could imagine a general
convergence, led by Mary armed with a

poker, toward the Long Room.
I flung the parcel, pistol and leather

jacket into the Daimler and got behind
the wheel. As usual she answered the

first touch of the starter button, and I

drove her out into the courtyard and
through the archway as fast as she could
pick up the throttle. I had a glimpse of
Charlie in pajamas, shotgun in hand,
hurrying along the path from Ship Cot-
tage to join the party in the Long Room.
He, too, sleeps lightly.

|
Our road was clear of mist except for

batches now and again, and although I

prove without lights I lost no time on

my man with fair confidence that ill

would not be long before his taillight;

came in sight. It was three fourteen by
the dashboard clock, which meant that

there was nearly an hour of darkness left.5

I wanted him to get as far away from
Kessingland as possible before trouble
started.

I was glad he had turned south, pre-

sumably for London, as though he had
had enough of it for one night.

A mile from Saxmundham I came
over a slight rise and saw a luminous
patch and a flicker of red, which the next
moment vanished, but it was enough. I

could not be sure, of course, that it was
the right car, but judging times and dis-

tance, I thought that more than probably
it was. Apart from any of these calcula-

tions, it was not a likely hour to come on
any traffic.

I slowed a little and gradually closed

up to a two-hundred-yard gap between
us, and kept it at that through the dark,
twisting main street of Saxmundham and
beyond into the open country again.

Presently the moon went, so that the;

only safe thing to do was to get quite

close to him and let his headlights do foij

both of us. It was not- a large car, ana

ALFRED by FOSTER HUMFREVILLE

"But you're not on the beauty-contest committee, Alfred. You're
on the committee to judge the lima beans and summer squash"

either account for I know every subtlety

of curve and surface along that three-

mile stretch, and indeed I doubted if K.
Zimmer's emissary was going at half my
speed.

It was particularly in the misty places

that I realized how thin my nightdress

was; the leather jacket would keep off

some of the chill, but there was nothing

to be done about the hardness of the

Daimler's rubber-covered pedals on my
bare feet.

I watched for car lights ahead and did

not see any. Coming to the main road I

slowed down, switched on the fog light

which throws a low. broad beam, and saw
what I had been hoping to find, the wheel
marks of a car which very recently had
passed from the smaller road to the

larger; the white dust imprints of its

tires caught and held by the mist-damp
surface of the macadam could not have
been clearer.

The tracks curved southward, toward
London. I switched off the fog lamp,
slipped on the leather jacket and at the

same time rescued the revolver from the

floor where it had landed and put it on
the small shelf in the dashboard to the

right of the wheel. Then I set off after

the driver was alone, unless he had a

passenger who was sitting unnaturally
close to one of the back-seat coiners, the
only parts of the car I could not seei

through the rear window.
We proceeded like this for some fif-

teen miles, and I had plenty of time to

study the back-view silhouette of the

driver's head and shoulders. Although
the other night K. Zimmer's messenger
most of the time had been behind me
rather than I behind him, I thought the

angle of the hat was the same, with its

brim curling up at the left and back, and
down at the right and front, where it

almost touched the bridge of his nar-
row nose.

Just as I was beginning to speculate'

about relative armament and other as-

pects of the future, he spotted that there

was a car behind him. I saw him move
his head alertly to look in the driving

mirror at the top of his windshield. I

put on side lights immediately, hoping
he would think they had been on all the

time—for a car with no lights at all

would arouse his suspicions, which I did

not want to happen for a little while.

He increased speed, and I let him go
ahead a bit. I knew exactly where I

wanted the showdown: a straight,

piece of road with a deep ditch
sides, midway between Ipswich a
Chester. Approaching it, I caught
him again, and we passed through
ing village inclose procession. T
beyond it, with my straight str

road imminent, I blazed on all th

ler's illuminations, head, fog, a

spotlights, so that his car was lig|

like a shop window at Christ]

He turned his head a moment t

the reflected glare and reached
cord which dropped the blind

back window. The moveme
enough to show me his profile, ai

that I was right in my guess

hand appeared out of the off-s

dow, signaling me to pass him.
But I refused the invitation, a

i

a little he began to put on moi
|

than he had used so far; reai
;

thoughts, I could assume that he i

to be alone with them, that he
easy in company tonight; but n< i

sarily more than that. He was c j

that he had got away from Mars f
without danger of pursuit.

As we turned into the straight

my finger on the horn and held
;

He drew in to his side to let i

There was not a lot of room for

enough. His' hand summoned
again. I moved the near-side

so that it shone at right angles ail

gradually to draw level, keep]

close to the turf at the road's &
I could look sideways across tl

ler's front seat and the spotligh

me his face a few feet from mi

was beyond doubt the film gang
had ridden with me from Nortl

Street to Chelsea. He turned, hal

by the light, and shouted sorm
me about pass and be damned t

what did I think I was playinj

could not, of course, recognize t

I began crowding him closer

to the verge. His mouth was
surprise and alarm as he clu

wheel, trying vainly to escape th

ing spotlight and no doubt in

about the meaning of this delil

tack on him.

HE COULD not resist the ii

brake suddenly when I s 1

so that my front fender was we!

of him. He lacked the courage,
crash into me—which would
the sensible thing to do. As b|

went on, the inevitable happi

steering was pulled out of exa<

so that he hit the turf with his

wheel, bounced onto it, lost

together for a moment and we
road completely; the tn

bumped heavily on the ground I

car came to a stop.

I braked and backed quick
was abreast of him again with

light on him. He had had timelttr

nize the Daimler and had probJy

'

me as well. In any case, he was *ea

«

id

violently, "So it's you, you
of it, and the gender of the obsc

feminine. "Bloody near kill

you!"
He passed a bony hand over

perspiring face, gathering his

the shock of hitting the ditch

the spot downward, so that its

eluded the bright revolver, the

which I rested on the door
steadily trained on him. Hi

paused, and continued to sw
violently.

"Get out," I said
N
and had t<

twice.

He got out and stood
blinking in the light.

"I've had enough of thi

game!" he said. "Murder's aKp

law. You touch me and see if \>v d'

hang, you—shooting at a blok W<

dark room, a bloke who only 'S 1

have a little talk."

"You're having a little talk mKw
Collier's for Septembi '- '
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If you would treat your eyes to Alpine grandeur at its best— and give

your heart a lift it hasn't known in years— you'll wing your'way to

the majestic peaks, the gem-like lakes of Switzerland this fall.

ing your way— in the spacious, rest-cure comfort of a mighty TWA
Starliner— at sun-racing speeds that put Geneva within a single

day of routine America— in high contentment with the tasty

foods, considered attentions, and world-ivide airmanship that

less your journey through the blue. That's the way to learn why

flying is the way to travel and TWA the way to fly.

'ust ask your travel agent or nearest TWA office.
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Trans World Airline

TWA-Trans World Airline
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..!take
5"

"The problem's lough," said Freddie Duff

"But Revelation's just the stuff.

"I know the answers will arrive

"If I sit back, relax . . . fair* five."

...tadgfevelation!
Take five minutes to relax and

enjoy five great tobaccos in one

superb blend — Revelation Pipe
Tobacco. .Settle back in comfort as

you puff at Revelation's skilful mix-

ture of slow-burning and free-burn-

ing leaf. Ah-h-h-h, that's pleasure!

Take 5! Take Burley for body,
Carolina for color, Virginia for vigor,

Latakia for lusciousness and Perique

for piquancy.

WHILAfi®]
SMOKING
MIXTURE

"Jtakc 5"

glorious tobaccos

in one great

H

\'4*\

Made by the special PHILIP MORRIS process!

do you think you're off to in a stolen

car?"

"Stolen? This crate? Hot?" He was
indignant, not at doubt thrown on his

virtue, but that he should be accused of
negligence. "I'm not that dumb! You've
got nothing on me." His words were
braver than his voice or chin, which
sagged and trembled.

"Oh, so you say it's your car," I said

with scornful disbelief.

"I didn't say it was my car. I said it

wasn't a hot one, that's all."

"Where's your gun? Let's have it."

He swore he hadn't got a gun, and I

was inclined to believe him. Moreover,
I made him turn around and prove it by
taking the things out of his pockets and
pulling off his jacket to show he did not
sport a shoulder holster. He grumbled
that he was always being misjudged, he
could explain about tonight, it was just a
misunderstanding. The window was
open, and he didn't want to go ringing

front doorbells, so he

—

But I cut him short, telling him to get

up on the front bumper of the Daimler.
"Front bumper?" He looked puzzled

and mutinous.
"That's what I said. You can ride fac-

ing or back to the engine. Suit yourself.

If the radiator's too hot to lean against,

you can put your coat over it."

He wanted to know what the big idea

was, but I did not see why I should tell

him. I gave him five seconds to do as he
was told, and jerked the pistol at him in

a suggestive way.
"You don't have to die," I said as

grimly as I knew how. "Not tonight."

He climbed onto the bumper and hung
on to the radiator cap, over which he put
his hat to protect his hands.

I
DID not drive too fast for fear he
might fall off; after half an hour we

reached the bottom of the hill where the

road turns at right angles to climb again
into the city of Colchester. I stopped
and ordered him to take to his feet. He
could catch the five-fifteen milk train

for Liverpool Street if he hurried. He
wanted to know what about his friend's

car, and I told him he could ring up a
garage and have them tow it in for re-

pairs—if he could find a garage open. Or
maybe he could arrange it from Lon-
don. I didn't care. He could continue to

suit himself, but I hoped that by now he
realized monkeying with me only ended
in trouble, and perhaps he would on my
behalf invite K. Zimmer to go to hell.

He jammed his hat on his head, a hat no
longer curly, no longer wicked, and
stamped off up the hill. I felt he was suf-

ficiently fed up and frightened at his bad
luck where I was concerned to give up
any thought of fighting back, for the mo-
ment anyway.

I watched him until he was i

sight, then turned the Daimler ar

back fast to the ditched saloon
glad it was not a stolen car. Pel
was K. Zimmer's? That would bl
But even if it were not, it would cp

belong to one of his crowd and t|

able to them.
I looked it over, a derelict in I

dawn. In another hour or less

traffic would be on the road,
thirty police patrol on its regil

between Colchester and Ipswich
pass this way. . . .

There was nothing in the ca

interest, but I could remedy thai

I took the disputed RembrandJ
from the Daimler and put it on
in the back of the abandoned ca

Then I had a good look up al

the road to make sure I was stf

took up a position with the Cor
revolver just behind the saloon

|

ing both hands for it, took careft

Through the back window I|

shots, which came out through
I

screen on each side of where thJ

head would have been, and I fire

into the nearside back fender]

center so that it ended up in the
[

air burst from it with a sharp,]

whistle. I thought investigatiri

would be satisfied as to why th«]

gone off the road.

Their next question, the re

such dramatic goings on, they

able to answer soon enough;
had to unwrap the parcel they|

the back.

After that, they could consul]

Zimmer, whom they doubtless 1

by repute. He might be able tj

how The Old Woman in a Sh
to be there, but again he might i

unlikely he would have much
his curly-hatted friend, whosel
him would be too ridiculous fJ

In fact, K. Zimmer might nop
have him for a friend any more[
However, it was other peopj

lem now, and no longer ours, thaj

ness.

I drove home in the gathering

Monday morning, sneezing
again because my feet were coif

dered, but without alarm, if

any footprints in the soft tu

roadside. It was a pity in some I

the scene was too far south f

Billy Bull's division; however,
it only right that he should nd

barrassed by having the Rembnji
to light in his hunting ground.

But prints of a bare foot, a J
foot near a bullet-riddled car f(bd:

a gang fight over a stolen masteiieo

He would have liked that sii ter

mysterious touch.

(To be concluded next w. k)

WUiH

?S%&>;'

Collier's for Sepieml ».
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We always expect unexpected guests
*

You can expect good friends to come your way

often when you make Schlitz a customary part of your

welcome. Like your own cordial handclasp

and smile of greeting, this fine beer helps you say

sincerely, "We're glad you came." In its

delightful aroma, there's the fragrance of

hospitality itself . . . the flavor of friendship

in each sparkling glass. The very name

on the label tells your guests that for

them, you bring out the best.

Copyright 1947, Jos ScMilz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Beer that made Milwaukee Famous
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Ityour car feels like i6/&... HS time for

MARFAKChass/s Lubrication

*» CUSHION? fttUHG
LASTS LONGER W,TH Ma*faK!

Marfak's not an ordinary lubricant — no throwing in the

towel after a couple of hundred miles of driving. A Marjak

job protects chassis wear points and fights friction for 1,000

miles and more! The "cushiony" driving and smooth han-

dling ease you get is sure proof that Marjak sticks to the

job longer. Applied by chart, never by chance. Ask your

Texaco Dealer to give

your car that "Marjak

feeling" today.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
TEXACO DEALERS IN ALL 48 STATES

. . . We got a rope waiting for that tender-

foot Velie. He'd better stay East. . . .

Hank O'Hare, Butte, Mont

Mr. Velie was brought up in Wisconsin,

talked to everyone from cowhand to

rancher, and is mighty quick on the draw,
pardnerll!

FORD MUTTER

Dear Sir: As one of the unnamed by Mr.
Gervasi (and if Frank thinks he'll ever

get his name in an article of mine, he's

crazy) interventionists who had a little

something to do with presenting Senator

Charles Tobey in 1941 with an isolationist

umbrella—not a red, white and blue one,

as Mr. Gervasi erroneously states, but a
black one with, I recall distinctly, a yellow

stripe down the center—I should like to

state that the intriguers of Center Ossipee

are as proud of their senior senator today

as they once were disappointed in him. On
the question of Tobey or not Tqbey, they

would vote definitely in the affirmative.

(Yankee Gadfly, Aug. 2d.)

Corey Ford, Freedom, N. H.

FOUL BALL

Dear Editor: Sporting Odds (July 26th)

is interesting but raises a question in my
mind. With a man on first, it is my opinion

that the batter is automatically out re-

gardless of whether the catcher drops the

third strike or holds it! Right—or wrong?
Margaret Mone, Bowling Green, Fla.

Right if there is nobody out or if there is

one man out. Wrong if there are two out,

as was the case in our Sporting Odds. (See

Official Baseball Rule 44, Section 6.) Next
batter!

HE WHO LAUGHS LASTS

Dear Editor: One Laugh—$2 (July 12th)

takes me back almost sixty years to the

little town of Micanopy, Florida, and "Old
Humphrey"—a Negro who could laugh

the loudest of any person we ever knew.
Just after sundown when all sounds carry

the farthest, you could hear him two
miles. His reputation reached New York
show people and they sent down agents to

hire him.

Humphrey didn't know much about
geography—thought New York City was
somewhere around the North Pole, so he

took no chances and stayed in Micanopy
and died there.

On a still evening, if you listen care-

fully you can still hear his laugh as he

sits on a cloud in the sunset's glow and
swats at a mosquito with his golden halo

and laughs at St Peter's worn-out jokes.

James Calvert Smith, St Augustine, Fla.

THE WEEK'S MAIL
Continued from page 4

THE PURGE TO CONQUI

Dear Sirs: Your editorials are t \i

They could be capsuled such a t

dreamed up concerning the Rossi

in Poland. It goes: "Confession

for the Pole."

Ed McSturqes, Denv« t

MESS A MISS, WILL YO •

Dear Editor: I have just read (ate

Hubbell's story A Game for T>
26th). In the story a thirteen-yeada

wears her hair on top of her hea p.

her nails, wears earrings and wean
I think it is very disgusting. I ai !

also tall (5'8") like the girl in tan

But if any girl in our neighborho *
get fixed up like that we would au

was strictly ickie, "but def."

Arlene Slote, Lincol, r<

UNNYISMS

Dear Sir: Bunny McLeod and
nyisms and Sam Goldwyn and
props (The Week's Work, Aug. 1

1

nothing on my wife's mother. H|i

is always tripping over her

with little remarks such as whet]

she "slept like a hog"; and re

"52-20 or Fight." Another
sisted that a "boy's best friend i:

1

become a mother!" and sighi

trophized: "Heaven help anyoij

helping themselves!" She's

sounded a sensible note with

as debt and taxes!" But I woii

she meant when speaking of my I

"She keeps her nose to the rhinesl

B. F. Phu-lipson, Remsenl

. . . How come you missed Bunnl
"There are a lot of nice people]

wood, but not many," and
never as bad as they turn out"?

C. D. Russell, Nev

MALE CHEESECAKE!

Gentlemen: Was very happy
picture of John Grimek in

Mail (July 12th). It is about

one exploded the too popular

the lads that we girls are here

joyed but not to enjoy. How
pictures of the better specime

manhood—life guards, artist i

weight lifters?

For instance, in the article flic

Tan Myth (July 12th)—why aithe

and not a single "he-man" to b« aw

Mrs. Mary M. Cbai ^
Los Antes,

Okay. Here's something in

boy style.

Tint in: TEXACO STAI THEATER truants tht TOUT MARTIN thaw mry S«ndor night. Sit ntwipattr f«r tint and Italian

Comer's for Septeml ' *.

'
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'My gawsh!" Will Gregg, the station agent, whistled. "Don't tell me that's Joe's girl." "Wife," Father said and wondered how Mother would take

IN ALL his life Father had never

felt like this. Behind him sat

Joe and Mother. Beside him
sat Sally. His heart thumped as he

turned the car down the station road,

partly because he was desperately

afraid Sally might never come back
again, and partly because he was go-

ing to give her something. He was
going to give her two hundred dollars

—and Mother knew nothing about it,

or so he hoped. Saturday, while

Mother was busy marketing, he had
drawn it—feeling furtive and guilty

—

from their joint account. Of course

he would tell her later. Let that bad
moment take care of itself.

He'd done what he could for Sally;

shown her the views from the orchard,

taken her out to the barn, explained

to her about blights and sprays and
yields and co-operatives. Yet all the

time there had been a terrible tense-

ness, because of Mother. . .

.

When Joe's wire had come, saying,

"Can you meet us Friday afternoon

train?" Mother had glanced up
sharply and said, "Us?" and Father

had edged her past the rest of the

message as if she were a shying horse.

Saying nothing, she had gone out into

the kitchen and started a tremendous
baking, allowing herself only a little

slamming of pots and pans.

"You'll come to meet them?" Fa-
ther asked hopefully.

"Why should I?" Mother said, so

Father went alone.

Will Gregg, the station agent,

asked him. "Not feeling so good?"
"Could be," Father said dryly. Then

the train came in and there was Joe
helping the girl off.

A row of youths straddling a lum-
ber pile gave with a wolf howl.

"My gawsh!" Will Gregg whistled.

"Don't tell me that's Joe's girl."

"Wife," Father said.

"Glory, glory!" Will said, and Fa-

ther knew he was wondering how
Mother would take this.

Father knew also that he should be

stiff with Joe for pulling this fast one

in the middle of finishing his educa-
tion at the expense of a grateful coun-
try, but instead he shook Joe's hand
strongly. "Wish you happiness, my
boy," he said, and Joe said apolo-
getically, "We— I figured it'd save a

lot of fuss and argument so we—we
just up and did it."

"So I see," Father said.

What Father saw was a girl in a
green suit, a girl with shining hair and
half-frightened eyes, trying to put on
a good show, and not doing too well.

"This is Sally," Joe said.

"Hello, Sally." Father smiled.

The look fled from Sally's eyes; she

flung her arms around Father and
kissed him, and Father forgot every-

thing he should have remembered

—

especially Mother.
Stiff as a ramrod, Mother met them

at the door, in her best black dress.

She gave Joe a peck on one cheek,

which both men knew was just her

undemonstrative way. "This is my
mother, Sally," Joe said.

Briefly Mother extended a hand.
"I'll show you the room," she said

and Father's throat tightened. He
knew she didn't mean it to sound as if

she were renting them a room for the

week end.

WHEN they came down Sally

looked subdued but hopeful.

Her lips and fingernails were very red,

and she was, Father had to admit,

highly attractive in lounging pajamas.

Mother, never strong on color or

show, took a look and said she guessed
she'd better start getting supper.

"Could I help?" Sally offered.

Slowly Mother turned. "Ever peel

potatoes?"
"Why, yes—I—"

"There's potatoes to peel," Mother
said. And Father thought: Come, this

is better, until presently he heard
Mother saying, "If you'd ever raised

potatoes on soil like ours you wouldn't
peel 'em that way!" Joe, shrugging,

went out and chain-smoked on the

doorstep. He should have known, Fa-

ther thought, that Mother just couldn't
help being thrifty. Every cent they

could scrape had gone into Joe's edu-
cation and now went into their joint

account at the bank. You can't shake
a habit like that very easily.

"Your mother's a fine woman," Fa-
ther said.

"Sure." Joe nodded.
It was like that. Tense. Some parts

of the week end better; some not so

good. . .

.

Now, driving Joe and Sally to the

train, Father felt terrible. It had never
occurred to him that he would not
have this time alone with them until

he'd backed the car out. And there,

waiting in her best dress and the hat

she'd fixed over, was Mother.
"Y-you coming?" he stammered.
"Why not?" Mother asked.

On the station platform Father
stood first on one foot and then the

other, uneasily conscious of the en-

velope in his pocket with its ten crisp

twenty-dollar bills. Finally, edging
Joe aside, he turned his back care-

fully to Mother, and said, "I want you
to give this to Sally after you get on
the train, Joe. It's a—a wedding pres-

ent. From both of us," which was
true enough, coming as it did from the

joint account, his and Mother's.

Joe nodded, thanked him, and then

they turned. Right off Father saw the

mistake he had made, leaving those

two women together. Something aw-
ful had evidently happened because
Sally was trying to brush away tears

and Mother looked like a dragon that

has just effectively flicked its tail. Then
with a rush the train steamed in,

halted, panting. The conductor
shouted, "All aboard!"—and Joe and
Sally were gone. In Father's heart

was a sick fear that Joe might never

again bring Sally back here.

Stiff and straight, Mother stood
waiting for him to get into the car.

Silently they drove off. He would have
to confess now, but it didn't seem to

matter. The breach between Sally and
Joe and Mother was now between

himself and Mother—the first serif

breach in their long life together,

he knew they must have it out nowl
Father came right to the pol

"What was Sally crying about?"
asked.

Mother's lips tightened. "I gd

that was my doing. Maybe you wq
approve."
"Maybe not," Father said, the

in him growing.

BLUSHING, Mother said,

words like hard pebbles, as t|

always were when she wished to cc

any strong feeling, "It's somethir
wanted to talk to you about, once tl

got away. While you were up gettf

that feed Saturday I dropped into I

bank. There's not as much in ourl
count as there should be. Some's b|

taken out."

Father braced himself. "I meanl
tell you soon's they'd gone. I

well, that Sally should have a wedc
present—from us. So I drew it i

while you were at the market. II

hundred, it was. I slipped it to Jof
give Sally on the train."

Mother looked as if a bolt

struck her. "You did what?" she|

manded.
So Father repeated it. He s

"There it is, and I can't truthfully J
I'm sorry. They'll need all they

get hold of."

A queer look came into Moth
face.

"Well," she said, "they won't
for a while. Not with four hunc|

dollars."

Father's mouth opened. "FourI|
drea

—

"

"Your two and my two," Mol
said with grim relish. "What dl
suppose I was in the bank for? Vl

d'you suppose I was just tryinjl

tell you? The child seemed—q|
touched when I gave it to her."

Father just sat there staring atl

wonderful woman he had marl
The silent kind. UndemonstraJ
That was Mother.
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:OMPLETELY AUTOMATIC HOME LAUNDRY

ROVE OUR CLAIM

NDERALL DOES

\

BETTER JOB.

dow are the results of recent

micted by the Detroit Test-

xatory—for over 40 years

-oi? commercial independent

.^oratory for the automobile

.She washing tests were run

iaardized materials and pro-

Lflmed by them to be suffi-

i> nke a fair comparison and

p« applied to each machine

^Yter of 6 to 8 grain hard-

^caial average according to

vas employed.

Mi ^cjU F|

No Other Washer Has All

These Features

* MORE THOROUGH WASHING

HO B8BM€ OR STOOPWC

* GREATER SAFETY

* SOCMT1FKALLY CTCL£S

• —'+u?

WASHED 28 TO 41% CLEANER

!

USED 18 TO 27% LESS SOAP...

17 TO 27% LESS HOT WATER!

BCTTE* BUILT TO DO
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What-to-wear schedule for undergrads

a IX-hn Up and into your "Mansco" shorts

" ' —so well-behaved (no binding,

clinging, noclassroom squirms) you hardly know
they're there. ("Mansco" undershirt, too!)

S-of\
• Climb into a fine "Manhattan" oxford-cloth

shirt (button-down or spread collar, white or

colored) . . . add an all-wool "Manhattan" tartan tie or

solid-color knit, both very, very popular this fall . . .

' a sweater's called f<

your head comes a "1

100%-wool pullover crew-neck-

be a sleeveless V-neck is for youv.

\Z ^/f^ You slip into something "more com-
fortable"—one of your sharp, solid-

color, wool sportshirts, tailored to perfection by,

you guessed it, Old Maestro "Manhattan" . . .

a r,M ^ there's a nip in the air,

I ' I tuck in a pure-wool
"Manhattan" muffler—tartan or solid.

(Note the "Manhattan" hanky, too) . . .

Go back to school

this semester with

COPR 1947, THE MANHATTAN SHIRT CO

THE MANHATTAN SHIRT COMPANY, MAKERS OF "MANHATTAN" SHIRTS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, SPORTSHIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS, MUFFLERS AND "MANSCO" UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, SV^l
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THE FARMER SEEKS A WIFE

politely till you finished talking.

ie would have gone and done the

i done it well."

ier roared. "A fine thing! Well, I

e's just plain dumb."

iy was able to find for us two men
ould help out. They were Mr.
L aBombard. a French Canadian

jurteen children, and Mr. Suds

a truculent individual who swore

w and continuously, and drank an

vable amount of beer of his own
licture. I was forbidden to hang

,. near Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith

%t Model T and furnished trans-

pn for Mr. LaBombard.
never admitted to himself how

ime Henry spent with Anne, but

ot into the habit of taking "a little

jp to the main road in the early

;s. Henry usually strolled back
;r. He didn't seem particularly

i hen he was with Anne.
Hi 1 fished late at the dock, and out

tusk Anne and Henry would ap-

n a canoe, lazing along. When
Bras around, Anne's voice was al-™ couple of tones higher-pitched

V <was the rest of the time, and she

I a lot.

MAT day when the letter came and
Ter made nis scene in the kitchen,

I was ready for the battle because
;d Henry very much. And she

at no matter how nice he was, be-
~p
Turner automatically scored three

'- Against him with Father.

necHMext day, faced with the necessity

fM yJhing everything before Mr. Cool-
ived, Father went forth to push
along. Before noon Mr. Smith
be a so-and-so if any city so-

browbeat me." And Mr. La-
said, "I'll tink I'll not walking

They drove away together,

nd blow came that night,

effects weren't felt until the

g. Henry sought Father out
ibrary. I was reading a Ralph
arbour book in a high-backed
id either they didn't see me or
~ was paying no attention,

said, "Mr. Forman, I want to

with i

y for*

iefall

was no explosion because Fa-
absolutely sure of his ground,
he said, "I like you a lot. But
understand that Anne means a

to me. She's used to a different

the one you could give her.

to expensive things. It

work out and so I can't give my
Perhaps to make things eas-

erybody, it would be better if

it come around any more."
where I sat I could see the cur-

ie library door twitch,

didn't say anything. There was
silence. I could tell Father

i making a genuine effort to say
thought must be said, as merci-

ij he could. Lately he had begun to

admire Henry, which was a great
on in the light of his feeling about
But because he loved Anne, he

i estly trying to do the best thing

t»if*

i' Henry didn't say anything Fa-
rced some more along the same
en he stopped and again waited

I'ry to say something.
I said, "Good night."
llr went to the door with him.
he came back down the hall he

Pte. Her head was up and her eyes
lmming. Father said, "Hello.

i didn't know you were around.'"
r rushed past him and up the stairs.
c 'ld hear her sobbing. At the top
a !ed long enough to say in a tense
.You're—you're nothing but a
' Khan."

e* for September 6, 1947

Continued from page 12

"Who, me?" Father looked around to

see if there were somebody else in the

hall she could have been talking to.

"Now what have I done?"
He headed for Mother at once as was

his custom when he was in trouble, or

when the world's people were not acting

reasonably.

When I reached the kitchen Mother
was saying, "But we ought to judge the

young man as an individual, Farnsworth,
not by what he does."

And Father roared, "If he weren't a

peasant, yes."

"I keep telling you farmers are not as

poor as you think they are."

"I can well imagine. I suppose they

summer at Newport, and winter at Palm
Beach. They—" He paused when he saw
the look on Mother's face, and bowed
his head. "Levia, my little family has not

always scorned my advice. But I am re-

signed to being hated for Anne's sake. I

will try not to be bitter."

Mother sighed. "I suppose it has never
occurred to you that tomorrow morning

d !

N£Y/Sfc£R THE*

"It wasn't a bit like the newspapers"
CHARLES PEARSOKCOLLIER'S

you won't have anyone working for you
at all."

Father snapped erect. "You don't mean
Henry will stay away?"

Mother just shrugged. Father lifted his

eyes to high heaven and bellowed, "Why
can't anyone around here act like a rea-

sonable human being?"
The next morning Father puttered

around the yard pretending that he wasn't

looking up the road. By 8:05 his face

showed his feelings in spite of his efforts

to hide them. By 8:10 he knew the worst,

and made no pretense of hiding anything.

Automatically he started toward the

kitchen and Mother, then thought better

of it and went out to the car. He asked
me if I wanted to ride.

We drove over to the Zebulon Warner
farm, where we found Henry riding a

mowing machine in the middle of a field

of tufted timothy.

Father and I got out, climbed the

fence and walked across the newly cut
grass. When we reached the uncut part

of the field we waited until Henry came
around on his next trip. He stopped the

team of matched blacks and sat looking
at us, saying nothing.

Father said with extreme heartiness,

"Well, good morning, Henry. How are

you feeling?"

Henry said, "Good."
"I was afraid when you didn't appear

this morning that you might be ill." He
paused. Then he said, "I see you are

not ill."

"No," said Henry.
"I was wondering why you didn't come

to work. I'm in a very bad position;

we've got to have these things completed
before August 3d when Mr. Coolidge
comes." Henry said nothing. After a

moment Father continued, "What was
your reason, Henry?"
"You told me I had better not come

around any more."
Father laughed. "Why, I thought you

understood I meant only in the evenings

to see Anne." Father went on to explain

more fully. Then he told a couple of good
stories. "Well, I am glad that this misun-
derstanding is all cleared up. Will you be
at work this afternoon or will it be to-

morrow morning?"
Henry said mildly, "I am good enough

to work there, but not good enough to

come and see Anne?"
Father bellowed, "I never

—
" When he

was this far through the sentence he must
have realized that bellowing was the worst
possible strategy. So with each word the

volume of sound diminished until when
he had finished he was back to his ordi-

nary voice again. "—said anything like

that, my boy. I had hoped last night I

had made plain how things stood in the

matter of my daughter. I think you are

a fine young man personally. I just do
not want Anne to live in poverty."

"I'm not poor."
Father smiled knowingly. "Of course

not. Poverty is relative." Then he added,
"You will come back tomorrow morn-
ing, won't you?"

"Yes," said Henry. Then after a sec-

ond's hesitation he added, "But I should
stay here because we're behind with the

haying. If we get in a jam later, will

you help us out?"
"But of course, my boy. Naturally."

BEFORE we left, Henry had agreed to

go over that evening and talk to Suds
Smith and Romeo LaBombard about
coming back to work.

But I couldn't quite understand Hen-
ry's giving in when he had Father at his

mercy. It didn't make sense.

At home, however, Father's troubles

were still manifold. For one thing this

was one of the days when Gifford and
Davis did not appear. These two men
were the plumbers and they would show
up regularly for a couple of days, get

everything torn up, and then not appear
for several days afterward. Father held a

shouted conversation with them over the

phone during which he elicited promises
from them which I was pretty sure they
couldn't keep.

Also Father had his troubles with
Anne. She would not look directly at

him, she held her chin in the air, and her

eyes were red most of the time.

The third afternoon the windows were
open and I could smell ginger cookies
clear down at the dock. When I got into

the kitchen Mother and Anne were talk-

ing and Anne was so upset that for once
she didn't demand that I be sent from the

room. She was saying, "—told him I'd be
willing to marry him in spite of Father
but he wouldn't agree to that. He said

he could manage Father all right if he
had a little time. As if anybody could
ever manage Father. Henry makes me
furious. Not wanting to go ahead, being

so timid, wanting to wait until he can con-
vince Father and keep relations pleasant

all round. I'll be an old, old lady with a

lined face and gray hair, maybe even as

, Viqorous
MORNING
FRESHNESS
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!
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and gay, and eager to get going! Just
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U as thirty years old before I get to

i y Henry at this rate. Believe me, I'll

I on Father."

yent back to the dock. You couldn't

;
feeling sorry for somebody who

jed something as much as Anne
j ed Father to say yes.

ter in the afternoon I went back to

tjtchen because sometimes the too-

( n cookies were left in a pan for me.

iier was still in there and Henry was

tig a drink of water. She said,

j ry, I'd like to have you eat supper

i us this evening, and then you could

I I the evening with Anne."
]nry said, "Thank you, Mrs. For-

i but I better not come tonight. It

j3 be hard on Anne pretending all

mg I wasn't there. Would you let

e;ll you when I think the right time

lome?"
'nat will be fine, Henry. I will be

iig for you to tell me."
1 . Suds Smith and Mr. Romeo La-

i iard and Henry worked hard every

y nd things began to shape up. They
j id the painting and put in the grass

j They put the last touches on the

» beds; Romeo LaBombard did that,

jo liked flowers. They turnpiked

i ad with the town road machine, but
»;t Henry's better judgment.

I said to Father, "A friend of mine
i make any road. He drove down
n the pasture, in a little different

. every time. That way the grass

t wore thin, and in wet weather he
i have any trouble with slippery

This was practically a two-hour
ai for Henry.
Tell, I intend to have a road," said

lr testily. "I wouldn't expect the

'resident of the United States to

down across a pasture."

1 road looked very nice when they
t rough, with the dirt all dragged up
t center where it would pack well.

» rounded to shed the water; and of

I , the Addison County clay, having
moved, was still pretty soft.

B ry also helped Gifford and Davis
oup the septic tank for the guest-

i Whenever there was any work to

cie at the guesthouse, Henry always
II to take particular pains with it.

» Gifford and Davis were through,
n got out the hose and filled the

< tank with water.

Ft evening I heard Father say to

ir, "You know, Levia, I caught
shirking for the first time today.

ts standing there running water into

«>tic tank at the little house—some-
t's completely useless because

lik will fill anyway after we've run
fcfew baths. It's all right, though.

his last day, and he was just try-

t stretch it out to get full time. These
s need every cent they can earn."

9 i Mr. Smith and Mr. LaBombard
lj-nry all through, Gifford and Davis
tl septic tank for the big house late

the next afternoon. They promised to be

back bright and early the following morn-
ing if it didn't rain.

It rained. It began in the eaily evening
and rained hard all night. I awoke once
and heard the sound of the waves on the

lake. I could hear the rain pelting against

the window and the wind sighing in the

pine trees east of the house. The air was
full of sound but it was sound that made
you feel dry and secure where you were,

and lulled you back to sleep.

It was still raining at breakfast time
the next morning and it poured steadily

all day. Gifford and Davis did not come.

IN THE afternoon Father put the side

curtains on the car and started for

town to explain to Gifford and Davis
about Mr. Coolidge and the necessity of

having everything done before August
3d. I went with him.
The loose clay on top of the road had

soaked up the rain and become as slip-

pery as grease. We had gone only a little

distance when the car slipped sideways

down into the ditch. Father tried every-

thing to get it out. The clay caked on his

shoes until they were twice their ordinary
size. Finally he set the gas, put the car in

low, and let the wheels spin very slowly.

He had me steer. Then he pushed.
He got the car up into the center of the

road all right. But the moment he got it

up there it slid slowly off into the ditch on
the other side of the road. Then he tried

to put the chains on but the car was at a

considerable angle and slid off the jack.

Finally he just tied the chains around
each wheel and managed to get up to the

main road. Somehow we got to town.
Coming back with the chains on we came
through all right, but we left deep ruts.

After supper Father went out to see

if the boats were pulled up far enough.
All of a sudden we heard a horrified yell,

and then Father's steps on the porch.

He burst into the room, looking shaken.

All three of us were on our feet.

He said, "Now, Levia, be calm. Take
your example from me. I am sure there is

some perfectly natural explanation for

this. But while I was walking across the

back yard a huge apparition appeared
beside me. It was so real that I could
hear the noises it was making. Levia,

hand me my lantern and my revolver."

We must have made a peculiar picture

as we went toward the door. Father led

the way, carrying the lantern high, his

revolver in his right hand. Mother was
only a step behind him looking deter-

mined and prim. Anne and I crept along
behind them in spite of Father's warning
to stay in the house.

We crossed the porch and started

across the yard. Father shouted, "Now
then, put up your hands, all of you!"
Nothing happened. We went forward

a little farther and I think we all recog-

nized the apparition at the same time.
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ft. The septic tank hole by the big

* had filled with water and the septic

being empty, had floated right up

if the ground. It was looming there

e middle of the yard. The tile line

>roken. My father stood and looked

: mess. The fight seemed to be gone

i if him. His shoulders slumped and

id, "Levia, the elements are against

•Man cannot fight the elements."

|-ained more in the night, and when
ot up the next morning the septic

had floated even higher, tipped over,

jartly filled. It was back down in

ide on its side. The road was a

The wheel tracks made the eve-

efore had filled with water and
ally softened the clay all around.

the sun was shining and it was a

morning. I went with Father when
ked at the road and at the septic

Father kept muttering the word
ace." It was one of the few times I

saw him when his confidence was
ly gone.

r .er a while he got out the car, which
ad the chains on, and we churned
May to the main road; from there we
Bover to the Zebulon Warner farm
»und Henry.
|nry didn't say anything. He just

to hitch up the team. Father said,

to come in. From there we drove down
to our road.

The sunshine and the wind were al-

ready drying it out i little and the men
were filling up that center with gravel

and dumping gi ivel, load after load, into

the three worst mires. Keeping on the

pasture grass w drove the car down to

the lake.

When Suds ai [veil, he and Henry went
over and lookee at Ihe septic tank. Henry
stared at it a Innp time; then he said,

"Looks damp, doesn't it?"

Suds said, "I su'nl a-goin' to wallow
down in then :uu! shovel no mud."
Henry didn't serm t" hear him.

After a little I" said, "Suds, what
would you do I . gel that tank out?"

'Well, maybe I'd rig a

:k!e block."

at him with just the right

ration. "Good idea. It

oupht along a block and
\x c.'ll get some timbers

d. I've got a pump, too.

^ater out to make it

Suds said,

tripod with a t

Henry lookei

amount of adi<

just happens I I

tackle with me
and rig the trip

We'll pump thr

lighter."

They got the

the block and t;'*

ptniip and timbers and
kfe. And after a couple

of hours they not the septic tank sus-

pended over the bole.

Henry said, "Now do you think we're

"Oh, dear. I didn't get you anything!" ERIC PETERS

10 late now to do anything, Henry.
aid we're defeated."

I said Henry. He worked a min-
two in silence, and then he said,

over there and try to put things

if you'll trade, works with me."
ide works? You mean work here
i?"

y nodded.
ler said, "I could probably work
ing. In a short time I could prob-
iprove the methods materially,

too old for strenuous work."
is bookkeeping," Henry an-
"We're way behind on our ac-

and on our breeding records. I

ig to catch up on those today
was too wet to hay-it. I can't let

y longer but I'll work at your place
11 do the bookwork for me."
er said, "Harumph," and then he
and Henry introduced him to Mr.
>n Warner. The two men walked

ijogether.

s yed with Henry. He phoned a lot

P'ple and pretty soon Romeo La-
n rd and Suds Smith appeared. By

1 ie Henry had two teams hitched to
>uble wagons for them. Henry

viis car over to the gravel pit. There
couple of shovelers already there

1 ot of other teams were beginning

Iri for September 6, 1947

ready to swing i< right side up and dump
it back down in there?"

Suds said, "S' ems as if I ought to dig

some of that m id nut of the bottom so

she'll set right. I tenry agreed that it

was a good id^ a. Suds climbed down
and dug out the rnud. Then they dumped
the septic tank back in place. Along
about eleven o'clock Gifford and Davis
arrived. They hon!. K-d the septic tank up
again and Hemy urged a hose to fill it

with water so it ivoi lin'tpop out again if

more rain came.
At noon whf n I (enry came into the

house he said tn M 'iher, "Mrs. Forman,
I'll thank you lor that invitation now."
And mother, acting just as if she hadn't

heard him, said. "1 lenry, I wonder if you
would care to have supper with us to-

night?"

"Thank you, ma'am," said Henry.
"This is a surprise hut I guess I can make
it."

I didn't get the idea. If he thought
Father had changed his mind he was
wrong. Anne's crying and Mother's cool-

ness during the last few days had only
made him more stubborn. Father wanted
to give in because li« hated to be on the

outs with his wouunfolk, but he just

wasn't going to see o nne make a mistake.

I didn't believe Am e and Henry would

ever get anywhere unless they defied

Father. There would be a crisis that

night if Henry came to supper.

Late in the afternoon Henry hitched

onto the town's road machine and began
to scrape the rapidly drying road. When
he was through he drove his car over it

several times and then scraped it up
again. With the many loads of gravel

that had been put in, it was in pretty

good shape. At five o'clock everything
was done and Henry went home.

Father came home half an hour later.

He drove in without any chains on. He
went over to the place where the septic

tank had been and it was a flower bed
now. Romeo LaBombard had trans-

planted flowers so it looked very nice.

When he went into the kitchen, Father
looked dazed. I could see, though, that

Mother's lips were a straight line and
her eyes bright. She said, "Farnsworth,
Henry is coming to supper and to spend
the evening with Anne."

"Fine," said Father.

Mother just stood there and looked at

him in amazement. Then she drew her-

self up again, taking her courage in both
hands. Very distinctly she repeated, "I

said, Henry Warner is coming to supper
and to spend the evening with Anne."

"I heard you. That's fine."

He said it absent-mindedly. Then he
added, "You know, Levia, that farm of

the Warners grosses three thousand
dollars or better a month. A month mind
you. They're milking over one hundred
cows. Just think of that. Thirty-six

thousand dollars gross is a big business.

And all their stock is pedigreed. I worked
on the books and the breeding records

today. They have a lot from the Montvic
and Rag Apple strains, whatever those

are. Their pedigreed bulls bring thou-

sands of dollars. Why, Levia,' their net

is tremendous. They just have Henry
and. his father and two hired men. Levia,

I'm surprised you didn't tell me that a

good farmer could make money."

MOTHER'S face was a study but Fa-
ther didn't seem to notice. "They

have a fine modern house. The thing that

fools you is that the outside needs paint-

ing. And that they go around in those

work clothes. They have a hired girl

and every winter during the slack time
Henry's father and mother go to Florida.

While they're gone Henry runs the place

and
—

" He was interrupted by Henry's
arrival in the yard. I ran out to see him.
Anne just happened to be out that way
already.

I heard her say, and her lips were set

and her chin held high, "I want you to

understand, Mr. Warner, that having you
here to supper wasn't my idea. I don't
have to chase anybody. I don't have to

beg—Henry, you get away. Henry, don't

you dare kiss me. Father will
—

"

But Father was standing right there in

the doorway and he didn't. Henry must
have been pretty sure of himself.

Mother was beaming out from under
Father's arm. Father said, "It just this

moment occurred to me that you kids

might like to live down at the lake in the

guesthouse summers when Henry's peo-
ple are at home in their big house."
Henry said, "Well, now, wasn't it dumb

of me not to think of that?" . .

.

That was August 2d. Henry and Anne
were married that fall and visited in the
White House during their wedding trip.

Henry and Mr. Coolidge hit it off beau-
tifully. Mr. Coolidge's invitation was
meant to make up for not coming to see

us, I guess. Instead of coming to see us
that next day, Mr. Coolidge was sworn
in as President of the United States.

Father felt cheated after all his work and
worry. He roared considerably. He bel-

lowed that it was damned suspicious that

Harding's death had come just in time to

keep Mr. Coolidge from visiting a Demo-
crat. He implied that these Republicans
would go to any lengths.

The End
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tells you about your"£ 0."*
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This handwriting reveals initiative and originality.

This man may be a successful author. His physical

and mental activity is derived chiefly from dextrose.

&&&fcse, A d&s£
^^fStmr.

Here we find original ideas and imagination combined
with accurate achievement. He should find success in

sales work. He probably uses more-than -average

amounts of dextrose to sustain his vitality.

^7
JZVUZA&JU

This monual worker perseveres in his job, but his

quick temper Is a handicap to his progress. His

lack of emotional control has nothing to do with

his daily use of dextrose.

This young man's script shows ability to concen-

trate, doing work calmly and accurately. His

physical stamina and mental activity are sustained

by dextrose sugar.

abls^+sL

This executive's writing indicates great driving

power. He is optimistic, and very impressionable.

His vigorous pace is chiefly powered by dextrose.

Write "dextrose is food-energy sugar" here . . . then read the graphologist's analysis of the sample most nearly like yours.

Your personality, your character, your.

ability to make money and to achieve

success . . . even your hopes for happy
marriage may all be indicated by your

handwriting.

See for yourself how your handwriting

suggests whether you're dynamic, placid,

energetic or listless.

Analyze your own handwriting

Write "dextrose is food-energy sugar"

in the space above.

Compare your writing with the basic

type that most closely resembles yours,

(masculine types to the left— feminine

types to the right). See how a famous

graphologist's interpretation may sug-

gest how rapidly your body consumes

dextrose . . . the food-energy sugar that

chiefly maintains your mental and phys-

ical *Energy Quota.

What maintains your "E. Q."?

Pure white, sparkling dextrose sugar is

the basic carbohydrate which provides

power for all mental and muscular

activity. It is the "fuel" sugar of the

body, always present in the blood stream

and in all tissue cells.

No matter what your occupation or

activity, the energy necessary for all

muscular and mental effort is largely

supplied by dextrose sugar.

This page is presented for your interest

by Corn Products Refining Company,

one of the producers of dextrose sugar.

This woman's writing reveals mental on

activity, good education and versat^B
executive ability and business sense. Alwl
go, dextrose helps provide her with enA*

•

^La^X/^^ljL^ A^>

^T/^T"
This intelligent young woman is independent in

thought and action. She works quickly and care-

fully. She is a pleasant associate. Her vitality is

high, her activities are powered chiefly by dextrose.

^-^+

^yry

Here we find a very emotional, affectionate nature.

She is the protective, motherly type. She has

strength of character. She is the type who uses

average daily amounts of dextrose sugar.

6&^/&l^~*jl> /OO

While cheerful, warm hearted and sympcttx

girl will not be imposed upon. She accorr shei

practical duties calmly and efficiently. Her »of

is powered by dextrose.

This rhythmical script reveals the keen mind of

an artistic woman. Eternally young, she is inter-

ested in everything new. Healthy in mind and
body, dextrose helps maintain her energy.

This young man's ambition and accom
by his physical condition. He is under
easily exhausted. His energy may be

plishments ore hindered

nervous pressure, and is

restored with dextrose.

This young woman's writing indicates o logical mind. She pos-

sesses good executive ability. She will be an efficient homemaker.

Her calm, well-poised activity is supported by dextrose sugar.

©C. P. R. Co., 1947
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confined his activities to golf. This

) more effective, Stranahan whip-

j;im again and much more deci-

] But things never get dull around

t During this match a newspaper

t rapher snapped Stranahan blast-

K of a trap, the shutter clicking well

j'rank had hit the ball. Stranahan

i' rebuked the guy, who had been
(pictures when Frank was in a high

ii He looked up the photographer

lie match and apologized, admit-

fcre had been no cause for his pro-

. it that time a confidant of his said,

lies things like that because he gets

I himself for making a bad shot."

ominated by Will-to-Win

incidents indicate he is not as ma-
otionally as he might be; but more
nt. they illustrate his competitive

He wants galleries to like him be-

simplifies the matter of winning;
i ited Quick's tactics for that grudge
] is a means of combating fire with

/ f
fired his English caddy because

ight his chances of winning were
Mi jeopardized. His one motivation
m d is, victory.

*' impelling desire to win, called the
* istinct in boxers, has been his

ark ever since he was old enough

i

games. He started playing golf at

* >nly because playmates dared him
At that tender age he considered

le sissy, preferring football. He
I
his love of football before golf

* arge of him entirely.

I Qterest in weight lifting popped
l early age, too, when he clipped

of those "you-too-can-be-strong"
sent it in. That led to bar bells,

lis, ropes and pulleys and all the

e's been slightly hipped on the

;ver since. His living quarters are

with physical culture magazines
rts books.

e time he was sixteen Frank was
many fine country-club golfers

been playing since Garfield was
hool never held too much inter-

Books finished a poor second
hether he was at Inverness, his

GOLF'S BAD BOY
Continued from page 23

home club, in Florida or at Pinehurst,

where his family maintains a house. But
he was known only locally until Nelson
went to Inverness as the club pro in

1939. Thereafter, Frank was the Texan's
shadow; a sponge soaking up every drop
of information from the taciturn cham-
pion.

"I've had a lot of credit for teaching

Stranahan," Nelson recalls. "He was
gripping his club all right when I first

started t6 teach him. He first said to me,
'I want some of that bottom-drawer
stuff.' We went out and I was amazed to

find out that the boy didn't know how to

slice or hook a shot. He beat me a cou-
ple times, almost as often as I beat him
(Frank was sixteen then), and yet he
didn't know how to hook or slice. I

showed him how to make these shots, and
he said, 'Man, this is the most fun I've

ever had in my life.' Yet it was a long
time before he knew how to place a low
shot."

But it wasn't long before he was win-
ning championships. By 1941, when he
was eighteen, Frank was begging his fa-

ther to let him join the pro safari with

the Nelsons, Hogans and Sneads. In-

stead, his father sent him to a private

school in Arizona. He distinguished him-
self there by winning the Arizona State

Amateur, adding the Ohio Amateur to

his mushrooming collection after he re-

turned to Toledo. That summer he be-

came the youngest golfer ever to win the

Trans-Mississippi title. The kid played
the finals in true killer style, shooting a

64 to go seven up in the first half of the

36-hole match. Meanwhile, Nelson and
practice wore down the rough edges of

his driving, irons and putting.

"Byron and I used to practice coming
out of traps at two bits a shot," says

Frankie. "He was a great teacher. I wish
I'd listened to him more." The Strana-

hans and Nelson gave Inverness some
sort of record in 1942. Byron won the

state P.G.A. title, the elder Stranahan
won the state senior title and Frank re-

peated as the men's amateur champion.
Just to complete the clean sweep, Frank,
who had never deigned to enter it before,

captured the state junior championship.

"I don't mind conducting a front-porch campaign,
but get some of those damn voters off my petunias" leonaUd dove

This was the year, too, when Bing Crosby
and Jimmy Demaret came to Inverness

for an exhibition. Nelson sprung young
Stranahan on his rivals and murdered
them.
That fall his plea to join the golfing

nomads along the tourney trail was
rejected again. Enrolling in Miami Uni-
versity, he hardly had his clothes un-
packed before the Army snatched him.
Three years in service added up to 800
hours as chauffeur of a four-engine

bomber. Even then he used furloughs

and leave time to dash about the country
and play with the pros.

On one occasion, while still in serv-

ice, he had a few days off to compete
in the North and South tournament at

Pinehurst. Fearing wartime competition

would be no good, he invited Ed Furgol,

a fine amateur who since has turned pro,

with him as his guest. "All he did was
lick me and everybody else," Stranahan
remembers with chagrin.

Discharged in October, 1945, Strana-

han checked in at Toledo just long
enough to get his civvies. A month later

he whipped the cutthroat pro gang the

first time in the Durham, North Carolina,

Open. Just by way of piling the heat on
him the final day. they paired him with

Hogan, red-hot favorite. Stranahan beat

Hogan to the wire by one stroke. There-
after, he finished in the first five in four

pro tournaments late in 1945.

Never Too Tired to Practice

These performances and his consist-

ently brilliant shot-making in 1946 made
believers out of the most skeptical pros.

They used to kid this earnest, ambitious
youth; now they accept him and respect

him as a rugged competitor. In the final

analysis practice has done the trick.

We've seen Stranahan practice for an
hour in the morning, play a tough 36-

hole match, and follow up by whacking
golf balls until dark. And then play catch

with those bar bells.

"That's where I've got it on a lot of

guys," Frank explains. "I'm as tough as

ever after 36 holes. They laugh at that

bar-bell stuff but that's what does it."

Nelson and Hagen tried to tell him a year

ago that he practiced too much.
"You'll go stale," warned Nelson, who

achieved his championship the hard way.
Stranahan took heed, practiced less,

eased up for a while. "It damn' near

ruined me," he says now. "My game went
to pot and I got back quick to that prac-

ticing. I don't know how anybody else

does it but that's the way I have to do it."

His great disappointment last summer
was at Baltusrol, New Jersey, site of the

National Amateur. After the 36-hole

qualifying test, the low 64 scorers' names
were pulled out of a hat. No one was
seeded. Thus it happened that Stranahan
and Ward collideo. in the second round.

Stranahan lost the first three holes, and
Ward, Frank's victim in the 1946 Western
Amateur, never gave him a chance to re-

cover. Stranahan bowed out of the pic-

ture with a petulant display of temper.

"We play golf all summer to get ready
for the National," he rasped. "What hap-
pens? Medal scores don't mean anything.

The best players meet right off. Anything
can happen in these early 18-hole

matches. I don't get it." The autocratic

U.S.G.A. maintained a beautiful silence,

but Frank's father didn't.

"You win championships by beating

everybody in the field," he said, and
nothing further was heard from his peev-

ish offspring.

Since then Frank has been a little less

talkative—but doubly determined to win.

He could start in the National Amateur

—

by beating everybody in the field.

The End

PING GOES

THE SPRING

Scientists of leading American

watch company solve old

problem. Eliminate commonest

cause of mainspring breakage

When watches keep erratic time or sud-

denly stop and can't be wound, the

cause often is mainspring failure. Steel

mainsprings frequently lose power. Or,

weakened by rust, they break.

Yes, mainsprings in closed watch
cases can and do rust. High humidity
with a sudden drop in temperature

causes condensation of moisture. A tiny

pin point of ru9t begins. And there is

where the spring breaks.

But now the F.lgin Walch Company
has developed "Elgiloy" metal and from
it a miracle mainspring: DuraPower*.
The DuraPower Mainspring eliminates

99% of repairs due to steel mainspring

failures. It retains its resiliency indefi-

nitely, gives a steady flow of power for

greater accuracy through the years. It

will not rust! Only F.lgin watches in-

cluding Lord and Lady Elgins and
Elgin De Luxe have the DuraPower
Mainspring, and at no extra cost. Look
for the symbol "dp" on ihe dial. Also at

repair shops for replacement in many
previous Elgin models.
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How bronc-busting went top-hat

1 Q C Q Today's spectacular rodeos had casual early

U \J U beginnings. Cattle and horses roamed an

open range. Herds mixed, so ranchers held annual

round-ups or rodeos. In the year the name Corby's

came to Canada, cowpunchers competed informally

in riding and roping.

10 OQ Grinding saddle leather — wild horses— this

" color was too good to go unnoticed. Cha^mp

riders staged shows and charged admission. When the

name Corby's passed its 31st birthday in Canada,

many men were gaining skills later used as Rough

Riders in the war with Spain.

1Q 4 II Every section of the country prodi-c
v west riders." Many never saw the

they gave breath-taking thrills for crowds

York to Calgary, Canada. When the nar

was 82 years old in Canada, 200-odd pur.

drew contestants.

CORBYS...A GRAND
OLD CANADIAN NAM

Uvl/Uvtl/ 111 U« J* A* under the direct supervision of our expert Canadian blende]

86 Proof—68.4% Grain Neutral Spirits— Jas. Barclay & Co., Limited, Peoria, Illinois
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HE VOICE OF ALBANY'S SILENT MAN
Continued from page 19

d n alleged Dewey stooge. In Bain-

1 1, when the other kids were reading

dreadfuls and dime novels between

of their Latin books, Ives was

j looks at tracts by William Allen

Robert M. La Follette. Sr.. Eu-
f. Debs and other radicals of that

college. hes was known as the

In his senior year, he nearly

Dwn out of school for leading a

compulsory Sunday-after-

swung even further to the left

juation. when he worked as a

in New York City for four

attempted to support his wife

;son. George, in Brooklyn on S25

*I thought." says Ives, "that I

ing to become a Communist then."

Better Pay Reforms a Rebel

however, the Manufacturers
(Tompany transferred him back up-

\t the more respectable salary of

a year, and in the untainted Re-
atmosphere of Bainbridge and
County, Ives' left-wing im-

trophied. Only a bit of the spirit

|Dion remained. In 1925. the young
war veterans of Chenango

revolted unsuccessfully against

Republican machines, and Ives

Bainbridge branch of the insur-

|
years later Ives came over, and
fine speech nominating a rebel

named Melvin C. Eaton to be

ier. The speech helped Eaton
lick the machine. Later that

>n repaid the favor by getting

Republican nomination in a

xtion to fill a death-caused va-

: State Assembly. Since, in

Chenango County as in

Mississippi, nomination is

it to election, young Ives was
politics.

few years in the legislature

atful. The Assembly was con-

the Joseph A. McGinnies ma-
wealthy older men. among
definitely was not included,

'thing which disturbed the calm
was a series of boisterous

by the intermittent!) o\er-

Hves. These included Olsen and
entrances into staid political

,and one classic case when hes
I mood stormed through a ho-
i a Republican convention w as

.leaving behind him a wake of

beds, complete with prom-
iipants. Not everybody appre-
t joke.

5. however, he was involved in

I revolt of young Republicans,
[led by a brilliant prodigy from

amed Oswald D. Heck,
the 1936 session began, hes
elf sitting in the Speaker's

le found himself out of the
i chair just as fast the following

he continued his fun-loving
it was discovered that he and

manager. Melvin C. Eaton,
just about twice the num-

fttronage jobs that actually ex-

political switch to save the
c Heck became Speaker of the
«'. and hes took his 10b as ma-
'der. In that year, too, Ives be-

taler. From this fresh start.

• egan to build a ten-year reputa-
Of the finest lawmakers to

of the legislature that produced
D. Roosevelt, Al Smith. James

> *o:thand Robert Wagner,
•publican majority leader, hes
«d a State Labor Relations \.cl

-'losely paralleled the national
led the 1 ittle Wagner

>• lor September 6, 1947

Act. Then, as chairman of the bipartisan

hes Labor Committee, he pushed
through legislation which set up a state

mediation service for labor disputes, a

system of unemployment insurance and
workmen's compensation laws, and a

much needed state Department of Com-
merce.

Out of this Ives committee came the

New York State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations, the first of its kind in

the country: and a textbook. The Ameri-
can Story of Industrial and Labor Rela-

tions, which is used now in some of New
York's high schools to choke off labor-

management hatred at its source. Another
commission headed by hes reported out
the h es-Quinn Bill which set up the State

Commission Against Racial and Reli-

gious Discrimination in Employment.
All this comparatively progressive leg-

islation got hes into trouble with the

right wing of his party, but no die-hard
denunciations were as strong as those
which were leveled against the hes-
Quinn Bill. William Mr. Stuart, an as-

semblyman from Steuben County in the

northern part of the state, ranted that

the bill would "bring on the creates*, wave
of race riots and blood baths in N
ern history, and a resurgence of the Ku
Klux Klan." None of these things ever

happened. of course.

In addition to all this, hes and Heck
set Republican policy for the state while

Democrat Herbert Lehman was gCNer-

nor. and they pulled the party together

by means of regular conferences of the

top legislate e leaders every Sunday eve-

ning in Heck's hotel room—a pair of

functions which Dew ey took over as soon
as he moved into the governor's mansion
in 1942.

That was the year Ives began to de-

cline slightly. His relations with Dewey
were cold and correct, but he aiw aj s w as

a party regular so he still fought hard for

every piece of legislation handed to him
by the party. The Assembly got to know.
however, that whenever hes got up on
the floor and said. "This is a political

measure." it was something that Dewey
and not Ives wanted.

A W alk Out of Politics

Finally, early in 1946. Ives asked
bluntly what his chances were to be nom-
inated for the U.S. Senate. "Frankly,
none." he was told by J. Russel Sprague.
Dewey's top political adviser. In New
York, the tradition tor many \ears was
to have a "balanced ticket"—tha: -

Protestant, a Catholic and a Jew in the

top positions—and both hes and Dewe>
were Protestants. So hes quietly packed
his bags, and announced that he w
cepting the deanship of the new >.

of Industrial and Labor Relations which
he had helped found at Cornell. That's
when the wake was held for him at the

Ten Eyck Hotel.

The resurrection came prett\ fast. No
sooner had h es put his feet on his desk in

his new office at Cornell than Major Gen-
eral William J. (Wild BilP Donovan an-
nounced his candidacy for the senatorial

job. Dewey adroitly slapped the mild
Wild Bill down, on the grounds that he
had been too disastrously defeated when
he ran for governor in 1932. Then Dewej
announced, through Sprague. that e\-

Lieutenant General Hugh A. Drum was
the man. The county Republican leaders

turned Drum down because he was an
armchair general, and much too far to the

right. So less than two weeks before the

Republican convention at Saratoga.
Dewey did not have a candidate.

Then word got out that the Demo,
were going to nominate e\ C>o\ernor
Herbert Lehman for the Senate. Panic
spread in the Republican wmks. An in-
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formal conference decided that the only
man capable of beating Lehman would
have to be a country boy well known up-

state, and with a good enough record to

cut into Lehman's labor and racial-mi-

nority votes. This was the equivalent of
finding a Hindu-Moslem baseball team
in Calcutta. There was, however, one
Republican in New York State wh6 fit-

ted this difficult bill—Irving Ives.

Two days before the convention, Ives

was called out of retirement, and a few
hours later, he stood on the same plat-

form with the man who had sent him
into political oblivion. The Republican
strategists were right. The state A.F. of

L., for the first time in its recent history,

refused to support a Democratic candi-

date, and thousands of labor votes

poured into the Ives column. So did

thousands of Negro, Jewish and Catholic

voters who remembered Ives' antidis-

crimination bill. When the smoke of the

election had blown away, Ives had beaten

the seemingly invincible Lehman by the

comparative-ly. narrow margin of 2,559,-

365 votes to 2,308,1 12.

Today, after his first few months in

the Senate, Ives is rated as a good mixer,

a sharp wit, an indefatigable committee
worker, and a man with fine principles

who sacrifices them, if necessary, on the

altar of party regularity. He is extremely
snappy with the repartee on the floor of

the Senate and in committee hearings.

Fought Antilabor Provisions

Nearly all of Ives' reputation so far is

based on his work on the Taft-Hartley
Labor Bill. His other votes have been
straight down the line with the party.

When the labor bill was still in com-
mittee, Taft wanted to eliminate indus-

try-wide bargaining entirely, and reduce
all unions to a loose federation of weak
locals; Ives fought him on this point and
got the provision eliminated.

Taft, Senator Allen J. Ellender of Lou-
isiana and Senator William E. Jenner of

Indiana wanted to require a two-thirds

vote of the workers of a plant before
their leaders could negotiate for a un-
ion shop; Ives got the requirement scaled

down to a simple majority. Taft and
Senator Joseph H. Ball wanted to knock
out the Norris-La Guardia Act to per-

mit employers to get court injunctions

to stop strikes; Ives watered this down
so that only the NLRB can get an in-

junction, and only in a jurisdictional

strike or secondary boycott. Ives
:

fought Taft on a measure that

have allowed legal strike breakin|

on another which, if carried to

Heme, even could have prevented
men from talking to one another.

On the floor of the Senate, Ives

unsuccessfully against the prl

which eliminates union-administerl
fare funds, and the ruling whichj
izes unions with Communist ofTica

this point, Ives was teamed up wi^

liberals as Wayne Morse of

George Aiken of Vermont, JameJ
ray of Montana and Claude Pep
Florida, and the hard-pressed lab

ions were loving him. Then he per^

his sensational flip-flop and ende
Taft's side. At this point, the coJ
tives began to sing, "Ives is ourl
camouflaged a bit, perhaps—bi
boy."
On June 23d, an A.F. of L. c

from Rochester came down to

ton to see Ives. The delegation

by Tony Capone, chairman
Rochester Central Trades Counc
pone said, "An awful lot of the gt

supported you in the last elect

here, Senator. What are you d(|

them?"
Ives answered, "I haven't chanfj

iota in my attitude toward labor]

are a lot of bad things in this bi

have to go along with my party

come a maverick, and a maverick
a lot of noise but doesn't

anything. If I'm going to do anyt
labor later on, I'll have to stick

party now." The A.F. of L. me
away, some of them apparently
(Nevertheless, a few weeks lai

of L. President William Green hcj

largely responsible for the "reac

labor bill and urged all A.F. of

bers to vote against him.)

This is the sort of effective loct

circumlocution, that causes Ive

called the Voice of the Silent

conservatives in Congress say, "1

is all right. He's going to be a

publican wheel horse in the Senatd

one liberal senator suspects Ives
j

to say, "He's the kind of liberal

with us until just before the

call." Most of the Senate prog

declare that they haven't given

Ives yet.

All of which, baldly stated, add

a lot of assorted votes for Dewey
j

The End

Collier's for September!
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THE DEVIL IS A GENTLEMAN
Continued from page 15

vfohammed Shaalan was a young
handsome appearance, but he was

I
with an inner anger and burst

Vhy have I been brought here?

her
—

"

Inspector said soothingly, "I have

respect for the sheik, your father,

(teat yourself. A cigarette?"

% not smoke."
t is wise. I myself smoke too

He stubbed out the butt smol-

between yellow fingers, spilling

*prom the tray on the desk and

>»lg them tidily into a wastepaper
?t . "You will excuse me asking
Hi |m," he said, "but I am obliged to

jn everybody who knew Major
i
-'

i * i not know him! I never wished
Km to him!" Shaalan clenched his

hands, and the stone of his signet

as a red eye gleaming balefully in

Jptric light.

I Shaalan, do you know Khurrem
- Acer?"
j'oung man answered, "The ques-

rjlndecently personal. I have tried
''w her, but she turns her face from

fcis'ail even sends back my gifts. A
part) woman should divide her
.vend

i he added vindictively.

t m re were you when Rasim was

stick! fry table." Mohammed Shaalan
L n

i dun-colored eyes of Inspector
i] >ecome suddenly brilliant, and
ial ng his lips said, "I cannot be

lido not know when he was killed.

booth when the girl danced #nd
F :lher dressing room."

7"

m luse no woman has ever refused

cause
—

" He sprang to his feet

|\| silk of his undergown rustling

say. "1 kited, "I refuse to be questioned
ibei i My father is powerful, and we
e Senal ^untafiq are true Arabs who do

our heads to Baghdadis!"

ted,

did not stop him as he went
e door, but said as it slammed,
all Iraqs." The little man

I and voicing a thought, mur-
'A very difficult young man. He

Denflfi watched." Hearing his own
smiled, saying, "I have an un-
habit of speaking my thoughts,

will forget what you heard, Mr.
But you wish to speak?"
oprietor of the Great Caliph
usly walking the room hugging
hands. "It is so awkward,"

'So very awkward. But I realize

withhold information."
are an excellent citizen, Mr.
What is this information?"

mmed Shaalan was not in

s room. I myself was there,

I was waiting to warn her
she withdrew her favors from

asim, and conducted herself

I would break the contract
her back to Damascus. As you
said, I try to be a good citizen,

un a house of ill fame," he said

ight lips. "Vice shocks me." . . .

nspector Chafik was leaving the
fter checking the identities of
ns, he stopped at the door of
s dressing room. The girl had
rted to her hotel, and Chafik
e room with Abdullah and

nethodical search. The heavy
Of jasmine made him press his
' ief to his nose. "Perfume is

." he said to the watchful
"The fact is well known to
rers in America, judging by
isements in their magazines."
g as there are women there will
e, sir."

I flower attracts the bees," said
"le picked up the ash tray from

fi

the dressing table. "What do you see

here, Abdullah?"
"Sir, I see a glass tray three inches

square containing the stubs of five ciga-

rettes. They are stained with lipstick

and were therefore smoked by the girl."

He gave a smile of triumph as he added,

"I did not expect to see anything else.

Mohammed Shaalan does not smoke."
The Inspector said, "That is true. I

offered him a cigarette. Besides, we were
told he was not here. What else do you
see, Abdullah?"

"I see nothing, sir
—

"

"I also see nothing. You will note that

carefully." And he left the room, fol-

lowed by Sergeant Abdullah, who was
fumbling for his notebook with a puzzled

expression on his dark face.

IN THE morning Inspector Chafik sat

on the edge of a chair in the office of

the chief inspector. His superior, a burly

Englishman who was a former chief in-

spector of Scotland Yard, held his

present appointment from the Iraqi gov-

ernment. He was a man whose liver

gave him an unpredictable temper. He
was also justly proud of his department,

so when he roared, "A man murdered
under your nose and, nobody arrested!"

Chafik nervously twisted his black

sidarah and meekly bowed his head.

"There were three hundred guests,"

he said. "The killer was aided by the

confusion. You yourself, Mr. Ellsworth,

will be the first to understand my diffi-

culties." He smiled ingratiatingly and
went on, "If you will direct me on the

basis of my report
—

"

Ellsworth said, "It's a very thorough
report and a black one for Shaalan. My
God, Chafik, there'll be the devil to pay
if we pick him up for murder! A thing

like that might well rouse the Muntafiq."
"I have handled him cautiously for

that reason, sir. If only Mr. Hassoon
had not been so observant—"
"He did his duty. Now we've got to

do ours. And what's this damfool para-

graph in your report about Hassoon?"
The chief inspector picked up the file and
read, "Observes the full ritual of daily

prayer, including coubh, zhor, acr and
magreb. Unmarried—" He flung the

file down. "His religious habits are his

own affair. Tell me about the girl."

"Chief Inspector, she is undoubtedly
the agent of a foreign power and used her

charms on Major Rasim for obvious
reasons. With your permission, I intend

to retain her passport until the investiga-

tion is completed. And I will use her,"

Chafik added in a hard voice.

"Could she have killed Rasim?"
"She could—and she is an excellent

actress."

"He may have threatened to denounce
her." Ellsworth drummed the desk and
then asked abruptly, "The knife's un-
traceable?"

"It could have been purchased any-
where. These knives are mass-produced
in your country, sir."

"But they don't make 'em to kill peo-
ple!" The chief inspector picked up
Chafik's report again and reread the

paragraph referring to the weapon. "A
thin blade," he said. "External bleeding

insufficient to stain the killer's hand. No
fingerprints." He shrugged. "It's a tough
case, Chafik, and I don't propose to

muddle you with suggestions. You have
your own methods and perhaps the less

I know about 'em the better. 1 leave it to

you."
The Inspector stood and bowed. He

said, "Sir, I am honored by your trust

and will do my best. But all is with God."
He salaamed with the curved fingers of

his right hand to his forehead, but when
he was in the corridor and had closed

Ellsworth's door he murmured, "I leave
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it to you. I leave it to you. How very

nice to be the chief inspector!"

In his own office Chafik found the

woman Khurrem waiting with Sergeant
Abdullah in attendance. She was quietly

dressed in the Western style, but a black

shawl, like a Spanish mantilla, was
draped over her head and from under
the folds her great eyes looked out with

suspicion and alarm. The sergeant, who
was hovering behind her chair, made a

gesture as if pleading for clemency but

the voice of the Inspector was cold as he
said, "You have your passport?"

He took the passport, embossed with

the arms of the Syrian Republic, and
wrote out a receipt. Khurrem said, "This

is outrageous!"
"It is a precaution," answered Chafik.

"It does not suit my purpose that you
should leave Iraq. You are accustomed
to taking orders, Madame, and now I

give them."
"You talk riddles. I am only a woman

who sings and dances
—

"

"You do both delightfully!" He
turned to a ponderous steel cabinet and
took out a file. "The pattern of your
life," said Inspector Chafik casually, "has
the intricate weave of a Kirman carpet

and the more one studies it the more one
sees. Your father, who was a Syrian,

gave you a Turkish name. You were
born in Istanbul and taken to Damascus
at the age of ten. You were orphaned
four years later and there is a gap in

your life until you reappear in Tabriz,

Iran, as a cabaret entertainer in the last

year of the war."
"Is that a crime?" She put a cigarette

into a jeweled holder and Sergeant Ab-
dullah hastened with a match.

CHAFIK said, "It is not a crime. And
as I am a broad-minded man I think

no evil of you because you lived with Mr.
Ali Muzaffer, a very prominent member
of the Left, or Tudeh party." There
was a musical rattle of bracelets as

Khurrem's hand shook. The little man
tapped the open file and continued in the

same casual voice, "Here is where the

pattern becomes very interesting. You
crossed and recrossed the Middle East
from Teheran to Cairo, and the men you
charmed were military men and gov-

ernment officials, never any others.

Those were your orders, Madame?"
"I refuse to answer such a question."

"And rightly so. Of course the con-
nection of the Tudeh party with our very
powerful northern neighbor

—
" In-

spector Chafik paused. "Sergeant Ab-
dullah, where are your manners? The
lady's cigarette has gone out." He waited
a moment and then said gently,

"Madame, I am not interested in political

matters this time. Only murder. I re-

quire a well-trained agent—one so

charming as yourself, for instance."

"I? Work for you?" The woman
was pale, trembling.

"I am a gentleman," Chafik said, "and
it would distress me to retain your pass-

port permanently. Mr. Hassoon might
dismiss you from the Great Caliph and
then perhaps you would find it difficult

to find other work in Baghdad," he added
sadly.

Khurrem picked up her long gloves
and drew them carefully over her slender
hands, the palms of which were touched
with henna. "What are your orders?"
"You will continue to entertain at the

cabaret, but you will be very kind to

Mohammed Shaaian who has long ad-
mired you. Other orders will be given
later. And you will, of course, be dis-

creetly silent about our interview."

"I think you are the Devil!"
Inspector Chafik rose to his feet and

bowed. "That is with God," he said. . . .

Five days after the interview between
Inspector Chafik and Khurrem the

Dancer, a sandstorm spread a dirty

canopy over the Baghdad sky. It was a

day of oppressive heat and the air was
filled with dust and stinging insects, while

the noises of the city became strident as

tempers shortened.

In the Nassah Quarter two men
stabbed each other over a debt amount-
ing to thirty fits. A husband at Kadhi-
main, wearied of his wife, strangled her

and dropped the body in the Tigris, and
was caught by the police. In his head-
quarters on Al-Rashid Street, Inspector
Chafik read the reports and said, "One
regrets these things, but conditions are
excellent for my little plan and tonight,

Abdullah, we put it into action."

Shortly before ten o'clock, Khurrem,
performing to a half-empty cabaret, re-

ceived a note slipped into her hand as she
left the stage for the booth occupied by
Mohammed Shaaian. The Arabic char-
acters which marched from right to left

across the paper had a certain tidiness,

and left her in no doubt of the writer, al-

though the note was unsigned.
She read:

"In the name of God the Com-
passionate. You will invite Mr.
Shaaian to your hotel and proceed
there by arabana. You will leave

the carriage and enter the hotel

ahead of him. Be assured that your
virtue will be protected."

of Chinese jade in the parrot cage at the

Central Park zoo." He looked over his

shoulder at the screen and shook his head
regretfully as he left the cinema.
The street was almost empty. Dust,

weighted with moisture sucked from the

river by the day's heat, fell softly and a

blue haze obscured the lights. Sergeant
Abdullah said, "One eats dust," and Cha-
fik answered, "It is our lot." They walked
under the pillared arcade to the top of
AI-Rashid Street and turning at a sign

which read, ma'mun hotel, entered a
dark passage. A door leading to a neg-
lected garden opened and three officers

of the Metropolitan Police, their tunics

smudges of white in the darkness, saluted

smartly.

THE Inspector stationed himself be-

hind the partly closed door and pol-

ished his nails with a handkerchief.
Presently he raised his head as the clop-

clop of horses' hoofs sounded up the
street, but he did not speak until there
was the double crack of a driver's whip.
Then he put away the handkerchief, say-

ing, "It is the signal," and opened the

door another inch.

As the carriage drew- up, Mohammed

COLLIER'S
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Khurrem tore the letter into shreds.

Her fingernails were red daggers and her

look was dangerous as she tossed her

stormy hair and went slowly to the booth
where Shaaian was awaiting. She passed
Hassoon who said, "There are such few
guests I am closing early. Please inform
your new lover." Khurrem brushed him
with her shoulder, a gesture of contempt.
When she passed through the gap in

the flowering shrubs she found a smile

for Shaaian, but it faded when the Arab
said, "I saw a man speak to you! I saw
you lean against him!" and fumbled
with the gun under his robe.

The woman said in a husky voice,

"Thou fool!" and her small teeth

clenched on the stem of the jeweled ciga-

rette holder. Then she opened her bag
and took out her gloves. "We close early.

I am weary. Will you see me to my ho-

tel?" Partly closing her great eyes she

looked at Shaaian through lashes thick-

ened by kohl.

When they left the cabaret an arabana
swung out of the waiting line and drew
to the curb, and a man in a cafe across

the street went quickly to the telephone.

He dialed a number and shortly after-

ward Inspector Chafik, who was relaxing

at his favorite cinema, rose as he felt

Abdullah's touch on his shoulder.

The little man said, "Now I shall never
know who put the body of the collector

Shaaian, muffled in his robes against the

storm, jumped down and extended his

hand to Khurrem. The woman said

softly, "Follow me in a few minutes,"

and went up the passage to the hotel

fumbling in her bag. When Shaaian had
given money to the driver he waited un-
til the carriage had disappeared into the

haze of dust and then glided after Khur-
rem with the smooth step of the desert

dweller.

At that moment a car came up the

road and pulled to the curb, and a man
crossed the sidewalk with a single leap.

The blade of an uplifted dagger darted
like a serpent's tongue toward Shaalan's

back.

Inspector Chafik threw back the gar-

den door with a twist of his left shoulder

and thrust out his arm in the same move-
ment. He felt the burn of steel on his

wrist as he wrapped his arm about the

throat of the man and flung him vio-

lently against the wall of the passage. At
the same time Sergeant Abdullah,
crouching on the parapet above, de-

scended with his full weight and a cry of,

"Thou dog of dogs!"
The three constables rushed from the

garden, and the carriage driver, wheeling
his horses, joined the confused huddle of

struggling bodies.

In a quiet voice Chafik was heard to

say, "The ferocity of a pack of wolves is

not equal to that of a pack o
Please do not tear him to bits

"

The steel jaws of handcuffs
Sergeant Abdullah rose from the

|

and said with wonder, "Sir, it

soon!"
"He fitted the pattern," answe|

Inspector, and went to look at

hollow-eyed man who was now
in the grip of the police.

Hassoon was crying, "In thtj

of God let me kill him as I kil

other lustful dog! The evil in thfl

of men! The honey of women!"
began to quote from the Koran
voice, "By their tokens shall the J

be known, and they shall be sej

their forelocks and their feet

pestilential winds and in scaldinj

... In the shadow of the black smc
The voice changed to gibberi]

Sergeant Abdullah said, "Gd
touched him. He will not hang,

J

madness has always been there,

my shamed face because I did nol|

truth, that this man who never
and hated lust was himself filli|

lust for the woman Khurrem,
killed those she favored. Yet.'sii

and not a theory must have gu
to the truth."

"I told you to note the fact,

tray in which we saw nothing
stubs of cigarettes. You disapp
Abdullah!" Inspector Chafik dip;]

the prisoner's pockets and shi
handful of salted melon seedsJ
smoke, so this one nibbles," he :

strong the habit that he nibble
presence of Major Rasim's cor
placed the husks of the seeds in

on the table. And in his own off!

|

tray piled with husks. Yet in

dressing room, where he said hi

for her, were no husks. Therel
was not in the room and therefor

when he said Shaaian was not tfcl

"Such deduction has the clarf

flawless crystal," said Abdullah,
"It was clear because God mafil

And the rest of the story is a pirn

woven threads. Who else but
|

could have stolen behind Rail
made the fatal thrust? He tried I
another victim by putting susp: I
Shaaian, but that failed and he « I
driven to murder. Fortunatt ||

vented," Inspector Chafik adde
ing to Mohammed Shaaian.
"By God's mercy—" the yout

said.

"And by my arm and the ntar

guarded you from the moment x
the Great Caliph! You will find t k

tafiq a safer place than the calH
Baghdad. Please give my corrim

to the sheik, your father." Chaw
was a dismissal and Shaaian, wli
perspiration from his face with pi

of his headcloth, murmured,
your House," and left meekly.

THEY took away the man
who was now chanting frorr

ran, "The beauteous ones with 1:

eyeballs . . . whom man ha

touched, nor any jinn . .
."

Chafik turned to Khurrem whotoi

the shadows with her shawl We
veiling her face. The perfume o as

made the little man sigh as heoo

envelope from his pocket and )Ve

»

the woman.
"Your passport, Madame." r p'

and then said with a note of res 1

1

voice, "I took the liberty of er os

ticket for Damascus by the Nai

Desert Autobus, leaving tomon
noon."
Khurrem said softly, a lit

catching her throat, "Yes, you
the Devil!"

And with his most courte

curved fingers hovering near h

in a salaam, Inspector Chafik

"But you will agree the Devil i;

man—

"

The End
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BROTHER JAZZ
Continued from page 17

Door closed I worked successively at

the 18 Club, the Hickory House, and the
Red McKenzie Club.
One night Paul Smith dropped in and

suggested that I spend the holidays cruis-

ing on the Empress of Britain.

"All you've got to do is organize an
eight-piece band for a nine-day cruise,"

he said. "The sailing date is December
28th; the ship stops at Cuba and Ja-

maica. You'll be back in time for the

cold weather."

I barely escaped from Fats Waller in

time to make the sailing; I was on the
wagon except for wine but there was
plenty of that around. That afternoon
we played an introductory cocktail party.

A tall steward named Flack stood near
by and stared at us all the time.

Wanted a Piano in the Bar

The next day Paul and I were in the

Knickerbocker Bar with our guitars. Bob
Neely, whom we'd known at Perona's
Bath Club, came in. Neely ordered
drinks and asked me to send for the boys.

"We'll get a piano in here," he said,

"and have some music."
Flack shook his head when we asked

that one of the small uprights be brought
in. "Absolutely not," he said quietly.

Neely went to the captain. Flack dis-

appeared and returned with two deck
hands and a piano. Later I was called to

the office of the cruise supervisor, a

woman.
"Mr. Condon," she said, "as leader of

the orchestra you are entitled to freedom
of the ship. I must remind you, however,
that this is not true for the musicians
under your direction. They must not
gather socially in places reserved for

passengers."

"Such as the Knickerbocker Bar?"
"Precisely."

I took a firm grip on my temper and
then let go of it.

"My dear lady," I said, "the musicians
in my band did not come on this cruise

to make money or to provide themselves
with employment. They are on vacation
from jobs which pay them five times the

coolie wages you are giving them. They
are here to enjoy themselves and to relax,

not to be locked in a coal chute during the

time they are not performing.
"If you send them to sleep with the

cargo and drink off the rudder, and if you
can force them to do it, don't exclude me.
Wherever they go I'll go with them, and
I'll go first."

I didn't wait for her to answer; I

walked out and called the boys together.

"From now on I want all of you in the

Knickerbocker Bar as often and for as

long as possible," I said. "That's all."

I went into the bar and sat down with
Paul and my brother Jim. I was so angry
I forgot about medicinal drinks and
ordered whisky. In somewhat less than a
hundred thousand loosely chosen words I

described my encounter with the super-

visor. Paul sipped his drink thoughtfully.

"Now that you've started talking for

the boys, why don't you keep on doing
it?" he asked.

"Just let anybody start pushing them
around," I said. "Just let that steward
Flack

—

"

"I don't mean that," Paul said. "I'm
thinking of jazz musicians in general.

Ever since I've known them they have
been playing in night clubs and saloons
and dance halls, being hired with no one
to bargain for them, being fired with no
one to argue for them. Like most artists

they are inarticulate outside of their own
medium of expression. A lot of articulate

people are enthusiastic about our music,

but is there a jazz man who can talk for

his music, bargain for it, publicize it?"

I had to admit there wasn't.

"Why don't you be it?" Paul
me. "You know the musicians, yc
people like me, who want to dc
thing for jazz, and you have her
of the larynx. You couldn't stop

J

if you wanted to. Why don't
your monologues to a good purpc
We drank a toast. "To the er

tion of jazz," Paul said.

That fall McKenzie turned ur,

job in Greenwich Village, at

called Nick's.

Nick Rongetti had a long ch

lot of ideas. He liked jazz andj
a lot of it, created by the best me
able. His club was a place oi)

Seventh Avenue; it was drawing
audience downtown.

"I hope you'll be happy here,"
"Now get up on the stand and pi
For the next eight years I wa

out of Nick's oftener than the
He fired me regularly—it may
something to do with sunspots-
hired me on schedule. He wa
justified in bouncing me, and he
ways logical in hiring me again,

we had the same point of view-
lieved in jazz and wanted other
lieve in it—but Nick had one
propaganda and I had another.

"Play the music," Nick said.

"Play the music and talk abc
said. "Talk about it to the right)

Get pictures and articles in nev
and magazines. Get it on the rac

"Get up on the stand and
guitar," Nick said.

Between sets I talked with
tomers, particularly those whose)

or spoken word might help
Sometimes I considered that rny

|

at one of the tables was doing
jazz than my appearance on
Nick disagreed with me. "I wa
the stand," he said. "I am nol
you to talk." I tried to explain

that because of talk the club i|

mentioned in newspaper colur

that make the music better?" he

Acquiring Ideas of Promo|

One night I met a quiet your
with round spectacles who said I

for a magazine publishing comj.

name was Ernest Anderson.
"How can this music be pre

I asked him.
He told me. I missed one v

and part of another. "You'rjl

Nick said. Anderson and I bee;,

ners.

In the summer of 1941, J

Russell and I went to Chicago
the Brass Rail. Pee Wee st

Josh Billings and Slim Kurtzm.i
were sharing an apartment. Ki

drove to the Brass Rail to meet s

and take him home each mornii|

always stopped along the way arfl

milk from the driver of a mil
f

One morning they found the i
front of a large apartment hoip

driver was in the building; the,

for him to appear, getting sleij

thirstier. Finally they decideel

a few quarts and pay the mant
day. Someone saw them as tr'

away, took the license number
and telephoned the police.

Half an hour later the two thi

in jail. They got word to me ajl

phoned Uncle Dennis.

"Why did they want to drink
j

asked. "If it was liquor it

easier to straighten it out, a

understand the need for a drink

'

at half past four in the morninl
milk. Well, I'll do what I can.'

By the time the case was call!

o'clock that night everythingf

ranged. Pee Wee was a pathetl
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(iod before the magistrate. He was

| tearing his band uniform—tuxedo

xs and a tan jacket. He had neither

d nor slept in twenty-four hours;

is hungry and he needed a drink.

lagistrate stared at him. Pee Wee,
» s shy, dropped his eyes.

C hat do you do?" the magistrate
:

p-play the c-c-c-clarinet," Pee

at you stick to it," the magis-
"Don't let me ever again hear

linking milk. Case dismissed."

only good result of our stay at the

Rail was a story about us in Time
dne; propaganda for jazz, I felt,

orth anything. Nick didn't send for

at fall.

Anderson wanted us to invade

Hall. Whiteman had been there,

Jenny Goodman, but neither had
i the customers real jazz. We decided

in with a Fats Waller concert, using
'

' tl band to back him up.

ie! Perfect! Wonderful!" Fats
'*

! jrhen I asked him. I saw the gin
Jk;

e coming again, so I ducked. Fats
K

;
l ad a manager, so we completed the

P* ;ements through him.
e *' Waller concert was a limited suc-
011 John Hammond wrote a program
!"c

i which he said, "In one sense this
1

:

t is an event. America is paying
<* k for the first time to one of its

* wpular artists, Thomas Waller . . .

t;ii ca does strange things to its great
M In any other place in the world
lkJ

is Waller might have developed
t:'$

I famous concert performer, for
r he was eleven he was a gifted
ae

- st, pianist and composer. But
w was not white and the American

t field makes a racial exception
*| :: ir a few singers . .

."

w " zzband is necessarily small; on the
el
F ^ie stage we were lost. Ernie

ut "
i with me that the place was too

J0X
: [or our purpose; we visited the

: * ement of Town Hall, the cultural
• • barters on West Forty-third Street.
ar ked if we might rent the concert
a?- hie Saturday for the twilight hours
Cl « d five thirty and seven thirty. We
;ol« ed that the music to be presented

zz. "Are you sure you have the

ace?" the man with whom we were
fa [ting asked. We said yes, and he

s a price of $150. The date we
"I" ras February 21, 1942.
osait

| J stepped on the stage to make
announcement I took a long look
udience. Finally I spoke.
y," I said, "and gentleman."
nusicians had a good time and the

who finally arrived made up
applause between them to give

idlb^ession of a full house. The box-
tement showed that 346 people

balcony, 147 occupied the
|ta, and no one sat in a loge. The

"Yoi

gross receipts were $480. "Shall we try

again?" I said to Ernie.

"By all means," he said. "Let's give a

series. We'll either get a following or

discover once and for all that no audience

for jazz exists."

The Town Hall management was help-

ful; when we asked for a series of dates

for the Saturday twilight hours the price

was cut to a hundred dollars. We tried

again on March 7th; a few more people

sat in the balcony, a few less occupied the

orchestra. The gross receipts were $426.

But again the applause was persistent and
enthusiastic. We went back on March
21st for a final try before the warm
weather. Afterward Ernie was excited.

The grqss was $516.75.

"It's the handwriting on the wall!" he
said. "Next year we'll give a concert

every month. We're on our way!"
I was happy too. "Someday we may

have as many followers as the harpsi-

chord," I said.

That fall we resumed our concerts at

Town Hall. When the first one was over

the customers stamped, whistled, and
beat the seats; Ernie reported a box-office

high of almost $800.

Praise From a Leading Critic

The next morning after finishing work
at Nick's I went home, propped myself up
in bed, and browsed through the Sunday
papers. In the Herald Tribune I came
across a piece by Virgil Thomson, the

paper's first-string music critic.

"The jazz concert that Eddie Condon
directed yesterday afternoon in the Town
Hall," it began, "was to this reviewer

one of the most satisfactory musical ex-

periences of the season."

So far so good, I thought. I read on;

Mr. Thomson was a little irritated by the

"affettuoso manner" of the soloists. I'll

speak to the boys about that, I thought.

Then came the final paragraph;
"The whole was magnificently sus-

tained and varied, everybody playing
something worth listening to, and every-

body uttering phrases that had to do with
those the others were uttering. The nine-

part tuttis were of a grandeur, a sumptu-
ousness of sound and a spontaneous
integration of individual freedoms that

make one proud of the country that gave
birth to such a high manifestation of
sensibility and intelligence, and happy to

be present at such a full and noble ex-

pression of the musical faculties."

I read it seven times. Then I pushed
the papers off the bed, turned out the
light and went to sleep.

The End

This article and the two which pre-

ceded it are selections from the forth-

coming book. We Called It Music, by
Eddie Condon and Thomas Sugrue, pub-
lished by Henry Holt & Company.
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Etriimcan bridal cottpa

ana wedding ring shorn ADITION
Etruscans prized the lovely Orange Blos-

som as a symbol of nuptial bliss, imported
at great cost by the wealthy.

Today genuine Orange Blossom is the name
of the finest in Engagement and Wedding

rings. Traditionally correct and styled in a

-wide variety of designs to suit the taste of

the modern bride-to-be.

Hand-wrought in precious metals, these

exquisite rings reflect a superiority char-

acteristic of the house of Trauh . . . yet

they are easily within the reach of every
would-be-wed.

Write for illustrated booklet

'Orange Blossom Tradition"

Engagtmtnt Rings — $50 to $5000
Wedding Rings — $Q to $1000

Traul Mfg. Co., 1942 McGraw, Detroit 8, Michigan
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Engagement and Wedding Rings
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YOU TOO CAN BE A GENIUS
Continued from page 21

. Long Life
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Sold and serviced by Willard Dealers everywhere.
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"Oh, Herb," she said. "A book! lean
hardly believe it!"

She had nothing on me. . . .

From Harry's Bar we drove out to the

Wyatt estate on Long Island. It was no
improvement. The first thing I saw was
a white curving drive. The second thing

was a big white house with a terrace and
a lot of grass around it.

The third thing was James Wyatt.
He was on the terrace waiting for us

with a cold one in his hand and the sun
shining on his bald spot. That was where
ambition got you. A bald spot before
thirty. He came toward us with that su-

perior look on his puss.

"Ah," he said. He was the kind of guy
who said ah. "A lovely day, isn't it? I'm
so glad you could come."
He wasn't talking to me.

MYRA gave him her hand and a glad
little smile to go with it. I looked at

her and thought about the book I was
supposed to have written and I could
see the orange blossoms in her hair al-

ready. But there was no point in throw-
ing the fight before I'd even started. I

got the first punch in fast.

"We wouldn't have missed it," I said.

"It isn't often we literary men get to come
to a place like this."

It got him with his guard down. He
was grinning and nodding and being the
gTacious host, and for a minute he didn't

catch. Then he did a fast double-take.

"I—beg your pardon?" He was blink-

ing like a traffic light. "I didn't catch
that, I'm afraid."

He couldn't catch his own name till

he'd heard it the second time.

"Literary men," I explained. "Writers.

You know." I made like a typewriter.

"Books," I said. "People write them."
He said. "Ah," again. He blinked. He

frowned a little. He took off his glasses

and polished them and put them on.

"Books," he said.

His mind worked like lightning, all

right. A quick flash and then darkness.
Try to read the paper like that some
night.

Myra kept looking at both of us, kind
of proud and happy.

"James," she said, "Herb has written

a book!"
James looked at her for a minute. Then

he turned and looked at me. "You? A
book? With words, and everything?"

I put my shoulders back and stuck a

finger into my vest pocket. I nodded.
James giggled.

"What's so funny about it?" I asked.

He kept on giggling. He was having a

wonderful afternoon. "Oh, this is deli-

cious! You've written a book!" He had
to stop for another giggle. He said, "I

didn't even know you could read!"

And that guy ran a publishing house.
No wonder literature was in a bad way.
"Okay," I said. "Wait, that's all.

You'll see." I remembered that I hadn't
really written a book, after all. "You'll
see," I said.

I wondered when.
In a minute I found out. Myra was

standing there with her eyes looking like

those of a little girl with a secret.

She said, "Of course, you'll see. Herb's
going to give you the first chance at it,

aren't you, Herb? Soon as it's finished."

I could promise that safely enough.
"Sure."

"Ah," James said. "I see. It isn't fin-

ished yet." I didn't like the way he
said it.

Neither did Myra. She said, "Maybe
you don't believe it. We'll just show you,
won't we, Herb?"

"Sure." I was agreeing with everything

that day. Well, what could I lose? Now
that I'd gone this far I might as well play

out the hand.

Myra looked smug. She wa
girl with a piece of cake in her
now she was going to take the

"We'll show you," she said,

row—"
Something had happened to

ach. "Tomorrow!"
"Why not?" she said. "You

could finish it in a few hours."
I'd said it, all right—but why?

at Myra and I looked at James,
had been between me and him, ri|

is where I'd have backed down,
run a bluff just so far, but if

somebody's going to call you, yc
as well drop out of the pot
your money.

But there was Myra. She'd
neck out right beside mine, and
I going to do about it? She was ;

and happy; I couldn't kick hej
face. I had to let her down easy.f

"Well—" I rubbed my jaw a
looked thoughtful. "I don't like

|

on week ends. A man has to re

time."

Myra looked at me. "Oh, He
said. I'd jerked the cake out of 1

"Come on," she said. "You
after the book's finished."

I shook my head. "Don't forj|

guests. I can't creep off like

leave poor old James languish!

She had the answer for that,

keep him company."
I thought fast. "No." I mac

"I didn't bring my typewriter."

Myra's face fell. I patted
the back. Nobody could writ

without his typewriter. It had 1

close, but I'd stopped it. I fool*

handkerchief and wiped my for^

And then James got one of 1

ning flashes.

"Typewriter? You need a typij

He smiled and nodded and rul

hands together. The perfect f|

said, "I'll have one brought up

room right away. . .
."

He started toward the house.

I watched him go, and then
at Myra. She was bouncing,
had lights and her topknot trem|
what we literary men call delig

"Oh, Herb!" She clapped h.|

"Just think: Tomorrow I'll

your book!"
I'd have been glad to pay r>i

anybody who could prove she
\f

"Sure," I said. "Oh, sure."

She grabbed my arm and hj

and we started toward the hot

MY ROOM had a couple of

overlooking the terrace,

one of them, looking out.

Myra said, "Herb," behind m
I grunted.

"Herb, why do you have
grumpy?"

It was a new rule in the writef

We had to be grumpy from nil

"Why wouldn't I be grumpy?
my hands into my pocket:!

Jamesey-boy spending the wU<

end strolling on the greenswar
girl? I should laugh and sing.

(

'

She made a soft little sound
up behind me and touched my
"Why, Herb. I believe you're*

I wasn't just fretting about II

tion of the greensward.

I said, "Okay, so I'm jeal|

watched that guy work out on
—only I wasn't in love with th

She had a soft, happy laugh

places like that. She used it. SI

my arm. Her head was on nvil

and the topknot tickled my chl

"Silly!" she said. "What arel

rying about? Have you to'-

promised to marry you as scf

book's finished?"
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was what I was worrying about.

«n," I said. "I've got an idea.

ist forget about the book and get

I right away."
no." She rubbed her cheek on

»'« ulder. "I'd never forgive myself.
'' Mustn't ever, ever let me interfere

ie( ur work."
I

' /oice was hushed, her eyes looked

mine. It was a solemn moment,
it it. But I looked at her and I

t kid about it. I felt cold inside.

obi iuble was, she believed in it.

s." my hands on her shoulders and
iy! at her.

ies, |,
"Look. Maybe I'm not so much

n,ij |ter. Maybe I'm not much of any-
-

I
But just remember—whatever

1 1; f, I love you."

ii M>w>" sne whispered. Her eyes

on (ining and her whole face had a

glow in it. I took a deep breath.

:oi i now and tomorrow I was going

mi f a book or break an arm trying.

Mil (idered how I was going to drive

[ in (town with my arm in a sling.

m remember it," I said. I took an-
wj feath. Then I kissed her.

liti was when the typewriter came in.

»::
|

the first hour I looked out the

low. For the second I looked at a

i
je. For the third I looked at the

er.

slick, new, shiny. It had a piece

paper in it.

wasn't anything on the paper.

m trouble with writing a book
o be that you had to have some-
» write about. And my mind
xactly like the paper. Blank. I

smoking cigarettes until the sun
ltd Am. Long shadows crept across

m isward, and the little birds twit-

ppily, going to rest.

n ttle birds wouldn't have known
fa riter if they'd met one in their

tree. In their place, I'd've twit-

o.

1,1 id out a sigh and wafted it over
writer, and there was the sound
taps outside my door. Myra.
it about chasing her away. I

about pretending to be sick.

tin

le;

Then I thought what the hell—it had to

come sometime.
The door opened softly and Myra put

her head in. Her eyes were big and a

little scared.

"Herb," she whispered, "can I—come
in?"

I looked at her and for a minute I

didn't say anything. She was awed and
happy and there were candles burning in

her eyes. I was the guy who'd lighted

them. I was the guy who was going to

blow them out.

I said, "Sure. Come on in."

She came into the room on tiptoe.

"How—how are you getting along,

Herb? Is it nearly done?"
I didn't look at her eyes. I watched the

topknot. It wiggled just a little with ex-

citement. I shoved my chair back.

"Sit down," I said.

She sat down on the edge of a chair

and leaned forward, looking at me, kind
of breathless.

I said, "Listen." I was having trouble

with my voice. "I've got to tell you some-
thing."

"Well?"
I cleared my throat. I didn't look at

her. "There isn't any book," I said.

I waited. There was one of those
silences. The heavy kind. Then she said,

"I don't understand. You told me—

"

I lifted my shoulders and let them
drop again. "I know. I was a little

crazy, I guess. But I wanted you to

think I amounted to something."
"You mean you—lied?"

I couldn't think of any other word
for it.

"I wanted you to marry me," I said.

The sun had gone down. The room
was full of shadows. Everything was
very still. I looked at the floor and waited
for Myra to say something.

I wasn't feeling so good.
I said, "I did it because I love you."
She said something then. "Oh. I see,"

she said. "You love me." She made it

sound like I'd insulted her. There was
frost three inches thick on it. "You love

me. So you lie to me. You humiliate me
before James."

I raised my head and looked at her;

SPORTING ODDS
lilt

1 One of the most unusual forward passes in modern football

story occurred during the University of Detroit—Central State
nil J* achers game in 1941. In the fourth quarter, Detroit halfback

mer Madarik took the ball from center and stepped back to

jiss. His pass was intended for Art Link, Detroit end; but just

Madarik released the ball an opposing player rushed in, and
ball was partially blocked and deflected upward and

l><
rward. Madarik rushed down the held, caught the ball ten

ds from where he had thrown it and raced 60 more yards for

ouchdown.
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In paintbrushes . . .

nylon outwears other bristles 3 to 1

More and more professional painters are choosing nylon-

bristled paint brushes. For nylon bristles last at least 3

times as long as the best animal bristles. They lay on a

smooth, uniform film . . . can be used with all paints. Origi-

nally available for professional use only ,
nylon-bristled paint-

brushes are now produced in sufficient amounts for all.

Remember- for longer service in all types of brushes, buy

brushes with the name nylon plainly marked on brush or

package. At brush counters everywhere. E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co. (Inc.) , Plastics Department, Arlington, N. J.
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GOLF BALLS

SOLD THE WORLD OVER THROUGH PRO SHOPS ONIY

ACUSHNET PROCESS SAIES COMPANY, NEW BEDFORD, MASS

her mouth was tight. There was pink in

her cheeks and her eyes stared at me.
What I mean, she was mad.
She said, "How do you think I'm going

to explain this to James?"
I kept looking at her and I could feel

something starting inside me. I tried to

hold it down but it kept boiling and boil-

ing. My ears began to feel hot and my
hands trembled a little.

Myra said, "I'll never be able to face

him after this."

I took deep breaths. I counted ten. I

counted ten more, just to be sure. "That's
all you're worried about, isn't it—what
James will think. Why don't you marry
him, then?"
Her cheeks and her eyes were blazing.

She was burning up, by the numbers.
"All right," she said. "If that's the way

you feel about it, I will. At least he's a
gentleman. He wouldn't lie to a girl."

I said, "Ha. Has he ever told you about
his war experiences?"

She made a kind of choked sound and
jumped up from her chair. Her hands
were clenched into fists and she was star-

ing at me, very mad.
I stared back, just as mad. "So go on

and marry him. I wish you luck."

James was the one who'd need the luck.

Myra stood there looking at me for a
minute longer. She started to say some-
thing, and didn't. She bit her lip. Then
she turned and went out.

As soon as she was gone I got up and
started circling the room. For the first

five laps I didn't think anything. I just

walked and was mad.
The next five I thought about Myra.

She'd got me into the whole thing. All

I wanted was to get married and live like

anybody else, but she had to have some
kind of genius around the house. I had
to do something big.

Well, I'd done something big. I

couldn't have made a bigger bust if I'd

taken special exercises.

On the eleventh lap I looked out the

window. M yra was down on the terrace,

with James. She was standing close to

him, looking up into his face. I didn't

have to ask what they were talking about.

Eight laps later I was almost ready to

feel sorry for Jamesey-boy. He was stuck

with it now. He'd never have a peaceful
five minutes again. I could see just how
it was going to be—right up to the time
he went into a sanitarium with his nerves

shot, his publishing business shot, and
his wife looking for another sucker.

Somewhere around the thirty-seventh

lap I got my idea. It would take a lot of
work, but who cared about that?

I was mad enough even to work.

A COUPLE of months later I was sit-

ting in Harry's Bar when Myra
came in. She stood by the door, looking

around. I had an idea whom she was
looking for—me.

I concentrated on my beer, hard. The
bubbles kept breaking away from the side

of the glass and rising to the top. The
juke box played something soft and
dreamy and I moved my glass around,
making wet circles on the table.

And Myra's voice said, "Herb."
I looked up. She was standing by my

table and when I looked at her something
happened to my breathing, the way it al-

ways did. I hadn't seen her since that day
at James', two months ago. We were fin-

ished, through, kaput. I didn't have a

girl any more. Only, my breath hadn't

found out about that yet.

"Oh," I said. "Hello, Myra." I tried

to think of something else to say but all

I could think of was, "Sit down."
She sat. We looked at each other

across the table. She had combed out

her hair; the topknot was gone. The juke

box played it soft and low, with tears.

"Herb," Myra said. "I—-" She hesi-

tated: then it came out in a rush: "James
showed it to me. Yesterday. Your book,

I mean. He thinks it's—wonderful."
Maybe I jumped a little. I hadn't

thought about him showing it t|

But I could see how he'd think

good idea. I borrowed one of 1,

to fit the spot.

"Ah," I $aid.

I drank some beer. I looked
and then down at the table,

you think of it?" I said.

"1 thought it was wonderf
Her voice was kind of strained,

it will be a big success." I wai|
said, "I had no idea you could
that, Herb."

It was a surprise to me,
didn't tell her that. I waited.

"I want to congratulate
She stopped. Her eyes looked
I kept on waiting. She said, "I

Then she started to cry.

"Hey!" I said. That wasn't
been waiting for. "Come on,j

said. "Cut it out, will you?"
She cried into her handke

was one of those little ones,

soaked. I gave her one of mine.
"Quit it, now," I said. "What*J|

ter with you, anyway?"

MYRA blew her nose. It

were her eyes. She loc

"Herb," she said. She stopr.

"Am I really like that?"

I played it safe. "Like what
"That awful woman. In yoi

She sniffed. Her eyes looked
and weepy. "The one who drovj
band into a sanitarium."

I thought about libel suits

"Of course not," I said,

you get that idea?"

She looked at me and start i

again. When she could talk

"Don't try to be kind, Herb,
everything you said about her."

came across the table and toucjl

and went away again. "Herb-^
ever forgive me?"

I raised an eyebrow at her.

you? Why? What differenc

make to you?"
The tears had made streaks oil

Her mouth was trembling. Herj
small, like a mouse.

She said, "Bub-because I lo|

wuh-want to marry you."
I set my glass down and stai|

"You? Want to marry me?"
She nodded. I put on morel

catch up. "But what about Jak

"James!" she said. "I've nq
anything about James. It wl
you, Herb. Ever since college.'!

I blinked. I shook my he]
were always yapping about hill

"Because of you," she expla

cause I wanted to be proud o;j

cause I love you."

I looked at her hard. "Yel
you with him on the terrace!

You weren't just talking abou
j

lems of the postwar world."
"No," she said. "We we|

about you."
"Uh-huh."
"He said you were a no-gi

loafer. He said you were jii

paper bum. He said you werer
flusher and a liar." She paus
at me. "So I slapped him."

I stared at her for a minu
began to grin.

"For that alone," I said, "I'd
j

She leaned over toward me.
I said.

She did. Several times.

"Herb!" Myra said. "Oh.rfl

The first thing a literary

to learn is to keep the libel

family. "Listen," I said, "li

idea. I'm going to write a stt
|

girl who likes to take care

I watched her eyes whilej

They had a kind of dreamy lcjl

She said, "Oh."
She said, "I can't wait to r&!

babies. . .
."

I made a note of it.

The End

Collier's for Septeml i
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|J
| scheduled Airlines of the United States operate the largest

J freight transportation system in the world. A fleet of 700
Hi

!

»s, all of which carry cargo as well as passengers, plus a
sell)

of 50 all-cargo planes, provides air freight service between

mndreds of communities served by these lines.

will
I

'i'«i |e times since 1941 the scheduled Airlines have reduced

?

j
reight rates, including 25% reduction effective August 1,

\ Thousands of tons of goods today are moving on regular

schedules at rates as low as 160 per ton mile. This air-

transportation is saving shippers thousands of dollars

in scores of ways . . . from packaging and handling econo-

to elimination of warehousing and speed-up of turnover.

reight is the newest arm of America's strength in the air.

ined today by the nation's industrial enterprise, it is alert

ver ready in case of national emergency.

saii"

aid»

In one day, one scheduled airline dispatched planes from

one airport carrying these varied commodities as Air Freight:

Tools

Rubber Thread

Meters

Iron Lung Mechanism

Oil of Wintergreen

Iso-octane Gasoline

Military Clothing

Fountain Pens

Nylons

Printed Matter

Rayon

Golf Bag

Raw Film

Bicycle Pedals

= Eyebrow Pencils

«

Bank Checks

Gardenias

Camellias

Diplomatic Pouches

Airplane Armored Plate

Bathing Suits

Neckties

Aircraft Parts

CEtel Clock Dials

Hearing Aids

Table Cloths

Newsreels

Movie Films

You get there quickly, comfortably and economically when you

go by scheduled Airline. Passenger fares are lower even than

before the war. Air Mail is only 50. So, travel, mail and ship—
by air! Call the nearest Airlines office or your travel agent for

reservations. This advertisement is sponsored by the nation's

scheduled Airlines and leading aviation manufacturers.

Air Transportation Strengthens America

THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE Ul STATE

£y v
Cut Flowers

Valve Parts

^xjSt? Photographic Film

Orchid Plants

Raincoats

Watch Parts

Ammeters

Surgical Knives

Watch Novelties

Cable

Stationery

Dog

ifh Perfumes, Cosmetics

fyN



BY TED SHANE

A boy's dream come true: A banana split garnished with three different kinds of ice cream, and in reserve a Sambee flanked by two flavors of ice-creamH

Could you drink a Sambee or a Skyrocket? Or perhaps you'd prefer a Moron's Delight. They're all super for hot m

SHOULD you find yourself on New York's
Fifth Avenue next Thirst-day and should
you have the price, you can try a Sambee.

That is, if you want to. It's pronounced Zombie,
and while it isn't alcoholic it is intoxicating.

Right before your eyes, the soda jerk—pardon,
dispenser (remember we're on Fifth Avenue!) will

scoop a mess of deliciously crisp-looking bits of
fresh pineapple, peaches, berries, oranges, apples

—

whatever's in season—into a tall, cool glass. Over
this he will squirt a dash of sweetening, then two
scoops of French ice cream or sherbet. Next he will

fill the glass to the brim with freshly squeezed
orange juice, hook a hunk of orange to the side—
and serve. You can see and eat this minor miracle
of hot-weather concoctions at the original H. Hicks
and Son's Aerated Water and Soda Bar, Fifth
Avenue.

While there are those who will contend that the
absence of carbonated water in this delectable am-
brosia disqualifies it for such a title, VIPs (Very
Important People) like Al Jolson, Robert Cum-
mings, or the Gish Sisters, who drop in for their

daily Sambee, will tell you its the supersoda—the
drink of the future.

There is nothing cheap about the Sambee. It sets

you back fifty cents. Sundaes run a dime less and
the good old-fashioned ice-cream soda these days
costs thirty and thirty-five cents—the latter for fresh

fruiters. Let us remember we are taking America's
most democratic drink on Fifth Avenue, smack
among the Tiffanies and the Astorschnozzes. Am-
brosia in crystal goblets on turbine yachts never did

come cheap. And let us remember also that you can
usually find a soda jerker of great sensitivity and
magnificent imagination at your favorite corner
soda fountain bar—where ambrosia retails at com-
fortable prices.

In Hicks', the daytime is devoted largely to feed-

ing sodas and food to anyone with money, but if

you drop in of an evening you'll find yourself rub-

bing shoulders and begging straws of a high-hat, a

general, a plain ordinary dignitary or Mrs. Roose-
velt. Or you can hear Fred Allen sucking the lees

of his chocolate soda noisily, while he argues vio-

lently with Oscar Levant, who takes the same. Jim
Farley also takes chocolate soda; and as soon as

Joan Crawford hits New York she makes a beeline

for Hicks' and orders two chocolate mint sodas
with coffee ice cream—to catch up on what she's

missed in Hollywood.
But they, Bing Crosby, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and

Walter Winchell, alone do not consume the four

thousand sodas Hicks' puts out a day—more on
sweltering, or parade days. Drop in anytime after

eleven of a morning and you'll see them lined up
three deep behind the fountain—lady shoppers at

noon, debs after school, and people like you and

PHOTOGRAPH FOR COLLIER'S BY JERRY COOKE

me all the time. Night-club owners in the i

borhood come for a really unadulterated drin

presumably to tasle good ice cream, and
Hicks' lacks the nostalgic comfort of a small

drugstore soda fountain, it is a sort of ui

holic Stork Club.
While it has been logically assumed tha

Hicks invented the ice-cream soda, the drink

little longer history. Historians apocryphally

;

ute ice cream to Nero, who dispatched foot-ru

slaves to the high Alps on hot summer days to

back snow, over which he poured honey ant

juices. Marco Polo is said to have brougl

recipe for "milk" ices from the Orient alonitfl

spaghetti, and from Italy it went to France J

it became "butter" ice, by the inclusion of (#
Charles I imported it to England via a Frenclj**

named Di Marcis, tried to keep it a secret, b;'

cook blew his big mouth and it became a m
delicacy.

On May 9, 1777, one Philip Lenzi, confec

told his patrons via the New York Gazette tl

cream might be had at his shop "most any

A few years later Dolly Madison got into 1

by serving strawberry ice cream at the White! |
In 1838 or '39 a Frenchman named Rousse

ran a perfume shop in Philadelphia along I
soda fountain, dropped some lemon squii to

seltzer water and the new drink became so p «l)



that its fame spread as far as New
York. The drink became iced and multi-

flavored, and was dispensed from foun-

tains as elaborate as a Mohammedan
temple. "Youth, as it sips its first glass,"

advertised a fountain of the times, "ex-

periences sensations which, like those of

love, cannot be forgotten."

Oddly, it took nearly sixty years before

the ice cream met the soda water. One
Robert Green, while selling the soda of

the day—sweet cream, artificially fla-

vored sirup and marble-dust water—in

1874 at a Philadelphia fair, ran out of

cream. He fetched in some ice cream
from a near-by confectionery store and
since his customers wouldn't wait for the

stuff to melt, threw it recklessly into the

drink. First day's receipts were only

eight dollars, but at fair's end, he was
raking in all of four hundred. And the

ice-cream soda had been invented!

How the Sundae Was Invented

Almost as many claim the invention of

the sundae as do the soda, including the

elegant Hicks. Most authorities agree

that the sundae came into being when a

sodaman found himself out of carbon-

ated water on the Lord's Day. Ingeni-

ously he thereupon merely covered the

ice cream with sirup and served it "dry."

It was only a step thereafter into the

world of the banana split, with its heap-

ing masses of ice cream, crushed fruits,

nuts, whipped cream and cherries.

And of the Flaming Fudge Sundae.
Yes, if you find the right dispenser, he

11 whip this matter together for you.

11 he does is saturate lumps of sugar

n brandy, embed them in marshmallows
hich are placed atop a hot-fudge sun-

ae. The sugar is then ignited, and the

eat melts the marshmallows which lava

own the sides of the fudge, making a

ery beautiful Vesuvian sight indeed, and
warming thing on a cool day, or vice

ersa.

A Hicksian soda, made properly with

rushed fruits or sirups, ice cream and
hipped cream, becomes not only a de-

ight for the eye and taste but a pretty

utritive dish. Dietitians have found a

ish of vanilla ice cream contains not
nly the best available proteins you get

rom milk, but plenty of vitamins from
\ to Whee, the latter being the morale
'itamin. Some think ice cream may have

I'on

the war. "I don't mind the beans,"
ried a Navy man, "as long as they top
:m off with ice cream!"
There are nonfattening sodas, as well

s fattening ones—one contains sherbet,

e other ice cream—and it is possible

go on an ice-cream diet and lose

veight, while keeping up a personal
parkle. A few years ago a dreamer put
spinach ice-cream soda on the market.
outh, alas, said it was spinach, and

«i ie pox with it—but in time the human
ace may become lotus eaters and such
meal-in-itself may return.

Tastes among Hicks' customers run
bout the same as they do on Main
treet, or at the giant milk bar outside
'lost American cities. Charlie Lesher,
icks' veteran sodaman. says the choco-
te soda is the favorite, with coffee and
awberry following hard behind. Men
vor chocolate; women coffee; and the
ids go for the fruit flavors, or affairs

lied Hubba Hubba. sundaes in which
cream is piled high with fruits, nuts,

ocolate shot, whipped cream and the
tchen sink.

Above all, Lesher and his fellows
ow how to make a soda properly. This
nsists of putting one and one-half
nces of crushed fruit or sirup into a
teen-ounce glass, stirring in a soda-
oonful of ice cream, whipped cream
coffee cream. The glass is then

led three fourths full with the fine
ream of the carbonated water—and
o scoops of ice cream are floated
oard before the glass is filled to the

P with the coarse stream (great care

ollier's for September 6, 1947 .
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being taken to hit the side of the glass,

as the cold water hitting directly on the

ice cream would form ice crystals on it).

Lastly the angelic brew is garnished with
whipped cream.

Nourishing floats, milk shakes and
malteds are made in the same way, ex-

cept cold milk and chilled sirups and
more ice cream are used in place of car-

bonated water, and the drink is mixed
until the container frosts up. And, of
course, freezes are made with soda water,

sherbets and fruit juices entirely.

Nothing, of course, is quite as hard
on a busy sodaman as a creative cus-

tomer, who dashes in at rush hour and
cries: "I want a root-beer soda, with
crushed pineapple, cherry and vanilla

ice cream and some walnuts on top of the

whipped cream!"
Such a zombieish concoction is alto-

gether possible, and in all probability

would be most delicious. I see no reason,
therefore, why I shouldn't urge you to

ask your dispenser for any of the various

sodas for winter fare; and now milk, va-

nilla ice cream, coffee sirup and malted
milk heated in the automatic heater

make a very smooth thing indeed.

In the float line, you might go for a
Miss Simplicity At Sea—a cunning mix-
ture of egg. vanilla ice cream, vanilla

sirup, whipped cream and ball of float-

ing ice cream; or for a Creme de Menthe
freeze—juice of half a lime, shaved ice,

a couple of dippers of lime or fruit sher-

bet, soda water, a severe shaking up,

after which more sherbet is floated along-
side a sprig of mint. And a cherry, with

a stem on it—for easier fishing.

Nor must we neglect the malteds, such
as the old stand-by: the chocolate with

egg; the butterscotch, the honey malted,
made with fresh honey; and the fruited

egg malted, which not only has an egg,

raspberry sirup, ice cream, milk and two
standard spoons of malted, but a few
drops of angostura bitters—presumably
to remove that ice-cream hang-over you
may have picked up the night before.

'You'd be surprised to know how many old laws are still on the statute books!'

COLLIER'S FRANK OWEN

combinations of chocolate soda—choco-
late mint with coffee cream, very cooling;

bittersweet soda, made with bitter choco-
late: a Boston Roof, bittersweet with
salted peanuts on top; chocolate banana;
milk chocolate soda; or ginger chocolate.

Not long ago a woman asked for such a

drink at Hicks', said it was a favorite in

her day. Obligingly the boys got it up
for her. I tried it and found I was a hap-
pier, less thirsty, zingier man for it!

The Hoboken Soda—and Others

Among other flavors, Hicks' gets up a

Hoboken soda, which is a strawberry
soda with coffee ice cream; and an Or-
ange Glow, which is orange juice, orange
ice cream, and cream whipped up in the

mixer and is a lovely sunset-colored and
thirst-wrecking thing. Or you can dream
up and name them yourself: pineapple
and maple-walnut ice cream: fruit salad
soda: pineapple coconut; lemon banana:
or blueberry soda with chocolate cream.
Yes, you can even ask for a hot soda and
not get a dirty look. For some time foun-
tain geniuses have tried to make "hot"

Which brings us to the eatin' dish of
the soda world: the sundae. Basically the

sundae consists of two scoops of ice

cream, surmounted by sirup, and/or
nuts, marshmallow and 7or whipped
cream and cherry, employing any or
every flavor of ingredient the taste buds
yearn to bloom for.

Glamor dish of the sundae world is the

banana split. Hicks' charges seventy-five

cents for their split, and you can name
your own ingredients, or which side you
want showing on the whole banana which
is used. Aboard this are perched three

balls of multiflavored ice cream, then
three different crushed fruits, fresh or
in sirup, go on this. Whipped cream fes-

toons these yummy mountains (wow!),
nuts snow on the cream, and cherries top
it all. Eight hours are required to con-
sume a Hicks'' banana split properly,

which accounts for the excessive charges
(they include labor and fountain space
rental, remember!).

Like the sea, the banana split is never
the same—you can call for any of the

twenty-seven flavors of ice cream and
vou can have them festooned with co-
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conut, blueberries or peanut brittle, in

case you have good bridgework. If you
like your bananas vertical and not lying

down, you will want a Merry-go-round
Banana Royal in which the banana is

quartered and laid flat alongside the

mounded scoop of ice cream. Or you can
demand that your banana be "wheel"
sliced, or you can have it pulped and
strained for all I care. The important
thing, be it a Green-Eyed Monster Split

—naked pistachio gleaming wickedly be-
tween innocent vanilla and heaps of
whipped cream and stuff—or an Orange
Malted Banana Royal—orange sections

and orange sirup and orange pineapple
cream— it all tastes the same—wonder-
ful!

The parfait, of course, is the sundae
with a French accent. Served in a sort

of glass flower vase, instead of a ba-
nana split or sundae tulip dish, the par-

fait stems from France, and in it several

layers of variflavored ice cream are alter-

nated with crushed fruits, then topped
off with the inevitable whipped cream
and cherry. This vertical sundae is the
world's most beautiful sight, and rivals

even such Technicolored eye-and-taste
dazzlers as Turner's Sunset and the
Cherry Strawberry Pineapple Delight,

which includes besides normal fresh

fruits diced green-dyed pineapple. And
any drink you desire may be frappeed.
The frappe is a float in which the
amounts of milk and ice cream are re-

versed, and in which crumbled cookies,
wafejs or macaroons are mixed.

Try These on Your Appetite

As with the soda, the variations on
the sundae theme are also endless.

Roasted cashew nuts on fudge and ice

cream make up well; as does the coco-
nut tangerine job which you might get in

a Miami version of Hicks'. The St. Pat-

rick's sundae is good on March 17th

—

green mint ice cream with hot fudge; and
the Old Glory, or Red, White and Blue
sundae—vanilla and strawberry ice

cream, surmounted by cherries, and blue-

berries a la Betsy Ross—it's patriotically

delicatesse on the Fourth of July!

Or adventuresomely try a Newport
sundae—chocolate sundae with bits of
milk chocolate, a coffee roon—coffee ice

cream and sirup with macaroons; or a

coffee salted-almond sundae. However,
we suggest you be specific should you
want to try out something called a Thrill

of a Romance, a Skyrocket or a Spell-

bound sundae. These dishes are usually

locally named as are the Scotch sundae

—

butterscotch and peanuts atop plain va-

nilla, with marshmallow and no cherry;

or the Atomic sundae, which has cropped
up most scientifically.

The Atomic contains four scoops of ice

cream, crushed cherries and pineapple,

butterscotch, disintegrated cream, all

sprinkled with chocolate "shot," presum-
ably the atoms.

It is so named because it probably not
only blows one apart but also inspires

the Atomic ache. And there's the Holy
Cow. This awesome skyscraper evidently

needs two stomachs to hold it, for it

contains several balls of ice cream each
poised on the other, drenched with so

many ingredients and whipped cream
that the purchaser exclaims, "Holy Cow!"
should the dispenser have done his work
well.

These days the bobby-soxer is demand-
ing more and more on her dish. So don't

be discouraged when on ordering a dish

that contains marble-nut ice cream, pine-

apple pistachio ice cream, tutti-frutti ice

cream, crushed cherries, uncrushed blue-

berries, Nabiscos. black walnuts and a

rasher of bacon on top of whipped cream,
the sodaman tartly asks, "Can you come
in next Wednesday for a fitting?"

Remember, you may be an Escoftier of

the Fountain of Youth and have a drink

named alter you!

The End
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TOO MUCH BRASS
Continued from page 13

of legislation. They have no right to op-
erate as an organized pressure group."

Representative Hoffman was even
more critical. "The job of the military,"

he said, "is to fight wars and to train and
make plans when there isn't any fighting.

But the military aren't satisfied with that;

they are trying to take over the country.
In my committee, we have had a great

deal of trouble with generals and ad-

mirals. They are constantly sneaking
around trying to find out who is going
to testify on matters that we are investi-

gating. Then they go to these witnesses

and attempt to put pressure on them to

change their testimony.

"Only the other day, a couple of
officers tried to tell me I couldn't have a

certain file on an officer who is being
promoted in spite of a shabby record.

We have evidence that this officer per-

petrated a dishonorable deed; veterans

who served under him gave us the facts.

But the War Department said we couldn't

have it.

"When we insisted, the Department
then claimed the file couldn't be found.
We asked who had gotten up the file, and
the answer was, 'We don't know.' 1

finally got fed up and told them, 'You
deliver that file by Monday morning or

we will subpoena the Secretary of War,
the General Staff and every other brass

hat down the line until we get what we're
after.' We got the file without further

monkey business."

Questions Annoy the Military

Representative Reed gave voice to a

complaint that is very general among
members of Congress. "I particularly

resent the attitude of the old-tie military

toward Congress," he declared. "They
merely tolerate us because we provide
their appropriations. But when we want
to know for what these huge sums are to

be spent, they get very annoyed. Their
whole attitude is that they are doing us

a favor and that it's none of our business

what they do with the money we provide.

"Another thing I emphatically do not
like about the military is their propa-
ganda in our home districts. We are

flooded with letters from constituents

writing that some general or admiral has

told them this and that about some issue

being considered by Congress. My
answer to such letters is that it is Con-
gress, and not generals and admirals, that

makes the decisions on such rr

Other Congressional leaders

equally angry, were less outspoke
from the record of the session it

that a deep-seated antipathy tow
military exists on Capitol Hill, a

if the world situation were not !

acing, the military would have c

a lot worse than they did.

As it was, they took a severe di

Their appropriations were drastii

duced and, with the exception
watered-down unification bill am
overdue promotion-reform measi
legislative program got nowhen
versal military training, keyston
program, was deliberately pigec

To sincere friends of the arm
ices this situation on Capitol Hi
tremely disquieting. It is very for

of what may happen in the futi

ticularly if and when the threat

abates. If the attitude of the pres<

gress is a straw in the wind,
Army and Navy face very roug|

as peacetime organizations. I

methods and their operations in r

policy matters, the military have I

much of the good will won 1

during the war.
Nothing demonstrates thismor

than the universal military traini

die. Numerous national and lo

have repeatedly shown majority

for this measure. Yet, today,

nearer adoption than when it w
duced in Congress nearly three y<

The failure of this vital defen:

be enacted is due in a large measi
military themselves because th

supplied some of the most powt

position ammunition.
A graphic instance was the di

of the effectiveness of the power:

in favor of universal military tr;

the President's Civilian Commit!
committee, made up of disti

educators, clergymen and othei

was unqualified in its endorseme
need and value of UMT. The re

the single most influential declar

UMT. It made a tremendous in

both on the country at large

Capitol Hill.

The obvious cue for the Wat
ment, after the publication of thi

report, was to follow it up agj

with other civilian backing, (

there is abundance in the couryj

stead

"They won't be such good friends after they

find out neither ever heard of the other" «>.«
•
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did was to unleash a swarm of generals to harangue
the populace with ghosted speeches. Generals no one
had ever heard of outside of Army circles took to the

forum and the air with ponderous generalities that

convinced no one of anything.

Apparently, it never occurred to the military that

generals are supposed to be in favor of military train-

ing. Or that they have a direct personal interest in the

matter. The more men under arms, the more wartime
generals will keep their jobs.

But the alert opposition didn't miss these points,

or the opportunity to make the most of them. The
speeches were a godsend to UMT foes. It enabled

them to shift public attention from the civilian report

to the military and give substance to the charge that

the military is "attempting to obtain control of our
youth." The result was a counterbarrage of state-

ments and declarations that cracked around the heads
of the military like drumfire.

The Case of Central Intelligence

Another striking example is the history of the

protracted effort to establish a permanent Central Intel-

ligence service. The crucial need for a unified Intelli-

gence organizations in these ominous times is readily

conceded on all sides. Such an agency has been ur-

gently advocated by all the civilian and military chiefs

of the War, Navy and State Departments since 1945.

Yet the proposal languished apathetically in commit-
tees in Congress. The underlying reason for this dan-
gerous procrastination was opposition to military

control of the proposed agency.

This attitude was voiced by Representative William
Jennings Bryan Dorn, South Carolina, in an executive

meeting of the Expenditures in the Executive Depart-

ments Committee. A general was testifying on the

budget of the Central Intelligence Group, a War De-
partment agency. The general stressed the need for

adequate funds to ensure effective Intelligence func-

tioning.

Dorn. an AAF enlisted veteran who fought in the

Battle of the Bulge, heartily agreed with that. But he
hotly challenged the competence of the military to

direct a unified Intelligence system.

"We got plenty of information about the enemy
down in the lines," Dorn told the general. "But you
generals up above never did anything with it. We knew
the Germans were going to attack, but you did nothing

about it. That's why there was a Battle of the Bulge."

So the essential defense measure continued to

gather dust in chary committees. Representative Holl-

man's committee finally settled the matter by literally

booting the military out of the way and out of con-
trol. The committee wrote a provision into the bill

expressly requiring that the director of the unified In-

telligence service must be a civilian appointed by the

President. And to further guard against militai y olli-

ciousness, the committee also added a provision pro-

hibiting the agency from exercising police or internal

security powers.
Ihus, snipped largely of its militaristic features,

the plan finally was approved by Congress in the last

days of the recent session.

A number ot government agencies have had acri-

monious undercover collisions with the military. Chief
among these is the State Department. Since the in-

cumbency of Secretary Marshall, working relations

between Stale and the military have appreciably im-

proved. The brass respectfully keep theii distance

with the former Chief of Staff. But under former
Secretary James Byrnes, relations between the State

Department and the military repeatedly verged on

,

open warfare.

One instance was the announcement by the Army
Air I orces of plans for a world-girdling (light by a

squadron of B-29s. The provocative project was pro-
claimed at a time when Byrnes was engaged in delicate

negotiations at a 1 oreign Ministers conference in Paris.

Without even troubling to inform the State Depart-
ment, the AAF blandly announced the scheme at a big

Pentagon press conference.
Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson was furi-

ous. He blistered the military privately, and publicly-

made it clear that the A \l had another think coming.
They hastily dropped their grandiose adventure and
nothing has been heard of it since.

The oldesl naval officer on active duty. Admiral
William D. Leahy today is not only one of the most
potent military figures in Washington, but he also
wields influence in the personal counsels oi President
human on a wide range ol subjects, particularly for-

eign affairs. Under Roosevelt. Leahy was no more
than a liaison officer between the White House and
the military. That is his true function as Chief ol Stalf

to the President, a wartime-created job.

But under human, Leahy has become one of the
President's most trusted personal advisers. The one-

time ambassador to Vichy accompanies the President

on practically all his official trips, and is an invariable

guest at intimate gatherings, particularly on the Presi-

dential yacht.

I.eahy is also credited with being largely responsi-

ble for the President's insistence that the U.S. sell

arms to Latin America. Byrnes and Acheson opposed
this on the ground it would lead to an armaments race.

But Leahy persuaded Truman to press the matter
on Congress. It failed to act, however, despite a spe-

cial message and several speeches by Truman on the
matter.

Leahy affects a forbidding aloofness toward news-
papermen in general. But privately, he maintains close

ties with several correspondents who specialize in for-

eign affairs. During the period last year when relations

between Byrnes and Truman were strained, friends of
the former charged Leahy with instigating some of
the news accounts.

Immediately after Byrnes' return from the Foreign
Ministers conference in Moscow, Truman summoned
him to the White House yacht. On the ship, Byrnes
encountered Leahy, who demanded, "Jimmy, what
are you trying to do, appease those Russians? You're
being too easy with them. The thing to do is to take

no foolishness from them." • •

Byrnes bluntly retorted that he was Secretary of
State, and he would let the aged sea dog know when
his advice was wanted.

One thing that kept relations between the State De-
partment and the military on edge was the persistent

airing by some military figures of opinions and judg-

"The bathroom was too small lor the

tub, so we made it into a shower"
COLLIER S CARL HARRIS

ments on delicate foreign situations. Such conduct is

not only contrary to U.S. tradition and deep-rooted
sentiment, but also to military statutes. Army regu-

lations specifically prohibit military meddling in pub-
lic affairs.

Army Regulations 600-700 states: "Members of

the Army of the United States usually appear before

the public in an official or semiofficial capacity and so

contribute to the impression formed by the public.

Consequently, care will be taken to differentiate be-

tween personal ideas and opinions, and official plans

and purposes. Furthermore, their military status lim-

its the extent to which members of the Army may, with

propriety, make public pronouncements on political,

diplomatic, legislative, administrative measures, and
on matters the treatment of which tends to prejudice

discipline, to involve superior officers in controversy,

to interpret official publications, or to define military

procedure."
Despite this express prohibition, brass hats have

sounded off on policies and problems of critical na-
tional moment. A recent case was a speech made by
General Mark W. Clark, at Fort Lewis, Washington,
following his assumption of command of the Sixth

Army. Addressing the massed troops over a loud-

speaker system. C lark declared. "We are not able to

see eye to eye with Soviet forces." and demanded a

tough policy in dealing with them.
Douglass Welch, stall correspondent of the Seattle

Posi-Intelligencer, reporting the speech in a two-

column front-page story, stated. "Clark's frankness

Startled even newspapermen."
Unquestionably, Clark has abundant grounds for

feeling as he does. Also, there can be no argument on

the accuracy of his charges against the Soviet|
that isn't the point.

( lark is an Army officer; a senior commatl
four-star rank. As such, it is not his province hi
speeches against a nation with which the Lnited
is nominally at peace. That would have been
and unthought of a lew years ago. It is contrar
American tradition and practices, as well as be
prcssly prohibited by regulations. Were an \i
Navy officer of lesser rank to disregard his oblil
in such a manner, he would be subject to couf
tial action.

Further, as an officer, it is Clark's duty to
regulations and orders. It is questionable whet|
disregard of mandates by a senior officer is cor
to discipline in lower echelons. Every military

i

stresses the necessity of officers setting an exa
meticulous obedience to orders.

Apparently some of the military have resc

stratagems to safeguard themselves against ch;

These have been transparent devices, but at Ic

have indicated an awareness of the proprieti

regulations. The most common of these dodge
trite introductory remark, "I am voicing only
personal opinions and not the official views of t|

Department."
Lieutenant General J. Lawton Collins, as

the Public Relations Division of the War Depa|
used this dissimulation in a talk in which he Ic

civilian audience on the role that the militarl

have in the conduct of the nation's foreign affal

It was in this speech that Collins startled hi:f

ers by observing, "Now let us look briefly at th|

situation as the War Department sees it today
gallant former commander of the V Corps was.

by the grins of his audience. It never occurredj
that he had mocked his own words in first annc
he was not talking as a War Department spoj
and then declaring that he would present tl|

Department's views.

Marine Corps Spokesman Starts Somethil

During the hearings last winter on the armo;
unification bill, General A. A. Vandegrift,

Corps commandant, prepared a 24-page statem
he proposed to make before the Senate Arm
Committee. The measure was a compromise
out by the War and Navy Departments after t!

clawed each other to a standstill in an unseer

and-dog fight on the original far-reaching mer
As part of the compromise, both departments
to give it full support. It was under this

Vandegrift, an obdurate foe of unification, s

his lengthy, and highly critical, opus to Navy S\

James Forrestal.

Forrestal whittled the statement down to si

Among his deletions was an angry charge t

Army had a secret plan, in effect, to scuttlej

rine Corps if the unification bill went through.
Vandegrift delivered his statement as ed

Forrestal. But the Marine "underground" "
fully primed members of the Senate comm
what had been deleted from Vandegrift's st<

And when he finished making his innocuous
tion, the senators asked questions which enabl

degrift to make the provocative accusations

the Army that his superiors had censored.

The result was front-page headlines in eve;

paper in the country, followed by numerous e

criticizing the President, Forrestal and others!

enforcing unity among the brass hats on
stymied vital defense reform. On Capitol I

legislation was again thrown into jeopardy t

overcome only by the utmost effort.

The nation is justly proud of every compij

its military forces. From George Washin;

down, many have been elevated to the highei

offices. But always it has been as civilians

generals or admirals.

Throughout the nation's history, it has al

resented and resisted any manifestation of

meddling in public affairs. The Constitution <

provides for civilian rule, and by tradition an

ing that is the American way of fife. In all tt

lent eras of U.S. history, there has never bee

on horseback.

These are perilous and uncertain times. Oi

forces must be strong and alert. Above all,

have competent military leaders in whom th

has the utmost confidence.

There are admirals and generals who, by t

verse disregard of the national way of life an
tions, are undermining that essential confidi

directly impairing the strength of our milita

lishmcnt. These brass hats are doing the natio

disservice in many ways.
The End
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,he "Dutch Boy" takes a step in the bright direction

with his new Blended Paint.

Ihe hi

And a colorful step it is . . . bringing you the

mous "Dutch Boy" quality in lovely, sparkling

nts and gay, glossy Trim Colors as well as a daz-

ng Bright White.

Each is specially blended by the Boy in the Blue

eralls to stay beauty-bright ... to keep your home
king right.

led to Protect Beauty 3 Ways. .

.

| #
Bright White, Blended to Stay White:

It goes on white and it

goes on staying white,

because "Dutch Boy"
Btight White is self-

(leaning! It permits tain

to wash away dirt. Cov-

ers exceptionally well,

and gives a dazzling,

durable exterior finish.

\ Lovely Tints, Blended to Stay Right

52?

Picture Your Home

in Color at Your

"Dutch Boy" Dealer's

use paint has three different jobs to do. So, the new
utch Boy" Paint comes in 3 different blends. Each
nd does a special job especially well.

(1) Blended White stays White. (2) Blended Tints stay

ght. (3) Blended Trim Colors stay Bright.

The "Dutch Boy" has never dipped his brush into

her quality paint. It is the result of over 30 years of
ntinuous, outdoor paint tests . . . the longest research

ject of its kind.

\|» ci'KSo remember, when it's a question of weather, it isn't

uestion of which. Now as always ... in the new
nded colors and white . . . "Dutch Boy" is Good
mi's Other Name.

J\

If you go in for color,

you'll go for these

"Dutch Boy" Tints!

They keep their crisp,

petal-freshness . . . be-

cause they're specially

blended to assute lasting

color and uniformity.

Here's a handy way
to preview your
home's new color

scheme. At your
"Dutch Boy"Deal-

er's try different colors on this miniature- house

display. Choose from combinations of brilliant

White, fresh Tints, and distinctive Sash and Trim

Colors.

3, Smart Trim Colors, Blended to Stay Bright:

3 THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS "DUTCH BOY" WHITE LEAD

,itifi"i

ftp

It's a bright idea to

add cheery, long-lasting

brightness with "Dutch
Boy" Sash and Trim Col-

ors. They're blended to

keep their high gloss and
color! Just the thing for

doors, shutters and
porch furniture, too.

Special "Dutch Boy" Blended Primer: An undercoat of great

sealing and hiding power that hugs tight. When used under
a topcoat of "Dutch Boy" Bright White ot Tints you get a

perfect 2-coat paint job, even on unpainted wood!

FREE
Color-Scheme Booklet!

Over 40 full color illustrations show you how to styli your

borne for lasting, beauty with the new "Dutch Boy"

Blended Paint, for your free copy, address Dept. 18. care

of the nearest office listed below.

Mail Coupon Today!

National Lead Company, Dept. 18
(Address nearest branch)

New York 6; Buffalo 3; Chicago 8; Cincinnati 3:

Cleveland 13; St. Louis I; San Francisco 10: Boston 6

(National Lead Co. of Mass.); Philadelphia 7 (John

T. Lewis & Bros. Co.); Pittsburgh 30 (National

Lead Co. of Pa.).

Please send me a free copy of your new color-illus-

trated booklet: "Blended" Beauty For Your Home.

Name .

.

Address.

City. . .

.

. Zone

.

.State.
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ourhouse
was a

We were put out, and I don't

mean evicted ! It would have

taken all the piggy banks in

China to scrape up enough
money to replace that warped
wood siding and get a re-do

on the paint. Even then

I knew the budget was
in for an annual crack-

up if we didn't want
our home to get look-

ing like something
strictly-from-tenement

!

ad **«f

/

now ournest looks like the best/
Jks

While I was fretting about the mess at our address, a kind

friend told me about Careystone Asbestos Siding. My,

what a build up ! According to her, this wonderful mate-

rial was beautiful and dutiful . . . needed no paint to pre-

serve it . . . was fireproof, termite-proof, rot-proof.

"That's for us," I said. And wiseT words were never

spoke! For I called the caret dealer, found out how little

it cost, figured how much we'd actually save by making our

place a you-can-be-proud-to-live-in-it-home, and presto

—

the transformation was complete !

Honestly, this Careystone Siding (they tell me it's made of

Asbestos Fibre and Portland Cement . . . lasts a housetime)

is well worth looking into. Why don't you . . .

factsGET ALL THE

. . . about Careystone. Learn how much
it can do to bring old houses up-to-date

... to cut maintenance costs ... to start

new homes off, on the right foot. Your

local Carey dealer will be glad to give

you complete details— or if you write us

direct, address your request to Dept. C.

Cax&fjfone asbestos siding

In Canada:

1557 McuKay St..

Montreal 1, P. Q.

Asphalt Shingles — Asbestos Shingles and Sidings

Asbestos Wallboard — Rock Wool Insulation

Miami-Carey Bathroom Cabinets ond Accessories

MAN HUNT IN MOPANG
Continued from page 26

THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING CO., CINCINNATI 1 5, OHIO

entire game-warden personnel, including
young Tom Corn of Mopang County,
had been called into the hunt. It was this

last item which had claimed the interest

of the one-eyed poacher, moving him
deeply. A forest from which game ward-
ens had been amputated was a blueprint
of paradise. Such luck seemed like com-
pensation for a life of poverty and hard-
ship. Scarcely able to believe his ears, he
checked with the storekeeper.

"So they ain't overtook this Creeper
Conway yet?"

"That's what the fellow just said," Sim
said. "Maybe them two bloodhounds'll
help."

"Too much water in this country to

work a bloodhound good—except on
deer an' moose."

"There's a law against that."

Ignoring .the storekeeper's reproof, the
one-eyed poacher proceeded to his final

point. "Did the radio say thet the game
wardens—includin' Tom Corn—was
huntin', too?"
"You heard the man,'

v
Sim said. "I saw

Tom Corn go by at daylight, this mornin'.
Jumbo Tethergood said Tom was goin' to

the Junction for the bloodhounds."
It was true! For once in his persecuted

life, thought Jeff, he and Zack Bourne,
comrades of the jack light, the demijohn
and the jailhouse, would have a free field,

and already the small bucks were fat on
the spring meadow grass along the head-
waters.

THE one-eyed poacher's future lay

clear. He would proceed at once to

Zack's cabin up the lake, lure Zack away
from his devout and law-abiding wife,

Sarah, and together they would set forth
into the forest to feast upon wild meat, as

the Lord had intended they should.
Jeff could not depart without a word

of sympathy for the fugitive, who, un-
wittingly, had done him such a splendid
turn. "That poor Creeper Conway," he
said to the storekeeper. "All them state

policers, an' mounties from over the bor-
der, an' bloodhounds, and now game
wardens, too, after him. I feel sorry for

him."
"How do you feel," Sim asked, "about

the man he killed in the car on the high-
way, two weeks ago?"

"Don't feel nothin' about him. I never
knew him. Now, Sim, if you'll jest sell

me a few supplies, I'll be on my way."
"Your credit's a mighty skimpy thing,

old-timer."

Glowering, the one-eyed poacher drew
himself tall. "You can charge 'em against

my check," he said, "when it comes."
The storekeeper sighed, and gave in.

The Coongate financial dealings were as

erratic and uncertain as a beetle on a hot
stove. Jeff concluded his list of supplies.

"An', yes, I might's well take them two
bottles of Dark Hazard rum. I'm goin'

up to visit Zack Bourne, an' Zack likes to

take a swallow before meals, or after."

"What'll Sarah have to say about it?"

"I ain't come to that, yet."

Jeff stowed his provisions in his frayed
knapsack, picked up his rifle, and de-
parted. At seventy, he was tall, erect, and
long-striding—a magnificent figure of a
man, nimble of wit and foot. . .

.

Now, under the dripping cedar, he rec-

ollected that at several points along the
trail toward Zack's cabin he had sam-
pled the Dark Hazard. He had enjoyed
solitary high tea at Leadmine Cove, and
an exclusive party at Caribou Rock. Op-
posite Genius Island, the cold spring rain

had overtaken him. He had warded off

the chill to the extent of four bobs of his

Adam's apple, and had advanced through
the storm, singing in fine voice, and kick-

ing the puddles dry, till drowsiness fell .

upon him, and he had crawled under the

cedar to rest.

Having brought himself up to d:

cautiously turned his mind to the
|

sensation. The businesslike appnf
the kisser, whether real or ima
caused the back of Jeff's neck tc

Warily, Jeff turned around. He
alone.

On similar awakenings in the

one-eyed poacher had seen a va^

horrid hallucinations, such as la

proachful trout, and falcons percl|

his wrists, but never had he seen :

beautiful, lonely and lovable,

hound which was now laving hij

with a tongue as limp and slipp

wet moccasin.
"It ain't possible," Jeff muttere-j

disappear."
But the hound, far from disar.

turned his massive head, and snif]

gasped in astonished sympathy ar

tion. It couldn't be true! It wa
trick, like those other times. The
like Thomas Jefferson Coongate,

|

one eye!

Jeff clasped the hound. "Swe
he said, "we're made for each ot

goin' to name you Zibe, after

deer dog that a warden shot io\

ago in cold blood for runnin' a

water."

The hound snuffled moistilyj

Jeff's shirt collar, and sighed

blowing. The one-eyed poacl
never seen such wonderful ea

were over a foot long, and velv*
1

touch. Jeff shook his own head
\

This rendezvous in the forest ccj

be real, he thought. But while

he intended to make the most of

"You perfected me in my sl^

said to Zibe. "We will hunt
long's we live. You want to smell

track, Zibe? You come along w{
On the last, rainy mile

Bourne's cabin, Jeff conducted sj

periments to determine Zibe'sl

At the Chancery Portage trail, H
doughnut in his hand, and call|

The doughnut vanished, but

mained, his tail batting the br

eral times, Jeff stopped short in
j

and whirled suddenly. Aiwa
stood there, his one eye watery v|

and adoration. But the acid testl

Zack Bourne's cabin door.

JEFF entered without knock
off his dripping hat, and shut

squarely in Zibe's face. Sara"

had just lighted the lamp, and, a i

Jeff, her face clouded. No goc

come of this marauder's visit.

Jeff Coongate was an ill omen.l

only catastrophe. Even now, he

were greeting each other with lol

and an exchange of welcoming I

'

"Jeff! It's you. My, I been

to see your ole face," said Zack.

"Why, dang your empty so|

It's been months since we had
venison! You know what's h

All the wardens
—

"

"I knowed it!" said Zack.

you'd come, if you heard whai

Sarah heard over our radio abli

Corn, an' all of 'em, up here hi I

murderer. I says so to Sarah, jf

Sarah?"
Blinking unhappily, Sarah s:

told me Jeff Coongate would
Sarah was interrupted by

which, through the bottom era!

cabin door, sounded like a giant

his throat. This was followed bjt

ing of toenails on wood.
Zack jumped for the deer ho|S"

his rifle hung. Sarah blanched.)

"The murderer!" she said.

Jeff Coongate's one eye rolle<a

ful relief. Zibe, beyond all d

real.

"That ain't no murderer, SI
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othingly. "That's my hound, Zibe.

iad him long." He flung open the

nd Zibe solemnly trotted in.

't he a lovely animal?" Jeff said

He come to me, whilst I lay

to 4th indigestion under a tree. He
me, an' guarded me. We took to

ippnmer right away."

im med to Jeff that he was not getting

r response from Zack and Sarah.

Htjcchanged anxious looks.

Coongate!" Sarah said. "There

iikitital murderer at large, and you

i Jiberately stolen the state's blood-

p;4 one eye narrowed. The state's

«[Xund! This was the trick, which,

i pg> he had suspected would be

Ki on him. You build up a pure

siirj
f

thought, and they take it away
)U, and you are lonesomer than

can't steal a dog that ain't got no
dikJjhe said defiantly. "That dog's a

\b k, like. Belongs to the first man
^him."
e's a bloodhound!" Sarah said,

radio said not half an hour ago,

of the hounds slipped his collar

loose in this section."

,»4 come to me his own self, cold

idiij Arable in the rain," said Jeff. "I

aite ow that he's the missin' hound,

tan (plans for him, my own self. The
ot another hound, an' beyond
j can't work a hound good in all

except maybe on a good fresh

:k. Hey, Zack?"
remained glumly silent. Sarah
Jeff Coongate," she said, "people

Searching for that dog."
fact," said Zack. "It come

,radio."

fhin' for Zibe, are they? Search-

ny hound? In that case," said

jest tuck him away in the spare

. I'll need a dry blanket to cover
Zibe's had a hard day."

be concealed in the spare room,
anxious waiting hung over the

b ease things, Jeff brought out
ng bottle of Dark Hazard

Sarah resigned herself to pros-

ud |P dangerous evening.

] [g
|tly, her husband and her unin-

^ln st began relating past experi-

jhDrtJ
I law-defiance, some true, some

Alt
They spoke of illegal moose

mte,,
jf venison gravy in May, of

ffl(j s
beared in posted waters by torch-

or
s the Dark Hazard loosed its

leir heads drew close in friend-

I
^ spiracy, and the vast confidence

They devised imaginary tortures

staking them without clothes on anthills.

Sarah had listened before to these fan-

tastic plots, none of which had ever seen

fruition. But against the possible day, she

offered silent prayer: "Dear Lord, forgive

Zack for coming under the evil spell of

Mr. Coongate. And please, Lord, re-

move Mr. Coongate from my midst, and
his stolen hound, too. and bring the mur-
derer in these parts to justice, so that we
may sleep again."

Now, through the roar of the rain on
the cabin roof, Jeff Coongate heard foot-

steps in the mud outside, and a hail from
the darkness.

"The law has arrived," he said casually

to Zack.
i

ZACK opened the door to admit two
game wardens and a gentleman from

the Northwest Mounted. As always, in

the presence of game wardens, the one-

eyed poacher was at his histrionic best.

It was simply by way of maintaining the

dignity of his caste.

The leader of the wardens was young
Tom Corn. Even though soaked to the

nether parts of his clothes, Tom seemed
crisp, quick, and canny. He was blond,

and nicely knit to a compact one hundred
and ninety pounds. But the old woods-
man stood a head taller, as, in distantly

mutual respect, they gazed at each other.

"We're looking primarily for the mur-
derer," said Tom, moving toward the

comforting warmth . of the stove, "but
we've also lost a bloodhound."
"Your busy day," said Jeff, with seamy

solicitude. "Have a swallow of Dark
Hazard, an' forget your troubles."

Warden Corn disdained so much as a

glance at-the bottle. "This hound," he
said, "comes to the name of Jep. He
might have wandered up here."

Jeff managed to look meekly co-op-

erative. "Don't remember a hound by
that name," he said, "but I never forget

a face."

"Jep's got only one eye," Tom said.

"Poor feller. How'd he lose it?"

Sarah Bourne appeared on the verge

of collapse and revelation. Zack stared

hard at the empty wood box.

"I didn't hear how he lost the eye,"

said the warden, holding his hands to

the stove.

"I should think," said Jeff, "that the

other bloodhound would be enough."
"He got caught in a bear trap."

"Then why can't you fellers track this

Creeper Conway by your own selves? If

you could track a moose in wet sand,

you'd've had him a week ago."

Tom turned. "Jeff," he said cannily,

"there aren't many left that can track

OTHER SUPER-X SIX
VERTIP cartridges
suitable for Big Game
Shooting include: 257
Roberts, 270 Winchester,
30-40 Krag, 30-06 Spring-

field, 300H&H Magnum,
348 Winchester, 375
II &H Magnum.

THIS BOOK FREE...
Ask for Western Ammu-
nition Handbook giving
full particulars of SIL-
VERTIPS. Send name
and address on postal
card to Dept. 7-C
Western Cartridge Com-
pany, East Alton, Illinois,

Division of Olin Indus-
tries, Inc.

WANTED! Sportsmen to

cooperate with farmers and
join local and national or-

ganizations for game pres-

ervation and restoration.

nder why <&lip@?

i SILVERTIPS

stop game so cleanly?

For years, Western Super-X SILVERTIPS have
been The Stop Sign of the Came Trails. Using them,
thousands ofdeer hunters have found that SILVER-
TIPS add many extra yards to the range at which
most of their shots are taken.

Now Western/Winchester ballisticians, using a new
photographic X-ray technique and a long block of

gelatin show you why. These remarkable X-ray
high speed photographs taken at one-millionth of a
second per exposure, make it possible to record

the action of a SILVERTIP bullet at any point

of its travel . . . either in air or 'in tissue.

HERE, FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN
SEE THE REASON WHY

So that expansion would be even in all directions

—

and be scientifically recorded by the camera—the

long block of heavy flesh-like gelatin rested on a

wide rubber band. Naturally, the four stages of

penetration required photographing four separate,

but identical SILVERTIP bullets.

X-ray photograph Num-
ber 1 shows a Super-X
30-30, 170-grain SIL-
VERTIP bullet moving
at 1,680 feet per second

(its normal velocity at

200 yards). Bullet is

about to enter the block

of heavy flesh-like gelatin which rests on a wide rubber band.

Number 2 photograph
shows a SILVEKTIP
30-30 170-grain bullet

after penetrating 4 inches

of gelatin. NOTE: Ex-
pansion of bullet has
begun. Cavity caused by
displacement of gelatin in path of bullet's travel has started

to form.

Number 3 photograph
shows that after 6 inches

of penetration, the SIL-

VERTIP 30-30, 170-
grain bullet is still intact

and about to emerge
from the gelatin block.

NOTE: increased size of

cavity. Small black par-

ticles behind bullet are

nose of bullet.

tiny fragments of lead washed from

Photograph 4 shows that

the SILVERTIP 30-30

170-grain bullet has
passed completely
through gelatin block

creating tremendous
shock as evidenced by
large cavity left behind.

You can expect the same
energy, deep penetration

your game.
and maximum stopping power on

uperX
CENTER-FIRE CARTRIDGES

CARTRIDGES • SHOT SHELLS • TRAPS AND TARGETS

w
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The Imported Botanicals they grow

start aTom Collins off right

90 proof. Distilled from 100% American grain.

Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, 111.

Yes, sir! These men raise what it takes

to start a Tom Collins off right— the

prized imported botanicals that make

Hiram Walker's Gin so much tastier.

Tangy cassia from China, fragrant cori-

ander from Czechoslovakia, spicy juni-
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ou. It we had you, it might be a

>ier."

yng haughtily at the three visitors,

id. "I am otherwise occupied."

re, Jeff." said Tom. '"I know.

intent on catching a killer. That

you and Zack a free field. I'll be

you around. And if you happen
that bloodhound, just get in

ad to be of any small service,"

eff, his voice like pure sirup,

denly seeing a way out, Sarah said

visitors: "Won't you stay the night

is? We have vittles—an' a spare

sistibly reveling in the suspense,

ilishing the dread in Zack's eyes,

Ined with Sarah for a hair-raising

nt. "Nice, comfortable room Sar-

)t here," he said. "Two could sleep

bed. an' one on the rug. Warm, an'

anks," said Tom, "but we're on our

;n they had departed, Sarah took

knitting, too frightened for speech.

i latest newscast merely corrobo-

ed what they already knew. One of

oodhounds had slipped his collar

)t lost: the other had been caught

trap: the rain had impeded the

: and the murderer was still at large

Jistrict northwest of Mopang Lake,

now e\ery brook an' branch in that

said Jeff.

Bought to." said Zack. "You
tour whole, dismal life there."

,ime to you both!" said Sarah,

link." said Jeff, "that I'll jest give

bite to eat. Any of that canned

left, Zack? I want him to have

ing the next two days of rain,

Ionscience
grew as slowly, but as

dently. as a pearl in an oyster,

trouble sleeping, and sought corn-

nocturnal confidences with Zibe,

f
upon the bed beside him.

setheart," Jeff said one night, "I

leave you for a day or two. I got

(n' search out that murderer."

lis threat of parting, Zibe moaned
rust his slippery nose against the

odsman's cheek.

radio said last night." Jeff pa-

explained to Zibe. "that two ward-

d a mounty hadn't been heard

l two days. I ought to let 'em suf-

(I got to go. Zibe. You stay true,

l't wag at ole Zack. I don't trust

next morning Jeff stalked restlessly

the house. Zack thought he rec-

i the signs.

l' to let Zibe loose on a deer

he asked.

urned. glaring. "Turn my dog out

in? You think I'm cruel to ani-

'm coin' out there, my own self."

f?"

goin' to find them wardens, an'

Creeper Conway, too."

on let Zibe loose, he might jest

to pick up a scent an' lead you
'em."
" said Jeff. "If I find 'em my-
ets Zibe out of the whole deal. I

K, an' aim to keep him. If I, per-

l find the wardens an' this mur-
.00, what use they got for Zibe

t're? It follows that Zibe will then
ne."

h)id outlaw of Mopang Forest said

) to Zibe, took his rifle, and his

jfck, and struck out into the rain.

jhe radio reports, he knew that in

••"a I way, his destination was the
1 Ri\er district, rugged, densely

Wl, remote. The storm had obliter-
di>st of the signs, but he picked up a
' 'inched, blackened coals of a fire,

•6, twigs showing fresh, white ends.
tally, when he was sixteen miles

n ick's cabin, the paper covering of
H bandage.
34 of 'em must've got hurt." he mut-
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teied. .Mid. as a matter of policy, hoped
that it was one of the wardens.

It turneci out to be the mounty. how-
ever, when Jell stepped around a boulder

an hour later and saw the posse's fire.

The mounty lay half asleep against a log.

his right leg in a crude splint and band-

aged to the knee. Tom Corn sat in the

shadows beyond the fire, the light gleam-

ing restlessly on his rifle barrel.

"Howdy, Tom," said Jeff. "Campin"
out?"
The warden was on his feet like a shot,

his rifle leveled. When he recognized his

visitor, he lowered the gun, and said.

"Howdy, Jeff."

"Where's the other warden? Git home-
sick?"

"I sent him away this noon, to try to

get out, and get some grub to us. We ran

out day before yesterday."

"Oh." said the one-eyed poacher,

elaborately taking a cold pork sandwich
from his knapsack. "Hungry?"
The mounty and Tom Corn stared

longingly at the sandwich. Jeff sat on a

cold stone and munched delicately, and
with relish.

"What happened to you?" he asked the

mounty.
"Fell. Broke my ankle. I think."

Jeff flipped crumbs from his mus-
tache. "Too bad. Seen anything of

Creeper Conway? I come to help you
boys out."

"Yes," said Tom. "Right here is his

last sign. Our fire is on top of the last

one he built—maybe yesterday. By the

way, you heard or seen anything of that

lost bloodhound?"
"Nope, Tom. Not a thing. You won't

need him, not with me along to do your
tracking."

"That . . . just . . . might . . . be," said

Tom, swallowing as he eyed the last

crust of sandwich disappear into Jeff's

mouth. "We found one of Conway's
moccasins here, worn out. One foot will

be bare."

"Well, Tom, if you'll jest be quiet now,
so I can get a wink of sleep, I'll catch
your man in the morning."
The young warden smiled. The old-

timer's boast, superior as it sounded,
might just come true. Tom watched Jeff

settle his huge, catlike form around a

root. The old poacher was instantly

asleep. He was at home, thought Tom,
anywhere in the woods. Root for a pil-

low. Rain meant nothing, cold less. And
that tantalizing trick of his with the pork
sandwich was just like him; he was an
actor beyond everything.

The thought of the sandwich made the

warden's throat contract. He glanced in

the dying firelight at Jeff's knapsack. It

bulged attractively. And even as he
watched, old Jeff's hand fell lovingly, and
protectively, across the sack.

ASOFT footfall broke the stillness.

Tom dropped a hand on his rifle.

Jeff was instantly alert. Both men turned
their faces toward the black forest at the

moment a sad-faced but seemingly happy
bloodhound trotted toward the fire.

The bloodhound was Zibe!

The mounty, too. had awakened.
"There's our hound," he said.

"Here, Jep! Here!" said Tom Corn.
Tom couldn't believe such luck. With
Conway's castoff moccasin, and the rain

stopping, Jep would surely run Creeper
Conway to earth. "Here, Jep! Here,
boy!"

It was just as well that in the dim light

neither the warden nor the mounty could
see the look of righteous malevolence in

Jeff's eye. Zack and Sarah had double-
crossed him! Zack, softened and cor-

roded by marriage, had been prevailed

upon to let Zibe loose. Together, you
might say, they had robbed him of his

one friend.

"Well, Jeff." said Tom, "it looks as

though Jep had made your acquaint-

ance."
The one-eyed poacher cringed and
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glowered, as Zibe cavorted about him.

"Go away, dog! I'm sleepin'."

Zibe stopped, perplexed. "Warden
Corn," said Jeff. "Call off this monster.
He's lappin' my face."

"He does seem extra friendly," said

Tom, exchanging a wink with the

mounty. The answer to the missing
bloodhound was now clear to both men.

"Pat him, Jeff. Just be kind to him,"
Tom said. "He might not stray any
more."
"He trusts you, Jeff," said the mounty.
Zibe playfully caressed the embar-

rassed poacher with a muddy paw.
"He wants to play," said Tom.
"Then let him play with you fellers. I

don't aim to sleep with no strange dog."
But it was obvious that the dog and

the old man were not strangers. Jeff gave
up all pretense.

IN THE first light of day, Tom Corn's
stomach was a vacuum, and he awoke

to find Jeff and Zibe sound asleep in each
other's arms. It was a sight which, under
ordinary circumstances would have been
touching.

"I could eat a photograph of a load of
hay," groaned the mounty.
Tom said, "I could do with an old skull

stuffed with bugs. Let's wake up Jeff an'

see if he'll give us a sandwich."
They woke the one-eyed poacher and

pleaded that they had been three days
without food, and that it was unnatural
of him not to share with them. In fact,

it was criminally unmerciful.

Jeff Coongate yawned and stretched.

He smiled in a manner commensurate
with high sacrifice and self-esteem.

"I have shared," he said. "I have given

all. I have fed your danged old blood-
hound till he's all podded out."

Zibe leaned worshipfully against Jeff

Coongate's leg. There was a moment of
silence, and then the one-eyed poacher
played the sweetest revenge card of his

career. "Boys," he said, "how would you
like a loin steak of venison, salted an'

peppered, an' broiled right over this fire?

I might be able to find a little water cress

to go with it, though it's early for cress. I

got a junk of pork—Zibe couldn't quite

finish it—to make a little gravy out of . .

."

"Shut up!" the mounty croaked.
" 'Course," said Jeff, "I realize it's only

late May, an' the law's on deer, but still

an' all . . . There ain't a trout brook
within ten mile of here, even if we had a

fishline, or a bit of dynamite an' fuse."

The mounty looked pleadingly at the

warden. The warden scratched his head.
Jeff Coongate had him backed to the

wall: Tom swallowed painfully. His
stomach now seemed full of old tennis

balls. But then he thought of Creeper
Conway's moccasin.
"Go ahead, Jeff," Tom said. "Get a

deer."

"I have your permission. Warden?
An' can I take Jep, an' dog this deer? It

would be quicker."

Tom played beaten. He hung his head.

"Take the dog," he said meekly. "Get
the deer back here soon. We can't hold
out much longer."

"Very well," said Jeff. "I shall obey
your orders, Warden Corn. An' I hate

to think of what people will say."

Jeff went down to a spring to drink,

and while he was gone, Tom Corn rubbed
the bloodhound's nose with the escaped
murderer's moccasin. He rubbed it

deeply, and thoroughly. "There, you
mutt!" he said. "You've been in bad
company, and you're going to be in

worse, if you can remember the smell

of that moccasin."
Jeff returned cheerfully from the

spring. He caught up his rifle, and ex-

amined the breech. "Come, Jep," he
said. "Come along with ole Jeff Coon-
gate, an' see life in the woods."

Jep went slowly. He whimpered in a

strange way. "Did I feed you too much?"
asked Jeff, as they went along in the for-

est. "Here, here, Jep. Here's a buck

track made after the rain. It's hot, Jep.

A little buck. Jest right for us to feed off

of. Drive him to water, an' I'll do the
rest."

But Jep, it seemed, had other ideas.

He bore away from the deer track, snuf-
fling and rapt in the mysterious obsession
of a strong scent. He began to run, and
Jeff had difficulty in keeping pace.

It was nearly noon, when both Jep and
his master were sweat-drenched and tired,

that Jep began to sound the call of a

chase near end. "A-roop, a-roop" he
went.

A short time later, the one-eyed
poacher saw the track of a bare foot.

That moccasin! Tom Corn had tricked

him! Ahead of him the fugitive came
into view, climbing a tree. Below the
tree, Jep danced and loudly and tri-

umphantly a-rooped. Jeff saw the man
draw an automatic from his pocket, and
level it at Jep.

But the old woodsman's rifle was too
fast. His shot ripped loose the echoes,
and Creeper Conway dropped from the
tree, holding his right wrist.

"You don't want to shoot at dogs,
young feller," the old woodsman said.

"They's plenty deer an' moose around
here. Shoot at them. But not dogs."
By way of emphasis, Jeff closed his

hand on Creeper Conway's arm, and
Creeper thought he had been clutched in

a steel trap. "Leggo, you big lug!" said

Creeper.
"I'll jest have to take that little gun of

yours, Creeper, an' we'll go along back."
"You know the way?"
"Know the way? Why, son, this is my

home. You take the lead; me an' Jep'll

be right behind you.."

"Does the pooch bite?"

"Nope—he jest swallows whole."
Thus escorted, the Creeper made no

further attempts at escape. The lonely
forest had whittled him down, and he
thought he might prefer hanging to be-

ing lost in the wilderness.

The party was welcomed by the

mounty, young Tom Corn, and several

others, who, during Jeff's absence, had
arrived to rescue the missing searchers.

AMONG the newcomers were several

.newspaper reporters and photog-
raphers. They took pictures of Jeff Coon-
gate and the Creeper. Jeff Coongate and
the mounty, Jeff Coongate and Jep. They
also asked to take a picture of Jeff Coon-
gate and Warden Tom Corn, of Mopang
County. Jeff declined.

"He tricked me. He sent me out to

dog a deer, but he filled Jep's nose full

of old moccasin, an' all we got was this

Creeper Conway. Spoiled a whole morn-
in's hunt. I ain't goin' to appear in no
photograph with him."
On the trip out to the settlement of

Privilege, the one-eyed poacher craftily

reminded Warden Corn of his order for

venison—in May. "That order ought to

hold, Tom," he said. "I give all my food
to the state's hound."

"It doesn't hold, old-timer. There is no
longer an emergency."
"How do you know anything about the

emergency in my stomach—an' Zack
Bourne's, too—for the taste of venison?"

"You'll have to wait till fall. It's the

law."

Jeff's one eye lowered demurely. He
bowed his head. "I understand, Tom.
An' there's no hard feelin's. I reco'nize

the position of the state."

"What?" Tom Corn blinked suspi-

ciously. He would have been willing to

bet that the old poacher's humility was
about as genuine as a plastic nickel, and
that even now he was planning a meal of
fresh liver. "So you've reformed, hey,

Jeff?" he asked.

Jeff sighed. "Yes," he said, "when I

seen you men out there, pertectin' us

from crim'nals, an' the privations an'

hardships you went through, to uphold
the peace, it jest come over me, at last."

"Uh-huh," said Tom.
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"But. Tom —they's jest one favor I

want to beg of you."
"Yes?" said Tom, warily.
"1 want a few moments alone with Jep,

before we part."

"All right, old-timer."

Jeff drew Jep apart from the others.

It was a tender farewell. It seemed to

Tom that in the two faces there was a

singular and moving likeness—each with

one eye, each with vast folds of wrinkles,

each with a great and uncompromising
heart.

"So long, sweetheart," murmured the

one-eyed poacher.

Jep ran out his tongue a foot or more
and caressed Jeff's forehead eloquently,

and a Jagging photographer got a nice,

heart-rending shot of the scene. A mo-
ment later, Jeff turned and stalked off

into the forest, where he doubled back,

half circled, and came out on the trail

to Zack Bourne's, making excellent time.

SOME days later—Jeff and Zack de-
cided to let things quiet down a little

—the pair strolled innocently into Sim
Pease's store. They were planning a well-

rounded expedition into the little Mo-
pang country. They dreamed of speared
salmon, dynamited trout, and a hind
quarter of poached moose.
"Your check's come," said Sim, as the

two woodsmen entered. "You got about
twelve dollars of it left over, from what
you owe me."
"Twelve dollars is ample, Sim," said

Jeff. "Give us that slab of bacon, some
tea, four sticks of dynamite—we got to

blast some stumps out of Zack's back
clearin'—an' fuse an' caps. An' four
bottles of Dark Hazard rum, an' . .

."

"You've run over already," said Sim.
"Lay it against my next pension check,

then."

"All right," said Sim, "but what'Il I

do about the dog?"
"Dog?"
"I been holdin' a dog for you for two

days—some kind of a hound. He's out
back."

"Holdin' a dog for me?" Jeff was per-

plexed.

"Sure," Sim said. "Seems all the news-
papers run a lot of pictures an' stories

about you, an' Creeper Conway, an' this

old hound-dog. Jep, his name is."

The one-eyed poacher mopped his

forehead. "You mean to say Jep's here?

Where is he? Lead me riuht to him! How
did—?"

"It seems," said Sim, determined to

conclude his explanation, "that some la-

dies downstate read all them newspaper
stories, an' got to fussin' an' grievin', an'

finally took up a collection. They bought
the dog, an' sent him to you. He come by
express Tuesday, an' he's got a bad cold."

"You let my dog catch a cold?" said

Jeff, edging toward the storekeeper.

"No. 1 never done it. He had the

cold when he come off the express car.

'Twas drafty."

Jeff paused no longer. He charged
across the store and into the back room.
He ripped the crate apart, and Jep
leaped forth, alive and beautiful, but ill.

"Honey," moaned Jeff. He spread his

arms wide. "You've come back to me!"
"A-roop," went Jep, twitching his fe-

vered nose.

Jeff gathered the hound in his arms,
and. with great dignity, re-entered the

store.

"Leave that hound with Sim," said

Zack, "an" let's get on our way. I got the

rum an' stuff all packed."
"Take it all out again," said Jeff. Gaz-

ing imperiously first at Zack. then at Sim
Pease, he said, "Cancel the whole order,

an' charge it to five pounds fresh ground
hamburg. one dog collar, best grade with

brass studdin' an' name plate, an'
—

"

"Cancel the rum, too?" said Zack
hoarsely.

"Cancel the rum, too. An' instead put

in three bottles Dr. Waldo's Cough an'

Cold Elixir, that little woolly blanket on
the top shelf, an' one of them little cyni-

cal thermometers for takin' the tempera-
ture of the sick."

Zack wilted, bewildered by his unpre-
dictable comrade. "What about our trip

that we been plannin' an' dreamin' of, all

these last days?"
"Ain't goin' to be no trip. I'm a fam'ly

man, now. I'm savin' my money, these

days. I got two to care for, an' pervide
for. You can have my jack light, Zack,
an' my salmon spear an' gill nets, an'

snares. Come, Jep. Come along with me.
honey. See you sometime, Zack

—

maybe."
The End
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FINISHED ? WE'VE ONLY STARTED

THE latest reliable organization to take a

body blow at the idea that the United
States is a mature and even aging na-

tion is the Twentieth Century Fund.
You're familiar, no doubt, with the we're-

finished idea, which has been in circulation for

at least 25 years last past. Well, according to the

findings of a staff of 20 Twentieth Century Fund
experts who have been studying the question
since 1944, the fact is that we've only made a

good, promising start at utilizing this country's

resources and developing its possibilities toward
the goal of a comfortable life for everybody who
will work.

According to a detailed report recently got

out by this group, we have increased our use of

power from water, coal, electricity and natural

gas 343 times since 1850. Thereby we have
raised the value of output per man-hour of work
almost five times, and have ci't the average work
week by 33 per cent.

For all the stupidities of which our home-
grown and foreign ill-wishers accuse us, we've

86

at least had sense enough not to hold back new
inventions, as a rule, on the ground that they
would destroy old jobs. We've realized that in

the long run every scientific and mechanical ad-

vance makes more jobs and opportunities than

it rubs out.

If we'll just stay on this track, the prospects

for the future look excellent, even though there

may be ups and downs economically in our free-

enterprise system. In the planned economies up
to now, there are only continuous downs.
We can hope eventually to cut poverty to the

irreducible minimum in this country, if we'll only

keep capital and labor reasonably fiee, and mo-
nopoly under fairly strict discouragement and,

above all, if we'll strive endlessly to go on in-

creasing our productivity.

And we can kick our present heritage over-

board most effectively by becoming afraid of

technical progress, and by falling for the pessi-

mistic notion that as a nation we've finished

growing. As a matter of mathematical fact,

we've only begun our possible growth.

Editor • JOE ALEX MORRIS Managing :l

NO FOREST RAIDS. PLEA]

£kN OMINOUS story is coming out oj
*"• National Forest system of the Far Wes
tween the Continental Divide and the Pacific

These timberlands, property of the fe

government, cover an area of some 80,00
acres. Livestock grazing is allowed in then

certain extent, under federal permits—th

there are critics who say that even this has
overdone of late years by some livestock ra

Now, the National Livestock Associatioi

similar groups of Western stockmen are I

persuade Congress to take these forests

from U.S. Forest Service control and turn

over to the states where the forests lie

where the stockmen have more political strc

than they can muster in Washington.
The stockmen also want the right to bi

legal titles to forest lands to be used for gr;

purposes.

Says the American Forestry Association:

As a raid upon public resources the plan el

stockmen is astounding in its audacity. This

plan to break up the National Forests. The stij

is to put pressure on Congress to eliminate gr|

lands from the forests and give permit holdei

right to acquire such lands in fee simple. Wq
not believe the 80th Congress will be trapp

this strategy.

The American Forestry Association, inc

tally, is not a group of conservation fans

sively. Its membership includes a lot of lo|

and sawmill people.

There may be ins and outs to this situatic

which we are not aware. But we hope Con
will scrutinize all aspects of this proposal cl

stockmen with the minutest care and will!

down the whole scheme if any ratlike aro{

detected in it.

The ruin of these great timber reserve

vacation lands via cattle destruction oi
grasses binding their topsoil is something \l

should not be permitted the Western live|

men or anyone else.

SEE WHAT WE MEAN ?

"WMTE WERE remarking a while ago til

*• would be a long step forward if ma[
us, especially in educational and governnl

circles, would stop using overstuffed word|
take to talking and writing plain English.

Little did we expect at that time that so <

an illustration of our meaning as the one I

about to reprint would be so soon forthcoj

It was, though. Dr. Wilbert E. Moore, Assl

Professor of Sociology at Princeton, recent!

dressed the 17th annual meeting of the E;l

Sociological Society in the Columbia Univl

Men's Faculty Club; and, as reported by t|

most always accurate New York Times, he

paragraph from the speech, so help us:

The lack of theoretical preoccupation on th|

of many sociologists actively at work ob

industries is not so much in the failure to n

conceptual scheme explicit as it is in

hypotheses and analytical problems explicitl

area of research is the "social structure" al

mally constituted and as it informally opl

Within that area the aim is clearly descripti\|

not analytical.

Now, it well may be that in that mess of

Dr. Moore uttered a truth capable of ml

mountains, electrifying the hearts of merl

maybe even causing the angels to sing <l

song. But if nobody understood his state!

how could a waiting world profit from it? i

We know we can't understand it; we'd b|

ing to bet that few if any of the 300 socio I

who heard the Moore speech understood thl

sage we quote; and we'd like to ask Dr. M
In plain English, Doc, just what the hell|

you trying to tell the world, anyhow?







tow at less than prewar prices—the

tire that outwears prewar tires

|MT better ads for B. F. Goodrich tires are

here than letters from typical B. F. Goodrich
wn owners? Here's one from Sheriff Edward

iiil of O'Brien County, Iowa, shown point-

::he tire in the picture above.

ve driven over one million miles, over all

[ roads and under adverse conditions, during

taty-two years' service as sheriff. I have never

*ny tire that could compare with the new
podrich tire. I have driven at extreme high

in sub-zero winter weather over frozen

ujilled with chuck holes—and again over

these roads in the extreme heat of summer.

"The B. F. Goodrich tires on my present car

have gone over 32,000 trouble-free miles, and they

are still good for many more miles of hard driving."

The picture was taken at the time this letter

was written.

B. F. Goodrich tires have a wider tread that

gives you more mileage because it puts more
rubber on the ground—distributes the wear over

a wider area. You get better traction on wet roads,

quicker stops, greater safety. And because the

body of these tires is made with more cords and

stronger cords, you get extra blowout protection.

You can now buy all popular sizes of B. F.

Goodrich Silvertown tires for less than you paid

before the war. And your B. F. Goodrich dealer

will give you an allowance on your old tires if

they are still good enough to be used or re-

capped. The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

B.EGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER
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RHUBARBS

Di \k Sirs: Note your July I9lh issue-

F.O.B. Detroit: On the cover we wj
given Hal Newhouser. on the inside

Newhouser pitching secrets that hi

pitched the Detroiters into a daz/.ling

games behind the Yankees as of Aug. 1
j

As far as I can see. only two teams e i

for the editors of Collier's: Detroit

the St. Louis Cardinals, ahead of whor|

a motley collection called Brooklyn— I j

games. Why not drop the other te

from the leagues, arrange a 154-g

schedule between the Tigers and
and let the winners meet each other in|

World Series? Ted Augus
Brooklyn (God Forbid), )>

FEELTHY PEECTURES

Dear Sir: I wish to register my vehen

protest against the photographs which

companied Coney Island (July 26th).

haps at thirty years I'm too old-fashic

to live in this brave, new world but I'll

turn up a Puritan nose at the cur

competition between publishers and Ht

wood producers to endorse licentious

ing. What this country needs is a re

to the Gay Nineties.

Barbara D. Hughes, Essexville, N

... In the Coney Island story I wa:

terested in the way the problem of

children was fumbled. If the need fo

pervising children is so great that a s*

of policewomen and -men is nece;

to "ride herd" on them, wouldn't i

more practical to provide a recre;

center for children where parents c

check their children?

Mrs. S. A. Miller, Pickford, W

CLEAN HOUSE

Dear Editor: I thought you wo
interested in knowing that as a re

exposure of vice conditions in your a»

by Harry Henderson and Sam Shaw (jl

For Sale, Nov. 23d). five of the nimL

councilmen were defeated. A new rri

has been elected. A new city manage!

take office August 1st. and I am rell

informed a new chief of police will bl

pointed about that time. Every houl

prostitution in Wheeling has been cl

up. Each of the madams was sent t

penitentiary for two years, and

'pimps'' were sent to prison, one foi •

years and the other for eight years.

W. E. Baker, Elkins, W>

ZZYDD CORP.

Sirs: Please ask Bandel Linn and

Ferguson to include these handy itei

(Continued on page 87)

two years $."».00: three years $7.00 in the United States and
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Canada It) cents a copy: one year $4.00; two years $7.00:

three years $10.00. including postage. Remit by postal or

express money order or check in United States funds to
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Changes in address should reach us five weeks in

of the next issue date. Give both the old and
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or art submitted to Collier's. The National
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for return of unsolicited manuscripts or art.
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Unique

lifepolicy

tomeet

Now! In one life policy! Economical protec-

tion when you need it . . . retirement income

when you're ready for it

!

State Farm's unique All-in-One policy gives

you 20-Payment Life, adjustable to Straight

Life or Endowment.

It's the one and only policy that gives this

extraordinary flexible protection in one contract.

Here's why you can't go wrong!

1. Start your State Farm All-in-One policy on a

Marriage—new responsibilities. One of life's many changes thispolicy will helpyou meet.

20-Payment basis. You'll have it fully paid

up in 20 years or less.

2. Switch to Straight Life if you find you need

greatest protection at least cost.

3. Or adjust your All-in-One policy to an En-

dowment basis if you want income for retire-

ment in security and comfort.

The amazing State Farm All-in-One policy is

adjustable to all your normal life insurance re-

quirements ... no further medical examination

is needed for any of the above adjustments.

Only State Farm has it!

Back of the All-in-One Life policy is the same

sound management that built State Farm into

the world's largest automobile insurance com-

pany. This policy is offered only by the State

Farm Life Insurance Company.

You'll find the policy easy to read and under-

stand. Your friendly State Farm Agent will be

glad to give you the details. Get in touch with

him today, or send in the coupon below.

STATE FARM
INSURANCE
COMPANIES

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS

State Farm Life Insurance Company
Bloomington, Illinois

Please send me further information about the re- •
markable All-in-One life insurance policy. ,

Name

.

Street .

Pacific Coosf Office

Berkeley, California

Canadian Office

Toronto. Ontario
City

.

. Zone .... State

.
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"... HOW CAN A MAN expect to be a business success without

looking like one? Unruly, lifeless-looking hair . . . and loose dandruff

on his coat, too . . . Well, he may be a 'wrong number' now—but wait

till I tell him about 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic!"

IT'S A GREAT FEELING to know you look well - groomed, and you

can—with just a few drops a day of 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. It makes

a big difference in your hair's appearance. Checks loose dandruff,

too. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic contains no alcohol or other drying in-

gredients ... is just the thing with massage before every shampoo.

It's double care . . . both scalp and hair . . . and more economical

than other hair tonics, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC
REG U. S. PAT. OFF.

Used by more men today than any other hair tonic

KEEP UP WITH THE WORD

rv-

BY FUELING FOSTER
More than 200 false killer whales

were found dead on the rocky coast of

Mamre, South Africa, on November
19, 1935. Averaging 15 feet in length

and 3,500 pounds in weight, they had
been lured inshore by the fish on
which they feed and were stranded by
the receding tide. Most of them were
wedged together on their backs in

small crevices and had died either of

exhaustion or suffocation in their

struggles to free their blowholes.

Of the ten best known collections of

chess sets in the United States, the

largest and most valuable belongs to a

New Yorker. It contains more than

300 unique sets, some centuries old,

which came from 26 countries and are

made of 12 different materials, includ-

ing jade and gold.

One of New York's most amazing
misers was James Henry Paine who
died in 1885 at the age of 80 in a $2-a-

week garret in Bleecker Street where
he had lived for nearly 30 years. Dur-
ing this time, the man was thought to

be in dire poverty as he was seen daily

searching garbage cans for food and
gutters for cigar butts. But through

an uptown friend, Paine secretly spec-

ulated in opera tickets and made so

much money that, by living like a

pauper, he was able to leave a fortune

of $391,200.

The newest spectacle lenses are tri-

focals, or bifocals having a third part

that corrects middle vision which is

used, for instance, by musicians when
reading music at a distance of two or

three feet.

Inasmuch as 32,000 of the 35,000

inhabitants of Bermuda cannot vote

because they do not own $250 worth
of land, they have been unable to

change the law that makes education

compulsory, yet does not provide for

free schools.

At a recent concert given in New
York by an 18-piece electronic orches-

tra, the conductor employed a con-

sole through which the music of each
instrument passes and is subject to

control through corresponding dials

and other regulating devices. This en-

ables the leader to increase the volume
of a single instrument to a solo part,

feature groups or blend them all in the

way he thinks best for a particular

composition.

While most crooked dice fall

side downward when dropped!
glass of water, one type is made|
out a permanent heavy side to

detection in such a test. Thesd
are opaque and contain a drJ

mercury which may be made tol

through a tiny channel, betwJ
space in the center and another,

the surface. Thus, they are loac

unloaded by being tapped on the

"for good luck" or a similar rea^

At the Clinton Laboratories hi

Ridge, Tennessee, an ingenioul

tern enables employees to fill (|

for radioisotopes without ex|

themselves to the radiation,

behind a thick wall of lead, thJ

move the isotope wanted frorl

pile, and bottle, dilute, weighl

pack it for shipping, by opef
mechanical fingers which they

through a periscopic device.

The majority of the 165 dtl

movie theaters in this country
franchise fee of $1,000 and fhl

cent of their box office receipts f|

use of a patented ramp-spacir
rangement that not only gives

|

car an unobstructed view of the

but also permits it to enter andl
its alloted space without crossii|

line of vision of any other car.

The Calypso songs of Trinidal

groes, such as Stone Cold Dead
[

Market, have become so popul
the United States since 1935 th;|

singer alone, Wilmoth Houdil
New York's Harlem, has reel

over 400 of them.

On rare occasions, a short-wal
dio signal is reflected by a metif

the ionosphere which gives it a v|

that may be heard by those lisil

to the message being transmitti
j

Virtually all cities and states nl

enclosed elevators in private hor!

be equipped with a telephor

which outside calls may be ma -

rectly. With it, a servant or a

ber of the family can phone fo i

if trapped between floors in a i]

car when alone in the house.

Ten dollars will be paid for each f

cepted for this column. Contribution!
be accompanied by their source of i'

tion. Address Keep Up With the

Collier's, 250 Park Ave., New York 1

N. Y. This column is copyrighted |

items may be reproduced without perl

Collier's for September 13,



zRUMPETER LABEL

ING TO LOOK FOR

*IG THING TO FIND

When appraising eyes turn v nrr way, how well do you rw -

Very well, in skilfully tailored Hart Schaffner& Marx clothes Sri

comfortable to wear...clothes with the Trumpeterlabel have thi

took.— and they*re priced right. Sec your Hari Schaffner X Marx deak

HART SCHAFFNER cSj MARX
60TH YEAR OF MAKING CIOTHIS WITH THAI
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FAR MORE THAN A MERE MOTOR OIL

. . . It Contains a Patented Ingredient that:

1 Cleans out dirty, sluggish engines . . . and keeps them clean.

Restores lost power and pep because power wasted by sticky valves

and piston rings goes back to work.

2 Assures instant lubrication the year 'round. Flows fast at all

operating temperatures. Gives quicker cold weather starts . . . saves

your battery. Gives you a cooler engine in summer. Cuts repair bills.

3 Actually increases gas mileage in old cars—maintains new car

gaseconomy thousands of miles longer. Makesanycar cost lessto run.

Proved in millions of miles of driving. Ask for it ot your favorite

dealer's. If he does not have it, he can easily get it for you.

A PREMIUM-TYPE MOTOR OIL Created by ALEMITE

WORLD'S LfADING SPECIALIST IN LUBRICATION

TOWN5CN0 COD!

Messrs. Cooke (left) and Calvosa study Stephens College photogeneity
<>

jBkNDREW GEER (A Slight

£^L Penalty, p. 89) is the only

dfi9L horse marine we ever knew.
When his dad's horse-trading stable at

Graceville, Minnesota, burned down
in 1914, the family went homesteading
in southern Saskatchewan, 60 miles

from the nearest railroad station.

Nearest neighbors: antelope, coyotes

and badgers. "The land was so flat

you could stand on a rain barrel and
see the Gulf of Mexico—almost,"

Geer claims.

When he was eight, Andrew rode an
Indian pinto to school—when they
built one. His dad had won the horse

in a seven-up game down in Montana
twenty miles below the Geer spread.

"In those days you could buy a pretty

good pony from the Blackfeet for $5,"

Geer says.

At twelve, Geer (five eight and 140
pounds) tried to join the 27th Light-

horse Canadian Cavalry and kill the

Kaiser, but a British captain with a

waxed mustache told him to go home
before he paddled Geer's seat. "But
I'm not anti-British," Geer says.

At fifteen, Geer was riding stam-
pede at roundups and bucking con-
tests. Later at the University of

Minnesota, he footballed, and because

he was heavyweight boxing champ,
earned his college way sparring with

visiting pros like Mickey Walker,
Tommy Loughran, Young Stribling

and Ernie Schaaf. Summers he valeted

a race horse named Cincofield; played
semipro ball under an assumed name;
was caddy master and dance-hall

bouncer. Out of practice, he bucked
his last bronco bareback, at the St.

Paul State Fairgrounds, deciding to

stick to football thereafter.

Leaving college without a degree

but with many pleasant memories,
Geer rode blind baggage seeking

work, sparred with Johnny Risko,
went to sea for five years, finally

marrying a lady passenger.

When he quit ships in '35, he had a

tough time on the beach, winding up
as steelman on the San Francisco-

Oakland Bridge.

After a spell of sports-announcing
and bond-selling, Geer retired to the

side of Mt. Tamalpais and began writ-

ing with moderate success. In '41, he
went to Africa to drive for the Amer-
ican Field Service, got to know the

Syrian desert like California Street,

San Francisco (where he now lives),

and was in the heartbreaking Tobruk-
El Alamein retreat with the British

Eighth Army. "We carried over 20,-

000 wounded off the field," he says.

Thoroughly annoyed, Geer came

home in '43, enlisted in the Marl
and managed to get to Saipan, G
and Iwo Jima for the landings,

came out a major, decorated.

ABRIEF run-down on the Hav
Brothers, John and Ward

Machine, p. 24), goes like this:

fat; one is not. One has hair; the (

is John. One likes to play golf

other to watch it. One goes his

the other goes his way, too.

we're both very tired," they claim

The brother fiction act has

going on for ten years; both to

couple of years off for the late L
Clambake; both are lazy; and
find a golf tournament the best

j

to hunt a story, especially with a b

over. "The turf is easy underfi

they chorus, "there's always a s

tree handy to sit under and watcl

pros go by. It's a wonderful life.

SO SODDY to be late with the

sier of Mr. Selwyn Jepson, w
Man Running (p. 28) mounts wit

citement as it runs out. But Mr.
son lives in London and has

Britishly reticent in informing us

slight, fortyish, average height, Ss

haired-and-eyed, married, witl

book-stocked flat overlooking I

Street, and a small wooden hou
Hants for when the weather is

"So we go there scarcely at all!

advises.

Jepson served in both World V

did such hush-hush stuff in Numl
he can't talk about it. "Now and
to get away from all this," he sa;

write a story."

This week's cover: Air-borne P
For our visiting photographer,
Cooke, and Pixeditor Ulrich Ca
(Styled by Students, p. 18), air-mi

Stephens College girls flew to a f

meadow near Columbia, Miss

and posed over hamburgers, I

boiled eggs and ants. The cover

are: brunet Beverly Reeves of Sa

Calif, (in coveralls), who pilotec

low studes Jean Barrenger, Su

S. C. (blue half pedal-pushers,

skirted blue-and-white-striped

blond Jo Sperry of Bushnell, 111.
'

green sweater); and Shirley Ricll

Habra, Calif. Shirley's in red p J

pushers, and a dark blue jacket 1*

designed by Barbara Gartle- i

Verona, N. J. Cooke and Cal i

who daringly invaded dormitor:

make layout pix on pages 18 aril

report the entire college is p •

genie, largely unmarried and 1

3

intelligent. . . . Ted Sh/ '

Collier's for September 13, '*
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I'ou m>4> it on every road you travel..

Car after car is a handsome new Nash. And listen

to the talk about new cars— it's about Nash!

It's about the amazing gasoline mileage of a Nash
"600'' ... 25 to 30 miles to the gallon, 500 to 600

miles to the tankful, at moderate highway speed.

Thf "talk"* is about Nash bigness and beauty.

The extra seat-room and head-room you get. The

big rear compartment that takes a

Nash Convertible Bed!

Thf "talk" is about Nash Conditioned Air.

Automatic heat and ventilation that banish

forever cold drafts, dust, stuffy air. And more—

'

The "talk" is about the amazing new safety of Nash

unitized body-and-frame construction.

And the "talk" is about Nash value and extra features.

\ecer bvlorr has ANY one new car appeared, that's

been so far ahead in the things that count.

This, then, is what's behind the overwhelming swing

to Nash. The reason why even greatly expanded

production can't meet the demand.

There's a new kind of automobile dealer in America

today. There's where you'll find the new Nash "600,"

and its brilliant running-mate— the Nash Ambassador.

Produce of Nash research and engineering,

new Unitized body-frame construction sets

the pattern for tomorrow. Built a new way,

with body and frame welded into a single

steel -gird ered unit, it is lighter yet immeas-

urably stronger. 8000 spot welds eliminate

weak body bolts and noise-making joints.

)6aii Behead W/rtf-

Nash Motors Division, Nasb-Kelvinafor Corporation, Detroit



We're adding new telephones at the rate of about 300,0C

a month. That is 10,000 a day... And still it isn't enoug

oince V-J Day, we've added more

than 5,500,000 telephones to the

Bell System.

But fast as we put in one tele-

phone, there comes an order for

another. Sometimes two more.

So even though we're going full

speed ahead, we haven't been able

to catch up with all the orders for

telephone service.

We're moving faster than anyone

thought possible—with shortages

and everything—and we have brc

all kinds of records.

It's a whale of a job and w

eager and impatient to get it d

For we don't like to keep anyb

waiting for telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



BY ALDEN HATCH

i iome cried "Politics!" when the Army Chief

>f Staff accepted the presidency of Colum-
1 >ia University. Others wondered whether
trass hats know much about education. But
he general has some definite ideas on the

ubject—and, as usual, he pulls no punches

B^W Eisenhower finally accepted the presidency
» WW of Columbia University, the trustees were
t uiberant, the press was generally enthusiastic and
lucators acclaimed Columbia's choice. But some
sople were puzzled.

"What does a brass hat know about education?"
iey asked. "Has Eisenhower any ideas on the sub-

ct, or is he just going to be a front for Columbia?"
One friend who knew him wel] answered hotly,

General Eisenhower wouldn't be a front for heaven

[

keif!"

|
As for his ideas about education, they are very

finite. He does not claim to know a lot about the

hnique of teaching; he is more concerned with aims
an methods.
As a matter of fact, one of the reasons the general

itated to accept Columbia's offer was that his beliefs

re so strong he was not sure they would fit into the

ademic world. When he finally came before the

stees with his answer, he told them, "All I can bring

u is the convictions 1 have always held. I am not

ing to change my spots."

The trustees unanimously assured him that they

nted him, convictions and all.

The most important of these is the general's pas-

nate belief in freedom of thought. That is the key
his philosophy of education.

The greatest teaching of all, he holds, is teaching

ople how to think. But in order to think, it is nec-

ary to know all the facts. For example, he believes

t the systems of Socialism and Communism should
taught in order that they may be understood. Pure
mmunism, indeed, might be a Christlike doctrine

xe it not for its political implications. It is dictator-

ip that he abhors.
Eisenhower, stated his creed thus:

Freedom of the individual, presupposing faith of
ligious character in the integrity of the individual

, is the first leg on which democracy stands.

"The second is free enterprise, because total bu-
ucracy requires totalitarian government."
However, free enterprise must be modified by the

isities of a complex civilization. When you are

of a group, there can be no prosperity for the in-

^idual unless the group is prosperous. Eisenhower
•rries this thought beyond the boundaries of the coun-
•' to embrace the whole society of the nations of the
Vrld.

As to the manner of education, General Eisen-
Iwer thinks that the present increase of emphasis on
iiching the humanities does not go far enough. He
'iuld like to raise the prestige and importance of our
idergraduate schools, and he would like to see more
leral education interspersed with vocational training

'graduate schools. Turning out a good engineer, for
lance, is not the best that democracy deserves; it is

tire important that he should be an intelligent citizen.

Next to the art of thinking, the most important
tng to teach is pride in accomplishment, Eisenhower
llieves. From ditch diggers (Continued on page 30J

LUSTRATION BY WIllIAM AUERBACH - LEVY
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The colonel watched her as she was being questioned. "Perhaps you can be useful," he speculated. "I need an interpreter. Report this evening at si I

She looked just as sweet as

sugar—but so does cyanide

y^NNA GERHART dabbed at

Z^^ her eyes with a tiny handker-^™ chief. "Silly of me," she said

shyly, "but you've been so kind, and
—well, 1 haven't known much kind-
ness in my life."

Bill Kirk of the Times cleared his

throat. "That's all right, Miss Gerhart.
You've been very patient with us."

Anna touched each of them with
her tremulous smile and each of them
smiled back. Then she left them. None
of the ship newsmen said anything un-
til Anna had gone. Then Bill Kirk
said. "Poor kid, she's really had it. I

don't like Krauts but this kid is dif-

ferent."

"Yeah," Benny Rose from the Trib-
une said, "I'll buy that. No one hates
Germans more than me but this kid
was—let's see—she's twenty-one now,
so she was thirteen when the war be-

gan. Besides she's the first real good-
looking war bride we've run into." . .

.

Three decks below in a large cabin
Anna Gerhart was alone. She had just

said goodby to the woman who had
been her cabin mate during the seven
days of the crossing. Mrs. J. Alban
Marsh, of Sterling Forest, Illinois, was
a placid, comfortably upholstered
woman who was returning with her

husband, the Reverend J. Alban
Marsh, from a church conference
which had been held in Salisbury,

England. They had been unable to

get a cabin together, so Mrs. Marsh
had been, put in with Anna Gerhart.

Mrs. Marsh, who at first had hated

the idea of sharing a cabin with a

stranger, melted when she first met
Anna Gerhart.
When Mrs. Marsh entered the cabin

for the first time Anna was standing

there. Anna looked at her with fright-

ened eyes—almost, Mrs. Marsh said

afterward—as though she were afraid

of being hit. But Mrs. Marsh, a sweet

and charitable person, had smiled and
said, "We are going to live together

for the next seven days. I hope you
don't mind an old woman like me
being put in with you." And then

Anna had smiled, a shy, tremulous
smile, and her big eyes had filled with

tears, and Anna had said softly, "You
are so kind. I haven't known much
kindness." Then Mrs. Marsh had put

her arms around Anna and had held

Anna's lovely golden head close to

her ample bosom and had said, "Now
there—now there. Why, you're only

a baby."

IT HAD been a pleasant seven days
for Mrs. Marsh. She insisted that

Anna share the table which she and
the Reverend Marsh had reserved for

themselves. Once Mrs. Marsh had
said with a faint trace of sadness, "It

is as though you were our daughter,

Anna, and we were taking you on a

trip with us."

Anna had said shyly, "It is as

though you were my parents and were
taking me on a trip."

There were a great number of

young men on board, including one

unattached male film star, and al

dicated to Anna quite unmistak
how unattached they were and !

desirous each one of.them was for

exclusive company, but Anna
given them nothing but shy, era

rassed smiles and then had HI*

closer to Mrs. Marsh.
Anna Gerhart and Mrs. M

found a great deal to talk about
Marsh hadn't had a real audienct

many, many years, and she enj<

the obvious relish with which'/
listened to everything she said

Marsh, on her part, learned qui

bit about Anna. She learned that

na's father had been a Lutheran I

ister in Cologne. Anna had beei

only child, and her father had suj

mented the teaching of the Coli

schools by giving Anna lesson

English. By the time she was el

she could speak fairly good Enf

Anna told Mrs. Marsh. Her fc

was always bitterly anti-Nazi, am
dream was to get Anna to Am
before the inevitable war came.

"Of course," Anna said a bit

ILLUSTRATED BY REN WICKS
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Marsh, "all Germans now
ey were always anti-Nazi. I sup-

no one will believe me when I

[

laughed when I heard that Hitler

dead. I laughed because Hitler

my father, and I laughed be-

: Hitler was dead. But I won't tell

»ne that. They will say. 'Yes. yes.

is now say they hated Hit-

killed your father?" Mrs.
i prompted gently.

nodded and looked out over
.aim sea. "Yes. Yes. he

my father." she said. "I was
eleven then. It was Easter Sun-

land they sent him a sermon to

Bh. Hitler was preparing the
try for war then, and he made
•ninisters preach sermons written
•oebbels and his propagandists."
didn't vour father preach that

ay?" Mrs. Marsh asked.
' es. he did." Anna said proudly.
I not the sermon they had sent
"• He preached an Easter sermon

rtin Luther had preached back
about the Resurrection. He

er's for September 13, 1947

told of how the angels had come to

the tomb of Jesus and how they had
found the huge stone that had sealed

the tomb rolled away. And he told of
how one day a spirit of freedom would
arise again in Germany, and that the

people would roll away the stone of

prejudice and ungodliness and tyr-

anny from the tomb that was Ger-
many, and that Germany would be

free again."

Anna stopped then, and Mrs. Marsh
noticed that she was biting her lower
lip. Mrs. Marsh leaned o\er and put
her plump hand over Anna's tiny one.

"There, there now." Mrs. \

soothed. "It's all behind >ou. Anna.
Don't ever remember it again. Don't
talk about it."

"I want to tell you about it." Anna
said brokenly. "They knew what Fa-
ther meant. Oh. yes. And storm t:,-

ers ran from the back of the church
and dragged him from the pulpit.

They sent him to the concentration
camp at Oranienburg. An enem

J

the state, they said He died a

later. And then Mother ;,ust ga\e up.

He was so much part of her that when
he died, why, she just couldn't go on
living. I went to live with an aunt in

the country. Jt was in Bavaria,

uncle was a farmer, and I worked on
the farm all during the war. I was too

young for any of the—of the services

the army demanded from the women
of Germany."
"And then," Mrs. Marsh said gen-

'.he American Army occupied Ba-
varia and you met him."

"Yes. I met him," Anna said, and
raised her eyes to Mrs. Marsh. It

as though a light had suddenly been
born within her. and the light shone
through her eyes and Mrs. Marsh,
watching closely, pressed .Annas hand
happily. Mrs. Marsh liked happy end-
ings.

THE seven days had passed pleas-

antly. Now it w as all over and Mrs.
Marsh had kissed Anna goodby. Anna
Gerhart was alone in the cabin; alone
with her thoughts and her past. A
rather large leather handbag on the
bed held several symbols of .Anna's
past. .Anna was wearing a simple black
jersey dress. She nail triangu-
lar green silk kerchief, knotted loc 1

.

at the neck. Taking the bag to the
white dressing table, she sat before it,

looking intently into the mirror. Anna
Gerhart frowned and shook her head-
She had broken down twice during the

morning, once when she had told the

ship news reporters about her fa:

and his last sermon, and again when
she had bid Mrs. Marsh a fond if

somewhat weepy goodby Yes, she
might as well do a complete new
make-up, she decided. No make-up

"roof against two sets of lean.
She reached into the bag and took

out a bottle. She looked at the label

and smiled. It read. "Made in USA."
With quick deft strokes she applied
the pow der base to her face. Then she
took a small silver case from the bag.
It held creme rouge. As she rubbed
the cream into her cheeks she looked
searchingly at the face which stared

back at her from the mirror. .Anna
was an honest girl: she never lied to

If about herself. The face that «

stared back at he
she fa :>ed the b . .

ture and rounded insipidity which
the heritage of most . nan peasant

red and framed
b> golden hair which had the effect of

! mL She
nodded with sa: She r.ad

been right to dye her hair. Once it

had been sleekly dark, but in to-

days she had been p
dark part. N she \as playing the
part of a wide-- an in-

genue with tremulous smile. But she
ne\er made the mistake of thinking
like a blonde. Her intell:.. .

hard. crxstai-clear qi:.

that which had enabled h^

it was that which had made it possible

to be w here she a j a :ew

moments awa> from security.

Ne\: came the l ^d then
the soft face powder. Her hands
moved quickly; she had done this hun-
dreds of times Then

led for a small gold tube. She
looked at it fondly. This golc

the General had sent her from P..

He had been transferred to the Rus-
sian front shortly after that. The Gen-
eral had been sweet. Anna reflet

touching her lips gently with
the lipstick: happily it was

shade kind to her bfondness
She liked the sound 1

she repeated it in English. s terry

pink."
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She studied her face carefully, ob-
jectively, as an artist would look at the
work of another, with critical facul-

ilert. It was, Anna told herself, a

good job. No one would suspect her
thirty-four years, least of all a 1

sick American, so lacking in ambition,

Anna reflected contemptuously, that

he had never risen above the rank of

corporal. Her shoulders twitched in a

-re of distaste. For six glorious

1 she bad been the friend of gen-

ea Reichsministe*
she ng to marry a corporal.

as it Goebbels had said when
the General had brought her to a
house party at Wamemunde, on the

so cool shore of the Baltic?

"Du bist viel zm hubsch una
standig fur einen General," the little

doctor had said in his soft, beautiful

x, and mere had been a question

in his eyes. Perhaps she was too beau-
tiful and too intelligent to be wasted
on a general, as the doctor said, but
the General had his points. The Gen-
eral had studied at Oxford, and his
FJiglkh was Oxford English- T:.

-ad been so insistent that she
learn English: not the fumbling, halt-

ing English she knew from her high-
school days, but the English that

would enable her to fh in easily in the

life that she • ith the C
eral one day in London when the Brit-

ish swire were conquered. .And she
had learned that kind of Engl

She smilec : nought of dear,

stupid Mr?. Marsh. H: -ble

Mrs Marsh had been! Oh. she had her
she'd rehearsed '

she had on: sed songs when
she was singing on the Berlin stage.

But she felt she had needed a c

rehearsal or two before mee
nest's parents N

a good but not critical audience.

Th. on the and,

c -incaL But h

:

had
gone an or O: course, her abilit;

produce quick tears had helped, but
that too she had rehearsed" often. .And

her - a good one.
... bei mythical fa-

ther, whe .-itoher.

S

sermon she ... ent.

The ship E; - had really

liked that.

Her her had been
but she hadn't heard

of him since 1934. when she had left

home to join a group of strolling pb
. _1 to

the- illy to H the

dire- ?.e group. He had taught
.he art c I -up. He had ta

her how to «:"c how to use

hands: how
-K . '

he had taught her many other things.

She replaced the cosmetics in her

A FEW momeatsnn or and
d be buried—would

be .

sm: . .

e on the pier H.s

them, the small

ther and the mo as, \nna
.

sh. The i be
in't

ect much trouble

es, she I

ent for the "

Two nea\>

-.

- . . ..sn't

,-
-"



IY KYLE CRICHTON

Our own Sherlock Holmes delves into

the baffling mystery of the bedazzled
Red Bird and the misplaced batting eye
-—and turns up a guy named Musial

/'\

//

*

WHEN the St. Louis Cag
nuls opened the seasong
Cincinnati they looked 1

a group of corporation directors vl
had just met and declared a divide!
They were smug, confident and cl
tent. 1 well Blackwell bumped til
oil that day and various undisfl

guished gentlemen continued to has
them as the weeks dragged on. Duil
one period they lost nine straight I
were in last place with three victol
and twelve defeats. The pitcljl

couldn't pitch and the hitters couKl
hit. It soon became plain that J
Cardinals had contracted a severe <jj

of astigmatism from a happy wig
looking at their World Series clippi.a

Chief among the deflated pern
ages was M. Stanley Musial I
Donora, Pennsylvania, who led 1
league in hitting last year, but i

now making motions at the plate 1
a spinster repulsing a wasp wit

towel. There were rumors that Stall
was suffering from expanso largM
cerebello, meaning a swelled nogfl
After a spring holdout that

brought him a reputed salary of Si
500 (entirely merited by his reccl
he had taken on the airs of a lei
lama and was not available for pi
interviews. His shining face appeA
in commercial testimonials, howej
and it was seen that his dome
taken on a triumphantly ovoid
pompous character.

"Obviously a case for trepani

and a tapping of the cranium,"
the more sultry and acrid of his cri

Luckily, this was not required

cause as Stanley's batting percen

slumped, the enlarged pate contrat

in unison. By the time the New '

Giants got done buffeting the C\

around the Polo Grounds for 1

straight defeats, Stanley's cap
bobbing around so loosely on his 1

that he obviously needed a seams
and a tuck.

The deflation became complel

the Brooklyn series when M'
missed the last game by reason o

acute pain in the turn. The New 1

medicos announced that the ve

form nuisance must come out

mediately. But this meant M

At the bat or spearing them at'

base, Stan Musial can be depei
on to do a competent job. This f

ner is safe as Stan takes to the si

haul down a high throw. Below I

mighty Musial bat connects for

Jtt

:. *



i>uld be lost to the team for at least

f weeks. He preferred to have the

tsky thing frozen until he could get

Uk to St. Louis and confer with the

( ebrated Dr. Robert Hyland. In due

(Mrse he was back in the line-up, a

vy chastened young man.
Nobody was happy over the ap-

itndicitis threat, but it was generally

g eed that Stanley's new mental state

v s an improvement. Now when he

«od at the plate and twisted himself

ilo the amazing and familiar stance

Servers could note a resemblance to

t jolly thumping youth of yore. His

smp continued but there was happy
r.ognition that baseball had returned

Itaormal, and a nice young man was
Kself again.

Those poor, poor Cardinals," the

Her seven managers were undoubt-
By saying to themselves. "If they

»nt to get rid of that tragic, stricken

Eng man, they have only to utter a

btcry."
kfusial, of course, is as near a

Dural phenomenon as baseball has

in years. He had simply knocked
everlasting tar out of the horse-

leever since he hit the big leagues

—

lil this spring. In 1940 he was a

|:her and outfielder for Daytona
Itch, Florida. He landed on his

fculder diving for a line drive and
t finished his pitching career.

Wow consider what happened next:

was taken on reluctantly the next

Ir by Springfield, Missouri, in the

Bstern Association, which is a

Iss-C league. By the middle of the

Ir he was brought up by Rochester,

l# York, then playing AA ball. He
mt so well there that the Cardinals

Agged him in for the end of the Na-
6ial League season.

he Brooklyn Dodgers were win-

g their first pennant under Leo
ttocher, and the Cards were breath-

Ion their napes at every step. Every
lie during those last days was a na-

ftal crisis and Musial was thrown as

Ikcrifice into this den of tigers. In

Hve spectacular games he batted

l» and almost saved the pennant for

> Sam Breadon, Mr. Billy South-

mth and the eager St. Louis rooters

Bean get half a crowd out any night

he week provided they are assured

6 pennant is safe.

. That was comparable to pulling

B^ebody out of a poolroom in Oska-
ta, Iowa, to play Willie Hoppe,"
nutted the experts.

Jihe kid was among the first four
flers in the National League in 1942,

first full year, and won the cham-

pionship in 1943. He was runner-up
in 1944, went off to the wars (Ameri-
can Theater of Operations) in 1945

and copped the title again last year

with .365. In three World Series he
has delivered some resounding salvos

for the Cause, but it can't be said that

in any case he has dominated these

important proceedings.

In last year's Series he got six hits in

twenty-seven times at bat for a per-

centage of .222, but four of the blows
were doubles, another was a triple and
he knocked in four runs. He won the

Most Valuable Player award for the

National League last year (he also did

it in 1943), polling 319 points out of a

possible total of 336. One perverse

judge placed him in ninth place, prov-

ing perhaps that he was a year in ad-

vance of the folk who found Stanley
slightly insufferable this year in its

earlier stages.

Making Him a First Sacker

What really set the cognoscenti on
their ears last season was Musial's suc-

cess as a first baseman. Eddie Dyer
first let Ray Sanders go to the Boston
Braves and then tried Dick Sisler on
the bag. Richard immediately began
to disprove the entire case for heredity

by acting nothing like his father, the

illustrious George Sisler, and Stanley

was asked kindly to step in from left

field and take over the chore.

"That boy doesn't make good," said

the cynics with a shudder, "and Dyer
is back in Houston hiding among the

oil derricks."

The theory was that Stanley would
be so worried about his fielding he
would forget to hit, but Stanley never
forgets to hit. He had trouble with his

feet around the bag, but kindly people
were soon saying he was the best first

baseman in the league, which was not
exactly true considering that Eddie
Waitkus of Chicago was also around,
but it sounded good and there was no
general protest.

There was some small doubt in the

beginning that Stanley would ever be a

ballplayer. He had been a schoolboy
wonder at Donora, playing basketball

in the Stagg Interscholastic Tourna-
ment in Chicago and being looked on
avariciously by certain football gentry

at Pitt who considered him an excel-

lent halfback prospect, but the loudest

outcry came from Papa Lukasz
Musial, who had worked hard as a
Polish immigrant in the steel mills and
wanted Stanley to take a college

scholarship.

The crisis had arisen when Andy
French of the Monessen club in the

Pennsylvania State Association had
wanted to Si >i him up. This was part

of the Cardinals' chain and the salary

was only $75 a month, but Stanley was
boo-hooing around that he wanted to

take it and Papa was bellowing large

Polish swear words at the thought of

such nonsense.
What saved the Great National

Pastime from disaster was Miss Klotz,

Stanley's high-school teacher. Miss
Klotz was a mature and influential

lady who was not only capable of
guiding a sixteen-year-old like Stanley

but also of overwhelming Papa
Lukasz, who had an almost religious

reverence for the erudite. "You go
right ahead and play baseball, Stan-

ley," said Miss Klotz, nodding sagely

at Papa while Papa nodded back
mutely as if to show he knew the

proper thing for a patriotic American.
But the Cardinals took their time

about calling for Stanley and in the

meantime he went to the Pittsburgh

Pirates and was just about to sign with
them (which he would have preferred

to do, anyhow) when Mr. Breadon's
agents tapped him and sent him off to

Williamson, West Virginia, where
Stanley stayed two years. Anybody
staying two years in a league like the

Mountain State shows so little apti-

tude for his profession that Papa
Lukasz would have been justified in

retrieving his treasure by violence, but

by this time he was too stunned to pro-

test.

Things were very little better for

Stanley when he got down to Daytona
Beach, Florida, in 1940. He was pitch-

ing between turns in the outfield but
he was also subsisting almost entirely

on turnip greens and salt pork. He had
married Lillian Labash, whose father

ran a grocery in Donora, and their

$100 a month in Daytona Beach only
made Lillian (and Stanley) wish they
were back at the store. Then Lillian

broke the tender news that she was
about to have a baby and all went
black before Stanley.

What saved Stanley's reason and
career was Dickie Kerr, who had been
one of the few honest men on the

notorious Chicago Black Sox and was
now the Daytona Beach manager. He
had won two games in that famous
fixed series with Cincinnati, although
supported by a group of thugs who
were loyally trying to heave the ball

into the grandstand every time they
got hold of it. For his faithfulness

Dickie got the same bag of peanuts
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from the noble Comiskey for pitching

the next few years. When he held out
in 1922, Comiskey suspended him and
he was out of the game for three years.

The point is that Kerr kept his loyalty

for baseball despite this treatment and
now came to the rescue of the M usials.

He rented a larger house, took in the

M usials, and Mrs. Kerr attended to

Lillian while Dickie coaxed Stanley
along.

But things looked dark for Stanley
when he dived for that line drive and
fell on his shoulder and ruined his

pitching arm. Kerr kept him in the

outfield and next spring when he re-

ported to the Cardinals' camp in
Georgia, Burt Shotton could plainly

see he was no longer a pitching pros-

pect. He was sent to the Columbus,
Georgia, team where Clay Hopper,
now the Montreal manager, was
standing around with his tongue out
waiting for pitchers.

"Tut,- tut," said Mr. Hopper, dis-

counting all cries to the contrary. "It

says right here you're a pitcher. Go
on out there."

Stanley went out against the parent
club on their way north from spring

training and only heavenly inter-

vention kept him from destruction.

Terry Moore and Johnny Mize hit

home runs, and other murderous
characters whistled drives past his ears

with such persistence that even Mr.
Clay Hopper was convinced. It took
a lot of searching among the clubs of
the Cardinals' chain to find anybody
who wanted Musial, but he finally

landed at the afore-mentioned Spring-
field, Missouri, which was not too
happy about the honor.

Hurry Call from Rochester

It was clear that he would have to

hit with some briskness to stick with
Springfield, because his arm was still

so weak that on any long drive it took
him three relays to get the ball back to

the infield. However, by July his

hitting had set off forest fires in great

areas of the Middle West and his per-
centage had soared to .379. Tony
Kaufmann up at Rochester had been
sending tear ;stained notes to the home
office in search of a new outfielder and
Stanley proved to be his man.
He banged things around at a .326

pace in the International and was then
requisitioned by the Higher Powers as

has been previously related. Quite the

damnedest thing ever heard of in base-
ball—Springfield, Missouri, to St.

Louis, Missouri, in one year, let alone
one generation—castoff punk to first-

stringer on pennaut contender at one
leap!

The next year (1942) began as a
nightmare (something like the present
one). His bad shoulder began to kick
up and he couldn't hit and couldn't
throw. After a miserable spell in

which he could do nothing right, Man-
ager Southworth benched him. Later
he was put back in against right-hand
pitchers and began playing a tune on
the fences. In due time he was in

against all opposition and has been
hitting ever since (except this year).

There were scowls when Southworth
placed him in left field, because it was
felt that was no place for a southpaw,
but Billy refused to worry.
"When a boy has baseball instinct

like that Musial," said Billy, "he can
make the plays upside down."
The Cards had a terrible time

getting going last year and weren't
helped when Max Lanier, Lou Klein
and Fred Martin jumped to the Mexi-
can League. The ubiquitous Jorge

(Co 1 1tini^^tu^uui^y6)

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY DAVID AND HY PESKIN
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hid* H.e mU rtaad at the wheel and imagine that the Bessie f ;. was new and'i bright, like the painting on the wall of the Blue
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THE HULK
The Bessie C. was on the beach now, and so was

her skipper—but Dennis had a life to launch

IWO men were filleting floun-

der in the fish market, and
Dennis paused a moment to

the flat, slicing strokes of the

ves; then he started slowly toward

| dock beyond. He had always liked

] fish market, but today an angled

ace from Joe Dobson made him
amfortable. There was little pleas-

|

now in listening to the talk of fish

I fishing in the market, now that his

jier was no longer at his place near

j

window. It had been three days

! his father lost his job in the mar-

booking for your old man, Den-

f Joe Dobson asked. The expres-

in his watery eyes was probably
kpathy; he looked Dennis' way for

' an instant,

fes," Dennis said.

Ie was here a little while ago.

know that Mr. Brace, owns the

iriew Hotel?"
Sure," Dennis said.

Ir. Brace gave him some fish to

i," Joe Dobson said. "He's look-

|for your old man, too."

tie boy nodded, and went through

ie dock. The water of the bay was
land shiny in the afternoon sun,

off by a channel marker, near the

[lth of a tidal creek, several row-
were fishing. Weakfish must be

Jig, Dennis thought. That was the

le to catch them.
ley, kid," a voice called,

ennis turned. Standing by the

of the icehouse, beside a tall

tet, was Mr. Brace, the hotel

Jer. He was a lean, brown man,
the look of a dirt farmer about
He had steady, pale eyes, and
gaze made Dennis uneasy again,

rou're Jack Clifton's boy, aren't

fes, sir," Dennis said,

fou know where I can find your
er?"

|ennis was pretty sure where his

er was, but he shook his head.

I Brace frowned and stared down
(ie big bucket. "I was out on the

i this morning," he said. "Caught
fty-five porgies and I gave your

^r two dollars to clean them."
ennis slowly approached the

let. He swallowed, and asked,

l't he clean 'em, Mr. Brace?"
Ie cleaned 'em, all right. Sure, he
lied 'em. But look!" Mr. Brace
Ited angrily at the bucket. "He
Tt scale a one of 'em."
pnnis swallowed again. There was
se telling Mr. Brace where to find

ither, he thought. He looked into

|>ucket. It was a lot of fish, fifty-

Jrgies. He straightened and said,

[sure sorry, Mr. Brace. I forgot."

[ou forgot what?"

|
forgot to scale those fish," Den-
aid. "Pop told me to scale 'em
! clean forgot. But I'll get it done

I away."
^e hotel owner frowned. "Son,
ought to tie a string on your fin-

|I haven't got time to wait around
you scale those fish. Your fa-

ther 'said they'd be ready by four

o'clock and I made a trip here to get

them. I can't wait around while you
scale them."
"We can deliver them to the hotel,

Mr. Brace," Dennis said quickly. "Is

after supper all right?"

The man looked closely at Dennis
for a moment, then nodded. "Okay,"
he said. "But you'd better tie a string

on your finger, kid." He walked off to

his car and Dennis looked again into

the bucket. Fifty-five porgies was a

glutton's dish of fish.

DENNIS borrowed a scaler from
the fish market, and as Joe Dob-

son passed it to him Joe's watery eyes

met Dennis'. Joe didn't say anything,,

but as Dennis started back to the dock
Joe's big hand brushed his shoulder
in a casual, friendly pat.

Fifty-five times, for fifty-five fish,

Dennis scraped the scales from tail to

head, cut away the stiff dorsal fin and
side fins, lopped off the head, and
tossed the parts into the water, where
crabs had colonized near the market.
He put the scaled fish back in the

bucket, stowed the bucket in the ice-

house, returned the scaler, and then
he went to find his father. He knew
where to look.

The bar was called the Blue Water,
and occupied a square, one-story
building across the street from the

boat yard and a hundred yards from
the big commercial pier where fishing

boats brought their catches to be iced

and shipped to the city. Fishermen
and local workers frequented the bar,

and often there would be a group of

women in slacks and sunburned men
in sport coats talking about their day's

luck offshore on a charter boat.

For many years the Blue Water Bar
had been the rendezvous
of the charter-boat cap-
tains, and when a sum-
mer visitor from the

resort section on the

ocean side wanted to

charter a boat he usually

called the Blue Water
Bar and asked Lou,
the bartender, what was
available. Whenever he
bar, Dennis studied the

chart of the boats' schedules the bar-

tender kept.

But before he looked at the black-

board, before he even looked to see if

his father was there, Dennis always
turned his eyes to the wall where a

long time ago a primitive local hand
had painted a regatta of boats in a

mural circling the walls above the

window frames. About a dozen boats
were there, and of course Dennis
knew the names of all of them, but the

one he always looked at first was the

Bessie C.
The artist hadn't got the lines quite

right, although he had missed no de-

tail. The Bessie C. looked a little squat
in the mural, and sat the water with
the complacent displacement of a tug-

boat, but the Bessie C. certainly had
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went in the

blackboard

not been a tug. There had been no
trimmer, no more seaworthy, no
handsomer charter boat in all Atlantic

waters than the Bessie C. There was
no doubt of that.

Of course, Dennis usually reminded
himself when he looked at the paint-

ing, the Bessie C. had been built a long
time ago. The painting showed three

people aboard, two men and a woman,
and the wide-brimmed summer straws

and striped blazers the men wore in-

dicated they had set out to sea thirty

years or more ago, at least twenty
years before Dennis was born.

Dennis paused in the doorway and
gazed at the painting, then reluctantly

pulled his gaze toward the bar. His
father was there, at the far end, drink-

ing beer, with his back to a booth
where a noisy party was drinking old-

fashioneds. Dennis walked slowly

across the room and touched his fa-

ther's arm.
Lou, the bartender, grinned and

said, "Hello, Dennis, how's the skip-

per today?"
"Fine," Dennis said, and waited

until at last his father turned and
looked down at him. His father did

not speak, but his hand left the glass

of beer and came down gently on the

boy's shoulder.

Dennis waited until Lou had moved
along down the bar, then he said

softly, "Pop, I was over at the fish

market, looking for you."
"I was there, Dennis," his father

said. "I was there for a while."

"I saw Mr. Brace," Dennis said.

"Did you, boy?" his father said, and
picked up his glass again.

Dennis thought that probably most
of the two dollars had been spent. His
father's face was flushed, and he
leaned a little against the bar. One

foot was on the rail,

and the point of the

bent knee showed white
through a small tear in

his khaki pants. Just

the other day Dennis
had sewed the tear up,

and he made a mental
note to get out needle

and thread and sew it

up again tomorrow.
"Pop," Dennis burst out. "You

didn't scale those fish!"

His father's face was blank for a

moment. The noise in the booth be-

hind them was very loud, and Dennis
looked away from his father's eyes

and saw the people in the booth. They
had obviously been out on a charter

boat; a plump blond woman stuffed

into mauve slacks and two men in ex-

pensive sport shirts. For an instant

they held the boy's attention, but he
heard his father saying, "Why, I must
have scaled 'em, Dennis. That's

funny. I was sure I'd scaled 'em."

Dennis gazed up at his father. His
eyes felt hot, and he blinked. His fa-

ther pushed his glass a little away from
him on the bar and stared at it. As
he leaned against the bar, his shoul-

ders were slumped, but still looked big

and powerful. He was a large man, a

handsome man, Dennis thought, when
he was shaved. Dennis liked him best

in the morning, after breakfast, when
he sat over his coffee and his eyes were
clear. A little puffy sometimes, but
clear. And even early in the morning
there would be a little smile, a small

rueful smile. It was in the morning,
after he had drunk his coffee, and
stretched, and looked at the barome-
ter, that his father sometimes talked of
fishing and the Bessie C. But later in

the day, after the Blue Water Bar
opened, his father became another
person, remote and even evasive.

Sometimes Dennis felt like a truant

officer.

"What did he say, Dennis, about
those fish?" his father asked now, self-

consciously.

"He said you should have scaled

'em."

His father moved his shoulders un-
easily and said, "Okay. I'll scale 'em
after a while."

Dennis did not say that they were
already scaled. He looked up at his

father's flushed, uneasy face, turned,

and walked quickly out of the bar.

THERE remained a little time of
daylight, and though he did not

estimate the height of the sun, and
seemed to give no thought to where he
was going, Dennis turned his feet pur-
posely along the road that led past the

mud flats and the marsh. He walked
quickly, with his hands clenched at his

sides, and he did not slow his steps

until he came to the hulk. He stood
a moment beside the road, looking at

it.

The hulk lay canted in the marsh
grass, its keel deep in mud. The sun
and the wind and the rain had blis-

tered and worn the paint, and dry rot

had withered the wood, but from a

little distance it almost seemed that

she could float, that she could put to

sea again. It was cnly when you came
a little nearer that you could see where
she was stove in, there near the bow.
And it was only when you came quite

close that you could see the faded
letters of her name on the stern:

Bessie C.

Once aboard, of course, you knew
she was a hulk. There was stale oily

water on the deck of the cabin, and
barnacles now were berthed where she

had once slept four. You had to be
careful where you put your foot. It

was greasy and slippery where the two
engines had been and the housings had
fallen in.

Dennis knew where to step, and he

knew that the deck in the covered
wheelhouse yet was firm. He could
stand there and turn the wheel. Its

connections with the rudder had long

since rotted away and the wheel spun
easily. He could stand at the wheel
and imagine that the Bessie C. was
new and bright, like the painting on
the wall of the Blue Water Bar.

It was a comfort to visit the hulk, to

(Continued on page 97)

ILLUSTRATED BY C. B E A L L
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Ellie Schooley of Janesville, Wis., favors sleeping-rime clothes, de-
signed all of the above. Carol Peabody of Mason, Mich., is derided
for her formal wear by night-shirted Evelyn Houghton of Ionia,

Mich.,' and Joan Harris of Seattle in a nightie and cloth booties

Two hundred guests, including St. Louis and Kansas Ciha
and manufacturers, watch fashion show in night-club sell

Stephens College auditorium. Prizes were distributed an it

ninety-three originals designed, sewn and modeled by ! (

STYIED BY STUDENTS
The girls wore cottons, the dates sport clothes at the "Cotton 'n'

Cords" dance at Stephens. In foreground, left to right, Ethel Lou
of Honolulu wears rayon suit by Barbara Gartley of Verona, N. J.;

Marilyn Corson wears her own design in turquoise-and-black stripe

and Jo Sperry of Bushnell, 111., looks mighty pretty in a black
plaid dinner dress designed by Ann Perry of Charlestown, W. Va.

It rains in Missouri and other places. Lou Edwards
Richland Center, Wis., wearing checked waterproofed r.

.

by Ellie Schooley, stops between classes to chat with Caril

of Fayetteville, N. Y., who is ready for the weather iil

Zelan raincoat designed by Mary Jane Orman of Tulsf

You may see these two designs in department-store camp 1
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AN babies design their own diapers? Can fish design their own flies? Can
birdies design their own nesties? Can hangmen design their own ties?

All right, all right. It's the Stephens College girls out in Columbia, Missouri,

get you this way, they being proficient to the point of dizziness in child care, fly-

ng, ornithology, sociology and design. And, they do, the Stephens College girls

lly do, design their own clothes—slacks, short pants, jackets, raincoats and the

aceful garments they like to sleep in. After they design these things, they make
up stitch by stitch, and after they make them they wear them. And after they

them, the commercial world of manufacturers and buyers from big stores moves
xpresses amazement that juveniles can figure out what they want to wear all by
selves, buys them and makes them up by the thousands to sell everywhere,

'his kind of business has become a regular thing at Stephens College. Mrs. Pa-

Rowe, who heads the school's design department, has had to establish a clearing-

for employment and sales. Each year several of her graduates are sought out
anufacturers of teen-age clothes in the St. Louis and Kansas City area for post-

ate designing jobs. And Stephens College designs-by-students, bearing the ofh-

chool label, Susie Stephens Original, are gaining a modest prestige of their own
mpus departments throughout the country. Students receive all fees,

nee a year the Stephens design department puts on a fashion show in the modi-
ight-club atmosphere (soft drinks—no hard liquor) of the auditorium of The
e. Here students and faculty in evening dress greet their city fashion friends,

i good time is had by all. The photographs shown here were taken at the- last

, at which seventy representatives of commercial firms were present,

ine Stephens departments participate in putting on the show. Besides design they
art. aviation, clothing construction, merchandise, personal appearance, pho-

'

, radio and textile design.

e connection is obvious except, perhaps, in the case of aviation. But out of
Stephens students, 425 are learning to fly. They want good-looking clothes to

and after they get them, like as not, they'll fly their designing friends out to a

een spot for a picnic. (See this week's Collier's cover.) ***

Stephens students spend more than some of their time on The Lake
swimming, sailing and sunning. Mary Lou Dorsett of Tonkawa, Okla.,

(left) shows off her own rayon jacket and shorts. At right, Barbara Walker
of Milwaukee, Wis., wears coat by Bunny Freesmeier of Clayton, Mo.

Uninhibited is the word for these by-college-girls and for-col-

lege-girls lounging clothes. Left to right, Valerie Pederson of

San Francisco lounges in plaid gingham by Mary Jane Orman,
Beverly Beeves of Salinas, Cal., wears taffeta robe with black
slacks designed by Anna Jean Grey of Oklahoma City, and Jo
Ann Reed of Lamed, Kan., wears Ellie Schooley's pajamas

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY JERRY COOKE
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Edith wanted to marry Fred Boggs. The trouble was, Fred was a thinker; he wanted to make his influence felt in a troubled w<

""^ROBABLY everybody has

B-^ heard the story about the fel-

JL low who lived in a house by
the old Sixth Avenue el in New York
City, how the first night after they

tore the el down he would jump out of

bed every time he didn't hear a train

go by and holler, "What's that?"

That man is old Sam Hinkley, only

they got the story wrong. Sam didn't

jump out of bed because he missed
hearing the trains. He jumped out of

bed because he heard them.
Most people living on Sixth Avenue

were glad to see the el go. It was dirty

and noisy and they said it felt like the

train was crawling into bed with you
every time it went past the windows.
Sam didn't feel that way about it. He
was a motorman on the el and he
wouldn't have swapped throttles with

the engineer on the Super Chief.

"We're both of us serving the pub-
lic," he would say, "except I'm trans-

porting the poor people home which
is more important than taking a talk-

ing horse out to Hollywood."
Another way the story they tell is

wrong is in how many times Sam
jumped out of bed the first night the

el stopped running,, which was De-
cember 4, 1938. It was only once and
that was at 12:01, right after the last

train went through. Sam jumped out

of bed and said what the story says

he said. Then he looked at his watch
and a pi ?ased look came over his face.

"Right on time," he said and he
crawled back into bed. Nobody else

heard that train go through, because
everybody else on Sixth Avenue was
getting the first good' night's sleep

anybody had on that street since 1878

when the el first started running with

steam engines pulling the cars. No-
body else heard the trains after that,

either, except old Sam. He kept right

on hearing them even after they dug
the subway on Sixth Avenue and
changed its name to the Avenue of
the Americas.
Sam's niece, Edith, who kept house

for him in their apartment on Sixth

Avenue near Waverly Place, said that

as far as she was concerned Sam could
think anything he wanted to, it's a free

country and there was no harm in it.

The trouble was that Sam and the el

were in a way responsible for Fred
Boggs trying to get into politics, which
almost broke up a beautiful romance,
among other considerations.

The trouble was, Fred Boggs was a
thinker. He was a big muscular guy
that some people claimed would be
better off with his thinking if he had
more brains to go with it, but that
didn't stop Fred. When he came up to

call on Edith, who was his intended,
he went at it with Sam every time. The
night the trouble started was no dif-

ferent from any other night, actually,

except maybe that Edith finally got

too much of it, like the last straw.

Fred said, "Sam, here's what I don't

get. What's so special about the el?"

Edith said, "Now don't start in on
that again, Fred, will you, please?"
Sam said, "I tell you, Fred. It's

how you look at the thing."

"Here's the point," Fred said. "The
way I figure it, the el must have been
pretty special for you. Right?"

"Right," said Sam.
"Okay," said Fred. "So what's so

special about the el?"

Sam tried to tell Fred how he felt

about the el, how it gave him the same
feeling a guy might get flying one of
those big airplanes, except Sam was
nearer to the ground and the people.

Sam still wore his blue-and-white-
striped engineer's cap all the time, and
his eyes were squinted up as if he were
still looking far off down the track.

He had a face on him like a depart-

ment-store Santa Claus, all red and
round, with wrinkles around his eyes
from smiling.

"Maybe to a lot of guys, the way
they look at it," Sam said, "runnin' the

el was just a job with no significance

to it outside of a pay envelope at the

end of the week."
"It figures," Fred said.

"It don't figure yet," Sam said, "be-
cause that ain't the point." He looked
down at his watch and then he looked
at Fred with that silly, apologizing
smile people get when they're talking

and a noise comes along where they
can't hear each other. That meant the
el was passing through, and Edith and
Fred would always wait.

Sam put his watch back in his

pocket and said, "Right on time."

"The way I see it," Sam said, "a
man ain't doing a hell of a lot no
matter what he's doing unless the peo-
ple get some good out of it."

"That's the point!" Fred said. His
eyes lighted up and he got up and
walked up and do>vn the room. "You
gotta do some good for the people."
That was a strong point with Fred.
All the time he was up in the Aleutian
Islands during the war, when he
wasn't just sitting staring at the seals

and wondering how he got there, he
was figuring ways he could help the

people when he got back.

"That's what I done," Sam said, "on
the el."

"I don't get it," Fred said.

Edith got up and waltzed around
the room. She'd do anything to get

those two off the subject of the el.

"Look at me, Fred," she said. "I'm
dancing!"

"It's how you look at it," Sam said.

Fred sat down and put his chin on his

fist. Edith sat down, also. "Every
morning when I started downtown I

says to myself, 'Sam,' I says, 'there's a

lot of poor people got to get trans-

ported to work and it's up to you.'

And I transported them."
"Yeah, but—"
"Come evening, I says, 'Sam, there's

a lot of poor people want to get trans-

ported home to the wife and kids.'

And I transported them there. Public
service."

"It's a thought," Fred said.

"It's how you look at it. The same
goes for any job," Sam said.

"I get the public service all right,"

Fred said, "only what's so special

about the el?"

Edith got up and walked out of the

room. Fred had to go to the bedroom
door and promise he wouldn't talk

about the el and that he would talk

to Edith, before she'd come out again.

The trouble was that Fred was in a
thinking mood and he had a lot on his

mind.

AFTER they all got settled down
.again in the parlor, Fred said,

"Edith, what do I do?"
"You think too much, which might

strain your brain," she said, "but
you're lovable nonetheless."

"No kidding, now. What do I do?"
"Okay, I'll play," she said, with a

sigh. "You're a government employee,
engaged in taking soundings in New
York Harbor."

"There," said Fred, "you see? The
world is going to pot, with crooks
giving the people a raw deal all

around," Fred said, "and what am I

doing?"
"You're not making it any worse,"

Edith said, "which is saying a lot."

"I'm out in a rowboat letting a
string out to see how deep the water
is," Fred said, "while people are starv-

ing."

"Maybe if you put a hook on the

line you could catch some fish at the
same time," Edith said. She wasn't a
nasty girl, but she had been through
this routine with Fred before and
knew what he was leading up to.

"Sure," Fred said, "you can laugh."
"When a girl is still single at age

twenty-four," Edith said, "she laughs
only at Abbott and Costello."

"We could still get married," said

Fred, "right after I get my feet on the

ground in my new line of endeavors.
Politics."

Edith looked-mad and said, "I could
marry Everett Flawsom and then I

wouldn't have to wait for you at all."

"Now, Edith," said Sam.
"Well," she said, "Everett asked

me."
"I don't blame you for considering

Everett Flawsom," Fred said. "He's
a success in politics."

Sam said, "Everett Flawsom is a

two-bit ward heeler who never did

anybody any good."

"Here's the point," Fred said,

man is in politics he's in a pi

where he can swing some good
to the people."

"Politics ain't the only thing,"

Sam. "You got a swell job now, F:

"Sure," Fred said. "Wonderfu
"It's how you look at it. You

soundings and keep the channel
so the boats can keep on sailing, r

So what would happen to the

of New York City if it wasn't foi

being on the job? Starvation!"

Fred shook his head. Sam
"Look at it this way. If it wash
you, all the big boats couldn't tak!

for the four corners of the

blowing their whistles and shooti

steam and looking like floating

tains, the way they do."
Edith said, "You can do a U

good in the world just sticking on
job and being a good citizen.

Fred got red in the face,
j

the trouble," he said. "A guy sticl

his job all his life, like Sam on tl|

and it don't add up to nothing,

people are still as bad off as

Only after I'm finished with my c<

in politics, then—

"

"Wait a minute," Edith said,

had a funny look on her face,

you trying to tell me you ah

signed up for this course in pol

Is that it?"

Fred stuck out his chin in a

born way. "I only put down a

payment," he said.

"You gave Everett Flawsoir

money? Our getting-married moi
Edith looked like she was goi

cry, she was so mad.
"You'll see I made a good dec

honey," Fred said. "Honest."
"You made a decision all r

Edith said. "Now I'm going to

one. How would you like to gej

of here and never come back ag

"Wait a minute," Fred said. "l\

the point. After I get in politics-

"Politics! Politics!" Edith hoi

"For goodness' sakes don't you

it takes brains to be a politiciai

goodness' sakes?"

"Now wait," Fred said.

"I'll show you who has br;

Edith hollered. She was all work(

"I'm going to get smart and i|

Everett Flawsom, the way he

me, and how do you like that dec

politician?"

"Just a minute, Edith," Sam s;

"That's okay, Sam," Fred sai<

soft voice. "As long as I know

I stand. I guess it ain't right t

a girl to wait for a guy who h

brains."

(Continued on page 90)

Sam took out his watch, lookl

it calmly and said, "Right on]

ILLUSTRATED BY FRANK HITESHEW
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HEARTLESS HARVEST

J HOWA*H> WHITMAN
* • «o v-*t?"'-

A group of migrant children from New Mexico in the sugar-beet and pea country near Berthoud, Colorado. Usually the whole family will work in the fields

schooling for children is generally neglected. Plumbing for migrant workers is along primitive lines, as represented by the outhouses shown in this pic

A new crop of Okies, estimated in the

millions, is wandering about the country,

following the crops they pick. To get

their story the author traveled 9,000

miles through 17 states, toiling in the

fields. Here he describes working and
living conditions you wouldn't believe

could be tolerated in America today

THE open truck rumbled on, mile after

aching mile. There was a tarpaulin to

stretch over the rattling sideboards but it

was unrolled only in a big rain or when the truck
passed through a town—so people wouldn't see

what was jam-packed inside.

The truck rolled and jounced, day and night,

grinding out the endless miles through Texas, Okla-
homa, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota. Fif-

teen hundred miles. Three days and three nights.

If the cargo had been cattle, the law would require
a stop every 36 hours to rest and refresh them. If

the cargo had been pigs, better still—they would
get hose showers along with their rest. But as it

was, this rickety truck didn't have to make any
rest stops at all. Its cargo was only people.

Jesus Martinez, his wife and four children were
among the 38 human beings jammed into the back
of the truck, forced to stand up most of the time be-
cause there wasn't room for everyone to squat at
once. The women and children took turns sitting

on the planks along each side, though one spot was
reserved for Mrs. Rosa Lopez because she was
pregnant.

When the truck stopped for gas, Jesus Martinez
and the other men would scurry out and forage for

food. Maybe they had a few dimes left for hot dogs
and coffee. Or, after their money ran out, they
could ask for leavings at a diner. A counterman
would look at their faces and give out some bread
ends and a little jam.
Then everyone would rush for the toilets, but

there was never enough time to take care of 38 peo-
ple. So along a lonely stretch of road the truck
would stop and everyone would clamber down and
dart for the bushes.

The first night, Joe the Boss drove straight

through without a stop and when Jesus pounded on
the cab and begged him to stop for the sake of the

women he barked back, "Siddown! How the hell

you gonna get to the beets if we don't keep a
move on?"
The beets—the sugar-beet fields of Minnesota

—

were far away, and $22 an acre was going to be good
pay, especially since all the jobs in Texas seemed to

have been gobbled up this year. The family of

Jesus Martinez was just one of thousands of Texas
families who had turned migrant. The cotton fields

at home had been deluged with surplus hands. And
the citrus work had been bad.

When Joe the Boss was rounding up his crew in

San Antonio the proposition sounded inviting.

"Nice, easy work in the beet fields. Twenty-two dol-

lars an acre—cold cash. I'm gonna take you there.

I'm gonna give you the ride," Joe said. "You're
gonna get a nice clean house to live in, -free elec-

tricity and free water—everything free."

There was a break the third day, in Nebraska,
when another truck of migrants up ahead smashed
into an automobile. Five people were messed up.

Joe the Boss stopped for an hour there, and he
cursed at the way some crew bosses were so dumb

they'd drive themselves to sleep instead of U
shifts with a driver the way he did.

The last day and night of the haul noboc
Jesus Martinez' family had anything to eat b«
their money had run out, and Joe the Boss w
not give them time to mooch at the gas stops.

"

how'm I gonna get you to the beets?" he'd be

So when they got into Minnesota, into the

fields, the 38 people in the truck were huddle

something like corpses after a bomb goes off.

a few could get out of the truck without help, i

tumbled out. Some were sick and fell to the grc id

Jesus Martinez, a strong man, let some tears i

his cheeks when he helped his wife and chiis

down.
Anyway, here was Minnesota. Twenty-two at

lars an acre, and a clean house and free electi iljf

—and all that.

The "nice, clean house" is a peeling shack

loose boards and a leaky roof and a sagging 1

It is so tiny you can hardly turn around, ye

Martinezes are going to have to share it witl

other family—Isidro Sanchez and his wife anc

children. Of course, Jesus can hang potato I

across the middle so the Sanchez family ca

when he and his wife and the others get urn

to go to bed.

He can carry his water from over the hill

build a fire on the ground and heat some wai

wants to take a bath after a day in the fields,

is an outhouse with four seats, two for men an«

for women. Only 63 other people will be usi

He had better get down to work. He all

owed Joe the Boss $96. What for? Joe hauli

up from Texas, didn't he? He said he'd provic

transportation, but he didn't say he'd proy

free! Martinez owed him $20 apiece for hii

his wife and 16-year-old Celia, and $12 apii

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR



camp of Pennsylvania migrant workers, located near North Norwich, N. Y. Each shack consists of one

am and houses an entire family. Now migrant labor is plentiful again, the problem is increasingly grave
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se men are migrants from Florida, working in the fields near Freehold, N. J. They are part of the East-

stream (predominantly Negro) which follows ripening crops up the Atlantic Coast to New England
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so little for migrants—but even this wasn't passed.
A futile $1,400,000 was allocated to state employ-
ment services for farm-labor placement, with some
$200,000 for the U.S. Employment Service "to co-
ordinate activities."

"The Department of Agriculture is left without
any farm-labor program at all," Meredith L. Wil-
son, director of the Extension Work, told me. "As
far as migrants are concerned, we're washed up
on January 1st."

Just two months before Congress adjourned, Ma-
rine Major Genera] Graves B. Erskine had given his

report as head of a government committee to inves-

tigate the migrant problem. He had told us, "Mi-
grant workers have been robbed of so many normal
American and human rights that it is almost unbe-
lievable."

This season, for the first time since the depres-
sion, migrants in Florida again knew the vapid
taste of boiled potato peelings. It was better than
going hungry. Some got a better break—farmers
let them dig what spuds they could find in aban-
doned fields, and they could eat the ones that

wouldn't grade.

Some, according to Margaret J. Harris, a Home
Missions Council field supervisor, got a worse
break; the Red Cross and the Salvation Army,
which desperately wanted to help them, were
barred from their camps—to avoid "coddling
them"—even though the children had only thin

broth and grits to keep them alive.

The cry of "surplus labor" came out of California
as early as January. The cotton crop was in and mi-
grant communities started reporting "relief loads."
Families drove their jalopies dry in search of work.
Thousands roamed and waited until May, when
they poured into the ripening San Joaquin Valley.

All summer California was swamped, its migrant
camps bulging with families waiting for work.

Texas began disgorging migrants in February,
much too soon, for the crops to northward weren't
nearly ready. But the Army and the war plants had
thrown so many thousands back upon the land that

the fields were overcrowded. Then the citrus market
collapsed (they said it was a transportation bottle-

neck) and the vegetable market sagged, too.

It is a new day in the fields. A good day because
there are plenty of hands to bring in the crops, and
we do not need to import Jamaicans and Mexicans
as we did during the war. (Continued on page 34)

Mrs. C. Hernandez, with four of her five children.

Family shares a boxcar with thirteen other people

little kids. Joe the Boss would take that out of

[pay.

fay? Oh, yes, you get $22 an acre. That's good
Maybe if you get the whole family out there

^king (8-year-old Manuel, too) Martinez could
udle fifteen acres or so.

Jt would take him ten weeks. In the meantime,
na Martinez could buy food on credit at the

age store. She'd just sign a slip every time she
light something and those slips would be saved
[against earnings. Fifty dollars would be held

. to make sure they would be on hand to top the

in the fall. The Martinez family would be in

t the day they started. They'd have to work their

Jds off trying to get out of debt the whole time
were in the fields,

this, then, is the dirge of the family Martinez. It

the beat of many thousands of families in it.

\ce has returned to the fields. The war and the

rtage of harvest hands are over. Migrants are

yding out again like a swollen river upon the

ways and into the camps and over the fields,

[saw this human tide ooze northward. It mounts
[he South and swells mainly into three great

ams:

tie Eastern stream surges with the ripening

from Florida up the coast to New York State

New England. Its people are predominantly
l:ro.

[he Middle West stream boils up from Texas
j floods northward toward Michigan, Minnesota,
srado. It is Spanish-American, mostly, com-

of Texas families called "Tex-Mex" or
icans."

le Western stream swirls with the harvests
|ugh California's fecund valleys up north to the

of Washington. Its migrants are mainly
lern California whites, including thousands of
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Okies and Arkies who fled from the dust bowl in

the 1930s.

Besides the main streams there are scores of little

rivulets: Pennsylvania mining families who work
the orchards of New York, Kentucky hill folks who
dig potatoes in New England, and Missouri villag-

ers who cut the asparagus in Illinois.

How many migrants are there? Nobody knows.
Those who want to minimize the migrant problem
say 600,000. Those who want to wring hands hard
say 4,000,000. Edith Lowry of the Home Missions
Council of North America—a Protestant church
group representing 23 denominations, which has
done the most work for migrants with the least

noise—tells us there are 2,500,000.

Government Migrant Camps to Be Closed

I have seen a good many of them, covering 9,000
miles through 17 states to talk with them and to

work in the fields with them. I have seen heads
shake in Washington because now, when the need is

rising, the government is closing shop at its 48 mi-
grant camps—neat, model camps with clean houses,
laundries, recreation centers—come December 31st.

The federal medical program for migrants has al-

ready folded up.

Congress has dropped the migrant problem like

a hot potato. In its adjournment jamboree at the

end of July, Congress liquidated even the feeble

if well-intentioned farm-labor program of the De-
partment of Agriculture. Through its Extension
Service, the Department of Agriculture was at least

trying to facilitate the movement of migrants, set-

ting up information stations along migrant routes,

operating farm placement offices.

Congress had before it the Hope bill—known in

some quarters as the "Hopeless bill" because it did
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MK.MACHM
BY JOHIV AIV» WARD HAWKINS

There was a title at stake, but that wasn't what they were playing for

and he wished they'd all go breathe on some<|
else's neck. He kept that thought to himself. '

good people and their money made the wheel
around. A lot of them had come out the day bell

the tournament to see Tom Farrar hit practice b;

to see if he really was the Mr. Machine of
They'd paid for the right to ask questions.
A woman asked, "What club are you using?'
"Eight iron," Tom Farrar said.

The eight was the best club in his bag. The
iron, now—but he'd worry about that later,

eight iron was flashy; he could drop pitch shot
a bucket with the eight. The caddy could st

flat-footed and pick the balls out of the air

the first bounce. The gallery enjoyed that. T

THEY stood on the lawn in front of the club-

house and looked out across the course.

The fairways were carefully swept carpets

of light green flanked by tall, dark green trees. The
land was rolling, the roughs deep. A meandering
creek managed to cut almost every fairway, and in

the middle distance there was an artificial lake only
the Devil could have contrived.

"Very pretty." Pete Muntz said. "A fine place to

hunt mountain goats. But not to play golf."

Tom Farrar said, "Look who's screaming."
He grinned at Muntz. Pete was tall, loosely built.

He wore a deep tan, an easy smile, and a necktie.

That was Pete Muntz—always a necktie. He had
a thousand miles of fairway behind him. A great

many of those miles he'd walked with Tom Farrar,

on exhibition tour. There'd been few tournaments
during the war, and the old heads had to earn a
living some way. Farrar and Muntz had done well.

They'd played a lot of golf together.

Muntz shook his head. "It's no good."
He didn't like the deep roughs, the narrow fair-

ways. He was one of the powerhouse crew—long
off the tee—and he tended to spray his wood shots.

"I think it's fine," Farrar said.

Sourly, Pete said, "You would. You can't hit a

ball far enough to get in trouble."

The clubhouse was big, faintly rustic, and filled

with a great many people. A variety of people

—

players, press, officials, contact men from the

sporting-equipment houses, radio technicians, and
plainfolk who had come to look and talk and rub el-

bows. Tom Farrar decided the club might be a nice

place to loaf through a sleepy Sunday—but not this

Sunday. This was one of the year's biggest tourna-
ments. This was a circus. They went through the

crowded bar to the locker room.
"Make mine Coke," Farrar said. "Plenty of ice."

Pete said, "I should know," and went away.
Farrar dug his golf shoes from the locker that

had been assigned to him. When he straightened,

he found a short, pudgy man had come to ask
questions. The man had a half-filled glass, an
owlish look. He was swaying.
"The name's Brown." he said. "Local press."

Tom Farrar said, "Fire away."
"What about your shoulder?" Brown asked.

"One day we hear it's broken, the next it's well. The
same with your wrist. How about that?"

"There's nothing the matter with me."
Brown drank and then chuckled. "I'll write it,

Champ," he said. "But I won't believe it. Nobody
lasts forever. You enough left to win this one?"

"I'll come close."

Brown shook his head. "You won it last year.

But it was different last year. This year the kids are

back from the wars. Kids like that son of yours."
He stared round-eyed at Farrar. "The Farmer
looks very, very good."
"A fine golfer," Farrar agreed.

"For sure," Brown said. He rocked on his heels,

eyes shiny with thought, "I'm nosy," he said. "I've

got to be to make a living. I've got to ask about
this fight between you and the Farmer. Is it like

they say, blood clear up to here?"
"Why don't you ask him?"
"I did. He says ask you."
Farrar said, "Looks like you're in a rut."

Brown looked moodily at his drink. "It's a big
story," he said. "I've got to give it a play. I could
do a better job if I had the straight dope. But it isn't

necessary. Wire service says you two are ready to

cut each other's throats. I can go on from there."

"You would anyway."
"Probably." Brown smiled. "But now I have no

choice." He didn't seem troubled. "One more

question: Are you retiring after this tournament?"
"It depends," Farrar said.

"It's guys like you," Brown said, "that make
heels out of guys like me." The difficulties of a re-

porter's life brought a sigh from him. "But I know
why it all depends. I worked on half. the papers
in Montana. I've got friends up there—people I

owe money. They tell me things so I can pay them
back. They told me about you and your ranch."

"Is that a fact?" Farrar said.

"The ranch's the reason you an' your kid are in

there sluggin' each other—that's the way they tell

it in Montana. It's one of the finest ranches in the

state. A model layout. Everything new; every-

thing expensive. A fine, big herd of blooded cattle.

It cost a pile of money. All you had, and that much
more from the banks. A sound investment. A
steak factory like that can really make money—it

could if you weren't spread out too thin. In Mon-
tana they're saying you can quit golf if you take
this tournament—top money and the contracts that

go with it. You can go back to the ranch and raise

T-bones. If you don't you have to keep on playing
until you get a new roll, or until the banks grab the

old homestead."
"You know a lot," Farrar said evenly.

"It's true," Brown said. "I could write it. I could
tie it up with the fight you had with the Farmer
when you wanted him to work the ranch and he told

you where to go. I could make one hell of a story.

I could"—he tried to drink from his empty glass

—

"but I'm not going to."

"No?" Farrar said. "And why not?"
Brown was scowling at his empty glass with mild

surprise. He looked down the corridor that led to

the bar. He turned abruptly away. Then, remem-
bering the question, he came back.

"Because," he said, "some things are nobody's
damn' business."

He turned again, almost colliding with Pete
Muntz. Pete cursed him gently, and put two Cokes
on the bench.

"A breath like a blowtorch," Pete said.

Farrar said, "No cracks. He's a friend of mine."
"He's still a whisky barrel," Pete said.

He straddled the bench and looked at Tom
Farrar. The locker room was jammed. Pete swished
the ice in his drink.

"I played a loop with the Farmer this morning,"
he said carefully. "The kid took me for fifty bucks."

"I understand he's hot."

"Good is a better word. He's not as wild as he
was, and he"s hitting them just as far." Pete Muntz
rubbed his chin and frowned. "The way it adds
up," he said, "it's you or the Farmer."
"What became of Pete Muntz?"
"He doesn't like match play," Pete said. "He's

got a plane reservation for every day this week."

THERE were a dozen pros working on the prac-

tice fairway, each with his own audience. Bill

Ekstrom, Tony Gatto, Gus Hammerly—the old

hands, the big names. Johnny Sands, a kid new to

the tournament grind. Tucker, Webb, Rock. More
big names. They'd all come out for this one. Thirty-

five hundred top money, and a fat wad of contracts

for the winner. Down at the end of the line, the

Farmer had the biggest gallery. His caddy was far

out on the green slope beyond the end of the prac-

tice fairway—seventy-five yards beyond. The crowd
liked a long hitter; they liked the Farmer. He was
a brown youngster, big of wrist, and as broad as a
barn door. He could hit a ball into the next town.
Tom Farrar found room to work. The good peo-

ple—the gallery—drifted up to watch. Tom Farrar
answered questions; he autographed programs

—
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it- je small pleased sounds every time he hit a ball.

Just like a machine. . .
."

he pitch shots climbed the sky. The gallery

vkened. Farrar was a small man, whipcord and
:her, gray temples, and a jutting crag of a nose.

$ weighed one forty-five, soaking wet. He had
nil hands, small wrists, and he had to be com-
ely right to win. Split the fairway with every

od, irons tight to the pin, and putt like an angel.

i uracy instead of distance. Years of work and
illion practice balls had made a machine of him.

-t: machines wore out. He needed new wrists and
Sew shoulder. Still, the eight iron was all right.

a i:ould please this gallery. He could coast.

1 :e decided he'd had enough and waved his caddy

in. Then he remembered the four iron and changed
his mind. He'd hit a few more, just for the hell of

it, just to see. The caddy went back up the fairway.

Farrar started working the four iron, using a full

swing and all the club. The balls went out low and
fast. Five of them went out as though on rails; the

sixth took a wicked dive to the left. He got eight

more down the middle, then hooked again. The
gallery didn't notice, but Tom Farrar felt as though
each hook was slugging him at the belt.

Pete Muntz said, "Try hitting 'em left-handed."

Farrar said, "It wouldn't help. The big trouble is

I wake up a day older every morning."
"It's a way we have," said Pete soberly. . . .

Sundown. Molly Farrar pointed the car toward

25

the city. Tom put his head against the back of the
seat and watched the beer signs go by. There was
time to think. How long ago? Three years—no,
almost four—since he'd drawn a thick pencil line

through the boy's name on the entry sheet, at

Wonderly. Four years, and he had only to look
into his mind to see again, the fury in the eyes that
were so like Molly's eyes. White and shaking, the
boy had flung a hoarse, "You'll make no farmer out
of me!" across the room, and a reporter had put
it on the wires.

Michael Farrar, the stocky Montana ranch boy,
had become the Farmer then. Syndicated columns
picked it up, drove a wedge of anger into a gulf al-

ready wide: Mr. Machine (Continued on page 83J



OVER THE PACIFK

As U.S. officers battle to rebuild Japan's industry and food supply, every action taken is influ-

enced by the menace of Russian aims in the Far East, according to both military and civilian officials

BY WILLIAM L. CHENERY

RADIOED FROM TOKYO

SOMEWHERE west of the inter-

national date line where sud-

denly Monday steps back into

Sunday the impression begins to form
in your mind. It is not so much a

thought as a feeling. You begin to see

new looks in men's eyes, a grimness, a

sadness, a resolution in the lines of

their faces. Men who battled and won,
who saw comrades suffer and die

sometimes under dreadful circum-

stances, who finally after tremendous
effort seemed to have achieved a

magnificent victory are now disillu-

sioned and anxious.

Regardless of their choosing, the

future appears to demand a new strug-

gle that will call for all the reserves of

strength, of wisdom and of courage,

that they and all others who love free-

dom and justice can muster for the

next great emergency. You become
conscious of a menace in the air, an
impersonal threat larger and more
sinister than the reckless ambition of
any mere military conqueror. For
there is a zeal and a passion in the

Communist Russian thrust in the Far
East that is all but religious in nature.

That consciousness of impending
danger, of inescapable threat increases

as you move westward from island to

island. It is inescapable as the air you
breathe. It saturates every issue and
every problem. Nothing can be
planned, undertaken or accomplished
without taking into account the possi-

bility of Russian aggression. Nobody,
high or low, victor or vanquished, is

unaffected. Nobody outside Russia is

conscious of any power to mitigate or

to restrain in any fashion the Russian
will to convert or to conquer. Nobody,
that is, outside the United States.

This is a report not of something
dreamed, but of my observations dur-

ing a visit of inspection I made as one
of a group of editors and publishers

invited by Robert P. Patterson, then
Secretary of War, to look at the Amer-
ican occupation of Japan and Korea.
We were given the opportunity to

talk to Americans and natives on most
of our island installations in the Pacific

north of the equator. We talked to

military men, to civilians. We asked
questions that might*have embarrassed
both military men and natives. No-
body, least of all Judge Patterson, sug-

gested any particular line of inquiry or

of observation, yet without exception
we heard much the same story from
Japanese, Koreans and American
military men and civilians. Here is

that story:

I did not see one American, one
Japanese, one Korean, one Chinese,
civilian or military, who wanted war
with Russia. I did not meet one mili-

tary commander who did not think ;

that war with Russia would be a

supreme tragedy for America and for

mankind. I met many thoughtful,

conservative American military lead-

ers who feared that Russia will give

Americans and the world no choice
except war or surrender.

They believe that the United States

will be attacked by Russia suddenly
when Russia has completed a program
of atomic-bomb development and
construction. They say that already
Russia is waging a quiet war against

us in Korea as well as in Greece, and
that only the noise of an exploding
atomic bomb is needed to translate an
ambiguous peace into an admitted war.

I do not say that these conclusions
are sound or unsound. I do report

that this is the prevailing opinion
among military men and thoughtful
civilians.

I asked one of the wisest of the
generals if he thought war with Russia
inevitable. He said he hoped not.

Russia and not the United States, how-
ever, would make the decision. If

Russia was determined on war, obvi-

ously nobody could prevent her from
attacking the United States. He
thought that the question depended
very much on the state of mind of the

Russian people. Russia has come out
of a great war victorious. What effect

on the Russians has this military

triumph produced? Have they the

feeling now that they are a conquering
race, a people destined to be masters
of the world? If victory in World War
II has inspired in them a belief in their

own superiority to lesser breeds out-

side the Soviet law, then the prospect
for escaping war with Russia is dim.

On the other hand if the Russians
are not driven by a determination to

impose their will upon mankind, there

is a chance of avoiding war. Some
think that the decision will be made
when Marshal Stalin surrenders office

by death or otherwise. Some think

that the decision awaits only the com-
pletion of Russian war preparations.

Some of the military leaders say that

Russia already has amassed an air

force that outnumbers ours nine to

one. They do not say that Russian
planes are superior to ours or even
equal to ours in quality. Whatever
Russian intentions, everything that is

done in Japan, in Korea, in China and
in the island bases we hold in the

Pacific, is carried on in the fight of a
possible unprovoked and sudden
attack from Russia.

If you look at the behavior of the

Russians in Korea or China the as-

sertion is understandable. I hope that

events prove these fears and expecta-

ions fantastically false. I hope that

ia proves as lamblike and benevo-
Russian apologists in the

United States describener to be. I caqj

report, however, that few of the me
responsible for the occupation an
rehabilitation of Japan or Korea ho
any such cheerful belief. The occi

pations of Japan and of Korea
similar, but basically different. I slf

try to describe what is going on in

Japan in this article. Korea is another
story. I
What has happened in Japan can be

understood in part from what the

Japanese tell you. I talked to an old
Japanese statesman, a former admiral
in the Imperial Navy whom I was able

to reach because of a prewar slight

acquaintance. I asked him if the oc-

cupation was irritating to the Japa-

nese, who are a very proud people. He
said of course there were minor points

of irritation, that some Japanese were
and angry at being pushed

around by soldiers, but, he said, these

irritations are mere pinpricks. Every
thoughtful Japanese, he said, realizes

that without the American occupation
Japan would be completely defense-

less against any predatory power.

Plight of Conquered Japan

Warming up to the subject, he con-
tinued, "Japan has been conquered.
We have no army, no navy. Not in

fifty years, a hundred years maybe,
can we build the arms to defend our-
selves. Meantime, if we are to live

and to recover, the United States must
be responsible for our defense. Gen-
MacArthur's campaign against us was
very brilliant and very successful. He
overcame larger forces. He out-

maneuvered our armies. His victory

was complete and we are helpless un-
less the United States accepts responsi-

bility for us."

The old man spoke, I thought, with
complete sincerity. Before Pearl

Harbor he was counted an honest,

friendly man by the American govern-

ment, and his sincerity is still accepted
by responsible Americans. His views
as to the necessity of the occupation
are, moreover, shared by all of the

Japanese we encountered.

The Japanese reporters and editors

we met in Osaka, for example, were a
diverse group, representing many
varieties of Japanese opinion. All who
spoke were certain that the occupation
was acceptable because it was essential

to Japanese defense and recovery.

That program is something new in this

world. Americans are strange con-
querors.

In this last world war, American

science and industry devised and|
weapons of destruction in qua
almost beyond understanding. Bl
of dollars' worth of every concel
weapon of destruction were seni|

ward to fight the Japanese,
sometimes miles, of crates and I

j
of weapons and engines, trucks,!

and endless other items fill up s]

depots on Guam, Iwo Jima, Ok
I and many other places. Destrj
was fantastically complete. Bui
the fighting ceases, Americans

j

unable to continue hating and pj
larly unable to endure the unt
of destruction. Throughout JapJ
Okinawa the American civil gl

ment is busily engaged in cleani|

making plans for the natives to

:

their destroyed homes and seek

devise ways of aiding the Jap
especially, because their need tj

themselves is so great.

Generally, occupation auti

do whatever common sense ar

man compassion can suggest t

life as endurable as possible

conquered people. The occu
centers, naturally, in General
Arthur. He is a remarkable ch;

as well as a brilliant general. 1|

become very religious in a broi

reverent sense. He drama
self, perhaps without conscious

As he talks you think both of th

tary man and of the orator I

eloquently projecting his own pi

view. You are reminded both
austere John Barrymore and a

passionate Oliver Cromwell.
General MacArthur is pen

that the Japanese have underj

real revolution in their opinion

thinks their defeat marked theii

zation that their militaristic p
were a complete failure and tha

lies in the democratic Christia

losophy expressed, after its

fashion by the United States.

Whatever the fact as to Ja

conversion, there is no doubt
popularity of the general. I call

of the Dai Ichi building with aj

general and we moved out a si,

trance so that the waiting Ja

might not be confused or disapp

or my own companion embai

by applause intended for anoth

General MacArthur is sixtyj

years old. He takes care of his p
health although he works seven

week. He is generally in his ofific

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and from

until 8 or 9 at night. When )

him at the office he is unhurri

relaxed. General MacArthur'
in the occupation is like that

Emperor, except the general bol

(Continued on page 41J
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FAVORITE AT HOME OR AWAY!

FUN'S THE VACATION KEYNOTE

BE A "FRESH UP" FAMILY!

Cheerful 7-Up is the favorite with every member of a "fresh up"

family. That's because 7-Up brings a full measure of pleasure with

every sparkling sip. Fresh-flavored 7-Up quenches thirst com-

pletely as it takes part in the family fun.

Be a "fresh up" family. Join the millions who are now "7-Up

Steadies". Order your family's supply where you see the attrac-

tive 7-Up signs.

YOU LIKE IT-IT LIKES YOU!
[
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The Story:
One night in London, Eve Gill encounters JoNij

Penrose fleeing from the house of wealthy Jose^
wood. Inwood lies murdered in his library. Jor
has been at the scene of the crime covering

traces left by Inwood's wanton wife, Charloite|
whom he has been having an affair. Her dress CO

with blood, Charlotte had rushed to Jonathan's
and told him that she and her husband quarrcle

that she struck him with a candlestick.

The police, however, are on Jonathan's trail an

sympathetically takes him to her father's countryl

in Kessingland and hides him. After hearing his
f

Eve rightly suspects that Charlotte is using the ii

ated Jonathan quite ruthlessly. Disguising hers|

"Dorothy Simpson," a near-sighted, colorless se

Eve goes to London and manages to get a job as
|

maid to the supposedly grief-stricken widow. Soo
learns that the real murderer, and Charlotte's real|

is a brutally sadistic playboy named Freddy Wl
The police do not suspect that Charlotte and I

than even know each other, and the search for th«j

smitten martyr continues. Quitting her job as

maid, Eve telephones Charlotte, tells her she

about Jonathan, and starts blackmail procee

Then Eve drops into Freddy Williams' apartmeij

mistake." This time she poses as an aspiring a{

"Felicity Cunningham."
That night she learns that the two plotters, nd

at the thought of blackmail, have decided to do)

with both "Dorothy Simpson" and Jonathan,

lotte is to place a notice in the personal columrl

newspaper asking Jonathan to meet her on T\x\

Freddy Williams will be waiting to kill him.

Realizing her time to save Jonathan is growing I

Eve invites a number of people to a party at Kef

land. Among the prospective guests is Det
Smith, who is extremely fond of Eve and is w«j

on the Inwood murder case. Meanwhile, the

pecting Jonathan prepares to risk arrest for

and go to meet his treacherous ladylove.

Conclusion

WHEN I got home, Charlie and
agreed that I had done a reasonabH
sible thing, although the Commodoij

not seem to consider I had been in any par
danger, or if he did, he saw no objection to it.

It was nearly seven o'clock when I reache|

room again and could take stock of myself,

I did in a hot bath designed to ease the nervo]
haustion I was feeling. This was Monday, andj

I would be taking an irrevocable step about
than unless a miracle happened.
And one of my last good nightgowns wc\

draggled and ruined. . . .

I had just finished breakfast. Before CJ
spoke I knew that Jonathan was going to k»J
tryst with Charlotte. Charlie said, "He's cat]

the nine fifty-four at Halesworth, Eve. Sur]

don't want me to stop him?"
"I want you to, but you mustn't." It was I

o'clock by my wrist watch. "How is he gettif

Halesworth?"
"He had proposed to walk to the main roal

pick up the bus at the corner, but I didn't lil I

sound of it. I pointed out that if he were recoj I

so near home it might be awkward for us. Hi
that, and I thought I would take him to Halesi

in the Austin—not to the station. I'd let him
a quiet spot near by. He gave me all sorts of

to keep for him. I told him," Charlie cone]

"that if he wanted to come back to us, he ii

Provided, of course, he was sure he hadn't l

spotted. You wanted that?"

"Yes," I said, and he went to fetch the A I

Presently I heard them drive off.

I waited half an hour, the most miserabl

hour I think I have ever known, and then w I

Halesworth myself in the Daimler.

It was ten minutes past ten when I parked t

in a turning off the main street and went to thU

office. One of the telephone boxes was emptl

I kept my back to the counter and the othel

pie in the place while I telephoned to the Eai|

folk police.

I did not ask for my friend Billy Bull. Hel

be a shade too quick in the uptake and altj

realizing instantly that (Continued on pa

I thrust the dress into the soft mud at his con*
and then reached for the pistol in my sti*

ILLUSTRATED BY WENDELL KLINI
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"Fords out Front/

satp the Wise Old Owl

( AN INTERVIEW )

/
e

*

I v

ON'T give a hoot for gimcracks," the Owl
id, blinking, "I'm a practical man, I am,
I want a car that I can depend on. Now you
the 1947 Ford line— there are cars that

me perfect and I'll tell you why.

irst, you get your choice of engines," and
he raised his eyebrows, "no other car in

s class lets you take your choice of either

|l8 or a Six.

hen there's the matter of brakes," he went
'They call 'em 'King-size' and that's what
be— with more braking area than any other

n Ford's class. The hydraulic feature makes
sy to apply, too!

nd, as to economy— well, I have a Scotch
se friend who tells me it's Ford's 4-ring

inum pistons and balanced carburetion

r savin' gas and oil ye canna beat 4-ring

'linum pistons, " said the Scotch Grouse!

k^«"

"/ never saw a more beautiful instrument panel," said Mrs. Owl.
i

that save a pretty penny on both gas and oil."

"But what about Ford BEAUTY," we asked.

"Don't you have an eye for BEAUTY or are you

too practical for that?"

"That's the wife's department," he replied

solemnly, "but I can tell you she keeps me up
days raving about Ford's longer, lower look,

about the glamorous interiors and such. It's

enough to drive a practical man mad."

"What are your views on safety?" we asked.

"If you are referring to Ford's 'Lifeguard'

body I can tell you it's sound— really sound. But

that's what you'd expect from the Ford people
— thoroughly practical people. That's why
Ford's out Front—and if you'd ask me I'd say

they're out Front to stay!"

And with that, the Wise Old Owl blinked
wisely and flew away!

*0^D '

S Out
*ont

There's a i/c^Ct in your future

/iiK



THE PREXY PLAN OF GENERAL I]

Continued from page 11

. .what do you
expect in a shoe?

FINE LEATHERS? Smooth styling? Comfortable fit?

The John C. Roberts Shoe will fill all your expectations.

Because it's truly a top-quality shoe, planned to offer you more for

your shoe dollar. That's why we always take extra care in

making the John C. Roberts Shoe—we want to make

absolutely sure you get truly satisfying style, wear and comfort.

Try on a pair at your dealer's today. We think you'll agree

it's an exceptional all-round shoe value—the John C. Roberts.

Also Robertson Shoes of lower prices

JOHN C. ROBERTS SHOES . Made by pvltim&*v - S^UUty
Division of International Shoe Company • St. Louis 3, Missouri

to deans, every man should learn to

value the thing he does.

In this connection, the general is all

for raising the pay and prestige of teach-

ers. "In order to have a truly educated
America, we must have a top-flight edu-

cational staff. One that can take pride in

its work and be assured of its proper place

in the world," he says.

Eisenhower is counting heavily on the

staff at Columbia for assistance in ad-

ministering the university's affairs. "I

need you to help me," he told Dr.

Frank D. Fackenthal, acting president.

Fackenthal, who as provost carried most
of the burden in the latter years of Dr.

Nicholas Murray Butler's administra-

tion, was elected a Life Trustee the same
day Eisenhower was, and will be ap-

pointed Chairman of the Committee on
Education.

Views on Technical Education

The general's, approach to the techni-

cal side of education- is that of a com-
mon-sense man who has had some
difficult problems to meet and has
learned something from them. He
thinks that instruction in the vocational

schools might profit by the use of the

visual aids that were so successful in the

Army training schools; and he suggests

that there may be something useful in the

Army method of teaching languages in a

hurry.

A front for Columbia University, with-

out ideas of his own? No one who has

seen the general's eyes grow icy or heard
his voice rasp out a sharp command can
believe that. Though he has a modest
manner and a genial grin, there is a case-

hardened core of integrity, in the man
with which it is wiser not to trifle.

There are those who feel that Colum-
bia might be a stepping-stone for Eisen-

hower to the Presidency of the United
States. This is not the general's purpose
in accepting the office.

After all, the avenues of politics are

wide open to him. But he believes that

his public utterances would lose their

effectiveness if he had a political ax to

grind.

He will not connive with the "Eisen-

hower for President" movement. As to

the question of a genuine draft, he
summed up his position when he told a

reporter at Vicksburg: "No man could
have the effrontery to say he would re-

fuse. I have not been asked."

Some people have criticized the gen-

eral for "deserting the Army" at a critical

time. This is completely untrue. In a

recent press conference he said, "I shall

belong to the Army as long as I am
above ground."

His understanding with the trustees of

Columbia provides that the President and
the Army shall have first call on his serv-

ices, and that he will spend as much time

in Washington, or anywhere else, as is

necessary to fulfill his obligation to them.
The trustees came to the general at a

propitious time. The Chief of Staff nor-

mally serves four years. If Eisenhower
goes to Columbia next spring, he will

have served almost three quarters of his

term. There is no other job for him in the

Army at this time. He wants to clear the

way for younger men, and he is convinced
that there are at least half a dozen gener-

als who can fill the post as well as he.

Thus he faced the logical conclusion

of the career he had begun thirty-six

years before; but at fifty-six he had no
desire to lapse into the desuetude of re-

tirement: "I don't feel that I am about to

stumble over my beard."
So he asked himself, "What can I do

now?"
. There were plenty of offers. Great
industrial concerns offered him four or

five times the salary Columt
pay; but he felt it would not be

lend his name to private intere;

In the confusion of conflicl

sures, the offer from Columbi
to open up a vista of future u
It answered the question of how
find a new career and still hold 1

the disposal of the President. It

to give him direct contact with t

of young men and women who
an important role in the futu

nation. Most cogent of all, it w
above the suspicion of selfish

from which he could continue
the things he believes.

At the same time there wen
drawbacks. The situation at C(
more complicated than that ol

nary university. Though not m
owned, it is an essential part of I

City; and many of its problerr

problems of that great comple:

and religions in miniature.

Eisenhower would have pr

smaller, more secluded school,

might have had more time to

perhaps to find out if he could
enough to meet his own exacti

ards. The prospect of stepping

position of enormous responsi

another, almost equally demam
him pause. The fact that he was
in the field of civilian educati

major objection. Then there

possibility that educators might

outsider being placed above th

But once the general had mi
mind, he no longer looked baci

acutely conscious that he ws
everything on the line. But h

in Africa (at which time he I

commanded troops in the field;

it again on D-Day.
"It is part of life," he says.

Conferring with the Tru

When the trustees of Colun
to him with their offer, Ge
grinned and said, "Go to see

hower with brains. You don't

(He was referring to his brothe

who is president of Kansas Stat

However, it seemed the tr

want the general. The date w
1947. The scene was the superi

house at West Point, a few
the parade ground where Ike E
of Kansas began his military c

Columbia's Board of Trustee

their two supersalesmen to

proposition before the general.

Thomas J. Watson, of Internati

ness Machines, who is an ardei

of General Ike; the other wa
Parkinson, President of the

Life Assurance Society. The)

utmost powers of persuasion

discussion with Eisenhower,

hearts were in it.

More seriously General E

said, "The president of Colum
be a scholar of renown, one w

his way around the academic '

"We have many fine schol:

campus," they answered him.

seeking a leader."

They had been engaged in

ever since President Butler ret

spring of 1945. At the first I

the committee of trustees, ap

select a successor to Butler.

1945, the name of Eisenh

spontaneously suggested itself

time Ike was still in Germany,
was yet unconquered. The id

like wishful thinking.

But it kept popping up. In

of 1946, the trustees made a rr

approach to the general throui

in the War Department. W

1

back that General EisenhoweiW

J
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FOR PLEASANT MOMENTS—"Let others tell

of stonns and showers—
PM foretells your happy hours!''''

For Perfectly Marvelous mellowness, for
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Just dial PM 5-6-7-8, and get set for a sunny evening!

IT ISN'T AN EVENING
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and pajamas
These smart boys' shirts are

available in woven check and

plaid prints. The roomy, full cut

pajamas in blazer and club stripes

. . . products worthy of the name.
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>

DAVID KURTZ CO.* 1239 Broadway, N.Y. 1, N.Y.

to finish as Chief of Staff and was not
thinking about any change.
That seemed to settle it.

On May 24, 1947, most of the commit-
tee were riding down Central Park West
in Tom Watson's big limousine after a
meeting that had considered—and re-

jected—another candidate. Out of a
clear sky one of them said, "If we could
get Ike now, would you still be for him?"
They shouted, "Yes!"
It happened as suddenly as that. The

meeting at West Point was arranged; and
the salesmen sold the general. At least

he agreed to consider their proposition,

providing that President Truman and the

Secretary of War consented; that the

trustees understood that his first duty was
to the Army, in peace as in war; and that

Mrs. Eisenhower was agreeable.

"Mamie never had any say about our
previous moves— orders came from
above," the general explained. "This
time she must be consulted."

President Truman and Secretary of
War Patterson not only consented, they
were enthusiastic. Mamie was willing.

On June 21, General and Mrs. Eisen-
hower met in New York with the full

committee. They thrashed the whole
thing out and the general finally accepted.
Then he was whisked uptown to the uni-
versity to meet the deans and top admin-
istrators, including Dr. Fackenthal. As
the general came into the formal mag-
nificence of the trustees' room, wearing
his familiar battle jacket with the single

bright line of ribbons on his breast and
the circles of stars on his shoulders, the
silence was like the last second before
H-Hour. It was not a hostile silence, but
it was charged with tension.

Tom Parkinson, his usually jovial face
grave, made a brief, formal introduction.

The Speech of Acceptance

There was a scatter of applause. Then
the general began to speak:

"If, on December 16, 1944, 1 had called

one of you gentlemen to my headquarters
in France and told you that the Germans
had just broken through east of Luxem-
bourg, and said that I was assigning you,
with full power and responsibility, to deal
with the situation, you could not have
been more surprised than I was when
your trustees told me that they wanted me
to take over the presidency of Columbia
University."

A ripple of delighted laughter ran
through the small audience. The warmth
of Eisenhower's personality was like

sunshine in the room.
"But after all," he continued seriously,

"if I had given you that assignment and
you were a reasonably competent person,
as I know all of you are, the Battle of the
Bulge would have turned out exactly as it

did, because I would have given you the

personnel, the organization and the
equipment to do the job.

"1 know that here at Columbia you are
going to give me the personnel, the organ-
ization and the equipment to do the job."

In that brief speech was all the art of
understanding the other fellow's feelings.

It was completely effective because it was
utterly sincere.

Five minutes later Ike was sitting on
the edge of the massive table, with every-

one crowding around him talking at full

speed. General Eisenhower had won the

First Battle of Columbia.
General Eisenhower is not quite a tyro

in his new field. He spent all of World
War I instructing men, and he never got

to France at all because he was too good
at teaching. After serving as instructor

in various officers' training camps and at

Fort Leavenworth, he was made Com-
mander of the Tank Training Center at

Gettysburg. Though only a captain, he
had 20,000 men to train, and one small
French tank for practice demonstrations.
(American tanks didn't come off the pro-
duction lines until that war was over.) He
had to improvise a method of training

troops in tank warfare without any tools,

and at the same time maintain the morale
of thousands of disappointed officers and
men. It was like trying to coach a foot-

ball team without any footballs.

It is a matter of record that young
Captain Eisenhower solved the riddle

brilliantly. His system of theoretical in-

struction enabled American crews to

handle French and British tanks in battle

after only a few weeks' advanced training

under Lieutenant Colonel George S.

Patton, Jr. in France.
Again, in the 1930s, Eisenhower, who

was assistant to the Secretary of War,
played an important part in developing
the Army Industrial College.

Though Eisenhower was instructing in

the art of war, he loathed the thing itself.

The roots of this feeling ran deep.

As a little girl his mother had lived in

Virginia at the time of the Civil War. The
tides of battle washed around her house;
soldiers of both armies ransacked it.

Through childish eyes she saw misery and
terror that she could never forget.

"War makes men like cruel animals,"
she said to her son. "They seem to for-

get our Lord and His teaching of love."

Eisenhower always remembered the
urgency of his mother's words as she told

him about those unhappy days. So he
thought a great deal about peace while

there is a stern realism in the
j

approach. Should good intentic

Eisenhower has an alternative p
defense in depth is prepared. In

is a very sophisticated sort of ide

American Citizen of the World
But emotionally, General I

typical Kansan—individualistic,

humorous and naive. He still
/

the boy who rose at dawn to do tr

on the farm before he went to sch

studied his homework at nigh
engine room of the Belle Springs

ery at Abilene, Kansas, where he

as night fireman.

His ways of having fun are

those of the boy. He likes to

hunt, play bridge or poker. H
a pretty fancy cook—at home tr'

hower boys cooked dinner ever>

to give Mother a day off—but, i

the contrary notwithstanding, he
wash the dishes. His favorite

spending an evening at home is

a sofa in the sun porch of his qi
Fort Myer and watch a 16-mm.
film. If it turns out to be a

drama, he simply goes to sleep

The reason General Eisenhov
ently attaches less importance
purely military function than ti

his ideas before the American
j

that he believes "unless we achie

COLLIER'S

. But, John, don't you see? ... If you go now . . .

it may be the end of everything . . . for us . .
."

teaching men to fight. Throughout his

years in the Army, he read widely on
subjects far afield from his profession.

His vital interests were in history and
government; his preoccupation was with

people, not cannon fodder, and his pas-

sion was for freedom and democracy.
On his tours of inspection during the

war, he often invited an enlisted man to

walk alone with him. Off they would
tramp through the muddy fields, talking

of trivialities until the commander's
casual friendliness had melted the con-

straint of awe. Then he would ask,

"What's bothering you, son?"
Almost always the boy would pour out

his troubles, military and personal. It

was Eisenhower's way of taking his own
Gallup Poll of his armies; and through
it he learned much of the needs and po-

tentialities of youth.

To understand General Eisenhower
you have to take him apart; for there are

two opposite sides of him, that together

make the whole man.
Intellectually he is the brilliant soldier,

diplomat and statesman who led the

greatest Army ever to be under a single

command. He was successful in welding
that vast polyglot organization of men
into a fighting team, because he had the

background knowledge to comprehend
their national aspirations, virtues and
faults, the wisdom to make allowances

for them and the quality of leadership to

inspire them to heights of nobility beyond
the human norm. Eisenhower's thinking

is on a world-wide scale. His hopes for

mankind are extremely idealistic, yet

:

order we face an awful cataclysi

concerned primarily with the

making a free and peaceful wt

feels a compelling obligation to I

tudes of men who were so loyal I

an obligation to remove the thre o 1

from their lives and from the Li

the people of America.
Eisenhower contends that "tl

security in the absolute sense w

nation unless it is enjoyed by a i

security is only relative."

He is convinced that one of th 3*

pillars of the structure of work

"a strong United States—anc

mean strong only in a military

mean strong economically ar

morally, and strong in every wa

to be strong."

As far as the danger of imme
is concerned, he told reporter-

opinion no great nation in the

day would deliberately provol

The world is uneasy; the woi

wildered and walks in fear. . .
•

walk in our path of moral recti'

strength to stand by our purpo;

In private conversation, he r

"I want to go ahead realistica

recognition of the dangers, bu

object of peace foremost in oi

He considers that the best way

our great objective is "to wi

abroad, and so to live here at

the whole world will see that i

way."
Columbia sought a leader, ai

bia found one.

The End
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\\EX-TRA! Read-about-secretary-

marries-her-boss! EXTRA!"

ANN: BILL! It's about us.—our wedding!
Read what it says about me!

BILL: Sure, honey! Where is it— oh yes:

"Guests and well-wishers sighed with

admiration as the distinguished-looking

groom in his stunning Arrow Shirt with

its incomparable collar came down—

"

ANN: BILL! Look! Darling! Nobody
cares about the old groom in weddings!

I'm the Main Squeeze. Read about me!

BILL: Oh sorry, my sweet! I'll look again.

Hmmm . . ."One feature of this Arrow
Shirt, noted by Style Scouts, is the Arrow
'Mitoga' trade-mark meaning: 'shaped-

to-.vour-shape.' Or, rather, to my—"

ANN: BILL! WAIT! STOP! This is no

way to start the glide into Married Life

with ME! Now you read about me or I'll—

BILL: Darling, I grovel! I kiss your hem!
I shall do your bidding at once! The bride

. . . the bride— ah yes: "The bride, like

every smart woman, knows all about the

Sanforized label, in every Arrow Shirt.

Knows it means: fabric shrinkage held

to 1%! HEY! GIVE ME THAT PAPER!

ANN: Hah! Just as I thought— you're

barely mentioned ! What makes you so

mean, you big lug?

BILL: Aw, I dunno. You look so pretty

when you're mad. Besides, a bride really

should know about the Sanforized label

—

and -

ANN : Honest, honey, men are so quaint

!

I've been gifting my brothers with Arrow
Shirts since I was twelve years old ! Oh,

dar-ling . . .

Cluelt, Peabody& Co., Inc.

ARROW SHIRTS
$325 • $395 • $475

HEARTLESS HARVEST
Continued from page 23

But what kind of a day is it for the

people?
A sad day, Monsignor John O'Grady,

of the National Conference of Catholic
Charities, tells us. Monsignor O'Grady,
together with the Reverend Hermann N.
Morse of the Home Missions Council
and Rabbi Herbert S. Goldstein of the

Synagogue Council of America, has

made an inter-faith study of migrants and
jointly condemned the "lack of decent
housing," the "absence of health and edu-
cational facilities" in migrant camps.

"Migrant workers are the most de-
pressed labor group in the United States,"

these religious leaders asserted, and they
asked, "Can the people of the United
States continue to maintain an agricul-

tural economy that takes such a toll, that

demands so much in human health and
human life?"

In a migrant camp near Smyrna, New
York, Harvey Clayton and his wife,

Mary, were eating a dinner of scrambled
eggs and beans when I came by.

"Hi, yo!" he called.''

"Any work yet?"

"Boss says next week."
Clayton's "home," in the rich beanery

of New York State, was a cubicle parti-

tioned off in a cowshed. It was seven
feet high at one end and sloped down to

five feet at the other. The heavy timbers
made it look like a cave. Harvey Clayton
and his wife had a board platform to

sleep on, covered with loose hay. There
was another board platform in the dark
back of the room where the Clayton chil-

dren, Melanie, 14, Joe, 11, Jerome, 6 and
Elizabeth, 3, had to sleep.

The Claytons were one of 26 Florida
families in the camp. And they were
fortunate because the cubicles in the cow-
shed were a good deal more commodious
than what the others had. The stable, for

instance. That had been boarded up into

tiny cells. The floor was dirt, with some
hay in one corner and some more hay on
the rough wood sleeping platform.
Nobody in this camp had a bed. From

nine-month-old Rebecca Dewitt to 74-

year-old Corliss Jones they all slept on
the raw planks and some brushed the hay
aside and preferred the rough wood be-

cause the hay was full of lice and fleas.

The smell of dung filled the stable,

though it was much milder in the cow-
shed and after you stayed in the Clayton
family's room for ten minutes you got

used to it. Some of the other families

lived in tiny hen houses. When Abel
Thompson crawled into his house,
doubling over to get through the door,

there was just room for him to take three

steps alongside the plank platform where
he and his wife, Jessica, slept. If he took
another step he'd be treading on their

daughter, Grace, or tipping

orange crate which was a crib

new baby.
A preacher, the Reverend D:

liams, engaged in welfare wor
the migrants at near-by Poolv
York, had come to this camp
before the migrants arrived. H
foreman shoveling dung out of t

"You're not going to put hum
in there, are you?" the preacher
"Who says we're not?"
"Why, man, your whole camj

ing but animal nouses. Not on
is fit for human habitation!"

"Well, they come here, don't
must be good enough for them
The Reverend Mr. Williams,

formerly worked among Africa
said to me, "I thought I left pc
hind in Africa. But here I fine

living in stables and subsisting

bread. People do not live am
that even in Africa."

Two Families in a Boxc

Out in Minnesota, the H
family had come to work in the

the beets. I found them living <

near the town of Blue Earth—in

partitioned in the middle, am
family lived in the other end.
beaten-up boxcar, had a leaky
ing, splintery walls and it saggi

side on the crossties beneath it.

Cesareo Hernandez, his wif
children lived in the front end,
back end, which was so clutt

cots and bunks in two layers

could hardly walk through it,

other couple with a grandmoth
children, making twenty peoph
the boxcar.

It was raining when I pulle

asparagus camp near Rochell
and I welcomed the shelter of ar

board house not far from the

As I approached the sagging po
to sioestep quickly. A youn.

giggled from a second-story

"I'm sorry," she said. "I did

to throw the garbage on you!"
It wasn't really garbage. It

water and all the women threw

windows. When you have eleve

in a ten-room house the nicetie:

disposal are often overlooked.

It seemed the house bulged a I

I stepped inside. It already had
and they slithered in and out of

ways, the stairways and the Ian

worms in a chunk of wood.
Mrs. Maria Herrera was b<

tillas on a wood-burning stove

"Your stove is smoking."
"Ha. ha. You call that smol

COLLIER S 'She's a sweet old
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Yes I Your motor runs

onMEW Improved

\00% Pennsylvania

m
"IM OF prot«c ti

VEEDOL
MOTOR

THE FILM OF PROTECTION

i „ 100%
N ^NNSYIVAN' A

Wecfo/
MOTOR OIL

There's new magic in famous Veedol—an ingredient

that minimizes oxidation, checks formation of harmful

corrosive acids!

That adds up to a high standard of protection against

costly bearing and piston trouble, against ring sticking and

excessive wear. When your motor runs cleaner, why it's

bound to run smoother !

So drive in where you see the Veedol sign and get the

motor oil that gives you both: a "fighting film of protection

from Bradford, Pennsylvania, crude . . . and the new, new

'"clean-smooth" treatment for your motor.
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"You should see when comes
ime and everybody is cooking at

at suppertime it was worse.

stoves belched into two chimneys

je whole house poured out odors

fcoke. What a pyre in case a spark

Ise! Luis Perez worried more about

in the others did because his family

la corner on the top floor. He and

fe, Lupe, took turns staying up at

vhen the children slept. With no
tapes, no running water, and only

|p buckets to quench a flame—as

Vez pointed out, "Someone is wise

fd guard."
big cannery camp outside of

Iston. Illinois, I found 26 families

In a warehouse, an immense ware-
Ivith a tar-paper roof.

|e big house, eh?" laughed Pedro
luez. He was one of several

Id asparagus cutters in the camp,
falked inside. The Rodriquez

like the other 25 families, had a

15 feet square fenced in with wire

Ike a chicken coop. Blankets and

I
were slung over the wire mesh to

ich family privacy, though the

bns stood only eight feet high. If

[ere that sort of person, you
t have much trouble looking
nto your neighbor's house.
Rodriquez peered down the aisle

the door.

il hazy, huh?" he grinned. Yes,

I could just about see the light

in at the other end, even though
id-afternoon. There was no floor

he aisle and in the cubicles where
ilies lived there was only gravel

t, so that when anyone stirred his

dust cloud rose up. With 26
, there was a good deal of stirring

which made a great swirl of dust.

t the dust settled after a few hours,
e of it settled into the lungs of the

g people.

at makes it bad for sleeping is the

ti," Pedro commented. "You can-

jp them quiet. They are coughing
>t long."

26 families in the place there

a single window.
living conditions are duplicated

|
houses made of tree limbs and
sacks in the Imperial Valley of
nia.the crumbling adobe hovels of
kansas Valley in Colorado, the
jn Minnesota with roofs so leaky
piilies must flee to their jalopies

rains, or with such noisy rats that
ie Jose Alvarez cannot sleep.

i at the families in Illinois living in

piped backs of two-and-a-half-ton

trucks, the floorfess tents in Michigan,
the barns and the stables of New York,
the corrugated metal shacks in Florida,

which blaze like ovens in the sun.

Some migrants have their own jalopies.

Some even have pretty good cars, bought
with gravy from the $150-a-week era of

the war plants or with discharge money
from the Army. A few make their own
deals with the farmers and work free

lance. Some are recruited by agents of

the canneries. But the great bulk of

American migrants work for crew leaders

like Joe the Boss, sometimes called "row
bosses" or "padrones."

The Ways of the Crew Leader
i

The Reverend Ellis Marshburn, Mid-
dle West supervisor for the Home Mis-

sions Council and one of the nation's

keenest students of the migrant problem,
says, "The crew leader's business is done
in his hat, so nobody knows just what
angles he is playing. It is common for

him to make the migrant work out his

transportation, and then make the farmer
pay for it, too. Of course, neither knows
that the other is paying.

"A crew leader lives off cuts. The slick

operator will take a double cut on trans-

portation, a cut per head for every
worker he brings, a cut for the use of his

trucks on the farm, and a cut out of the

hourly pay or the piece work of his crew.

"He usually runs a grocery store or

commissary, and sells to the migrants on
credit. Many of these people can't even
read the slips they have to sign. They just

put their 'X' at the bottom."
There are, of course, legitimate crew

leaders in the business. Some have led

the same crews year after year and some
migrants are quite attached to "the boss."

But, as the Reverend Marshburn pointed

out, "The system is basically rotten. For
every 'good' crew leader I have found,
I've found dozens who take advantage of
the migrant—and of the farmer, too."

It is a good paying business, though.
In Chenango County, New York, where
migrants were getting 60 cents a bushel
for harvesting snap beans, I found the

crew leaders taking 10 cents for every
bushel their workers brought in. With a

crew of 200, as many of them had, their

personal earnings in one day equaled
the earnings of 40 migrants.
Former State Senator John G. Sholl,

who heads New Jersey's migrant labor

program, told me, "The crew leader has
still another angle—sometimes he will

swing a card game on pay day and clean

out his entire crew." The Consumers
League of New York went into this angle

It takes real

shoemaking to make

a real bowling shoe . . .

and Bostonian has done it

with all the experience and

know-how that go with the building of fine

Bostonians. Do they fit? Mister, these shoes come in a full

range of sizes and widths. Do you want comfort? They're made of

pliant leathers and regulation spring wedge heels. Stamina?

They're built for punishment and plenty of it. That's a bowling shoe

as it should be made . . . and Bostonian has it. $8.95

BOSTONIAN

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

SLAX FOOTWEAR, INC., NORTH QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS
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BATTERIES
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Enough Energy to Hurl

This Daring Miss

Over 100 FEET!

Imagine!— the girl weighs

110 pounds! Yet the total

energy in one tiny

"Eveready" flashlight cell-

properly expended— is

equal to the charge that

sends her flying up— up—
over the gasping audience,

to land over 100 feet away.

93%
MORE
ENERGY

::
' To you. this means nearly

tuice the energy . . . almost two
times longer lijeot bright white
light. And it's yours for the
pre-war price . . . still only lOtl

PACKED with new dy-

namic power . . . .daz-

zling in performance . . .

durable beyond any flash-

light cells you've ever

known. "Eveready"' flash-

light batteries give you the

year's greatest energy value.

That's a 939< increase over

the great record made by

pre-war "Eveready" cells...

nearly double the life of

light. Yet you pay no more.

Load your flashlight with

new "Eveready" brand bat-

teries! Good dealers have

them ... no price increase.

The registered trademark "Eveready" distinguishes products of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.

Unit oj Union Carbide I'm and Carbon Corporation

8r,ghter light

longer life

in a recent survey, reporting "a particu-

larly vicious contractor system' in which
"the padrone makes ;i substantial income
from gambling, authoi i/es the running ol

a 'house game' and commands a high

percentage of 'the take.'
"

In Berrien County, Michigan, the crew
leaders ran such flagrant dens a few sea-

sons back that the Berrien County
Council of Churches stepped in and got

the county sherill to close them. After
taking advantage of the migrants every
which way, this was the crew leader's last

resort. With gambling, liquor—and
women, sometimes—he'd try to drain oil

the last penny the migrants might have
saved. This way he could keep them
continually 'mortgaged' so they didn't

dare leave the crew.

Some crew leaders, called "contrac-
tors," make a deal with a big grower to

roundj up so many migrants and deliver

them to the fields at so much a head. In

the Mississippi Valley I met contractors
who collected $20 a head for every
worker they, brought to the truck farms.

A contractor might submit to a little hi-

jacking, too, if the price was right. On
his way up from Alabama, if a farmer
stopped his truck and had a fistful of

money the contractor might let him look
over his crew and pick out half a dozen
head that looked good. The trouble is

that if he picked out a strong-looking
father and didn't take his wife and kids

the contractor would have hell to pay. be-

cause the wife and kids would be whim-
pering all the rest of the journey.

Waiting Causes Many Hardships

Fenton Hurley, with his wife, Naomi,
and their six children, came up the east

coast with a crew leader and there were
many things he could not understand.

"We're always early birds." he said.

"But we don't get no worm."
They had gone to the potato fields in

North Carolina but they were three weeks
ahead of the harvest, so they sat on their

hands and used up their money until,

when the work came, they made just

enough to pay back the crew leader for

their credit at the commissary and they

were broke again when he loaded them
up for New York.
"Now we been in New York two weeks

and nothin' doin'," Fenton Hurley con-
tinued. "The boss said we would find

all the beans we can pick. We would get

half a dollar for a bushel and make 10 or

1 5 dollars a day. he said. 1 don't see any-
thing like that."

So the Hurley family was in debt at the

commissarj again, maybe s

And alter the crew boss tied

transportation it was going to 1
of bean picking to square thin

Sonic ol the youngei men in

including some veterans, tod
dimmei \ iew One said angi il

wantin' to get out ol here sine

da> we hit North Carolina."
"Now take it easy," sai

Hurley. "The work's a-comin
"Yeah, it's a-comin'," the you]

continued. "But I don't sec n

pilin' up your debts and ihei

your head off to get out from u

"Man, I'd get out of here ri

I could," said another " I uni

boss has already got me on the

$20 and I ain't got a cent."

The crew leader was in his co
smoking a cigar. We had a disc-

he put it this way, "I try to take

of my people. The way I see

Who's going to feed them it I

them on credit? I get them th

bring them up here on credit wb
broke. Who's going to give th

if I don't?"

He said in a lower voice

money isn't good for these peopi

of them would go out and get

it. This way, I give them credit

slick with the crew."
Why do the crew leaders brin

in ahead of the crops? Why do
them waiting around idle, goi

"It's this way," a crew leade

Ferry, New York, told me.
pend on the weather, and th

comes and goes as it pleases

a crew lined up and tell 'em we I

certain day, I got to leave on th

bad weather stalls the crop
couple of weeks, that don't

matter to me. 'Less I leave o
1 say I'm leavin', my crew is gi

and shove north with somebod
Farmers agree there's a go

for having the harvest help in

early. They come from long

and you can't cut the time m
thin or your crop may ripen

hands arrive and you may lose
yj

It was with this in mind that t|

can. Jamaican and Bahamia
ments insisted that their 250.000

imported by the United States

work during the war be paid fo

mum of three fourths of the

time, rain or shine, good crop or

such provision ever has been
our American migrants.

(The concluding article of fi

nil/ appear next week.)

"Yes, she does stand out—but I hadn't thought of her as a sore thun

COLLIER S °*VE
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switches to lower fuel-saving temperature at night - 4 automatically returns
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fort and convenience * 6 pays for itself in one or two heating seasons.
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"OF COURSE YOU CAN LEARN TO TYPE
says NORMAN SAKSVIG, authority on typing technique.

Over 200,000 typists and students have witnessed his amazing demonstrations.
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This is how you strike a capital "P" by

the touch system. With three fingers of each

hand still anchored on the guide keys, the left

little finger pivots to the shift key—and the

right little finger strikes "P."

I

LI.

"TYPING 7,
IS

easy!"

•"«*

fad

r

, -uy-

POSTURE is important. Sit erect, feet FINGERS should curve as shown, with PIVOT fingers from the "home" posi- "HUG THE KEYS," says Saksvig— All YOU NEED: Typewriter, \i

flat, to acquire comfortable balance wrists and arms relaxed. Tap keys tions to strike keys with proper eliminate arm or wrist action, keep tlon book, touch typing chail

and avoid fatigue. briskly . . . finger action only. fingers . . . then return "home". the fingers close to the keys. exercise on back)— then

This fast sturdy portable has full size "office" keyboard

Equally useful to typing stu-

dent or "occasional" typist,

Smith-Corona is "tops" in port-

ables.

You'll like its good looks, its

easy action, its complete equipment.

And with reasonably brief practice,

you can easily learn to type faster

than you can write by hand.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate

its many features—you must see

them to appreciate them. An ideal

gift to anyone who has writing

work to do.

SMITH-CORONA
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

L C SMITH & CORONA TYPEWRITERS INC SYRACUSE 1 N Y Makers also of jamom Smith-Corona Office Typewriters, Adding Machines, Vivid Duplicators and Typebar Brand Ribbons

,
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ED SHADOW OVER THE PACIFIC
Continued from page 26

is. His is the final word although

both the American government
:ar Eastern Commission could

lis decisions. Up to this writing

id great success in dealing with

) representatives of the conquer-
ns, largely because he has had
e and brains.

ties have arisen not only with

ins, who maintain a strict party
position on all issues, but also

Australians who fear Japanese
Nobody, however, sees any

rly than General MacArthur
sity for Japanese recovery,

four main islands only 16 per

e land can be tilled. The rest is

ous or sterile. Even so, until the

got in command, this 16 per

e land supplied 85 per cent of
consumed by Japanese. Re-
lso that Japan is about the size

nia. Korea, Formosa and Man-
rmerly supplied the necessary
food—about 3,000,000 metric

r. This fed a population guessed
100,000. With the repatriated

Erom various lands, the popula-
estimated at 78.000.000. Thus,

has to keep alive more people.

mm Subsistence Standards

anese are smaller than Ameri-
the doctors figure that on size

it they can get along with about
:ent of the food an American
: food requirement just to keep
apanese women is 1,285 calo-

or men, 1.470 calories. For-

a

o do light work 2,150 calories

You can't make a man work
pty stomach, so. for the most
f all motives, food has to be
the Japanese.

f our allies agree with General
r on this. Some have indicated

|ess to risk mass starvation. The
ork incredibly long hours to

I have seen men and women
traight through the daylight

e rjce paddies, during constant
fall,

anese government, advised in

tment by the occupation, has
all but 10 of the 90 golf courses
ire. Fields have been terraced

r on the mountainsides. What-
n effort can do is being done to

od production.
dicap is the lack of fertilizer.

1—human manure—-is what
ost at present. That is the rea-

i^getables eaten by Americans
t a hydroponics farm near the

of Kyoto. American doctors
e soil too thoroughly infected
iwing Americans to eat fresh

vegetables. The Japanese mill about 95

per cent of the grain raised. This con-

trasts with the American practice of using

75 to 80 per cent of the whole grain. Con-
sequently there is no white flour in Japan.

Fish is a great part of the Japanese diet

and fish is scarce because of the shortage

of fuel for the fishing boats. So the occu-

pation is trying to find ways of increasing

the fish harvest. That is why General
MacArthur had trouble with the Aus-
tralians over a Japanese whaling expedi-

tion.

Farmers and fishermen and everybody
else concerned with the food supply are

regulated and controlled to the utmost
to assure a fair division of what food
there is. Farmers are allowed to retain

1,962 calories per adult from their own
crops to feed their families. This is a

smaller ration than has been found prac-

ticable in Germany or anywhere else. By
a system of incentives—giving the farmer
some scarce item he needs for his rice

—

remarkable success has been obtained.

Naturally a black market in food
exists. Last year about a quarter of the

rice went through the black market. This
was chiefly private barter between farm-
ers and people from the cities who had
something to trade. A city family might
trade a kimono for rice. I saw in Kyoto,
women from the tenements with heavy
sacks of potatoes on their backs. My
interpreter told me that they were proba-
bly returning from the country with food
they had gotten from farmers by direct

barter. The black market happily has
not affected the honor of the American
Army up to now. Last summer 700,000
tons of food were imported and only 49
tons were lost by stealing.

This summer the farmers were deliver-

ing 104 per cent of the quotas of grain
assigned to them. The system of rewards
was evidently working. Nevertheless
nearly every Japanese is hungry. I was
told that anybody would work for food
alone if full meals were promised.

In Japan no food is unrationed. The
staple foods—rice, wheat and barley

—

make up 1,240 calories; fish, soybeans
and other occasional foods add another
110 calories to make a theoretical 1,350

calories. This is less than half of what an
average Americaneats. Even so, about
five days a month/in the cities no ration

at all is issued. In July, this year, the ac-

cumulated deficit of rations was 10 days
in Kyoto, I was told.

This food shortage is basic to every-
thing else. General MacArthur has ap-
proved schemes to provide more food for
such groups as miners who do heavy
labor. Scarcity of coal is responsible for

many of the other deficiencies in Japa-
nese life. One trouble is that the Japanese
war machine recklessly exhausted the

Mg iUdDTTdDM »ILJia> mim SB
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"We haven't any of the newest models yet but
you can see them in that place across the street" LARRIE HARRIS

one u)

<*S2&

PALL MALL's distinguished length is the outward sign of

a basic superiority. "Distance lends enchantment"— and the

greater distance PALL MALL travels the smoke — filters

it through PALL MALL's traditionally fine, mellow tobaccos

— gives you a smoother, mellower, more satisfying smoke.
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jal deposits, which were rather

st. Moreover, during the war
aese used Koreans and war
including, I was told, some

|s, to dig most of their coal.

ill-fed Japanese miners come
[jsomewhat impoverished coal

pickings are none too good and
is very short,

bblem that General MacArthur
jcupation face is to find ways of

Japanese production so that

bay for their own food and not

jly upon American or any other

Ifend off slow starvation. That
lut to crack. The destruction

be cities was thorough.

po 65 per cent of the residences

led or otherwise destroyed.

no building during the war.

louses and the few surviving

re requisitioned for the occu-

Even the Emperor's principal

Is burned down in one of the

I that swept Tokyo. It was not

fy bombed. Neither was the

and holy city, Kyoto, which
rom Osaka, the manufacturing
[ Kobe, the great port. Rumor
that Kyoto was on the list of

I destroyed by the atomic bomb
resident Truman struck it from
luse of its historic and reli-

icter.

criticism of the occupation
The chief criticism centers

ue of the theoretic economists

|
their critics as fugitives from
lere is a slight aroma of the

|n gang of economists and
i about their conversations.

ssmen Blame Red Tape

|erals don't appear to object,

businessmen think that Japan
le back more quickly if the

i red tape that controls foreign

removed. It is only fair to

Jthat foreign trade waits on the

|ty, the making of which is

not the responsibility of the

I
from Harvard and Columbia,
not travel about Japan without
kunting evidence that Japan's

I
complete. Hiroshima, where
3,000 people were killed, is a

lample, but only an example.
K an occasional garden patch

|fh the very center of bomb de-

observed and photographed

I
tomatoes flowering and fruit-

i ground where two years ago

fl experiment in atomic fission

Ken.
liked around observing the de-

Ihich superficially now resem-
|was done to Essen and the

ley cities, Major General
Byers, Lieutenant General

[Eichelberger's chief of staff,

lat the bridge of the river had
7antastic things were done to

the bridges but 10 seconds after the bomb
fell it would have been physically possible

for the bridges to sustain the weight of a

train of military trucks and tractors. The
machinery might have been affected by
radioactivity, but the bridges stood ready

for traffic. They still stand, showing weird

shadows on stone, the queer displacement

and oddly illogical survival here and de-

struction there. So with the people.

A few of those who were injured and
survived—ten, I was told—have the

keloid scars from their atomic injuries.

Otherwise Hiroshima is just another de-

stroyed city populated by people who are

trying to build something from nothing

and who ar,e strangely friendly to Amer-
icans who were the agents in the colossal

catastrophe that befell them.

South of Hiroshima in the buildings of

the old Imperial Japanese Naval Acad-
emy is the headquarters of Lieutenant
General H. C. H. Robertson, the Aus-
tralian commander of the British Empire
Forces and General MacArthur's deputy
in the occupation. A big, red-headed
athlete who wears decorations for the

highest valor, General Robertson stands

with General MacArthur on guard over

an empire irretrievably fallen. So far as

it is possible to discern, there is no will in

the Japanese people to revolt, to rise, to

seek revenge for their defeat.

If they were persuaded they could suc-

cessfully rise against their conquerors,

possibly they might try, but they know
they cannot—certainly not within the

lifetime of any who might attempt to

lead such an adventure. So they wait for

the decisions of those conquerors who
are to make the peace.

The occupation headed by General
MacArthur parallels their own govern-
ment and acts as adviser to it in all its

relevant branches. The Japanese copy
our institutions even to having labor

organizations in general similar to our
A.F. of L. and C.I.O. So great is the

Japanese zeal to democratize industry

after the American pattern that one of the

reporters at Osaka asked us if we thought
Japanese labor policy would be modified
in the light of the Taft-Hartley Bill.

But overshadowing the occupation is

the cloud of Russian intentions and
Russian ambitions. Russian behavior in

Japan is not conciliatory. Russian be-

havior in Korea falls just short of aggres-

sive war. What we do, what we can do
about Japan with safety to our own coun-
try depends upon whether or not Russia
is determined to fight the United States

and so, if victorious, master the world.

The best military judgment is that Russia
is not yet ready to perpetrate its own
Pearl Harbor. Some say ten, maybe
fifteen, years will elapse before Russia is

ready. Meantime life must go on. The
occupation would like to wind up in

Japan. But for fear of Russian intentions

the occupation could wind up in Japan
very soon.

The End

ii

"My, you certainly have a large wardrobe!" sresory d aless.o

Take-It-Easy Heating

No Fire-Tending! No Work; Clean Heat- No Dirt

with Coleman Automatic Oil Heater

Billows of warm
air flow through

big open grille.

. more heat-

ing surface than

conventional

design!

2 heaters in 1.

Heat reflector

doors give

radiant heat, tool

s"shoveling"
"Oil meter" on
back tends fire!

Gets 1 0% more
heat from fuel

compared with

old-fashioned oil

burners

(Cutaway View)

Flood feet with
warm air from

power blower.

See how it moves the heat! Compare Coleman with any other
heater—radiant heater or circular, any type of fuel and see which
gives you most ! Coleman is clean ! No ashes or fuel dust. It's auto-
matic with no fire building or fire tending! And it gives "all-over-

the-house" heating. Heats 3 to 5 rooms. Coleman features (shown in

cutaway picture above) move the heat. It gets down, to warm you!

M
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"Arm-chair fire-tending" — in a cleaner
house! All the "fire-tending" you do
with a Coleman Oil Heater is "light

it in the fall and let go till spring."
Keep fuel in tank; turn a dial to regu-
late the warmth. No ashes, or fuel-

grime, or dirt to mess up your house!

Warm fleers mean better health. Cole-
man gets the heat to the floor— so
babies risk catching fewer colds play-
ing down there; so your feet are
warmer. Even old people can throw
away their hassocks and be comfort-
able, with a Coleman Oil Heater.

Order your Coleman Heater now from your dealer. Ask for free literature

or mail coupon to The Coleman Co., Inc., Dept. CM -907, Wichita 1, Kansas;
Philadelphia 8, Pa. (Terminal Commerce Bldg.) ; Los Angeles 54, Calif.

Automatic Oil Heater

The Coleman Company, Inc.,

Dept.CM-907, Wichita 1, Kansas;

Without cost or obligation to me,
please send illustrated folder showing
all sizes and models of Coleman Auto-
matic Oil Heaters.

Nam*
Address.

town. -State-
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HERE'S A SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD

IDINNER trUptl JlMt\ tSjjW1

• You're fresh and ready for fun when you

greet the family. For this meal gets you away

from your hot kitchen in a jiffy.

Then, watch how appetites, wilted by Sum-

mer's sun, spring to life at the sight of old-fash-

ioned "hot" potato salad with its tangy bite

and savory links of swift's brookfield . . . the

sausage with the "just-right" seasoning. Not

too spicy, not too mild—it's the blend that

millions find is seasoned "just-right".

Swift uses selected cuts of pure pork. Rich

in energy -building proteins and Vitamin B, its

uniform quality makes this sausage America's

favorite year after year. Look for it in the gay

red and blue package with the bright plaid ends!

SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD SAUSAGE AND "HOT" POTATO SALAD.
Pan-fry Swift's Brookfield sausages according to direc-

tions on the package. As the fat accumulates measure
6 tbsp. and place these into another skillet. To the drip-

pings add Vz c. vinegar, % c. water, 1 tbsp. salt, }/± tsp.

pepper, ]/z c. chopped onions and 2 tsp. sugar. Bring to

a boil. Remove from the range and add l
/i c. chopped

imento and 1 tbsp. of chopped parsley. Pour over

}/2 lb. (about 9) cooked, cubed potatoes. Top these
individual servings with 5 cooked sausages.
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BY HARRY HENDERSON AND SAM SHAW

ie story of Fred Sullens, the fighting Mississippi editor,

10 for 50 years has slugged it out with words and fists

TiRY evening in Jackson, Missis-

sippi, a bushy-browed graying

man with a rotund shape and a

ce sits down before a typewriter

|ls out a column for the Jackson
ws, of which he is editor and part

The column is called The Low-

11
the Higher-ups, by Frederick

from the fact that he begins work
! off his shirt, and generally ends
naked, probably the most re-

; thing about this man Sullens is

still alive.

are two things Mississippians do
:y pick up the News, the state's

uential paper. First, they take

ander at the price of cotton; then

ge into Sullens' front-page col-

er which they are likely to laugh

es sick or set out to get Sullens

in.

i' column items are a combi-
the humorous and the defiant

a man whose boiling point is

an Westbrook Pegler's. Some-
y will be solely humorous, like

complaining that the man who
ife for $500 was violating the

[ling. But the perfect Sullens

combination of wit and deadly
insult.

fallowing item published years

ago probably best exemplifies the tenor

of his column:
"Jim So-and-So (naming a prominent

state official) came to my office today. I

beat hell out of him, his son, and his

dog. If anybody else is looking for

trouble, he'll find a well-preserved man in

his middle fifties well able to take care

of himself."

He meant it too. For years a session of

the Mississippi legislature was not con-
sidered officially open until Fred Sullens

had had a fist fight with one of its mem-
bers, preferably on the floor. To quote
Sullens: "I counted the day lost when I

didn't have a fist fight or at least the threat

of one."

He is scarred from head to toe from his

many battles. The count on the number
of times he has been threatened with

shooting has been lost. Only seven years

ago he and Governor Paul B. Johnson
rolled all over the lobby of a downtown
Jackson hotel using each other as punch-
ing bags.

His ability to survive ruckuses has
given rise to the legend among his ene-

mies, who include Mississippi's two rant-

ing legislators, Senator Theodore G.
Bilbo and Congressman John Rankin,
that "nothing will kill the old buzzard."
When Bilbo was elected governor for the

first time, Sullens, who had bitterly op-

posed him, observed: "It's time to take

the eagle off the capitol dome and put up
a buzzard.""

Because his column is devoted almost
exclusively to Mississippi affairs, the

average American outside the state has
never heard of him. (Inside, the com-
plaint goes, nothing can be heard but
him.) But Sullens, now seventy, is prob-
ably one of the last of America's old-

fashioned, rip-roaring, personal, fighting

editors, ready to back up his words with
his fists.

Though his columns have become
noticeably gentler in the last year, for

nearly fifty years Sullens has been the
yeast in the half-baked political bread of
a state beset by sectionalism, a one-crop
economy, demagogues, Populism, an
enormous racial problem, slow indus-

trialization, widespread poverty, illiter-

acy, a rich cotton "aristocracy," and a

crop of comic-opera politicians that can
hardly be equaled anywhere.

His First Look at Jackson

Yet Sullens' presence in Ole Miss is

almost accidental. In fact, after he got

a look at it, he tried to escape. He was a

reporter on the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
when he got an offer to work for the

Jackson Clarion-Ledger. He accepted
though he knew nothing more about
Jackson than that it was the state capital.

Consequently, he was amazed to find

a straggling little country town of 5,000
with no paved streets, no sewage system,

and apparently completely dominated by
mule teams. Its few buildings, including

the state capitol itself, were shabby. After
a quick, shocked walk around the town
Sullens started running for the train back
to St. Louis. He missed it, and he and
Mississippi have been married ever since.

Sullens landed, he says, "fighting." For
one thing, "news was suppressed at every
turn. Anybody who was the least bit

prominent could have a story suppressed
and that simply didn't go down with me."
For another, he was regarded as "a dam-
yankee"—for while he had been born in

Missouri, he was the son of a Union
soldier. Worse yet, he was named Fred-
erick in honor of General U. S. Grant's
son, whom his father had cared for

during the siege of Vicksburg, Missis-

sippi.

Sullens and another young reporter

were the entire editorial staff of the

Clarion-Ledger and wrote everything
from editorials and dramatic criticism to

want ads. To supplement their meager
$15-a-week salaries, they were corre-

spondents for papers in New Orleans,

Memphis, Chicago and New York.
Sullens was also correspondent of the

then new Associated Press.

For three successive years, 1897-8-9, a
yellow fever epidemic threatened Jack-

son, and the doctors ordered the city

evacuated. Sullens refused to desert his

post. "I remember," he says, "standing
by the old state capitol and watching
them go, first by the hundreds, then by
the thousands, fleeing into the country-
side. They were on foot, in buggies,

surreys, wagons, on horseback and on
mules. Finally the city was empty of
everyone except me and a few stray

dogs."
The third time this happened some

people refused to leave the city and that

(Continued on page 81)
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WAR BRIDE
Continued from page 13

of them; she was thinking of

it irik Stalmann, who had given

tder.

tony ways he was the greatest

had ever known. Where she

ity, he had power. Where she had
1 had genius. It was he who had

p the humane method of elimi-

tdesirables by means of the Stal-

Vasverteiler, which looked like

but an ordinary shower bath.

If water the shower spouted forth

>as. Erik was a very great chem-
Anna always had a profound
ijr his mind. He had first in-

he Stalmann Gasverteiler at

Jz. Other forms of so-called gas
immediately became obsolete,

y the gas showers at Auschwitz
inated ten thousand undesira-

as Stalmann pointed out to

took very little manpower to

he Verteiler, which had been
name. Because she admired

nuch, she became interested in

ss which had earned him such
aim and high decorations. She

him why he used chlorine

some other gas.

in your English dictionary," he
with a laugh.

)ked up the word "chlorine,"

hat it was an agent which "had
iate and disastrous effect on all

ow organic life."

undesirables whom we are

eliminate," Erik had told her,

are most certainly the lowest of

of organic life. So—chlorine."

Iked up the earrings. Erik had
e to her from Auschwitz. It was

e wrote, that the undesirables

nything to the camp but their

rable bodies, but he had found
elings hidden on the body of one
lesi rabies, one of a group which
s from Budapest. The crafts-

was exquisite, he thought; he
'e, but an expert who had ap-

em for him suggested that they
•1 e been made by Cellini or one
upils, and the creature from
tiy had been removed had been

nlof some means and—he admit-
pusly—culture, of a sort. Re-
J »he rewrapped the earrings and
Joe package into the bag. They

would make a nice gift for her future

mother-in-law.

She stood up and sighed. Hans Trenker
was dead and the General was dead and
Erik had been hanged. All dead but the

American colonel, and she never ex-

pected to see him again. Her heart gave a

quick leap when she thought of Colonel
Ralph Furey. He was a dark, lean man
with cynical eyes and unruly black hair.

Anna had fled from Berlin long before

the end. She had left her real name, Anna
Dietrich, there in the rubble of Berlin,

and she had left her dark, sleek personal-

ity there too. She actually did have a dis-

tant relative, an elderly married cousin,

in Bavaria, and it was at his farm that she

sought refuge. She had dyed her hair

and had assumed the looks and character

of blond Anna Gerhart. Colonel Ralph
Furey had been put in charge of the dis-

trict. All civilians were required to regis-

ter at his headquarters. Colonel Furey
watched her while she was being interro-

gated by one of his aides.

"Perhaps you can be useful," he had
speculated, looking at her narrowly. "I

need an interpreter. Report this evening

at six o'clock."

ANNA had become useful to the

.Colonel. He had requisitioned a fine

estate as his personal headquarters, and
Anna found servants for him; she found
which wealthy landowners in the dis-

trict had fine cellars, and then it was
merely a matter of sending a truck to

these homes and requisitioning the old

champagnes and brandy that the cellars

held. Sometimes after dinner the Colo-
nel would sit drinking the brandy of
Napoleon or the champagne of Rheims,
and talking while Anna listened.

"You must get over your hatred for

Americans, Anna," he said once to her.

"It is absurd, like your loyalty to Ger-
many. After all, Germany let you down
rather badly. Don't feel, Anna. Just

think. Always think and you will sur-

vive."

She sat on the arm of his chair and ran
her fingers through his dark hair. "I

don't hate all Americans," she said ca-

ressingly. "You know me very well, don't

you?"
"Yes, little blond girl, I know you," he

smiled. "You should study Goethe a lit-

lon't you think we'd better go outside before the others miss us?"
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hen. He was very great, almost

:as Shakespeare. I am sure your

i father, the pastor, often spoke

ie?" He looked at her with mock-

smiled and slid from the arm of

into his lap.

me about Goethe," she said, her

hing his ear.

|he once said, 'Mensehlich ist es

slrafen, aber gottlich zu ver-

A nice sentiment, Anna. 'It is

to punish but godlike to for-

on't believe that for a moment,"
ed.

I true." He leaned forward to re-

ass. "But remember the phrase.

:titude you would do well to de-

light come in useful someday."
nodded. The Colonel seldom
ly. She never forgot anything he

reminded her more than a little

iead Erik. The earrings she had
e the only reminder she had of

the Colonel had said to her

night, "you should go to my
Germany will always be a coun-

: men rule. In America women
u are very beautiful. Men will

ou and be drawn to you despite

is. It will be as though they are

nto a clear pool and see some-
irresistible, there that they will

pursue it, even if that means
! in the pool. You have that

but it is wasted in Germany. Go
ca, Anna."

she asked simply.

a desirable G.I. and marry him.

ung men of ours are very gulli-

But be sure and pick a wealthy

arriages are forbidden now,"
1 reminded him.
ule is going to be relaxed soon,

he easiest way would be to get

ngaged to a G.I. When he goes
jnerica he can send for you."
vhom?" Anna asked simply,

n I be sure to pick the right

>lonel picked up a batch of pa-

i his desk.

returning home next week," he
T.

to see you go," she said, quite

>w that, Anna," he told her

"I dislike leaving you, too, but I

kmily at home and I am very

\y family. You—well, you have
re to look out for. The colonel

placing me is a very dull, stupid

49

chap. I have recommended that he retain

you as a civilian assistant. But I wouldn't

bother with him, Anna. He is bringing a

staff of men with him. I have their names
and records here. As a matter of fact, I

trained these men myself. There is one
worthy of your attention. He is only a

corporal, but don't be misled by that. He
comes from a very wealthy American
family. Here you are, Anna."
He tossed a paper over to her. It

showed a picture of the corporal and
gave his record. She winced a little as

she read, and then caught the Colonel's

cynical smile.

"I think you will be able to handle him,

Anna," he said smilingly. "Look at

that record—college graduate—Phi Beta

Kappa—two years of combat—good
decorations. But be careful. He is young
and idealistic. He is smart. Phi Beta

Kappa is an intellectual fraternity. You
must use—what shall I say?—restraint."

"You mean I
—

"

"It is easier to say in German," the

Colonel had smiled. " 'Gib nicht zu
sclmell nach.' In English we would say,

'Play hard to get.' Be an innocent, sweet

little Bavarian girl. It is a part you will

have no trouble in playing. And now,
Anna, let us forget the future and think

of the present. There is, I think, another
bottle of champagne on the ice."

COLONEL FUREY had finally left,

and the young corporal arrived

with the new Colonel. He took little

notice of Anna at first, but one could no
more ignore Anna than one could ignore

the warm Bavarian sun or the soft spring

nights.

Each man of the Colonel's staff had
done his best to fraternize wholeheart-
edly with Anna, but she had proved un-
expectedly invulnerable. The Colonel, a

decent man who was religious himself,

was delighted with Anna.
"She's a fine little girl," he told his

staff. "Leave her alone. Colonel Furey
told me her story before he left. Her fa-

ther was a minister who was killed by
the Nazis. She doesn't go around pro-

testing loudly that she was never a Nazi,

like the others do. She just does her work
well and minds her own business. I won't
have anyone bothering her."

Happily, the corporal's German wasn't
too good, and Anna was able to help him
out quite often. She suggested timidly

that she would be glad to give him some
German lessons, and he eagerly accepted.

They became casual, then rather close

friends. Soon they were "Anna" and
"Ernest," but even Anna's imaginary ec-

clesiastical father would have found
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Hg in their relationship to censor.

] took Anna for what she appeared

-a lovely, rather sad-eyed Bavarian

tio had been too young to know
he war was all about. They took
valks through the green country

1 the city, and they found a swim-
lole and splashed happily and in-

ly in its cool water. Ernest was a

ad, only twenty-three, but he had
ent hatred of Germans, Anna
out. This was hardly an unsur-

able barrier to Anna. She, too,

Germans, she told him. Hadn't
lied her father and, indirectly, her
?
:," she added thoughtfully, "my
always taught me the doctrine of

mess. He was a great admirer of

Goethe once wrote, 'Menschlich

loss zu strafen, aber gottlich zu
n.'

"

manlike to punish, but it is god-
forgive," the corporal translated,

don't need any more German
from me." She had looked at him

[ink perhaps I need more than Ger-
ssons from you, Anna," he had
lply.

she used to feel on first nights when she

was Anna Dietrich.

"Claim your baggage," a loud-speaker
droned, and she walked to where trunks

were piled under the letter G. And then

the moment came. She was well prepared
for it; her sudden confused blush and her

look of timid uncertainty must have
seemed very convincing to the three who
had been waiting on the dock. Then Er-

nest's arms were around her, and he was
whispering confused, happy phrases, and
then he let her go as his father's strong

voice said firmly, "Come now, we want
to meet our new daughter."

He seemed small standing next to his

tall son, and he took her hands in his and
said softly, "You are even lovelier than

our son had said. I hope you will be

happy with us. Tell her, Mama."
Anna felt herself being engulfed in a

huge embrace. Mama was so much like

Mrs. Marsh, and Mama's eyes were filled

with tears.

"Welcome, my darling girl," she said

to Anna. "We always wanted a daugh-
ter. Now we have one."

Anna bit her lower lip and then looked
helplessly at Ernest.

"You are so kind," she said brokenly.

i'CH by LARRY REYNOLDS

T didn't forget your birthday, Daisy. I even
went to th' jeweler's—but he was still open"

quite easy after that. A month
was sent home, but before he

^old Anna that he loved her; and
vith tears brimming in her soft

; confessed her love for him. He
end for her as soon as the rules

Meanwhile, he would leave

cith her so she wouldn't have to

| she had protested, blushing. "I

|

take money from you. Not un-
married. Besides, I know how

I corporal makes."
\s a little more than my corporal's

le had smiled mysteriously. "I

in send for you very soon, Anna,
^ke America. You'll like my par-

once they know you they'll like

|

snapped the handbag closed. She
Jut of the stateroom. The big ship
illy tied to the dock, and Anna
awn the gangplank. Her heart
Iting a little faster now, and she
excitement that she always felt

(mfronted with a challenge. Not
t the pleasant tingle of expectancy

s for September 13, 1947

"I can't believe that I am really here."

"You are really here, sweetheart," he
said. "Forever and forever you are really

here. Now, which is your trunk?"
Anna pointed to a very old battered

suitcase. It looked very forlorn among
the magnificent luggage and glossy ward-
robe trunks that surrounded it. Ernest's

father looked at it and said gently, "It's

a very small suitcase."

"But I didn't have much to bring with

me," Anna faltered. "Only a few old

dresses and—another pair of shoes
—

"

"There is nothing in the suitcase you
value?" Ernest's father asked. Anna
shook her head, a little bewildered.

"Leave the suitcase," Ernest's father

said, taking her arm. "We'll just walk
away from it. And, Anna, as we walk
away from it tell yourself that you are
walking away from your past." Anna
looked at him sharply, but was reassured
by his friendly smile. "You have lived

with tragedy too long, Anna. From now
on you will learn to laugh and to live.

We will help you to forget the unhappi-
ness. Come, my dear

—

"

The next half hour was a magic one
for Anna. She settled back in a huge
black car and held Ernest's hand tightly.

Ernest's mother sat on the other side of

her, and his father sat up with the chauf-

feur. Ernest's father did most of the talk-

ing. The car slid quietly across town.
"We have lunch ordered, Anna," he

said. "Just the four of us, we thought.

We have a suite for you at the Waldorf.
And, Anna, we managed to pull a few
strings. The wedding will be tomorrow,
if that's all right with you."
Anna swayed closer to Ernest and

looked up at him with limpid eyes.

"Whatever—whatever Ernest says,"

she said shyly.

They were at the hotel and an elevator

sped them up, up, and it was as though
Anna's spirit was soaring, too. And then

they were in the suite which Ernest's

father had engaged for her. Anna's star-

tled cry of delight was genuine. The liv-

ing room was filled with flowers. Anna
ran to the window. New York, far be-

low, looked like a toy city that was hers

to play with. She turned and her eyes

danced around the room. Why, that suite

at the Ritz in Paris, which the General
had been so proud of, had been nothing

—

she plugged up the channel into which
her thoughts had flown. Paris? The Gen-
eral? That was a part of someone else's

life—a dark, sleek, sophisticated girl

named Anna Dietrich.

"Look into your bedroom, Anna," Er-

nest's mother said, with pleasant but
mystifying urgency. "Go on, Anna, look."

ANNA flew into the bedroom. It was
l\. enormous. The bed was huge, and
on it lay a pale blue chiffon nightgown
and a matching negligee. Anna turned
bewildered eyes to Ernest's mother.
"The closet," Ernest's mother said.

"Look in there."

Anna ran to the big closet. She opened
the door and a light clicked on. Her
hands flew to her throat and a cry of

sheer, exquisite pleasure came from her

lips. The closet was filled with clothes.

Her hands ruffled through them and her

practiced eye noted the labels. There were
satin and velvet dinner suits; there were
exquisite street dresses, silk and lame"

evening dresses; a dozen pairs of shoes,

and—wonder of wonders—a long ermine
coat.

"You see," Ernest's father said, his

eyes a little misty, "You didn't need that

old suitcase, did you?"
Impulsively—well, almost impulsively

—she threw her arms around his neck.

"See, you've lost your girl to me al-

ready, son," he said, and his voice trem-
bled with happiness.

"You shouldn't have," Anna said,

shaking her head. "Those clothes are so

expensive. No one can afford such
clothes. No, we must send them back."

Ernest looked at his father, and there

was a fierce pride in his eyes.

"I told you she didn't know, Father,"

he said, and there was exultation in his

voice.

"Didn't know what?" Anna raised

bewildered eyes.

"About Father's—money. Or about
his big heart."

"Our son never told you that his fa-

ther was a rich man," Ernest's mother
said, smiling. "And one day it will all

be—"
"He never told me," Anna faltered.

"I would have been frightened."

"You will never have to be frightened

again," Ernest's father said. "This is all

yours, Anna."
"Until tomorrow," Ernest reminded

her. "Then you'll have to share it."

"Ernest!" his mother reproved, but
then she laughed and put her arms
around Anna's shoulders. "He is an im-
patient bridegroom, little Anna."
A table was already set up in the liv-

ing room. There were bowls of caviar

glistening darkly in molded ice forms,

and there were silver buckets from which

Fraser River and the old Trail.

British Columbia. Gateway through
which stage-coach caravans once
rolled laden with gold from the Cari-
boo country. This famous canyon is

one of nature's treasures of all time
in the Dominion of Canada, home of

ll\R\VOOD'S BLENDED
CANADIAN WHISKY.

larwca(&

BLENDED CANADIAN WHISKY
Sole UNITED STATES Importers;

R. C. Williams & Co.. Inc., New York. N. Y.



PRICES DOWN.
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MILLIONS OF TEST MILES PROVED IT!

This is the record of the new Goodyear De Luxe tire in millions

of miles of road tests in which tires were driven until the treads

wore smooth:

The new Goodyear De Luxe averaged 34% more mileage

than the famous Goodyear tire it replaces. Yes, 34% more

mileage!

As you probably know, road tests are tougher on tires than ordi-

nary driving. So the new Goodyear De Luxe certainly ought to

do at least as well on the wheels of your car.

NEW!.. POSTWAR PERFORMANCE-PREWAR PRICE!

This increased mileage actually costs you less. You not only get

a new and better tire, you get it at a prewar price!

THE NEW

NEW!.. STRONGER CORD!

The body of the sturdy new De Luxe is stronger because the c<

is stronger. The extra strength in the body means the tread

made heavier. As a result, you get longer wear.

NEW'...HUSKIER SHOULDER

-MORE EVEN WEAR!
The improved shoulder design of

the long-lived new De Luxe makes
the shoulder huskier, yet more
flexible. In addition, it results in

more even wear. The more evenly

'

a tire wears, the longer it wears.

All-Weather T.M.—The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOO'

..



lUJiAUJE UV 347.W Tire!

and wider. It puts more rubber on the

gives you extra traction when you need

Your wheels grip the road better when
on the brakes or the gas.

Goodyear De Luxe tire is typical of

ly improvements in tires that for 32

years have made it true that: More
ide on Goodyear tires than on any

Ind.
Your choice of two famous treads

The De Luxe Rib

The De Luxe All-Weather

,

DELUXE
:S| THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND
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Any Suggestions ?

YOU may think Tabby's owner has plenty of

help here—but if you were present, you

probably couldn't resist a friendly suggestion

or two.

Americans are like that—neighborly. We're

particularly proud of the fact that many loyal

users of Quaker State Motor Oil first tried it be-

cause of a friend's enthusiastic recommendation.

If you know someone who uses Quaker State,

why not ask his opinion of this premium-quality

Pennsylvania motor oil? If not, here's a neighborly

suggestion: Change to Quaker State—now—and

discover for yourself why millions of motorists

call it America's finest motor oil!

Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.

Oil City, Pa.

MEMBER PENNSYIVAN GRADE CRUDE OIL ASSOCIATION

emerged the necks of champagne bottles.

They sat down. Anna was watching in-

tently now.
"Will you give the blessing, Papa?" Er-

nest's mother said gently.

He bowed his head. So did Anna, and
then she heard Ernest's father intone sol-

emnly, "Baruch Ata Adonai elohanu
melecli holem. . .

." And then in English
he said, "Blessed art thou, O Lord, who
bringeth food forth from the earth. . .

."

As he spoke he took a piece of bread and
broke it in his hand.
"Maybe some of our old Jewish cus-

toms will seem strange to you at first,"

Ernest's father said.

Anna shook her head. "No. My father

always said grace before meals at home.
Our Lutheran prayer before meals was
much like the one you just said."

"Ernest is not a very good Jew," his

father said, "though he's a very good
boy. Not many young American Jews
follow the customs of their old parents
who learned those customs in Hungary."

"That reminds me," Anna turned to

Ernest's mother. "I have something for

you." . .

SHE got up and went to the chair on
which she had put her handbag. She

opened it and lookout the little package.
She handed it shyly to Ernest's mother.
They all exclaimed happily as they saw
the golden earrings. Ernest's mother ut-

tered little cries of pleasure and insisted

upon getting up and hurrying to a mirror.

"Lucky my ears were pierced. Yes, as

a little girl in Hungary I sneaked out one
day and had them pierced. Look, Papa

—

how lovely—how lovely they are. They
remind me so much of a pair of earrings

my mother once had. She gave them to

my sister. I cried because she didn't give

them to me."
"Is your sister still in Hungary?" Anna

asked, smiling.

There was a sudden silence. "My sis-

ter stayed in Hungary. We have not
heard from her. I'm afraid she

—

"

"Your sister is dead, Mama," Ernest's

father said gently. He turned to Anna.
"It was not good to be a Jew in Budapest
once the Germans took over. Mama's
sister was sent to Auschwitz."
"We will not spoil your first day with

us by talking about our own little family
tragedies," Ernest's mother said firmly.

"And I will always treasure these ear-

rings. You couldn't have given me any-
thing I would have loved as much. It is

almost—almost as though my darling sis-

ter had sent these to me through you."
Ernest's mother leaned over impulsively

and kissed Anna on the cheek.

Anna reached out and I
plump hand of Ernest's moB
came almost unbidden to hel
"Come now, little daughti'*i

father said gently. "Please d<l
"I know I'm silly," Anna si

her eyes with her tiny handk<l
you're all so kind to me. A;l
not used to kindness. And trl
look so lovely on you. ThB
mother's. And now every tiq

wear them I'll think of my ml
"Enough of this." Ernest, f

terful, reached for the chamj
His strong hands twisted

then let it pop. The wine rl

cascading down the side o:|

Ernest laughed and filled foul
"To Anna and our futul

gaily, lifting his glass.

They all drank; Anna chj

and Ernest laughed.

"The bubbles," Anna g
tickle me."

"We'll have to teach y<

champagne, Anna," Ernest J

"I'll finish this," Anna s

him. "To you, Ernest, to

future. . .
."

She lifted the glass to h
over the rim she looked at

face of Ernest and at the haj

father wore, and then the t

earrings drew her eyes and he

tears, real tears this time, sj

eyes, and through the tears

rings seemed to stare at he
cusingly—and the laughing
Stalmann somehow took the

earrings, and she could see 1

and she knew he was saying

be with you, Anna," and sb

that he would indeed alway
and that always she would b

her guard lest he take poss<

mind and soul and even, she

a quick surge of panic, of h<

that one day she would s

things he had done and of t

told her, and of how he hcl

earrings and to whom they b

I

The thought made Anna cl

tightly, as though to shut Erj

consciousness. And then, as
f

a great distance, she heard
voice of her dark America
"Don't feel, Anna. Just thl

think and you will survive!

Anna put down her glass.

She opened her eyes and

the now anxious face of Er
smiled faintly and said softlj

I almost fainted. It's be

happy. . .
."

The End

COLLIER'S "Perhaps so, madam—but then so does your perfume!
r
i

Collier's for Septeml'



A fine carmade fiiner

thrill of the first mile endures

!

It's a great thrill to climb behind the wheel of a new Silver Streak

Pontiac and put it through its brilliant paces. The big, smooth,

quiet engine—remarkably economical in spite of its power— is

master of every traffic situation. You ride in comfort as great as

you coidd ask of any car. You experience ease and quickness of

handling that come as an entirely new experience. Truly, it is a

thrill to drive a neAV Pontiac. And the thrill of that first mile

endures! Year after year, your Pontiac will deliver this same satis-

fying performance— for Pontiac is designed and built to endure!

This is true of every Pontiac built— regardless of year or model. So

make your next car a Pontiac— the car that will be a thrill to drive

as long as you have it in your possession!

Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR on the air twice weekly

PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION of GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
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Its golden color gives

it 'eye appeal'.

Its sparkling goodness

gives it 'taste appeal'.

There's plenty of 'proof

appeal' in every bottle.

^VORTHEBEO^
"a'#»

c/Ile

*&£
iz

t"'M5 COMPANY, CINCIHH*TI,0.

©1947— RED TOP BREWING CO., CIN'TI, OHIO

ACE IN THE HOLE
Continued from page 15

Pasquel had his eye on Musial, Terry
Moore and Enos Slaughter. Jorge offered

Stan a bonus of $75,000 and a five-year

contract at $30,000 a season. That would
seem to mean a total deal for $225,000,

but in view of what has happened to

American players since in Mexico, it

probably meant only a certain grab of

$105,000.

By staying a year below the border
Stan would have had no United States

income tax to pay and he would have
possibly netted as much from the deal as

he will save from twenty years playing

here, but he turned it down. Without
being too cloying about it, Musial put his

refusal on the grounds of loyalty, both to

the Cards and the good old U.S.A.
"I wouldn't like Mexico," he said.

"The Mexicans wouldn't like Donora.
We have two kids and they love it here.

Why get ourselves all balled up?"

Stanley's Stance at Bat

Like all great hitters Musial has a style

of his own and it is about as unorthodox
as they come. As the pitcher winds up
he curls himself back like a corkscrew.
His bat is far back on his shoulder and
the crouch of his body and the twist of

his frame give him the appearance of a
coil about to unwind. As the ball comes
toward him he taps the toes of his front

(right) foot three times on the ground,
like a dancer pirouetting in a ballet. Then
he either lets the pitch go by or takes

a whack at it. How he sees it all from a

cockeyed stance like that is one of base-

ball's mysteries. But Al Simmons broke
all rules by hitting with his "foot in the

bucket," Frankie Frisch was once a
cross-handed hitter, Heinie Groh stood
facing the pitcher and Mel Ott hit like a
penguin, on one leg.

Musial thinks he has been lucky all

along. "If I hadn't been dumb and fallen

on that shoulder, I'd have been a pitcher

and never got past the Three-I league."

He considers it fortunate that he ever got

back his arm at all and thinks being with

the Cards was a break for him. Billy

Southworth had a reputation for han-
dling young ballplayers but as he says

himself there was never any doubt about
Musial.

"He wouldn't give up on himself,"

says Southworth. "How could 1

1

on him? Coming in with a bai

that couldn't be good for ar

Everybody asked about him, eve
watched him and he thought for i

he had to hit a home run every tirr

a miracle he ever came through i

In an era when big-name ball

have personal managers, persona
neys and fiscal advisers, it is noi

wondered that Musial's fame ha
somewhat to his head, but it is

possible that the blight will settle

permanently. He is a great bal

but unfortunately he has little col

draws very few kopecks at the gatt

own performance. Ted Willian

draw; Bob Feller is a draw; Broc
a draw and the New York Yankee
draw (for some peculiar reasoi

Stanley is merely a wonderful hitt

what was a great team.
When he returned after the apj

tis scare he managed to get two
twenty-two times at bat, which ga

a percentage of something slight!

of nothing, but there were expei

insisted it would be illegal for M
hit less than .300. The proposition

hopeless for a long time, but in h

and early August he started hittii

such demoniacal fury that it to

small men with an abacus to keep
his average.

In view of the world situation

agreed that this recrudescence of

man was the happy tonic requi

our national morale.
Whatever finally happens to

and the Cardinals, this year of !

will undoubtedly help in their re

tion. By the time 1948 rolls aro

will be chasing kids in the streets

them autographs and will be
up at the plate he will consider a

balls an affront.

We met a character in St. L<|

cently who laid the blame for the <

troubles on Sam Breadon.
"Look at him," he said disgl

"He has the team so crazy about
[

ball they'd buy their way into til

and then Sam goes and give!

money! All this about Sam beinjf

flint . . . Why, Sam has just hog-ric|

ruined a bunch of poor country

The End

"Remember when it was considered foolish to live beyond your meanl

COLLIERS
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Vou never thought you'd be scared stiff of a

tweet old lady and a meek little guy in carpet

dippers, but when they're Her Folks — well,

Fellow, that's different!

One thing that will count heavily in your favor

ijs an attractive appearance. You'll be supremely

at ease in a suit of Pacific Fabric, for Pacific

weaves the smartness right into the cloth — the

fine texture, the handsome drape, the rich colors.

Pacific Fabrics are made of pure wool, and

have a reputation for splendid tailoring qualities

and long wear. You'll find them in clothes for

business wear or recreation — in suits, slacks,

sport shirts, raincoats and topcoats made by some

of the finest manufacturers in the country!

Look for the Pacific label next time you buy.

It's featured by better stores. PACIFIC MILLS,

Worsted Division, 261 Fifth Ave., New York 16.

FEATURED AT LEADING STORES: Surretwill suits, tailored by Rose Bros.,

Fabric by Pacific. Suits, $45.00; slacks, $14.95. For further information

write Rose Brothers, 275 Seventh Avenue, New York 1; or Pacific Mills.

LCOH TC THE FlFIT
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YOUR CAR WILL LAST LONGER
WITH A

PUROLATOR MICRONIC FILTER

. . . our tractors use Purolator filters exclusively

***

Take a tip from the farmers. Protect your car the way they

protect their tractors. For longer car life and trouble-free motor-

ing equip your car with a Purolator Micronic Oil Filter. Do

it before performance starts to lag . . . before repair costs start

to mount. The Purolator Micronic Oil Filter effectively traps the

bearing damaging dirt, dust, grime and harsh abrasives that

work into your lubricating oil when your car is running.

During the war, thousands upon thousands of Purolator Mi-

cronic Oil Filters were produced for the Armed Services and

essential industry. Today they are standard equipment on almost

every type of transportation vehicle.

If your car is not equipped with a Purolator Micronic Oil Filter

have your service man install one today. If it is equipped with a

Purolator be sure that every time you change the filter element you

install a genuine Purolator Micronic Oil Filter Element. Remem-

ber, only Purolator makes the Purolator— for your car's protection,

PUROLATOR PRODUCTS, INC, NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Purolator Products (Canada) Ltd., Windsor, On?.

PUROLATOR FILTERS ARE USED ON MORE CARS. TRUCKS. TRACTORS, BUSES, DIESELS, TRAINS, PLANES AND SHIPS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND OF FILTER OR FILTER

l^pii
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A New Serial by
DICK PEARCE

SWEETWATER *5?
A SAGA OF THE MEN WHO TAMED THE WEST

From the start there was ten-

sion between Thomason and
Lineer, but they were build-

ing a railroad together,

building it through bone-
dry, strife-ridden country.

Between them, like a chal-

lenge, stood a bold and
lovely woman who thought
she wanted both of them

BEGINNING IN NEXT WEEK'S COLLIER'S

MAN RUNNING
Continued from page 28

>rmation was the real thing, he

lso recognize my voice despite

r I did to disguise it. But I had
i station inspector once 'and he
a bright look about the nose, a

errety nose for a policeman. So
him that I asked to talk,

e on the line. I began breathing

as if I had been running, and
him in short, urgent bursts.

>se!" I said. "That man Pen-

e Inwood murderer!"
's that?" I knew by his alertness

name meant something,
ise!" I repeated. "Halesworth

—

rth station. I saw him! He's just

e nine fifty-four! For London!
how I know it was him! Didn't

n the same floor, the same corri-

office in Bush House, and saw

y day for months'? So now you
it him!"
say you've seen him before?

eaking, please?"

od's sake, young man, if you
erstand plain English, let me
someone who can!"
was he dressed?"
him a quick and unfaltering de-

of Jonathan's clothes and gen-

arance, ending with "—Why,
ognized the little brown spot on
f his nose, no bigger than a pin-

as right behind him when he got

I heard him say, 'Third single,

1 Street,' just the same way I've

say, 'Third floor, please' to the

ed for breath. The inspector

inced. His excitement was ill-

when he asked me to repeat
ption to make sure he had got it

en he asked again who I was.
Harris, Station Road, Ipswich

en spending the week end with
er. And now I've gone and lost

ill through trying to do the right

bugh heaven knows people like

fve all they get. My goodness, if

lurry I shall miss the bus too!
(ve got everything you want to

odby then, and mind you catch
ut down the receiver before he
me the only question I did not
swer. which was at what num-
tion Road I lived.

t, by the time they had checked
bona fides of Annie Harris,

for September 13, 1947

they would have arrested Jonathan. Yes,

they would get him all right, and Char-
lotte would not, which meant that Freddy
Williams would not either.

But I was paying a price for his safety,

and unless I was very careful and very

lucky it might be too high.

Keeping my head down I left the post

office and returned to the car. I felt as

bad as I had known I would feel, but

forewarned was not forearmed. My eyes

were gritty and smarting because I could

have done with a good hearty cry and
dared not take one if I wanted to stay

tough long enough to see the thing

through to the end.

WHEN I saw Charlie at home I

judged by his noncommittal air

that he had no reason to doubt that Jona-
than had caught the nine fifty-four. I

realized that however terrible I was feel-

ing, it would not help to continue bottling

up everything even until after lunch, and
that now was the time to put my head
metaphorically on Charlie's shoulder.

"Let's talk," I said.

"It's due," he remarked. "You look
frightful."

I led the way to the old hayloft over
the tithe barn, climbing the rickety lad-

der into the sweet-smelling half darkness
which was among my earliest memories.
Perhaps three times before Charlie had
been up there with me, and always' on
occasions of importance.

I lay on my stomach in last year's hay
while he sat with his back to the end wall

where I could not see his face.

Thus, for a full half hour, I spoke with-

out pause, without a question from him.
telling him all that had happened in Lon-
don while he had been away in the Pea-

cock. At moments, hearing myself as if

I were someone else speaking, 1 wished I

could have told Jonathan like this, qui-

etly and without emotional uprushes. He
might have believed me.

I stopped at that point, where I had
failed with Jonathan, to give Charlie time
to digest the main premise of my case

against Charlotte and Freddy Williams.

He knocked out his dead pipe, refilled it

from his battered silver tobacco box, and
then said, "I see."

"You agree, don't you," I asked him,
"that he wouldn't have a chance once
those two got their hands on him?"

If there's

discord like this

Instead of

close harmony like this

TRY THIS

MORAL: Sweeten up for

close-ups! Let Life Savers

sweeten and freshen your

breath—after eating, drink-

ing, and smoking. Always
good taste!

The candy with a hole—only 5t
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OLEO
Gets False Teeth

really clean

Hollywood, Calif. Perfect teeth are a "must"
before the camera! Nowhere else in the world will you find so

many costly plates and bridges—as among the actors and ac-

tresses. That's why Colgate-Palmolive-Peet selected Hollywood
to test its great new denture cleanser—Coleo! And what a hit!

8 out of 10 tested preferred Coleo
to all other types of denture cleanser!

After scores and scores of actors and
actresses tried new Coleo, they ex-

claimed, "Coleo gets false teeth really

clean!"

Coleo doesn't miss a thing! Dingy
mucin (film), removable stains, and
food particles all fizz away in a mat-
ter of minutes! A special ingredient

"ATC
"»LM

AND STAINS ~

does the job thoroughly! No tiresome
brushing! False teeth sparkle with
cleanliness! And dentures cleaned

with Coleo have a pleasant, fresh

taste! Try this remarkable cleanser

on your false teeth today!

usw«*
ho e»

NEW TYPE Cleanser for False Teeth

"He would keep his faith in her while

this Williams was strangling him. Of
course he hasn't a chance. You ought to

have let me stop him. I thought it was
merely the danger of his being picked up
if he walked about London. Dammit,
they are as dangerous as a brace of black

mambas."
Then I told him what I had done in

Halesworth an hour ago, and his judicial

calm, already ruffled, broke.

"Eve! My God! He'll never forgive

you—

"

"He isn't going to know that I did it."

"Now, presumably," he said, "we come
to the point. How are you to tell the po-

lice all this and not burn your own fin-

gers?"

"Was looking after Jonathan a crime,

if he is proved innocent?"
"And who is going to do that?"

"Charlotte and Freddy Williams."
"They'll have to undergo a considera-

ble moral revolution, and in a remarka-
bly short time. You realize that Jonathan
will have to be produced by the police in

a magistrate's court tomorrow morning?"
"Yes, and they'll remand him for a

week at "least. I thought of that. To-
morrow is Wednesday, and tomorrow
week the police will certainly present

enough evidence to justify the magistrate

sending him for trial. But I think we can
prevent even that happening."

"I gather you're coming to the point at

last," he complained. "You know, I'm
not the Commodore. I don't have to be
spoon-fed the indigestible bits."

So I went on from where I had left off,

and told him about the coming week end,

about my purchases at Harrods, and gen-

erally filled in as many of the details of

the idea as I could imagine at the mo-
ment. He needed no help from me to

realize how tricky it would be to put into

effect. He held the pipe tight in his teeth

and said nothing for what seemed an age,

while I became secretly more and more
anxious. I could not do it without him.

Apart from technicalities, he was for one
thing the only person who could keep
Father quiet during the critical stages of

the proceedings, when his every instinct

would urge him to violent and ruinous
action.

I waited and waited, and kept my teeth

clamped on my tongue to prevent myself
saying, "You will do it, won't you?" or

even "Well?"
Finally he said, "Has the screened

cable twin or single core?"

I knew then that he was with me.
"I don't know," I said, trying to keep

gratitude out of my voice.

"I'll take a look presently. There is

one other thing, Eve. The Commod
"Yes," I said. "The Commodon
"You know, I think I would tell

"But he would want to run eve
tell Billy Bull and Ordinary Smi
to do this and that! He'd spoil it!

sure, absolutely sure, we must givi

them without warning, before thi

think what it means except sort of
matically without time to ask qui

and so muddle things. Billy Bull, I

would think it was a trick of some
He's so suspicious."

"You mean he'd refuse and the

modore would refuse and this

inspector chap would refuse—ai

pose / refuse—to let you run the

will be running all the time?
serious, dangerous risk?"

I said softly, "You realize, even i!

of the others would, that I must do
way, myself."

"Because of Jonathan?"
"Because of Jonathan. I can't d<

ately put him in danger as I have
and avoid my share of it."

He nodded slowly.

"And if it goes wrong?"
"Jonathan would not be tried un

autumn assizes. We would have
weeks to break down the case a

him by builoing up one against th

murderer. But they would still b

to jail him for years as an accessor
the fact, wouldn't they? Why shou
woman extract any price from hi

the glorious privilege of loving he

"Steady," Charlie said.

I steadied, and he wound up th

versation then and there. "Show n

screened cable."

BECAUSE, confessed, I was a

last to sleep soundly from ha

two that afternoon until nearly

could listen to Father's radio w
visible tremor when the announc
of Jonathan's arrest was made duri

six-o*clock news bulletin.

They had not detained him. Th
arrested him. The headlines next

ing were bigger than those whic

blazoned Joseph Inwood's murdi

"On information received, offii

Scotland Yard at midday f
arrested Penrose at Liverpool Str

tion. He will appear this mon
West London Police Court in con
with the murder, etc., etc.." follov

a rehash of the original story.

Arrested. They were sure, i

they?

I had not realized before that ths

brandt story would reach the publii

same time, and there it was, occ

COLLIER'S "Probably we should pretend we're angry!"

Collier's for September 1
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HIGH QUALITY AT FAIR PRICES

*^T*

These distinguished shoes are typical of the complete W. L. Douglas

selection for Fall. Every pair is superbly made of fine leathers

. . . every pair is authentically styled . . . every

pair is today's best-buy!

...AND EVERY PAIR

w

-c&affP «?

Style 6644

The C0R0NAD0
Also in Scotch Grain"

Style 6643
r

^L^pjp^p^p^B^^
mm

p^yle6628 m
The CRUISER

i.

Also in Scotch Grain i *

Style 6629

The hand of a

Master Craftsman
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second place on the front page; I won-
dered a little ruefully where they would
have been without me this morning.
"gang warfare in essex" said the

Daily Picture, "mystery car in stolen
rembrandt drama," and all the papers,

even the Times, let themselves go in

happy speculation about what might have
happened on the lonely road beyond Col-
chester. Interviewed last night, Mrs.
Harvey Gill had been delighted to hear

that her priceless masterpiece had been
recovered. I was glad to see that she had
not offered any theory of her own as to

the possible truth behind the gang war-
fare in Essex. Blood was still thicker

than water in Pakenhurst, whatever
private views she had so libelously com-
municated to the chief constable of East
Suffolk. In the meantime the Essex police

were pursuing their investigations. Pre-

sumably K. Zimmer was doing the same.

I
TOOK the papers in to Father, who
gleefully reached for his pen and

wrote to the Times:

"Sir, I do not wish to question
Mrs. Harvey Gill's good faith in be-

lieving the Rembrandt painting, now
happily recovered and about to be
restored to her, to be a genuine ex-

ample of the great painter's work,
but I feel in fairness to the public in

general and art lovers in particular

I should make known my late

brother's serious doubts about the

authenticity of The Old Woman in

a Shawl. When he purchased it from
the Pilkin Estate in 1923, he had it

examined by the late Josiah Crabtree
Jones, who pronounced it to be a

Rembrandt but who, it will be re-

called, was himself exposed as

fraudulent in the celebrated lawsuit

concerning the Vermeer fakes. It

would be interesting, therefore, to

have the picture considered by a

panel of present-day experts. . .
."

I was not in the mood to speculate with

him about the possible repercussions the

publication of this letter would produce;

I had a letter of my own to write. I bor-

rowed Mary's writing block, ink bottle

and pen from the kitchen drawer where
she keeps them, retired to my room and
wrote to Charlotte in a round council-

school hand, marred by one word mis-

spelled. More than one would have been
too many.

Ship Cottage,

Nr. Kessingland,

Suffolk.

Dear Madam:
I am so glad to see in the papers this

morning the police have caught that

wicked man and he will surely hang
don't you think and not so good /

think' for some people as well unless

they are lucky which reminds me
could you please make it convenient to

call here next Sunday afternoon at three

o'clock and not a minute before as my
Sister Mary will be going out at 2:30

until close on midmght on account of

being able to see Harold only once a

week. We will not be bothered by nosy

Parkers as this cottage is 4 miles from
the nearest house except of course the

big house which is saying the same
thing as the old man as lives there is

bedriden and does not go about. If

you come by car or taxi from Sax-

mundham this road is the first turning

on the right on the main road to

Lowestoft 2 miles after the Southwold
turning you cannot miss it because of

the three white posts in the hedge at the

corner it's only a small road and goes

into the marsh. This collage is 3 miles

to the yard along the small road and
you see it pretty soon as the only

building in sight. Bring that package

you know which and we will have a

nice talk and fix up everything satis-

factory. If you don't come I will know
my duty and do it first thing Monday
but I expect you know as well as me

how the news this morning makes it so

urgent in fact more so to fix up every-

thing. Bring this letter with you.

Yours respectfully

D. Simpson (Miss)

P. S! 1 will be able to give you a cup of

tea and some of Mary's homemades as

I expect you will be quite ready for a

little something.

I showed it to Charlie who read it three

times before commenting. "Where's the
blot?"

"Blot?"
"There ought to be a blot, or the re-

mains of one after you have tried to

remove it with a penknife."

I walked over and posted it in Kes-
singland so that she would receive it by
the country post in the morning.

I helped Charlie with the cable in the

afternoon. It had to be laid so that it

could not be seen from anywhere in or
near the cottage; a dry ditch helped con-
siderably to bridge most of the distance
between the cottage garden and the

Marsh House wood, where of course it

was easy to loop it from branch to branch
to the house itself. A row of runner
beans in the cottage garden was useful,

with their thick leaves; after that it had
to go underground, a few inches below
the surface, in sections of old water pipe,

and it was no fun threading the stuff

through them.
While Charlie made a hole through

the wall of his kitchen-living room, I held

spare cold chisels for him and continued
to be grateful for something to do, even
if it did not occupy my mind as much as I

would have liked.

Things got better, however, when we
came to the placing of the omnidirec-
tional microphone.

For some time we suggested and
countersuggested ways and means of
concealing the microphone without inter-

fering with its idiosyncrasies. Charlie
didn't think it would work properly if

there were anything between it and the

voice. "And there's no way you can
make the speaker stay in one spot.".

"In the air over our heads?" I sug-

gested.

Charlie said we'd work out something
tomorrow.

DURING the night I realized why
the microphone question was so

difficult. Charlie's living room was alto-

gether too austere. One earthenware pot
and a pipe rack on the mantelpiece, a re-

production of a Van Gogh as the only
picture, a calendar from a sheep-dip firm,

and that was about all.

Once I began thinking like this, it did

not take long to arrive at what I thought
he would agree was the answer, and I

could scarcely wait for daylight.

I labored all that Thursday, the day
Jonathan was remanded for a week on
the charge of murder, and found the

physical exertion a great boon.
I ransacked the Marsh House attics,

robbed Mary's collection of copper pots,

and trundled loads of this loot to the cot-

tage where I spent hours on a stepladder

with hammer, nails and hooks.
By the time I had finished, the room

and particularly the ceiling looked as if

it had come about through the crossing

of an early English kitchen (which, after

all, was what it once had been) with a

Montmartre bistro; but more than that, it

was now quite like the cottage Dorothy
Simpson's late mother had lived in all

her life, obstinately refusing to part with

the useless treasures of the centuries.

I made four muslin bags, and in three

of them there were herbs picked by my
own hand. They looked natural enough
among the other oddities dangling from
the beam and ceiling. The fourth hung
between a stuffed Brazilian monkey (a

pet of the Commodore's youth) and
an Elizabethan pewter wine jug, and
you could not see the outlines in it of

the omnidirectional microphone which
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d cook Charlotte's goose unfavored

ly herbs. I hoped.

iarlie approved. That evening the

modore went fishing for Sunday's

n trout and we were able to test. It

ed

as in my morning bath when I heard

cutter of misused tires which an-

ced the first arrival for the week
Jophie of Inderswick. She sat on the

of the bath in a corn-yellow silk

er suit and I had no difficulty in

ng the story. Her eyes were large in

;ase, but they grew larger and re-

id so. I was still talking at the end
;akfast. When I came to last night's

ssful test of the microphone, she

up her hands.

s too much all at once. It's too

! Why don't things like this happen
?"

Jrhaps because you're respectable."

t I'm not! I'm a disgrace to the

orhood and the Earl is in despair!

e, darling, will you marry this

an man?"
idn't say so. Besides, I shall have
way to go before he'll let himself

e the same air with me again. If he
oes—

"

nsense. When he realizes what
done for him, he'll be the most

1 man on earth!" She paused and
"Grateful men are hell. Never

darling. You'll soon forget him.
the policeman, isn't there? I'm

o see him."
't forget he's not a policeman
ou do see him."
at do / do tomorrow?"
her. Luckily she was thrilled to

to go to Saxmundham to meet
ry Smith's train. He wore a well-

Jvat tweed suit, a silk shirt and a

He looked a pet of a man, and
Used to see me. He would have no-

I had not mentioned the Inwood

fought you might not turn up," I

aeing busy on account of having
Penrose."

^t was Scotland Yard's work, not
[ind the case is now with the public
utor."

did you think of him? I mean
Jiurderer? I suppose I was quite

(about him?"
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"Oddly enough you weren't," he said.

"He's more like an architect than most,

as a creative type. He tells the usual

story—it's so usual it almost shook me."
"In what sense usual—and why?"
"Accidental discovery of Inwood's

body, panic, followed by loss of memory
until they picked him up. He can't re-

member a thing after finding the Inwood
front door open, he says. He acts dazed
and the doctors are watching him. It's

so unlikely
—

"

"That it may be true?"

"No. I wouldn't say that. I'm sure

he's lying. I can't explain." He shrugged
his shoulders free of the problem and
grinned at me to say that he was looking

forward to his short holiday from the

sordid policeman's life.

But I did not want to pursue his un-
certainty. It was enough for me that he
had one, however instinctive and unde-
fined. It would help, tomorrow.

THE Commodore seemed to find noth-
ing immediately objectionable in

him, and almost at once treated him to

a discourse on the history of the Barbary
pirates without doubting that he would
enjoy it, just as though he was a friend

of long standing. But of course he did

not yet know how Mr. Smith earned his

living.

I took him for a longish walk through

Jhe marshes before supper, where pre-

sumably overcome by the romantic
eeriness of the ruined Dutchman's mill

silhouetted against the glowing western
sky he kissed me without warning, and at

once, terrified, apologized.

I forgave him and he ate a good sup-
per with slightly goggling eyes. I felt,

however, that coming events would bring

him rudely back to earth. . . .

The spell of fine weather held, and that

Sunday was one of those golden days.

There was a bathing party before break-
fast, which even the Commodore graced
in a dulcet mood for so early in the day.

At eleven, when Sophie and the Com-
modore were reading the Sunday papers,

I betook myself to Mary and the kitchen,

followed a little wistfully by Ordinary
Smith, who seemed not to care to be
alone.

The veal stock was the right basis for

an asparagus cream soup.

The Commodore's salmon trout were

• "You're going to hate me when I tell you this, but
—

"

BARNEY TOBEY

**"<?*,
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plump and fresh but rather small, and
would be best grilled, one for each per-

son.

The gigot of lamb was one of our own,
marsh-fed and so tender it would melt in

the mouth. Rubbed with garlic after all

the fat had been taken off before roasting

in butter rather quickly, it would be light

eating. One would not want anything too

solid after the salmon trout. I should
have liked to give them the vegetables,

the baby beans and young boiled pota-

toes, as a separate following course as

the French do, but Billy Bull does not

really approve of the custom, so they

would come with the lamb. I did not

want him to be irritated by even the

littlest thing today.
Raspberry ice with a sprinkling of

whole raspberries seemed the right con-

clusion.

Mary baked long, slender white Vien-
nese breads, the kind with the eggshell-

thin, crackly crust.

I took Ordinary Smith down to the

wine cellar to carry the lamp, and we
brought up two flagons of Steinwein,

which tastes to me like white flowers

distilled in sunshine; also two bottles of

the Commodore's favorite claret, the
1933 Haut-Brion. It was now half past

twelve. Lunch would begin at about one
o'clock in the Long Room at the big

table with all the French windows open.
Charlie appeared and was introduced

to Mr. Smith. He seemed to like him. A
few minutes later Billy Bull (without,

thank goodness, the dog Fido) arrived. I

introduced the two policemen without
using their ranks; although Mr. Smith
knew who Billy was, because I had told

him.

Crime therefore would not be brought
up as a subject unless Billy Bull did so on
his own impulse in some other context

than their mutual interest. In this re-

spect, however, he got me to himself for

a moment just before lunch, long enough
to say, "I don't see why you had to be so

dramatic about getting that damned pic-

ture back to your aunt. I hope there

weren't any bodies after so much gun-
play?"
"Not in that connection," I assured

him. "Don't be ungrateful. You East
Suffolk people weren't involved, were
you?"
"No," he agreed hastily. "Thank you

for that. But his letter to the Times! It's

a bit thick, you know."
"You wouldn't like his sister-in-law to

impose a false masterpiece on her friends

and the public at large?"

We had coffee at the table. Whe
watch said two-fifteen, and I dar
wait another minute longer, I add
the general mood of the six people i

a short time were to be precipitat

drama and decided that it was
right. Sophie was a trifle giggly,

knew she would not be any the le

her elegant toes when the moment
Billy Bull was beaming at the Con
dore, who was beaming at evcrytl

Charlie was soberly aware that he

be ready to take control, while Ordl
Smith was just happy and a little rejl

In a pause in the conversation Ij

"Has Father ever told you, Billy,

the Cristobel ingot and how he lc

leg?"

"I must have," said Father, **
"There's a love interest in it, to

said, with a glance at Sophie, who|
the cue with alacrity.

"Oh, Commodore, do, please!"

"Two hundred and fifty-one 01

eight pennyweights," remarked the I

modore, contemplating the rampaj
past in the smoke of his cigar.

"Who got it?" inquired Billy Bt
necessarily.

"In the end," said Father, "I did
|

manner of speaking." And he was
knew he would be good for at least

|

quarters of an hour.

AFTER a few moments I left the

.as unobtrusively as possible,

Ordinary Smith showing interei

smiled at him reassuringly as a h
who unfortunately has "things tc

and he dutifully returned his atteni

the Commodore.
I went quietly out, paused in th

room to equip myself for emergi

and spent five minutes upstairs taki

lipstick and fixing the Dorothy
hair-do.

I found a pair of field gla

reached the cottage a little after h;

two, and after making sure that the

room stage was set. with the

arranged to make it as easy as pc

for the microphone, I put a .32

down the right-hand side of the ci

of the chair I would sit in. and w«

to the attic bedroom where a small

dow at the back gave me a clear

at least a mile of the road over the

along which Charlotte must come,
ing my elbows on the sill, 1 focus*

field glasses.

It was a deserted world of gors

bracken shimmering in the sun. Th
breeze was light but enough to

"You have my consent, young man, although we hate to lose

her . . . Been with the family such a long time, you know"
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cleared the air of any morning mist which
might have lingered.

Naturally, of course, 1 began to won-
der whether she would really come, and
hitherto unguessed possibilities started to

worry me. After all, I had not heard a

word from her. Freddy Williams might
have changed their plans for some rea-

son I could not know. The story Jona-

than had told the police had not been
made public. But they could be in no
doubt about the danger from D. Simp-
son. The letter from D. Simpson could

not have been more threatening. Or
should 1 have been less ominously polite

in favor of more downright, straightfor-

ward wording? Never had I had so many
eggs in one basket.

Something flashed briefly at the ex-

treme limit of visibility, then again, and I

recognized it as the sun on a windshield.

A moment later the car itself came into

the circle of the field glasses' view. It was
a big car, gray and shiny with chromium.

It did not, however, become larger, and
I realized that it had stopped, as if the

driver had seen the cottage. But before it

started again, someone got out by the

driver's door, opened the door of the

back on the same side and climbed in.

Both doors closed almost simultaneously
and the car came on steadily. That meant
what I hoped and expected: She was not
alone, although she would appear to be
so when the car came within ordinary
seeing distance of the cottage: the man
in the back would be crouching out of
sight behind the front seat having given

over the wheel to Charlotte.

I left the field glasses in the attic and
went down to the living room where I

put on Aunt Florence's spectacles and,
with a Sunday paper in my hand, waited
until I heard the car.

On my way to the open door I spoke
aloud under the microphone, "Charlie.

Stand by."

THE car stopped short of the cottage,

turned around on the grass to face

the way it had come, and as I reached the

open front door, Charlotte was just get-

ting out. Even without the spectacles I

could not have seen anyone kneeling on
the floor at the back.

She was wearing a small white hat. As
she came nearer I saw she was carrying

a brown paper package in addition to a

white handbag. Her blue linen suit

looked cool and matched her self-pos-

sessed air.

But her eyes were haggard, her lips

tight, holding in the nervous tension quiv-

ering beneath that outward calm.

"Good afternoon," I said. "Won't you
please step inside, Mrs. Inwood?"

It was the first time she had heard my
natural voice, and the difference puzzled
her. She looked at me. frowning. . . .

Later, Charlie told me how things went
in the Long Room. It must have been
quite a scene.

It was at seven minutes to three by the

grandfather clock, and in the middle of
the Commodore's explanation of why
Chiquita Gonzalez did not really mean
to throw the knife at him, that the radio

set behind him gave tongue in a loud
voice—my voice, although not imme-
diately recognized as such. But the words
were crystal clear. "Charlie. Stand by."

Father turned and glared at it. sharing

the startled surprise of the rest of the

table. It was the more unexpected since,

when Charlie before lunch had plugged
in the microphone lead, he had also re-

moved the small bulb of the signal light

which would have shown the set was
switched on. "What the hell?" said Fa-
ther, preparing to rage.

Two people moved. Charlie went to

the radio to be able to control the volume,
and Sophie reached down for her hand-
bag by her chair; taking a notebook from
it and three sharp pencils, she moved
aside her coffee cup to make room.

Except for Father's one outburst, only
Charlie spoke:

"Will everybody sit where they are.

please? It is most important that Sophie
should hear every word." To the Com-
modore he added, "Eve will explain after-

ward, sir."

When Charlie calls him "sir," it is an
occasion. It implies the formal approach
of a junior to a senior officer, and with
it now was a note in Charlie's voice which
clearly conveyed a warning that for good
policy reasons the senior officer would be
wise not to argue. The Commodore
grunted—and held his peace. Billy Bull

said, "Eve! That was Eve!"
In the moment's silence which fol-

lowed, Sophie decided she would hear
better if she were closer, and settled her-

self in one of the armchairs by the radio

with the notebook on her knee.

Then came my invitation to Charlotte
to come into the cottage. When Ordinary
Smith heard the name "Mrs. Inwood" he
looked about him a little wildly, as if

searching for a visible explanation of my
invisible presence.

Charlie watched Billy Bull's reactions

as closely as Sophie watched Ordinary
Smith's. He said Billy looked "as if the

snake might be dangerous but it was bet-

ter not to show alarm." He lighted a sec-
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ond cigar and glanced thoughtfully at

Ordinary Smith.
After that, Charlie kept his fingers on

the volume control switch and began
worrying about me, thus missing much of

the gradual understanding which came
upon at least two of the three men. But
when Ordinary Smith's own name came
up he revealed himself to Billy Bull, in-

dicating himself by tapping his chest with

his thumb, and Billy Bull nodded.
Sophie applied herself to her shorthand

like a good girl, allowing neither excite-

ment nor Steinwein to spoil her accuracy.

CHARLOTTE stood for a moment on
the threshold, looking about her, at

the stairs in the far corner and at the

closed door of the back room.
"Don't be nervous," I said. "You're

quite safe here, like I said you'd be."

I sat down in my chair and waited for

her to make up her mind. I did not think

she was seriously suspecting a trap. Why
should she? Apart from the difference

in my voice, was there anything she had
not expected to find'.'

"I won't sit down," she said. "There's

no need for this to take very long." She
made a gesture with the package.

"Put it on the table," I told her, and
she did so, moving to the table and stand-

ing there, so that she was about five feet

from the fourth bag of herbs. If Charlie

was at the volume control, which he
ought to be by now, that was not too bad.

"Aren't you going to open it—make
sure it's all there?" she asked with a bite

of sarcasm.

"Time enough. Have you brought my
letter?"

She took it from her handbag and gave
it to me. I slipped it in my pocket.

"If you will now give me mine," she

said, "that will conclude the matter."

I shook my head and took off the spec-

tacles.

"I said we had to have a talk."

"I can be certain of one thing"—she
looked at me as at a cockroach—"you
will try to cheat. What is it now?"

"I've found OLit something which
makes a big difference. I was quite wrong
when I thought it was only a matter of

you wanting to keep a secret about you
know who. You see, I thought like ev-

erybody else that this man Penrose had
murdered your husband. Now it seems
he didn't do anything of the sort. The
police haven't got on to that either. See
what I mean?"
"I'm afraid I don't." But she was fright-

ened, then reassured herself. It did not
really matter how much I knew. Not
now. But it mattered to me that it should
be discussed and recorded: there might
not be much time left. So I went on
quickly, hoping Sophie would manage.

"It was a nice bit of luck, that poor
Penrose coming along just then and get-

ting himself labeled as the murderer,
wasn't it, Mrs. Inwood?"
"Are you trying to say I killed my

own husband?"
"Some people might think so

—
" I be-

gan now to drop the Dorothy Simpson
idiom, "they might quite easily think so
if they were to read the letters in your
bureau drawer, the locked one. The po-
lice—Inspector Smith, for instance

—

would cease to think of you as a sorrow-
ing widow but as a wife who was finding

her husband an encumbrance. Particu-

larly in recent weeks, when you have had
a more than usually engrossing experi-

ence with a new kind of lover. You
remember I was there when Inspector
Smith and the Scotland Yard man inter-

viewed you? I saw you after they had
gone—gone sooner than they might have
because I came in at your signal to say
an imaginary doctor was waiting. Re-
member how anxious you were they
shouldn't pursue a certain direction in

their questions? And how you tried to

telephone to a flat in North Audley
Street, to warn your lover? Sorrowing
widow! You weren't faithful to your

A PRACTICAL WAYS TO BE

tf& ^^coSwraABLE-FITTlN&SHOK

6^ "Otff. . . WEAR THE SAME IVEIG-HT SOCK you wear regularly when
you buy your shoes. Size and thickness of socks make a difference in

the fit and comfort of your shoes.

7W&. . . LET YOUR SALESMAN DECIDE YOUR SIZE. He knows
feet. He's had years of experience in the fitting of shoes. He knows
you'll come back only if you get the right last, the right style, the right

size to fit your foot. Trust him!

/W^T. . . TAKE YOUR TIME WHEN YOU BUY SHOES. Give the

salesman the time he needs to try different lasts and sizes. Try both
shoes on, correctly laced, and walk around in them. Ke sure they feel

right before you leave the store.

"fOU/Z. . . BUY AN HONESTLY MADE SHOE. Buy a brand of

shoes where there's been no cheating in the making . . . where
the shoes are made on a variety of lasts . . . where you are sure

there's as much care put inside the shoe as there is in polishing

the finish.

THESE SWELL LOOKIN' SHOES HAVE
MORE THAN LOOKS!

FIT! Ward Hill Shoes are made on an
amazing variety of lasts. There's a Ward
Hill last that fits every type of foot . . . and
perfectly! And every Ward Hill dealer is

trained to give you a correct fit.

STYLE! Ward Hill styles are smartly
designed by William Leon Knipe, made
from the finest leathers— by a manufacturer
famous for over sixty years for fine shoe-

making.

COMFORT! Whenever a new Ward Hill

Shoe is made, extreme care is taken to

build it on the one last that will give you
perfect fit and comfort ... a feature many
manufacturers often overlook.

KNIPE BROS., INC.
Ward Hill, Massachusetts

No. 7823
on the Playboy lost

At better dealers from
coast to coast
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husband for two weeks together from the

day he married you."
"How dare you!"
"I dare."

"You spied on me!"
"You let your lover kill your husband.

You came no nearer to killing him than
that. There was no need for him to die,

was there? He was tight-fisted but he let

you go your own way. He didn't worry
about your men. He knew he could han-
dle them if they came too close to his

marriage and his good name. But he
should have worried about this new one.

He was different. What happened that

night when your poor husband tried to

straighten things out before they went
too wrong?"
"My God, he was right!" Her voice

was a passion of angry fear.

The Long Room would not know what
she meant, but I did; she meant Freddy
Williams was right that I must be put out
of the way.

"Yes, he was not quite in the usual run,

your new man. He was much cleverer

with you than the others had been. He
knew how to use your exhibitionism, how
to hold you, how to demand and demand
so that you never came to the end of giv-

ing. And did not want to. Did your hus-

band notice? I think he did. I think he
was not expected to be home that night

when you brought your lover to the

house after the theater. What did your
husband say that made this man lose his

temper? And that candlestick so

handy
—

"

"Stop! Oh, for God's sake!"

She was breaking. I thrust hard and
without mercy.
"Did you try to save him? Did you cry

out to warn him, your devoted Joseph?
Or did you stand there and watch the

sharp silver smash through the bones of
his head to put out his life? Was it good
to know that now you were more than
ever in your lover's delicious power, held

to him forever by the sharing of his guilt,

to be hurt and frightened and hurt again
because that's really the only answer that

warms your cold heart?"

She made a movement to cover her
eyes. I battered steadily on:

"Don't forget I was with you every
moment of those few days after he was
killed. I did not take my eyes off you.

Why, I even knew about your all-night

visits to the North Audley Street flat

when you were supposed to be so ill

that you could not stir from your bed.

Three visits. And the secret telephone
conversations. I heard them, you know,
on the switchboard downstairs

"

"I don't believe it!"

"Mayfair 5413, or have I the wrong
number? He was out the first time. :

Nearly all day. He didn't want to see

you. It was an unnecessary risk, but you
could not wait. And when you came to

him in spite of his refusal to see you, it

was quite awkward for him. He had an-

other woman with him.' I spoke to her

when she left. You took a taxi there, re-

member? The driver will. Number ADP
995. But of course you did not need to

note his number, as I did."

She glowered, her hands moving in

futile gestures of repudiation and disbe-

lief. I paused a moment.

THE straight line of the doorway'!
shadow in the shaft of sunlight on thi

stone floor had a bulge in it, such as

man's shoulder might make if he stood

on the threshold out of sight. He had
not been there a moment ago.

This was it. I needed thirty seconds to

shatter the last of her defenses; I w;

nearly sure he would wait where he
to hear the rest of it.

"But there's no evidence," I said

quickly, "to show you did not kill your

husband against positive evidence which
says you did. If you will lift that news
paper off the middle of the table you'll

see something under it which you wil!

probably recognize—go on, look, Mrs
Inwood. It's something you thought yoi

would never see again, the sort of evi-

dence the police would love to have—
one of your several white evening frock;

with a square foot of bloodstain on it."

She stretched out her hand and pullet

away the newspaper, her horror-stricker

eyes on the folded, crumpled satin. "Th(

frock you wore that night. You did no

expect to see it again, but there it is, your

and no one else's. It can be identified

Your husband's blood, Mrs. Inwood
The man who killed him thought of ev

erything, didn't he? But has he though

how easily he could let you take th<

blame if he knew about that frock, if i

should come into his hands?"
"No! No! No!" she said. "He wouldn'

I
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ucts, or write on your own stationery.
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lens new baby boy calf. Then in 25 ad-
Itional words or less complete the state-

ment: "I suggest this name for Elsie's

^by because . .
."
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ficial entry blank from your store where
lu buy Borden products, or write on
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I name and address (also your age and
'me of your school principal if you are
Ider 14), and the name and address of
prchant from whom you buy Borden
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: continental United States . . . except
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[
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!
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8. The Borden Company will have notices
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hat. Give me that frock—I'll pay!

:ome in, Mr. Williams," I said,

uldn't you do that?—or would you?"
le shaft of sunlight was all but blot-

jut as he stood in the doorway, large

florid and at ease in a gray flannel

hatless, his dark hair curling a lit-

lamply on his forehead, a slightly

firing forehead, perspiring, however,

from the heat of the afternoon sun.

larlotte turned to him before he

i speak and uttered the words I had
d and prayed that she would say:

;'s worse!" she cried. "Worse! She
ss everything! She knows you killed

She's threatening to tell the police

I did it, playing me off against you!

frock! She's got hold of it, God
ws how! Oh, you were right about
i She's dangerous, much more dan-

us than that silly little Groves man!"
luietly, quietly!" he said with an
[of irritation. "You've let her get at

fell right, haven't you? What's the

lit if she can know all this by spying

watching and guessing and being sly

tunning, who else mayn't there be?

iGroves, now this one—oh, Freddy,
I will it end? I know I'm the sort of

En people take more interest in than

"A compliment from a murderer, a

double murderer at that, is a compliment
indeed."

"I did not recognize Felicity Cunning-
ham at first."

Charlotte said, "Who? But she's the

maid Samson—

"

"Simpson," I corrected her.

"She's what she likes to call herself. I

told you to shut up." Freddy Williams
blew cigarette smoke into the air; it

whirled and eddied in a small blue mist

around the muslin bag above him. "A
homely setting. I don't wonder you
hanker for a stage career. Or was that

part of the act too?"
I looked at him. I shifted in the chair

as though with uneasiness under his fixed

gaze.

"You can't frighten me," I said.

"No?"
"I'm not a helpless butler on a crowded

underground station," I added. "I know
all about you. I knew you'd come with
her. Groves wasn't looking as far as

you were concerned. I am. Don't move!"
"I hadn't moved," he said mildly.

"You're nervy, aren't you? Beginning
to realize what you're up against, eh?"

"Don't be silly. Of course you're dan-
gerous. Joseph Inwood because he an-

noyed you by trying to stop your affair

["The war must really be over now, Roy. The other day 1 caught my-
self thinkm' that maybe Sergeant Polk wasn't too bad a guy after all"

JOHN RUSE

^socially prominent, well off, im-
but—

"

j're as important as my foot," said

Williams. "Shut up and let me
iith this! Pull yourself together!"

i don't understand! She
—

"

moved quickly forward and
, her face, hard, twice. She whim-
jnd put her hands to her cheeks,

did not say anything; indeed she

td nearly all she was to say that

Ion. Thereafter Freddy Williams
[talking for them both,

pas in his best mood; he fancied
hugely. He was in command of

lion which he had ordained, or so
light, and for an audience he had
ved and frightened woman and
whom he would soon put in

le same state.

i#'4 on the edge of the table with his

ib Charlotte, lighted a cigarette
•hind did not take his eyes off me.
bteved. considerably in their power
m the mind (and at other times the
rt)f the female on whom he set them

Jfl. Finally he spoke:
3
t essional blackmailer?"

Imve no qualifications, I'm afraid."
CHhe contrary."

1H 's for September 13, 1947

with his wife and Groves because he tried

to blackmail her
—

" I nodded toward
Charlotte. "She didn't do so well in that

bit. You know she took the two hundred
pounds she'd paid him from under his

mattress before anyone else in the house
knew he was dead, before it was in the

papers or anything? The police would be
interested in that point. If they knew, of
course, the money was ever there, which
they don't, so far—although Inspector
Smith wasn't altogether satisfied with ei-

ther accident or suicide. I was there when
he searched Groves' room. I know. I

talked to him. He wouldn't take long to

get on to it, once he was given a hint."

"Everything," I heard Charlotte say-

ing. "She knows everything! It's dia-

bolical."

Freddy, however, did not pay any at-

tention to her this time. His expression
was uglier, his eyes darker and as un-
wavering as ever.

"You see," I said, "Inspector Smith
would be glad to know the name—and
address—of the witness who was stand-
ing close to Groves just before he fell.

He hasn't come forward, you know. Have
you an alibi for about ten o'clock that

Tuesday night, Mr. Williams? By the

way, what exactly did Joseph Inwood
say that made you so cross? The inspec-

tor would be interested in that too."

"You've said enough! These academic
post-mortems—or shall I say ante-mor-
tems?—are dull affairs."

"Threatening me, Mr. Williams?"
"You know so much about me, work

it out."

"You moved then," I said, and took
out the pistol. I held it on him. He
studied me thoughtfully and relaxed

against the table again.

"Oh, my God," Charlotte muttered. "I

said she was a cunning—

"

"—You did, she is," he said, and to me:
"Well? You know what I am and you
prepared yourself. Very sensible. Very
professional. Where do we go from
here?"

Charlotte's jitters were pitiable now.
I took time to reply.

"First a confession to both murders,
signed by you, and in it a vindication of
Charlotte to the extent that she was an
unwilling agent throughout and that

whatever wrong she did, either actively or
by omission, was the result of your pres-

sure and coercion."
Charlotte drew in her breath sharply.

Freddy Williams glanced quickly at her
and back to me.

"What's the idea?" His expression was
ugly.

"It—it's true," Charlotte was saying al-

most to herself, and then more clearly,

"It's true! I didn't want any of it—how
could I?"

"Is this a little plot between the two
of you?"
Although he had not moved she

backed away from him. "No, no,
Freddy. Of course it isn't. I don't know
what she means. Honestly—I swear!"

HE PAUSED and seemed to forget

her in trying to decide what lay be-

hind my terms. There was a settled

scowl on his face and he spoke softly,

too softly, I learned afterward, for the

microphone to catch more than an occa-
sional word.

"I've had enough of this silly business.

Confession, you want, do you? Want to

make sure there's a record for the police

if anything should happen to you? Do
you really believe you could get that

from me? Gone all sentimental, too,

about a frail sister in distress—she'd be
grateful to know that someone has al-

most a free pardon for her. She'd pay
more in gratitude than in fear, you think?
You're wrong about her too, Miss Cun-
ningham, whoever you are. She's tougher
than that and so dishonest. So dishon-
est—if she thinks you're weaker than
she is. Only one thing will keep her
straight with anyone—" He was edging
closer to me while he was speaking,

watching me with his fierce, steady eyes.

"Had you thought," I asked, "what will

happen when she gets tired of the only
thing which keeps her loyal to you? She
will, you know. She always does. Ask
her to show you her collection of letters,

the unburnt offerings from her—friends

of the last few years. It's all there. You
might recognize then the unwilling ac-

complice who turns king's evidence.

Whatever you are thinking of doing now
—or thought of doing—will be one more
problem for her, one more thing on her

conscience from which she must sooner
or later escape. So

—

"

Charlotte was staring at me with some-
thing like her old self-control. I had
given her an idea. She was looking at it

carefully, weighing its possibilities. She
might dismiss it but it would come back.
Freddy Williams glanced at her, for she

had uttered no cry of undying loyalty to

him when I had questioned its perma-
nence, and he saw what she was thinking.

Violent but ordered rage showed in his

eyes as he turned to me again.

"So—" he said. "So what—?"
"Stay where you are and listen to

me." But I fell silent, allowing him to

r
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a) a step forward. Because I had de-

li to let him carry his intention to

I in sight of its end, thus to mark him
e>nd need of further proof as a mur-

se i and at the same time make sure

hi the law would be able to do some-
; about him.

deliberately I allowed the pistol to

lu p in my hand, and put the other to

ijnouth as if in mortal fear.

Tiive it to me," he said sharply, and in

lame moment snatched it from me. I

i.ithout moving, keeping my eyes on
Mas fascinated as I knew how.

|- relaxed a little, the scowl softened,

ulled back the carriage of the auto-

:, and revealed, because no cartridge

ected, that it was unloaded,

laughed with faint contempt and
e spring go with a snap. The micro-

heard it, I was sure, but I won-
if they recognized the sound in the

Room.
it's take a little walk," he remarked
rsationally, and dropped the pistol

coat pocket.

|o," I said.

s can only be settled between us

is voice was part of the thin crust

lability over the anger which con-
him. "Charlotte. You sit in the

I come. I shan't be long
—

"

, no
—

" she whispered,

looked at her and said, "Take
and gave her the package of

To me, he said soothingly, "I

that it's not at all adequate in

f the changed situation."

hand closed around my right arm
ove the elbow.

can talk here just as well," I ob-
"There's not a soul about."

r in those marshes, amongst the

and mudholes and bogs of the

ness outside. I had a look, you
before I came in. Stuffy in here,

o."

swept the frock off the table with
e hand, and tucked it under his

then pushed me ahead of him
the doorway into the bright sun-

nd set off briskly, still holding me,
the path along the main dike wall.

tte went slowly to the car, and
only once in our direction. She

ittle unsteady on her feet.

u would be very silly to murder
said to Freddy Williams.
oever suggested such a thing?" He
d easily. "You are much too clever
" Much too clever. It's in my mind
deal with you."

on't talk business until I have that

f paper, signed. I must have
irotection. Surely you see that?

have to walk so fast?"

itil

see

"I also have to have protection."

"Why? Have you lost that beautiful

self-confidence?" I asked. "I do hope I

didn't drive it away."
He led me off the wall down the grassy

slope to a sheep path along the dike itself.

He was not bothering to talk to me any
more.

"I don't like this," I said.

"Do I care?"

"I want to go back to the cottage."

"Do you!" His fingers bit into my arm.

I reviewed the conversation under the

microphone and was satisfied. My efforts

to keep any personal reference to Jona-

than out of it had been successful. That
had been vital.

i

CHARLIE could not have held them a

moment longer after they heard
Freddy Williams say that we would take

a walk in the marshes; nor did he try.

Indeed, he was the first of them to reach

the door of the Long Room.
Ordinary Smith was saying something

to his Maker under his breath; Billy Bull

was silent with a desperate look on his

face—so Sophie told me—and the Com-
modore, having hopped across to his

bunk for the revolver in its hiding place,

hoisted himself into his wheel chair,

shouting, "For God's sake, don't wait for

me!" of which there was no danger.

Sophie, a little exhausted and with

aching fingers from gripping her pencil

too tightly, relaxed and began going

through her notebook while everything

was fresh in her mind to fill in one or two
bits she had had to scamp. She assured

me that although she was not really

worrying about me, she could not forget

that Freddy Williams and I were some-
thing over a quarter of a mile away and
that the marshes covered several square
miles north and south of the cottage.

The trouble, of course, as far as the

rescuers were concerned, was that from
the moment Freddy Williams took to the

lower path along the main dike, the bank
hid us from the Marsh House side, so

that by the time they reached the cottage

they could not see anything of us. They
saw the gray car, however, and as Char-
lotte saw them she started up and drove
off down the road as if the Devil were
after her. . . .

Freddy Williams did not slacken pace,

and as he still grasped me most painfully

by the arm, neither did I. But I think I

was breathing more quietly than he; it

may be he was in worse physical con-
dition, but on the other hand I had
neither inclination to murder nor be
murdered, and my emotions were on a

comparatively even keel.

He was looking this way and that at the

[C
I
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"I had in mind some little investment that
would skyrocket right after I purchase it" MARY GIBSON
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Today is Labor Day
. . .no labor today!

Treasury Dept. or
A. Hamilton 1st

eria system started,
15. Help yourself!

Sam Houston made first

pres. of Texas, 1836.

Corbett outboxes John L.

for hvywt. title, 1892.

Harvard founded, 1638.
Who losted it?

Coodby Summer,
Hello Fall!

Brigham Young appointed
Governor of Utah, 1850.

St. Augustine, oldest V . S.

town, founded 1565.
Nieuw Amsterdam
New York by Briti

I televised play, 1928
IJosh! What next?

Patent issued for

"gasolene auto," 1895.
Act establishes Mint,
1786. A money maker!

85th Anniversary of

Emancipation Proclam.
First baseball c.

Knick'bockers, org

Regular Army estab., 1787
Hut, two, three, haw!

Ether first used as
anaesthetic, 1846.

Copyright 1417 Km-cy Distilling Corp

()f a\\ the drinks that go with fall,

Kinsey Sours are, best of all!

September's just the time to discover how won-

derful whiskey sours can really be . . . ifn' when
they're made with Kinsey, the unhurried whis-

key for unhurried moments. Here's how:

Juice of % lemon . . . % teaspoon of

powdered su^ar ... 2 oz. of Kinsey
Whiskey. Shake well with cracked ice

and strain into {dass. Fill with soda,

and decorate with slice of lemon or

cherrv.

Quite a delight! But then. Kinsey "s superbly

smooth, delicious flavor makes any chink taste

better. Try it tonight and see for yourself!

KlNSEV
SINCE

the

unhurried

whiskey

1892

for

unhurried

moments

GOLD
LABEL
Rich.

Full-Bodied

We/Mh/0j(Jf

BLENDED WHISKIES: Gold Label -86.8 Proof,657c Grain Neutral Spirits.

Silver Label-86.8 Proof. 72%fc Grain Neutral Si>irits. Kinsey Dist. Corp.. Linfield, Pa.



,#ih, measuring and estimating and
*g to decide on a likely and suitable

9jfor what he had to do.

J: did not slow up to get rid of the

Ms 1 he had taken from me but tossed it

iffhe middle of the dike.

I'ou silly little amateur," he re-

J.ed. "I knew it wasn't loaded the

iaent you pulled it out."

fiarked the place as best I could by a

ap of bullrushes, but there would be

t of mud at the bottom in which it

be impossible to find it. I was
Although I was not as keen on

s as the Commodore had tried to

me, that pistol was one of the pair

rded as my particular own. But
iger was the stimulus I needed.

d been thinking about this man
differently from the way I ought to

been thinking. I saw now that he
ore than the object of my private

that he should pay for the death
men and the near death at the

of the law of a third. How many
ittes had he created in the women
d passed through his perverting

He had grown sleek and plump
ell content with himself on the

bod of the evil he had taught them,
at Roman cat which was fed only
livers of nightingales.

grip of his hand was abruptly un-
rable, but I knew I must endure it

longer if I was to make sure of

sheep track did what they all do
or later in the marsh, it came to

ide plank which bridged the dike;

ck continued on the other side,

;ing through tufts and hassocks,

the bald patches of mud, toward
Its. The tide was out, the gray

f mud glistening and shining like

the sun.

dy Williams stopped to consider
spect, then pushed me ahead of
to the plank, which he had to do
it was not wide enough for him to

reast of me. I went across with-

ur; if I showed no objection to

11 in the marshes, appearing sub-

to his overpowering will, he
ecide there was no further need
me. I could not leave the track
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without getting bogged. My arm ached
from the pressure of his fingers. It was
some minutes since either of us had
spoken; I wondered how long his con-

ceit would support his belief that he was
in complete control of the situation.

We proceeded in single file like this

until we came to the edge of a largish

mudhole, within reach of the tide's flood,

with pools of water lying stagnant and
still on its oil-smooth surface. Here he
said, "All right, this will do."

I turned to face him. He was holding

out the frock.

"This piece of evidence," he said, and
tossed the white frock to me. "I don't

think it need come into our arrangement
with each other. Stuff it in the mud."

I held it to me, and let him see my nerve

was going. "I'm ready to call it off," I

said anxiously. "I'll bury this as you say,

and forget it—forget everything. I made
a mistake. I see it now. I oughtn't to

have tried to-^to get the better of you.

I—I—don't like it here! It's lonely, and
oh, please, please don't look at me like

that!"

"If I look at you like that, as you call

it, it's nobody's fault but your own.
Hurry up!"

I knelt down and bundling the dress,

thrust it down into the soft ooze at the

edge of the mudhole.
"Smooth it over," he said, and I

flattened the wet surface with my hands.

I had not foreseen being made to bury
the frock like that, and it gave my morale
a little fillip to know that my luck was
holding for these last few minutes. I

dare say I would have had no difficulty

about it in any case, but it did give me the

best of opportunities while I was still

kneeling there wiping my hands clean of

the mud in the long grass by the side of

the track, to take my other pistol from the

top of my stocking and keep it out of

sight behind me when I stood up.

He was looking at the mud specula-

tively, his heavy mouth grim.

"That's pretty deep, isn't it?"

"Yes," I said. "Nobody will ever find

it."

"The body, you mean?"
"Body?"
He took off his jacket and dropped it

on the grass. His white silk shirt blazed

MICHAEL BERRY

SPORTING ODDS
When everyone else moved on, leaving service troops holding

Pacific island, it was pretty sure all the enemy had been cleaned
at. Free of danger, the G.I.s had settled into a routine of Army
ousekeeping, drill and Softball. Their games were invariably as

3t as the local climate and there was plenty of jeering the after-

son a racing outfielder put on his brakes just short of the clear-

ig's edge. Staring out at him, rifle barrel glinting through the

nk growth, was one of the supposedly eliminated Jap soldiers,

e American boy held his breath, wondering what to do. The
panese decided it: He moved cautiously, picked up the ball,

wed gravely, tossed it to the G.I. and faded into the jungle.

—H. L. Mitchell, Huntington Park, Cal.

OLLIER'S will pay a minimum oi $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sporting

ids. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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GOOD YOU ARE ...until
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INERALITE
Custom-Fit to Your OWN Hand

Bowling is twice as much fun when you roll high scores!

You can improve your scores if you bowl your own Bruns-
wick Mineralite ball, with a grip specially fitted to your own
hand. Prove this to yourself. Learn the "feel" of your own
Mineralite. Thrill to the perfect, consistent control this

championship ball gives you. See its live, pin-scattering

performance. Get fitted now, at your favorite bowling estab-

lishment or your nearest Brunswick Mineralite Dealer.

CHAMPIONS KNOW THE IMPORTANCE
GOOD FOOTWORK, TOO!

Proper delivery of your Mineralite

Ball depends upon the rhythm, bal-

ance, and smoothness of your foot-

work. Top-flight bowlers choose
genuine Brunswick bowling shoes,

expertly made for proper footwork
control. Sizes and styles for both
men and women.

BRUNSWICK BALL AND SHOE BAGS
FIT EVERY NEED

To carry your Mineralite Ball and
Brunswick Shoes with the greatest

convenience and protection, select a

genuine Brunswick Bag. Your choice
of styles, made in sturdy and attrac-

tive fabrics or fine leathers.

Champion Ned

Diy bowls his

own Mineralite

B
KHO**'

Chimpion Cath-

erine Fellmeth

bowls her own
Mineralite.

KHOW*»
Champion Buddy
Bomir chooses

Mineral. la too'
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HE:

SHE:

&M, Un/tlcyJ

HE:

SHE:

HE:

SHE:

You know. I"m supposed to be

asking the questions here . . .

But you look as though you know
the answers, too.'

HE: Ah . . the subtle approach . .

.

SHE: . . . and all I want to ask is

who made that new suit?

Timely Clothes, lady — and it's not new.

Must be three or four seasons old.

Are you kidding?

HE:

SHE:

Nope ... it has Balanced Tailoring.

Balanced Tailoring . . . ?

That's what it said in the booklet . . .

"lots of fine hand-needlework for

softness, and machine-sewing
for strength". Seems to work, too.

Well — wait 'til John hears what I

learned from quizzing the quiz master!

TIMELY CLOTHES ARE MODERATELY PRICED, TOO... AND IF YOU DON'T

KNOW YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE TIMELY CLOTHES. ROCHESTER 2, N. Y.
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with light against the sage green of the

marsh behind him.
"

> our body." he said, and undoing the

cloth belt of his trousers, stripped them
oil in a remarkably deft movement, put

them on top o( his coat, and stood there

in his shirt and underpants, considering
mc. "If you want to scream, please do,"
he added.

I stared at him, then said, "Oh, I see!

How dumb of me! That's in case you
get dirty pushing me under the mud. You
think of everything."

He frowned.
"Don't you understand? I am going

to kill you. In a minute or so from now
you will be dead and out of sight for

ever, side by side with that stupid

woman's frock."

1 shook my head. "No."
"Oh? You still think you can bargain

with me? Were you thinking, perhaps,
that Felicity Cunningham's seductive
arms might woo the villain from his

deed?"

I
BACKED aw>ay a little. "No. For
one thing I'm not Felicity Cunning-

ham. I meant 1 could not lie side by side

with Charlotte's frock because, you see,

it isn't Charlotte's frock. It's an ancient
one of my own with a little rabbit's blood
spilled on it. Hers is safe at home—my
home. I'm sure you are right to think

I'm a fool, but I wasn't such a fool as to

show her the real one."
He was quite unshaken. "Thanks for

letting me know. I was going to take a

look round the cottage before I left."

I shook my head again.

"Would I have been so silly as to ar-

range that meeting in the cottage if it had
really been where 1 lived?"

Rising blood darkened his big cheeks;
I was beginning to penetrate his self-

confidence. I went on:

"I don't think you will feel strong
enough to look round any cottages before
you leave -if you leave. What does it

feel like to meet a woman who isn't afraid

of you?"
"You're afraid of me, all right!" he

said thickly. "You're so afraid that every
wit and trick of mind you're capable of
is working overtime to get you out of the

worst mess of your witty, tricky life."

"Mr. Williams," I said coldly, "you
don't even make sense any more."

"You're bluffing!" he accused and took
a step toward me, his fingers curled, his

eyes no longer on mine but on my throat.

Of course I was afraid of him, even
though 1 could have killed him: the vio-

lence of his rage seemed to reach me
across the space which still separated us

and might have enveloped me even be-

fore his hands had I given way to it. I

stood quite still, watching him. He
wouldn't jump at me, but would come
slowly, savoring his anticipation in spite

of the urgency of his passion to kill.

I heard myself say aloud, "They've
always run. haven't they?"

"And I've always caught them. So
don't bother, in spite of any added zest

you think you might give the proceed-
ings. It's too hot this afternoon."
He took another step. The next would

bring him within the limits of my safety.

"I wonder what they would think if

they saw you now. I don't mean the

dead ones, the two men who are dead
because of your conceit or greed or

sadism or whatever little, mean motive
you had. I mean the silly, vain, lovesick

women who have been the food and
drink of your useless life. You look so

revolting, you know, and unsuccessful
—

"

I laughed in his face. "That's the word

—

unsuccessful."

"I shall kill you very, very slowly," he
said. "I shall squeeze for a bit. and then,

when you think it's your last moment. I

shall let you breathe again, for a little

while- a minute or so." He paused.
"There's nothing unsuccessful about kill-

ing when you know how."
"A hot. angry, rather fat man in his

shirt and underpants." I remi
"spoiling my marsh and the goodnes
Sunday ."

I moved my right hand from be!

me to my side as he raised his loot

the next pace toward me.
He saw the pistol. He stared at it

1

his mouth opened slightly, so that)

looked suddenly like a fish taken ou
the water. His fool wavered a mor
and fell lor the ground behind h

"No." 1 said. "I am not going
You are. This one is loaded

"

The sound which came from his ya

lips was curiously like the roai ol an
mal and I knew from it and the bla

fui \ of his eyes lhat any idea of ma
him see that he would neither kill

afternoon nor anyone else ever
was a foolish one. that no words I

use would show him he had lost, a

neither this afternoon nor c\er a

would he kill for gain or pleasure or

other reason.

So. as his brain decreed the lea

strike me down, and before the me<
reached his legs, I shot him and sav

blood stain instantly the white ol

shirtsleeve high on the upper part

right arm. The shot reverberated a<

the marsh, and I thought I heard a

answering shout.

Freddy Williams rocked on his

cried out and clasped his arm wi

other hand.
"You've hit me! You bitch!"

"An inch higher than I meant t

said, and fired again. It was a better

the bullet nicked him exactly wb
wanted it. the edge of his left arm
inches above the elbow joint: the (

modore would have been pleased

me although I might have admitted

1 had a target dressed—or rather

dressed considerately all in whi^P*^ 1

The man very nearly screamed; i

a sound too shrill for a cry of pa; '•

warning. He thought, of course, tt!

I said

Nlagi

In
was badl) hit. He turned and pfl ™

lias

Ht .i„

off down the sheep track the way w
come, yelling for help at every
When he had gone thirty yards. I s

bullet over his head, so that the whi ;
= l!

it would encourage him. This ^ to

really was a scream. He ducked an

on. his head still down.
1 gathered up his coat and

and letting them trail in the mud
I went, ran after him. Why. I tl

shouldn't he arrive in Billy Bull's

station looking a little muddy? It'

make him look much more like a

derer. He bounced across the pi

the other side and ran on.

TWO figures came up on the i

wall; they were too far awav
to distinguish whose they were, bu

fairly certain they could see Fj

Williams, even if my print frock nl

with the background: however, to
J

sure they would come to meetf
paused on the plank bridge to fill

rapid shots along the line of thf

itself. The bullets struck the sun

the water a few yards ahead of

!

Williams, pounding along the track

side, and ricocheted one after the|

with successive plumes of spray.

In spite of his fear, he ran cc

tivelv slowly and I was able to
[

same thirty yards behind him all I

so that whenever he looked
shoulder he saw me there, obviou'l

ing to get close enough to finish tl

without wasting any more bullets J
misses.

I saw now that the reception conl

was rightly composed of Billy Bil

Ordinary Smith. Both were in I

of great agitation: they seemed I

running, waving and shouting alll

same time, but at which of us I I

know. When Freddy Williams sal

he seemed to hesitate, as though Erf

was beginning to work again ar

zling as to how he would explain
|'

stranger in these parts, he cani<J

Collier's for September Iff'^
pie



Uling about the marshes half naked
jfshot full of bullet holes. Also he

ia have wondered at the sudden ap-

ijunce of two men in what he had be-

e>J to be a desert.

|: pulled up suddenly and stood for

«pment staring at them, and then

it. ed over his shoulder at me. He could

si er go forward unless to run into

Jfarms nor back the way he had come
«)ut danger of another bullet from
Xistol.

M came to the decision that he could

jtlimb the steep slope of the dike wall

must therefore cross the dike itself,

night have done better if he had
Ipted to wade it. But he tried to

it. Fear's wings were not enough
en for a lighter and less exhausted

twelve feet would have been too

came down in the middle of the

cater with a despairing bellow and

|
there with his feet in the mud, the

up to his waist and clasping his

ied arms,
came a little hazy in my mind at

Joint because of the sick feeling, a

sicker feeling than the prospect of

|r had ever put in my inside.

|rything else seemed far away and
finterest at all. I think I was aware
jdy Williams floundering out of

be with Billy Bull on one side of him
Ordinary Smith on the other, and

: Charlie who had apparently come
lowhere, holding my head and say-

[

sick, you'll feel better."

all right," I said from a great dis-

\u said you would hold them both
cottage until we got there," Charlie

^cusingly. "What went wrong with

tow did he persuade you to go with

lie dear, please—-I've had an
day—all that cooking in the hot
1 this morning, and—

"

i," said Charlie. "Pfui, pfui, pfui!"

was as near a sign that he had lost

-control as I had ever seen,

were interrupted by Father who
I in his wheel chair pushed by
He was gripping his revolver and
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ready for anything. I began trying to

explain. It was very difficult. . . .

Billy Bull and Ordinary Smith took
Freddy Williams to Kessingland Cottage
Hospital to be dried, bandaged, and put

to bed to sleep it off with a policeman in

close attendance. Ordinary Smith spent

some time on the police station's direct

telephone line to London, and amongst
other things gave instructions for Char-
lotte Inwood to be picked up.

The two of them came back again to

the Marsh House for supper and the in-

escapable questions about my part in the

business. Billy Bull was discretion itself,

allowed Ordinary Smith to do all the

questioning and forbore to cast doubt
upon anything I said, which knowing me
so wefl he might have done, for there

were bits 1 had to keep quiet about. They
might yet discover Jonathan's share as an
accessory after the fact, but they would
get no help from me. Indeed Ordinary
Smith was now ready to believe every
word of the panic-amnesia story Jona-
than had told them.

"He'll be released at once?" I asked.

"It will be a question for the public

prosecution people, but we'll be glad to

see the last of him. We were wrong, you
see. We don't like that. Any say I may
have will certainly be in that direction."

AFTER supper, Ordinary Smith ma-
neuvered me into the garden; I

dreaded the inevitable, but it had to be
faced sooner or later, so rather now than
have it hanging over me. I said, "Shall I

ask it for you? Nobody has yet. But
Billy, and Father, too, for that matter,

are asking it in their minds, just as you
are."

"Well," he began uncomfortably, "the
beginning does puzzle me a bit, but if

you'd rather not
—

"

"I would much rather not," I said,

"because you'll realize, as you are already
guessing, that my interest was more than
academic, more than a test of my theory
that architects don't murder. Yes, I knew
Jonathan. I knew he hadn't done it."

He nodded. "I thought that must be
it." He took my hand. "But you could
have told me what you had discovered
without running those appalling risks;

€>}mi
i
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"I give it only three years!" JARO FABRY
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from plump, mellow Burnished Chestnut

. . . Partner to soft Shetland or crisp Cheviot
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o

r e d from Finer Leathers

for style folder and name of dealer nearest you, write

E. E. TAYLOR CORP., MANUFACTURERS, BOSTON, MASS.
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I—we—could have acted on what you
found out quite early in the business. The
Mrs. Inwood-Williams affair, for in-

stance
—

"

"Could you have proved he killed In-

wood?"
"She would have broken down under

questioning."

"Not she! The Charlotte you heard
this afternoon was not the Charlotte you
would have questioned. Could you have
applied the shock principle the way I did,

and listened to her when she thought it

did not matter what she said, with Freddy
Williams there to fill in the gaps, boasting

of his murders to a roomful of witnesses?

Could you have caught him at a moment
when he had just failed to kill a third

time—red-handed almost?"
"Our more prosaic methods have been

known to bring in one or two criminals in

the past. No, Eve, I admit it. It's the

tidiest case-ending I've ever seen or heard
about. It's just that I hate to think of
what you had to do."
"Not as much as I do," I said. "You

haven't spotted one of the worst things I

did—from my point of view." I shivered,

but plunged into it:

"Yes; I saw you get out of Jupp's car
the evening after the murder and fol-

lowed you into that pub. It was entirely

through picking you up that I ever man-
aged to get close to Charlotte and her
precious Freddy. It was from you I

heard about the lady's-maid job, and
wangled myself into it as 'Dorothy Simp-
son.'

"

"But dammit! / picked you up!" he
cried. "I've been wishing ever since I'd

been properly introduced. I don't be-

lieve it! You couldn't do it!" He paused,
his mind busy; his eyes took on a wintry
look and he dropped my hand. "You
mean our dinners at Carletta's, and every-

thing
—

"

"Even this week end," I drove in the

last nail.

"I see. Yes. But—" He was still

struggling.

"But what?"
"I don't care! Isn't this the biggest

thing in my career, and always will be?
To go home with a double murderer and
a story which will knock every other
headline off the front pages for a fort-

night! It's the policeman's dream come
true! Jupp, all of them, will be round my
neck with free dinners and what-will-you-
have and how did you do it, old boy!"

"I'm glad," I said.

"And I didn't do it. You did it."

"If you can hide me away under 'in-

formation received,' that's all the share

I want in this. I'll tell you why; I don't
want Jonathan to know too much of

what I did."

"But you've saved his life, practi

I don't say he'd have gone all the w
the execution shed, but he might
had a hell of a time making his

stick."

His eyes were still a little bleak.

"You're perfectly justified in lo

like that," I agreed. "If the thing

repeated, I would do all that I did i

I'm like that. I wish I weren't. I
\

idea into my head and nothin
matters. I'm not really very nice

He walked a few paces away froi

then turned, and came back.

"It was the right idea," he said,

that's important. You had an idea ;

was innocent whom all of us be
guilty. I'm quite happy to be sai

in the course of putting that ri

sighed. "I'm a silly chap," he adde|

thought it had happened at last."

My throat was lumpy and m
hurt.

"I wish you could know how
I like you," I said. "And how
wanted to rush to you and tell y<

whole beastly story, not because yoi

the police but because 1—well,

to."

"I wish to God you had."
"I dared not. You wouldn't

allowed me to go on with what 1

to do. You wouldn't, in the

shape of your duty, allow yoursel

me."
"That's probably true." He

again.

I wished I could think about hi

had been dreaming, I thought,

could not, and I had finished w;

tending.

WE WENT into the Long
where the others, inclu

Commodore, were drinking the

modore's very best uncustomed,
cised brandy. Charlie and Billy Bi

favored me with one of those shi

picious and undercover glances

you get when you have been aJf

twilit garden with another gentle

Sophie also eyed me, but
ordinary insatiable curiosity.

my head at her secretly, and she pi

The Commodore poured me brand
called for my health to be drunk. I

looked as he had been looking all tl

ning, excessively pleased with hims

having shared in the creation off
clever, unscrupulous daughter. 1
at him and did not let him see I kne

he was quite capable of beatit

soundly when everybody had go

having hogged all the shooting.

Presently, when it had been ai

that Ordinary Smith should sf

until tomorrow to see what his p:

"Mr. Pomeroy, I represent the mothers in this neighborhood . . .
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well as recorded music, with the
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ture can show. Two roomy record
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Victrola radio-phonograph
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condition was like before reporting to

London. I saw Billy Bull to his car.

"You've been awfully good."
"No," he denied. "I've been cautious."

"I brought you into it because it was
your territory and I thought, anyhow,
that two policemen were better than

one."
"Your Mr. Smith is better than most.

He could have handled it alone."

"He's not my Mr. Smith."

"That's up to you."
"You're not cross at having it kind of

sprung on you?"
"Shall I tell you my real, honest, per-

sonal feeling, which I've had ever since

it started?"

"If it doesn't make me burst into tears

—I'm a bit on edge."
"Are you indeed? I was beginning to

wonder if there was any end to your
reserves. No, my dear, I'm not cross or

hurt or anything like that. I expect Smith
has told you our official view—we're glad

you mixed yourself up in it. It's just that

you went out on one of the finest stalks

I've ever seen, and left me at home." He
climbed into his car. "I feel the way Fido
feels when I take out the gun alone. Next
time, please, I'd like to come too. But
on no account whatever—I repeat—on
no account whatever, is there to be a next

time." He started the engine and, the

words half lost in the burst of its noise, he
added, "You mean too much to me."

HE WAVED his hand and drove off

fast, so that one moment he was in

the courtyard and the next had vanished,
leaving only a little cloud of dust and the
swiftly decreasing sound of his car. It

seemed to me we were all being very
sentimental tonight.

Sophie was telephoning the Earl when
I reached the house. It was no use, she
said, fussing. She was driving an im-
portant man to London tomorrow morn-
ing in connection with official business,

practically a matter of national impor-
tance in which she also was involved.

She couldn't tell him any more because
he knew what country exchanges were,

but if he watched the newspapers he
would learn. No, the family name was
not being dragged in the mud; she had
left that to him. Yes, she loved darling

Boozie very much and one day he'd be
proud of his Tiddles, who had kept her

head in an emergency . . . No, as s

tired of telling him, for the liltietl

he would have to wait until nex
Heirs are babies too, and no less t

for having coronets on their nappi
Jonathan came back of his owl

at the end of last week. 1 have no
him yet. Charlie says to leave him
He is a man sick in his heart, at

be for a long time yet. Ordinary
told him a good deal of the trut

Jonathan had to believe it, comity
him. Charlotte, taking the hint

given her during the showdown, c

have to be picked up; she arri

Chelsea police station that same evt

few minutes after Ordinary Smi
telephoned to them, and said she

,

to make a statement about her hus

death; in effect, she took the fir

toward what she will ultimately d

king's evidence and for herself pie

she was coerced and blackmaile
silence; it will be in her favor tl

had no idea that the conversation
cottage was overheard. They thi

will serve two years, maybe three

Charlie says he believes Jonath
thinks she had no choice in anyth
did; that he ought to be at the ja

when she comes out. My reply to

Let's see what he feels after th

when, if nothing else seems clear

he should be able to realize at I;

she was completely infatuatet

Freddy Williams throughout the

time she was letting him, Jonath
lieve he was the only man in the wi

her, and however crazy that ma
there are women who cannot sa;

anyone who says please ardent
often enough, not even if they c

herds.

But I am in a confusion myself
really want Jonathan as much M
I do? Is he himself, or does he re

something I made him into, in n
heart? Now that he has no need i

away, is out of the wood, safe,

where over there in the sheltered;
behind the marshes, helping thi

herds build the wattle enclosures

winter lambing, do I feel the sam< i

him as I did when I made his br i

in the Peacock that first morninj
Honestly, I do not know.

Charlie or someone would tell r

The End

h

-
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PUNCH LINES BY SULLENS
Continued from page 45

ens came down with a heavy
the fever himself. But his stay-

plague city brought him to the

of Melville Stone, founder of

td Press, who became his close

\d later gave him nationally im-

ssignments.

brought Sullens in to cover, for

national political conventions.

Urn. made him the acquaintance
'resident since Teddy Roosevelt.

ow Wilson is his great ideal.

of our leaders." he says, "you
feet of clay when you get to

But Wilson didn't. He was
nan, every inch of him, at all

•

judgments of national leaders

eclectic, personal. During the

sissippi floods Herbert Hoover,
was accompanying on a tour of
ssed area, refused Sullens' sug-

lat they fly over the flood. It

ely turned Sullens against

nd nothing that has happened
changed his mind.
World War I. he served as an
e officer and he has been
ajor" ever since.

In't Stand Filth and Flies

ack to Jackson's yellow fever

—

mpaign for a sewage system
ed that threat forever. "I didn't
," he says, "that yellow fever is

unsanitary conditions. I just

tand the filth and the flies.

thought I was crazy. 'Spend
n filth!' they yelled. 'You're
rmind." But I kept after it and
got it through. Then the epi-

flded."
parted company with the

sdger abruptly in 1905. The
Colonel R. H. Henry, was at

qual of Sullens in explosive

snt. One morning Sullens came
at a dramatic criticism he had
until 2 a.m. to write had been

y Colonel Henry.
he cries, "he had cut it practi-

ilf. Just butchered it. When
I saw red, just boiled over. I

} the galley proof, ran into his

old him he had a helluva nerve
my critique when he hadn't
he performance. Then I tore

ys and told him he could take

go to hell."

two hours later, Frank Bel-

lisher of the rival Jackson
, made him city editor of that

year later, Sullens became
shortly afterward bought out

ker interests.

Ifirst fist fight came when he
mismanagement of the state

le young and powerful son of
rustees decided to make some-
"He tackled me up near the

Ipitol," says the Major, "and it

loiter. He was stronger than
Ithlete around here in those
le didn't know how to use his

|uite a brawl. We rolled and
way up and clown the block

Ithe capitol two or three times
\ocked him out."

lie Sullens had been attracted

Itongued member of the state

[John Sharp Williams, later to

ft of the greatest U.S. senators
lever had.

f
a wealthy cotton family,

"as a delta aristocrat, or as

J
fondly, "to the manor born."

|d scholar of law at both
id foreign universities, he was
pmptuous of ignorance, and
roughest sharpshooting de-
leiican history.

-^r September 13, 1947

Sullens shared Williams' taste for good
literature, philosophy, wit. corn liquor,

and contempt for the "red-necks, yaps
and yahoos," to use an old Mississippi

phrase for its small impoverished white
farmers, and their inflammatory spokes-

men. Williams and Sullens became inti-

mate friends, set out together to demolish
James K. Vardaman, former governor
and then U.S. senator.

The Great White Chief, as Vardaman
styled himself, was the granddaddy of all

the demagogues who have dominated the

South in recent years. He always ap-
peared in public in white, including a

giant white hat. riding a wagon drawn
by sixteen oxen, and preaching a fear-

some sermon on the "niggah menace to

the white race."

Sullens and Williams, though believers

in the South's traditional white su-

premacy, thought Vardaman's "menace"
was nonsense.

Copies of the News show that Sullens

blasted Vardaman as:

"... a rantankerous demagogue, a vain
poseur, a perpetual pageant, a vain hys-

teric roaring to and fro. a voluble ranti-

pole who has always lived alternately on
the charity of his friends and the for-

bearance of his creditors. He is the only
man in Mississippi who can convert a
minnow of thought into a whale of sound.
He sets himself up as an idol, bids the

populace fall down and worship, and
pontificates before the world as the one
just and only honest man."

This cannonading gradually wore
Vardaman down. However, it was not
until he joined the "Willful Twelve," who
voted against U.S. participation in World
War I, that they managed to defeat him
and elect the late Pat Harrison to his seat.

Vardaman died a short time later, a

broken man.
As long as Senator Harrison was alive,

he and Sullens were bosom frienos and
Sullens helped him in many ways. Dur-
ing one campaign in which he wrote most
of Harrison's speeches and prepared his

publicity. Sullens never left the hotel

room in which he worked for three weeks.

Ten to One Against the Senator

During his last campaign Harrison con-
fessed to Sullens that he was dead-broke
after thirty years in politics.

"Could you pledge two thousand
dollars of your salary ahead?" asked
Sullens. The senator guessed he might.

"Well, you get $2,000 and give it to

me. I'm absolutely certain you're going
to win and I know a fellow who'll bet 10

to 1 against you."
The senator hocked his salary, Sullens

made the bet, and Harrison went back
to the Senate with $20,000 in his jeans.

By this time Sullens' fist fights were as

regular as sessions of the legislature, and
often took place on the floor. The first

such fight was with a young lawyer
named M. Ney Williams whom he
termed "an inconsequential young man
. . . sadly misrepresenting Hinds County
in the legislature." The next morning
Sullens was in the state senate, leaning
over to talk to a senator when someone
tapped him on the shoulder. As he
straightened up, Williams swung.

"I ducked and swung one at him. It

caught him," he says, "just right and he
went down like a stuck hog. Then the
uproar started. It completely broke up
the legislative session."

Though they have never come to blows,
Sullens' longest standing feud has been
with Senator Theodore G. Bilbo.'

Some of the things he has said about
Bilbo would make your hair stand on
end. Alluding to Bilbo's reputation for
associating with ladies other than his wife,

he wrote, when Bilbo once went abroad:

• THE FABRIC IS THE SOUL OF THE SUIT*
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"When Bilbo went ashore in Denmark,
the band played God Save the Queen."
But Sullens complains that, "It is virtu-

ally impossible to get under that fellow's

skin. He's got the hide of a rhinoceros."

However, he succeeded at least once,

during the reign of Governor Lee M.
Russell, when the governor's secretary

brought charges of seduction against the

governor and named Bilbo as a witness.

Bilbo dodged subpoena servers and hid

out for some time rather than testify.

Finally, the judge cited him for contempt
and sent a federal marshal after him. The
marshal was about to give up his search
when he heard a heifer calf bawling in

the barn, and found Bilbo hiding in its

stall. Sullens, next day, wrote:
"Some people have expressed sym-

pathy for Governor Russell in this se-

duction case. Some have expressed
sympathy for the girl. Still others have
expressed sympathy for Bilbo. Person-
ally, all our sympathy goes to the heifer

calf."

Bilbo later said that was the "meanest
thing anybody ever said about me."

Red Pajamas—With a Message

Once, Sullens and Bilbo did get to-

gether to support a mutual candidate for

governor. The alliance was celebrated
with a big political rally at which Sullens

presented Bilbo with a pair of red sus-

penders and a pair of red pajamas with
the advice: "Keep them where they be-

long."

But with all his bombardment of Bilbo,

he has never been able to defeat him
seriously. Some observers feel that it is

ironical, now that Bilbo seems to be slip-

ping, that Sullens runs front-page edi-

torials announcing in Bilbonic tones:

"White Supremacy Is At Stake!"
Privately, Sullens admits. "The Negro

menace is just a bogey. But we've got to

face the fact that increasing numbers of
Negroes will qualify to vote, that the
Texas decision of the Supreme Court
guarantees the Negroes' rights, and the

hell of it is that you can't get the white
people to register and vote."

Sullens' most famous battle took place
in May, 1940, when Governor Paul B.

Johnson laid open his skull with a cane in

the lobby of the Walthall Hotel. Sullens

had been riding herd on Johnson for

over a decade.
He defeated Johnson's first two efforts

to become governor. Johnson struck

back with a libel suit in his home county,
where he was both personally popular
and an intimate of the judge. Realizing
the case would be lost, Sullens settled

out of court for $12,000 and a front-page
apology.

But he never let up on Johnson. When
Johnson called him a "character assas-

sin," Sullens roared back:
"You cannot assassinate a thing that

is nonexistent."

One thing like this led to another.

Almost daily after Johnson became gov-
ernor, Sullens hammered him for vetoing

school bond issues, attempting to gain

personal control of all state bureaus, de-

priving the tax commissioner of his

powers, and charged him with trying to

become a dictator.

The Major lived at that time in a suite

atop the Walthall. In the lobby one
evening he was waiting for the elevator

when he felt something strike him a sharp
glancing blow on the head. Wheeling, he
found he had been struck by a cane
brandished by Governor Johnson.

Sullens snatched the cane—a heavy
hardwood stick which Johnson normally
never carried—and flung it across the

lobby. Then he sprang forward and
grappled with Johnson, throwing him
backward across a chair and falling on
top of him. The chair crashed—Sullens
later paid the hotel eight dollars for it

—

and the two men rolled onto the floor.

Sullens, astride the governor, was about
to smash in his face when he noticed

that Johnson was wearing glasses. He
snatched off the glasses, hurled them to

smithereens, and raised his fist for his

haymaker. But the crowd, most of whom
had accompanied the governor from the

executive mansion, broke up the fight.

Sullens' head had been split open and
he was bleeding badly, but otherwise he
was all right. Johnson was escorted by
his friends back to the executive mansion,
where he took to his bed for two weeks.
He never issued a statement regarding
the fight.

However, the next day the Daily News
made the most of it, and when two of its

reporters showed up in the legislature's

press gallery wearing football helmets
and carrying baseball bats the session

broke up in a riot of laughter.

Today Sullens' fighting days seem to

be over. A year ago he suffered a serious

heart attack, which he barely survived.

To his great annoyance his doctors have
forbidden him to climb the stairs to his

editorial and news rooms. Now he does
all his work at home and scoots into the

business office to pick up his mail and
leave his column for the day.

Mrs. Sullens, a pretty blond California

girl whom he married some years after

the death of his first wife, is relieved that

the Major has quit fighting. "Why, once,"
she says, "I had to carry a big old heavy
.45 revolver around in my bag for days."

As much as possible Mrs. Sullens now
keeps him at home, a large rambling stone

house aptly called "The Rockpile." There
the Major keeps in touch with everything
going on in Mississippi and the South by
telephone and has a lot of fun with

Cracker and Little Man, his Pekingese,

and in the cultivation of camellias and
roses. Once a week he gets together with
a handful of friends for a poker game.

His Challenge to Critics

The Major still covers everything from
the death of a child's pet to national

political conventions. He feels greatly

overrated as an editor. "If anybody says

I am a punk editor," says Sullens, "I

won't waste time arguing. But any man
who says I am not a good reporter is a

goldarned liar."

Members of his staff agree. They long
ago gave up trying to compete with him.

Perhaps his oldest and closest friend

is W. G. Johnson, one of the original

founders of the News and co-owner of

the paper. Johnson has always run the

business end of the paper, and each sticks

scrupulously to his own field. Once a

year they meet formally and Sullen asks

if they made or lost money that year.

That's all he wants to hear about the

business end of the paper.

Actually, they have been highly suc-

cessful. They now own what, for many
years, was their only opposition, the

Clarion-Ledger. However, Sullens has
nothing to do with its editorial policies,

which frequently are at variance with his

views.

Three years ago Johnson suffered from
an extremely serious heart attack and
was not expected to live. Sullens, grief-

stricken, realized there was nobody on
the paper capable of writing the story of

Johnson's life. Finally he got out of bed
and spent the night composing an obitu-

ary; then he had it rushed to the paper
and set in type.

But Johnson rallied and a week later

was sitting up. Sullens took a proof of

the unused obituary to Johnson's hospital

room. "Here," he said, thrusting the

proof at Johnson, "see how you'd look

dead."
Johnson flailed it onto the floor, say-

ing, "Get that damn' thing away from
me. I never want to see that."

Johnson's reaction still puzzles Sullens

somewhat. You get the feeling, as he
tells of it. that he would never pass up
the chance to read his own obituary.

He might find something new.
The End
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MR. MACHINE
Continued from page 25

js, Son Asserts! When Michael

ie stroke out of the money, in the

rn Open, the typewriter boys
the fires again. The story was a

now, served up whenever the news

ma.
only Tom Farrar remembered
ply it had begun. "Not yet,

e'd said. "I want you to work
eh until you're old enough to

s rat race." Four years ago, at

ly. The war had claimed the

for a time. Now that was in the

w the Farmer was a brown face

away in a locker room, a set of

rs seen on a path. A stranger,

y Farrar said, "How was it?"

except for the four iron."

y smiled at him. She was big-

and tall; she wore her years as

she wore the feather on her hat.

Montana Irish, a ranchwoman,
didn't have to talk your head off

ou were with her. She didn't ask

s shoulder, but she'd have the

oil and the heat lamp ready when
ut of the hot tub. She'd bake his

r, knead oil into the dull ache
d he'd turn his head on the pillow

:ch her hands. He'd find himself

he had Molly's wrists and some
y's flesh and a lot of Molly's

s. Mr. Machine was wearing
e and the miles were emery dust

earings.

Farmer's going good," he said,

hurt in the sudden compression
ps. "He's hitting them a mile,

not wild. Pete says it'll be me
armer."

y, she said, "Let's not worry,

[as right. Worry couldn't change
Worry couldn't erase the old

>r pay the bills or make the putts

took him to a movie almost
ght. She had maps of all the

the tournament loop. She looked
rograms and picked a Western
the hotel. They'd walk to the
ter dinner, and watch cowboys
shirts go belting through coun-
like the ranch back home. A

ild relax, sitting in the noisy dark,

y killed each other up there on
n. He could stop thinking about

dates, prize money, and con-
He could stop wondering what
ome of the twenty-one-jewel
e reporters wrote about. He
p thinking about his son.

parked in front of the hotel,

from the garage took the car

away. Doc Murphy came over to say

hello while they waited for the elevator.

The men who worked the money loop

didn't read the sports page or listen to the

radio to find out what their chances were
—they watched Doc. He was fat and
bland and as cheerful as his ulcers would
let him be. He was a contact man

—

Superior Golf Clubs—and when he was
too busy to pass the time of day you were
due to get chopped off at the pockets, out

on the course.

"Tommy," he said. "How's the

shoulder?"
"Fine. A grease job fixed it right up."
Doc looked pained. "Tommy," he

said, "it's nice you won this one last year.

You don't have to qualify. It's going to

be murder out there tomorrow." He
turned to Molly. "Take care of our
boy," he said. "We need him."

Farrar said, "For Old Superior."

FARRAR played Monday's round
with Louis Gatto and Muntz. They

were out to qualify. He was there because
the good people expected the defending
champion to put in an appearance. His
four iron was still sour. The four iron

and two putts that rimmed the cup put
him one over par at the turn. He had
trouble on the back nine—the dog-leg,

the narrow fourteenth—and came home
with a headache and a fat seventy-four.

Pete Muntz was two under par; Gatto
had a sixty-eight.

Gatto said, "I want you in the draw,
Champ."

"Listen," Pete said. "He's sixty-eight

proud."
Tuesday—second eighteen, qualifying

round—Farrar stayed in the hotel. He
spent most of the afternoon under the

heat lamp. He got the results from Pete

Muntz in the lobby that evening. "A guy
named Bell takes the medalist money
with one hundred and thirty-six," Pete

said. "The Farmer, Gatto, and old man
Muntz are one stroke behind, with one
thirty-sevens."

Farrar said, "You shot some golf."

"I got lucky," Pete corrected. "The
Farmer's the boy who made the golf

shots. He was in trouble all day, and he
still burned up the course." He looked
at Molly, looked away. "You got Ross
in the draw, Tom."
Doc Murphy hurried by. He had

a careful "Hi, Tom," for Farrar, and a
wide grin for Pete Muntz.

Pete said, "He heard about my one
thirty-seven."

"And my seventy-four," Farrar said.

Wednesday was bright and fair;

t s a new radio program, dear—they came and took away our re-

JFrigerator and a thousand dollars' worth of household furnishings"

SYDNEY HOFF

XjQndy is dandy
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You'll stay smooth longer. When
you want to look your best, what

do you do? You shave. If you want

to keep looking your best—shave

with Barbasol. You get a closer,

cleaner shave—with no pull, no
pain, no sting. So you save time.

Save your skin, too. Those soothing,

quick-acting emollients in Barbasol

take the stiffness out of stubble, but

leave the natural moisture in your

skin, so it doesn't get tight or dry

or raw. Find out why BarbasoFs the

world's largest-selling shave cream!
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nesday was the day the scramble

d rough—sudden-death day. Thirty-

pairs of men off the first tee in the

ling; at noon thirty-two of the men
d qualified were on their way home,

y Ross was on his way home. "He
d his second into the brush on the

nth," Tom told Molly. "He dropped
fteenth. He couldn't catch even."

lly smiled. "We don't pack yet."

he Farmer won, six and five."

e's playing well," Molly said,

ot," Tom said. "Real hot."

left her with her knitting and a

ne. She wouldn't follow his

she hadn't for many years. She
wait on the club veranda, or in the

gentle and placid woman who did

isten to the talk of the swarming
There was no need, for Tom Far-

ould come to her as soon as the

was over. She would read the an-

|in his brown and weathered face

he spoke—in the shape and set of

outh, in the wind-and-sun-creased
bout his eyes.

left her in a sheltered corner of the

and went down the stairs and
the crowd. Johnny Slocum, the

pro, was waiting on the first tee

—

ly, the men with the megaphones
le ropes, the card boy, the caddies,

nnouncer spoke to the microphone
is voice came back as big as thun-

om speakers mounted in the trees.

id the usual things. He said,

my Farrar—Mr. Machine—-winner

t year's P.G.A. ..." A coin spun,
ing in the sun. Johnny Slocum

his sweatered paunch and
led one down the middle,
den-death Wednesday, second
Sixteen matches off the tee after

—and at sundown another sixteen

rere out of the running, out of the

Johnny Slocum, genial and
y, was a nice guy, a fine instructor,

had no business out there with the

boys. He was playing because
embers thought he should; the

ers were Johnny's bread and but-

[e tried, and Farrar's ailing four
Iped make a match of it. He went
jn the seventeenth, beaten two and
y the defending champion. He
d broadly for the press photogra-

'I can't kick," he told Farrar.

the members can't."

and grinned. "I was very good today.

And I'd better be good tomorrow. To-
morrow I play the Farmer."

"He's still hot?"
"Tucker didn't have a chance." . . .

And it was Friday—the quarter finals.

Four men left in each bracket. Four
matches. Tom Farrar and Hank Leonard
were first off the tee. There was a tele-

gram in Farrar's shirt pocket, signed by
the ranch superintendent. "Mow that

Leonard down," the message said. "The
bank's making passes at our shirt."

Leonard was tall and lean, the unsmil-

ing veteran of many a tournament war.

He worked at his trade in sober quiet.

He spoke three times during the day.

Twice he said: "Take out the pin." His
third speech was made over a handshake
on the thirty-sixth green. "You're too

tough for me, Tom," he said. "Good luck

tomorrow."
And as Tom walked the clubhouse path

he decided he would simply say they'd be

reporter—Brown—was sitting on
railing beside Molly's chair. A
'empty glasses said he'd been there

time. He blinked at Tom Farrar,

s clouded and vague. "We been

f you out," he said reproachfully.

touch like that Slocum, and you
go seventeen before you get him."

y said, "He won. That's all that

Farmer's already in," Brown said,

one lasted quick. He blew Ned
ight off the course." He peered
ampty glasses. "The bottoms of
ings are too close to the top," he

', Champ, the wires keep asking
on you and the Farmer. They

ood."
n write it," Farrar said evenly.

n said, "I'll be as nice as I can."

okay. I don't read the papers."
atch a match, or listen to the

Brown said. "Funny guys, you
ow do you know what goes on?"
ead the scoreboard." . . .

ay. The scoreboard said: "Far-
mmy. Gatto, Louis. Thirty-six

The scoreboard was wrong. Gat-
r-foot putt died short of the cup
thirty-eighth; the match ended

luntz came through the locker-

fowd carrying a tray loaded with

fles, glasses.

had me scared," he said.

"arrar said, "I scared myself."

It little pros knocking on the
said Muntz. "Tomorrow night

3e only four." He lifted his glass

Is ior September 13, 1947
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around another day and let it go at that.

No point in telling Molly how much the

match had cost—in strength and skill

—

how very little he had left. He'd had luck

in the draw, but he'd had to go the whole
route every time to win. He summoned a

smile as he climbed the veranda stairs.

And then he stopped, hand tightening on
the rail.

The Farmer was bending over Molly's

chair. Tom Farrar could not see his face,

but he would have known that set of

shoulders anywhere. He heard the word-
less run of the Farmer's voice, blurred

and soft against the unending clatter of

the crowd. He saw Molly's face up-

turned, saw her lips say, "Please!" Tom
Farrar took a backward step; he was
turning when the Farmer laughed.
"A man gets what he's earned," the

Farmer said.

Tom Farrar went down the stairs. He
stood on the path, jostled by the crowd.

He pressed his hands against his waist to

stop their trembling. In his mind he
heard the youth and drive in the Farmer's
laugh. The years piled up upon his back.

He waited, drained and spent, feeling

only the flutter of a muscle in his weary
thigh, until someone spoke to him. He
looked up to meet Brown's unsmiling

eyes.

"He's gone," the reporter said quietly.

"They didn't see you, Champ."
Tom Farrar said, "Thanks, man."

MOLLY was quiet on the long ride to

town. When Tom tried to men-
tion the Farmer's name, the words re-

fused to come. He put his head against

the back of the seat and closed his eyes.

He thought about the ranch. He counted
the years he'd spent on the tournament
loop; he wondered where the money'd

gone. Unconsciously, he flexed his shoul-

der against the dull, persistent, bone-deep
ache. He was the last of yesterday's big

names, and he'd run out of time. Mr.
Machine—with a stiffening shoulder, and
an iron swing that had gone astray.

"Tom," Molly said. "Here's the hotel."

Pete Muntz was in the lobby. A slow
smile lighted his eyes. "I hear you did

well today," he said.

"I outlucked him," Farrar said. "And
you?"

"Old Man Muntz was a ball of fire,"

Pete said. "He was very, very good. Long
woods, beautiful irons, and eleven one-

putt greens." He cocked his head. "The
Farmer was a wild man. On the four-

teenth, he hit two that were a mile out of

bounds and still goin' when we saw them
last. I was in the rough just once. I broke
the course record."

"You took him?" Farrar said.

His voice was louder than he meant it

to be. His hand had tightened at his side.

Pete Muntz spread his hands.
"I lost," he said. "I never played better

golf or took a worse beating. He's all

yours, Tom. Get by him and you're in.

There's no one in the lower bracket who
can give you a match. Me, I'm catching

tonight's plane out."

Farrar said, "We'll see you, Pete."

He took Molly's arm. They passed a

newsstand on their way to the elevators.

The tournament was page-one news, as

it always is in the city in which it's played.

Farrar saw his name and the Farmer's
name. The sudden stiffening of Molly's
arm, the hurt at the corners of her mouth,
told him she had seen the headline too.

The sports writers were beating the old,

old drum. They were good at that. They
could take the blaze of a single match
and whoop it up to a forest fire.

"I guess it had to come," he said.

Molly said, "Yes, Tom." . . .

The gallery was huge, piled up against

the first-tee ropes as a spring flood piles

up against a dam. The good people were
strung out in thick lines on both sides

of the fairway, banked deep around the

distant green. Inside the ropes was an-

other, smaller crowd—press, photog-
raphers, radiomen, officials in bright red
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coats. The iron voice of the speakers
opened a lane for Tom Farrar. The
Farmer was waiting beside a bench.
"They want pictures," an ollicial said.

Tom Farrar met his son near the cen-

ter of the tee; they faced the cameras
there. Flash bulbs winked in silent ex-

plosions of white glare. "Now," a pho-
tographer said, "how's for one with you
two shakin' hands?"
"Why not?" said Tom Farrar.

The Farmer's hand was big and hard;

his grip was a closing vise. He had
strength to spare, but there was doubt in

the look he had for Tom Farrar.

"Hello, son," Farrar said quietly.

The Farmer grinned. "How are you,

Dad?"
"Semifinal. Thirty-six holes," the

speakers said.

TOM FARRAR won the toss. His
drive was long and straight; the

Farmer passed him by thirty yards. The
good people swarmed past the ropes to

flood the fairway. Tom Farrar followed
his caddy's back, and there was time to

wonder what it would be like to play a

match without a mob breathing on your
neck.

"Here you are, sir," the. caddy said.

The green was still a long, long wood
away. Torn Farrar's second was a full

eight-iron short. He moved up with
the crowd; he watched his son prepare to

play his shot. The Army hadn't hurt the

Farmer. Odd, but after all this time he
couldn't think of the boy as Mike. The
Farmer was leaner, but only a little. Big

wrists, big hands—he had his mother's
big-boned frame. He powerhoused his

second, reaching strongly for the green.

He hooked, far out. The gallery groaned.

"Long," Farrar said. '•"And in the

trees."

He thought of that as he dropped his

approach wide of the pin. Two woods,
and the Farmer was past the green. He
was a siege gun, an 88. But he was in

trouble, so this hole was safe. Farrar
waited while officials cleared a path down
to the screen of brush. He couldn't see

the club head swing, but he heard the shot

and saw the ball climb above the trees.

The flash of it was enough—it is when
you've spent your life following it.

"On," Farrar said. "Ten feet from
the cup."

He knew then why Jarrett, Spain, and
Tucker had gone down. He knew what
had happened to Pete Muntz. And he

was afraid he knew what was going to

happen to Tom Farrar.

His putt rimmed the cup. The Farmer
knocked the ball away, and crouched to

read the green. His grin was broad. The
good people were twenty yards away.

Only Tom Farrar could hear the Farm-

er's low-pitched drawl. "I'm sinking!

he said. "My old man got himst

ranch this way. I figure I can earn

too. Fact is, I got half a ranch ridir

every ball." His putter moved. "It'

he said.

The scoreboard read: Farrar,

down.
On the second green, in the same

voice, the Farmer said. "Stubborn
that old man of mine. He thinks he

to carry all the load himself. He can
why every man has to earn enough ti

his own way." He smiled then,

sinking this one, too."

The scoreboard read: Farrar,

down.
Tom Farrar found his putting t

He wasn't sure just how, or why, but

again his hands, his wrists, did wh;

mind told them to do. Somewhere cl
first nine his four-iron swing came II

Because, he told himself, my shcl
doesn't ache. And then he wondered
much of that dull, persistent pair

been imagined—conjured up as a de

barricade against the day—this

when he would have to play his sor

or part, it was unimportant now
was a warmth in the Farmer's grit

on every green he whispered some
that only Tom Farrar could hear.

"A great golfer, my old man,
Farmer said. "One of these days he

how tough it is to live in a shadow
as his."

"He knows," said Tom Farrar.

"Suppose he could use a partner'

Farmer said. "Suppose he'd sell th

interest he tried to give away?"
"1 wouldn't be surprised," said

Farrar. Bui
rai

ten

Ion

K
m

'

IK

his best," the radio said, "wa
..

ply not enough. The outcome was
in doubt at any time. Mr. Machir
good, he was very good. But the F (i

—his son—had all his father's ski.

he had youth. . .

."

Tom Farrar said, "Molly."
His voice startled her. Her ham

j

out toward the radio switch, th<

back in her lap. She said, "I'm

Tom," in a faint and clouded voici

pack tonight."

"No, Molly." He was laughinj

"Tomorrow you're going to see

golf. You're going to see that IL_ y
ours take Bill Ekstrom in the final:

we're going to be here early, b

Ekstrom won't last long!"

Molly smiled. "Yes, Tom," sh

The End
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m
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THE day was gone when he v

across the graveled parking
reach the car. He saw Molly's face,<i

tipped and intent. The sound of re-
proach was lost in the voice of the

in:
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mail-order catalogue (The Week's

June 21st):

trongbox for the girl with ruby lips

eeth like pearls,

liminutive rug for the bug in one's

y might add burial insurance for

who are just dying to come to

ID.

Iva Oleson Xan, Birmingham, Ala.

DISTORTED IMAGE

Editor: Herbert Asbury's article

sion Gets A Box Office (July 12th)

to me to be misleading about the

J and future of television. He says

b television receiver without a tele-

link can produce a clear image;

Ilevision sets now being sold are

e; that wave bands now being used

svision stations are about to be

>ned by the FCC in favor of other

Icies on which present-day sets will

derate; that good television enter-

nt is too expensive for "free" tele-

broadcasting; that the movie

ies will refuse to permit telecasting

ire films for "free" television recep-

t will permit them to be transmitted

ne vision; that the telephone corn-

are all set to go ahead with Com-
McDonald's phone-vision idea,

if these conclusions is more than a

possibility.

lear television images are now being

tted to thousands of home receiv-

tout the aid of a telephone link,

elevision without wires works. Sets

the market are built for television

in on wave bands assigned to TV
FCC. The FCC has not indicated

thcoming change in these assign-

Comdr. McDonald may be correct

equently stated belief that TV will

lly move to higher frequencies,

'elevision doesn't need to spend

,000. Expensive programs such as

and Allen's are the exception

han the rule even in radio,

lone vision, or some other form of

iki tion television, may eventually de-

is Muzak, a music subscription

has developed in the audio field),

history of broadcasting indicates

'will serve as an auxiliary not a

vision service.

e problem of erecting antennas

eceiveis on apartment-house roofs,

to in Mr. Asbury's article, is being

>ut.

ore than 50 corporations have

e FCC for permission—-which has

nted—to spend from S500.000 to

, on their opinion that "free," as

shed from subscription, telecast-

be the standard form of television

ture.

Eugene Katz. New York, N. Y.

MTH THAT BUILT-IN GOODNESS

Editor: I have just concluded
lit of Valor by Clarence Buding-

lland (Aug. 2d). Would it be

to ask to have more novels by
3r of this thrilling story and also

strations by Mario Cooper?
|R. E. MacLlarn. Yarmouth. Me.

n*4

:hant of Valor is every bit as ex-

claimed. 1 would like to add a

|th-century history to the back-

pf the story. The reason for the

of the church then was because

my mass conversions to Chris-

kings and their peoples, without

Jowledge of what it was. These
ke Count Riario of the serial)

lir riches to control the church,

pome of this was the Reforma-
tory also shows that the church
Ipposition because it then righted

]
the efforts of many new saints.

I A. Frith, Lake Marshall, Minn.
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GLASS OF FISHION

Dear Editor: Re Carleton Beals' excit-

ing story (Aug. 2d) The End of the World
Strikes Oil, I quote: "Or, if you prefer, he

will etch in a nude mermaid."
Well, well, well. A nude mermaid! Low-

scale hussy. Couturiers, do your stuff!

Might ask Henry L. Jackson what the

well-dressed mermaid is wearing this sea-

son. He knows all about wearables.

Sam Small, Los Angeles, Cal.

The waters off Patagonia being chilly,

mermaids are fully clothed. They wear
dresses made of sealionese.

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE

Dear Sir: With mixed feelings we of the

7 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift read Main Street

Moves to Japan (June 14th).

It is true that certain individuals "have

it made" over here. But believe me. they

of whom you write are in the minority.

It is not rough—do not misunderstand me.

But there are some military personnel who
don't have jeeps or shiny new cars to ride

in, who do work 12 hours a day or night,

to whom one day off a week is a recent

luxury, who can't go to "rest hotels" be-

cause they have become dependent billets

—and to whom this land is a far cry from
home and the "life of Riley."

M. E. von der Sump, 1st Lt. ANC,
Tokyo, Japan

DEPARTMENT OF ENLIGHTENMENT

Dear Sirs: I notice in your July 26, '47

Collier's that Butches freind doesn't know
how to drive well nor do the cops for they

are both on the rung side of the road.

Donald Hayward, Delton, Mich.

P. S. Polies put your address so a guy can

find it.

RAH! RAMI RAHDIOI

Dear Sirs: Rah! Rah! Radio (July 26th)

says college radio was born at Brown
University. The wired wireless system

first came into use there but college radio

was born at Union College, Schenectady,

in 1916. A College Radio Station 2YU
was put in operation and a large amount
of research was done with loop and direc-

tional antennas.

In 1921 the members of the Radio Club
rigged a receiver and loud-speaker in a
baby carriage and paraded around down-
town Schenectady broadcasting programs
from the College Station W2XQ. This

stunt received country-wide write-ups.

Randolph M. Stelle, Bound Brook, N. J.

SELF-ADORATION DEPARTMENT

Hi Ya! My favorite and first-read article

is The Week's Mail. Without a doubt this

is the spiciest of all your columns.

What a fascinating position this must
be! I have two columns in our little daily

syndicated paper; I'm also a free-lance

news reporter. However, the greatest thrills

are the letters I receive either correcting

or commending my work. I think that

there is an ulterior motive on their part

just so they can see their names in print.

Aren't people lovely? I often wonder
what we'd do without 'em.

J. A. Norris. Hollywood, Cal.

BUNNYISMS

Dear Sirs: "I had a nice time, nothing

can thank you enough," said Mrs. Ben
Hawkins of Ossining. New York, the other

day, and my own dear wife, on alighting

from the Seattle plane at La Guardia.
cried ecstatically: "1 can't tell you how
glad this all looks to me!" Top those,

Bunny McLeod. you with your cracks like

"That's hitting the male on the head!"
G. Williams, Chappaqua, N. Y.

The latest from Bunny is, "Things are

never as bad as they turn out to be."

FA&1
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Wilson Brothers Shirts of fine Sanforized broadcloth.

Roomy in shoulders and chest, tapered at waist. Collars

really fit. Ask for Wilson Brothers whites or stripes. $3.95

Wilson Brothers Handkerchiefs in fine cotton. White,

initialed, bordered—any kind you like, all made to the fa-

mous high-quality standards of Wilson Brothers. From 25c

San Souci Satin Ties. Bold, handsome patterns screen-

printed by hand on acetate rayon in luxurious satin weave.

They're smooth to the touch, smooth to the eye. A favorite

by Wilson Brothers! Ask for them by name. $2

Chicago New York • San Francisco

For young men of all ages: Faultless Nobelt Pajamas • Shirts

Skipper Sportswear • Sweaters • Super Shorts • Wilcrest Ties

Buffer Socks • T-Shirts • Knit Underwear • Handkerchiefs • Gloves
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What do you need

to go into business

-and stay in?

I. The first thing you need when you go

into business for yourself is an idea, or a service,

or a product—something to sell, in other words.

The better that "something" is, the better your

chances of getting enough customers—and of

keeping them satisfied.

2. Next you need money enough to get

started and to keep going until income catches

up with outgo. Maybe you use your own savings

—or maybe you borrow from a bank—or from

other people who have enough confidence in

your proposition to risk their savings.

i u

4. Now comes good management. Maybe

yours is the kind of business you can run all by

yourself. If not, you'll have to hire a capable mana-

ger. If you fail here, competition will soon force

you out of business. Then you and your backers

will lose their money and you and your employees

will be out of jobs.

5. And almost from the day you start, you'll

need to do enough business to meet your payroll,

your rent, your taxes and all your other expenses.

And these charges must be paid before there'll

be anything left for you or your backers.

3. Then, of course, you need loyal e

who know their jobs, and a place in whir-

business. And this will have to be equip|

supplies, or materials, or machinery—the

with which to work.
T I Ml

Hon

Bg;

frepor

Brtbe
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tin6. Finally you need to make a

—not just because you want one, bl

that's the only way you can stay in busir

are the very mainspring of Americar

And they pay for the expansion and impr I

that bring more products, more jobs, lovj

and greater security for all.
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Most Americans say they think 10 to 15
j

out ofeach dollar ofsales would be afair

for business to make. As a matter of

dustry averages less than half that mucl
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A tongue of flame licked nearer and nearer as the acetylene torch, wedged between boxes, bore down on Perry. "Turn off the torch!" he screamed

(ULLETIN! San Francisco,

larch 14 (World Press). At dawn
lis morning the steamship Am-

Prince sank in deep water at

le entrance to the Golden Gate
a collision in a dense fog

Jdth the tanker Henry Westover.

fassengers and crew were res-

jed. Immediate operations were
Bgun to salvage seven million

jllars in gold stored in the

jnken ship's specie tank.

T WAS late afternoon before

Perry Turner slid under water

with a line of bubbles trailing

e him. A full-running ebb tide

d and hauled at him, and the

pings of the bay swirled past his

t glass until the darkness of forty

ms of water closed in on him.

nding on the well deck of the

k he said into the speaker, "On
ottom."
kay," Macklin answered. "Take
sy."

Iking as he inspected the wreck,

reported her lying broadside to

ide with her bow pointing north

he amidships hole that had sunk

n the port side away from the

Working swiftly he secured

for the buoy markers.

he must've settled in some rocks,

She's damn' near on even

hat'll make her easy to work."
the port rail he paused, wonder-
he had felt the deck twitch un-

is feet. He waited for a time and
mt,fed it hadn't. A tide like this

be bad business, he told him-

had gone under, with the insur-

people yelling hurry-hurry and
ng a stiff bonus to get the gold

efore the wreck had a chance to

or break up like the old Rio had
The bonus sounded good to

. No matter how much money
ade, it always seemed he and
were suffering from the shorts.

1 catch hell if this job takes very
' he told Macklin.
hat d'you mean?"

"Mitzi met some people at the race

track. Kasperson's the name—ever

hear of 'em?"
"Nope."
"They got a yacht, race horses and

a French chauffeur. Ever since they
invited us down to their country joint

Mitzi's been in a loop." Perry didn't

tell Mack that Mitzi had told the Kas-
persons that he had his own salvage

company.
"What time're you supposed to be

home?"
"Five thirty."

"You'll hafta spend an hour in the

chamber when you come up. Want
me to get her on the radiophone?"

"Forget it."

Keeping Macklin up to date, Perry
slipped over the side and worked his

way into the hole. Remembering the

ship's diagrams he had studied, he
made his way down a tangle of steps

that had once been a companionway
and forced a lane through boxes of
cargo to enter the mail locker. At the

far side he came upon the specie tank.

Illuminating the dial of the safe

with his battery searchlight, he began
to work the combination. Three turns

to the left ... 34. Four to the right

... 60. Back left three turns and stop

at 55. He tried the handle but it didn't

give. Again he tried the succession of
numbers without success.

"I'm a helluva Jimmy Valentine,"
he said. Squatting down until his

front glass was inches away from the

dial he worked it again.

"The combination they gave me
don't work, Mack, and I'm not sit-

ting up all night with it," he said.

Perry unhooked the acetylene torch
from his belt, and snapped it on. "I

hope there's no cops around because
I'm going to burn a hole in this box.
The yellow-blue flame bubbled

through the water, and began to cut a

wavering line in the steel around the

dial.

"You've been under fifty-five min-
utes," Macklin said. "Think you can
get it open before you have to come
up?"
"Yep."

"Those Navy divers just came
aboard from Mare Island. They'll go
down as soon's you give the word."

"Tell 'em to start getting into their

woollies
—

" Perry grabbed for the

handle and missed. The deck slid out
from under his feet as he spilled down
the lane of boxes against the port
bulkhead. A second later he was
spread-eagled under a torrent of shift-

ing cargo.

"The port buoy went under!"
Macklin yelled. "What happened?"
"The tide shifted her . .

."

"Your pressure all right?"

"Yes." Perry strained until he
thought the cords in his back would
tear loose. "I'm pinned." He tried

again and found he could move his

right hand a few inches—that was all.

"Don't fight it," Macklin said. "The
boys'll be right down."

THE vessel settled farther. Perry
jerked his head around to the left-

hand glass. A tongue of flame licked

nearer and nearer as the acetylene

torch, wedged between boxes, bore
down on him.
"Turn off the torch!" he screamed.

Hypnotized, he watched the flame
move closer. It knocked bubbles
against the glass; it flared high—and
went out.

"It was fixin' to cut into my hat,"

Perry said.

"That's okay, boy." Macklin was
trying to talk to him and- the people
on deck at the same time. "The boys'll

be down in ten minutes."
Perry grunted. What could they do

when they got down? The wreck had
shifted to port, and the hole he had
entered was now closed by the bot-

tom, a bottom of sand and gravel.

There wasn't a hope that they'd be
able to mole in to get him, and be-

cause of his lines he had to come out
by the same hole he had entered. Only
God knew why his air line still

worked.
Again he reared against the weight

pinning him down and when he gave
up he was weak and had to bite his

tongue to keep from screaming.

"Hey, Mack," he said, fighting to

keep his voice right, "will you call

Mitzi?"

"I can hook your circuit onto the
radiotelephone. Do you wanta talk

to her yourself?"

"Sure."
"Hold tight."

Perry blinked the clammy sweat
from his eyes. He heard the dial

clicking and then a familiar voice an-
swered.

"Mitzi, this is Perry."

"Where are you?"
''Working."
"I've been waiting for you."
"I know, but I got hung up."
"How long will you be?"
"It's hard to say."

"But you promised me!"
"I know, baby, but I got stuck."

"And don't call me 'baby,' " she
said. "If you had a decent job you
could work decent hours."
"Maybe you've got something

there."

"You're crazy if you think I'm go-
ing to miss the Kasperson week end."

"Okay, okay." Perry cleared his

throat and took a deep breath. His
muscles were beginning to twitch in

little pressure spasms. "Did you send
the check in for my G.I. insurance?"
"No."
"This is the last day, you know."
Her voice rose. "And you know I

had to have new clothes for this week
end. You can get reinstated next
month—there'll only be a slight pen-
alty." She paused. "The Kaspersons
are out front now. I'm going."
The instrument gave a death rattle

and the connection was broken.
"Are you through?" Macklin asked.

"Yep, I'm all through, Mack."

BULLETIN! San Francisco,

March 15 (World Press). Salvage
operations were halted on \y

sunken treasure ship. Am
Prince, while race-against'Ue

efforts were being made t*"
was

Diver Perry Turner, *n the

pinned in the wrecka^"6 -

vessel shifted in thp

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE OX THIS PAGE
ILLUSTRATED BY PERCY LEASON
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El

"That's right," Edith said.

Fred picked up his cap and went out
the door, holding his head up high and
walking off to his life's work. After the
door closed Edith bust out crying as if

she would never stop, but nothing Sam
could say would make her change her
mind about Fred and Everett Flawsom,
and that's the way it stood.

Fred saw Everett Flawsom a couple
of days after this and gave him the
balance of the $500 tuition money for

the Downtown International Academy
of Political Arts. Everett shook his hand
and congratulated him on his new career.

"I sure appreciate you using your in-

fluence to get me in the school," Fred
said.

EVERETT was a fancy dresser, al-

though nobody was sure exactly
where he got his money except being a
ward heeler. "Glad to do it," Everett
said. He rubbed his gold ring on his

lapel and watched it shine. "The dean
and me are old chums from the political

arena. I'm one of the advisers at the
academy myself."

"They got a big school down there?"

"It's exclusive. Right on Wall Street.

I showed you the stationery, didn't I?"
"Yeah," Fred said. "Engraved."
"You better not go down until classes

start in a couple of weeks," Everett said.

"You don't want to look too anxious."
He looked down at his ring and said, "I
guess you heard about me and Edith."

"Yeah," Fred said. "I heard."
Fred bought himself a blue serge suit

and a conservative tie so he would be
dressed up right for his classes. He stuck
on his job out in the rowboat in New
York Harbor and he did a lot of thinking.

He would watch the boats sail past him
and he would say to himself, "If it wasn't
for me them boats could never get in

here at all," the way Sam would have
said it.

After work he would change into his

new blue serge suit, so he could get used
to the feel of wearing it, and he would sit

at a table in the corner of McNarney's
Bar and Grill, way downtown near where
he worked. He would have a couple of
quick ones because he was feeling low
all the time, even in the blue serge, think-

ing about Edith. That's where he was
one day when old Sam Hinkley came in

and sat down on a stool across the table

from him and put his engineer's cap
down on a chair.

"Haven't seen you around the house,
Fred," he said.

"That's right," Fred said.

"You didn't bust up with me, too, did
you?"
"What about it?" Fred's head was feel-

ing a little woozy as if he just stepped off

the Whirl-a-Gig at Coney Island.

"Edith is getting married to Everett
Flawsom tomorrow."

"Congratulations," Fred said.

"He's taking her on a boat trip to

Florida for a honeymoon. They're go-
ing to get married right on the boat."

"Wonderful," Fred said.

"Six o'clock tomorrow night the boat
sails. The Floridian, they call it. The
boat."

Fred didn't say anything.

"I come down on the el," Sam said, to

get the conversation going again.

"Yeah?" Fred said. "1 bet you did."

"I tell you about the el," Sam said.

"Maybe you're wondering why it's still

going, after everybody stopped riding on
it. Right?"
"They ain't showin' no profit," Fred

said, in a sarcastic way. He took another
drink and laughed.

Sam said, "A lot of people put a lot

of money and work into making the el,

so the poor people could get a good ride

eel

t I

for a nickel. They put the el up
a hundred years."

"So what?" Fred said.

"Well, figure it. A hundred yi

top of 1878 gives you 1978. S
forty years to go when they to 1

down."
"Listen

—
" Fred said.

"You can't stop something that

ing the people. Figure it." Sam
finger up to his forehead to sho
how to do it. "You think the

important? Would it still be
it wasn't important? See what

Fred poured himself another
His head felt all flannel. "No,
"It sounds nutty to me."

"Fred, Edith's been crying a

I hear her in her room."
Fred said, "You want to kno\

thing?"

"What?"
"The el ain't running. They

down."
"Sure it's running."
"Sure," Fred said, "only yo

only guy who can see it. You kn> mv

they do with people who see thi tl et

ain't there?"

Old Sam's face looked pale a '

He picked up his cap and said, "I

all right. I hear it all the time."

"Get wise," Fred said. "Th
no el up there. It's dead and
That shows how important the

you can stop bending my ear a

Sam walked over to the d
looked at his watch. He saic

train is five minutes late already^'

§

0l
(

"It's nine years late," Fred IB" 1 ^

wise."

Sam opened the door in a V°yoi
He started to turn back only he
his watch and stood listening fo

and then he walked out.
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hi respTHE next morning Fred *j
rowboat out in the Lower if11

the Floridian sailed past aroi

o'clock. The way Fred felt rig "Putme

probably would have punched
the bottom of the rowboat and
her if there wasn't a couple of c

in it with him.
He had a headache the sii

Queen Elizabeth and it wasn't
the drinking he did at McNai
and Grill. It was from thiitt-

whole night and the whole mo
Here's the point, he was

What did you have to give it t'
1 il

for? What did he ever do to

ways? It was that kind of thii^

iimself
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lie whoi
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and

one.

tin Ipast
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was giving him a headache. It

'

ing about Edith, too, sailing o

ridian that night with Everett

He looked up and there wa
ridian sailing out of sight dow
"Hey," he said, "ain't

ridian?"

Paul Ginnis. who was in the

him, said. "It ain't the Norma
Fred said, "What time is it' 1

Paul said, "Eight thirty a.m

Fred said, "Something is w
He thought it over the whol<

he was working and by the t:

back on shore he had it fi

something was wrong. He
Sam's place from a drugstore,

answered the phone.
Fred said, "What happened
Edith said, "Fred?" Her voi^

funny.
Fred said. "Hello. Edith. Hi

Edith said. "What are yoi

something? Why did you hi

on him?"
Fred said, "Ain't you sai

Floridian?"

Edith said, "You bet I'm sa

Floridian and I hope I nev

again after what you did. Eve

Collier's for Septemb

say;

[ i no fuii
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wkedail
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Ck
me up in a minute. He's still at

ademy cleaning up his last-minute

ations."

i said, "Oh." He didn't see how he

tell her the Floridian was way
the coast already on the way to

a.

h said, "Fred?"
said, "1 hope you will be very

Goodby," and he hung up.

s five o'clock before he found the

uilding over on Wall Street that

ed the Academy of Political Arts,

board downstairs all the names
d like brokers

—
"Stanley and Wat-

"Piffer. Blaw Associates," and
names. The only place without a

vas Room 189 and Fred went up

as a small room with about six

n it that could have used some
on them. A young fellow with

was sitting at the front desk by
r, and Fred asked him if he knew
the Downtown International

ly of Political Arts was.

it here." the kid said. "The dean
Iked out for a hamburger." He
as if he thought that was a joke.

er mind the funny stuff," Fred
Ifou know where I can find Ever-
vsom?"
id let out a guffaw. "That's the

he said. "You want to join the

ty?"

reached out one of his big hands
bbed the kid by the front of his

d lifted him out of his seat. He
his face right into the kid's and
m looking for Everett Flawsom
Downtown International Acad-
Political Arts and I don't like

s."

id got purple in the face and said,

|on't take it out on me. I'm just

a mail service. Hey!"
t do you mean, mail service?"

just get their mail here if they

got any office. It gives them a

ress, right on Wall Street."

eah?" Fred said.

ot responsible for my clients,"

jaid. "If this guy Flawsom wants
imself an academy that's his

Put me down, will you?"
ushed the kid back in his seat,

the whole school, is that it?"

id wiped off his glasses and said,

ven going to be this if he don't

s rent soon. I wouldn't be sur-

e's taken a powder already."

ean he's a crook?" Fred said,

eally ain't a school?" The kid

him and felt sorry for him.
take it hard," he said. "You're
nly one. He gets a lot of mail

^(idn't say anything.

lachtB
s no future in being a politi-

ay," the kid said. "One bad
nnd you're a bum."

(looked at his watch and it was a
»-r past five. Everett and Edith
^bably be leaving Sam's place in

lof minutes to wherever he was
Ir. Probably to some hotel out

i M0me l
, 'acc wnere ne could walk

pr when he wanted. On Fred's

mm

the»l

iby

M

iaU"l

did n

Vt
you

:

ybdl'1

|0U

pcked up a paperweight off the

and threw it through the win-

the kid said.

|e use your telephone," Fred

the kid said. "Take it home
If you want."
plied Sam's place. Everett an-

telephone and said, "Hello."
up quick,

[arted thinking. He called up
i called up a friend of his, Izzy
|who lived about ten blocks

Sam's place.

|er to Sam Hinkley's right away
let anybody get out! You

^d yelled.

lor September 13, 1947

Izzy was a longshoreman who could

stop a dozen Everetts if he got there in

time. "Okay, Fred," he said, "only what's

it all about?"
"Never mind! Do like I tell you!"
Right here there are two versions of

what happened next. Fred hollered some-
thing into the phone and when Izzy

asked him to say it again Fred had al-

ready hung up and was on his way.
Izzy says that Fred said, "I'll get up

there quick on the el." That's the way it

sounded, anyway. Fred says what he said

was. "I'll get up there quicker'n hell,"

but Fred always gets a funny look on
his face when he says that, so you can
take your choice.

A lot of people will say they don't see

how he could have gone up on the el,

anyway; since they tore it down in 1938.

They still have to explain how he got up
to Sam's place so fast; the rush-hour ex-

press on the el used to be the fastest way.

RIGHT at five thirty sharp, Fred
. walked into Sam's, puffing and

blowing. His hair was pushed back on
his head like he'd been in a high wind,

and it wasn't a windy day.

Everett was just coming out the door,

with Edith behind him.

"Hello, Everett," Fred said.

"Hello, Fred," Everett said and his

face got as pale as a peeled potato.

Fred pulled back and smashed him a

right hook smack on the nose. Everett

sat down hard in the doorway and put

his hand on his nose. Fred lifted him up
again with his left hand and let him have
it again with his right. Everett flew off

the floor and traveled right back into the

parlor where he landed flat on his back
and that was all there was to it.

Fred said, "Edith, you can't marry this

guy because he's a crook."

Sam was standing over in a corner by
the window. Fred said, "Hello, Sam."
Then he started telling them what hap-
pened about Everett.

Izzy Godron came tearing up the stairs

hollering, "Nobody leaves the house!"
but Fred told him it was all right.

"How did you get here so fast?" said

Izzy. "And what's the idea of saying

you're comine up here on the el, like you
said?"

Sam looked up. Fred looked embar-
rassed and said, "I never said that. How
could I come up on the el, for crying out
loud?" Only right then he closed one
eye, like a wink, and only Sam could see

him do it. Sam suddenly stopped look-

ing sad and looked happy.
"I guess you did all right even not

being a politician." Sam said. "I bet you
can even get back the dough this bum
took from the people."

Fred put his foot on Everett's chest

and laid his chin on his fist and looked
thoughtful. "Here's the point," he said.

"If a guy sticks on his job and keeps his

eyes open, he can help the people take

care of the crooks and the phonies, like I

done. You follow me?"
Sam nodded his head. "It's how you

look at it," he said.

Edith said, "Isn't anybody going to

look at me?"
Fred said, "Honey, maybe I ain't got

no brains, but 1 wish you would marry
me anyway."

Edith kind of sighed and said, "That
was my intention all along."

Fred smiled at her in a silly, apologiz-
ing way and said, "I beg your pardon,
honey, but would you mind repeating
that last? I suddenly got a funny roaring
noise in my ears."

Edith said, "Never mind," and held out
her arms and Fred took hold of her and
kissed her.

"There," he said, "it's all right. The
noise is over now."
Over in the corner old Sam took out

his watch and looked at it with a calm
expression on his face and said, "Right
on time."

The End
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JIT AIA COMES OU

IN THE WASH
BY LOWELL BRENTANO

After your laundry is sorted, each group of articles is placed in an open-weave
cotton bag, which is closed with a big safety pin carrying your laundry mark

Some funny things happen in laundries, not the least

markable of which is the fact that you usually get b:

what you sent. Here's how it's done along with a f

facts and figures on the future of the laundry indus

A BROOKLYN housewife, trying to sort her laundry and
into a laundry bag. and at the same time answer the d

and the telephone, and keep her children out of mischii

increasingfy annoyed by the family cat. The animal kept followini

about, rubbing .against her ankle and miaowing distressfully. Aftei

had tripped over it twice she picked it up, cuffed it gently, tossed it I

a chair, and told it to go away. Then, having answered the phone aj

chased Junior away from the cake she'd baked for supper, and told

man at the door she didn't want any brushes, she hurriedly tied up
laundry bag and gave it to the laundryman.

A few hours later a girl marker at the laundry, preparing to etn|

bag upon the long sorting table, was surprised to see it wriggle

She said to a fellow worker, "Well. I've seen some funny things

here, but this is the first time I ever saw a laundry bag walk."
She delved into the bag and began pulling out cats. The Bn

tabby had taken its mistress literally and had, indeed, gone away,
jumped into the laundry bag, and en route to the laundry, comfor
nestled in the mass of soiled clothing, had given birth to four kit

This is probably the most remarkable event that ever occurn

a laundry bag, but any bag received by a laundry in a big city is

contain a surprise. Cats in laundry bags are not uncommon, and nt

are puppies. The latter usually make less commotion than the caq

a laundry bag is so full of fascinating things to chew that a pup is

pretty busy.

A surprisingly large number of laundry bags disgorge false I

books, eyeglasses, cuff links, shirt studs, rings and other

Shirts get special treatment. Here a machine stamps the

laundry mark in ink on the inside of the collar band
The actual washing takes place inside various-sized washing machines. Soap and all

water break the first dirt. Usually there are three suds baths, followed by from four to

fa



•liferent machines are used to iron shirts. One does the sleeves and cuffs, another the collar, a third the back and sides and a fourth the bosom. A battery

se machines, run by experienced girls, can turn out 160 shirts an hour. A laundry with three batteries of the machines can handle 20,000 shirts a week

Jings. And money—in sums
jg from a penny to several thou-
ollars. Not long ago a marker
laundrv of the Hotel Plaza in

ork found $17,000 in large bills

into a soiled pillowcase; it was
d to the owner before he knew
gone.

do such things get into laundry
Well, it*s the fault of "dat ole

human nature. A woman will

a ring to wash her hands, put it

cket of her apron, then throw
on in the laundry hamper. A
n will take off a dress shirt and
to remove the cuff links and
Books are read in bed. for-

and rolled up in the sheets and
ases. Eyeglasses are shoved
illows and reach the laundry in

e way. and so do an occasional
nd knife. Money is pinned or

shirts or underwear, or in

pockets, and likewise forgot-

II coins are left in the pockets.

ht in the seams, of children's

and playsuits.

re's a plausible explanation for

jmg we find in laundry bags."

experienced laundryman. "ex-
Ise teeth. That one has us

Idries also come up against

1 nature in the matter of cus-

>mplaints about lost or dam-
Jticles. In the first place, most
[tulf clothing into laundry bags
mblcd, haphazard disorder,

make out laundry lists in a slapdash
manner, and are as apt to overstate as

to understate the contents of the bag.

Often, after the housewife has made
out her list, another member of the

family will add something to the bag
without telling anyone. Relatives and
visiting friends stuff their laundry into

the bag and say nothing about it.

. Many people don't even bother to
make a list: they rely on the honesty
of the laundryman, which is generally

of a high order, and on their memory,
which is seldom accurate. Incidentally

bachelors, traditionally neat and
orderly, are the worst olfenders in this

respect.

Sometimes this sort of carelessness

causes serious mix-ups. During the
height of the hotel shortage one of
New York's biggest hotels was the

headquarters of a convention.

In the Treasurer's Bag

The president of a well-known com-
pany and his wile, attending the con-
vention, were unable to find a room in

time to dress for the banquet, and the

treasurer of the company, who was
alone, invited them to use his suite.

After the convention the treasurer,

back in his own quarters, hurriedly
stulled his dress shirt and other gar-

ments into a laundrv, bag. called a bell-

boy, and asked for overnight service,

liied and in a hurry, he didn't make
out a list, nor did he examine the laun-

dry bag before using it. Furthermore
he failed to inspect his laundry when
it was returned: he just packed the

bundle and caught his train home.
There his wife unpacked his bag

and found a brassiere and a pair

of stockings, together with a laundry
bill listing both garments. The treas-

urer knew they had nothing to do with
him but he couldn't explain. His wife

left him, and it was several weeks be-

fore the hotel straightened matters out
by tracing the articles to the wife of
the company president. She had
thrown them into the laundry bag and
forgotten them.

It is a universal custom to complain
about lost and damaged laundry, but

actually the record of any well-run

laundry is surprisingly good. Such an
establishment, handling about 15.000

pieces a day, will average 15 reported

lost, and ten of these will eventually

be restored to their owners. During
the war. of course, when the laundries

were forced to hire inexperienced

workers, losses were greater. A first-

class laundry will seldom have more
than three complaints of damaged
articles for every 100 bundles, includ-

ing the unreasonable grievances.

And by and large, laundry custom-
ers are unreasonable. For example,
a man pulls his shirt oil' roughly, with-

out unbuttoning the culls, and strains

the buttons. He accuses the laundry
of tearing them off. If the laundry
loses a four-year-old shirt, the cus-

tomer demands a new one in return.

If a woman's inexpensive, half-worn
blouse is lost, it immediately becomes
"my expensive blouse, the first time
I've had it washed."
To combat such complaints and

reduce actual damage to a minimum,
leaders in the laundry industry recog-

nize the value of scientific and busi-

ness research. The American Institute

of Laundering, at Joliet. Illinois, is

"the official proving and improving
ground" of the industry. Its training

school for laundry executives main-
tains the same high professional stand-

ards as leading universities. Its model
laundry is a testing laboratory for new
methods and techniques. Recently the

A.I.L. has worked hand in hand with
fabric and textile manufacturers to

improve the washability of their

products. Materials that pass all the

tests receive the AIL. "certified wash-
able" seal.

But assuming that you have care-

fully shaken and searched the pockets
of every garment arid made out an ac-

curate list in duplicate, what really

happens to your clothing when it

reaches the laundrv'.'

"Ah," says the average man, "I

know what happens. They run every-/

thing through a fraying machine, at

then they give it to a man with a

mer, who breaks the buttons.

misses any, his assistant rips t)

Of course, nothing like th.»

but your laundry does
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that your local ice com-

pany will be glad to supply

you with ice prepared in

exactly the right size for

every household need?

Ifyou want.your table to

have all the glamour even

the finest restaurant can-

not surpass, use plenty of

crushed ice when serving

salads, sea foods, fruits,

fruit juices, fruit cocktails

... or making real home-

made ice cream.

This is just one of the many
new, post-war serviees the

progressive Ice Industry is

providing for better living.

You ought to know about

them all. Just ask your local

Ice Company.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES

1706 I Street, N. W., Woshinglon 6.D.C.

many processes, the number and kind de-

pending upon the sort of service you're

buying.

In most communities there are six main
service classifications. The cheapest, and
probably the best known, is the old-

fashioned "wet wash," with everything

returned damp. Then there is the

"thrifty," with flatwork ironed and wear-
ing apparel damp. If you order "rough
dry," the flatwork is ironed and the wear-
ing apparel is dry, and "family finished"

or "press finished" brings the flatwork

home ironed ready for use and the wear-
ing apparel roughly machine-ironed.
Flatwork is ironed if the service is "com-
plete finished," and wearing apparel is

finished by hand where necessary.

All of these services are charged for by
the pound, and a bundle of a certain

minimum size is required. Topping the

classifications is "list price" or "custom
work," with everything returned ready
for use and charged for by the piece.

The Process—Step by Step

A bundle of newly arrived laundry
goes first to the sorting or identification

tables, where it is weighed, separated and
identified. Girls swiftly unscramble the

bundle, checking the contents against the

laundry list enclosed in the bag or making
one of their own, and divide the articles

into as many as 16 different groups.

Silks and rayons and woolens cannot be
washed with cotton, and dark- and light-

colored articles cannot be washed to-

gether.

Once the sorting and segregating have
been completed, each group of articles is

placed in an open-weave cotton bag or

net, which is closed with a big safety pin

stamped with letters and numbers corre-

sponding with those on your laundry list.

For a list-price customer, every article

carries a laundry mark, which is removed
from the more fragile garments after

they have been ironed.

There are millions of different laundry
marks in the United States, a fact which
has proven a boon to smart cops and
mystery-story writers. There is a grow-
ing tendency for police departments to

accumulate a complete file of local laun-

dry marks, which have often been of
assistance in solving crimes and identify-

ing victims of accidents. One detective,

Captain Adam Yulch of Nassau County,
New York, has become nationally known
for his success in cracking murder cases

by the use of laundry marks.
After the various items in a bundle of

laundry have been properly netted, the

nets are put into various-sized washing
machines, where soap and alkali in the

water break the first dirt. The tempera-
ture of the water ranges from 90 degrees

to 160 degrees, with colored articles at

the lower end of the scale. From then
on different processes are used, depend-
ing upon the character of the articles

being washed and how dirty they are.

Most modern laundries are equipped
with automatic controls, so that a wash is

carried through all the processes without
the use of human hands.

The average family wash receives three

suds baths, followed by from four to six

hot and cold rinses, the last containing
a little bluing to whiten and freshen the

garments. Housewives who fear that

their clothing may come in contact with
other folks' apparel should be relieved to

hear that health department tests show
that the rinse in a well-run laundry is

bacteria-free, a condition almost impossi-

ble to achieve in home laundering. Still

in their nets, the clothes are next de-

posited in huge spinning baskets, called

extractors, which whirl about at some
800 revolutions a minute, draining off

surplus water by centrifugal force. After
15 minutes the clothing is just faintly

damp, and if the customer has ordered
"wet wash" her laundry is finished.

Otherwise, it is ready for ironing.

Socks, blankets, window curtains and

similar articles are dried on forms after

removal from the extractors. Bath
towels, bath mats, rugs and other items
which need to be fluffed dry rather than
ironed flat are tumbled in cylinders and
dried by hot air. These tumblers are also

used by laundries which offer a rough-dry
service, in which wearing apparel is soft-

dried or air-fanned and returned un-
ironed.

From the extractors the wash goes to

the ironing department, a place of me-
chanical marvels. The flatwork ironer,

generally though improperly called a

"mangle," has rollers 10 feet long, and an
ironing capacity of 15 sheets a minute.
Large laundries attach this ironer to an
automatic folder, which handles sheets,

tablecloths and spreads. With this sort

of equipment the laundry of the Hotel
Plaza in New York is able to process

1 10,000 pieces of flatwork a week.
Shirts are ironed on a battery of four

machines. One irons the sleeves and
cuffs, another the collar, a third the back
and sides, and a fourth the bosom. One
battery of these machines, manned by ex-

perienced girls, can turn out 160 beauti-

fully ironed shirts an hour. An efficient,

average-sized laundry, such as the Rite

Way Laundry of Brooklyn, with three

batteries of machines, can handle about
20,000 shirts a week. When the ironing

has been completed, the laundry goes to

the sorting room again, where the various

pieces are assembled, reidentified, and
grouped for packaging and delivery.

The business of washing other folks'

clothing, said to have been begun by a

disillusioned forty-niner in California

almost a hundred years ago, has grown
into one of America's most important
service industries. It is really big busi-

ness. In 1946 approximately 7,000 power
laundries employed 275,000 persons, and
the annual customers' bill amounted to

$738,000,000. And these figures don't

include the innumerable hand and
Chinese laundries to be found on almost
every block in the big cities. In New York
alone there are more than 6,500 of these

small establishments, doing an annual
business of more than $60,000,000.

Where Most of the Work is Done

Almost all of these shops serve as

agency or distribution outlets for the big

wholesale laundries; the two or three

women usually seen ironing on the

premises are merely finishing up work
which has been processed by the whole-
salers. But despite the nation's huge
laundry bill, most of America's soiled

clothing and linens are still washed at

home in the family tub or washing ma-
chine. Some months ago a leading figure

of the laundry industry prepared a con-
fidential analysis of the business done in

various large cities. With a potential of

100 per cent, Miami laundries do 11 per

cent, Dallas 12, Milwaukee 6, Nashville

16, Buffalo 7, New York 16, Detroit 7.

For the country as a whole, 91 per cent

of the family laundry is done at home.
The bulk of the American laundry

business is institutional; it consists of

washing the uniforms worn by a vast

army of factory, railroad, business and
professional workers. The barber, the

butcher, the waiter, the grocer, the

beauty-parlor girl, the doctor, the nurse,

the dentist, and many others, all wear
uniforms for either aesthetic or sanitary

reasons. For every towel used in the

American home, the average barbershop
will use 10. For every sheet and table-

cloth used at home, hotels and restaurants

use 20. And out of 300 first-class hotels

in New York, only 5 per cent operate

their own laundries; the rest send the

wash out.

Then there is the vast diaper service

for baby, a comparatively new and
rapidly growing phase of the industry,

which is big business in itself. During
the war the diaper services could not

begin to keep up with their orders, but
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now conditions are much better. These
services start a youngster off with about
9 diapers a day—63 to 70 a week—and
taper down to 50 or 60 a week after six

months.
So far, however, diaper services are

available only in the large cities—statis-

ticians have figured out that a city of less

than 100,000 population cannot support

an exclusive diaper laundry. In the

smaller communities, therefore, a mother
must either wash the little rascal's tri-

angular pants herself or send them to a

regular laundry, which is usually more
expensive than the special diaper services.

A recently established service some-
what similar to the diaper business is

household linen rental; in several cities

laundries have begun to rent linens to

housewives at prices no greater than

would ordinarily be charged for launder-

ing them. A pioneer in this field is

the Consolidated Laundries Corporation,
which operates in New York and New
Jersey. Within the past two years, Con-
solidated has opened a number of linen

stores in New York City, where women
may rent a two weeks' supply of linen

on condition that they exchange half of

their supply weekly for fresh linen. The
charges are 14 cents for sheets, 6 cents for

pillowcases and Turkish towels, and 5 for

hand and kitchen towels. All with no
minimum and no deposit.

Few Men Wear Starched Collars

The changing fashions of both men
and women are reflected by the laundry
business. For example, the period when
men demanded that their collars and shirt

bosoms be heavily starched has definitely

ended; in fact, men have gone to the

other extreme. Today, the laundry does
not starch a man's shirt or collar unless

specially instructed. As a result of this

change, thousands of plants in the big

cities are stuck with expensive and com-
plicated equipment for ironing stiff

collars, which must either stand idle or

be sold to the junkman. In New York
nearly all the laundries have abandoned
their stiff-collar departments, and the

man who insists upon wearing such a

thing usually has to shop around quite

a bit before he can get it laundered.
This abandonment of stiff-collar ma-

chinery is part of a drastic streamlining
of the industry, interrupted by the war,
and now resumed. In the opinion of
Victor Kramer, America's Number One
laundry consultant, the era of multiple-

service laundries may be on the wane,
the trend now being toward the specialty

shop idea. He thinks that the laundry
customer of the future may be offered a
variety of specialized services to fit indi-

vidual needs.

One of the newer developments is the

drive-in. the laundry equivalent of the
cash-and-carry supermarket. This move-
ment, started in Atlanta in 1930, has

made great gains in the South and the

Southwest, and recently in New England.
It has been especially popular in areas

where middle-class families practically

live in their automobiles. Since the

ordinary laundry spends about 25 cents

of every dollar for expenses connected
with pickup and delivery, it is obvious
that the drive-ins can afford to give the

customer a substantial discount. As a

rule, this amounts to from 15 to 20 per

cent of standard prices. A recent ques-

tionnaire showed that approximately one
third of the laundries in the United States

plan to add drive-in services.

The vest-pocket laundries called laun-

derettes and laundromats are also prov-

ing successful. Batteries of from 20 to 24
automatic washing machines are housed
in clean, airy, well-lighted buildings,

often equipped with waiting rooms for

customers and playrooms for children.

The housewife brings her bundle, puts

her clothing into a machine and a quarter

in the slot, and goes about her shopping
or other errands, returning later to collect

her laundry.

At present these establishments are for

wet wash only, but a few are adding dry-

ing equipment. Of course there are draw-
backs to these places—a woman must do
her own separating, she has no assistance

whatever, and only two temperatures of

water are available, hot and warm. She
must buy her own soap, bluing and
bleach, and she can't wash more than 10

pounds of clothing in any one machine,
so that if she has a fair-sized family wash
she'll require two or three machines.
A variation of the launderette tech-

nique is the washing machine with a coin

slot. These are located in the basements
of many apartment houses. If they are

installed in sufficient volume, they may
become more of a menace to the laundry
industry than the launderette. For with

a washing machine in the basement, a
woman can quickly wash her silks and
rayons and nylons, and then iron them
at her leisure.

Most people complain vehemently of

the high cost of laundry, but in compari-
son with the price advances in almost
every other field, these complaints seem
not altogether justified. Prices were
frozen by the OPA late in 1942, on the

basis of those prevailing in 1940. In 1943

and 1944 the OPA authorized increases

of from 4 per cent to 5 per cent in each
year. In 1946 a further advance of 12

per cent was permitted.

When OPA was abandoned, prices

jumped another 10 per cent, a total in-

crease of approximately 33 per cent since

1942. Victor Kramer and other laundry
executives believe that although the cost

of labor will remain high—it now gets

60 cents of the laundry dollar—prices

will gradually ease off, which is probably
the best news laundry customers have
heard yet.

The End

"I'd like to go into further detail with you regarding our
rotating amortization plan—right after the strip tease"

COLLIER'S JOHN RUGE
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board from a marshy knoll along-

d step up to the wheel and imagine

the days when the Bessie C. was
rter and put out from the harbor

open sea, for bottom fishing off

als or to drum her way twenty-five

sea after game fish. Dennis had
een aboard in those days. He had
the Bessie C. only as a hulk, yet

she had never been a hulk,

with his hands still smelling of

he had scaled, he stood in the

of the hulk and visualized his fa-

oard in a yachting cap, with the

gines humming and the bow dip-

to blue water. The engines were
gone. They had been sold

e hulk was stripped. Everything
slightest value had been taken

nd sold, all except the barometer,
now hung on the wall of the

at home. His father had not sold

ometer because it had been put

by Dennis' mother the day they

arried, the day they started on a
oon cruise.

morning, before he even
his teeth, Dennis went to read

ther by the old barometer, and
week he polished the brass. It

y old, probably a hundred years,

er had told him, and the writing

in German. His grandfather had
it over from Holland a long time

it had gone to sea in the Bessie

she was a hulk. His father said

aluable, but he had not sold it

other objects salvaged from the

|

had been people of the sea, his

i people, and Dennis' father once
him he was christened with

le was born for the sea, his father

\, like his mother. She had been
one, his father had told him.
w to know where the fish were
Trust her to take you there, with-

looking at a chart. When he
ler, his father said, he took on a

I Those were the great days, when
pie C. was berthed among the

soats at the municipal dock.

THE HULK
Continued from page 17

Dennis visualized the Bessie C, spick-

and-span, with Captain Jack Clifton

aboard in his yachting cap, shaven and
clear-eyed and grinning, and his mother
there, too. It was not easy to visualize his

mother. There was a photograph of her

at home, in a fluffy sort of dress, with a

trailing skirt, and when Dennis visualized

her aboard the Bessie C. she had to wear
that fluffy dress; he simply couldn't imag-

ine her in any other way. Of course he
knew she hadn't worn a dress like that,

but he would not even try to visualize

her in anything like the mauve slacks the

plump blonde in the bar had been wear-
ing.

Boats like the Bessie C. chartered for

a lot of money, even though she had been
long afloat when his father first acquired

her. His father must have made pots of
money in those days, Dennis thought.

He wasn't working in a fish market then.

He wasn't doing odd jobs then—cleaning

fifty-five porgies for two dollars. Dennis
winced and tried to forget about the un-
sealed fish. He spun the hulk's wheel and
gazed ahead at the marsh.

SHADOWS were long now, and the

marsh was like a sea. In the darkening
light the marsh seemed to roll away in

waves, and in Dennis' imagination the

waves mounted and it was the storm.

The bow of the Bessie C. lifted and fell

in the great storm and the wheel spun
to the rudder's buffets. The wind bat-

tered the harbor and sent waves crashing
against the pier, and the Bessie C. was
lifted by them and carried away and
taken helpless and yawing here onto the

flats and hurled with great force against

an old piling and her bottom was stove

in. Here she had settled into the mud,
unattended, and they had stripped her of
everything of value, like taking jewels

from a corpse, and left her on the flats, a

hulk Dennis knew that his father had
failed to make her fast that night, and
he knew why. His mother had been
dead only two months that night.

Seeing how the sun was reddening in

the west, Dennis thought it must be

Mil

"I'm not hungry. I think 111 just have a sandwich" SAM COBEAN

pretty late. He had to be at work on
time, and he had to take those fish to

Mr. Brace. The Seaview Hotel was al-

most opposite the concession on the

boardwalk where Dennis worked for

three hours every night, and he could
drop the fish oft on his way to work. He
stepped carefully to the gunwale and let

himself down to the soggy ground, deep
in marsh grass. There was a path, made
by his own feet, and he followed it up
to the road. He did not look back at the

hulk.

His father was not at home. Dennis
had not expected him, yet he was disap-

pointed. The two-room cottage they oc-

cupied stood on the bank of a tidal creek

and there was a small, rickety dock, but

they had no boat of any kind, not even a

rowboat. The house was in view of the

highway and once, a long time ago, his

father had talked of putting up a sign

and selling bait, but he had never done
anything about it.

For one thing, he had said, they didn't

have a rowboat, anyway. How could
they get bait to sell?

There was milk in the icebox, and Den-
nis found bread and made two peanut
butter sandwiches. He sat at the kitchen
table to eat them, under the shiny barom-
eter his grandfather had brought from
Holland. As a matter of course he looked
at the barometer, and it was only after

he had assured himself that fair weather
would prevail that he glanced at the

clock. It was late, and he hurriedly ate

the two sandwiches and finished the milk.

He got to the fish market in time; it

had not closed yet and the icehouse was
open. Old Joe Dobson was washing
down the floor of the market, and he
waved to Dennis as he went past to the

dock. Dennis got out the bucket of por-
gies. It was very heavy. About thirty

pounds, he estimated as he carried it with
both hands to the road. There he stopped,

and took a handkerchief from his pocket
to wrap around the handle of the bucket.

He started on again.

It was at least a mile across to the

ocean side, where the Seaview Hotel
fronted on the boardwalk, and the bucket
became heavier with each step. Dennis
tried counting steps. He would take one
hundred steps, then put the bucket down
and rest. By the time he reached eighty,

his arms and even his shoulders were
aching, and he went through the nineties

at a trot, dropping the bucket on the

hundredth step. Once the bucket tipped

over and he had to pick porgies up from
the pavement. He was very tired, and
his arm sockets were sore; his knees be-

gan to feel weak.
If he could just save some money, Den-

nis thought. If he had a bicycle it would
be easy. He could put the bucket of fish

in the basket and pedal over to the Sea-
view; he could ride to work every night

on his bike instead of walking there and
back. If he just had a bicycle, that was.

If he just had eight dollars.

Those bikes they had made in wartime
were not very good. They had only the

essentials—a frame, handlebars and
wheels, but it was the best kind of bike

he could get for eight dollars, even if the

frame was rusty and the saddle sprung.
Bobby Martin was getting a new bicycle,

the latest model, with all the gadgets you
could think of, and he'd sell his old war-
time bike for eight dollars, he had prom-
ised, as soon as he got the new one. The
tires on the old bike were fairly new, and
it was a bargain.

Dennis picked up the bucket. Well,
he didn't have a bike, and it was a long
way to the Seaview Hotel with his thirty

pounds of fish. He started on the next

hundred steps, but had only reached
sixty-two when lights sent his shadow
rushing on ahead of him, then an auto-
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mobile slowed and stopped beside him.
A voice called. "That you, Dennis?"

Dennis turned. It was Joe Dobson in

his old heap. He said, "Hello, Joe."

"Where you going with that bucket,
Dennis?"

"Seaview Hotel."
"Well, hop in," Joe said. "I'll take you

over."

As Dennis lifted the bucket into the car

Joe looked at the fish, but he said noth-
ing. Dennis sat quietly, breathing hard,
relaxing his arms and shoulders. He was
very tired.

The car entered the resort section and
rolled along through traffic beside the

boardwalk. When he stopped the car at

the Seaview Hotel, Joe asked, "Want a

lift with that bucket?"
"I got it, Joe," Dennis said, and got

out. Joe passed the bucket down to him,
grinned and drove on.

The Seaview was a shabby white Vic-
torian building, summer style. It looked
like a shopworn wedding cake, with its

cupolas and fancy shingles. Dennis car-

ried the bucket around beside the hotel,

and found Mr. Brace sitting on the back
porch. The hotel owner took the bucket,

nodded when he saw the scaled fish, and
said, "Say, you didn't carry it here, did
you?"
"Oh, no," Dennis said importantly.

"We brought it in the car."

DENNIS crossed the street to the
boardwalk. It was early in the sum-

mer and business was pretty slow. There
were only a few customers in the conces-
sions that took up about a hundred yards
of boardwalk in the small resort town.
Also it was pretty early in the evening.

Only seven o'clock.

Dennis worked in a concession where
they rolled balls into holes that repre-

sented playing cards. Each customer re-

ceived five balls when he put a nickel in

the slot, and if he filled a poker hand,
three of a kind or better, with his five

balls, he received cigarettes as a prize, up
to twenty-four packs for a royal flush.

It was Dennis' job to pass out the ciga-

rettes, and occasionally when only one
of the two owners of the concession was
on duty, to make change. He liked the

job, and the time passed quickly because
there was always something to watch.

Dennis thought that the two men who
operated the concession were pretty

good guys. He was a few minutes late

tonight, but neither mentioned it. It was
a good job, but it didn't pay enough to

make saving eight dollars for a bicycle

very easy. Dennis figured that the sum-
mer would be just about over before he'd

have the eight dollars saved, and he was
very much afraid that Bobby Martin

Boys Dennis knew often passed k

ncession and called to him the]

/en up trying to promote a free!

rough him and that niyht E|

Dad

would find another buyer for his bi<

Boys Dennis knew often passed, t

concession
giv

throu
Martin rode by. Bobby had shown
nis the catalogue picture ol the b
he wanted, and the gadgets he int

to put on it, and every time Dc
Bobby he asked about the bike.

Bobby still was riding the old

hike, which was the answer to

question in Dennis' mind. But
was excited.

"They're getting the new one
morrow, Dennis," he said. "Dad
ing me uptown tomorrow and
ride it home."

"That's swell," Dennis said.

Bobby glanced toward the oh
leaning against the boardwalk,
still want that one, Dennis?"

"Yeah," Dennis said, and at\
turned away. He knew he wouldn
the eight dollars by tomorrow. Ht

he'd never have that eight dollat

couldn't pay out eight dollars fi

even if he had it. They needed the
|

at home. He knew how mud
needed the money. He'd been
long time for this tomorrow, fl J

new bicycle would come, but now
was here, tomorrow was too soo

morrow had lost the special quali

tomorrow usually had, and nov

was a depressing urgency about
row. His father had to get a

j

row.
Maybe, Dennis thought, as

to give a pack of cigarettes to a

had rolled a full house, the boa
would take his father on again,

worked there once, before he

at the fish market. He had wi

of places. He had held more
j

Dennis could think of at the
he had held none of them
Knowing how it was, Dennis
help blaming his father sometime'
night he had failed to make the E~
fast, that night of the big stor

night, thinking of the unseal
could not help blaming his fai

There was a core of resentme

within him that night, and whet
the boardwalk at ten o'clock and
road home, his thoughts retu

the fish and the heavy bucket
|

bicycle and the Bessie C. They
mixed together in his mind at*!

how they made him think of hisi

who had died when he was only tj

old. He did not remember his

except from the photograph, an

not know just how it had been v

was alive, in the days when the ]

put out to sea, but he knew it
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very different. He knew it had been won-
derful then. Thinking of it brought a

lump in his throat, and he did not blame
his lather so much, because there had
been that visual transition again, and
his father was there in a yachting cap,

brown-faced and clear-eyed and grin-

ning.

Dennis kicked at a stone on the road.

He didn"t care about any old bicycle.

He'd got along so far without a bike, and
pretty often he could hitch a ride to

and from the boardwalk. Besides, he

didn't mind walking on a night like this,

when there was a moon.
The moonlight made a wonderful

shiny pattern on the road, and objects

loomed
(
with shadowy definition—the

trunks of trees, the squat shape of the

Blue Water Bar, with lights streaming
from the windows, a dark indistinct form.

. . . Dennis looked again. The form took
shape; a man was sitting on the curb out-

side the Blue Water Bar. Dennis' steps

quickened, and the form became recog-

nizable. It was his father, sitting on the

curb with his legs sprawled out.

"Pop!" Dennis cried.

His father raised his head. Light from
the barroom windows touched his face

and made it blank and colorless. He said,

thickly, "That you, kid?"

Dennis stopped two feet from his fa-

ther. "Anything wrong. Pop?"
He heard a rueful chuckle, and his fa-

ther's voice said, "Tell you the truth,

Dennis, Lou tossed me out. Gave me the

old heave ho. What do you know about
that?" He laughed raspingly.

Dennis abruptly sat down on the curb
beside his father. He felt a little sick, and
whispered, "Come on, Pop. Let's go
home."
"Claimed I was annoying the custom-

ers," his father's voice said, indignant

now. "It was that blonde in the purple

pants. She
—

"

"Pop." Dennis said, "let's go home."
"Nope." His father put a heavy hand

on Dennis' shoulder. "Gotta go back
in there, Dennis."
"No you don't, Pop!" Dennis' voice

rose anxiously.

"Yep," his father said. "Gotta go."

He put his hands down beside him and
tried to push himself up. "Gotta get my
hat."

"I'll get it!" Dennis cried, and jumped
to his feet. He ran ahead of his father to

the entrance of the bar.

THE lights were bright inside and there

was a good deal of noise. The corner
booth was the noisiest, and Dennis saw
bulging mauve slacks. The plump blonde
and the two men in sport shirts were still

there and they were still drinking old-

fashioneds.

Dennis walked up to the bar. Lou gave
him a self-conscious smile and said,

"Your old man ain't here now, Dennis."

"I'm looking for his hat," Dennis said.

"That's right," Lou said. "He did
have a hat. I don't see it, though."

Dennis walked along the bar, and a

man at the end of it reached down and
picked up a hat from the floor. The felt

was sprinkled with sawdust, and the

plump blonde in the mauve slacks looked
at it and laughed. Dennis' face was
flushed as he beat the hat against his knee
to dislodge the sawdust.

"Father, dear father, come home with

me now," the blonde called out, and the

men with her laughed.

Lou said, "Sorry about the hat, Den-
nis."

Dennis turned slowly and looked at

the people in the booth. They were all

laughing, and they were all looking at

him. Dennis stared back at them and the

grin muscles stiffened, then the grins

slowly faded. It was suddenly very still

in the barroom.
Dennis' chin came up and his flat,

defiant voice said, "My father's a charter-

boat captain."

The two men in sport shirts exchanged
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glances and one of them said. "Sure, kid.

Forget it. We're all kind of tight."

"That's our boat," Dennis said, and
pointed at the painting on the wall. "The
Bessie C."
The plump blonde put out one hand;

she was blinking, and her mouth was
screwed up. "Honey, it's a beautiful

boat." she said softly. "Come over here

a minute."
"Lou." Dennis said, and he was fight-

ing back the tears. "That's Pop's boat,

ain't it?"

"You bet it is," Lou said. "The Bessie

C."
"See here," Dennis said. His hand

went to his hip pocket, where his wallet

was, and very carefully he removed from
the wallet the card he always carried.

He held it out. and the blonde took it,

avoiding his eyes. There was nothing for

her to do but read it aloud, and her voice

was low and not quite steady.

"The yacht Bessie C." she read. "For
charter. Deep-sea fishing. Captain Jack
Clifton. Municipal dock."

"That's my father." Dennis said.

"Captain Jack Clifton."

"Kid." one of the men said, "we're all

kind of tight. You know how it is. No-
body meant anything."

NOW the tears had forced through.
Dennis was sobbing. He snatched

the card away and turned toward the

door, and he had nearly reached it before
he noticed his father standing there. He
was leaning a little against the wall, and
his fists were clenched, and for an instant

the dignity that Dennis had tried to sal-

vage was there.

Dennis said. "Here's your hat," and
thrust it into his father's hand, then he
ran out through the door. As he went
past he had a glimpse of his father's

white face. stifT with a strange sadness,

then he ran on into the night.

Away from the bright lights of the bar,

Dennis came into the moonlight, and the

cool radiance of it was soothing. He
stopped crying, and paused in the open,
under the moon, to return the card care-

fully to his wallet. It was one of several

cards that remained from the grand old

days of the Bessie C. and Dennis kept
the others at home in a box he had deco-
rated with sea shells.

He walked on again. He had not once
looked behind him. but he knew his fa-

ther had not followed. There had been
no footfalls on the road behind him. To
his left, fifty feet away, was the turning

that led to his home on the creek, but he
did not go that way. He followed the

road towaid the mud fiats and the hulk.

Even without the moon he could have
found the way along the path his own
feet had made. In the moonlight the

hulk loomed ahead of him and he found
the marshy knoll and scrambled up to

the deck. He knew just where to step to

avoid the rotting planks, and he made
his way to the wheelhouse. Moonlight
slanted in and illumined the wheel, anil

Dennis leaned against it, looking out at

the marsh. His eyes were dry now. and
he stood quite still, listening to the far-

off croaking of frogs.

His hands gripped the spokes of the

wheel, but he did not turn it. He remem-
bered the scene in the bar, and he was
ashamed now of the things he had said.

He held the spokes tightly and for the

first time the old Bessie C. was to him
what others saw. a rotting hulk in the

marsh grass. There was no magic left

for him here on the hulk, and it no longer
seemed a refuge.

His hands slipped from the wheel and
suddenly he kicked the metal base of it

hard, then he slipped down to the deck.
He let his shoulders rest against the bulk-
head, and squeezed his eyes' tight, but the

tears came through. He stretched out on
the deck, with his face in the crook of his

elbow, and wept angry tears.

He did not hear footsteps in the marsh,
nor the first scraping of a shoe on the

hull. The sound that aroused him was a

heel thump on the deck. He sat erect and
saw that the moon now was low: he had
slept. He called out anxiously, "What's
that?"

"Dennis?" It was his father's voice,

low and humble. "I thought I'd find you
here, kid."

Dennis heard heavy steps coming to-

ward him and saw his father's figure in

the moonlight. He said quickly, "Be
careful where you step. Pop."

"I know the old Bessie C, Dennis." his

father said. "I know every plank of her.

Where are you, kid?"
"Here, by the wheel."

His father's shadowy figure entered the

deeper shadow of the wheelhouse and
merged with it, then moonlight touched
his face. He said softly, "You know, I've

got good news for you, Dennis."
"I don't care." Dennis said.

There was silence, then his father sat

beside Dennis and stretched out his legs.

After a time he said. "Joe Dobson told

me how you scaled those fish."
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"Yes," Dennis said.

"And you carried them to the Sea-

view."

"Joe gave me a lift," Dennis said.

"I know," his father said. "1 should've

scaled 'em. I'm sorry you had to do it,

Dennis."
Dennis swallowed and said, "That's

all right. Pop."
He felt his father's hand on his shoul-

der, heard the low voice saying, "Don't
you want to hear that news?"

"Yes," Dennis said. "Sure."

"You're wanting a bicycle, aren't you.

Dennis?"
His father knew very well that he

wanted a bicycle, Dennis thought. His
father knfcw about the eight dollars. He
did not answer.

"Well, you're gonna have that bike,"

his father said. "The best in town, Den-
nis."

Resentment rose again in Dennis. He
wanted no false promises that night. He
said quickly, "I don't want a bike."

"I mean it, kid," his father said, and
the fingers pressed the boy's shoulder.

"You know that barometer at home, that

one of your mother's. The one that was
here on the Bessie C. in the old days."

Of course Dennis knew that barome-
ter. Didn't he polish it every week? Didn't

he look at it every morning, the first

thing he got up?
"A fellow offered me seventy-five dol-

lars for it once," his father said. "I'm
going to sell it and I'm going to get you
that bike. How do you like that?"

There was silence again in the shadowy
wheelhouse of the hulk. The barometer
had always hung there on the wall. His
father had sold everything else salvaged

from the Bessie C, but he had not sold

the barometer that his wife had first put

aboard. There was a special meaning in

his saying he would sell the barometer,
and it gave Dennis an empty feeling.

"I think your mother would want you
to have that bike." his father said. "She'd
want to sell that barometer, too."

THE empty feeling passed and Dennis'
heart pounded. Yes, he thought, his

mother would want them to sell that

barometer. He thought he knew what his

mother would want, and he burst out,

"All right. Pop, let's sell it. But I don't

want a bike!"

"You don't want a bike?" His father's

voice was puzzled.

"No," Dennis cried. "We can take

that money and get a rowboat, Pop. We
can sell bait and rent the rowboat, like

we used to talk about. I'll take care of
that. And then we can save up for an-
other rowboat and after a while we can
have a bunch of 'em and we'll rent 'em
out by the day and then

—
" He stopped

and sucked in his breath.

"I see," his father said. "And then
someday you'll have another Bessie C.
That's it, ain't it?"

"Yes," Dennis said.

His father patted his shoulder. "Kid."
he said. "We'll take a shot at it, you and
me. I'll string along with you on that,

Dennis. I'll latch onto a good job, kid.

You watch." His voice rose. "I'll start

out tomorrow and I'll get a job and I'll

buy that rowboat and you'll be captain

of the fleet. You'll be in charge of the

bait business. Say, they're getting a buck
a quart for sand shrimp these days." The
voice stopped abruptly and there was a

moment's silence; then his father said

softly, in an altered tone, "Dennis, I'm
going to do the best I can. Maybe I'll

make the grade. I don't know, but I'll

sure try." He hesitated an instant. "But
one thing I do know."

Dennis looked up. and in the moon-
light he saw his father's smile.

"I know this," his father said. "Come
hell or high water, you're going to get

yourself a charter boat before you're

done, and you'll be the best damn' skip-

per in the harbor!"

The End
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Soft! Strong! Pops Up! It's America's favorite tissue.

© International Cellueorton Products Co. •T.M.Reg. U.S. Pa!. Off.

Yes ••• he's used to the best!

Guns from Abercrombie Sl Fitch Co.

He pays $1000 for his Purdey shotgun...

...yet only 5C for the best sparkling water!

Yes, Yes!

Makes drinks taste better—costs less!

v

YES ... it's bonded for quality by a famous surety company.

YES ... it gives you a dime-size bottle for a nickel!
Product of Pepsi-Cola Company



UNITING WESTERN EUROPE
THE Kremlin put the One World idea out of

the running when Molotov refused at Paris

recently to have any truck with the Mar-
shall Plan for economic restoration of Europe.

But the idea of One Europe, or at any rate of One
Western Europe, took on new life at that same time,

as Count Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi and other

veteran advocates of a United States of Europe are

now pointing out.

The U.S.E. plan is based on the theory that if the

various nations of Europe only could knock down
their tariff barriers and turn the Continent into one
big free-trade area, most of the stresses and strains

which have bred so many wars would ease off.

Certainly it worked out that way in the United
States of America, which became a big free-trade

area when the Constitution took effect in 1789.

That development killed off several incipient wars
among states, and opened up a lot of markets which
previously had been surrounded by tariff spite

fences. Our growth as a great and prosperous na-

tion began then and there.

True, the difficulties facing a U.S.E. are much
greater than those which threatened the U.S.A. in

the old days.

Many different languages are spoken in Europe,

and there are national and group hatreds going far

back into history.

But we made it stick, and there doesn't seem to

be any unbeatable reason why Western Europe
couldn't do likewise.

The chances for formation of a Western Euro-
pean federation seem especially good at this time,

assuming the United States presses persistently for

it as a quid pro quo for the help we are expected to

extend to European nations in the form of money
and materials for recovery from the war.

If any Western European nations turn coy about
joining a U.S.E., and show signs of planning to

hook up with the Russian group, we can point out

to them the fact that Russia can offer them noth-

ing but blood, sweat, toil and tears under an unre-

lenting, implacable dictatorship. The Kremlin
can't feed its own people decently, let alone any-

body else.

The Marshall Plan, if we go into it on the scale

forecast by the State Department, will cost us tre-

mendously. But if we can get out of it some sort

of U.S.E., it may be worth all it costs, because we
have been dragged into Europe's two latest wars at

an expense far greater in each case than the ex-

pected cost of the Marshall Plan.

HARVEST OF THE SILENT SERVICE

M JOINT Army-Navy committee recently com-
*^ pleted the big job of figuring out how much
Japanese shipping the Allies sent to the bottom dur-

ing the late war. The figures make some of the most
interesting and satisfying reading we've seen in

quite a while.

The grand total was 10.600.000 tons, which was
just about all the ships the Japs had, except for row-
boats. Of this total, the forces of the United States

sank 9,700,000 tons.

The most dramatic feature of the story, of course,

is the huge top total of the submarine killings

—

5.320,000 tons, well over half of the entire tonnage
of Jap shipping slaughtered by U.S. agencies.

Along with this accounting goes a melodra-
matic story of how the U.S. submarine Archerfish,

prowling off Nagoya November 29, 1944, spotted

the biggest aircraft carrier ever yet built—the

102

59,000-ton Shinano—on a trial run, and fired a

salvo of torpedoes, one of which hit and sank the

Shinano.

On the basis of these disclosures, we'd be justi-

fied in spending heavily on submarine research

and improvement, and on new subs for the Navy.
We'd be criminally negligent, indeed, not to do so.

These ships have proved themselves just about in-

dispensable in two great wars.

And that appears to be only half the story. It

seems highly probable that if there are any atom-
age wars a great deal of dependence will have to be
put on underwater fighting ships, and perhaps on
underwater supply ships and troop transports as

well.

The prospects look a bit dubious for battleships

and carriers in future wars, but apparently the sub's

career is only well begun.

COLLIER'S
WILLIAM L. CHENERY Publiihei

WALTER DAVENPORT Edilor

JOE ALEX MORRIS Managing Ediloi

TRANSLATIONS,
PLEASE

WE WILL now register a loud, uncultured y
against a habit in which some erudite aut

persist in indulging, and for which we can fine

justification.

What we're squawking about is the practic

ringing foreign-language words and phrases int<

text of a book without furnishing translations

English in parentheses or footnotes.

Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee does this, we're so

report, in his otherwise magnificent A Stud

History. The late Albert Jay Nock did it ir|

otherwise salty and almost priceless Memoirs
Superfluous Man. Other authors with plenty U|

have the same annoying habit.

We do mean annoying. Very few Amen|

have a working knowledge of Greek, Latin, Fi

and German. That is no doubt regrettable, bu
a fact. If the author thinks he is paying read

delicate compliment by neglecting to translatj

verbal jewels cut in foreign tongues, he's misu

Our own doubtless uncouth feeling always is
;

he's merely trying to show us how erudite he

how dumb we are.

Let's just have translations, please, in all

cases from now on, so that all the customei

tell what the author is talking about all the

What does a man write for, anyway, if not t

his whole meaning across to anybody who
anything he writes?

AGAIN THE AA,

WE'VE paid our disrespects before now

i

space to the American Authors' Autho
Hollywood-hatched scheme to dragoon all

writers in the country into a copyright-controll

to deal with publishers, radio concerns, moviej

panies and so on.

The time appears to be ripe to sock the A/|

the button again, so here goes:

James M. Cain and his associates, who dr|

up the original scheme, were temporarily se|

on their heels when the American Writers' Aif

tion was organized to fight the AAA. No\|

have come up with a charter, in sonorous legl

guage, which purports to remove the former
[

tions and obviate any danger of regimenting '

in this country.

It looks like the same old totalitarian propl

to us, with some new trimmings. The wrihl

fell for the AAA would still have to turn oveil

rights in his own productions to this ageml

let it handle all his literary business. In conl

the outfit would be a small board of gov[

who could push the work of authors whose

they liked and fail to push that of authors

|

politics they didn't like.

We already have the Authors' League of A

to fight copyright and kindred battles for I

and we have a multitude of smart literary!

whose job is to see that their clients aren't
||

As we've remarked before, we hope pull

writers and all others mixed up with prol

of the printed word in the United States \|

continue to rebuff the AAA until its bacll

tired and quit. It isn't needed, and it is daf

business.

Collier's for September ll
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Don* let INFECTIOUS DANDRUFFget a head start

rHOSE ugly little germs on the scalp, those

flakes and scales on hair and coat collar may
lean you're in for infectious dandruff . . . and
jtf you need antiseptic treatment at once.

If you have the slightest symptom, get started

;ht now with Listerine Antiseptic and massage,

lis is the method that has helped so many be-

-ise it treats an infection as it should be treated

with germ-killing action.

In clinical tests, twice-a-day use of Listerine

fitiseptic brought marked improvement within a

Jnth to 76% of dandruff sufferers.

Listerine Antiseptic goes right to work on the

ibborn "bottle bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale)

kills it by millions. This is the ugly customer

that many dermatologists call a causative agent of

infectious dandruff. Don't try to conquer it with

so-called "overnight" remedies devoid of germ-

killing action.

Simply douse Listerine Antiseptic on scalp and
hair, and follow with vigorous fingertip massage.

Make it a part of your regular hair care. And if the

symptoms persist, repeat the treatment twice daily.

You'll be delighted to see how quickly ugly

flakes and scales begin to disappear . . . how readily

itching is alleviated. Your scalp feels so clean,

so cool, so healthy. And your hair looks the way
it should.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri

THE TREATMENT

men: Douse full strength Listerine Anti-

septic on the scalp morning and night.

women: Part the hair at various places,

and apply Listerine Antiseptic.

Always follow with vigorous and per-

sistent massage. Continue the treatment

so long as dandruff is in evidence. And
even though you're free from dandruff,

enjoy a Listerine Antiseptic massage

once a week to guard against infection.

P.S. Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic that has been famous for over 60 years in the field of oral hygiene
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BRACE UP WITH A

si/ppoprsRBar

*»

BRACE UP WITH A "BRACER" ... the
comfortable 2-way stretch Bauer &
Black supporter belt that induces
proper posture, makes your clothes
fit smoother, and helps reduce fatigue
by its gentle yet firm support.

SPECIAL FEATURES of "Bracer": newly
designed all-elastic, seamless waist-
band snugs to you without rolling

—

special tubular, elastic legband won't
crease, curl or roll—roomy fly-front

elastic pouch is self-adjusting!

FOR ALL-DAY WEAR,"Bracer" is com-
fortable, convenient. Ask for it soon
...$3.50.

"BRACER ROYAL*" has a wider, cooler,

more porous waistband that offers you
even more supportive action . . . $5.00.

&'ziacez
SUPPORTER BELT

At department, men's wear, drug and surgical stores.

•Reg. U.S. Pat. OIT.

BAUER & BLACK
Division of The Kendall Company,

2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 16
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FIRST-BORN

Di \r Editor: Another child of white Euro
pean parents born in North America aboi
the same time as Snorri Thorflnnson (Th
Week's Mail. Aug. 9th) was an ancestro
of George the Sixth. King of Great Britair

Canada, Australia and other places. I h

was Aud. called the Old. a girl born in on
of the short-lived Norse colonies on th

American mainland soon after 1000 a.o.

Aud was taken from America to Icelan

and thence to Norway, where she marrie<

Among her descendants was Anne of Der
mark and Norway, who married Jame
the Sixth of Scotland and First of Englam
From their daughter, Elizabeth, descende
the present king of England.

I had these facts direct from that fine hi

torical scholar, the late Sir Charles Omai
This long-range triangular linking

America, Britain and Norway is litt

known even in Norway.
Thomas Dunbabin, New York, N.

POWDER KEG

Dear Mr. Davenport: Since reading W.

!

Courtney's The Balkan Follies (Aug. 9tl

my blood temperature is now 212" F. If

was his intention to create anger. I do n>

know. Maybe it is to open our eyes.

Why does the U.S. allow such cone

lions? Why do not our fliers also ha 1

tommy guns, and "live" ammunitioi

What is there to lose? Jt seems from tl

"Follies" we have no respect from tl

Soviets. Why give them any? Why n
once more "liberate" the Balkans—tt

time from the U.S.S.R.?

Mrs. Dorothy McDonal
The Plains, Oh

UNBROTHERLY love

Gentlemen: In Japan's at Batto Aga
(Aug. 2d) the author makes a simile thus-

"deader than the Athletics' chances aft

the first two games." In recent years tl

would have been quite to the point but

Philadelphians are kind of proud of o

"A's" this year. They will not cop the pe

nant but they'll be a lot closer than sor

other clubs. I enjoyed the story as a who
Just allergic to slurs on "A" baseball.

Kenneth Roth, Telford,

PSYCK OF PSYCHIATRISTS

Gentlemen: Someone will have to sti

his neck out (Spare the Child, by Ho
ard Whitman, Aug. 2d) just to let it

known that there are many self-respecti

people who are more than fed up and d

gusted with this psychiatric nonsen.'

Some 30 years in public schools has tain

me a few things.

(Continued on page 66)
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mj PIC-TOUR
OF THE

MONTH

'SO WELL REMEMBERED

BESIEGED by autograph hunters during filming in England of James
Hilton's So Well Remembered, JOHN MILLS, popular British star,

smiles, signs. Co-starred in Anglo-American film: MARTHA SCOTT,
PATRICIA ROC, TREVOR HOWARD and RICHARD CARLSON.

MEMORY OF LOVE"

JVELY INSPI RATION for a great concerto—and a love affair that's even
reater—is MERLE OBERON in RKO's Memory of Love. She also

eachesDANA ANDREWS thatnoman can divide his heart between two
omen. Grand music enhances drama. ETHEL BARRYMORE co-stars.

IRRESISTIBLY DRAWN, yet aware of gulf between them, highborn beauty

LARAINE DAY struggles half-heartedly in arms of JOHN WAYNE,
rough, tough engineer in her father's employ. Scene from RKO's Tycoon,

tempestuous epic drama, filmed in Technicolor, set in spectacular Andes.

IN HIDING, and in terror: HENRY FONDA and DOLORES DEL RIO
plot escape in scene from The Fugitive. In room beyond, pursuers revel

noisily, unaware of pair's nearness. PEDRO ARMENDARIZ co-stars,

JOHN FORD directs. A John Ford Merian Cooper Argosy Production.

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL

SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE

RKO
RADIO



GEORGE DE Z»rAS

KEEP DF WITH THE WORLD
BY FUELING FOSTER

//; 1925 in a suburb of Tokyo,
Japan, a puppy called Hachi accom-
panied his master to the railroad sta-

tion each morning and back again

each evening for several months, after

which the man died. But the dog
continued to await his return at the

station every night during the rest of

Ivs life—more than ten years. Hachi's

devotion so impressed the Japanese
government that it erected a statue of

him on the spot where he waited and
also sent statuettes to all schools in the

empire as a symbol of faithfulness.

A '.though whales grow to be several

million times heavier than mice, the

eggs from which both develop are ap-

proximately the same size.

—

By Grace
D. Williams, New York City.

In the United States, the rate of

chronic alcoholism for women was 59

per cent higher in 19J0 than in 1945.

A New York baker is a specialist in

making "spectaculars," or giant cakes

representing certain scenes or struc-

tures. One of his masterpieces, pro-

duced for a publicity campaign a

short time ago, a scale model of the

George Washington Bridge and its

near-by approaches, was nine feet

long and weighed 130 pounds.

Few diseases have such extreme
characteristics as rabies in man.
While a person bitten by a rabid ani-

mal is usually saved by a series of

vaccine injections started immedi-
ately after the attack, a victim not re-

ceiving this only known treatment

usually dies. In a doomed case, no
symptoms of the disease became no-
ticeable for a period of from three

weeks to several months; yet after

they appear, the patient generally suc-

cumbs within five days.

Wood carvings so small theit

tails cannot be seen without a m;
fying glass are cut inside both h
of a rosary's terminal bead, ope

in the middle, that is owned b\

Peabody Museum in Salem. M
chusetts. Although each carvin{

cupies less than two cubic inches,

depicting the Day of Judgment.
47 figures, while the other, depi
heaven, has 58 figures—with w—By Eleanor Wells, Tilton, N. H

No movie is made in Hollyv
until its script has been checked^
violations of the Production Coi
approved by Joseph I. Breen o
Motion Picture Association of
ica. When a script contains scor

prohibited words, actions and sc,

it is sometimes revised many timt

fore it is satisfactory to both I,

and the studio. To cite an ext

case, the work of revising The
man Always Rings Twice exte

over a period of nine years.

Americans and Britons diffijj

their pronunciation of at least 2l
cent of the words in the EnglisrJ
guage.

The largest residential organ ijf

istence is the Aeolian of Pier
i

du Pont on his Longwood esta

Pennsylvania. Weighing 55 ton I

requiring 14 freight cars to be

!

there in 1930. the organ, believ,

have cost nearly S300.000, ha

pipes, one pedal and four mam
boards, and is powerful enough
heard throughout three bigcatheJ

[Vn dollars will be paid for each t

t-t-pted for tin- column. Contribution!
be accompanied by their source of ii

tion. Address Keep Up With the

Collier's. 250 Park \ve.. New York
|

N. Y. This column is copyrighted
items may be reproduced without peril

THE FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY . CHICAGO • MAKERS OF FINE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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Collecting ancient automobiles, such as this old Mercer, and keeping them in

running order is the hobby of a famous Metropolitan Opera tenor. His powerful

voice has thrilled millions via the radio, movie screen and concert stage. Cur-

rently you can hear him every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 EST on the NBC
network as star of the program "Harvest of Stars."

He's young and handsome and lives at Westport, Conn. He owns eighty

antique automobiles of all shapes and sizes. About gasoline, Mr. M says:

"I always use 'Ethyl' gasoline . . . even in the old-timers that were built long

before high antiknock gasoline was available."

J|# The hobby of this great American novelist is promoting soil conservation. He
is one of the organizers of the fast-growing movement "Friends of the Land."
He lives on his 1000-acre farm in Lucas, Ohio—about which he wrote the 1945

best seller "Pleasant Valley." His first novel, written in 1923, was "The Green
Bay Tree." Three years later he won the Pulitzer Prize with "Early Autumn."
His recent book "Mrs. Partington" became a highly successful movie.

Living on a farm, he has to do a lot of driving in his 1946 station wagon . . .

and he always uses "Ethyl" gasoline because: "It takes good gasoline to bring

out the performance of an engine, and with me 'Ethyl' gasoline is tops."

lying a four-place "Navion" is the hobby
six-footer from Mountain View, Ark.

ft a telephone company job to sing with

hestra. Emerging as a successful emcee,

tapped for Hollywood in 1931. After

his way through some thirty pictures,

langed character to win acclaim for his

boiled roles in "Murder, My Sweet"
'Cornered" for RKO, and in Columbia's
my O'Clock." His latest is "The Ends
Earth," a Columbia picture,

ides flying, he enjoys driving. He always
gasoline improved with "Ethyl" anti-

: compound in his convertible because:

only way to get performance out of a

to feed it the right gasoline . . . and that

'Ethyl' gasoline!"

1

READ THIS TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS:

TRADE-MARK

When you use "Ethyl" gasoline, you're certainly

in good company. Millions of car owners—in-

cluding prominent people in every field—have
found that it pays to use "Ethyl" gasoline for

full power and all -round performance.

Among the celebrities who always stop at the

"Ethyl" pump are the three you've probably

identified from the clues given above: 1. James
Melton 2. Louis Bromfield 3. Dick Powell.

These famous people know that the familiar

yellow-and-black "Ethyl" emblem on a pump
means gasoline improved with "Ethyl" anti-

knock compound. This is the famous ingredient

that steps up power and performance. To get the

most out of your car, whether it's a prewar old

reliable or brand new, look for the "Ethyl" em-
blem in the station where you get your gasoline.

Ethyl Corporation, Chrysler Bldg., New York.



Compare
and yoiill know

it's better

Heinz
Cream of

^ î Tomato

90UP
richer , tastier, its smo-o-th
as only cream can make it

!

one tin of milk or
water to one tin of
soup -you. get

twice the

quantity /

Collier's- photographer, Jack Manning, who collaborated with Photog-
rapher Lofman, shoots the televised operation reported on page 20

W«yNDERSECRETARY of the

Treasury Archibald Lee
^k^ Manning Wiggins was saying

to friends at Washington's Statler,

"They can't get away with it. They're
dumb. We can't let them chisel the

American people," when one of Col-
lier's ear men happened along, asked
who couldn't do what to whom and
why. The result: They Can't Fool the

Revenue Man, p. 68.

For such an unpopular office, Mr.
Wiggins is a surprisingly popular
man. Born in Durham, North Caro-
lina, he's made Hartsville, South
Carolina (pop. 5,000), his home. A
small-town banker, department-store

manager, seed-company official, and
publisher of the Hartsville Messenger,
he's also been president of the

American Bankers Association, guest

lecturer at the Rutgers Graduate
Banking School, and has honorary
degrees from his Alma Mammy, the

U. of N.C., for being one of the state's

most useful citizens.

The Collier's check thrilled Mr.
Wiggins as much as one for $50 that

arrived just before Christmas, years

ago, when Mr. Wiggins was a student

at Chapel Hill. It was from the Dur-
ham Herald for which he had been
corresponding in return for by-lines,

and Mr. Wiggins was rubbing two
nickels together to convince himself

he wasn't broke when it came. Mr.
Wiggins' first impulse was to return

our check to us, then he decided to

give it to someone else who needs the

money worse than Collier's.

"I have a somewhat old-fashioned

idea that I shouldn't use any of my
time lor personal gain while I am on
the government pay roll," he says.

Mr. Wiggins resigned from his

many businesses when he became Un-
dersecretary. Another Hartsville Boy
Who Made Good: Bobo Newsom.

DICK PEARCE assures us if the

folks in his new serial, Sweet
Water, p. 1 1, are imaginary, the setting

of Tularosa Valley isn't. A little cup
o' New Mexican hell, Tularosa is for-

bidding, compelling, dry, harsh and
desolate, rimmed by abrupt mountain
ramparts. "The highway and railroad

are both transcontinental," he says,

"but they sidle around one side of the

valley, clinging together for comfort,

as though they knew they had no
business there."

The mountains wall out little luxu-

ries. Ice cream must be madj|
home, or you wait for the bus to tfl

it from El Paso, 100 miles a

"Where the water isn't alkie, it's g
he says, "and where it isn't gyp, it

hard you can pound corn with it.'

The cattleman will always be
in Tularosa: There is no soil to at

the farmer. "The valley floor i

black malpais, red dust and
sand, where the horned toad gasp
breath and the rattlesnake flee

terror," travelogues Mr. Pearce.

this is the valley where the At
Age was born, and where the toe

our grandchildren are being t

and sharpened. It was northwe
Alamogordo that the first A-bom
ploded, near an ancient Spanish i

aptly named Jornado del Muert
journey of death. The B-29 boy:

use the area for practice A-t
drops. West of Alamogordo,
Army has a big rocket research b

Mr. Pearce admires the valle

as much as they do their valle)

take pride in its painful cone

"One old-timer maintains he an
family survived one winter on
rabbit, eating so many that the

spring they fled hopping into the

quite every time a hound barked
When Mr. Pearce isn't tt

around Tularosa, he and his

family of three inhabit an undei

San Francisco flat. After a han
rewriting in the cacophony of th

room of the San Francisco Exan
he relaxes at home fictione

"I'm doing the same as the fellov

comes home from his office anc

ters in a flower garden," he exp

"I don't envy him. I prefer

certificates to marigolds."

This week's cover: Fancy Pantsl

pose for David Peskin, four Cbp
nettes: Mrs. Fred W. Marble, Jit

Wilson, Mrs. Bob Connagharj
Lindell Storey, though bornp
raised in Western saddles, had
place everyday clothes (dun|C

and white shirt) with ornate if

made by Rodeo Ben of PhiladeJ

Rodeo Ben makes dazzle duel

movie cowboys. Girls have il

and brains: Marble is a St£
r

'

B.A.; Wilson's a soph at the

versity of Wyoming; Storey a I

there; and Arta Connaghan is

domestic—stopped baking a ca

her son's first birthday to pose.

Ted :

Collier's for September 2C
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To Hte's loveliest ritual,

the engagement diamond lends its

• own tranquil light and dignified

tradition. For such an honored

role your iing-stone, no matter

how modest its cost, should

be selected with the utmost care.

Color, cutting, and clarity, as well as

carat weight, contribute to its

'beauty and value. You will need the

advice ot a trusted jeweler. .

.

De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.
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ONE-QUARTER CARAT $95 TO $210

Miss Jean Bullitt, of Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, painted by Peter Lauek

' ONE-HALF CARAT $230 TO $500 nONE CARAT $600 TO $1165 'b TWO CARATS $1400 TO $2900

THE PRICES A80VC FOR UNMOUNTED QUALITY STONES WERE AVERAGED FROM A CREAT MANT STORES IN APRIL. 1947. ADD 20% FOR FEOERAL TAX.
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a sensational value at s129.95

It's new for 1948 ... an amazing value in style, tone, performance.

A stunning console cabinet of classic design in Walnut or Mahogany.

Plays records with that famous Philco quick, easy-to-operate

mechanism. Gives you powerful, sensitive radio reception.

Rich, full tone on radio or records. Yes, it's sensational.

See the Philco 1260 now at your Philco dealer.
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*Pricei slightly higher Denver ond West.
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"That's no ride for you, Barbara," Thomuson remarked. "I don't see why not ," she said, and looking up at Lineer, added, "If Mr. Lineer will invite me"

BY DICK PEARCE

As the rails stretched farther and farther into the

strife-ridden dry country, men's tempers grew thin.

Knuckling down to a power-mad boss was not easy
for Jim Lineer—and it was hard to control the im-
pulse which drove him toward another man's woman

ILLUSTRATED BT EDWIN DAWES
Collier's lor September 20, 1947

JIM LINEER put on his shirt, pants and socks and
climbed back into the caboose's upper bunk. He inter-

laced nis fingers, cupped them beneath his head, raised

his knees and closed his eyes against the liquid light of dawn
flowing in through the cockloft. He let his big body go loose to

draw the last bit of rest out of the night. He dozed. The caboose
whipcracked into a curve. He half awakened to the high shriek

of flange steel against rail steel. A tight curve. Too tight. Some-
day the Atchison would have to take the kinks out of this

branch. Maybe a complete new survey. Lift it away from the

river. He dozed again.

"Five minutes." said the brakeman
Lineer did not open his eyes. 'Thanks,*' he said.

The brakeman was a Kansas man. He did not like the Terri-

tory. He did not like no-destination freights. He did not like

pass riders who boarded without a by-your-leave. But this one
had minded his own business and shared his box of El Paso
cherries. First of the season, they were.

The brakeman jerked a thumb forward toward the cab.

"This blackie figures all deadheads are fair game." he warned.
"You'll get a rolling stop."

Lineer turned his head. "Thanks." he said again. He slid off,

sat on the lower bunk and pulled on his boots. Next to the squat
stove lay his valise. He reached out with one leg, put the sole
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of his boot against it and shoved.

The valise slid neatly to the door. He
stared after it. arms slack on his knees,

reluctant to come awake. He rose,

stretched and put on his hat. His leg

muscles, trained in long habit, caught

the small sways and dips in the road-

bed beneath. Solid here, but a little

choppy. But then, the Atchison was
still too busy growing to fret over

maintenance.
"Coffee would taste good," he said.

The brakeman said sourly, "Our de

luxe service doesn't begin until

sunup." Then he remembered the

cherries. "Sorry. I forgot to load

up at El Paso."
The train began to slow smoothly.

Not a brake stop. The engineer was
letting the grade work for him. Lineer

opened the door. He stepped out into

the whistle and the chill of forced

dawn wind. The rails rushed away
southward beneath him, sweeping
back along the harsh brown earth,

slowing in the distance to the curve,

disappearing in a bend of the river.

Eastward the mountains raised a

broken barricade against the red sky.

He felt the surge of power that be-

gan far ahead with the engineer's hand
on the plug, then reached back car by
car to grab jerkily at the caboose. So
that was the way it was to be. He
cursed softly but he grinned too. He
dropped to the right step. Ahead he
saw a dolly and beyond it a big red

car on a siding. Too risky on that

side. He swung to the left step, the

valise in his left hand. The ground
forward was clear but uneven.

HE CROUCHED, waiting, his eyes

watching the ground well ahead
but seeing too the earth that swept
by directly beneath, full of blacks and
browns and reds, faster and faster

until they became black streaks and
brown streaks and red streaks. He
bent lower. He squatted, holding the

valise just inches above the ground.
The earth lifted and leveled and
rushed. He swung the valise forward,
saw it start sliding evenly on its bot-

tom. He jerked off his hat and sailed it

down and out. He leaped out and

forward, and was running before his

boots touched the hard ground.

In just a dozen steps he pulled up.

His eyes wenl firsl to the cab of the

engine. Sure enough the engineer was
leaning out, watching with a pleased

anticipation. Lineer threw a trium-

phant salute. The head disappeared
into the cab.

Lineer's breathing quieted down.
He deepened it again, fully awake
now, feeling good. Besting plug-pull-

ers always made him feel good, al-

though he reflected that he was a little"

out of practice. That was a game of
his younger years, his twenties. He
had matched them a hundred times

on work trains, and there were big

round scar burns on his knees; he had
not always won.

In this land that hammered young
men to a whip-rod leanness, or broke
them imperceptibly, here was a man
who did not conform. His body pos-

sessed a symmetry of parts, a com-
pactness of thigh, a depth of chest to

match his width, a breadth of hands
that were flat through the palm and

somehow knowing. The v^hole sugj

gested power, but power complete! i

at rest, wholly under control.

It was as though he had learned, ill

the endless sti uggle « Mh the sun. som
secret of keeping his strength by keep

ing it indolent, ready to use but unl
used But it wenl deeper than thall

There was remoteness in thedark gral
of his eyes, and repose on his wid
mouth. In some subtle way these suj

gested that he had broken the impe
ling bonds of sun and turquoise ha;

and sweet night wind, and lived wit|

them upon terms of his own.
In one visible respect, however, rl

was among the conquered. .Along hi
cheekbones and the taut skin of h
jaw, where to most men the si'

granted a protective blackness, he w;
burned and broiled to a i color mo
red than bronze. That was the Si

nora sun, away from which he hi

traveled now for three days
Lineer retrieved his gear and lookt

about him. Eastward the sun four

the low mountain cleft that it favon
in this month of May and pourt

Lineer gathered the whole of the power of his body and launched it with cold calculation in two aimed blows. Folsom's head went back and he sank to the flo>
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through, full yellow, full warm in the

moment of its arrival. It struck along

the angle of his right jaw, kindling

minute blazes in the sandy stubble of

yesterday's beard.

A few paces to his right was the big

red car on the siding. His eye took in

its expensive construction, recogniz-

ing the name ALTHEA spelled out in

dull gilt on its side. Colonel Edwards'
palace car. So they were here ahead
of him. Beyond the siding was the

yellow greenery of the Rio Grande.
To his left, westward, squatted the

town. A collection of adobes, low,

scattered, treeless — holding back,

wisely, from the river's uncertain tem-
per; pushing forward unconsciously

to escape the shadow of mountain
masses. A town that toiled not too

much, baked evenly, greeted strangers

warmly and grew not at all. The town
of San Antonio, Territory of New
Mexico.
Northward the low plume of the

peddler freight began to dissolve. He
looked at it and yet did not really see

it as he worried some thought, caught

. up by that vague sadness, that private

loneliness which comes to a man when
his transport leaves him. Then he
came back to this moment, and as he
thought of the days that lay ahead
he felt the first slow run of excitement.

He ran a hand down the side of his

face from temple to jaw point. When
he took it away there were soot streaks

on the palm. He was suddenly con-
scious of the dust that stiffened his

hair, the body sweat of his clothes.

He could go on to the hotel and get

a tub carried to his room. But there

was the river with its clean sand and
its cold, clear water. It was an invit-

ing thought.

AS HE reached for his bag there

. came to him that indefinite, dis-

turbed feeling that he was watched.
He looked first to the private car.

Its curtains were drawn. The Great
Western party still slept. No watcher
there. Beyond the car, coming up the

road from the river, a gray burro
dragged a carreta stacked high with
wood. Little fountains of dust rose

behind it. then collapsed quickly. Its

brown-skinned driver, nodding atop
the wood, was the only human in

sight.

Lineer chuckled a little at himself.

Spooking wasn't like him.
He crossed the tracks, angling to-

ward the road on a course that would
take him around the end of the car.

A face appeared at the car's last win-
dow, nearest him. Then it was with-

drawn, the curtain dropping so

quickly that he was left with an im-
pression of only half a face, of a

rounded check and a laughing eye and
a hand drawing a brush through long
hair.

He stopped, then strode on again.

He was across the siding when the
girl's call came to him.

She emerged on the car's rear plat-

form, a tall girl cloaked in a garment
of soft gray. It was buttoned high at

her neck and came down to her feet.

He recognized it as a traveling duster.

Long auburn hair was pushed back
from her forehead. It was fastened

loosely at her neck, as though she had
been dressing it and had clasped it

hurriedly at sight of him. She still

held the brush in her hand.
Lineer walked to the end of the car

and stood looking up.

"What did you say?" he asked.

"I said, 'Is this San Antonio?'
"

"It is."

"Then where are they?"

A girl's quick laugh, almost a giggle,

came from inside the car. The girl

above him was laughing too, but
whether it was mischief or mockery
in her green eyes he could not tell. He
said, feeling suddenly stupid, "Where
is who?"

"Aren't you one of the Tularosa
Valley men?"

"Yes."
"We were told that every young

man in the valley would be here to

meet us. That they would take one
look at us and carry us away to

—

"

"Miss Barbara!" The voice of the

girl still inside the car was half scandal-

ized. "You come back in this min-
ute!" He heard the soft giggle again.

He thought he understood now. A
little. It was mischief of some kind.

And maybe mockery too, for the

green eyes above him were too coolly

self-possessed.

He took the last step to the car, laid

his hand on the railing and met her
eyes, his own direct and unsmiling.

"I'm sorry," he said. "We have
neglected our manners. But I'll be
back this way in a few minutes and I

will gladly carry you off to my moun-
tain cave. Provided, of course," he
added gravely, "you can cook my bear
meat and sweep out the cave."

He saw the quick color come into

her cheeks and heard the other girl's

laugh, a full and pleasing peal of de-

light. And he had a fleeting aware-
ness of little and disconnected facts:

that the sun was gleaming on the

heavy silver of the brush and making
red gold of her hair; that there was the

merest suggestion of upturning at the

outward corners of her eyes; that she

pursed her lips in a gesture almost
sulky; that the merry eyes of another
girl were examining him from the

doorway.
Then the girl above him spoke. "It's

a bargain, sir. But my horse must be
snow-white or I will not go." It was
gaily said. But as she whirled away
from him he saw the storm in her eyes.

He had rebuked her in kind. And this

girl did not easily accept discomfiture.

He watched the last swish of her

cloak through the door. A moment
of silence followed, a whisper and a

13

low reply. Then he heard their min-
gled laughter.

Walking on toward the river he
could feel two pairs of eyes following
him. The feeling did not leave him
until he passed beyond the willow
trees and turned downstream in search
of a sandy bank. He stripped naked,
sat in the shallow channel with his

back to the current, and began to

scrub himself with sand.

Who was she? He knew, within
limits. She was connected in some
fashion with the same business that

had brought him here from Sonora.
She spoke of the Tularosa Valley. She
was aboard H. H. Edwards' private

car. Apparently it had arrived last

night, on schedule. This was the day.
Why had she done it? Speaking to

a strange man in such a fashion was a
piece of brazenness, actually, a thing

she would not dream of doing at

home, among her own kind. The act

had its undertone of defiance and self-

will. And of insolence that had
prompted him to reply to her as he
did. It could have been a dare be-

tween the two girls. But no, probably
she acted on impulse. The impulse
that makes people far from home
break the restraints that customarily
bind them.

Into his mind came an unexpected
thought. It lodged there forcibly, com-
ing from nowhere with logic pushing
it. Perhaps this girl intended to go
along on the trip into Tularosa Valley.

Perhaps somebody was turning this

venture into an outing, a prolonged
picnic.

He pushed the thought away. Too
improbable. H. H. Edwards knew
what kind of country the Tularosa
desert was. Back it came. That car
was from New York. Would she have
journeyed so far if she did not intend

to go the rest of the way? He was
aware gradually of a burning pain
along his right thigh. He rolled side-

ways to lift it above the water and saw
that he had rubbed one spot until

abrasion had reddened it. He stood
up with a growling oath. Any woman
would be in the way. A green-eyed
girl with insolence on her mouth could
wreck this railroad before it was
started.

WALKING back toward the

town in fresh pants and shirt

and socks, feeling clean and feeling

starved and aware that he needed a

shave and maybe a haircut, he found
he was watching the last windows of

the car. No life showed.
He strode on across the tracks. The

livery yard was crowded with picked
horses. Among the litter of the long,

tin-roofed stable were three fine hacks.

Splendid was the word for them. They
were closed coaches. Their wood- and
leatherwork were a shiny new black;

the copper of their lamps gleamed
from recent burnishings. They did

not belong to this town. He looked
at them and back at the private car.

Somebody had done some thorough
spadework.

Beyond the stable was the north-

south load with 'dobes hunched down
beside it. This was the miserable road
with the great name. This was El Ca-
mino Real, the ancient King's High-
way struggling up from Mexico,
climbing on northward to Sante Fe.

Across the road he spotted the hotel,

adobe, too, distinguishable from
others only by its length and com-
partmentation. The town was still

awakening. Crossing over, he saw
only a half-dozen people the length

of the road.

(Continued on page 36)
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WANTED: A MIRACLE: IX GREECE
BY PAUL A. PORTER

FORMER PRESIDENTIAL EMISSARY TO GREECE

TODAY an almost forgotten

American mission has got to

perform a miracle—or fail in

its job. The miracle is to save Greece
from economic disintegration and the

inroads of Communism.
The fight to save Greece is just be-

ginning. The announcement of plans

is not enough. What will go on in

Greece this month and next is in-

finitely more important than are the

debates which commanded the head-

lines last March and April.

Last January, I went to Greece as

head of a mission charged with report-

ing on the economic situation and with

determining what outside assistance

would be necessary for the survival of

the Greek nation. I know at firsthand

the complicated and discouraging con-

ditions which today are confronting

Dwight Griswold and the American
Mission for Aid to Greece. And I feel

strongly that the American people

should know precisely what these con-

ditions are.

During a trip through the lovely

Greek countryside, a peasant I talked

with typified the Greek national psy-

chosis. He was a weary and discour-

aged man, prematurely old, his face

lined and wrinkled, his hands up-

turned in a gesture of mute despair.

"Four times in my lifetime my
home has been destroyed," he said,
"—by the Turks, the Bulgars, the

Nazis and the guerrillas. Why should

I build it up again?"
This hopelessness is typical. The

whole country, from top to bottom,
is in the grip of a gray, unrelieved, pro-

found lack of faith in the future—

a

lack of faith which produces simple

inertia for the present. From the large

textile manufacturers in Athens to the

small shopkeepers and farmers in the

northernmost part of Macedonia, peo-

All that the U.S. mission to Greece
has to do is end a civil war, eliminate

corruption in government ranks, re-

build the economy of a nation and
revive hope in a people sunk in de-

spair. There's a chance they'll do it

pie are paralyzed by uncertainty and
fear.

Businessmen will not invest. Store-

keepers will not lay in supplies.

Peasants will not repair their ruined

houses. One official told me that 150,-

000 homes had been totally destroyed

in Greece and that only 1,300 had been
rebuilt in 1946.

My most depressing experience in

Greece was a visit to Kalavryta, the

Lidice of Greece. This was the village

high up a.narrow gorge near the Gulf
of Corinth where, in December, 1943,

a small band of Greek resistance

forces ambushed a squadron of Nazi
occupation troops. The German re-

prisal was an unbelievable act of

horror and brutality. The 1,200 men
of the village were herded into an
open field, where from the vantage
point of higher ground, they were
forced to watch their homes and
shops burned from the incendiary

volleys fired simultaneously into each

structure. When the conflagration

reached its height and the Greeks
sought to break away from their Nazi
guards, machine guns from concealed

emplacements massacred the helpless

lot of them.
Meantime, the women, old men

and children were concentrated in the

largest building—a school. It was the

last to be ignited. Legend has it that

the screams of the women and chil-

dren were too much for an Austrian

officer and he shot the lock off the

door. Liberated from the blazing

school, the survivors fled to the hills

and returned later that night to re-

cover the bodies of their men on the

hillside, and buried them in the village

cemetery.
The despair in Greece today is

crucial, because our whole program
of aid is based on the assumption that

the people will be able to snap out of

the prevailing inertia. We are not
stepping up the amount of outside

assistance enough to make the future

much different from the past. Dur-
ing 1946, Greece got about $330,000,-

000 from UNRRA and the British;

our aid of $350,000,000 barely ex-

ceeds this. And, at the same time, we
are banking on the ability of the

Greeks to more than double their ex-

ports. So, far from having too liberal

an amount of money for use in

Greece, we are operating on an ex-

ceedingly narrow margin. Indeed it

may soon become apparent that esti-

mates of $350,000,000 which my
group made are

too conservative,

and that addi-
tional funds may
be necessaryr Mr.
Griswold will
find that condi-

tions have rapidly

worsened since

the first mission

went out last Jan-

uary. There has

since been a wide-

spread drought
which has sub-
stantially reduced
local grain pro-

duction. The military activity has
been stepped up. And our own price

level has risen to shade the value of

the dollars Congress has made avail-

able. The $350,000,000 loan will not
go as far as we had hoped and
planned. At best, we will get up to the

minimum reconstruction level. At
worst, we may have trouble maintain-
ing a level of decent subsistence.

If the American mission is to end
this deep sense of national hopeless-

ness, it must resolve two controversial

situations—the civil war and the

present government.
One winter day in Macedonia, as I

was standing on a riverbank, hundreds

of low-flying geese suddenly appeared
out of the clouds, flying in formation
and honking wildly as they came. I

remarked casually to a Greek standing

with me that they must have fine

shooting in Macedonia.
"Men have been so busy shooting

one another in this part of the world,"

he answered sadly, "that they have had
no time for the geese."

So long as this state of mind con-
tinues, the prospects for economic re-

construction are dim. You cannot
devote your full energies to repairing

docks, building bridges and maintain-

ing roads when you are likely to be
shot in .the back any moment. The
greatest obstacle to the reconstruction

of Greece is the continuance of the

civil war. There can be no permanent
solution of Greece's economic future

until the present military burden is

reduced—until money and men are

released for productive purposes.

There can be no permanent solution

of Greece's psychological paralysis

until the menace of external aggres-

sion is removed.
I am convinced that the Russians

know this even better than we do. The
Communists know that the revival of

guerrilla warfare will put us badly on
the spot in Greece—so they are work-
ing overtime to revive it. That is why,
it seems to me, Russia's U.N. dele-

gate Andrei Gromyko vetoed the U.S.

proposal to establish a semipermanent
frontier commission in the Balkans.
The plain fact appears to be that the

U.S.S.R. does not want a pacification

of frontier conditions in the Balkans.
For such pacification will be an al-

most indispensable condition for

American success in helping bring

about Greek economic recovery.

This brings up the question of the

Greek government. The present

regime obviously must constitute the

set of tools through which we work.
We cannot kick off by naming a new
team. Adoption of these means would
contradict the ultimate ends we wish

to accomplish in Greece and else-

where; furthermore, blatant inter-

vention of this kind would supply

potent ammunition to Soviet propa-

ganda about American imperialism.

But we can—and must—do something
to sharpen these tools.

Chief among these tools is the

Greek civil service. The late King
George of Greece, in my first talk with

him, referred to many government
employees as "camp followers" and
"coffeehouse politicians" and de-

scribed the whole civil service as a

kind of pension system for political

hacks. These were harsh words, but

not unwarranted. The civil service is

overexpanded, underpaid and de-

moralized. The low salaries have been
augmented by a completely baffling

system of extra allowances by which
a few civil servants probably get as

much as four times their base pay.

At the same time the bulk of them
do not get a living wage. Many of

them are forced to supplement their

government pay by taking outside

jobs. Imagine the effects in Wash-
ington if officials in government de-

partments worked part time for local

lawyers or lobbyists or industrialists.

The curiously short working week -

usually 33 hours, consisting of morn-|
ings only for 6 days a week— facili-

tates the economic double life which
|

so many government workers lead.

The result is complete disorgani-|

zation. I have never seen an admin-
istrative structure which, for sheer I

incompetence and ineffectiveness, was]
so appalling. The civil service simply
cannot be relied upon to carry out the

|

simplest functions of government-
the collection of taxes, the enforce-

1

ment of economic regulations, the|

repair of roads.

Thus the drastic reform of the civil]

service is an indispensable condition
to getting anything else done ml
Greece. But the civil service is just thel

beginning. There is the far morel
intricate and explosive question of thel

political leadership of the country.f
Candor will compel me to make some!
frank statements about this govern-j
ment, but what would you havel
America do? Would you have prayed!
with Henry Wallace for the defeat ofl

the Greek aid bill so that you couldl
exchange the present inefficient, right-|

wing regime for a police state on the

Tito model?
I rather doubt it. Because whatever!

it is, the present Greek government isl

not a totalitarian dictatorship, and!
besides, it does not seem to me thatl

the nature of the government is rele-l

vant to" the question of external ag-T

gression. We can't take the position!

that it is all right to commit acts ofl

aggression against governments wel
do not like, and only bad to commit!
such acts against governments we|
approve.

There is within Greece a vigorous!

and critical political opposition. Therel
is a free press. The Communist papeil

is published daily in Athens, and each)

morning in my mailbox I received ar

English translation of the mimeo-l
graphed bulletin of the EAM bitterly!

denouncing the present regime. It i:|

not at all a liberty-loving regime in thel

American sense, but it is paradise next
to its neighbors of the north and theiil

much vaunted "new democracy." Obi
viously the existence of freedom of
expression is no excuse for other gov!

ernmental delinquencies. But it doel
signal the possibility of peaceful and]

democratic change.

On the other hand, the fact remainl
that this present government has notl

on the record, shown any affirmativJ

philosophy or any inclination to do thi

things necessary to end their nation'|

travail. On my first day in Greece,
had a talk with General J. G. Wl
Clark, the intelligent and somewhat
sardonic head of the British Eco|
nomic Mission.

"When visitors on arriving in a nevl

country," he began by saying, "ruil

into a sandstorm or a hurricane, thef

are always told how^ unusual thl

weather is. But the situation you arl

running into here in Athens—thl

monetary crisis, the possible civil ser\|

ice strike, the pending fall of th|

(Continued on page 106,)

Collier's for September 20, 1941
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In the shadow of the Acropo-
lis the British flag flies over a

public square in Athens. A
U.S. mission is now working
to restore the political and
economic health of Greece

• ^ ' V

A Greek mother and family.

The boy standing at left suf-

fers from rickets. Fatness of

baby in mother's arms is

caused by swelling of hunger
edema, a starvation disease

Regular Greek troops, in their

age-old uniforms, who have
been engaged in a grueling

civil war with guerrilla bands.
This strife has slowed the re-

covery of the ancient nation
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They had spent the night on a bench in the

station, running a dangerous blood pressure

AFTER Charlie Squires quit the hotel business

in Chicago to take up turkey raising, the

L Innkeepers Journal sent me to Wisconsin

to see how he was getting along. As we might have
suspected, he was getting along fine.

"Oh, hell, yes," he said, showing me around his

model farm. "I've finally licked the turkey business

—fisured out a serum to keep 'em from catching

cold"."

Susie, his wife, was thinner, but as pretty as ever.

She seemed happy in a bright, nervous way.
"This is so much better than living in a busy hotel

in some noisy old city," she said. "And I love my
house. I love it!"

It was quite a house. It had been put together

with imported flagstone, granite and mahogany; the

drapes were hand-woven and the furniture was all

custom-made.
"Charlie insisted on ordering things that were

hard to get—but he battled around until he got

'em,'' Susie said, proudly. "We're all settled now.
The last chair came yesterday."

Wc sat in the sun porch where wide screened win-
dows overlooked Charlie's manicured acres, with

the Kickapoo Ri\cr glinting below us in the summer
sun. It was serene and quiet there, and the country-

side was gentle, inviting the eye like green New
England hills. It was no wonder Susie loved it.

She brought us coffee in a silver pot, with fresh

hot rolls and home-churned butter. Charlie perched
on an arm of the oversize davenport and stretched

out his long legs.

"1 suppose you heard about my last night at the

Grand Embassy with Bert Buell and the seven Ital-

ian acrobats?" he suggested.

"Several versions," I admitted. "Nobody seems
to have it straight."

Charlie lit his pipe.

"Never knew a story to get so garbled," he said,

comfortably.
Susie, who had put on her coat to go shopping,

decided to come back in and sit down. Charlie-

looked up in surprise.

"You don't want to hear it again, punkin!" he
exclaimed.

"If you're going to tell that one, I certainly do!"
she said, an intent look in her eyes. As he talked she

moved to the edge of her chair, following every
word as though she'd missed something last time

he'd told it.

Of course, not every woman understands the sat-

isfaction some men find in good, still competition.

Perhaps that's what Susie missed in Charlie's story.

She'd never quite believed, for instance, that he had

MO THE

enjoyed the war. He's no ordinary fellow and he

liked everything in China, including Lingling. His
letters home were ecstatic; he was forever wading
across rice paddies after being given up for dead.

And when he came back to Chicago and his job in

public relations with the Grand Embassy Hotel in

1945, the situation that awaited him delighted his

soul. Through the congested war years room clerks

had got the habit of insulting customers without dis-

crimination, conventions had been rudely turned
away, old gentlefolk had been sneered at because
they were too innocent to cross eager palms with

rare jewels or gold. The arrogance that accompanies
power or plenty had made the Grand, Embassy
staff insufferable; even charwomen had splashed

supper guests with their long wet mops. Fastidious

people had been sent to rooms with warm crumpled
sheets still on the beds. Some of them had been,

asked to sleep with total strangers.

But now the war was over and people could begin

to pick and choose again, and the house count was
falling off, and the Tiger Room was losing money;
and when Charlie asked for the. complaint file two
housemen had to trundle it in on a hand truck.

Now, there are two thousand seven hundred and
forty-eight rooms in the Grand Embassy, and Char-
he's job was to keep them full of people. He was
promotion manager. Kenneth Ashcraft, the man-
aging director, who had also been away, a colonel in

the Quartermaster Corps, was appalled at the situa-

tion. But not Charlie. The jigger they are, the

harder they fall, he said. The tougher the challenge,

the more it excited him.

He tried to cheer the old man up.

"Why, there's nothing to it," he said, as they

went through that poison-pen correspondence to-

gether. "I'll push until they give, that's all."

He wrote letters, made long-distance phone calls

and flew from city to city in anything that would
leave the ground. When he found customers who'd
promised never again to darken the Grand Em-
bassy's revolving doors he mesmerized them with

his charm, sent them small bottles of Irish whisky
and large baskets of flowers. He'd never been hap-

pier. Whenever he was thrown out of an office he'd

come back to Susie with his long face aglow.

One night he came into their suite after a trip to

Toledo, picked Susie up and danced her around the

room.
"I've met the champion!" he shouted joyously.

"Wait 'till you hear what happened to H. Bertrand

Buell!"

Bert Buell was executive secretary of the Interna-

tional Roadmasters, an annual convention of three

thousand wild-eyed, spendthrift highway engineers.

Before the war, nothing had been too good for Bert;

the staff had wooed him as it he were a shy yi n

maid—with pretty compliments and rare tTO] a
fruits and five-pound boxes of candy for his v fe

But in the heyday he'd been told to take his con n

tion to Muskegon; and when he had stopped <. t

night with his wife, a new house detective had w
him up and thrown him out, along with

Buell. They had spent the night on a bench it

Union Station running a dangerous blood pres-Jl

"But why doesn't he sue us?" Susie asked.

"Because," said Charlie triumphantly, "the
egomaniac forgot to register his wife, a hot-|e

blonde. Isn't that a honey of a situation? Th
nothing in the complaint file to touch it. He
sore he wouldn't even write us a letter!"

"But, Charlie," she said, in her pretty, b< i!

dered way, "you act pleased!"

"But can't you understand, Susie?" he deman^j
"It's gonna be a fascinating battle of wits!"

"Oh, dear," Susie said. "What is it about t

things that makes you so happy?"
He tried to explain it to her. In Toledo therein

been tumult and shouting in H. Bertrand Bi I

'

He usually managed to get them to sign before

their fingers became too limp to hold a pen

Susie laughed at Bert's tired old jokes antl

listened wide-eyed to the story of his lifJ

private office, then a door opened and a heavy
ash tray had missed Charlie's head by inches.

"But what's funny about that?"

He looked down into her lovely, puzzled

and kissed her.

"You just keeprhouse, sweetheart," he said,

me run the business."

It was along about then that he dreamed u«

Cock 'n' Feather, a secret bar back of his office <l

in the bowels of the house. You pressed a bu
a panel slid open and there it was, a replica i

English taproom, stocked with every liquid a

could handle. Into this little nest he would e

recalcitrant prospects and ply them with hospi

until they thawed out, usually managing tc

them on the dotted line just before their fingeri

came too limp to hold a pen.

"I don't see how you're going to get Bert

into the hotel, let alone down here," Mr. Ash
said, the day the carpenter shop sent in the

sheets for Charlie's hideaway. "A rather expeB
shot in the dark, it seems to me."

"Bert is merely the piece de resistance,"

Charlie, cheerfully. "Come in here a minute."

He pressed the button, the panel slid openH
there was the President of the National Associ

of Canners of Artichoke Hearts, asleep on a

leather wall bench.
"1 just booked him for December," Charlie

with satisfaction. "Next to the National Ass

tion of Glove and Parka (Continued on pag

ILLUSTRATED BY ROBERT BUGG
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e only way to beat a man like

arlie is to let him win the argument

17

Ignoring the piteous bleats
that came from the whirling
Bert, the seven Marchcttis
tossed him higher and higher



Hollywood's latest superspectacle, Forever Amber, cost

six million and may be the last of its kind if England

sticks to her 75 per cent tax on American film profits
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10LLYW00D HEADACHE

BY KYLE CRICHTON

[With audiences staying home, the British clamping down, labor troubles

[and high costs continuing and censors yelling for blood, the poor unfortu-

Inate movie makers are a confused and apprehensive group of tycoons

I^VE
WERE delving politely in the laby-

mf ninths of Hollywood and had just pre-

W pared a report finding the situation

Ising when suddenly it became not only con-
1 but catastrophic. A man named Attlee from
where in England took careful aim and hit

rood and Vine right smack on the inter-

Is with a block-buster. This was a 75 per

lax on the profits of all foreign films playing

land, and he couldn't have hurt Hollywood
|if he had spread typhus from a low-flying

jl to say that things were pleasant before Att-

fcrted throwing rocks. The American films

lhaving their agonies without his assistance,

aces were thumbing their noses at bum pic-

knd for the first time in years wild deer were

I

found again in the balconies of theaters,

le around Easter, receipts had fallen off as

Jotined. One day, fine; next day, nothing,

lebody obviously passed a law," said Bene-
Bgeaus. independent producer who had just

jit out The Macomber Affair with Gregory
and was feeling rather contused about the

je was a slight pickup during the summer and
Were high for the fall and then Attlee yanked
ir out from under. His action was followed
angry declaration (signed by the eight big

ood companies) that if England wanted to

at way, Hollywood would retaliate by refus-

eive them American films. This would cer-

ium the English theater owners, who can't

ithout the American product, but it might
Jl Hollywood.
rmal times Hollywood got as much as 50 per
its total revenue from foreign markets. The
on good films ran around 40 per cent. Even

ar when the British were trying desperately

3 their purchases down, Hollywood was tak-

ji,000,000 out of Britain. This represented al-

he entire Hollywood profit. Losing that

that the California gentry, already giddy
igh costs, must take the ax and try to whack
uthlcssly.

ly all be a tempest in a teacup, with some deal
made between Hollywood and the British

t, but' Hollywood will be years getting over
>ck. If the tax sticks, it will revolutionize af-

Hollywood. What is even worse is that what
d can do. others may do. The French and
and Swedes are even now struggling desper-

> make enough films to capture their own
s from the Americans. We are facing quota
and blocked currencies everywhere. Oh,

)h, Hollywood! Things may indeed be very

i before Attlee spoke, the Journal of Com-
influential Wall Street publication, was pre-
that in 1947 profits in Hollywood would be
een 25 and 30 per cent. There was immedi-
in Hollywood that theater prices would have
aised here, but that will certainly stir up a
' nest because our audiences have been hol-

lering for months that ticket prices are outrageous
and the pictures smell.

For a long time the producers have been scream-
ing that labor is ruining the industry and now they
will have to redouble their efforts to force salaries

down. Actors and writers have been insisting that

censorship is so strict that nothing but fairy tales can
get on the screen, and Congressman J. Parnell

Thomas and his un-American Activities Committee
have been scaring the last few remaining wits out
of a Hollywood already on the verge of conniptions.

In short, a mess.

As if Attlee had not done enough, the British films

have been giving us a merry time over here as com-
petition. The Hollywood big shots have three atti-

tudes on this: (a) They scoff, (b) they tremble and
(c) they say the English example will force us to do
better. The British have carefully sent over only
their best films and if Hollywood doesn't think they
have made an impression on this country they are

crazy.

We have been in small towns where the local man-
ager was being driven mad by demands that he bring

in such movies as Great Expectations, Henry V and
Brief Encounter. There may be only a few in each
town setting up the clamor but the feeling that

American films are being outstripped in quality by
the foreigners is rapidly seeping into the conscious-
ness of our audience. Britain took only $5,000,000
out of this country last year but the J. Arthur Rank
organization was promised a total of $12,000,000
next year under a deal with American exhibitors.

What happens to this now is also a question, be-

cause there may be an attempt at reprisals.

In some quarters of Hollywood, we had found a
certain smugness about attempts to keep our films

out by blocked currency devices. We traced this to

a certain Jacques Grinieff. French entrepreneur
backed by Serge Semenenko, Boston banker. It

seems that Mr. Grinieff has such a good method of
getting around these barriers that he has recently

paid $6,000,000 for a bunch of American reissues

and is now busily tying up new releases. M. Grin-
ieff denies that his activities belong to the black
market.

"I do not violate the codes of any country in

which I do business," he states, "but there are lawful
ways of unfreezing money, whether it is in francs,

lire, marks or what have you."

The British may have had that in mind when they
launched their pretty plan. They didn't bother hold-

ing the money in the country for future collection

by the American producers; they simply took three

quarters of it away in a tax. M. Grinieff will have
a difficult time getting around that one.

Things were so bad in Hollywood in midsummer
that out of 1.000 film writers, there were only 209
employed in early July. Six hundred assistant di-

rectors had dw inaled to 200. There were fewer than
fifty pictures before the cameras.

"Yes," said the optimists, "but you forget the fin-

ished films the firms have in their vaults. Some of
these were made at low cost. The producers are

in great shape." (Continued on page IS)

Linda Darnell, as Amber, fights a losing battle to

keep her illegitimate son from his father, Cornel
Wilde. But she does her fighting in $750 costumes.
This was before the economy wave hit Hollywood

Producer Perlberg and Director Preminger thought
nothing at all of spending a quarter-million bucks
to reproduce the great London fire of 1666 as a

fitting background for Amber's torrid romancing

Lavish weeks and dollars were required to film the

Black Plague of 1665, in the course of which Amber
and her true love almost died. Here Amber stran-

gles a plague nurse—this, too, in a long, costly \\ aj
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TUNED IN ON THE SURGEON

The operation begins, and the television camera looks down on a moment of intense concentration. Below, before
the operation, the engineer focuses the camera, placing his hand in the area where the surgeon's hands will be

iti

IN AN operating room on
tenth floor of the New Yi

Hospital, a surgeon bent ov

the figure on the table. "The pati

is a woman of about fifty years

age," the surgeon said, in a lecturi

tone of voice. "Two weeks ago s

noticed a small lump in her
breast." He outlined the patien
medical history, and then, picking

a knife, said, "I will now make an
cision, and . .

."

Step by step, as he went on with t

operation, he explained what he
doing and why. "I will explore t

area," he said, as his fingers probi

"to make sure that no affected tissj

remains . .
."

This is the sort of teaching demc
stration that goes on every day in gr
medical centers for the benefit

small groups of students, but this ti

there was a difference.

This time the operation was be:

televised, so that the surgeon's evi

word and every move might reach
more people than could possi

crowd into an operating room.
This particular operation, for

breast tumor, and another perforn
the same day for cancer of the thyr

gland, were televised as a rehearsal

an elaborate four-day series of t<

casts for the fellows of the Amerit
College of Surgeons, meeting at

Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Septembe
to 12.

With some 5,000 surgeons at

ing the Clinical Congress from all

the country and from several for
nations, this was arranged as the fj

big-scale tryout of television as an
to dissemination of medical kn
edge. The idea was to permit close

servation of an operation by sevi

hundred doctors seated in a h
room far removed from the hosp
Arrangements for the telecasts

made by the program committi
the American College of Surgeon;
co-operation with three groups:

dio Corporation of America, w,

engineers turned several new trick

adapt the medium to this use;

Johnson & Johnson Research Fo|

dation, which financed the event;

the New York Hospital, whose
geons agreed to do their work
the eye and ear of a television cam
RCA engineers arranged to wire

telecasts from the hospital to the

tel by a special telephone line to a\j

any possibility of their being receij

on the television sets of the gen
public. In the hospital, the ca<r

over the operating table had four

terchangeable lenses, allowing for

fering depth of focus according to

type of operation. In the hotel, If

ceiving sets each would permii

many as a hundred observers to g
comfortable view.

Faith in visual education, i

"show me" rather than a "tell

technique, was part of the reason

the organizing of the American •

lege of Surgeons in 1913. The foi

ing surgeons felt that it would
helpful to any doctor to meet
his fellows for a few days each

in a medical center, there to obs

at firsthand the work of outstan

practitioners of his art.

Through the years the best pos

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S

BY JACK MANNING AND JACOB IOF



rrangcments for clinical observation

rare been made but these have

ever been good enough. Even under

e best circumstances only a few ob-

erveis can get close enough to an op-

rating table to see clearly what the

urgeon is doing. Most operating

ooms can accommodate only a few
lersons in addition to the necessary

am of nurses, anesthetists, doctors,

mphitheaters, especially built to per-

mit clinical observation, are not satis-

factory, either, because, again, only a
- : lew persons can be close enough to

ee what goes on.

Medical movies are, of course, a

artial answer and they are used ex-

fensively. Now television supplies yet

Inother means of visual education,

nd the medical profession has great

lopes for it. In comparison with

novies, television has both advan-

ces and disadvantages. Movies are

ore difficult to make, require more
hnicians and more elaborate equip-

ent in the operating room. And they

e not available for distribution un-

1 some time after they are made. On
tie other hand, movies, so far, outstrip

Revision in sharpness of definition

nd in color.

Perhaps the most attractive thing

bout the medical telecast is its imme-
iacy. Doctors, like other people, are

lbject to the dramatic pull of some-
; •'•' ling that is happening right now, this

» dnute. The telecasting surgeon has

o time to correct his words or his

litches—as he could do when editing

an

a movie. The audience sees an opera-

tion exactly when and as it is per-

formed.
Rehearsals revealed that a good

man) bugs needed fixing. During one
televised operation, witnessed by the

New York Hospital and Cornell medi-
cal students personnel, the clatter of
instruments in the operating room was
so great as almost to drown out the

surgeon's words. Of course the clatter

was not so great as it sounded, but,

magnified over the loud-speaker, it did

sound as if the entire instrument table

were falling apart. Engineers are

working out ways to exclude extrane-

ous sounds.

Again, a surgeon said he wished it

were possible to cut otf sound except

when he was making comments.
"Can't we have a foot switch to shut

off sound? A switch to be controlled

by the operating surgeon?"
"Certainly," said the engineer, and

within an hour the foot switch was in

place. Thus, one by one, various small

distortions are being eliminated.

Television can be especially serv-

iceable, many doctors think, in keep-

ing the profession abreast of new
surgical developments.

After a few more technical difficul-

ties are removed, it wouldn't be at all

surprising if medical institutions ev-

erywhere were able to tune in on a

sight-and-sound presentation of any
unusually interesting operation being

performed in Baltimore, Montreal,

San Francisco, anywhere.

tumor has been removed from a patient's left breast (below). Now the

irgeon and his assistants close the wound. The camera records every move

BY ELIZABETH TREADWA

The amphitheater is empty, but the sur-

geon lectures on as he operates. And miles

away, other surgeons study his every move

Television screen shows initial incision, and hemostats being placed to con-

trol bleeding. Below, the surgeon examines a removed cancer of the thyroid
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BANNER OVER FIRST
BY JOEL REEVE

The fans didn't like the busher playing first base for the Eagles—and neither

did the Eagles. Then they began to think there was a ghost on the team

MR. HAL MOORE, owner
of the Eagles, took Patsy
Dealer to the third-base

box and introduced him to the girl.

She was a small, brown girl with a

pertness which tremendously became
her. Her name was Marge Marlowe,
Mr. Moore said. Then Mr. Moore
went back to his own box and his own
worries.

Patsy Dealer did not think much
about her right then, because he was
trying to get accustomed to a big-

league ball park in a hurry. The
Eagles were warming up on the green-

and-brown field. He saw Egg Lorimer
limbering his arm. He knew it was
Lorimer because the lefty was going

to work for the Eagles that day and
the home team needed the game.
The girl said, "You're not tongue-

tied, are you?" She was smiling a lit-

tle. She had an air of belonging in

the third-base box, but she was not the

wife of a player, for Patsy knew there

was no Marlowe on either the Sox or

the Eagles.

Just then Manager Joe Gudgeon hit

a fungo too far to Hap Fite's right.

The Eagle first baseman did not try

for it, shaking his head ruefully.

Patsy said, "His leg is really gone."
The Eagles came in off the field.

The girl said, "Hap is lame, all right.

But he still hits those homers!"
The great stands were filled. The

important game had brought out all

the loyal fans and many who were
seeing their first game of the season.

The pennant race was as hot as the

August sun above. Patsy gawked at

the people. He said abruptly, "This
is the first big-league game I ever

saw."
"Well, don't take it so hard." She

laughed gently. "But of course you're

a ballplayer."

He looked at her now. Her eyes
were friendly and brown and fringed

with long, dark lashes. When she
smiled at him the day seemed brighter

and happier and some of the tension

lessened.

He said. "I'm the busher come up to

take Fite's place."

Her red lips made a round, "Oh!"
"I'm scared," he said.

"Yes." She nodded. "Hap's got

thirty homers, so far. He's playing on
a dime, but he still hits. People won't
like a substitute for him."

Patsy said, "I never hit a homer in

my life. I'm a place hitter. I was
taught that way. I had the best

teacher . .
." He was silent, wonder-

ing why he talked at all to this girl.

His was a stern mission.

She said, "Hap's been out there a

long time. He is the Eagles."

"Yeah, I know—" All women are

sentimentalists, he thought, even fans
who sit in third-base boxes and seem
smart about baseball. Again he turned
and stared at her. "I read about you.
In a column. You sing in some night

club. You're always with Hap Fite."

She had a green kerchief in her
hand and the odor of it was delicious.

She bunched it in her fingers and said,

"Hap's a nice guy—and a great hitter.

His leg is killing him, but he plays
without complaint."

"Oh, sure," said Patsy. "Sure . .
."

ON THE field the Eagles and the

Sox hooked up, with Egg pitch-

ing his heart out on every ball, and
Grampion working equally well for

the invaders. It was generally agreed
that the Eagles, a veteran team, were
going along on fight and spirit. The
Sox had the class and were favored to

win the pennant. The Sox also had
Elbows MacNeal, league-leading
pitcher, and they could save him for
tomorrow's crucial game. Grampion
today, MacNeal tomorrow; Patsy
shook his head. The Sox had the bal-

ance on their club.

The girl said very little, twisting her
green kerchief as the pitchers' battle

went on. By the eighth neither team
had scored. Grampion proceeded to

strike out the first two hitters in the

Eagles' half of that inning. Then Hap
Fite took a huge black bat to the

plate, limping a little. The crowo
roared encouragement.

Fite was thirty-two, a genial giant,

with twisted cartilage in his riizhtknee.

He had been the greatest, most color-

ful first baseman since Gehrig. His
hitting was tremendous. He stood,
grim, waiting.

Grampion fed him outside stuff,

low. to make him stretch. Patsy Dealer
almost fell out of the stands watching.
The girl leaned with him, and their

shoulders touched. The count went
to three and two, and Grampion had
to get the ball over the plate. He threw
his curve for the outside corner. The
big first baseman teed off.

Patsy caught his breath in sheer ad-
miration. The swing was poetry, the

crack of the bat a shout of joy. The
flight of the ball was as the flight of a
lovely bird. Against the cloudless sky
the sphere seemed to hang, suspended,
mocking. Then it drifted, dropped
like a plummet, and out in right field

the bleacher fans grasped for it.

The assemblage rose to do honor.
Marge Marlowe said in Patsy's ear,

"Wasn't it great? Wasn't it perfect?"
"Great," agreed Patsy. "Perfect."

His hands gripped the balustrade.

The applause ended: they sat down.
She said, "It's going to be hard for you
out there."

"Sure. That's why I'm scared." He
smiled at her, but his eyes were
clouded. "Don't get me wrong. I'm
only scared my stuff won't work. I'm
not scared for me."

"I believe you." she said. "You fol-

low the great tradition on the Eagles.

All the great first basemen: Speed
Frazier, High Pockets Maloney—Doc
Frayme."

Patsy said, "You got to putTJoc
Frayme first on that list."

"My daddy knew him," she said.

"Doc was the best. My daddy said

Doc wasn't guilty, he wasn't the kind

to throw games—

"

Patsy said shortly. "That was years

ago. And JDoc didn't hit those hom-
ers, either, y'know."
The girl said. "You've

thing on your mind. Patsy."

"Baseball," he said.

She smiled. He was a handsome
youth, in a rugged way. His features

(Continued on page 73)
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During a country-wide speaking tour, 225,000 persons spent $300,000 to hear Henry Wallace. Here, as Vice-President, he addresses an "I am an American" Day

THE ABUNDANT

MR, WALLACE
BY DICKSON HARTWELL

Henry Wallace is the enigma of the 1948 election cam-
paign. Struggling furiously to become a "people's choice"

he gives the Democrats many sleepless nights with his

threat of a third party. But Republican party chiefs

consider him their greatest asset since Abraham Lincoln

THE most feared politician

(by politicians, of course) in

the country today is Henry
Wallace. Barring the indisputable in-

tervention of God—or the devil

—

Wallace has less chance of becoming
President than almost anybody except
Mortimer Snerd. But there are a lot

of politicians currently being haunted
by the fear that, as Wallace goes, so

goes the nation in 1948.

The eyes of the wiseacres are on
Truman, Taft, Dewey and Warren.
But Wallace is the man they dread.

For Wallace may be able to insure the

election as President, of any Republi-
can whose body is still warm enough
to get the nomination. He is the Re-
publicans' greatest potential asset

since Abraham Lincoln.

He might also, with somewhat
greater effort, get Truman re-elected.

There are those whp say he's Tru-
man's only hope.

For Henry Wallace is working
madly to become a "people's choice."

Like the 1912 Theodore Roosevelt

and the 1924 Robert La Follette,

lace's friends see him as a poll

symbol for several million v<J

How many there are is anybl
guess but a recent Gallup poll sh<|

6,250,000 persons as saying

would vote for Wallace if givl

chance in '48. This is five time]

additional votes Dewey needed tcl

over Roosevelt in 1944. In add I

Wallace can try to draw from anj
9,000.000 voters who say they \
against him, but haven't yet macfl

their minds.
Right now, on his fall New En|l

and Middle West speaking tour.f

lace himself doesn't know which!

he'll jump; a situation which, forfl

is not exactly new. Wallace
hungrily curious man, with arl

predictable, roving intellect thj.

subordinate only to his low
tional boiling point. Wallace kl

an opportunity when he sees[

though, and if it turns up betweeil

and the '48 elections he'll grab al

but undoubtedly at the wrong!

Collier's lor September 20,
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for his political ineptitude is vast and
occasionally even astonishing.

As a man who has borne his share

of political kicking around, Wallace

#ould be inhuman not to enjoy his

present outlook. Flynn of the Bronx,

Hague of Jersey City and Kelly of

Chicago robbed him of the 1944 Vice-

Presidency (with its almost certain

succession to the Presidency) because

Jiey refused to guarantee to Mr.
Roosevelt vital big-city votes if Wal-
ace were renominated. The bosses

vere not impressed by a preconven-

ion Gallup poll which showed 65 per

«nt of all Democratic voters for Wal-
ace and 2 per cent for Truman.
Wallace now has them sweating

—

Jong with the Democratic National

Committee.

A modest man although occasion-

Jly swept away by his own impor-

ance, Wallace once told a Senate

[ommittee he never felt he was pri-

arily a political figure. Nevertheless,

a student of Franklin Roosevelt he

irned one lesson: Never go before

e people with little promises or little

/ords. Give them the best you've got;

fact, give them everything—loud.

ie literal application of these in-

uctions makes Wallace, who occa-

ionally seems more fervent than
actical, appear something of an
angelist offering a superheaven to

11 who are saved.

As a "people's choice" Henry pre-

ints a picture dear to the heart of

)e cartoonist. He carries an olive

anch symbol of world peace in one
d and a food parcel in the other,

one coat pocket he has jobs for

erybody at high wages. In another

has a better income for the farmer,

his hip pocket is a health and slum-

rance program; alongside his wal-

is abolition of the poll tax. Where
her people keep a show handker-
iief, Wallace carries homes for all.

'ith his small change is federal aid

»r schools. And so that no one is

irerlooked, tucked away in his watch
ocket is a small profit for the busi-

ssman and the preservation of what
} likes to call "democratic free enter-

ise" not too clearly defined.

Displays of Physical Prowess

Action is the word for Henry. He
as once described by an awed geneti-

rt, after a day spent in his company,
an "amazing gathering of the

nes." During a recent fatiguing tour,

meone in Wallace's party asked if

e pace wasn't tiring him. In answer,
jty-nine-year-old Wallace dropped
the floor and did 25 push-ups with-

it touching his chest to the rug.

'ace has wrestled with a photog-
«r in as public and inappropriate

ce as Washington's swank Ward-
Park Hotel. He was narrowly
ed from another public fight by
e Frank who rushed him to a

iling-off place and then personally

k care of his antagonist.

allace's mind is no less efferves-

it than his body; his lively if pe-
iar intellect is, in some respects, not

e that of Senator Robert Taft
ose feats of memory and capacity
assimilating complicated reports

e him socially distasteful to less

colleagues.

far no responsible person has
ed Wallace a Communist. But he
been called a Communist-front

n and when he went abroad last

ng and repeated criticism of our
eign policy that he had already
de in the United States, without at-

cting particular notice, choleric

gressmen castigated him as an

"itinerant saboteur" and demanded
that he be brought to trial as a traitor.

The European speeches created a

tempest in Washington but they re-

vived Wallace as an outstanding po-
litical figure. Before he went abroad
his immediate political aspirations

were to "liberalize" the Democratic
party. He was not interested in a 1948
third party. Said he last year, "It

would be simply impossible for a third

party to get on the ballot in enough
states to make anything approaching
an effective challenge. ... It is time for

third-party advocates to stop kidding

themselves. ... As far as 1 948 is con-
cerned, a third-party effort would in-

sure beyond all doubt the election of

a reactionary Republican. . .
."

But when his European tour pro-

voked satisfying headlines and ex-

citement, Wallace, who thrives on
publicity, returned to the U.S. feeling

his oats. Five days later he enplaned
on a transcontinental speaking trip

during which 225,000 overflowed
meetings to cheer him, breaking po-
litical precedents by paying 60 cents

to $2.40, for a total of $300,000, for

admission tickets.

Only the most pragmatic candidate

can face such acclaim without decid-

ing that he is a man of destiny. By
the time Wallace wound up his tour

at Washington, he declared> "If both
parties insist on pursuing the present

suicidal course toward war and de-

pression, there will be a new party,

even if it has no chance of election

success in 1948. . .
."

Organizing a liberal third party im-
poses practical problems. Wallace's

organized support comes largely from
two groups, each of which admits
Communists to membership—the

Southern Conference for Human
Welfare which has little more than
nuisance value, and the Progressive

Citizens of America. The PCA was a

merger of the C.I.O. National Citizens

Political Action Committee and the

Independent Citizens Committee of
the Arts, Sciences and Professions.

The PCA claims organization now
in 22 states and a membership com-
posed of 75 per cent of Democrats.
It hopes to become a permanent po-
litical movement and with sufficient

cause might even support a Republi-

can. But because Communists sup-

port the PCA, many liberals for

Wallace won't back him as a PCA can-
didate. Wallace has no apparent dis-

taste for Communist support. Like
wqmen who knowingly marry drunk-
ards he believes his good influence

may reform them.
The current Wallace strategy is to

go ahead with plans for a third party,

hoping to strengthen his bargaining

power at the Democratic Convention
next summer. If Wallace fails to "lib-

eralize" the party at the convention,

the third-party movement will be

shelved temporarily in most states and
Wallace will go full steam ahead
to elect Wallace-type candidates to

Congress. These tactics can elect a

Republican President (and may en-

able numerous, powerful Republican
Dewey haters to balk his nomination).

Compromise talk by the Wallace
wing may impress practical Truman
supporters at convention time when
they will be scrambling to line up
liberal and labor support. Several

million Wallace followers will be the

difference between possible victory

and certain defeat. As a result the

Democratic party may emerge from
the convention in a new dress—-a

party dedicated, on paper at least, to

the Wallace brand of liberalism. S;tid

one highly placed national committee

Democrat: "Of course we'll put Wal-
lace planks in the platform. Who the

hell cares what's in the platform?"
One thing seems certain: A switch of

300,000 votes in New York and 200,-

000 in California, and Truman can be

an ex-President of the United States.

This Wallace movement is not
merely a threat to Truman. Where
its effect will be most seriously felt

is among congressmen, governors,

mayors, district attorneys and the lit-

tle men in state and local government
who depend on a victory for the entire

ticket to carry them into office. It is

on this lower level that a third party

can most thoroughly disrupt the

Democratic machines.

At Least 100 Delegates

Wallace won't go to the convention
armed merely with a vague third-

party threat. He expects to have
pledged delegates from Washington,
Oregon, Colorado and California with

a scattering from other states to total

at least 100. He figures an outside

chance of going in with 250 dele-

gates which would mean adding to his

four-state list: Idaho, North Dakota,
Montana, New Jersey, Wisconsin, Ne-
braska, Connecticut, Michigan and
Pennsylvania. (In 1944, Wallace told

Roosevelt he could deliver 290 votes

on the first ballot. He got 4291 and
reached a top of 472.)

If there is a bolt from Truman (no-

body now expects there will be) Wal-
lace can help select the Democratic
nominee. At any rate he hopes to

influence the selection of the Vice-

Presidential candidate (Senator

Claude Pepper, D., Fla., or Senator
Glen H. Taylor, D., Idaho) and, if

Marshall fails to make time with Rus-
sia, a new Secretary of State, a job

which Wallace would give his chicken
farm to get.

25

The Democrats are unhappy about
Wallace. They don't like him. Some
think his Communist-tinged blessing

may be the kiss of death. The only
candidate Wallace has had a chance to

support since his European tour was
Charles R. Savage, a "Wallace Demo-
crat" from the Third Washington
Congressional district. Wallace cam-
paigned for him during a special

election last spring. Savage lost. Re-
publican and Democratic leaders

agree it was because distaste for Wal-
lace kept conservative Democrats
away from the polls.

As a "friend of labor" Wallace ex-

pects labor support. His hopes were
weakened in July when off-again, on-
again A. F. Whitney, president of the
Brotherhood of (250,000 Railroad
Trainmen, and a vice-chairman of
PCA, came out for Truman after

threatening a year ago to spend "mil-
lions" of the union's money, if neces-

sary, to defeat him.
Labor leaders have seldom been

able to deliver member votes except
in local elections. Last year when the

Case bill, regulating labor, passed the

House and Senate, the C.I.O. slo-

ganed,. "Remember in November," a

drive to defeat every congressman
who voted "against labor" and to re-

elect those who voted "prolabor." The
results of this all-out effort: Of the 228
congressmen the C.I.O. determined to

defeat, just 5 per cent lost at the polls.

But of those the C.I.O. endeavored to

re-elect, 40 per cent were defeated.

The political power which Wallace
now wields, in a negative sense, does
not derive from qualifications for

leadership. His effectiveness in in-

fluencing people lies in emotional
appeal. He talks constantly of the
"common man" and "peoples every-

where"; of "peace" and the "abun-
dant life." The effect is not unlike

(Continued on page lllj
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FIRST...

FIRST...

with the intimate story of the Roosevelt
Administration by Frances Perkins

with the startling story of the Third
Term, by James A. Farley

AND NOW. .
Colliers AGAIN takes y°u int° lhe

inner circle of political action. . . .

. . . Finally, the President's face lit up in a great smile, he raised

his two fists in the air and shook them, saying, "My God, if I

win I would be on the crest of the wave . .
."

. . . "In other words," the President said, "never let your left

hand know what your right is doing . .
."

. . . "Henry and I have another white rabbit to pull out of our
hats," he said.

. . . "My dear Mr. Bell," the President's mother asked, "when
is Franklin going to balance the budget?"

These are excerpts from another Collier's FIRST—

THE MORGENTHAU DIARIES

BEGINNING NEXT WEEK
IN COLLIER'S

llier's for September 20, 1947
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THE SPLIT HICKORY
•v

BY JANE RICE
ILLUSTRATED BY HERMAN GIESEN

The remarkable story of a man who had to measure up to the faith of his son

I
WAS pretty near eleven when I

began using the Split Hickory
as a kind of Ihinking-out place.

Before that, I just sort of went up
there, when—well, like whenever I

saw Pa was getting ready to pitch in

drinking. I didn't study on it any,

though—until the time Marty Shane
said Pa was no-account and I tried to

lick Marty but couldn't. The reason

I couldn't was a peculiar thing. It

was the stumps. All the while 1 was
trying to whip Marty I kept seeing

those stumps Pa had been meaning to

pull up and, somehow, never had got

around to doing it.

Every spring at planting time Pa'd
say, "Come fall. I aim to clear me that

stumpland." And in the fall he'd say,

"Next spring, early. I'm going to com-
mence yanking up them stumps." But
he never did do it. And. when I was
pasting into Marty, it was as if I was
stumbling over those blame stumps. I

don't know why. Anyway. I didn't lick

Marty. He didn't lick me cither. But
I didn't lick him.

Afterward. I whistled Jinks—he
wasn't but a gangly, half-grown, lop-

eared pup, then—and I went up to the

Split Hickory. It's quiet up there and
yet there's a kind of a whispering.

Looking out and around you can see

every which way. You can' mark the

creek by the willows and the old cov-

ered bridge, and Ballards' by their red

roof, and Sims' by their green one.

The double row of honey locusts leads

to the old. falling-down Tuckett place

where the Newphers live, the whole
parcel of them. And you can place

us. Pa and me. by the stumps, and by
the gully where the washout was the

year the tobacco got drowned out
twice. From up there by the Split

Hickory the pike looks about as wide
as a yellow ribbon dipping in and out,

and at the crossroads the store and the

schoolhouse are the size of salt box
On a clear day you can see clean

the gap v\here you turn olf to go
Boonesburg.
Anyway, that day I couldn't wl

Marty, I went up to the Split Hickc
and I thought it through. I though
through that maybe things got in P

road the same as those dang stun

had got in mine. Things like his i

being able to keep the gully fn

washing, and the loan at the Boon
burg bank there didn't seem any A
to get shut of, and always back-ow
at the store, and things like that. Si

(Continued on page 91
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The dog growled deep when he saw me, and I stopped where I was. "Since I put that muzzle on him," the beef-faced man said, "it sure interferes with his mes

I
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Tipped in your favor

rHEN you make drinks at home
with Four Roses . .

.

|sk for Four Roses at your favorite

mi can be sure the scales are tipped

lour favor. For Four Roses lends to

Idrink a touch of extra magnificence

[re bound to appreciate.

flat's because Four Roses is quite

Irent from other whiskies.

Perhaps the two qualities that most ap-

peal to those who consider it America's

very finest whiskey are these: a special

mellowness and a distinctive flavor that no

other whiskey, however fine, possesses.

Try Four Roses today—won't you?
• • •

Fine Blended Whiskey- !)0.5 proof. 40%
straight whiskies 5 years or more old;

60% grain neutral spirits.

Frankfort Distillers Corporation, New York.

FOUR ROSES

AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS BOUQUET



Migrant workers' children get very little schooling and either work in the fields with the adults or hang around aimlessly like this group near North Norwich, ]|

HEARTLESS HARVEST
BY HOWARD WHITMAN

Conclusion

MIGRANT workers are ig-

norant folks. You hear
that said a good deal, and

as regards book learning it is true.

Among the Spanish-American mi-
grants from Texas, many can't speak
even a little English. Among the poor
whites and the Negro migrants, many
can't write their own names.
What of the children?

The National Child Labor Com-
mittee studied the children of straw-

berry pickers in Arkansas and
Kentucky and warned us that these

kids would get even less schooling
than their parents. Their parents
were among our sorriest illiterates.

The children would be worse.

It is difficult to send children to

school when you are following the

crops, spending three months in

Texas, three months in Missouri,

three months in Wisconsin, three

months in Michigan.
"What grade are you in?" I asked

Oeto Gonzalez, a sharp-eyed boy of
eleven.

'*] guess the first grade," he replied.

"But you are eleven years old! You
should be farther than that."

"Yes, I know," said Cleto. "Every
winter I go back to Texas and 1 go
in the first grade. I do not stay the

whole term, so they do not pass me. I

have been in the first grade for a long
time."

There were children fifteen years

old in the fifth grade, twelve-year-olds

in the second and third grades, and
great numbers of children who had
given up school altogether. In the Rio
Grande Valley, where the bulk of
Spanish-American migrants spend
their winters, 40 per cent of the chil-

dren attend school only four months
a year, and in one school district 50
per cent' of the migrant children do
not go to school at all.

Some Northern communities have
tried to open their schools to mi-
grants or even start summer schools.

But sometimes a snag has been hit.

For example, this year a fine old
community along the East Coast was
going to open its schoolhouse in a

special summer session for Negro
migrant children, and teachers were
hired.

Two weeks before the school was to

open there was a new stir in the air.

PHOTOGRAPH BY THE

People began holding meetings, small
meetings at first in one another's

houses and then large, outspoken
meetings. The gist of it was this: "We
don't want those black kids in the

same schoolhouse that our own chil-

dren have to return to in the fall!"

A man who had worked on the

plans for the school asked, "But what
can they do to the schoolhouse?
They can't hurt it."

"Those migrant kids are filthy.

They'd disease up the place."

"I assure you, we plan to examine
them all."

"No, sir. None of those black kids

in our schoolhouse. We wouldil
our children go back and sit at i

desks if we knew those filthy mi|

kids had been there."

So the plans for the school]

called off.

School is a luxury for mil

children because their hoe-calll

and berry-stained hands have a i|

tary value in the fields. Child ll

Yes, but in 21 states there a I

child-labor laws to cover childi|

the fields, and in many states

have laws the children work anl

New York State has a law to|

children under fourteen from

Our migrant workers live like animals amid filth

and disease. Child labor replaces formal educa-

tion and Jim Crowism adds to their plight.

There is a remedy for this deplorable situation

but to date, very little is being done to improve it

AUTHOR
>



Compare the cars in number of

There's a lot of difference

QUALITY FEATURES

MOST HIGH-PRICED CARS HAVE 21

20

9

8

low-priced PLYMOUTH HAS

LOW-PRICED CAR #2 HAS

LOW-PRICED CAR #3 HAS

LOW-PRICED CARS!

le new Quality Chart at your Plymouth

?aler's shows you exactly how all three lead-

g low-priced cars compare in 21 features

high-priced cars. Feature by feature and

ir by car, it identifies the 20 found in

ymouth, the 9 in one other leading low-

iced car, the 8 in the other.

That's quite a margin in Plymouth's favor —
it it's far from being all. Over and above the

) quality features, Plymouth gives you basic

^vantages found in no ofher car in the

lowest-priced field. Safety-Rim Wheels to

reduce tire-failure hazards, are one example.

The many others include: Safe-Guard Hy-

draulic Brakes, a third more effective; Floating

Power Engine Mountings for smoothest per-

formance; Superfinished engine and chassis

parts almost immune to wear.

There certainly is a lot of difference in low-

priced cars. And the Plymouth advantage

climbs higher the more you compare.

PLYMOUTH Division of CHRYSLER CORPORATION

TOUR NEARBY PLYMOUTH OEALER WILL ACCEPT
YOUR ORDER. AND HE'LL PROVIDE THE SERVICE
AND FACTORY-ENGINEERED PARTS TO KEEP
YOUR PRESENT CAR IN GOOD CONDITION WHILE
YOU'RE WAITING FOR YOUR NEW PLYMOUTH

If it's Value you want-

it's Plymouth you want
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There's STYLE NEWS in

Men's Hats
A marked distinction coming between
town ond sports headwear. From what
I've seen, most popular business model will

be the narrower snap brim model, pinched
crown. Best business colors will be: rich

brown, grey ond soft green shade. For
spectator sports headweor, I've noted
many versions of Tyrotian type hats in

rough felrs with tapered crowns, narrow
welt edge brims and cord trimmings.

"f&ufa YOUR STYLE SCOUT

There's style news in

Rand shoes!
YOU CAN SEE by the shoe (down there) that Rand

stylists have really out-done themselves, turning out

a line of you'll -want -to -sit -and -gaze -at -them shoes.

They've got the looks, the comfort, the long wear you

want. See your Rand dealer and find out why we're

so enthusiastic about these gRAND value* shoes.

A Iso Handcraft Shoes

for men ond young men
at lower prices

FOR gRAND COMFORT

ROBERTS JOHNSON t RAND • DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL SHOE COMPANY • ST. LOUIS 3, MO.

"I knew your father very well—I damn'
near ran him out of business in 'twenty-six"

ing on the farms. But in'the bean coun-
ties virtually all the migrant children

worked and it was the boast of many a

crew leader that "all the kids over six go
out and work."
When I got to Colorado, half a dozen,

people warned me that I'd find no child

labor in the beet fields. "Not this year,"

they said. "Things are tight as a drum
now." The Sugar Act. which pays bene-

fits to sugar-beet producers, forbids the

labor of children under fourteen and is

supposed to penalize the growers $10 a

day for each child who works.

But I worked with a crew in the beet

fields of Colorado's South Platte Valley

and there were three children under four-

teen working in the next row. There was
a boy, Benny, only ten. who could handle
the short hoe like an expert.

I saw kids—boys and girls of ten,

eleven and twelve—all over the beet

fields, and a man from the Agricultural

Extension Service finally admitted with a

shrug. "You can*t enforce these things.

Wait until the peas come in. Children
will pick half the crop!"

Child-Care Centers Aid Too Few

While the Lanham Act was in force

the country had many child-care pro-

grams for the youngsters of working
mothers, and a few hopeful things were
done for migrants. But we let that part

of the Lanham Act die in March, 1946.

New York State has started its own child-

care centers to fill the breach. I visited

one at King Ferry and there were 15

others, but all of them together touched
just a tiny fragment of the migrant chil-

dren in the state.

Elsewhere the plight of little children,

when all the others in the family are out
in the fields, is a sad and rough one. The
Home Missions Council does the best it

can. It sends workers around to migrant
camps to entertain the children and teach

them useful arts. I went around with

Robert Strubhar, a Home Missions

worker, in his miniature automobile,

stopping at the dilapidated settlements to

bounce a ball with the lonely children

and to crayon picture books. Each time

we drove away the children made it such

a sad farewell we hated to look back.

Sometimes a migrant mother will lock

her smallest children in a jalopy or the

cab of a truck while she works. It is bet-

ter than taking chances.

It is better than the incident Reverend
Marshburn told me about the nine-

month-old girl who was left alone in an
Arizona cotton camp. "Some small boys
were also left behind and they got tired

of playing in a mudhole," Reverend
Marshburn related. "They came into

a

the shack and poured kerosene t

child and set her on fire."

She lived through it, though her
could hardly recognize her afterw;

Perhaps the best solution is w]

migrants call "staking out" their cl

You take a youngster of two or thr

the fields with you. out among th
where he is least likely to get

tractor and you pound a heavy
the ground. You tie a rope aro
waist, tie the other end to the st:

leave about ten feet of slack so

crawl or walk. ' Then you can wo
not worry so much.
There is nothing you need mor

a bath after a day in the fields,

why I could not see Marcario
when I arrived at his hut near Fai

Minnesota. He was taking a bath
Juanita, his eldest daughter, la

"Little kids can take bath out.'

kettles." she said. "But when grc

take bath they have to take kettle

and shoo everybody out."

Marcario Ortega came out pn
with his trousers on and a piece <

nel from a blanket, which he us<

towel, over his shoulder. He was
ing the tin kettle and announced
would throw out the water unless

body else wanted it.

"Never mind, Papa. The wood
burning. We can heat up some
said Juanita.

In a camp near Hamilton, New
the Polish migrants were more foi

They had showers, though the

weren't working the day I was th<

At this camp the people wasl

scrubbed their teeth in a creek

morning. There was also a piti

running water and a faucet, b

was only one pipe to serve 150
Kids waded in the creek and som
was thrown beside it and some
drank out of it.

Emil Kacubicz was worried al

creek because there was a privy]

side it just 100 feet above wl

people brushed their teeth ani

the water. There were three prj

the camp. Emil pointed to the

at the edge of the pea field, one

road and the one alongside th«

"Some of the women don't i

he said.

The Kacubicz family was not b

as migrants go. Not as badly of

families in the Imperial Valley

fornia who drank out of ir

ditches. Or the families in Mi
who had a horse trough in whi|

washed their hands and faces,

their clothes, and put the babies'

cool.

Migrants are used to the fact

Collier's for September



30 families must use a single privy.

a Washington hearing last spring Ed
Seal of the Farm Bureau Federation

jh-poohed the idea that 60 people to

b privy was such a terrible thing and
1 Patton of the National Farmers
ion got up and said, "Ed, I'd like to

you at the end of that line!"

>rivies are a polio threat. There was
lolio outbreak in a migrant camp in

ifornia a few years back and, though
as disregarded at first, it spread to

ear-by town and that changed things.

al health officers swarmed through
camp cleaning up messes and giving

|rybody examinations and shots.

ince T.B. got so bad in the Michigan
x-beet fields that all the T.B. beds in

hospitals were full of Texas mi-

ts. People in the towns and cities

worried, so the beet growers sent a

roscope to San Antonio to screen

migrants before they came north.

Migrants are not residents; hence
ay a community feels they have no
»t to mooch in on the free clinics or

rity hospitals. They are expected to

their own way.
ince being broke is an occupational

ard of migrants, they do not go after

octor very often. Last year a two-
r-old girl in a camp near Poolville,

v York, died of spinal meningitis,

ing had no doctor's help until the last

ute when it was too late. In Ohio,

]
erend Marshburn relates, a man

3
\ rampant tuberculosis was living in

j
imp with 57 people. When a church

:

;

' ker insisted the man be hospitalized
!
et

|
authorities told him, "This is none

! your business." He stuck to it,

igh, and after three weeks got the

4i, Juan Diaz, into a hospital though
vas already dying and could be kept
s only three days.

t a camp near South Haven, Michi-
I saw a little girl with running eyes

a bad cough, maybe whooping
[h. Her father said, "She should see
ictor, no? But I haven't money." In

: ring words scores of them said the

J b thing: the parents who could do
ling for their little boy's throat infec-

& 1 the mother who "hoped" her baby
N 'didn't have pneumonia though she

31
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had been burning with fever and sweat-

ing at night.

A U.S. Public Health Service physi-

cian, who asked that his name be with-

held because of the political heat in

Washington, told me, "Migrant children

miss out on their immunizations. There
is considerable diphtheria among them,
though it could be prevented by a sim-
ple inoculation. We've found the most
weird kinds of malnutrition in these

camps. And talk about your impetigo,

scabies and plain lousiness—there's per-

haps as much among our own migrants
as among the DPs of Europe."

Tragic Death Toll Among Infants

The very old and the very young seem
to fare the worst. In one of the richest

farm counties of the West, one fourth

of the migrant infants died, one year,

from malnutrition and pulmonary dis-

eases. And a 73-year-old woman died

among the pea vines of Chenango
County, New York, while I was there.

At the Fort Lupton migrant camp in

Colorado they were just folding up the

clinic at the time I arrived. Fort Lup-
ton is one of the 48 government camps
which close shop on December 31st. At
all these camps the migrants were given

complete health examinations, the chil-

dren were inoculated and vaccinated,

and medical, maternity and dental care
were provided when needed. Though the

government camps accommodated but a

handful of migrants, relatively, they set

a wholesome pattern, which is now be-

ing rubbed out.

Disease among the migrants is some-
thing of a Pandora's box. Uncap it and
a thousand communities are laid open.
Microbes, once freed, are democratic
in their nature and make no distinction

between Spanish-Americans, Negroes
and the old-time residents of town; but
people aren't as democratic as microbes.

In Vermilion County, Illinois, Luis
Cantu, a young asparagus cutter, went
into a country tavern to get a glass of
beer. He was told to get out.

"We don't want Mex in here!"
Cantu nodded and walked out. But a

policeman heard about it and he knew

Always use

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
after you eat and before

every date
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that Cantu had served with valor in the

South Pacific, so he stomped into the

tavern and said, "You serve this man or

I'll lock up the place!"

White-haired Pedro Hernandez, of

the same Vermilion County camp, went
into a movie in a near-by town and was
told, "Upstairs!" All the Spanish-

American migrants who went to the

movie were put upstairs, but Pedro Her-

nandez could not see this because he was
born in the United States and his father

was born in the United States, and he
asked, "How could I be more American
than that?"

In Johnstown, Colorado, the proprie-

tor of a hamburger stand put up a sign,

"White Trade Only," apparently decid-

ing that the Spanish-Americans, because

their skin is swarthy, are no longer

members of the white race. In parts of

Minnesota the segregation of Spanish-

Americans is so rigid that anyone who
fraternizes with them gets a social taint.

One man said. "If I let my children play

with these Mexican kids, then my chil-

dren are taboo in the rest of the town."
Sometimes the feeling about migrants

shows up in the prices at the village

stores. A few pennies higher is often

regarded as a kind of tariff because mi-
grants don't belong in the community.

HOLD STILL WHILE I THROW SOMETHING

Here I stand, remodeled, re-dressed,

Looking like Helen of Troy at her best.

I've learned what to feature, and what to hide
I've parted my hair on the other side

And swooped it up on top of my head.

My nails, once pink, shine a garnet red.

I've iound a new shape to paint my lips

And a marvelous garment to banish hips.

Oh, I'm half Venus, half Cleopatra:

A crook of my finger would summon Sinatra.

The Department of Labor found that

not only the foreign workers but even
the German and Italian prisoners of war
who were put to work on the farms lived

on a far better scale than migrants. A
report by the Pepartment at that time
concluded, "Thus, standards for both
our 'good neighbors' and for our enemies
are far higher than for our own coun-
trymen."

In my travels I found plenty of farm-
ers, particularly big growers, who resent

doing anything for migrants. There
was, for example, the cannery official

in Faribault County, Minnesota, who
said to a group of ministers, "We let

you into the camps to hold religious

services for the migrants—and that's

all! You keep your nose out of hous-
ing and sanitation. That's none of your
business!"

But I also found farmers and some big

growers and some canners who wish to

help migrants. Take Bill Reimer, man-
ager of a blueberry plantation near
Grand Junction, Michigan. Bill uses

from 250 to 450 migrants every summer.
He has just built shower baths for them
and he keeps them in clean houses which
the families like, so that some migrants,
like Fred Angotti, who has 17 children,

have been coming North to work for Bill

Reimer for 10 summers.
Bill also gives the Tome
Missions Council a hand
with its child-care -enter

in near-by Hawkhe;id.
Near Berthoud, Colo-

rado, farmer Lyle I ittrell

works 160 acres, r was
talking with sorm mi-
grants on his land when
he drove up with his

truck to deliver water to

their

know
story,

hand

Here I stand, a living statue,

Batting my curled-up lashes at you,
Waiting for you to gasp with delight

At the changes wrought in me overnight,

Waiting for you to give a cheer
For a neckline cut way down to here.

Me, I'm a batch of dazzling charms,

A made-over siren to hold in your arms.

I'm new and different, I'm strange and glowing,
And all you can say is "Your slip is showing."

—Phyllis Wright

In Berrien County, Michigan, certain

clergymen didn't like this practice and
so the Council of Churches opened up a
grocery store. It was especially for mi-
grants and the prices were exactly the
same as local people paid.

During the war years, when crop pick-

ers were scarce because migrants went
into the war factories and the armed
forces, the government imported 250,-

000 foreigners from Mexico and the West
Indies to do farm work. Contracts were
made with the Mexican and the British

colonial governments. Every imported
worker was guaranteed free and ade-

quate transportation, health and medical
services, a fair minimum wage and
wholesome sanitary housing.

1 saw a camp for foreign workers (a

few of whom are still here winding up
their contracts) at Winnebagc. Minne-
sota. There were white houses with
screen doors, shower baths, beds with
mattresses and a large clean kitchen

with hot and cold water.

Because of the standards set up for

impoilees, many a grower v ith slum
shacks on his iand has. told the farm
labor ollice, "I'm afraid my housing isn't

good enough tor Jamaicans. I II have to

take some American families."

storage tanl- . "I

both sides o: this

I've been a farm
myself," Lylr Lit-

trell said. "These migrant
families need a c ecent

place to live and I'll see

that they get it. You treat

these people right and
they'll do a job foi you.
It's good business."

That's what Col )rado
farmer George Kwing
also said. He's built clean

stucco houses for his

workers, but the money
has come back into his

pocket three times over.

"I'll never forget the time
they saved a crop for

me," he said. "We had
freak weather and I had
to get my crop in mighty

fast or lose it altogether. Well, sir, these

people went out in the fields and worked
their heads off. They kept right on
working at night—by moonlight —and
they wouldn't stop until I went out my-
self and called them off the field."

In New York State, the Consumers
League reports, three large giowers
winced at their migrants being hauled
up from Florida in jam-packed, unsafe

trucks, and arranged for them to come
North by bus. One said, "I didn't like

the way we were bringing them up, like

animals. And besides, some of thi m got

such swollen feet and sore backs from
standing up m the trucks that they
couldn't work at all at first. Thei e's no
economy in that."

A few states have tried to ra>;e the

status of the migrants. New Jersey has
done the best job. New Jersey passed a

Migrant Labor Act in 1945 and las set

up a Division of Migrant Labor in its

State Department of Labor, with ormer
State Senator John G. Sholl in ciiarge.

Mr. Sholl has 12 inspectors whe comb
the back roads sticking their hea s into

migrant camps and making sure tbat no
families are crammed into dungy tables

or forced to sleep on raw wood >unks.

Inspector Fied Metier called on a big
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potato grower who had 89 migrants
packed into stalls like livestock and got

him to build new housing where fami-

lies could at least have a wall between
them. He called on another grower,

who had put up $30,000 to fight the mi-
grant law, and got him to build barracks-

type housing instead of crowding his

migrants into the top of a barn with

potato sacks for partitions.

I scouted some of the back roads with

Sholl and we saw the neat migrant col-

ony of farmer Richard Applegate which
had houses with raised floors and
screened windows. At the big potato
farm of Ernest Tark where 60 migrants
live, Tark was helping some carpenters

put the finishing touches on new houses
of cinder block with insulated metal
roofs to keep the summer heat out.

We stopped at the farm labor office

of Clinton Mundy in Freehold, New Jer-

sey. Farmers go there when they want
migrants but Mundy gives them none
until one of Mr. Sholl's men has gone out

and looked over the camps.

Problem Concerns Entire Nation

This summer New Jersey opened nine
clinics where migrants can get health

examinations. In July the Jersey legis-

lature passed a law opening all the pub-
lic schools to migrant children during
the school term. But the migrant prob-
lem does not belong to New Jersey or

any special state. It is a cloud on our title

to freedom as a whole nation. It is the

concern of all of us.

Last May, out of Washington, came
the report of the Federal Interagency
Committee on Migrant Labor—a report-

to-end-all-reports on the migrant prob-
lem. Top brains of the Department of
Agriculture, the Department of Labor,
the Federal Security Agency, the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the Na-
tional Housing Agency and the Railroad
Retirement Board worked on it. This
was the committee headed by Marine
Major General Erskine. It read, in part:

"Child labor, substandard living and
a padlock against education have de-

stroyed the rights of children and dras-

tically disturbed the integrity of family

life among migrant workers. . . . Un-
organized, unprotected by workmen's
compensation laws in most states, in-

eligible for educational, health or wel-

fare benefits while following the elusive

dollar during seasonal employment
shifts, migrants frequently find mainte-
nance of even a minimum standard of
living an impossibility."

The committee recommended "that

such state and federal legislation,

enacted and such administrative
taken as is necessary to give the

protection to migrant workers as is a
able to other workers."
To get rid of the day-and-night tr

ing of human beings, Paul S. Ta
Professor of Economics at the Unive
of California, recommends:
"Laws should be enacted, if neces

to give power to the Interstate Comn
Commission to supervise trucks

other vehicles which haul laborers <

mercially across state lines in ord<

assure safe and suitable transporta

There seems no reason to safeguan
movement of humans any less care

than we safeguard the movemerj
commodities."
On the crew-leader system, and

credit bondage which it spawns, th<

gratory labor committees of the Tw
and Thirteenth National Conferenci
Labor Legislation pointed out,

gratory workers by and large are

protected by written agreements or
tracts. Crew leaders, labor contra

or agents sent by employers to n
workers often lure them by false p
ises to places where labor is needed
working and living conditions are

The committees recommended
"legislation should be enacted on a

eral level to regulate the activitii

labor contractors who operate
state lines and, wherever necessary,

lar legislation should be enact©
states to set up state controls."

General Erskine calls migrants
forgotten people of 1947."

In what sense forgotten? Mons
John O'Grady, the Reverend Her:

N. Morse, and Rabbi Herbert S. <

stein have answered the question in

interfaith report:

"Why," the Catholic, Protestan

Jewish leaders ask, "should agricu

workers continue to be exempted
the provisions of the Fair Labor 5

ards Act and the Social Security

Only the same arguments can be o|

that were originally offered by in<|

in the 1890s. In industry these

ments are no longer accepted. Mini
wages have come to stay; work|
compensation, old-age and survive

surance, unemployment compenl
have come to stay, but the agricil

migrant continues without adequat|
tection from the law and even wit

fair chance of using his own effor|

protection."

There is much, it would seem,

done.
The End

"Could you have the coat delivered with the price tag still

on it to my neighbor, Mrs. Flegenheimer, by mistake?"
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THROUGH CHfMlSrgy

He ducked beneath the hotel door.
The lobby was long and low and narrow,
paralleling the street. It was empty. At
its far corner was a door. From beyond
the door came clatter, the smell of cof-

fee and, presently, a cheerful woman of
middle age.

"Mr. Lineer? We expected you last

night. Beautiful morning, isn't it?"

"You expected me?"
"Why, yes."

"Who said I was coming?"
"Mr. Thomason."
"Tracy Thomason?"
"Yes."
"How about some of that coffee?"

"Go right into the dining room. Mr.
Thomason is already there."

Lineer turned toward the dining room,
paused and looked back at the woman.
A small frown came and went with some
thought. He said, "I'll take up to four
eggs with that coffee." He strode into

the dining room.
Tracy Thomason had finished. He re-

mained seated until Lineer reached his

table. He rose slowly then, his light gray
eyes moving over Lineer's face with a

lingering aeliberateness. He reached his

height and waited, faintly smiling.

Lineer stood soberly before him, then
offered his hand. He murmured, "That
was last year, Tracy. Last year and the

last job. It's behind us."

"Of course, Jim." Thomasoix took the

hand in a quick, powerful clasp. "It's

good to see you, fellow." He grinned as

he raised his left hand to Lineer's shoul-

der, resting it lightly there in an affable

gesture until he saw some warning gleam
in Lineer's eyes. He dropped it, still grin-

ning. "How's Sonora?"

THOMASON'S face was strong, long-

jawed, full of some fire of want that

could give a demanding boldness to it,

yet altogether pleasant now. His hair was
almost pale yellow. Faint small freckles

splotched his forehead. His neck was
a powerful, corded column. He had
heavy-boned, sloping shoulders and a

cleanly tapered body. Even as he stood
loosely the deep drive and force of the

man thrust out from him. It was a vi-

tality and a strength that had in it the

quality of sharp insistence and of need,

ana of something more.
Lineer said, "All done except for the

soft spots. I left them to Georgie Price."

"And that black Irisher?"

"Big Tim? Still there. I'll be bringing

them both up if we build this railroad."

Thomason said thoughtfully, "I still

believe 1 can whip him. He got in the

first lick. I didn't think so big a man
could move so fast." He caught Lineer's

direct glance and answered it challeng-

ingly. "I carry no grudges, Jim. It's be-

hind us."

The middle-aged woman was an un-
derstanding one. The coffee did not await

the eggs. A pretty Mexican girl of four-

teen brought it, flashed at Lineer a smile

that was both inviting and uncertain,

then raced back to the kitchen.

Lineer drank with relish. Thomason
produced a cigar, rolled it gently in his

fingers and lighted it. His hanos were
long, big-knuckled and restless. He
seemed to be waiting still, observing Li-

neer's unshaven jaw, the clean but rum-
pled cotton tans, the hair that curled

damply over his ears. Lineer set down his

cup, remembering this man, knowing
that Thomason held a surprise and rel-

ished it.

Lineer said, "I saw Colonel Edwards'
car down on the siding."

Thomason nodded. "I'm going down
there now. Want to come along?"

"I'll clean up first."

"As you like. I'll probably be bring-

ing them up here."

SWEET WATER
Continued from page 13

Lineer returned to his coffee, drinking
slowly, thinking that he knew the sur-

prise and did not like it. Presently he
said, "When did the car get in?"

"During the night sometime."
The smile on Thomason's face was

small, expectant. It would come now.
Another question or two. This was the
way of the man, that he must have a tri-

umph over other men in each hour, even
though it be a small thing.

Lineer pursued patiently, "The woman
said I was expected yesterday. You ex-

pected me."
Thomason leaned back. This was it. "I

didn't come with the colonel. I've been
over in your Tularosa Valley for a
month, Jim—with two engineers from
the New York office."

"Doing what?"
"Surveying the coal mines at White

Oaks. Cruising the timber. Testing ranch
wells. You didn't exaggerate. That's
mean country."

Lineer's voice held a rising persistence.

"What kind of water tests'?"

i

my plan to get water down from
mountains?"

"That's right. We won't need it."

"But Colonel Edwards has not r.di

any decision yet?"

"He'll accept my recommendat i
said Thomason confidently.

"Why are you so sure?"
Thomason showed impatience

all, I've got two company enginee
back me up. Don't be stubborn,
You're getting a railroad through
home country. That's what you wa.J
Does it have to be built just your
too?"

Lineer said absently, "When I v

boy I thought the whole world wa
the Tularosa Valley. So I was afra

the world. I used to sit on my
on the Sacramento 'scarp and just

down by the hour. I've seen the \

when it looked like the pits of hell,

white smoke curling all the way t

sky and making you want to cut am
But it wasn't smoke. I've seen it w
was like a cool seashore, enticing a

'Tell me about yourself. What sort of mischief do you like?"

"Volume and chemical analysis."

"You took my notes with you?"
"Yes. They're in my baggage some-

where."
"You ran my flume line out of the

Sacramentos?"
Thomason looked at the tip of his ci-

gar, his face smoothing into blankness.

He said carefully, "Only part way, Jim.

Enough to get the general idea. It's prac-

tical. But too expensive. We can build

the railroad without it."

"And run it?"

Thomason nodded, his eyes swinging

back to meet Lineer's directly. He said

half curtly, "And run it."

"No."
Thomason's lips stiffened. For just a

moment his pale eyes shone with the

bright hardness of a will that lashed out

unthinkingly at any opposition. Then he

smiled. "Keep your mind open on it,

Jim," he said.

The four eggs came fried together. The
potatoes were flaky and crisp, boiled yes-

terday and fried this morning. The Mex-
ican child-woman lingered until Lineer

smiled his thanks, then she ran again. He
cut into the eggs with his fork and chewed
without tasting.

He said. "Let me understand this. You
are proposing the road be built and oper-

ated with water from wells?"

"I am."
"And you are recommending against

down to choke him to death with
white sand in his throat. But it

sand either. There is something pe

in the way that valley reaches fc

and then tries to break you. Once
hold of you it never stops fighting

guess it has a hold, on me because
born there. I love it. It is horn*

though I haven't lived there for

fifteen years. But I don't trust it.

understand it."

Thomason snapped, "If you're

to say I couldn't check that valley

a month, maybe you would like t<

I found out one thing you didn't

those persuasive letters of yours. 1

a feud so big it could ruin any rai

"Ware and Nye? That's been g<

for twenty years."

"If you knew it, why isn't ther

mention of it in your correspo

with us?"
Lineer said dryly, "I was trying

vince you fellows this railroad a
built with water from the moi
Once that was decided we could
other problems. I agree with j

feud is important. We'll have
something about it."

Good humor came back to

son's face. "It won't be necessar

already settled it. They're here

hotel now."
Lineer said incredulously, "Wj>

Nye here? Together?"

:
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It's a Honeymoon

Listen a little and watch a little!

Watch the man or woman, the husband and wife,

who have become Dodge owners after years of

limousine habit and experience.

They almost lose their dignity in the fun they

get and the way they carry on. You'd think they

were getting their first automobile thrill, and in

many cases they are.

One thing is certain,— Dodge has a strangle

hold on the affection of every owner, and with

many of the new ones, it's a happy honeymoon,

nothing less.
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INSURANCE IS ALMOST AS

PERSONAL AS DOCTORIN'

byJonmroU
There are two times when I want my insur-

ance agent nearby and neighborly—

l—when I buy my insurance and need

somebody smart who can size up my
situation personally and give me ad-

vice, and prescribe tailor-made insur-

ance, to fit my needs perfectly;

2—when I have a claim—am in trouble and

flustered—and need a friend to help me
out.

Insurance of all kinds has improved so

much in recent years (it keeps improving

every month, almost) that it takes an expert

to keep up with it.

Insurance is more adaptable than it once

was. It can be fitted better to individual needs.

A good local insurance agent or broker can

suggest the right insurance just as a good doc-

tor can diagnose your case and write the right

prescription for what ails you.

The local insurance man can perhaps si

gest combination policies that will cover y

like a tent, safeguard you scientifically, a

still save you money on premiums.

I'm talking of fire insurance, of accident

surance, liability insurance, theft insurai

and all other kinds of insurance protectii

You'd be surprised how these coverages h;

been streamlined in recent years.

WHY I PREFER AMERICA FORE

I prefer an America Fore agent because

represents a big, strong group of big, stn

companies who, together, write practically
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'"Practically sleeping together. They
ame with crews to act as our hosts on the

rip. They'll both put money in the road."

"Congratulations, Tracy. That wasn't

asy. That hate is famous all over the

"erritory."

Thomason shot a sidelong glance at

ineer. But Lineer's voice was warm
ith sincerity. A curious exuberance

)ok possession of Thomason, giving to

is face a boyish animation and yet a too

;ady assurance. It was as though he

eeded praise and. in receiving it. found

ie measure of his own superiority.

He rose to go. His voice filled with

:nuine enthusiasm. "We're going to

jild this railroad, Jim. You and I. to-

cher."

You. Tracy?"
It's the colonel's idea. He'll give you

e details."

INEER claimed his room,
.j shaving at the washstand

He was
when it

xurred to him that he had forgotten to

k Thomason about the girl. Miss Bar-

xa, the other one had called her. A
iod chin. Full, curving lips. He re-

jmbered the way she had pursed them
sudden anger. A lovely girl, but an ill-

npered one. No, maybe quick-tem-

red would be more exact.

But the girl no longer mattered. This

lole business had suddenly fallen apart.

id it had been so uncomplicated. The
pper smelters of El Paso needed coal.

ilse Ware had the coal in his mines at

[lite Oaks. So. build a railroad from
Paso to White Oaks.
Simple. But the railroad had to traverse

p Tularosa desert valley. The railroad

dto have water. Puncture the Tularosa
Hey floor and you might find a seep of

f-sweet water. Enough for a wild

b without calf. Or you might get a

)d flow—but of water that would burn
izard's throat.

I That was the situation that had turned
leer's eyes up from the valley to the

tern escarpment, and higher and
her to the black fir backbone of the

ramentos. Up there was sweet water.

Vnd when he proved to himself he
Id bring it down to the desert, he set

work to convince Great Western.
> ien orders came to meet Colonel Ed-

ds here, he thought he had succeeded.

ie remembered now how he had been
dly puzzled that Edwards himself was
ling. Why was H. H. Edwards, who
it in whole combinations of railroads,

sonally interested in a local coal road

up a remote valley? It came to Lineer

that after five years with Great Western
he still knew little about H. H. Edwards
the man. Until last year, when Lineer
was made engineer in charge of the

Sonora construction, he had never

spoken to Edwards. But everyone knew
Edwards the public figure, the shrewd
capitalist, the rough fighter, the onetime
Army engineer who had followed Gen-
eral NlcClellan and many another Army
man into the old Illinois Central Railroad

and then had clawed his way to the top.

Edwards the builder and operator—and
yes. on occasion, the wrecker—of whole
systems of railroads. Why was such a

man here?

And Thomason had said that he and
Lineer would build the railroad. That
came as sheerest surprise. Thomason was
no engineer, no builder. If he held a title

in Great Western. Lineer did not know it.

He was one of several men at Edwards'
right hand. A negotiator. A trouble

shooter. Eyes for Edwards when Ed-
wards was too busy to see for himself.

A doer of tasks that required enterprise

and self-confidence and, sometimes, cash

or a quick ruthlessness. Every growing
railroad had such men.
He recalled Thomason's volatile man-

ner just now, his quick willingness to bury
last year's quarrel, his brief flash of hos-

tility and truculence and yet his genuine
desire to be friendly. It came to Lineer

that an inner excitement had possessed

the man. making him more aggressive

than ever and yet in some way unsure of

himself.

But if Thomason succeeded in con-
vincing Edwards that the road could be

built without water from the mountain-
tops. . . . Lineer brought his thoughts to a

full stop. He inspected the shiny red line

of his jaw over which the razor had just

passed. Then, grinning at his image in the

mirror, he pulled the keen edge of the

razor across his throat from left to right

in an old. old gesture. Give and take. His
throat had been cut by smart men before.

Success to Mr. Thomason! The West
was full of jobs.

He sat on the side of the bed, the open
valise between his feet, and dropped his

razor into it. He sat perfectly still, his

arms slack across his knees, his face

shaped by some long-ago memory. Damn
it, he wanted to build this railroad. This
one was his railroad. This one was in his

blood. Why this mystery? Why was
somebody messing it up?
He stood up. He brought his right leg

RukES
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back and sent the toe of his boot into the

side of the valise. It skidded across the

room. He watched it teeter and come to

rest upright. Then, chuckling aloud, he

wheeled out of the room.
The lobby was still empty. He heard

voices in the dining room and looked in.

Wilson Ware and Jubal Nye were at

breakfast—together. A third and younger
man sat with them.
Ware, facing the door, saw Lineer first

Ware was attacking his breakfast with

elbows akimbo and black beard pushed
forward over his plate. For Wilson
Ware brought to the table, to the easing

of simple hunger, the same relish and
energy he applied to all things.,

He shouted his welcome, raising his

fork to salute in one black-furred list. He
stood up as Lineer came forward, and his

body seemed to close off all that part of

the room behind him.

"Jim Lineer, by God!" he boomed.
"Sit down, man! Sit down and fill up."

Ware's heavy, rounded shoulders filled

a coat of well-tailored broadcloth. His
shirt was a gleaming white and his tie a

scarf of dark silk. His beard, jet-black

and stiff, was neatly trimmed. Yet there

remained about the man a shagginess he
would never lose—the mark of the rough
miner who had tramped into the Terri-

tory thirty years ago.

"Thanks, Wilse," said Lineer. "I've

eaten."

"Jube," said Ware, "you know Jim,

don't you? Old Oliver Lineer's boy?"

JUBAL NYE was thin and long. Thin
with that tough dryness of hide and

muscle and bone which comes to some
men at seventy. So long that he sat with

his legs sideways to the table, trouser legs

pulled up, white socks showing over the

tops of high shoes, white hair sparse

above a fissured face.

The old lawyer rose with the slowness

of his years and put out his hand. "I

ought to know Jim," he said. "I bought
his ranch when he was back in the valley

last year. Jim, boy, it's good to see you."
His old back was straight. His eyes, their

blueness washed by time but their alert-

ness undiminished, showed pleasure.

"This is Ed Ware, my nevvie," said

Wilse. "Ed, shake hands with the man
that's come home to build us a railroad."

Ed Ware was twenty-five. He had a

round, cheerful face. There was a round-

ness about all of him, of shoulders and
wrists and waist, that gave to him an im-

pression of size he did not have.

His uncle said, "Ed came to the valley

after you left, Jim. He's running my bank
down at Tularosa."

Lineer pulled up a chair and sat down,

og

i

held by the unrealin of this momen
watching ihe complete affability bet wee
these two men who had been implacab
enemies for so long. Something of h
thoughts must have shown in his fac

for Wilse Ware's laugh bellowed out.

"It's simple." he said. "Jube and
want this railroad more than we wa
each other's ears, that right. Jube

Jubal Nye said dryly, "Profit can be

strong inducement to peace, Jim
The old lawyer's lace wore a ge

smile. It was a smile that carried Li

back through the years, remembering
way of this man, remembering the N
who dominated courtrooms and politi

gatherings with his cold, precise logl

That was the weapon that had made llf

the one man in the Territory who coi(

match Wilson Ware. And always w!

his passions had been most deeply stin

yet most perfectly controlled, there

been that gentle smile. Wilson Ware
watching it, and in Ware's black eye;

little dancing fire seemed to leap out
meet it.

A little silence ran on as both of thi

waited for Lineer to speak. He was i

pected to utter a banality, to say that

was glad. And they would barely hi

his words. The whole of their minds a;

their wills were locked across this tan
as they had been locked for twenty ye
in a struggle that shaped the lives of
men and women in the Tularosa Vail

Lineer knew then that this was a tn

only. Here was a quarrel that ran dee
than just old hates and spilled blood,

was the struggle of untamed natu
each unable to conquer the other and
able to stop trying. It was the way
the Tularosa desert, and the way
strong men molded by it.

It was a fact that he accepted with
,

conscious concern. If they had gi

their word to Thomason or to each otis^-

it would be obeyed scrupulously so \ti~

as the railroad was under construct

He wished he knew what arrangerm
Thomason had made with them.

He said at last, "Thomason told

I'm glad. If we build the railroad v

need your help."

Wilse Ware picked it up quickly.

Thomason indicated to us it's a
thing."

"He is in a better position to know 1

I am."
Ware said bluntly, "Now, Jim, yc

a Great Western man but you're a v;

man too. If there's a joker in this

valley is entitled to know it. If you k,

anything, out with it!"

"I proposed this line," said Li

promptly. "I want to build it. I c

here to meet Colonel Edwards and p«mejr

CITY ZONE STATE
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to him it can be built. He came to see

for himself and make his own decision.

I've been here a little over an hour, and
1 haven't seen him yet. So far as I'm
concerned there is no railroad until he

says so."

"So Thomason could be going off half-

cocked, eh?"

Lineer smiled. "You don't expect an
answer to that, Wilse."

"I expect any answer I can get,"

growled Ware.
Jubal Nye's shrewd eyes were on

Lineer. He said, "Thomason told us you
will be in charge of construction."

"Yes."
"Jay Gould started a line up the valley

some years ago and abandoned it. Said

it was water trouble. Do you know if

there was any inside reason why he quit?"
"None to my knowledge."
"His engineers just couldn't find the

water?"
"That's right."

"And you can?"
"Yes."

LINEER waited for the next question,

j wondering what the old lawyer
knew. But it did not come.
Young Ware spoke up. "Did you know

about the women?"
Lineer nodded. "I know there are

women in the party."

"I wonder why," said Ed.
"No place for 'em," growled his uncle.

"I told Thomason so."

Ed Ware laughed. "You're the only
one that's complaining," he said.

He explained to Lineer, "Uncle Wilse

planned some rough capers for the party.

Fake holdups. Mountain oyster parties.

Vaudeville at White Oaks with girls all

the way from Denver. Then Thomason
told him there were women coming and
he had to cut it all out."

A sudden hubbub of voices came from
the lobby.

"They're here," said young Ware
eagerly. "Come on."

Lineer followed last into the lobby.

Thomason was already busy with intro-

ductions. Lineer saw Colonel Edwards,
three men he did not know, and the two
women.
Edwards saw him and signaled him

over. The president of Great Western
was a man of hard solidity, with the beak
and hooded eyes of an aging eagle. There
was knowledge of men in his face, and
an unexpected patience. His eyes were
weary. Yet there was the richness of

vigorous health in the iron-gray of his

spade beard and his short, stiff hair

"I'll buy for Sonora." he said. He
spoke rapidly, giving a sharp distinctness

to each word. "I like a man who keeps
his schedule. How are you, Jim?" With-

out waiting for an answer he called a

the room, "Barbara, come here,

you?"
She still wore the cloak of soft

Her hair was up, held by a green n
fashioned in a wide bow in front,

emeralds set in thin gold made sp«

warm green at her ears.

"Barbara, this is Jim Lineer. Jin

daughter."

She met Lineer's direct gaze w
challenge in her own, and her smi
came a small thing showing only i

curve of her lips. "No snow-white h
Mr. Lineer?" she asked.

"Give a man time," Lineer murrr
"What the devil?" said Edward;
She did not answer, for Thor,

stepped up to her side. She put a

on his arm, facing up to Lineer.

"Tracy," she said, "this is the t

told you about. The one with the r

tain cave."

Thomason chuckled. "Don't min
Jim. If she gives you any troubl

whistle for me. We're going
married, you know."

"I didn't know," said Lineer.

gratulations, Tracy."
Thomason stared briefly at Line

the edge of some remark, and 1

knew that he had not kept his re

out of his voice. Here, then, wj

reason for- Thomason's easy assu

Here was the reason Thomasoi
going to build the railroad. A i

affair. A setup. Regret and a slow
moved through Lineer, and then h
set in a stubborn impassivity.

Colonel Edwards' eyes moved
lativelyfrom one man to the othei

on to his daughter. They rested

long moment on her, full of a f;

fondness, yet shaded and thought!

He aroused himself to say t

"Where's Molly?" He moved hi

until he found the other girl, st:

motionless and withdrawn near th>

His voice was quite gentle: "Molly,
She was smaller, more roundei

Barbara Edwards. Her hair was
her eyes the darkest blue. Her nan

Molly Riordan. She offered her

shyly. All the merriment that Lin

membered was gone from her, ai

moved close to the taller girl almo
seeking protection.

"Come on, you two," said Thoi
He put a hand at the elbow of ea

and guided them away.
Edwards' eyes followed his dai

Without turning his head he said c

"You think you've found some ar

Jim. Don't be too sure."

They watched as Thomason 1

girls to the erect figure of Juba
Both girls made a half curtsy, gi

and respectful. Thomason movei

6
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on to Wilson Ware, whose black eyes

showed his frank appreciation.

Barbara Edwards spoke to him, smiling

but abrupt. "I'm told you have canceled

some of the entertainment because of

females in the party. You must restore it

at once."

Ware sent an accusing glance at

Thomason. "Now, Miss Edwards," he
said, "I'll see that you don't miss any-
thing."

"No soothing words, Mr. Ware. I

won't have it." Her tone, coolly im-
perious, said the matter was settled. She
gave him a smile again.

At Lineer's side the shoulders of
Colonel Edwards moved upward and
then forward imperceptibly. Some
sagging of muscles brought unhappiness
sharply into focus in his face.

"A lovely girl," said Lineer.

Edwards turned. "She is," he said. His
voice was almost cold as he continued,

"You two may be thrown together for

the next year. You're entitled to know
the rest of it. She is also a headstrong
girl. A spoiled girl. A troublemaker.
But not a tool, Jim." He frowned and
closed his eyes. When he opened them
he said crisply, "Come on. You haven't

met my associates."

Lineer shook hands with the three men.
They were middle-aged, well-fed, well-

barbered, conservatively dressed. He
knew without being told that they were
along for pleasure. They would invest

their money in Edwards, not the railroad.

Edwards would make the decisions.

Wilse Ware and Nye moved into a

corner with Thomason. They talked

a moment, then Edwards joined them.
Ware boomed for attention, grinning
jovially.

"We're leaving as soon after dawn
tomorrow as possible," he said. "After
tonight you fellows will sleep under the

stars with diamondbacks for bedmates.
We've got luxury hacks for you—the best

this side of New York. We've got your
pick of horses, and a saddle that will fit

you. We've got the two best range cooks
in the Territory. Tents, for sissies and
the women. Ponchos, if a miracle should
happen. Wear what you want to. But
you'll need evening clothes in my town of
White Oaks! Pack the stuff you want to

take and we'll check it onto the wagons
now. You won't be seeing that private

car again until you get to El Paso. We'll

be out two weeks—longer if you want.

Any questions?"

"Yes," called Edwards, matching his

geniality. "How's your bourbon supply?"
"More whisky than water in the

Tularosa country, man," said Ware.
Old Nye picked it up quickly in his

precise voice, "And that doesn't neces-

sarily mean, sir, that whisky is plentiful."

"You find the whisky," said Thoma-
son. "We'll find the water. Won't we,
Jim?"

LINEER swung back toward the hotel.

j The walk had done him good. He felt

a pliant ease through his body. He had
that simple yet inexplicably difficult

knack of segregating the disturbing

thoughts in his mind, sealing them off,

slowing his mind down to the measured
pace of his legs. There was a harmony
in it, and the coolness of the dying night

wind and the bright wash of stars in the

night heaven were parts of that harmony.
He wondered idly if, after a man took a

wife, he felt the same deep need for soli-

tary walks. He turned in at the hotel just

as Tracy Thomason and young Ed Ware
emerged.

"There you are," said Ware. "Come
along to Steve's for a nightcap."

"You've got to see this, Jim," said

Tracy. "Ware men and Nye men drink-

ing peacefully together."

Ed Ware had already made his pil-

grimage to the saloon. More than once,
to judge by the brightness of his eyes.

Lineer could not see Thomason's face in

the vague smear of light from the hotel

door. But the man's voice held a lilting

good humor. Lineer guessed that he had
just returned from the car on the siding.

"Let's go," said Lineer.

They started down the street. Thoma-
son lagged a moment and then came for-

ward between Lineer and Ware so that

they were walking three abreast. He said,

"If I had the voice for it I'd cut loose on
Sam Bass. It's that kind of night." He
raised his right arm and rested it care-

lessly across Ware's shoulder. "I would
bet you have a voice, Ed. Let's hear it."

Ware glanced up, his round face
pleased. "Not me."
Thomason's left arm came up and

across Jim Lineer's shoulders. Lineer
shrugged. The arm remained. Keeping
the pace, Lineer took a long step leftward
and the arm slid off. Thomason's mouth
widened in silent laughter, and he let

Lineer see it.

"Barbara was curious about you, Jim,"
he said.

"Yes?"
"I didn't give you the worst of it."

"Thanks."
They swung in at Steve's, cutting their

way to the bar through the semigloom of

last, bred to a quieter humor. The mi
on Wilse Ware's pay roll included co\l

men. But there were also teamsters at

miners, and loggers who worked the hi;

shoulder of Sierra Blanca.
A slim, quick-striding man slopped il

to Ware. He had a handsome, restle|

face.

"Glad you came," he said. "I thiil

we'd better send them back to the w.iuo
soon."
"No hurry," said Ware. "Harry, me

Jim Lineer. Harry Keck, Jim. He's o^
of Nye's foremen."

KECK shook hands briefly. "Heard
|

you," he said. He turned back
Ware, and an insistent tone came into I

voice. "I want to call my men out.

can't ask them to go unless the Ware m<j

go too."

"Aw, Harry," said Ware, "have a drir

and forget it. Let 'em have some fun."
"My orders are to prevent trouble

said Keck. "Not to stop it after it star

but to keep it from starting."

Thomason cut in. "I don't see ar

trouble, Harry. What's eating you?"
Keck gave him a quick, hard stare. r|
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tobacco smoke and coal-oil lamps.

Steve's fell short of the needs of men who
must play hard. Its stubby bar ran down
the right side, beyond the front door.

Restaurant tables, where a wayfarer
could sit to a thick white plate of frijole

beans and sometimes a pile of wilted

greens, filled the right side. Beyond both
were the two poker tables and, at the far

rear, one billiard table.

But it was all the town afforded, and
Ware and Nye men had been busy for

hours proving that it could be made to

do. Lineer saw only one man, head on
arms at a table, who was dead drunk.

Both poker tables were full and both

games were pleasantly noisy, with the

intensity of high-stakes gambling entirely

absent. At the bar's far end, men clus-

tered around a tall, redheaded tenor, try-

ing with the concentrated expressions of

the half-drunk to add harmony to his

high, sweet tones.

Warming his drink, Lineer was think-

ing that he could pick out the Ware men
and the Nye men, and the difference be-

tween them was the difference between
Ware and Jubal Nye.

There was about the Ware men a

robustness and a rough humor that was
missing from the nature of the others.

Not that Nye hands loved fun any less.

But Nye's men were cowmen first and

faced back to Ware and jerked a thur

over his shoulder. "Look at Jess Folsomfl
Lineer recognized the squat figure i\

Folsom, remembering him as boss of tt

big wagons that hauled Ware's coal froJ

White Oaks to the El Paso smelter|

Folsom stood at the pool table, twistir

chalk down hard on his cue and studyirl

his shot with drunken gravity. The chalf

broke apart in his thick fist and r|

laughed as he tossed it over his shoulde|

He swung one broad hip up on tt

table and leaned down until his elboj

and hand were on the felt, balancing wit)

exaggerated carefulness. One of the othtjj

players moved against him, staggering
j

little and protesting. Folsom raised u| i

put an arm on the man's chest an)

shoved. The man smashed back again
j

the wall as if catapulted.

Keck said to Ware, "Next time th;

may be a Nye man. Then you and it'

and ten like us can't stop trouble."

Folsom made his shot. The ball flcl

oil ihe table and bounced away amorl
the feet at the poker table. He slid froi

the table, frowning, as the playei

shouted good-natured curses at hir

Then he heaved the cue like a spear t«L
ward the room's far corner and roarer^

out his laugh again.

His head came down and he saw ttl

group at the bar watching him. H
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hople are saying—
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Honestly, we never knew any car

could give us so much and cost so little!"

>, you're wise to choose a new Chevrolet. It will fulfill your desires for Big-Car

uty, Big-Car comfort, Big-Car performance and dependability; and it will save

i money on purchase price, operation and upkeep as well. It alone gives

BIG-CAB QUALITY AT LOWEST COST.

They will remind you that this

is the natural result of finer quality,

for Chevrolet is the only car in its

field combining such features as

Body by Fisher, the Knee-Action

Gliding Ride, Valve-in-Head Thrift-

Master Engine, Positive-Action

Hydraulic Brakes, and many other

advantages usually reserved for

Women, as well as men,

give their highest praise to

this beautiful new Chev-

rolet, famous for BIG-CAR

ALITY AT LOWEST COST.

sk them for further details, and they will tell

Chevrolet is outstanding for Big-Car styling,

Car comfort, Big-Car performance and depend-

ty, among all automobiles in its field.

\ w

ill

higher-priced cars.

Naturally, these fea-

tures mean greater satisfaction in all phases of your

motor car investment. But the main point, which all

I jv owners emphasize most strongly when they speak

jM of Chevrolet, is that it gives these Big-Car

advantages at lowest cost— and, in fact, at

substantial savings in purchase price, operation

and upkeep.

Own a Chevrolet, and we believe you and your

family will join with other men and women in

saying, "Honestly, we never knew any car could

give us so much and cost so little!"

Yes people ore saying- "ITS THE NEW CHEVROLET
for BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST!"
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plowed through the crowd in a direct

line, a short, hugely broad man rocking

with the heavy awkwardness of some
gross, herbivorous creature.

He shouted, "Howdy. Ed." His two
beefy hands reached forward and closed

on Ware's sides at the lowest ribs. He
strained upward, keeping his knees and
hips straight, lifting with the power of
his great arms alone.

Wares feet ieft the ground. His face

turned red and then whitened as he flailed

down on Folsom's forearms. His words
were a choked yell. "Cut it out, Jess!"

Folsom dropped him, laughing. "Still

can do it. by God! Did you see? Knees
straight as a new couplin' pin."

Ware's brief struggle with himself
moved across his face as he gave way to

the anger of embarrassment, acknowl-
edged to himself the futility of anger and
chose to act as if nothing had happened.

FOLSOM shifted his attention to Keck.
The slim man stood between Thoma-

son and Lineer. His eyes had a cold
watchfulness.

"Hey, Harry." said Folsom. "I hear

old Nye's got you babyin' some new
black bulls. Polled Angle—what do ya
call 'em?"

"Aberdeen Angus," said Keck.
Folsom rolled his body without

moving his feet, his face glistening and
jovial and red with his liquor.

"Bet I can lift you like that. Harry."
"Sure you can. Jess." said Keck. "But

don't."

"Think I can't, huh?"
"I said you could. Jess."

"Bet you can't lift me then." He raised

his arms out from his sides. "C'mon, try

it. Bet you ten you can't. Bet ten not a

man of the four of you can."

"Forget it. Jess," said Keck.
Others were turning toward them, their

attention caught by Folsom's voice and
Keek's watchful eyes, sensing that

Folsom's liquor was pushing this room
toward trouble. Lineer saw two Nye
men move away from the others and take

up positions farther up the bar. In a

moment another Nye hand followed.

Keck shot a glance at them and then held

his eyes steadily on Folsom. Ed Ware
was frowning helplessly.

Folsom grunted triumphantly and
dropped his arms. He squinted up at

Keck, his face judicious.

"How're them black bulls doin'?" ne
demanded.
"Good shape," said Keck.
"They ain't either. Don't feed me that

stuff. Them fancy slobs won't rustle for

theirselves."

Folsom missed the sudden pull of
muscles at Keek's jaws.

"I know cattle." he went on. "I spent

my time pushin' 'em outa the brush too.

Nobody's gonna fool me about cattle

And I'm telling you them black bulls

won't rustle. Ain't that right. Ed?"
"Now, Jess

—
" began Ware.

"Of course they won't." Folsom peered
at Keck, threw back his head and let his

good humor roll out again. "Harry's all

right," he said. "He just ain't gonna
admit old Nye got stuck with them fancy
black bulls." He reached forward sud-

denly. "C'mon, Harry. Upsy-daisy."

In the moment that his huge hands
closed against Keek's ribs and applied

their pressure, Keck bent his own arms
and brought the points of his elbows
down in short, sharp jabs. But the elbows
struck the stiffened muscles of those

great, rounded forearms and slid off. It

threw Keck forward and their heads met
with a flat, cracking sound that went all

around the room.
Lineer and Thomason moved then

with such a precision that it almost
seemed as if they had planned it in ad-

vance. Thomason was a fraction of a

second faster in grasping Folsom's right

forearm with both his hands. Lineer
took the left forearm. He felt instantly

I the immense power of the man and threw

his shoulders into a hard downward
shove before Folsom's hand unlocked
from Keek's ribs.

Folsom stood without resisting, look-

ing foolishly at the hands gripping his

arms and looking up, first at Lineer and
then at Thomason. It was in that moment
that Keek's fist crunched into the soft,

round blob of his nose.

Lineer sent a cuc^e of purest anger
after Keck as the slim man danced back,

and then devoted his whole attention to

Folsom. Folsom's eyes blinked. A child-

like surprise, simple and unbelieving,

spread across his face. Blood gushed
from his nose and dripped from his upper
lip and made twin streams around the

sides of his mouth.
His eyes peered into focus. He tasted

the blood and he tried to raise his right

arm to wipe the sleeve across his mouth.
Thomason held the arm tightly. "Steady,
man," he said. Folsom rocked a little,

seeming to grope back in his mind to find

the memory that told him his arms were
pinioned.

."What?" he mumbled. "What?" He
licked at the blood. "Godamighty!" he
screamed. He drove the imprisoned right

arm back and forth like some great piston

plunging wildly loose in it's orbit. "Steady,
man," said Thomason. "Steady, man.
Steady, man." He said it over and over
as he rode the careening arm, straining

with the whole weight of his body to force

the arm down.
Folsom threw himself back against

Lineer. He used Lineer's body like a

bracing wall for his bulk, and he pulled

the right arm into his side and then flung

it forward and outward with a crazed
fury. The fist of it sank into Thomason's
belly like a battering ram.
Thomason's grip loosened and the

great arm twisted and jerked upward and
was free. Thomason moved in again

instantly. But the forearm struck him
full across the chest and spun him back-
ward.

Lineer made his decision then. Folsom
must go down quickly. Everything de-

pended upon Lineer's speed and power.
This room was just seconds away from a

disastrous brawl. Lineer freed the other

arm. side-stepped to the left, balanced his

weight and sought the vital spots in that

wet. purple face.

This man before him had a prodigious
animal vitality. But he was flesh and
blood and bone. He could be felled as

an ox is poleaxed. Lineer gathered the

whole of the power of his body and
launched it with cold calculation in two
aimed blows.

THE left struck fair on Folsom's tem-
ple and did not glance off. The right

found the jaw, thudding home with a

controlled and deliberate wickedness.

Folsom's head went back and then his

body. He caught himself with a back-
ward step. He lurched forward for one
uncertain step and sank to the floor.

From his lips came a low, animal
whistling that was lost in the soft smack
of flesh against wood.

Lineer moved back against the bar,

feeling the reaction in the sudden need
of effort to fill his lungs and in the sharp

pain in his hands. He faced up to the

sudden quiet, soberly waiting.

Someone reached to the bar, grasped a

brown olla and spilled its water down
into Folsom's face without a word. Some-
one else squatted, raised Folsom's head
and pushed the rolled wad of a jacket be-

neath it. Others crowded forward, look-

ing down curiously.

"He had it coming," someone said.

A voice—the man who had raised

Folsom's head—said dispassionately, "He
didn't have to cold-cock him."
Young Ware moved to Lineer's side.

He looked at the man who had spoken
and then around at the Ware hands. "Jess

started it. You hear?"
The silence ran on, and Ware called

sharply. "Jake. Lefty. Take him to the
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Two men came forward

itly, for this was a Ware com-

\ce touched Lineer's elbow. "Come
Tracy. Let's go to the hotel."

Beer shook his head slightly and
|ured, "See him to the wagons. See

needs a doctor. He's your uncle's

[re turned back to Folsom, a flush

jig his round face. Until Lineer

he thought he had recovered

these men the thing he had lost

I^Folsom swung him aloft like a

6er nodded to Thomason. They
1 together toward the door. Keck
d in front of Lineer. He said

y, "I didn't know you were holding
fhen I hit him. It happened too

;er inclined his head. He could be-

hat.

*k still blocked the way. His eyes

ound and hot and dangerous. He
'Nye men can handle their own
Is, Lineer."

right, Keck," said Lineer. He was
g, as Keck stepped carefully aside,

slim man was a gamecock with

and overriding passion of pride.

,Y swung out of the saloon and
:ed down the street. Lineer's hands
ed. Through his mind worked a

vulsion at the pointless violence.

1 seen it coming. All of them had.

y had done nothing until too late,

u shouldn't have hit him," said

ison. Disgust and a thick anger
is voice. "We could have held him
lieted him. We made enemies to-

And we don't want enemies."

er wheeled and set himself as the
5traint of this long day fell away
gave himself completely to a full

rrible rage. But in that instant

ison said quickly, and with deep

:y, "Forgive me, Jim. I'm a fool."
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He clapped a hand on Lineer's back. "Say
—you know—I know something about
fighting. I've never seen anybody para-

lyze a man that quick."

It was middle afternoon when the

caravan of three coaches plodded up a

canyon to a high ridge of the Oscuros.

The wagons twisted slowly down then

through a mile of juniper and blinding

white limestone, and so came upon a

small valley.

"Flick's Tank," said Wilson Ware. "We
spend the night here."

Colonel Edwards opened his eyes,

closed them quickly against the glare and
then reopened them carefully to a squint.

Old Jubal Nye dozed on, his head thrown
back against the seat. Lineer twisted

around until he could see ahead the

sparkle of water in an earthen tank. The
bed wagons and chuck wagons already
were unloaded on the slope above it. Still

higher up, two men were staking the tent

for the women.
Last night, their first away from the

river, they had camped around a hoof-
pocked tank on the high tableland where
soapweed and sagebrush stretched away
to a gray void. And this morning the

west wind had come up stronger than
usual, pushing at them throughout the

day, flinging red-gray dust after them,
pursuing them even after they reached
and began climbing the clean Oscuros.
The coach stopped. Edwards stepped

out, followed by Ware and Lineer. Jubal
Nye emerged last, his long legs stiff and
slow. Edwards glanced back at the sun,

still high in the west.

"Why are we camping so early?"

"Man, it's fifteen miles to the next
water," boomed Ware. He was stamping
his thick legs and biting at a fresh cigar.

Two days in a dusty coach could not
disturb the vitality of this man. "We
could never make it today."
Edwards asked, "Is water so far apart

everywhere in this country?"
He turned to Lineer for his answer;
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and Nye turned too, giving Lineer

lose attention.
" said Lineer.

lat kind of water is it?" Edwards'
iuddenly was sharp. These two
n the road to Tula,i osa Valley there

een little railroad talk. Edwards
pen the affable guest. Now, for rea-

jot apparent, he was again the presi-

|f Great Western, the crisp captain

and railroads.

h mineral," said Lineer. "Mostly
Magnesium. Lots of sodium."

rd as hell on boilers?"

ould be."

you run a railroad with it?"

mason ordered analyses on it,"

ineer. "When he gets back the

we'll have a definite answer."

u know this country, Jim," per-

Edwards. "Give me your best

:nt."

:er considered his answer, meeting
>ady insistence in Edwards' eyes.

d Nye waited without expression,

ndered fleetingly if they under-
ully how vital was the question

him. They did know it was im-

, for they dominated a country
men fought endlessly and died

ater. And they were shrewd men
d not miss the inflection of a voice.

a man who controlled a sprawling empire
of rails was giving his personal attention

to a local coal road through an isolated

valley. And there was his spoiled daugh-
ter who was to marry Thomason—why
was she here where no woman belonged?

Lineer swung restlessly about, watch-
ing the second and third coaches stop.

Beyond them the horse cavvy was coming
up. Tracy Thomason stepped out of the

last coach, giving a hand to the two
women. Barbara Edwards' cheeks were
dusty, but she looked surprisingly fresh.

Wilson Ware's nephew emerged last

from the coach. He stood a moment
facing Thomason, a trace of anger
showing on his round face. The taller

Thomason looked down at him with a

half-humorous smile. Young Ware
walked away, turning once to shoot a

puzzled glance at Barbara. She did not
notice, for Thomason was speaking
frowningly down to her. She answered
with a quick impatience. When he offered

his arm she turned abruptly from him
and walked alone to the group about her

father.

Thomason followed, his face stub-

bornly set, the sudden stiffening of his

gait revealing the moment when he be-

came aware that half the party had wit-

nessed the incident.

WC6MOKN ftCVDft SALES

"Now if you're thinking in terms of immediate delivery ; .
."

ROBERT DAY

py know that water, just any water,

t enough to run a railroad? It had
iter that would not foam and scale

pers and blow engines and men to

come.
id finally, "This is part of a dis-

tent between Thomason and me.
pu taking up that disagreement

I would say: ground water, no;
in water, yes."

still want to bring it down from
ntains?"

t is the plan I submitted," said

"I've heard nothing that would
hanging it."

ds nodded and said no more,
e held his eyes on Edwards for a
^)ment with his lawyer's keen ab-

He sent a speculative glance at

before he turned away wearily,

blanket and stretched out. Wilse
atched Edwards, his black eyes
th his direct curiosity.

r knew what was in their minds.
Edwards did not do things with-
n. He had insisted, in their

I that Lineer commit himself on
rig that a chemist's report would
yond doubt. He had made public

y of Lineer's plan to flume water
om the Sacramentos, and identi-

s Lineer's plan. Why?
was no obvious answer. This

t a part of larger questions that
allenged Lineer these last three
e still could not understand why

's for September 20, 1947

Barbara spoke to her father, nodded
to the others and walked on toward the

tent. As she passed close to Lineer she
gave him a direct, smiling glance. He
saw the faint paleness of anger beneath
the curve of her lips and the furious glints

in her green eyes.

Thomason stopped at her father's side,

his eyes following her for a moment be-

fore he met Edwards' inquiring gaze.

"It's nothing," he said easily. "The
strain of the day."
Edwards turned to watch his daugh-

ter's retreating back. There was baffle-

ment in his expression, and resignation

too. Yet it was clear in the way he
watched the swing of her erect shoulders
until she stooped at the tent flap that he
had a father's deep pride in this girl.

Molly Riordan passed them on her
way to the tent. Her glance moved over
Thomason briefly and without expres-

sion. She smiled at Colonel Edwards.
"Like it, Molly?" he asked. Always

there was a gentleness in his tone when
he spoke to this girl. Seemingly she was
a servant. Yet the comradeship between
the two girls belied the relationship of

mistress and maid. And Edwards treated

her with the same affectionate courtesy
he showed his daughter.

Molly's eyes swung around at the black

juniper rim of the little canyon. "I—

I

don't know yet. sir," she said. Her head
was poised as if to catch some distant,

mysterious sound. "It's so faraway like."

She dropped her head and hurried on up
the slope.

The camp began to take shape. Wagon
hands spread more blankets. Wagon tail-

gates set on blocks became a table. Even
snowy linen appeared. Young Ware
found bottles and glasses. Molly came
out of the tent. The slim, graceful figure

of Harry Keck moved around from the

wagons. He went directly to her, speak-
ing some word that brought pleasure to

her face. He offered his arm. She took it

hesitantly.

Off to the left, Jess Folsom's high,

rasping voice said, "Now that's right

nice." Keck swung half around to give

him a long challenging stare. Molly
Riordan kept her arm in Keek's, looking

up at him uncertainly. Folsom's grin was
friendly. His squat body was spread back
against a wagon wheel. Yesterday he
had shown that same friendly grin to

Lineer, and no word had been spoken of
the fight. But Keck, when he had ridden
by once quite close to Lineer, flashed

down at him a glance that held the cold
shock of deadliness in it.

Colonel Edwards called to Lineer. He
pointed over the valley slope to the south-
west, where a black-shouldered peak rose

to a rounded white crown of broken lime-

stone. "You could delude yourself that

it's a snow-capped peak," he said.

"I think we can see part of the Tularosa
country from there," said Lineer. "Want
to ride over and take a look?"
"Thanks, no, Jim. My old bones

wouldn't stand it today." Edwards turned
and walked away.

"I'm game," said the voice of Barbara
Edwards.

1INEER turned in surprise, for he had
j not seen her leave the tent. He said,

"It's two hours up to that peak. And
rough."

. "I'm. still game," she said.

Thomason strolled over. "That's no
ride for you Barbara," he said.

"I don't see why not." She looked up
at Lineer, adding, "If Mr. Lineer will

invite me."
Thomason stepped to her side. "Bar-

bara, I don't want you to go."

"There is no good reason for you to

take that attitude, Tracy," she said. "I'm
going."

The muscles tightened in Thomason's
cheeks. "You may not go," he snapped.

Lineer expected sudden temper, and he
was not prepared for her smile as she said

coldly, "I still go where I please and when
I please, Mr. Tracy Thomason."
Thomason bent forward as though he

longed to grab her shoulders and shake
her. Then he controlled himself, match-
ing her coldness. "Has it occurred to you
that maybe you are not wanted?"
They turned expectantly to Lineer.

Over Barbara's head Lineer saw that
Colonel Edwards, ten yards away, was
watching him too, half smiling and oddly
intent.

It was an issue now. Created from
nothing, it had grown into a quarrel in

which Lineer must earn the antagonism
of one or the other of them and, in the

end, the enmity of both. For he sensed
that this was part of a larger clash of wills

that, when ultimately decided, would give

a pattern to the marriage of these two.
His instinct was to side with Thomason.
He did not want to ride with this tem-
pestuous girl. But in that moment he
met Thomason's eyes, and the pale flakes

of them gleamed with a threat that was
bare and real and hot.

Lineer called to a Nye hand, "Saddle
that big bay and a gentle one." He turned
back to Barbara, speaking shortly, "If
you have a heavy riding habit, get into it.

This brush is no respecter of persons."
Thomason wheeled away without a

word and flung himself on a blanket.
Colonel Edwards studied Lineer with a

long, slow regard. Up near the water
tank Molly Riordan smiled at Harry
Keck, dropped her arm and followed
Barbara swiftly to the tent.

(To be continued next week)
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BEHIND YOUR STICK OF GUM
53

BY FRANK JEIXINEK

Chicle traverses a grim and dangerous
trail—from the steaming jungles of Mex-
ico to the counter of your drugstore

IN AN average nonwar year, the people of the
United States spend about $100,000,000 on
chewing gum. Every day, the City of New

York champs its jaws on $12,000. The U.S. manu-
factures nearly all the chewing gum in the world
and consumes nearly all of it. Advertising, manu-
facture and wrapping cost the manufacturers mil-

lions.

Behind these statistics lies the grim story of the

jungles of Campeche and Quintana Roo, in Mexi-
co's far south. For reasons not yet fully investi-

gated, only these two sweltering, mainly unexplored
regions where the Gulf Stream rises can produce
first-class chicle, the gum from which the finished

product is made. There are 50 ingredients in a stick

of gum, but the basis must always be chicle. And
the gathering of chicle is a little-known story.

There are few more hazardous big-scale indus-

tries. There are few where working conditions are

so dangerous and primitive. Chicle, although it is

refined in model factories before it reaches your
teeth, traverses a trail of blood, mud, sweat and
tears. Even improvements made during the past

few years have been able to do little to remedy con-
ditions. Nothing can alter the fact that a good crop
depends on rain and a good harvest on the workers'
ability to climb a 60-foot chico zapote tree with

nothing more than a rope and his feet.

No one has yet been able to suggest any feasible

method of financing or insurance. The retail price

of a package of good gum has always been a nickel.

The amount of first-class chicle inside the stick may
vary from 8 to 30 per cent. This is the affair of the

manufacturers. But down in the city of Campeche,
a walled, historic port where the extraordinarily

handsome white inhabitants attribute their looks to

the pirate raids several generations back, huge for-

tunes are made and lost purely by the rains.

Seek Chicle Harvest in Steaming Jungles

The tall chico zapote tree is scattered about in

the jungles, on land which is mainly Mexican state

property. There are no stands of trees. The indi-

vidual gum-rich tree must be sought through jungle

which is not in the slightest colorful. In the Cam-
peche and Quintana Roo jungles there is no profu-
sion of orchids or picturesque birds. The jungle is

hot, steamy, spiky and dark. Twenty thousand chic-

leros and their families live there ten months in the

year.

The actual process of extracting chicle is much
like gathering rubber. Groups of ten men and a
foreman seek suitable trees. Each man slings a rope
over a branch, shins up—climbing irons are now
banned in Campeche for fear of ruining the trees

—

and cuts V-shaped slices in the bark. The bottom
of each V joins the cut below, and they drain into a
waterproof sack tied to the bottom of the trunk.

When it rains the sap flows. When it does not, the

tree, thus cut, may die.

It takes a tree five or six years to recover from
bleeding, but it has taken at jeast 50 years to get it

into a state to bear. Most of the trees in these

jungles are very old indeed and were there long
before Columbus discovered America. But in the

jungle it is almost impossible to replant young trees.

Creeper life stifles the shoots. You cannot—though
it has been tried—make a chicle "plantation."

The chiclero may spend years in the jungles with

only the briefest intervals at the fiestas follow-

ing the end of the season. But he is an aristocrat

of labor. It is a simple question of supply and de-

mand.
The native tribes of these remote regions will not

undertake the dangerous work. The chicleros come
from all over Mexico. They are sought far and
wide. It is no work for unemployed bums. It is not
every man, not even ever) Mexican, who can climb
the bare trunk of a 60-foot tree, delicately cut the

bark- and, above all, live ten months of the year
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in the jungle without running amuck.
The risk ol the whole industrj is in-

creased hy the system of "advances.*'
I he men are recruited by contractors,
most ol whom live in the city of Cam-
peche. At the great licstas in May they
hire their men. A good chiclero can pro-

duce about 1.000 pounds of the latex in

a season, worth about $260 to him. The
workers arc paid according to what they

bring in. The contractor, who has re-

ceived cash in advance from the U.S.
companies who need the chicle, olfers

the worker an advance of nearly half.

Nowadays in Campeche and Quin-
tana Roo, there is almost nothing to

prevent the worker taking the cash and
disappearing. Besides, if the rains do not
come, it is not the worker's fault that

he cannot deliver his quota. The loss is

passed on to the contractor and eventu-
ally to the company. It is not permitted
to set off a worker's deficiency for one
season against the next. The worker
starts clean when the season begins each
May.

Neither the companies nor the con-
tractors have .any method of insuring

themselves against this kind of loss. The
Mexican government had a scheme by
which it collected a fund based on $7
per quintal of 101 pounds--all chicle in

the raw state is reckoned "in quintales

—

to pay off arrears to the U.S. companies,
but when the rains failed in 1944 and
'45, the plan had to be postponed. The
companies, Campeche contractors think,

lost about $15,000 in 1944, a bad year,

on advances to the contractors. Of
course, they recouped a great deal dur-
ing the war. since the armed forces were
chewing 600 sticks per head as com-
pared with the usual civilian average of
107

The contractors who do the compa-
nies' work locally, taking concessions

from the Mexican government for thou-
sands of jungle acres, finding the

workers, appointing the overseers and
becoming responsible for the whole
process from tapping the trees to deliver-

ing the grayish bars of the quintales to

the company offices in Campeche or the

Yucatan capital, Merida, are usually as

tough as they come. Most of the old-

ers began as explorers, workers or o
sccis themselves I heir tough straw-l

characters were forged by years of ft

ing the jungle.

Until a lew years ago, only 37 oft
exploited millions of acres. Now t

are 97 m Campeche. In the old d

they drove their workers into the ju

in May and kept them there, vii

slaves, until the following I ebri
They raided each other's concessy
with gun and fire. In Quintana 111

which is a federal territory, not as''
the contractors are often still war 1

and they still raid.

Where Law of the Whip Govern

3'

Both Campeche and Quintana
have been unionized and governn
controlled for ten years. But in Chii
where the second-class reddish lati

produced, there is no union ant
government committee. There are

unlimited virgin jungles and the la

the whip, wielded by overseers a ppoi

by the contractors—men to whom Si

Legree would have seemed a sissy,

The big contractors have to be
gamblers. Some have made fort

But if they go bankrupt, they can al

return to their old profession as i

seers. They often do. They were trs

in the old days, when it took 14 da
reach the jungle "centrals" on
back, and there was no way in oi

for ten months except through
"breaches." These were worn t

portation paths between the solid ,

of the great lianas, behind which li
[

1

the horrors of the unknown. A| .

breaches stood armed men.
Twenty thousand men, women

children in Campeche and almo
many in neighboring Quintana Roo
a strange life to provide Americans
chewing gum. In May, there is a

fiesta at Tenosique, on the noble Us
cinta River, where the chicle wo:

|

already given their advances in

peche, foregather to buy 'heir tc

two cutlasses and collecting bags-

to take leave of civilization. The

1 i

1 i

"In her next picture she loses her mind—then she's going back to musica

COLLIER'S
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actors' men slink around the booths,

hted by oil flares, pouncing on the last

emits for their crews. Shotgun rotgut

im is sold illegally. Bedraggled women
splay the, last of their charms, hoping

be taken on as "cooks" in the jungle

ntrals. Young fliers from the big con-

actors' outfits wander around the plaza

eking adventure.

The families gather. Some of them
walk through the breaches for days

til they reach their workplaces. The
: skilled workers will be flown in,

ith medicines, big boiling pans and ten

onths' rations bought, by law, at

olesale prices. Whole conglomer-
ons of Indians and half-breeds pre-

re for ten months in the jungle.

They go up to the monte—the scrub

untry—long before the rains begin.

ey settle down, clear a space for sub-

tence crops, often imperiling vast

ons of tinder-dry jungle by burning
the undergrowth. They build their

omes"—four bamboo poles and a

ning roof of big flat leaves—against

north wind. The rains will not come
are August or September, but before

t the jungle must be surveyed. The

of chewing gum. The more enlightened

do chew gum, but they consider it an
exotic habit.

The romance of chicle goes back
possibly thousands of years. It began,

long before Columbus, in the strange

civilization of the Mayas. Embedded in

the ruins of Uxmal, in Yucatan, is a

chico zapote tree trunk at least 700 years

old. The Mayas made the gum into

balls, believing it was a kind of rubber.

With these balls they played a game
somewhat like basketball.

Three hundred years later, an exiled

Mexican general, called Antonio Lopez
de Santa Ana, met a New Jersey mer-
chant, Thomas Adams, on Staten Island.

Adams noticed that his friend was per-

petually chewing on the bark and resin

of *the chico zapote tree, which grew
near Santa Ana's estates in Veracruz.
Adams, like the Mayas, thought the

gum was a new kind of rubber. But
when he realized it was not he flavored

some of it with licorice and founded a

new folk habit.

The masticating habit has obviously

come to stay, but the supply of first-

class chicle is dwindling. Campeche old-

COLLiERS

"Why don't you refill all of your tires, Jim?
The air seems so fresh and clean here!"

pricious Gulf Stream, fifty miles away
I the coast, may make fast work
:essary. Meantime, the crops must
grown, because in remote Campeche,
lere the airplane is more familiar than
; truck or train, food at the company
ire costs a dollar a day.

Aiter the rains come, there is again
*ild fiesta in honor of All Souls and
I Saints, when the contractors have to

ng in genuine rum. Otherwise the

rkers will always fall for shotgun
uor and bootleg a quintal of chicle

—

weeks' pay—for one night of forget-

jness of the jungle obsession.

j\t the end of February, the season's

rk is finished. The workers descend
in on the towns—Tenosique and
mpeche. The contractors pay in

h. The respectable inhabitants of
mpeche stay home all day and all

ht for two weeks. Then the cycle

lins again.

Though there is little compulsion, the

sonnel of the chicleros does not vary
ch from season to season. The ad-
ices in cash and the temptations of the

Bs in which the contractors are

n not wholly disinterested com-
rcially—work a sinister attraction,

very few of them understand why
y are thus working. They were hired

extract chicle. They have not heard

Hier's for September 20, 1947

timers give it 15 years at most. All the

trees have been discovered, they say.

The jungle has been charted, so far as

the chico zapote possibilities are con-
cerned.

When the rains failed in 1944 and '45,

losses were very considerable. But such
disasters may actually prolong the supp y
of first-class chicle, if everyone con-
cerned in its production does not go
bankrupt first.

Chicle has never been of any use for

anything except chewing gum, and good
chewing gum has never been made with-

out chicle. During World War II, the

U.S. Rubber Reserve, the Desmond
Company and others tried to revive the

ancient Maya idea of making rubber
from the chico zapote resin. They were
not successful.

A black market in chewing gum de-

veloped, however. The bulk of the big

companies' production was set aside for

the U.S. armed forces. Smaller com-
panies sprang up or raised their pro-

duction for civilian demands. Mexico
itself, where chewing gum had hitherto

been virtually unknown, began to chew,
and small factories were opened. Fifteen

per cent of the crop was set aside for

"national consumption," but the con-
tractors say that much of this was boot-

legged out. They all have stories of

suspicious characters haunting the hot
cafes of Campeche, where they offered

attractive prices and no questions were
asked.

There is more than a suspicion that,

although the bad seasons of 1943 to 1945
led to official statements that not half

the allotted quotas had been filled, a

good deal of the chicle was smuggled
out of the jungles to unknown destina-

tions. For even .he most unscrupulous
manufacturer needs at least some chicle

in his gum, and transportation difficulties

and enemy occupation had cut the

supply of second-class gum from Chia-
pas, Guatemala and the British Malay
States.

In recent years, the Mexican govern-
ment has developed a widespread in-

spection and supervision service in the
jungles. When outside companies tried

to buy chicle in midseason, they were
refused permits. On the other hand, the

government has for years prevented
the big companies from monopolizing
the whole yield and fixing the price.

In addition, the government, through
the Chicle Committee in Campeche,
founded in 1939, sees that workers re-

ceive a fixed price, known in advance,
for a given amount brought in, food at

wholesale prices and medical attention.

The Chicle Workers Union gets cash
contributions from the Committee and
has equipped a much-needed hospital in

Campeche with 85 beds. It expects to

open a larger hospital shortly. Eight
thousand of the 12,000 employed are

Union members. But the old-time con-
tractors still prefer to recruit their own
men.
The contractors do not belong to the

all-powerful Committee. They even
complain that they are not permitted to

enter its offices. They must, however,
pay a contribution to its upkeep and they
are subject to inspection out at the

centrals and hatos where the chicle is

boiled and collected.

A Losing Battle in the Courts

The reason for government control is

that the jungles belong to the state. The
one big private concession, the Mexican
Gulf Land and Lumber Company, ac-

quired by U.S. investors some 40 years

ago and covering half a million acres of
uncharted chicle and lumber jungle, was
recently expropriated after a five-year

struggle in the courts. It had never pro-
duced very much chicle.

Despite all modern improvements,
the getting of chicle will always remain a

hazardous and perilous business. Possi-

bly the very hazards and perils, the easy,

though hardly excessive, profits will

always attract adventurers until the

trees are drained dry.

Men seem likely to go on climbing the

60-foot trees, waiting for the rains, col-

lecting sap and brewing it over the great

fires.

Campeche and Chetumal bask in the

tropic sun. In the company warehouses,
the clerks count the quintales. separating

the gray blocks from the red squares that

are inferior stuff from Chiapas or Guate-
mala. In Quintana Roo, colonels with

federal concessions plan raids across the

borders of their breaches. Over the tires

at the centrals, where the bubbling chico
zapote sap is deprived of its humidity
and formed into the rough bars that will

be shipped to New Jersey, squatting men
tell legends of blood and terror.

In South Bend, Indiana, an irate

theatergoer removes gingerly from his

pants the gob that has permitted an over-

worked stenographer to get through the

day without succumbing to hysteria.

That gob represents the extraordinary
risks accepted by a whole series of men
thousands of miles away, about which
most of South Bend and the rest of

America has never conceived even the

remotest idea.

The End
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AS WELL AS
BOTTLES !

• EASY TO USE
• NO WASTE
• NO SPILLING
• HANDY FOR
TRAVELING

GIT A TUBE at your drug or toilet goods
counter today! See for yourself how Wild-
root Cream-Oil . . . the non-alcoholic hair

tonic containing LANOLIN . . . grooms
ycur hair neatly and naturally, relieves

dryness, and removes loose dandruff.Then
you'll know why Wildroot Cream-Oil is

again and again the choice of men who
put good grooming first.

CHARLIE SQUIRES AND THE SEVEN MARCHETTIS

Manufacturers—and, of course, Bert

Buell—he's the worst enemy we had."

Mr. Ashcraft shrugged and okayed the

cost sheets.

"Maybe you know what you're do-

ing," he said.

"When I get Bert Buell into this little

nest," said Charlie, "you'll apologize for

doubting me.
By now the Grand Embassy had been

dusted, scrubbed, painted, refurnished

and the sheets had been laundered. Mar-
ble gleamed, chromium glittered and
everywhere you looked you could find

cordiality, humility and new potted

palms. One by one the old customers
were beginning to forgive and forget. But
it was still a struggle and Charlie was
busy and happy. Miss Enright, his secre-

tary, would stagger home on Fridays all

but weeping with fatigue.

"Ye Gods, what a live wire!" she said

once to Susie. "How do you stand liv-

ing with him?"
"You see more of him than I do," Susie

said.

And that was true. Charlie had a the-

ory that five hours' sleep was all he
needed. Day and night he'd come dash-
ing into his suite for thirty-minute cat

naps, thus giving the impression of work-
ing around the clock. He was an inspira-

tion to the staff.

"Ah, Susie!" he'd cry, throwing him-
self on the bed. "There's nothing like

hotel work to burn up excess energy. No
waiting around here, like there is in the

Air Corps. Nobody stays forever—they
check out sometime, and you have to get

'em back. And think of it! Right under
this roof there's love and anger, birth and
death, murder and suicide—and hun-
dreds of employees all speaking different

languages, most of which I'm planning
to learn. Why, this business can keep
a man excited his whole life long."

CHARLIE hit hard and got away fast.

Conventions that had been aban-
doned to places like Okinomweok pock-
eted their pride and signed up again.

Lawsuits were settled for a gin and bit-

ters in the Cock 'n' Feather. The Seven
Marchetti Brothers, earnest acrobats
whom Charlie had first seen leaping

about in a USO spotlight at Lingling,

were packing the Tiger Room to the

walls, twice nightly. The house count be-

gan gradually to climb.

Susie, who vaguely sensed the restless-

ness that came with each success, could
always hearten Charlie by reminding him
of Bert.

"Ah, yes," he'd say, brightening at

once. "He won't collapse like some of
these other sissies. He'll go down fight-

ing, see if he doesn't!"

H. Bertrand Buell's fury was unabated.
He slammed doors, banged down re-

ceivers, sent back unopened letters;

flowers, bottles and candy were coldly
refused.

"They don't come any tougher,"

Continued from page 16

Charlie said, admiringly. "Why, I

wouldn't be surprised if it took me a

coupla years to calm him down."
But one day, after he'd landed the

National Association of Glove and
Parka Manufacturers, Susie found him
in the suite reading a poultry journal. He
was very depressed.

"Darling, what's the matter?" she
asked anxiously.

"I'm not sure the Cock 'n' Feather was
such a hot idea," he said, morosely.
"These guys are getting to be pushovers."

Susie aimed her random arrow.
"Well," she said, brightly, "you've still

got Bert!"

But this time it didn't cheer him.
"I can outthink H. Bertrand Buell,"

he said, flipping pages listlessly.

"How do you know?"
"I've been working the angles on him,"

he said wearily. "Reports are coming in.

He's beginning to crack."

"You mean—he's going to stop here?"
"Looks like it," sighed Charlie.

"But. Charlie! Even if he does, how'll

you get him down to the Cock 'n'

Feather? And if you do get him there,

will he drink with you?"
Charlie put the magazine down and

paced the room. "And then there's Mrs.
Buell," Susie reminded him.

Charlie lit up.

"That's so!" he said. "Maybe I'll make
another trip to Toledo."
He came back from Toledo and sang

in the shower and Susie was bewildered
but happy again.

And then, one bright August morn-
ing, Kenneth Ashcraft bolted into the

suite at breakfast time.

"Charlie." he cried, "you've done it!"

Charlie Squires broke off a piece of
toast.

"What now?" he asked, indifferently.

"Bert Buell's in the penthouse. I've

sent up a basket of bananas and
oranges."

Charlie's face went white. "Is Mrs.
Buell with him?" he asked.

"No. She's at home in Toledo. He's
traveling alone. Go get him, Charlie!"

Charlie reached for the phone. "Mr.
Buell?" he said, briskly, in his profes-

sional manner. "Anything I can do for

you this morning?"
Then a slow grin tugged at his lips; he

put the receiver down and gave it an
affectionate pat.

"Well?" shouted Ashcraft. "What'd
he say?"

"Great guy, H. Bertrand," said

Charlie, hitching up his belt. "He's still

sore. Hung up on me." He paused in

the doorway. "Ever notice Bert's fra-

ternal emblems?"
"What about 'em?" asked Ashcraft.

"I'm gonna use psychology," said

Charlie. "I'll hogtie the guy with his

own watch chain."

"Hold on!" cried Ashcraft, who
always liked to be in on the kill.

"Where'll I meet you?"

"Wait in your office," Charli
mysteriously. "And let nothiri

you." He came back and kis

This is the World Series, Sw
he said.

H. Bertrand Buell sat in the

living room bulging in twee

monogrammed blue shirt. Ii

that he'd been an economics
before he'd joined the Road
that wasn't all he'd joined,

chain sagged with emblems
orders and secret societies,

clubs, luncheon clubs and the

his left hand he wore a r

spelled: BERT in small di

his name. H. BERTRAND B
traced in gold on the buc!

belt. Charlie had thought di

this brave display of jeweli

concluded this about him
Buell was a man who wi

sure he could get in. He joi

out.

HE WORE pince-nez on a

cord. When Charlie
perched them on his nose and
mouth to speak.

But Charlie interrupted.

"Buell, " he said, sharply
make something clear to yo
you here at Mr. Ashcraft's

Bert got up.

"Asked me!" he roared.

Why. damn you, Squires, y
bagged me. My banker, my
chief of police of Toledo,
begging me to give you
chance." He shook a big :

Charlie's nose. "You tell

control my own convention
money, I've committed no
checked in here as a court
friends of mine and now I

out."

"Good," said Charlie.

Bert's jaw sagged.

"What did you say?"
Charlie looked him over v

"We're all booked up." hi

ingly. "We don't want you
Bert's neck swelled.

"Well," he said with hea
"you're quite the salesman,

Charlie polished his fingei

lapel, then looked at them
"Oh, I'm not bad," he saiii

not trying this morning."
He glanced casually into

mouth and turned to the pi

"Send a boy to the penth
Buell's bags," he said, crisp

he comes here again, don't

room."
Then he nodded coldly

out.

Fifteen minutes later he

coffee at his desk when K
craft came stumbling in, fCj

jingle of emblems.
"Charlie!"

"Yes?"

I!
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>W READY*. .4 majestic new volumes about a world-shaking decade!miiai
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A comprehensive, universal record of the secrets and successes, the songs

and sadness, the progress of civilization in every field of activity during

History's most stirring decade

Would you like to hear General Wain-

wright's own story of Corregidor ... or read a

biography of F. D. R. by Mrs. Roosevelt, her-

self ... or learn about World War II from Gen-
eral Marshall's own words? You'll find them
all in 10 EVENTFUL YEARS!

Gathered together, as only the Editors

of Encyclopaedia Britannica could gather them,

are countless thousands of facts, many that were

formerly top-secret, about the wonderful, the

progressive, the nightmare years of 1937-1946.

Many of the articles were written by the very

people who lived, and often directed, the events

they describe.

In this massive reference work, the jig-

saw pieces of a spectacular decade fit together

into one clear picture of political, social, scien-

tific and cultural trends . . . everything that His-

tory will consider important from those years.

Fashions and foibles, too, are recorded . . .

from hep cats and movies to Wrong-Way Cor-

rigan and The Big Apple!

Though World War II occupies only a

fraction of the 3,450 pages of 10 EVENTFUL
YEARS, still, this great work contains what is

undoubtedly the most comprehensive resume

yet written. You will read never-before-revealed

accounts of submarine warfare . . . dramatic

revelations of Army, Navy, Marine and Air

combat.

10 EVENTFUL YEARS is more than a

stirring history of an epochal decade. It is

more than a mammoth storehouse of valuable

information. It is a Diary of Mankind through

ten fabulous years ... a literary master work
that you and your children will read, use and
treasure always. Send the coupon today!

IIIIH""
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llMI""'
till** 1"

IIIIIHH

ZOO
»IMP«

,INC

1937

A GREAT LIVING RECORD

TO READ AND TREASURE

• 4 Large Volumes
• 800 Contributors

• 3,000,000 Words
• 1,600 Articles

• 1,500 Illustrations

• 40 Maps and Charts

• 50,000 Index Entries

\

Coronation of George VI, 1937 EVENTFUL YEARS
I 937 - 1946

'j ENCYCLOP/EDIA BRITANNICA, INC.

Ernie Pyle, Okinawa, 1945

- r
c

Sea Biscuit and War Admiral, 1938 Sewell Avery, 1944

•Merrioi

tor
Septfl

• 1,500 illustrations, including prize-winning photographs,

embellish the exciting stories covering music, literature, in-

vention, commerce, law, medicine, art, science, industry,

politics, religion, aeronautics, military campaigns, sports,

economics, agriculture, strategy ofWorld War 1 1, philosophy.

10 EVENTFUL YEARS

the Gift of Gifts

to get or give

See these magnifi-

cent volumes at

your booksellers,

or send the coupon

for an illustrated

brochure.

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., Dept. 540-J
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

Please send, without obligation, your illustrated brochure

about 10 EVENTFUL YEARS.

Name.

Address.

City. .Zone. . . .State.
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YOU'LL WANT THESE

WMmfflm
Found Only in These 1948 Radio-Phonographs

by STEWART- WARNER. Completely Different!

SHADOW-BOX DIAL with unique Wide-Angle Tuning! First major

improvement in radio design in 15

seen clearly (Voir, all positions... tuned i

THE INTERPRETER, blond mahogany crafted in the

modern manner; also in rich old-world mahogany.

STROBO-SONIC TONE SYSTEM with the new Electro-Hush
Reproducer! The Dura-point retracts to guard your records

from accidental scratch! Needle noise . . . distracting hiss and
chatter are banished. Your needle-changing worries are over.

. . . ueaaiiful rteio cawnefo, period

andmodern, M(dt'-proportioned

for die /tome oftoday/

Yes, really new sets are here—new in styl-

ing, new in radiant performance, new in the

true-life beauty of their Strobo-Sonic Tone

... in both radio and phonograph!

Perfectly proportioned for the modern

home, these beautiful consoles blend har-

moniously with every decorative style.

All have the famous Built-in Radair An-

tenna, genuine PM dynamic speakers, and

the fast, quiet, gentle-action Stewart-Warner

automatic record changer.

See these new Stewart-Warner sets . . .

look for the difference . . . listen for it

—

at your dealer's now!

A Modal for Evory Purpose... A Radio for Evory Room

THE SYMPHONIC, a charming radio-

phonograph with automatic record

changer. In old-world mahogany
with dimensional bronze grille. 3454*

high, 26?i* wide, 16" deep.

THE NEW MINSTREL, a radio-phono-

graph in handsome contemporary
design. Standard record changer han-
dles up to 12 disks. 34M" high, 23'4"

wide, 16" deep.

Stewart -Warner
*** I1M (/ew

CHICAGO 14 ILLINOIS

The old man put both hands on the

desk.

"I can't believe my ears, Charlie. Mr.
Buell says you insulted him!"
"Oh?" Charlie's tone took on a note

of surprise. He put his cup down. "He
got it, did he?"

Bert Buell arrived and pointed a

quivering finger

That's the way he talked to me up-
stairs! Fire him!"

Charlie tilted back in his chair, put his

feet on the desk.

"Mr. Ashcraft," he said, flicking his

cigarette, "if you want Bert Buell in this

hotel—you book him. And if you book
him—you handle him." He picked up a

letter. "And if you don't like what I'm
saying, here's my resignation!"

Kenneth Ashcraft was patting the wall

trying to find the button.

"Now, boys!" he cried as the panel
slid open. "Let's have a friendly little

drink in the Cock 'n' Feather." He
grabbed Bert's arm and shoved him in.

"There's been a misunderstanding. Let's

straighten it out."

"Make mine tea," said Charlie. "I'll

be damned if I'll drink with him."
But he patted the wall behind him,

found the button; the door closed, and
H. Bertrand Buell was in the nest.

BREATHING hard. Bert lowered
himself into a red-leather arm chair.

His cheeks were twitching.

"Now, then," he said, staring nerv-

ously at Ashcraft, who was making light-

ning motions back of the bar. "Look
here. Damn it all, I've got a right to

know what brought this on!"
Ashcraft missed his aim with the

seltzer but managed somehow to pour
two jiggers for Bert.

"Speak up, Charlie," the old man cried.

"Cards on the table. Bring it out in the

open. What's got into you?"
"I'll tell you what's got into me," said

Charlie furiously, passing Bert his glass.

"I'd slept in a ditch all night in Lingling

—cold and miserable—and when the

mail came, here was a letter from Susie

telling me H. Bertrand Buell had kicked

a sailor's seabag across the lobby in a

childish burst of temper because he
couldn't get a room! Didn't know there

was a war on. Why, it made me so

cockeyed mad—

"

Bert was hammering on the table.

"I had a room," he shouted. "They
threw me out of it!"

"Details," stormed Charlie. "Did you
kick some poor gob's seabag, or didn't

you? That's what I want to know."
"He had his reasons,'

Ashcraft.

screamed Mr.

"They threw my wife and t

of here into a blizzard," roared
"Can you ask for a better reason
that?"

"Why, you knew that, Charlie,'

tested Mr. Ashcraft. "I told yoi

self."

"Nothing of the sort," bel

Charlie. "I didn't find out unti

peasant started throwing ash trays

in Toledo."
But he allowed himself to bt

suaded. By then, Bert's glass hac
emptied three times and a ycarnii

approval was warm within him.

end, Charlie reluctantly agreed t

them for dinner in the Tiger Room
even greater reluctance he promi
bring Susie. And when Bert

reeled away toward the elevate

Ashcraft said, admiringly, moppi
brow:

"I'm beginning to see it, Charlie
dried the inside of his collar. "I'l

to hand it to you. You're a
psychologist, my boy!"

"Tonight's the night," said C
grimly. "Never underestimate I

trand Buell."

He slept three hours, the long
he'd had since 1945, and then,

o'clock, put on his dinner clo
went downstairs with Susie to rrn

Buell. He was right. Bert w;

and when Ashcraft joined them
table he fired the first gun:

"I called Toledo and consul

Buell on the phone this noon,
took my shower," he said, coldl

had an interesting comment t

about this hotel."

"What was that?" asked As,hci

litely.

"She wouldn't be found deai

Bert said.

MR. ASHCRAFT shot a
glance at Charlie and fou

smiling.

"Now, now," the old man imp
hastily. "Let's have a drink. W
be, Bert, old boy?"
"Tomato juice," said Bert pr

"It may help the hang-over I've

got. Smart guy, aren't you, Squi

Charlie was gazing af Bert

admiration.
"You're okay, Bertrand," he sa

dine his head. "You're fast «

feet"
"Don't sweet-talk me!" cne

"Come on, Ashcraft, order m>
and let me get oiit of here."

Ashcraft nervously called th

and it was then that Susie went
on Bert. All sweet attention a

\

0s

"When you keep wanting me to answer yes or no, I hardly know what

Collier's for September
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II keeps On longer after the brushing StOpS New improved Squibb Dental Cream is a new experience in longer mouth

refreshment. It helps the cleaning by staying with your brush. It helps atter the

cleaning by staying longer on the job in your mouth. It's alkaline. It's flavored

with natura l oils— not synthetic. Stays soft in the tube-won't harden.

This trial offer guarantees your money back if you aren't completely satisfied. Just bring

both tubes, even if empty, and the wrapper back to your dealer. He'll return

the full 39c (Offer good only through Nov. 30, 1947.) the alkaline dental cream
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WEATHER:

"RAIN" INSIDE

YOUR WATCH

Scientists explain why

millions of mainsprings break,

and one doesn't

High humidity followed by a sudden

drop in temperature sets up a miniature

rainstorm inside of the tightest watch
cases. For such conditions cause the

condensation of a droplet of moisture.

A tiny pin point of rust begins—and
there is where the mainspring breaks.

Rust is the commonest cause of main-

spring breakage. The finest steel main-

springs ever made will rust.

But now comes Elgin's amazing new
DuraPower* Mainspring. It's made of

an entirely new alloy. The DuraPower
Mainspring u ill not rust. Furthermore
it retains its "springiness" indefinitely

for greater accuracy through the years.

The DuraPower Mainspring elimi-

nates 99% of repairs due to steel main-

spring failures. Only Elgin Watches in-

cluding Lord and Lady Elgins and Elgin

De Luxe have this miracle mainspring,

and at no extra cost. Look for the sym-
bol "dp" on the dial. Also at repair

shops for replacement in many previous

Elgin models.

•Patent Pending

GIVES MORE
BRIGHT LIGHT LONGER

flashing smiles, she got a Martini down
him, and another, and finally a third.

She laughed gaily at his tired old jokes,

admired his emblems, listened wide-eyed

to the story of his life. Then she

mellowed him further with onion soup
and poulei a la Stanley with Chateau
Yquem 1928. Then Cherries Jubilee.

And, finally, Ashcraft's last bottle of

V.S.O.P. brandy. It was the brandy that

won him over.

"Mrs. Buell would like you, Susie,"

said Bert thickly at ten o'clock.

"She can never forgive us, I know,"
said Susie, fluttering her lashes. Then,
appealingly, aiming for Bert's big heart:

"Even if you take your convention to an-

other hotel in October, I shall do my best

to make her happy. I remember seeing

her when you were here last time. She's

beautiful."

"Beautiful," echoed Kenneth Ash-
craft.

Charlie, sitting gloomily with his chin

in his hands, felt a slipper against his

shin.

"Yes, yes," he said, joining in. "Beau-
tiful, beautiful."

Bert warmed a big brandy snifter be-

tween his palms and drank it down. His
eyes were like marbles now. He fixed

them on Susie.

"When I tell Mrs.—" Bert paused.

"Buell," said Susie, helpfuly.

"Yes. When I tell Mrs. Buell about
you, Susie, everything's going to be all

right." He splashed more brandy into

his glass. "Af'er the floor show," he
said owlishly, "let's all get together and
set the dates."

"Hear that?" cried Mr. Ashcraft,

patting some spilled wine with his nap-
kin. "Hear that, Charlie?"

Susie signaled the roving photog-
rapher to take their picture. A beaming
group—all but Charlie, who was sadly

drawing a map of Lingling on the table-

cloth.

Susie nudged him again.

"What's the matter?" she formed with

her lips. "What is it?"

Charlie glared at Bert. "Quitter," he
said, under his breath.

It was at the roll of the drum an-
nouncing the floor show that an idea

struck him, spiraling into his mind from
something Bert had said. He'd had
drink for drink with Bertrand but his

head was clear as a bell. It seemed to

him that with this final conquest the best

challenge in the hotel business was gone
forever, the last beckoning light had
fluttered out. But now he sat straight,

his interest returning.

Bert had said, "I was an acrobat for a

while, when 1 was a boy."
"Not really!" Susie had been sur-

prised. ,

"I know it's hard to believe." Bert told

her. patting her hand. "I've put on so
much weight and all. But I wasn't bad.
Toured a whole season with a circus

once."
Charlie pushed his glass aside. "Excuse

me a minute," he said, getting up.

He ducked under the spotlight, circled

through the darkness behind the or-

chestra platform and hurried to a dress-

ing room.

THE Seven Marchettis were flexing

their big muscles, wriggling the toes

of their large bare feet, doing bends.
They were astonishingly healthy con-
sidering that they never breathed fresh

aii except when riding in cabs to railway
stations.

"Our frien' Charles!" Tony Marchetti
cried, flashing his white teeth. "You
have a ringside table, no? Tonight we
dedicate our act to Mrs. Squires."

"You'll do better than that," Charlie
said, waving them into a huddle. He
whispered earnestly until Tony suddenly
backed away.
"You have had some quantities of

wine, yes, my frien'?"

"What of 'it?"

"But this, that you are asking, is very

onusual, yes?"

"Who got you your job here?" de-

manded Charlie. "If it wasn't for me
you'd be playing Kenosha."
The brothers looked at one another

doubtfully. Then they all shrugged.
"We will do our best, Signor," Tony

said. "The Seven Marchettis never for-

get a frien'."

When Charlie came back to the table

he was once again all affability and
charm; Susie was relieved.

BUT when the Seven Marchettis re-

turned to take their bow at the end
of the performance they suddenly broke
ranks and stormed Charlie's table utter-

ing wild cries of delight.

"H. Bertrand Buefi!" they cried. "Bert
Buell! Allez-oop!"

There was a tumbling instant of con-
fusion, an interlacing of arms and legs

and then Bert Buell, pince-nez dangling,

was sitting in the middle of the dance
floor on the upraised feet of Tony
Marchetti. Six other Marchettis on their

backs in a circle lifted their paddlelike

feet in unison and presently Bert was

I
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sailing through the spotlight beam with

the greatest of ease. The Marchettis

were exact and gentle; their precision

was a pretty thing to see.

But then something happened.
A shower of silver cascaded to the

dance floor from Bert's gaping pockets

and a roaring upsweep of laughter ran

into the veins of the Seven Marchettis

like liquid fire. This was their first taste

of stormy applause; never had they

heard open palms banging in delight on
night-club tables, nor knives hammering
against highball glasses; never had they

seen an audience helpless with laughter;

it was heady wine. A latent sense of

comedy welled up in them, and ignoring

the piteous, surprised bleats that came
from the whirling figure of H. Bertrand

Buell they tossed him higher and spun
him about in intricate patterns until

his shoes, one by one, came off and his

necktie snapped and fluttered to the

floor.

When the audience could laugh no
harder the Seven Marchettis carried his

limp form away. But then the house
came down in shrieks and whistles and
Beit's sagging body was back for an
encore. No sound came from Bert,

though. No protest. No movement,
whatever. And once again they carried

him off.

"He's fainted," Susie cried.

"If this is a practical joke. Squires,"

Mr. Ashcraft thundered, "it's your last."

Charlie rose with dignity.

"Now," he said, "I'll straighten ev

thing out. Just leave it to me.'
"I'll handle this," snapped Ashe

hurrying away.
They found Bert lying red-faced

couch in the dressing room, his br<

glasses dangling near the floor. Lik<

Marchettis he, too, was barefoot, ha
lost his socks during the encore
Ashcraft propped him up and c

loudly for water. The acrobats cri

in a corner. Sobbing, Susie brouf
glass. In that crowded room
Charlie was calm.

"Mr. Buell," said Ashcraft, hur
"I apologize. My lawyers will be
to talk to yours any time you say.'

Bert struggled to an elbow.
"Did that photographer get a pi'

of it?" he gasped.
"Certainly not!" said Mr. Ash

horrified.

Bert staggered to his feet.

"Well, why the hell not?" he
manded. "Get him in here!" Th
spotted Charlie and staggered aero:

room to embrace him. "Good
Charlie!" he cried, slapping him o
back. "Your idea, they tell me."
crushed Charlie's disgusted face a;

his shirt front. "Fulfilled a
long ambition," he babbled, sh

hands with everybody. "Nobody
believed I once was an acrobat,

even my wife. Get that photogr
in here!"

Mr. Ashcraft looked on dazec
Bert climbed to the top of a pyrarr

the broad backs of the Seven Marc
A flash bulb exploded. Bert waved
to them.
"Book me up, Charlie," he <

"And, Susie, you be nice to Mrs.
during the convention."

Charlie stalked across to Ki
Ashcraft.

"Well, why don't you fire m«
demanded.

Ashcraft jerked his eyes from (

to Bert Buell on the pyramid an<

again.

"Never mind," said Charlie, b
"I quit. I'm going to look arou
a business with a little comj
in it."

WHEN he'd finished telling r

story, Susie said, "And we
it, too. All our turkeys got pneufciEN
It was dreadful. But now veterit

come from everywhere just to t

Charlie. We're making a fortune
we. dear?"
He was pacing the room. She fc

him around, trying to kiss him. I

"How's hotel business in C

these days?" he asked.

"Falling off," I said.

"Heard anything about the

DMen

rlinei

inn

M/in

Embassy?"
"Down forty per cent," I told

He stopped. His eyes brighten!

"How about Bert Buell?" he a]

"His gang is all booked to t|

Toledo next October."

ttican

GlNEEfi

"Is that so?" said Charlie,

looking gayer by the minute,
man Ashcraft? Suppose he'd pu
the old job again?"

I had to say it. You don't lie t

"Not a chance, Charlie," I to Wliner

"From all I hear he wouldn't let

past the revolving doors."

Susie was watching him ap
sively. He was pacing again,

aglow.

"Hell, kid," he said to her,

raising is too damned easy. I w
about the hotel business in the fir

Come on, Susie—on your feet,

needs us, gal! Let's pack."
There were tears in her eye:

looked slowly around that lovel

But then she lifted her lips, sn

him mistily. She loves the guy
don't think she'll ever understan

The End

Collier's for September
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'ASSENGERS CARRIED

for ten years, American has led all domestic

g|
airlines in total passengers carried!

iShel

s^ him
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'ASSENGER MILES FLOWN
American has led all domestic airlines since

1937 in number of passenger miles flown!

,"
I toll
c6 SERVICE

American—first with regular DC-6 service—

' las the greatest number of DC-6 aircraft in

id lo

operation!

IUMBER OF AIRCRAFT

American leads all domestic airlines in number

of airliners in service!

i

jssinthe

pack.

in
her e*

End

September!

IGINEERING RESEARCH

lerican's engineering staff—employing the

finest research facilities— has no equal in tech-

lical skill and knowledge!

IN FLIGHTS FLOWN
American, day-in and day-out, makes more

scheduled flights than any other airline!

IN PERSONNEL TRAINING

American excels all airlines in intensified,

thorough personnel training!

IN TESTING AND INSPECTION

American exceeds the rigid requirements of

the Civil Aeronautics Administration in its test-

ing and inspection of aircraft and equipment!

IN AIRFREIGHT SERVICE

American was the first airline to operate Air-

freight service!

...AND, FOR THE FUTURE

. . . for continued leadership, American has on

order more DC-6 and Convair transports than

any other airline!

The Finest Flagship of Them All!

AMERICAN'S FIVE STAR VC6

SPEED! More than 300 miles per hour— on only

65%> of the available horsepower of its four

powerful, Pratt &: Whitney engines! . . . Un-
matched climbing rate, 1500 feet per minute,

brings it swiftly to high altitudes at which max-
imum speed and travel comfort can be enjoyed.

COMFORT! An entirely new experience in

fatigue-free flight! . . . Automatic and complete

air conditioning and pressure control . . . soft,

roomy seats . . .and a host ofother features—plus

American's unsurpassed personalized service!

DEPENDABILITY! The most modern product of

the knowledge and experience that produced
the world-famous DC-3 and DC-4... of years of

research and planning—plus rigorous testing by
American Airlines experts—including 300,000
miles of pre-service flight-testing.

For reservations and information call your nearest American Airlines office or your travel agent

AMERICAN AIRLINES
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DON'T RISK A "BRUSH-OFF

Soak your plate or bridge in Polident

to keep it hygienically clean, odor-free

pouDenT

W*
*°l*u^

Soak plate or bridge daily— fifteen

minutes or more— in a fresh, cleansing

solution of Polident and water.

MOST DENTISTS agree that brushing

cannot cure the unpleasant offense

known as DENTURE BREATH.

To keep dental plates clean, pure, free

of tell-tale odors, more dentists recommend
Polident than any other denture cleanser.

Gentle, easy soaking in a solution of

Polident and water every day is a safe,

sure way to avoid DENTURE BREATH—
and to keep your false teeth sparkling

bright with their original natural look.

Buy an economical can of Polident,world's

largest selling denture cleanser, 30c and 60e\

^POIIDCIIT**
RECOMMENDED BY MORE DENTISTS

THAN ANY OTHER DENTURE CLEANSER

LOOSE

TEETH!

Mazing NeflCllim

HoWsTjjSS.Wffl®
POLI-GRIP
Made and Guaranteed by

POLIDENT

THE WEEK'S MAIL
Continued from page 4

What would I do about it? Just go out

and ask the average everyday workman or

businessman who has not been hypnotized

by a lot of high-sounding mumbo-jumbo
put out by the psychiatric medicine men to

fortify their own jobs.

First—Make punishment swift, certain

and severe for both parents and hell-

raising brats alike.

Second—Put a bounty (about 50 cents

per head) on all the career-boy psychia-

trists.

Third—Have the parents of the decent

kids demand that their offspring receive

at least their proportionate share of money
spent for public education.

William D. Young, Bishop, Cal.

CAME THE DAWN

Dear Sirs: According to Mr. Jim Marshall

(Life with Mr. Powell. Aug. 16th) I quote:

"Bill was born July 29, 1892. in Pittsburgh.

He first saw the light of day fifteen years

later, when his family moved to Kansas
City." I presume from this Mr. Powell was
born blind, but recovered his sight when he
arrived in Kansas City. Or is, Pittsburgh

such a Smoky City?

J. Elliott, Banff, Alberta

To see the light, sir, we suggest you move
to Pittsburgh.

ZZYDD CORP.

Dear Sirs: Might I toss in a couple of

items for the Zzydd Corp. formed by that

Sarasota screwball Bandcl Linn (The
Week's Work, June 21st): I have (1) a

Double-spring Padlock for those who like

to bolt their food, and (2) a Bottomless

Drawer in which to hide one's emotions.

Frank Cole, Garden City, L. I.

GAGOMETER

Dear Sirs: Note your infernal machine,

the Gurney Gagometer, designed to reject

cartoons automatically (The Week's Work,
July 26th). Beware! I've thrown together

a countermeasure of loose bobby pins, a

hot plate, some old bedsprings and a lawn

mower. Completely automatic, it starts at

the drop of an editorial NO!; is patented as

&^

Ft ff/~'ACe~ Vi&i£>

gv oag-o Me-rea.

the Lichty Gag-Fired-Joke-Editor-Mincer

& Distillation Plant; is collapsible, and can

be carried handily from editor lair to e.l.

in a steamer trunk. If cartoonist dies of

overrejection on the way, he can be buried

in the trunk—and be rejected wherever

he goes. George Lichty, Chicago, 111.

BLUE BABIES

Dear Editor: A short time ago I met Ray
West, a stanch citizen of Corpus Christi.

and learned that his son had just recovered

from a "blue baby" operation at Johns

Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.

[Collier's published an account of Dr.

Alfred Blalock's new technique for operat-

ing on so-called "blue" babies in A Gift

of Life, Apr. 6th, '46.]

In Auckland, New Zealand. Mr. and

Mrs. R. J. W. Rose read the Collier's article

and subsequently brought their daughter,

Marie Stewart, five, to Johns Hopkins. She

was operated on last May and released in

June, a healthy, mischievous child.

The day after, Roy James, a boy from
Australia, was admitted, operated on in

June and released the first week of August
a healthy specimen of boyhood.

During the last year, how many "blue'

babies have come to Johns Hopkins as ;

result of the Collier's article is not known
But Dr. Blalock has discharged 80 per cen
of his patients as healthy, normal children

Bob Wilkinson, New York, N. Y

OUT to lynch

Dear Editor: Concerning your editoria

One Cure for Lynching (Aug. 2d) I wig)

to quote: "Anyway, here's to Hurtsboro'

Mayor Vann. He's a man."
Why make Mayor Vann a national hero

Why not give the Negro maid, who hel

my sister fight the Negro and prevent hi

from carrying out his criminal attack un
help could be obtained, equal credit for

job well done? Here's to Hurtsboro's

gro maid Pecola. She's the real hero.

John M. Cade, Jr., Tuscaloosa,

. . . From the security of his skyscrajx

office, the average editor cannot compn
hend the ungovernable, despairing, con
pelling rage underlying the lynching of,

rural rapist.

His womenfolk have never been isolate

hours on hours, day in and day out. iij

unprotected farmhouse. Nor have th«

day after day hurried fearfully down
lonely country lane at dusky-dark for

cows. Whe^i legal processes, unhampenT
by outside erratic societies and individual

make punishment of rapists certain. lyncffjy

ing will go the way of the old-time prote]

ut

3rti

wn

" "pi
penf

tive practice of stringing up cattle thievo

H. Y. Noble, Shreveport, Li""

... It seems difficult to achieve unbia

judgment where color enters in. If oil

there could be some way that one's col

could be hidden until the trial had end

this might be possible. We are responsil"

for our citizens, and if the helping hand
not given those born into unfortun;

homes we should not mete out the sal

punishment to those less handicapped.

Norma Williams, Santa Monica, C

tiavi
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WAR PAINT

Tien i

lanmo

Dear Sirs: If the girls are going to fool
, u »

then let them fool us, but I, for one, rest

their turning the world into a giant pow< S™"

room as they do on the cover of Aug e Schic

16th, preparing for the School for Cha \,i .

article in the same issue. Why can't

girls keep the unpleasant facts in

beauty parlor—you know, the place wh "'P3*

the average girl spends half her time f thing tc

two thirds of her money so she won't l<

like the average girl—but usually does

George Bellagamba, Bronx. N

BUNNYISMS

Dear Sirs: It's tough to top the malapr

isms of Bunny McLeod (The Wei

Work, Aug. 16th) but I have heard a

mental lapses in my day. "Why don't

come see me never? I live where the

bends!" a vaudeville acquaintance

mine once said. On our way home fro

party she summed up sagely. "Well,

much for the social annuities!" But I lc
^

her most dearly when she observed:

guess I'm using the correct tick-tac

Maybe / wasn't because she later said

"UScf

It it do

•Ich
tll(

eryatrol

Uieli

scrape;

Nlalesl,

must be psychopathic, you read my mil ,• ,

Thpcp oi-tf. malp-inmnc I h^vp heThese are male-aprops I have

"Let me meditate it over!" "He must b>

muscle, no superstitious flesh on him!
-

'

can make a mistake, I'm not inrlarr

ble!" Of course, you probably know I

Clark once advised everyone, "Don'i

my show if you can!" and Jack No:

cried: "I very don't like her!" We
trying to figure out what he meant.

Joe Laurie. Jr., Jackson Heights, J"

Mr. Laurie's contributions, while hilar
j

are not the McQue except for Dave CI '

enjoinder which is a genuine Bunnyisl

Collier's for September 20,

t



PROMISES NEVER

HIPPED A WHISKER

livid

iporl

[ut through the talk and

>t down to facts! This

hick Electric Shaver has to

•ove— in 10 days—on your

n face— that it's the finest

laving instrument ever—

you get your money back!

Mi.

;lo

rlien it comes to promises, we can make more

lan most people.

fter all, we've worked for 17 years to make shav-

ig almost as easy as flicking a light switch.And in

le Schick Super we honestly believe we've turned

it the shaving instrument that beats them all.

[Oil

I
fort

acts

plii

mil

it mi]

iallyd

Btoul

t packing this ad with promises wouldn't prove

thing to you.

stead we say this

:

it a Schick Super next to your face—and see

lat it does for you.

atch those heads give you double-action on

fery stroke—watch your face come out from be-

id the toughest whiskers bare and beardless,

ick and nickless.

where ^

paints

;hOIK|

* i
s
i" Butl

tcl lidj

He if.'

•sb
oi

i

not

abl)
l

1

hi

I
lad

tied

»0

id out how Schick takes work and worry, cuts

: d scrapes, out of shaving. Try out some fast

-date shaves. Shave with your shirt on when
ie is short.

it all for 10 full days. And then—

10-DAY TRIAL BUY—Here's the Schick Super we're talking about. Tidy, neat, compact, with two close-cropping,

non-nicking. East-working heads that give you double shaving action on every stroke. Complete in handsome traveling

case, ready to plug into any socket, AC or DC, at $18.00. Buy one—try it Eor 10 days—and iE it's not the finest way to

shave you ever found, return it and gel your money hack ,n /""• Or—trial-buy the Eamous Schick Colonel for only $15.00.

If you don't feel that the Schick Super tops

everything for shaving ease—bring it to your

dealer's and take all your money back!

So what do you say? How about starting the

10- day trial right noitf by heading for the near-

est Schick dealer?

SCHICK INCORPORATED, STAMFORD, CONN.

i"»(|

llii*
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CHICK3^ SHAVER
and SHAVEREST

FOR COMPLETE
CONVENIENCE-THE SCHICK

SHAVEREST

Handy automatic wait-holder,

handsome in any bathroom. Fit*

any Schick ever built (Colonel

shown here). Holds it safe, finger-

tip handy next to mirror. Stops

current automatically. Zips up

the cord. $'
7.95

Shaverest—Trademark Schick. Inc.

lembu
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YOUK HAT IS IMPORTANT

$6 50 to 512.50

FORTIS
HATS

Discerning women, constantly

conscious of men's appear-
ance, acclaim Fall Portis Hats.

These well styled, superbly
crafted fur felts have what it

takes . . . Style, quality, en-

during good looks. Shapes to

fit every face, in harmonious

colors to agree with your Fall

outfit. . . . And top values!

See your hatter or write

PORTIS HATS, CHICAGO 10, ILL.

THE boy at the bank teller's window was small and
nondescript, and no one paid any attention to him
until he produced a big bundle of currency and

slipped it under the grill for deposit. As the teller counted
the money several $1,000 bills were disclosed.

Then the man next in line began to take notice; he was a

field agent of the United States Treasury, waiting to deposit

his regular pay check. And a Treasury tax man reacts to a

$1,000 bill like a member of the homicide squad does to

a bloodstained garment; he wants to know where it came
from and who owned it and where the owner got it. To him
a $1,000 bill usually means there's a tax evader in the wood-
pile. The agent turned to the boy and said, "Son, that's a lot

of money you're depositing. Where do you work?"
"I'm a clerk for an insurance company," the boy said.

When the boy left, the agent followed and spotted the firm.

This agent was not an income-tax man, but he reported
what he had seen, and investigators immediately took the
trail of the $1,000 bills. It was a very simple and productive
inquiry. From the insurance company they learned that the
big bills had come from a manufacturer of automobile trail-

ers; he customarily paid his insurance premiums in cash, and
often with very large bills. So the investigators swooped
down upon the manufacturer, examined his books, compared
the figures in them with his bank deposits, expenses and other
items, and wound up with claims against him and his business
associates for delinquent income taxes. With penalties, the
amount collected was almost $2,000,000.

This manufacturer had entered in his books all payments
made to him or to his company by check, while cash pay-
ments, which were encouraged, were not entered. He
thought he had dreamed up an original scheme that would
fool the Treasury's income-tax experts; actually, he had tried

one of the oldest tax-evasion dodges, one that rarely works.

THEY CAN'T FBOI

BIT A. L. M. WIGGINS

The tax evader who juggles with his return _

think he's fooling Uncle Sam but he's only p

ing up a load of grief for himself. Here's wl

as told by the Undersecretary of the Trea

He had forgotten, among other things, that if a man
get anything for his money it must be passed around,
passing big bills in secret is well-nigh impossible. Invari^

somebody sees them, and almost always somebody t

about what he has seen. And eventually the news gets to|

income-tax people, who have very sharp ears.

I told the story of this tax evader to a friend, and he s|

"Oh, yes, I know you get most of the big boys. But i

about the little fellows? There must be thousands of tl

who get away with murder every year."

Well, my friend was wrong. We get the little evadei

well as the big ones, but the little cases seldom get int

papers, and the general public doesn't hear of them
the case of the man who ran a filling station and 1

counter on the outskirts of a sizable city. He made a gl

living from his business, but he was distinctly a small op
tor. He figured that he could chisel a few hundred do
in income taxes without running any risk. He operate^

a cash basis; how could anyone know how much he
in? So what finally happened? He paid the $300 he
tried to evade and a 50 per cent penalty besides. In a

tion, he hired a lawyer, and the lawyer didn't work for r

ing. I estimated that it cost this man about $1,000 to ti

evade $300 in taxes.

Why was this man suspected? Simply because hi:

ported income did not fit the pattern of other operato
the same kind of business in the same territory.

Another small evader, whom we caught, was a fuel

tractor; he sold several thousand cords of wood to the A
In his tax return he reported correctly the price he ha
ceived. and most of the other items of his return were
wise correct. But he made one mistake. He claimed
before he sold the wood to the Army he had bought it

neighboring landowners. One of our local agents happ
to know that a great deal of the wood came from a sitcfM

was being cleared for an airfield, and had cost the contr

nothing but the labor of cutting and hauling. This m;i

big difference in his profit and, of course, in his true taxi

and the fact that he had attempted to evade taxes mac
even bigger difference.

The fact is that over a stretch of years an incom
evader has almost no chance to escape paying what the

ernment's income-tax division says is due, plus penalt

the evasion has been willful. And on top of that, if thq

fraud, there may be a jail sentence. An evader shoul
think he is safe merely because he doesn't hear from i

a few years. Under the law we have six years in whi
catch the man who makes a false return and to recomi

criminal action against him. But additional taxes m;
assessed at any time a deficiency due to fraud is foun

i

Disgruntled or underpaid employ-
ees are a fruitful source of tax tips

Every year thousands of taxpayers

voluntarily disclose unpaid taxes

Treasury men get to kncfl

ness of even the sinalle.'l

ILLUSTRATED BY BILL TARA
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Whatever her type, she's your best girl. So rememl>er her wedding anniversary

with a gift that's worthy of her— a beautiful and accurate Hamilton Watch!

T
« finest hairspring ever developed! It's the exclusive Hamilton Elinvar Extra—non-magnetic, rust-proof, true at all temperatures. First used in Hamilton Railroad Watches, then in Hamilton war timepieces,

now assurcsgreatest accuracy in every Hamilton made. Prices include Fed. Tax. Send for FREE catalog and revealing booklet,"What Makes a Fine Watch Fine?" Hamilton Watch Co., Dept. D-5, Lancaster, Penna.



HERITAGE TO REMEMBER
. . . twenty=four standards, taken at the same time/

are ready to be laid before Congress.'

-LETTER FROM GENL. WASHINGTON TO THOMAS MCKEAN,
PRESIDENT OF CONGRESS. OCTOBER 27, 1781

Sweet indeed, after anxious years, was nobly sustained in Philadelphia, The

America's victory at Yorktown. And Heritage Whisky. An exceptional whisky, so

nowhere was it celebrated more heartily rich yet mild, you might reserve it for spe-

than in Colonial Philadelphia. Today, cial occasions. Yet you can afford to enjoy

those early traditions of hospitality are Philadelphia Blend, regularly and often.

86.8 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • CONTINENTAL DISTILLING CORPORATION, PHILA.
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tter how long after the filing of the re-

n.

\t this moment the Treasury has in its

s more than 30.0(H) leads—they come
us from every imaginable source

—

ich will undoubtedly turn up hun-

ds of millions of dollars in hitherto

ded taxes. So far in 1947 we have col-

fid delinquent taxes as high as $200,-

i.OOO in a single month. During the

rent fiscal year, which ends next June
h, we expect to brine into the Treas-

about $2,500,000,000 through our
rcement activities. We estimate the

of enforcement to effect collection

lot more than one dollar for every

nty collected.

\/e are determined to get every dollar

:'s due the government, with penalties

interest, and are prepared to rceom-
ld criminal action in every case that

ns to justify it.

lo other policy would be fair to the

jonderant proportion of the Ameri-
citizens who pay their full and

per taxes.

Source of Income Is Immaterial

ften it comes to tax money the gov-

ern is not interested in whether you
lour income by preaching the Gos-
r by engaging in a disreputable oc-

tion; we want our share and we're
rmined to get it.

man may be a gambler, a book-
er, a blackmailer or a burglar, but
doesn't give the government part of
ake, we step in. And one way or an-

r we usually manage to find out what
take is. In order to learn what the

ues of the numbers game were, we
mathematical experts calculate prob-
ties: and operating on the basis of his

es we have collected enormous sums
numbers operators in the big cities.

id the same with bookmakers,
d how do we catch all these people,

other evaders with more honorable
pations? Well, there are thousands
ys of doing it, and our agents know
all. Since the federal income-tax

became effective in 1913, approxi-

ly 3S8.O0O.OOO returns have been
and in the process of examining
over the years all the tricks of

d-be evaders have been encountered
ten that a skilled examiner can spot
tentional error almost at a glance,

e have plenty of skilled examiners,
ttered over the country are*more
1.000 Treasury offices, and out of
about 22,000 men and women work
business of collecting taxes. And
agents are not snoopers, although
disgruntled taxpayers may claim
hey are. They do no improper pry-

to your affairs. But they do exam-
ur tax figures. If there is an error,

are just as anxious to refund an
ayment as to assess an underpay-

:y are observant, and they know
reas in which they live and work,
read the newspapers. They make
ic studies of real-estate transac-

They learn about unusual currency
ictions. They look into sudden dis-

of wealth. The purchase of mink
for example, has started many a

ssful tax hunt. If a man buys
ne notably finer than his economic
on would seem to justify, we inves-

We investigate hat-check receipts,

o waiters, earnings of cabdrivers
thers to get a line on average in-

Some of our agents have even
:d at these occupations to get this

ation.

e one of our agents in Chicago saw
vertisement of an auction sale of

y and thought it might be interest-

find out who bought what. One
he learned, bought a ring for $12,-

nother paid $19,000 for a neck-
A third bought three rings, the
st for $3,500, the most expensive
",500. Their tax returns were ex-

fcr's for September 20, 1947

amined to see if their reported income
indicated such spending power. I am
glad to say that most of the buyers were
shown to be in the clear, but several

were not, and after an investigation we
levied and collected additional taxes,

with penalties.

Even money hidden away may trap the

tax evader. Recently, twenty-dollar bills

that had a musty odor began to circu-

late in a small city. A revenue agent
traced the bills to the original owner and
found them to be part of a treasure that

had been buried in a damp spot. It

proved to be income on which no tax

had been paid.

Death, too. may play the role of de-

tective. When a man dies, his estate is

usually subject to an estate tax. If the

inventory shows hidden wealth on which
income taxes ha\e not been paid, the es-

tate is assessed the tax plus the penalties.

In addition to the evaders uncovered
by routine checking of returns a great

many are turned up every year by in-

formers. Government agents receive no
additional compensation for taxes recov-

ered, but the informant may be paid a

reward as high as ten per cent of the de-
linquent tax collected. These informers,
whose names are not revealed without
their consent, are of many kinds. The
estranged and angry wife of a doctor se-

cretly gave evidence that caused her hus-

band to pay more than $100,000 in

delinquent tax. interest and penalty. A
three-cent stamp brought information
from Alaska about a construction
worker who had won more than $200.-

000 gambling, and had reported none of
it. We took SI 60,000 from him in tax,

penalty and interest.

Discharged or underpaid employees
are a fruitful source of hot tax tips.

Recently a bookkeeper brought to the

Treasury two sets of books used by his

employer, one for income-tax purposes,
the other the true income record. They
cost the employer the evaded taxes and
penalties plus a jail sentence, and the

informant received a substantial re-

ward.

Checking Up on the Fanners

For years it has been common talk that

many farmers paid little or no income
taxes. There was some truth in this, be-

cause farm incomes were small, many
farmers kept no books, and farmers have
never been expected to do much paper
work.
The Treasury tax experts finally de-

cided that the current high income on
farms seemed to justify more income-
tax returns than were being received from
the rural population. So a team of 128
agents were sent to a typical farm com-
munity and told to get the facts and, if

the facts warranted, the delinquent taxes.

These agents studied the AAA benefit

payments and other government subsi-

dies. They examined bank accounts,
store accounts, yields per acre, and land
values based on acreage yields.

In general, they studied the standard
of living in the test area, and searched the

records of grain buyers, cattle buyers
and others who buy farm products. The
agents worked an average of six weeks
each, and the cost of the study was $88,-

142.29. But as a result of the investiga-

tion the Treasury collected from the
several hundred farmers in the test area
a total of $5,359,589.56 in taxes, penalties

and interest.

Similar studies are planned for other
farm communities throughout the United
States.

Every year there are thousands of
voluntary disclosures of unpaid taxes

made by the taxpayers themselves. Such
a voluntary action usually avoids hu-
miliation and prosecution. If you have
a friend who has temporarily gypped
Uncle Sam on his income tax, give him
a tip. He can't get away with it.

The End

• More than names you merely know,

brands are names you trust and prefer . . .

because tbey meet your standards in qual-

ity at prices tbat are right.

To dealers, who during the shortage of

branded merchandise had to sell unknown

substitutes, this means "old friends are

back."

To you men who prefer full -leg cover-

age plus the scientific masculine support

of Jockey's Y-Front, "your closest friend

is back"

—

Lightweieht Lonas.CO o

Jockey is popular among millions of

men the world over . . . because it is right

in quality, in comfort, in price.

...and<^'f

Light enough for year-'round

wear, it's the full-length

model that extends down to

the ankle. Also available are

Shorts and Midways. Other

Jockey models are on the

way back.

IT'S A BRAND... IT'S A TRADE MARK ... IT'S MADE BY KENOSHA / WISCONSIN

Licensees for Canada, Moodies; for British Isles, Lyle & Scott; for Australia. Speedo
Knitting Mill; for New Zealand, Lane-Walker-Rudkin; for Switzerland, Vollmoelier.
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In the brief span of a dozen years the combination

of a scraper pulled by a Diesel-powered tractor has

revolutionized earthmoving. It has helped to win a

world war, and is ready for new and gigantic under-

takings in a world at peace.

A dozen "Caterpillar" Diesel Tractors and match-

ing "Caterpillar" Scrapers could have built the old

Erie Canal — "Clinton's Ditch"— in half the time

it took the thousands of pick-and-shovel men em-

ployed on that project, and at less cost. Today every

citizen benefits by the vast accomplishments of these

modern machines.

Moving steadily behind the brute power of the

tractor, a "Caterpillar" Scraper bites into the soil

with its tough steel blade, scoops up yard after cubic

CATERPILLAR
EG. u '

DIESEL
CG. U- 5. PAT. OFF.

ENGINES • TRACTORS
MOTOR GRADERS

EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT

yard of earth, and walks away with a ten-ton 1<|

Like every "Caterpillar" product, the new sen '

is rugged — built to work at full capacity for yj

on end. Its cable controls are the last word in sn*

operating efficiency. The scientifically desigl

blade "boils" earth upward through the middl!

the open bowl, allowing it to top out properly,

huge over-size tires provide easy pulling in soft
|

Wherever dams, levees, highways or airpor

being constructed, you will see these leviathari

action. They are builders of the nation's pro

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO., PEORIA, ILLlM
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BANNER OVER FIRST
Continued from page 22

ere not classic, but they were clean-cut

id his jaw was good. He did not look

ce most New Yorkers, with his deep

n and stubby haircut. . . .

The Eagles were again in the field and

e Sox were up for their last raps. It was
e head of their batting order and in the

ill pen the Eagle reserve hurlers were
jrking furiously, for a one-run lead is

bthing against a wild base-running team
le the slugging Sox.

[The Sox lead-off popped. But the sec-

Id hitter choked up and slapped one be-

|een first and second, nearer to first,

ip Fite could not get to it. Kelley, the

Iter, was safe on a doubtful single.

[Patsy said, "You see that? Kelley

|shed that one at Fite. They're playin'

bum leg!"

The girl said, "Smart baseball. . .
."

\e green kerchief was a rag in her fists.

Morgan, the next Sox batter, laid back
|though to hit away. Then he crouched
idenly and laid a bunt down the first-

be line.

*ite, of course, held the bag as Egg
Irimer rushed to cover the bunt. Egg
Is able to throw out the runner at first.

It Kelley, starting fast, turned second

,\ v>

. . and this is our unfinished attic!'

COLLIER s FRITZ WILKINSON
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slid into third under Fite's hasty

Iw. The tying run was set up.

[earst, the giant Sox left fielder, was
le plate. Gudgeon buzzed for a re-

|
pitcher, but allowed Egg to throw
learst. Egg threw one ball. There
|a tremendous shout as Hearst picked

le first one and slammed it on a line

J
the luckless Fite.

|elley scored. Hearst went to second.

next man banged a single off the

If pitcher and the ball game was
Id so suddenly that the girl in the

l-base box did not seem to realize that

|ts in the bag.

IE Sox got two more runs before it

Inded. The Eagles could not get a hit

leir half of the ninth.

|tsy sighed, looking at the brown girl.

lad slim legs and did not look like a

It-club singer was supposed to look,

lought with some surprise.

[e said, "Poor Hap. He'll die all

Jgh dinner."

[tsy said, "He'll die worse tomor-
. I shouldn't say that, but Mr.

Ire— I mean I'll be in there tomor-
He had to tell someone.
soon? Without practice, or any-

t?" Her eyebrows went up. "You
you can step in there and take
place?"

stood up to leave. He had to meet
loore and Joe Gudgeon. He said,

kn't tell you any more right now.
('11 be in there."

iy, you're too short," she ex-
|ed. Then she said quickly, "But I

wish you luck. I've been an Eagles fan

all my life. I inherited it from Daddy."
He said, "Thank you. ma'am."
Patsy felt the friendliness of the girl;

it was funny, because the column had

said she was always around with Hap
Fite. He supposed she was a dyed-in-

the-wool fan. He knew about them.

They kept baseball going, made it the

national game. He watched her go from

the box and suddenly he felt terribly

alone and inadequate. He hurried to

send a telegram to his mother, who had
that tremendous faith in him.

JOE GUDGEON was old and gnarled

and tough. He was piloting the Eagles

through a rocky season, against terrific

odds, and his seamy face showed it. He
held Patsy Dealer by the elbow in a grip

of iron, and his face was a mask from a

grim pageant. The silent, grouped Eagles

stared back at him.

Gudgeon said, "This here is Patsy

Dealer, up from Florida. He plays first

today."

Hap Fite kept his head down, tying his

shoelace. It was Mike Holman, the fiery

second baseman, who snapped, "What's

this, Joe, college stuff?"

Someone laughed on a harsh note.

Yesterday's loss had rankled; none of the

home club was in good humor.
Gudgeon said, "I say he plays first.

He's got the signs; he bats second. Dorn
goes into clean-up. Hap'll be ready to

pinch-hit. I got no use for sorehead ball-

players. Now go out there and take the

lead in this league where you damn' well

belong." His voice was quiet but he wore
his toughness like a cloak. The veteran

ballplayers got up and went out.

Gudgeon said to Patsy, "You wanted
it this way."

"Sure," said Patsy. "I'll be all right."

"We all better be right," said Gudgeon.
They walked out the runway together.

The crowd matched yesterday's and the

field seemed enormous after the cramped
little stadiums down home. Patsy swal-

lowed and looked at the third-base box.

He saw her at once because of the

green kerchief. He did not waste any
time staring. He went on and sat on the

bench and watched the Sox work their

allotted warmup time.

The Sox were cocky today. They
were even in the standings; they had El-

bows MacNeal to pitch. Even Fite had
never hit freely off MacNeal. In base-

ball there is always this fateful series be-

tween the two leaders, somewhere along

the line of August or September. The
Sox knew and everyone knew that this

could be the breaking point, that the

veteran Eagles could fold today and let

the Sox run away from them.
The Sox came in. Gudgeon growled,

"Snap out there!"

Patsy Dealer, five feet ten inches tall,

one hundred and seventy pounds, rolled

a little as he trotted. He had heavy legs,

slender ankles, but not too slender, not

like Babe Ruth's ankles. He took his old

fish-net glove to first base.
* Then the roar went up. It was as-

tounding—it was shocking. The resent-

ment came out on the field like a cloud
of poison gas. It rolled over him, stifling

him. A leather-lunged fan transcended
the noise with a shriek, "Who's the little

bitty clown? We want Fite!"

Holman tossed the ball to him. It

plopped out of Patsy's glove, rolled on
the grass. He was fixed as a statue, his

mouth open.
Abruptly his chin came out, his teeth

went together. He walked over and de-

liberately picked up the ball, examined it.

threw it to the bat boy, calling, "Save
that for me."
Holman said, "What's the idea,

busher?"
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"It'll be a museum piece." said Patsy

gravely. "I never drop one."

Holman said. "You better not." He
was holding back. Patsy knew, seething

at the installment of a busher in Fite's

place, but determined to play it out.

They all felt the same, because they did

not know. It was a revolutionary experi-

ment and only Mr. Moore's belief and
insistence had put it over.

Patsy said. "You see that you're in

there." His voice was harsh, and he

scarcely recognized it as his own. The
churning inside him lessened, steadied to

a drumming beat. This was his life's mis-

sion, this was his battle to win or lose.

That it steadied him. that he was all right,

-was only slightly amazing because he

had prepared for it.

He fielded the fungos carefully, with-

out flashiness. His seeming aw kwardness
became a flow of efficiency around first

base. Holman said no more and Patsy

finished the infield practice with a quick
pickup and throw to the plate and ran off

the field in his high-kneed, rolling stride.

Behind first base the jeers rose and the

man with the voice, a little, wizened man
whose mouth was a braying trumpet,
howled. "We want Fite!"

glanced down at Gudgeon coaching on
third. He got the "no orders'" sign and
the lump departed and his stomach *is
all right. Gudgeon was giving him his

chance to hit the wa> he wanted.
He had a narrow stance which seemed

unnatural and faced him toward the

pitcher. The little fan shrieked, "Ttty

boy's got a foot inna bucket!" Patsj

tugged at his cap.
.MacNeal. a master of cu- cau-

tious, pitching to a strange busher in a
crucial series. The Sox poised, darting
sharp glances at the batter's box. Pats]

relaxed as he had been taught every
muscle loose as ashes. MacNeal missed
the corner on a couple of teaser throws.

rWAS two and none when the good
ball came in. It was slightly ou:

from a left-handed pitcher to a left-

handed batsman.
Patsy s stance widened as he strode.

His bat slid around. He used only his

wrists when he punched the ball.

It rang convincingly off the stick. It

slid past the diving second baseman. It

rolled on the grass, short in right field.

Patsy was running.
No one hooted when Patsv Dealer

"Why can't you be like other husbands and read a newspaper?"
- \ 4CSAWE3

"Fight is what you'll get." Patsy

napped. The fans saw him look up and
aw his lips move and the time-honored
hout went up:

"Rubbii ears! Itty boy's got rabbit

ars!"

[
At the dugout. Patsy paused, glancing

ip at the box. Marge Marlowe sat

unched. a small figure. She knew what
Rabbit ears" meant—a ballplayer who
annot take the riding of the opposition
r the fans. He wondered if she de-

mised him already. . . .

^LBOWS MACNEAL was verj

_i great. He had a grandeur o\ pres-

ice to go with his pitching. Patsy se-

cted a bat from the three light sticks he
id brought from Florida. He held it

ghtly, feeling eyes upon him. He
oked up into the face of Hap Fite.

The lame first baseman's countenance
as impassive. Patsy started to speak,
lecked himself. Fite said in a low voice,

tch his hooks."
"Yeah." said Patsy. "Thanks" He
ent into the on-deck box. squatting,
ndling the bat. He never swung two.

: just played with the stick he had se-

ated, stretching his arms, loosening the
uscles. Mike Holman. leading oil for

igles, fanned.
Fhe second baseman came hack.
Miiping. glaring, heaving his bat ahead

rolled to the plate, tugging at his

p His stomach contracted once as he

ollier's for SeDtember 20. 1947

ran. The hea\ y legs became a blur, the
sturdy bodv hurtled through air.

Morgan, the Sox fielder, coming in to

play safe on a palpable single, was one
step slow

.

Patsy, burning the paths, hit first base
with his left foot, seemed to soar th

the air. Neanng second he took off in

the dirt, a perfect hook slide. Ball, run-
ner, and shortstop of the Sox went into a

cloud of dust and then a blue-uniformed
arbiter was spreading his hands, his dour
countenance split in a cynical grin. The
busher had stretched a single into a

double.

Patsy arose and hitched at his pants,

then his hand crept in that habitual ges-

ture to his cap peak He held the bag.
looking expressionless!) down at

Gudgeon His demeanor proclaimed
with insolence that this was all in the
game.

Inside him. however, was a churning:
not lightheat ted. not happv . the excite-

ment as of a tight just ahead
Ken Older was at bat. staring at Patsv.

then at the pitcher MacNeal was con-
ferring with his infield, glancing askance
at Patsy. The Sox could not plav in on
the gi.iss. not with hard-hitting Older up
Yet there was a new speed demon on sec-

ond with one out. I'hev ate up time until

the umpire called pl.n

MacNeal threw one pitchout Patsv
took a generous lead, slid back Mac-
Neal steadied and went back to his curve-

balling. The incident had upset some
J

delicate balance.* the thing which <ns-|

anguished him from other good hurlers I

and made him great, and be could not
[

get the second curve exact! > where bej
-ted it-

Older pounced, swinging. Gudgeon

,

±3al to run. The ball

into right field, as was proper.
[

rounded third. The dirt flew be-
neath his shining spikes. He hurled him-

j

self at the precious rubber which was

.

r. :~e r _".e

He had scored a run on his first ap-
pearance in the big leagues. Instinctrvely

.

as be climbed to his feet, he touched his

cap. The crowd behind first base was si- i

;-.: _— ; -.-.= ;-;;--

The brazen-lunged one bowled. "So '

kitty's a -peed boy. Who wants hin?
We van! F

Pits;- trotted to the bench. He
...

fluttered. He ducked beneath the awn-
ing of the dugout. There was a murmur I

of congratulations, that was all.

Then a big. tobacco-chewing man sh-
J

ting next to Hap Fite drawled. "Okay,
busher. You gimme a run. Lei's see what

. ?.eads kin do about holdin' the
{

lead."

That was Charley Prince, who was
pitching that day. Hap Fite patted
P-.r.ces she'ee- 7" . . :_
batters went dowii. stranding Older,

up and hustled onto the field.

He had not e . . anything but re-

sentment from the E ! . properly
thought himself a better first baseman on
one leg than any busher with two swift

|

ones.

P^:s. bad to do more than flit on the
paths, he knew. The Eagles were

slipping, the e old and tired, they
needed a boost, a moral

A^ain the green kerchief fluttered at

him. He took his infield throws in a
|

slight haze. He knew he could ~

to think : - mall, brown girl. He
grimly thrust her from his mind.

THE game settled dc . -ind

Prince - <-ball pitchir;
- curves. The Sox ,v ....

butthefieldingwast.gr.: Patsy had
t took in-

!

- . se The in
-

igs -

like magic little eras of t

The single run beg.. - to do n

sion was . It seemed as though
the Eagles s .

at any moment Sox
It went all the a

ninth inning, with the Sox . . bat and the
score one to noth Ig ag
Charley Prince still t

high one I)

Patsy had never bee

other good ball off & -V
walked once, but no other hi:

vouchsafed him that<
had accepted his chances spot

tacular incident. The
fan had fallen into a duD
invective for sheer lad; o

Patsv had showed himsc
boy, an acceptable, rather small
baseman -certain!) no: the success

the great Hap Fite.

It was not enough. Pats.

begged for trouble silent)]

p ove himself He w. -
. :1 his

desire to have the s or the
es and to complete the mission he

had undertaken i : here Inside

him the chui i kg nounted as tfv

half of the ninth opened.
Charley Prince was -

. v*\
a e e oi se< .

• Vnderson
Sox lead-off man, rapped at i . ill.lt

1

skidded into left field for a luck -

fhe Sox began to shout and how j I. fc<

dians. scenting a rally

Anderson, a good base unne
big lead Prince threw to first

tempt to pick turn off V

from the stands
It was a rotten throw || nigh

|
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almost for Hap Fite, much less an under-
sized busher. It seemed destined for the

stands. . . .

Patsy's legs uncoiled. He stretched.

Like India rubber, he seemed, growing a

foot, then leaping. The big glove
snatched. Patsy came down to earth, div-

ing for Anderson, but that worthy had
sensed the play and was safe back on the

sack.

Patsy walked to the mound. He
grinned and said, "Okay, Charley, ol'

boy. 'At's the way to hold him there."

The color was just beginning to return
to Prince's cheeks. He said, "Kid, you're
a fielder."

Holman, scowling, had come in also.

He took the ball from Patsy and molded
it in gnarled, strong hands. He gave it

to Prince, stared at Patsy and said, "Let's
play some ball."

PATSY went back to his position.

The crowd was suddenly silent, wait-

ing. Kelley was up. Kelley choked his bat
and laid one down the first-base line. It

was the only chance in that game Patsy
had had to cover a bunt.

Patsy went in like a

coursing rabbit, chased
by hounds. He snared

the ball in his bare hand,
spun. He had ample time,

thanks to his speed, to get

Anderson at second. He
threw underhand, snap-
ping the ball, aiming it at

second base.

Holman was not there.

He had run to back up
Prince, who covered first.

Hill, the Eagles shortstop,

made a dive and trapped
the ball, holding Ander-
son to second. But every-

one was safe.

Patsy started to yell,

"You dummies, can't you
cover?" Then he closed

his mouth like a steel

trap and walked toward
Prince.

The pitcher said, "Kid,
we never played that

one."

"Yeah." Patsy took a

deep breath. Holman was
coming in. Patsy said, "I

booted that one. I'm
damn' sorry. I shoulda played Kelley."

Holman still said nothing. Prince went
back to the box. The Sox were rattling

the bats in front of the dugout, screaming
themselves hoarse. The runty fan behind
first bawled, "I knew he'd kick it around!
We want Fite!"

Patsy did not dare look for the green
kerchief. He crouched, watching the

hitter. Prince struck out Morgan with
great courage, and Hearst, the big Sox
slugger, came up. The Eagles infield

backed up, expecting anything from
Hearst to be hot and heavy.

This was the moment. Hearst could
break up any ball game. The tying run
was on second, the winning run on first.

Prince, his jaw hard, took a lot of time
to make his pitch.

Patsy set himself, watching the third-

base coach, watching Hearst. He took a
quick look at the poised base runners.

He made up his mind.
Prince fogged his high hard one

through, attempting to get past Hearst
for an initial strike. The Sox slugger,

using perfect strategy, suddenly faced
around and loosened his bat. He bunted,
and he laid it down the third-base line,

where Prince himself, a slow man, would
have to field it.

Patsy shouted and moved. The magic
speed of his legs carried him onto the

grass. He crossed in front of the amazed
Prince, bisecting the diamond.

IK- was in the third-base path. He
scooped the ball from the dirt. He slung
it, underhand, to third, shouting as he

Owen, the Eagles third sacker, tagged
Anderson. He fired the ball to second
base.

Kelley, unsuspecting, had rounded
second two steps. It was Holman who
came in behind Kelley and took Owen's
perfect peg. It was Holman who shoved
the ball at Kelley. It was the perfect

play, except Kelley had come awake and
was under Holman in a wriggle and slide

which saved him by a hair.

Holman came to the box with the ball.

There was fire in his eyes. He said,

"Charley, this busher's been trained.

Charley, he almost got the side for you."
Prince said, "And I know who trained

him
—

"

Holman said, "Charley, pitch to these
monkeys!"

Patsy was back on first. Kelley had
made a great play, getting back safely to

second. Oliver was up, a good Sox hitter.

Patsy (sit his lip. The strain was getting

too great. He had to steal a look at the
third-base box.

The handkerchief was flying, all right,

like a small flag. The girl was no longer

"There's a single next to a man eating potato chips"

did so, "Second, Owen, second I"

sitting down. She was standing, leaning

forward. The tension had got to her, all

right. It eased him to know it.

Prince threw to Oliver. The Sox hitter

swung, but the ball glanced off the top
of the bat. It lofted high, going foul. It

was dropping into the stand behind first

base. . . . The little loudmouthed man
was jumping, stretching, eager to grab
the souvenir

—

An arm knocked the prancing fan side-

ways under the seats. A bare hand struck

the railing and Patsy Dealer climbed an
invisible ladder. Worn, brown fish net

swept, as though catching insects. Patsy

fell into the stands alongside his tor-

mentor. Like rubber he bounded back,
gesticulating with the glove for the um-
pires to see, The ball reposed therein.

The ball game was over. The Eagles
had won. Patsy dug the vociferous little

fan out from under the seats. He said

politely, "I hope you enjoyed the game,
sir." Then he vaulted the railing and ran
for the tunnel.

rr WAS a small, curiously silent victory

gathering, in the clubhouse, nestled in

deep left field. Mr. Hal Moore had called

them there—Joe Gudgeon, Holman, who
was field captain, Hap Fite. Patsy

gaped when the girl came in with Fite,

but everyone seemed to accept her pres-

ence and he wondered with a sudden
sinking feeling if she and Fite—if they

were engaged or anything.
Mr. Moore said, "I guess you all rec-

ognized Dealer's style out there today. I

guess you know we've got the great-

est fielding first baseman since Dot
Frayme—

"

"An' Doc Frayme taught him,'" said

Holman. "Nobody else could have."
Joe Gudgeon took a deep breath. He

said, "When Doc took Patsy—his sister's

kid—an' told me he was goin' to train

him for me. I knew someday it would
come true. Doc Frayme was my pal—"
"Was?" Holman frowned. "Why,

Doc's livin' down in Florida . .

Patsy was staring at the girl. She kept
her eyes down, listening.

JOE was saying in his honest, tough
voice. "Doc died last week. They

kept it quiet down there. Patsy and his

mother. Doc sent Patsy to me from his

deathbed. And if that's corny, okay . . .

You saw what happened. Them Sox'll
never catch us now, with Hap pinch-
hittin' homers an' the kid fieldin' like he
does."

Holman said, "I'm satisfied. I give in.

You're right, Joe."

But then Patsy had to speak. He got
up and stepped near them. He said,

"There's more'n that.

Doc Frayme was sup-

posed to be a crook. He
got run outa baseball.

The greatest player ever
lived, he would've proved,
if they hadn't run him
out. Why, they couldn't

get him out—he could
place-hit into any field,

off Alexander, off Math-
ewson, off Bender . .

."

Mr. Moore said, "An-
otherplayer died recently.

He left a statement.

It was positive proof
that he was the guilty

man. Frayme never
threw a game. He liked

to bet, he liked to drink

beer, he was a happy
character. But he was
honest, as Joe

_
always

claimed, and as many an-

other player claimed."
The owner of the club

said softly, "But Doc
wouldn't give it out that

this other man was guilty

He was content, in Flor-

ida, on his orange grove.

He just wanted Patsy

Dealer to come up to his old team, the

Eagles. I think I'm as tough-minded as

any of you. But I'd like to be able tc

shake the hand of Doc Frayme—and tell

him I'm sorry."

They were silent, then they all talkec

at once. Patsy's heart swelled under it

this was what he had worked for. The
genial, grinning face of the great ma
who had died swam before him. . . .

Then the green kerchief was before

him, twisted and rent, but green as ever

"Are you Hap Fite's girl?" he asked.

She said, "Hap's girl? Why—Hap's en

gaged to my sister. You see, I'm Mont;
Fulheimer's daughter. My daddy playee

with Doc Frayme. You can't sing in nigh

clubs under the name of Fulheimer.'

The bull session was going strong; th'

baseball elders were yapping, heads to

gether. Mr. Moore had produced a dis

creet bottle of Scotch. Fite said loudh
"I'll teach that kid to slug one sometimes

so they don't figure his play
—

"

Patsy said, "I've never been in a nigh

club. Do they serve steaks?"

"Omigosh," she despaired. "Just an

other hungry ballplayer? All my life

nothing but base hits and rare steaks?

He was gently taking the green scar

from her small brown hands. He w;

folding it and placing it in his brea;

pocket. He looked at her long and hare

She said, "We-ell. Maybe I'm wron
. . . so sue me!"

They laughed together and then the

were slipping away from the clubhousi

running for the taxi stand.

The End

HANK KETCHAH
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USE

TWICE

WEEKLY

An important independent producer
had a different view.

"Don*t let them kid you about that,"

he said. "What they have in the vault

can give them a headache. The picture

is made, the money is tied up and the

studio costs go merrily along. No mat-

ter how you cut those costs, studio over-

head can chew you right up. If yoifre

making only a few pictures, the studio

overhead is distributed over fewer films.

Instead of the overhead figure being 30

per cent, it is now 60 per cent on some
films. That brings them in at such a fig-

ure that only the biggest ones have a

chance of getting the money back. You
put 60 per cent overhead on a modest
little stinker and it goes down without

leaving a trace."

However, it is true that the big studios

are holding back films which may stir up
the paying patrons in the fall. Twentieth

Century-Fox has Captain from Castile

ready to charge out in October. Enter-

prise has Arch of Triumph. Charles

Chaplin withdrew Monsieur Ver-

doux after six weeks' try in New
York, but distributors feel it may
do better now.
What will probably be the best

test of all is Forever Amber, into

which 20th Century-Fox has

thrown everybody but its last vice-

president. They started with Peggy
Cummins, dropped her, spent a

few millions fooling around and
then hurled Linda Darnell into the

breach. It may end by being one
of the costliest films ever made. If

it makes a profit, Hollywood will

consider that God's in His Heaven
and all's right with the world. If it

makes a profit without the Eng-
lish revenue, it will be a miracle.

Being bemused by the whole
proposition, the producers occu-
pied the summer months in put-

ting out reissues of old film. That
old perennial Gone With the Wind
did well, but Alexander's Ragtime
Band was strangled immediately
on rebirth and others crept miser-

ably back to their lairs.

"What were the gentlemen try-

ing to do?" asked an acid-minded
observer. "Drive the audiences out
of the theaters permanently? When
the slump came, instead of lead-

ing with their aces they trotted out
the third team."

David O. Selznick did give the

public a chance to gaze at his Duel
in the Sun epic but this was con-
sidered a doubtful boon by the in-

dustry. "When the kids come
home from a movie and start do-
ing burlesque of it," said a Holly-
wood figure, "that's not good."
The big grossers were The Best Years

of Our Lives. The Egg and 1, and The
Farmer's Daughter. The experience of
the latter picture was heartening be-
cause the public resented the title and
the picture never drew well anywhere in

its first week. It took word-of-mouth
comment to get it started.

What really worried the producers was
the squeeze between falling receipts and
the cost of making pictures. There was
general agreement that something would
have to be done about costs, but what?
The big studios were cutting heads off

right and left (M-G-M fired in the thou-
sands, including producers, directors and
writers) but still million-dollar pictures

were costing two million.

"Lousy carpenters getting S2.58 an
hour." said one grumbling producer.

There was a general tendency to take

a wallop at the liked hands but little

criticism of actors, who were getting as

much as $250,000 a picture. One pro-
ducer reported that a star had graciously

Continued from page 19

lowered her price to $200,000 but he was
not hopeful of a permanent change.
"Now that business is off," said the

producer, "we simply have to use a big

name in our pictures. That means they
can demand more in bad times than in

good."
It was said openly that Cary Grant

would draw down between $400,000 and
S500.000 from Samuel Goldwyn for his

work in The Bishop's Wife. Much of
this excess, however, was caused by a
delay when the ebullient Samuel tossed
out the original script after two weeks
of shooting and had the cast sit around
expensively while a new. one was being
hatched.

This small exercise in patience cost

M. Goldwyn $800,000. On that basis the
final picture would probably run be-
tween three and four million.

And all this was .before the British

bombshell. If labor was a problem then,

what will it be now that the foreign mar-
ket has dried up? Will labor give up the

'This is the Youthbloom Soap Company.
What brand of soap are yon using?"

COLLIER'S KISCHA RICHTER

gains it has made or will it insist that cuts

be made everywhere else first? Will the

stars come docilely forward and ask that

their stipends be sliced or will they cast

a glowering eye on the upholstered pro-

ducers and ask when they are going to

take the pauper's oath?
As if that weren't bad enough, they've

been carrying on a jurisdictional strike in

Hollywood for the past year that has torn

the town apart. It is a complicated mat-

ter which we shall not attempt to unravel,

but the carpenters, painters and set de-

signers who originally went out on strike

are still out and have been replaced by
other workers. This has raised costs im-
mensely.
"We needed a set for a picture." one

producer told us, "which our old carpen-
ters would have done in three days. The
new ones took three weeks on it and then

the painters did such an awful job that we
couldn't shoot the scene. The set cost

$30,000 and we had to throw it away."
Nobody knows if the strike will ever be

settled. In the meantime, men who madj
Hollywood a miracle of technical elli-

ciency are walking the streets unem-
ployed and the cost of making pictured
continues to soar.

There have been attempts to beat this

game by making pictures in foreign
countries but nothing much has come of
it. RKO has the Churubusco Studios ir.

Mexico City but according to Dore
Schary. production head of the studio
in Hollywood, there is nothing to be
achieved by making pictures there ex-
cept novel outdoor settings.

"What you gain in lower wages, you
lose in efficiency and time." Mr. Schary
says. "The same thing is true of Eng-
land. Eddie Dmytryk has just made a
picture for us over there that cost $1,-
100.000. He has done Crossfire for us
here for $560,000. We can still do mod-
erate-priced pictures here if the work on
them is done long before the shooting
starts, but when you get into a big
spectacle, like the Ivanhoe we'll do in

England next year, it will run you
into four million no matter where
it's shot."

Dmytryk has definite ideas on
the British films and asks us not to
worry about the threat of compe-
tition. One of the strengths of]

their pictures is that the studio:

are near London and use stagi

actors. However, this is also
drawback because the actors an
back on the stage at night.

"And the technical men can
compare with ours," says Dmy
tryk. "It's a cliche to say it b
they take their time and they al

take their tea. That's why they'

lucky to make fifty pictures a yea
while we're making four hundred
We see only their best: you should
see the others, whew!"
The same point is made b

I. Goldsmith, a former Englis!

producer (The Stars Look Down
etc.), who is now with Eagle-Lion
in Hollywood. The quality of th

present English pictures, he says

lies in the importance granted th
writer. "But that's something tha

can bedone only when you're mak
ing few pictures," says Mr. Gold
smith. "When England begin
making them in the hundreds
will become a business, as it is i:

Hollywood, and they'll have th'

same problems. You'll soon fini

that the general quality become
better but that the peaks will bj

fewer."

Another business that has evj

erybody in Hollywood groggy i

censorship. As the attacks con
tinue the tendency is to stick eve

closer to "pure" entertainment, meanin
escape films of the most innocuous typ<

At a time when audiences are finding foi

eign films exciting because they tackl

human problems, Hollywood is retirin

into a cave.

Dr. John Lechner of the Motion Pi<

ture Alliance for the Preservation c

American Ideals denounced the follow

ing pictures as containing "Communisti
or subversive propaganda: Margie. TH
Strange Loves of Martha Ivers. Boon|

erang. The Best Years of Our Lives, ,

Medal for Benny. Watch on the Rhin
The Searching Wind. Pride of the Mi

rines, The North Star, and Mission 1

Moscow." William Mooring, film crit

of Tidings, official organ of the Roma
Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angele

characterized The Farmer's Daughter !|

Communistic.
There can be no doubt that the

persistent whackings are having an effei

Warner Brothers, who made a reputatu

with their hard-hitting films on contr

Collier's for September 20, If
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Only Eastman makes

Kodak Film

JVLost people don't want to "experiment with Photography"

—they simply load the camera with Kodak Verichrome Film,

and nail down the memory of a day . . . in snapshots.

Yes, their own snapshots—bright, clear pictures that Veri-

chrome gets without anyone's "expert advice." So why hold

back . . .when the opportunities are all around you? Get

Verichrome, use it always . . . you press the button, it does the

rest . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

. . .the film in the familiar yellow box

dak



'THE BOSS COMES TO DINNER" by John Falter. Number 8 in the series, "Home Lite in America," by noted American illustrators.

Reer belongs. . .enjoy it

In this home-loving land of ours ... in this America of kindliness,

of friendship, of good-humored tolerance . . . perhaps no beverages

are more "at home" on more occasions than good American beer

and ale.

For beer is the kind of beverage Americans like. It belongs— to

pleasant living, to good fellowship, to sensible moderation. And

our right to enjoy it, this too belongs — to our own American

heritage of personal freedom.

AMERICA'S BEVERAGE OF MODERATION
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|al subjects, have rapidly retreated to

r themes. They seem to have full con-

ice that this will bring in the shekels

jse they have bought back 105.380

ts of their own stock since May and

a little thing called Life With Fa-

to dally with.

jre Schary at RKO has refused to

impeded. M-G-M took a whack at

in The Hucksters and there are

a dozen anti-Semitic pictures in

jction, so perhaps a few ideas will

jesented after all.

Insorship is not the only concern of

Irtistic unions. They got their start

kg the depression when the studio

(lis cut salaries 50 per cent but forgot

:lude their own.
le lesson has not been forgotten,

fetors are as strongly organized and
iservative as a bankers' association.

jw Unions Feel About Reissues

writers are aggressive union men
\he directors are the most amazing

Their union is small and it con-

|
dozens of men who think nothing

ting a quarter of a million dollars

a picture. There is a good possi-

that these three organizations will

the studios think twice on the re-

Since the showing of old films

|usly cuts down the number of new
Deing made, the unions are going to

ad additional payment for their

|on the old ones.

only solution for cheaper good
Jes seems to be clearer thinking and

organization. Dmytryk brought
ire in for RKO in twenty-four
shooting at a cost of $560,000.

Welles is doinj* Macbeth in

y-one days. He first tried the

tilined version of the play at Salt

City with the full cast. He then
I several weeks making a sound
I of the dialogue; then he started

|ng.
The "Boy Wonder" can get away

Y he may be giving Hollywood an-

i shot in the arm. Naturally the

lethod won't work with large mu-
spectacles but there are serious

who believe the ordinary movie
made at half the present cost if

preparation is made. Others are

J
sure.

|ok what you're faced with before
art," the latter say. "Your star

you at least $200,000. If you
bame director that's another $150,-

Stories don't grow on vines and
a good writer and maybe two

to get a script in shape. You're

into five hundred thousand before you
even nail up a slab of wood on a set."

On the face of things there would
seem to be serious problems, but not all

of Hollywood is worrying. We went in

to see Mr. Goldwyn, who was happily

chewing his gums as if the money wasted
on The Bishop's Wife were mere lettuce.

"Bad times are when I do best," said

Mr. Goldwyn. "When people start shop-
ping around they want good pictures and
that's the kind I make. I made the most
money in my life during the depression."

Darryl Zanuck sent word that all was
best in the best possible of worlds. All
we needed to do was work hard and keep
a stiff upper lip. At that time, however,
Mr. Zanuck had not heard from Mr.
Attlee.

On the other hand Enterprise Pictures

shut up shop for the summer months,
and most of the independents were tread-

ing water and waiting to see which way
the tide turned. Liberty Films (Frank
Capra, William Wyler and George Stev-

ens) had thrown in the sponge, taken a

few millions in profit and tied them-
selves up with Paramount as working
stiffs.

Other directors, however, are going
ahead with independent production.

John Ford has announced three pictures

starting immediately with War Party.

Lewis Milestone is finishing Red Pony.
Howard Hawks has done Red River and
will have another picture in production
soon. Leo McCarey is starting Good
Sam.
However, there was one symbolic

scene when we were interviewing an im-
portant executive. The intercommunica-
tion thing buzzed, he listened attentively,

cried yessir and leaped up. It seems that

an even more important executive had
suggested that he hop right down to the

parking lot and meet him in his car. They
were going to the races. We are informed
that Mr. Attlee never goes to the races.

We got another impression of things

while talking with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., on the set of The Exile, a picture in

which he was acting, directing and pro-
ducing—the latter with much of his own
dough. We asked him how he felt about
things.

"Merely terrified," said Mr. Fairbanks
grimly.

This, also, was before Mr. Attlee had
spoken in a quiet, dull voice. There will

be a moment's pause while we change
reels. The last scene will be that of a
Hollywood producer sitting with his

head in his hands. All he is saying is

"Oh . . . oh!"
The End

"When we placed the order we said coupe.
Can that be changed now to a sedan?" CHARLES PEARSON

>Ui's lor September 20, 1947
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CtOSW SHAVIS -»

SMOOTH!* KIIINO SKIH-Soid t*%

Oat a
Giant Tab* or

Big 9-cx . Jar Today I

Only Palmolive Brushless

Shave Cream
Offers Yon This Proof

THI PKOOF! 1297 men tested the new
Palmolive Brushless Shave Cream
Way, and

—

no matter how they- shared

bejore— 3 out of 4 reported more com-
fortable, actually smoother shaves!

Hare's All Tom Do:

*• Wash face with soap and water.

Rinse!

2. Soap face again. Do not rinse!

*. Apply Palmolive Brushless Shave
Cream immediately, smoothing it up-

ward into beard. This way, you get

the full benefit of Palmolive Brushless

Shave Cream's beard-conditioning ef-

fect! Then, shave—and discover the

smoothest, most comfortable shaves

you've ever had!
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BY DUNLEA HURLEY

Presenting an amiable citizen named George K. Mar-
ble, whose efficiency with a certain lovely creature

—

and with any conceivable combination of alcoholic

beverages—was something to observe and remember

WE WERE seated at the

choice table of a little place

downtown which Sanders, a

precise man, highly recommended for

the precision of its cocktails; our
lunch being delayed by the rush of
business, we had sampled more than
one. They were either the best cock-
tails I had ever had, or the woman I

suddenly noticed among the standees

at the entrance was the most beautiful

woman in the world, or possibly both.

"It was about a year ago," said

Sanders reminiscent ly and somewhat
to my surprise since he was one of

those serious, silent kind and we
hadn't been conversing. "To be ex-

act, eleven months, three weeks."
"Time flies," I said politely.

"It was during that strange inter-

lude.'' Sanders went on, "when Preci-

sion Units, Incorporated, was trying

to convert from bomber parts to a

good snappy line of Mexican pottery

or something."
"I know what you mean,'* 1 said.

"Over at Acme we
"It was." said Sanders, firmly, "the

day after a select e\eeuti\e group
only those, that is. who had two bucks
and could wangle the evening out

incited a farewell riot lor Pete Wa-
tej

"Your Chief of ( OSl Accounting
and Production Control. 1 believe." I

put in, indicating that while my atten-

tion might seem to be focused else-

where, I distinctly heard at least a

third of everything he said.

"Chief of Cost Accounting, Pro-

duction Control and Inventory Pro-

cedure." Sanders amended. "Pete was
being released, as the saying goes, and
returning to his prewar career as as-

sistant night cashier at the Snack
Shack, Route 29."

"We had a Chief of Plant Co-ordi-
nation over at Acme," I offered, "and
the very day after V-J Day—

"

"On the morning of which I speak."
Sanders continued unabated. "I had
an early appointment with Old Man
Hultz, the boss, so my wife gently

roused me an hour later than usual.
" 'Why didn't you call me at seven-

thirty?' I asked her churlishly.
' 'For one reason.' she churled

back. 'yOu didn't get in till quarter of

eight."

"Loath to prolong the argument, 1

arose with alacrity and shaved to the

accompaniment of the Breakfast Con-
cert on the radio, painfull) wounding
myselfin the lien/y of the Danse Ma-
cabre. My horoscope m the morning
paper warned, 'Don't do anything.'

That was the day."

He paused and signaled the bar with

"George knew all the bloated pluto-
crats, but they made me feel like I

was the cigarette girl in disguise"

82
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'AINT NOW!
imous Sherwin Williams
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OUSE PAINT
is betterthan ever!

F'S RICH IN PURE LINSEED OIL!

$HERWIN-WlLLIAm
Products

In painting your home, it costs less

to use the best . . . that's why ~0*^
SWP is the most widely used '

house paint in the world!

SWP IS 6 WAYS BETTER!

H.

The Sherwin-Williams Co

1. Honest-Film-Thickness!
SWP shows no deep brush marks ... no weak spots

in the film, "honest" full coat of paint all over!

2. Quicker-Drying!
Without sagging or wrinkling . . . SWP dries

through and through before heavy dust can collect!

3. Smoother Surface!
Dirt can't get a toehold on SWP's tougher,

smoother, glossier surface!

4. Whiter! Brighter!
Whiter whites . . . brighter, more beautiful colors!

That "freshly painted" look lasts for years!

5. Cleans Itself!

Every time there's a heavy rain, SWP cleanses

itself of accumulated dirt.

6. Saves More Money!
SWP stays beautiful . . . does not require repaint-

ing for years!

See yourSherwin-Williams Dealer for

Sound Advice on Painting your Home!
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Permission Peter Arno
CThe New Yorker Ma

PUZZLE:
STATION SCENE, 7957. Find the man who is getting a steady income from

U. S. Savings Bonds. He was smart enough to start buying, back in 1947.

Of all the ways of saving up a tidy sum of

money, one of the easiest and safest ways is

to invest your money in U. S. Bonds.

You can buy Bonds either through the Payroll

Savings Plan at your place of business—or if

the Payroll Plan is not available to you, but

you do have a checking account, through the

Bond-a-Month Plan at your local bank.

Both ways repay you $4 for every $3 you

save, by the time your Bonds mature. Choose

the sum you can afford—from the chart on the

right—and start saving today!

Ten years from now, you'll be mighty, mighty

glad you did!

»/ *«»•» "•

SAVE
EACH WEEK

AND YOU WILL HAVE

In 1 Year In 5 Years In 10

2.50 130.00 668.97 M
3.75 195.00 1,004.20 2,1

7.50 390.00 2,009.02 4,3

12.50 650.00 3,348.95 7,2

|
18.75 975.00 5,024.24 10,8 J

4

Save the easy, automatic way ..with U.S. Savings Bond

j<
Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.

"•'Sep
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;ors. Embracing this opportunity
' a bit of adrenalin into the con-

il. I nodded toward the vision up

il would you say a wonderful
like that was doing in a place

unescorted? True to somebody
rmy of occupation? Stood up?"
her," said Sanders with certainty.

know her?"
' the devil do you think I've been
bout for the last five minutes?"
ided.

ew drinks were placed before
! udied them reverently,

nd that bar," said Sanders,

the leader of his profession, the

. hemist of his kind in the world."

reetly held my tongue. Sanders
nproved and continued his story.

I rappled with the mail at the office

tl I morning (Sanders said) a pe-

j >ense of frustration came over

1 It left-handed and all thumbs. I

p lo wonder if perhaps this atomic
it . vasn't already doing things to us.

| ally, I realized that something
[happened to my office, itself. The

»•. all with the creeping cactus lan-

lin ;•; on the window sill appeared to

p here the front wall should have
ii 1 1 the front wall, with our loving

vi Neatest Floor of Any Depart-
1 139, was at the back. I was try-

gure out how the view beyond
|c is was still Gutzler Boulevard,

ame upon the memo,
ia.s addressed, "To All Department
s i ad Supervisors," and said: "Ef-

e mmediately all desks in the of-

shops shall be turned in the

direction from which they have
ng." It was signed, "George K.
\ssistant to the President."

never before heard of the man
hermore couldn't see how Old
iltz, who doesn't do anything
md is very good at it, could use

ance, but then, of course, I am
L>u ctor of Personnel in Charge of

Ei.!.
hi i heaven's name is George K.
h '

I asked, turning to my beau-

si i;

fa

k-

ad

fu

h
V
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tiful secretary, a feat which under the

new desk arrangement put a severe strain

on the sacroiliac.

"Just another genius," she said, emit-

ting a beautiful sigh. "The Old Man
picked him up at the shore. Washed up
on the beach. I wouldn't be surprised."

"What's the dizzy idea turning the

desks around?" I demanded.
"Mr. Marble feels it will give every-

body a new perspective," she said. "Now,
isn't that cute?"

So after burning out the best years of

my life for old PU, as we happy co-work-
ers affectionately refer to the grand old

company, I wind up trading a southern
exposure of my beautiful secretary, ash-

blond Mary Murphy, who has just now
attracted your attention at the door, for

an uninterrupted view of the Screw Ma-
chine Department photographed in the

sack race on their annual picnic to Dit-

weiler's Happyland Park.

"That does it," I said. I got up and
after several futile stabs for my hat which
for ten years had dangled behind my
desk but now hung in front, located

its whereabouts and put it on, backward.
"It's been wonderful knowing you,
M urph." I said, simply. "If anybody ever

asks, I retired to Texas and am happy
among my pineapples."

The Chief Engineer, Chief Draftsman,
Chief Messenger Boy and the rest of the

chiefs were down the street at Rappy's
Luncheonette, chieflng at the bit. I joined

the powwow, a daring move for a per-

sonnel director considering the ugly
frame of mind the boys had developed
over our newest employee.

Silvers, the Safety Chief, while work-
ing that morning on his month's report

which, if there was no accident by five

p.m., would have set an all-time state rec-

ord, scurried joyfully from the wrong
side of his desk and was felled in his

tracks by the wall. Hullerman, our near-

sighted purchasing agent, was completely
unstrung after consistently issuing or-

ders to the water cooler and beckoning
to the Ladies' Room when he wanted the

office boy. Little things like that, but
they mounted up.

I talked fast to assure the lads I knew

a II m nuts about you, Sally, but you let me see you only twice a year"
BARNEY TOBET

r
V
Better fabric...

W Better shirt

Prince Oxford fabric makes the kind of shirt that

always looks good and feels good. That's because it is

beautifully woven of long staple premium cotton

and has the heft and body you expect from America's

favorite oxford cloth. Equally correct for business or leisure, it comes

in clear, clean, fast colors that won't ever fade. Sanforized*

for permanent, comfortable fit. At good stores everywhere.

Dan River Mills, Inc., Danville, Va.

•Fabric shrinkage less than \%

©M»*
«• :***
*•*»«
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l Good Housekeeping :
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Try this Tonight

for Morning Freshness!

It's a plan that's bringing peppier, hap-

pier mornings to thousands! Here's all

you do— just drink a cup of Ovaltine at

bedtime each night.

Taken warm at bedtime, Ovaltine pro-

motes sound sleep. It also supplies spe-

cially processed food elements to restore

vigor and drive while you sleep. What's
more, it furnishes extra amounts of vita-

mins and minerals most people should have
— in a better, more natural way to get them.

So why not give Ovaltine a trial— you've

a lot to gain, and nothing to lose but your
sleepless nights and listless mornings!

OVALTINE

i For FAST RELIEF
jl help feed

JSS famished muscles

with fresh blood!

When your back muscles
feel as stiff as a board after un-
usual exertion, get busy! Rub
on Absorbine Jr. and help those
aching muscles limber up fast!

Tired muscles are often fam-
ished muscles. Your strenuous
activity has burned up their

nourishment. But rub on
Absorbine Jr. and you help step
up your local circulation. Fresh
.invigorating blood supplies
Jfresh nourishment! Then tired

back muscles relax, become
supple again, the pain fairly

floats away!

Ask your druggist today for

Absorbine Jr.—50-year-famous
formula of rare medicinal herbs
and other scientifically chosen
ingredients. A long-lasting bot-

tle, $1.25. W. F. Young, Inc.,

Springfield, Mass.

nothing more about George Marble than

the obvious fact that he held a paid-up

card in the pixies; I convinced them of

the inadvisability of dropping him from
some high place just at this time and re-

turned to talk it over calmly with the boss

—but Marble had canceled my date with

the Old Man to take him golfing. . . .

I found Marble next day up on the

third floor, embalmed in the beautiful

mausoleum that had been originally laid

out for an Army liaison officer long since

gone back to the kohlrabi department of

a supermarket in Lower Upcong, New
Jersey. He looked virtually normal, aside

from the super zoot, or jet propulsion,

mode of his ensemble. He was a solid

young man of medium height and inno-

cent baby-blue eyes that gave him an air

of hanging on your every word.
As we went along, however, I gath-

ered an impression that he didn't hear

half I said and arbitrarily disregarded

the other half as sheer nonsense. He had
an attitude of standing back, as if humor-
ing the mad world in its foibles. He began
to remind me of somebody or some-
thing that I was trying to place when I

was struck by the unorthodox situation

of his wastebasket. It was perched on top

of his desk, perhaps two inches to the

left of center.

"Handy, I suppose, when you get used

to it," I suggested.

George plucked it off the desk and re-

turned it to the floor.

"Just been studying the situation," he
said. "What do you think of this idea?

Call in half the wastebaskets. Reduce
the company's over-all incentive to error

by fifty per cent."

Before I could answer, he jumped hap-

pily on the interoffice phone and hurled

the order down its throat. For this he
was being remunerated in money.
Handing me one of the boss' special

cigars, he himself put a light to a pipe

which had no tobacco in it. At least,

although he puffed in noisy satisfaction,

no smoke appeared and the careful rings

he blew from time to time were entirely

invisible.

"Only way to beat the habit," he said.

"Little trick I learned from J. P. Thor-
ganheim. You know J. P.?"

I
AM as close to J. P. Thorganheim as

I am to Harry Truman. I voted for

Dewey but have a cousin in Missouri.

And I would have bet any one of Thor-
ganheim's millions that George wasn't

any closer.

"Great little old fella, J. P.," said

George. "Haven't seen him around
lately. Guess he's been laid up with that

trick tummy. I tell J. P. if he'd cut out all

the plum-stuffed duck and junk he'd be

better off."

To hear George tell it, he was thicker

than thieves with a cross section of the

biggest big shots.

"By the way," he said, "what's your
objection, if any, to employing a mar-
ried woman for your secretary?"

"Some of my best friends are married,"

I told him, "but it just so happens I'm

well satisfied with the secretary I have."

"That's the one I mean," said George.

"To the best of my knowledge." I said,

"Miss Murphy is living in single bliss."

"A situation," he said, "which I mean
to altar very shortly. That's a-1-t-a-r

—

get it?"

He admitted that while a man could
scarcely be accused of trifling with a girl's

affections if, having seen her for the first

time in his life that morning, he hadn't

got around to declaring his intentions by
noon, still he knew almost as much about
Mary Murphy as he ever would, he felt,

and more than some husbands learned

of their wives in a lifetime.

He was aware, for instance, that she

liked historical novels and Ping-pong,
had lost her appendix, took two years of

Spanish in high school, quit her place of

previous employment for self-advance-

ment, owed allegiance to no foreign

power, had never been arrested for a
felony and could be positively identified

by a small mole three inches above her
left knee. He had gleaned these and other
statistics from a once-over of her appli-

cation in the file.

As I left in a dazed state, George
limped me to the door. He had a bad case

of corns and had kicked his shoes off

under his desk. He wore purple socks.

At the door, suddenly confidential, he
dropped his voice and whispered
hoarsely, "Keep punchin', kid. To hell

with 'em all, and don't spread yourself

too thin."

Somewhat self-consciously I returned

to my beautiful secretary with the posi-

tive identification mark three inches

above her left knee. I suppose at some
time or another I must have glanced over
her application, but I'd never really

thought of her before in just that way.
She had both phones off the hook, a

waiting room full of excited people and
was beautifully distraught. It appeared,
she informed me, that the Revolution had
come; it was led by our Mr. Viznitski,

whose subterfuge for opening hostilities

was a ridiculous claim that wastebaskets
were disappearing from the bookkeeping
department.
And the mail room wanted to know if

it would be permissible, since the desks
were turned around, to use the outgoing
desk for the incoming mail and the in-

coming mail, or rather, desk, for the out-
coming—well, ycu see how it could get.

And the shop committee had been
looking for me with that grievance glint

in the collective eye. Early that morn-
ing George had found himself in the in-

spection division—lost, no doubt, on his

way to the rest room—and had taken a

,

look at one of our areometers. Some-
body was fool enough to advise him he
was holding it backward. "Only way to

inspect them!" George said crisply and
ordered all inspectors to follow suit from
there on. He called it the uninhibited ap.

proach. The union called it un-Americao,
"The guy's a character all right," I told

Murph.
"Character?" she steamed. "He's a

past grand international leprechaun."

GENTLY, I broke the news to her
picturing her with a little leprechaui

or two lisping its night prayers at hei

knee, the knee with the mole.
"Murph," I said, "Marble is reallj

crazy about you."
"He's crazy period," she said. Thei

she laughed. She laughed until I threat

ened to call First Aid for smelling salts

On second thought, the way things wen
stacking up, I called anyway, had a hot

tie delivered for my personal use in casi

of emergency, and bearded the boss it

his den.

You've seen Old Man Hultz in ou
ads. He makes a nice trade-mark. Thi

grandfatherly type. Silvery hair, a shy

old-fashioned smile and a heart of shee

metal. He was busy catching cold in th
draft that his reversed desk exposed hi

to, and chewing an unlighted cigar.

"Little trick of J. P. Thorganheim's,
he explained confidentially. "Health
and economical. Great little fella, J. P.

"Yeah," I said, "he ought to go far i

he just watches out that plum-stuff

duck doesn't sneak up on him."
The boss, I found, had run afoul

George on annual guest day in the lobbl

of the Boat and Game Club, one of tho:

big haunted beach houses smelling d

THE NEW FREEDOM PRIMER

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR
Ned is sii-ting by the ra-di-o.

Is he in a cold sweat?

Good-ness no! Ned is de-vel-op-ing his mind.

He is lis-ten-ing to the Chil-dren's Horn pro-

gram "Hap-py Jack Hack-saw."

The he-ro has just va-por-ized ten hap-less

vic-tims with an AT-OM-iz-er and is about

to bash in the brains of three oth-ers with

an old-fash-ioned ma-che-te.

Bui where are Ma-ma and Pa-pa?

Ma-ma is play-ing gin rum-my o-ver at

Mrs. Do-lit-tle's house.

Pa-pa is out in the fresh air bet-ting his o-ver-time

bo-nus on a horse that is run-ning the wrong way.

Ned does not frit-ter a-way his time.

When he is six-teen he will be a-ble to han-dle a

ma-che-te with skill and he will be much sought

af-ter in e-ver-y state in A-mer-i-ca.

—Alan Foster
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t|ou stave with a Remington

Sart your day on a high note with a fast, clean Remington shave.

fr lather—no blades—no muss. Just run the business end of

yur Remington over your face and watch the whiskers vanish.

le combination of Blue Streak twin heads—with their long-hair

ctting edges—and the smooth, round heads is more than a match

I any beard. For a penny's worth of electricity a year you can

eioy a Remington dry shave every morning, the comfortable

sid of shave that helps you start off your day with a smile.

Tere are three Remington models to choose from: The Five,

Foursome, and the Triple. See all three at leading stores or

a one of Remington's ninety-seven shaver headquarters. Rem-
n Rand Inc., Electric Shaver Division, Bridgeport, Conn.

MINGTON ELECTRIC SHAVERS
A product of W\§MmiQ**'n r^^^H

Remingtons have b«*n sold sine* 1940 than all other makti combined
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sruixrut nurfaoM. Any Remington
shaver headquarter* oan install *
Blue StreaK on any Remirutton mul-
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Talk about a housewife's heaven! Look at those

gleaming Youngstown wall and base cabinets, so

deep they'll take every pot and pan in the place

. . . and at that wife-saving Kitchenaider sink,

flanked by a work surface big as a boulevard.

All snugly arranged to cut down cross-kitchen

hikes! This dazzling all-steel Youngstown Kitchen

runs as little as $11.50 a month on most budget
plans . . . installed complete! And those Youngs-

town honeys below are all priced proportionately!
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Luxury kitchens at ptyqy-bank prices

Watch sink chores go zip! zip! at this trim, labor-saving

Kitchenaider cabinet sink with its no-splash twin bowls, speedy

rinse spray and huge huge storage areas. Big one-piece top is

acid-resisting porcelain enamel. If you wish, get a Kitchenaider

first, add your matching wall and base cabinets later. As low as

$+ t.
r
» a month for model shown!

ALINEWI Exciting 20-page booklet featur-
ing 22 gorgeous Youngstown Kitchens in
full color, plus planning tips! Send cou-
pon with 25c (sorry, no stamps). You'll
also get 51 cut-outs of Youngstown units
to make miniature kitchen arrangements.

Youngstown Kitchens

Mullint Mfg. Corp.

Dept. C-947, Warren. Ohio

Send me your new book on Youngstown Kitchens and the

51 cut-outs. I enclose 25c in cash.

JJiD you ever see such shining beauties?

They're even handsomer than in your fondest

dreams. So satiny-smooth, so snowy-white . . .

so gorgeous!

Ah. but wait! These luxurious arrangements

are only a hint of the kitchen magic you can per-

form with stunning steel Youngstown units. Your
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follow:

I plon to remodel

I live in town
I plan to build

I live on a form

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE

COUNTY STATE

Youngstown Kitchen dealer can show you sc'

and schemes that you can almost swing on

bank savings. Scoot right down and see for yc
,]

today!
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MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORA

WARREN, OHIO I Bfang job

Porcelain Enameled Products, Large Pressed Metal f I worries
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Like it? It's yours for a song, installed

complete in new house or old, without

fuss or costly remodeling. Units go beau-

tifully with any range, refrigerator; stay

shining clean with swish of damp cloth.

Why jump through hoops doing kitchen

duty? Sleek Youngstown units end kitchen

chaos, let work flow smooth as can be.

It's kitchen bliss the live-long day . . .

and constant envy from all your friends.

Remember, your Youngstown

dealer can help work out a drearl

for any kitchen . . . even that pet

ment you've been wanting. Hie

down to that Youngstown shown
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terday's fish and old currency, mini-

m membership requirement about

),000 and an ulcer. The boss was a

itimate guest. George, I figured, wan-
ed in, spotted him for a dope, and sold

iself solid in the course of recognizing

Thorganheims and Vanderfellers at

iistance. which the Old Man could

e done the same way, from their pic-

;s in the papers.

Great idea man, Georgie," the boss

t "Ever see such action? And only

first day. Wait till he hits his stride."

Have you heard about the new in-

:tion method?" I inquired.

Smart," said the Old Man. "Fresh
vpoint."

Not everybody agrees on that," I said.

« union, for example, is getting strike

:r."

Innovation," the Old Man said,

lat's always the way. It will take us a

!e to catch up to Georgie. Bound to.

I've met him? What's your frank

lion?"

vlr. Hultz," I said, "I'll admit in my
I've signed up my share of men from
s. There was a period there during

war when I'd gladly have put on a

with two heads if he'd have sworn
antisabotage oath in unison—and
ave paid him double time. But of all

ulus we ever gave desk space, Marble
inner and still champ in my book
they vote a whirling dervish chair-

of the board."

e Old Man turned some of his

r shades, blew out his cheeks and
a voice like a knife, "I have every

dence, Sanders, in George K. Mar-

at being that, I retired from the

nee.

eep your eye on the ball, Sanders,"

Id Man admonished as I left, "and
spread yourself too thin."

orge let an entire day elapse before

ting Mary Murphy for a date,

t want to rush things, he told me.
iditely refused the first request and
iext several, then he got to be a

nee and she started setting him
hard, but George could take it.

asy does it," he assured me.
on't spread yourself too thin," I

ARGUMENT

:e

12

til!!

id Mi'<

UR weeks in our midst scattering

(rdust and schizophrenia. Then he
d the chaos with a brainstorm to

lem all. He summoned me on a

ay afternoon. He would have come
office, he apologized, but his feet

killing him.
wanted all our elevators operated

f speed, he said, from two to five

le following Friday. He had some
tant people coming to look us over
Maryland Ply Parts. If they liked

UPOI hey saw we were in line for a sub-

icting job that would end all our
ir worries.

id they don't like fast elevators?"

>rge didn't know whether they did

n't. "But they think we've got three

the personnel we have," he said.

>w could they think that?" I won-
"And what's that got to do with

vators?"

:p your shirt on," said George,
atch the ball. Maybe they got the

e're a little bigger from me. You
how people get a mistaken no-
te that and you can't shake them
All right. I know we can handle
ob with less personnel than they

*/e need. We'll work triple shifts

pething. You can figure that part,

a matter of pencil and paper.

bile, when they inspect us next
our employees have to look like

noes as many, that's all."

you run the elevators slower," I

d, "to make our traffic look heav-
:t no, the slower we moved stuff,

people we'd seem to have."
k," said George, patiently. "I'll

it again. All shop employees re-

u

(rtJW

HANK KETCHAM

port for work next Friday afternoon on
the top floor, no matter what floor they

belong on. I take our visitors to the top

floor and they witness that mob scene.

Then I bring our visitors down in the

slow elevator to the next floor and who
do they see?"

"Nobody," I said. "Everybody is on
the top floor."

"A little co-operation for Pete's sake,"

George pleaded. "Don't make it compli-
cated. When I leave the top-floor shop
with my guests I stall them out in the

hall, aided by the lousy elevator service.

Meanwhile, all employees move by the

back stairway to the floor below, so when
our visitors get to the shop on the floor

below it's the mob scene again, but who
knows it's the same mob, except a couple
of hundred co-workers in on the secret?

Can a stranger tell one dirty-faced mob
from another? Well, then we proceed
down to the next floor. Get it?"

I got it but I couldn't believe it.

"George," I said, "you can't get away
with this."

"Let me worry about that. Just slow
up those elevators and get busy figuring

out how we'll handle all that subcon-
tracting we're going to get."

"George," I said, "you'll wreck us.

We'll be the laughingstock of the indus-

try when this gets out."

"Relax," said George, "you're spread-

ing yourself too thin. Now we want this

mob scene busy, you understand."
"Busy," I cried in my delirium, "doing

what?"
"Banging," said George. "Loud."

BACK in my cell I went into a huddle
with Mary Murphy. Something, as

the ancient proverb goes, had to be done.
No use advising the boss we were headed
for a crack-up. George had him hypno-
tized and could do no wrong. There was
only one way to snap the Old Man out of

it. Put the finger on George positively as

a phony.
"It's up to you, Murph," I said. "Give

George that date. Insist upon going to

the shore, specifically the Boat and Game
Club. All I want is your eyewitness testi-

mony that any day but guest day George
couldn't get past the doorman with a

steam roller running his interference, and
couldn't call on Thorganheim or anyone
else to pass him through, because there

isn't a Boat and Game member who ever

dreamed of George's existence in his

wildest nightmares."
"It's a dirty trick," she mused, "but

I'm doing it for the wives and kiddies of

the happy co-workers. Let's look at it

like that."

She made the date for Wednesday
night. I was there in the office ahead of
her when she arrived Thursday morning.
She took one look at the bouquet on her
desk and swept it into what would have
been the wastebasket before our waste-

basket quota was reduced.
"Big shot!" she said.

"Hey," I said, "that set me back a fin."

"You?" she said. "Oh, excuse it." She
retrieved the flowers, murmuring, "Beau-
tiful."

"So George couldn't get you into the

Boat and Game Club with a search war-
rant," I said. "Now go on with the story."

"Oh, we got in all right," she said.

"Through the door, too. And if you're
anxious about J. P.—Mr. Thorganheim,
that is—well, he's decided to take Georg-
ie's advice and lay off the plum-stuffed

duck for a while. Mrs. Thorganheim
.says there isn't a soul can do a thing

with J. P. but Georgie."
I sat down hard where my desk chair

had been before George rearranged the

furniture.

"George really knows the plum-stuffed

Thorganheims?" I said.

"And the Vanderfellers," she said.

"And some more. Isn't that disgusting?"

"Frankly," I said, "it's a blow."
"A bunch of bloated plutocrats," she

said, icily. "They made me feel like they

THE COKVETTE
Mod.l 2524-3

Foot-fatigue vanishes when
you enjoy the twin comfort
of Massagic's famous resilient

air cushion and flexible Arch
Lift. What's more, you'll take
pride in their smart appear-
ance . . . the result of most
distinctive styling and expert
crafting of finest leathers.

WEYENBERG SHOE MFG. CO.
Milwaukee 1, Wuconsio

WEYENBERG

\l\SS\(i!(

Nt won't change

hem shots fo tiipptrt—
btcauit ht's tnjoying

Matsagic Comfort.
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BEAU IE
LIGHTER

• Guaranteed jet-action

• Nothing mechanical to get

out of order

• All models designed with

slip covers for easy fueling

HEAVY NICKEL PLATE $C IJ / rcu.

MOROCCO or PIGSKIN $6.50 ) TAX

NO
HO

Heovy Gold Plate $15 ) P|„, 20%
Solid Sterling Silver $30 )

»d. To*

See your dealer or write

BEATTIE JET LIGHTER DISTRIBUTORS
17 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Before your radio becomes a total

washout on "soap operas". . . call

in your local service dealer. He's
one of radio's star performers!
He can make your set good as
new. And his price is right. With
Sylvania testing equipment, he
spots the faults. With skilled
hands, he corrects them. With
Sylvania radio tubes, he assures
you of the best in radio reception.

thought I was the cigarette girl in dis-

guise. Well, I was one once and told them
so, and if Mr. Big Shot Marble doesn't

like it, I can always go back."

I guessed that George would be some-
what less chipper that morning, but he

limped in, whistling merrily. I met him
in the hall.

"She says she hates me," he said, grin-

ning.

"That's good?" I asked.

"That's progress, kid," he said. "From
ndifference to hate overnight. Next step,

hate to love. Got those elevators ready
to slow down? This is our big day."

Promptly at 2 p.m. the visiting dele-

gation arrived from Maryland Ply Parts.

The gentlemen were uniformly thin of
lip and gimlet-eyed. I passed them on my
way out to Willie's Cafe, where I made
a brave attempt to forget it all: but Willie,

napping around on his flat feet like a

trained seal, a martyr to his profession,

kept putting me in mind of George's
corns, and all I could think of was pur-
ple socks.

BEAUTIFULLY doleful, Murph
joined me there later. "How did it

go for laughs?" I asked.

"I don't think Maryland Ply Parts en-

joyed the joke at all," she said. "They
told George he'd hear more about this

and left looking pretty grim."

"It was a nice little company," I said,

"for the seventy-six years it lasted.

Doesn't make sense, does it. how a guy
like that could be palsy-walsy with the

Thorganheims and Vanderfellers."

"Not to mention the Giltmores," she
said. "Oh, Georgie is a great little mixer
all right."

"Mixer?" I said. "Mixer? MIXER?"
It came to me, you see, just like that.

I said, ."Murph, you said it. A great

mixer. Those corns! That way of lis-

tening without hearing anything! Every-
body's friend and adviser! Murph," I

said, "will you do me one more favor?

Phone the Boat and Game Club and ask

them if they ever had a bartender by the

name of George K. Marble, and would
they like to have him back because ac-

cording to reliable sources he'll soon be
at liberty.". . .

Sanders stopped, suddenly aware that

we required a refill; he motioned not too
precisely to the bar.

"Frankly," he said, "have you ever

tasted a cocktail just like that?"

"Never," I admitted. "But was he?"

Sanders considered me gravely and at

some length

"What are you talking about?" he
asked, finally.

"George Marble. Was he a bar-

tender?"
Sanders sighed wearily at my perver-

sity.

"You admit, yourself." he said,

"you've never tasted better."

1 looked over to the bar where a solid

young citizen limped furiously to and
fro, mixing, shaking, stirring, pouring,

never the fraction of a drop too much or

too little; and simultaneously he took
part in half a dozen conversations around
him, or appeared to. There was no hint

in his innocent baby-blue eyes that he
was aware of the vision of Mary Murphy
at the door, or if he was, that it bothered
him.

"So the Old Man fired him," I said.

"Immediately and with ceremony. Ev-
erything but tearing off his buttons to

the roll of the drums. Really, I felt a

little sorry for the guy. In a way I guess,

Mary did, too.'.' .

"He got over her?"

"Not exactly. They married, that is,"

Sanders explained, "the following Tues-
day and opened up here a. month later.

Three weeks and four days later to be ex-

act."

Through the bottom of my cocktail

glass I watched Mary direct a couple to a

vacated table and return to quell the

milling standees with a beautiful smile.

The name of the place, seen on the win-
dow backward from inside, was more ob-
viously now "The Leprechaun."
"Between you and me," said Sanders

confidentially, "I have reason to believe

that Thorganheim put up most of the

capital. These things take money."
"But what about the Maryland Ply

Parts deal?"

"Oh, we got the contract all right, and
we're handling it. Just a question of

know-how. You've got to keep punching
for an outfit like Maryland, that's all

—

and be careful you don't spread yourself

too thin."

While from where I sat, Sanders was
enveloped in an iridescent mist growing
thicker by the minute: I'm sure had he
smiled I would have detected it.

The waiter brought our plum-stuffed

duck and. Sanders being the quiet type,

we finished the meal in thoughtful si-

lence.

The End

w
SYLVANIA
RADIO
TUBES

Product of Sylvania

Electric Products Inc.
"I imagine the place would be awfully drab without them, don't you?"
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I'm the

POOCHES'
PIN-UP !"

—modestly admits the

HI-LIFE Pup Chef. "9 out

10 dogs love my idea of

the perfect, com-
plete, satisfying, he<

building food — Hl-

Get enriched HI-LIFI

your pooch toe
Money-back guara
At stores everywhv
Ready Foods Company,CT

UNDERWEAR AND HOSIE
for Men and Boys

For full value in comfort, wear
and sole ask for OTIS-for chilly
days OTIS WINTERWEIGHTS
are just right.

A
OTIS UNDERWEAR, 57 Worth St., New

"UNBLOCK" tfo*

DIGESTIVE TRAI
And Get Genuine Relief Tha

Makes You Feel Really Good A
Don't expect to get relief from headache, sour
ach, gas and bad breath by taking soda and othe
lizers if the cause of your trouble is const ipatio

In this case, your real trouble is not in the st

at all. But in the intestinal tract where 80% c|

food is digested. And when the lower part gets b
food may fail to digest properly.

What you want for real relief is something t

block" your lower intestinal tract. Something t>

it out effectively—help Nature get back on he

Get Carter's Pills right now. Take them as di

They gently and effectively "unblock" your di

tract. This permits all 5 of Nature's own dig
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juices to mix better with your food

You get genuine relief from indigestion so y
feel really good again.

Get Carter's Pills at any drugstore today, "tin

your intestinal tract for real relief from indig
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Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, uely
emb.in assing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-stainine Derm oil.
ThouKaiwi? do for scaly
poll on body or scalp.
Grateful user?, often after
ytin of Buffennir, report
the scales have cone, tf>e

red patches jrrailn.V I > dl»-
apiM-nrcil and they enjoyed the thrill

of .» ear >l<tn ftiiain Dei moil is used
by many doctors and is backed by a positive xxrm*
Kive detinue benefit in 'J weeks or money In refund
out queMion. Send 10c » tumps or en in for **
bottle to make our famous "One Spot Teat ' Tart
self. Keault* mar surprise r«u. Write today UK
bottle. Caution: Use only a* riir«rted Kri
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THE SPLIT HICKORY
Continued from page 26

[a sickening and dying when I was
l little old squirt. And me growing
» be the spitting image of her. And
aving to look at me, remembering,

probably wishing it was her sitting

,
instead of only me.

eased' in on me, gradually, that

ie that was why he'd take the money
1 in the china sugar bowl on the shelf

'" to over to the Newphers' every now
;: tgain and tote home a demijohn of
: '

|
mule. It came to me that if Pa

H i go ahead and pull up the stumps

—

Pal ones why maybe the other ones

ones plaguing him in the back of his

would root loose, too.

^T evening when
Upper and Pa was

we'd finished

tuning up his

to play like he generally does after

eaten, I said offhand, "When you

fig for us to get at the stumps?"
(tightened one of the guitar strings,

never I have me a breathing spell."

iid, "I reckon we ought to have us

soon as the tobacco's in."

eckon," Pa said.

id, "It won't be any trick, once we
rted in on it. It don't take much
how to haul up a stump."
stumps," Pa said. "Not a stump,

ain't the know-how, it's the time,

time." He sounded the string with

umb. "You been fighting again,

ou?"
id. "Yes, sir."

u recollect I said you was to quit

said. "What was you fighting

e wanted to know.
allowed. "Marty said ... he said

was a scroot." I lied, not looking

Jinks heard his name and jumped
off the sofa. He waggled over to

ears scratched.

u think a heap of that dog, don't

J
Pa said,

dded.

11, it's a tomfool thing to fight on,"

"Because he is a scroot. Forty
ht kinds of it." He plucked the

strings, slow. "But that ain't his

You lick Marty?"
(//pok my head.

*y txt time see to it you lick him," Pa
L. id he launched in playing Shoo Fly

Oil It makes you feeHaughing all over,
It" dw, when Pa plays that way.
i T\ lg to bed, I said. "We'll get after

;1 mps soon as the tobacco's in—huh,
000

the,i it's what I said," Pa said. He un-
sd his galluses. "What's got into

jyhow?"
thing. I—I was just wondering
ve were going to get around to it."

get around to it when I get around
'a said. "Now hush up on it.". . .

iidn't get around to it, though.
August, the August I was eleven,

i August the hail got the tobacco
before we were to cut it. It came

»ig as pullet eggs and there wasn't
we could do except stand there

tch it hopping and bouncing, beat-

living daylights out of the crop,

counting on it so heavy,
veiling there was a silence in him
Id, wet stone. He took his guitar

nd tuned it, and then he drew his

ross the strings, so it made a

y jangle, and he put it away and
off to bed without a word.

k the china sugar bowl and hid
it made it worse, sneaking it like

after a while, I took and put
e shelf where it rightly belonged.
ollovving morning when we were
reakfast he asked me how I'd

o visit at my Aunt Harriet's.

ckon I wouldn't like it," I said,

ot to glance at the sugar bowl. I

ee in my mind Aunt Harriet's
in mouth, and her hair, skinned

tight over her skull, and her tight-feeling

house with the furniture set just so with

little starched lace doohickeys on it.

"1 like it how it is here," I said. "Be-

sides there's Jinks."

"Jinks.would keep until you got back."

"I purely couldn't go," I said, "unless I

had Jinks."

Jinks thumped his tail and cocked his

head, puzzling at me and Pa.

"Not even if I asked you to?"

"No, sir," I said.

"What if I said you was going to do it?"

"You wouldn't do that," I said.

I looked straight at Pa, and Pa looked

at me. I could see him thinking how
much I resembled Ma. I put down my
cup. "Pa," I said, "why don't we get

after those stumps? We could
—

"

Pa whacked the table with the fiat of

his hand so the dishes rattled and the

coffeepot lid opened and shut once, like

a surprised mouth. "Plague take it!" he
shouted. "Will you leave off pestering

me about them stumps!" He ran his

fingers, bunchy, across his forehead.

"E;it your victuals," he said.

I said, "I reckon I'm done."

"Run along then," Pa said. "I'll be out
directly."

"I'll redd up the kitchen," I said.

"I said run along!"

So I went outside and up to the curing
barn. Shortly I saw Pa stalking off down
the road. After he'd gone a piece, I high-

tailed it back to the house and lifted down
the sugar bowl. The two-dollar bill and
the three ones were gone. I knew for

sure, then, and I whistled Jinks and we
went up to the Split Hickory because I

didn't admire to be home when Pa came
back from Newphers'.
He stayed drunk that time for nigh on

to three weeks. When he got over it, he
looked the same as if he'd had a long
sick spell.

"You should've gone to your Aunt
Harriet's, like I wanted you to," he said,

sitting on the edge of the bed with his

hands hanging between his knees. After

a minute, he said. "I'm sorry, Tod. I'm
powerful sorry. There's something gets

in to me."
"Sure, Pa," I said. "I know how it is."

"I'll get them stumps up for certain,

come spring," he said.

"Sure," I said. "Sure we will. Spring's

a better time anyway."

IT WAS a cold winter and a cold, wet
spring. The ground squished under-

foot and the gully run red. Scrooched in

bed at night with the rain pounding on
the roof, and driving against the win-

dows, I'd catch myself waiting for it to

get in. Sometimes it'd slacken and stop

and in the morning when I went to school

I could hear the whole world dripping.

The ditches on either side of the pike

rushed with water, and the creek tumbled
white under the covered bridge. Gray,
ragged clouds went streaming across the

•heavy sky—so close I could've hit them
with a rock. And then it'd head in rain-

ing again. That's how it was all spring

until pretty near the middle of May.
I went out one May morning and saw

a patch of blue sky the size of a Dutch-
man's shirttail, and wind ripples on the

puddles. And there was a quickening
everywhere. And within a week things

were fairly busting out every which way.
And Pa sobered up and began plowing.
That summer, after school let out, was

the best ever was. There never was a sum-
mer like that summer. Seemed as if no
matter what I saw or did. it was extra spe-

cial. You take, for example, just fishing

up the creek. Me and Jinks. 1 remember
how flabbergasted I was one day, when I

saw a snake fly. Really saw it. How it

was a pretty sight to see, I mean. And
another day it came to me the creek went

AreYOU a

MITTY?
V>AN you, like Danny Kaye, daydream

yourself as a daring ace? Can you become

seven different personalities in your day-

dreams? Does the girl of your daydreams

ever come true, like Virginia Mayo? How
would you like to be frightened by Boris

Karloff, hen-pecked by Fay Bainter, pursued

by Ann Rutherford, and adored by the

gorgeous Goldwyn Girls? You, too, can be

a Mitty if you try! Samuel Goldwyn, who
gave you "The Best Years Of Our Lives,"

now gives you the best time of your life

in "The Secret Life Of Walter Mitty,"

photographed in Technicolor by Lee

Garmes, directed by Norman McLeod
and sparkling with matchless music.

f^ntertainment in the tfolawyn manner
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somewhere besides just to Summit Falls.

Maybe somewhere important even. No-
tions such as that. I don't know.

That's how that summer was. It wasn't
all fishing, or berrying, or squirreling, or

Jinks and me racing with the wind just to

be doing. There was the regular chores,

besides helping Pa with the tobacco and
all. But, studying back on it, that whole
summer sums up purely wonderful.
The crop that August was almost as

good as any crop around. When it began
turning, it was a proud thing to see.

"Well, by Harry," Pa'd say, "we don't

eat sowbelly and beans this winter!" And,
"Come fall, I'm aiming to clear me that

stumpland for sure and next year I ought
to get on the road to being paid out."

That was the August I was twelve.

It happened two weeks after my birth-

day. Jinks and me came home with a

mess of catfish we'd got up early to catch
while they were morning-hungry, and
there was Pa sitting on the back steps

pulling a tobacco leaf through his fingers.

He didn't answer when I howdy-hollered
at him; he didn't look up or anything.
When I got closer I saw the expression
on his face and I thought: Oh, goddle-
mighty. Good goddlemighty!

I think I knew what it was before I

reached him and he handed me the leaf

and I saw the wildfire spots on it. It was
as though, underneath, I'd known all

along that it was due to happen. As
though I'd been storing up through the
summer for this very minute when I put
down my pole and bait can and the cat-

fish, and took the leaf from him.
Wildfire is worse than sore shank and

hornworm, and green-bellied suck fly all

rolled in one. It spreads as fast as what
it was named on. Wild fire. Before you
know it the small spots are big spots and
they dry, or rot, and fall out, and your
tobacco couldn't be any more of a ruina-

tion if an honest-to-John fire had swept
through it.

Pa said, "I'm getting your things to-

gether. You're going to your Aunt Har-
riet's." He got up and went in the house.

IT SEEMED most a year I stood there.

Then, someway, I was running. When
I got to the first tobacco rows I com-
menced yanking and twisting and stamp-
ing—but it was like striking out at

something that didn't stay hit, like Marty
Shane. I tripped over a stalk and fell

down. When I sat up, there was a heavi-

ness in me that felt like a sack of wet
meal getting ready to split wide open. I

doubled up my fist and, someway, I was
shaking it at the sky and shouting,
"When's it going to quit? You hear?
When's it going to quit?"

Jinks licked in my ear and I put my
arm around him and burrowed my chin
in his fur, to stop it from wobbling.
Pa was packing my stuff in the suit-

case when I came in.

I said, "I'm not going." I moved to
where he could see me. "You may as
well make up your mind to it," I said.

"I'm not going." I held out the tobacco
leaves I'd brought in with me. "Lookit."
Pa said, "I saw it already."

"This here one only has a few, fair-to-

middling spots that don't amount to
breaking up sticks," I said. And I showed
him. "This one is just beginning and you
can't hardly tell it, if you squint at it. And
this here one here isn't even touched yet!

See? Hold it up to the light!"

"It's no use, Tod," he said. "First rain
and the whole of it's done for."

"If we went ahead and picked it
—

"

Pa gave a knotty, squeezed-out laugh.
"Sure," he said. "I'll cut it and rack it

and have a pound party when it spoils on
the stalks. Is this all the socks you've
got?"

I said, "I didn't say cut it. I said pick
it. Hand-pick it, leaf by leaf. Extra care-

ful. It'-s not done for, actual, until it rains.

It's got a head start but we can save what
we can. If we get going."

Pa stood there holding my socks and

gazing at me as if I'd lost track of my
senses.

"We can do it," I told him. "I know
we can!"
He dribbled the socks into the suitcase

and he took the healthy leaf in both hands
and squinched his eyes at it.

"I know we can do it," I said.

He lowered the leaf and his eyes col-

lared mine. "All right," he said. He drew
a deep breath and let it out, slow. "All
right, Tod," he said.

THE next three days were like a kind
of dream, where a thing you can't

see is chasing you and, to save your soul,

you can't move hasty enough. Red-eyed
and fumbled with sleep, we'd be up and
off in the morning, soon as it lifted, and
late at night after we'd finished stringing,

and when there wasn't anything awake
but the hoot owls and the bullbats and

JACK MAKKOW
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us, we'd fall across the bed stiff and
aching and too worn out to care—asleep

before we were undressed.

But we did it! All except the stand over
the gully. And we'd have got that, if there

hadn't blown up a rain.

The leaves in the curing barn were a

mite too green, and they weren't any-
where near holding a good crease. And
some, what we later had suspicions on, we
took and burned, but—while it wasn't

prime tobacco—it was tobacco. Maybe
it didn't turn as rich a yellow color as it

ought and, when we commenced firing,

maybe it didn't deepen the way it gen-

erally does, but it was "selling" tobacco.

And it was all leaf. What there was of it.

Pa didn't play his guitar any moi
an evening, though. But we didn't e
of us let on. Just as we didn't mer
clearing the stumpland after the tir

in October that was—when Pa was
enough aiming to get at it only
loaned the heavy chain to Mr. Ne
He went over there to borrow it back
he came home with it, all right, bi

Newphers had given him a jug of
pling whisky. He honestly was pla

on saving it until it had some age <

but the corncob cork didn't fit to suit

and . . . well, once he got it out, he
got it in again.

That was the October I knocked IV

Shane's front teeth loose. I couldn't i

him say uncle, though. And it wajl

October the Ladies Missionary (

gave a taffy pull after school one da
I didn't find out till I'd already goi

and got my taffy, that it cost ten i

And everybody looking. It was in <

ber, too, that Mr. Thompson who
the store at the crossroads began pr«

ing he was busy when I'd come in foi

meal or something, on account.
I sure was glad when that Oc

was done with. Although Novt
wasn't any improvement to bra£
was gray and drizzly and pretty so<

kids at school began talking Chri

and what they were liable to get

DECEMBER turned off mild. ]

good tobacco-handling weathe
one late afternoon Pa and me
menced making it into hands i

ready for when the auction sales o
at the loose-leaf floors in Boonesb
"What you figure it'll draw?" J
"No telling," Pa said.

"Might be more than we exp«
said.

Pa said, "Might be is a long r

hoe."
I said, "It don't take but fairh

to do us."

Pa didn't say anything.
"I reckon we'll get by," I sak

matter what. Heck fire, I
—

"

"You'd better tighten that leaf

around the end or the whole bi

come loose," Pa put in. So I saw h
admire to talk on it and I shut up,

It was that evening Mr. and Mrs.]

brought Marty over about Mart/
teeth. Mrs. Shane reminds you of
hen with its feathers blowing. SI

Marty show his teeth to Pa—ho
were turning dark—and you'd
thought, from the way she card
that losing your front teeth was
something. Mr. Shane is a tall, J

jointed man who gets embarrass*
kept saying, "Now, Mother, don't

flustered."

Pa finally got a word in edgewi
said, "Why did Tod hit him?"
"Why, indeed/" Mrs. Shane sai

rowing her eyes at me.
"Why did you hit him, Tod?" Pa
Marty knew I wouldn't tell. Tfr

a mean grin glimmering back in I

couldn't anybody see but me. A g
like there'd been on his face that

October at recess when he'd t<

kids Pa was "dirty-drunk" again

"You heard me," Pa said

"Why'd you hit him?"
"I don't rightly remember," I si

"How about you, Marty?" Pa
"Do you recollect what it was?'

"I wouldn't let him copy off m
raphy paper," Marty said.

After they'd left, Pa took hi

strap off the hook. He said, "Bei

that chair, Tod."
I didn't believe him for a seconc

I saw he mad-meant it. Jn earne

"I warned you I was fixing t

you if you didn't cut out this fight

said. "Bend over that chair!"

So I bent over the chair. I

coming and I made my hinder as

I could, to take the sting. The 1

hadn't any more than landed wh<

was down off the sofa. He ran ar

I

s

ftder

///

Pew
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w hming and getting in the way and. when
the next one came whishing down, he

didn't move fast enough. It caught him
in the hindquarters. He gave a yip and
before I realized what I was doing I'd

wheeled on Pa and jerked that strap away
from him. The two of us stood there,

staring at each other.

Now here's a peculiar thing. I knew
Pa didn't go to hit Jinks. Jinks knew it,

too. I could tell. Yet it didn't make the

slightest particle of difference. It was as

if there was something boiling up in me.
Something hot and crazy that I hadn't

known was inside me at all. But it didn't

spill over hot. When it spilt, it was stormy
and hard.

I said things to Pa, cold out, it's a won-
der they didn't shrivel him, and me, too

—

and I finished up by telling him he could
daggone good and well go to Boonesburg
by himself and not come back, for all of

me. And I took and 1 threw that razor

strap clear across the kitchen.

Pa went over and picked it up and
hung it on the hook. He turned as if

maybe he was going to say he was sorry.

But he didn't.

And neither did I.

PA WENT to Boonesburg alone. The
Saturday morning he left was more

like middle-March than close to Christ-

mas. The sky was still peppered thick

with cold, greeny stars when he hitched

up and pulled off with the load of to-

bacco. The lantern swinging from the

tailboard made a little rosy circle behind.

From up at the Split Hickory the pike

looked white and like it was reeled off a
spool and, in the hush, and farther and
farther away, the wagon wheels said,

"Bubble-and-squeak, bubble-and-squeak,
here we go through the gap. Bubble-and
squeak."

I kept hearing them in my mind even
after the east streaked with red and the

red shaded off and the sun inched up like

it was peeping over the edge of the world
to make sure everything was in kilter be-

fore it went whole hog and committed it-

self. However, the longer that morning
got, the less in kilter it was. There was
too much of it and not enough to do with

it. for one thing, and for another there

was a weasly feeling I couldn't get rid of,

spoiling in me. It was as if it was my fault

it was Pa's fault he'd gone off without so

much as glancing back to see was 1 any-

where around. By the same token, it was
sort of his fault it was my fault.

Midmorning I moseyed off down the

road toward the store just to be doing.

At least that's what I told myself. But I

reckon I knew what I was aiming to d
actual, because I made me a cold bea

sandwich to take and 1 didn't whist
Jinks from where he was investigate

something over in the stumpland. Ar
when I heard a truck coming I didr

waste any time stopping and sizing i

It was a load of Christmas trees wl

meant it was bound for Boonesburg sui

However, there was a sign on the win
shield that said no ridp.rs. So I made
if I was going to race it. The driv

slowed down and gave his horn a toot f

me to watch out and, when it went past

hooked me a ride easy as skinning a I
Boonesburg is a filled-up kind of pla<

The houses are right smack dab next

each other's yards and it seems ]

every tree there's a telephone pole, a.

everywhere there's a vacant space is

billboard or a gas station or both. Ther
people hurrying every which way. as

they're all late for wherever it is they
going, and there's streetcars clanging a

dinging, and more automobiles scooti

along than you can shake a stick at—
behaving according to signals. When y
cross Republic Street and look oil tow:
where uptown is you can see these bi

signals twinkling on and off in a red a

green string. Uptown is real exciting

hopped off the truck at Republic a

went up Ninth to the warehouse, thi

ing how surprised Pa was going to

when he caught sight of me. And plea

maybe. Only he wasn't there.

I ran into Sid Newpher—he's the

who has the seed warts—and. with

letting on I didn't already know, I fot,

out Pa had sold and left and
he'd got was slim picki

sidered it was slim, I knew
slim. So. instead of hanging arouni
beat it over four blocks to Hallen's liv

stable to see was Pa there getting read?

start for home. Because, if he wasn
well, heck fire, if he wasn't he was at

bank probably. Or someplace.
Hallen's isn't a very high-grade

ery stable. However, it only costs fift

cents to hitch to the iron railing in

back plot. Mr. Hallen don't run it.

just owns it. There's generally al«

somebody new running it

Our team and wagon were there, in

back plot, so I went inside to see wa;

in the office. At any rate it's wri

office beneath the pointing hand on
sign that's nailed by the door. It's not

just part of the stable partitioned

though, and there isn't but a dirt fl

and a potbelly strove, and a dropl

dangling from a twisty green wire,

some chairs and a table where there's

dy know, i toi m
and that the pA '

ings. If Sid c V
tew it was mig \

BLENDED WHISKEY. 86 PROOF. 70t GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. JOSEPH S. FINCH & COMPANY, SCHENLEY, PA

I don't see how you commuters keep this up night after night?''
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ally men sitting around playing cards.

The glass portion of the door is painted
green but there's scratched places where
the paint is off and you can look through.

I was fixing to take me a look when Joe
opened the door. Joe's the colored fellow

who's worked there ever since I can re-

member. You don't think about Joe be-

ing colored, though. Once, when Pa was
liquored up, Joe stuck up for him in what
would've been a ruckus sure enough, if

Joe hadn't run the other man off the

livery-stable premises. Anyhow, like I

said, Joe opened the door and I said, "Hi,

Joe," kind of sheepish, and fixed to walk
in. By the stove, a black police dog
raised its head and fastened its yellow

eyes on me. It growled deep in its throat.

I stopped where I was. Then I saw it

was muzzled. The men sitting around
the table laughed. One of them, a big

beef-faced man, said, "Since I put that

muzzle on him it sure interferes with his

meals." He jerked a thumb at me, and I

could tell it was him who was running the

stable this trip. "High Pockets there," he
said, meaning me, "makes five he's been
cheated out of so far today." They all

laughed again.

"Six," the man across from him said.

"Muley Bates is one. Woody Thacker,
two. Roily Atchinson was three

—

"

"I wasn't counting Roily Atchinson,"
the big man said. "You'd have to stock

and water him first to make a meal."

"You mean distill him, don't you?"
somebody else said. And they all laughed.

Roily Atchinson is Pa. I could feel my
ears hottening and I opened my mouth
to say something—I don't rightly know
what—when Joe looked at me with those

soft, Burley-colored eyes of his. Some-
way, for a minute, it was as though I was
knee-deep in them.
He said, as if he was talking to him-

self, "Do more harm than good."

The big man said, "What's that, Joe?"
" 'Gators," Joe said. "What I mean al-

ligators!"

The big man winked at me, as if he
was letting me in on a secret joke. "Joe,"

he said, "if you could be anything you
wanted to, besides an alligator wrestler,

what'd you be?"
Joe's teeth flashed in a white grin. "A

\\g\\\-complected blond!" he said and,

when the men laughed, he laughed. He
made out as if he was expecting me.

"If you all'll excuse me," he said, "me
and this young gentleman got business to

attend to. I promised I'd learn him how
to rassle them old swamp 'gators."

"You going to be an alligator wrestler,

too?" the big man asked me, joshylike.

"Maybe," I said. And I went away
from there. Joe caught up to me.

"Mister Tod," he said.

I stopped. "They haven't got any call

to talk that way," I said. "I should've

gone ahead and said my say!"

"They didn't know Mister Roily was
your daddy," Joe said. "Honest. They
didn't mean no meanness. But if you'd
blowed off and rubbed their fur the wrong
ways why then they'd have been mean.
What I mean, mean. You done best."

"I should've stood up to them," I said.

"It's like rassling 'gators," Joe said, as

f I hadn't spoken. "Be a foolish thing to

tackle unless you knowed exactly where
you was at. You take Mister Burless,

doing all the talking in there. You don't

handle him just so, why, look out.

"If it was me," he went on, "I wouldn't
let it rankle me what happened. Your
daddy's got a taste for whisky. That's
all they was really saying."

"They threw off on him," I said.

"They's always throwing off on some-
body," Joe said. "Thing to remember is

your daddy don't do it. You run along
and come back later. A livery stable isn't

no place to hang around. I'll tell Mister
Roily you was here. And, next time
you're in here, I'll sure enough learn

you to rassle «/ligators."

He gave me a wink copying the one
that that Mr. Burless had given me and I

couldn't help smiling. But it was a smile
that didn't go down deep. Deep dins n.

where it counted, there was a spot like

gets in potatoes. A black-rot spot. And
it had that Mr. Burless' name on it.

Pa wasn't at the bank. Nor he wasn't

at Tate's Feed and Harness Store where
there's generally a bunch arguing, good-
natured. Nor he wasn't gassing with

anybody in the lobby of the Farmers
and Traders Hotel. Nor in the barber-

shop, there. Nor he wasn't in the bar,

nor in any of the ones further on. And
he wasn't at the courthouse square where
people have a habit of congregating, be-

cause there's benches around the Con-
federate Statue which stands facing up
Main as if it was expecting the Yankees
any minute, and wasn't go ;ng to budge
an inch—Sherman or no Sherman.

MAIN STREET was so crowded you
could've taken a stick and stirred it.

Hunting for somebody on Main Street is

like hunting for a certain particular peb-
blestone in a creek bed. Christmas was
everywhere you looked. There were
Santa Clauses—-some with red crepe-
paper chimneys and some with kettles

for people to drop their money in.

There was mistletoe and holly and
bunches of evergreens fied with rib-

bon bows; there was a Salvation Army
band playing Christmas songs on a cor-

ner, and where the tall iron lamp usually

is by the post-office steps there was a big

Christmas tree all lighted up.

The store windows were decorated with
cotton, and sparkly artificial snow, and
silver tin-foil icicles, and clusters of bells.

There was one that had a giant mechani-
cal Santa Claus that worked! It sat on a

throne and leaned forward and slapped
its knee and laughed Ho, Ho, Ho, Ho,
Ho, over and over.

The best one, though, was the store

that had its window fixed up like a toy
workshop at the North Pole. There was
just about every kind of toy there is, I

guess, in that window. You could look
all day and never get looked out. And
I pretty near did. When I came to, it was
two-thirty by the clock on the courthouse,

and I lit out from there in a hurry.

The team and wagon were still in the

back plot. I simmered down to a walk
and, of a sudden, I halted dead in my
tracks. Laying there, patienting it out,

was Jinks! He came high-tailing when he
saw it was me, and the way he carried on
you'd have thought I was the king of

Egypt. He wasn't half as pooped as I was
either. And all I'd done was window-
wish. He'd covered thirty-eight miles!

I divvied my sandwich with him
then I rubbed him good with a bi

sack out of the wagon and I went I

stable to see could 1 find him a drinl

There was a queer kind of a f<

in the stable. I felt it as soon as 1 sti

inside. It was sort of like when thei

smell in the wind you can't place.

it was uneasylike. Then I heard Pa's

coming from the office. The door
shut closed, so I couldn't make out
he was saying but I knew right off

thing was wrong. I don't know
just knew it. I eased up to the doorj

"Hell," I heard Pa say in the toi

uses when he's being One of the Bo
can be as big a sport as anybody.
I don't see how this is a sporting pi

sition in any way, shape or form."
"It's not supposed to be," Mr.

less said. "It's a scientific expend
Furthermore, Joe wants to wrestle]

Don't you, Joe?"
"Well, please, sir, Mister Burless,]

answered, "I can't say as I'm overly]

ious."

Through the scratches in the par
the glass I couldn't see anything bu
back but, someway, listening, I coi

Joe in my mind. He'd be grinning

maybe rolling his eyeballs the w
does to get a laugh. But nobody la

Nobody except Mr. Burless. I won
who it was wanted to wrestle Jo>

Joe didn't care to monkey with,

strong. I couldn't figure it out. Wh
it was, I decided, must be an excep
good wrestler to make Joe back
"You see, Atchinson," Mr.

said. "He's anxious to wrestle him
overly anxious. But anxious. That';

you said, Joe, wasn't it?"

"Urn, um," Joe said. "I druthe,

on specializing in 'gators."

"Tell you what," Mr. Burless s;

something sly and deviling crept i

voice, "I'll give you ten, Atchins
step aside from the door and Joe
get through it. Now that's a sj

proposition ought to please ever

Eh, Joe?"
Something wet shoved itself in

hand. It was Jinks' nose. I closi

fingers over it, gentle, so he'd kno
quiet the same as if we were in the

hole up the creek by 'he beaver d

"If that's the way it is, Mister Bi

Joe said, "that's the way it is."

"Suits him, Atchinson," Mr.
said. "And it suits me and the rest

"I don't want to keep hanging c

Pa said, "but
—

"

"But what?" Burless said, soft.

"Well, it ain't funny for Joe b

c

The
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Understand Rivalry andyou understand America

There's a lot more to this picture than three little boys competing

for a maiden's favor. Behind it is the spirit of rivalry that moves
America ahead . . . the competitive spirit that makes us all eager to

accept a challenge to show what we can do, and be judged by how
well we do it.

Rivalry is second nature to Americans. We're raised on it. It

helped us win a leadership the whole world envies. Competition is

in our blood. We like it. We put it to good use.

Take the Petroleum Industry, with more than 34,000 individual

firms of all sizes. In every phase of this business employing 1,250,000

people, companies work to outdo rivals ; compete in oil production,

compete in refining, compete in research for new uses, compete in

sales. That's why Americans get petroleum products at the lowest

prices in the world. Taxes and prices vary of course, but gasoline

in the U. S. is always the world's best bargain.

Nor does the race to make new products, better products . . .

the race to produce more and more oil to meet record-breaking

demand . . . stop with gasoline and lubricants. In a hundred differ-

ent fields, petroleum and its countless by-products continue the

competition.

The result— better health, a chance to go more places more

easily, more comfort . . . more . . . constantly more, for you.

THERE'S A PLUS FOR YOU IN PETROLEUM'S PROGRESS

st

Dg well

—

|feet—

fies the
itive

[ith

1.3,475

t ion com-
ek to

untain

l-impor-
c reserves.

Special fuel barges
—moved over river

routes by tow-
boats of enormous
power— now de-

liver as much as

3,280.000 gallons

in one tow. 650
companies engage
in oil transporta-
tion by barge, rail,

pipeline or tanker.

Today .themodem
car gives you far

more power, better

performance,
greater comfort be-

cause compet it ion

among some 400
refineries resulted

in the finer fuels

which make possi-

ble the high com-
pression engine.

Oil from the

ground to pro-

duce food from
the ground.
Over 20.000
petroleum dis-

tributors and
jobbers help

fuel the farm
machinery used
to grow food to

feed you.

Service stations

everywhere,
over 225.000 of
them — employ-
ing over half

a million peo-

ple at a bil-

lion dollar an-
nual payroll

—

compete with
ri\ .lis in service

to \ou.

Prepared for the oil industry by the Ameriean Petroleum Institute— Copyright. 194't



THIS RICH,
THICK SAUCE

MAGNIFIES
the FLAVOR

OF EVERYTHING
YOU SERVE

• Accent flavor! Add
a dash to tomato juice,

soups, gravies, stews.
For chops, steaks, fish,

and roasts . . . season
with A'l Sauce before
cooking. Keep a bottle
on the table at home. .

.

call for Al Sauce in
restaurants. Get A*l
Sauce—today. Send for
free booklet/'Cooking
for a Man" — G. F.

Heublein & Bro., Inc.,

Hartford 1, Conn.

^_:

American Hydraulic Jacks are

precision-engineered and built

for quick, safe, sure lifting . , .

Rugged and depend-

able in any situation.

You can't beat

M Itorte
'Mte4

NO FINER 'IN Alt THE WORLD

California Winti, Ltd , lot Angelet. Calif. Brondy 64 Proof

HOW THOUSANDS

EASE PAIN
OF SIMPLE PILES

Here's a single soothing preparation
to speed relief from miseries of simple
piles. It's amazing Pazo*. Aces at once
to relieve pain and itching— soothes
inflamed tissues—helps prevent sore-

ness—reduee swelling. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists' in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-

cation—also tins and suppositories.

'Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

mean— well, hell. Burless, suppose it was
the other way around. Put yourself in

his shoes."

"But it ain't the other way around,"
Mr. Burless said, softer still. "You with

him? Or us?"

"I'm not against nobody," Pa said. "I

just don't
—

"

"Can't hang fire all day," Mr. Burless

said. "You make up your mind while

I'm counting. One ... if you're with us

just step aside before I get to ten . . .

two . .
."

Pa's back inched over the least, least

trifle and some of the scratches in the

glass opened up. It was like looking into

a peep show, only you had to keep mov-
ing your head to get a good view. And
everything was sharp and clear, the way
it is sometimes after a frost when you
notice things you hadn't noted before.

Little things. I saw Joe was grinning

—

but it was a sick grin that didn't have
anything to do with the rest of his face.

I saw Mr. Burless' eyes were like fish

eyes and that the faces of the men sit-

ting around the table—the ones I could

see—were like faces they'd put on over

their own faces to watch through. And
I saw the police dog. It had smelt Jinks.

Its yellow eyes were fastened on the door
and its upper lip was curled back. Mr.
Burless had it by the collar. But it sent

shivers up you, anyway. Because it wasn't

muzzled any more. A low rumbling came
from its throat.

I quick clapped my hand over Jinks'

mouth. I could feel him stiffening and
his ears flattening, and an answering
growl trembled against my fingers. But

before he'd let it loose I'd whispered him
quiet.

"Three . .
." Mr. Burless counted.

"Four . . . five . .
."

"Mister Roily," Joe said soft, pleady-

like. "Ain't a bit a use in making it

worse."
"Six . .

." Mr. Burless said.

"They's only fooling," Joe said to Pa.

"You do like he says. Lemme run for it.

You'll see."

Mr. Burless smiled. "Joe," he said,

"you slay me. Seven . .

."

And, all at once, I knew!

THEY say a drowning person's whole
life flickers before him in a split sec-

ond. I don't believe that's precisely true.

I think what happens is they see certain

things clear. Because, crouched there

with my eye glued to a scratch in the

glass on the door, it was like 1 was drown-
ing and I saw certain things clear as could

be. I saw maybe Joe was right. And
maybe he wasn't. That maybe Mr. Bur-

less was bluffing he was going to sick that

dog on Joe. And maybe he wasn't. But,

regardless, I saw how, if Pa crawfished

just to stay in good with Burless, it wasn't

going to be the same between him and
me. Ever again.

I saw it plain as if I was up at the Split

Hickory gazing out and around and
down at everything. It was all laid out

flat. How it'd been, a long time ago,

between Pa and me when I thought he

knew everything. And how it'd changed,

by degrees, to what it was now. And how
it was going to be. if Pa chickened out.

If he did. there wasn't going to be any-

thing left but . . . stumps.

"Eight . .
." Mr. Burless said.

I took hold of the door handle—be-

cause where Pa's back had been, most of

the scratches had opened up and I

conldn't stand it any longer. 1 couldn't

stand remembering the time Joe took up
lor Pa. or the feeling 1 had that Pa was re-

membering it. too. and was weighing it to

see how much it was worth. 1 turned the

knob and opened the door.

'"Sick him. Jinks!" 1 said. "Sick 'im!"

The rest is a kind of a blur. Chairs were

overturned, and the light got to swinging

crazy so the walls looked as if they were

chasing themselves. Everybody was
shouting at once. And I saw Mr. Burless

pick up the poker. I tried to yell, but I

couldn't. I might've got to him if Pa
hadn't grabbed me.

Jinks never had a chance. The poker
caught him in the head.

He never even had a chance.

But before the poker could come down
on him again I'd clawed free of Pa and
the last thing 1 remember is the surprised

expression on Mr. Burless' face when he
hit the floor with me straddling him.

Then the light went out.

WHEN I sat up, the whole room was
revolving, slow and stately, and

everything was in pairs—chairs, faces,

the stove, the calendar on the wall. There
were two slack-jawed, spraddle-legged

Mr. Burlesses in a double corner. Both of
Pa's noses were bloody. Joe was holding
two pokers in four hands and was stand-

ing over something. I concentrated and
it swam into focus. It was something
that had been a police dog.

Somebody said, "Take it easy, boy."
Pa bent over me. "You all right, Tod?"

he said. He laid his hand on my shoul-
der. I shook it off and got to my feet.

The room tilted and the walls swayed.

"I think it's wonderful that Jackie

asked us to wire him fifty dollars

—it shows he's beginning to

appreciate the value of money!"
COLLIER'S 80 BROWN

"Get him out of here, Joe," Pa said.

"I'll be there directly."

Outside the sun was shining and there

was a bird hopping sidewise along the

hitching rail. It seemed peculiar the sun
was shining and there should be this little

brown bird, hopping along. When it flew

off I flew with it. We flew high above
Main Street, just to be doing, and then
we flew to the courthouse steeple to get

our bearings and we took off from there

and headed into the sun. Below us,

Boonesburg got smaller and smaller and,
presently, there was the pike no wider
than a yellow ribbon dipping in and out.

I could mark the creek by the willows and
the old covered bridge, and Ballaras' by
their red roof, and Suns" by their green
one. and New phei s' by the double row of
honey locusts. The fields were like a big,

lumpy bedquilt all pieced out crooked
and. far away, there was a man plow-
ing. 1 wondered who it was. And there

was a lop-eared, spotted dog

—

I called to it. "Jinks." I called.

"I'll fetch him." Joe said. "Take it

easy, boy." He hesitated. "You okay?"
I nodded.
Joe wen! away and the little brown

bird came back and commenced hopping
along sidewise again.

Pa let Joe off at Elm where the col-

ored people's houses begin. "What about
ypu?" he asked Joe.

"I was quitting after Christmas," Joe
said. "It don't matter." He moved
around to where I was sitting in the

wagon bed holding Jinks. "I'm son"
he said. "I'm awl ul sorry."

He stepped up on the curb ami stc*

there, turning his cap in his hands a
watching after us. I closed my e.es |
wouldn't see him any more. . . .

It was crowding dusk when we
home. By the time I'd made a box a|

lined it with a piece of carpet it was d

night. 1 brushed Jinks until his coat she

in the lamplight. Then I put him in

box and fixed him as if he were slcepi

I nailed the lid on and the sound of
hammer blows was like the sound of
the things I'd kept inside me. I he S]

Hickory things. Pounding and pound
and pounding. I took the lantern an
went up to the barn to get the shovel.

Pa was sitting there in the dark
stopped when I saw him. I'd thought h

gone over to Newphers'. In the lant

rays his face looked strange and, of a s

den, I saw him as somebody named R
Atchinson I hadn't ever seen befl

Somebody who didn't have any corq
tion w ith Pa whatsoever.

"I've figured it out why you done
he said. "You was afraid I'd eat cr

And maybe I would've. I don't kno
He rubbed his chin so the bristles m
a scratchy noise. "If there was so

thing I cou'd say, I'd say it," he said,

if there was some way 1 could make il

to you."
He picked up a clod of dirt and en

bled it. "Your Aunt Harriet will do
you proud." he said. "You'd of t

better off with her long ago. I'm meat
to get straightened around, Tod.
can. There's something gets in to

now and again. But I'm meaning to

it. If I can lick Burless, I can lick iL

licking Burless won't mean nothing i

I do."

OF A sudden, I saw that was ho
was with Marty and me. I saj

plain as plain. It was as if I'd known
along and that was why I'd quit be

I'd ever whipped him, actual. It wa
going to count until I'd owned up in

myself I was fighting to save my fac

much as Pa's.

"I'm aiming to plant cone firs in

gully, the same as it says to do in the

letins," Pa was saying. "And clover

falfa. soybeans maybe. 1 don't kl

But I'm through with just one cashc
The tobacco don't ever draw enough
price. What I got for it this year will

the interest at the bank and that's a
all. I'm figuring on hiring ouf-for the

of the winter and. thataway, I can ge
a new start, kind of."

He paused, as if maybe he was wa
for me to say something. But there w
anything in me to say.

"I bought a Christmas present,'

went on. after a minute. "It's for

And still it ain't. But I thought I

like it anyway. It don't amount to m
But it was all I had to spend." Hes
lowed. "You may as well have it n<

he said, and he reached down b<

him and picked up a dog collar.

It had goldy-looking knobs on it, a

name plate. The name plate had "Ji

engraved on it. I took it, slow. I c

see Pa searching for something to

Anything. To take up the slack.

"About them stumps." he said,

aiming to get after them, soon
able. Come spring, I figure we'll ha1

a breathing spell and-— " He broke

Because, someway, the we he'd said

a live thing between us. And then 1

something within him split and ore

like when the Hickory went, in a

storm. His strange Roily Atchinson

crumpled and came to pieces, and h

it in his hands. The we flew away.

a bird. Like a little brown bird, loc

down at a man plowing. And 1 saw

it was.

It was me.
"Sure we will, Pa," I said. "Suf

will. Spring's a better time anyway.

The End

Collier's lor September 20,
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YOUNG MAN OF FASHION
The story of Mr. Charlie James, who has not only a $20,000 sleeve, but something up it

BY AMY PORTER

Price is no object, let's hope, to customers who view James' lush creations in his New York salon. Note the intricate drape of skirts

mM

* **Jfc



ne handwork is the rule in the James
Jrkroom. Only seams are machine sewn

OU wouldn't think anybody
could spend $20,000 on a
sleeve—you know, a sleeve,

thing you put your arm into. But
irlie James did it. For him, it was

Charles James, dressmaker, makes
|thes for women in a little upstairs

ce in New York. He made this

^ve there. Took him three years. It

lot. he says, an ordinary sleeve.

s, he says, a revolutionary sleeve,

las one inch more than the usual
)unt of material in it. A woman
move her arm in this sleeve, he
Or shrug her shoulders, he says,

[pitch a baseball. All without dis-

cing her waistline, bunching at the

"It is the spirit of France," critics sighed at the champagne and candle-
light fashion spectacle James put on in Paris. These gowns were hits

collar, or splitting a gusset. This, he.
says, is something definitely special in

the way of sleeves.

James will make you up a pair of
his new sleeves, if you like, with suit

attached, for around $800. Or, to put
it more accurately, if lie likes. Because
he certainly won't make anything at

all for you unless he wants to. If you
irritate him in some way, he most
probably will huff and puff and throw
you out of the joint. Like the other
day.

A woman made a small murmur,
a sort of objection, about the way a
skirt hung, and did he fix her! He
made her to disappear quick. "Get
out! Get out!" he screamed. He

chased her to the elevator, and as the
creaky machinery carried her down
and away, he yelled after her. "Don't
you dare to come here again, you . .

."

he said. He came back into his gilded

salon with his feathers still ruffled.

"Such a one! She should not be per-

mitted to wear clothes—ever."

James' regular clients think his

temper is cute, and his clothes—won-
der-ful! He has a waiting list of
women who beg him to dress them,
please, at any price.

But James is not content. He *is

troubled about whither are we drift-

ing, fashionwise. He is. in fact, furi-

ous, simply furious, at the entire

(Continued on page 104)

The $20,000 sleeve looks like any other,

but in action it reveals its superiority

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR COLLIER'S BY JERRY COOKE AND CLAUDE HUSTON

signer SchiapareJli, center, applauded James' ingenious ribbon dress (on model). The
It has 36 panels, each tapering from one yard at hemline to 1/16 of an inch at waist

Typically James in richness of color and fabric, this gown with six-

yard sweep is worn by Countess Cassini, for whom it was designed

•*• ^
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Gillett
One-PieceRazor

To whisk off tough beard with perfect

ease — save time and bother — get a

Gillette Aristocrat or Gillette Milord

one-piece razor. These are the finest and

most convenient shaving instruments

money can buy. There's nothing to take

apart or put together. You change blades

in a flash. Twist . . . the razor opens.

Twist again . . . your blade's locked in

shaving position. For cleaning both razor

and blade just loosen the holder, rinse

and shake. Every man wants a fine razor.

Ask to see the superb Gillette Aristocrat

and Gillette Milord one-piece razors.

Gillette Safety Razor Company
Boston 6, Mass.

\oo\lsha*p: ieelsHAKr*

use Gillette Blue

CopyriKht, 1947, by Gillette Safety Razor Co



WAIT AND SEE
BY RAMOM STEWART
ILLUSTRATED BY NIKOLAI

I HE cottonwoods grew close to

the river bed, feeling through
the desert soil to the water far

th. The chill of night was rush-

wn from the mountains, stirring

rm day wind.

irl was walking along the gravel

hich wound beside the cotton-

to the ranch. She was scarcely

than fifteen, slender and blond.

:et in their dirty sneakers scuffed

pvel, for she was walking with
arelessness.

turned in the ranch driveway,

, looking at the lighted house
stood before her, the lighted

beyond it. Her eyes ran quickly

e flat ranchland then, search-

horse whinnied in the corral

Hoped along behind the slats in

ce, its mane tossing black in

kening wind.
girl moved on slowly, her soft

most inaudible on the gravel.

e the garage she stopped once
Then she crammed her fists

to the pockets of her blue jeans

pped through the door.

an stood on an automobile
prying at a fiat with a tire iron;

od quietly, watching him. He
his late twenties. His face

d-brown from desert sun and
His black curly hair rose in a

ver his lined forehead. Wide
rs moved beneath his T-shirt;

st was thick with muscle.
ook a hammer and drove the

tween the tire and the rim,

g quick and sure, completely
d by his work. When he
up the second iron she went
d put her heel on the tire,

g it so the iron went in easily.

ed.up. "Ann!" he said.

tern face softened and though
not touch him, her gaze

out for him. Together they
he tire off the wheel and he
ut the tube.

ought I heard "you drive by,"

Her voice was low. In a

way it was like the man's, as

ad patterned hers after his.

trip?"

pt for this. It blew coming
pass."

smiled absently. "The left

asn't it?"

Id you. It was worn almost to

Iker strip."

Tinned at her.
," she said softly. "Ma
me the paper. You got
while you were away, didn't

e did." He ran a finger along
of the ripped tube. "This is

r."

't it sort of a surprise?"

as awe in her voice, as if she
ndmg off, still watching a pain
e she began to feel, would be

^ Bt to bear. "You never said

ss it sneaked up on me," he
"I'd been seeing her for a

he worked in a bookstore in

used to go in and kind of
und. And then later 1 took
inner and we got to talking
e ranch. You know how it is."

"I was over here every day after

school, helping you around the

corral," she said. "You could have
told me." There was stubborn be-

wilderment in her voice. "You'd think

you'd have to tell me."
He moved his head uncertainly.

"Look, kid," he said. "A guy never
knows. I would've told you if I'd

known."
She smiled a little at that. "Well—"

she said. "I'll be getting home."
"Oh, no you don't," he said.

"You're staying for supper. I want
you to meet Mady."
"No!" she said. Then more softly:

"Ma wouldn't know where I was."
She went sideways through the half-

open door and started slowly out the

gravel driveway. Then she stopped.

MADY was coming toward them
from the house, her cotton skirt

pressed to her thighs by the twilight

wind. She had fine brown hair drawn
loosely back from her forehead and
held at the nape of her neck with a

yellow bow. Her eyes were large, off-

blue and her gaze was soft.

"Hello," she said easily. "I'm
Tom's wife."

Then Ann stepped into the light

and Mady saw her face and stopped.

There was anger on the finely carved
young features.

They stood there, watching each
other. The trees dipped to the wind
and a dry branch broke loose and
skittered along the gravel.

There was a hollow slam behind
them as Tom shut the garage. He
came up and threw a great arm across

Ann's shoulders and walked her to his

wife.

"Mady, honey. I told you about
Ann. Here she is." He rumpled the

girl's straight blond hair. "She's the

best man in the county."
"All I know you taught me," Ann

said.

Mady was silent. She smiled again
and held out her hand. The girl's

palm in hers was cold and rough as a
lizard's skin. "You live on the next
ranch, don't you?" Mady asked gen-
tly. "We'll see a lot of you."

Ann's smile was jagged. "I'll be
around."
"You better," Tom said. "You got

my horses trained to you. She has a

way with them," he told Mady.
"Strangest thing you ever saw. She's

a smart youngster, smarter than me.
But she doesn't know that yet."

He put a large hand on Ann's head
and smoothed the hair back from her
temples thoughtfully. "She'll be a
hell of a woman when she's grown.
That hair, and when she fills out.

They'll be no hope for the guy she

sets her heart on getting. Wait and
see."

"How old are you, Ann?" Mady
asked softly.

"Fifteen."

"Another three years," Tom said.

The women looked at each other.

Mady came to the door. "Hello," she
said, "I'm Tom's wile." She stopped
when she saw Ann's face and they
both stood there, watching each other"
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When You Need

a Laxative—
Do what millions do for

pleasant, satisfying relief!

Constipation is bad enough. Why add
to your troubles by taking a harsh,
upsetting laxative? Next time you
need relief, take pleasant, gentle
Ex-Lax.
Ex-Lax gets results easily, com-

fortably. It isn't violent or upsetting
like some laxatives are. When you
take Ex-Lax, you hardly know you
have used a laxative, except for the
satisfying relief you get.

Yet, gentle as it is, you can depend
on Ex-Lax for thorough relief. It is

biologically tested for effective action.
Many doctors use Ex-Lax in their
practice.

And remember, Ex-Lax has a deli-

cious chocolate taste. It's a real plea-
sure to take!

So take Ex-Lax and as a precau-
tion use only as directed. Ex-Lax is

America's most widely used laxative
—the favorite of old and young alike.

Still only 10<?. Economy size, 25<*.

When Nature "forgets". .. remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Say good-bye to money
worries by using, this

profitable plan

BALANCE your BUDGET

and have money to spare!

Have you tried to stretch your income

to meet the high cost of living only to

find that your budget still doesn't

balance? Then, make the extra money

you need taking care of new and re-

newal subscriptions for COLLIER'S

and all popular magazines.

It's easy to get started because your

earnings begin on your first order.

For money-making supplies, all you

need do is mail a penny postal or the

coupon below.

Independent Agency Division, Desk C-16
THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING CO.
2 50 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me without cost or obligation details

of your EXTRA INCOME PLAN.

NAME .

(Pleaaa Print)
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YOUNG MAN OF FASHION

STATE

American fashion industry. "They help
themselves to my ideas and do not pay,"
he says.

He has no trouble getting any price he
names from his individual clients—but
that, with him, is not the point.

"It is wrong, all wrong," he says. "My
clients are the guinea pigs of fashion.

They set the styles on which the indus-

try depends. The industry should pay
them to wear my clothes, and then pay
me for the privilege of copying."
Among James' guinea pigs are the

best-dressed Mrs. Harrison Williams,
Mrs. Millicent Rogers, Mrs. Barbara
Cushing Mortimer Paley, Mrs. Eleanor
Holm Rose, Lady Diana Duff Cooper,
Miss Paulette Goddard, Mrs. Vincent
Astor and Miss Gypsy Rose Lee. Occa-
sionally, also, two sacred names of fash-

ion, Chanel and Schiaparelli, wear his

clothes—a high compliment from two
able competitors in the international

clotheshorse business.

But Charlie is still in a swivet. If you
listen close, you'll see that maybe he has
cause to scream. You'll also see that his

520,000 sleeve may figure in your life

after all.

A smile of disbelief would be out of
order at this point from any woman who
is now letting out hems to conform to

the long-skirt trend. Nobody asked you
to vote on the length of skirts, did they?

It was all accomplished behind your
back, wasn't it? The first you knew of

the calamity was when you read in the

public prints: "Your skirts will be longer

this fall." Just like that. Not "Would you
like them longer?" They will be longer.

Are you going to buck the trend? Haw,
haw! You are helpless, and if "they"
decide that "you will wear the James
sleeve this season," you'll wear it all

right, and no back talk, and it all costs

you money. So be quiet, please, while

your master speaks.

The Rise of a Fashion Master

James has earned his mastery, and his

right to speak. He is—temper, sleeve

and all—a figure of growing importance
in the angry, churning world of feminine
fashion. The machinations that precede
the birth of a new style are as mysteri-

ous as the hidden prelude to war, but
Charlie has been in at the birth many
times. Ever since he sallied forth from
Chicago 20 years ago, a small, dark, ex-

citable teen-ager with a clothes mission,

he has been in there pitching with the

"they" who give you orders as to what
you shall wear.

This summer he cinched his position

and rose to even greater stature, with a

bold, brave showing of his things in

Paris. Not many American designers, as

his friends point out, would dare to

expose themselves to Parisian critics,

"because the Paris designers would rec-

ognize their own ideas, shamelessly
stolen by the Americans." That's how
the talk always goes—intrigue rampant.
Anyway, James put on this Paris show,

and it was a humdinger. Candlelight,

champagne, harp music (more chic than
piano, thought James), pretty little things

to eat, and around 200 leaders of the

haut nionde—that being French for ev-

erybody who is anybody—were there.

You never saw anything like the way
the French elegants and their friends

went on over Charlie James and the 20
original designs he showed, representing

his work during the past ten years.

"Here is a spirit which is in sympathy
with the spirit of France," said Christian

Berard, an artist with a spectacular beard
who is conceded to be the supreme ar-

biter of Parisian elegance. Designer Schia-

parelli was there; Designers Christian

Dior and Mad Carpentier loaned their

Continued from page 101

mannequins for the occasion, and De-
signer Paulette provided the hats. Alto-
gether a quite remarkable expression of
international good will, since the Ameri-
can James was an invader, as it were,

into the bread and butler territory of
France.
Someone recalled what the late master

designer Paul Poirct said at an early pre-

war show by the young James. He said,

"I am an old man now. I am happy to

see that I leave the haute couture in such
good hands. I pass you my crown. Wear
it well."

James' clothes have a deceptive sim-
plicity—no gewgaws, very little depend-
ence on buttons and embroidery and so

on, but fine sculpturing, precise con-
struction, magnificent coloring. There's
no disagreement on this point: The
James clothes are beautiful.

All gratifying—but, as James says, it

won't pay the bills for his new sleeve.

Fortunately this and other bills are be-

ing paid at present by acouple of Wall
Street angels James has' found to back
him. In the old days, in his various shops

$15 to $25 a yard wholesale, ar

and a half for overtime, money
spent very fast.

However, if the new sleeve percl

through to mass production, it

as important to the loin -billion-

clothes industry as a new superdl
or landing gear would be to the aii|

industry.

James contends he should be
his research, as an industrial desit

paid, and not just for the individuj

he may sell.

He contends, also, that the inj

cannot get along without this

pensive designing, whether mam
crs buy it here, or in Paris

—
"or

as is too often the case, they
Because change is the lifeblood ofj

ion, and change cannot occur withC

connivance of these structural-enl

designers and the style-setting v|

who wear their clothes.

But isn't this a lot of fuss aboul
little, Mr. James? Couldn't just aril

say, "Okay, let's make skirts long!

year," or "Let's drop shoulder J

8™&^

"You have to watch these married vets. Half the time it's their baby's for

COLLIER'S

in Chicago, Paris and London, he used

to go broke with appalling frequency.

Now he thinks it's about time the bur-

den of subsidizing American design, via

James, was shifted to the industry—and
to an extent this is happening, with one
store, the Dayton Company of Minne-
apolis, Minnesota, buying his entire col-

lection each season, and with one fabric

company, American Bemberg, commis-
sioning him to create an evening gown in

their rayon.

But it will take a lot of subsidizing to

pay for the luxurious James notion of

true designing. He spends from $1,000

to $3,000 on research and experimenta-

tion for each model he brings out.

His sleeve, he says, posed an unusually

difficult problem, and was therefore more
costly. When he and his designing col-

leagues decided to get rid of football-

size shoulder padding, they had to do
something about the collapsed state of

sleeves, and James made it the occasion

for undertaking a complete structural

reformation.

He worked first in muslin, then in

wool, taffeta, satin, making and un-

making hundreds of sleeves. After a

$150-a-week tailor and two $100-a-week
seamstresses had done a week's hand-
stltching on one of them, he would look,

frown, and say. "It won't do. Rip it out.

Start over." With materials costing from

No, says James. "Just anybodj
tried it and nobody listens and il

happens. Besides, any funds

change requires reconstructioi

entire silhouette—a job only
signer can do.

Is Mr. James trying to wrest

leadership from Paris? No, he LI

to get fair treatment for all.de

French, American or whatever,

should be room for everybody. H
there'll be a welcome in America
12 apprentices he is now trainin.

the G.I. Bill in his New York shoj

"But Paris is headquarters ag<

as before the war," says James, ";

to laugh to hear Americans try to

otherwise.

"If America wants a genuine

center of its own, it will ha\e to

genuine originators, just as Fi

ports her own through gover:

industry subsidy.

"The embarrassing thing is

Americans go to Paris now and

buy, but come away with ideas

in their business."

James, being a vocal young n
stubborn, is making himself hea

It would not be too surprisi

got a law passed taxing all of u

for the clothes of. say, Mrs. 1

Williams.

The End

Collier's lor September
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iE BEER WITH THE GREATEST
FOLLOWING EVER KNOWN

lanldnd's many types of entertainment testify to the need,

lown through the ages, for well-earned relaxation

In your moments of leisure, you will find Budwciser a pleasing

companion . . . matching your mood of the moment, con-

siderate of your busy tomorrow. Every sip tells you why it is

[he most popular beer the world has ever known.

udweiser
ANHEUSER-BUSCH ... ST. LOUIS

O BOTTLtO

Mate

IT LIVES WITH GOOD TASTE EVERYWHERE
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WANTED: A MIRACLE IN GREECE

GET YOUR CAR READY FOR
ANTI-FREEZE NOW WITH

COOLING SYSTEM SERVICE

Don't wait until the first

cold snap! Be prepared . . . order

anti-freeze early . . . and get the

cooling system of your car all set

for winter driving. Now's the time,

before the mad rush is on and your
dealer is swamped by motorists who
delayed too long. Ask him today for

a pre-winter cooling system check-
up including complete service with
these famous Warner products:

Warner Radiator Cleaner. Thoroughly re-

move! rust, scale, oil muck and grease from
entire cooling system. Eliminates danger of

over-heating from clogged-up passages.

Warner Cooling System Protector. Keeps
the cooling system clean. Prevents rust and
corrosion that lead to over-heating.

Warner liquid Solder — Non-Metallic. Re-
pairs leaks by depositing tiny fibers wherever
leaks occur. Prevents loss of vital anti-freeze.

Get your pre-winter

cooling system check-up NOW!

Wornit-rattirson Co
. 920 S. Michigan »»»., Chicago S, III.

government—is the normal postwar po-
litical climate of Greece.

So far as I could see, the Greek gov-
ernment had no effective policy except to

plead for foreign aid to keep itself in

power, loudly citing Greece's wartime
sacrifices and its own king-size anti-

Communism as reasons for granting the

foreign aid in unlimited quantities. It

intends, in my judgment, to use foreign

aid as a way of perpetuating the privi-

leges of a small banking and commercial
clique which constitutes the invisible

power in Greece.
The reaction to President Truman's

speech of March 12th, calling for aid to

Greece, was characteristic. In January
and February of 1946, desperation had
produced a spate of good intentions and
noble resolutions within the Greek gov-

ernment; but the instant effect of the as-

surance of American aid was not to

stimulate the government to further ef-

forts, but to give it the relaxed feeling

that it was delivered from the necessity

of having to do anything at all. So it de-

clared a national holiday; there was danc-
ing in the streets. And at the same time

it shelved a plan for the immediate ex-

port of surplus olive oil—a plan which
had stepped on the toes of some private

traders.

Demetrios Maximos, the present Prime
Minister, is a kindly, well-intentioned old

man, with, I think, an earnest desire to

help his suffering people. He is very small

and frail, with a mustache and a goatee,

carefully dressed and wearing old-

fashioned button shoes. He speaks Eng-
lish with precision and is something of a

scholar. But, though a man of good will,

Maximos is a prisoner of the errors of his

predecessors and of more forceful men in

his own cabinet.

The Influential Tsaldaris

Pre-eminent among these is the Vice-

Premier and Foreign Minister, Constan-
ts Tsaldaris. A Greek politician of long

standing, Tsaldaris has avowedly em-
braced the principles of a generous
amnesty policy toward the guerrillas, has

constantly urged the fullest participation

by the United Nations in Greece's border
difficulties, and in general has been a per-

sistent pleader abroad for the Greek
cause. Yet his conduct of internal

affairs when he was Prime Minister was
not such as to advance Greek recovery

significantly. His administration was
characterized by the abandonment of

measures of domestic economic policy

which might have been of some real

benefit to the masses of Greek people.

But even Tsaldaris advocates another

election in Greece when and if the border

is stabilized. He professes to recognize

that the Greek people are weary of the

game of political musical chairs, where
the same personalities merely shift their

positions when a cabinet crisis develops.

There have been seven changes in the

Greek government since liberation, but

Tsaldaris and his Populist (extreme right)

cohorts remain dominant.
An even more controversial figure is

General Napoleon Zervas, the Minister

of Public Order. During the war Zervas

ran a small "resistance" group around
whose activities hangs the smell of Nazi
collaboration. Today Zervas is foremost
among those who want to exploit the

present situation, not only to eliminate

Communist-inspired aggression from
across the borders, but apparently to rub
out everyone in Greece who is critical of

the present government. He is un-
doubtedly the figure behind the recent

wave of arrests which took in not just

Communists, but. according to informed
observers in Athens, anti-Communist
liberals as well.

Continued from page 14

I was told in Washington recently by a
well-informed Greek friendly to the
present regime that these after-dark

roundups of Zervas' were not the repres-

sive tactics of a police state, but only
legitimate precautions of self-preserva-

tion. Of the 1,600 arrested in this last

raid, more than 500 were subsequently
released, he told me with great pride, be-

cause there was no basis for the charges
against them.

Then, behind the government, is a
small mercantile and banking cabal,
headed by Pesmazoglu, governor of the

National Bank of Greece and a shrewd
and effective operator. This cabal is deter-

mined above all to protect its financial

prerogatives, at whatever expense to the
economic health of the country. Its

members wish to retain a tax system
rigged fantastically in their favor. They
oppose exchange controls, because these
might prevent them from salting away
their profits in banks in Cairo or Argen-
tina. They would never dream of in-

vesting these profits in their country's
recovery.

The shipping interests are in a par-
ticularly scandalous position. Today the

Greek merchant marine is enjoying a

liberal, and the Communists will

him by spurring on the civil war.
And another, more insidious, form

pressure will be brought against
members of the mission. The so
lobby—the smart international set, w
its headquarters at Cannes, St. Mm
and the Kolonaki Square of Athen
will begin to operate. Many of them
charming people, speaking excel]

English, who will be genuinely anxi
to be of service to the American miss
but who, above all, will seek to com
the mission into another means of, tip

guarding their own prerogatives.

I still remember one ornate din

when a leading banker entertained nv
his luxurious Athens apartment. Tl
were three liveried butlers, several n
nificent wines, astoundingly good ft

One guest during dinner became rl

sodical over the beauties of marine
and the high sport of spear-fishing ui

water with goggles. The contrast betm

the superb feast in the apartment and
starving children in the streets

supply too pat and cruel.

These are the obstacles which
American mission faces in Greece,
we succeed in achieving our objecti

COLLIER'S T think I'll have another drink. It makes you so witty"

boom, and the shipowners are raking in

the profits. But the bankrupt Greek gov-

ernment is benefiting almost not at all

from this prosperity. Seamen's earnings

continue to come into Greece, but own-
ers' profits for the most part are locked
away elsewhere.

Any enterprise should be expected to

pay a fair amount of taxes to the govern-
ment under whose protection it operates

—and particularly in this case, where the

Greek shipowners are making most of

their profits out oi Liberty ships sold to

them by the U. S. Maritime Commission
after the Greek government had guar-

anteed the mortgages. The yearly earn-

ings of a Greek-owned Liberty ship will

probably run between $200,000 and
$250,000. Of this, only the ridiculously

small amount of $8,000 goes to the gov-

ernment in taxes. Foreign experts have
urged the government to raise the tax

requirements to about $30,000. But the

political strength of the shipowners has
prevented any effective action.

It will be the job of our mission to get

action out of this government. In their

efforts, the members of the mission can
expect that the book will be thrown at

them. They will receive every conceiva-

ble excuse and will be held up by every
conceivable form of bureaucratic ob-
structionism and incompetence. General
Zervas will cry that the big thing is to

fight the Communists by arresting every

Such a prophecy depends on
measure success, and will require
deal of elaboration of what re;

stitutes our objectives. We cannot
ate progress in Greece by usual
standards. There will be no qi

easy solution of the many social o
nomic maladjustments. My o
experience in Greece convinces
the American people will be gn
the debt of Mr. Griswold and
leagues if an atmosphere can be
and maintained wherein the Greel

pie have an opportunity in the

future for free political choices.

This raises the delicate problem
intervention by one nation in t

ternal affairs of another. We
face that question frankly. Brii

cials freely admitted to me th

British Economic Mission served r

ful purpose because its function!

merely advisory and it had no sai

with which to enforce its recomr
tions. "Our fatal error," said one (

"was to condone incompetence b

of political considerations." Yet

ously we cannot treat Greece as if

a colonial possession or a con

country.

My own answer to that ques

provisional and pragmatic. I It

the Greek state, in having reques

sistance and supervision, is to that

setting a limitation on its own

Collier's for September 2
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Just push the top to feed the lead. Holds two

feet of lead . . . feeds it as you need it ... as

easy as pushing a door -bell. Patented tip
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way . . . always.

And . . . you can duplicate ard renew this

personal point of your Esterbrook Fountain
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SOMETHING WONDERFUL GOES ON INSIDE!

Frank Medico pipes have the replaceable

filter that

whirlcleans smoke, absorbs juices

collects flakes and slugs

• whirlpools smoke; reduces tongue bite

Cleaner, cooler, drier smoke enters

your mouth.

Replace filter when discolored.

FRANK MEDICO V. F. Q.

Only these

patented filters have the 66 baffles

that absorb juices and whirl the smoke

cleaner and cooler into your mouth.

S.M.FRANK X CO., INC., NEW TORK 22

(Very Fine Quality)

Bowls specially selected for

rich-groined beauty. In a wide
variety of shapes and sizes.

With box of 10 filters

FRANK MEDICO $
Standard quality— still
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The above tire was murdered by

lack of air! Yet the life of the tire

could have been saved, if it had
proper air pressure at all times— for

muterinflatton ruins tires quickly.

Don't murder your tires. Own your
own tire pressure gauge. Use it

often. It tells the exact pressure any
time, anywhere. It tells you how

much air your tires need, and when
you need to stop at your dealers

for more.
It pays to make sure, once the air

is in the tire, that it stays in. The
two Seals do the job. The valve core

holds the air in the tire valve. The
valve cap guarantees an air-tight

valve.

lo "Main Tour Tires last longer," R I QE WITH BOTH SEALS, Buy ihem where you see this display.

Watch your Pressures, Keep a Schroder Tire Gauge in your car. -^^

kchrader
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A. SCHRADIR'S SON • BROOKLYN I?, NIW YORK
Division of Scovill Manufacturing Company, Incorporated
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eignty. If we are to make a heavy invest-

ment in Greek recovery, it is common
sense to suppose that this implies the

means to make the recovery effective.

These actualities have been recognized

by the Greek government and embodied
in the Greek note of June 15th to the

United States and the U.S.-Greek aid

agreement of June 20th.

The note and the agreement spell out
specific objectives of reform and recon-

struction. It will be the legitimate busi-

ness of the American mission to take all

the steps necessary to secure compliance
with the terms of the contract. To get

down to cases, if a Greek minister resists

or obstructs measures necessary for

Greek recovery, or perverts American
aid to antidemocratic purposes, 1 cannot
believe that our mission would stand by
impotent.
"The mission should make sure that

the Greek people are kept fully informed
of American aims and efforts and of the

nature of the difficulties encountered,"
one of the wisest of living Greeks said

to me. "If the practice followed up to

now is continued—that of shielding the

incompetence and unwillingness to co-

operate of Greek ministers behind a veil

of secrecy—the mission may lose the

initiative in Greece. The mission must
establish direct contact with the Greek
people from the very beginning and ap-

peal to public opinion for active support.

I see no other means of exerting pressure

for necessary measures that are bound to

be strongly resisted by the present Greek
regime."

The first step, of course, is to bring

an end to the present internal warfare
and to refute the Soviet propaganda line

that the U.S. is financing a civil war in

Greece. The best available means of

doing this is to have a real amnesty. The
Maximos cabinet was finally prevailed

upon to adopt an amnesty program
which looked plausible on paper; but, as

a member of the Greek cabinet told me,
the appointment of General Zervas as

Minister of Public Order completely de-

stroyed anyone's inclination to take the

programs seriously. The amnesty must
have enough safeguards to bring out of

the hills everyone who is not an outright

Communist agent.

Then we must follow through on the

program of economic reconstruction.

The American mission will supervise

closely the money spent for this.

Then, over a longer period, will come
political democratization. A program
of political reconstruction and reform
cannot, in its nature, be put into effect

overnight. It is dependent on the restora-

tion of economic stability, and so must
be a step-by-step process. Once the eco-

nomic program begins to roll, we can do
our best to foster and develop elements
of the center and the non-Communist
left.

There are democratic resounfl
Greece which have not yet beef
tapped. Damaskinos, the aichbishJ
Greece, a man with a massive, diy
ested wisdom on political condjj]

carries great moral force in a I

Sophoulis, the head of the

party, though past the prime of his

political life, also has great moral
in the country. Varvarcssos. the G|

representative in the International f
is a man of conspicuous ability;

some of the younger politiciaj
Kanellopoulos and the younger

|

zelos, show promise.

These Elements Inspire I lope

There are forces of real detnot
vitality in the country at large. The
cultural co-operative movement set

to me an unusually robust and prol
movement. The student movemel
vigor; and, if Clinton Golden, to\
of the CIO. and now on Dwightl
wold's staff, can free the trade!
movement from the grip, on thfl

hand, of government stooges, and.t

other, of Communists, that maj
develop into a bulwark of democr
We are facing a situation unt

dented in our history, and we will!

have to develop a new ant) Ami
means of coping with it. The B

formula in such cases was alwal
laboration with the native ruling 1
—buying their support by cool
them in their power to exploit the

and relying upon them to hold the

pie down with gendarmery and!
This formula is not only repugl

American traditions. It is also imp

cal. No system would deliver the!

people more speedily into the arnJ
Russians. We must work out a fji

for starting from the bottom and]
ing up—not starting from the toj

working down.
Russia is standing patiently by,

I

to get into Greece by a base on bal

is confident that Greek incompi

and Greek reaction, combine*!
American inexperience and A«
gullibility, will doom the efforts!"

American mission. We will sooj
frustrated by inefficiency, vacillaul

simple knavery, Russia hopes, tfj

will grow disgusted and indiffere

finally walk out. Then guess w|
walk in!

I think Americans have enoi
sourcefulness and perseverance

the problem. If we are defe

Greece, it will be a crushing mor'1

strategic blow to our new interna!

role solar plexus. But, if we can

Greece in a state of economic and
:
w

cal health, we will have brough ^$

hope and new faith to freedom-

people everywhere in the world.

The End ° ^ 01

litioii o]
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^hat the fU2W National Guard means to you
•

• • •

Message from the President of the United States

owe our existence as a nation to the tra-

tion of service of our citizens. It was an

citizen soldiers which George Washington

(jfi
tory in the American Revolution. At the end

ar, the first Congress asked General Wash-
give his views on what the military policy

w nation should be. This was his answer:

^X ivery citizen who enjoys the protection

tee government, owes not only a propor-

of his property but even of his personal

ces to the defense of it."

e new National Guard gives every man an

ty to give that personal service to his coun-

t the same time to advance himself. In

uard units all over the country thousands

of veterans and other ambitious young men are finding

the opportunity to study and learn the things that

help them advance in their civilian jobs. They are

finding the fellowship that is part and parcel of

America. They are participating in a sports and recre-

ation program that keeps them fit. And they are

receiving the training that helps keep America strong.

Because of the National Guard's importance to our

national defense I have proclaimed September 16th

as National Guard Day and have directed that a

nationwide recruiting campaign be conducted to fill

its ranks.

V/iAsls*^-**^-

Here's hour

the National Guard Helps You

Pay * Education

Fellowship * Training

Sports * Leadership

Write or visit

your community's unit of the

<u'll find the few hours each week that you spend
'h your local National Guard unit pleasant and

tbfitable. Pay is based on new Army pay scale,

terans can obtain same rank held upon discharge.

And now young men 1 J years old mayjoin the National

Guard. For complete information about the National

Guard in your community, contact officers of that

unit or write the Adjutant General of your state.

0/ flie United States

tep the Peace! Help the National Guard in your town reach its recruiting goal. . . now!
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Captured by this cork is the world-famous wine of California's his-

toric Italian Swiss Colony — wine grown with rare skill handed down
through three generations — bright and clear in color, inviting in

bouquet, wonderful in flavor!

Tonight, for real delight, take home one of the superb dinner wines

from the Colony — say, for example, a ruby -red California Bur-

gundy or a golden California Sauterne. Take, too, an outstanding

Italian Swiss Colony dessert wine, such as California Sherry or Port.

Open it — look at its brilliance — catch its bouquet — savor its flavor.

You'll agree it's "corking good wine!"

Enjoy

Italian

GOLD MEDAL LABEL WINES, truly superb dinner and dessert wines from the Colony's world-renowned cellars. Also try

Swiss Colony's de luxe Private Stock dinner and dessert wines, as well as Jipo Red and Tipo'Wbite. the Colony's finest table wines.



THE ABUNDANT MR. WALLACE
Continued from page 25

scribing a Thanksgiving dinner to a

irving man.
As a man, Wallace is an enigma whom
one pretends really to understand. In

words of President Roosevelt, he

ks "political oomph." Just as pub-
ity men dream up bright sayings for

lumnists to attribute to their movie
employers, Wallace's friends fabri-

te stories designed to put him in a

rm human light.

Recently the story was circulated

tut a beautiful woman, obviously on
make at a Hollywood party, who tried

charm Wallace into submission. Be-

e she got well under way she found
self talking agricultural economics
wound up by ordering 100 prize

y chicks from the Wallace 4,000,000-

ir Hy-Line Hatchery in Des Moines,
story is a harmless fiction. When
1 about it most politicians would

e claimed it as truth. Wallace says it

er happened.
nother story is how, as a young man
fronted with a statistical relation-

he couldn't work put, Wallace sat

n with a book and taught himself
ulus, a branch of higher mathematics,
mere mention of which frightens col-

seniors. This isn't true either. He
a Drake University mathematics

:ssor $25 for calculus tutoring,

arned that his political bedfellows
costing him the support of many
Is, he once said, "If I have to choose

een the former New Dealers and the

s, I'll take the folks." Such idealism

es inspiring reading. The fact is Wal-
will take anybody he can get.
" en Mr. Wallace indulges in flights

rhetorical fancy, he is sometimes
pted by his imagination to believe

moment that what he wishes were
His opponents are sometimes less

itable in their estimate of his motiva-
Said one of them, "If Henry means
he says he must be stupid. I give

credit for being a good liar."

allace can sneer or cheer, depending
hat he thinks the audience wants,
king in Pittsburgh, Wallace has
"Greater Pittsburgh ... is a symbol
much of America's industrial great-

. . . Pittsburgh has been the beating
of America's vast development
1860." Speaking in a very small

nunity, struggling to build its in-

ry, he has said, ".
. . the true meas-

|of our industrial greatness is found
the nation—and not just in those

rs of concentrated corporate magni-
typified by Pittsburgh and Detroit."
en he was fighting for confirmation
e Senate as Secretary of Commerce,
ace compiled a series of excerpts
his speeches which were calculated

to show his sympathetic attitude toward
business. In one of these he paid ful-

some praise to "big businessmen," the

overwhelming majority of whom, he
said, "believe in clean aggressive compe-
tition. . . . They may fight Roosevelt on
his domestic policies but in the main
they do it fairly."

In another excerpt he added, "Such
men are, in some ways, the hope of

America and the world." But last May
while rallying support on his tour, Wal-
lace deplored as a penalty of war the

fact" that big business comes into key
positions of controlling power. "I'm
conceited enough to think," he added,

"that the difference between me and
some of these big boys is that I know
more than they do."

He Likes Oft-Repeated Phrases

As a man who can match cliches with

the best of them, Wallace's efforts,

while in Commerce, to woo the wary
businessman leaned heavily on oratorical

references to "free enterprise." Once,
speaking before the American Retail

Federation, he used the phrase six times

in two short paragraphs, a record which
even the National Association of Man-
ufacturers, which made the phrase popu-
lar, would have difficulty matching.

Wallace's repetitions (once he used
"full employment" five times in twelve

lines) are sometimes varied slightly. Be-
fore the National Citizens Political

Action Committee—a group with an in-

satiable appetite for a horn of plenty

—

he found 17 ways of using a favored
word, "abundance," in a ten-minute
speech: "abundance for all," "lasting

abundance," "abundant world," "abun-
dance for all peoples," "long-term
abundance," "achieving abundance,"
"problem of abundance," "peacetime
abundance," "technological possibilities

for abundance," "abundant spirit," "age
of abundance," "triumph of abun-
dance," "fact of abundance," "make
abundance work," "peace of abun-
dance," "call of abundance" and, of
course, just plain "abundance."

It troubles him very little that some of
his more analytical critics accuse him of
intentional deceit. It may be a fact, as a
senator remarked, that "Wallace is intel-

lectually dishonest without knowing it."

He wants "the people" to have "all the
truth" but doesn't hesitate to quote par-
tial statistics when it suits his purpose.
He decries statements unfavorable to

Russia as "Red baiting" but he is one of
the most vociferous and ruthless "re-

actionary baiters" extant.

In order to have something to attack
he frequently sets up straw men and

"During vacation he got poison ivy, broke his leg, got a terrible sun-
burn, almost drowned and was lost in the woods for three days"
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• Cushion your feet against pavement

pounding in this handsomely

styled Walk-Over. A built-in

shock-absorber of resilient

steel-and-rubber helps

conserve your energy.

Exclusive Main

Spring* Arch.

•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Geo. E. Keith Company
Brockton 63, Mass.

Walk-Over prices
$12.95 to 815.95

K few styles at {16.95

WALfcOVEH

WEST WIND ..as smooth

breeze.

A quality-crafted shirt

styled for perfect comfort

and freedom

For the name of

your nearest dealer,

write dept C-°

Hollywood Rogue

Sportswear Corp

945 North Highla

Hollywood 38,
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THE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONAL FURNITURE

Express YOURSELF with Shadow-
flo! Every piece is designed to com-
bine with all others to help you work
out lovely, lively, original arrange-
ments for your rooms! Shadowflo is

mahogany in traditional or light gold

finish. And it's "open stock" — you
can start a Shadowflo room now and
add to it later!

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S

A Grouping such
as Bed, Chest and
Vanity or Dresser
is priced as low as

$198

VIRGINIA HOUSE
DIVISION OF LINCOLN INDUSTRIES, Inc., Marion, Vi.

UrWo'$ky

Colors and patterns rivaling the brilliant

color harmony of the mountains.

Durable homespun fabrics. ..full

fashioned to tie right— stay right

PLAIDS STRIPES SOLIDS

$1.50 ask your dealer

Gem~%)andu
REG. U.S.PAT. Off. ^

Y Y TIES

•

BELTS

BRACES • GARTERS
GIM-DANDY, INC., MADISON, N.C.

New York Office: 432 Fourth Ave.

then lashes out at them. In 1944 he be-

gan his pamphlet, Our Job in the Pa-
cific, with "To discuss our 'withdrawals'

from the Far East is no longer realistic."

No responsible person was at that time
publicly advocating such withdrawal.
Asked who such people were, Wallace
told a reporter fumblingly that he would
have to reread the context. He has lip-

lashed "military leaders" who want to

A-bomb Russia, but he refuses to name
them.
More than this, Wallace makes er-

roneous or false statements without sub-
sequent correction. In his explosive

letter to Truman criticizing our atomic
bomb policy there were at least four
major errors of fact. Cornered by Ber-

nard Baruch, he agreed to a retraction of
his assertions. Then he disappeared for

three days. Finally he refused to sign

the retraction and instead issued a state-

ment reaffirming his original position.

Frustrated Hopes of Leadership

Wallace had hoped to become the

leader of all U.S. liberals and especially

of the survivors among those nurtured
on the Roosevelt ideals, such as Rexford
G. Tugwell, Paul A. Porter, Leon Hen-
derson, Mark Ethridge, Robert Nathan,
Elmer Davis, Herbert Lehman, Barry
Bingham, Wilson Wyatt and Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt. But these and
scores of others abandoned his lead-

ership and joined the Americans for

Democratic Action which disavows
Communist membership.

This was a serious break in the liberal

ranks but Wallace, whose chief political

instrument is the Communist-supported
Progressive Citizens of America, was
anxious to smooth the troubled waters.

He wrote that liberals were really 90 per
cent in agreement, that he and Mrs.
Roosevelt were not in warring camps;
she had merely addressed one group and
he another. "I am not a member or offi-

cer of the PCA, and Mrs. Roosevelt, to

the best of my knowledge, is not a mem-
ber or an officer of ADA." Wallace is

indeed not a member of the PCA. But
Mrs. Roosevelt is and has been a mem-
ber of ADA. When she publicly re-

buked Wallace for his failure to check
the facts he made no public correction.

If Wallace is unaware of intellectual

dishonesty, such avoidance of the honest
truth is understandable. But even his

friends have difficulty in explaining some
of his contradictions regarding Russia.

In 1947 he wrote that people shouldn't

always be holding against Stalin the

statement made by him 25 years ago
that capitalism and Communism cannot
live peacefully together in one world.
Wallace would have us believe that Stalin

doesn't feel that way any more.
"Russia," says Wallace, "can live with

the capitalist countries in peace," and
then asks, "Can't a man change his mind
in 25 years? Why, 25 years ago I was a

Republican!" But last September, Wal-
lace apparently didn't know of Stalin's

change of heart for then he wrote (but

dropped it from a speech for fear of
booing by left-wingers): "The Russians
should stop teaching that their form of
Communism must, by force if necessary,

ultimately triumph over democratic cap-
italism."

Wallace's tolerance of reversals of
opinion is understandable. He has
changed his own mind about Russia. In

1935 he declared that he was opposed to

oth Communism and Fascism because
they are all materialistic and godless."

ut in 1947 he explained to a group of

ethodist ministers that Communism is

uch closer to the Christian doctrine

an Nazism. "Communism does not
ave in it any type of racism." he said.

It accepts the brotherhood of men . . .

is is the fundamental difference which
brings Communism much closer to the
Christian approach than Nazism."

While Wallace goes about lightening

the burden of the common man, a small

group of devotees are left to wrestle with

the workaday details of his political strat-

egy. His "man Farley" is corpulent,

cigar-loving Harold Young, a Texas law-

yer who directly or through government
jobs, has been on his political pay roll for

six years. Young recognizes two kinds

of people—those who vote for you and
those who vote against you.

Young operates Wallace's Washington
headquarters, a converted apartment-
office on Q Street. Wallace also listens to

the political advice of Senator Claude
Pepper (D., Fla.), ex-Senator Joseph F.

Guffey (D., Pa.), Senator Glen H. Taylor
(D., Ida.), Calvin Benham Baldwin, a

former Agriculture Department aide,

now director of the PCA, and Michael
Straight, New Republic publisher.

Democrats are wondering hopefully,
however, whether Henry will be perma-
nently influenced by a statement by Sen-
ator Pepper, following a conference with
President Truman: "I think Mr. Wallace
can render his best service by continuing
to be a private citizen who speaks his

mind freely."

Several of these men face the difficult

problems of putting Wallace over as a
candidate. The biggest of these prob-
lems is Wallace himself. When talking

with someone he has a habit of lounging
at his desk, slumped into his chair, feet

on wastebasket, his elbow propped on
the chair arm, his head resting on his

hand, his eyes half closed. He appears
bored if not actually asleep. Even when
he is sitting upright during a discussion

Wallace yawns openly. Such attitudes

do not win friends.

Few politicians invite trouble as Wal-
lace does. He is probably the only ma-
jor political figure in the world who
would take up boomerang throwing.
Newspaper cartoonists had a field day
lampooning him. But they missed one
good story which even Wallace doesn't

know. Once he threw and broke the fin-

est example of an Australian boomerang
in the collection of the Smithsonian In-

stitution. A habitual onlooker, watch-
ing him and Milo Perkins one morning,
offered Wallace a boomerang to try.

Wallace did and it hit a backstop and
broke into several pieces. The bystander,

a Smithsonian guard, had filched the

boomerang to lend to Wallace. It's back
there now, carefully mended.

New Theory of Party Allegiance

Another handicap Wallace brings to

his campaign managers is his inclination

to think out loud in public. Early in

1946 he was invited to speak before a

small group of women. Planning to make
only a "little talk" Wallace didn't pre-

pare anything. But when he started talk-

ing he found himself developing what
to him was a new and interesting sub-

ject: party responsibility.

After comparing the English and
American systems, Wallace declared that

a member of Congress should be read
out of the party if he failed to follow
party leadership on legislation promised
the voters. As an offhand illustration

Wallace named several Democrats who,
on that basis, should have been read out

of the party at that time. In the audi-

ence was a Washington Post women's
department reporter who had attended
the meeting to pick up a two-paragraph
social note. Her story kept Wallace busy
for sixty days trying to rebuild the fences

knocked down by that "little talk."

When it comes to dealing with busi-

nessmen, Wallace is all thumbs. When
Roosevelt gave him the Commerce De-
partment as a reward for 1944 support,

Wallace attacked the administrative

problems with devastating energy. "I

want to be as good in this job as Herbert
Hoover," he told a friend.

Each week the Secretary of Commerce
takes to the Cabinet meeting a statement
on various aspects of business, known in

with
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partment as the Cabinet Report,

tober, 1945, when General Motors
ireatened with a paralyzing wage
Department economists handed
e a paper as part of a report on the

nships between wages and prices

automotive industry. Wallace took
le meeting but didn't deliver it and
i it around with a stack of papers

veek or so. About that time Blair

y of the Detroit News had a rou-

terview with Wallace, and asked

sout wages and prices in the auto

ry-

lace dipped into his papers, pulled

e one he had received from the

nists, and handed it to Moody. He
le first sentence: "Under the high

pperations which the automobile

y will experience over the next

ars. it can grant a substantial wage
le and make high profits."

id-Letter Day for a Reporter

dy stifled a whoop and asked

if he might use it. "I don't see

jjection," said Wallace, "except

s labeled 'confidential.' " Moody
ced Wallace that, as boss, he could
what was or wasn't confidential,

e gave him the green light,

following day, as a good-will ges-

ie National Association of Man-
ers was giving Wallace a press

)n. Just before it started, the first

of the Detroit News, an after-

>aper, was on the street, and the

industry was raging against Wal-
r having issued a statement which
iously upheld the strikers' posi-

:fore the luncheon was over, Wal-
ilized, as one newsman put it, "He
leashed a hot potato."

er developed that the article had
n prepared by the Department of
:rce but had been submitted by a

economist in OPA for publication
epartment business magazine. It

re had no official standing what-
Jt when Wallace explained this,

smen felt he was merely giving

olitical palaver and that he was
it very well,

lg of Wallace as editor at $15,000
has proved good business for the
epublic. From a moribund 35,000
ion it has jumped to 100,000.

November and July—despite

ertisers' boycott—Wallace at-

$175,000 in additional income,
st of a special promotion cam-

paign to inaugurate him as editor, in-

cluding advertising and mailing 1,555,-

961 circulars, was around $105,000,

giving the New Republic a quick profit

of $70,000 on the deal.

Wallace's basic concept of a business-

man is not of the capitalist nobly rising

to the challenge of a new age. but of a

person who conspires to make hay while

the sun shines. He is making plenty of

"hay" in his Pioneer Hi-bred Corn Com-
pany of Grimes, Iowa, in his Hy-Line
Hatchery in Des Moines which grosses

$4,000,000 a year and on his 110-acre

chicken farm at South Salem, New York.
The man whom most businessmen re-

gard as a visionary dreamer is worth
close to a million dollars, including what
has beeri salted away in his wife's name,
and he will accumulate an additional

fortune if his chicken-breeding experi-

ments develop as he confidently expects

they will. Financially he is indeed an
uncommon man.
Wallace advocates what he calls "dem-

ocratic free enterprise," which could
mean anything but by which Wallace
means regulated business, the amount of

regulation to depend on conditions. Such
an economic term is flexible enough to

fit present Communism in Russia, So-
cialism in England or capitalism in the

United States.

The enthusiasm of "people" for Wal-
lace is sometimes great. Despite an un-
seasonable and heavy all-day snowstorm
preceding an evening talk in Denver,
Wallace filled the armory, though his

speech was broadcast and no tickets had
been sold in advance. When Wallace in-

cluded the city of Austin in his speaking
itinerary, Texas Congressman Lyndon B.

Johnson declared that the people in the

shadow of Northern cities might listen to

Wallace but the "clear-eyed, stout-

hearted people of Texas" would never do
so. Wallace drew the largest indoor audi-

ence of his U.S. tour, a capacity house of

10,000.

When Wallace made the speech in

Madison Square Garden for which he
was fired, a few days later, as Secretary
of Commerce, he received 10,000 letters

of which 81 per cent are alleged to have
approved of what he said.

But if he is to achieve his expanding
political ambitions, he must hurry. Time
is running out on him. In 1952 he will

be sixty-four, and never since the Civil

War has a President over sixty been in-

augurated.
The End
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Fast Relief For

Tender, Hot Feet
Eases New or Tight Shoes Almost Like Magic!

Use soothing, refreshing Dr. Scholl's Foot Powder
on your troubled feet. You'll marvel how quickly
it relieves tender, burning, perspiring or odorous
feet . . . how amazingly effective it is for easing new
or tight shoes. Helps prevent ^f'tf
Athlete's Foot by keeping the ^K§ /a
feet dry. Sold everywhere. For
FREE sample, write Dr. Scholl's,
Inc., Chicago 10, Illinois.
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STUDY AT HOME
Win greater reepect and aaccess.
Learn more, earn more. We guide

' you step by etep—furnish all text
material, including1 fourteen-volome
Law Library. Degree of LL. B. con-
ferred. Low cost, easy terms. Get
our valuable 48-page "Law Training:
for Leadership" and "Evidence"

"books free. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, 417 S. Dearborn
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Many Never
Suspect Cause
Of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief

When disorder of kidney function permits poi-

sonous matter to remain in your blood, it may
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,

puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't waitl Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 50 years. Doan's give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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Pre-fabricated — Immediate Delivery — End your House
shortage! Easy-to-erect "Duro Conventional Cottages" are
now available. Shipped complete with pre-fabricated wall
and roof sections, joist, flooring, roll roofing, double-hong
windows, door, all hardware, nails, bolts, 1 coat of paint.
Good yellow pine lumber. Lined with nbered, saturated,
waterproof building paper. Ideal for home cottage, tourist
cabin, hunting and fishing lodges. Factory price $1215.00
f.o.b. Tulsa, Oklahoma. Shipped steel strapped and crated.
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You need not be a professional builder. Any handy roan
can put one up. Act now. Mail coupon below.
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US POCKETS FOR CONGRESSMEN

WHEN Congress gave up trying to cut

taxes and went home at the end of July

it left in one of its deepest and darkest

pigeonholes a resolution by Republican Senator

Morse of Oregon, that would require each senator

to disclose once a year all sources of his income.

Presumably if the resolution ever gets anywhere it

will be amended to include members of the House,
also. But this is one item of unfinished business

our national legislators seemed unwilling to touch

with even an eleven-foot pole. Up to now Senator

Morse h^.s not been given so much as a hearing on
his resolution.

"I believe a legislator's viewpoint," says the Ore-

gon senator, "may be influenced—no matter how
honest he is—by his own personal interests. There-

fore 1 believe the public has a right to know from
whom and from where we get our money. My own
actions show that I do not think it improper for a

senator to receive money over and above his sal-

ary. I lecture and write for fees. Neither do I say

or believe that sources from which my colleagues

receive money are improper. That's not the point.

The point is that the people have a right to know
what influences the attitudes of their representa-

tives. They need to know this in order to decide

whether we truly represent them."
Morse's opposition protests: "It's another left-

wing needling job, designed to create doubt and
distrust of our government." ... "A stink bomb."
. . . "What does Morse think we are, a bunch of

crooks?" ... "I don't need watching." . . . "Will we
be allowed to pull down our shades at night?" . . .

"A good idea if the purpose is to run good men
out of public life." . . . "Do you want our laws
written by men who have not succeeded in private

life?" ... "A trick to handicap a well-to-do candi-

date."

Maybe this Morse resolution would result now
and then in an embarrassing strip tease for some-
body, but that possibility alone is no reason to bury

114

it in a committee graveyard without so much as a

funeral service. Why not hold hearings on it when
the Congress meets again, so that we and a lot of

other Americans can size the thing up in the light

of pro and con opinion?

When Herbert Hoover was in the White House
he used to say that all men close to the President

must have glass pockets and, if the story is correct,

he called on those closest to him in official life to

report to him their outside sources of income.
His glass-pockets idea has merit. If government

always operated on the visible plan, respect for it

might be considerably higher. And respect for gov-

ernment is something that must be maintained in

this country if government in its present form is to

be maintained.

The Morse resolution is something more than a

hotfoot for his colleagues, even though some of

them believe he has nothing higher than hotfoot in-

tentions. But the proposal should be enlarged to

include members of the House, of course, and
policy-making officials in executive departments

and agencies. In the form of regulations these offi-

cials write more laws than Congress does.

And while at the business of purification by sun-

light, the practice of nepotism might he reported

on annually. Putting relatives on government pay
rolls in certain cases is justified by good results, but

it is a practice that generally is held in low esteem

by the paying public. The facts in this field could

do us no harm at all. Just have each member of

Congress list relatives who are working for Uncle
Sam, their salaries and what they do.

Last year Congress had the good sense to vote

its members big raises in pay, and a retirement sys-

tem. Next year it should think of adding glass

pockets to the appurtenances of office.

Faith in the ability of people to govern them-
selves implies that the more facts the people have,

the wiser will be their decisions.

James C. Derieux

Collier's for September 20, 1947
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Confucius Spinoza Darwin Schopenhauer Einstein Plato Aristotle Rousseau

Thoreau Copernicus Bacon Montaigne Emerson Nietzsche Freud

THE

World's Great Thinkers

Retail Price $10°2

TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE

B00K-0F-THE-M0NTH CLUB
HERE are the philosophies men live by . . . from the works

of Plato and Aristotle and Confucius to those of

Freud in our own day. These careful selections compiled by
Saxe Commins and Robert N. Linscott offer a source of

courage to meet today's problems. In them you will find

wisdom and guidance from over forty of the world's greatest

thinkers, in writings as vitally important today as they ever were.

NOTE TO PRESENT MEMBERS: if you wish,
you may obtain this set upon request
in place of any two book-dividends.

-r/&lO. . . IN FOUR HANDSOME VOLUMES, BOXED . . . WITH INDIVIDUAL INTRODUCTIONS

ARE FORTY-THREE SELECTED MASTERPIECES OF THOUGHT THAT HAVE MADE AND INFLUENCED HISTORY

You buy many books-of-the-month ANYWAY—why not get them
from the Club, PAY LESS, and share in the Club's book-dividends

ess«s«««©«<s^©«©^©««^«s«&«««s^©««:
8 A479

7"OU do not pay any fixed yearly sum as a member of
the Book-of-the-Month Club. You simply pay for the

ticular books you decide to take, and you have a very

e choice among the important books published
h year.

Jot only do the Club's five judges, every month, choose
outstanding book (sometimes a double selection) as

book-of-the-month; in addition, the Club makes
ilable "special members' editions" of many widely-

Hrussed books

—

making a total offifty to sixty books each
Hr from which you may choose.

I you buy as few as four of these books in any twelve-
ath period, you get the full privileges of Club member-
b, and since there are sure to be, among so many good
pks, at leastfour that you would buy anyway, the saving

fou is extraordinary.

[ou pay the regular retail price—frequently less—for

book-of-the-month, whenever you decide to take it.

(A small charge is added to cover postage and other
mailing expenses.) Then, with every two books you buy
(from among the books-of-the-month and "special mem-
bers' editions" made available) you receive

—

free—one
of the Club's valuable book-dividends.

These are beautiful library volumes, sometimes highly

popular best-sellers. Last year the retail value of the free

books Club members received was in excess of $16,000,-
000—books given to members, not sold! This year it

will be more. Why not share in this distribution, particu-

larly since you need never take any book you do not want,

and actually pay less for many books.

Also, as a member, you are kept thoroughly informed

about all the important new books, and insure yourself

against missing the ones you are particularly anxious to

read. These, briefly, are the sensible reasons why hundreds
of thousands of book-reading families now belong to

the Book-of-the-Month Club.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
38 5 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member. I am to receive, free, the four-
volume set of the world's GREAT thinkers with the purchase of my
first book indicated below, and thereafter for every two books-of-the-
month I purchase from the Club, 1 am to receive, free, the current book-
dividend then being distributed. I agree to purchase at least four books-
of-the-month from the Club each full year I am a member, and 1 may
cancel my subscription any time after purchasing four such books from
the Club.

AS MY FIRST SELECTION PLEASE SEND ME:

THE MONEYMAN ($5.00)

by Thomas B. Costain

INSIDE U. S. A.
by John Gunther ($3.50)

THE STORY OF MRS. MURPHY
by Natalie Anderson Scott ($5.00)

Q A STUDY OF HISTORY
by Arnold J. Toynbee ($5.00)

D PEACE OF MIND
by Joshua L. Liebman ($2.50)

a EAST RIVER
by Sholem Asch ($5.00)

Nana

.

.

,

Address.

City. . . .

Please Print Plainly

Postal Zone No
(it any)

Book prices are sligbtly hia-her in Canada, but the Club ships to Canadian members, without aay
extra charge for doty, through Rook-of-the-Uonth Club (Canada > .Ltd.



Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer presents

"THE

UNFINISHED DANCE"
with

MARGARET O'BRIEN

CYD CHARISSE • KARIN BOOTH

And In troducing

DANNY THOMAS

A HENRY KOSTER Production

PHOTOGRAPHED IN TECHNICOLOR

Screen Play by MYLES CONNOLLY
Based on "La Mort Du Cygne" by PAUL MORAND

Directed by HENRY KOSTER
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

We never cease to be amazed at Hollywood's

constant quest and discovery of new stars,

new stories, new excitements for the movie-

loving millions.

Now, in "The Unfinished Dance"—

a

new and spectacular kind of Technicolor

musical entertainment—M-G-M lifts the

velvet curtain on a fascinating and hitherto

little-known world: the back-stage of the

ballet.

"The Unfinished Dance" presents talented

Margaret O'Brien, in her most amazing

performance, as a youthful dancing star.

"The Unfinished Dance" also presents at

least two of tomorrow's most scintillating

stars : Cyd Charisse and Karin Booth. With
young Margaret and other exciting people,

and breathtaking Technicolor settings, they

reveal the joys and dreams and romances

of a life you perhaps never knew existed.

This is the story of the most exquisite

dancers in the world . . . and of a girl who
wanted to become one of them. She had to

decide between her idolatry of the reigning

favorite and her hatred of the newcomer.

With her hand on the switch of a hidden

trap door, she had it in her power to end the

brilliant career of a beautiful girl. Out of

drama such as this, out of intrigue and

romance and music, M-G-M has woven a

really unusual film, brimming with emotion

and beauty.

Director Henry Koster and Producer

Joe Pasternak were entrusted with, this

production plum. We cry them "Bravo."

For a refreshingly and excitingly different

kind of Technicolor musical, a combination

of tense drama, exquisite spectacle and musi-

cal delight—see "The Unfinished Dance"!
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THE WEEK'S MAIL

NO. 1 BIRTH

Sirs: In her letter to you (The Week's
Mail, Aug. 9th) Myrtle L. Gillis' account
of "Snorri," Thorfinn and Gudrid has no
more historical basis than Gulliver's Trav-

els. I have read translations of the Ice-

landic fables and can find no reason to

place "Vinland" in North America.
As for the first whites born on this con-

tinent—at least the first on record—they

were twin sons of Algoncahan na Cuille,

who sailed from Galway with his wife,

Margrad, one young son, Finghan, and

four men companions on a fishing expedi-

tion beyond the Arran Isles. Overtaken by

a storm, after five weeks they came in sight

of a great stretch of coast line and found

they were on a great river.

That river is the Merrimack and the

landing place, now Newburyport. The
date October, a.d. 778. Unfortunately they

were met by unfriendly natives so they

followed the stream as far as they could

navigate and then leaving the ship, con-

tinued on foot up the valley to the Paw-

tucket Falls on the present site of Lowell.

Here they were welcomed by a small

friendly tribe called Wampscutts with

whom they lived as brothers and in less

than a year the afore-mentioned twins were

born, being named Phassa and Donghal.

After a stay of fourteen years, Margrad
had a longing for her native land, so per-

suaded her husband and two of the sons

to go back. After great labor and suffering

they arrived at Inisherone on Killala Bay in

Sligo, a.d. 793. June 5th. Phassa had found

a deep and lasting love for Chamusca, a

native girl, and refused to leave her. From
this union sprang the Passaconaway tribe

of what was later to multiply and spread

out into the great group of Indian nations

known as Algonquin, after Phassa's father,

Algoncahan.
Brian Borhme, Islands great ruler, who

lost his life following his defeat of the

Danes at Clontarf a.d. 1014, was descended

through his mother from Phassa's eldest

brother Finghan (tenth generation) who
wrote the account of the whole expedition

in old Erse.

I have the only known fragment of that

ms. It shows in an attached note that it was

once in possession of Dr. Keating who had

it from the Duke of Ormond (I know not

how), and would have included it in his

History of Ireland could he "have ob-

tained supporting evidence."

Timothy E. Hayes, Long Beach, Cal,

CHILE PROTESTS

Dear Sirs: In your August 2d number you

say in your article entitled The End of the

(Continued on page 19)
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A Pioneer in Pensions

Bell System Plan for Employee

Pensions ana Benefits has been

in effect for thirty-four years.

.Long before there was any thought

of Social Security or of pensions by most

companies, the Bell System instituted a

Pension Plan for its employees. The plan

went into effect in 1913.

The Bell System Pension Plan was not

only one of the first pension plans but it

has continued to be one of the best for

employees. The full cost is paid by the

Company. The employee is not called

upon to contribute anything.

16,967 Bell System employees (10,769

men and 6,198 women) were receiving

pensions at the end of 1946.

The Pension Plan is part of a compre-

hensive Benefit Plan that also covers

sickness, accident, disability and death

payments. These were paid to more than

110,000 employees and their dependents

in 1946. During that year, one Bell System

employee in every seven benefited directly

from the sickness provisions alone.

All of this is in the interest of the public

as well as telephone employees. Because

for you to have good service we must have

good people to give it to you.

These Pension and Benefit Plans are

part of the Bell Telephone Company's

responsibility as a good employer and a

good citizen in every community in which

it operates.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



KEEP UP WITH THE WORLD
BY FREEING

FOSTER

GEORGE 0£ ZAIA

Despite man's age-old interest in his

origin, no remains of prehistoric peo-
ples were found until 1848 when a fos-

sil skull was discovered at Gibraltar.

Since then, skeletons—or parts of skel-

etons—of a score of unknown races,

some estimated to have lived as long
ago as 250,000 years, have been un-

earthed in various parts of the world.

The U.S. government had no law
that specifically applied to persons in-

volved in interstate flights of stolen

aircraft until Sept. 24, 1945, when the

National Motor Vehicle Theft Act
was amended to cover such cases.

The machines that grind and polish

plate glass in the Ford plant in Dear-
born, Michigan, are constructed in a
single line 600 feet in length—so long
that, in order to produce glass of uni-

form thicknesses, their designers had
to allow for the curvature of the earth,

or the middle of the line would have
been 1 /4000th of an inch higher than
the ends.

Unlike the United States and most
other countries, Great Britain allows

its national flag to be used in com-
mercial advertisements..

Only three men have circled the

globe in small sailing vessels single-

handed. The first was Captain Joshua
Slocum who, in his 36-foot sloop
Spray, left Boston in April, 1895, and
returned there in July, 1898, having
covered 46,000 miles. The second was
Harry Pidgeon who, in his 34-foot

yawl Islander, left Los Angeles in No-
vember, 1921. and returned in Octo-
ber, 1925, having sailed about 38,000

miles. The third was Alain Gerbault
who, in his 39-foot cutter Firecrest,

left Cannes, France, in April, 1923,

and arrived back at Le Havre in July,

1929, having traveled approximately
40,000 miles.

Guernsey Island in the English

Channel still retains its ancient custorr

of black-listing alcoholics. To re

form such a drinker, a member of hi;

family applies to the court which
issues an official order that no one if

to sell him liquor thereafter. As
constant reminder to all concerned
it also orders a police photo of thi

man pasted up in every bar.

—

By Ma)
Stening, Richmond, Va.

A recent investigation of boxint

discloses that many pugilists, barret

'from fighting in one state as physicalh

unfit, are able to enter three or foui

bouts a week in other»states by ui

fictitious names.

lit*

isuq

As the Mormons believe that tht

dead are helped toward salvation b;

the proxy baptism of living kinfolk

they devote considerable time t(

genealogical research for ancestor

for whom they may go through thi:

religious ceremony. Hence, durini

the hundred-odd years that Mormon
ism has existed, millions of these vi

carious baptisms have taken place.

On a summer's morning in 1909,

;

lone elephant was found wanderini

on the beach of Staten Island. Ail

no one reported the animal missing|

its discovery became a front-pagi'

mystery in the N.Y. newspapers an(

even led to the speculation that thi

elephant might have swum the Atlan

tic from Africa. But after three days

"Stella" was claimed by a man from ;

Coney Island show who later admit

ted he had secretly ferried her acros

the 17 miles and planted her there fo

publicity purposes.

Ten dollar? will be paid for earh faet

eepted for this eolumn. Contributions
be accompanied by their source of informi

tion. Address Keep Up With the W
Collier's. 250 Park Ave., New York (17)

N. Y. This column is copyrighted and n

iti-m- may be reproduced without permiss4»

mil-

,rim

orl. -'
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THE WEEK'S WORK

SAFE driving at night begins with safe headlamps. They reduce
eye-strain, lessen fatigue, prevent accidents.

Here's all that needs to be done. If your car is an older model,
very likely the reflectors need polishing; dimmed-out bulbs or
cracked lenses should be replaced, and loose or dirty wiring con-
nections cleaned and tightened. If your car is a later model, with
Sealed Beam lighting, a burned-out headlamp can be made "as
good as new" with a Sealed Beam replacement unit.

Whatever the age of your car, headlamps should be checked for
"aim" at regular intervals—and after any minor collision.

For headlamp service, and all kinds of automotive service, look
for the familiar sign of United Motors Service. This nationwide
service organization assures you of competent mechanics, modern
service methods and original-equipment parts.

LOOK FOR
THIS SIGN

0* ITEz>
IT'S RIGHT
NEARBY

Selected independent automotive service stations are authorized by

UNITED MOTORS SERVICE
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
above and to sell and

DIVISION OF
fo display the sign

DELCO Batteries

AC Fuel Pumps, Gauges
and Speedometers

INLITE Brake Lining

SAGINAW Jacks

DELCO Radio Parts

HYATT Roller Bearings

DELCO Auto Radios

DUREX Gasoline Filters

HARRISON Heaters

DELCO Home Radios

NEW DEPARTURE
Ball Bearings

HARRISON Thermostats

service these products:

DELCO Shock Absorbers
GUIDE Lamps
DELCO-REMY Storting,

Lighting and Ignition

KLAXON Horns

HARRISON Radiators

DELCO Hydraulic Brakes
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HooeeTelt is President.

IN THIS issue, Collier's begins

publication of the long-awaited
diaries of Henry Morgenthau,

Jr., Secretary of the Treasury under
President Roosevelt. The comments
of the Editors on the information
drawn from the Morgenthau Diaries

and other similar articles on the New
Deal will be found on this week's
editorial page. Above is reproduced
a statement by Mr. Morgenthau
touching on controversy that has
arisen in Congress and elsewhere con-
cerning his records of service in the

Cabinet.

MORT GREEN (All Squared
Away, p. 86), born in the State

of Brooklyn ('19), calls his childhood
a complete flop, frittered away with

just being a child. He made up for

this defection by becoming a high-

school grad, truck driver, salesman,
carpenter, playboy, credit investiga-

tor, loafer and soldier; and after the

war, a chorus boy, then a radio writer.

Right now Mr. Green applies four
days a week to laying his golden radio

eggs; on the other five he fondly dab-
bles with both a book and a play,

which he courageously hopes some-
one will buy. "If there seem to be too

many days in my week," he explains,

"this is only because I have many
spares left over from weeks I did ab-
solutely nothing."

UP TO a point, Jungle Lord, p. 14,

is gospel. Johan Fabricius was
making a trip into the Java hinterland.

He came eye to eye with an orangu-
tan, ensconced safely in the cage.

Something in that eye stirred him.
Immediately he cast the orangutan for

the yarn, letting his imagination sup-

ply what would happen if Old Ha
made good an escape.

Fabricius always has drawn on
adventuresome background for

many chefs-d'oeuvre. Born in B;

dung, Java, in '99, he boyhooded
towns like Batavia and Surabaya,
fifteen he started to learn painting

the Academy of Arts in The Hag
Holland, often illustrating fairy a

whimsy stories which he wrote

that purpose. At seventeen he v

an official war painter on the just-

well-forgotten World War I Itali

front. He later served in the Dui

army, adventured off to lead the 1

of the Gaucho in Paraguay, betw«

revolutions.

The last war caught him daily;

with pen and palette in Capri

almost had to fight his way sing

handed to northern Europe, then El

land, where he spent the war ye.

broadcasting to his native Hollai

He covered the liberation and Jap s

render in the Indies for the B.B

Right now he's in England, probal

knocking out a novel or three abx

his recent years.

This week's cover: On the Exerc

Bar. Jimmy Snyder snapped
Suarez in a Ballet Schoolgirl po

bending backward to please. The g .__

geous, hip-chucking, many-tongi

Olga, of French-Spanish blood, 1

danced with the American Ballet, w
Van (The) Johnson, then an unkno

in Broadway's Too Many Girls, I

ballerinaed at New York's plu;

Copacabana Club, and will be dai

diseuse in the forthcoming musi

Music in My Heart, based on the

of the song writer's pal, Tschaik

sky Ted Sham

Collier's for September 27, 1'
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Put in the star performer, for top motor performance! Keep your

motor Havoline clean . . . "take out" the carbon and gummy

sludge that throw pocketbooks for a loss. You gain gas-miles,

power, economy. No need for substitutes — this modern motor oil

is All-American, at Texaco Dealers everywhere.
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. CLEANS as

it lubricates

THE TEXAS COMPANY
TEXACO DEALERS IN ALL 48 STATES

Tune in: TEXACO STAR THEATER presents the TONY MARTIN show every Sunday night. See newspaper for time and station
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SERVICE TO KAISER AND FRAZER OWNERS

IS ONE OF OUR RESPONSIBILITIES

KAISER
GENUINE FACTORY

FRAZER
B

The IC-F Willow Run Service School

Constantly Graduates factory-Trained Men
Henry J. Kaiser and Joseph W. Frazer know very

well that service is a factory responsibility. They

took early action to make sure that every Kaiser

or Frazer owner would find first class service

wherever he might drive. One of the finest service

schools in the industry started at Willow Run
the day the first cars came off the line!

Every week for sixteen months a class of factory-

trained service men has graduated. And every

week the school enrolls a new group of Kaiser-

Frazer distributor and dealer service men from

all parts of the country. These men are expert

mechanics. They take the factory training to

familiarize themselves with every part and acces-

sory and to learn the most efficient and economical

way to make adjustments and repairs.

Right now, the tens of thousands of Kaiser and

Frazer owners have at their service one of the

four largest dealer organizations in the world.

And every dealer has a factory-approved service

garage, modern equipment, an available supply of

genuine factory parts, and trained mechanics ready

to serve you expertly. Visit your nearby K-F dealer

today. Inspect his facilities. He sells 100% postwar

motor cars and 100% postwar service under our

approved K-F Golden Rule Service Policy.
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AISER-FRAZER CORPORATION • WILLOW RUN, MICHIGA
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1 THE FIGHTTO BALANCE THE BUDGET

BY HENRY
MORGEKTHAU, JR.

Here begins a revealing story ofthe strug-

gle within the Roosevelt Administration

over execution of the historic spending

policy, with its vast economic and po-

litical ramifications. The first of a series

by the former Secretary of the Treasury

I had known Franklin Roosevelt some

twenty years when he asked me in 1933 to

come down to Washington as governor of the

Farm Credit Administration. We had been

neighbors in Dutchess County, but our most

intimate acquaintance dated from Roosevelt's

illness—in one sense so tragic, in another so

decisive in producing his future greatness.

It has always seemed to me that his struggle

for recovery from that illness developed those

qualities of humanity and leadership which

made Franklin Roosevelt the accepted cham-

pion of American and, later, of world democ-

racy.

Roosevelt is an extraordinarily difficult per-

son to describe. A man of many and varied

drives, he was always about ten steps ahead

of anyone around him. He thrived on contact

with people, as only an ex-invalid can, and

each new person brought out a different side

of him. In reading through the many personal

notes and records of my twelve years as Sec-

retary of the Treasury, I have been struck

anew by his unending variety. He appears

weary as well as buoyant, frivolous as well as

grave, evasive as well as frank—they show a

man of bewildering complexity of moods and

motives.

I make no pretensions to subtle psycho-

logical analysis or to literary craftsmanship in

writing of Franklin Roosevelt. I can only re-

port some of the many aspects of the man as

I saw them at the time and noted them down
shortly afterward.

Some of the things I say will be misinter-

preted. A favorite indoor sport in certain cir-

cles is to snatch remarks of Franklin Roosevelt

out of context—particularly if they are ut-

tered in one of his characteristic gusts of high

humor. But I am prepared to tell the whole

story as far as my knowledge and my records

allow—and to run the risk of misinterpreta-

tion whether by enemy or by friend. Roose-

velt's place in history is sufficiently massive to

survive the pinpricks of petty detractors.

DRAWING BY SAM BERMAN



This picture of the late President and Mr. Morgenthau was presented by F.D.R. to Mrs. Morgenthau following a visit to the Warm Springs Foundation in Georgia

The Morgenthau Diaries are not in the usual diary form. They
comprise some 900 volumes of personal notes, records of conversa-

tions and conferences, miscellaneous memoranda and copies of of-

ficial documents, as well as Mr. Morgenthau's account of daily

events. This series of articles makes frequent reference to the au-

thor's diary, but recognizes the impossibility of presenting the data

in regular diary form.—THE EDITORS.

(See The Week's Work, page 8)

WORK
P R O G R A m

Roosevelt gave people jobs instead of the dole during the depression years and
thus the Works Progress Administration kept many destitute persons working

12

IT WAS hot afternoon on the last

day of August, 1934, one and a

half years after the day when
Franklin Roosevelt said in his inaugu-
ral address that our country had noth-
ing to fear but fear itself. I drove up
the winding road to Roosevelt's house
at Hyde Park and, at the door, was
told the President would see me up-
stairs immediately. He was taking a

bath.

The President told me that Lewis
Douglas had been there the night be-

fore and resigned as Director of the

Budget. He was at the time personally
fond of Douglas and seemed terribly

upset and hurt.

"Henry," he said, "I give you until

midnight to get me a new Director of
the Budget."

Douglas, who during the war was
Director of War Shipping, who today
is President Truman's ambassador to

Britain, was the great advocate of a

balanced budget. His resignation was
no real surprise: Budget-balancing
was all right but Lew had wanted to

balance the budget immediately—at

the expense of almost everything else,

including the Administration's relief

and recovery programs. Life was not
that simple. A great deal was at stake.

The President looked at me sharply
and said with great emphasis, "In the

words of John Paul Jones, we have
not yet begun to fight."

The background was this: When
Roosevelt took office in 1933, the

economy of the country had literally

come to a standstill. But his vision

and courage brought a scared and
sullen country to life again. He gave
people jobs instead of the dole,

stopped mortgage foreclosures, dared
to throw all the resources of the fed-

eral government into the battle to save

bank deposits, homes, farms and in-

dividual self-respect. It was worth
every penny it cost.

In those early days there was no

time for careful planning or for de-

tailed co-ordination. We were in a
race against hunger and revolution,

and we had to act fast. Lew Douglas'
rigidly orthodox ideas about the abso-
lute indispensability of a balanced
budget interfered with the Adminis-
tration's program. The President and
I felt that Douglas' policy involved
too great a gamble with human lives;

that we could not stop the essential

spending necessary to keep people
alive, to keep the farms producing, to

keep the government functioning
without doing irreparable harm to the

recuperative forces of the country.
Yet we differed from Lew Douglas,

not over whether a balanced budget
was our ultimate goal, but over what
sacrifices of relief and reform we
were prepared to make in order to get

it right away. Indeed, in the course of

the year 1934. as the actual crisis had
receded, I had begun to worry myself
about the spending program. In the

first place. I wanted all spending for

relief and public works to be co-ordi-

nated under a single head so as to

avoid duplication and administrative

confusion. In the second place, I

wanted a scheduled tapering off of

spending so that we could look for-

ward to a balancing of the budget.

It was with these two objectives in

mind that I asked the President whom
he was considering as Douglas' suc-

cessor.

He took my breath away by saying.

"What do you think of Tom Corcor;

as Director of the Budget?"
This seemed to me absolutely

of the question. Tom Corcoran wa
first-class lawyer, a first-class po'

cal operator, a first-class accordi

player. But I felt sure he knew very

little about finance and could not be

relied upon to keep a tight rein over

the spending policies.

So I hastily suggested Daniel Bell,

then my Commissioner of Accounts

Collier's for September 27, 1947
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In 1933 President Roosevelt signed the Farm Relief Currency inflation bill. At right: Secretaries Morgenthau and Wallace
Rirth of a budget. Memo to Morgenthau
for 1934-1935 fiscal year appropriations

Ind Deposits in the Treasury Depart-
ment, for the job. Fortunately Roose-
jelt liked the idea, and Bell was made
Acting Director.

tBell and I immediately set out to

_de herd over the spending programs.

et me say at the outset that I never

biected to spending when the alter-

ative would have been human suf-

srt ncr

Indeed, once wc- . ~ :• - that

le President had ncgKvteu to sign an
ppropriation of a million dollars lor

le United States Health Service, I

'ired Marvin Mclntyre, one of

oosevelt's secretaries: "NOW LIS-
EN, MAC, THIS MILLION DOL-
ARS CAN DO WORE GOOD
ND GET QUICKER RESULTS
HAN ANY OTHER MILLION
(OLLARS I KNOV. OF BECAl SE
/ITH IT THi: HDEALTH Sf K.VTC B
AN GIVE EVERY MEMB! R OF
HE STOCK EXCHANGE A SHOT
V THE ARM. IT CAN TAKE
HE GOLD OUT OF THE TEETH
F THE BANKERS AND RE-
lOVE THE DECAY. FURTHER-
lORE WE WILL BE GLAD TO
URNISH FREE VETERINAR-
IAN SERVICE TO THE WHOLE
TIITE HOUSE STAFF AS LONG
S THE MILLION DOLLARS
AST."
Note. The President signed.

But I did feel that, in a capitalist

tonomy, recovery had to depenu
isically upon private business. I

anted to see a free enterprise econ-

y as flourishing as the twenties but
Derating more soundly and more
juitably. It seemed vital to me that

ie government try sincerely to build

feeling of confidence in its finan-

al operations so that businessmen
ould be encouraged to take over
eir proper role of invigorating the

:onomy. I did not believe in the no-
Dn that a large, permanent deficit

as necessary to "compensate" for

illier's for September 27, 1947

inadequacies of private investment or
for deficiencies of private purchas-
ing power. Nor, I think, did the

President or any of his close advisers

in 1933-34.

The men in charge of the various
spending programs were Harry Hop-
kin>. responsible for relief; Harold
[ckc . responsible for public works
i>- !

"<:• Wallace, responsible for

ugricukuri payments. I was in favor

oi having them spend all that was
necessary to meet human needs but I

knew that a future of unlimited spend-
ing would only demoralize the busi-

ness community.
In September, following Douglas*

resignation, there was deep concern
among some Treasury experts at the

direction—or perhaps I should say
lack of direction—in which the spend-
ers were going. My diary notes a con-
versation with my special assistant,

the ever-critical Jacob Viner. former
University of Chicago economist,
who felt the President was getting "a
lot of poor advice."

This situation prompted me, late

in 1934. to get the President to call

Ickes. Hopkins and me together for

a series of meetings so I could have a

co-ordinated estimate on which to

base our financing for the coming
year and on which to plan for a bal-

anced budget in 1937 or 1938.

These meetings were not very suc-

cessful. Whatever the President said,

Ickes and Hopkins would yes him and
lckes made one remark that was a

classic. He said he could not see that

it made any difference whether the
government spent five billion dollars

or private capital spent an equal
amount—although our whole purpose
was to revive private business.

Our failure to work out a program
reached a climax in December when
we met at Warm Springs. Ickes had
no detailed program but merely a lot

of lump sum cost figures. The Presi-

dent was angry. When I telephoned
him that evening to say I thought we
could get a program once we had
found a man to run it, he exclaimed:
"I am going to get a program within
48 hours. I am going to get my pro-
gram first and I will not settle on
who is going to run it until I do get

my program."
Finally, we were able to get a state-

ment about ultimate balancing in the

President's budget message for Janu-
ary, 1935. When Bell and I left fol-

lowing our last conference with

Roosevelt on the subject, he called

after us: "Well, my budget message is

so Tory that I will have to put in all

of my radical suggestions in my mes-
sage to Congress."

Ickes was as prickly a customer to

handle in those days as he is today. I

remember the President's breaking
the news to Harold that January that

PWA was going to be cut. When I

thought the President might be weak-
ening a little bit, I made a stump
speech about my fears of paper
money inflation and the importance
of balancing the budget for all items

except relief. Between the President

and me, Ickes was swept off his feet

and left gurgling and murmuring to

hun self.

Spenders' Who's Who

Of all the spenders. Hopkins was
the best from my point of view. He
got money into circulation quickly,

which was the economic objective of

the pump-priming policy, and he gave
destitute people work, which was the

social objective. Wallace's whole the-

ory of spending in order to re-

duce agricultural production always
seemed nonsense to me.
As for Ickes, he was so anxious to

keep graft and politics out of the

public works program that he prac-

tically spent money through a medi-

cine dropper. Ickes' slowness in

making decisions was sometimes a

real handicap. The important thing

was to alleviate unemployment crises

but because of insufficient advance
planning the public works projects

were frequently slow in getting started

and therefore expenditures for them
were sometimes being made after in-

stead of before the crises had passed

their peaks.

It was this situation that prompted
me on one occasion to telephone Ickes

and ask, half in jest and half seriously:

"Can you spend a billion dollars in a

week?" Ickes' spending pace was not

fast—nor was that of Federal Hous-
ing Administrator Nathan Straus.

After one White Flouse conference, I

told the public-spirited Straus that

they were counting on his spending
800 million dollars for housing to

speed the pump-priming program.
"Wait a minute," he said. "Don't

give it to me all at once. Give it to me
with a teaspoon."
He said he was having trouble ne-

gotiating for bathtubs and that he
wanted the Treasury Procurement Di-
vision to help.

"Well." 1 joked, "can't I resign and
go into the bathtub business?"

"I wonder how good it is going to

be," he mused. "Where are they going
to store the damn' things after they

are finished? Well, that's the head-
ache. But the Boss (Roosevelt) wants
the order placed and we're trying to

arrange it."

These were the sort of unorthodox
but essential problems that daily

plagued the executive branch but were
so vital to success of the program as a

whole.

Let no one forget either that there

was quite as much pressure for spend-
ing from Congress as from the bureau-
crats, including a good deal from
people who were theoretically in favor

(Continued on page %Q)
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"We chugged over the gleaming surface of the muddy brown Sumatra River"—Mauro L. Scali, of American Academy of Arts, Chicago, won a first with this

CONTROLLER VAN HOE-
VEN seated himself in a gov-

ernment motor launch, and
held it steady while I got in. He was
a fair, very typically Dutch-looking
young fellow, full of enthusiasm for

the tropics. He had given his adven-
turous young heart without reserve to

the new country that was now his

home, and especially to Sumatra with
its still inaccessible mountains and
jungle, its half-wild tribes around
Lake Toba, its elephant herds, tigers,

pythons.

He lived a good fifty miles inland

and had urged me to come and see

him; as an enticement he held out the

prospect of a crocodile shoot. He
knew their haunts along the river, and
talked of big monsters ten and twelve
feet long. With his service motor
launch we would travel down the

river almost to its mouth, where the

native prince had a ramshackle bun-
galow called a country seat. There
we would find a little native prahu,
in which we could penetrate noise-

lessly into the smaller creeks.

So about nine o'clock that morning
I had arrived at Van Hoeven's mod-
est residence. He waved cheerfully to

me from his veranda where he was
hurriedly dealing with documents and
giving instructions to his uniformed
and saber-girt old native policeman.

"I'm ready—just got to tell Ahmad
a few things he is sure to forget again

directly," he said.

The old man tried to take it all in

but it was visibly an effort for him.
On top of that he felt bound to salute

me with his brown veined hand re-

vealing the apelike pale palm as he
raised it lo the upturned brim of his

Transvaal hat.

The controller's young wife ap-
peared in a blue morning kimono to

serve us coffee. She smiled amiably,
though she was shy and soon disap-

peared. Van Hoeven had not told me
that she was going to have a baby.
"Do yoo think it wise to stay away

the whole day?" I asked him, when
she had left.

"Oh yes, it's quite safe. The doctor

called here only yesterday and was
sure nothing would happen before

next week. Besides, my wife wants
me to have the trip. She isn't the sort

to be scared," he added.

The old policeman saw us out to the

launch and turned the handle of the

motor, which started throbbing and
hissing. "Ahmad knows how to han-
dle it," Van Hoeven said. "I would
have taken him with me but for the

possibility of something happening to

my wife after all. In that case he could
easily follow me in the garrison doc-

tor's little boat to let me know."
He made me smile with his youthful

lightheartedness, which was meant to

prove to me how little the fact that

he was about to become a father

could shake him.
"Ahmad, take care of Njonja."
"Saja, Tuan Controleur." The old

features lighted up in veneration.

As we chugged over the gleaming
surface of the muddy brown Sumatra
river, the sun burned down on us

from almost directly overhead. We
tried to move in the shadow of the

trees where their tops overhung the

water, but we scraped the greasy clay

soil, or fouled our screw with weeds.
Down the green gloom of the creeks

colored butterflies and sometimes a

little honey-thief bird fluttered above
the alluring white cups of the water
lilies, which lay enthroned, motion-
less and dreamy in their crown of
silent, rounded leaves. Now and then a
quivering wing would be caught for

a second in a shaft of sunlight, a
gleam of magic fanned into life only
to die away. Hot. Hot. We talked

little now.
When the banks widened out again,

the atmosphere became more beara-

ble.

"We are practically there," Van
Hoeven said, and round the bend the
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"The animal hissed and growled"—a spirited illustration by Roy M. Schroeder, of Chouinard Art Institute
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first-prize winner by Hugh S. Wiley, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts

iltan's country seat came into sight,

modest little wooden house, sur-

>unded by a garden. Above the

imitive gate which gave access to

e estate, there stood in bamboo let-

rs: Mon Repos.
As if His Highness ever did any-

ing tiring enough to warrant taking
rest!" Van Hoeven said.

The mandur, still a young man,
me running to help us moor the

>at. He was visibly excited by the

t which was both unusual and flat-

ring.

He led us through the garden—

a

ical native one with tjabc and me-

lati bushes, bananas, papayas and
djambus—to the front veranda which
was in a sad state of neglect. It was
overcrowded with European furni-

ture bought at auctions which must
have been held half a century ago:

rattan rocking chairs, dumbwaiters,
showcases, empty flower stands, all

half eaten by white ants. The walls

were exuberantly decorated with
stuffy faded Japanese dolls and swalls

and cuckoo clocks; and in one corner

a cheap Chinese glass painting was
paired off with the framed advertise-

ment of a life-insurance company.
"You should have a look inside,"

Van Hoeven said and tried the door
to the inner gallery. It turned out to

be locked.

"His Highness doesn't visit here
often, I presume?"

"So far as I know, he has been here
only once, at the solemn inaugura-
tion," said Samidin the mandur.
Then a shrill female voice called

him to the kitchen. With a sigh he
got up.

We also rose, drawn by the sharp
roasting smell which penetrated from
the kitchen. As we could not reach it

through the house, we walked round
the outside of it and saw that the
building consisted only of one big

room and a front and back veranda.
But when we reached the back of the

house and came in sight of the well,

surrounded by bamboo bushes, and
the modest annexes—kitchen, store-

room and the mandur's living quarters
—we stopped. In a cage on wheels
such as is used by a traveling circus,

we perceived a big red hairy monster,

a live, imprisoned orangutan.

IT WAS a formidable specimen,
nearly as tall as a man, but much

heavier, a dark somber titan. In his

cage, where he could just manage to

stand upright, he reared up—a tragic

monument of antediluvian power in

chains, his hirsute fists gripping the

bars and his short shapeless legs sag-

ging. His head, which rested neckless

on massive shoulders, was in the
shadow of the cage's heavy wooden
roof. Out of the semidarkness his

close-set, malignantly brooding eyes

gleamed at us, suspicious new appari-

tions in his field of vision. His prison
was too small to give him any free-

dom of movement. All he could do
was to sink down onto his haunches
and pull himself up again. And all

around about him, eternally green and
boundless, rose the virgin jungle, his

world.

Samidin smiled when he saw us halt

with a shock. "I caught him myself,"
he said with pride. "He was getting

too bold; my wife was beginning to be
afraid of him. At first he sat up there

15

in the trees, and then he came nearer
and nearer to the garden. He had
seen my papayas and bananas from
the distance. And it was with them
that I caught him. I put some down
for him at the edge of the forest and
then I pulled a big net over him that

I had made from rattan. You should
have seen him raging like a madman.
1 was afraid at first that he would es-

cape me after all; he bit through rat-

tans as thick as my thumbs! With a

heavy iron bar we finally managed to

beat him senseless. He had had seven
blows on the head already without
seeming to feel them! And then we
tied him up."

After that Samidin had composed
a respectful letter to the sultan, and
His Highness had given orders to

send him this cage. It had been quite

a feat to drag the bound jungle giant

across all those tree trunks into the

garden. However, there he stood in

his cage and still could not understand
how he had got there. He spent most
of his time sitting down and would not

touch food. The fruit, which had for-

merly made his mouth water, now re-

mained on the floor for days on end.

He soiled it and would not give it a

look.

Meanwhile we slowly drew near.

The cage gave off a penetrating stench

and the ruddy-haired colossus looked
down on us disdainfully. He did not
stir at our approach but his powerful
head turned a little to follow us, all his

life concentrated in the small, blood-
shot eyes with the grandfatherly

pouches under them. The powerful
mouth with the flat fallow lips stood a

little open and dribbling. His dark
bald skull was bleeding from chafing

against the top of the cage, or per-

haps the iron bar had caused the

wound there.

"How long has he been here?''

asked Van Hoeven.
The native did not notice the repug-

nance and indignation in the white
man's voice. He had to think first.

"There was a new moon when I got

him—a good three weeks ago."

(Continued on page 44J

This one, by Roy D. Erickson, of Chouinard Art Institute, took a second prize. The scene is the same as that chosen by Mr. Scali

[illustrations for this story were entries

Le second annual contest for art school

ftnts held by the Society of Illustrators.

magazines submitted stories for which

[res were to be made: Cosmopolitan,

Housekeeping, American and Collier's.

schools participated: Pratt Institute,

dyn, N. Y.; Art Students League, New
N. Y.j Rhode Island School of Design,

idence, R. I.,- Pennsylvania Academy of

[Arts, Philadelphia, Pa.,- American Acad-

|

of Art, Chicago, 111.; California School

te Arts, San Francisco, Calif.; and Choui-

|

Art Institute, of Los Angeles. The jury

composed of four noted illustrators: Al-

|Dorne, Alex Ross, John Holmgren and

Bensing, and the art directors of the

participating magazines: Ed Witalis

lopolitan), Budd Hemmick (Good House-

ig), Dick Chenault (American) and
lam O. Chessman (Collier's).



While parents are busy with the spirits, Lily Dale children parade to the,

auditorium to display the "spiritualist truths" taught them during the week

BY JOHN KORD LAGEMAJV1V

h i

In western New York State there is a town which has the largest

population of disembodied spirits in the world. By and large

they are friendly ghosts who'll advise you on 'most anything

Lily Dale residents keep up their spirits in small private seances. Miss Betty
Possehl, considered to be an unusually fine medium, leads a circle gathering

ILY DALE is a parklike com-
munity of neat white cottages

built along the shore of

Upper Cassadaga Lake about 10

miles from Fredonia, in western New
York State. A graceful little brick

library, a big white auditorium, an
old-fashioned hotel with wide veran-

das, a white frame assembly hall and
an outdoor stage—all placed in a

settirig of spacious lawns and shady
groves—give the place the atmos-
phere of a college town turned into a

quiet summer resort. It is a family
place, and young and old are neatly

dressed, polite, and friendly—alto-

gether as indistinguishable from the

look and feel of respectable, middle-
income America as are their cars

parked under the elms.

There is a difference, however, as

you will discover shortly after driv-

ing into the ground and out of this

world. For Lily Dale is populated
mainly by ghosts. With few ex-

ceptions, the people you see are here
to hobnob with ghosts.

Until you have visited Lily Dale
you are very likely to have a limited

appreciation of the versatility and
geniality of ghosts—and the ease of
getting in touch with them. Far from
the conventional spooks of the horror
films, these ghosts are as folksy as Lily

Dale's flesh-and-blood inhabitants

and take an active part in all com-
munity activities.

Naturally, the ghosts' principal

business is to attend the meetings and
assemblies which fill every hour of the

day, and to join in the circles and
seances which take place every eve-

ning. Here they work hard—posing
for snapshots (taken, naturally, with-

out a camera), speaking through
trumpets, rapping on walls, and
moving some heavy articles of fur-

niture.

But like everybody else, the ghosts

,enjoy relaxation too; and if circum-'

stances are right, you can take walksf
re

:

(

with them, converse, hold hands, go
swimming or fishing, or even dance .;.

with them to the popular tunes which
(

are played by a local band every night
1
.'

in the big auditorium. The hospitality™^

isn't all one-sided, either. From Lily
ate I

cafete

J Dal.

(ting

iase

Dale, if your spirit "guide" invites

you, you can take off on "soul flights

into the spirit world where you will 5
,aai

have no end of adventures.

Some ghosts are young and giddy; '
*"

others are old and wise. All of them. ®6
,

you'll find, are behind you 100 per T,
cent in all your earthly enterprises.' ," ai

Either directly, or through properly
1 m

ordained mediums, they will advise
DOl! aI

you in problems of business, health

and love. It's pretty flattering when *

you find great scientists, philosophers. ...

and inventors taking a personal inter-

est in your problems. Among the

illustrious dead who appear fairl)^'

regularly for consultation are Ben-

jamin Franklin, Dante. Isaac Newt<
Thomas A. Edison, Julius Caesar and "",

Calvin Coolidge. St

No one has ever attempted to counl '
™

what you might call the floating popu-
"'"

lation of Lily Dale. On the physical *,
Id

plane, though, according to Ralph G lctlsm '

Pressing, editor and publisher of the
'

official newspaper, the Psychic 01

server, there are some 250 families,

whom about 60 stay the year aroui

They come from all over the coum
but principally from Ohio, Illin

Lndiana, Florida and New York.
The 67-acre grounds and all

property on it belong to the Lily

Assembly, Incorporated, founded
years ago for purposes of

thought, free speech, free invest!

tion." Cottages, most of them b

by stockholders, are held in 100-y

leases, and in some cases these h
been handed down to descend

who have no truck with spiritual!

fhai s

oh.

me a

Ifltgi

(God
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sbert Macdonald, vice-president of National Spiritualist Association, re-

ives a report from Victoria Barnes, M.D., superintendent of N.S.A. education

enjoy the place merely as a sum-
resort,

n addition to the permanent resi-

ts, Lily Dale is host to thousands
visitors. These are welcome to

icipate in the seances, and, if they

, stay at the two hotels or in spare

ms rented out by the cottagers.

|jsides the hotels, the assembly runs
cafeteria, grocery store, novelty

p, and a free picnic pavilion.

The Spiritualist Church, of which
y Dale is a kind of summer capital,

mts around 800,000 members,
ugh Pressing thinks this is an
lerstatement. He estimates the

al American spiritualists, professed

not, at about 2,500,000.

A Class Is Conducted

51

Jells chime throughout the day at

y Dale to announce the various
etings taking place on the grounds
1 a season program lists the time,

ce, and featured speakers of each,

vent first to the Assembly Hall

re Mr. Lee T. Evans, N.S.A. of

Dale and St. Petersburg, Florida,

scheduled to conduct a healing

is. In the plain Assembly Hall,

ich smelled pleasantly of fresh-cut

vers and pine paneling, five women
re seated on the front row of fold-

chairs. Mr. Evans, standing in

nt of the table on the small plat-

m, had already begun the class. He
a tall man, thin and wiry as a

vboy, with sparse hair over a high
bead, a small mouth and thin lips.

'No," he resumed his folksy chat
sr waving me to a chair in the

nt, "the life of a healer is not all

shine and roses. But when you
ye the gift, well, you can't very well

le God the busy signal, now can
yj?"

Near the American flag on the wall

fund the platform, a large portrait

(illier's for September 27, 1947

of George Washington, who never

told a he, regarded Mr. Evans sternly

as he went on about a visit he'd had
lately on a farm in Ohio with his

Cousin Cordie, who just couldn't see

why Mr. Evans had become a healer,

and even made jokes about it. "I felt

so sorry for that man I couldn't

hardly hold back the tears," Mr.
Evans told us. "The minute I laid

eyes on him at the station, I knew
Cordie was dying of kidney trouble.

I could see 'em both, of course, as

plain as I can see your faces and the

left one was shot full of holes like a
sieve!"

Mr. Evans broke the news to his

cousin's wife in the kitchen one night

—and before he left, Cordie had come
around to spiritualism. 'Course they

wondered how he knew about the

kidneys, and he explained it was "X-
ray clairvoyance"—simply one of the

gifts a healer takes more or less for

granted, same as "clair audience" or
"soul projection" or anything else.

"Repeat after me," said Mr. Evans,
"the Lord's Prayer and the Twenty-
third Psalm." Between prayers he
cast his eyes to the ceiling and it

looked as though a trance was coming
on. But abruptly, with all the charm
of a schoolboy who has forgotten his

recitation, he asked: "The first line,

please?" Five voices murmured as

one: "The Lord is my shepherd. . .
."

This was followed by another prayer
in which each phrase was repeated
four or five times: "The Lord is the

center of my being ... I feel His great
spirit filling my whole body . . . His
power surges within me . .

."

Suddenly there was a noise in the
room like startled pigeons taking
flight. It was Mr. Evans rubbing his

palms together briskly. He placed a
chair in front of the class, rubbed his

palms some more. Then, like a man
(Continued on page 36,)

Daisies will tell, and other flowers too, according to Albert Vaughn Strode,

N.S.A. missionary and medium using flowers for contact with the spirit world

Mr. Lee T. Evans, holder of N.S.A. healer's certificate, lays on a hand. "X-ray
clairvoyance," he feels, enables him to locate and heal interior disorders
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BY DICK PEARCE

CONTINUING A NOVEL OF BITTER CONFLICT IN THE OLD WEST

The Story:
The action takes place in America's Southwest at the

time of the rapid expansion of the great network of

railroads across the continent.

Arriving back in his home territory of New Mexico,

engineer Jim Llneer is puzzled on learning that the

railroad he has been hired to build through the dry

Tularosa Valley will be bossed instead by impulsive

Tracy Thomason, with Lineer as second in command.
Lineer soon learns that Thomason is engaged to Bar-

bara Edwards, the proud and lovely daughter of

railroad magnate H. H. Edwards, who is on the scene

in person together with his prospective son-in-law,

his daughter and her traveling companion, young

Molly Riordan.

The party taking the trip through the valley where

the railroad is to be built includes the two big land

barons of the area, bluff, hearty Wilson Ware and

lean old Jubal Nye. With Ware is his foreman, big

Jess Folsom. And with Jubal Nye is his foreman, a

little fighting cock named Harry Keck. There has

been a long-standing feud between Ware and Nye, but

they have proclaimed an uneasy truce until the rail-

road is built. However, Lineer has already had to

intervene in a fight between Keck and Folsom.

As the wagon train halts in the valley on the second

night out, Lineer decides to ride up on a mountain to

take a look at the flatlands across which the rails will

be laid. Barbara Edwards says she wants to go, but

her fiance tells her not to. Barbara insists. Lineer

slowly turns to a cow hand and tells him to saddle up
two horses. Thomason turns away in silent anger as

Lineer and the independent Barbara mount and ride off.

II

THEY followed the wagon road back up
over the afternoon's route until it climbed

out of the valley. Then Lineer led single

file to the south into the thick juniper and puion,

holding as closely as possible to the crest of the

ridge. He watched behind him until he was satis-

fied Barbara rode in the brush as well as she had
seemed to on the road. She had an easy, slack seat.

When the ridge fell away they worked down it

until they were in another small valley. It curved

up to the southwest, narrowing at a distance into a

steep wash The wash was a white gash in the shoul-

der of the peak they were seeking.

Barbara rode up until they were abreast. She
half stood in the stirrups, throwing out an arm.

"This is fun!" she exclaimed. The willfulness was
gone from her face, leaving it alive and eager, and
Lineer was conscious of the red softness of her

parted lips.

She settled back in her saddle, and when Lineer

did not speak she studied his face, making no effort

to hide her interest.

Presently she said, "You did not want to make
this ride with me, did you?"
"No," he said.

"Why did you do it?"

He smiled. "Attack is better than defense, eh?

Why did you do it?"

"Do what?"
"Force the issue. Pit me against Tracy."

"You could have refused me."
"And then what would have happened?"
"I would have hated you," she said promptly.

"Under the circumstances," he said dryly, "I

probably would be better off with your dislike than
Tracy's." . .

"I'm sorry."

"Why did you do it?" he repeated.

"I don't know." Unhappiness made an unex-
pected shape upon her mouth and then was gone.
"It's—oh, I don't know."
"Was it because you quarreled with him over

Ed Ware?"
"How did you know that?"

"Half the camp saw the ending of it."

"No, that wasn't the reason. That was nothing.

It was because I—I just had to, that's all."

He pulled up his horse. Her own danced away
and she brought him expertly back, watching
Lineer's sober face. He said, "There are cross pur-

poses here that I don't understand. If Tracy
and I have to work together then we have to be
friends, too. Or at least not enemies. You must not
put me between you again as you did today."

"I won't," she said. "Please, let's don't talk

about it any more."

THEY rode on at a fast walk. She gazed straight

ahead, her lips drawn tightly together. Two days
ago he had thought her mouth sulky. Now he won-
dered if it were not uncertainty that he saw. She
confused him. He had expected a fight with her,

and she had been almost meekly contrite.

He said, "How long have you known Tracy?"
"Since I was a child. Why?"
"No particular reason."

"I'm not so sure," she said. "I don't think you
ask questions without a reason."

"All right," he grinned. "I was curious. I thought
he was a man you met one day and got engaged to

the next. I'm surprised that he is someone you have
known all your life."

"That is not a very nice thing to say."

"No," he agreed. "It isn't."

"Is that the kind of woman you think I am?"
He said thoughtfully, "Yes, you are a woman.

Until just now I had thought of you as a girl."

"You haven't answered my question," she said.

"Nor will I."

"Because I wouldn't like the answer?"
"No," he said. "If you had asked me ten minutes

after I first met you there at your father's car, I

would have given you a full answer. And an unflat-

tering one."

She said, "How old are you, Jim?"
"Thirty."

"A year older than Tracy. In some ways you
seem a great deal older."

"Now you're the one who is being unfair,"

chuckled Lineer. "But I don't know to which one,

Tracy or me."
They laughed together, and for that moment they

"had found a basis for comradeship. The fact dis-

turbed Lineer. There was a complexity to this girl

he had not suspected. He had the feeling that in

the same situation she had created this afternoon
she might do the same thing again, despite her

promise. But would it be an act of impulse or of
deliberation?

She rode close to him, saying warmly, "You must
not leave, Jim. You must stay and help Tracy."
He regarded her through a short silence. She did

not know. then, that Tracy's presence and hers were
ruining plans that meant much to him. To her the

railroad belonged to the man she was going to

marry. He found himself wondering when they

would marry. It must be soon, if she was to remain

in the Tularosa country.

He replied in a voice half curt, "Tracy is a cap;

ble and self-sufficient man."
She looked at him wonderingly, put on guard

his tone.

"He is," she said firmly, "and I love him."

He said suddenly, surprising himself, "How does

a woman know that she really loves a man?"
Barbara laughed, surprised, too, and showing a

certain pleasure at the question. "There is no
swer," she said. "A woman knows or she does

She can't go beyond that."

"I never knew my mother," said Lineer thou
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lomason reached for Barbara and brought her to him roughly. After a while she said softly, "I needed that, Tracy. Won't you remember to do it more often?"

lly. "My father always said that he and she

Jowded a lot of fun and trouble into their few
fars together. He said he carried her love some-
lere in his body as confidently as he carried the
bad on his shoulders, and used it every minute but
ever could use it up."
"Yes," exclaimed Barbara. "Yes, that's it!"

She turned away from Lineer's puzzled glance
pd stared straight ahead, her eyes faraway and
pnfused.

Lineer took the lead again as they clattered into

le wash and began climbing steeply. It brought
|em out on the shoulder of the peak, with its bare
le falling away precipitously to the left and a nar-

Jw ravine leading up on their right.

allier's for September 27, 1947

Barbara gave a little exclamation and pointed up
thirty feet to her left.

"Yucca bloom," said Lineer.

It rose straight up from barren stones, a blossom
mass of creamy white, soft and luscious. Below
and all around it, its barrier of needle-tipped bayo-
net leaves pointed jealously outward.
He went on, recalling a bit of imagery that had

come to him on one long-ago day, "Like a full-

bodied woman guarded by swordsmen."
"An unhappy woman, then," laughed Barbara.

She sent at him a glance that was speculative and
again faintly surprised.

Lineer took the ravine to the right. It brought
them out presently in a cleft, and they zigzagged

painfully up to the peak through the rocks and
dismounted, feeling the coolness of the wind as it

whipped at sweat-dampened clothes.

Lineer's first feeling was one of disappointment,

for to the far south a haze like white smoke rose

across the horizon and cut off much that he had

expected to see. But the girl's cry of delight told

him that, to one seeing this immensity for the first

time, the ride had been worth while.

Their depth of horizon lay east and south. At
their backs to the west, in the direction they had
traveled since yesterday, a higher line of the Os-

curos rose, curving around in a half circle to the

north and falling away to the northeast into a

broken plain. Beyond this (Continued on page 52;



INDONESIA
PROBLEM CHILD OF U.N,

When both sides agreed to

call off the fighting in Java,

the world organization scored

a triumph. But the shooting

still went on and the order

to cease firing had to be re-

peated. Here is a vivid ac-

count of the situation by a

Collier's forei
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Sukarno, President of the Indonesian Republic, addresses a youth rally. But the fierce passion of Republican leaders for independence has not spread to the masses

BY WELDO\ JAMES

CABLED FROM BATAVIA

A MACHINE gun stuttered a

few hesitant bursts as though
asking a question. The

sounds came from the southwestern
outskirts of this still smoldering Java-
nese town of 70,000, half destroyed
by retreating Republicans. Then
silence.

"Maybe snipers," said burly, tough-
faced Lieutenant Colonel Baron Tets
van Amerongen. He was climbing
into an armored scout car beside thin,

blond Lieutenant Johann Hofers.
"Let's get started."

The colonel had a revolver, the
lieutenant a Bren gun, but otherwise
our ridiculously small convoy of a
scout car and two jeeps was unarmed
as it began a forty-mile winding tour
through mountains, plains, rolling

green hills, tea, rubber and rice plan-
tations and dense forests to the palm-
fringed blue waters of the Indian
Ocean and Wijnkoops Bay—ideal

terrain forthe three thousand Republi-

20

can guerrillas operating in this area.

The fortnight's war between Dutch
forces and the Republicans had long
since officially ended. Both sides

agreed to observe cease-fire orders at

the first request of the Security Coun-
cil, while negotiators wrangled over
some form of mediation by the

United States or the United Nations.

But fighting continued on such a scale

that a second order from the Council
was necessary.

The colonel- said that scattered

bands had either not received or not
believed news of the first cease-fire or-

der. He thought this would not affect

them anyway. Meanwhile, he was
busy consolidating his position in his

small empire. He speculated that the

Dutch might find it necessary to take
over all of Java, unless the Republi-
can fighters showed more willingness

to obey their own leaders.

He added that the only good guer-

rilla was a dead guerrilla, thus ex-

pressing the typical Dutch view that

all guerrillas are gangsters who had
terrorized their own people, the vast

majority of whom welcomed the re-

turn of the Dutch.
There was some evidence of this

welcome on the tour we took. I ob-
served it elsewhere in jeeping from
north to south across Java, both dur-

ing and after the official war. But the

pattern was checkered — in some
villages and towns the warmth and
sincerity of the welcome were most
convincing; in others the people were
morose and sullen, giving the "thumbs
up" sign reluctantly or unsmilingly or

simply ignoring the Dutchmen. Some
villages were absolutely deserted.

Native cottages, tile-roofed and tree-

shaded, were shuttered and barred,

giving us in the party an eerie feeling

as we jeeped past them in the hot sun-
light.

As the lieutenant said, "Such
villages are even better ambush points

than some of the hairpin roads in the

forested mountains." We doubled
speed in passing them.

In the fortnight's war, the Dutch
reported only 74 killed among 90,000
troops involved—but in the weeks fol-

lowing the first cease-fire order, casu-

alties increased and many more were
killed.

However, the unimpressive show-
ing of the Republican army of 300,-

000 and the fact that handfuls of

Dutchmen were holding areas among
millions of Indonesians is some indi-

cation that the idealistic Republican
leaders have not infused their own
passion for independence and their

own hostility toward the Dutch
among anything like all of their 50,-

000.000 people.

We visited a hidden valley ten miles

southeast of Sukabumi, where the

Dutch discovered twenty huge con-

crete galvanized-iron plants erected

by the Japanese for manufacturing
quinine, cocaine, and other chemicals.

The natives said the plants had never

been operated.

The Republicans, who had de-

stroyed schools, hotels, numerous
residences and most of the Chinese

business sector in Sukabumi. failed

here. Crude mines were still planted

beneath the machinery in various

buildings, but not one was set off,

possibly because the nearest natives,

according to the Dutch, were unwill-

Collier's for September 27, 1947
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ing to obey destruction orders. This
is a phenomenon familiar elsewhere
in Java, where in some areas the peas-
antry stuck bamboo poles in the
ground to mark the location of mines
planted by the Republicans.

Previously Dr. Hubertus J. van
Mook, the Lieutenant Governor Gen-
eral of the Dutch East Indies, had
told me a favorite story of an East
Java village where a bulldozer re-

moved a log road block. Next morn-
ing the same logs were across the
road, whereupon the Dutch quizzed
the village headman about possible

infiltration. The headman finally

admitted sheepishly that his own
villagers had replaced the block dur-
ing the night in order to see the
fascinating bulldozer work again.

Introducing Johnny Senduk

The evidence seemed to indicate

that millions of Javanese were either

cordial or only apathetic toward the
Dutch. Like millions elsewhere, they
seemed more interested in peaceful
farming and in earning a living than
in the political struggle. It was not on
these masses, but on a handful of men
like Johnny Senduk that the Republic
must count to win its fight. I talked to

Johnny in Jokjakarta a short time be-

fore fighting broke out between the
Dutch and the Indonesians. He is a

short, slender, muscular young man
with brooding brown eyes and a set

conviction that Indonesia ought to be
free. He is one of thousands of liter-

ate Indonesians who form the back-
bone of the Republican movement.
Ninety per cent of the 72,000,000 In-

donesians, scattered through an island

empire fabulously rich in rubber, oil,

tin, sugar, spices and other foodstuffs,

cannot read or write. And of the lit-

erate 10 per cent, only a handful boast
more than three years' schooling. Ed-
ucated men like Johnny are impor-
tant.

Born in Menado, in northern
Celebes, 27 years ago, Johnny came
to Jokjakarta, the horse-and-buggy
capital of the Republic, by way of
America and Australia. He had five

years in a Dutch school (for which his

farmer-father paid tuition) before
settling down to rice crops and loafing

for a spell. At seventeen he traveled

across the sea to Balikpapan, in

Borneo, to become an office boy for

a Dutch oil company.
His salary of seven and a half

guilders a month (less than $3) was
enough to buy rice with, and that,

according to some old Dutch hands,
was all any Indonesian ever cared
about in the good old days before
World War II. But Johnny liked cof-

fee as well as rice, and he hated the

necessity of having to count his pen-
nies before he could order a second
cup. He decided to go to sea, make
more money, drink more coffee, and
see more of the world.

When the war came, he was a cabin

boy on the S. S. Tegelberg, quite satis-

fied with his quarters, his food, and
his 21 guilders a month. But he lost

his easygoing calm when he dis-

covered there was one scale of war
bonuses for Dutch members of the

crew, another for the Indonesians.

"It was something like $80 for a

Dutchman, $4 for a 'native,' " he said.

"A torpedo would not know the dif-

ference, I figured, so in Buenos Aires

I helped lead a strike for equal pay.

We got it—but when we got to New
York I was afraid the captain was go-
ing to jail me, or something, and I

jumped ship."

The frightened youngster knew no

21

one in New York and nothing about
the city. Indonesians on Forty-
second Street promptly spotted him
for "a yokel fresh from home," and
took him in. They got him a job as a
dishwasher on the East Side. Several
jobs, in fact. He was fired four t'mes
before he learned that the Americans
did not want every dish lovingly pol-
ished.

By the fifth job he'd got the idea
that they wanted speed. He was
making a fortune of $12 a week, and
getting his food besides. More im-
portant, there was a free public night
school, and he, Johnny Senduk, was
as free to go there and study as any-
one else in New York.

"That was when I decided," he said,

"that there must be something won-
derful about democracy. I washed
dishes by day and studied English and
some history and government by
night for eight months, and I never
got over the wonder of it. This, I

said, ought to happen in Indonesia."
In 1943, Johnny zoomed up in the

world. He got a job with the Nether-
lands Information Service, writing
and broadcasting propaganda for the

Indies from San Francisco. He spent
the rest of the war there and in Aus-
tralia doing that. The Dutch paid
him a handsome $300 a month, and,
for extra work on their programs, the

British paid him another $150. He
was never so rich or so happy.

"I believed all the stuff we were put-
ting out," he said. "Freedom, the At-
lantic Charter, and all. But Indonesia
claimed its freedom the moment the
war ended, and it did not get it. When
we came back with the Dutch in the
spring of 1946, up from Australia, I

went over to the Republic immedi-
ately." At the time of my interview
with Johnny, there was still hope that

war between Dutch and Indonesians
could be avoided entirely. But he told

me, "No one can guarantee your
safety if war comes, not even the gov-
ernment. Every white man will very
soon look like a Dutchman."

Crisis Followed Crisis

There was a crisis on that week end.
There had been one the week before,

when both Dutch and Indonesians
had warned me not to go to Jokja, be-

cause "the war" might begin 48 or 72
or 96 hours later, and the two or three

white-skinned foreigners in Jokja
might look too Dutch to be safe. Be-
neath the surface quiet of sleepy Jokja
there was the explosive threat of a
revolution-in-pause.

We jogged down the main thor-
oughfare to a side street and
approached the studios of Radio Jok-
jakarta, whence programs in six lan-

guages poured forth day and night

(but never during the siesta hour),
written, produced, and delivered by
young civil servants like Johnny.
The program we viewed was in In-

donesian or Malayan, the best "na-
tional" substitute for any of the 200
clashing dialects and distinct lan-

guages of the East Indies, and had lit-

tle to do with politics. A schoolgirl

trio was singing Malayan love songs,

hauntingly sad, accompanied by an
industrious cellist and a bored pianist,

both full-time government employees.
The studio was the living room of

the bungalow; the doors and the
windows were open, and on the win-
dow sills wide-eyed, brown-skinned
moppets sprawled, whispering loudly
enough to horrify any Radio City di-

rector while others stared in from the
green garden. In the glass-paneled

(Continued on page 13)

ie official war, a marine commander, holding map, directs Dutch ad-
Probolinggo, former Republican port. Heavy fires in the background

' CUsed by severe Dutch air attacks and Republican scorched-earth tactics



He laughed when she told him there was a body in the cellar

HELEN should, by rights, have
been darkly Irish and fey,

with the look of a lovely

witch. Then I'd never have married
her—I'd simply have run as if the

devil herself were after me. And then

I wouldn't be sitting here, wondering,
doubting, questioning, and getting

myself a headache. Well, anyway, I

did marry the woman.
For two years now we've shared

those intimate screwball fancies of

hers, and built a kind of private world
of our own, warm and gay and full of

happy nonsense. I don't want to talk

about it even now coldly and sanely;

it's like reading love letters in a court-

room. But things have reached the

point where I don't know what might
happen, and it's better to set the facts

down clearly while I still can.

Our life together has been gone
once over lightly with magic, so it's

not simple to think rationally about it.

It's colored with the way I feel about

Helen, which is something I won't try

to put down on paper.
What happens is something like

this: We'll be walking along the

street, respectable and conservative

enough for anybody, when some face

in the passing crowd will attract her

attention. She'll begin a long, fan-

tastic characterization of him, ram-
bling on in her pleasant voice as if she
were merely talking about the grocer-

ies or the neighbors.

"That man," she'll say, "was fright-

ened by a horse when he was only a

wee child. How do I know? Just

watch the way he keeps tossing his

head, and now and then breaks into

that sort of involuntary trot. Up to

this time, he's kept it pretty well under
control, but it's beginning to show.
I'm not one to gossip, but they do say
his wife left him because he neighs in

his sleep."

She goes off like that once in a

while, and it really isn't as silly as I

make it sound. Helen has a way of

telling a story that makes it gay and
amusing. It's partly her expression,

very serious and intent, like that of a

child reciting something, and afraid

she'll start laughing before she gets to

the end.

You might get something of the

feeling I've had with her, if you saw
New Yorkers unobtrusively setting

little bowls of peanuts flanked by
small flasks of gin, just outside their

apartment doors each night, to placate

the little people. Or if you found them
shunning a certain block on Broad-
way, reputed to be the Roseland of the

shee.

Some of Helen's people are entirely

imaginary. There was Aunt Vannie

—

short for Evangeline—for instance.

Of her Helen remarked once that the

family had never figured out how she

got up on the chandelier that time, but

they had to call the fire department to

get her down again.

It was Aunt Vannie who greeted a

dinner guest at the house with the in-

formation that she'd been picketing

his plant with the strikers and had had
such a wonderful time with them.

They had, she said, wanted to call the

strike off at one time, but she'd talked

them out of it and told them to stand

up for their rights. It was after this in-

cident that Aunt Vannie went out

West to visit friends. I think Helen

had to invent the friends for her to

visit, too.

Then there was Lady Agatha, a

movie serial heroine of Helen's. All I

can remember now of her colorful

career is a sequence in which she was

saved from a raging forest fire by a

sudden cloudburst and flood that

nearly drowned her. Fortunately for

the heroine, a cold wave swept the

country, freezing the water that threat-

ened her. All that prevented her freez-

ing to death was the pack of wolves

that came along and pursued her so

ILLUSTRATED BY FRED STEFFEN
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found Helen where she'd been when
lie lights went out. She was point-

ig a revolver at a man I didn't know

ergetically that her running away
>m them kept her warm. The last I

nember of Lady Agatha, she was
nging by her hands from a fragile

otbridge over a river seething with

Dcodiles, while overhead the wolves
re snapping viciously at her fingers.

One evening last week—and this

is when I first began to get worried
we were at home, playing some new
:ordings of Mozart and just taking

ngs easy. Helen was looking nicer

in ever that night and I made a point

telling her about it at great length,

e made coffee and we were all set

' a nice quiet evening of utter re-

ation.

"Darling," Helen began mildly, "I

nk there's something you should
ow, before you go down in the eel-

'Darling yourself." I said, "I'm not
ing down in the cellar." I was build-

! up my resistance against whatever
was she wanted me to bring up. A
illier's for September 27, 1947

man should be able to relax and rest

sometimes in his own home.
"You're not?" She gave me a look

of reproach.

"No, dear, I'm not. While you were
making the coffee I thought up some
resolutions. I've decided to give up
spending my days in the poolroom and
my nights in the cellar. I'm going to

forswear that revolting habit I have of

pelting you with olive stones after din-

ner. I'm just going to play the phono-
graph. Aren't you glad?" This time I

was beating her at her own game,
I mused lazily.

"Well, that's all right then, because

there's a man down there. I didn't

want it to be too much of a surprise to

you when you did go down there."

"Is he a nice man?"
"Don't be vulgar. What would an

iceman be doing in the cellar, any-
way?"

"I said n-i-c-e. And if you want to

make an issue of it, what would any
man be doing in the cellar?" We could
go on bickering comfortably like this

all evening, but I rather hoped we
wouldn't.

"This one isn't doing anything. He's
dead." Helen waited for a reaction. I

yawned. "Didn't you read the paper
this evening?"

"No. Did it say we had a dead man
in our cellar? I declare, it's getting so

you can't believe a thing you read in

the papers these days."

"No, silly. There was a robbery,"

Helen explained, with a great show of

patience. "Diamonds and things.

Three men held up Lintner's Jewelry

Store and took just about everything

except the clerk. They got away just

like that!" She snapped her fingers.

"Except one of them was slightly

shot."

"I get it now. It's those shoot-'em-

up comic strips you've been reading.

Want me to tell you the rest of it? It

goes like this: The wounded bandit,

separated from his comrades during

the running battle with the cops, stag-

gers to the holdup car and escapes.

"Weakened by the loss of blood, he
stops in the suburbs before a small but

pleasant house, and staggers some
more, up to the door. Forcing an
entry, he terrorizes the woman he finds

alone in the house, and orders her to

dress his wounds. She obliges, but

while he's off guard she seizes his re-

volver and shoots him dead.

"The woman then snatches the jew-

els from the dead man, shoves the

body down cellar, not wanting to leave

the house in a mess, and dashes out of

the house, with the two accomplices

of the dead man grimly pursuing her.

And next week I'll tell you what hap-
pened after that."

I
SAT back complacently. If Helen
could beat that, she'd have to go

some. Maybe I didn't tell it with her

charm and grace, but I had used
plenty of imagination.

"That's good!" Helen said. "Except
no really good housekeeper would
shoot a man in her house and make a

mess like that. The way it should be,

he just comes in and looks around and
then slumps down dead. And as for

dashing out after she put the body in

the cellar, she wouldn't do that, either.

I'd never hear the last of it if you
came home and found I was out gad-

ding about, and didn't have dinner

ready."

"Your version's all right," I told

her patronizingly, "but mine has more
action in it." I put the Mozart records

on to play again. Helen was looking

at me admiringly, the way a wife

should look at her husband every now

and then. And at that point, the lights

went out.

Swearing disgustedly, I stumbled to

the kitchen for the flashlight. There's

nothing I hate more than changing
fuses. Other people can do it easily

enough, but if I even walk near an
empty light socket, I get a shock. And
when there's a fuse to change, I go
through the ordeal in unhappy an-

ticipation of electrocution.

By way of minor miracle, the flash-

fight was where it should be in the

kitchen drawer, and the batteries

weren't burned out. I felt almost
cheerful as I went to the hall, flashing

the beam before me. I called out to

Helen that I'd fix it right up, but there

was no answer from the living room.
I thought she hadn't heard me.
As I started down the stairs I

thought with a kind of shivery feeling

of the nonsense Helen and I had been

talking only a few minutes before,

about a dead man in the cellar. Speak
of a cellar, and into it you go. I won-
dered gloomily why it was that fuses

never blew in the daytime, when you
could see what you were doing.

I went directly to the box on the

wall, pulled the switch, fumbled for a

good fuse, and found it. After a cou-

ple of false tries, I found the blown
fuse and made an exchange. I felt

pretty good, having come through
without even a minor shock. The
shock came, though, when I swung
around to leave. The light had flashed

across something lying on the floor,

something that didn't belong there. I

turned the light back to pick it up in

the beam again.

It was so definitely a dead man on
the floor. Not the dead man I'd been
chattering about so glibly upstairs, ei-

ther, that nice cartoon corpse without

substance or reality. This man was
horribly real and dead.

You don't expect to find a cadaver

pitiful, like a broken doll. His tie was
dangling outside his coat, across his

outflung arm. It was a gaudy tie, and
it lay gaily across the dark cloth of his

coat sleeve.

I stopped feeling tender after a very

short moment. I'd seen something
else. A pair of feet that were not the

dead man's feet, that were not

sprawled lifelessly, but were standing,

with the toes pointed toward me. I

moved the beam of light up slowly,

over gray trousered legs and on up to

a waist. But it was the hands that in-

terested me, rather than the torso.

For one of the hands was holding a

revolver pointed directly at me.
"Don't flash it in my face, bud, or

the gun might go off," a man's voice

said quietly in the darkness. "Just

turn around slowly and start up the

stairs."

Slowly I started turning. And then

I got mad. I threw the flashlight as

hard as I could at where his face

should have been, leaped to one side

and heard the roar of a shot. Regain-

ing my balance I made a flying tackle

at where 1 thought he would still be

standing. It was a lucky try. I hit

him hard and we both went to the

floor. I was thinking only of getting

the hand that held the gun.

The impact of my body crashing on
the man had knocked his breath out,

and it wasn't hard to pin his hands
down. Neither held the gun. He was
beginning to struggle when I found
the gun where he'd let it fall. I brought
it down hard against the side of his

head, and felt his body go limp be-

neath me.
Weakly, still holding the gun, I got

up, and stumbled blindly toward the

light switch. It was only a dim light,
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but I felt better when it came on. The
second man was out, almost as cold as

the first. I knelt beside him, took off

his tie with one hand, holding the gun
trained on him with the other. Then,
after turning him over on his stom-
ach with my foot, I knelt again and
tied his hands behind his back. His
feet I strapped together with his belt

tight about the ankles, and went up-
stairs.

I phoned the police, who thought I

was kidding them at first, until I got

mad. Then they got excited and said

to sit tight and they'd be right out. I

felt more like sitting and getting tight,

but I didn't bother to tell them that.

And I was thinking up a few choice
words to say to Helen.

She was on the chair where she'd

been when the lights went out. And in

her hand she was holding the mate to

the revolver I was still carrying with
me. She had it pointed at a man I

didn't know, and he was sitting very
meekly in a chair before her. I'd for-

gotten that there was another guy in

the holdup team.

HELEN greeted me with a glance

and smile. The phonograph had
started playing when the lights came
on, and it was near the end of the sec-

ond movement of the Jupiter Sym-
phony. Helen spoke without taking

her eyes off the man before her.

"Darling, will you hold this pistol

for a while? I'll go make some fresh

coffee. And shouldn't we call the po-
lice or something? We can't just sit

here all night with this man." She
looked a little wan but still game. Sit-

ting down beside her, I showed the re-

volver that I had, explaining what had
gone on in the cellar.

She was very attentive and admir-
ing, but still kept an eye on the man
in the chair.

"Just like Humphrey Bogart!" she

said when I'd finished, and then went
into the kitchen to start the coffee.

When the cops came, Helen let them
in, being a very gracious hostess about
the whole thing. There were a lot of

explanations and questions and con-
fusions before the police went away,
taking our guests ana their loot.

But the thing that gets me is the way
Helen takes the whole business. Like
casually making coffee while we were
waiting for the police. I don't think

the whole affair is any more real to her

than the man turning into a horse,

because I can sense that Helen is

faintly critical of our gangster friends

of that evening. If she'd invented

them, they'd have been much more
vivid and sinister.

She seems to be annoyed at the way
the man in the cellar simply keeled

over with the first tap I gave him, and
the way the man upstairs let her
capture and disarm him with his dead
comrade's gun. I have the feeling

that she's very, very disappointed in

them all.

I also have the feeling that one of

these nights we'll be sitting quietly at

home, and there'll be a ring at the

door. Helen will go and I'll hear her

talking briefly to someone there. She'll

come back with a telegram, and I

know what the telegram will say. It

will be something like this:

ARRIVING EIGHT THIRTY
PM TUESDAY WITH COMMU-
NIST PARROTS. MAKE SUITA-
BLE ARRANGEMENTS. LOVE.
AUNT VANNIE.
And I just wanted to get down the

cold facts of what really has happened
before that comes, because by then I

won't be in any condition to tell about
it rationally.
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TOUCHDOWNS ARE BIG BUSINESS

With his 24-piece all-girl band, the Musical Majorettes, Mickey McBride high-steps up and down the field to the tunes of their own stirring football march*

ARTHUR McBRIDE, known as

Mickey to nearly everybody
L in Cleveland, went into busi-

ness when he was six years old, a small

but prosperous operation involving

the sale of newspapers on a Chicago
street corner and a slightly illegal ac-

tivity in streetcar transfers. That was
fifty-one years ago, and except for

three years when his parents made
him waste his time going to school,

Mickey has been working, mostly for

himself, ever since.

And now look at him—one of the

wealthiest residents of Cleveland,

where he has lived for thirty-four

years. Mickey wears S2(X) suits and
a S600 topcoat, the killer-diller of his

wardrobe, all set off by expensive
shirts and flashy bow ties. In a

pocket, silk-lined, of course, he al-

ways carries a bank statement, which
never lists less than a million dollars

in assets.

Actually, this is only a drop in

Mickey's bucket; he could probably
cash in at around ten millions, and
his fortune is increasing every day.
His holdings include a radio station;

a big orange grove in Florida; a

professional football team, a cham-
pionship outfit, naturally; lots and
buildings in Chicago and Cleveland;
a thousand parcels of real estate in

Florida; a printing company; a $50.-

000 winter home near Miami, and, in

partnership with Dan Sherby, taxicab

companies in Cleveland, Akron and
Canton. And who do you think owns
the automobile agency through which
these companies buy all their cabs'?

Mickey has had the Midas touch for

half a century, but his friends feared

he had lost it some three years ago,

when he ventured into the financial

quicksands of professional football

where many a hopeful promoter has
been sunk without a trace. Until

1940 Mickey had never seen a foot-

ball game and had no interest in it;

about all he knew of the game was
that on a Saturday or Sunday after-

noon 22 men got out on a field and
mauled one another while thousands

of spectators went crazy. Then his

Arthur, now twenty-five, enrollei

Notre Dame, and Mickey was
suaded to journey down to

|

Bend and watch the Fighting

trample some luckless opponent,
He immediately became a fo

enthusiast, and for the next few
followed Notre Dame's footballe:

over the country. But he a!

managed to get back to Clevelaro

the Sunday games of the Clevi

Rams, of the old-established Nat;

Football League, who in genera

not do so well against the powi

Chicago Bears and Green Bay
ers. In 1942, by that time a fool

fanatic, Mickey offered D;
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y McBride banks the

and Coach Paul

l runs it. It's a win-
rombination for the

and Browns who ran

with the 1946 Ali-

en Conference title

|ves, owner of the Rams, $105,-

1 for the team, but Reeves refused
sll. Two years later, his player

ler riddled by the calls of war,
Ives failed to field a team, and
Ikey, with nothing to do on Sun-
1 afternoons but listen to the radio,

|that he had been cheated,

was about that time, in 1944,
Arch Ward, a Chicago sports

)r, began to promote a new pro-
jional football league, the All-

erica Conference. Reeves' team,
tarns, had lost money every year,

Ward and his associates were
winced that with a good team and
Jjer promotion Cleveland could be
jsformed into a good football

lier's for September 27, 1947

town. Ward had several talks with McBride, who
is always on the lookout for a good speculative ven-

ture, and finally Mickey agreed to finance the con-

ference team in Cleveland.

"I'll go in," he said, "but I got to have the best

coach and the best players in the country. And," he
added, "I got to have the best promotion, too."

The really hot man in football coaching circles

then was Paul Brown—he's not so cold now, either,

what with a championship in his first year in the big

time. Brown had made an extraordinary record as

coach at the Massillon, Ohio, High School, and had
duplicated his performance at Ohio State Univer-

sity.

When Mickey went after him to coach the Cleve-

land team in the new league, Brown was a lieutenant

(junior grade) in the Navy, on leave of absence from
Ohio State, at the Great Lakes base near Chicago.
Brown listened to Mickey's proposition, and then
asked two questions: Was McBride really rich? Was
he prepared to dig deep into his bank roll to put
over the new team? McBride answered yes to both
questions, displayed his bank statement, and gave
Brown bank and other references in Cleveland.

And much to everybody's surprise. Brown promptly
went to Cleveland and investigated McBride.
Brown returned to Chicago satisfied that Mickey

really had a lot of money and was willing to spend
it. He had three conferences with McBride and
Arch Ward before they could agree on terms.

Then Brown signed. His contract called for

$25,000 a year, the highest salary ever paid a foot-

ball coach, and 15 per cent of the profits. He was
also to receive $1,000 a month until he got out of

the Navy and actually took charge of the team.
He was assured of complete control of the players,

both on and off the field.

In February of 1946, $14,000 richer, minus in-

come tax, than when he had first met McBride,
Brown got out of the Navy and came to Cleveland.

McBride installed him in offices on the fourth

floor of the Leader Building, where Mickey's other

interests occupy the eighth and tenth floors. Brown
found that McBride had already signed one player,

Herbert Coleman, a center from Notre Dame. He
promptly sold Coleman to the Chicago Rockets,
and so started with a clean slate.

Goodby, Cleveland! Hello, California!

Meanwhile the Cleveland Rams of the National
League had had a successful season in 1945, as far

as actual play was concerned, winning the league

championship in the play-off game. But financially

it was the same old story: In four home games the

Rams had played to only 73,000 spectators, and at

the end of the season the team was more in the red

than ever. Dan Reeves decided that eight losing

seasons were enough, and in the fall of 1946 he
abandoned Cleveland and moved the Rams to Los
Angeles, where they did well.

The withdrawal of the Rams left McBride's team
the only professional outfit in Cleveland, and also

left him with no excuse if he failed to put the team
over. Taking McBride at his word, Brown hired six

assistant coaches and began signing up players at

unheard-of salaries, raiding the draft lists of the

National League to get outstanding stars.

Many of the best players were in the service, and
Brown offered them contracts under which they
received from $100 to $200 a month all the time
they were in the Army or the Navy or the Air Force.

In this manner he signed Otto Graham, the passing

wizard from NorthweM n University, who was on
the draft list of the Deti oit Lions. The Lions, fol-

lowing the example of other National League teams,

had delayed negotiating with Graham until he was
actually available for play.

While Brown was spending huge sums for play-

ers. McBride took over the promotion of the team.
The first item on Mickey's agenda was to get a good
name, and a contest was announced, with a $1,000

bond as first prize. It was won by a sailor who sug-

gested "Panthers." But Brown learned that once
before Cleveland had had a football team called

the Panthers, and that it had been a pretty dismal
aggregation. He rejected the name. Previously he
had refused to let the team be named in his honor,
but now he relented and Mickey handed over an-
other bond to a fan who had suggested the name
"Cleveland Browns."

Before Mickey had finished his campaign, the
Browns were the most terrifically promoted outfit

in the history of sports. He (Continued on page 85J

The two who made the Cleveland Browns, Owner Mickey McBride
and Coach Paul Brown, look the squad over during calisthenics

Marion Motley, Cleveland's star fullback, totes the ball in

what Coach Paul Brown calls his "bread-and-butter trap" play



They sat at my bar and I could
hear every word they said. Every
no-good word. That's what got me

NOTHING OR NOBODY
BY GEORGE ZUCKERMAX

He had an hour to add up the facts of life

PUT the Book away, Father. I

know it's holy and all that,

but you can read it later

—

when they march me into the little

room with the trick chair.

If you don't mind, I'd like to talk

to you because—well, you look like

you could be a good listener. See, I

never had too many chances to talk.

Maybe that's the trouble with my life.

I listened most of the time. I wasn't a

bad listener and 1 think I liked to listen

to interesting things—and people

—

and radio programs. But I never had
much of a chance to talk.

That's it, I think. And when I got

a chance to talk and make somebody
listen—well, it didn't work. No, it

didn't work at all. And thafs why I'm
here, Father, and- I guess that's why
you're here. Well, one thing I'm sorry

about is that you had to get up so
early in the morning. I really am. Me,
I always hated to get up in the morn-
ings. And don't forget I had four
years of the Army. A funny thing, Fa-
ther, I got the Good Conduct Medal
twice. Once I got the Purple Heart. In

France.
But the war had nothing to do with

it. People like to think so. They like

to think because I'm a veteran I got

bats in the belfry and all that. But it

ain't so. Father. It ain't. Matter of

fact, I look back now and think the

best four years of my life were spent

in the Army.
Is that funny. Father? Well, it's just

this. I had a lot of buddies killed and
wounded and sometimes I got sick of
the chow. But I felt like I was do-
ing something—something important.

And—well, it's this, too. I felt a little

bit important myself. Oh, I only got

to be a corporal in the Infantry, but
that was all right because I never got

to be anything else that really counted
in life.

Well, nobody in my family was ever

really important. My old man was a

subway guard. On the IRT. He was
a hard-working guy and maybe he
worked too damned hard. We couldn't

ever say much when he was home.
No noise around the house. He didn't

want no noise around the house when
he was home. We couldn't even play

the radio. We'd eat supper without
saying a word. Then the old man
would take his collection of newspa-
pers. That's right, a collection. About
eight papers every day—papers he'd

pick up in the subway cars. He'd read

(Continued on page 95j
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I New Champion
mat makes a champion?

m the ability to excel the best that competition offers.

Kit's precisely what you can expect . . . and what you get . . .

f»n this new Dodge "Job-Rated" truck in the 1^-ton class.

lis new truck is built like a champion to carry above-average

li is. It's powered like a champion to move above-average loads.

[ e any Dodge truck, it is
"
Job-Rated" throughout to fit its

) , and to stay on the job . . . longer, steadier and with satisfy-

"", ii economy.

h(

,,I rour loads require trucks of this capacity, see your Dodge

ier now for the finest truck investment you've ever made.

only DODGE builds <^^s«;- TRUCKS

YES...BUILT LIKE A CHAMPION
Capacity— 1 5,000 pounds—
chassis, body and payload
allowance. 24,000 pounds—
tractor, trailer and payload

allowance.

Power— 2 36 3/2 cu. -in. 6-cylinder

L-head engine developing 109
horsepower.

Front Axle— 4,000 pounds
capacity; high carbon, drop-
forged steel.

Rear Axle — 12.500 pounds
capacity; full-floating; single

or two-speed.

Frame— Hot-rolled, high car-

bon steel; reinforced with side

plates.

Transmission— Heavy-duty four-

speed.

Clutch— Heavy-duty 11-inch;
permanently lubricated ball

release bearing.

Brakes— Hydraulic internal-
expanding type equipped with

booster; cast-iron brake drums.

Tires— 7.50 x 20—10 ply; dual

rear tires. Optional (at extra

cost) 8.25 x 20—10 ply.

Models — Standard Cab

—

A
wheelbases; Cab-Over-Engine,

3 wheelbases ... all models
available with single or two-

speed rear axles.

DODGER TRUCKS
FIT THE JOB ... LAST LONGER
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F.tKER
IEADERSHIP IN F/NE

WRITING WATERIAIS SINCE 1849

A Brooklyn barkeeper seats his television patrons according to the price of the drinks they order

FIFTY-MILE BLEACHERS
BY EDWARD P. MORGAN

So you wanna see the game, hull? Okay, pull up a chair. Television is be-

coming Big Business, and in, of all places, the corner bar and grill where ar-

dent sport fans, sipping a glass, can watch their baseball or ring star in action

THE other Sunday a loyal citi-

zen of Brooklyn braved Man-
hattan's wilds to root for the

Dodgers in a double-header against

the New York Giants. He sat through
six sweltering hours of baseball and
went home only half happy. His

Flock had won the opener but lost the

nightcap. Furthermore he had missed
the great play of the day, Second
Sacker Ed Stanky's sensational twist-

ing catch of Giant Willard Marshall's

drive deep behind the base line. As
Stanky stretched for the ball, some
uncouth fan reared up in front of the
visitor and totally eclipsed his vision.

Back in Flatbush later the citizen

was bemoaning this unspeakable fact

to another DodgeY fan. "You mean
you missed it?" the latter asked. "You
mean you didn't get the look on
Stanky's face when he nailed that

one? I'll never forget that look."

".What look?" the citizen queried
painfully. "Where wuz you sittin'?"

"In a tavern 20 miles away," came
the smug reply, "with a nice cool glass

of beer in me hand."
In many sport-struck pubs a new

generation of egomaniacs is being
spawned by an invention called tele-

vision. The sun is setting on the day
when the opulent ringside fan can
regale envious stay-at-homes with the

high points of the fight, when the

flamboyant masters of the spoken and
written word can hide their oversights

behind a verdant hedge of adjectives

over the microphone or in the mor-
row's column. "Whaddya mean it

was a left hook that finished Eddie?"
a habitue' of Jeffries' Tavern demands
with newly found authority. "When
that there television camera panned
down close on the ring you could see

the sweat on Eddie's nose. It was
Tony's right hook that did the busi-

ness. You can't tell from nothin'. I

seen it all."

There is a chance, albeit thin, that

this year for the first time baseball bar

fans may be able to see part of the

World Series by television. The ques-

tion of television broadcast rights is

still up in the air at this writing, but
there's been enough progress in net-

work hookups to assure a whopping
big potential audience in the East.

For instance, a game televised in

New York could be rebroadcast (via

radio relay and the wonders of a line

called a coaxial cable capable of

handling television's wide frequency
band) in, say. Washington, Phila-

delphia and Schenectady, all of which
have television stations. But there are

no long-haul relays yet capable of

letting New Yorkers see a game tele-

vised in St. Louis or vice versa. Tele-

vision's normal direct range is limited

to a radius of about 50 miles.

Whatever happens at the World
Series, this television business has
already started the goofiest boom the

country has seen since some Florida

speculator discovered that stucco and

ILLUSTRATED BT DUN ROMAN
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subdivisions spelled money in tb

bank.
Television is the biggest thing that

happened to the bar-and-tavern bin
ness since the free lunch. Often whe
a hot fight or a tight ball game is beit

televised, bewildered but bearruu

publicans have to lock their dooij

against late comers to keep their tef

vision-equipped establishments fn

bursting at the seams. Radio and
juke box have been standard eq

ment. Now comes a flickering scree

to invade the vision as well as tk

hearing of the thirsty patron—ant

apparently, just in time.

The ready cash of the war years w
beginning to evaporate from bars I

elsewhere; then, on top of that, cair

the regular summer slump. But pr<

prietors with television sets notice

the slump was leveling off. even shif

ing into a sales spurt. The worrie

custodian of a corner saloon embe
lished with nothing more appealir.

than a radio, a 20-pIatter juke bo

shuffleboard and a wall decor t

lovely dames, wandered up the stfl|soj(

in search of his missing customer

He found them, stacked three d«
against the mahogany counter thn

doors away, watching the luminoi

image of Joe DiMaggio taking a II that

at one of Bob Feller's specials. A

I

to the merry obbligato of a tinklii

cash register.

In New York in June, a trat

journal called Beverage Media ha.

mill
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7M£ OUTFOR A TAST€ TREAT..

.

Time to stop for a moment and sink your teeth into the luscious

milk chocolate coating of a Milky Way candy bar. Just taste that thick,

milk chocolate . . . the golden layer of smooth, creamy caramel . . . and

(soft chocolate nougat center, richly flavored with real malted milk.

All melt together, in each enjoyable mouthful, to give

that rare taste blend you will find only in a Milky Way.

ien you crave good candy, eat a

Zfe%%
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AMAZE YOURSELF
as our "guest"... with this

CONTRASTING

DEMONSTRATION
on your own car

/
/

OLD BLADE SMIAKS?

like

CUAK-MX CUAKS!

Prove that your WINDSHIELD . .

all others . . . has LOW SPOTS . . .

hard to wipe clearly . . .

. . . using ANYTHING BUT the NEW . . .

Anco clear-flex
WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADE
END VIEW FLEXORS

DEAO-LOCKERt
CAN'T FALL OFF—CANT BLOW OFF

FLEXES TO CLEAR THE LOW SPOTS
Know CLEAR-FLEX ... the first Wiper
Blade to conform fully to all windshield
surface irregularities. Even wipes uni-
formly all types of curved windshields.
Keeps clear those annoying hard-to-reach
low spots common to all FLAT windshield
glass. Clears quickly . . . WITHOUT
HELP . . . blinding road muck . .

slapped against your windshield . . .

from sloppy pavements ... by passing
cars. CLEAR-FLEX already has engineer-
ing approval for original equipment on
coming models of high-grade cars.

COSTS LESS TO USE
CLEAR-FLEX ECONOMY REFILLS quickly
MAKE LIKE NEW ... at your gas pump . . .

when rubber finally becomes worn or
damaged. Holder OUTLASTS your CAR.

YOU WIN THIS WAY
Simply ask your good gas-pump man
. . . next time you buy gas . . .

to install lor you . . . quickly . . .

out on the driver's half of your wind-
shield . . . one ANCO Clear-Flex
Wiper Blade.' Deposit with him only
the regular price . . . printed on its

box. Keep your old Blade . . . it you like.

THE CONTRAST TELLS
Leave untouched the used Blade and Arm
on your OTHER wiper shaft . . . until you
compare it with CLEAR-FLEX performance
... in the next storm! You are delight-
fully amazed ... by CLEAR-FLEX.
Eyestrain . . . jangled nerves . . . FILM
FATIGUE . . . GONE! You enjoy at last
the relaxed comfort . . . and added safety
... of crystal-clear driving vision.

YOUR MONEY BACK QUICKLY
—IF YOU'LL TAKE IT!

If you then are willing to part with your
ANCO Clear-Flex Blade ... the dealer
who put it on for you is authorized by us
to remove it . . . put back your old Blade
. . . and refund pleasantly every cent you
deposited for CLEAR-FLEX. We protect him
in that. Show him this ad. You risk no
money. Get yours today. Try it. Then make
it a PAIR. May save you a costly smashup!

a"co DEAD-LOCKER

WIPER ARM
•—Use CLEAR-FLEX Blade ONLY
with the sturdy ANCO Dead-Locker
Arm . . . already on millions of cars.
ANCO Arm lits quickly any wiper
shaft. Suits any good wiper motor.
Holds Blade true ... at correct
pressure. If not now on your car.
ask serviceman to install a PAIR
quickly for you. More than 250.000
good gas stations and service stores
sell ANCO BETTER Blades and Arms.

Made by the makers of long-famous ANCO
RAIN-MASTERt Blades and Arms . . . origi-
nal equipment for years on DeLuxe models
of high-grade cars. Your dealer knows ANCO.

'Trade Mark He« V. X Pit. Off.
ITrade Mark of—The Anderson Company

THE ANDERSON COMPANY
Established 1919

GARY. INDIANA

pily announced that a survey of bars and
grills with television revealed a 30 to 60
per cent increase in business. One inn-

keeper headily estimated his trade had
quintupled.

The rush was on. In all eight cities

of the U.S. (New York, Schenectady,
Philadelphia, Washington, Detroit, Chi-

cago, St. Louis and Los Angeles) boast-

ing television stations, and in their

environs, bar-and-grill men besieged their

radio dealers for receiving sets. (Balti-

more and Boston stations hope to be on
the air by Christmas if not before.) They
wheedled, cajoled, bullied and threat-

ened for priority on deliveries.

One Friday afternoon a tormented
barman burst into a supply store in

Queens, Long Island, and cornered the

manager. "I've got to have a set now,
today, " he wailed, "or I'm ruined."

There are upward of 50.000 television

sets in the country now. Production in

June, according to the Radio Manufac-
turers Association, was 11,484 receivers,

nearly twice as many as turned out in the

entire year of 1946, but demand still heav-

ily tops supply as television approaches
its first anniversary of commercial
broadcasting.

Bright signs pop up in pub
windows: "See the Game Today."

. . "Fights Here on Television

Tonight." A man in Elizabeth,

New Jersey, had to rip out fix-

tures and build wooden bleachers

around the walls of his place to

accommodate the crowds. An
Italian restaurateur in the Bronx
converted a deserted back room
into a theater. The demand for

extra waitresses and bartenders is

bullish.

Installed "Television Suites"

Hollywood reported television

bars were outdrawing night clubs.

Night clubs ordered sets in self-

defense as a jaundiced cafe so-

ciety shouldered eagerly up to the

twinkling screen. In his El Borra-

cho in Manhattan's stylish East
50s, Proprietor Nicky Quattro-
ciocchi painted a notice on his set

reading: "You're not transparent.

People back of you can't see the

screen. Please don't stand there!

Thank you!"
In the Bowery where ten-

cent slugs are the backbone of

the undercarriage trade, one
barkeep was threatened with a

boycott unless he quit stalling

and got a television machine.
Big hotels like New York's

Pennsylvania and New Yorker
have installed special "television

suites" calculated to attract trav-

elers from hinterlands still beyond tele-

vision's range.

All over the U.S.A. the scramble has
mounted for bigger and better contrap-
tions. Inventive taproom tycoons used
mirrors to enlarge the screen pictures

and multiply the visible surfaces. In at

least one bar a system of magnifying
glasses was employed.
An upstart company, the United

States Television Manufacturing Cor-
poration, headed by an ex-Marine major
named Hamilton Hoge, threatened to

give the big manufacturers a run for

their money with a giant projector-prin-

ciple set sporting "the world's largest

screen." (On most sets you see the image
directly from a tube; the UST picture is

enlarged to more than 3+ square feet by
reflectors.) In September, 1946, UST's
sales, which are mostly to bars, hotels

and restaurants, totaled $11,487.50. In
June, 1947, they had soared more than
20 times to $253,258.29.

The bonanza has had its blighted

spots: Customers love to fiddle with the

knobs on the sets, trying to get it into

sharper focus or change the scene. This
invites breakdowns. Some new models

conceal the dials behind sliding doors to

discourage such fiddling.

Recently the Wall Street Journal
viewed with alarm the fact that some
financial-district bartenders were so hyp-
notized by the action on the screen that

parched clients all but perished of thirst.

A new knothole brotherhood has
sprung up, changing venue from the ball-

park fence to the sidewalk outside a

crowded cocktail lounge from where the

membership peers through Venetian
blinds and revolving doors at the tele-

vised drama inside. Barmen have been
plagued by small boys attempting to

gate-crash the sport features, but minors
are conscientiously shooed away. And
of course the inevitable happened—on
the Eighth Avenue fringe of New York's
Hell's Kitchen, a righteously wroth fan
hurled a bottle at a screen in belligerent

veto of an umpire's decision.

Some of the worst complications in-

volve the deadhead or free-loading sec-

tion of the public. "Have you noticed
the new-type television bar-fly?" a reader
wrote bitterly to the New York Daily
News, the other day. "He hogs the bar,

in
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To insure ample perspiration and a
perpetual thirst the heat was upped

one hand clutched around a glass of

beer, never buying anything more expen-
sive, and there he parks, through fights,

ball games, etc., etc. . . . while people
who want to enjoy a few drinks and act

like decent spenders have to occupy ta-

bles . .
."

This problem has been attacked by
various methods with varying success. A
man in Orange, New Jersey, keeps his

joint stoked to a temperature designed

to insure ample perspiration and a per-

petual thirst. In Brooklyn, an alert bar-

keeper placed chairs facing his television

set in well-spaced rows. The front row
is reserved for Scotch drinkers, the

second row for the bourbon, rye and
blend trade, third row for devotees of the

grape, the last row and standing room
for the ordinary or beer-drinking fares.

At last reports he was doing nicely.

Another fellow in uptown Manhattan
nailed a sign on the wall of his television

salon setting a "$2.00 minimum, per per-

son," and jacked up the price of bottled

beer from two bits to 35 cents. He doesn't

attempt to enforce the minimum, but
the sign discourages the insincere and the

regulars haven't kicked much over the

inflated beer price, figuring, apparent!
that it's still a pretty cheap way to ket
up with the Yanks or their favorite rir

star. In a Third Avenue rendezvoi
just off Forty-second Street, they su
pended sale of draft beer entirely whi
television shows were on. in favor of tl

bottles, but competition forced them I

quit it.

Many members of the trade, howeve
bridle at such alleged profiteering,

eluding big John Daly, ex-president i

the New York State Restaurant at
Liquor Dealers Association. "Cheate
like that should be run out of busineai
Daly says with Irish temper. Him*
a tavernkeeper for 40 years, he fears su<

abuses will play into the hands offct110

prohibitionists. He thinks television

here to stay and has invested in it hims*
but he's warned his colleagues that il

no panacea for the bar business. "In
few years it will be as common as r;

and we'll be right back where
started," he has observed.

Public eateries and drinkeries are byi
means the only places where television

drawing crowds. Churches, schools ai

clubs are getting sets. Loi
Branch, New Jersey, businessm
purchased 10 receivers for yo|
centers so kids could have as got

a look at ball games as their (

thers get in bars. Fifty-five PbJO

delphia firehouses are installii

sets for neighborhood childre

and, incidentally, for the firetn

themselves between alarms. 1
ceivers are boons to veterans ai

other shut-ins in hospitals wi

otherwise might never see an oi

side spectacle. Even several co

vents are now wired for sight

well as sound.
Individual taxpayers, yean

for their own sets, have o\t

ously been bucking stiff ca
petition, but if they have
short on patience they have
long on ingenuity.

Sets Furnished

Several months ago a docl

called up one of RCA's televisic

supply men in New York, a m
named Conrad R. Odden, and i

pealed for a receiver for a patu
who was confined to her hoi

with a severe nervous disord

When the doctor explained the .

,

strument might get her mind i

her ills, Odden managed to se]

one out to the lady right awi

Somehow the word got arou

and now Odden's mail is loarL

with doctors' certificates frc"

rheumatics, arthritics, wool],

with child and a sprinkling

hastily self-convinced hypochondrial
all of whom emphasize that they nd
television as urgently as medicine, pun
on compassionate grounds. <y

Odden, a 44-year-old ex-Norwegi^
aviator, who is so busy now with orAl"

and repairs that he doesn't have time!

get his hair cut, tries hard to give l|

legitimate cases first call as fast as 1}

equipment is available. A woman call

|

him up one day and announced she b

a complicated and confining pregnar

and would he deliver a receiver plea

"Madam," Odden said politely. "I

sure it would help you while away
time, but how do I know you ar

kidding me?"
"Send your men along," she repli

"and let them see for themselves.''

got the set.

Even discounting the novelty atl

tion of anything new, the boom
proved that television is shooting out

short pants into a vigorous adolescen

Producers are still worried over the I

mendous cost of studio productions,

be seen as well as heard, a soap op

would involve expenditures calculated

repel the most extravagant sponsor. 1

Collier's for September 27, 1*
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people can ride easily in deep wide seats

with plenty of head room and leg room lor all.

And what spirit! Mercury is alive with

power, eager to go wherever yon wish. Yon

drive without effort it's so easy to handle.

renrv is as stimulating as a crisp autumn

. . and just as full of pep!

yled to perfection—with a distinguished

rtness, flowing low-slung lines and a

y modern look— it makes yon want to be

e sitting behind the wheel. Lounge back

lose restful seats . . . stretch out your

and relax — here's real comfort! Six

More responsive to the wheel, accelerator and brake!

holds the road so beautifully, you just want

to keep on driving! Moreover, Mercury gives

you more pleasure per dollar: lower cost

mileage and more economy of operation in

every respect. Mercury has a perfection and

Easier to handle—more fun to drive!

reliability born of decades of automobile

designing and engineering. See it, compare

it, drive it. You'll agree, in style, comfort,

economy and thorough satisfaction. Mercury

gives yo it more of everything you want!

M E RC U R Y — Dl VI SIO N OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY

/*f0tO OF EVSRYTHtNG- YOU WANT

WtTH
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that the beautiful modern

air-conditioned ice refrig-

erator gives foods the three

essentials of complete,

scientific food protection

— constant cold, proper

moisture and clean-washed

air? No breakdowns, no

noise, no defrosting—and

you always have pure,

crystal-clear ice on hand

for every cooling need. In-

expensive to buy . . . and

economical to use!

Before you buy any refrigera-

tor be sure to see the beautiful

new post-war lee Refriger-

ator. Just get in touch with

your local Ice Company.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES

1706 L Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

sports and current events are, relatively,

cheap to televise because they're there,

ready-made and they will undoubtedly
provide the main attractions of this new
medium for a long time. Makers of razor

blades, automobiles and breakfast foods
are already subsidizing sports telecasts.

In Chicago and St. Louis, a total of four
breweries has won the hearts of tav-

ern men by sponsoring on television

everything from harness racing to wres-

tling.

"Sports will be to television what
music was to radio," is the prediction of
General John Reed Kilpatrick, president

of Madison Square Garden. He looks

forward with pardonable fervor to the

day when Joe Louis and his successors, if

any, will defend the heavyweight title be-

fore a "ringside" crowd of millions. They
will view the bout on giant screens in

special theaters all over the country, after

such details as box-office percentages
have been worked out with the pro-
moters.

But what, in that event, will television

do to sports? The question has ignited

a major furor which most fans, busy
with their beer and barside seats, have
thus far overlooked.

Baseball Commissioner "Happy"
Chandler's attitude has been to "wait and
see" what television may mean to base-

ball. At least one broadcaster has
approached him on the possibility of
televising the coming World Series if one
New York club is a contender, but, at this

writing, no commitments had been made
to anybody. If the classic develops into

a subway siege between the Yanks and
Brooklyn, all three New York television

stations will press hard to get in on it.

The key to Chandler's consent in that

event would be held, interestingly

enough, by the Mutual Broadcasting
System, which won't have a television

outlet until sometime in 1948. Mutual
and the Gillette Safety Razor Company
have the radio-broadcasting rights to the

Series through 1951, and Mutual has first

refusal of television rights. Mutual offi-

cials have said in private they would
definitely not object to the '47 Series

being televised; if they were asked they
would probably recommend the assign-

ment go, in New York, not to CBS or

NBC but to WABD, operated by the

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, In-

corporated, which makes television

equipment.

New Source of Revenue

Baseball magnates are both intrigued

and puzzled by the potentialities of tele-

vision. They smell fresh revenue. A
good major-league ball club now realizes

upward of $50,000 a season from radio

and as television takes hold it will be an-

other source of income although some of

it will undoubtedly be at the expense of
the radio account. "We probably can't

expect to carry water on both shoulders,"

one National League official said. But
what about gate receipts? It has been
conjectured that fans prefer to watch a

major-league game on television rather

than a minor-league team on its home
grounds and that this, in part, explains

the box-office slump of the Newark
Bears this season.

This might conceivably be classified

as an invasion of a baseball club's "terri-

torial rights" which are protected now in

radio broadcasting by a complicated
code. Under the rules, a Boston station,

for instance, could not air a New York
game without permission of the local

Boston teams. There is no such code for

television yet. President Ford Frick of

the National League is chairman of a

four-man committee studying the prob-
lem in that circuit and due to come up
with recommendations in December.
The American League is doing similar

research through the major leagues'

executive council.

Screwily enough, television may

eventually cause the disappearance of
billboards from ball parks. Last fall

when the Ford Motor Company bought
the CBS telecast of the Dodgers pro foot-

ball games from Brooklyn, the agency
handling the account ordered the score-

board kept off the screen—because it

carried an ad for a watch competing with

a timepiece made by another of the

agency's clients. Herbert Bayard Swope,
Jr., red-haired young director of CBS
sports telecasts, got that one overruled.

In this case it was the agency, not the

sponsor, which betrayed the hypersensi-

tivity, but wherever possible the tele-

vision cameras now avoid backgrounds
extolling goods rivaling the sponsor's
products.

What might be called the "Gee whiz"
and "Wish you were here, friends,"

schools of sports announcing—and
writing—are bound to be toned down
too, in future, because television fans

will indeed be there in all but the flesh,

to see for themselves.

Although television may affect the

gate at an individual event, many experts

think it will stimulate sports attendance

in the long haul, just as radio has done.
Some pugilists and promoters, whose
livelihood is ordinarily geared to gate

percentages, have been peeved over ex-

clusion from the television kitty. Some
fighters are said to object to changing the

color of their trunks so they can be more
readily identified. (Black and purple,

standard shades for boxers, are indis-

tinguishable over television.)

General Kilpatrick, whose Garden en-

courages the televising of every event

possible from the circus to a dog show,
reacts to these minority protests some-
thing like this: Television revenue per-

mits payment of higher percentages than
fighters would otherwise get, and if

they're any good on the screen they'll

eventually attract a following to

money seats anyway.
To pessimists, Harry Markson,

moter Mike Jacobs' press agent, lik

tell the following stock but avowal
veracious story: "Friend of mine in Fl

bush, a real-estate dealer, used to kid 1

pants off me, saying fights were no got

that he'd never seen one in his life a

never would. Then his old man bout

a television set and this guy sees his 6

bout. Since then, he's been to the Garc >

five times this summer."

Favorable Tax Ruling

Just as television bar-flies were beg

ning to hatch in potentially lucrat

numbers some months ago, both thett

vision industry and the bar-and-grill n
contracted heart disease over the thrifc

ened possibility that maintenance of H
ceivers in public places rendered salt

liable to the 20 per cent federal ami
ment tax. Late in March, howc'
after vigorous representations fr

the Television Broadcasters Associati

Incorporated, Joseph Nunan, coma
sioner of internal revenue, ruled ti

vision sets were outside the amusem
tax classification provided their use i

not coupled with other entertainm
Undaunted by this decision the Penn
vania Liquor Control Board recently

dered liquor licensees showing televii

to pay an annual fee of $120, and t

parlors were similarly assessed $60.

The television boom continues on
wings of science. If you haven't s

Hilda Chester, fanatical Dodgers fan,

tertain at Ebbets Field with klaj

cowbells and sheet inscribed "HIL
IS HERE," be patient. National
vision hookups, and her appi

thereon, are only a matter of time.

The End

8

COLLIER'S

"Since you've become sophisticated I can't tell

whether or not you're having a good time" JOHN »•

Collier's for September 27,
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//We can expect a stampede any minute
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Wondering about the big rush Calvert's getting these days? The reasons

are worth knowing: Calvert is agreeably light whiskey. A gentle

blend for 'gentlemen! And luxuriously mellow. . .

richly satisfying in highball, cocktail or neat.

Try Calvert . . . and you'll say it, too . . . l

1

Clea r
*j. \ ^ Heads Choose Calvert

Calvert
BLENDED WHISKIES

Cy&w^ or ^S/?ec€a£-
oice Blended Whiskies. 86.8 Proof. Calvert "Reserve"- 65% Grain Neutral Spirits ... Calvert "Special"- 72'/;% Grain Neutral Spirits. Calvert Distillers Corp.. N. Y. C.
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there's & choice
If you're about to buy a radio or radio-phonograph, you don't have to take what you can

get any more. You can choose again on the basis of quality and reputation. Every 1948 Philco

keeps faith with the standards which have made its name famous for quality the world over. When

you buy, let Philco quality be your guide . . . accept nothing less and pay no more !
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Amdzin^ new w&y

topl&r records/
-i

Only $129 95 *

A New Kind of Radio- Phonograph

Yes, sensational value! A radio-phonograph combina-

tion in a stunning mahogany console with Philco's fa-

mous quick, easy way to play records. Powerful, sensi-

tive radio reception. Rich tone on radio and records.

See the Philco 1 260— a triumph of quality and value!
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Smart as the

Newest Fashion Z. /

The new style leader in compact

radios! Fresh, modern, smart. Qual-

ity features for superb tone and per-

formance. See the new Philco 230.

The Champion __„
$ Q "T50

of Table Radios >3/

For the plus that Philco research gives

you in a small radio, see the new 460-1.

Amazing sensitivity, power and tone;

ivory plastic cabinet of unique design.

A Quality Automatic,

Today's GreatestValue

!

For true, lasting satisfaction in a table radio-

phonograph at the lowest possible price, see

the new Philco 1253. Automatic changer, power-

ful radio full-bodied tone... a sensation!

Yes, Philco Quality

at this Low Price !

In a compact radio, above all, be

sure of the quality promised by

the Philco name! Hear it. look for

it in the great Philco 200. even

to the vital "Underwriter's" label.

Now, a

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
with Philco's new, easy

way to play records $^Q°5

The young folks' dream! A phonograph you
carry anywhere; no fussing with lids,

needles, tone arms. Philco 1200... slide in

any record and it plays automatically!

awiot/d && *Phc« slightly higher Denver and West.
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Never has a man's watchband achieved the beauty and

smartness of the new Speidel GOLDEN KNIGHT . . . inspired

by the decorative armor worn by chivalrous knights! With

its exclusive Speidel SMOOTH ACTION, it is causing men
everywhere to discard old-fashioned bands to give their

watches the gleaming luxury of GOLDEN KNICHT. Wear it

yourself or give it as a gift . . . it's the he-male watchband!

COHrltlCMT 1947 »v SPCIDCL COUP

SPEIDEL CORPORATION
At Better Jewelers Everywhere

78 SHIP STREET • PROVIDENCE

OUT OF THIS WORLD
Continued from page 17
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who has hit his fingernail with a ham-
mer, he made whipping motions with his

forearms. This, I learned later, was to

start the flow of healing power through
his hands. He indicated with a nod that

I was to take the first treatment and I

moved to the chair in front of the class.

"Just relax," he said, continuing his

preparations. "That's right . . . lean back.

Folks wonder sometimes why we insist

so much on relaxation . . . they forget

what the healer has to go through with
that flow of power. Backs up.on me if

you don't receive it—yes, sir, makes me
feel like I'm going to explode with it!

Faith, that's all we ask . . . the mind and
body open to receive the great flow. And
oh, the happiness of it . . .

!"

I felt no happiness as Mr. Evans stood
beside my chair and placed his right

palm against my forehead, the left palm
against the back of my head. He stood
there pressing gently for a full minute
while I wondered what I was supposed
to do. Then he said:

"Celia is here, standing beside us.

Have you anyone in the spirit world by
that name?" I said no. "The name is

Cecile—Sister Cecile. She is a beautiful

girl, a Catholic nun, and she says she
knows you." I said I didn't remember
ever having known her. "It will come
to you," said Mr. Evans, removing his

hands and snapping his fingers.

Suddenly he stood bent over me with
one hand on my stomach and one hand
on my spine. In this position, his fore-

arms and elbows were pressed tightly

against my chest and back. Perhaps I

jumped a little for he interrupted his

talk to the ladies to tell me: "There's
always a slight jolt when the connection
is made. Now do you feel it?" It took
a while to think of an answer, but I said,

"I feel something."
Using his hands like two electrodes,

Mr. Evans had shifted their position

several times to expose my insides

thoroughly to the rays. Now Mr. Evans
snapped his fingers harder than before

and moved over to the platform table

where he had left two small piles of
folded paper napkins, one stack violet,

the other stack pink. He began wiping
his palms very carefully, like a boxer
after a good warmup round. As I went
back to my original seat, he threw away
the crumpled pink napkin and completed
the job of rubbing his hands with a

purple one. This was repeated after

each treatment.

The stout woman was next. While Mr.

Evans was treating her another J

asked him if treatments could be carrij

on at a distance. She explained she liv

in Columbus, Ohio.
"Oh, my, yes," said Mr. Evans, w

said his winter residence is in St. Pete

burg, Florida. From there he treaj

patients all over the United States

all, he laughed, distance meant no
in the spirit realm where communica
was direct and instantaneous,

leave me your name and address,

write me any time. If it's anything r

serious, then, of course, I'll come to

astrally. We do this in all emergen'
Simply slip out of our physical boi

wrap our mental bodies in an astral

stance, and come directly to your
side." Later I learned Mr. Evans
only one of many healers who
their astral rounds. Fees are gener;

paid as "love offerings" by the patient

Each Got Same Treatment

All the ladies got the -same gener

treatment plus special attention to tblftj

particular ailments, which included i .

somnia, lumbago, eye trouble, ai

stomach and heart conditions. The tbi i

and the youngest lady—about 35,
!

judged—had a stronger reaction than t

others and went into what appeared
be a trance. Mr. Evans simply left h The

sitting there, handed down another ch.

from the platform and started the atklm
treatment. The younger woman rose a -.

went back to her seat, looking very pa-.:

Mr. Evans addressed the younj
woman with sympathetic understandir^oira

"You've had mediumship, of course. J
E\e -v.

thought so." The lady said yes. seveirn .,.

times, beginning only a few months mo ceil

This time, she said, she heard voices a

saw the spirits more distinctly than e\

before. "Yes, I felt it coming on yoi

said Mr. Evans. Then he asked her

stand beside him while he continued
]

treatment of the other lady and wat*i! the

his hands.
"Describe, if you see it, the color of IJBli

rays coming out of my hands," he t(

her, leaving a gap of about two incl

between his hand and the abdomen of

patient. There was silence for a f

seconds. Then the woman said, "Yes

see it. It is pale orchid. Now it 1

turned to light blue. Now it is greet

a very light green." I was watchi

carefully but I saw no rays of any col,

"Thank you," Mr. Evans told her

dismissal, and she retired to her ch:

"Greer

)( on

iorter

alien!

i .ere t

tlv

'

I".

dv Pre
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Jagiif
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Well, if he does grow up to be President, I, for one, certainly

hope he does something about corporate invested security taxes"

JOHN MILLI

R. I. Collier's for September 27, ifa
*i k
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.' 'I'm a busy man, Mr. Ferris—suppose you tell me what I

can do with that lousy job of yours and get it over with"

COLLIER'S JOHN NORMENT

lit

Color is very important in this work,"

ie told the others matter-of-factly.

Green, as you may know, is the color

f time—the lighter the green, the

lorter the time." Then, addressing his

atient: "This means a speedy recovery.
r

ou will sleep very well tonight."

The lady who sat beside me was the

st to have her treatment, and when she

turned to her seat, she whispered to

ie, "My eyes, oh, they're ever so much
tter. It's wonderful." The bell had
jng the hour 10 minutes ago, and now a

|
oman's voice called from the entrance.

Everybody's supposed to be out of here

y two o'clock. That's to give you time

get to the auditorium at two-thirty."

Sister Cecile and the spirits which had
jpeared to one of Mr. Evans' patients

ere the first spirit manifestations I en-

untered at Lily Dale. But the rest of

e day and evening were full of them.

t the auditorium service, for instance,

rough the medium of Mr. Hubert
'Malley, at least 30 spirits managed to

t their messages across to persons

ong the audience of about 500.

The first hour was similar to that of

y Protestant church service—hymns,
ayers, solos by a vocalist, and a sermon
) a guest speaker, Miss Mabel Barnes,

Michigan. Mr. O'Malley followed

iss Barnes to the pulpit. He was a short,

mpact man with a large head and a

rassed, squirrel-like face. He spoke in

series of sharp, staccato utterances,

inctuated by a hacking cough. "Today
: shall hear from the living—not from
e dead. It is we who are the dead
les . .

." The audience laughed appre-

h itively.

As if suddenly touched on the shoul-

r, Mr. O'Malley wheeled around,

»>bbed his head up and down several

nes and exchanged words with persons

visible to me. "They're always so

patient," he explained to the audience.

j one laughed.

If you've ever watched monologuists
e Cornelia Otis Skinner or Ruth
aper, you know how an accomplished
;or, sitting alone on a straight-backed

air, can populate a bare stage with real

h-and-blood characters. Mr. O'Mal-
's pantomime was not quite so success-

in materializing the spirits present on
stage. Apart from this pantomime,

r. O'Malley's performance differed

le from the standard pattern followed
the dozen or so other mediums I

•tched after him. The delivery, always
Ipid-fire and intense, is more like the

Ictioneer than the seer.

'I want to get in touch, in very close

Ipport, with you," the medium starts

It, pointing out a member of the audi-

i:e. "That's right ... the lady in the

red hat. Will you listen very carefully,

please, try to concentrate. . . . Mary is

here. She is asking for you. She is

a very lovely girl, and she is carrying a

little baby in her arms. *She calls the

baby—what is it again? Dolly, is it?

Yes, that's right. The baby's name is

Dolly. Do you know Mary and the little

baby girl she calls Dolly?"
The woman in the red hat fingers her

handkerchief and says, "Mary was my
young sister. She died soon after her

baby . .
."

"Well, they're right here beside me
now, and Mary wants me to say they are

happy—very, very happy. She wants
you to be happy too . . . and she tells me
you have been worried lately . . . you
have a problem . . . about your son, she

says, your oldest boy. Is that right?"

"That's right," says the woman in the

red hat.

"Well, Mary tells you not to worry
about him. She says Tommy is young
and he will grow out of it. Do you under-

stand?"
This kind of spirit message, more

specific than most but otherwise typical,

can sound impressive until you consider

the essential information it contains:

The woman in the red hat is a woman
who worries about her son; her younger
sister died in childbirth. I heard no
medium mention any details about a de-

parted spirit that couldn't have been
picked up by hearsay or rocking-chair

acquaintance.

Settings of Majestic Beauty

The best place to study the mechanics
of spirit reading is probably "the Stump
Meetings" which take place every morn-
ing and late afternoon in a grassy

clearing deep inside a forest of towering

pines—a setting of majestic beauty. This,

you soon gather, is a kind of training

school or amateur hour for young and
inexperienced mediums or those who still

lack a particular following of their own.
The exception here during the after-

noon session was Miss Betty Possehl, the

chairman, master of ceremonies, and
herself one of Lily Dale's youngest and
prettiest mediums. Miss Possehl de-

livered her spirit messages with great

animation and a fetching Scottish accent.

But none of the others who trotted

briskly up front as she called their names
could match her.

One medium, an attractive Brooklyn
girl in her early twenties, got stuck com-
pletely after seeing only two spirits

named "Ann" and "Annie," respectively,

neither of whom seemed to have any
particular messages for anyone present.

As she walked back to her seat, blushing
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red, Miss Possehl called after her en-

couragingly, "It's all right, Alice. Your
timing's fine. Just brush up the delivery,

that's all."

The greatest attraction for visitors and
the shrine of spiritualists everywhere is

the Fox Cottage, a modest farmhouse
which was moved to Lily Dale some 30
years ago from its original site in the
village of Hydesville, 30 miles from
Rochester. Here, just a hundred years
ago come next March 31st, the youngest
daughters of John and Margaret Fox

—

eight-year-old Margaret and Kate, six

and a half—first translated the raps that

were heard around the world and which
led to the foundation of the Spiritualist

Church. Unsympathetic historians since

then have seldom failed to note that the

birth of spiritualism coincides with All

Fools' Day's eve.

The two girls set up what was accepted
as communication with the ghost of a

peddler who, local legend said, had been
murdered in the house. The ghost, it

seemed, answered questions by rapping
on the wall—or somewhere—and once
contact was established, it was easy to set

up a code for messages. Shortly there-

after the Foxes pulled up stakes and
Katie and Margaret were taken to

Rochester to live with their married
sister, Leah Fox Fish.

When the strong-willed, managerial
Leah entered the picture, the children

suddenly discovered they, could converse
with almost anyone, including friends

and relatives of visitors who started

pouring into the house for "sittings" at

50 cents a head. This was front-page
news, and the press of the world broke
out in a rash of articles about the

"Rochester Rappings."

On to New York City

In due time Leah packed up her prize

performers and moved off to New York
City to ride the wave of popular interest

that swept over the country. Not one to

shoot her bolt on unseemly commercial-
ism, Leah formed a spiritualistic society,

studded it with many of the "big names"
of the time, and introduced much of the

religious atmosphere such as the singing

of hymns and the reciting of familiar

prayers, which are found in the present

Spiritualist Church. The theology was
developed later by Andrew Jackson
Davis, a Poughkeepsie, New York, tailor.

"Will I get the new refrigerator my
husband has promised me to order?" The
woman in the gray tailored suit asked it

in a low, earnest voice and hardly fin-

ished speaking before the answer was
plainly audible—3 firm raps. In the Fox
Cottage, that means "yes." The woman
beamed. "My old one's so small," she

explained happily to the host and
medium, Miss Flo Cottrell of Holland,
New York, who makes the Fox Cottage
her summer home. "He was very definite

about it too," said Miss Cottrell with a

smile of sweet serenity that never once
left her face during the hour I spent in

the pleasant little house. .

From 10 to 12 noon and from 4 to 6

p.m.—hours dictated by her spirit teacher

—Miss Cottrell receives visitors, and
you're welcome to inspect all the rooms
except one occupied by her and her aged
mother. After you've seen everything

—

some old guns, ironware, spirit paintings

of Indians, and bric-a-brac—Miss Cot-
trell suggests you might rest a while, if

you wish, on the folding chairs which
occupy the center of the living room and
ask any questions that occur to you.

One rap means "no," two, "don't
know" or "uncertain," three, "yes," four,

"ask questions," five, "greetings." When-
ever a new visitor wandered in, the 5

raps sounded distinctly. Between ques-
tions. Miss Cottrell recounts briefly how
the Fox sisters first discovered they could

speak with the murdered peddler. The
rapping you hear now is by Miss Cot-
trell's own spirit "teacher," who ap-

peared to her when she was nine. She
was playing at table tipping just for fun
with an aunt and uncle when he appeared
to her, introduced himself as "Uncle
Ike," and gave her the code they have
followed ever since.

"Fred is here," Miss Cottrell an-
nounced in the same tone you might use
to say, "Pass the salt." Her eyes swept
calmly over the handful of guests and
settled on a young woman who'd come
in with her husband. They were a healthy
young couple who looked as if they both
worked much out of doors. The wife
gave her husband a frightened, appealing
look, and it seemed to me he blushed
under his sunburn.

"Yes, I knew Fred," the young woman
said. "He was—an old friend of ours."

Miss Cottrell went on smiling sweetly.

"Well, he says he is very happy for you,
and never to regret the way it turned
out."

"Is Clara getting better or worse?" The
woman who asked this sounded as if

she'd been holding it in for a long time.

There was no answering rap.

"Perhaps you'd better ask him the
question another way," Miss Cottrell

suggested.

The woman asked, "Will Clara get

spiritualism "from its very foundation!
Margaret was interviewed later an
quoted as backing her sister, say^
"Spiritualism is a humbug from bej

ning to end."

Then, to a capacity audience in

New York Academy of Music, K
erine demonstrated how the raps
been produced by snapping the joints

her big toe against a sounding boi

built into her shoes. She also produi
rapping by moving the knee joints

the first rappings in Fox Cottage,
said, came from another source.
"My sister Margaret and myself

very young children when this hor
deception began. We were very tM
chievous children and we wanted t

terrify our dear mother, who was a v«.

gooa woman and easily frightened. /
night when we were in bed, we used I

tie an apple to a string and move it u

and down, causing the apple to bump o
the floor . .

."

It was in Rochester, said Katherin
that they learned to snap their toe joint

and Leah was aware of the deception.
The "confession" was good box oflk

for a few months, then interest dried u

and Katherine was again at the end c

her rope. Presently she was back in bus

COLLIER'S "George! It's . . . It's beautiful!" vmsiL rAKtcH

well?" Two raps—meaning "Don't
know" or "Uncertain"—sounded from
wall or floor near Miss Cottrell. "Is she

getting any good out of those treatments

they're giving her at the hospital?" The
answer was a single rap

—
"No."

Presently, Miss Cottrell moved to an-

other chair near the stairway, and sub-

sequent rap responses were heard from
that part of the room. "They follow me
everywhere," she said. Here, I thought,

is a woman who has never had a mo-
ment's privacy since the age of nine.

But about the original rappings heard

a hundred years ago in this same house,

the Fox sisters themselves are perhaps
the best authorities. After their first

highly profitable demonstrations in New
York and a triumphant tour of the coun-
try, the going got tough. Partly it was
the scientific investigations, partly op-

position from well-established churches,

but mostly competition from a growing
horde of mediums.

But forty years after they brought
spiritualism into the world, the Fox
sisters made headlines once more. Mar-
garet, a widow, barely managed to sup-

port her two children by taking in

"sitters." Katherine, who had given up
spiritualism at seventeen to marry the

arctic explorer. Dr. Elija Kent Kane,
went back to it after his untimely death
a few months later, and was having
trouble making ends meet in London.

Returning to this country. Katherine
told reporters she intended to expose

ness as a medium, retracting her co

fession and laying it to financial hardsh
and evil influences.

But by then nobody cared, least of

;

the other more successful mediums wl

discovered that the added publici

didn't hurt the movement a bit.

"Exposures" have been made time ai

again, but nobody does a more thoroui

job of it than the mediums themselvc

The Psychic Observer is itself a traves

on the movement with its fabulous "spii

news" columns and its advertisements
"Love Healers," "Psychic Artists," ai

for the trade, of "baby- student- at!

professional-size aluminum trumpets

"luminous bands," and "lasting quali

luminous paint."

To outsiders, almost everythii

claimed or promised for spiritualis

sounds like a cruel burlesque of thi

followers' credulity. Yet it would
less than fair to accuse its proponents

deceiving anyone. They give only wb

is asked. And what their followers a

is apparently something they have n

found elsewhere: relief from anxie

about life, from fear of death and abo

all from loneliness. To reduce th<

solace to a trick in the dark is like rede

ing the glow you feel on New Year's E

to 5 or 10 ounces of grain alcohol.

Next week Jule Mannix will take

where Mr. Lagernann left off and t

you where you can buy a good inexpe

sive phantom. Read Ghosts for Si
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Drive refreshed . . . Have a Coca-Cola

^A happy custom belongs out on the highway your legs, have a Coke from the familiar red

when you stop for gas and oil. It is part of cooler, and you're on your way—refreshed.

the pleasure of motoring,

—

the pause that

refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola. You stretch

W
,

*

Listen to The Pause That Refreshes On The Air

with Percy Faith and the Coca-Cola Orchestra

Sundays 6:30 P.M. EDT Columbia Network.

Askjor it either way . . . both

trade-marks mean the same thing.

COPYRIGHT 1947, THE COCA-COLA COMPAN
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DRAWINGS BY ALWIN RIGG (DONALD DESKEY ASSOCIATES)

HOUSES READY-MADE
BY RUTH BUGBEE

Prefabrication, once off to a bad start, is beginning to find its

rightful place in housing. Here are some pace-setting examples

MR. DONALD DESKEY,
designer of the prefabri-

cated houses pictured here,

is not one to be easily daunted. "I

think the marketability of prefabri-

cated houses has been far overesti-

mated," he says cheerfully, explaining

why, in his opinion, prefabs are not
blossoming overnight and by the tens

of predicted thousands to solve the

housing shortage. Nevertheless, he is

convinced there is a sound and grow-
ing market for prefabricated houses
of good design, that can be varied to

meet individual need. That's why he
is in the business.

Marketability is a specialty of Mr.
Deskey's. He is an industrial designer.

As such, it is his job to develop and
improve products to sell successfully

against competition. In twenty years

of industrial designing, he has worked
in fifty different fields, putting the

Midas touch on such diverse items as

billiard tables, fountain pens, radios,

lamps, pianos, boats, stoves, plumbing
and heating equipment, for fifty-some

companies, a list of whose names
would read like a Who's Who of

American industry. For ten of these

years he has been concerned also with

houses, and he is the first industrial

designer to produce a prefabricated

house. For this he is his own client,

as president of Shelter Industries.

For years there have been going

Sportshacks (plus garages and terraces) achieve privacy even in close grouping

Collier's for September 27, 1947

concerns in this field. Many large

corporations and research founda-
tions have done extensive work on
prefabrication. So have government
agencies. Still no abundance of pre-

fabs on the landscape.

None of this troubles Deskey. He
is accustomed to competing with spe-

cialists on their own ground, and de-

signing to sell. Assembling his own
smart group of specialists, including

architects, engineers, production-line

experts and the like, he has put on the

market to date two kinds of prefabri-

cated houses. The first is a week-end
house called Sportshack, designed in

prewar years and to be produced
again as soon as housing restrictions

are oft. The second is a G.I. version

to suit last year's housing program.
Now he has half a dozen variations

of this house on his design boards.

He started first with the material of

which a house should be made. "Steel

and aluminum lend themselves well to

mass production," he says, "but will

the public accept them?" He thinks

not yet. Also, steel houses have not
previously been processed satisfacto-

rily against rust. Some manufacturers
are now trying enamel coatings. Des-
key's own answer to the problem of
materials is plywood.
"Wood itself," he says, "is an eco-

nomical, flexible, durable material
with character, and with popular ap-
peal. Wooden houses have stood well
for over two hundred years. The de-
velopment of plywood has added to
the desirability of wood as a struc-

tural material as well as one for
enclosure. It is engineered wood,
eliminating all danger of warping and
shrinking. It is light, but strong. It is

Two Sportshacks combine to make
one house, using the shell of one to

make a spacious living room (right).

Masonry and connecting stairway
are added to adapt to a hilly site

a natural material for panel construc-

tion."

Deskey did not stop just at ply-

wood, however. Smooth panels of
plywood, or any wallboard material

for that matter, joined together to

make a house, show the joinings.

These joints are not pretty. If you
conceal them with strips of wood, the

strips have a way of making your
house look like a packing case. So
Deskey devised a system of taking fir

plywood—the cheapest plywood—
and scratching the soft, coarse grain

out of it. The result is a striated wood
with a pleasing textured look, that can
withstand any number of further

scratches gracefully. The ridges in the

wood conceal joints, making a con-
tinuous wall surface possible.

This material has been used for the
interior and exterior walls of his

house, glued in four-foot by eight-

foot panels to wooden frames. In-

side, the plywood is a quarter of an
inch thick and casein-bonded. Out-
side it is three eighths of an inch thick

and resin-bonded to be weatherproof.
Insulation is aluminum foil.

The heart of the Deskey house is

perhaps prefabrication's most impor-
tant accomplishment to date. It is a
mechanical core, combining in one
compact, portable, prefabricated unit

the heating plant, kitchen and bath-

room utilities, including all fixtures.

This is an idea on which inventive

minds have worked for years.

The Deskey Version

Two years ago Deskey was working
on his own version of such a core,

when he was called in as industrial de-

sign consultant by the Borg-Warner
Corporation of Chicago. Borg-War-
ner were already well along with their

own mechanical core which they
called the Ingersoll Utility Unit after

Roy C. Ingersoll of the corporation,
who saw it on the design board of
J. Fletcher Lankton, an Illinois archi-

tect, and convinced his company it

would be a sound thing for them to

manufacture. There was an immedi-
ate pooling of ideas, and Deskey's
organization was employed to help
perfect the design and engineering of

the unit.

Convinced that such a mechanical
core is not only a natural for prefabri-

cated houses, but flexible enough not
to hamper freedom of design even for

custom-built houses, Deskey per-

suaded Ingersoll to commission some
of the country's leading architects to
design houses around the unit, to

prove this point. The houses, of a
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GOSH, WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT MAKES!
by Berry

I'm givin' my all, shootin' a box office

triumph for old Super- Colossal ..

.

I'm ready to tell the big boss to go
get himself a brand new director . .

.

But they keep sendin' me gals with the
talent of a corn field scare -crow . . .

When I get a starlet chock-full of
talent ... a gal with everything!

BEST RAWMATERMl
GOSH, WHAT A OIFFERENC

IT MAKES !
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Check H*Ha#AMwif
l

Q...How can you put quality in if

it isn't there to begin with?

A. ..You can't!

So when the man says "Check your oil,"

you check his.

For safe, economical lubrication be sure

it is 100% Pure Pennsylvania.

These oils are made from raw material

which is in a class by itself—Pennsylvania

Grade Crude. Oils from this crude are

quality from the start... better oils from

the ground up. They are known as

"balanced" oils, a natural balance of all

essentials. They do all the things an oil

must do... all not just one or two.

You benefit, so does your car, by mak-
ing sure that every quart and every

refill is 100% Pure Pennsylvania of

emblem* quality.

FRICTION-FIGHTING FREE-FLOWING

SLUDGE-PREVENTING LONG-LASTING

HEAT-RESISTING MONEY-SAVING

I"^*-"^^

- Made JfOm " I

the highest gradt crude oil in the world I

*For your protection, only oils made from 100%
Pure Pennsylvania Grade Crude which meet our
rigid quality requirements are entitled to carry
this emblem, the registered badge of source,

quality and membership in our Association.

PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL
Oil City, Pennsylvania

ASSOCIATION

dozen gratifyingly different designs, were
built in Kalamazoo, Michigan. The re-

sulting flood of attention from the press

has made the Ingersoll Utility Unit
known from coast to coast. Orders,
which speak even louder, are coming in

faster than they can be filled.

The plywood walls of the Deskey
house are sound, accepted prefabrication
practice, and the utility unit gives every
indication of becoming accepted prac-

tice. With these, and the design skill of

a staff of architects headed by Ralph
Gulley, former dean of architecture at

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Deskey
created a minimum, G.I. house that met
with more than a fair share of public in-

terest, even though none of the minimum
houses allowed under last year's housing
program could possibly approximate
anyone's dream house. Bowing to FHA
specifications, the interior of the Deskey
house is similar in plan to any small
house, with two or three smallish bed-
rooms, living room, kitchen and bath.

"However," says Mr. Gulley, "even
though the small-house plan has been
boiled down to a formula, we think we
have added a few amenities."

He has. A sloping ceiling in living

room and larger bedroom follows the

pitch of the roof and makes the" rooms
seem larger. Horizontal ceilings in the

other rooms create scale by contrast,

and allow space above for warm-air heat-

ing ducts, which can be used in the sum-
mer for circulation of air, stirred by the

fan of the heating unit. Then there's the

pleasing wall finish of combed plywood,
the compactness of the utility unit, a

large picture window in the living room,
an awning frame over the terrace, a wall

to screen the terrace from the street, a
canopy to shelter the main entrance and
overhanging eaves that will cut off the

summer sun, yet let in the slanting rays

of the winter sun.

The town of Stamford, Connecticut,
liked the Deskey house well enough that

it purchased sixty of them for rental

units. The houses were erected as a com-
munity.
The town of New Britain, Connecti-

cut, has just ordered three hundred to

be built on various city-owned sites

throughout the town, for rental to veter-

ans at about $35 to $50 a month. In def-

erence to New England, these have had
their facades revamped to look like Cape
Cod cottages. But the important facts

remain, that the houses are all prefabri-

cated, are being delivered to the city

erected at just under $6,000 each, and are

being accepted throughout a variety of
neighborhoods.

Labor No Stumbling Block

But many times prefabricators meet lo-

cal opposition due to building codes.

Deskey, for one, is not going to bang his

head against this wall. He ran into trou-

ble in one Massachusetts town because
his house does not require the use of con-
ventional two-by-fours. Now his next
house will have two-by-fours in it, even
though smaller pieces of lumber could
do the job. He also has a variation of the

house that can be built with a cellar, since

many codes demand cellars. He's out to

sell houses, not buck the codes of the

land, much as he thinks they need it.

Strangely enough, labor is not the

stumbling block predicted. "We are us-

ing journeyman plumbers on the assem-

bly line," reports Borg-Warner, "and the

officials of the United Association of

Journeyman Plumbers has publicized the

fact that the Ingersoll Utility Unit is

being produced strictly in keeping with

agreements that have been reached with

the United Association." On each unit,

in harmonious company, are the labels

of the various unions involved.

The Winner Manufacturing Company
in New Jersey, first to fabricate the Des-
key house, was not unionized when pro-

duction started in the spring of '46, but is

now—associated with the A.F. of L
What goes on at the site is another

headache for prefabricators. Driving up
in a truck of a bright morning, unload-
ing a house, and whisking it up before
night is a nice fairy tale. Actually,
prefabricators have to beg local contrac-
tors to put up their houses.

But the worst thing is the site itself.

Plunk any house down in the middle of a
drab, barren piece of hind, and it looks
terrible. Put a prefab there, with all

the extra-critical attention it will get as
something new, and its goose is cooked.

Advice: Go to an Architect

"When you build your own house,"
says Architect Gulley, "if you do it I

right, you go to an architect even before
you buy your land, and get his advice in

selecting a good building site. He plans
the house to fit the site. When you buy
a factory fabricated house, you should
also go to an architect, or a landscape
architect, for advice in selecting a lot to

suit this house. The charge for such a
service is slight. But the service itself is

invaluable because it means making the
most of your biggest lifetime invest-

ment."
To be as adaptable as possible to any

site and to any family needs the next
Deskey house, no longer designed merely
to a G.I. minimum, is being worked out
with half a dozen different floor plans.

You can have three bedrooms or two, a
center or side living room, a rambling,
ranch-house type of structure.

Any room is expandable in size, in

four-foot units either way. You can 1

build the house right-hand or left-hand

to the plan, to catch the view or the right

orientation—i.e., the sun in the right

rooms at the right time of day. You can
set it with its end to the street, or broad-
side on the lot—service and front en-

trances are both arranged for easy access

either way. And you can have the roof
almost flat, for the south, or any of vary-

ing pitches.

In his first venture with prefabrication,

Deskey was able to circle around many
of its problems. "It was in 1938 that I

first decided to go into prefabrication,"

he says. "I studied the subject to see
i

what was holding it back. I could see two
things then: The unions and the lack at

that time of FHA approval for prefabri-

cated houses of modern design. So I'

decided to design a week-end house that

could do without either. Week-end houses

are built in the country, where unions

don't operate. They are built by people

with means to do without the FHA."
The result was the Sportshack, a light-

hearted minimum house that allowed

pleasure instead of grim necessity to rule

its design. It had a fireplace fitted with

grilles for year-round heating, plumbing,

closets. It ha<J only one tiny bedroom,
but convertible couches could make four I

more bunks in a hurry. If more space

were needed later, it could be added in

four-foot lengths, or even another Sport-

shack could be connected.

The war put a stop to manufacturing
plans. In January, 1946, Deskey started

up again. Then Wyatt came along with

his housing ideas, and Deskey switched

to a G.I. minimum house. Some Sport-

shacks had already been produced, how-
ever. They were immediately grabbed

up by lucky citizens who have been

weathering the housing shortage very

comfortably in them ever since. As hous-

ing restrictions ease up, Deskey will re-

turn Sportshacks to the production line.

Deskey is convinced that, somewhere
between custom-built houses and the

rigid, cheap little boxes that no one

wants, there can be a great choice of well-

designed, variable, pleasant houses, thatj

bring the saving of mass production,!

practically painless erection, and thej

guarantee of a responsible manufacturer.

He's betting his own money on that.

The End

Collier's for September 27, 1947
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Tune in

the Auto-Lite Radio Show Star-

ring Dick Haymes— Thursday

Nights, 9:00 P.M.—E.T. on CBS

• Skies patterned with flying geese
signal the wise motorist . . . replace

faulty or worn spark plugs with a

complete set of Auto-Lites.

Get the top performance, full power
and economy you want from your

engine all winter long.You can count

on Auto-Lite Spark Plugs. They're

ignition engineered. That's why so

many manufacturers of America's

finest cars, trucks and tractors spec-

ify them as original factory equip-

ment. Better see your friendly Auto-

Lite Spark Plug Dealer today!

Toronto, Ontario THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY Toledo 1, Ohio

i
I

i
A<«

BATTERIES-IGNITION SYSTEMS -WIRE&CABLE
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CHANGED TO BOSTITCH;

DOUBLED PRODUCTION
When this paintbrush manufac-

turer started Bostitching

metal ferrules to wooden
handles—replacing ma-
chine nailing—production

rose from 425 dozen a day

to about 900 dozen.

Bostitch makes savings for others, too: the

furniture manufacturer who panels the

backs of mirrors at 50% lower fastening

cost . . . the luggage maker who re-

duced floor space 80% for the frame-

tacking operation . . . the bicycle man-
ufacturer who fastens shipping cartons,

top, bottom and one side, in Yi the

former time.

Whatever your combination of metal, plas-

tics, wood, cloth, leather or paper, you

can probably fasten it better and faster

with one of the 800 Bostitch machines.

250 field men in 91 key cities, backed by

skilled research engineers and 50 years'

Bostitch experience, make it easy for

you to get the right machine for any job.

Write for facts about representative models

from the world's largest and most ver-

satile line of stitchers, staplers, tackers

and hammers. Use the coupon below

. . . today.

BOSTITCH

flweta- tf6etmAwm wite.

All TYPES OF STAPLES APPLIED BY MACHINES
ALL TYPES OF MACHINES FOR APPLYING STAPLES

Bostitch, 356 Mechanic St., Westerly. R. I.

(or Bostitch-Canada, Ltd., Montreal

)

Please send descriptive material on Bostitch •

time- and money-saving machines

Name r

Company

Address

JUNGLE LORD
Continued from page 15

"I shall speak to the sultan about it,"

Van Hoevcn said to me. "He could send
the creature to the zoo at Fort de Kock
and have his name up as the donor. Even
there it would starve, but this is unthink-

able."

He fingered the lock. It had been
patched together with native careless-

ness after being broken.
"I had to file it open when the cage

arrived," Samidin explained. "They had
forgotten to send the key with it."

He pulled the wire with which he had
mended the filed ring of the padlock a

little tighter. "He won't escape," he said.

"He is not clever. If he were clever, I

would never have succeeded in getting

him into my net."

FROM the kitchen his wife watched,
smiling shyly, a naked child clinging

to her sarong.

"Is your wife no longer afraid of the

orang?"
"No, sir. At first, yes, but not after a

few days. Even my boy dares approach
the cage now. Eh, mart sini, djangan
tcikut." he called to the little fellow who
was being pushed forward encouragingly

by his mother. "Come on, let Titan Con-
troleur see that you are not afraid."

The orangutan began to show signs of

restiveness. He turned his head after the

little lad, and uttered a threatening growl.

The boy did not heed it and silently

picked up a small bamboo stick through
which a nail had been driven.

"What's that?"

"That stick?" Samidin laughed. "He
likes to tease the ape with it sometimes.

Boys will be boys."

"Come on, let's have our lunch." Van
Hoeven turned away. The mandur
looked after him, not knowing whether
he should encourage his little son now
to show Mr. Controller how little he
feared the big caged animal.

Samidin served the rice tafel, and we
fell to.

"Aren't they strange, these natives?"

pondered Van Hoeven. "You come to

think they have no feeling whatever for

animals. For sheer entertainment they'll

sit in a circle to watch a fowl with a half- /

severed throat jump and flutter about
for a quarter of an hour. It is simply not

to miss that pleasure that they don't

slaughter the creature properly. On the

other hand, their fighting cock, their

turtledove they nurse like a child. This

fellow keeps one—did you notice the

pole by the well? He pulls it up every

morning to the top of the pole so that

the bird will see the sun sooner than he

does himself, and in the evening he never

omits to cover the cage with a cloth

against the night's chills.". . .

We jumped up, filled with apprehen-

sion when there came a piercing scream
from the garden; the child began to howl
\ iolently. Then a door banged and the

noise ceased. We reached the garden

just as the orangutan was busy squeezing

himself through the open cage door. He
looked around in agitation and caught

sight of the mandur. He advanced, hiss-

ing furiously, reeling drunkenly, toward
the native. Samidin retreated hastily,

and practically at the same moment all

three of us were- in the inner room and
had bolted the door with the heavy iron

bar which stood beside it.

"The windows!" I shouted. They ap-

peared to be secured with solid trellis-

work.
We had acted on a primitive impulse.

As it soon turned out our precautions

had been superfluous; the animal did not

dare venture into the back veranda. He
halted a few yards from the door. Stoop-
ing slightly, the knuckles of his bent fin-

gers just touching the ground, he stared,

still gasping, at the slammed door.

Van Hoeven turned on Samidin.
"There you are, you damned fool! Didn't
I tell you the lock was rubbish?"
The mandur's face was gray. "I ask

you to pardon me, Titan Controleur," he
faltered.

Van Hoeven peered through the blinds

of the back window, then turned to me
and made an effort to see the humor of
the situation. "It's a damned good joke.

We're the ones in a cage now!"
"Presently he will return to the wood

of his own accord."
"Let's hope so. If we had the rifles we

could chase him away with a shot. Where
did we leave them by the way?"

"Outside, near the front veranda."
"Can't we get at them through the

front door?"
Samidin saw him walk up to it. "The

front door is locked. Titan Controleur."
"I know. But don't you have the key?"
"The key is in my room, I think

—

"

He understood what the idea had been.

"If Titan Controleur wants me to. 1

shall try to fetch the rifles through the

back door," he offered, with that mix-
ture of fatalism and foolhardiriess that

sometimes directs the actions of the na-
tive.

"He'd be after you for sure; you're the

one he wants," Van Hoeven said. "How
long is he going to sit and wait there do
you think?"

"He will go away eventually, Tuan
Controleur."

"But when will 'eventually' be?"
"When it gets dark."
"Not before?"
"Perhaps even sooner," Samidin said

hurriedly, frightened by the controller's

impatience.

The young controller's thoughts went
back to his home. "If we are late, my
wife will begin to worry," he said to me.
"She does not worry easily, you told

me."
"No, that's right, but this time she

won't understand why it is, as I am not

out on duty. If we stay away late, she

may get ideas into her head about the

prahit capsizing among the crocodiles,

or I don't know what."
"Don't get impatient. That creature is

bound to give up in a little while."

IT DID not give up. It was in no hurry.

It stood always at the same spot, its

hands just touching the ground. With its

small narrow eyes it peered incessantly in

the direction of the back door, its mouth
open and its throat still swollen from
grief—waiting until its enemy should

come outside.

Van Hoeven began to get fed up.

"Let's try to drive him off. I don't feel

like sitting here for hours on end." He
noticed a case of beer bottles. "Suppose
I throw some of these at his head, with

the sultan's compliments? It is safe to

open the door again; he won't dare come
into the house."

I opened the door, but kept the iron

bar handy. Samidin looked uneasy when
he saw what we were going to do. Van
Hoeven picked up a bottle and slung it

with all his force against the ape. He
missed, and the animal did not stir from
his place, only looked contemptuously
at the projectile that whizzed past him.

"Another try," said the young control-

ler and this time ventured a few steps into

the back veranda. The orang watched
closely, suspicious. Again the bottle

missed; the first throw had been better.

Van Hoeven was disappointed. "You
have a go, Samidin," he said, knowing
how much better a native masters his

hand.
Samidin came forward. He was flat-

tered by the confidence. The orang
reared himself up on his hind legs and
his throat worked furiously when the

GET NEXT TO
NU-MATICS

Made by skilled Holland crafts-

men, NU-MATIC shoes are

loaded with comfort features:

Cushioned sole for shock

absorption . . . Arch Brace for

finer fit . . . Steel shank support
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mailer and darker figure came out. Sa-

lidin took his time. The bottle flew

raight at the animal, grazing the swiftly

odging skull. The orang bellowed

oarsely and moved the upper part of its

ody frantically up and down.
Van Hoeven pressed a second bottle

lto the mandur's hand. "Have another

y, a little lower this time."

Samidin nodded silently and threw

>ain. In this instant the ape became con-

:ious of the fact that these dark shining

bjects which came flying out at him
leant pain and danger. With an unex-

;cted, effortless movement, his big hand
mght the bottle in midair and hurled it

ick with rabid force. It broke to smith-

eens against one of the wooden pillars

! the back veranda.

'Past realizing the grotesqueness of this

jht, both Van Hoeven and I snatched
the remaining bottles and threw them

ith all our might at the big tawny for-

t shape, and when we ran out of bot-

;s, we made short work of the smaller

eces of the inventory of the back ve-

nda.

The ape for his part had lashed him-
lf into a state of frenzy. He jumped up
Id down on hands and feet, and the

am framed his gaping mouth with the

ingerous yellow teeth.

At last we realized that this was getting

nowhere. The animal was provoked
the point of casting aside its caution,

approached so near to the steps lead-

g to the back veranda that we felt it

isafe any longer to move about out-

ie our door. We held council. Van
Deven, no longer in control of his

rves, made a mad proposal.

"Let's risk it. Maybe he'll give us time
get at the rifles. And if not I'll keep
a at a distance until you have mail-

ed to grab a gun."
How would you keep him at a dis-

ice?"

With that long iron bar."

"Don't be an idiot! He would tear it

ay from you in no time."

"If we let him be, he is sure to go away
his own accord later on," said Samidin
thingly, troubled by his conscience.

'"Do you happen to have a pack of
ds on you?" Van Hoeven asked me.
mething to distract my thoughts, or
an't be able to stand it much longer."

ddenly his rage broke out anew. "Of
the maddening experiences! Here I

i—Civil Officer Colonial Service, next
the sultan the highest authority for

les around, and I am the prisoner of an
ingutan!"

45

He was in too much of a fury to be

able to see the humor of it.

After an hour, the ape was still sitting

there, but a little farther away than
where he had ventured for a moment in

his anger. Time did not count for him;
he waited patiently—perhaps for more
projectiles to descend upon him, or to

look once more into the eyes of the

brown man against whom he had fos-

tered wild hatred in weeks of suffering.

This thought must have been at the back
of his mind as he looked around him,

now somewhat bored, and caught a fly

from the air with his hand and put it in

his mouth. From time to time he would
suddenly fasten his gaze on the door
when he heard anything. We kept still on
purpose; we talked in low tones.

If he is still there when darkness

comes, I am getting out of here," Van
Hoeven announced. "I am damned if I

care what happens!"
"Come, come," I said, "wait until it

gets dark. He must go sometime, mustn't

he? It's simply inconceivable that he
should besiege us here consciously! He
has to get used to the thought that he
can leave this garden and return to his

wood. When darkness falls, his instinct

will drive him there."

THE controller's instinct drove him
home, where his wife was expecting

her first child. He shrugged his shoulders
nervously and irritably, and addressed

himself to Samidin, "Do you think we
could make ourselves heard by the fisher-

men, when they put to sea presently?"

"They won't put to sea today, Tuan
Controleur—it is hari Dyumahat."
Van Hoeven swore. "We should have

thought of that," he said to me.
"Of what? That the fishermen don't

sail on a Friday?"
"That Friday is an ill-omened day for

hunting."

In the sultry hours of noon there had
been dead silence. Now birds began to

sing with clear voices. "Takukurrr,"
cooed the turtledove high on her pole.

The short dusk of the tropics crept

nearer, by leaps it seemed. The outlines

of the lesser buildings and of the young
orange trees began to darken rapidly

and became vague. The wall of the jun-

gle behind the garden grew higher and
stiflingly somber and threatening. The
orang waddled sluggishly up and down
for a little, and several times uttered a

hoarse shout which echoed against the

jungle beyond.
"That's what he does every evening,"

r/i

"Look what 1 found frittering away his time in the chemistry lab!"
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a basic superiority. "Distance lends enchantment"— and the
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77)<» New Catling's "32." Exclu-

sively Calling's' Rather than the

usual 24. Carling's now comes 32
bottles to the case. Same weight,

occupies same space as the old 24.

* • - - " --*
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Happy Day! This is Carling's new throw-away bottle.

For the first time in brewing history — a one-trip container

at no extra cost to the consumer.

The same 12 full ounces per bottle, but less glass.

No deposit. No return. No nuisance. Every bottle brand-

new— never used before, never to be used again

Like beer? Like ale? Try Carling's Red Cap in the

new throw-away bottle. It costs not a penny extra. Order

by the case—the new streamlined way. On sale everywhere.

BREWING CORPORATION OF AMERICA. Cleveland, Ohio
Born m Canada '1840). Now going great in the 48 states

as a product of U.S.A.
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ispered Samidin. "Sometimes he gets

answer from the woods."
This time there came an echo from the

le buildings. "Samidin!" came the

iintive call of the deserted woman.
10 had fled there with her child.

Djangan takut . . . don't be afraid!"

Duted the father, just as before, when
had encouraged his son to come and

ise the hairy, imprisoned monster. The
>ther stopped sobbing to soothe the

le one.

Takukurrr," cooed the dove, won-
ing why she was not being brought
w n and covered up for the night.

TAN HOEVEN seemed to have given

up his insane purpose of ventur-

[ outside in the dark, overcome by
oppression that this darkness brought

h it.

"At least let us have a light," he said

h an odd sound in his voice.

'Better on the veranda—not in here.

would draw more attention if some-
ly happened to come up the river.

d we are bound to get enough mos-

Itoes

here as it is."

lamidin appeared to have already un-

stood; he took a box of matches from
belt.

Do you dare to light the lamp on the

anda, Samidin?"
If you would keep watch?"
Let's pull in the easy chairs at the

le time." I proposed.
_Ve dragged the chairs inside, and
nidin clambered onto the dangerously
iking table and lighted the paraffin

p. which hung from the ceiling. That
e, he could not refrain from taking

a flowerpot that we had left and
wing it at the dark gigantic specter

e in the back yard. The animal

ped aside and scowled and jabbered

le the clods of earth and debris flew

gainst its stomach,
midin, frightened by the furious re-

n of the orang, fled in a panic to us

ors.

d so came the night. The turtle-

did not coo any more; it had prob-
nodded off to sleep on its perch,

inst the dark shadow of the jungle

es were buzzing. Later on the

1 became visible, climbing slowly

st the skeleton of a bare dead pohon
h. "king tree," which rose above the

>er mass of living treetops.

e fruit trees and the high, thick clus-

>f bamboo near the well threw long

bws over the silver-lit ground, so

the dark form of the orang. which
ed to increase in size and menace,
sometimes lost for a while. But we
able to hear him. Once he emitted

impatient yawning noise. He
ehed his back against a trunk and
ing so pulled down a branch which
: oil. lust he ate the fruit, then

the branch to burrow about in his

long hair.

anwhile, we were being tormented
ie mosquitoes; only Samidin \s.is

d. Jungle mosquitoes, which QOVei

before had tasted white man's blood,

became maddened by its sweet sa\or.

Thousands buzzed around us. and for

each one we squashed on our cheeks, on
our foreheads, our hands, there came
new legions humming, murderous and
fearless. We could not sit still in our
chairs. The young controller thought in-

cessantly of his wife at home. He got
it into his head that the baby was going
to be born that night. I reminded him
of what the doctor had told him. but he
sighed.

"The doctor can be mistaken. M\ wife
was thinking it might be sooner."
"Then why the devil did you come?"
"Who was to know that 1 should not

be home again by evening 1 "

"It must be a comfort to you that

Ahmad is there."

"Oh yes. I can rely on him. But after

all you never know what may happen!
It's the first time. And if she should
worry herself crazy over me . .

."

"What will Ahmad do if we don't turn

up?"
"He ma\ wait till midnight and then go

in search of us. That is. if my wife will

let him. She might try to prove to him.
to me and to herself what a courageous
official's wife she is."

It was now nine o'clock.

The bed that stood in the room had
no mosquito netting; the frame from
which it had once hung stuck out bare.

The lamp on the back \eranda began to

smoke as the paraffin became low. It

flickered a few times and went out. At
the same time big dark clouds floated

before the moon and utter darkness de-

scended upon the world. We were not

able to see the orang any more, but could
hear him shuffle round the house, now
here, now there.

It seemed as if by now he was wrench-
ing off branches for sheer pleasure;

incessantly wood crackled and leaves rus-

tled. Then suddenly a tumult of cackling

and fluttering broke out. followed by
much banging and stamping A riotous.

unreasonable destroying power seemed
to be at work out there, mysterious and
m\ isible.

Samidin sighed, "Bckin npa. dija, now
what is he doing?"

ONCE Van Hoeven's nerves got the

better of him. He wanted to run to

the motorbo.it. to his wife. 1 begged him
to use his common sense, presently his

policeman would come to the rescue.

But he would not listen to reason; I had
to hold him He was strong, and I feared
he would succeed m shaking me off.

"Samidin. do help me to pi event the

Titan from going." 1 called. Fortunately
the mandur possessed sufficient coinage
and understanding for such an act of

disrespect He seized him by the arm
that hid inst freed itself from my grasp,
and clung to it like a burr.

"Now. sudan, let go." said Van Hoc-
Yen, panting, giving up the struggle at

last He sank down 00 a chau. his teeth

chattering from excitement.

At long last fatigue overwhelmed us.

We now surrendered without resistance

to the mosquitoes. We had smoked all

our cigarettes, including the pack of

servtos which the manJur had dug up
from his belt and offered us magnani-
mously.

Outside, the creaking and thudding
had been going on without pause. Now.
suddenly, there w as silence. We lifted our
heads and listened, tensely. From the

outbuildings came dimly the faint sob-

bing of Samidin's wife. The nm
went ner\ously to the door.

"Perhaps he is cone. Shall I have a

look?"
The same instant there was an anxious

cooing and fluttering, and a whipping
sound as of a bent pole suddenly re-

leased. "My pigeon!" stammered Sami-
din. Something hit the ground. More
noise as of wings beating against a cage
—then silence returned, pregnant with
unseen danger.

Choking, deadly silence.

Toward morning we two must ha\e
slumbered for a little while after all.

When we opened our exes, a dusk\ sod
of light was falling through the blinds.

We looked at each other, confused. Sa-
midin sat on his haunches near the door
and stared before him. He had not slept.

"Is he still there?"

The niiindur nodded. "Look at him."

THE orang was sitting a few steps from
the \eranda. his back toward us and

his head sunk low between his shoulders
so that we saw only the bald and bloody
skull and the outstanding upper rim of
his ears. He was a dark, devilish mon-
ster, sinister and motionless. And ev-

er) where around him we saw the work
of destruction that he had wrought dur-
ing the long night. The branches of the

fruit trees had been torn off. and strewn
around the garden.

"Itu dyahat! Bangsmt! Anak smmdaU"
abused Samidin in smothered tones as

if he was addressing an evil human. The
giant ape now half turned toward us;

he had heard our voices. Fiercely, noise-

lessly, he opened his mouth wide. It

was meant as a threat, but it looked like

silent laughter.

Had it been from wrath that he had
turned this well-cared-for garden into a

wilderness? Oi was the destruction his

nature? Vfter all. what does destruc-

tion mean in the jungle' Foi e\ei\ torn-

off blanch, a thousand others will grow!
"1 ook what he has done to the pi-

geon." Samidin wailed. The pole had
been pulled to the ground and the cage

la) upside down somewhere in the bam-
boo coppice. The bird was piobabh still

alive, though it was King with spi cad
wmgs. helpless and inanimate, beneath
its cage.

Nobody had locked the chicken house
and here, too. the hairy giant of the

woods had played his wanton murder
game Amidst scattered feathers a num-
ber oi lifeless corpses of birds lay on the

ground. A few fowls that had managed
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escape his wild, snatching hands now
at frightened and huddled together on
he perch, and a young cock raised his

oice to greet the morning with a waver-

ig crow. Vaguely astonished, the ape

joked in the direction of the chicken

ouse, but he did not think it worth his

fhile to go back there.

'This is purpose; this is revenge," I

aid to Van Hoeven. He made no an-

ver. The enormous animal with the

jddy fleece that had been abused by
amidin as a criminal, as a scoundrel of

ishonorable descent, was becoming
yen for us a being with a logically func-

oning, if blunt, human brain. He had
it his tormentor in what was precious

him, his garden, his poultry, his pi-

on. If the mother had not managed to

ag her child indoors in time

—

It was already half past five. When
ould Ahmad arrive? Surely he must
; on his way here. Behind the clouds

ove the jungle the sky turned orange

id gold, and out of the retreating night

ose the shocking picture of devasta-

an, completed by all we had thrown at

e orang's head the evening before.

"There, listen!"

Through the bright, deep birds' voices

Uncertain of this threat from outside, he
moved in his reeling gait somewhat aim-

lessly up and down at first, beating his

hands furiously against the ground. Then
he advanced undecided on the old man,
who unhurriedly but without wavering
walked up from the jetty to the garden
gate.

IN FRONT of the gate Ahmad came to

a halt. He saw the now-motionless
colossal orang at the bottom of the

garden and he measured with his eye the

distance to the rifles, which he had al-

ready noticed.

"Are they loaded, Tuan ControleurT'
he asked.

"Yes, both of them!"
He opened the garden gate and stepped

forward. He and the orang looked into

each other's eyes, measured each other's

courage. There was a strange similarity

between man and animal. Ahmad had
the same primeval, narrow-planted eyes,

his old and wrinkled head also rested

deep between the shoulders. But in the

man of authority, grown gray in service,

there was no doubt and no fear; he knew
that he had the law and the right behind
him.

COLLIER'S "Please, whoa!" BARNEY TOBEY

>m the jungle treetops, we dimly heard
! chugging of a little motor. It sounded

Ir away, but was approaching steadily.

en the orang became attentive; his

Ize wandered to the river.

I'We shall have to warn Ahmad," I

Id. "Is he likely to carry a gun?"
'He may have borrowed one from
I: military. But in any case we must
1:1 to him that ours are standing loaded
liinst the house."
'There he is!"

THE little boat came against the tide,

1 running in with a sweep against the

Icy. The native policeman sat in the

rn, his brown martial straw hat with

upturned brim pulled down over his

ms. With visible astonishment, he
l»ked at our boat. Then he tied up.

nAhmad! Ali-ati! Ada orang-hutan
ddalain kebon!" Van Hoeven snouted,

^hmad seemed glad to hear his

iVster's voice. "Baig, Tuan," he shouted
b;k, peering with a sharp look into the

gden.
Irhe ape showed signs of nervousness.

Cllier's for September 27, 1947

And the ape? After the exertion of

its terrible night's revenge, there seemed
to stir a vague consciousness of guilt.

The animal hissed and growled, and flung

the upper part of its body from side to

side in a threatening way, but it gave
ground before the inner certainty of the

uniformed servant of the law on bare
brown feet.

"Ajo! Kluar! Get out, you!" Ahmad
suddenly called out imperiously.

Meanwhile he had reached the rifles

and took one of them. Panic came over
the orang when he saw the shining

muzzle in a human hand. He whined
and howled like a naughty child, picked

up branches left and right and hurled
them about as if to express his spite.

"Shoot! Shoot!!" Samidin cried,

hoarse from excitement. But Ahmad
did not shoot; he restricted himself to

carrying the weapon before him as an
outward token of authority. The animal
was already in flight, now and then turn-

ing its head resentfully to look back, and
throwing branches behind to cover its

retreat and confuse its pursuer.

When it reached the well, Samidin ran

out of the house to the remaining rifle.

He snatched it up and hastened with it

after Ahmad.
"Stop that!" Van Hoeven shouted

—

neither of us wanted the big animal
needlessly shot. But the young mandur
would not listen, and it was only thanks
to Ahmad—who in the nick of time

succeeded in pushing the muzzle upward
—that the shot thundered forth in vain,

echoing against the wall of the jungle.

The ape screamed and turned to throw
himself on his enemy. The old police-

man, however, stepped forward and the

Orang once more hesitated, then pro-

ceeded on his flight. Van Hoeven and
I had run out of the house and succeeded
in taking the gun away from the mandur.
He wept with rage and shouted coarse,

mean invectives after the animal.

"Shoot him! But shoot him, sir!" he
begged.
"Whatever for? He's taken flight,

hasn't he?"
"Yes, but he has destroyed my garden,

bitten my fowls to death! He will come
to kill my child, too! My wife won't be

able to sleep any more, she will always
be thinking: He is coming, he is coming!
Have mercy, Tuan Controleur! Have
mercy on my wife and child, if not on
me!"

"Don't talk rot, he won't return, he's

seen enough of this place for the rest of

his life," Van Hoeven said, with a grim
contempt for the native's wild imagin-

ings. If the young mandur could not
stand it here any longer, he would just

have to move.
We were impressed and breathless at

the sight of the giant ape regaining the

jungle from which he had been lured

with coveted fruit. Oh no, he would not

show himself any more near here. He
left the clearing behind him now and
pulled his sluggish body up into the

trees as if it weighed nothing. He still

kept breaking branches off and throwing
them about him.

HE CROSSED over to another tree,

moving on the green mass of foliage

as over solid ground. Sometimes he was
completely submerged in it; a branch
would break, cracking loudly under his

enormous weight, but a little lower there

would be another branch to catch him
and he would turn up again. Once more
—for the last time—he looked back and
gave a hoarse and raucous roar. It was
a barbaric battle cry, a cry of hate and
derision for all four of us. Then the

jungle swallowed him up.

The old policeman now thought of

something and addressed himself to Van
Hoeven. "Tuan Controleur—yesterday

evening the doctor came and
—

"

"And what? Has the child been born?
How is Njonja?"

"Everything is all right." While Van
Hoeven closed his eyes for a moment,
Ahmad went on, "The Njonja was worry-

ing about you; but I told her it was the

motorboat. Tuan Controleur does not

know how to handle that motor, I said;

the thing is old, same as Ahmad, and
sometimes cannot get started. I shall go
to meet the Tuan in a minute. However,
I could not leave till morning, because

the Njonja then felt that her hour was
come, and I thought: The Tuan will want
to know from Ahmad that she is all

right. He will be angry if Ahmad is not

able to tell him. And I thought, he will

like to know as well if it is a boy or a

girl."

The young controller had tears in his

eyes. "Ahmad! I knew I could count
on you! Tell me—which is it?"

Across Ahmad's brown sallow face

with the old, close-set animal's eyes that

had seen much of life and death, there

spread a bright, childlike smile.

"Tuan Controleur will be glad and
proud, and Ahmad wishes him happiness

and good luck. It is a boy."
The End

JfOtfWAY
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STAGE DOOR

GIRL

All Medora wanted was a pri-

vate crooner—for her very own

BY JOSEPHINE
PEARSON

IT WAS one of those bleak au-

tumn days that are cold as winter
and there were many red noses in

the crowd that pressed around a stage

door in an alley off Broadway. Legs
were red, too, all the way from bobby
sox to skirt hems—which was quite a
distance when the wind blew. How-
ever, the girls weren't complaining
about the weather. They had their love

to keep them warm. Every time the

stage door opened, they squealed; and
as someone other than their idol

emerged, they groaned.
Medora Miles saw the show once a

week. By painful privation in the mat-
ter of carfare and movies and school
lunches, she was able to save enough
money for standing room at Saturday's

matinee. She found it necessary to re-

sort to intrigue as well as privation,

because there were two people from
whom she kept her love a secret. One
was her mother who had stated bluntly

that she did not approve of young girls

going downtown alone. The other was
a youth with sandy hair and freckles

who erroneously believed he owned
Medora's heart.

This afternoon, Medora was pleased

to think that she stood out a bit from
the crowd that worshiped Ronnie Jones.

She was wearing the best her own
wardrobe had to offer, plus a hat that

she hoped to return to her mother's
closet before it was missed. She was
convinced that Ronnie had noticed

both it and her. Whenever he turned
to the audience he had seemed to look
straight into her eyes. The look was
lovingly returned.

The stage door opened and shrieks

rent the skies. They were followed by
groans which shook the earth. Medora
was growing uneasy, she really ought to

go home, but she made no move in that

direction, nor did anyone else whose
love was true.

While the girls waited, they compared
trophies. All of them had Ronnie's au-

tograph and most of them corre-

sponded with him. He wrote very nice

notes thanking them for their devotion;

these were read aloud with ecstatic sighs.

(Continued on page 88>

The stage door opened. There was a

wild scream and a stampede as Ronnie
made the distance to his waiting car

ILLUSTRATED BY AL SCHMIDT
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plain, other mountain ranges sprang up,
the Jicarillas to the northeast, the Capi-
tans almost dead east, and then the first

spurs of mighty Sierra Blanca peak,
highest point in all this country. And on
the south of it their eyes picked up an-
other range almost as high, a hazy blue
line that faded away into the white smoke
filling the southern sky. These were the

Sacramentos.
Those ranges were the east wall of the

Tularosa Valley. The west wall ran al-

most straight south from this peak on
which they stood, but they could see only
the summits of near mountains rising

successively higher to the granite point of
Salinas Peak, perhaps thirty miles south
of them.
Of the vast desert basin lying between

these mountain chains they could see, at

the moment, far less than half. But that
which brooded below in their vision was,
from this mountaintop, an immensity of
desolation, forbidding and yet impelling,

stirring, as always, an old, old challenge
in Lineer. No line of green, no gleam of
water marked a south-flowing river any-
where below. Small streams ran down
these mountain walls and raced onto the

basin floor. But the dead earth sucked
them down and they vanished before
they could form a river.

No, it was a barren, mountain-locked
fastness, seemingly waterless, seem-
ingly lifeless. Yet men lived there be-

low and even prospered, salting their

lives with quarrels as huge and unforgiv-
ing as the land they struggled against.

BARBARA was watching the great

white cloud stirring up from the

valley floor, lifting in fluffy spirals until

it mushroomed higher than the moun-
tains.

"The white sands," said Lineer. "Pur-
est white gypsum. Miles of the stuff.

Even the mice in it are white."

He pointed his right arm straight south
down the backbone of mountain ranges.

"El Paso lies down there, perhaps a hun-
dred and fifty miles." Standing thus, he
raised his left arm and pointed it almost
due east. "There's Baxter Mountain.
White Oaks and its coal are there, in a

high gulch. That's the whole railroad,

one hundred and eighty miles of it, El
Paso to White Oaks."
"Where did you live?" asked Barbara.
He shifted an arm southeast to the

point where the white cloud touched
mountains. "The town of Tularosa
there," he said. "I was born in the ."•

ramento foothills beyond it."

"On a ranch?"
He nodded.
"Why did you leave it?"

"My father used to say that what
country needed was schoolteachers
engineers. Then he would always adc

aim to furnish one of the engineers
did. He sent me East to school whe
was sixteen."

"Does your father still live over the
"He died last year."

"Oh."
She took his arm and they scramt

closer to the eastern edge of the p»

where the mountainside drop
abruptly away below them. She kept
arm in his as they stood there, look
up at him with her rising interest, sh
ing it in her unabashed way.
"When my father died," he said,

came back to settle his affairs and sell

ranch. It was just before we started

road down in Sonora, and I was i

hurry to get away. But the place wr
a man is born has a hold on him.

stayed around, wandering up and d<

the valley and not knowing why."
"The railroad?" she asked.

He looked at her in mild surprise,

nodded. "This valley is a natural ro
A small coal road will be self-sustain

now. But someday this will be part I

transcontinental line, and the coal wi

matter much. Railroad men know 1

The road would have been built ten yi

ago if anybody could have figured

how to get enough good water. Tb
what I was looking for."

"And you found it?"

He nodded.
She said in a tone of discovery,

'"

railroad means a great deal to
j

doesn't it?"

He slanted his head downward
a sober scrutiny, thinking that this

had an intuitive quality and a kn
for sharp observation. This too was
expected. It was puzzling. Her still I

and her quiet eyes of this moment rn
(

her seem so different from the troul

maker of two hours ago.

"It does," he said.

"It means much to me, too, Jim
That was as it should be. A wot

wants her man to succeed. Tl

w
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Thomason was no builder of railroads.

But apparently he was going to try to

become one. If he could build this rail-

road, with or without Lineer, it would
add to his stature.

"Why?" he asked.

She looked away. "I can't tell you.

But I think you will guess soon."
"I have made several guesses already,"

he said wryly. "And I find no pleasure

in them. It is something in the relation-

ship between you and Tracy and your
father. But I can't get any farther than
that. You see, I don't really know any
of the three of you."

"No," she agreed, "you don't."

He moved restlessly, and she dropped
her arm. She said, "What happened be-

tween you and Tracy in Sonora?"
"Tracy told you that something hap-

pened?"
She nodded.
"Then he must have also told you what

happened."
"Yes."'

"Why are you asking me, then?"
"I want your side of it."

"Don't you believe Tracy?"
"Of course," she said quickly.

"You think there are two sides?"

"Well, aren't there?"

"No."
She showed her puzzlement at the curt

tone. "What do you mean?"
"If you love a man there is only one

side in his quarrels. His side."

Her cheeks flamed with the sudden
anger that he expected. He watched it

detachedly, wondering what perversity

had made him slash at her so deliberately.

Yet he thought that he knew what he was
doing, and he did not regret it.

But when she spoke it was with cool
control: "I think I know my responsi-

bility to Tracy without your teachings,

Mr. Lineer."

"One of your responsibilties is to avoid
making trouble for Tracy in whatever
work he has to do. What happened in

Sonora is behind us. We've shaken hands
and forgotten it. Now you're trying to

pry into an old wound."
"That's not true," she said hotly. "At

least that's not why—

"

He interrupted her, "Two hours ago
you made trouble between us. An hour
ago you promised you would not do it

again. What am I to believe?"

For a moment more she met his gaze
with her eyes blazing. Then, surprisingly,

she dropped her head. When she raised it

again her face was composed.
"I'm sorry," she said.

He knew with all the sureness of his

reason that he had not been too brutal.

If he and Thomason were to build this

railroad, no one thing was more im-
portant than the establishment of a

relationship based on trust and under-
standing. This girl must learn now not to

meddle. Yet he wanted to apologize, and
he had to fight down the impulse.

THEY climbed slowly back to the

horses. He gave her a hand to mount,
seeing the graceful swing of her hips and
shoulders. She found her seat and looked
down at him, her face abstracted.

"Jim," she said, "have you ever been in

love?"

He laughed up at her. "You just must
pry, mustn't you?" His eyes grew serious.

"No," he said. "No, I don't think I have."

"If you did love a woman," she per-

sisted, "would there really be only her

side to her quarrels?"

"Only her side," he said gravely.

He mounted and they stood their

horses a moment more, watching the

slanting rays of the late sun pick out de-

tails of red stone and jagged crest on the

wall across the valley. Barbara's eyes

were drawn to a dark swatch twisting

down the basin near this wall. It seemed
to be part of the valley floor, an irregular,

sinuous flow of darker earth lying on
the valley like a cloud's shadow.

"Lava," said Lineer. "We call it the

malpais. Malpie. Malapize. Take
pick. Spanish for bad country."

"Just the lava is malpais?"
"Yes."
"The whole valley looks like

country to me."
"It's not bad," said Lineer. "It is h

Weak men don't like it. Or weak womei
She turned in the saddle, looking u[

Lineer so that the sun was in her fi

It picked up little flecks of blue in

green iris of her eyes, and he saw w
his growing interest that in this light tl

were not green but turquoise.

"I shall like it," she said slowly.

Dusk was thick about them when
pulled up to the roaring fire of the c

Barbara climbed unaided from her
and went straight to Thomason, clas

his hands in hers and smiling up at

"It was wonderful, Tracy," she sai

wished all the time you were with us

TUBAL NYE had gone to his blanU
J lines of exhaustion showing in his fj

but his long back birch-straight. Oni
the Easterners had followed. Now Wi
Ware was trading memories with Col(

Edwards, and making a contest of it

must with everything. Across the

Barbara sat with her hand in Thomas
Molly Riordan, Barbara's compa
gazed into the flames, her eyes large

still and faintly sad.

Presently Lineer caught Edwards' n

rose and followed the older man into

soft blackness beyond the firelight. '

walked in silence along the slope, pa:

the water tank, stopping at the d;

line where the junipers began again
"A good night," said Edwards.
"It is that," Lineer agreed.

Edwards sat down, and Lineer foi

a place beside him. At this distance
"

the fire even Ware's voice was only a
mur. Across the narrow valley the

reared its black bulk against the sta

"A good many years ago I crossed
country," said Edwards. "A young
just out of West Point. We ran a si

through to California. Passed a coi

of hundred miles north of here.'

stirred slightly, the shifting of his

causing a small rustling in the darknfoi

When he continued his voice heH jfrom rhr?

vagrant note of regret. "At my age a I
jj

likes to punish himself by looking
and debating the turns he made i;

road. I sometimes think I would
been happier in the Army."

"In or out of the Army," said L
"a man goes where he has to

uticWa

trie Sin.

«
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Edwards found a cigar and swipe

match across his boot sole. The sq

flame flared and grew small and fla

again as he drew at his cigar. Each fl

disclosed the clean decisiveness of !

face, the hooked nose and the deep-;

hooded eyes. A suggestion of wearii

was there, but it was hard to pie

Lineer thought that it must come
the voice. It was not physical weari

"Yes," said Edwards. "A man
knows that won't look back so often,

he'll still look back."
Edwards worked leisurely at his

giving its fragrance to the night,

along the slope came the long, slobb
exhalation of a late-feeding horse,

lay back on his elbows, loose and p
yet strongly curious because this

man was so slow at coming to the

ness that had brought them out here.

Presently Edwards asked, "What'
Ware and Nye trouble about?"

Lineer shrugged. "Pick any dozei

in the valley and they'll give you a

different versions. And there will be

truth in all of them. In twenty
those two have found time and a w;

fight over everything."

He stopped, thinking over his

and realizing they were no sort of a:

Yet it was no simple question. Pro!

not even Wilse Ware and Jubal

could agree on the origin and natuK

their monumental hate.

He went on, "Wilse and old J

Plu
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dominate everything in the valley except

each other. And both have to dominate.

They can't beat each other down and they

can't stop trying."

"Yes," said Edwards. "I can under-

stand that." A dryness came into his

voice. "Maybe 1 can understand it better

than most men. The question arises:

Will they stop trying long enough for us

to build a railroad?"

"Tracy mentioned some sort of agree-

ment with them."
"A clear-cut agreement to keep the

peace," said Edwards. "Made by them
together in his presence. But sometimes

men find they've turned loose forces they

can't control."

"They are men of their word," ob-

served Lineer.
,

"So am 1." said Edwards. "But men
under me have broken my word and be-

lieved they were right in doing it."

Lineer stirred, feeling the first growth

of restlessness. This was not the direction

he had expected the conversation to take.

"If it happens," said Edwards slowly,

"you are to let Tracy handle it. The peace

agreement is his. Even in another situ-

"What has he asked for?"

"Nothing. That's the trouble."

"He'll profit from land, of course."

said Lineer thoughtfully. "Land is his

passion, you know. They say he used the

first legal fee he ever earned in the Terri-

tory to buy a quarter section, and he's

been buying ever since. Most of the south

end of the valley belongs to him."

"But he has given options to Tracy on
all of it we want. At a fair price, too. The
value won't go up until the railroad is

built. If we buy it now he doesn't profit."

"Ah," said Lineer. "Then 1 don't

know."
"Two strong men," said Edwards, al-

most absently. "I confess I like both of

them. They're tough in a way 1 appreci-

ate. Each of them, for reasons of his

own, wants this railroad so badly he is

willing to give away a great deal to get

it. You and I would like to find out why.

But we are not going to try. We are

going to leave that to Tracy."
Lineer sat up. "Go on," he said.

"I'm setting up a separate company,"
said Edwards. "Tracy has named it the

El Paso and New Mexico. He will be

"For heaven's sake, Merwin, when you want the paint, ask for it!
"

COLLIER'S REAMER KELLER

ation like that saloon fight the other night

you must stand aside."

"You're way ahead of me." murmured
Lineer. "Everyone but you has told me
this railroad is going to be built. But 1

don't know it until you say it."

"That was settled before 1 left New
York." said Edwards brusquely. He
stopped short. When he continued, his

voice held an odd urgency. "Be patient,

Jim. I'm aware that I'm backing into

this. Maybe it's a hell of a way to start a

railroad. But I know exactly what I'm

doing, and why. No one but me is making
these decisions."

Lineer said, puzzled but relieved, "Fair

enough."
"Now then. The deal Ware is offering

on his coal is so good it's suspicious. Yet
the engineers say the coal is there. What's
in his mind?"

"At a guess," said Lineer. "it's the

town. He raised White Oaks from a

gulch camp. It belongs to him. He loves

it the way a man loves his son. Maybe he

figures the railroad will make the town."

"Not good." said Edwards. "Railroads

and town pride seldom mix well. What
does Jubal Nye want?"

Collier's for September 27, 1947

president. His authority will be complete.

So will his responsibility. I have made
only one request of him: that he hire you
as engineer in charge. And he wants you."

Lineer's fingers tightened around a

rock. "How about water?" he asked.
Edwards repeated, "Tracy's authority

will be complete." He continued in a

different voice, "There is some argument
on his side, you know. He is convinced
he can get good water from really deep
wells He tells me that is backed up by
Blake and Summers, the engineers he had
with him. They are sound men. They
point out that there are deep wells at El

Paso and on the Jornada."
Lineer's fingers loosened on the rock.

He held it in his open palm, rolling it

there aimlessly, feeling that hot throb of

anger in his blood stream, surrendering

suddenly to it and hearing it crash and
roar in his head. He flung his right arm
back and then forward, and the rock
hurtled into the darkness. He sat quite

still then, hearing the tunk of the rock
below.
He asked mildly, "When you commit-

ted me to the flume in the presence of
Ware and Nye this afternoon, you knew

you were going to do this, didn't you?"
"Yes. I deliberately used you," Ed-

wards admitted.

"Why?"
"1 want them to know that Tracy has

my complete support. I could tell them
so, but it would not be the same. Now
they will know that you two disagreed on
the most fundamental issue here, and that

1 took Tracy's side."

"And why was that necessary?"

The older man's cigar glowed brightly

for a moment. Then he took it from his

mouth and rested his hands on his knees.

He sat thus so long that the ash faded to a

faint spark. At last he said softly, "Jim,

I'm trying to be completely fair with three

people—Tracy, my daughter and myself.

And it's damned hard. Maybe I'm going
too far. Maybe even I'm being unfair to

myself as well as you. But this is the way
it has to be."

"You don't tell a man much."
"No," agreed Edwards heavily. "You're

a fair-minded man. But if you knew
what I'm trying to do, your attitude

would be colored one way or the other,

whether you wished it or not. Take it as

it is, Jim. Take it as just another job to

do, forgetting the personalities. I say to

you that you will never regret it."

"And if I cannot?"
"Then I will find another spot for you

as good or better than this. I have no
intention of losing you if I can help it.

But 1 tell you frankly there is no other

man in my organization fit for this job.

And that is not because you know this

valley, cither."

Lineer said, "I don't understand."
"You are a man at peace with himself,

Jim. And this job needs such a man."
"Perhaps I was," said Lineer dryly,

"until tonight."

"You still are. I saw it in Sonora. I've

watched you here. Men like you don't

change much, thank God."
Lineer said suddenly, "Who is Tracy

Thomason?"
"Who is he?"
"Yes. What's his background? Where

did he come from? Your daughter said

today she has known him all her life. If

I'm going to work with him I want to

know him too."

COLONEL EDWARDS delayed his

answer a long moment. When finally

he spoke an odd weariness again was in

his voice: "Tracy's father was in the

class ahead of me at West Point. We
served together on the frontier. Tracy
was a boy when his father was killed in

the last Comanche uprising. His mother
died a year later. I took him into my
home and raised him."
"Why, then," said Lineer in surprise,

"he's like a son."

"Yes," said the older man with a

strange diffidence. "Tracy is like a son."

The silence fell again. Lineer found
he was wishing that he could see the face

of the man beside him. Too much was
suggested here, and nothing explained.

No man for forebodings, Lineer never-

theless felt the onrush of an old and cold

and sealed-off passion working its way up
through new fissures. He must live and
work with this mystery. It would be best,

then, that he make his own attitude as

sharply clear as possible.

He said, "I learned to take orders be-

fore I learned to give them. But Tracy
makes it hard for any man to take orders
from him."

"Ahhh," cried Edwards. "You must
not say that." He jumped to his feet.

Lineer rose too. "I'm sorry," he said.

"There is no pleasure in saying it. But it

is a fact I must reckon with."

"All right," said Edwards. "All right.

Anything else?"

"Do I need to know anything about
Molly Riordan?"
"Molly? Good Lord, no." Edwards'

normally decisive voice returned.
"Molly's father is my coachman. Her
mother is our cook. Molly and Barbara
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grew up together right from the cradle.

She is a wonderfully sweet girl. And she

understands Barbara better than I do."

"One thing more. Will this railroad be

finished come hell or high water?"
"The prospect of high water seems

grossly improbable," said Edwards with

a chuckle. "But this railroad is an im-

portant part of Great Western's plans for

the future, all personal considerations

aside. It will be finished."

"Then," said Lineer, "I'll leave you at

the malpais tomorrow and head for El

Paso. There are a good many things I

can get started."

"Very well," Edwards agreed. "Talk
it over with Tracy."
"As soon as Sonora is cleaned up I'll

want two of your men there. Georgie
Price for my second engineer. And a

foreman named Tim McCarthy."
"They're yours," said Edwards. He

added thoughtfully, "Tim McCarthy. Is

that the man who whipped Tracy?"
"Yes. There's no feeling there now."
"Good." Edwards was quiet for a

moment. Then he asked, "Any other

reason why you want to leave the party

so soon?"
"You saw what happened this after-

noon."
"Yes. I guess you're right. Well, let's

get to bed."

"I think I'll stay a while," said Lineer.

"Good night, Jim."

BACK in the black night shadow of a

juniper, Lineer lay watching the dim
outline of Edwards' shoulders as he
walked toward the fire.

Thoughts and questions crowded into

Lineer's mind, and with them came
doubts. He set himself against them stub-

bornly. He knew that on some lonely

night when work had spent too much of

his strength and a blackness of mood
was upon him, he would look back to

remember that a man had been promoted
past him, and to curse himself for a weak-
ling. But those were dark hours that

came to all men, and perhaps less often to

him than to those around him. Yes, he

did live at peace with himself, although he

had never thought of it that way. He had
learned to accept the dictates of his judg-

ment, and to avoid that barren pain that

comes of roweling the soul with the re-

proaches of hindsight. The issue had been
decided. The railroad would be built, and
his hand would guide the construction.

Gradually the doubts gave way against

the coolness and the deep peace of the

night.

The night's sounds penetrated to him
one by one. The squeak overhead that

was gone in an instant was a bat, racing

its unerring way through the juniper

crowns. The soft murmurs in the earth

could be many things as he knew, for it

was only the stranger to this inhospitable

land who thought the little creatures of

the earth could not exist here. Some-
where near the wagons below, a footstep

came.
Then he heard Barbara Edwards' laugh

and Tracy Thomason's strong voice.

They were pacing toward him. He sat

up and would have revealed himself, but

at that moment he heard Thomason
speak his name.

"That isn't so and I'm truly surprised

at you. Tracy," he heard Barbara say.

"You didn't act this way in New York."
"This isn't New York," said Thoma-

son. There was exasperation in his tone,

and something close to temper.
"Do you remember, Tracy, that you

agreed with Dad we needed something
like this together? It would give us a

chance really to know each other."

They paused below Lineer. He lay

still, resenting their presence, angry at

them for this position they had put him
in and yet admitting his curiosity.

"I'm learning about you all right," said

Thomason. "I've learned that you will

flirt with a man right before my eyes."

"If you're talking about Ed Ware," she

said, "that was a game that helped pass a
long day. He and I knew it. You were
the one who misunderstood. You were
plain rude."

"All right, all right, I'm sorry," he said

impatiently. "I'll apologize to Ware
tomorrow. But that still doesn't excuse
your running off with Lineer."

"Oh, Tracy," she said, "don't you see?

I didn't really care about going. And he
would have refused me if you hadn't
interfered."

The uneven thrusting of a quick pride
was in his reply. "Is that what you call

it? We're going to be married. Is it

interfering when I ask you not to do
something?"
"No, Tracy," she said slowly. "But

you must make it easier for me and for

other people to do what you want."
"Easier?" he said bitterly. "I'm not

unreasonable. Must I beg?"
"This isn't right," she said. "We mustn't

stand here talking to each other like this.

If we're going to
—

"

Her words were cut off suddenly as

Thomason reached out and brought her
to him roughly. •

"Barbara! Barbara!" he said.

After a little while she pulled away. "I

needed that, Tracy," she said softly.

"Won't you remember to do it more
often?"

"Every hour of every day."
There was a little silence before she

spoke with a sober longing. "I wish we
could marry now. I wish it very much."

"No," he said. His quick confidence,

so strangely close to exaltation, was back
in his voice. "We have made a bargain
with your father. I'm more than ever

convinced it is a good bargain."
When they were gone Lineer sought

out his bedroll. He was tired. His mind
was tranquil. He was asleep in a moment,
a timeless moment in which green eyes

that held a hot sweet passion turned to a

cool turquoise and then faded slowly
away to the darkness of oblivion.

WITH a last loud clang as of iron on
iron, the caravan dropped through

a cut and put the malpais behind it.

Colonel Edwards looked back, searching
north and south and not finding an end
to this curse upon the land. It lay like

some terrible river of dried and blackened
blood, vistous, twisting, full of dark pits

and fantastic, razor-edged little peaks.

He whistled. "Whew! I'd hate to build

a railroad across that."

Lineer smiled. He felt the pleasant

excitement of a home-coming. It was
good to be back in the valley, to feel its

remoteness from the world and its own
secret kinship with sun and wind and
wheeling night sky.

He pointed to rising ground a mile

ahead. Beyond it Carrizo Peak, bare and
brown, was quite near. "I leave you
there," he said.

"Don't work too hard, Jim," said

Tracy Thomason. "Leave some of it

for me."
These three were riding in the last

coach of the caravan so they could talk

over the work Lineer would get under
way. In the second coach young Ed
Ware rode with Edwards' three financial

associates. The two girls were in the lead

coach with Wilse Ware and Jubal Nye.
Colonel Edwards raised a finger north

toward the broken plains. "Can you get

out of the valley to the north without

topping a mountain range?"
"It's rough, dry country," Lineer said.

"But no hard grades. And a natural

route up to connect with one of those

lines coming down across Kansas, if

that's what is in your mind."
"So?" Edwards sat back, his eyes

swinging up and down the valley, saying

no more until the caravan stopped. They
stepped out into the hard, bright sun-

shine. Up ahead the passengers were
out of the coaches and stretching their

legs. A Nye man was bringing up two
horses for Lineer.
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"I take it," said Edwards, "that we've

entered the Ware domain."
"You're on a Ware ranch right now,"

said Lineer. "You'll stay on Ware land

all the way to White Oaks. You'll sleep

in a Ware hotel, eat food from a Ware
general store, go to a Ware theater. Also

you'll see a school and a church that

Ware money built. He's proud of his

town, and I guess he has a right to be."

"He's our man," said Thomason.
"He'll be more useful to us than Jubal

Nye."
Edwards squinted up toward the

mountains to the northeast where White
Oaks lay cradled in its high gulch. He
turned back to the two younger men.
And though he spoke to them both, his

ey*es were on Thomason. "If I had to go
against either one," he said, "I'd hit the

first blow and put every resource, every

man and every dollar I had into it."

"Now, Colonel," laughed Thomason.
"Don't go borrowing trouble for us."

Lineer mounted his horse, giving the

small salute that was the custom of the

country. "See you in El Paso," he said.

He rode up the line of coaches, saying his

farewells. He raised his hat to Barbara
Edwards and she gave him a warm and
friendly smile.

"I wish you weren't leaving us."

He smiled down at her, then raised

his hand to Wilse Ware and Jubal Nye
as he turned his horse away.

"Just a minute, Jim," said Ware.
He strode over, putting a hand on the

cantle of Lineer's saddle, and walked
beside the horse until they were a dozen
yards from the group around the coach.
Ware looked up then, his face affable.

"Jess Folsom has had his tongue-
lashing," he said. "I'm sorry about the

fight."

"Forget it, Wilse."

Sure," said Ware. "You forget this

ne too, Jim. But you know this valley.

ou know me. I don't let my men take

a licking from outsiders. I back 'em up,

right or wrong."
He said it conversationally, with none

of the friendliness gone from his tone.

Yet the warning was there. And Lineer,

looking down into his black eyes,

thought that there was no reason for

surprise. This was the nature of the man,
and he hid his ways from no one. His
world was all black and white, conquer
or war endlessly, hunger or satiety. This
was Wilson Ware the leader, ruthless and
unforgiving with his enemies but loyal

always to all who acknowledged his lead-

ership in the valley.

Lineer let the silence run on, thinking

of this and of the meaninjg of the warn-
ing. Ware could not take offense for the

fight, for he was bound by the rules of

hospitality and he observed them rigidly.

Lineer had gone to the saloon as the

guest of Ed Ware. No, the warning was
meant for the future. Wilse Ware was
telling him that none of the ways and
rights of the Ware domain would be sur-

rendered to this new force coming into

the valley, however much Ware might
want the railroad.

"All right, Wilse," Lineer said finally.

"Let it cut both ways."

LINEER shrugged two months of office

j work from his shoulders and rode
north beneath the July sun with Timothy
McCarthy at his side. North by east out
of El Paso, skirting the Organs. Then
northward up the Tularosa Basin's burn-
ing emptiness. Northward toward the

railroad survey to Tularosa and White
Oaks. North toward the blinding white
sands and north toward the black knives
of the malpais.

Restlessness, and an odd eagerness,

too, pushed Lineer. The restlessness he
understood. It grew from two months
chained to a desk back there in El Paso.
Two months of paper work. Two months
of labors to overcome the inertia of point
zero, to force momentum into the con-
struction of the railroad.

The eagerness puzzled him. There
was no welcome for him or any man in

this desert. It stretched away to its moun-
tain barriers, lifeless, brooding, silent

with its memories of old violence and its

threat of violence to come. Yet the pull

of it was upon him as always, and he
shook it off now to bring his gaze to the

man beside him. A lilt of humor light-

ened the remoteness of his gray eyes.

"Tim," he said, "you've been watching
the ground for a mile. What the devil

are you up to?"

Tim said elaborately, without looking

up, "I'm lookin' for a horny toad and
not findin' one. And if they can't live

in this desert, how the hell do ye expect
me to build ye a railroad across it?"

Lineer chuckled, then growled at him,
"You'll build no railroads, toads or no
toads. Georgie Price will build the rail-

road, and you'll sweat only from your
strutting, you black Mick."

Big Tim's great laugh boomed out.

Big Tim, whose right arm once smashed
Tracy Thomason into unconsciousness
with a single blow. A laughing giant of

a man with blue eyes made deeper blue

TIMMY by HOWARD SPARBER
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by the bronze of his face, and a shock of
ringleted hair black as midnight. This
was Big Tim, up from Sonora with
Gcorgie Price at Lineer's command.
And little Georgie Price, the second
engineer, had sworn mightily there in

El Paso two days ago when Lineer threw
the paper work at him.

Tim's laugh subsided. They let talk

die again, riding with the slackness of
deep weariness. The wheeling sun had
drained its bounty of strength from men
and horses. The need of water and night's

coolness was a growing, insistent pulse

through their bodies.

Presently Lineer raised his eyes to

scan the distant mountain barriers.

"We'll sink our second well about
here," he said.

Big Tim pursed chapped lips. He
gazed about him at the harsh red hum-
mocks, billowing and shimmering away
endlessly in all directions. He looked at

the low Jarillas, barren lumps erupting

like great blisters of misshapen, molten
earth from the desert floor.

"And if ye don't find water?" he asked.

"Then," said Lineer, slowly, "there'll

be hell to pay."

HIS eyes moved to the cool blue es-

carpment of the Sacramentos,
towering above the heat distortion to the

northeast. Sweet water gushed there

from myriad springs. Water that could
be fliimed to the desert here. As he gazed
he felt again a baffling sense of unreality

surrounding the decision that denied him
the flume, and he fought it down as he
had so many times these last two months.
He shrugged then and turned his

horse off the road, moving west into the

mesquite.

"Tinker Well lies over here a mile," he
explained. "A shallow well and short

supply. Brackish but drinkable."

They came presently to a rise in the

ground where they could see the gleam
of the westering sun on an earthen tank
of water. Beyond was a flat-roofed

choza and, beyond that, the shapeless
crisscross of holding corrals. A few lean

cattle stood motionless in the mud of the

tank overflow. This was Jubal Nye's
water. The only water for twenty-five

miles north or south, east or west.

They were two hundred yards from
the tank, and tired horses were stretching

and throwing their heads with thirst's

sharp demands, when the rifle cracked.

They heard the passage of the bullet

through the scrub at their close left. They
saw in the next moment the bloom of
black powder smoke from the hut's one
paneless window. Beside Tim's horse a
wand of ocotillo, gray and shriveled and
cleanly severed by the bullet, slowly

toppled. Tim's horse side-stepped

nervously against Lineer's mount.
"Why, the blasted

—
" began Tim, and

stopped. They sat their horses with
suddenly tightened reins, not moving
forward and not running, knowing that

had been a warning shot. In this coun-
try a man would seldom miss at two
hundred yards unless he intended to.

Lineer raised high in his stirrups then,

sweeping his hat from his head so that

the hidden rifleman could see his face.

This was Jubal Nye's water. No enemy
could be there.

The answer came instantly in the dark
puff of a second shot, and before Lineer
heard the report he felt a slight tug
against his body and then the burn of
pain along his left side.

"Down!" he shouted to Tim, throwing
himself sideways from the saddle. He
hit on his right shoulder and arm, feeling

the sharp bite of mesquite on the back of

his neck and grabbing quickly to recover

lost reins. Through the legs of the horses

he saw Tim tumble to the ground and
roll to the safe slope of the nearest hum-
mock. Tim's voice rose quickly, sooth-

ing the horse. The animal saw Lineer's

horse standing quiet, and subsided.

"Lie still, Tim!" called Lineer. They

waited in the sudden, hot silence. The
horses were exposed. If the rifleman
wanted to kill the animals, nothing could
be done to stop him. No shot came.
"We've got to lead our horses out of

here," called Lineer now.
Tim rolled back, calling softly to his

mount as he came. His hand found the
reins.

Lineer rose slowly to his knees, keep-
ing his head below the level of the mes-
quite, and threaded back through the

hummocks. He kept going until he found
a depression between hummocks deep
enough to shield both horses and men.

Big Tim, coming up behind him, was
laughing. "Jim, lad," he said, "ye didn't

promise us fun with the work, but I'll not
hold it against ye."

He saw the crimson on Lineer's shirt.

His laugh died. "Now that skulkin' son
of Satan

—
" He strode swiftly forward.

Lineer lifted the shirt. It was an ugly
crimson streak along his side a hand's
width below the armpit. A surface
wound, not serious. But the bullet had
passed just three inches from his heart.

Lineer knew then that the hidden
marksman had tried to kill. He knew
that shot had been fired in sudden anger
when he lifted his hat and showed his

face to the man there in the choza.
He stood with the raised shirt in his

hand and his eyes on the bloody gash,

slowly accepting the knowledge that

someone in the Tularosa Valley hated or

feared him enough to kill him. Not until

then did he ask himself who had fired the

shots.

He had been in the valley but once
since Colonel Edwards had returned to

New York. That once was a month ago,

a quick trip to Tularosa. There had been
no hint of trouble then. And Tracy
Thomason had been in the valley most
of the time, handling the cash grants

from the towns and buying land for the

railroad. Thomason had spoken no word
of any conflict.

Yet here it was. Trouble at Jubal
Nye's water. That meant that Wilse
Ware was involved in some way. Had
the truce been broken? If so, the rail-

road was beaten now before a rail was
laid. No persuasion could induce work-
ers to come into this basin if Wilse Ware
and Jube Nye were at war again.

And in some mysterious and intensely

personal way, the point of this violence
was aimed directly at Jim Lineer.

WHEN the slow swelling of anger
came then, it was directed not at

the man in the choza but inward at him-
self. He had come back to the valley of
his birth to build this railroad of his

dreams. He had accepted conditions that

tied his hands. Now he was going to pay
the price for another man's ambition. A j

hard bleakness came into his face. Tim
saw it. And Tim, with his memories of

Sonora, was pleased.

Lineer dropped his shirt. He closed

his eyes, bringing to his mind an image
of the ground there before him at the

moment the first shot was fired.

When he opened his eyes he said,

"Those hummocks continue in close to

the tank on the southeast. We can get

within fifty yards of him."
Tim nodded.
"We've got to water the horses,"

Lineer continued. "We'll wait till dark."

He found his .45 in his saddle roll.

Tim was rummaging for his own gun.

Presently Tim raised his canteen and

drained it.

"Now," he said with satisfaction,

"with a dry ride ahead, there'll be no
changing of the McCarthy mind."
They made their plan, talking back

and forth with Tim posted at the crest

of the hummock as lookout, then waited

through the hot and breathless twilight.

Lineer sat quietly debating as long

shadows changed the shape of the desert

without bringing coolness. They must
have water tonight. He was confident
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fheir plan would get them to the tank.

Should they, afterward, go against the

nan in the choza? Assuming they could

:atch or kill him without wounds to

hemselves—and that was by no means
:ertain—would such a course be wise?

Whatever new or old quarrel gripped

his valley, there was a chance that it

tould be stopped. Killing the man would
jnly aggravate it. Lineer turned troubled

houghts then to Colonel Edwards'
trangely insistent demand: If war flamed

>etween Ware and Nye, Lineer must
tand aside. Thomason arranged the

ruce. Thomason must enforce it.

The sky overhead was black when
jneer called softly, "Let's go."

Tim slid down from the hummock,
pok the reins of both horses, and fol-

Dwed Lineer. They came out presently

t a point southeast of the tank. Beyond
ere the hummocks leveled away to flat

ed ground right up to the mud flats of

le tank. The black outline of the choza
/as faintly visible thirty yards beyond.

'EAVING Tim there, Lineer slipped

away without a word. He was not

ounting on surprise. The rifleman knew
ley had not gone; he must at this mo-
lent be searching the night .for them.
Lineer strode slowly and softly west-

'ard, hidden in the night's blackness,

resently the gray top log of a corral

jomed directly before him. He slipped

eneath it, turning toward the choza.
Now he lay at full length upon the

round and raised his pistol. Putting

imself in the rifleman's place, he
lought of what he would be doing at

us moment. Staying close to the water,

hat was certain. But not in the hut. A
lan indoors could be trapped too easily,

ould be too limited in his horizon.

Lineer lifted his pistol higher then to

le faint outline of the choza 's roof. He
red. then rolled to his left. He came up
n his elbows again, waiting. No bullet,

o slightest stir, answered him.
He let what he judged to be a minute

ass. He fired again at the roof, rolling

ard to the right even as he fired.

Instantly flame spurted from the east-

ard corner of the roof. The bullet

uidded into the ground somewhere to

ineer's left as he rolled hard once more,
incing at the sudden pain when his

ound scraped the hard earth.

He let a longer interval pass this time,

orking his body back slowly with

bows and knees and moving leftward

5ain. The dust stirred by his body in

e oppressive stillness choked his lungs,

d he fought down a cough. Two
inutes. Three minutes. He fired and
lied, and again the rifle sought him out.

He came forward^ again, moving to his

ft front, so intent on the pattern of his

ovement that he was only dimly aware
r

fresh pain in scraped knees and
bows. He fired, rolling right.

This time the quick bark of three

volver shots answered him from the

of. flicking into the ground on both

ies of him. So the man there had laid

ide the rifle. If this enemy had fired all

k. shots of his pistol as well spaced as

e three had been, one of them might
ve struck home.
Lineer moved steadily toward the

rral fence to his right. How many
inutes had passed? Eight? Ten? Tim
ould have had plenty of time.

Lineer slipped beneath the fence. He
bated one more shot and decided

;ainst it, feeling now the deep bite of

ariness and the pain of scraped skin

d bruises that seemed to cover his

lole body. He circled south of the

nk. He paused to listen when suddenly
m appeared at his side. For a big man,
m could move very quietly.

"Both watered." whispered Tim.
Canteens full. Now we go after him."
No," said Lineer. "Now we ride."

They were back on the road, and
zinging north, when Tim said, "And
iw, Jim lad, I'll ask ye why."
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"Perhaps we could have killed him,"

said Lineer. "And perhaps one of us

would have been killed in the doing of it.

But that is not all the reason. We do no
fighting we can prevent. Tracy Thoma-
son keeps the peace in this valley."

"Ahhh, does he now? And would he

be keeping the peace the way he did in

Sonora? I'll be no friend to a man that

makes ye turn away from a rascal that

tried to kill ye. And by yere own word
ye don't even know who the rascal might
be."

"If there is fighting," repeated Lineer,

"it's Thomason's business, not ours."

"Jim, lad," asked Tim in a troubled

voice, "are ye still the man I worked for

in Sonora?"
,"I am, Tim."
"Then this much more I'll politely ask

ye: If Thomason can't protect us, do we
keep runnin'?"
"Thomason gets his chance. If he can't

keep the peace, I will." . .

.

The sun was again on their left cheeks
when the tall cottonwoods of Tularosa
rose out of the desert at the foot of the

Sacramentos. They stopped at the end of

the acequia, where its water marked the

dramatic change from desert to green.

Their thirst satisfied, they moved into

the red dust of Tularosa's streets. The
dust was powder fine, yielding as a soft

"I don't want to show my ig-

norance, Professor, but just

how are atomic bombs made?'
COLLIER'S JOHN JARVIS

carpet. Yet right beside it flowed the cold,

clear waters of the 'cequia, the sparkling

fife artery of this town. The yellow

cottonwoods, close-planted along the

canal, shaded the waters and gave to

Tularosa a pleasant charm. Even the

adobes, set back from the flowing

stream, festooned with their strings of

chili Colorado, lost their harsh angularity

in the soft splatter of light and tree

shadow.
They stabled at Tyson's, just off the

plaza. Lineer felt the need of a bath to

cleanse the soreness and the aches from
his body, but the mystery of last night

pushed at his mind and would not let him
wait. He left Tim to send their gear

around to the hotel and stepped out on
the street.

Molly Riordan was walking toward
him. A basket swung under her arm. A
blue sunbonnet covered her head against

the desert sun and was drawn closely

about her face. She walked hurriedly,

watching her feet and casting little

glances to both sides of her.

Lineer removed his hat and stepped in

front of her. She saw his feet and legs

first. When she raised her face he ob-
served that her eyes were startled.

"Molly," he said, "you're looking un-
commonly fine."

"The same to you, sir," she replied,

showing her pleasure.

"Going anywhere in particular?"

"Just a bit of buying for Miss Bar-
bara."
"Buy an extra bit and get me invited

there for supper, will you?"

She laughed up at him, her blue eyes

full of the merriment he remembered
from the first time he ever saw her. "I

will that. We're expecting Mr. Thoma-
son too."

"How is Barbara?" he asked.

"Ah, you should see her," exclaimed
Molly. "She and the help so busy the

livelong day getting the house in order.

Buying and planning and sewing—

"

"Barbara sewing?"
She slanted a glance up at him, smiling

yet reproachful. "Now don't you be
getting ideas, Mr. Lineer. Miss Barbara
can do anything she sets her mind to. She
learned in a twinkling."

There was no mistaking the gentle

reprimand in Molly's voice. It brought
him again up against a confusing fact

that he had wondered about idly during
the days in El Paso: the close comrade-
ship between this servant and the willful,

capricious girl who was her mistress.

He spoke to her gently, "Molly, you
were acting a moment ago as though you
were afraid somebody was going to

speak to you, perhaps hurt you. Why?"
She stared with quiet face down the

street, past the last tree beside the

'cequia, far out to where the white sands
of the desert lay, hot and breathless and
harshly agleam.

"I am not afraid," she said. "Truly
I'm not. But there is—something—out
there. It's—I do not understand it, but
there is sorrow in it."

"Sorrow?" He frowned down, puz-
zled. Then he chuckled. "Molly, you
are Irish. You see it and feel it before

you know it's there. And you're right.

It's Pavlo Blanco."

"Pavlo Blanco?"
"The White Lady of the Sands. A

Spanish legend of tragedy. Someday
when the sands are blowing I'll tell it to

you."

As he moved away a thought came to

him and he turned back to ask, his eyes

gay, "How is Harry Keck?"
The question caused Molly no em-

barrassment. "I have not seen him for

many days," she said.

AT THAT moment Big Tim emerged
l\ from the stable. Lineer saw his eyes

travel to Molly, and saw Molly's face

lift and her gaze go forth to meet Tim.
Tim was beside her in a quick stride,

smiling down at her as Lineer spoke their

names, and then Tim was saying, "Molly
Riordan, is it? Jim, lad, ye spoke too
little of this."

Lineer stayed but a minute more, and
in that minute no word was spoken. Bold
blue eyes looked into deep blue eyes, and
all of the many things that were said

were wordless. Lineer moved up the

street. He looked back once, his face

thoughtful with its wonderment, and saw
Tim take the basket from Molly's arm.

Lineer entered the plaza and turned

right. He tried the first door of a wide,

one-story frame building, and found it

locked. So Thomason was not here. This

was the railroad's land office, used by
both Thomason and Lineer when they
were in Tularosa.
The shades were drawn next door, too,

at the little private bank Ed Ware man-
aged for his uncle.

He moved off the plaza and up the

street, feeling as always the drowsing
comfort of life beneath its big cotton-

woods after the harshness of the desert.

At the east edge of town he came to two
large homes beside the 'cequia madre.
They were the only houses in all Tula-
rosa built of stone and wood. They were
the only houses that proclaimed their

substance with a second story.

Old Jube Nye lived in the first. The
second had been the home of Ed Ware
until Wilse Ware offered it to Barbara
Edwards. Now young Ware lived in the

hotel on the plaza.

Lineer turned in at the first house,
knocked, then opened the door when he
heard Jube Nye's high, precise voice in-

When the Storm King

rages, you'll be ready in your new FOOT
PALS brogues. These sturdy, handsome

shoes feature ruddy-brown scotch-grain

leather from famed W. & J. Martin of

Scotland, molded over our comfortable

"Buck" last. Other highlights are their

full -brogue construction, their heavy

double soles and flange heels . . . PLUS

quality a grade above their price.

WnllStreeler Shoe Company. No. Adams. Mass.
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vite him in. The old lawyer sat in his shirt

sleeves in the living room that he used as

an office. He rose slowly and painfully

to his feet in his courteous way, his lined

face showing his pleasure.

"Jim, boy. How's the empire builder?"

"Sun-scorched and dry as a visiting

preacher," said Lineer. It felt good to

drop on the worn leather sofa, stretch his

legs and take the cool glass of lemonade
from the hand of this man who had been
his father's old friend. He hesitated,

feeling the need of idle and uncompli-

cated talk, then said abruptly, "Some-
body tried to kill me at Tinker Well
yesterday."

Jubal Nye's face, trained by a half

century of courtroom battles, shaped
into an expression of courteous atten-

tion, not friendly, not hostile. "So?"
Lineer said, "Who was it?"

NYE let a minute pass. No slightest

change showed in his face. But the

very fact of his hesitation showed that a

struggle was going on in his precise mind,
and that it was no ordinary struggle. He
said finally, "No."

'

"If there is trouble between you and
Wilse Ware," Lineer persisted gently, "is

it not the railroad's business?" He
added dryly, "Perhaps not mine until the

man at the well shoots straighter. But

—

Thomason's, say?"
The old lawyer nodded, faintly smil-

ing. "I'll concede that, though Wilse
Ware would not. // there is trouble."

"I'm moving a drilling rig up to the

Jarillas soon," Lineer continued. "I'll

have to borrow water from Tinker Well
for the drilling crew."

Jubal Nye rose and paced the room.
He opened the door and squinted out at

the harsh sunlight, his spare and feeble

body held stiffly straight by the iron

spirit that guided his life. When he came
back to Lineer he had made his decision.

"I've got Harry Keck staked out at

that well," he said. "Wilse Ware is hunt-
ing him."

Lineer was silent, remembering the

slim and handsome foreman whose
quick pride had flared so dangerously
that night at Steve's in San Antonio. So
it was Harry Keck at the well. And
Keck, holed up, would not let anybody
of whom he was not sure approach the

well.

"But Keck would not try to kill you,"
said Nye.

Lineer lifted his left arm, pointing to

the bullet hole through his shirt. "Keck
fired one safe warning shot," he said.

"This was the second. It was fired after

I raised my hat."

"At what distance?"

"Two hundred yards."

"Keck is one of the best shots in ttu

country. He wouldn't miss at twi

hundred yards."

lineer stirred irritably. He had sat

restless horse when that shot was firei

The best pf riflemen could have bee
thrown off three inches. But that wa
not what disturbed him now. It wa|
some memory of the man. Somcthin
that night at Steve's. Some unnaturj
light in the eyes of Keck when he brace
Lineer after the fight. The man had
wild, hot pride. A pride that woul
brood and feed on itself, and flash out
time as an insane hale.

"Why," said Lineer with surprise an
deep conviction, "the man is a killer."

Nye said sharply, "Do you think

could fight Wilse Ware with stabl*

boys?"
"Why is Ware hunting him?"
"The man was a fool," said Nye dry!

"Got in trouble at White Oaks over
poker game and a horse. Rode by nigfc

to get here. I sent him down to the choz
to hole up until he hears from me."

"Is there a warrant out for him?"
"So I understand. Accuses him

stealing his own horse, as he tells it."

Lineer 's .voice was troubled, "What'
being done to settle it?"

"It's settled," said Nye. "He's m'

man. He's minding his own business on
my land. That's the end of it. Do yoi

think he could ever get a fair trial u,

there before a Ware judge and jury?"
"I'm thinking of what it could lead tc

Is there going to be bloodshed in thi

valley before we ever get a rail laid?"

"There is not. I'll go to any lengths

to prevent it." A strange intensity cam
into Nye's voice. "Any lengths, do yon
understand?" After a moment he coi

tinued quietly, "But Wilse Ware boasl

that he stands behind his men right

wrong. I'll do no less."

Lineer said, "Will you let Thomas
mediate this?"

"Of course. I'll surrender Keck
Ware will agree to a trial in a neutral

county."
Lineer rose, relieved. This could be

stopped now without violence. H
thought wryly that perhaps he was dis-

obeying Colonel Edwards' strict injunc-

tion to stay at arm's length from this ol

quarrel.

"How are the deep wells coming?
asked Nye.
"The first one looks good," sai"

Lineer. "The Jarilla well
—

" he shrugg©
"Time will tell."

Nye asked in an absent voice, "Do yi

know that I own that watershed up in

Sacramentos?"

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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AIRFOIL TENDERS - a sleek, car. length,

tapering contour of distinctive beauty.

FIREBALL POWER - from valve-in-head

itraight-elght engines in two sizes.

ACCURITE CYLINDER BORING - smoothness

from the start and an engine that "stays

young."

SILENT ZONE BODY MOUNTINGS - scien-

tiflcally placed for a firm and quiet ride.

FLITEWEIGHT PISTONS - for flashing action,

swift response, reduced load on bearings.

BUICOIL SPRINGING - Buick developed all-

coil springing for perpetual smoothness

and "panthergait" ride.

FULL-LENGTH TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE - pro-

tects moving parts, gives steadiness in

traveling.

PERMI-FIRM STEERING - light but positive

control with reduced need for adjustments.

BROADRIM WHEELS - for peak tire mile-

age, better car control, freedom from heel-

over on curves.

STEPON PARKING BRAKE - sets with a

touch, eliminates awkward hand »'

DEEPFLEX SEAT CUSHIONS - giving!.;

comfort in all models, three-person i

on all seats.

CURL-AROUND BUMPERS - front and

originated by Buick to protect she«t r>

Built for bumper jack.
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TEN SMART MODELS - in three sei
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by a Lady

When better

automobiles are built

will build them

'TOOK," she said to us, politely but very firmly, "you are making
.1 J me just a bit tired!"

"Tired?" we said, lifting a surprised brow. "You mean you
don't find this Buick comfortable? That these big soft seats and
gentle coil springing . . .

>>

White »l,lew«ll tlrea.

s illustrated, available

at eltra coat.

"The seats are dreams of comfort," she interrupted, "and your
all-coil springing, or whatever you call it, is everything you say

it is and more.

"I mean you've just got the wrong slant on how we women look

on this Buick!"

"Wrong slant?" We were astonished. "Why, its style — its

smartness ..."

" 'Fresh as a new bonnet,' " she quoted back at us. "And it surely

does look like what cars will be in the future — I certainly hope.

"But do you think that's all we women are interested in? Don't
you think we like power and steadiness and easy handling too?

Xou talk as though only a man likes to go zooming up a steep

hill without having to shift all the time!

"You sound like you think a woman wants to be bounced around

like a baby on his grandpa's knee because her car's too light to

hold the road!

"To hear you talk, one might think we girls never park a car.

Why, one of the things I like best about ours is the way I can

slip it into a parking spot at the grocer's without wearing myself

out tugging at the wheel.

"My point is a woman doesn't think about a car just as she does

a new hat! Of course we want style— good style that will stay

smart— like Buick's.

"But we like Buick because it does things for us.

"Because it's big and powerful and roomy and steady without

being truck-heavy to handle. Because it holds the road and

answers the wheel and stops quick and makes us feel safe and

sure of ourselves when we drive!

"That's what / like about our Buick— and I'll bet lots of other

women do too!"

io all of which we can say— the lady seems to have something.

In fact— she makes a pretty good case, it seems to us, for your

seeing your Buick dealer right now— and getting your order in.

Surely, you can't go wrong settling on a car that so completely

sells itself to both sides of the family!

pr<w

BUICK division of GENERAL MOTORS
Tunt in HENRY J. TAYLOR, Mutual Nffworfc, Mondays and Friday*
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'No," said Lineer in surprise. "You
iidn't own it when I was up there last

fear running a flume line."

The old lawyer chuckled. "There isn't

nuch goes on in this end of the valley

hat doesn't reach me. I knew you were
ip there and I knew what you were
loing. After you left for Sonora I bought
ip the whole watershed."
Lineer asked curiously, "Why?"
"So that nobody could hold you up on

>rice if you came back to build us a rail-

oad. It's yours at what I paid for it

—

f your deep wells don't come in."

Lineer's curiosity was strong and di-

ect now. He said, "I don't understand
rou."
Jubal Nye's faded eyes searched

lineer's face slowly as though he were
sking himself how much this younger
nan could understand.
Presently he said in his quiet, precise

oice, "I know what I am. I'm a stub-

10m old man ruling half of a country
hat I have no right to rule. A country
hat should be ruling itself, but can't be-

ause Wilse Ware and I have never given

: a chance. If Wilse Ware should die

amorrow, I would deed everything I own
ack to the Territory, then he down and
ie too."

He paused. When he resumed there

of his cheekbones. She saw the scar

slanting across his forehead, slashing a

white line through his left eyebrow.
She saw the boldness go out of his eyes

and wonder come into them. She looked
down at the basket under her arm and
she looked at an aged Mescalero Apache
asleep against a cottonwood bole and
she looked at Lineer striding up the

street, and she knew that nothing really

had changed.
Then she looked up again and his blue

eyes still were on her, and she knew the

whole world had changed.
Yet it was she, and not Tim, who set

the world in motion again. She spoke to

him, lapsing for the first time since child-

hood into the soft speech way of her

father and never knowing it, "If ye'll

take the basket, Mr. McCarthy, we'll be
going now."

Tim's great hand at her elbow guided
her up the street, and ever afterward
Molly remembered the sensation of

floating beneath the cottonwoods. Float-

ing up and up in the bold blue and the

merry blue of their own unbelieving

eyes, floating on and on beneath the

bright blue of the desert sky.

And when they reached the door of

the big house beside the 'cequia madre a

terrible thought came to Tim and he said

"Let's just urge the people to buy it because we need the money"
HERB WILLIAMS

as a rising ring in his tone: "I've done
tore than one man's share for this coun-
y. I've fought Apaches and I've fought
ri\ men. I've fought the sun and I've

>ught the desert. But I've also done
tore than one man's share of harm to

lis country. I've kept God-fearing,
;ntle people out of this valley because
ley know Wilse Ware and I have ruled
with violence and may again." His
ice dropped away to its old level pre-

sion. "A railroad will change every-

ing. A railroad means stability. A
ilroad means new people. New farms
the foothills, new towns with churches
them. That's why I want this railroad

ore than anything I ever wanted in my
e. That's why I'm going to stay alive

itil it is built."

HIS was the way of it with Mol'y
. Riordan and Timothy McCarthy,
anding there on the plaza publico of
ularosa, standing beside the singing
)w of the 'cequia, standing beneath the
ippled shade of the old cottonwoods as
neer walked up the street, pausing once
look back in wonderment.
Molly stared wordlessly up at Tim, un-
liling because all power had left her.

ie saw the black ringlets that curled
>out his ears. She saw the strong white
th of him, and the laughter and the

mper of him that lay upon his lips. She
w the deep burn of sun at the outthrust

jllier's for September 27, 1947

fiercely, "Molly, there is no other man to

answer to?"
"No, Tim," she said. "There is no

other man."
That was the way of it with Timothy

McCarthy and Molly Riordan, then and
forever. Barbara Edwards was the first

to know it. She saw it in Molly's radiant
smile, and it made her look wonderingly
at Big Tim. Without saying a word she
slipped to Molly's side and embraced
her.

And Lineer, arriving later from Jubal
Nye's next door, saw it too. With the

deep insight that was part of his nature
he understood that these two, Molly and
Tim, were this day chosen to dwell on
that distant peak where the happiness of
a man and a woman is sublime and their

sorrow, if sorrow comes, is a dark and
intolerable grief. And then he thought
of little Georgie Price, who had been
Tim's inseparable companion over half a

continent, and he murmured, "Poor
Georgie."
Tim and Molly had wandered to the

big garden behind the house. Now
Lineer was smiling down at Barbara, ob-
serving the complete graciousness of this

girl in her role of mistress of the house.
It was a side of her that he should have
expected, considering her background,
yet it seemed somehow inconsistent with
the turbulent girl of two months ago.
Her face was pleased and friendly and

filled with a faint excitement. She had
tanned evenly, defying the dryness that

ruined most women's complexions in

this driest of climates. It was a small
thing, but it pointed up the surprising

adaptability that this girl seemed to

possess. Yet he thought that her green
eyes held back something, and it set him
to wondering.
She was inspecting him too, seeing the

red dust that caked his clothes and the
deeper stain of blood on his shirt. She
said critically, "You could make yourself
more presentable."

SHE led him to the back porch, filling a
basin for him. He waited a moment,

and when she showed no intention of
leaving he stripped off his shirt. The
cool water felt good on his face and his

head and his forearms. He splashed
noisily and contentedly with a man's
fine disregard for the mess he was
making. Yet he was conscious of her
eyes making an unabashed exami-
nation of him.
Not until she handed him a towel did

she point to the angry streak along his

side with inquiring eyes.

He delayed his answer, thinking of
Jubal Nye's disbelief. Nye was keep-
ing Keck at the well, sending him word
to let the drillers use the water. To
insist now that Keck had tried to kill

him could only cause more trouble.

"A warning shot that came too
close," he said. He sketched part of the
events at Tinker Well. As he did so it

occurred suddenly to him that he had
no doubts whatever of this girl's dis-

creetness.

"Keck came here often to see Molly,"
she said thoughtfully. "I don't think
Molly encouraged him, but he was very
insistent." She added then, "Keep your
shirt off a minute."

Barbara poured fresh water and wet
a clean cloth. She stepped to him, and
began washing the dried blood below
the wound.

She smiled innocently up at him. The
touch of her cool fingers and the near-

ness of her stirred a sharp awareness in

his blood. He thought with sudden
shock that here was the cause of the

eagerness that held him on the road
yesterday. Then he told himself that

the intimate nearness of any pretty

woman would have stirred this response
in him. A wry conviction that this was
deliberate came to him. This was her

talent for dangerous mischief at play.

Two months in the desert had not sub-
dued it.

He said quizzically, "How is Tracy?"
She stepped back, glancing obliquely

at his face. "Fine. He should be here

soon. He went to White Oaks to see

Wilse Ware—about a sawmill."

He was putting on his shirt when she
seemed to complete some thought, for

she said, "You know, Tracy is a strong

and clever fighter. My father used to

bring professionals up to our place on
the river in the summer when he was
having stag parties, and Tracy would
fight them and beat them. I was only
twelve the first time, and Tracy was
just out of college. I peeked through
a hedge to see the fight. Tracy was
wonderful."

Lineer regarded her curiously. "What
made you think of that?"

"Oh, I don't know.' Just that you are

about of a size."

"Were you two together much as chil-

dren?" he asked.

She shook her head. "He was always
away at school when I was small. Then
later Dad sent him out on railroad jobs.

I worshiped him from afar until he dis-

covered me last winter."

She was smiling again as she con-
tinued, "Dad writes that he may come
out again in the autumn. I. think Tracy
and 1 will marry then."

"That's good," he said.

She asked abruptly, "You and Tracy
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re working well together, aren't you?"
I "We haven't seen much of each other,"

laid Lineer. "He's been here in the valley

[iealing with people. I've been in El Paso
pndling materials and engineering de-

lils."

She regarded him soberly, meeting his

yes. "That is not an answer," she said.

Jut then, I know now that you and
|racy could never be close friends."

"We have made a good start," said

[ineer. "I have no complaints."

HEY were back in the living room
when Tracy Thomason burst through

e front door with a gay shout.

"Barbara!" he cried, seizing her in his

ms. He lifted her, laughing, and
hided her. "Jim! The first well is in!

venty-eight thousand gallons in the

st test run. And moderately soft

ater!"

He set Barbara down, continuing ex-

erantly, "A messenger caught me
wn the street with the news. The
iller is all ready to move the rig up for

e Jarilla well."

Barbara kissed him warmly, then

illed away with a little laugh. Lineer
id, "Congratulations, Tracy."
Thomason dropped his arms, not try-

g to pull Barbara back to him though
e stood expectantly. He gave Lineer

brief, almost quizzical stare, searching

r some overtone in Lineer's congratu-
tions and not finding it. The glint of

umph made sharp bright points in the

ileness of his gray eyes. The faint

eckles on his forehead sank beneath
e flush of his face. He strode once the

ngth of the room, the deep drive and
tality of him reaching out to conquer.
We're away, Jim!" he exclaimed,

jet your gangs organized. Get that first

ipment of steel out here. We're going
start laying rails!" He paused in his

iding to slap a fist into his palm, then
mtinued with his strong laugh, "I had
hunch it would be this good. I just

>ught another sawmill from Wilse
are. I'll have so many timbers and
ossties coming down to you they'll be
nning out your ears, Jim!"
Lineer said, "What about the Jarilla

fell?"

Thomason swung about challengingly.

Vhat about it?"

Lineer said carefully, "I don't want to

lay any rails until that well comes in. If

we start construction we can't stop with-

out losing a lot of money."
"And waiting will lose us another

month," snapped Thomason. "Maybe
two."

Lineer shrugged. "If we've reached
that desert and the Jarilla well fails, we'll

all suffer. Maybe lose some men."
"It won't fail!" Thomason said. "The

water's there."

Lineer started to speak and changed
his mind. He saw Barbara was watching
Thomason, her face intent. Thomason
strode to Lineer, his long jaw set, the

sharp flare of anger in his eyes. He over-

reached Lineer with his greater height

and he used it, seeming with the taut

readiness of his body to thrust against

Lineer, as though he could drive and
push and beat Lineer down without
touching him.
"The water's there," he repeated.

"And if it isn't, we'll drive on through
without it!"

Again Lineer was silent, and Thoma-
son took the silence for opposition. The
very wordlessness of it seemed to infuri-

ate him.

"We'll force our way across," he
barked. "If you're not man enough to

do it, say so now."
"Tracy!" exclaimed Barbara.
He swung to her. "Keep out of this,

Barbara. Lineer has been fighting against

me on these wells since the first day. He
wants them to fail so he can build his

damned flume. Now he'll take orders

or get out!"

"I'll take no orders from ye, and could
be I'll give ye one if ye keep crowdin' a

better man than ye'll ever be."

None of them had heard Big Tim
come to the living-room door from the

back of the house. He stood there now,
poised and grinning but with a dark
flame of wrath dancing in his eyes. Be-
hind his shoulder stood Molly, startled

and afraid.

Thomason stared for a moment in

astonishment, then leaped toward Tim.
"Get out of here, you black devil!"

Tim strode forward to meet him. then
stopped suddenly. For Barbara Edwards
stood in front of Thomason, her arms
stiff at her sides but her eyes flashing.

by LARRY REYNOLDS

"Oh, it wasn't any bother—just a few leftovers I scraped together"
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"You'll order no one from my house,

Tracy Thomason," she said coldly.

Thomason teetered then on the edge
of blind fury, an entirely senseless rage

that filmed his pale eyes. And Lineer,

moving in swift strides to Big Tim's side,

saw in those eyes the struggle between
a temper that could tolerate no opposi-
tion and an ambition that drove this man
relentlessly.

A long minute passed before Thoma-
son's shoulders came down. He breathed
like a spent runner. "I'm sorry," he said.

He spoke only to Barbara. "I'm sorry,"

he said again. He met her eyes until she
smiled, and then he smiled. He raised

his head, looking over her.

"Hello, Tim," he said pleasantly.

Tim grinned. "And wan hello to ye,

sor," he said.

Thomason reached out his hand to

Lineer. "Forgive me, Jim. I know you
weren't trying to rowel me. It's just

that"—he smiled boyishly, and all of the

charm of the man was back on his face

—

"it's just that this railroad means so
damned much to me. And sometimes I

forget how much it means to you too."
"All right, Tracy," said Lineer. "Let

us understand each other clearly. It's

my job to point out to you the risks we'll

run. It's yours to make the decisions.

You have gone against my judgment.
I'm still with you. If that well fails we've
got fifty miles of desert to cross. At the
halfway point we'll be twenty-five miles
from water. I'll cross it. But when I

get across, we'll still need sweet water for

engine boilers."

"The water is there," Thomason said

once more. That unpredictable bub-
bling of exuberance was shaping his face

again. He had triumphed. The march
of rails would begin now. The deep, deep
pleasure of command, of obedience ex-

acted, made him altogether charming,
altogether handsome. And if he had lost

anything in victory, he did not know it.

"By the time you reach the Jarillas, I'll

have so much water I'll be floating cross-

ties down to you."

HE SWUNG his long right arm
around Barbara's waist. She hesi-

tated, stiffening for one brief moment,
then relaxed against him.

Smiling up, she said, "I'm proud of

you, Tracy."
He said gaily, "Thank you, darling."

"I know it was no easy thing for you
to apologize," she said.

Lineer observed the shadow of scorn-

ful half anger cross Thomason's face and
he knew that Thomason had misunder-
stood, that Thomason had thought she
was proud of his triumph over Lineer
and the flume. The thought came to

Lineer then that the struggle of wills

which would shape the marriage of these

two was not yet ended.

He said, "Tracy, there is trouble be-

tween Ware and Nye. Not serious yet.

But it could be."

"Now what?"
"Jube Nye has a man in hiding. Ware

is supposed to be looking for him. I've

talked to Nye. He's willing for you to

mediate."
"I'll see Nye in the morning," Thoma-

son promised.
"Good. And Ware?"
"Tve got to be back in White Oaks the

latter part of next week," said Thomason
carelessly. "I'll see Wilse then."

Lineer frowned. Thomason said

briskly, "Stop worrying, Jim. They gave
me their word."

Lineer and Tim were leaving for the
hotel when Barbara told them, "Our new
furnishings should be here in two or
three weeks. We're planning a house-
warming. Molly and I expect you two.
And we'll accept no excuses."

She stood in the yellow light of the
door, watching them go. They had
reached the street before she turned back
in, her eyes filled with a restless doubt.

(To be continued next week)
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I,INDONESIA—PROBLEM CHILD OF U.N.

Continued from page 21

•trol room Indonesian technicians sat,

from it, with great casualness, a

jng woman strolled from time to time

nnounce the next number.
'Ought to be a news program after

usually," said Johnny, grinning,

jt today's Sunday. Of course you
ik that, because there's a crisis on, the

'ernment news agency would be hot

the story—but they never work on
iday. The girls will probably sing

le extra songs to fill in, unless some-
:'s warmed over yesterday's news or

some from the air.

Informal, aren't we?" he asked,

ickling. "But it works. Like the

ublic."

"he Dutch, however, were not so op-

istic. Shortly before hostilities began,

sited "the front." I talked with sev-

I of the Dutch G.I.s at one outpost

they all had the same line as

r red-haired, freckle-faced lieutenant,

nty-three-year-old Johan van Hoog-
iten of Utrecht. The lieutenant didn't

being in Java. But he was resigned to

n fact, like many of his men, he was
lunteer.

Many of you Americans had three or

years overseas," he said. "Now we
t do our part. It is necessary because

n lout the Indies Holland could not ex-

Nor the Indies without us—they

't have enough doctors, lawyers,

omists, financiers, enough educated

, to run the country alone.

Keeping an army 9,900 miles away
a home is costing Holland over a
ion gold dollars a day, and meantime
ody is getting anything out of the

es. The quicker we settle things the

er for all—otherwise I'll have to

id another two or three years out

leutenant van Hoogstraten, and all

others I talked with, were anxious
then to shoot it out with the Repub-
s and have it over with. Most of the

ves, they argued, wanted the Dutch
;. There were only a few trouble-

ers and extremists on the other side

he line, and the Dutch army, if only
ere- ordered to, could quickly clean
n up and restore law and order. The

natives would get self-rule under the

Netherlands Union, Holland's interests

(two thirds of foreign investments total-

ing a billion and a half dollars, and a

whopping share of the trade) would be

protected, and everybody would be

happy. Better to do it by peaceful agree-

ment, of course, but . . .

No one, therefore, was very much sur-

prised when the "war" broke out. It was
the natural culmination of a two-year
stalemate which began August 17, 1945,

two >days after the Japanese capitulation,

when the Republic of Indonesia was pro-

claimed. The proclaimer was Sukarno,
now president of the republic.

Six weeks ensued before any Allied

troops reached Java. By the time the

British landed at Batavia, the republic

was a tumultuous, revolutionary force.

Makes Plans to Negotiate

The Allied commander, Lieutenant
General Sir Philip Christison, incurred

the eternal wrath of colonial die-hards

by announcing that his forces were not
coming to restore the status quo ante but

only to disarm and remove the Japanese
and to rescue Allied prisoners of war. He
promptly proceeded to negotiate with the

Republicans, including one fanatical

antiwhite group which was already busy
looting, raping, and murdering the de-

fenseless men, women and children in the

remoter prisoner-of-war camps.
That, say some of the embittered

colonial Dutch, was the first recognition

of the Republic. And the one that

counted.

But the British did help to negotiate a

truce between the Dutch and the Indo-
nesians.

It was initialed by both sides last

October. And in March the Dutch and
Republican negotiators signed the Ling-
gadjati Pact: The Republic was given de
facto recognition by the Netherlands,
and they were going to work together to

establish an interim government that

would, by January 1, 1949, convert all

the islands of the East Indies into a brave
new United States of Indonesia. Sover-
eign, run by the Indonesians—but as an

•
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TWO THOUSAND CHILDREN — UNDER 5 —
WERE BURNED TO DEATH LAST YEAR 1

.

Many more will carry the disfiguring scars

of fire through life.

Shock has followed shock over the nation

—as one horrible fire disaster has followed

another. And the rate of death and destruc-

tion continues (o rise.

Can anything be done to stop it? The
President of the United States thinks so.

He has marshalled the nation's leading fire

safety experts in an all-out war against this

serious menace to our national well-being

and economy.

Responsibility for improved laws and

building codes, fire prevention education,

modernized fire-fighting services, building

regulations, must be accepted by highest

state and municipal officials.

The action and support must come from

every citizen in local communities— from

you, whose lives and welfare are in danger.

Remember— fire strikes with the force of

war. It must be feared and dealt with as

enemy with the power to kill and desti

• • •
take this action now! To help you protect yourself

your community, write today for a free cop

"The Action Program." Address: The Presidi

Conference on Fire Prevention, Washington,

"O afkty from fire should not be a topic for discussion

O one or two weeks of the year. It is definitely a

year-round public responsibility. We in the Federal

Government can give aid within the framework of

existing agencies. The impetus must come from the

states and from every community and

every individual in the land."
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This statement is one of a series published by the mem ber companies of The National Boa
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equal partner, a member of the Nether-
lands Union of Holland, Indonesia, Suri-

nam and Curacao, all under the crown
of good Queen Wilhelmina.

But there were a lot of jokers in this

fancy package and the formal signing in-

cluded an agreement to disagree. Both
sides said, in effect, "Okay, you have
your interpretation, and I have mine, but

let's sign anyway, and then we can
negotiate."

The negotiations began almost im-
mediately, but they produced little more
tangible than recurrent crises.

Late in May the Dutch negotiators, the

Commission General, sent the Republic
a virtual ultimatum, detailing the "final"

Netherlands demands for prompt imple-

mentation of the Linggadjati Pact. The
Indonesian reply was far from satis-

factory to the Dutch.

A Willingness to Compromise

At this crucial point Sutan Sjahrir,

then the Republican premier and now In-

donesian envoy to the U.N.. took to the
radio to backtrack on an important Re-
publican point: They would accept the

sovereignty of the Netherlands crown
over the interim government. And they
were prepared to modify some Re-
publican counterdemands, notably the

demand for an immediate foreign service

for the Republic even before the interim

government was established.

Sjahrir's willingness to compromise
cost him the premiership. In July, after

six days of Republican wrangling, he was
succeeded by a fellow socialist, Dr.
Amir Sjarifudin, a Holland-educated
Christian.

Dr. Sjarifudin agreed that it might
have been possible to compromise on
most of the Dutch demands. But there

was one, he said, on which no com-
promise was possible: the idea of a joint

gendarmery or police force, half Dutch,
half Indonesian.
"Not one of us could sell that idea to

our people," he said. "To them it would
look too much like the return of the
Dutch on the old terms of colonial mas-
ters, and they would not stand for it.

For nearly two years they have had their

own police force, their own army, and
for some five years millions of them have
not seen a Dutchman. It would not
work." It was on this issue that negoti-

ations finally broke down and the war
'began.

I had left Java and was in India when
hostilities began. I was standing beside
Pandit Nehru, when, in a voice sur-

charged with anger, he extemporane-
ously denounced the Dutch and made his

famous declaration that any European
army on Asian soil was an insult to all of
Asia.

A wave of anger flared across India.

Newspapers campaigned for immediate
armed aid for the Indonesians—a step

which Nehru of course decried, since

he was seeking settlement by the United
Nations.

No such warlike sentiments were re-

flected by the Chinese, however. Indo-
nesian bands were again massacring
Chinese merchants and moneylenders in

Java, as they did last year.

While the "war" was still official, I flew
from India back to Java. As our old
C-47 soared lazily westward across the

Indonesian island, smoke billowed from
dozens of points below us. Hardly 15
miles from Dutch-held Surabaya, the Re-
publicans were putting the torch to vil-

lages and fields near the old demarcation
lines set by the truce last October. "But
only a few," pointed out tall, blond
young naval Lieutenant Carel van
Hoogstraten. "Farther inland, as you
see, all is quiet. There are no fires until

you reach the next lines near Dutch posi-
tions.

"Now as I was saying," he continued,
"the way we took Probolinggo was like

this. Sunday at 9 a.m. two destroyers
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shelled the beaches eighty miles east of
Probolinggo for ten minutes. Then
two battalions of U.S.-trained Marines
landed on the beaches. There was no
opposition except a few sniper shots
from inland. The Marines fanned out,

and advance elements raced toward the
city in armored cars and Bren gun car-

riers. There are seventeen bridges on
the highway, but the Marines moved so
rapidly and so surprised the Republicans
that not a single bridge was blown up
despite the fact that all were planted with
aerial bombs. Late in the day the

Marines paused near Probolinggo. They
waited overnight, then entered the city,

from which the Republican troops had
withdrawn. There were a few snipers, a

few houses destroyed by the Repub-
licans, a few casualties—that's all there

was to it."

Our unarmed plane hugged the coast
line frequently as it covered hundreds
of miles of Java, which was already split

into four sections by Dutch thrusts. The
lieutenant was right about the fires, and
his Probolinggo story was fairly typical

of the fortnight's war.
The common people have been the

biggest losers during the two years since

the Republic was proclaimed. One of

the villages I visited was Kampong,
where only six of 72 Indonesians were
left alive after a mysterious plague had
struck months earlier. The sole male
survivor was the headman's chubby,
fezzed son, Adorn, who had lost his wife
and his mother as well. He said the
plague lasted five weeks, killing most of
its victims in two to five days. He added
that the Republican authorities had been
unable to send doctors and medicine (the

partial result possibly of the Dutch naval
blockade, though the Dutch claim the
Republicans ignored proffered medical
supplies).

Other Javanese villages were a check-
erboard pattern of plenty and poverty,
with thousands of Indonesians visibly

suffering from malnutrition, scabies,

scurvy. Nearly all were clad in rags.

In rice-rich Sukabumi itself I visited a

government orphanage in an old Japanese
open-air barracks, where 185 forlorn,

gaping tots with swollen stomachs, stick-

thin arms and legs and old-man faces

showed the effects of semistarvation,

even though the Red Cross was then
feeding them adequately. Indonesian
caretakers, who had continued under the

Dutch, said the Republic was unable to

allow more than two cents a day per
child, whereas sufficient food would cost

six. But most other Sukabumians looked
well-fed indeed.

Ways of Winning Friends

In Sukabumi, the Republicans re-

cently kidnaped the Indonesian burgo-
master who had remained on under the

Dutch. Similar kidnapings doubtless
awaited other "collaborators," and the
Dutch would certainly retaliate. Mean-
time their propaganda tactics of rushing
in food, medicine and UNRRA clothing

(they distributed 35,000 units here) were
certainly winning friends.

The war officially ended August 4th,

but actually continued for weeks much
as it had since the truce signed last Octo-
ber, with numerous clashes, mining of

roads and sniping—only it spread over

far larger areas. Both sides angrily listed

violations of the cease-fire order—and
just as angrily denied the charges.

The Dutch action has hopelessly

alienated Republican leaders, who de-

nounced the Linggadjati Pact and
demanded complete immediate sover-

eignty. The old story of negotiate and
stalemate was repeated all over again.

Meanwhile, men like Johnny Senduk
were distrustful of the Dutch. "1 have
been free too long," he told me, "to want
to go back to the way things were before
the war."

The End
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T|^TO MAN who has ever com-
I^M plained about his wife's dress11 bills will believe it, but 80

per cent of the dresses women buy
cost under $20. Only rarely (a scant

5 per cent of the time) do we pay over

$25. That's today. Before the war,

our big top was a mere $15 for the

mass-produced dress which has helped

to make the American woman the

best dressed in the world.

This low-cost number doesn't pre-

tend to set the styles. Higher priced

dresses, created by big-name design-

ers, can do that. They can earn their

price by being fashion leaders, and
by providing such individual and
costly detail as no budget dress could

afford. But the budget numbers put
over the show like a lively and well-

trained chorus. They don't play sec-

ond-fashion fiddle, either, on any
major fashion points. Latest styles

may start at $100, but they hit $10.95

so fast you hardly see them whiz by.

Mass production is the great fash-

ion leveler. But though factories turn

out dresses by the tens of thousands
every day, their product is actually

made to your order—in style, in fit,

in price.

It takes its fashion cues from
higher up the price line, and it em-
ploys some of the highest priced de-

sign talent in the world. (The famous
Madame Lyolene of Paris is contribu-

tor to a Kansas City house-dress con-

cern. The ex-Mrs. Leo Durocher
designs fast-selling junior numbers
for a St. Louis firm. The names of

most designers aren't familiar to the

public, trade names or firm names be-

ing played up instead.)

Chiefly, these designers pay atten-

tion to what you think. If that front-

bow dress was a best seller last season,

it will head the line this season. There
will also be half a dozen variations of

it—plain, print, short sleeves, long

sleeves, button all the way down, but-

ton halfway down.
Such a dress can run for years, sell-

ing into the hundreds of thousands.

It will vary from season to season,

depending on the current fashion in

hemlines and the like, and it may
have new detail tricks, garnered from
everywhere. Designers spare no travel

expense, ranging through South
America, tripping to Paris for ideas.

But what they get in Paris—some
lovely flower buttons and fabric print

designs, perhaps—will be only a plus

for the dresses you like. What you
think comes first—that's where the

sure sales lie.

To help along the personal appeal,

many of these dresses bear trade

names like Kay Dunhill, Martha
Manning and such, creating the cozy
feeling that What's-her-name has
worked out this little garment espe-

cially for you. Each does, in fact,

stand for a type—sports, dressy, cute,

tailored and what-are-you? Women
have developed their personal pets in

trade-name dresses to the point that

department stores find it increasingly

profitable to have special departments
featuring them.
Most of these trade-name charac-

ters are purely fictional, but a few
have their counterparts in real life.

One is Henry Rosenfeld, the current

glamor boy of the department-store
ad writers.

Starting his own business during the

war, in 1942, he boosted it to a $13,-

000.000 gross last year, talks breezily

of $100,000,000 within five years. Ru-
mors of his falling flat on his face

instead have called forth full-page

statements of account in trade papers,

directed at his competitors. He makes

California sport clothes in an ex-air-

craft plant in California, misses' and
junior clothes in New York, cutting

them in his own workrooms and
farming them out for finishing to

twenty-two factories, scattered from
Rhode Island to New Jersey.

His new showrooms lay on the

swank so thick you're astonished, in a

place where economy is supposed to

be the keynote. In a round, yellow-

draped room, you may view cosmetic
samples, just another Rosenfeld extra

on which he did a million-dollar busi-

ness the first year. Like his clothes,

they are nifty for what you pay.

Another traue-name character who
is real is Nelly Don, short for Nell

Donnelly, who was probably the first

to mass-produce women's dresses. It

was wartime when Nell Donnelly, a

bride with a young husband liable to

calling up, looked around for a job

to do herself. This was not the day of
lady riveters. It was 1917. Woman's
place was still in the home. Working
around the house, she could wear
either a homemade dress or a sacklike

number bought at the dry-goods store;

practical, maybe, but hardly pretty.

So Nell Donnelly had an idea

which also became her fortune. She
would make house dresses. They
would be in the fashion of the

day, and they would fit—two un-
heard-of ideas. Heretofore, ready-
made dresses, the few available, came
medium, large and extra large. No
one ever made a small one. "Of
course," conceded Nell, "when you
make a poorly fitted dress it has to

be big, to allow for adjustment."

Selling Her First Order

She ran up two chambray and
gingham samples of what she pro-

posed, in the current empire mode,
pink and blue, and took them down-
town to a department-store buyer
who promptly ordered ten dozen of

one, eight dozen of the other. In a

month, with the help of two women
sewers at home, Nell delivered the

goods. They sold at once.

"I got to making two dozen a day,"
she says. "Now our factory turns out
almost that many a minute."

Sizing, which was such a revolu-

tionary idea when Nell Donnelly
(now Mrs. James A. Reed) started

out, has now gotten down to so many
fine points it's confusing. Though
dresses at any price are built to size,

the lower the price, the finer the lines,

apparently. There are women's,
misses, juniors, teens, briefs, half sizes

and probably some more we don't re-

member. Among them they do a

miraculous job of fitting all the as-

sorted shapes and sizes in which the

American female comes. The obvious
differences of girth and height aren't

all. It matters also whether you're

long- or short-waisted. long- or short-

legged, and whether you do or don't

have a roll around your middle.
Designers consider everything.

"This isn't a matter of fashion," one
of them told us, "it's science. What
looks well on a junior figure doesn't

look well on half sizes. If we designed

cute, full-skirted numbers for fat

women, we'd be out of business."

What are half sizes?

"They started as cute juniors," she

says, "but then spread out instead of

growing tall. Half sizes, however, are

not stylish stouts. They're the average
woman. She is five feet four inches

or under."

The big appeal of these dresses is.

of course, their low cost. Keeping the

price down while production costs

Collier's for September 27, 1947



mount is a job of maneuvering. Dur-
ing the war shoddy materials were
used, for lack of anything else. Now
good materials are available, and you
are getting choosier. So, what to do
when forty-one-cent rayons, for ex-

ample, have shot to $1.40 a yard, and
cottons and woolens are also hitting

the upward trail?

Some manufacturers, making
dresses at three price levels, have cut

out their lowest price line. Most are

ready to shave profits before they

raise prices, and not for reasons of

altruism. "We'd be priced right out

of the budget departments," one
wholesaler pointed out to us. "We'd
have to sell a whole new set of store

buyers, meet competition from a

whole new set of wholesalers."

The lower the price, the more im-

portant the assembly-line production.

Electric cutting tools carve out the

dress parts, up to 2,500 at a whack.
Thirty women may work on one dress.

"When you do nothing but put in

sleeves," they point out, "you learn

to do it well and in a hurry." The
bigger factories turn out as many as

10,000 dresses a day each, do an 8- to

10-million-dollar business a year.

Extra quality touches for your
money, like generous seams and hems,
skimped during the war, are getting

common again now that the customer
is right once more. And it's a matter

of pride and fact that often the fabric

in an under-S20 dress is identical with

that in a $100 job. But the high-price

man keeps his customers just the

same, for fabric is only incidental in

his cost. He spends his money on
subtle details of cut and style, and
what if they do take a lot of extra

cutting and sewing time and skill?

They're worth it, or he couldn't stay

in business.

You're pretty sure, in your low-

cost dress, to get a good fabric

anyway, for the sound reason that

nothing else would pay. When you are

buying fabric by the millions of yards

and cutting dresses by the tens of

thousands, you can't take a chance on
anything backfiring. Fabrics have to

be washable or dry-cleanable, and
color-fast. Buttons must stand up to

the heat of an iron. Today they're all

striving to give you your dollar's

worth, even if it is an inflated dollar.

In spite of its quick reflection of

current fashion, your low-cost dress

can't afford to play on any but the

conservative side, concentrating on
classic, simple clothes that never

change too drastically from year to

year. Any flights into extremes would
be too big a gamble.
With such mass production, what

about the worry women used to have
of meeting themselves coming and go-

ing? When a New York specialty

store sells 6,000 of one polka-dotted

number, isn't that something to stew

about even in a big city? Mary Lewis,

New York merchant, says not. For-

merly vice-president of Best and
Company, now for years head of her
own Fifth Avenue shop, she has al-

ways specialized in the low-cost, a-lot-

for-your-money dress. She's also

watched you shop, and noticed what
you've done with your purchases.

"Fashion is so diverse," she says,

"that nothing stands out. Also women
have learned so much about fashion

that they trust their own judgment.
Women aren't so absorbed in clothes

for clothes' sake any more, either.

They're getting the man's point of

view, of being well-dressed but not
absorbed in the subject. These basic,

classic clothes at low cost make that

possible." ***
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When dresses sell by"the tens of thousands, you are bound to meet your double now #nd then. Most women don't

These dresses are rayon crepe with jeweled stud buttons, cost around $12 each. The girls had a choice of eight colors

Two-piece dress in fine wale green corduroy comes in enough
sizes to fit most women (sizes 10 to 18 and 9 to 15), al-

lows plenty of freedom for action. It costs around $17

Both the outfits below are all wool and college girl

favorites. Left, Tattersal check costs around $15
in any of five colors. Blouse with skirt about $18
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forld Strikes Oil that boom towns are

>ringing up, gushers are dotting the sheep

inches, hundreds of thousands of pros-

:ctors are moving there, and even a tour-

t rush is on its way. There is no truth

\ this statement.

The subsurface of oil is owned by the

>vernment and the government does not

:rmit anyone to secure a lease or to drill

Chile as all drilling is done by the gov-

nment of Chile through its Corporation

! Fomento. M. Gave, Santiago, Chile

DEPT. OF CORRECTION

ear Sir: There may be yellow acacia

ossoms, though the acacia trees I've been

ssed under had white ones. The yellow

>wers the artist, James Lewicki, has

awn to illustrate John Barrett's story,

le Acacias (Aug. 9th), are very definitely

imosa blossons.

I've carried them home by the armload
er in Madrid, Spain. Let's have no more
insense calling mimosa blossoms acacias

vice versa the same.

Kathleen Black, Des Moines, Iowa

rhaps Reader Black's lovely eyes were

osed by the spell of the yellow moon,
ten she sat under the white acacia. Aca-

l wanna know, the white acacia is rare,

ost acacias are yellow and members of

e mimosa family.

GENTLE READER! O BRUTAL WEI

,ar Sir: I have noticed in The Week's
ail you are subjected to criticism and cor-

don. People will invariably glorify

mselves as being correct, but that's just

an nature.

I realize that these people are quite often

uisance. However, I am often depressed

the way in which they are answered. It

ms that a great deal of sarcasm is used,

d I feel sure that the people are some-
at hurt.

Edward W. Cade, Memphis, Tenn.

BRAIN TROUBLE

ar Sir: The Nation's Brain by Stanley

ank (Aug. 16th) is a very fine article,

o bad it came after Congress decided on
udget, for it might have influenced their

ision. Too bad, for the Library will

er be the same again,

he cutting of the appropriation for this

ndrous place has meant the loss of valu-

e personnel and the curtailment of im-

tant services.

he Legislative Reference Service was
so badly that Congress itself will suffer

ich. The Library of Congress had con-

ts in every part of the world and
ught the world's knowledge to America.

t to secrete that knowledge in hidden
Its but to analyze it, catalogue it and
ce it where America could use it.

o one, except a congressman, ever had
be told what the Library of Congress
s. Whoever you were talking to any-

ere was immediately interested. "How
nderful it must be to work in a place

that," was their first remark.

They didn't know how small the sala-

were.)

t will be as though some vital part of

nation has been imprisoned. The
ole nation will feel this blind action,

's hope Americans will understand this

ter than their representatives in Wash-
ton and let them know they don't like it.

Writer's Name withheld on request

AT DO THEY KNOW OF ENGLAND
WHO ONLY ENGLISH KNOW?

s: It's been said to understand a nation.

i must know the language. May I add
id the drinks"?

n the Edward P. Morgan article The
Bomb's Invisible Offspring (Aug. 9th).

"stouthearted stoic Jenks is down at

pub having a pint of bitters." Is this "S"
slip, or do they fondly think in America

llier's ior September 27, 1947

that Jenks would waste his last night on
"bitters" when he could have the English

workman's favorite "biltei"?

Ann Hanley, White Rock,

Semiahmoo Bay, B. C, Canada

Morgan apologizes without bittersness.

... It was interesting to read that radio-

activity from the atom bomb scrambled

genes and brought about the birth of rats

with claws on the ends of their noses. We
may yet end up with a race of two-headed

people.

Might be particularly effective if a two-

headed Russian diplomat could be pro-

duced. That way, he'd have someone to

argue with, and could leave the rest of the

U.N. alone to work out world peace.

The information that the A-bomb may
so devastate life that the penguins will rule

the world is not a complete surprise. After

two Byrd expeditions aimed at taking over

the South Pole, it's only logical that the

penguins should plan a Man expedition to

take over the United States.

To many people, it was good news that

lead is the most effective shield against

radiation. Somehow, I'm not as sensitive

as I used to be, when people yell, "Get
the lead out of your pants!"

Ed Reynolds, Jackson Heights, N. Y.

BALKAN FOLLIES

Dear Editor: I enjoyed Mr. Courtney's

The Balkan Follies (Aug. 9th) very much.
He has made us realize that it is past time

for us to do something about the Balkans

and stop playing the generous "uncle" that

hands out millions of dollars.

John Marshall Purcell,
Cincinnati, Ohio

. . . How long is the government of the

United States planning to put up with these

insults and abuses? And why are they put-

ting up with it?

E. S. Le Master, Bakersfield, Cal.

. . . Your article by W. B. Courtney on the

Balkans was really a honey. Courtney
finally let his hair down to blast the politi-

cal, mental and economic nitwits who fes-

tered most of the wars in our history.

T. W. Balin, Slayton, Minn.

ZZYDD CORP.

Dear Sir: Your letter from Robert Q.
Lewis (The Week's Mail. Aug. 16th)

prompts me to seek a little publicity for my
organization. Toos Company. Unlike
Lewis and Bandel Linn, we aren't fussy

about our phone listing for the factory is

located in Weeks, Washington, and the

phone service there is pretty sloppy.

Some of our best sellers are Gaily Deco-
rated Boxes in various sizes for giving

people a piece of your mind in; a Piggy

Bank for depositing the 2 cents' worth your
friends are forever butting in with; a Wa-
terproof hat for the guy who insists, "This

time the drinks are on me"; Heavy-duty
Gloves (made of Doeskin), to be worn
when passing the buck; Baskets with No
Bottoms for rolling stones to gather no
moss in; Set of instructions for putting

two heads together; Stairs with no Bottom
Step for people who always trip on it any-

way; and Water Wings for people who go

off the deep end. Our Research Dept. is at

present working on a facecloth guaran-

teed to remove that dirty look.

Edward L. Ogilvie, Jr.,

Chesterfield, N. H.
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Bach's ChocolateMr*

Great for entertaining

—

Grand for a family treat

HELP yourself to the finest candy that ever
satisfied a nation's sweet tooth — Brach's

Chocolate Party Mix! Its new bite size and supe-
rior quality make it the perfect choice for parties!

• All nine delicious centers are coated with bitter-

sweet or milk chocolate— made from Ecuadoran
and Venezuelan cocoa beans blended in Brach's

own chocolate mills.

• Brach's Chocolate Party Mix is truly the best

money and skill can produce. Try it! Every one-

pound box contains 185 wonderful pieces!
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HOT HEAT tH PO SECONDS/
"Man, what comfort! Before I'm out of the drive-

way on my way to work, my South Wind is pouring

hot heat into the car."

HOT HEAT /N 90 SECONDS/
"It's grand for old peoplel Our South Wind heats

the car quick as scat. I can go riding in healthful

comfort even on coldest days!"

>ver 2,000,000 users recommend this famous heater

i eates it own "drive-away" heat. No wait for

engine warm-up. Burns fuel from the carburetor

in a patented sealed metal chamber. Fumes go out

the exhaust. Easy to install. Fits any car. Get your

South Wind, today. Sold with or without defroster

st auto supply stores, car dealers, garages, service

stations, coast to coast. $29"
olui small inttollation choro*

90-Second Car heater
South Wind Division, Stewart-Warner Corporation • Indianapolis 7, Indiana

£ dtxwrtt«rx' Laboro-
t«Ol.

Now Ready! Now South Wind "Cufttombuilf"

to, ortd ventilating syit»m proved in aircraft, now
ready for con ond motor transport*. Automatically distribute! heat

iv throughout cor. Provides complete chonge of warmed
**ry 60 seconds like the mast modern homo heating

' t°9. JO plus installation. Ask your service dealer.
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of economy. On the spending issue,

many congressmen were like the Georgia
politician who always voted dry but
drank wet.

Robert Doughton, of North Carolina,

as chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, had to handle our tax

programs. One day, when I was meeting
with the committee, Bob got up and said

he couldn't stay any longer. Then he
shook an admonishing finger at me and
said: "Young man, you're spending too
much money."

"But, Mr. Chairman," I replied, "I
wish you wouldn't go. We feel that this

is a rather important bill."

"Sorry, but I must go," he said.

"They're dedicating a WPA project in

my district."

A more extreme example was the
bonus bill which Congress passed in

1935. This bill would have socked the

Treasury for nearly. two and a quarter
billion dollars. Vice-President Jack
Garner, who feared the political strength

of the bonus lobby, wanted the President

to write a tongue-in-cheek veto which
Congress would quickly override. But
I wanted a really tough veto message that

would stick.

I went over to the White House about
9:15 on the night of May 16, 1935. The
President was in the Oval Room, dictat-

ing to Miss Lehand.
"I am in a very bad humor," Roose-

velt said.

"What is the matter?" I asked.

He said, "Oh, my sinus hurts." But
from the way he was looking at notes

that had been prepared for him by Ray
Moley and by General Hines of the
Veterans Administration, the whole
bonus problem was hurting more.
He made several stabs at dictation.

Then I argued with him that he should
make this a fight to the finish; that he
should not acquiesce in having his veto
overridden; that he ought to make a

powerful speech to the country on the

question. Finally his face lighted up in

a great smile, he raised his two fists in the

air and shook them, saying, "My God, if

I win I would be on the crest of the

wave."
Only when I saw that I had convinced

him did I stop arguing. It was then five

minutes after one in the morning.
"Henry," he said, "you are without ex-

ception the most stubborn human being

I know."
But the politicos descended on F.D.R.

like a swarm of hornets the next day and

tried to tell him that it would be an insult

to Congress to make the speech to the
country. Meanwhile, 1 told newspaper-
men and others that the President's

bonus message would deserve the strong-

est possible support.

On May 20th I lunched with Roosevelt
and told him about my public-relations
activity. He listened with notable cool-
ness and said, "You know we may have
to compromise on this bonus."

I had a sinking feeling and found my-
self gradually crumpling up inside. I

said, "If you want me to go on, please
do not talk that w?y to me because I am
building a bonfire of support for you in

your veto message."
He said rather quickly, with a smile,

"Let's agree that I will not talk to you
about any compromise if you will not
talk to me about any bonfire. ... In other
words, never let your left hand know
what your right is doing."
"Which hand am I, Mr. President?" I

asked.

He laughed. "My right hand," he
said, "but I keep my left hand under the
table." This was a typical Rooseveltian
quip. He was exaggerating; when he got
into a fight he did not keep either hand
under the table but waded in slugging
with both hands.

Eventually the President vetoed the
bill. The Senate sustained the veto, but
in 1936 overrode another veto on the

bonus bill.

Funds by "Squeeze Play"

The struggle to reduce expenditures
continued in the Treasury but Harry
Hopkins could always get money. If you
argued that he had spent more than was
necessary, as he sometimes had, his re-

sponse always could be that you were
arguing against the needy. At other
times, he and his deputies would use
what we called the "squeeze play" to get

additional funds from the Treasury and
Budget Bureau. They would wait until

the last minute before letting Bell and
me know they were overspending. Then?
they would appeal to our emotions byj
reminding us of the plight of the jobless.d

A remarkable variation of this squeeze*
play occurred one time after Hopkins,
had assured me that no substantial in-

crease in expenditure would be necessaryi

in connection with a contemplated in-

crease in relief rolls from 350.000 to 500,-i

000 men, because he could make savings

in the cost per man. Then Harry went

410

I :»i
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"Well, I'll try—but, honestly, it's been such a

long time since I've touched a keyboard . . / HANK KETCHAK

I
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to the Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minne-
sota, for a critical operation.

A few days later his subordinates

began arguing for additional millions.

We resisted. Finally, I had a call from
Deputy WPA Administrator Aubrey
Williams. Hopkins was "going under
the knife within an hour," he said.

Wouldn't I find some more money for

WPA and thus make it possible for

Williams to telephone Harry and tell him
that the funds were available and to stop

worrying? Williams remarked that Hop-
kins might not survive the operation and
said he wanted him to be happy in what
might be the last moments of his life.

We got the President to release 100 mil-

lion dollars in reserve funds to WPA.
I knew Hopkins for a long time. I had

recommended him as head of the New
York State Temporary Emergency Re-
lief Administration. In 1933, when
Roosevelt invited me to assume charge
of all unemployment relief I demurred
and suggested Hopkins.
Hopkins was intense, hard-working,

keen-minded and loyal and he never
spared himself in the service of Franklin
Roosevelt. He did a tremendous job
with various relief agencies. He drove
his sick and fragile body until it could
stand no more strain: He was as true a

war casualty as the men who fell in battle

—as Roosevelt himself. Like Wallace,
Hopkins too rose to his true greatness

during the war, when a sense of the crisis

lifted him above the politicking which
sometimes characterized his operations
on the domestic front.

Hopkins' Practical Politics

For all his ability and selflessness,

Harry did have an undeniable appetite

for practical politics. He loved maneu-
vering, and he loved being in the know
when great plans were under way. More-
over, he had supreme confidence in his

own capacity for improvisation and
would often embark cheerfully on huge
programs without a full conception of
the expense and of the difficulties in-

volved.

Harry and I got along well basically

during our years in Washington, though
we had occasional sharp differences. One
such occasion was when he confused
need with politics.

During the 1936 Presidential cam-
paign, relief rolls increased. After the
election, Hopkins insisted that he could
drop 150,000 relief workers. The Presi-

dent was out of Washington at the time,

but I sent word to him that I thought the
cuts were too drastic. He replied that he
agreed. Soon afterward I met at the
White House with Hopkins, Bell and
William H. McReynolds, my executive
assistant. Marvin Mclntyre of the White
House secretariat represented the Presi-

dent.

"If you can find 150,000 people now
on the relief rolls who you say are not in

need of relief," I asked Harry, "how are
you going to answer the charge that you
must have known, before the November
election, that these people were not in

need of relief? How can you explain in

the month of December, two weeks be-
fore Christmas, that you can find 150.000
not in need of relief when you could not
discover this excess on your rolls a
month earlier?"

"The President," 1 Hopkins said, "does
not have to take the heat on this until

he gets back. . . . The place where the
budget is unbalanced is in my shop."

"There is no way you can take the

responsibility," Mclntyre told him. "The
President will have to take it."

"What I wanted to do was to clear the
relief rolls as far as possible of all cases
not meriting relief," Hopkins explained,
"so that I can walk into this session of
Congress with a conviction in my own
mind that there is actual need in every
case of persons on the rolls."

"Your conviction and the actual con-

Yovl can Pull

more than

you can Cany ?

OLD DOBBIN of today is a

motor truck — a
" mechanical

horse." The modern wagon is a

Fruehauf Trailer. "Hitch" them together and you at least triple the

work your truck can do.

Loads go up tremendously when you adopt the Truck-Trailer method
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outlast several motor trucks.

Most important, your truck and driver need never stand idle for
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There is a Fruehauf especially for your type of hauling . . .
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dition of the rolls are two different

things," Mclntyre retorted. "How can
you defend the fact that you did not dis-

cover the padding of these rolls until

after the election'.'"

The argument ended with Hopkins
promising that no one in need would be

dropped from the rolls.

I find in my diary that I was more
friendly later toward Hopkins, who was
trimming down his WPA expenses, than
toward Wallace. The minutes of my
stall meeting of April 15, 1937, for in-

stance, show the situation. Let me quote:

HM, Jr.: We have been studying the

situation—money for next year and the

year after, trying to look forward to

tapering off. For instance, Wallace, ex-

clusive of ever-normal granary, expects

to spend in 1937, $1,267,000,000; in 1938,

$1,176,000,000, and in 1939, $1,087,000,-

000. Bill Myers comes along with a
study which shows that in government
aid to Agriculture from 1934 to. 1937,
we have given away $2,594,000.000—to
Agriculture!

Mr. Bell: Does that include Good
Roads?
HM, Jr.: No. AAA, Resettlement,

Federal Surplus, Federal Emergency Re-
lief—no, this is straight Agriculture.
Their overhead is $130,000,000. Tt costs

$130,000,000 for nine months to give

away $516,000,000.

When I told that to Henry Wallace, he
said: "You don't understand what we
are doing."

"Oh, yes, I do," I replied. "I under-
stand it more every day. This is ten

times worse than Hopkins. Hopkins is

the only one that has cut down expenses
in Washington and the one that costs us
more than anybody else is Wallace. My
hat is off to him—he is getting away with
murder."

Wallace said: "Well, how about the
farm organizations?"
And I said: "Henry, that's your cross.

You bear it."

Business conditions had continued to

improve in 1935 and 1936 and I had de-

cided that the time had come to make an
all-out attempt to get the budget bal-

anced—to give business and agriculture a

chance to create jobs on their own. I

knew that the patient might scream a bit

when taken off narcotics. But this was
the moment, it seemed to me, to strip off

the bandages, throw away the crutches
and see if American private enterprise

could stand on its own feet.

My basic feeling was that you could
not ride two horses: one the capitalist

system, the other a system of state con-
trol. The first thing you know, the horses
will go in opposite directions. You will

fall in the middle, and the horses will ride

you down. As Secretary of the Treasury,
I knew that if you were going to collect

revenue you had to permit people to

make a profit.

The President was with me. He
watched the declining relief rolls and the
rising production figures with enthusiJ
asm. One day. when Joe Kennedy uas
griping about the budget, the Presided]
laughed and said, "Now, Joe, just go
away and stop worrying. Henry and
have another white rabbit to puli out o(j

our hats."

Joe shot back, "Mr. President, if you
have got it, I am going to get drunk nex^
-Monday night."

During the spring and summer, the

Treasury worked on a program whicli

would show an actual cash balance {o{

the next fiscal year. Danny Bell and
talked to Ickes, who said he was "anxiou^
to balance the budget.'* We talked tc

Wallace, who said he would be carefulj
On October 11, 1937. the President called

me over to the White House. He said he
had a commitment from Hopkins that he
would cut his expenses drastically foi

1938, and that he had written Wallacj
telling him to plan the new farm pre
gram so that it would not "unbalancd
the budget."

"Henry," he said, "I want you to tell

me that I was pretty good. I think
deserve a pat on the back."

I said, "You certainly do," and I shook
hands with him and congratulated

Ways to Balance the Budget

The next day Roosevelt called in Bol

Doughton and Representative Fred Vin
son, chairman of the Taxation Subcom
mittee of the House Ways and Mean
Committee, now, of course, chief justia

of the United States. He told them, wi
a real burr in his voice, that he expecti

to keep expenditures down so that hi

could balance the budget.
"If it's just a question of raising a fe

extra hundred million dollars next ye;

to balance the budget," Fred Vinson sail

later, "you just watch us boys do it.

At that time, it seemed we were ma
ing progress. It made me think that

might at last be able to answer a questio
which Mrs. James Roosevelt, the Presi

dent's mother, had addressed to Dann'
Bell several years earlier when he fin

visited Hyde Park.

"Oh, Mr. Bell. I'm so glad to mei

you," the President's mother said. "So
many of my friends ask me when Frank-
lin is going to balance the budget. My
dear Mr. Bell, when is Franklin going

to balance the budget?"
Danny and I never had a chance to an-

swer. Just when the goal seemed in sight,

the bottom fell out of the stock market.

Next week Mr. Morgenthau recalls a

conversation in whicli President Roose-
velt suggested that, if his successor in

1940 economized, chaos would result

and "after they have failed they will most
likely send for us to come back and solve

the problems."

"No, no, you're chartreuse, Ilerbie is lavender, and I'm vermilion"

COLLIER'S

Collier's for September 27, 19«
n,



POP-OPEN CRUMB TRAY!

Push the button . . . tray

pops open fot easy clean-

ing. A fingernail-saver if

you ever saw one!

Curved to fit your finger-

tips. Safe . . . sure-grip . . .

always cool to your touch!

ro/?srM#sr£Rwastea/s //ere/
Beautiful, isn't it? What's under the cover you'll find even more impressive . . . and

worthy of the way you've waited. Smooth, steady, silent, money -saving "Toast-

master"* service. Yes, here is newness to please your eye, your patience, and your

purse. At your dealer's as fast as we can carefully turn out America's finest new toaster.'
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;

elegant in taste, uncommonly good— a Hiram Walker whiskey.

Hiram Walker 6c Sons Inc., Peoria, 111. 86 Proof

as.
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TOUCHDOWNS ARE BIG BUSINESS

ented 110 billboards in Cleveland and
»ther Ohio cities at a cost of $9,500. He
pent $19,500 for newspaper advertise-

nents running in size up to half a page.

ie entertained lavishly everyone in

leveland who might conceivably help

he team, and had his publicity people

onstantly play up the team as a fine civic

nterprise. He hired 20 girls as telephone

aleswomen, and they made 2,500 calls

t a cost of $6,000 in tolls and wages.

Ticket agencies were set up throughout

he state, and McBride himself bought
1,800 worth of tickets, for which he paid

ash. An all-girl swing band, the Musi-

al Majorettes, was organized at a cost

f $50,000; it proved the most popular
alf-time attraction in the conference.

Lavish Advance Expenditures

All told, before the team took in a

ickel McBride paid out $280,000 of

hich about $150,000 was for interim

ilaries to football prospects in service.

By July of 1946, when returns began
come in from the intensive ticket-

lling campaign, Mickey decided that

ie project was in the bag. So he cut

p the team into seven shares and started

anding them out to a few relatives and
riends. He kept 15 per cent for him-
slf, and gave 15 per cent to each of his

vo sons. Similar proportions went to

)an Sherby. his associate in the taxicab

usiness; to Ray T. Miller, former mayor
I Cleveland, and to Robert H. Cries, an
lvestment broker. The remaining 10

er cent went to Paddy Dunn, one of

lickey's old-time cronies.

Before he made this division McBride
rote off, paid out of his own pocket, all

le promotion and other preliminary ex-

enses, so that when the new co-owners
at their shares the team didn't owe a

ickel. And money by the barrel was
jming in from ticket sales. Moreover,
IcBride has agreed that if the team ever

as a losing season he will absorb the

isses, but that all profits will be distrib-

ted among the shareholders and, of

nurse, Brown, who gets his 15 per cent.

For such an ambitious and expensive
iterprise, the All-America Conference
l 1946 was moderately successful. One
iam, Miami, proved to be a poor draw-

g card both at home and on the road,

id has surrendered its franchise. Its

ace will be taken in 1947 by Baltimore,
here a group of local sportsmen have
ised enough money to field a team.
he conference played 56 games, which
ew a total of 1,538.068 spectators, and
e 14 in which the Cleveland Browns
ere involved attracted almost half the

tal. or 612,960.

The Cleveland team was the bright

irticular star of the conference season:

e boys did everything that McBride and
rown had expected them to do. They
ayed hard, flashy football, holding their

ponents to a total of 146 points. They
locked off the Miami Seahawks in the

)ening game of the season by the lop-

ded score of 44-0, won 12 of their 14

inference games, and climaxed this

erling performance by defeating the
ew York Yankees 14 to 9 in the play-

1 for the league championship.

I

Cleveland drew the crowds and took in

e money. For the opening game with
liami, 60,000 spectators crowded the

linds at the Municipal Stadium, and the

Ight games which the team played in

eveland. including the play-off with the

lankees, drew a total of 441,000 specta-

I is. The take for the seven scheduled
inference games in Cleveland—in the

lay-off most of the money goes to the

layers—was $892,257. An exhibition

kme at Akron before the season opened
las good for $101,358, and the Browns'
Iceipts on the road, in seven games,

jolUer's for September 27, 1947

Continued from page 25

amounted to $121 ,975. The team's gross

for the season was $1,115,590, and the

earnings, after deducting taxes, sta-

dium rental, and visiting clubs' shares,

amounted to $752,385.

This is a nice sum, but it didn't look
so large after McBride and his asso-

ciates had taken a look at the other side

of the ledger. Advertising and promo-
tion, after Mickey had paid the cost of

the original campaign, cost $70,000. Sal-

aries to players and coaches, and olfice

expenses, amounted to $300,000. Athletic

equipment cost $41,000. When the fig-

ures were finally totaled, the Browns had
made a profit of $10,553.89 for the

season.

McBride says he is satisfied with this

showing, although no one knows better

than he that if the club had had to stand

the heavy organizing and promotional
expenses of $280,000, it would have
finished far to the red. He expects to

"All I remember is, everything went
dark and somebody near the ring

was talking about razor blades"

COLLIER'S

do better this year; he has shown Cleve-

land that he and Brown will give the

town football as good as any city in the

country can boast, and he believes Cleve-

landers will support the club. If they
do they will again, Mickey thinks, prove
the truth of his favorite saying, which he
frequently repeats:

"When you're in business you always
got to be a little bit better than the other

fellow. If I owned only a peanut stand I

would give my customers more and big-

ger peanuts."

Money in Streetcar Transfers

In a manner of speaking, this idea of
giving the customers a bargain, or at least

full value for their money, was the foun-
dation of McBride's first business venture

at the age of six. He paid half a cent

each for the newspapers which were
ostensibly his stock in trade, but he made
a deal with his regular customers. All of
them rode the streetcars, and all of them
would ask for a transfer at Mickey's
corner.

Instead of paying Mickey a penny for

a paper, they'd give him an unused trans-

fer, which Mickey promptly sold for two
and one-half cents. Mickey thus made

two cents' profit on each transaction, the

man who bought the paper got it for

nothing, and the man who bought the

transfer got the streetcar ride for half

price. Everybody was happy except the

streetcar company, which finally got a
warrant and brought Mickey into court.

But he was defended by Clarence Dar-
row, and Darrow painted such a hor-
rendous picture of the great soulless

corporation hounding a poor newsboy
that the jury sobbed and found Mickey
not guilty.

Mickey's success in disposing of his

newspapers attracted the attention of

Max Annenberg, circulation manager of
the Chicago American, and the youngster
was barely in his teens when Annenberg
put him in charge of a string of news-
stands. In 1908, when he was eighteen,

Mickey was transferred to the Ameri-
can's South Side circulation branch, in

the Englewood district, and a little later,

when Annenberg went out to Los An-
geles to work for the Hearst paper there,

he took Mickey with him.
The pair also worked on circulation in

San Francisco and Boston before they
returned to Chicago, where the Chicago
Tribune lured Annenberg away from
Hearst. McBride went along, but he
soon returned to the Hearst paper, the

Examiner, now defunct.'

Tackling Circulation Problems

In 1913, W. P. Leech and Harry
Starkey, Hearst executives, took charge
of the Cleveland News and the Cleveland
Leader, both of which were sagging
badly. They offered the job of circula-

tion manager of the News, at $10,000 a

year, to young McBride, then in his

twenty-third year, and so Mickey went to

Cleveland.

"When I started on that job," says

Mickey, "the News didn't take in $100 on
paper sales. They were really a little

operation. I hand-picked my newsboys,
and corrected a slipshod delivery system.

The first year I was in Cleveland our
circulation jumped to 70,000, and at the

end of the second year the News was
more than 100,000."

Basically, McBride's business today is

real estate, although he always has his

eyes open for anything else that might
turn up. His sagacity has become a by-

word in Cleveland real-estate circles, and
reports of a spectacular deal automati-

cally bring the comment, "I'll bet Mickey
was mixed up in that."

He has made only one deal, in recent

years at least, that might from any view-

point be termed a failure. For a long

time Mickey and his family, consisting of

his wife, two sons and daughter, lived in

a modest home at Kamm's Corners, a

middle-class West Side section in Cleve-

land. But five years ago, when his family

was in Florida, Mickey planned a huge
surprise for them. He bought a $1 35,000

mansion on Edgewater Drive, in one of

the swank residential sections of Cleve-

land.

Then he furnished it lavishly, locked

up the old house at Kamm's Corners, and
waited patiently for Mrs. McBride and
the children to come home. When they
did, they seemed thrilled, but Mickey
soon noticed that almost every day they
all hustled over to Kamm's Corners to

visit their old friends. Two years later

Mickey made a trip to Florida, and when
he returned to Cleveland he found the

Edgewater Drive house closed and
locked.

There was a note in the mailbox,
signed by Mrs. McBride, the sons and the

daughter.

"We've moved back home," the note
said.

The End

ACTION
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'She didn't last six months with Mike. Wound up in a gutter . . . Had it comin' to her for taldng up with that kind of guy"

AIX SQUARED AWAY
I

STEPPED into the hole-in-the-

wall with the sign outside that

read: LOUIE'S GRILL AND
SOCIAL CLUB, and took a seat at

the counter. I seemed to be cus-

tomer number one for this afternoon.

I said, "Hi. I'll have a cup of cof-

fee."

The man behind the counter was
stocky, with a dark, expressive face.

Deftly, he poured me a mug of coffee

from the shiny urn behind him.
"You're new around here, huh?" He
flipped open a sugar bowl and slid it

down the counter to me.
"Yeah," I said. "I'm staying with

Doc Jensen."

"Nice guy, Doc. You a doc, too?"
"No. Writer. Having a little trou-

ble with Chapter Two. Doc said this

might be a good place to think about
it."

The man mulled this around in his

mind He liked it and said, "As the

owner of this dump I must admit that

Louie's Grill and Social Club is a

pretty good joint. We try to accen-

tuate the quietude and eliminate the

pistachio."

I said, "You're Louie?"
"I'm Sammy."
I have a one-track mind. "And

Louie?"
"He used to own the place."

"You bought it from Louie?"
"I bought it from Mike."
I concentrated on my coffee.

Sammy produced a cigarette from out
of a crumpled pack, lighted it and al-

lowed a thin ribbon of smoke to curl

away from his lips.

Then he said, "Mike got it from
Louie. He left the sign up as a monu-
ment to the deceased."

"Louie died?"

"A hero."

"In the war?"
"Nope. Back in the thirties. One

day a hophead with a temper and an
itchy trigger finger came in here and
told Louie he needed protection.

Louie begged to differ. They had
words. The hophead's vocabulary
was pretty limited so Louie was win-
ning the verbal battle until the hood
decided it was time for his target

practice. Louie was the target. When
they took him out of here he had

more slugs in him than a pay phone."
Sammy looked satisfied. He took

a deep drag on his cigarette and con-
tinued: "Mike was the dishwasher.
Louie left a will and no relatives.

The beneficiary to the will was Mike.
When I came to work here as the new
dishwasher, I asked Mike about the

sign, and he told me he was gonna
leave it as a token of esteem. Besides,

Mike figured it would cost too much
to change it."

"A lucky guy, Mike. And smart,

too," I said.

"Yeah," Sammy said, "Mike was
lucky, smart and no good. He didn't

really care for this place. I tried to

buy the joint from him, but the min-
ute he found I wanted it, he jacked the

price up. Well, I kept throwin' a little

something in the sock
every once in a while.

In a couple of years I

looked in that sock one
day and found five hun-
dred smackers rattlin'

around in it. So Mike
gave me the surprise of

my life and sold me the

place."

"That sounds pretty

reasonable," I said, look-

ing over the fixtures to

indicate that I realized

they were worth more
than five hundred dol-

lars.

"Not when you throw
in my girl," said Sammy coolly. "She
didn't last six months with Mike.
Wound up in a gutter."

I put down my empty cup and said,

"I'm sorry."

"That's all right. She had it comin'
to her. I guess, for takin' up with a

guy like Mike." He stopped. "You
want another cup of coffee?"

"Sure." It was good coffee.

He poured us two new mugs.
"Mike did okay for a while. When
the war came along, he got to be a
small-time black-market operator. So
small, that when things got organized
the big boys squeezed him out of the

racket."

"He lost everything?"
"Nope. Not quite. Sometime ago

I hear he went to see a guy. It seems
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he had a proposition to buy into a
business, but he needed a thousand
bucks and all he had was five hun-
dred. So this guy shows him the way
to get another five hundred. You see,

this guy's got a hot thousand-dollar
bill."

I said, "A hot thousand-dollar bill?"

I felt a little stupid.

Sammy said, "Yeah. This is the

war, kid. When you got a thousand-
dollar bill that you didn't get strictly

on the up and up, you got a hot
thousand-dollar bill. You can't de-
posit it in a bank, because banks
keep a record of incoming thousand-
dollar bills. You go into a bank with
one of them, and before you know it,

you have the income-tax boys
swarmin' all over you wantin' to know

where you got it. Get
the pitch now?"

"I'm right with you."
"Okay. So this guy

with the big bill dreams
up a gimmick. He sells

the bill to Mike for five

hundred bucks. Then,
according to this guy, all

Mike has to do is make
out like he found the

bill, and bring it over to

the precinct. The cops
hold it for thirty days,

waiting for somebody to

claim it. Nobody claims
it. It belongs to Mike,
and he don't have no eX-

plainin' to do. Smart, huh?" Sammy
paused to take a long sip of coffee.

I whistled softly. "Terrific. And
Mike got the bill?"

Sammy sighed. "Nope. Somebody
claimed it."

I said, "Oh." Then I had a brain

storm. "I got it. It was a double
cross. The guy who sold him the bill

went and claimed it."

Sammy wet his throat with more
coffee. "Could be. But remember,
only a dope would claim a hot bill."

Like I said. I'm a little stupid. For
inspiration, I looked into my coffee

cup as if there were something going
on in it. There was something going
on in it. The milk was curdling. I

said, "Well, then, who claimed the hot

thousand-dollar bill?"

"I ain't sayin' this is the way it

happened, but here's how I figure it.

Supposing this guy has an old score to

settle with Mike, and sees a chance
to get even. Supposing he don't have
no hot thousand-dollar bill at all, but
instead, he goes to his bank where he
has enough cash on deposit to with-

draw a thousand-dollar bill, all nice

and legal-like. He tells them he's

thinking of buying some new fixtures

maybe, and they say, sure, here's the

bill, be careful, so he asks them to re-

cord the serial number, just for safe-

ty's sake. From the bank, he hops
right over to the precinct and tells

them he just lost a thousand-dollar
bill, in case anybody should happen
to report finding it. Then he sells the

bill to Mike, who thinks it's hot, and
goes through with the plan according
to schedule. After that this guy rushes
down to the precinct and claims the

bill. The cops check the serial num-
ber with the bank, the whole thing

adds up, and this guy gets his bill back
and Mike's five hundred besides. Get
it?" Sammy paused. "As far as who
the guy was, your guess is as good as

mine."
I'm not that stupid. I said, "If the

guy happened to be you, you and
Mike would be pretty much all

squared away. Right?"
Sammy's face was blank. "Not if

the guy was me. Mike would still owe
me something for that girl. He'd have
to go through some special kind of

hell for that before he evened things

up with me."
I said, "Oh, I forgot about that.

But as a writer—I kind of wish it had
been you."

"Don't talk foolish. I felt sorry for

Mike. I even got him a job. You
want another cup of coffee for the

road?"
I said, "No, thanks. I better go

back and finish Chapter Two." I

threw a dime on the counter.

Sammy smiled and said, "Thanks.
Good luck to you. Come in again."

He turned toward the rear and
yelled, "Hey, Mike, get the lead out.

I got some dirty cups out here for you
to wash."

I got up and went back to Doc
Jensen's.

A SHORT SHORT STORY COMPLETE ON THIS PAGE
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in jackets

NOW! 24 SIZES

TO FIT EVERYONE
Small • Regular • Slim
Extra sizes • Extra large

Boys • Juvenile

FABRICS
Cotton gabardine, wool

gabardine, poplin

COLORS
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LININGS
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SHOWERPROOF
Smart for work, school, play

Jacket Illustrated: Fine tan or

browft gabardine, rayon lined.

Only $9.50 at better stores

everywhere. Others from
$4.95 up.

Write for name of nearest dealer
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CHICAGO

Medora's sophisticated headpiece ex-

cited some comment but not so much as

a fox jacket which another girl had pur-

loined. Medora considered mentioning
that Ronnie had looked into her eyes,

until she learned that others had the

same belief. They were informed by the

young lady in the fox jacket that actors

can't see anyone in the audience. As her

mother's cousin was married to a pro-

ducer, she certainly thought she ought to

know.
A girl with a round face and round

eyes displayed a locket which, she an-

nounced tremulously, contained three

hairs. Her father, a newspaperman, had
solemnly sworn when he gave them to

her that they were snipped from Ronnie's
head by a barber he knew. She pressed

the locket to what would one day be a

bosom and vowed she'd wear it to her

grave.

It wasn't only for the hairs that she

was envied. An understanding parent

was a rare treasure too. "You mean
your father actually knows how you feel

about Ronnie, and where you go Satur-

j
days?" The luckless young lady who
asked was the daughter of a clergyman
who preached in a large church uptown.
"Why, certainly. He writes us fans

up for his paper."

Well, some people' were luckier than

others. That was life.

THE triumph of the afternoon was en-

joyed by a brunette with braces on her

teeth and a nice feeling for drama. She
had waited until a late moment to re-

veal that she had actually met Ronnie
Jones.

No one believed her. It was the holy
truth, she vowed, and she had a witness

standing by her side. The brunette had
interviewed him for her school paper
and taken along a friend to help out. Sad
to say the meeting had thrown them both

into a speechless panic, but it was mem-
orable all the same. While they were in

his dressing room, Ronnie had changed
his clothes behind a screen.

"You're lying."

"I hope to die if I am."
The witness crossed her heart and an

awed hush fell over the alley. Then the

great moment arrived. The stage door
opened. There was a scream and a stam-
pede.

Ronnie Jones had to cover only a

short distance to reach his large new
limousine. He was surrounded by a fly-

ing wedge of solid policemen, yet it was
marvelous that he got there in possession

of his hat and coat and arms and legs,

to say nothing of his well-shaped nose
and a set of devastating eyelashes.

Two policemen wrenched open the car

door and four shoved him inside. The
car crept toward Times Square, virtually

drawing with it its circle of squealers.

Medora picked up her mother's hat from
the street, knocked the dust off it and ran

for the subway with only her memories
to comfort her for another week. . . .

There was no one home when she got

there, and a few minutes later she was
soaking in a hot tub. Other things were
soaking too. She had neglected to allow

for a law of physics to the effect that

when a body lowers itself into a brim-
ming tub a good deal of water will be dis-

placed onto the floor. She was indifferent

to her miscalculation, because she had
some heavy thinking to do. Her prob-
lem was Freddy Wheeler, who didn't

know she was in love with Ronnie Jones
—and she hoped he wouldn't find out.

When there was no basketball practice.

Freddy walked home from school with
Medora and stayed, playing records and
gossiping until his mother phoned or her
mother put him out. Immediately after

dinner, on school nights, Freddy called

STAGE DOOR GIRL
Continued from page 50

up and they chattered until bedtime or

until a parent of one of them threatened

to tear the phone from the wall. Friday,

Saturday and Sunday evenings, Freddy
came over.

It was a routine with which Medora
had been blissfully satisfied before she
knew of the existence of Ronnie Jones.

She'd first heard him singing on the radio

and the ardent voice had quickened her

breathing and heartbeats. Then she'd

furtively attended a matinee and seen his

charms and talents with her own eyes. He
sang and played love scenes with a fervor

that had caused some of his admirer, to

swoon. Medora wasn't the swo< oing

kind herself, but after that first matinee
her love was dedicated to a man who
didn't know she was alive. Freddy
Wr ^Ier was only a very young friend

who played basketball, not love scenes,

and did nothing to,her heartbeats at all.

However, there were advantages to

having a beau she was actually acquainted
with. She did think a girl ought to lead

a normal life.

It was a pity that the basketball games
were usually played on Saturday after-

noon when Medora couldn't be on hand.
Freddy was the kind of boy who expected
his friends to be there admiring him when
he pranced around the gym. He re-

sented her absences and was suspicious

of her excuses, which hadn't been very
good. This afternoon, for instance, she'd

asked her mother to tell Freddy, when he
phoned, that she had gone to the library

to study. That was going to make trou-

ble, for sure. But at least Freddy would
never be able to accuse her of making

dates with other men—unless by sor

wild chance she met Ronnie Jones.

The doorknob rattled, indicating ho
mother was home and Medora called

"Come in."

Mrs. Miles was a writer of dctcctiii

fiction and sometimes very caustic

conversation, like the characters in he

books. She picked her way daintily ovd
the wet floor, remarking that if shc'<

known the conditions, she would ha\
worn a diving bell. What she did we
was her best black afternoon dress ar
she said she'd been to a tea.

"Tea?" Medora sniffed.

"All right, a cocktail party. Now su^

pose you come clean yourself and te

me why I couldn't find the hat I want!
to wear and why it's back in my close

now, looking like a floor rag?"
It hurt Medora to lie to her mother bu

she didn't spare herself. A girl who isn^

allowed to go downtown alone would
foolish to say where she had been.

blew off when I was comm home frol

the library.'"

"Am I supposed v.- >eli

my best hat to do youi h< ms*wci !.

Medora thought ruefully that a m.ihe
who fancied herself to be a detective wa
not all that a mother might be.

"Freddy called up, of course, i

really, I wish you'd relay these lame en

cuses yourself. He didn't find the librarj

story any more convincing than I do.
"What did he say?"
"Nothing. Not a word. It was

most scornful silence I've heard for quil

a while." Mrs. Miles frowned though
fully at the steamed body of her daug

5AL0 ROTH

SPORTING ODDS

Shortly after Bernie Masterson, now head coach at the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, joined the Chicago Bears some years ago,

Coach George Halas sent him in as quarterback with the instruc-

tions, "Run the first play through right tackle, the second around

left end, and then kick."

The first play started from Chicago's own 20-yard line. The
Bears went through right tackle for a neat 30 yards. First down
on the 50-yard line. The second play picked up 35 yards around

left end. Another first down, on the opponents' 15-yard line.

Then—Bernie kicked.

—Larry Nordin, Omaha, Neb.

COLLIER'S will pay a minimum of $25 for each acceptable contribution to Sporting

Odds. Address Sporting Odds, Collier's, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

(Contributions cannot be returned.)
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r

en if you never ride on a train — never ship a

p kage by railroad freight— the whole pattern

our daily life is interwoven with the railroads.

S|>t of the food you eat is carried to market by

And railroads—as the nation's major carriers of

materials and finished products— have a part

ir le production of practically everything you use.

o it's important that the railroads continue to

rove the service upon which you depend —

ice at the lowest cost for comparable tram-

pi ation in all the world.

To keep on doing that, railroads need new engines,

new cars, new rail, new equipment and facilities

of all sorts. These improvements depend in turn

on adequate railroad earnings.

"And what," you ask, "is an adequate return?"

Most people think 6 per cent would be no more

than fair.

Yet during the past 25 years— and that includes

the war years— the railroads averaged a return on

their net investment of only h 2,') per cent.

And in 1947, with a record-breaking peace-

time traffic — railroads are expected to earn even

less than that! Such a return is only about half

what the railroads need to keep on providing you

with the kind of equipment and service you want.

Because this need for adequate railroad earn-

ings directly concerns you, and every other Ameri-

can, the railroads want you to know the facts.

Send for a frev copy of the new booklet "You

and Your Railroads." Association of American

Railroads. Room 970, Transportation Building,

Washington 6, D. C.

American Railroads
THE NATION'S BASIC TRANSPORTATION
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s sure as sure can be, the first sip of

OLD TAYLOR will confirm the warm and mellow flavor

foretokened by its rich, golden color. It is equally certain

that those who share OLD TAYLOR with you will long

and gratefully remember the occasion.

For OLD TAYLOR is topmost choice

in any company, any time.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELICIOUS

National Distillers Products Corporation, New York, N. Y.
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Isr. "You're losing weight. Do you
llways eat a good lunch at school? I in-

Ijted Freddy to dinner. He made it quite

llear he considered himself my guest,

jot yours."

I Mrs. Miles stepped over a puddle and
|pened the door. Then she turned back
ith a gentler expression. "You know,

|pots, you're going to lose that boy. Are
m sure you don't care?"
The door closed and Medora sighed.

le truth was she didn't care at all in the

iy Freddy would wish her to care. It

as merely her social life which would
ler. A girl would be pretty lonely if

|e never went out at all. If only she

Md have dates with Ronnie Jones!

REDDY WHEELER was dressed

properly to dine with two ladies. His
it was pressed with sharp creases, his

ndy curls were wet and sleekly brushed,

s freckled face shone with health and
isketball. However, the conspicuous
ting about him was a formal and austere

|anner and he addressed himself ex-

usively to his elder hostess. He told

rs. Miles, with his usual lack of

he was searching for an example—"well,

like the fans of Ronnie Jones."

It occurred to Medora that a mutual
friend of hers and Freddy's might have
seen her in the alley and told him. But
he looked smug, as if he inspired writers

every day and enjoyed doing it, and she

decided it was a coincidence that he'd

spoken of Ronnie, who was probably
being discussed in many homes tonight.

Mrs. Miles, who was contentedly

gnawing a chicken wing, said casually,

"Tell me about the fans, Freddy. I'm
curious about those girls who have to be
policed by the riot squad. What kind of

homes do they come from?"
Freddy's shrug implied that he neither

knew nor cared. It was a different ques-

tion that puzzled him. "What they see

in Ronnie I can't imagine. I know a hun-
dred guys who are better-looking"—an
athletic chest was expanded—"and better

built."

"He sings and dances."
"Listen, Mrs. Miles, I could dance if I

took dancing lessons—I'd like to see my-
self—and I can sing just as good as Ron-
nie if I hold my nose."

SKUNK Bros. MOT(

"As a matter of fact, it works out we're giving you
the car free. You're just paying for the accessories"

COLLIER'S CHARLES PEARSON

desty, that the game had been saved
the last thirty seconds of play and
t he'd shot the winning basket himself.

'Freddy, I'm proud to know you."
s. Miles served a hero's helping of
ite meat and dark. "Do many girls go
he games?"
'Girls?" Freddy had to stop and think

at the word meant. "Why, yes, quite

w girls go. I wish they wouldn't. The
y they screech makes my head ache."
Ars. Miles looked sidewise at her
lghter who was looking at her plate.

r Freddy. He was so transparent

n he lied.

Vith the insouciance of a habitual
er-outer, he turned the conversation
m himself. "How's murder these days,

Miles?"
At a standstill. I've got to start a new
)k soon and I can't make up my mind,
ddy, I hope you won't be offended if

ik, but if you were a homicidal maniac
it kind of people would you rub out?
lionaires, politicians, schoolteach-
—?"

le had a surprisingly ready answer.
kill actors."

edora looked at him suspiciously,

was helping himself to chicken gravy
his face displayed no sign of guile,

ctors? Really? Why?"
Well, look at the way people make
Is of themselves about actors. Like"

—

llier's for September 27, 1947

Medora imagined Freddy prancing
around the stage as he did in the gym and
tried not to smile.

He continued, "Why a few months
ago, Ronnie Jones was nobody. If he'd
spoken to one of those girls then she'd
have slapped his face. I'll tell you some-
thing else. I know his kid sister." For-
getting there was someone he wasn't
speaking to, Freddy turned to Medora.
"Did you know Viola Jones was his

sister?"

The question was so unexpected, Me-
dora could only gulp and ask, "Who?"
She had never heard of Viola Jones.

Freddy smiled at Mrs. Miles. "I guess
Medora wouldn't know her. Viola's nuts
about basketball. But I know her and,
believe me, I don't boast about it."

Medora sat very still. Imagine know-
ing Ronnie Jones' sister ! Why, a girl could
find out everything he did from morning
to night. Her imagination took another
step and whispered, // you knew Viola
well enough, you'd go to see her at her
house. You'd meet her brother.
She looked curiously at the young man

who had this valuable contact and won-
dered why he hadn't mentioned it before.
She supposed it was a sign of his hope-
less boyishness that he was unimpressed
by the great of the world.

After dinner, when she and Freddy
were washing the dishes, he still was dis-

inclined to talk to a girl who hadn't cared
to be present when he saved the game.
But more than his silence was shattered

when he dropped a plate. "Gosh!" He
stooped down to pick up the pieces.

"Does Viola go to our school?"
"Sure."
"It's funny I don't know her. You'd

think, being a famous man's sister, every-

body'd know who she was." Medora de-
cided Viola must be unusually shy.

"It's a big school and she hasn't been
there very long."

"Who does she go around with?"
"Not me," Freddy said pointedly. "Do

you think I run around with other
women behind your back?"
Medora was pleased to think that

Viola, being shy, probably hadn't made
many friends yet. "Does she look like

her brother?"
Freddy blushed. "She isn't built like

her brother. Viola's kind of fat."

Medora saw a touching picture of a
girl who was shy, friendless and over-
weight. She remarked sympathetically,
"Freddy, I think old students ought to

help new students to make friends. Why
don't you help Viola?"

"I don't know her very well myself."
He gave Medora a long, searching look as

if the evidence of charity in her nature
were food for thought. Then, being
Freddy, he bragged, "But I could get

better acquainted with her, any day."
"That would be a very nice thing to do

for a new girl," said Medora virtuously,

"and I tell you what—if I knew her, I'd

be glad to help too." She finished the
dishes with an energy to which neither

they nor she was accustomed.

MEDORA thought that Freddy
played his part in the intrigue un-

wittingly. He told her after classes on
Monday that Viola had sat next to him
in the cafeteria and they'd exchanged a

few words.
"Did you make a date with her?" asked

Medora hopefully.

"Sort of. I said I'd see her Saturday
at the game. By the way, I can't walk
home with you today. I've got to go to

the gym."
She walked home alone, aflutter with

ecstasy and anxiety. Now that she was
so close to meeting Ronnie, she had wor-
ries as well as thrills. For one thing, what
was she going to say to him? Wouldn't
it be awful if she were stricken dumb like

that girl with braces on her teeth? And
what could she wear? It was her belief

that she was old enough to make certain

improvements in her appearance and
when she got home she had a tense argu-
ment with her mother about lipstick and
nail polish „nd high-heeled shoes.

The next day she splurged and went to

the cafeteria herself. It seemed like un-
necessary economy to save lunch money
now. As soon as she'd met the Joneses
she could probably go to the show for

nothing any time she chose. And sit in

a seat, too.

Carrying her tray to a table near the

one where Freddy usually sat, she looked
around. There was only one girl in sight

whom she couldn't name, a stagey blonde
who was new in school but certainly not
friendless. Medora had seen her with

many different boys. And she wasn't

fat, either. She was what Medora called

developed, and she thought critically: If

it was me, I wouldn't wear a sweater.

The blonde was eating quietly but she

came to life when the basketball team
arrived and swarmed around the table

which tradition reserved for them. Then
really it was embarrassing to watch her

toss her yellow hair and try to attract

attention. Who did she think she was

—

a movie star? What she did next was a

shock to Medora. She carried her tray

to the boys' table and after some noisy

banter, sat down between two of them
who pushed their chairs together. One
of the two was Freddy. . .

When Medora saw him after classes,

FALSE TEETH WEARERS
famous for their looks

Hollywood performers say:

"New COLEO cleans

false teeth cleaner!"
8 our of 10 rested preferred Cofeo
to all other types of denture cleanser!

And scores of actors and actresses

tried it! Coleo, made by Colgate-

Palmolive-Peet, was tested in Holly-

wood because many actors and ac-

tresses must wear plates or bridges

to photograph well!

Coleo fines away mucin (film),

removable stains, and food particles

in minutes! No brushing! False teeth

are clean! Sparkling! And dentures
cleaned with Coleo have a pleasant,

fresh taste! Clean your false teeth

the Coleo way—today!
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NO

NEW TYPE Cleanser for False Teeth
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Longer-Lasting
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"Why," he asked, "is Philip Morris so much

better to smoke?"

"Because Philip Morris is the ONLY leading

cigarette scientifically proved far less irritating

to the nose and throat," Johnny replied.
"
Less

irritation means more enjoyment. That's why
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le asked, "Who was that girl who prac-

cally sat on your lap?"

The memory was pleasant, it seemed,

reddy smiled. "Would you like to meet
sr?"

"I certainly would not."

"What would you think if I had a date

ith her?"
She was surprised at the vigor with

hich she replied. "You know perfectly

ell what I think of girls who run after

:>ys!"

It was a beaming Freddy who patted

zt on the shoulder and said he had to

in along.

"By the way," he added, "I won't be

eing you much this week. The coach
working us hard."

.He left her with two mysteries—one,

e whereabouts of Viola, and two, the

entity of a blonde. And it wasn't until

te in the week that she learned that

ere was only one girl who was baffling

;r; that the blonde with whom she saw
eddy so often in the corridors and
feteria was Viola Jones. . . .

The revelation occurred Friday evening

out eight o'clock. Medora was stand-

g by a stage door in the alley, feeling

ther depressed. Not, she told herself,

cause Freddy hadn't asked for his

take the hairbrush to you if we were
home."

It sounded to Medora as if a kid sister

were being berated and she crept closer

to the car, thinking it would be remark-
able if she met Viola and her brother,

without any help from Freddy at all. A
blond head appeared at the window and
at last it dawned on Medora that the girl

she'd begged Freddy to get acquainted
with and the one she hated to see him
with were the same.

Viola giggled. "Look, Ronnie, one of

your admirers. She's brought you a
flower."

Ronnie whirled around and right there

in the alley where he usually made each
of his fans feel that he loved her, he asked

coldly, "What's the idea, hanging around
a stage door at this hour? Hasn't any-
one told you to stay off the streets at

night? Haven't you got a home?"
Viola was convulsed.
Now, in the scene that Medora had

rehearsed while she waited, she had
pressed the carnation into Ronnie's
hands, told him how much she admired
him and that she never allowed a week
to pass without seeing the show. That
scene couldn't be played with an actor

who addressed her as if she were a de-

Six CIGWT

"This new model won't do. We must have something new, dynamic,
revolutionary. Something the radio comedians can kid us about"

A. JOHN KAUNUS

jal date, but because she felt conspicu-

almost silly, standing there alone,

idently Ronnie's other fans hadn't
) ught of the strategy of being at the

ater when he arrived. Or perhaps they

uldn't get away with it. She wasn't
e she had herself. She'd stolen out
the apartment without saying a word
1 hoped to have a good excuse for her
ither when she got back.

t was a warm evening, more like sum-
r than fall and though it was dark in

alley, there was still a gleam of light

the sky. Medora was holding a car-

ion, a small token of her affection

t she'd bought at a flower stand in

nes Square. The members of the cast,

Tying into the theater, looked at her
ingely. The old doorman peered out-

s ; and shook his head, disapprovingly;

t she stood her ground. Surely that

c jressed feeling would leave her when
s 'd seen Ronnie and given him the car-

r ion for his buttonhole.

Anally the limousine arrived and Ron-
r jumped out, still talking to someone
1 the car. Talking sternly too, like a

I tch uncle, and telling that someone
t t she lacked the manners of refine-

r nt. that her behavior in public pained
h l and that she ought to realize she was
c y a schoolgirl and not, as she seemed
t hink, Helen Hayes Cornell.

^ silvery laugh rang through the alley.

Don't give me that stage laugh. I'd

C tiler's for September 27, 1947

linquent, while his sister laughed. She
didn't even want to play it. This man
who unexpectedly revealed a personality

that was a cross between a policeman's

and a parent's was not the man she
loved. Most disillusioning of all was the

knowledge that he was that blonde's
brother. She'd have given the remainder
of her life to make them believe that her
business in the alley had nothing to do
with the tribe of Jones.

And just then a miracle occurred. A
sandy-haired young man stepped out of
the darkness, where he might have over-

heard what had happened, and said,

"Hello, Medora. Am I late?"

Ronnie asked sharply, "Do you know
this girl?"

"I sure do. I've got a date with her."

"Is it your custom to ask girls to meet
you in dark alleys?"

Freddy looked him straight in the eye.

"She made a mistake," Freddy explained.

"She should have waited at the other

door, in the lobby."
It couldn't be Freddy Wheeler, Me-

dora thought. It must be a dream.
Freddy would never have thought of tak-

ing that hateful carnation from her hand
and saying, "Is this for me? Gee, thanks."
She could scarcely believe her ears when
she heard Viola say, "Freddy! Freddy
Wheeler, aren't you going to speak to

me?"
Then Ronnie apologized. "Sorry, I

made a mistake. You see how it is, I'm
always stumbling over girls in places

where they shouldn't be, and maybe it's

none of my business, but it worries me."
He winked at Freddy. "If you want to

take your girl to the show some time, let

me know. I'm afraid we're sold out to-

night."

He went into the theater. The limou-
sine was driven away. Medora was left

alone with the young man who had saved
her face and her feelings. She tried to

thank him.
"Skip it." He'd done his good deed

for the day and now he looked grim. "It

wasn't my idea, hunting you up. Your
mother phoned; she's having a fit."

Clamping a hard hand on Medora's arm
he marched her over to Broadway and
into the nearest drugstore, where he en-
tered a telephone booth.

"Hello. Mrs. Miles, I found her, right

where I thought she'd be." His call was
answered so quickly that Medora guessed
her mother had been sitting anxiously by
the phone.

Freddy said, "Nothing happened to

her except she got a very fine bawling
out. Ronnie Jones practically took her
head off." Freddy frowned. "Say, Mrs.
Miles, I'm thinking about that idea I gave
you for a book. You know, killing actors?

Maybe it wasn't so hot. Ronnie's okay."
Medora thought with a pang, he'd

probably say nice things about Ronnie's
sister too, if anyone asked him.

"Well, don't be discouraged, Mrs.
Miles. I'll probably get another idea be-

fore long."

Some people might have thought
Freddy conceited, but Medora felt that

he spoke with a confidence to which he
was entitled. She looked with awe on
this youth who inspired writers and acted
before actors and wondered how far his

friendship with Viola had gone.

WHEN he left the phone, he hailed a
taxi, but Medora wasn't flattered.

It was clear from his expression that he
wanted to get rid of his charge the quick-
est way possible, no matter what it cost.

For a while she didn't dare speak to him,
his manner was so forbidding, but there

were questions she simply had to ask.

"How did you know where I was?"
He snorted. "Everybody in school

knows about your crush. I've had to

take a lot of kidding."

"I haven't got a crush any more." She
looked quickly to see how he reacted.

His expression was unchanged.
It hadn't occurred to her before that

the word crush described the overwhelm-
ing passion which had driven her to a

life of intrigue and deceit. She'd thought
of a crush as a minor disturbance with-

out consequences. Now she wondered
fearfully how dire those consequences
were going to be.

She asked the vital question in a round-
about way. "I guess you won't be kidded
about me now you're a friend of Viola's.

Have you had a date with her yet?"

"What if I have? It was your idea."

That ended the questions. And hope.
When the taxi driver had been paid,

Medora thanked Freddy formally for

bringing her home and said good night.

He seemed to expect something more of

her so she told him she'd be at the game
and wished him luck.

He looked surprised. "Say, what's the

matter now? Don't you want me to

come in?"

Medora stared, speechless.

"Listen, get this straight," Freddy's

voice was harsh, "I haven't had a date

with Viola and I'm not going to have
any. When I want another woman, I'll

pick her out myself."

Maybe it wasn't a love scene, so far as

words were concerned, but no one could
doubt that Freddy was looking into her

eyes and hers alone. Medora's breathing

quickened and her heart throbbed hap-
pily as they went inside.

The End
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For the Record...

Classical compositions may or may not im-

press you as the world's "best" music...

Only you can say. For the enjoyment of

music is a personal experience—and depend-

ent on personal tastes.

So, too, is the enjoyment of fine whiskey—

possibly that's why Hunter's surprisingly

different flavor may not suit your taste. But

you should try it. For thousands of men who
have tried it once, have found it instantly

suited to their taste— and today prefer it

to all others.

HUNTER
SINCE 1860

Q^mf/wertfe^a/tf

Hunter-Wilson Distilling Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky. Blended Whiskey, 92 Proof, 60% Grain Neutral Spirits.
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NOTHING OR NOBODY
Continued from page 26

em all and then go to bed. No, I couldn't

blame the old man. I think he really

had noises in the head. Subway noises.

When I got outa the Army, the old

man was still the same way. So I said

goodby to Bay Ridge and Brooklyn and

my home for good. Me and a buddy,

Jimmy Hawkins, we shared a room
downtown. In Manhattan.

That's how 1 got to be a bartender.

Jimmy was one and he sold me on the

idea of joining the union and working
those swanky parties with him. I used

to ask Jimmy why he never took a

steady job in some bar, and Jimmy'd
always say it wasn't for him. Jimmy
always said he liked to look at them so-

ciety people and all them fancy good-

lookers.

Me, 1 didn't feel one way or the other.

I was just interested in the dough. And
the dough was good. We could work
three times a week and have enough
dough for good times. Oh, Jimmy and

me had some good times, and whenever

we'd be sitting around some bar Jim-

my'd say how much better it was to be

drinking drinks instead of serving 'em.

In bars, he meant.

I
NEVER had no trouble with them so-

ciety people. Father. Not till that night

when it all started. I never stole a bottle

of booze or nothing. Jimmy would, but

I wouldn't. But then I'd help him finish

the bottle when we got home. I guess

that's just as bad, ain't it. Father?

The trouble is sometimes I ain't sure

what's good and what's bad. All those

times, before the trouble began, I used to

think all those society people were good.

I used to think they were good, because

they were better-looking and better

dressed and spoke better and all that.

Before the trouble I used to think just

that, but I don't no more. No, no more.
Me, I was working the bar in the game

room that night. Jimmy was working the

bar in the reception room. It was a wed-
ding anniversary party. The Helmses'
tenth anniversary. And it was the first

time we worked the Helmses' house.

We'd been at lots of other big houses on
the North Shore but never the Helmses'
house.

Everything was going fine. No trouble

at all. One college kid kept bothering me
to make some crazy drinks I never heard

of, but I fixed him up and there was no
trouble.

Not till about midnight. Not till Mrs.

Helms and Mack Jennings sat down on
those soft stools in front of my bar. They
were the only two at the bar. Oh, there

were about six or seven other people

around the game room, lounging around
and drinking and talking and making
passes.

This Mack Jennings was a good-look-

ing guy. Close to forty I think. Looked
a little like Ronald Colman, but not as

good. A little heavier, too. He ordered

the drinks. A Scotch highball for him-

self, a Manhattan for Mrs. Helms.
I think they had a lot to drink upstairs

before they came over to my bar. Jimmy
told me they did. But you couldn't see

it much on 'em. I think they held it all

right on the outside, but not so good on
the inside. On the inside it musta been
different because you can tell what peo-

ple are like on the inside by the way they

talk.

Father, I thought it was me who was
drunk, not them. I kept saying to myself
—Pat Dawson, you're drunk. You're
good and drunk. But I wasn't. I didn't

touch a drop. Not a drop.

I just stood there behind the bar. It

was a small bar. Made in a half circle

and there wasn't room for me to move. I

stood there with just a little smile on my
face, trying to look like I liked the job

and liked fixing drinks and all that.

This Mrs. Helms—Fern, Mack Jen-

nings called her. She looked like Jean
Harlow used to look. A little like her.

Mrs. Helms was smaller, I think.

She and him sat close together and
when they talked I could hear every word
they said. Every word, Father. Every
no-good word. That's what got me.
There I was, right in front of them.
If they were blind they coulda seen me.

I kept listening to them because you
can't stop yourself from listening. I kept

looking right at 'em, trying to tell 'em
with my eyes that they weren't alone, that

I—that Pat Dawson—was looking at 'em
and hearing every word they said.

I dropped a glass, Father. I did it on
purpose. The glass bounced on the floor,

it didn't break. And when I picked it up
they were still talking, the same way they
were talking before.

And you know where they were look-

^>^ ;"

. . and if either of you guys ever pulls that disappearing ball trick again . .
."

COLLIER'S VIRGIL PARTCH
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GENUINE "SECOND" OF
REGULAR $5.00 WALLY FRANK PIPE
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fections—guaranteed not to impair their smok-

ing qualities. Finest imported Briar—Natu-

ral Color—No breaking in—Special metal

moisture trap in stem. Plus 2 regular I5<

pocks of Colonel Adams— a mild natural

leaf tobacco mixture.

WALLY FRANK Ltd.. Dept. 517
150 Nassau St., New York 7, N. Y.

I Enclosed find $1.00. Send pipe and 2 packs
I of Colonel Adams described above. If not

I

satisfied, I will return for cash refund.

PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW

Best lighter buy!

AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Windproof

Fully Automatic

For Pipe or Cigarettes

n Nickel .Chrome , Enamel
or Etched Finish—

Only $1.50 to $2.50

If its a RtGENS,

it LIGHTS!

gens Yellow Flints For Best Results

AT BETTER JEWELRY, DRUG AND TOBACCO STORES
Regens Lighter Corporation, 2 E. 46th St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

PSORIASIS
A SKIN DISEASE?

After years of research, many noted medical
scientists have reached the opinion that Psoriasis
results from certain internal disorders. A number
of physicians have for the last five years been
reporting satisfactory treatment of this malady
with a new formula called LIPAN — taken inter-
nally, Lipan, a combination of glandular sub-
stances and vitamins, attacks what is now believed
to be the internal cause of Psoriasis, and tends to
aid in the digestion and assimilation of foods.
Lipan is harmless, non-habit forming, and can
be taken with confidence by both young and old.
Physician inquiries are invited. Ask your druggist
for Lipan or write us direct for free booklet. Or,
order a month's supply of Lipan— bottle contain-
ing 180 tablets— at once, enclosing check or
money order for $8.50.

Miss Mabel Millot says:
I was afflicted with Psoriasis
for 9 years on face and back.
Two and one-half months
after I began to take Lipan,
my skin was completely
clear.

Spirt & Co. Dept. C-22,

Waterbury, Conn.

COLLIER'S "Listen to that baby backfire!
- '

GARRETT PRICE

ing when they were talking? Right at me.
Right at me. Only they didn"t see me.
I coulda cut my throat right there and I

don't think they'd have seen me.
Did you know what I was thinking all

this time? I was thinking this, Father.

I'm nothing. I'm not Pat Dawson. I'm
nothing. I'm not an American citizen.

I'm not a war veteran. I'm not a bar-

tender. Not even a human being.

I was thinking. Father, I was just

something that adds up to a drink of

booze. Sure, I got eyes, ears, a nose, a

face, a body, a mouth and all that. But
you can look on the label of a bottle of

booze and maybe see a picture of all

those things and all those things don't

hear nothing or see nothing or say noth-

ing.

I was sick, Father. I was never so sick

in all my life. Not even during the Battle

of the Bulge did I get so sick. And so
scared.

I was scared about—about being noth-
ing, about being taken for nothing.

AND they meant every word they said.

L Every word of it because you know
what happened. Every no-good word.

Mrs. Helms she said she hated her hus-
band. Only she just didn't call him her
husband. She used some words I wouldn't
repeat to you. But she kept telling this

Mack Jennings how much she hated her
husband, how much she loved Mack Jen-
nings, how much she wanted to get rid of
her husband.
Mack Jennings kept trying to tell her

to take it easy, to be patient, and to re-

member this was an anniversary party.

Do you know what she said, Father? She
said she hoped she could begin celebrat-

ing the anniversary of his death. That's
what she said. Because I heard her. Ev-
ery—every word of it.

Mack Jennings kept patting her hands
and telling her they would do something,
and Mrs. Helms kept telling him they had
to do something soon, real soon.
Then Mack Jennings ordered two more

drinks. I fixed 'em and they took the
drinks and walked away. I saw them
talking to another man and woman, talk-

ing and laughing and having a wonderful
time. And then they went upstairs. And
I didn't see "em no more that night.

You know what happened, Father. A
week later Howard Helms—Mrs. Helms
husband—he was killed. They said he
was drunk and he fell down the stairs and
cracked his head in the cellar. They said

it was an accident. That's what they said.

And I saw it in the papers.
I was sitting in a bar on Forty-seventh

Street with Jimmy—and two girls—when
I read about it. You know what I did? I

got up and left. I said I was sick and that

I was sorry but I had to go. Jimmy got
sore, but I didn't care. I got the—I got
outa there and went back to the room.

I was sick all right. I went to bed sick,

wanting to sleep and to forget every-
thing and all that. But I couldn't sleep a

bit. I kept thinking over and over again
about that Helms party and listening to

Mrs. Helms and Mack Jennings.

About four in the morning Jimmy
came in and seeing as I wasn't sleeping he
started to ask me what was the big idea
walking out on the dames and him. I told

him I was sick and- he asked me what
kind of sickness and I couldn't tell him.
I couldn't tell him nothing except that I

thought I was going crazy. So Jimmy said

don't go crazy tonight and he gave me a

bottle of booze and I finished it and got
tangled in maybe a hundred nightmares.
Know what the nightmares were, Fa-

ther? I kept seeing Mrs. Helms and Mack
Jennings pushing Howard Helms down
the stairs and then telling me to fix some
more drinks. That's what I kept seeing,

only in the nightmares I was smiling like

I was happy to be there and happy to be
serving drinks to nice people who push
people down stairs when they don't like

them, especially somebody's husband.
The next day I didn't get outa bed.

Not at all. Jimmy brought me a ham-
burger and he brought me another bot-

tle of booze and I drank all of it.

I couldn't get outa bed, Father. 1

couldn't. I kept telling myself if I was
nothing I could stay in bed and drink my-
self to death. But if I was something or

somebody I was part of a murder. If I

was something or somebody I was to

blame because a man was killed. I

coulda gone to Mr. Helms and told him
what was up and then maybe—maybe

—

But 1 didn't because I was nothing.

And I stayed in bed and got drunk.

Then the day after that Jimmy told me
we had another job—another big party

on Long Island. And when I told him I

wasn't going, Jimmy hit the roof. I kept

telling him I didn't want to work no more
parties on Long Island or any other fancy

place. Well, Jimmy tried to argue with

me but it did him no good. He tried to

find out what the—what the matter was
but I wouldn't tell him nothing.

I didn't tell nobody nothing. Not un-

til I went to see Mrs. Helms.
That was a little more than a week

after Mr. Helms fell down the stairs

—

after he was pushed and all that. I'll tell

you why I went there, Father. Maybe
you weren't in court and maybe you
didn't read it in the papers, so I'll tell you.

Well, I went to see Mrs. Helms be-

cause I was fighting with myself. I was
telling myself that I was down and out
and that they would count me as noth-
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ing if I didn't get up. So I got up. I got

up and took some more booze and then

I took a cab ail the way out to the North

Shore.

The butler remembered my face when
I told him I once worked the bar there.

But he wouldn't let me in. He let me in

only after I shoved him outa the way.

Mrs. Helms heard the racket and she

came downstairs.

She was wearing a black dress trying

to look like she was in mourning and all

that. But you know, Father, she was

wearing lipstick and powder and perfume

and she didn't look so unhappy to me.

Well, she didn't look unhappy till I told

her who I was and why I was there.

Then she called Mack Jennings. He
was outside in the sun smoking a pipe and

playing with the fancy dogs and looking

like everything was just jake.

This is what I said—to both of 'em. I

said my name was Pat Dawson and

I wanted to know one thing. I said I

wanted to know if they killed Mr. Helms.

I wanted to hear 'em say no. I wanted to

believe 'em if they did, and then maybe
I would forget what I heard, and then

maybe if I stopped working fancy parties

I could begin to think I was something or

somebody.
Mrs. Helms didn't say nothing at first.

She asked me if I wanted a drink and
when I said I did she gave me the best

booze in the house. While I was sopping

t up, Mack Jennings began to ask me
questions. What did I hear? When did

I hear it? Did I tell anybody else?

Oh, I told 'em everything and I told

em off because by then I was sure they

killed Mr. Helms. Then I said can you
see me? Can you hear me?
Then this Mack Jennings said it, Fa-

her. He should never have said it at

all and the way he did. Father, can you
inderstand me? I was fighting. I was
ighting to get up, to be something or

iomebody, and I couldn't take what he

aid. It was too much to take. Then this

Mack Jennings walks outa the room and
eaves Mrs. Helms there and she starts

alking and making worse than nothing

>r nobody outa me.
Know what she said, Father? She

poked straight at me and said I'll give

:/ou what you want. I asked her if she

cnew what I wanted and she said money,
laughed, but she didn't know why I was
aughing because she kept raising the

nte. She was sure I showed up for only
ne thing. Blackmail.

Then Mack Jennings came running
lack into the room—with a gun in his

land. He just kept pointing the gun
t me and saying nothing and listening

o Mrs. Helms going crazy and saying
was worse than nothing or nobody

because I didn't want no money from 'em.

Then Mrs. Helms she turned to Mack
Jennings and started yelling for him to

shoot me dead. He got scared for a little

minute. Father. That was his trouble.

He kept looking at me and looking

scared, and then kept turning to Mrs.

Helms to see how crazy she was.

I didn't wait for him to look at me
again. I just dived at him and knocked
him off his feet. I knocked the gun outa

his hand and I kept slugging away at

him till Mrs. Helms went for the gun.

Then I got up and I kicked her away. I

got the gun and I squeezed the trigger

just as Mack Jennings tried to jump me.
1 hit him right. Father. I hit him right in

the heart and he fell down dead.

Mrs. Helms, she got down on the floor

with Mack Jennings, holding him in her

arms and trying to bring him back to Jife.

Me, I sat down and had a few more drinks

and waited for the police. I finished the

bottle before they came.

THEN the trial. I was somebody at the

trial all right. I really was. They had
my name and pictures in all the papers. It

was a big bang all right, but all the bangs

hit me. Father, I didn't stand a chance.

Mrs. Helms she fixed me with a couple

of fancy lies. And they believed her

—

maybe because they couldn't believe my
story about hearing 'em talk about mur-
der at the bar. She fixed me all right but I

think she fixed herself, too. I think she

fixed it so it'll be no good for her for all

times. Maybe she won't never get the

electric chair, but I don't think she sleeps

so good. No, Father, I don't think so.

When I was sure I was going to die

in the electric chair, I kept telling myself
it mighta happened in the Bulge. It

mighta, too. Many times.

Father, I wish it had. But the way
things worked out I'm sorry about a lotta

things, but most of all I'm sorry for what
I did to my family. Oh, I didn't love 'em
too much I guess, but I never wanted to

hurt 'em any. And I did, Father, I did.

I hurt 'em plenty.

Thanks, Father, thanks for letting me
talk to you. I tried not to use no swear
words and all that.

One more thing, Father. There's one
more thing I forgot. Well, there was one
time I wished, one time I really wished I

was nothing or nobody. That was during
the trial—when they put my picture and
all that in the papers.

Know why, Father? Because my old
man stopped reading all those newspa-
pers, and I know what it meant to him to

sit down and read all those papers when
his head was full of those subway noises
and he wanted peace and quiet.

The End

by FOSTER HUMFREVILLE

"You're being very unreasonable, Alfred. It's not my fault

collier s if the cards say I'm going to meet a tall handsome man"
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more heating surface. Other
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F. D. ROOSEVELT
THE FULL PICTURE

C)LLIER*S now has had the pleasure of

printing two series of "Franklin D. Roose-
velt As I Knew Him" articles, and two more

are in the works.

The first of these came from the pen—and the

heart—of Frances Perkins, who served as Secretary

of Labor from Mr. Roosevelfs first Inauguration

Day, March 4, 1933, until shortly after his death in

the spring of 1945-

Miss Perkins* memoirs were written in a wor-
shipful mood, since she felt that F.D.R. was about

as nearly perfect as mortal man can be. For all

that, her reminiscences were intelligent, interesting

and informative. Her book containing the Collier's

articles justifiably became a best seller.

The second of these series of Roosevelt recollec-

tions was by James A. Farley. To put it mildly,

it was a horse of quite another color than the Per-

kins production.

The former Roosevelt campaign manager and
Postmaster General wrote under the title Why I

Broke With Roosevelt. He pulled no detectable

punches in telling precisely that story.

"General" Farley, always the practical politician,

never was overcome by the coruscations of the

Roosevelt personality. But he knew a born winner
when he saw one. He handled the 1932 and 1936

campaigns with the enthusiasm which a trainer

brings to a fine race horse.

Between 1936 and 1940, Mr. Farley came to re-

gard his chief as a snob and an autocrat. In his Col-
lier's pieces, Farley cited chapter and verse to show
how and why he arrived at this estimate of Mr.
Roosevelt; and both he and the magazine drew
some memorable brickbats on that account from
some of the same people who had applauded the

Perkins series.

We are now printing a selection of Henry Mor-
genthau's memories of the Roosevelt he knew. Mr.
Morgenthau, affectionately called Henry the

Morgue by "the Boss," was Secretary of the Treas-

ury from January, 1934, until President Truman
eased him out in July, 1945. He was an intimate of

Mr. Roosevelt's and he also was the most industri-

ous diary keeper since Samuel Pepys.

Collier's takes pleasure in presenting the cream
of Mr. Morgenthau's Rooseveltian impressions to

its readers—and in welcoming the brickbats fired

by people whose admiration for Morgenthau and
his late leader can hardly be called intense.

To cap this particular group of memoirs, we ex-

pect soon to print a series gleaned from the notes

and records of Harry L. Hopkins by Robert E. Sher-

wood. Mr. Hopkins, of course, was Mr. Roose-
velt's closest confidant. His report should be fully

as interesting as those of Miss Perkins and Messrs.
Farley and Morgenthau—and fully as useful to fu-

ture historians and biographers.

It is this historical aspect of the whole matter
that we have considered from the start.

In Franklin Delano Roosevelt the United States

had one of the most picturesque, dramatic and con-
troversial characters in its history.

People either loved or hated this man. There
was no middle ground for calm feelings concern-
ing him. He had a genius for making friends, and
an equal genius for making enemies, and he made
plenty of both.

The complete verdict of history on him is not in

as yet, and cannot be rendered for years to come.
Was he a true lover of the people; or did he love

them only at a distance, finding their aroma just a
trifle too earthy? Mr. Farley has one answer to that

question; others have other answers.

Did Roosevelt strive incessantly and honestly to

prevent the European war which exploded in 1939,

and did he really try thereafter to keep the United
States out of that war? Or did he want a war from
the time of the 1937 "quarantine" speech in Chi-
cago?
What was his true and complete role in the Pearl

Harbor disaster?

Did he give away too much at Yalta to Joseph
Stalin; or did he actually drive as shrewd and tough
a bargain as was possible at that time?

In accepting nominations for a third and a fourth

term, was Mr. Roosevelt moved by a selfless love

of his country and a consuming desire to see it

safely through a time of troubles? Or was he, as

some suspected, a dictator at heart, with a fierce

ambition to overturn the American republican

system of government and steer the United States

into a sort of repetition of the history of ancient

Rome from the time of Julius Caesar?
These are only a few of the many questions which

are still unanswered in full concerning the New
Deal and World War II Chief Executive and the

man who succeeded in breaking the George Wash-
ington no-third term tradition.

These and all the other pertinent questions must
be answered in full and authoritatively before

Franklin D. Roosevelt can be assigned his correct

rank in the history of the United States and of the

world.

Every shred of evidence that can contribute to the

definite answer to every question about Roosevelt

should be gathered up and put on record some-
where, and as promptly as may be.

We don't see how there can be any better sources

of such evidence than the members of the Roose-
velt inner circle during the years when he was the

central figure in official Washington.
That is the chief reason why we are printing the

Perkins, Farley, Morgenthau and Hopkins recol-

lections—and why we do not anticipate that

these will be the last of such documents we shall

print.

In the course of time, by means of these con-
tributions and of other evidence from other sources,

the American people and the world should have the

full, true and three-dimensional picture of F. D.
Roosevelt as he actually was.

It is a picture which is urgently needed for many
reasons, and we take the greatest satisfaction in

helping to buil I it up, regardless of any objections

from anybody ai.ywhere.
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